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LONDON IMPROVEMENT.
IN my remarks on the increasing beauty

of London, under the head '

Kingsway and

Aldwych' (10
th S. iv. 361), I partially re-

viewed what had been done during the last

sixty years in the making of new thorough-
fares and the improvement of old. It will

now be a pleasure to me to extend the

reference to other work accomplished in the

advance so interesting and satisfactory to all

Londoners.*
The ardent demand for width and open

spaces, parks, gardens, and playgrounds, has

been noticed, and some work in that direc-

tion has had men lion. In Hyde Park and

Kensington Gardens, originally one expanse,

* Referring to my preceding note, I find that

Kingsgate Street was demolished in the widening
of Southampton Row in continuation of Kings-
way. It is, however, satisfactory to notice that
"
Kingsgate Baptist Church" (connected with the

fine Church House of that denomination) preserves
the name. The date "1560" in the same note

I have to acknowledge as a slip. Theobalds
was obtained by James I. in 1607, in exchange
with Robert Cecil, Earl of Salisbury, for Hatfield

(VValford,
4 Greater London,' i. 380). Also it should

be read of Westminster and Blackfriars bridges
that Westminster is the wider by five feet.

we have a grand inheritance. The Park
and the Gardens have been carefully
preserved, and progressive taste in the
culture and arrangement of flowers and
shrubs (especially of the sumptuous rhododen-
dron) has greatly enhanced their beauty. A
great work here has been the rectification of
the Serpentine, the necessary complement of
the landscape. Its existence has not been

happy. Made for pleasure and ornament by
Queen Caroline in 1730, it had nevertheless
become the filth deposit of a district of grow-
ing London. The polluted West Bourn was
long suffered to bring down the sewage, and
although the evil stream had been diverted
some years before the

"
forties," the horrid

deposit remained, and was even augmented
at times of flood. The Metropolitan Drain-

age scheme, a work of great magnitude
which must have mention here, although, as

underground, it did not affect the outward
beauty of London finally shut off all sewer
communication with the Serpentine ;

but not
until ten years later (1870) were the clean-

ing, deepening, and shaping of the lake
effected. And although its present supply of
water from wells and surface drainage, and
occasionally from the metropolitan system,
is not generous, we have now a handsome
lake. Green Park and St. James's, as
the satellites of Hyde Park, have shared
in the advance of enlightened culture.

Regent's Park and the much loved "Zoo"
have also progressed ;

and in the more modern
London the old, wholesome example has been
followed in the making of Victoria, Batter-

sea, and several minor parks. Not only this,
but every green and common has become a

pleasaunce : and the grand old squares are
more carefully tended, their green lawns and
noble trees (wonderful in the heart of Lon-
don) compensating us for the clouded skies
and wet weather we sometimes find depressing.
Finally, in the list of these open spaces come
the last homes of past generations : the burial-

grounds of the dead have become the gardens
of the living, in some instances the playground
of children.

It was about the end of the forties that the

building of Gothic churches was revived.
Greek churches, correct or incorrect, and
built to serve equally the living and
the dead, had been long in vogue ; now
the mediaeval English form again com-
mended itself. It is not becoming to criticize

severely the first examples of the revival, or
even the "restorations" then effected; mis-
takes no doubt were made, and it would be
sad indeed if after sixty years of building
nothing had been learnt. One of the first
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churches of revived Gotliic in the recollection

of the writer was St. Matthew's in the City
Road, not very far from the "

Angel" at

Islington, a pleasanter quarter then than
now. Holy Trinity, Paddington, is also

remembered as a brand-new church in 1849.

St. Mary Abbot's at Kensington is one of the
most important examples, and were it but old,
and perhaps less obscured by stained glass, it

would command much admiration. TheGothic
revival has been maintained through nearly
the sixty years, its last achievement being
the re-edification of the greater part of St.

Mary's Overie, Southwark, which has become
a twentieth-century cathedral a fine work
in our day, yet small in contrast with the

mighty churches of old. And here must
have mention the constant sustentation work
at the Abbey, especially the facial restoration

of the north transept, the merit of which is

perhaps generally allowed, though it would be
vain to expect unanimous approval. On
St. Paul's, internally, elaborate and costly
art has been bestowed, and new, sweet bells

ring from its belfry. Also much redemp-
tion work has been done on our one great
Norman fragment, St. Bartholomew's.

The Gothic art has not been employed on
churches alone ;

it has been frequently
applied to secular buildings, and if its success

be questionable, the doubt seems to affect

only the interior adaptability to modern use.

We are now mainly concerned with the
external beauty imparted to London, and
find great satisfaction in these Gothic acqui-
sitions. The Houses of Parliament were

building in the forties and some years later ;

they are certainly beautiful. Fault-finding
is always easy, especially when architecture
is concerned ; here the main body of the

building has been thought deficient in pro-
portion, and overwrought with repeated
ornament. But if this be the fault, it is

redeemed by the noble towers, especially
the Victoria Tower, the stately magnitude
and grace of which render it unrivalled

throughout the world.

Next we are reminded of the removal
of the comparatively modern buildings of
the Courts of Justice, now transposed to
another site, whither we will presently
follow them, observing here the opening of

space and the revelation of old Westminster
Hall, the famous beauty of which, however,
is internal. At Westminster block after
block of grand Government buildings has
been raised, and still they are far from
completion. Projects have but slowly pro-
gressed in a city where energy and industry
have enormously enhanced the value of

ground, and where justice to the full must
recognize individual rights. Thus, we had
almost despaired of the long-projected widen-
ing of Parliament Street, but now, as an
accomplished fact, it has become the fitting
avenue of the truly imperial quarter of
London. The earliest block, the Treasury
Offices at Whitehall, was the work of the
forties. This, indeed, was not much more
than a new front to an old building ;

it was
and is handsome classic work, but scale has
greatly increased, and this block has become
dwarfed by later buildings of greater propor-
tions. The Home, Colonial, Foreign, and
India Offices form a splendid group, which
happily on one side presents itself to
St. James's Park, and thence makes a very
charming picture. The great War Office block,
raised in front of the comparatively insignifi-

cant, but still appreciated Horse Guards,isnow
outwardly completed. The Admiralty still

turns a stately though gloomy visage towards
the street; but large and handsome addi-
tions have been made on the Park side.
Another immense block of buildings is rising
with faces towards the Abbey and Parliament
Street, and we wait with unfailing interest
the full realization of this magnificent seat of
Government.
Westminster must not be left without

observing from the fine bridge across the
river the eight handsome divisions of
St. Thomas's Hospital, a very noticeable addi-
tion to the beauty of London. The new police
quarters on the Westminster bank are also-

important, though less admired. And along
the Embankment (noticed in my previous
communication) have risen the fine build-

ings of the London School Board now the
London County Council's Educational Offices

the Thames Conservancy, the City off

London School, and others.

W. L. BUTTON.
27, Elgin Avenue, W.

(To be concluded.)

SIR THOMAS NEVILL, 1503-8?.

SIR THOMAS was the third son of Richard,
Lord Latimer, who died 1531, and uncle of
the last lord, who died 1577. He and his

younger brother Marmaduke married Maria
and Elizabeth, two of the four daughters and
coheiresses of Sir Thomas Tey, of Brightwell
Hall, Suffolk, and Pigott's Ardley, Essex.
Morant's account of him (apparently taken

from Harl. MS. 3882) is full of gross in-

accuracies, which it may be well to correct.

His history is of interest, as, if any male-

descendant remains, he would be the heir
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male of the house of Nevill. Morant,
Chauncy, and Drummond give the Nevills of

Ridgewell, Essex, as descendants ; but I

have,under the heading' Cromwell Fleetwood'

(10
th S. iv. 74), given reasons for thinking

that this descent is open to grave doubt.

There were about this time so many Sir

Thomas Nevills of different families, that it

is most difficult to distinguish between them.

For instance, 1540, the date given by Morant
for the death of this Sir Thomas, is really
that of his father-in-law Sir Thomas Tey ;

there has evidently been a confusion of notes

which has been slavishly copied.
The Thomas whose I. P.M. of 1602 Morant

also refers to, as that of the son and heir of

our Sir Thomas, was Thomas Nevill of Stock

Harvard, Essex, who married Rebecca,

daughter of Gyles Allen, of Hazeleigh. He
was son of Hugh Nevill of Ramsden Belhouse,
whose will was proved in F603 (Com. Essex)
as of Brightlingsea.

Sir Thomas Nevill of Mereworth, Speaker
of the House of Commons and brother of

Lord Abergavenny, died in 1543. The
' D.N.B.

'

says that his first wife was Elizabeth,
widow of Robert Amadas, a member of

the firm of goldsmiths to Henry VIII.

This marriage took place in the chapel
of Jenkins Manor at Barking, Essex, on
28 August, 1532 ; but it was certainly not
the first marriage of this Sir Thomas, as a
monument to his daughter Margaret in

Widial Church (Lipscomb's 'Bucks,' iii. 474)
states that she was born in 1525, and was
the daughter of Katheryne, daughter of Lord
Dacre. This lady, who is buried at Narden,
in Kent, and there called Elizabeth Daker,
is the only wife generally given to Sir

Thomas. The subject of this notice may
quite possibly have been the bridegroom.
There was also a Sir Thomas, second son of

Ralph, fourth Earl of Westmoreland, of whom
there are no particulars in the genealogies.
He was probably the Sir Thomas Nevill,

K.B.,whodied in 1546(MusgraveV Obituary').
He may, however, have been the Sir Thomas
Nevill who on 5 November, 1544, married
Frances Amiel, widow, at Bramfield, Suffolk.

She was probably the Frances Hopton who
in the visitation of Suffolk, 1561, p. 44, is

said to have married first Jcromye (sic)

secondly, Sir Thomas Nevill of Yorkshire
and thirdly (p. 195) the son of William Hovell

of Ashfield, Suffolk. The Jeromye is a sub

sequent addition, and should probably have
been Jermye, the name of a well - known
Suffolk family. The herald must have made
a mistake, or there were two previous

marriages, or possibly the Amiel is a mis

eading of the register. A Chancery suit of

561-2, Thomas Nevyll, knt, v. Arthur Rob-
arte, Esq., shows that the marriage was not

lappy, as Sir Thomas sues for the return of
a bond of 1,000. which he had given as

ecurity that he would not " beat or vex "
his

wife on condition that she behaved well ; he
asserts that she had misbehaved several
imes.

Sir Thomas of the Westmoreland family i&
lot mentioned in the rebellion of 1569, and
lad probably died previously.
Thomas Nevill of Holt, Leicestershire, was.

knighted by Somerset in 1543 on the Scotch

campaign ;
it was his heiress who married

Thomas Smyth, of Crossing Temple, who-
;ook the name of Nevill.
Maria Tej7

,
who must have been married1

ay 1536, died in 1544, according to the-

I.P.M. of 37 Henry VIII. (1545), which
names October of the preceding year as the
date of her death, and states that Thomas,
her son and heir, is aged nine. Morant sayj^
that she died in October, 1544, and was
buried at Ardleigh ;

but in view of the
mistake already mentioned this requires con-
firmation. He also states that in 1552'

Thomas Nevill held the manor of Listen hall,
in Gosfield, of the Earl of Oxford. In the

parish register of Gosfield is the burial or*

Maria Nevill on 19 Oct., 1544, and also the
birth of Ann Nevill, 1543. In 1558 the-

manor was in other hands.
There was about 1600 a Thomas Neviil, a

substantial yeoman, at Gosfield, which adjoins-
Halstead, where the ancestors of the Ridge-
well family lived; his will (Arch. Essex>
Bushen 3) was proved in 1622. He may be
identical with the Thomas Nevill of Abbess
Roding, a neighbouring parish, who paid sub-

sidy there in 1565, and at Felsted 1 in 1571,:

he probably belonged to a family of Willing-
ale and Fifield of whom there are records-

back to 1522 ; they intermarried with a
branch of the Jocelyns.

Sir Thomas, then called of Aldham, was in

political trouble in 1537 (Dom. State Papers,
vol. xii. part ii. 242), when his brother
Marmaduke was committed to the Tower. I !

have not been able to find what happened to
Sir Thomas, but it is unlikely that he escaped
Cromwell without serious fine, which may
account for the little show he made in after

years. He paid subsidy in 1549 and 1553.;

His brother, Lord Latimer, had been implicated
in the first rising in Yorkshire, which was
pardoned in December, 1536: he. made his

peace, and kept out of that of the ensuing
February. Sir Thomas's sister was married'
to Francis Norton, the prime mover, of the-
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rrebellion of 1569; but I know of no record

of our Sir Thomas among those implicated.
Two daughters of Sir Thomas are recorded

in the Visitation of Essex of 1558 : Frances,
^married to Edmund Lucas, and afterwards

successively to Bingham and Adames
;
and

,
married to Sir Humphrey Wingfield, of

'Brantham (she is called Elizabeth in the

.Suffolk Visitation of 1561). Both are

described as daughters and heiresses.

No mention is anywhere made of the

Thomas who was nine in 1545, so that he

probably died early.

By a deed in Close Rolls, 2 Eliz
, part xii.

!No. 16 (1559), Sir Thomas made over to

Edmund Lucas all his property, including a

'leasehold house he had bought in Holborn
and an estate he had bought at Clifton

Reynes, in Bedfordshire. This was for

various considerations and in settlement of

all claims in dispute According to Morant,
Pigott's Ardley was in the hands of the

Cardinall family in 1568. It is possible that

Sir Thomas meditated taking part with

.Norton, and took the usual steps to secure

his property.
I have not been able to trace his further

career, except that he died, aged seventy-
nine, on 2 May, 1582, and was buried at

^Grantchester, Cambridge, on 14 May ; the

entry in the register records his descent. By
his will (P.C.C. Tirwhite 26) he leaves every-

thing to his wife Isabel, but there is no
) mention of any property. Dame Isabel by
will (P C.C 2 Windsor, 1585) leaves various

estates, that she had bought, to the children

of her former husband Edward VVeldon.

Sir Thomas is certain to have followed the

custom of the time and married quickly after

the death of Maria Tey ;
it seems certain

that Isabel was a wife of his old age, and

probably the third wife. It is quite possible
that Sir Thomas may have had a family by
a second wife, and that the Thomas, ancestor
of the Ridgewell family, may have been a
son of this marriage.
There did appear in the neighbourhood of

Halstead about this time several Nevills who
made marriages of some importance, and
whom I cannot yet connect with other Essex
Nevills, unless in the manner already sug-
gested, which might, indeed, be part of the

pedigree from Hugh of the Lion mentioned
under the heading of Cromwell Fleetwood
already referred to.

The existence of a second family of Sir

Thomas, who would have no interest in the

Tey estates and little inheritance from their

father, would very well account for the Hal-
stead family. As the Ridgewell family had,

rightly_ or wrongty, already established a
connexion with Hugh Nevill of the Lion,
and had used his arms, there was no great
temptation to discard that in favour of
an unfounded claim from a well - known
man who had only been dead a little

over a hundred years. Holman, on whose
researches Morant's history is largely
founded, was rector of Halstead about 1710
to 1730, and may have, at this time, made
the discovery that induced John of Ridge-
well to throw over the pedigree and arms
assumed by his great-uncle George of Berk-

hampstead, and carved upon his monument.
I have notes of several generations of other

descendants of John Nevill of Halstead, the
ancestor of the Ridgewell family ;

from them
it does not seem likely that these branches
died out, as stated in Harl. MS. 3882. I shall

be thankful for any further light upon the

subject. RALPH NEVILL, F.S.A.
Castlehill, Guildford.

'THE EPICURES ALMANACK.'
IN MR. W. P. COURTNEY'S article on the

career of Benson Earle Hill (10
th S. iii. 162)

the above-mentioned work is quoted among
"the works of his [Hill's] composition which
are entered under his name in the British
Museum Catalogue." I apprehend that Hill

edited the 'Almanack' for the years 1841,

1842, and 1843; at any rate, the work was
not first issued in 1841.

* The Epicure's Almanack
;

or. Calendar
of Good Living : containing A Directory to

the Taverns, Coffee- Houses, Inns, Eating-
houses, and other Places of AJimentary
Resort in the British Metropolis and its

Environs : a Review of Artists who ad-
minister to the Wants and Enjoyments of

the Table ;
a survey of the Markets

;
and a

Calendar of the Meats in Season during
each Month of the Year,' was first published
in 1815. The words "To be continued

Annually
"
occur upon the title-page. The

author's name does not appear in any part
of the work in my copy ; however, written

indistinctly in pencil are the words, so far

as I can decipher them,
'*
By R. Rylance."

The preface states :

"The manual here offered to the public is formed
on the Model of a Work published annually at

Paris, under the title of 'Almanach des Gour-
mands.' It lays great claim to that indulgence
which the Public are ever disposed to afford to a
new Work on a vast and important subject Had
the Editor been gifted with the eyes of Argus, and
the palate of Apicius Celius ;

had his organs of

vision and taste been multiplied an hundred fold,
he must have failed to accomplish the undertaking
in a single attempt."
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The work was designed
"

to direct any man with a delicate stomach and a
full purse, or any man with a keen strong stomach
and a lean purse, where he may dine well, and to

the best advantage, in London."

Tiie itinerary commences with London "on
its highest ground, in Pannier Court, between
Paternoster Row and Newgate Street."

In (Queen's Head Passage, close to Pannier
Court, the reader is directed to

"
Dolly's

Chop House," in which
"that native dish, the beef steak, so much envied

by the French, and classed by them among their
assiettes volantes is dressed in the best style
At this house the ingenious anatomist and chemical
lecturer, Dr. George Fordyce, dined every day, for
more than twenty years Atfouro'clock.his accus-
tomed hour of dining, he entered, and took his seat
at a table always reserved for him, on which was
instantly placed a silver tankard full of strong ale ;

a bottle of port wine, and a measure containing a

quarter of a pint of brandy. The moment the
waiter announced him, the cook put a pound and a
half of rump steak on the gridiron, and on the
table some delicate trifle as a bonne louche, to serve
until the steak was ready. This morsel was some-
times half a broiled chicken, sometimes a plate of
tish : when he had eaten this, he took one glass of
his brandy, and then proceeded to devour his steak.
We say devour, because he always ate so rapidly
that one might imagine he was hurrying away to a

patient, to deprive death of a dinner He thus

daily spent an hour and a half of his time, and then
returned to his house in Essex Street, to give his
six-o-clock lecture on chemistry. He made no
other meal until his return next day at four o'clock
to Dolly's."

When St. Paul's Churchyard is reached,
there is a description of

" that well-known
and long - established house the Chapter
Coffee House." This place, described as
situated "in a passage which looks into
Paternoster Row," appears to have been well

supplied with files of all the British news-

papers, also magazines, reviews, &c., "together
with all the most popular pamphlets." There
were compartments or boxes, and two of
these appear to have been whimsically de-
nominated '*

Hell," owing, probably, to

reports as to the conversation sometimes
heard within them :

"In this house the magnificent and munificent
booksellers of London hold their conclave. Whether
or not there be also a board of grey-bearded
reviewers, we have not hitherto discovered."

At Cornhill
" Let us not pass Alderman Birch's unique refec-

tory without a tribute to the talents, literary
as well as culinary, of the worthy Alderman, who,
having written and published on the theory of
National Defence, has here illustrated his system
practically, by providing a variety of superior
soups, wherewith to fortify the stomachs, and
stimulate the courage of all his Majesty's liege
subjects."

Upon our arrival at Threadneedle Street

we are told that

"The Bank of England seems to be the magna
parens of coffee houses and taverns Let them

[our enemies] send some spy to inspect the Bank
of England and the avenues about it : John Bull

may there be seen daily, waddling out of the front

gate, and into one of the nearest places of replenish-

ment, there to convert his paper into solid sup-

plies for the service of the current day. Thus, while
each new tax adds another feather to his load, he
continues to widen and strengthen his shoulders to

bear it, and now he looks like the fat alderman, on
the back of whose coat a wag pinned a ticket, copied
from the inscription at the corner of Old Jewry,
k Widened at the expense of the Corporation of

London.'"

The few extracts I have made from ' The
Epicure's Almanack' will, I think, justify
Mr. Courtney's opinion to the effect that

"these volumes are still worth turning
over." G. E. WEARE.

Weston-super-Mare.

AN EARLIER CHARLES LAMB. An Ame-
rican correspondent has directed my atten-

tion to a most curious reference to a Charles

Lamb, as presumablya champion ofchimney-
sweepers, a hundred years and more before
the Charles Lamb whom we know came for-

ward to write those black imps' praise. The-

book is
* The Scourge : in Vindication of

the Church of England,' by T. L. (Thomas
Lewis), first published in 1717, and again in

1720. On p. 271 of the 1717 edition, and on

p. 205 of the 1720 edition, as a corroborative
search at the British Museum reveals, is this

sentence in a letter dated "
Button's, Sunday,

September 1":

"Well, I shall live to be reveng'd of all the

Chimney Sleepers in England, and only for Charles-

Lamb, 1 do love that dear Fellow. I did not care if

they were all hang'd and damri'cL

One can sirapty rub one's eyes in the pre-
sence of so odd an anticipation.

E. V. LUCAS.

ZOUAVE UNIFORM. What M. P. says of

German duelling (10
th S. iv. 388) reminds me

of the military uniform of the Zouaves the

light infantry in the French army. They
wore baggy trousers, which were drawn in

at and tied about the ankles
;
and at the

bottom they were joined together so near the
ankles that they did not allow a man to

take the regimental stride. It immediately
occurred to the new man that he must slit

them up a bit so that he could walk properly.
His older comrades told him he would get" huit jours

"
if he did. On the other hand,.

if he wanted to walk there was nothing to
be done but slit them up a few inches, which
he accordingly did. The officer came along
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tor the usual inspection, and at once detected
what he knew must take place. Nevertheless
the usual question was asked, What have

you done this for ? and the usual reply was

.given, but without avail. The expected sen-

tence was pronounced, "huitjoursde prison."

Having served his term, the man was not

required to sew the parts up again, but was
allowed to keep his bags in walkable condi-
tion. I was told this many years ago by a
Zouave who had won 4,000. in a State lottery,
and had consequently given up soldiering.

Perhaps the authorities are more reasonable
now. RALPH THOMAS.

"PRETTY MAIDS' MONEY." The following
extract from The Cornish and Devon Post

(Launceston) of 15 July, 1905, records a cere-

mony which seems worth noting :

" This money, amounting to 21. 10-s., which, left

by the Rev. Mr. Meyrick, is known as the 4

Pretty
Maids' Money,' and which is given to

' a pretty
maid of good character and regular attendance at
Church,' on the first day of the Fair each year,
was on Tuesday received by Miss Elsie Back. The
legacy was left 'to promote peace on earth and
goodwill among men.' There was a good attendance
at the church porch on the occasion, among them
being the rector, Rev. T. S. Kendall, Mr. Horace
Higgs, C.C., Mrs. Kendall, sen., Mrs. Kendall,
juu., and other ladies and gentlemen. As soon as
the clock struck twelve, Mr. Higgs handed Miss
Back the money, heartily congratulating her. Miss
Back returned thanks, after which she received
the congratulations of those present."

DUNHEVED.
" HOOSHTAH." This word seems to be one

of the most recent importations into English.
A friend who has lately returned from
Westralia uses it upon every possible occa-

sion, both as interjection and verb. He tells

me it is really a cry of the Afghan camel-

drivers, of whom there are many on the gold-
fields. I have just come upon the following
quotation in an Australian novel,

* True
Eyes,

5

by Randolph Bedford, 1903, p. 295 :

44 So the camel was ' hooshtahed
' down and

strapped, after she had ground the dust
under her chest - pad into the shape of

comfort, and so left to the enjoyment of the

quandong." JAS. PLATT, Jun.

THE METROPOLITAN RAILWAY. The recent

important changes on this much - abused
railway afford a pleasant contrast with its

many years of perennial grime and smoke-
saturated tunnels. There is an excellent

description of its earliest years in a little

collection of papers on London subjects,
entitled 'Trifles,' by Edwin Utley, London,
1864.

The writer on 18 June travelled from
Farringdon Street to Hammersmith five days

after this portion of the line had been opened.
After leaving Bishop's Road
" we were no longer in the dark, but in a clear and
healthy atmosphere, travelling in comfort, and
even luxuriously. The line traverses an extremely
pleasant country. At first we had brickfields on
our left, and new-mown hay and broad green
meadows on our right. The change from * under-
ground' to daylight and sunshine, from impure
air into a sweet-scented and invigorating atmo-
sphere, was really delightful We were left alone
in our lofty and spacious carriage, and had the
privilege of walking about in it and viewing the
country ;

and it was all country, and looked
charming."

Evidently the "privilege of walking about"
was not restricted by the necessity of having
to hang on to a strap. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39, Hiilmarton Road.

BIRDS OF EAST FINMARK. It may be of

use to students of Northern languages to
record in your pages that in The Zoologist,
Second Series, vol. ii. pp. 697-700 (1867),
there is a list of the native names of the
birds of East Finmark, compiled by Ch. Som-
merfeldt, parish priest of Nsesseby.

EDWARD PEACOOK.

CECIL FAMILY. (See 6th S. vii. 384; viii.

69 ; xi. 69 ; 7th S. xii. 144.) At the above

places the descent of the great Lord Burghley
from the Sitsilts of Alterynnys, believed in

by himself see the document reproduced in

Nares's *

Memoirs,' vol. i. p. 8 is disputed,
and it is suggested that he was descended
from a Yorkshire family named Cecill.

Stress is laid (6
th S. vii. 384) on the use of

the spelling "Cecill" by Lord Burghley and
his father and grandfather. I think some
light is thrown on the question by the will

(P.C.C. 13 Adeane) of Sir David Philipp, Knt.,
dated 25 September, and proved 10 December,
1506. The testator is buried at Stamford,
but he mentions "Dewles," to the rood of

which he gives a legacy ;
and this may be

Dulas, Dewlas, or Dulace, a few miles from

Alterynnys. But a more certain point is

that Lord Burghley's grandfather David is

named as an executor, being the only
executor who proved ;

and a legacy is left^to
him as a godson of the testator, unless (which

is, of course, possible) the godson was David's

son David. In all cases the name is spelt

Seysyll, Scisseld, or Scissilde, never Cecill.

Agnes Scisseld is also mentioned, and the

following clearly Welsh names occur : Jane

ap Rosser (legacy), Hugh Edwards (exe-

cutor), Sir John Landaff (witness). Some
conclusion might be drawn from the prove-
nance of Sir David Philipp himself, if that

be known. If he lived in early life near

Alterynnys, and if David Cecill, senior, was
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the godchild, then the latter was probably
born there, for Sir David Philipp's connexion
with Stamford seems to have been due to

marriage, and David Cecil], senior, must have
been thirty to forty years old in 1506.

L. W. H.

BEX JONSON'S WORKS, 1616. Old errors die

hard, and among them is the belief that the
1616 folio of Ben Jonson contained the por-
trait of the poet by Vaughan. I am reminded
of this by the words " no portrait

" added to
the record of a sale of this volume, together
with the posthumous second volume, in The
Athenaeum of 9 December. On this subject
the late Mr. George Bullen, of the British

Museum, wrote to me in 1879 as follows :

"We have two copies of Ben Jonson, 1616, fol. :

one in the General Library, and one in the Gren-
ville. The former has no portrait : the latter has
one by Vaughan, the same tnat appears in the
1640 edition. Mr. Grenville in a note states

'
I have

added to my copy the head by Vaughan.' Now
Vaughan, according to Nagler,

* Kiinstler Lexikon,'
was born in 1600, so that it is scarcely probable he
could have done this portrait in 1616."

H. A. EVANS.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

CARDINALS' PILLARS. In Narea's Glos-
sary,' edited by Halliwell and Wright, occurs
the statement :

" Ornamented pillars were formerly carried before
a cardinal, and Wolsey was remarkable for keeping
up this piece of state. In the stage directions for
his solemn entry in the play of

'

Henry VIII,' it is

said,
' then two gentlemen bearing two great silver

pillars.' This was from authentic history. He is

so described by Holingshed and other historians.

Cavendish, his biographer, speaks of these silver

pillars, and of his cross-bearers and pillar-bearers.
Skelton satirically describes him as going preceded
by two cross-bearers :

After them followe two laye-men secular
And eche of theym holdyng a pillar
In their handes, steade of a mace.

These pillars were supposed to be emblematical of
the support given by the cardinals to the Church."

This account of Nares is
responsible for a

sense of the word pillar introduced in some
modern dictionaries (chiefly of American
authorship), "a portable ornamental column
formerly carried before cardinals, as em-
blematic of his support to the Church."
No authority, however, is cited for this

general use, nor have I as yet found any refer-

ence to pillars borne before cardinals, except
in this case of Wolsey. Can any reader of

'N. & Q.' direct me to any other source in

which the alleged practice is referred to or
described 1 A historical student to whom I

have applied is unable to answer the question,
but says that it is the practice at Rome (in
"
correct

"
or Black households) for a cardinal

to be received by two manservants bearing
torches, and to be preceded by them
to the reception-room. He suggests that
the two pillars borne before Wolsey
were merely two silver candlesticks. But
this would evidently be quite at variance
with the notion of Nares as to what the
"
pillars

"
symbolized. I should be very glad

of any communications bearing upon the sub-

ject, and if writers will, to save time, send
them to me direct (address Dr. Murray,
Oxford), I will forward them to the Editor
of 'N. &Q.' J. A. H. MURRAY.

[Is it possibly derived from the lictors ?]

ENNOBLED ANIMALS. Can any readers of
* N. & Q.' help me to cases of animals which
have been ennobled in a similar way to

Caligula's horse, which was made Consul of

Rome 1 If any artist has treated the subject,
I shall be very grateful for information about
the picture.

*

RUDOLPH DE CORDOVA.
2, Pump Court, Middle Temple, E.G.

SCOTT AND CAREY : SCOTT IN IRELAND.
Can any reader remind me where Sir W. Scott

quotes the first two lines of Carey's play :

Aldiborontephoscophornio,
Where left you Chrononhononthologos?

That he was familiar with the play we know
from the motto prefixed to the first chapter
of 'The Antio-uary,' and by his nicknames
for the two Ballantynes (Lockhart, vol. ii.

chap, vi., near beginning). But I think he
also somewhere quotes the above lines.

I have a further question to ask. In Carey's

play the above lines are spoken by Rigdum-
Funnidos (so spelt by Carey), and the

pompous gentleman, whom for shortness we
may call Aid., thus replies :

Fatigu'd with the tremendous toils of war.
Within his tent, on downy couch succumbent,
Himself he unfatigues with gentle slumbers.

Now, in a family closely connected with
Scott's early friends John and Alexander

Irving, the following lines have been handed
down orally :

Fatigued in his tent by the toils of war,
On a downy couch reposing,
igdum-Funnidos watching by.
While the prince lay dozing.

Where do these lines come from? They
are evidently a burlesque version of Ald.'s

reply (itself a burlesque), couched in a

different metre, and certainly forming no
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part of the play. Did Scott invent them
Family tradition says that the three frienda
were in the habit of making up anc"
spouting" queer rimes of all kinds, and I

incline to think that this was one of them
Unless another origin can be pointed out for
these lines, I shall conclude that we have in
them a trouvaille from Scott's young days,
probably made by him, and at any rate often
on his lips.

I may add that the same family tradition
tells that Scott and his two friends, in their
college days, made a trip to the north of
Ireland, crossing from Galloway ; that there
Scott usually rode while his companions
walked ; that the trip was cut short for some
unknown reason

; and that a riming account
of it was preserved by John Irving, though
it has long since disappeared. Tiiis excursion
is not mentioned by Lockhart, nor, so far as
I know, by any other chronicler of Scott's
life. To many of us every trifle connected
with the Great Magician is of value, so I
make no apology for mentioning these.

14, Calverley Park, Tunbridge Wells.

THOMAS BARRY, the son of Spranger Barry,
the famous actor, by his first wife, was
admitted on the foundation at Westminster
School in 1758. I should be glad to learn the
maiden name of his mother, and any par
ticulars of his career. G. F. K. B.

NED :

" To RAISE NED." Can any one give
an explanation of the origin and early mean-
ing of the phrase

"
to raise Ned "a common

expression applied to an active fellow who
creates disturbances out of a pure love of
mischief? That is to say, it was common
enough in New England half a century, or
more, ago. It signified a sort of harmless,
yet provoking disorder in conduct. Is the
expression current in England to-day 1 or
has it ever obtained there?

FRANK WARREN HACKETT.
1418, M Street, Washington, D.C.

MALTBY: MAWBEY. Miss Maltbj-, of 58,
Grove Street, New Haven, Connecticut, has
asked me to send the following to * N. & O.'
Parentage is wanted of William Maltby,

born 1645, and of his brother John ; they
emigrated to America about 1670. A Robert
Maltbye witnesses a deed of land for William
in 1673

; the relationship of this Robert is

unknown, as this is the only time he appears
upon the records. In Betham's *

Baronetage,'
vol. iii. p. 322, is to be found the pedigree of
the Mawbeys of Botleys, Surrey. Can any
one tell what became of the John and William

who are on the chart as sons of William
Mawbey ? GERALD FOTHERGILL.

11, Brussels Road, New Wandsworth, S.W.

PENN AND MEAD JURY, 1670. Mr. Horace
J. Smith, of Philadelphia, has started a move-
ment to provide a memorial commemorating
the jurymen who in 1670 refused to convict
William Penn arid William Mead for preach-
ing in Gracechurch Street. As chairman of
the committee I shall be glad if readers of
'N. & Q.' can supply me with any informa-
tion about these jurymen or their letters or

portraits. JOHN HENRY LLOYD.
Edgbaston Grove, Birmingham.

MONUMENTAL BRASSES IN THE MEYRICK
COLLECTION. Sawbridgeworth Church, in
common with many others in Hertfordshire,
has suffered the loss of many monumental
brasses, some of which are in the Saffron
Walden Museum, and others, apparently,
were in the Meyrick collection.

Haines informs us (under Sawbridgeworth)
that "a brass of a man in armour, about
1480, is at Goodrich Court, Herefordshire."
This probably represents John Chauncy,
whose effigy is missing from its matrix.

Cussans, referring to an altar-tomb in the
chancel of Sawbridgeworth Church contain-

ing matrices of a knight and his two wives

kneeling before a representation of the

Trinity, states :

" These brasses are said to
have been in the collection of Sir Samuel
Meyrick at Goodrich Castle [Court?]."

I am informed that the Meyrick collection

is now entirely dispersed, and no references
to these brasses is to be found in the sale

catalogues. Is it possible to ascertain their

whereabouts at the present time ?

W. B. GERISH.
Bishop's Stortford.

BORN WITH TEETH. I am presently issuing
a work to be called

* Dental Jottings,' and
shall be obliged if any readers of

' N. & Q.'
can send me the names of any distinguished
persons of whom it is undoubtedly on record
that they were born with teeth.

CHAS. F. FORSHAW, LLD.
Baltimore House, Bradford.

[Is it not stated that Richard III. was so
endowed at birth ?]

FRANCIS PRIOR : ANNABELLA BEAUMONT. I
am anxious to learn if Foster's

* London
Vtarriage Licences

'

records the marriage of

Francis Prior and Annabella Beaumont
Between 1700 and 1720. If it does not, is

there any similar publication that does ?

F. O. HOPKINS.
39, City Councillors Street, Montreal.
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WILL-POWER AS RECORDED IN HISTORICAL
PORTRAITS. In some magazine article by
Mr. Harry Furniss, which I came across not

long ago, the author remarked that as a
caricaturist he had observed that women of

marked intellect had masculine-looking jaws.
Great women singers, whose gift is physical,

may have the lower part of the face feminine
in type, but the other celebrities of their sex
resemble men in this respect.

Is Mr. Fu miss's opinion borne out by
those historical portraits which are con-

sidered to be more accurate than flattering 1

Further, do masculine portraits con firm the

general belief that a heavy jaw indicates a

commanding will?

Have the great men of action, whose special

faculty is the power of compelling others to

follow their lead, stronger jaws and chins
than other gifted people* with capacious
skulls and highly organized brains ]

Personally I have known a very weak jaw
go with great tenacity, and on the con-

trary, have observed strong jaws whose

possessors never got a hold on the wills they
were anxious to guide.

It has yet to be discovered, I believe, how
it is that certain men, without apparent
effort, extort obedience from the rest of their

world ;
while others, however right and

reasonable, however steadfast to their point,
are as impotent for good as Cassandra.

J. A.

CALFHILL FAMILY. In 1570 James Calfhill

was nominated to the bishopric of Worcester,
but died before consecration. In 1601 James
Calfhill was curate (vicar) of Folkestone,
Kent. Were they related ?

I also find in a pedigree of Kennet of Sel-

lendge, in Kent, and of Coxhoe, co. Pal.

Durham, that Reginald Kennett, about 1480,
married Anne, daughter and heir of Sir John
Calfhill, of Kent. Arms, Erm., a calf passant
gules. I do not find the name in the general
index to Archceologia Gantiana.

11. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

GARIOCH : ITS PRONUNCIATION. Howshould
this name, as title or place-name, be pro-
nounced? I ask because, having just nad
occasion to look it up, I find that authorities

differ. In the list of
*

Peculiarly Pronounced

Proper Names' in 'Who's Who 'it is given
as Garrick ; yet in a well-informed article in

M.A.P. (2 Dec.) we are told that it should be
sounded Geery. Which is correct ?

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

PIPER AT CASTLE BYTHAM. Can any cor-

respondent of *N. & Q.' tell me what writer

gives the earliest account of the piper who
went into an underground passage at Castle

Bytham, in Lincolnshire, and was never seen

again, although he could be heard playing on
his pipes for some time ?

If my memory does not deceive me, he is

spoken of as a Scot in Wild's *

History of
Castle Bytham' ;

but surely this is a modern
error. Does not the tale come down to us
from a time when Lincolnshire pipers were
well known ? What other versions of the

story occur
1

? I imagine the legend must be
current in many parts of the British Islands.

G. T.

NAPOLEON'S CORONATION ROBE : ITS GOLD
BEES. Can any of your readers tell me
where the gold bees are to be seen which
were used on Napoleon I.'s coronation robe ?

They were solid gold and of Greek workman-
ship, and were dug up in an old tomb. I
should be much obliged for any information

concerning them. D. CRISP.
Broadhurst, Godalming.

RIGGS. Under date of 12 July, 1666, Pepys
records in his immortal '

Diary
'

:

"With Sir W. Coventry into London to. the
office. And all the way I observed him mightily
to make mirth of the Duke of Albemarle and hia

people about him, saying, that he was the happiest
man in the world for doing of great things by sorry
instruments. And so particularized in Sir W.
Clerke, and Riggs, and Halsey, and others."

Who and what was this Riggs ?

In 1689 Ensign John Riggs brought to
Lieut.-Governor Nicholson, of New York,
the official announcement from England of
the accession of William and Mary to the
throne. Can any reader inform me who this

officer was ? E. FRANCIS RIGGS.
Washington, D.C.

'CENSUS REPORT, 1851.' Who was the
author responsible for the historical part
(Ivi-lxxix) of the 'Results and Observa-
tions

'

? Q. V.

ROBERT WESTON. I should be much
obliged if any reader could help me to the

birthplace and parentage of a Robert Weston,
who was born 1740, and was steward of the
manors of Christ Church, Duchy, and
Windsor. He married a Jane Howard, of

Brackley. His birthplace will probably be
found in Oxfordshire or Northants.

F. H. WESTON.
Lastingham Vicarage, Sinnington, R S.O , Yorks.

BRANDON, DUKE OF SUFFOLK. Sir William
Brandon, Knt

,
married Elizabeth, daughter

of Sir Robert Wingfield, of Letheringham,
M.P. for Suffolk, 6 Hen. VIIL, by Elizabeth,
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daughter and coheir of Sir Robert Gousell by
Lady Elizabeth Fitzalan his wife, heir to

Thomas, eleventh Earl of Arundel
;
and

their grandson was Charles Brandon, Duke
of Suffolk, brother-in-law to Henry VIII.

Sir Thomas Brandon died 10 September,
1497, having married Anne, daughter of Sir
Thomas Fiennes, son of Lord Dacre, and
widow of William, second Lord Berkeley.
Was Sir Thomas the father of Charles

Brandon, Duke of Suffolk ? If not, who were
his father and mother ? E.

[The 'D.N.B.,' vi. 218, says that the Duke of
Suffolk was son and heir of William Brandon, who
was Henry VII.'s standard-bearer at Bosworth
Field, and was killed by Richard III. in personal
encounter. "This William, who with his brother
Thomas had come with Henry out of Brittany,
does not appear to have been a knight, though
called Sir William by Hall the chronicler, and thus
some confusion has arisen between him and his

father, Sir William Brandon, who survived him
On 6 Feb., 1510, he [Charles] was made marshal of
the king's bench, in the room of his uncle, Sir
Thomas Brandon, recently deceased."]

GRINDLETON. Looking through back
numbers of * N. & Q ,'

I met with the review
of

* Onomasticon Anglo-Saxonicum
'

(9
th S. i.

199), in which the following remark occurs :

"Students of the * Be6wulf '

will notice the
interesting place-names Grendles mere and
Grindeles pytt."

Will some student of the ' Beowulf '

assist
me by explaining the meaning of Grendle or
Grindele? If this is a personal name, is it

A.-S. or Norse? It has been suggested to me
that the village of Grindleton (West Riding)
takes its name from the " Green Dale," a
narrow valley in which is situated a small
cotton factory named Greendale Mill. A
connexion with the aforesaid Grindele seems
more in accordance with the laws of euphony.

FRED. G. ACKERLEY.
Grindleton Vicarage, Clitheroe.

LONDON NEWSPAPERS.
(10

th S. iv. 510.)
THERE is no absolutely satisfactory work,

bibliographical or historical, dealing with the
London and provincial press of this country,
but the under-mentioned will be found to
cover the ground.

1. An admirable historical article on Lon-
don journalism, with dates, prices, &c., is

given in Book and Neivs Trades Gazette
26 January, 1901.

2. Although no chronological list is pro-
vided, valuable matter is contained in * The

History of British Journalism from the
Foundation of the Newspaper Press in

England to the Repeal of the Stamp Act, in

1855,' by Alexander Andrews, 2 vols. (London,
Bentley, 1859).

3. The same is the case with English news-
papers :

'

Chapters in the History of Journal-

ism,
1

by H. R. Fox Bourne, 2 vols. (London,
Chatto, 1887).

4. 'The Pictorial Press: its Origin and
Progress,' by Mason Jackson (London, Hurst
& Blackett, 1885), has really a wider scope
than its title would indicate. It is, of course,

specially useful in its treatment of wood-
block engravings.

5. An unpretending, but excellent little

volume, that cannot be neglected, is
'

English
Journalism, and the Men who have Made It,'

by Charles Pebody at one time, I think, of
The Bristol Mirror, subsequently of The
Yorkshire Post (London, Cassell, second
ed., 1882).

6. The following is not well known, but
will be found, on the whole, excellent: 'A
Chronological List of Newspapers, from the

Epoch of the Civil Wars,' forming Appendix
No. 6 in 'The Life of Thomas Ruddiman,
A.M., the Keeper, for almost Fifty Years, of
the Library belonging to the Faculty of

Advocates, Edinburgh,' by George Chalmers
(London, 1794). The periods covered are :

(a) List of newspapers, <fec., 1640 -
59,

pp. 404-20.

(b) Period of the Restoration, 1660-88,
pp. 421-9.

(c) Period of the Revolution, 1688 -
91,

pp. 430-2.

(d) Eighteenth century, pp. 432-7.

(e) English provincial papers (alphabetical
by towns), pp. 437-41.

(/) Scottish papers in 1793, pp. 441-2.

P. L.
Aberdeen.

See Timperley's
'

Dictionary of Printers

and Printing,' 1839, pp. 583-806.
WM. H. PEET.

See the following :

'The Newspaper Press,' by James Grant,
1871-2.

'Newspapers Past and Present,' Daily
Express, 29 May, 1901.

* Bicentenarian Newspapers,' Globe, 3 Dec.,
1903.

George H. Townsend's ' Manual of Dates,'
1862.

Henry Sampson's 'History of Advertis-

ing.'
'An Art in its Infancy,' by Miss Mary

Cholmondeley, in The Monthly fieview, June,
1901.
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* TheReputed Earliest English Newspaper,'
Penny Magazine, 18 Jan. 1840.

'Early Newspapers of Modern Europe,'
Chambers^ Journal, vol. xli. p. 636.
There is a list of London newspapers

appearing in 1803 in * The Picture of London '

for that year, pp. 240-7.
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

6, Elgin Court, Elgin Avenue, W.

' KING NUTCRACKER '

(10
th S. iv. 508). I

have a translation of this book for children.
It is not dated, but from my own memories I
should say that the date of its appearance in

my house is about 1850. The title-page is as
follows :

"King Nut-cracker or the Dream of Poor Rein-
hold. A Fairy Tale for Children freely rendered
from the German of Dr. Heinrich Hoffman [Author
of

*

Struwwelpeter '] by J. K,Planche, Esq. Author
of 'The Golden Branch,' 'Island of Jewels,' etc.

Leipsig Friedrich Volckmar. London William
Tegg & Co. 85 Queen Street, Cheapside. London
A. & S. Joseph, Myers & Co. 144 Leadenhall-Street,"

There are twenty-eight leaves, including the
title-page, printed on one side only, each
having its highly coloured picture or pictures.
P. 25 has, after the coloured Struwwelpeter
procession picture, one of the three boys who
were dipped in the inkstand by "Tall
Agrippa"(see

*

Struwwelpeter'). This is, of

course, in black ink. P. 26 has in addition
to its coloured picture two little outline
drawings.
The pictures appear to be the production

of the artist who drew those in the better-
known 'Struwwelpeter.' I have no doubt
that they are German.
The following is Planche's rendering of the

passage given by MR. HEBB :

Up spoke the king to his subjects around," The deluge is over long ago,
But though the wicked were then all drowned,
Naughty people are still to be found,
As Hoffman's pages plainly show."
As he spoke he waved his hand,
And forward came a well known band ;

Peter, with hair like horrid hedge hog ;

Cruel Frederick, who whipped the dog ;

Silly Conrad, who sucks his thumbs
;

With fidgetty Philip ; behind him comes
Hans, who never looked where he was going
And Robert, away with his umbrella blowing
Caspar, who never his soup would drink,
And the rogues great Agrippa popped into the ink.

The preceding page is about a Noah's Ark
procession.
The *

King Nut-cracker
'

which I quote is

not a little book : it measures about 10 by
7 inches. The colours are as florid, and the
faces in the procession, mentioned above, are
the same, as those in the original

* Struwwel-
peter.'

Messrs. Routledge published in 1850
' A

Picture Story Book, with Four Hundred
Illustrations.' The full- page illustrations are

well coloured. It contains * The History of

Dame Mitchell and her Cat,"The History
of a Nut-cracker,

1 and 'The Strange and

Interesting Adventures of Prince Hempseed
and his Little Sister.

3 The second story in

its preface is called 'The Nut-cracker of

Nuremberg,' and Hoffman is mentioned as

its author. Probably this is Dr. Heinrich
Hoffman. The story is a long one. A con-

siderable part of it is 'The History of the

Crackatook Nut and Princess Pirlipata,' told

by
" Godfather Drosselmayer."

There is, I think, nothing but (probably)
authorship and similarity of names to connect
* The Nut-cracker of Nuremberg

' with '

King
Nut-cracker ; or, the Dream of Poor Rein-
hold.' ROBERT PIERPOINT.

St. Austin's, Warriugton.

"FROM PILLAR TO POST" (10
th S. iv. 528).

The expression seems certainly to have been
taken to refer to the game of tennis, what-
ever its real origin ;

cf.
'

Liberality and Prodi-

gality,' II. iv. (Hazlitt's
'

Dodsley,' viii.

349):
Every minute tost,

Like to a tennis-ball, from pillar to post.

R. B. MCKERROW.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10
th S.

iv. 529).

An original something, fair maid, you would
win me

To write but how shall I begin ?

Thomas Campbell,
* To a Young Lady who

asked me to write something original for her

Album.' MARGARET PEET.

[MR. E. YARDLEY also refers to Campbell.]

MOZART (10
th S. iv. 409). I sent a copy of

BROCKLEHURST'S query to The Shrewsbury
Chronicle, and the following appeared in that

paper on 1 December :

" Mozart's 12th Mass. A rather old copy of this

work in my possession supplies an answer to the

query which appeared lately in the London 'N. &Q.,
and which was quoted in your

' Notes and Queries'
of last week by

' Brocklehurst.' In rny copy, which
has the date 1869 written under a former owner s

name, appears the following printed note : 'In
addition to the original Latin Words, an adapta-
tion to English Words has been added by R. G.

Loraine, Esq.'
" AB YOLIN."

HERBERT SOUTHAM.

CHARLES LAMB (10
th S. iv. 445, 512, 538).

MAJOR BUTTERWORTH is doubtless right in

the explanation which he offers of the refer-

ence to Lamb's continental tour in The

Mirror, and it is to be regretted that Lamb
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did not give to the world that "digest "of
his travels limited as they were which his
friends understood that he was preparing.
The first issue of 'Elia 'had the following

title-page :

"
Elia.

| Essays which have appeared under that
signature |

in the
|
London Magazine. |

London :
|

Printed for Taylor and Hessey, |
Fleet -Street.

|

I have not seen a copy of this issue with a
half-title, and Messrs. Sotheby have expressly
stated in their catalogues that it did not
possess one. A perfect copy of this issue
contains at the end a leaf announcing The
London Magazine, and two leaves of adver-
tisements of Taylor & Hessey's publications.
After a certain number of copies had been
issued the original title-page was cancelled,
and the following substituted :

"
Elia.

| Essays which have appeared under that
signature |

in the
|
London Magazine. |

London :
|

Printed for Taylor and Hessey, | 93, Fleet Street,
and 13, Waterloo Place.

|
1823."

This issue possesses a half title, which is

rarely found in bound copies. My own copy
has at the end the announcement of The
London Magazine. In his fine edition of

Lamb, Mr. E. V. Lucas gives a facsimile of
this second title-page, but not of the first.

From the label on the back of the volume
we learn that the published price of

' Elia
'

was 9s. 6d. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

CROCKFORD'S (10
th S. iv. 489). In addition

to the articles mentioned in the 'D.N.B.,'
notices of Crockford appeared in The Gaming
House Expositor, 1825-6

;
The London Maga-

zine, February, 1828
; Bailys Magazine,

November, 1888, and February, 1891
;
and in

many letters to The Times about the year
1824.

In Raikes's diary for 1844 there is a brief
memoir of Crockford (May 27).

I have a portrait, with 'An Ode to W.
Crockford, Esq./ signed

"
Reveller," which is

evidently an excerpt from a newspaper, per-
haps The Town.
The * Evidence of W. Crockford, Esq.,'

occupies several pages of the Report from
the Select Committee on Gaming, 1844.

F. JESSEL.
1 MILITARY DISCIPLINE '

(10
th S. iv. 489).

This book is by Capt. William Barriff. The
title of the first edition is as follows :

"Military Discipline; or, the yong Artillery
Man. Wherein is discoursed and showne the
Postures both of Musket and Pike: the exactest
way, c. Together with the Motions which are to
be used, in the exercising of a Foot - Company.
With divers and severall formes and figures of
Battell; with their reducemeuts ; very necessary

for all such as are studious in the Art Military. By
William Barriff. Paal. 144. 1. Blessed be the Lord
my strength which teacheth my hands to warre,
and my fingers to fight. London, Printed by
Thomas Harper, for Ralph Mab, 1635."

The first and third editions lie before me, and
contain 326 and 421 pages respectively, so
that I am afraid your correspondent's copy is

very incomplete. The third edition has a
still longer title, and was "printed by John
Dawson, and are to be sold by Andrew
Crooke, at the signe of the Green 'Dragon in
Pauls Church-yard, 1643." The title page in
both editions is preceded by a portrait of the
author and the arms of the Honourable
Artillery Company. It is interesting to note
that the portrait has been brought up to date
in the later edition.

EDWARD M. BORRAJO.
The Library, Guildhall, E.G.

Capt. W. Bariffe (or Barriffe) was the author
of this book. It is quoted in Clifford Walton's
'

History of the British Army.' About a year
ago Messrs. Maggs offered a copy of the
edition of 1661, in the original calf, for
2J. 10s.

I have a copy of the second edition of

'Military Discipline, or the Art of War,'
London, 1689, in which reference is made to
"Barriff." W. S.

*

Military Discipline
'

is by William Barriffe.

It passed through six editions in twenty-six
years. See my ' Bib. Military Books up to

1642,' No. 133. M. J. D. COCKLE.
Walton-on-Thames.

OSCAR WILDE BIBLIOGRAPHY (10
th S. iv.

266). I possess
* The Harlot's House 'in one

of my scrap-books, and I am firmly of the

opinion that the poem originally appeared in

a sixpenny weekly publication called Life,
about the years 1877-80. It is a very powerful
poem of twelve stanzas. S. J. A. F.

BOWES OF ELFORD (10
th S. iv. 408, 457).

In the quotation from Surtees's
'

History of

Durham,'
" the collateral descendants of Sir

Jerome Bowes were of Elford, in Suffolk" is

not Suffolk a misprint for Staffordshire, in

which county Elford is situate?
NORTH MIDLAND.

REPARTEE OF ROYALTY (10
th S. iv. 467).

Surely the numerous " Court Memoirs,"
4

'Recollections,'' and biographies
"
by a late

member of the Court" published in the last

decade are the best source for examples of

royal repartee. ALECK ABRAHAMS.
39, Hillmarton Road.

ALMANAC, c. 1744 (10
th S. iv. 486). I think

the leaf which MISTLETOE has reproduced is
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a fragment torn from a copy of
* Poor Robin's

Almanac,' but of what year it is impossible
to tell except by collation with a perfect copy.
The edition of 1688 contains a parody of the
Church of England calendar, in which the
names of regicides and other persons occur
who were obnoxious to the popular sentiment
of the time. The "Ransborough" in the

present fragment is, there cannot be a doubt,
a misspelling of the surname of Col. Thomas
Rainborowe, a noteworthy officer both on sea
and land, and a man prominent among the

independent section of the army, who was
killed at Doncaster, by a body of desperate
men from the Royalist garrison in Pontefract
Castle, on 29 October, 1648. Whether the
deed was done in revenge for the execution
of Lucas and Lisle on the surrender of Col-
chester, or whether it arose out of a desire to
make Rainborowe a prisoner for the purpose
of exchanging him for the Royalist leader
Sir Marmaduke Langdale, who was a captive
at the time in Nottingham Castle, will pro-
bably ever remain a matter of doubt. It was
regarded by the Parliamentarians not as

legitimate warfare, but as murder.
EDWARD PEACOCK.

Kirton-in-Lindsey.

NORWICH COURT ROLLS (10
th S. iv. 489).

Mr. Walter Rye's 'Short Calendar of the
Deeds relating to Norwich enrolled in the
Court Rolls of that City, 1285-1306,' was
published by the Norfolk and Norwich
Archaeological Society in 1903.

EDWARD M. BORRAJO.
The Library, Guildhall, E.G.

ARCHBISHOP KEMPE (10
th S. iv. 348, 434).

COL. PRIDEAUX refers to a paper on the
memorials of persons buried in the church
of All Hallows, Barking, by Messrs. Corner
and Nichols, in the Transactions of the
London and Middlesex Archaeological Society
(1862), ii. 245. As I am not able to see those
Transactions, will COL. PRIDEAUX kindly
inform me if Archbishop Kempe had any
special connexion and if so, what with All

Hallows, Barking ? G. LAYCOCK BROWN.
Edinbro Cottage, Heworth, York.

J. PITTS, PRINTER (10
th S. iv. 469). This

may be the "Mr. Pitts" whose character is

given by Dunton in his 'Life and Errors.'
See Nichols's edition, 1818, vol. i. p. 233.

WM. H. FEET.

CHURCH SPOONS (10
th S. iv. 468). In Lee's

'Directorium Anglicanum' directions are

given that a perforated spoon should always
be kept on the credence in order to remove a

fly or spider which might fall into the

chalice after consecration. In such a con-

tingency the insect should be
"
warily

taken," then, "washed between the fingers,

and should then be burnt, and the ablution,

together with the burnt ashes, must be put
in the piscina." I know the spoons well-
there were several in a lot of old family

plate which was divided amongst us many
years ago and always heard them described

as
"
mulberry spoons," being intended, as 1

was told, to sprinkle each fruit with a little

sugar, and then take it up on tho spiked end.

E. E. STREET.
Chichester.

I possess a spoon like the one described.

The bowl is pierced, and it ends in a spike.
It is about five and a half inches in length.
There is a half-obliterated "lion "mark, but

no date-letter. I have heard this called a

mulberry spoon. You sift the sugar on the

mulberry by the bowl, impale it on the spike,

and lift it to the mouth. I do not think

there was ever anything ecclesiastical about
it : an engraved crest precludes this idea.

Are such spoons common in churches'? If it

was to catch flies, why is the bowl pierced ?

To kill a fly with the spike would be no easy
task. G. F. BLANDFORD.

48, Wimpole Street,

The spoons as described are, according to a

housewife who showed me a valued specimen,

mulberry spoons. How they came to form

part of church plate I cannot say.
H. P. L.

"SMITH" IN LATIN (10
th S. iv. 409, 457).

"Smith in Latin
1 '

is not uncommon in

its original form as a modern English
name. There are two well-known actors on-

the London stage who bear it, Miss Beryl
Faber and Mrs. Leslie Faber, while in the

*Post Office London Directory' it occurs-

seven times. RUDOLPH DE CORDOVA.

LOOPING THE LOOP : FLYING OR CENTRI-
FUGAL RAILWAY : WHIRL OF DEATH (10

th S.

iv. 65, 176, 333, 416, 474). I have a copy of

the original handbill of the Centrifugal Rail-

way, which is identical with that given by
MR. ALECK ABRAHAMS at 9th S. xi. 337, ex-

cept that the show is stated, with greater

precision, to be held
" at Dubourg's Exhibition

of Wax-Work, Great Windmill Street, Hay-
market." At the top of the bill is a cut of

the railway, showing a car containing a

passenger commencing the descent at one

end, another head downwards at the top of

the " Vertical Circle," and a third at the other

end having just finished the ascent. I think

MR. THOMAS WHITE has hit on the usual

pronunciation Centrifugal. In the early
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*' forties" there was a song very much in

vogue, which described the sights of London,
and one stanza, I recollect, ended with " Cen-

trifugal Railway." The only others I remem-
ber (very imperfectly) are the following :

Did you ever go to Madame Tussaud ?

Your portrait in wax-work she 's anxious to show :

There 's the King of the French, and Fieschi the

traitor,
Commissioner Lin, and the Great Agitator,
Oh, oh, oh, oh ! Oh, oh, oh, oh !

Another stanza, referring to the Chinese
Exhibition, was something like this :

Ching, a-ring, a-ring, ching, Feast of Lanterns,
<Such a crop of chopsticks, hongs, and gongs,
Hundred thousand Chinese, crinkums crankums,
All among the Pekin pots and tongs.

I fancy the song came from one of Planche's

extravaganzas. If any correspondent knows
the whole of the words, and will communicate
them to me, I shall feel greatly obliged, as I

remember the tunes perfectly. Each stanza,
I may add, had a different tune.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.
1, West Cliff Terrace, Ramsgate.

THOMAS POUNDE, S.J. (10
th S. iv. 184, 268,

472). At the first reference MR. WAINEWRIGHT
pointed out that "in various places it is

asserted that our Thomas Pounde's mother's
sister married a Mr. Britten." This assertion
seems to be confirmed by the will of Thomas
Pounde's uncle, Thomas Wriothesley, Earl of

Southampton, who died at the end of July,
1550. For in the will, which he made shortly
before his death (P.C.C. 13 Bucke), the earl
mentions his "sister Breten," as well as his
"
sister Pounde " and his

"
sister Laurence."

The will is printed in the '

Trevelyan Papers'
(Camden Soc.

, 1857), p. 206.
"
Sister Breten

"

does not appear, at any rate by that sur-

name, in the pedigree as kindly furnished at
the last reference by ROUGE DRAGON.
According to Berry's

*

Hampshire Genea-
logies,' 320, Thomas Knight, of How,
Northants, married the earl's sister "Anne."
I suppose that he was the "Mr. Knyght" who,
in a letter to Wriothesley, dated 12 April,
t ~ r\ r\ l.lfC T , * 1

was the Thomas Knight who was then in

Wriothesley's employ (ibid., Nos. 20, 324),
who accompanied him on his embassy abroad
in the autumn of 1538 (ibid., pt. ii. Nos. 542,
1140, &c.), and who in April, 1540, became a
clerk to the signet in succession to Wriothes-
ley, upon his appointment as a principal
Secretary of State (ibid., vol. xv. No. 611, 17).
This clerk of the signet is identified (ibid.,
vol. xviii., index) with Thomas Knight, clerk

of the Parliaments (1543), who had been a
Winchester scholar (1521), and afterwards a
fellow of New College (< Oxford Univ. Reg.,'
O.H.S., i. 331). ROUGE DRAGON (loc. cit.)does
not mention his marriage with any sister of
the earl.

In * L. and P.,' vol. xiii. pt. i. No. 748,
there is an interesting account of Thomas
Pounde's mother,

" Mistress Elyne," her

virtues, and her popularity as a godmother,
in a letter of 12 April, 1538, written by John
White, of Southwick, shortly after she and
her husband had settled in White's neigh-
bourhood in Hampshire. The supposition
that her maiden name was Wriothesley has

prevailed so long that perhaps ROUGE
DRAGON may be induced to give us his

reasons and authorities, presumably good
ones, for making her only a uterine sister of

the earl, with the maiden name of Beverley.
H. C.

AUSIAS MARCH (10
th S. iv. 469). The highly

praised 'Canzones' or love poems of
" Ausias

or Augustin March, the great Catalan Trouba-

dour," and a follower of Petrarch, who
flourished c. 1450, have never been translated

into English, although they deserve a trans-

lation, according to the opinion of Seiior

Arteaga, himself a Catalan by birth. The
late Lecturer on Spanish in the University
of Oxford, H. B. Clarke, in his excellent

handbook of Spanish literature (1893),

ascribes to Ausias March the glory of being
the greatest master of his native tongue. As
I find in Tickn&r's 'History of Spanish
Literature,'

" his works passed through four

editions in the sixteenth century, and were
translated into Latin and Italian. In the

proud Castilian they were versified by a poet
of no less consequence than Montemayor"
(cf. Ticknor, I.e., vol. i.)- A recently reprinted
edition which I have before me bears the

title :

' Les Obres del valeros Cavalier y
elegantissim poeta Ausias March,' pp. 255,

sm. 8vo, Barcelona, 1888, H. KREBS.

'NICHOLAS NIOKLEBY' (10
th S. i. 166, 217,

274 ;
iv. 455). I have had the palpable slip

referred to at the first and last of the above
references marked in my copy ever since I

first read the book. I have also noted the

statement that, notwithstanding the frost

was hard enough to freeze the pump, a boy
had yet been told off to clean the back parlour
window. JOHN T. PAGE.

Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

WELSH POEM (10
th S. iv. 208, 392, 516).

W. B.'s communication is another instance of

the wisdom of
"
verifying one's references."
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The anecdote quoted as from Dean Ramsay's
'Reminiscences of Scottish Life and Cha-
racter

'

is given in the original as follows :

"Oo?(Wool?)
*'
Ay, oo (Yes, wool).

"A' oo? (All wool?)
"Ay, a' oo (Yes, all wool)." A' ae oo ? (All same wool ?)"
Ay, a' ae oo (Yes, all same wool)."

See twentieth edition, chap. iv. p. 109

(Edinburgh, Edmonston & Douglas, 1871).
T. F. D.

ANTHONY RICH (10
th S. iv. 461). I can add

to the interesting note by MR. W. P. COURT-
NEY. To have got all those facts together
with so much accuracy must have entailed a

good deal of labour, though the skill of the
writer prevents it from being apparent.
What always strikes me as curious in cases
like this is that those who benefit so con-

siderably in an unexpected manner seldom,
if ever, do anything to the honour of the

person whose benevolence they enjoy.
In 1873 a friend sent me the following note
as I have never seen the book I cannot

vouch for the title :

"The handbook of taste: or how to observe
works of art, especially cartoons, pictures, and
statues. By Fabius Pictor. London, Longmans,
1843 ; second edition, 1844, small 8vo, pp. 119,
price 3s.
"

N.I3. The author was Anthony Rich, son of
A. Rich, one of the six clerks in Chancery."

My friend added :

"
I fear this book was

before its time, and was not a pecuniary
success."

Under 'Pictor' Allibone gives the title.

Under ' Rich ' he says that the '

Dictionary
'

had nearly 2,000 woodcuts. The expense of
these must have been enormous. In the
present day all of them could be done by a
reproducing process without losing the
artist's style, as they mostly did, with
woodcuts (see my

'

Swimming,' pp. 30, 245).
In 1 st S. iii. 256 is an advertisement,

"
This

day [29 March, 1851] is published 'The
Legend of St. Peter's Chair,'''

3

&c., and at

p. 228 of the same volume is a reply on the
picture of the head of the Saviour, signed
A. R

, jun. RALPH THOMAS.

WOODEN WATER - PIPES IN LONDON (10
th

S. iv. 465). Since the excavations in the
Theobalds Road were commenced I have
seen a considerable number of wooden water-

pipes brought to the surface. They were
found in an almost continuous length between
Red Lion Street and Gray's Inn Road ; and
their direction was invariably east and west.
No doubt they formed part of the line seen by
MR. MORLEY DAVIES north of Kingsgate

Street. A feature of the excavations behind

Gray's Inn Gardens was the number of bones
of horses and dogs dug up ; the large worn
cobble stones were also common.
Except that it extended to Holborn Bridge

from the north end of Lamb's Conduit Street,
I cannot find any indication of the direction

of the pipes feeding Lambe's Conduit. The
following extract is from * Some Account of

William Lambe,' &c., by Abraham Fleming,
1580 (reprint, 1875, p. 23) :

"For let us begin with the conduite, which he of

his owne costs, not requiring either collection or

contribution, founded of late in Holborne, not

sparing expences so it might be substantiall, not

pinching for charges so it might be durable and

plentiful!, as they can testifie which sawe the seek-

ing of the springs, the.maner of making the trenches,
the ordering of the pipes, being in length from the

head, to the saide conduite, more than two thousande

yardes : and finally, the framing of euerie neces-

sarie appurtenance therevnto belonging."

See also
* Old and New London,' iv. 550.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.
39, Hillmarton Road, N.

MULBERRY AND QUINCE (10
th S. iv. 386,

438). During all the days of my boyhood
there stood a fine quince tree by the road

leading to my father's orchard at West

Haddon, Northamptonshire. It was, I believe,

planted by my grandfather, and although
now shorn of much of its beauty, it was still

in position the last time I was on the pre-

mises. Many people came to admire it when
it was in blossom, or to beg some of its

fruit, but I never once heard any one allude

to the superstition that a mulberry must

always be planted near a quince to avert ill

luck. JOHN T. PAGE.

Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

JOHN PENHALLOW (10
th S. iv. 507). He was

the son of Thomas Penhallow, and was
descended from John Penhallow, who lived

in the time of King Henry VII., and was
married to Mary, daughter and coheiress of

Vivian Penwarne, of Penwarne. John Pen-

hallow, of Clifford's Inn, was married to Mary,
daughter of Thomas Glyn, of Helston, by
whom he had one daughter, Elizabeth, the

wife of John Peters. His will was dated 17

May, 1716, and proved 13 July following. He
was a distant cousin of Samuel Penhallow, who
emigrated to America, and became Chief

Justice at Portsmouth, New Hampshire. See

Vivian's 'Visitations of Cornwall,' pp. 360,

362. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

" JAN KEES" (10
th S. iv. 509). "Kees" is

a contraction of Cornelius, and " Jan Kees "

merely means John Cornelius. The popu-

larity of Cornelius in the Low Countries is
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by
that the relics of the martyred Pope Corne-
lius of the third century were brought to

Compiegne by Charles the Bold, whence a

portion was carried to the Chapter of

Rosnay, in Flanders (see Miss Yonge's
'Christian Names,' 1884). It would be very
welcome if light could be thrown on the
difficult question of the etymology of

"Yankee." "Jan Kees" is, however, merely
one out of many* nicknames applied in

Flanders to the Hollanders. Another, for

instance, is
"
Kaas-kop," i.e. "Cheese-head."

JAS PLATT, Jun.

"Kees" is an abbreviated Dutch proper
name for Krelis, or Kornelis, which is ap-

Elied
colloquially to a blockhead, or clumsy

)llow ; sometimes, also, to a fox dog (cf.

Holtrop's
'

Dutch-Engl. Dictionary,' 1801).
If

" Jan Kees "
were, indeed, the origin of

"Yankee" (after the analogy of "John
Bull"), both the loss of its final s and its

present refined sense would be the result and
polishing effect of an altered time. Perhaps
some earlier instances of the first occurrence
of

" Yankee "
may be found later, enabling

the editors of the 'H.E.D.' to decide the

question. H. KREBS.

PARLIAMENTARY WHIPS (10
th S. iv. 507)

May I point out that Lord North's interest-

ing letter quoted at the above reference is

not what is, at all events nowadays, called
a "whip." Such a letter (lithographed) is

sent to every member of the House of
Commons by the leader of his party before
the beginning of each session.

44

Whips" are notices of every parlia-
mentary day's business, usually five a week.
They come from the party

"
whips

"
; e g ,

for the members of the Unionist party from
Sir Alexander Acland-Hood, chief "

whip
"

of that party. The chief "whips" send
out the written (i.e , lithographed or type-
written)

"
whips

"
according to party.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Lives of the English Poets. By Samuel Johnson,
LL.D. Edited by George Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L.
3 vols. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

SUCH crown upon Dr. Birkbeck Hill's Johnsonian
labours as is involved in the appearance of this
splendid and authoritative edition of the * Lives of
the English Poets '

can only be laid upon his tomb.
I he work itself is complete, and the worker

Home has gone and ta'en his wages.
The task of final recension has, however, devolved
upon his nephew, Mr. Harold Spencer Scott, who

has respected his uncle's scheme and intention,,
has corrected obvious typographical errors, and!

has, in accordance with modern practice, in-

cluded in brackets such few changes or addi-
tions as he has felt constrained to make. Mr.
Scott's chief task has consisted in the verification
in proof of quotations, a labour in this instance of
no common toil and importance. The text is that
of the four-volume octavo edition of 1783, the last

published in Johnson's lifetime. Of this the spell-

ing has been preserved, the one thing altered being
the punctuation, which, by express direction of Dr.
Birkbeck Hill, has been rendered conformable to
modern use. A more sparing employment of

majuscules is, we fancy, to be traced ;
but on this-

subject, as we have instituted no exact comparison,
we cannot speak with certainty.
Apart from its handsome and attractive form,,

which renders it a grace to any library, this new
edition which, if there were in these days any
such thing as finality, might well be definite and;
final is notable for the appendices, the notes, and
the index. The first named are most numerous in
the cases of Addison, Cowley, Dryden, Gray, Milton,.

Pope, and Swift. These appendices are often bio-

graphical, but more often literary and critical. lit

the case of Cowley, whose life opens out the series,,
Mr. Aldis Wright gives, in Appendix A, an extract
from the records of Trinity College, dated 30 March,.
1636, showing that Abraham Cowley was "chosen
into a drie Chorister's place in reversion," a "drie
chorister

"
being, it is conjectured, one who did

not sing, which does not seem wholly satisfactory..

Appendix B supplies condemnation, by the Wartons
(Joseph and Thomas), Coleridge, and Landor, of

Cowley's Latin verse. Appendix C deals with
' The Cutler of Coleman Street,' with Cowley'
moderate ambition, with Johnson's use of the

unhappy term "metaphysical poets," and so forth-

Appendix N, which follows, is affixed to Milton,
and shows us what seventeenth and early eigh-
teenth century writers said of that poet. The only-

thing regrettable in a deeply interesting note is an
injudicious criticism by Dr. Birkbeck Hill himself,,

who, engrossed in eighteenth -century literature,

expresses an opinion that Masson exaggerates [!}
Milton's reputation, which provokes the exclama-
tion, "Ne supra crepidam judicaret."
Between the appearance of Dr. Birkbeck Hill's

magnificent edition of Boswell's life and that of
this edition of the poets almost nineteen years have
passed, without any diminution of the earnestness
and the conscientiousness of the labour. The notes
to the latter work are indeed as useful and as-

ample as those of the previous, and the present
index constitutes a valuable appendix to that of the
life, which may count as the most useful of modem
days. Strict and narrow as was the limitation

imposed upon Johnson by his political convictions,,
his lives of the poets remain priceless. While
lenient and tender to the ribaldries of Prior, and
indulgent to the obscenities of Swift, he is churlish
and grudging to Milton. It is, however, needless
and inexpedient to deal afresh with the value of
Johnson's literary estimates. When these were
not coloured by his prejudices, they were those of

his time, and they have in plentiful measure Ine-

qualities of his robust and assertive personality.
To the scholar and the man of letters Dr. Birkbeck
Hill's will remain not only the best, but the only
conceivable edition of the lives. So large is the.

mass of information these volumes contain that
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they form an indispensable portion of the equip-
ment of the student. The notes which Dr.
Birkbeck Hill supplies may be read with constant

delight and edification, mixed with what is more
than a little bewildering. We rise from their

perusal with as much doubt of the value of criticism
and the sanity of critics as we do from that of the

separate items in the great Variorum Shakespeare,
in which there is "but one halfpennyworth of
bread to this intolerable deal of sack." It is not

easy, however, to overestimate the value of this
edition as a contribution to literature.

ISHommett son Image- Par Ch. Moreau Vauthier.
(Hachette et Cie.)

ONE more of the sumptuous annuals issued by the

great publishing firm of Hachette reaches us, and
in some respects of luxury and beauty goes beyond
its predecessors. In shape and design it belongs to

the same order as
*

L'Image de la Fernme '

of M.
Armand Dayot, Inspecteur des Beaux-Arts (see
9th S. iv. 549), and the anonymous

' Portraits de
PEnfant' (see 9th S. viii. 515). It may claim, how-
ever, to be more interesting than either, and goes
far to establish the opinion or heresy that in man,
as in other species, the masculine figure is worthier
than the feminine. No serious attempt is made to

prove this by drawings from the nude, or by repro-
ductions of the masterpieces of ancient sculpture.
One or two such appear. A wooden statue of

Ramk or the Cheik el Beled, from the museum at

Cairo, serves as a frontispiece ;
the famous marble

* Hermes '

of Praxiteles and the Vatican '

Hercules,'
with bust s of Roman emperors and the like, being also

supplied. As a rule, pictorial rather than plastic
art has been called into request ;

the likenesses are

draped, or in ancient or modern costume, and are in

nine cases out of ten those of known or recognizable
individuals. The letterpress, moreover, is able,

thoughtful, judicious, and the work may on its own
merits be read with interest and advantage. Inci-

dentally the book, like others of its predecessors, is

a guide to pictorial art, and furnishes illustrations

of the principal schools of portraiture in Italy,

Spain, France, the Netherlands, England, and
elsewhere. It is an apotheosis of the portrait
painter's art, quoting the opinion of Baudelaire
that the artist must see all that shows itself and
divine all that lets itself be hid, depicting for us

Jngres weeping with nervousness over his power-
lessness to seize what he felt to be essential, and
Delacroix suffering beneath his sense of incapacity.
The work of M. Moreau Vauthier is arranged

under four heads, answering to as many periods :

'

first, that of the athlete, which covers the whole of I

antiquity; next, that of the swordsman ("1'honnne !

d'epee' ), which treats of the Middle Ages; then
|

that of the courtier, corresponding to the Renais-
j

aance ; and, lastly,
" I'homme d'affaires," who domi-

nates the period from the French Revolution until
J

to-day. These divisions are necessarily more or
less arbitrary, but answer sufficiently well their

purpose. They run into one another much
as do the seasons, and the courtier of the
time of Louis XIV. was pre-eminently also the
man of the sword. The origin of the athlete is

taken as found in Egypt, and the earliest designs
are those of the Sphinx of Gizeh and the likeness of

Rameses II., otherwise Sesostris, Pharaohs, and
others. Assyrian and Greek art come next, and

j

busts of Apollo and Jupiter follow those of i

Demosthenes and Socrates, and are in turn fol- !

lowed by those of Augustus, Pompey, Vespasian,
Marcus Aurelius, and Seneca. Men of the sword
open out not too appropriately with Christ. We
soon arrive, however, at portraits by M abuse,
Diirer, Van Eyck, Holbein, Cranach, and Botti-

celli, the portrait of Alva 1 y Antonio Moro being
perhaps the deadliest as well as the most modern.
A mere nomenclature of the heads of highest
interest which we find in this section would require
more space than we can afford. 'L'Homme de
Cour '

section begins with Varin's portrait of
Louis XIV. Among other portraits are Jacopo
Palma's 'Aripsto' from the National Gallery;
Titian's

* Aretino ' from the Pitti Gallery ; Leonardo
da Vinci, Rubens, Rembrandt, Velasquez, and
Reynolds, all by the painters themselves. ' Les
Hommes d' Affaires

'

lead off with Napoleon I. by
Houdin, unless we can regard as belonging to that

category M. Rodin, who appears in the Preface.

Distinguished among the remaining designs are the
Due de Richelieu by Lawrence ; Nanteuil by
Pagnest; Balzac, a very striking picture by
Boulanger; Bertin by Ingres ; David, Gavarni, and
Delacroix by themselves; a painter by Goya;
Manet by Fantm-Latour ; Carlyle by Whistler;
Emile de Girardin by Carolus Duran ; a young man
by Millet ; Gerorne by Morot ; Pasteur by Edelfelt ;

and Tolstoi by Prince Troubetskoi. A work in its

class of equal interest is not easily to be recalled.
Jncidental designs are no less noteworthy than the
other features, and the whole is in an artistic

binding of inlaid green calf. Such a gift-book would
grace any collection, and delight the philosopher as
well as the man of taste.

A Genealogical and Hera'die Dictionary of the

Peerage and Baronetage, tt-c. By Sir Bernard
Burke and Ashworth P. Burke. (Harrison &
Sons.)

RATHER later than usual, in consequence of the
desire of the editor to include so far as possible
the promotionsnecessitated by thechangeof Govern-
ment, the eminent and authoritative peerage of
Burke the most important of existing works of

genealogical reference makes its appearance. A
supplement prefixed, contrary to the wont of such

things, to the volume affords all information

possible as to the outgoing and the incoming
ministry. In common with all annuals, 'Burke' is

subjected to the inconvenience caused by the fact

that the date of publication coincides precisely
with that of a political crisis, by the results of
which nearly every page of the contents is affected.

Some thirty odd columns of preliminary matter
serve to minimize, so far as the reader and student
are concerned, the inconvenience thus caused, and
place the peerage in its established position of

supplying the latest and amplest information.
What in the preface is said about the new
edition serves equally well for announcement
and comment. " Words seem hardly necessary,"
the work having been ''too long before the public,
and [having] passed through too many editions, to
need explanation cf its plan and scope, which
remain without change through an unbroken
career unparalleled in length" (the piesentis the

sixty-eighth edition). Without its recurrent aid,

genealogy in its mo*t interesting phases, and
especially in its connexion with history and blazon,
would be an unprofitable and ccmpaiatively umdi-
fying pursuit, while England wculd lose its privi-

lege of possessing a record of hereditary honour and
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modern achievement such as no other country can
claim. The chief honours chronicled are those

bestowed on H.R.H. the Duchess of Fife and her

Sincely
descendants. Another daughter of His

ajesty has with her husband ascended the throne
of Norway; while a daughter of the Duke of Con-

naught is married to the eventual heir of the sister

kingdom of Sweden. Another matter to which

special attention is called as an outcome of the

past few days is the assignment to the Prime
Minister hitherto without any precedence of a

place immediately following the Archbishops and the

Lord Chancellor when a peer, and before the entire

peerage of whatever degree. Among the most
recent accessions it is sufficient to mention that of

the popular Hon. John Walter Edward Douglas
Scott-Montagu as second Baron Montagu of Beau-

lieu. No more has to be added than that the

supremacy of
' Burke '

is worthily maintained.

ONE of the most interesting features and, from
a certain historical standpoint, one of the most

important also in the immortal diary of Pepys is

the record of his visits to the theatre. From this

we obtain almost all the exact information we
possess as to the dates at which certain dramas
of Restoration times first saw the light. Under the
title

*

Pepys and Shakespeare
' Mr. Sidney Lee has

sent to The Fortnightly a valuable and interesting

paper showing the intellectual limitations of Pepys
in tho censures he passes upon plays. The whole
ends with a eulogy of Betterton, who seems,
indeed, to have been the foremost actor of all

times in Shakespeare. Mr. Slingsby Roberts has
much to say concerning Nero in

' Modern Drama,'
the word " modern" including Tudor times. Send-

ing the first part of a series of papers to be called
' The End of the Age,' Tolstoy finds a good deal

that is cheering in the victory of Japan over Russia
and in the present revolutionary outbreak. M.
Maurice Maeterlinck says much that is true, and a
little that has been said before by Voltaire among
others about ' Our Anxious Morality.' Mrs. John
Lane writes very amusingly about ' The London
'Bus,' which she regards as

" the true republic."
Si it may be, but we have seldom seen elsewhere
more comic affectations of social superiority.

ARTICLES on any but political and economic
topics are scarce in The Nineteenth Century. Mr.
Michael MacDonagh supplies a contribution on
'The Making of Parliament,' which in appearance
is timely, and is in no sense controversial. Octroi
is familiar enough to those who have made any-
thing in the nature of a residence in any of the

1,500 or more French towns where it prevails, but
does not come much in the way of the traveller.

The octroi on alcohol alone yields in Paris over a
million pounds sterling. Prof. Ridgeway's recently
published work on 'The Thoroughbred Horse'
furnishes Mr. Wilfrid Scawen Blunt with text for
a good page. In an anti-Malthusian article Mr.
Barclay draws sanguine conclusions concerning the

diminishing birth-rate. Lady Burghclere's contri-

bution on 'Stratford as a Letter-Writer' is the
most literary in the number. An Anglo-Japanese
lady

:sends a romantic account of a Japanese
tragedy.

* Lafcadio Hearn,' by Mrs. Arthur Ken-
nard, also deals with Japan. 'The Chancellor's

Robe,' by Col. Spencer Childers, lets in light upon
a curious custom.

* SPARKS FROM THE ANVIL ; OR, THOUGHTS OF A
QUEEN,' by far the most interesting article in The

National Review, consists of utterances by Carmen
Sylva, which for acute observation and for anti-
thesis may compare with the gnomes of the best
French writers. If we were to begin to quote, we
know not when we should leave off. For "

pru-
dent doubt," which in

'

Colloquies in a Suburban
Garden '

is said to be " the beacon of the wise," sub-
stitute modest doubt, which is what Shakespeare
said. Amusing and interesting are

' The Humours
of Parish Visiting.' Many unsuspected matters
lurk under a rather vague title. Lord Rathmore's
' Devolution '

opens out the Irish Question ;

' The
Pattern Englishman and his Record' resolves itself
into an arraignment of Sir Henry Campbell-Banner-
man ; and the '

Colloquies
'

noticed above end in a
disapproval of Irving's entombment in Westminster
Abbey.

SIR ALGERNON WEST in The Comhill writes
with much sprightliness about Mayfair and
Thackeray. Viscount St. Cyres gives many
instances which might, however, be indefinitely
extended of *

Judges'
" Wut." ' Mr. W. A. Shen-

stone has a scientific contribution on 'Matter^
Motion, and Molecules.' Jn 'A Memory' Miss
Katharine Tynan describes a mild and sympathetic
Irish barrister, whom she does not name, but
whose identity could doubtless be made out.
Part IV. of

' Reminiscences of a Diplomatist' con-
tinues its interesting account of St. Petersburg
before the outbreak of war in the Crimea. ' From
a College Window,' Part IX., is rather saddening.

THE famous 'Venus and Cupid' of Velasquez
serves as frontispiece to The Burlington, and is the

subject of a reproachful article, the effect of which
will be nil. Sir Richard Holmes sends the first

part of an essay on Nicholas Hilliard as an English
miniature painter. The illustrations include two
likenesses of Queen Elizabeth from Welbeck Abbey
and Windsor Castle, one of Lady Jane Grey, and
others of Henry VII. and VIIL, Edward VL, and
James I. Prof. Baldwin Brown's 'How Greek
Women Dressed' is concluded, as is Mr. Beck's
'
Ecclesiastical Dress in Art.'

A FIFTEENTH - CENTURY LUMIN-ARIST,' Piero-

della Francesca, by Mr. Laurence Housman, which
opens No. 2 of The Magazine o/ Fine Arts, has.

a finely coloured reproduction of the '

Nativity
r

from the National Gallery, and many other well-

executed plates. 'The Landscapes of Rubens' is

another finely illustrated paper. A coloured plate
of Diana and Endymion, a tinted reproduc-
tion of Cleopatra, and a dozen other plates

accompany Sir J. D. Linton's 'Art of Williara

Etty, R.A.' These may serve to bring back into

favour an artist whose flesh tints were once held

remarkable, but who is now sadly and unjustly out
of favour.

THE frontispiece to The Pull Mall consists of
' Mile. Dore,' a reproduction of a picture vaguely
described as of the French School, but with a
possible suggestion of Greuze. 'The Second City
of the Empire' depicts Liverpool by pen and
pencil. In ' Eton Schooldays

' the Earl of Durham
is presented. Sir Harry H. Johnston deals with
' The Cave Dwellers in the Tunisian Sahara.' Mr.
harles Morley's

' London at Prayer
'

presents the
Poor Brothers at the Charterhouse, one face in-

which seems recognizable.

IN The Idler Mr. Robert Barr quotes Campbell'
from memory," and certainly does not improve:
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him. General Sir George Wolseley gives an account

of
* A Vale of Lanherne.'

OUR readers will doubtless have seen the interest-

ing and unmistakable reference to Shakespeare
which Mr. Sidney Lee communicated to The limes
of the 27th ult. The precise words, contained in a

household account of the expenses incurred at Bel-

voir, by Francis, sixth Earl of Rutland, are as

follows :-" 1613, Item, 31 Martii, to Mr. Shak-

speare in gold about my Lordes impreso, xliiij*. ;

to Richard Burbage for paynting and making yt,

in gold, xliiijs. iiijfi. viijs." The entry has much
curiosity, and Mr. Lee's account of the

"
impreso

"

itself, and of the conditions attendant on and

following its production, and of the relations

between the Earl and the Tudor poets, is a cha-

racteristically fine piece of scholarship, which our

readers will do well to study.

MR. ROBERT BROW.V, of Barton-on-Humber, is

writing a history of his native town. The first

volume, which covers the history from Roman
times to 1154, will shortly be published by Mr.
Elliot Stock. It is in quarto, and embellished with

illustrations, maps, plans, and facsimiles.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. JANUARY.

A HAPPY NENV YEAR to booksellers, readers, and

buyers.
Mr. H. W. Ball, of Barton-on-Humber, has

many interesting items under America, Lincoln-

shire, Freemasonry, and Wesleyan. Under the last

are 872 Methodist pamphlets, 6/. 10*.; and a col-

lection of over eight hundred works by Wesleyans,
20/. Under Cromwelliana is a chronological list of

events in which Cromwell was engaged, with 84 fine

portraits, folio, old crimson morocco, 1810, 4/. 10*.

Mr. Andrew Baxendine, of Edinburgh, has
* Facsimiles of the National Manuscripts of Scot-

land,' 3 vols., atlas folio, 1867-71, 3/. 15s. Under
Scotland there is a set of The Scottish Geographical

Magazine, 20 vols., 6^. 6s-.; and the 'New Statistical

Account of Scotland.' by the respective ministers

of each parish, 15 vols., 1845, 21. 15s. Qd. (published
at!6/. 16*.).

Mr. Thomas Carver, of Hereford, has a collection

of beautiful books suitable for presents. We
note a few : Lamb's '

Elia,' first issue of the first

edition, 1823. 71. 7s. ;

'

Turner,' by Sir Walter

Armstrong, 121. 12s. ;
and first edition of Thacke

lay's
'

Esmond,'
" a brilliant copy," 10/.

Mr Galloway, of Aberystwyth, has first editions

of George Meredith ;
a long list under Classical

Early Children's Books; Shakspeare, edited by
Henley, 31. 3s. ; and Rabelais, with Chalon's plates

edited by A. H. Bullen, 16*. Under Wales is
' The

Mabinogion,' translated by Lady Guest, 1847

8/. 8s.

Messrs. William George's Sons, of Bristol, have

works on Architecture, Natural History, and Geo

logy. Among the general entries we note 'Paradis

Regain'd,' to which is added * Samson Agonistes,

1671, 10*. Under Napoleon is a coloured print

drawn by Capt. Marryat, of the funeral processior

leaving Longwood.
Mr George Gregory, of Bath, has a catalogu

devoted to Greek and Latin Classics (with man

exquisite colour prints of J. R. Smith in th

Addenda), and another catalogue of general litera

ure. We would strongly urge Mr. Gregory to

dopt the usual catalogue form. We find the one
e uses most difficult to read.

Mr. Frederick R. Jones, of Thames Ditton, has a
et of the Archaeological Society's Journal, vols. u
o xxxii., 1845-75, 51. 10-9.; Baring-Gould's 'Book of
Vere- Wolves,' 1865, 24.9.; Arnold's 'Friendship's-
Garland,' first edition, 1871, 25s ; Billings's 'Anti-

luities of Scotland,' 4 vols., 1845-52, 6/. 6* ; La Fon-
aine, Amsterdam, 1764, 71. 7s.; and Rogers's

'

Italy,"

ncut, with the labels, 1830-34, 51. 5s.

Messrs. Myers & Co.'s list contains interesting:
works under America ;

also under Art, including.
hignell's

' Life and Paintings of Vicat Cole,'

898, 30s.; and Humphry Ward and Roberts's-

Romney,' 11. 5s. There are many noteworthy
terns under Dramatic, also under Occult. Among.
he general entries are Warrington's

'

History of
Stained Glass,' folio, 1848, 31. 5s.-,

" The Secret His-

ory of Queen Elizabeth. Printed for Will with
he \vish," 1695, 10s.;BrayleyV Londiniana,' 4 vols.,.

825, 15s.; Gray's
' Indian Zoology,' 1830-4, 4/. 10s.;.

Skelton's
'

Oxfordshire,' 1823..3J.; Forbes's
' Kalen-

dars of Scottish Saints,' 11. 12s. 6<:Z.: Barrere and
^eland's 'Dictionary of Slang,' 11. 7s. 6d.; and a
copy of the firm's

'

Catalogue of Engraved Por-^'
14,000 items, Is. Qd.

Mr. Poynder, of Reading, has a choice set of
Park's 'British Poets,' crimson morocco, 10?. 10s.;

a complete set of the Delphin Classics, 8^. 8s.; and a

jood copy of Ashmole's 'Berkshire,' 1736, 67. 6s.

There are many interesting items under Ballads,
Philology, Military, Economics and Sociology, and
Botany and Horticulture.

Mr. James Roche has a genuine original set of-

Punch, 1841-95, 13gs.; Dunker's 'History of Anti-
quity,' Bentley, 1877-82, 21. 8s. 6d. ; Howell and
Cobbett's

' State Trials,' scarce, 1809-26 (published
at 52/.), 12^. 12s. ; Macklin's ' Old and New Testa-
ments,' 6 vols., russia, 1800, 21. 10s. (cost 85^.)-

Motley's 'John of Barneveld,' out of print, Murray,
1874, 21. 8s. Qd. : and Rattray's

' Costume of

Afghanistan,' scarce, 1848, 2L12s.6d. There are a
number of works on the Indian mutinies, a collec-

tion of
'

Voyages Pittoresque?,' military works, &c.

Mr. Ludwig Rosenthal sends us from Munich an
illustrated catalogue of rare and costly books, and
another concerning the Eastern Church. He offers,

amongst other things,
' Acta Sanctorum,' MS. of

the eleventh century on vellum, 2,000m. ; a Com-
munion Office of Edward VI., by A. Alesius, a
Scotchman, 500m. ; Aristophanes, eleven plays in-

the edition of Grynoeus, 1532, 100m.; A Greek MS.
containing

' The Clouds '
of Aristophanes, the-

' Hecuba' and 'Orestes' of Euripides, and the
'Works and Days' of Hesiod, with scholia in
the margin, presumably of the fourteenth century,
800m.; some early editions of Aristotle ; an English
Armorial, MS. on sixteenth-century paper, 175m.
an Italian Armorial, 1460, 1,000m. ; the Biblia Poly-
glotta of Cardinal Ximenes; and many other
rarities. Admirers of French elegance should find-

a set of Dorat, 20 vols., cheap at 400m.

The books on the Eastern Church are of special
interest at the present moment. They include
several specimens of the work of Thomas Smith
(1638-1710), a Nonjuring divine whose knowledge of
Eastern ecclesiology gained him at Oxford the name
of

" Rabbi
"
Smith. Volumes also of a wider scope-

are entered here, such as Krumbacher's masterly
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^History of Byzantine Literature,' 527-1453, second Mr. Thomas Thorp of
edition 2 edition of WhympeAscent of

th. ympescent ofl r f
, of Ley ton, has under Penn the 18*.

; Fox-Davies' f
Armorial FamiH >

te
-
r
,

ho
>

book-plate of
- William Penn, Esq.,

' The Century Dictionary' ?Lc
^

ed tin '-, I
8'

'*

ennsylvania" dated 1703, mounted ^'Israeli's
'

Curiosities yLite^ture^Moxon mV
38*. ; 'Greville Memoirs '

1874 87 O ri 1

'

ington Spa, g- }
5
?- >

'

Musgrave's Obituary prior to l5f'
el Russell's

Har
,

ela Society 1899, . 4*. : and the first edition
fore edge,

ot ^hackeray s 'Our Street,' 1848-9 ''Ov Thirl.

edition, 26m. 50.

Mr. H. Seers

extremely rare

Proprietor of Pennsyl
in black-and-gold frame, III. lls

Messrs. Simmons & Waters, of Leamington
(have a large-paper copy of Lady Rachel
'Letters,' water-colour painting on the fore edge, I

" l --"^vctay a yur street, J848-9 ^flv Thprp
J792, 41.

; and a collection of book catalogues, 1785,
many interesting items under London Parish

10*'. 6d. (in one of these a copy of the Second Folio I
ters

>
* p

Shakespeare is marked 216-.). Those in search of
the horrible will find it in lot 160. It is a
.model of the guillotine, 12 inches high, made in bone
-by a French prisoner. The victim is a woman; . , Mvmmi
there are three attendants and the executioner, Navy Records Society, 14 vols 41 l&iTif"
whose hand touches the cord holding the knife, 42 vols. of first edition's of Scott v SL A

"
which falls and cuts off the head of the victim.

1 ""'''"- rt :I '

It was made about 1795, and may be had for 50s

Messrs. Henry Sotheran & Co.'s Price Current
_No. 658 contains nearly fourteen hundred items,
.and has in addition a catalogue of newly bound ,

'books. The former is full of valuable items. We ' ue
'

note a few : Palaeographical Society's Publications,
1873-94, 37?. 10*.; the original edition of Silvestre's

^Pateographie Universelle,' Didot, 1839-41, 36?.;

'JteB^ 8t Martin's Lane has The
at to 1866

Register,'

Cruikshank item,
' The Blue' Devils 'Two

copies, one retouched by^~ > -"/'-.
catalogue

*

Franks -

; a large collection
A/ A 3 /-v

-- VValcott's 'Architec-

Book'
;

i844 n fi

Ulk8hank
'

S
' The Bachelor's

15opK, 1844, a fine copy, scarce, 21. !>, ,/

XT- ui u ,*
d?M* of Dickens include 'Nicholas

Nickleby,' original wrappers, 3?. 7*. M There areninrk nrtlsMiv.A/4 ;il.,,.i * _
' ,.,',... A IIWD are

Picture Post Cards.

, , -, .; , , . --. ere a
Bunsen's 'Egypt,' 4/. 10*; Ciulfield's 'Portraits,' ?>

Iso
,

col
;^ed illustrations of "Bye-Gone T

1813-20, 51. 5s.-, a complete set of the Chetham
Pir>fnro p'^ f n '"

Society's Publications, 22/. 10-.; Oxford Historical

^Society's Publications, complete to 1904, III. 11*.;
'The Annual Register,' with index volume, 1758-

1896,28^. lO.s.; a 'Collection des Memoires relatifs a
Ja Revolution Francaise,' a choice set, 57 vols. in 54,
16. 16^ ;

and 'Napoleon III. devantla Presse Con-
temporaine en 1873,' 11. Is. The historical works
.are Classified under the Ancient World, the Dark

and address of

!Sti>n,bS

tff Cjamsflflttfrmis,

attention to the /olloteit g

must be written the
for

pendents must observe the follow ng
"

es fet"\ note, query or reply be written mf a separate
-,

of Paper, with the signature of the writer andsuch address as he wishes to appear. VVhe^i answermg queries, or making notes vvith regard to p

which they who

T - E - YOUNG (

T. Spencer has valuable items under
jUken and under America. The latter include

Murray's
'

History of the War,' 9?. 9s. ; and
McKenney's

' Indian Tribes,' 5?. 12s-. 6d. A most
extensive collection of prose essays, sketches,

autographs, cuttings, c., 77 vols., 4to, 1888-97, is

:20^. .Under Angling occur Walton, Cotton, and
Venables, 1676, 24?. : another copy
Pickering's edition, 1836, 11?. 11*. /

of Ariosto, 1634, is 8?. 8*. There is a treasure in

vellum, 'Book of Hours,' Paris, 1470, 14?. 14.S'. i aueries are rpn .

-----
-

Among first editions are Gray's 'Odes,' Strawberry | ninninnHnn l1.J"i;f " second

Hill, 1757. 12?. 12s ; and Heath's ' Humorous Scraps,'
1828, 9?. 9* Those of Swinburne include 'The
'Question,' 8?. 8s. ;

those of Tennyson, 'Poems,'
1842, 24?. ; and those of Thackeray,

' The Second
Funeral of Napoleon,' Cunningham, 1841, 38?.

.'Smollett's 'Roderick Random,' 1748, is 9 9*-.;

Pierce Egan's
' Life in London,' 1821, 10?. 10$. ;

' Real Life in London,' 18?. 18s. ; and
'

Finish to the i n
Adventures of Tom, Jerry, and Logic,' 28?. Field- LOMM^DANT REBOUL wishes to draw attention
ing's 'Joseph Andrews,' 1742, is 11?. The first I !

ie --?. \W. though his communicn>.ir

editions of Dickens include
' Sketches by Boz,' with

an original water-colour by Cruikshank, 1830, 38?.
;

and ' Martin Chuzzlewit,' with an original pencil
drawing of 'Martin Chuzzlewit suspects the Land-
lady.' 1844, 22?. IQs. An interesting Dickens item
is the original plan of the contemplated division

headings for 'The Household Narrative,' entirely I tisements and Business Letters' to ~" T
in the writing of Dickens, 1850. This is priced at lisher" at the Office, Bream's BniMino-o i

..O.I? in.. TU^..^ 4 D inr U D - ^^A^ n^,!;i^i u r , v o ^>uiiuings, ^

S
TG ("Sleep the sleep of the just")

ss^^xis ^r SP ivi> v" vii" v" f - ;

I'
Rememberable "). Has the autho-

AYEAHR and E. LEGA-WEEKES.-Forwarded.

on
nntuss A<n\ -

as Pnnted among Replies
(10

th

]

S. iv. 493), he is anxious to obtain informationon the points mentioned therein.

NOTICE.

to "The f 1 , !,
hould be

of ' Notes and Queries '"

10*. There is a long list under Cruikshank, Lane, E.G. Chancery
and also a collection of press opinions and pro- We beg leave to state that we decline to
grammes relating to Sir Henry Irving and the communications which, for anv reason
Lyceum, 12?. 12,.

|
print ; and to this rule we can mike no'

. - do not
make no exception.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES (JANUARY).
(Continued from Second Advertisement Page.)

A. RUSSELL SMITH,
24, GREAT WINDMILL STREET, LONDON, W.

(Close to Piccadilly Circus).

OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE,
TOPOGRAPHY, GENEALOGY, TRACTS, PAM-

PHLETS, and OLD BOOKS on many Subjects.

ENGRAVED PORTRAITS AND COUNTY
ENGRAVINGS.

CATALOGUES post free.

RARE AND UNKNOWN BOOKS.

W. M. V O Y N I C H,
63, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE,

PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON, W.

Incunabula, Woodcuts, English Literature,
Shakespeariana, &c.

UNKNOWN BOOKS WITH MS.

MAGELLAN MAP.
(To be sold as a Collection only.)

CATALOGUES FREE.

MYERS & CO.'S
SPECIAL CLEARANCE CATALOGUE OF

SECOND-HAND BOOKS.
No. 103 is NOW READY, and will be forwarded

gratis and post free on application.

CATALOGUE No. 102, ENGRAVED PORTRAITS,
post free.

HEADY SHORTLY.
CATALOGUE OF OLD LONDON VIEWS.

MYERS & CO.,
59, High Holborn, London, W.C.

W, HEFFER & SONS,
Second-Hand Booksellers, CAMBRIDGE.
An Enormous Stock of Books in all classes of

Literature, Englith and Foreign, but mainly bear-

ing on the various Branches of Higher Education.

Please write to w* if you are wanting Books, or
would like to receive our Catalogues.

100,000 VOLUMES IN STOCK.

4, Petty Cury and 18, Sidney Street, Cambridge.

ALBERT BUTTON,
43, Bridge Street, MANCHESTER.

7 he following Catalogues sent free on application:

AFRICA. I AMERICA.
AUSTRALASIA.

I INDIA.
SPORTING BOOKS.
BOOKS of the

" SIXTIES."
SHAKESPEARE and the DRAMA.
YORKSHIRE TOPOGRAPHY.
MISCELLANEOUS LITERATURE.
Books and Libraries purchased or Valued

for Probate.
ESTABLISHED 1848.

E. GEORGE & SONS
NEW CATALOGUE

Alpine, Antiquarian, Architectural, Art, Biographical,
Blectrical, Engineering, Historical, Topographical, and
Miscellaneous Books, including items on Folk-Lore, Sport,
Travel, Theology, &c ,

Sent past free on application.

A Large Stock of Miscellaneous Books. Magazines, and
Journals and Publications of Learned and Scientific
Societies always on hand.

ESTABLISHED 1820.

151, Whitechapel Road, London, E.

BOOK BARGAINS.
FREE ON APPLICATION.

H. J. GLAISHER'S COMPLETE CATA-
LOGUE and NOVEMBER SUPPLEMENT
of Publishers' Remainders, comprising Works in all

Branches of Literature.

.Orders by pin L receive every attention.

H. J. GLAISHER,
Remainder and Discount Bookseller,

57, WIGMORE STREET, W.

GEORGE GREGORY.
Bookseller to H.M. QUEEN ALEXANDRA.
NEW 32 pp. 4to CLASSICAL C iTALOGUE

(Nos. 106-7).
NEW CATALOGUE OF RE JAINDEES

(No. 163).
Nos. 148-50. CATALOGUE OF. BOOKS IN

FOREIGN LANGUAGES, AND EDUCATIONAL.
Nos. 161-2 and 164-5. RARE AND VALUABLES

BOOKS, AND GtfNERAL MISCELLANE JUS
BOOKS. Poitfree.

5, ARGYLE STREET, BATH.
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FRANCIS EDWARDS,
BOOKSELLER,

83, HIGH STREET, MABYLEBONE.

LONDON, W.
Telegrams" FINALITY, LONDON." Telephone-803 MAYFAIR,

CATALOGUES RECENTLY ISSUED.

CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND. 63 pp.

UNITED STATES, 1606-1890. 120 pp.

MEXICO, CENTRAL AMERICA, WEST INDIES, AND GUIANA. 80 pp.

MONTHLY LIST OF RECENT PURCHASES (Miscellaneous Literature).

24pp.

JUST READY.

CATALOGUE OF THE LIBRARY OF THE REV. WM. TUCKWELL, and

of Part of the Library of Bernard and Lucy Barton (including many
Presentation and Inscription Books).

IN PREPARATION.

SOUTH AMERICA.

MILITARY AND HISTORICAL LITERATURE (including many Books

relating to Napoleon).

INDIA, PERSIA, CHINA, JAPAN, and ASIA MINOR.

1,500 PAMPHLETS ON BANKING, CURRENCY, POLITICS, LAND
LAWS, <fec.

LIBRARIES PURCHASED.
Valuations made.

Published Wee'tly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Building, Chancery Lane B.C. ; and Printed by
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athentvum Press, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.- Saturday, January 6, 1906.
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LITERARY MEN, GENERAL READERS, ETC.

"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE,

( PRICK F

No. 107. [s?*] SATURDAY, JANUARY 13, 1906. <**
I Yearly Subset iyti

PRICK FOUKPENCE.
< *}>nf>et. Entered ct
Second-Class Mntter.
(m,20.6ii. j>ot free.

BIBLIOTHEGA HISTORIGA.
NO. 658, JUST PUBLISHED, OF

SOTHERAN'S -PRICE CURRENT OF LITERATURE
CONSISTS OF A COLLECTION OF SECOND-HAND WORKS IN THE FOLLOWING CLASSES :

GENERAL TREATISES The ANCIBNT WORLD The DARK AGES ENGLAND, GENERAL TREATISES-
ENGLAND, to the Death of Queen Elizabeth ENGLAND under the STUARTS ENGLAND, from the Revolution to

the Peace of Versailles (1783) -ENGLAND since 1784 INDIA and the COLONIES -FRANCE, to the Beginning of the

Revolution-FRANCE since 1789-The GERMAN STATES and the LOW COUNTRIES-OTHER EUROPEAN STATES
AMERICA and other NON-EUROPEAN COUNTRIES-CHURCH HISTORY-ADDENDA.

SUPPLEMENT OF NEWLY BOUND BOOKS.
A COPY POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

No. 650. MATHEMATICS, ASTRONOMY, PHYSICS, and
CHEMISTRY.

No. 656. PHILOSOPHY, POLITICAL ECONOMY, OCCULTISM,
and TRIALS at LAW.

A FEW COPIES MAY STILL BE HAD OF THESE PREVIOUS CLASSIFIED CATALOGUES.

LIBRARIES AND BOOKS BOUGHT,
VALUED FOR PROBATE, OR ARRANGED AND CATALOGUED;

ALSO ENGRAVINGS, MANUSCRIPTS, AND AUTOGRAPH LETTERS.

MESSRS. SOTHERAN are at all times prepared to INSPECT, VAMJE, and PURCHASE LIBRARIES or

smaller Collections of Books, Engravings, and Autographs, either in Town or Country, for their full

Cash value, and to remove them without trouble or expense.

HENRY SOTHERAN & CO.,
Booksellers, Publishers, and Bookbinders to His Majesty the King,

and General Agents for Bookbuyers at Home and Abroad,
140, ST3AND, W.C. (near Waterloo Bridge) ; 37, PICCADILLY, W. (opposite S*. James's Church).

Telegraphic Address: BOOKMEN, LONDON. Codes: UNICODE and ABC. Telephone: CENTRAL 1515.

Founded in Tower Street, City, 1816.
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BOOKSELLERS' PROVIDENT
INSTITUTION.

Founded 1837.

Patron -HER MAJESTY QUEEN ALEXANDRA.
Invested Capital, 30,000*

A UNIQUE INVESTMENT
Offered to London Booksellers and their Assistants.

A vounir man or woman of twenty five can invest the sum of Twenty

Guineas fe" Us .quivalent by instalments) and obtain the right to

tt^ adversity as Ion, as need

-. and Surgeon,

imiKTH A Cottwre in the Country (Abbots Langley, Hertfordshire)

for a^ed Members w!th garden produce, coal, and medical attendance

FurnUHouseinthe same Retreat at Abbots Langley

f >r the use of Memberl and their Families for Holidays or during

00
sTx

al

rH
Ce
A
C

c
e
ontrib-ition towards Funeral Expenses when it is needed.sco

8KVENTH All these are availab'e not for Members only, but also
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tGH^
i

^% ^meT^^e^c
h

;!pt7o

n
ns confers an absolute

.

LARNER, 23, Paterno&ter Row, E.G.
Secretary, Mr. GEORGE

SECOND EDITION, fcap. 8vo, price Fourpence.

NEW TESTAMENT CHRONOLOGY: the

Principal Events recorded in the New
Testament^

arranged

nnter their Probab'e Respective Dates. By W. 1. LYNN, B.A.

H I s Associate of K.ng's College. London, Lay Reader in the

f)ioce^f 'of Roc^hester, Author of -Celestial Motions,' -Remarkable

Comlts.-Remarkabte Eclipses,'
' Astronomy for the Young,' Ac.

London :

SAMUEL BAG8TER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row.

TWELFTH EDITION, price Sixpence, cloth.

DEMARKABLE COMETS : a Brief Survey of the

IV moat interesting Facts in the History of Oometary Astronomy.

By W. T. LYNN, B.A. FR A 8.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO , LIMITED,

15*., Paternoster Row, E.G.

^THIRD EDITION, Revised to 1904, fcap. 8vo, cloth, price Sixpence.

ASTRONOMY for the YOUNG.
^\_ By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.8.

London :

SAMUEL BAG3TER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row.

NOW READY, price 10s. 6<t net.

THE NINTH SERIES

G N B R A L
OF

INDEX
NOTES AND QUERIES.

With Introduction by JOSEPH KNIGHT, F.S.A.

This Index is double the size of previous ones, as it contains, in

addition to the usual Index o Subjects, the Names and Pseudonyms of

Writprs with a List of their Contributions. The number of constant

Contributors ceeU eleven hundred. The Publisher reserves the

right"of inching the price of the Volume at any time. The number

printed is limited, and the type has been distributed.

Free by post, 10s. lid.

JOHN C. FRANCIS, Vote* and Quei s Office, Bream's Buildings. E.C.

ATHEN^UM PRESS. JOHN EDWARD
J\ TTUANPIR Printer of the AthtHomm, Notes and Q\ier\e*, &c., is

narld to SUBMIT BS TIMATBS for all kinds of BOOK. NEWS,

IT/ PERIODICAL PRINTING. -13, Bream's Buildings, Chancery

I*ne, E.C.

. APARTMENTS. Com-

AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 10s. Sd. for Six Months ;

or 20s. 6d. for Twelve Months, including the Volume Index. J
EDWARD FRANCIS, Xotes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings.
Chancery Lane, B.C.

ITINERANT BOOK HUNTER (many years'
-1- experience) desires ADDITIONAL COMMISSIONS. Specialities
include Autographs, Relics of famous Libiaries, &C.-ANDREW DK
TBRNANT, 20, Gateley Road, Stock well.

PATIENT (PAYING) could be TAKEN by a
DOCTOR at BRIGHTON. House spacious and splendidly

situated. Every comfort and medical care. Apply, in first instance.
to Box 501, Athenaeum Press, 13, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C.

MR. L. CULLETON, 92, Piccadilly, London
(Member of English and Foreign Antiquarian Societies), under-

takes the furnishing of Kxtracts from Parish Registers, Copies or
Abstracts from Wills, Chancery Proceedings, and other Records useful
for Genealogical evidences in England, Scotland, and Ireland.
Abbreviated Latin Documents Copied, Extended, and Translated.
Foreign Researches carried out. Knquiries invited. Mr. Culleton's

Private Collections are worth consulting for Clues.

Antiquarian and Scientific Material searched for and copied at the
British Museum and other Archives.

HOOKS. ALL OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS
supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world

over as the most expert Bookfinders extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop, H-Ib, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

T'HE
AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.

(The LBADENHALL PRESS, Ltd., Publishers and Printers,
50, Leadeiihall Street, London. E.C.j

Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect
freedom. Sixpence each. 5s per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Size, 3s. per dozen, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that The Leadenhall Press, Ltd., cannot be

responsible for the loss of MS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should be retained.

^ICKPHAST PASTE is miles better than Gum^ for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers. &c. 3d., 6d., and Is. with
strong, useful Brush (not a Toy). Bend two stamps to cover postage
for a sample Bottle, including Brush. Fa-tory, Sugar l.oaf Court,
Leadenhall Street, E.C. Of all Stationers. Stickphast Paste sticks.

N EWSVENDORS' BENEVOLENT and
PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.

Founded 1839.

Funds exceed 25000Z.

Office : Memorial Hall Buildings, 16, Farringdon Street, London, B.C.

Patron :

The Right Hon. the EARL of ROSEBERY, K.G.

President :

The Right Hon. the LORD GLENESK.
Treasurer :

The LONDON and WESTMINSTER BANK, LIMITED,
217, Strand, W.C.

Trustees (Ex-Officio Members of Committee) :

CHARLES HENRY WALTER, Esq.

Sir HORACE BROOKS MARSHALL, M.A. J.P. D.L.

ALFRED HENRY HANCE, Esq. (Chairman of Committee).

CHARLES AWDRY, Esq., M.A.

OBJECTS This Institution was established in 1839 in the City of

London, under the Presidency of the late Alderman Harmer, for

granting Pensions and Temporary Assistance to principals and
assistants engaged as vendors of newspapers.
A Donation of Ten Guineas constitutes a Vice-President and gives

three votes for life at all elections. Each Donation of Three Guineas
eives a vote at all elections for life. Every Annual Subscriber is

entitled to one vote at all elections in respect of each Five Shillings BO

^MEMBERSHIP. Every man and woman throughout the United
Kingdom, whether publisher, wholesaler, retailer, employer, or

employed, is entitled to become a member of this Institution, and

enjoy its benefits upon payment of Five Shillings annually or Three
Guineas for Life, provided that he or she is engaged in the sale of

^rhTprincipal features of the Rules governing election to all Pensions
are that e;ch candidate shall have been (1) a member of the Institution

for' not less than ten years preceding application; (2) not less than

fifty-five years ot age ; (3) engaged in the sale of newspapers for at

e
RBL

6

IEF. Temporary relief is given in cases of distress, not only
to Members of the Institution, but to newsvendors or their servmrts

who may be recommended for assistance by members of the Institu-

tion Inquiry is made in such cases by Visiting Committees, and
relief is awarded in accordance with the merits and requirements of

each case. W. WILKIE JONES, Secretary.
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<> BROWN BESS" AS APPLIED TO A
MUSKET.

IN 1855 a query appeared in ' N. & Q.'

(1
st S. xi. 284) as to the origin of this term.

A reply was given to the effect that "Bess"
was really the Dutch word bus, which signifies

barrel, and is found in the sixteenth century
"
harquebus," a hand gun that took the

place of the long bow. No one can find any
fault with the above derivation ;

but no

satisfactory explanation has yet been given
as to the word "Brown" when it precedes
"
Bess." The present writer, after a brown

study, is strongly of opinion that the early
British musket was not called

" Brown Bess"

because the barrel was of a brown colour

(2
nd S. v. 259), but for the simple reason that

Queen Elizabeth's gunfounder, during the

last twelve years of her reign, was a certain

Thomas Brown. This gentleman, who was

evidently an artificer of no mean order, was
also gunfounder to the East India Company,
and did a large export business with Holland

on his own account.

Curiously enough, the first mention of

Brown the gunfounder in the State Papers

appears in a letter from James VI. to the

English Council of State, dated from Stirling,
22 August, 1599, relative to "certain ships
laden with muskets, <fec., which Mr. Brown
was bringing from Flanders to Scotland "

(' Cal. S.P.D., Scottish Series '). When King
James ascended the English throne he

appointed Brown his gunfounder. The follow-

ing letter from Brown's son John to Solicitor-

General Heath supplies the approximate
date of the elder Brown's appointment as

gunfounder to Queen Elizabeth :

" December
,
1621. My Father has for the last

thirty years cast ordnance for the late Queen and
the King, and for years maintained the trade alone.
At the request of the ordnance officers and the East
India Company, I was put to the trade that I might
continue it if my father failed, which I have done,
and produced lately two such pieces as I challenge
others to do the like. If I may still cast for

merchants, if the King wants 200 pieces I will cast
them in 200 days. Mr. Crow has got a patent for

making of ordnance to merchants
;
this would con-

fine me to the King's service, which only takes ten

days a year." 'S P.D., Addenda, James I.'

The aforesaid John Brown had been ap-
pointed

*' Master Founder of the Iron
Ordnance "in 1G20

;
and his letter just quoted

was in consequence of Sackville Crow, a pro-

tege of the Duke of Buckingham, having
obtained the patent to which Brown takes

exception. The Browns had their foundry at

Brenchley, Kent, and employed 200 men.
Milhall Wharf, being close to Brenchley,
afforded facilities for export trade. Under
date of 19 February, 1619, the elder Brown
stated that " half of the ordnance manu-
factured by him had been bought and ex-

ported by the Dutch under licence" ('Cal.

S.P.D.,' 1619). In the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries the manufacturers of muskets
were not specially named in the Ordnance
Lists, though a gunstock maker and a gun-
smith appear in an Ordnance List of 1548

(Col. Cleaveland's
' Notes on the Early His-

tory of the Royal Artillery '). It must, there-

fore, be taken for granted that the gun-
founders to Queen Elizabeth and King James
cast musket- barrels as well as large ordnance.
The writer recently received the following

information from Viscount Dillon, the

Curator of the Armouries in the Tower of

London :

"As to the Elizabethan muskets, we have a
musket and a caliver of about 1590. They came
from Penshurst, where there are several more.
Those in the Tower have no names on them. The
caliver has an indistinct stamp somewhat like a
bird ; the musket has a crown stamped on the
barrel."

It is reasonable to suppose that the Queen's
gunfounder stamped his musket-barrels witli
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the "crown," and that when completed these

muskets were served out to the Queen's
soldiers both in England and Holland. May
we not conclude that a musket of an

improved pattern came into use towards
the end of Queen Elizabeth's reign, and
that it was known to the British troops
then in the service of the Dutch Republic
as a "Brown bus," which term degenerated
into "Brown Bess"?

CHARLES DALTON.
32, West Cromwell Road, S.W.

MAGDALEN COLLEGE SCHOOL AND THE
'D.N.B.'

(See 10th S. iv. 21, 101, 182, 244, 364.)

WHEN the Parliamentary Commission for

visiting the University actually began work,

Magdalen was the first college to be visited.

On 5 May, 1648, answers being invited from
various members of the College to the ques-

tion, "Do you submit to the authority of

Parliament in this visitation 1
"
twenty-eight

replies were received, but only one submis-
sion. One chorister, John Drake, produced
a long and elaborate reply, refusing to

submit,
"

if the word Submitt signifie that

the 2 Houses of Parliament, without and

against his most excellent Majestie, have a

lawfull power to visite this Universitie, either

by themselves or others." This, like the pro-
fessed incapacity of the commoners to answer
so weighty a question in any way, was pro-

bably intended to annoy. On 17 May Hugh
Phillips, "chorister and but a schooleboy 14

yeare old," says : "I confesse that I am not
scholler sufficient to give an Answere to

this Question propounded." Thomas Home,
chorister, acknowledges

" the Visitation, as

it cometh from the Kinge and Parliament,
otherwise I cannot conscionably submitt to

it." Humfrey Simpson, chorister, replies :

"Your Question is too obscure for me to

answere, but howsoever I cannot submitt to

the Visitation.'
7 These four, with the pos-

sible exception of Phillips, were eventually
expelled. In the sequel at least two-thirds
of the Demies and most of the choristers were

deprived. The grammar master, William

White, was deprived, and his place supplied
by the usher, Thomas Houghton, or Hawton,
who submitted (v.

*

Register of Visitors of

University of Oxford, 1647-58/ ed. Prof. M.
Burrows).

In July, 1649, a large sum of money (pro-

bably worth nearly 1,500/.) was discovered in

a chest in the muniment- room. This was the
reserve fund provided by the founder for use
in emergencies, and mentioned in his statutes.

The coins were for the most part "old
Edwards" or "spur- royals" and "angels,"
and were now divided among the members
of the foundation, even the choristers and
servants obtaining a share. Edward IV.
first struck the rose noble, or ryal, in 1465,
the reverse bearing in the centre his badges
of the rose on sun. In later times-
these coins, and their successors, were
called "spur-ryals," from the resemblance
of the pointed form of the sun's rays to the
star-like spur of the period. Ultimately,
after the Restoration, a large part of the sum
abstracted was made good and replaced in
the chest. At the same time the old order of
things- was in some fashion restored, eight
Demies being replaced, all of whom retired
the next year.

William Reeks, a member of the School
recommended by Lord Chancellor Clarendon,
became Fellow in 1671, and died four years-
later. He left a detailed allegorical explana-
tion of the curious figures which adorn the
buttresses on three sides of the cloister.
These figures, set up in 1508-9, were painted
upon the occasion of the royal visit when
James I. pronounced Magdalen to be "the
most absolute building in Oxford." In 1672
William Harris of M.C.S. was recommended
by the King for a Demyship (Bloxam, iii.

204 ; Wilson, 63n, 165, 170, 177). A -chorister
of 1662, Thomas Collins of Bristol, was after-
wards Vice-Principal of Gloucester Hall (now
Worcester College), and from 1673 until his

death, fifty years later, Master of M.C.S.
He was a friend of Anthony Wood, whose
body he assisted in bearing to the grave in
Merton Chapel, and also of Thomas Hearne.
The latter declares him to have been
"a good Preacher, a good Scholar, and

ejected by James II.] was his bestowing a
Prebend of Lichfield upon Mr. Collins,
Schoolmaster of Magdalen." Again, on
21 April, 1719, Hearne called "upon Mr.
Collins of Magd. Coll. to-day between two-
and three. He was reading Pope's Homer,
which he mightily admires. He useth a little

hour-glass, which he says he brought with
him when he first came to Oxford." His
portrait by an unknown artist is at M.C.S.
A pupil of his, one Thomas Goodwyn, Demy
in 1675, and expelled by James II. 's Com-
missioners, died Archdeacon of Derby and
"a very good scholar." Another of seven

years later, Richard Watkins, expelled on the
same occasion, became, in calmer times, Vice-
President of the College. Another, Daniel
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Stacey, chorister 1676-83, is noticed by Hearne
as a good preacher in his prime.

During the famous contest with James II.

in 1687-8 twenty-five Fellows and eighteen
Demies were expelled, professed Romanists

taking their places. John Hough, eventually

Bishop of Worcester, was superseded as

President by Samuel Parker, Bishop of

Oxford, and after the latter's death, for a

few months, by Bonaventure Gifford, titular

Bishop of Madaura. Thomas Collins, the

Master, who became chaplain to Bishop
Parker, unsuccessfully applied for a mandate
for a Fellowship and for the degree of D.D.

(Bloxam's
'

Magdalen College and James II.,'

83, 93). Wood, under date 10 Jan., 1688,

says :

" Mr. Collins return'd from London after he had
been there some time to gains a fellowship of Magd.
Coll. and not turne Roman Catholic. In his absence

Mr. (Richard) Wright, his usher (1683-9), left his

place and carried away most (of) his scholars to

teach them privatly in the great stone-house against
the Checquer Inn. 'Tis said Mr. Collins hath lost

his reputation among his friends."
'

Life,' iii. 253.

It was said of Wood that
" he never spake

well of any man "
; but Collins, as we have

seen, remained his friend unto the end.

Under Gifford a further expulsion of

Fellows took place, only three of those of

Hough's time being left undisturbed and

one of them a lunatic ! Apparently ten

choristers were ejected in 1687, including
Thomas Yalden, the well-known poet, to be

replaced by as many boys, who probably
assisted as acolytes at the celebration of Mass,

according to the Roman use, when Gifford

set up that form of worship in the College

chapel. These ten were in their turn removed

by Bishop Mews at his visitation, 25 Oct.,

1688, when the legitimate members of the

College were restored. But despite King
James's ill-treatment of her, Magdalen long
retained her affection for the exiled house of

Stewart, and the king who had, meta-

phorically, broken his head against Wolsey's
Tower ;

and when, in 1715, General Pepper
was sent with his famous "

troop of horse'

to coerce Oxford and arrest certain disloya

persons, Col. Owen, a Jacobite officer, founc

a sure refuge in the College. Pepper, on hi?

arrival, beset the
kt

Greyhound
" Inn in tin

"Gravel Walk," where Owen was lodging
and the latter was warned only just in time

to escape from his bed over a wall into the

College. Tradition has it that he was for some
time concealed in the turret of the

" Gramma
Hall," then the bell - turret of the Schoo

building. A. R. BAYLEY.

(To be continued.)

AN UNKNOWN FLEETWOOD PEDIGREE.
(See 9th S. ix. 261 ; 10th S. i. 422 )

FURTHER search enables me to continue-
his pedigree.
Jolm Fleetwood (baptized at St. Andrew

Jndershaft, 6 April, 1720 1) married Barbara.

Wynne at Mercers' Hall Chapel, Cheapside,
24 Feb., 1754 (marriage allegation in Bishop.
)f London's Registry). He died at Lambeth,
22 Dec., 1788, a widower and intestate;,
id ministration was granted to his son

Robert, 5 Jan., 1789 (P.C.C. Macham). He*
md other children, as he resided at

Clapham before going to Lambeth, and
he register of Clapham Parish Church
records on 9 Jan., 1771, the christening of

Barbara, daughter of John and Barbara*
Fleetwood (born 9 Dec., 1770). This Bar-
Dara Fleetwood married at Masulipatam,.
17 May, 1792, Lieut.-Col. Edward Montagu,,
of H.E.I.C. Artillery. He was mortally
wounded at Seringapatam, dying 10 May,
L799. Mrs. Montagu died 3 June, 1848. The-

Regicide has living representatives, who will-

found in Burke's
'

Peerage
'

as descendants-

of the first Earl of Manchester.
Anna Maria, who married Col. William Gent,,

was another daughter of John Fleetwood.
She died 24 Aug., 1801, aged forty-five, and
was interred at Charlton Kings, near Chel-

tenham, co. Gloucester.
Robert Fleetwood, who administered his

father's estate, was in the Victualling Office

for more than forty years. He died at his

residence in New Ormond Street, 17 Dec.,
1824. His eldest son, Robert, died at North-

ampton, 23 Nov., 1810, at the age of fifteen.

Robert Fleetwood's will, dated 7 Oct., 1817,
was proved 23 Dec., 1824 (P.C.C. Erskine

C60). He had a wife and children living in.

1817, but the will does not give their names.
The following notes will elucidate some-

points in rny earlier communications.
Robert Fleetwood (9

th S. ix. 261), whose-
will was proved 15 March, 1771, died at

Clapham, 24 Feb., 1771.

Cleaver and Fenton Families. Anne,
granddaughter of the Regicide, married'

William Cleaver at St. Dunstan's, Stepney,
14 Nov., 1711

;
their daughter Jane married

William Fenton, and it was she who had the
miniature of the Regicide. This settles the-

doubtful point mentioned in 9th S. ix. 262 as

to her parentage. Three members of these-

families are buried at Hayes, co. Kent,
according to a monument in the church with:

the arms of Cleaver impaling Fleetwood, viz.

Mrs. Anne Cleaver, died 5 May, 1737 ;
Wil-

liam Fenton, buried 22 July, 1753; and Mrs.
Jane Fenton, died 21 May, 1782.
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Elizabeth Fleetwood (10
th S. i. 422), the I

" PROPITIOUS." In a kindly notice of ray
Regicide's daughter, and half-sister to Anne latest book (10

th S. iv. 539), I observe that
Fleetwood, died intestate and unmarried, the word propitious is explained as "coming-
Administration was granted to her brother near- to," from ituni, supine of ~ire, to go. In
Robert, 10 April, 1677, her mother having Lewis and Short's dictionary, which is very
first renounced ;

she is described as of the much behind the age as regards etymologies,
parish of St. Michael, Cornhill (P.C.C. Hale).

David Fleetwood (10
th S. i. 422), who in-

herited Milton's Cottage, had a son Valentine,
buried at Amersham, Bucks, 3 June, 1681.

His baptismal name was doubtless derived
irom the Rev. Thomas Valentine, rector of
Ohalfont St. Giles, deprived for noncon-
formity in 1661.

Mrs. Honoria Cradock (10
th S. i. 422), sister

to the Regicide, must have been a post-
humous child. Of her husband, the Rev.

we are referred to prope, near, as explaining
gropititu.
But this result is by no means certain

;

and it is worth saying that the idea of con-
necting prapitiu* with petere, orig.

"
to fly,"

is much favoured by the form of the adj.
prcppes. And it must be remembered that
Latin expresses the very notion of u

coming
near to" by propinqum and propinquare^
which makes it unlikely that a second form
would co-exist. Late Latin had propi&re.

Samuel Cradock, rector of North Cadbury, I ^he
derivation of propitiut from pelere is

thmg very new. 1 quoted it
co. Somerset, ejected for nonconformity in

1662, an interesting account will be found in

the 'D.N.B.,' based chiefly on Calamy. He
inherited unexpectedly a family estate called

,

-Gesyngs, at Wickhambrook, co. Suffolk
; he '

mafcfcer -

died at Bishop's Stortford, Herts, 7 Oct.,
1706, in his eighty-sixth year. His widow
died 25 Feb., 1708/9, at the age of eighty-one,
-and she lies with her husband at Wickham-
brook, where tablets were erected to their
memories. They had several children, but
the family appears to have died out in the
next generation, the last survivor being
^Elizabeth Cradock, their granddaughter, who
married the Rev. Thomas Priest, pastor to a
Dissenting congregation at Wickhambrook.
Mrs. Priest died 27 Jan., 1763.

George Fleetwood (10
th S. i. 424), eldest son

very new. i quoted it in my
dictionary in 1881 from Vanicek, who in 1887
quoted it from Ascoli (in Kuhn's Zeitschrift,
xvi. 211). Latin etymology is a very difficult

I know of no safer and saner guide
than Breal, whose words are always worth
weighing. At p. 262 of his

'

Dictionnaire

Etymologique Latin '

(1885) he says, in speak-
ing of the verb petere :

Le sens le plus ancien, qui est voter, ne s'est
conserve que dans dci-piter et dans les deux adjec-
tifs prcepw et propitins, qui faisaient partie de la

langue des augures : les oiseaux volant en avant
etaient regardes comme favorables, les oiseaux
qui se dirigeaient vers 1'observateur (adcersa
volucres) passaient pour contraires."

I doubt the parallelism noted between
Hebrew and Latin. That the Hebrew God
would approach His worshipper is intelligible

of Robert and grandson of the Regicide, but in Rome we should rather expect to find

.married 1 Aug., 1731, at St. James's, Duke's
Place, Aldgate, Hannah, widow of Hop- 1 god.

j? ci i_ r> L. i i T> i TT i T

the worshipper had to approach the
At any rate, it is obvious that the

son, of StT Botolph, Bishopsgate. He died I supposed Gothic analogy is due to a mistake ;

intestate, and administration was granted to f 1
' the Teutonic giniasra is explained by

his widow, 13 Jan., 1732/3 (Commissary Court
I
Stephens as "save," cognate with A. S.

nerian, Icel. ncera, G. ndhren. The r in near
is comparative ;

the positive form is nigh, and
no Germanic form signifying

*'
to come near "

could contain an r. The A.-S. verb is

neahloecan, to draw nigh.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

of London).

Family of Brand or Brend (10
th S. i. 423-4).

In the pedigree of Smith of Hill Hall,
Essex, given at the end of

'

Theydon Mount :

its Lords and Rectors,' it is stated that Sir
William Smith (died December, 1626) married
Bridget, daughter of Thomas Fleetwood, of
the Vache

;
their fourth daughter, Frances

;Smith, married Sir Matthew Brende, of West
Moulsey, Surrey, Knt., son of Nicholas Brende I Betham - Edwards on the old - fashioned
by Margaret, daughter of Sir William Plumer, sanitary or rather insanitary arrange-
Knt. This is interesting as showing an earlier ments of certain French hotels. "French
-connexion with the Brend family than that travellers," she assures us,

" resent these
occasioned by the Regicide's marriage with antequations no less than ourselves, but
Hester Smith, sister of Judith Smith, who shrug their shoulders with the remark, 'We
married Thomas Brend, of Moulsey. shall not come here again ; why put our

R. W. B. I
selves out 1

"'
(' Home Life in France,' p. 41.)

"
ANTEQUATIONS." This startling word,

unregistered in the 'N.E.D./ appears in the
course of some observations made by Miss

on
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Miss Betham-Edwards's French is (after her

long experience of France) perhaps better
than her English. ST. SWITHIN.

[" Antiquation
"

appears in the 'N.E.D.' and
her dictionaries.]ot

ALBERT DURER'S NAME. Mr. T. Sturge
Moore, in his recently published "apprecia-
tion of this great artist in relation to general
ideas," writes as follows :

"The German name of Durer [.'c] or Thiirer, a
door, is quite as likely to be the translation, correct
or otherwise, of some Hungarian name, as it is an
indication that the family had originally emigrated
from Germany. In any case, a large admixture by
intermarriage of Slavonic [?] blood would corre-

spond to the unique distinction among Germans,
attained in the dignity, sweetness, and fineness,
which signalized Durer." 'Albert Durer' (1905),
p. 57.

It is well known that the
1

artist's father

"was born in the Kingdom of Hungary, in a little

village named Eytas, situated not far from a little

town called Gyula, eight [Hungarian] miles below
Grosswardein : and his kindred made their living
from horses and cattle." Ib'dem, p. 54.

The late Kev. Louis A. Haan, formerly Pro-
testant pastor at Bekes-Csaba, a little town
not far from Gyula, fully investigated the
matter, and identified the site of the old
home of Albert Durer the elder, and pub-
lished the results of his investigations in a

Hungarian pamphlet, which appeared in
1878 under the title 'The Family-Name of
Albert Durer and the Place of Origin of his

Family.' The exact site is shown on a
German map attached to the pamphlet. The
name of the little village, which was swept
away during the Turkish wars, was Ajt6s,
and is mentioned in several old deeds pub-
lished by Haan (Aytos in 1456 and 1515,

Ajtos in 1517 and 1518, and Ajthos in 1564).
The j and y are interchangeable in old Hun-
garian.
Ajt6 is the modern Hungarian, and Thiir

(not Thiirer) the German, name for door,
and the artist's canting arms also show an
open door with two leaves on the triple
mount of Hungary.

Ajtos is an adjective, and would mean
*'

fitted with a door or doors" under ordi-

nary circumstances, but probably meant
something else in the name of the village.

It is clear, therefore, that the patronymic
of the artist is merely a play upon the sup-
posed meaning of the name of his ancestors'

Hungarian home, but I fail to see in what
way it is an indication that the family had
originally emigrated from Germany. Ac-
cording to Haan, the population was purely
Magyar in the fifteenth century, and conse-

quently without any Slavonic or German
strain in it.

Nor can I understand why
" the way he

[the artist] puts a little portrait of himself,

finely dressed, into his most important
pictures," should 4 '

carry our thoughts away
to the banks of the Danube," because his old

ancestral home stood on the White Koros,
and " the young horse-breeder

"
would have

to wander several days' ride from home and
to cross the wide river Theiss on his way
before he reached the banks of the Danube.
Haan was still able to trace the brick:

foundations of the old church and of another

large building. At the present day Ajtos is-

merely apuszta, i.e., a plain, bordering upon
the vineyards of Gyula, which the artist

spells
** Jula."

A copy of Haan's pamphlet is in the

British Museum, press-mark 10601. d. 7 (7).

JL. L. K.

BEN JONSON'S 'UNDERWOODS,' XLI. In

the opening stanza of this ode *To Himself
'

the poet deprecates intellectual sloth, warmly
assuring the person intimately concerned
that knowledge having gone to sleep will

speedily cease to be. He adds :

And this security,
It is the common moth

That eats on wits and arts, and [ ] destroys
them both.

A word has dropped out before "destroys,"
and editors have been exercised about the

appropriate filling of the gap.
" Soon "

would probably suffice ;
it is in accord with

the drift of the poet's appeal, and it would

rhythmically satisfactory. Whalley pro-

posed
"
quite," Gifford

"
so/' and either serves

the purpose fairly well. In Mr. Humphry
Ward's

'

English Poets,' ii. 17, Prof. A. W. Ward
inserts "that" as his choice, and in a foot-

note gives the explanation
" 4 that' conj." If

this means that the word utilized is a con-

junction, then the editorial explanation of

the passage becomes distinctly puzzling.
"That" as a relative would be defensible,

only it is doubtful whether Jonson would
have deliberately repeated the syntax of the

previous clause. THOMAS BAYNE.

THE JUVENILE THEATRE. With reference

to MR. SANDFORD'S remarks at 10th S. iv. 414,

I may say that I have several times sent

articles to
' N. & Q.' about the toy theatre

prints always called the juvenile theatre by
the publishers ;

and I have said that I have
a large collection of West's and other pub-
lishers'. With regard to the collection in the

Print Room at the British Museum (chiefly,

I think, West's), it may, as MR. SANDFORD
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says, be imperfect, but it is the most com-

plete known. I have a collection as numerous,
and I have some prints not in the Print
Room ;

but I think the B.M. is the more
-complete. It is doubtful if a perfect set will

ever be forthcoming. The prints were made
to be destroyed. I believe I have the largest
set known of the Skelts' prints for the

juvenile theatre, but they are not so rare:

they total to about a thousand different

prints. 1 do not think any of the juvenile
prints can be relied on as being from the
-actual characters after 1840.

I also have about a thousand of the series

of whole-length figures known as "Theatrical
Portraits." From these I should think arose
the title

" one penny plain, twopence
coloured," commonly "penny plain, tuppence
coloured." Most of the celebrated actors
and actresses between 1811 and 1850 are

represented.
The 40,000 prints MR. SANDFORD looked

through were, of course, mostly duplicates,
and chiefly Skelt's and Green's, for neither
of whose prints I feel much respect, though
there are a few that are good. The subject
is a vast one. These juvenile theatre prints
were at one time to the public what the press
is now, and the prints were issued by millions.

If there was a run on a particular plate, the

printer would be working all day and all

night. They were all printed by hand, and
required a skilled workman, accustomed to
this class of work, to get good proofs.

I have for years intended to write an
account of these prints, &c., comprised in

the period between 1800 and 1850
; but the

experience I have lately had of the expense
of publishing is likely to last me a very long
time. I am still in hopes that I shall leave
an account in manuscript.

RALPH THOMAS
AYESHA : ITS PRONUNCIATION. In the

author's note at the commencement of Mr.
Rider Haggard's new novel 'Ayesha

7
it is

stated that lt the name Ayesha should be pro-
nounced Assha," I cannot help thinking that
there is some misprint here. If Orientals do
say Assha, it is only through carelessness.
The name is really of three syllables, and the
best way to pronounce it is A'-i-sha, the
vowels as in Italian, and the stress on the
initial syllable. Perhaps this is what Mr.
Haggard means. It will be perceived that
there is a hiatus between the first and second
vowels. To avoid this, many speakers insert
the consonant y, and so we get the pronun-
ciation Ayisha or Ayesha. There is no reason
whatever"why Mr. Haggard's readers should
not pronounce the name of his fascinating

heroine exactly as it is spelt, viz., as a tri-

syllable, with antepenultimate stress.

JAS. PIATT, Jun.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

" PIGHTLE "
:

" PIKLE." (See 1 st S. iii. 391
;

2nd S, ix. 443, 489
;
4th S. ix. 220, 287.) In

trying to trace the early use of this word for

the
* New Eng. Diet.' I have found, by means

of the excellent subject-index to the last

volume (iv.) of the *

Catalogue of Ancient
Deeds in the Public Record Office,' a deed
which may confidently be assigned to the
thirteenth century, arid probably to the third

quarter of the century. It runs :

" Sciant presentes et futuri quod ego Willelmus
Pese de Springefeld dedi concessi et hac present!
Carta mea confirmaui Tiphanie filie Stephani pas-
toris de Wodeham. In libero Maritagio totam
croftam illam que vocatur Wlstanes pictel que
Jacet sub Bosco quod [sic] vocatur Mosegraue. In

parochia de sprngefeld [-sic] cum sepibus et fossatis

et omnibus pertinentiis dicte Crofte pertineutibus
Habendam et Tenendam sibi et heredibus de se

prouenientibus aut cuicumque dare dimittere uel

assingnare uoluerit et quando uoluerit. Libere

quiete bene In pace honorih'ce et hereditarie ex-

ceptis domibus Religionis et ludeis. Reddendo
Inde annuatim capital!bus dominis feodi sex dena-

rios [at Easter and Michaelmas] pro omnibus
seruiciis et demandis secularibus saluo seruicio

domini regis scilicet quando scutagium euenerit ad

vigiuti solidos vnum denarium et ad plus plus et

ad minus minus. [Warranty : Testimonial!).] His
testibus Johanne Walram Gileberto de le stonhelle

Johanne Wlfyet Rogero Cobbe Sawalle de camera
Roberto Chonterel Roberto Carpentario de Wode-
ham et aliis."

If any Essex antiquary is able to fix the

date of this deed by the names of parties or

witnesses, Dr. Murray will be very glad.

Apart from this undated quotation, the

earliest instance supplied by contributors

to the '

Dictionary
'

is one from the Fifth

Report of the Hist. MSS. Comm., p. 556,

where a deed is mentioned whereby, "in
the 9th year of the same reign [Edw. II.], a

pightle of land is granted to Thomas le

Warner, tailor, in Frogmore Street, High
Wycombe." It is not even clear from this

summary whether the word used is in Eng-
lish form, or in Latin form pictellitm,

pightellum. Any other early instances of the

word will be welcome, as well as any further

light on the sense in which the word has been

or is used in the United States. At the
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second reference (9 June, 1860) is a note by
H. N., dated from New York :

"
Pightlel, or pikle, is a word very nearly obsolete,

and so rarely in use that I am at a loss as to its

etymology. Piglitel signifies an enclosure surround-
ing a dwelling-house, and is sometimes synonymous
with lawn."

Any instance of this use from an actual docu-
ment would be very useful.

KOBERT J. WHITWELL.
Oxford.

WOTTONIAN.E.' (See 10th S. ii.

326 ) I should be grateful for help in anno-
tating the two passages below in Sir Henry
Wotton's letters :

1.
" He might peradventure take cold at hisback :

which is a dangerous thing in a Court, as Ruy-
gomez de silva was wont to say, that great Artisan
of Humours." Fourth ed., p. 437.

2. "I hear that one hatlnoffered to the Prince of

Orange an Invention of discoursing at a great
distance by Lights : Is it true?" Wotton to John
Dynely at the Hague, 12 August, 1628, ibid., p. 558.

In letters not in the 4

Reliquiae
' Wotton

mentions :

3. A painter, Jacques de Gein.
4. A musician, servant to Prince Charles,

and by birth an Italian from Padua.
5. A phrase from 'Don Quixote,' a woman

" who doth herself border upon forty years."
6. Can any genealogist tell me whether

there was any blood relationship between Sir

Henry Wotton and (a) Francis Bacon, (6) Sir

Anthony Shirley, (c) Sir Dudley Carleton ?

Wotton's maternal grand mother was a Gains-
ford

; he speaks of a relationship between
Carleton and himself through theGainsfords.

L. P. S.

CLASSICAL QUOTATIONS. Can any one give
me the exact reference for the following
quotations 1

1. '/JTTt'o-reie Karexoicra (Heliodorus).
2. ubi rudentes stridunt, et anchorte rumpun-

tur, et malus gemit (Seneca).
3. Tarn otii debet constare ratio quam negotii

(Seneca).
4. Premant torcular qui vendemiarunt.
5. Aliquid sapidum in fungo.
6. Est bene non potuit dicere, dixit, erit.

H. W.

"QlJAM NIHIL AD GENIUM, PAPINIANE,
TUUM ! "The motto is taken from the

*

Illus-

trations to Drayton's Polyolbion,' attributed
to Selden. It is used by him as a quotation.
What is its original source ? W. T.

[The motto was also placed on the title-page of
the 1800 edition of the 'Lyrical Ballads,' and a
query on the subject from PROF. KNIGHT appeared
10th S. iv. 351. See, however, Mr. Hutchinson's
note in The Athemvum for 24 December, 1898, and
his "Centenary Edition" of the 'Lyrical Ballads'

(Duckworth). Coleridge presumably found the

quotation in Selden's 'Illustrations' to Drayton's
'Polyolbion.' It is probably Selden's own, as he

generally gives references for quotations from Latin
and Greek authors.]

SHEFFIELD PLATE. I should be glad to

know in what works I can find most details

of the history of Sheffield plate and its manu-
facture. P. M.

"
BBL." Will any of your readers give me

the explanation of "bbl.," the abbreviation
for

" barrel
"

? WILL. D. HOWE.
Butler College, Indianapolis.

[Such contraction does not seem easily compre-
hensible or defensible.]

MRS. BLACKAIRE. Lady Mary Wortley
Montagu, writing from Ratisbon under date
of 30 Aug., 1716, speaking of the inability of

the higher classes to determine the proper
social gradation, says :

"The foundation of these everlasting disputes
turns entirely upon the rank, place, and title of

Excellency, which they all pretend to, and, what is

very hard, will give it to nobody. For my part, I

could not forbear advising them (for the publick
good) tq give the title of Excellency to everybody,
which would include the receiving it from every-
body ;

but the very mention of such a dishonour-
able peace was received with as much indignation
as Mrs. Blackaire did the motion of a reference."

Will some one please explain the allusion to
Mrs. Blackaire? D. M.
Philadelphia.

[There is obviously a misprint. The allusion is

to Widow Blackacre, in Wycherlev's 'Plain Dealer,'
Act III. sc. i.]

THOMAS WRIOTHESLEY, EARL OF SOUTH-
AMPTON. In the biography of this Lord
Chancellor (d. 1550) in the 'D.N.B,' Ixiii.,

there is an error about his daughter Anne,
which has not, I think, yet been pointed out.

It is stated at p. 152 that she " was intended

by her father to be the third wife of Sir John
Wallop (q v.). Wallop, however, died before
the marriage took place, and Anne seems to.

have died unmarried."
Whether or not she died unmarried, it is

clear that her father, the earl, did not intend
her to be third wife to Sir John Wallop
('D.N.B.,'Kx. 152), who died in July, 1551,
because

1. Sir John Wallop's second wife, Elizabeth,

daughter of Sir Clement Harleston, was

certainly alive when the earl made his will

and died, and she is said to have survived
her husband. See *

Collins's Peerage
'

(Brydges), iv. 302.

2. In the earl's will, dated 21 July, 1550,
his daughter Anne's intended husband is

styled "Mr. Wallop"; and "
Sir John Wallop,
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Knight," and "ray Ladye Wallop" are also

mentioned. The will is printed in the

'Trevelyan Papers' (Camden Soc., 1857),

pp. 206 'et seq.

Who was this "Mr. Wallop"? and did the
intended marriage fall through ? H. C.

MR. BBOWNLET, JOURNALISTIC ORATOR.
In 3rd S. iii. 68 there was given, in a note by
FITZHOPKINS, then a regular contributor to
* N. & Q.,' an extract from a work entitled
'

Joseph Jenkins
; or, Leaves from the Life

of a Literary Man,' 3 vols., London, 1843,

which, for a special reason, I should like to

recall now. The first four chapters of this

work were devoted to
" The Eccentric

Society," established in 1801
;
and the par-

ticular extract ran :

"Both the Sheridans were also 'Eccentrics';
and few of the members, since the establishment,
have entered with so much spirit into its proceed-
ings as did Richard Brinsley Sheridan The
speaking, which used to be heard at their meetings
when 'The Eccentrics,' twenty-five or thirty
years ago were in the zenith of their glory, is repre-
sented by those who were members at that period

as having surpassed in eloquence, bril-

liancy, and effect, anything they ev<er else-

where heard. Among the eloquent Eccentrics of
the period referred to, there was a Mr. Brownley,
a reporter on The Times paper, whose happiest
oratorical efforts are said to have been almost super-
human. There must certainly have been something
very extraordinary in them when Sheridan was
frequently heard to say :

*
1 have heard a great

deal of excellent public speaking in my time, but I
never heard anything at all approaching to that
of Mr. Brownley.'

"
Vol. ii. pp. 5-7.

My special object in recalling this is to

repeat the question put by FITZHOPKINS from
the Garrick Club in 1863, which has not yet
been answered :

"
Is any specimen of Mr.

Brownley's
* almost superhuman' oratory

preserved ?
"

Journalistic orators are not so

many that this marvellous one among them
should be quite forgotten.

ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

THE KING OF BATH Can any of your
readers supply a complete list of the Masters
of Ceremonies for both the Upper and the
Lower Room at the Bath assemblies during
the eighteenth century? After the retire-

ment of Capt. Webster in 1704 came the long
reign of Beau Nash, who appears to have
been succeeded (1758-69) by the almost equalty
celebrated Samuel Derrick. In The Morning
Post of 29 Oct., 1777, we read that Major
George Brereton has been elected Master of
Ceremonies at Bath. He was the brother of
the actor, and a famous duellist. A Mr.
Dawson seems to have occupied the position
in 1785 ;

and during November of the same
year, according to Warner's '

History,'

Richard Tyson holds the office. The same

authority informs us that James King was
Master of Ceremonies in 1787. Previous to

these later dates a Capt. Wade held the post.

Possibly this is the person who enjoyed a
similar position at Brighton, and whose

daughter had an unfortunate adventure with

a dastardly tailor named Mothersill. It is

said that the notorious Capt. John Donellan,
Master of the Pantheon in 1772, who was

hanged for the murder of his brother-in-law

at Warwick on 2 April, 1781, was a candidate

for the office. In Peach's
'

Historic Houses of

Bath '

several names are given, but there is no

complete list. HORACE BLEACKLEY.
Fox Oak, Walton-on-Thames.

RECORDS WANTED. I shall be glad of

precise information as to the whereabouts of

the following records, which I am unable to

find in the Record Office, the British Museum,
or St. Paul's Cathedral.

1. "The Proceedings of the Commissioners
for ejecting Scandalous, Ignorant, and In-

sufficient Ministers and Schoolmasters with-

in the City of London," temp. Common-
wealth.

2. The certificates of church goods fur-

nished to the Commissioners by the church-

wardens of the City churches after the Great

Fire.

3. The records of the swearing-in of the

London churchwardens from the days of

Edward VI. onwards.
With reference to my first query, I may

remark that I am aware of the fact that the

Proceedings of the Committee for Plundered

Ministers, which bear upon the subject, con-

stitute Add. MSS. 15,669-71 in Brit. Mus.
W. McM.

LORD CROMARTIE'S ISSUE. Writing to the

Duke of Newcastle's secretary, 30 October,

1746, Sir John Gordon, Bart., of Invergordon,

speaks of his nephew Lord Macleod's forth-

coming trial :

" God knows how I shall break

it to his poor mother, who is now within a

very few weeks of her time"(Stowe MSS. 158,

234). What child was this? It must have

been one of the third Lord Cromartie's seven

daughters, but which? J. M. BULLOCH.

118, Pall Mall, S.W.

COLET ON PEACE AND WAR. Colefc

thundered from the pulpit of St. Pauls m
1512 that "an unjust peace is better than

the iustest war" (Green's
'

History of the

English People,' chapter 'The New Learn-

ing'). It is marked as a quotation ;
whence

does it come? I remember a Latin version :

"Passim vel iniquis simam justissimo bello

antefero." JOHN PICKFORD, MA.
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OIL PAINTING, c. 1626. I have in my
possession an oil picture of some person
painted after death presumably on the
death-bed. The painting is on a panel, and
shows the head and shoulders only. The fact
of a crucifix being placed on the body and
a lighted candle at the bedside leads me to
think the person must have been a Roman
Catholic. The painting bears the words," Obit Anno 1626, 12 June."

I should be glad if I could learn if any
person of note (English or otherwise) died
on this date. N. S. RICHARDSON.

49, Altenburg Gardens, Clapham, S.W.

POST-MORTEM EXAMINATIONS. May I ask
for your assistance in the matter of finding
the earliest instance of medical evidence

being taken by a coroner after a post-mortem
examination of the body of the deceased ?

STANLEY B. ATKINSON.
10, Adelphi Terrace, VV.C.

MISERERE CARVINGS. Does any archaeo-

logical journal give afull account of the miseri-
cords in (1) New College Chapel, Oxon, (2)

Holy Trinity Church, Stratford-on-Avon ? I

have Miss Emma Phipson's
* Choir Stalls and

their Carvings
'

(1896) and the Rev. J.

Harvey Bloom's *

Shakespeare's Church'
(1902). A. R. BAYLEY.

St. Margaret's, Malvern.

BRIDEWELL: ITS HISTORY. In John Bowyer
Nichols's catalogue of the Hoare Library there

appears '"History of Bridewell Hospital,' by
Thomas Bo wen, 4to, London, 1798." Does
such a work exist? I have a copy of Bowen's
* Extracts from the Records and Court Books
of Bridewell Hospital ; together with other
Historical Information respecting the Objects
of the Charter,' &c., 1798, which was pub-
lished in reply to William Waddington's
address to the Governors, &c. Bowen was
also the author of other pamphlets more or
less relating to Bridewell and its prisoners,
but I cannot trace any

'

History
' from his

pen. Neither Mr. Copeland, 'Bridewell

Royal Hospital,' 1888, nor Timbs's 'Walks
and Talks about London/ p. 31, refers to

Bowen's contributions on the subject.
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39, Hillmarton Road, N.

[Thomas Bowen published in 4to, 1783, an
* Account of the Origin, Progress, and Present
State of Bethlehem Hospital.' Has some confusion
arisen ?]

NEWCHAPEL CHURCH. The village of New-
chapel, Staffordshire, was known asThursfield

prior to the church (a chapel of ease to

Wolstanton) being erected. Can any one

supply me with the date of the erection of

the first church, and tell me where I can find

an illustration of the second, apart from that
which appears in Smiles's 'Lives of the

Engineers"? It may have been under the
name of Thursfield Church.

CIIAS. F. FORSHAW, LL.D.
Baltimore House, Bradford.

JOHNSON'S ' VANITY OF HUMAN WISHES.'
The opening couplet of this poem is well

known :

Let observation, with extensive view,
Survey mankind from China to Peru.

Almost equally well known is the paraphrase:
" Let observation, with extensive observa-

tion, observe mankind extensively." But
the authorship of the paraphrase is not
certain. Dr. Birkbeck Hill (' Boswell,' i. 194),

says that De Quincey (' Works,' Edinburgh,
1862, x. 72) quotes it from "some writer."

Miss Caroline Spurgeon ('The Works of Dr.

Johnson,' 1898) attributes it to Goldsmith, in

the form :

Let observation with observant view,
Observe mankind from China to Peru.

Locker- Lampson, in his recollections of a
Swiss tour with Tennyson in June, 1869 (see
the * Memoir '

of Tennyson, by his son, ii. 73),

says :

"Tennyson admired Samuel Johnson's grave
earnestness, and said that certain of his couplets,
for these qualities and for

'

their high moral tone,'
were not surpassed in English satire. However,
he ventured to make merry over [the first couplet].
' Why did he not say,

" Let observation, with ex-

tended observation, observe extensively"?'"

Here the reader is led to suppose that

Tennyson was the originator of the mot.

It would be interesting to assign it to its

right owner. Byron ('Diary,' 9 Jan
, 1821)

quotes ''Conversation
"
Sharp's remark that

Johnson's first line was superfluous.
L R. M. STRACHAN.

Heidelberg, Germany.

SELLING ONESELF TO THE DEVIL. What
actually did this phrase signify to our fore-

fathers 1 MEDICULUS.

"BRELAN." Lady Nogent,in vol. ii. p. 105 of

her West Indian journal, says, "Try to learn

to play at brelan." Can any reader say
whether "

brelan
" was a game of cards ?

H. M. C.

[Beaujean's abridgment of Littre (Hachette, 1875)

says, -s.r. 'Brelan': "Jeu qui se joue avec trois

cartes donnees a trois ou quatre ou cinq joueure.
Avoir brelan, avoir trois cartes de meme figure ou
de meme point."]
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LORD MAYOR'S DAY.

(10
th S. iv. 448.)

How Lord Mayor's Day came to be changed
from 29 October to 9 November has been
discussed on more than one occasion in

'N. & Q.
'

;
but the facts do not appear to

have been at any time completely stated.

The question is somewhat involved, and

depends on three Acts of Parliament : the
Calendar (New Style) Act, 1750 (24 Geo. II.

c. 23); the Michaelmas Term Act, 1750

(24 George II. c. 48) ; and the Calendar Act,
1751 (25 Geo. II. c. 30). These are the titles

given by the Short Titles Act, 1896, but it

should be noted that the Acts were in fact

passed a year later than the titles indicate.

Apparently the draftsman saved himself
trouble by attributing every Act to the
calendar year in which the regnal year
commenced. The result is especially
ludicrous in the case of the last-mentioned

Act, which itself refers to the year 1752 in no
fewer than four places as

"
this present year,"

or
**

this year."

By the first of these Acts the famous
*' eleven days

" were dropped, and 3 Sep-
tember, 1752, became 14 September ;

but this

would not of itself have shifted Lord Mayor's
Day, since it was enacted that

"all meetings and assemblies of any bodies politic
or corporate, either for the election of any officers
or members thereof, or for any such officers enter-

ing upon the execution of their respective offices,
or for any. other purpose whatsoever, which....
are to be holden and kept on any fixed or certain
day of any month,"

29 October, but also
" admitted and sworn "

at the Guildhall on 28 October.* This fact

was overlooked in framing the Michaelmas
Term Act; and obviously great inconvenience

might have been caused by the interval of

twelve days which must have elapsed between
the two ceremonies if the Legislature had
not intervened. In 1752, therefore, was passed
the third of the above-mentioned Acts, to

remedy this and other defects in the two

previous statutes. That Act recites the fact

of the proceedings on 28 and 29 October, the

provision above quoted as to meetings of

bodies corporate, t and the enactment that
the Lord Mayor is to be "

presented and
sworn " on 9 November ;

and enacts that he
shall be " admitted and sworn " on 8 Novem-
ber. Thus the two ceremonies necessary to

the Lord Mayor's assumption of office (but
not the date of his election) were moved
forward by eleven days, though this cannot
be said to have been the result, except in-

directly, of the change of style.
F. W. READ.

An interesting note in Mr. Wheatley's
monumental edition of Pepys's

'

Diary
'

fully

explains the change in this date. The
diarist had recorded on 29 October, 1660, "I

up early it being my Lord Mayor's Day,"
and the following is the note :

The change of Lord Mayor's Day from the

29th of October to the 9th of November was not
made by the Act for reforming the calendar

(24 Geo. II. c. 23), but by another Act of the same
session (c. 48), entitled 'An Act for the Abbrevia-
tion of Michaelmas Term,' by which it was enacted,
'that from and after the said feast of St. Michael,
which shall be in the year 1752, the said solemnity
of presenting and swearing the mayor of the city

of Lc
' .........

Condon, after every annual election to the said

office, in the manner and form heretofore used

on the 29th day of October, shall be kept and
observed on the ninth day of November in every

shall continue to be held on the same nominal
days as at the passing of the Act.

rpt - * -C/ . i uuooivcvi V/LJ. 1/j.iu J.J.AIJIL.I >-*".y ^* .*.* v *"~- - * j

ine change to 9 .[November was, however, year, unless the same shall f;ill on a Sunday, and
made by the second statute mentioned, in that case on the day following.'" H. B. Wheat-

passed shortly after the first. It was deemed ley's
'

Pepys,' i. 251n.

expedient to keep Michaelmas Term approxi- It is of interest to add that, owing to

mately to the same period of the year, not- this change, all English mayors are affected,

withstanding the change of style, and it was though such was not contemplated, for they
therefore enacted that it should henceforth

|
are now chosen, under the Municipal Cor-

begin on 3 November. But this would have
made Lord Mayor's Day out of term, so that

again was shifted to 9 November.
This account is v substantially the same as

the explanation given by NEMO at 7 th S. iv. i Og [September.
49, as noted by MR. LYNN at 9th S. v. 344; but

"

f This recital is sufficient to show that MR. LYNN
no reference, I believe, has hitherto been is mistaken in thinking that the reason why Lord

made to the ceremony at the Guildhall on Mayor's Day required a special enactment to change

the day previous to Lord Mayor's Day, which I
ifc was because it; -" Part?ok of ^-e ?aturê a sa^Fe(

?

* Probably some confusion with the latter pro-

ceeding is responsible for the statement (10
th S. iv.

448) that the Lord Mayor was formerly chosen on

28 October. The day of election was and is

has also been the subject of statutory enact-
ment. The Lord Mayor was not only

"
pre-

sented and sworn " at Westminster on

festival in its dating" (see 9th S. v. 344). That

29 October is called
" the morrow of the Feast of

St. Simon and St. Jude" does not make it any the

fixed or certain day."
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porations Act, on 9 November
;
but the City

of London alone continues to choose its chief

magistrate on the original day, 29 September,
and presents him on 9 November.

ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

SAMUEL WHITCHURCH, POET (10
th S. iv.

429, 516). With reference to PRINCIPAL
SALMON'S inquiry about Samuel Whitchurch,
I may say that he was my husband's grand-
father on the mother's side, and I possess a
small volume of his poems, called * His-

paniola, and other Poetical Pieces/ printed
by Meyler, Bath, 1804. He also wrote * The
Battle of the Dogger Bank,' at which he
himself was present, and, as G. F. R. B. men-
tions, contributed to The Monthly Magazine
in the beginning of the nineteenth century.
He was an admiral's secretary in the Royal
Navy, and it is supposed

1

that in later life he
entered trade in Bath. He belonged to a
Somersetshire family, and his great-uncle
John Whitchurch owned Nunney Castle,
near Frome, in the middle of the eighteenth
century, at the same time that another
Samuel Whitchurch was rector of Nunney.
His father fought at Dettingen and Fontenoy,
as he mentions in a poem addressed to

' My
Father.' The poet married a Miss Reed,
whose father was a friend of Coleridge and
Southey. M. E. S.

BEN JONSON AND BACON (10
th S. ii. 469;

iii. 35, 94). This is a very interesting ques-
tion, and I should be glad to see what further
information on the point Rawley gave to
Tenison. But neither the British Museum
nor the Bodleian Catalogue records Tenison's
*
Baconiana.' Perhaps MR. STRONACH will be

so good as to give particulars of the part of
Tenison's works to which he refers titles,

volume, page, edition, &c. Q. V.

SPLITTING FIELDS OF ICE (10
th S. iv. 325,

395, 454, 513). To keep matters in order, it

may be well to say that the passage from
Lowell to which MR. JARRATT directs atten-
tion is precisely that on which this whole
discussion hinges. The quotation and criti-

cism of it at the first reference stimulated all

that has followed. To prevent the possibility
of advancing a thing in illustration of itself,
it would be useful if readers would carefully
examine all that has previously been said
before offering fresh contributions to a

subject under dispute. MR. JARRATT mean-
while is quite justified in his assumption that
Lowell misunderstood Wordsworth, and it is

interesting to have his corroboration of the
view expressed in the initial note, which,
apparently, he has not seen. Thomson's

growling river is a different matter from the

roaring ice at a time of thaw, to which it

bears no resemblance whatever. It may be
observed, however, that it is not the whole
river, but "

the whole imprison'd river," to

which the poet's description refers, and that
what he says is illustrative at once of his

accurate observation and his felicitous use of

expressive phraseology. The allusion to the

roaring and howling ice of 'The Ancient
Mariner '

is apposite and useful.

THOMAS BAYNE.

"THESE ARE THE BRITONS, A BARBAROUS
RACE "

(10
th S. iv. 510). The book your

American correspondent inquires about was
entitled 'The History of England in Rhyme
from the Conquest to the Restoration,' and
was published in 1854 by Hope & Co.,

16, Great Maryborough Street. It was really

very cleverly done in parts. It is a crown
8vo of 332 pages, and was published at 5s.

R. B. MARSTON.
St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, E.C.

PRISONER SUCKLED BY HIS DAUGHTER
(10

th S. iv. 307, 353, 432). Lempriere's
'Classical Dictionary' includes Perone, the

daughter of Cimon, a prisoner. The legend
may be of Greek origin, but was common to

the Romans, who, if memory plays me not

false, are recorded to have called the heroine

Euphrasia (name identical with that of the

plant we call
"
eyebright

"
Milton's

"euphrasy," Dray ton's
"
eyebright for the

eye"). I have what is perhaps one of the

oldest extant "portraits" of the lady,

figured in her act of filial piety on a frag-
ment of Samian ware, part of a bowl used

in Britain when Rome ruled the world.
I. CHALKLEY GOULD.

I have seen a broadside with a representa-
tion of this subject and appropriate verses

underneath. I think there is a specimen
among the unbound broadsides in the library
of the Society of Antiquaries.

K. P. D. E.

BAYHAM ABBEY (10
th S. iv. 448). In

Francis Grose's
'

Antiquities of England and

Wales,' 1773-6, vol. iii., is a view of
'

Bege-
ham, or Beyham Abbey, Sussex,' engraved
by Godfrey in 1774, together with a short

account of the abbey. According to a note
at the end, this view was drawn in 1761, but
in 1760 according to the county index of

vol. iii. at the end of vol. iv. The latter

mentions a view by S. and N. Buck (north

aspect) taken in 1737.

There is a small woodcut of Bayham Abbey
on the first page of vol. ii. of

4 The Anti-
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quarian Itinerary,' London, 1816. Ib is the

head-piece to the description of Roslin Castle
and Chapel (see last page of vol. Index). In

Gough's 'Camden's Britannia,' 1789, vol. i.

p. 205, the name is Beigham. A foot-note
refers to Tanner, 561. ROBERT PIERPOINT.

MRS. FlTZHERBERT (10
th S. IV. 530).

Her Christian name, according to Burke's
'Gentry,

3

1898, and his 'Peerage' (under
Smythe of Eshe Hall, Bart.), was Mary Anne.
Maria and Maria Anne were used sometimes,
being considered by some to be more fashion-
able. In an inscription on a stained-glass
window in this district the version Marianne
is adopted. JOHN RADCLIFFE.

Greenfield, near Oldham.

TOBY'S DOG (10
th S. iv. 508, 535). My

respondents do not seem to have understood
the difficulty about "

Toby's dog." Of course
the reference is to Tobit's dog in the Apocry-
phal book

; but why should " the making of
a preachment on Toby's dog," on 22 February,
1640, have been considered so serious an
offence as to entail imprisonment in the Fleet
and a fine of 200/. 1 That is the question.

RICHARD O. ASSHETON.

AINSTY (10
th S. ii. 25, 97, 455, 516

;
iii. 133,

256, 335). If Mr. Solloway (whose ingenious
speculation is alluded to at the first refer-

ence) will turn to the King's Remembrancer's
Memoranda Roll for the year 26-7 Edward I.,
m. 83, he will find separate accounts of the
Tentli for the " Decanatus Christianitatis
Eboracensis" and the "Decanatus deAynesty"

clear evidence that the two deaneries were
co-existing entities in 1299, and that, con-

sequently, the latter name cannot be derived
from the former. Q. V.

AFFERY FLINTWINCH IN 'LITTLE DORRIT'
(10

th S. iv. 466). It is quite possible that, as

suggested by H. P. L., Dickens took the name
from the tombstone (of what date ?), especially
as the two forms agree ;

but it is of interest
to note that, according to Bardsley's

'

Curiosi-
ties of Puritan Nomenclature,' p. 64, it was
common in Kent, the registers of Canterbury
Cathedral teeming with it. It occurs as
Afra, Aphara, Aphora, and Apherie. In
addition to these I note that Sir Anthony
Aucher, Knt., married Affra, daughter of
William Cornwallis (Hasted's 'Kent,' ii.

501). AYEAHR.

"WAS YOU?" AND "You WAS" (10
th S.

i. 509
; ii. 72, 157). In a letter dated

29 December, 1779, which was written from
Bath to his daughter Polly, John Wilkes
thus humorously takes her to task for

employing this solecism :

" Not '

you ivas,'

if you please, but 'you were.' The phrase
is not "you is,' but 'you are' a charming
girl

"
Letters of John Wilkes, Esq ,

addressed to his Daughter,' London, 1804,
vol. ii. p. 188). Yet in his earlier years he
was himself equally blameworthy, for the

letter, sent in 1763 to Samuel Martin, in

which Wilkes confesses he was the author of

the strictures in The North Briton on that

person's conduct, contains these words :

''
I

have reason to believe you ivas not so much
in the dark as you affected and chose to be

"

(quoted in 'The Poetical Works of Charles

Churchill,' vol. i. p. 185, London, 1804). The
politician and the poet were on very friendly
terms, which came to an end in 1764 on the

latter's untimely death. In his poem
' The

Farewell,' composed in that year, we find

that Churchill was no more impeccable than
Wilkes in the matter of grammar, for he

says :

At home, and sitting in your elbow-chair,
You praise Japan, though you was never there.

But I think, if he had not died in early man-

hood, he would have also condemned this

vicious locution, which was so common in

the first half of the eighteenth century, and
which Dr. Lowth's ' Short Introduction to

English Grammar,' published in 1762, had so

clearly shown to be wrong.
JOHN T. CURRY.

ENIGMA BY C. J. Fox (10
th S. iv. 530).- The

last three lines clearly indicate the answer.

"My post" must be abed-post, and "I" a

bedfellow. H. H.

" PASSIVE RESISTER
"

(10
th S. iv. 508). As

"passive obedience
" was implicit submission

to kingly authority, whether legal or illegal,

those Nonjurors who, having taken the oath

of allegiance to James II., were unable to

transfer that allegiance to William of Orange
during the lifetime of his predecessor, appear
to have been the first with whom the attitude,

if not the phrase, of "passive resistance"

became identified. In 'The Heart of Mid-

lothian,' which appeared in 1818, Scott says

(ed. 1867, chap, vi.) :

" The passive resistance

of the Tolbooth-gate promised to do more to

baffle the purposes of the mob than the active

interference of the magistrates." The phrase
also occurs, I believe, in 'Ivanhoe,' which,

however, appeared a year later.
' The Heart

of Midlothian,' perhaps, therefore, affords the

earliest known instance of use.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.
6, Elgin Court, W.
There are some very striking literary asso-

ciations attached to the phrase "passive
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resistance." Isaac of York, in 'Ivanhpe'
(chap, xxii.), was in a " humour of passive
resistance" when awaiting the terrors of
Front de Bceuf in the dungeon pf the Castle
of Torquilstone and in 'Pickwick 5 the cod-
fish which Mr. Weller was taking by the

Muggletpn Telegraph back to the Manor
Farm, Dingley Dell, as a Christmas present
to Mr. Wardle, suddenly ceased its

"
passive

resistance
"
to being packed into the boot, to

the discomfiture of the guard, and " the
unsmotherable delight of all the porters and
bystanders." ALAN PITT BOBBINS.

J' FAMOUS" CHELSEA (10
th S. iv. 366, 434,

470, 517). Certainly there is a place named
"Ceolesig" in two MSS. of the *

A.-S.

Chronicle.' an. 1006. But, unluckily, it is

near Wallingford, and the modern name
happens to be Cholsey.
What we really want is not suggestions, but

old spellings quoted from old documents.
But this would require research, and it is so

very much easier to guess.
The spelling of charter No. 60 in Birch is pf

no value at all
;

it gives "Ethrelwedi "
(sic)

for ^Ethelrsedi, and "Pershora'
1

(sic) for Per-
scora. So it is nothing but a late Norman
copy, and is misdated.* The spelling in
No. 247 is not "

Celchyd/' but Celchyth ; for
the d is

*'
crossed." WALTER W. SKEAT.

It is quite true, as PROF. SKEAT says, that
the two charters which I quoted from
Thorpe will be found in Birch. But I cannot
see that I repeated what PROF. SKEAT had
already said "as if it were new." PROF.
SKEAT merely showed that "Celchyth

" was
"faraosus" or "

celeber,*' while my object
was to demonstrate, for the benefit of those
readers who had not the leisure or the oppor-
tunity to consult the 'Cartularium,' that the
reason for its being "famous" was that so

many synods were held there, and in

support of this contention I gave particulars
of two. I did not profess that this informa-
tion was new, as it is, of course, to be found
in Birch or Thorpe ;

but it was so far new
that I do not think it has been recorded in

any history of Chelsea. I quoted from
Thorpe because his collection happened to be
the handiest at the moment.
As regards

'

Cealchyth," PROF. SKEAT
had pointed out that Mr. Plummer had made
a mistake in regard to this place. I only
wished to assure myself that other writers,
in copying from the MSS., had not done the

* As for
"
Ethcealchy," the eth is a playful

French spelling of A.-S. cut ; and the A.-S. terminal
letter is contemptuously omitted.

same. We now learn, on the authority of
PROF. SKEAT, unless I am mistaken in his-

language, that there were two different

places,
<:

Cealchyth
" and "Celchyth," each

of which was celebrated for its synods. Or
can "Cealchyth" be a possible mistake of

the scribe for "Celchyth"?
With regard to MR. ADDY'S theory, there-

can be no doubt that the second constituent

of the name was "hyth," and not "ig."
There is no authority whatever for the latter

ending, and MR. ADDY merely repeats an
old guess of Bosworth's. A place named
"Ceoles-Ig" or "Ceols-ig" certainly occurs

in the charters, but it represents Cholsey, in

Berkshire, and in all probability the first

constituent is not "Ceol/'a name theme, but

"Ceol," a boat. The earliest mention of

Chelsea after Domesday times that I can

find is in the
* Calendar to the Feet of Fines

for London and Middlesex,' i. 2, under date
8 Ric. I. (1196), where it is spelt Chelchud'.

The transition to the modern form, as I have
before pointed out, is shown in the will of

Richard Laykyn, mercer, dated 1535, where-

the name is spelt Chelsehyth (Sharpe's
4 Calendar of Husting Wills,' ii. 639).*

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

Somner, in his 'Dictionarium Saxonico-

Latino-Anglicum,' 1659, has "
Ceoles-ige,

loci nomen, villse insularis olim, et navibus

accommodata, ut nomen significat."
"
Ceol^'

is A.-S. for ship. Bosworth, in his 'A.-S.

Diet.,' quotes Somner,and identifies
" Ceoles-

ig
' with Chelsea. Lewis, in his 'Topo-

graphical Diet.' (seventh ed., 1848), says that

Chelsea was anciently called Chelcheth, or

Chelchith,
"
probably from the S. ceosl, cesol,

sand
;
and hythe, a harbour, from which its pre-

sent name is derived/' Bosworth has ceosel,

ceosl, gravel, sand. Camden (Gibson's trans.)

says : "Chelsey [sic] is so called from a bed

or shelf of sand in the river Thames (as

some suppose), but in records it is named
Chelche-hith.

" Cealc
"
in A.-S. place-names-

would generally be pronounced
"
Cawk,

' as

Calke Abbey, Derby ;
also Cawk well in Line.,

so named from the calx or chalk pits there.

Somner mentions " Cealca ceaster, oppidi
nomen" (i.e. chalk city), which Camden

thought was Tadcaster.

The etymology of the name Chelsea and

the identity of the place were discussed at

2"a S. viii. 205 and ix. 132, 189. W. 11. H.
Barton-under-Needwood.

* Might I suggest the hope that writers on this-

subject would first read my paper in 9th b. >/>*
which gives many references to the early spelling

of the name ?
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ROMNEY PORTRAIT (10
th S. iv. 410). The

second wife of Nicholas Kempe, of the Mint
and of the Villa, Chelsea, was Anne, daughter
and coheir of Mr. Meriton, of Oxford. After
the death of Nicholas Kempe, which occurred
in 1774, she married Dixon, the mezzotint

engraver. Her beauty attracted many men
of considerable note in their day to the

Villa, and the entertaining of these guests
seems to have been the cause of financial

difficulties. Nicholas had mortgaged his

stipend as bullion porter at the Mint, but he
managed to transfer his post to his son

John, who thus partially paid his father's
debts by service. The Gentleman's Magazine,
in obituary notices of Nicholas Kempe and
his relatives, states that the children were
"shorn of their just expectations" by
Nicholas in his infatuation for his second
wife leaving the family estate and his

personal property to her unreservedly. This
is not in accordance with facts, for by his
will (P.C.C. 233 Bargrave), proved in 1774,
he left only the income from his residuary
estate to his wife Anne, with remainder to
his three sons James, John, and Thomas
Limburnum Kempe. He had, it seems, no
real estate to leave, but among his effects
was a piano on which Haydn composed his

early works. Alfred John Kempe, F.S.A.,
a writer and antiquary of importance in his

day, was grandson of the above - named
Nicholas. He, as well as his father, was for
a time employed at the Mint, and died in

1840, leaving little but his good name as a

provision for his issue. He was buried with
his beloved sister, Ann Eliza Bray, in Fulham
Churchyard, where their monument may be
seen with the simple legend "Brother and
sister."

Engravings after Romney of Mrs. Dixon
are still obtainable. I do not know where
the original Romney is, but believe that the
Rev. John Edward Kempe has a miniature
of the lady. FRED. HITCHIN-KEMP.

6, Beechfield Road, Catford, 8.E.

HERALDIC (10
th S. iv. 508). The nearest

approach to the coat given by SADI to be
found in Papworth's

'

Ordinary
'

is assigned
to Cuily, co. Leicester, and is as follows :

"Argent,. on a chevron between three mullets
of six points, pierced sable, a besant." This
coat is also given in Burke's

'

General
Armory

'

with the date of grant, viz. 4

Henry II. S. D. C.

[MR. J. RADCLIFFE also refers the coat to Cuily.]

BELLS (10
th S. iv. 409). The bells in the

south Norman tower of Exeter Cathedral
built, with the corresponding one on the

north side, by William Warelwast, the blind

nephew of William the Conqueror (Bishop of
Exeter 1107-36) are reputed to be the
heaviest ringing peal in the world. Their

respective weights have been variously re-

corded, and generally exaggerated ;
but when

Messrs. John Taylor & Co., the well-known
bell-founders of Loughborough, put them in

order a couple of years or so ago, the weights
were obtained accurately, and may be de-

finitely given as follows : No. 1, 7 cwt. 22 lb.;
No. 2, 8 cwt, 3 qrs. 10 lb.

;
No. 3, 8 cwt. 2 qrs.;

No. 4, 10 cwt. Iqr. 2 lb.
;
No. 5, 18 cwt. 4lb.;

No. 6, 19 cwt. 19 lb.
;
No. 7, 28 cwt. 4 lb. ;

No. 8, 33 cwt. 2 qrs. 11 lb.; No. 9, 40 cwt.
3 qrs. 19 lb,; No. 10, 72 cwt. 2 qrs. 2lb.; No. 11

(the half tone), 11 cwt. Iqr. 8 lb.
; making a

total of 258 cwt. 1 qr. 17 lb., i.e. 12 tons 18 cwt.

Iqr. 17 lb.

No trustworthy record of the weight of the

great bell known locally as Peter (originally
at Llandaff), which hangs in stately solitude,
in the opposite tower, can be quoted ;

but
Messrs. Taylor do not consider it would turn
the scale at more than 80 cwt.
A story was long current (I had heard it

from my youth) that the vibration, when the
bells in the south tower were rung, was so great
that it caused joints in the old masonry
to open and shut so much so that the end
of one's coat might, at times, be thrust

between the stones. Hence in consequence
of reputed danger to the fabric it was only
on rare occasions the melodious notes of these

bells were heard. When, therefore, on my
first coming to Exeter in the sixties, I learned
that on a given day a peal was to be rung,
I hastened to the belfry, anxious to test

the truth of the assertion. But the tradition

appeared to be naught but a fairy tale. I could

perceive no visible effect upon the massive
stonework in question. HARRY HEMS,
Fair Park, Exeter.

The weights of the largest bells are given,

thorpe's
See also 'Church Bells' in The Sheffield Daily
Telegraph, a series of articles published in

pamphlet form in 1903.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

Shrimpton's
* Historical Handbook and

Guide to Oxford,' 1878, p. 143, gives a list of

fifty bells in different countries, from Russia's

largest bell, 443,7721^, down to Beverley
Minster, 5,000 lb., Great Tom of Oxford being
17,640 lb., and the thirty-first on the list.

R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.
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"SJAMBOK": ITS PRONUNCIATION (10
th S.

iv. 204, 332. 512). In the Supplement to my
* Concise Dictionary

'

I have said that the

Cape Dutch sjambok seems to have been

adopted from the Malay chdbok (Portuguese
chabuco) ; also, that the Malay word is

obviously borrowed from the Persian chdbuk,
which (as an adj ) means "alert, active," and
(as a sb.) a "horsewhip." And I refer to
' N. & Q ,' 9th S. iv. 456

;

' Chawbuck '

in

Yule's Glossary, and 'Chabouk," Chawbuck,'
in 'N.E.D.' WALTER W. SKEAT.

CHALONER : THOMAS MEIGHEN : THE FOR-
TUNATE BOY (10

th S. iv. 509). There is a long
notice of the "Fortunate Youth," as he was

styled, in Gunning's 'Reminiscences of Cam-
bridge,' chap, x., 1817 to 1820 (ii. 283-91),
under the heading 'Remarkable Imposture';
but it leaves him when the Discovery is made.
His subsequent career is mentioned in a now
scarce book,

'

Whychcotte of St. John's,' pub-
lished in 1833, and 1 believe written by the
Rev. Erskine Neale (once rector of Kirton,
an adjacent parish to Newbourne), a very
voluminous author. After alluding to the

bursting of the bubble, and the youth's
mysterious and sudden disappearance con-

sequent thereon, Mr. Neale records having
heard him preach a sermon, in a small

country church in Cheshire, on the fleeting
tenure of all earthly good (ii. 143-50). He
resided, so says the author, for some time in

France after his imposture, and then went to

St. Bees College, Cumberland, whence he
was ordained by Dr. Law, then Bishop of

Chester. Here again the story stops.
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A,

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
[MR. W.'P. COURTNEY also refers to Gunning.]

FULHAM BRIDGE (10
th S. iv. 509). The

coloured print of 'La Veue du Pont
de Fulham Bridge' is probably that by
Chatelain, of which there is a copy among
he engravings in the library of the Corpora-

tion of London. It is described in the cata-

logue thus :

" A view of Fulham Bridge from

Putney. Chatelain del., Roberts sculp."
J. B. Chatelain was an English artist, born
in London in 1710, who, whenever his disso-

lute habits permitted, gave undoubted proofs
of the excellence of his taste and the readi-

ness of his invention. He was peculiarly
successful in his designs for landscapes, some
of which he engraved. His other engravings
are from the works of Gaspar Poussin and
Cortona. He died in 1744. The plan of the

bridge, completed in 1729, was drawn by
Cheselden, the great surgeon (Faulkner's
*

Fulham,' p. 6) and the builder was Mr.

Phillips, carpenter to George II. Its cost

was 23,075Z., and it is 789 ft. long and 24ft.

wide. J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.
6, Elgin Court, W.

THE BOAR'S HEAD (10
th S. iv. 506). At

the annual Christmas supper of the Man-
chester Literary Club, of which Mr. George
Milner is president, the boar's head is

brought fro^n the kitchen into bhe dining-
hall carried on high by thecAe/, and followed

by a procession consisting of a cook (who
carries a very large knife and a very small

fork), a master of the revels, an usher, a

jester, courtiers, minstrels, and singers, all in

old-time costumes. The carol is the well-

known "Caput apri defero ":

The boar's head in hand bring I,

With garlands gay and rosemary ;

I pray you all sing merrily
Qui estis in convivio.

ARCHIBALD SPARKE, F.R.S.L.

There are so many grotesque stories as to

the origin of this Christmas custom that it

is interesting to discover what appears to be

the true explanation. According to Puricelli

(chap, iv., 'Dissert. Nazar.,
7

pp. 471-2),
"
Neque hrec praxis inanis, seu mysterio vacua.

Illud compertissimum est, apud nobiles etiam

Mediolanenses inviolabiliter adhue ex antiqua, et

immemorabili majornm traditione hunc vigere

usum, ut in Nativitate Domini suillas carnes, et^ex
capite prsesertim comedant, in prima mensa, t*tfe

in execrationem JudcRorum, qui Messiam, et sal-

vatorem pertinaciter negant nobis esse natum,

obstinatique contendunt, antique legis caeremonias,

et ritus adhuc servandos esse, ac proinde a suillis

etiam carnibus, tanquam immundis, adhuc absti-

'nendum."

It was customary on Christmas night for

the Curia and Papal household to be enter-

tained at supper at Santa Maria Maggiore
at the conclusion of the Papal Mass, and it

devolved on the Cardinal Bishop of Albano

to provide at his own expense two boars

heads ("duo optima busta porcorum ) for

the supper. On the death of Pope Inno-

cent ILL, in 1216, the expenses of this

banquet were no longer paid for by the

cardinal, but by the reigning Pontiff.

Although the "Static ad S. Mariana

Maiorem" is still held there on Christmas

night, the "ccena,"alas ! has for many years

been discontinued.
HARTWELL D. GRISSELL, I.S.A.

Oxford.

SEVEN SACRAMENT FONTS (10
th S. iv. 386).

These fonts are somewhat rare, and are

chiefly found in Norfolk. The finest of

those I have seen was some years ago in

the Cathedral of Norwich. There are, how-
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ever, examples in various other parts of

England.
Mr. Combe, in his 'Illustrations of Bap-

tismal Fonts
'

(usually called erroneously
*

Paley's Fonts '), figures two of them : one at

Nettlecombe, Somersetshire, and one at

Walsoken, Norfolk ;
and I have sketches of

two panels of one at Farningham, Kent,
made for me by the late Mr. J. Lewis Andre
in 1890.

These fonts are generally Perpendicular
work ; they are octagonal. Seven of the
sides bear illustrations of the sacraments

;

the eighth, often a representation of the
Crucifixion. That of Nettlecombe, however,
has symbols of the blessed Trinity on its

eighth panel. The sacraments represented
are baptism, confirmation, penance, holy
Eucharist, orders, matrimony, and extreme
unction.
At Farningham the last subject is illus-

trated in a very remarkable manner : the
wafer is being administered to a person in

violent convulsions. In the sacrament of

marriage, as represented on this font, the

lady wears the headdress of the time of

Edward IV. ;
and on the Nettlecombe font

the costume of all the figures is of the same
date. In all early pictures and carvings it

was the custom of the artist to dress his

personages in the costume of his own period,
so by observing the dresses on monuments,
we are enabled to fix the date of them pretty
accurately.
The font at Walsoken has this inscription

on its stem :

*' Reme'ber
| ye the Soul of

|

S. Honyter |
& Margaret |

his wife
|
and

John'
|
Beforth Chapli'

"
;
and on the base

is carved the date 1544. EMMA SWANN.
Walton Manor, Oxford.

Where F. K. gets his authority for father-

ing the desecration of the sculpture on the
Gorleston Church font upon

" the notorious
Will Dowsing

"
does not appear in evidence.

We know this man whom the Earl of Man-
chester appointed "visitor of the Suffolk
churches

"
in 1643 prided himself upon hi

iconoclastic performances. But he had his

compeers in the general work of destruction
Mr. A. C. Fryer, F.S.A., in his paper

'

Upon
Fonts with Representations of the Seven
Sacraments,' to be found in vol. lix. (Seconc
Series, vol. ix.) of The Archaeological Journa
(1902), remarks :

"Gorleston's font suffered severely abou
A.D. 1643 at the hands of one Francis Jessup, win
in his 'Journal' remarks of Gorleston, 'We di(

deface the font and the cross there-on.' and adds h
lamented he '

could not destroy the stained glass i

the upper windows, as no one in Gorleston woul
lend him a ladder.'"

Ancient fifteenth and sixteenth century
ctagonal fonts upon which the sacraments-
re carved are by no means rare. Upon the

ighth side usually occurs a representation
f the Crucifixion, but sometimes of the

aptism of Christ by St. John Baptist. In-

wo instances the subject is the Last Judg-
lent. It is thus at Gorleston. The Blessed

irgin and other figures are introduced inta

thers.

As a modern instance of a seven-sacrament

culptured font I may add that I placed one
i the church of St. Cuthbert's, Kensington,.
.W., so recently as 1888. HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

In the Journal of the Royal Archaeological

nstitute, 1902, there is given a complete list,

nd photographs of the examples, in England,
'he numbers given are in Norfolk sixteen, in

uffolk eleven, and in the counties of Kent
nd Somerset one example each, twenty-nine
nail.

In the volume for 1903 the fonts with

epresentation of the holy Eucharist and

oly baptism are more fully described (with

>hotographs) than in the earlier volume. The
uthor of both papers is Mr. Alfred Fryer,
i\8JL ANDREW OLIVER.

The church of All Saints, Marsham, con-

ains one of these fonts, in good preserva-
_ion. There is some doubt as to what the

eighth panel represents, but I think it is

either Purgatory or the preaching to the

ouls in Hades. A. T. M.

DOGS IN WAR (10
th S. iv. 488, 537). An

article entitled
' War Dogs

'

appeared in The

Nineteenth Century for March, 1905.

A special article on 'Ambulance Dogs in

War '

appeared in The British Medical

Journal, 10 Dec., 1904. HENRY ROGERS.

MELTON CLOTH : MELTON JACKET (10
th S.

iv. 467, 490) The name was certainly derived

from Melton Mowbray. On Easter Monday,
1838, at Drury Lane Theatre, a piece was

produced called 'The Meltonians,' described

as "a perfectly illegitimate drama and

extravaganza in two acts." The action takes

place on the outskirts of Melton Mowbray ;

several of the characters are "in Melton

costume," which is shown on the frontispiece

as a coat with rounded tails. The "
gentle-

men " had been hunting, and then painted
the toll-house and toll-gate red. AYEAHR.

FINAL "E" IN CHAUCER (10
th S. iv. 42&,

472). I am much obliged to PROF. SKEAT for

his courteous and esteemed reply to my
query under this head. Although the ques-
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tion is a large one, he has thrown ample
light upon it. The general, if decreasing,

ignorance regarding the English of Chaucer
and his contemporaries must be my plea for

the somewhat vague terms of the query. I

shall now turn to the perusal of
' The King's

Quair
'

with deepened interest.

It is to be hoped that in our schools and
universities every advantage will be taken
of the splendid work which has been done by
PROF. SKEAT the chief of a capable band of

native scholars for Chaucer and Middle

English study. There are trustworthy signs,

indeed, that an appreciation of it is rapidly

growing among our educational authorities.

STUDENT.

MELCHIOR GUYDICKENS (10
th S. iv. 469,

537). In the forties and early fifties there
lived in Connaught Terrace, Hyde Park, now
the west side of the Edgware Road, two old

maiden ladies, the Misses Guydickens. They
were friends of my mother, and were the

daughters of General Guydickens, who, I

surmise, was identical with Gustavus Guy-
dickens, the son of Melchior. They were
related to the family of Viscount Tracy, a
title which is now extinct or dormant, I do
not know which. Lord Sudeley is the

present head of the Tracy family, and in all

probability he would be able to give MR. H.
ATHILL-CRUTTWELL the required informa-
tion. BASIL A. COCHRANE.

30, George Street, Manchester Square.

PUNCH, THE BEVERAGE (10
th S. iv. 401, 477,

531). In Saxon charters relating to Hamp-
shire, Nos. 674, 787, 982 (Birch,

'
C. S.'), occur

the place-names "pungcheshyl" and dune,
<fec. The prefix survives in one locality in

the names Purisholt Farm and Lane.
I have in a book on Surrey pointed out

that in Rostrenen's Franco-Breton dictionary
the word "

Puncgz
"

is explained as a well or
cistern. There are Roman remains in both

places that might account for the cistern.

It appears to me that the beverage was
probably introduced to the Dutch and
English marine by the Breton sailors who
brought over the cargoes of "right Nantes,"
and that the name came from the vessel in

which it was brewed. Similarly, we now
talk of "cup/' whether of claret or cham-
pagne.

I fancy brandy was the first form of
alcohol to be known commercially and apart
from home distilling, and the Breton sailors

were famous in early times.

Punch as a beverage is not so entirely
extinct as some of your correspondents seem
to think. A well-known club of antiquaries

strictly confines its after-dinner potation to

it, whether in town or country. Its use has
been ruined of later years by the number of

strong liqueurs and other abominations that
have been crowded into it, which make it

extremely to be dreaded. It is evident that
the definition of it as "a form of lemonade"
was not entirely a jest, and that ill-results

were the effect of quantity rather than of

quality. RALPH NEVILL, F.S.A.

There is an amusing account of punch-
drinking in

4

Redgauntlet
'

(the probable date
of which is 1760), chap, xi., at the table of
Provost Crosbie, of Dumfries.
In 'Peter's Letters to his Kinsfolk' (the

date of which is about 1819), vol. iii. letter

Ixvii., is a description of a dinner-party at

Glasgow, in which punch is a conspicuous
feature. The sugar is melted with a little

cold water
;
then lemons are squeezed over

it, and the water poured on it. It is then
called sherbet. Afterwards rum is added.
At Jesus College, Oxford, is a silver-gilt

punch-bowl, holding ten gallons, and weigh-
ing 278 ounces, the gift of Sir Watkin Williams
Wynne in 1732.

An old recipe for punch-making ran :

One of sour, two of sweet,
Three of strong, four of weak.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
[T. F. D. refers also to Peter's seventieth letter,

as containing an account of the "awful results"
that followed the drinking of the punch.]

GEORGE III.'s DAUGHTERS (10
th S. iv. 167,

236, 291, 336, 493). COMMANDANT REBOUL
will find references to the story of Capt.
Garth in

' The Creevey Papers,' vol. ii. p. 196
(14 Feb., 1829), p. 197 (2 March), and p. 200
(19 March). RICHARD HEMMING.
[MR. R. J. FYNMORE also refers to Creevey.]
" PHOTOGRAPHY "

(10
th S. iv. 367, 435, 450,

490). In my list of terms beginning with
44
photo" I omitted the common "photo-

zincography." The earliest record I have of
this is in the following title :

"
Shakespeare's

Sonnets, 1609 Reproduced in Facsimile by
the New Process of photozincography
1862." WM. JAGGARD.

139, Canning Street, Liverpool.

JOHN PENHALLOW (10
th S. iv. 507 ; v. 15).

In vol. iii. of 4

Proceedings in Chancery :

Elizabeth
'

(published 1832) there is mention
of a case in which Richard Williams was
plaintiff and John Penhallowe defendant.
The object of the suit was personal, and the
date 1597. This was possibly a relative of
the John Penhallow who died in 1716.

CHR. WATSON.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

India. By Mortimer Menpes. Text by Flora Annie
Steel. (A. & C. Black.)

* INDIA
'

is one of the handsomest and most interest-

ing of the many handsome and interesting volumes
which are the product of Mr. Mortimer Menpes's
tour in the East. This eminent painter has caught

by methods which are partly his secret and partly
his discovery the means o'f reproducing Indian

and Japanese scenes with a fidelity and beauty
until recently unattainable. Englishmen are proud
of what Kinglake calls their "loved India," and there

are few of us probably who could not exhibit at

need a photograph of the Taj Mahal at Agra or the

river front at Benares. Those most familiar with

India, however the North-Western districts espe-

ciallywill find an opportunity of reviving their

pleasantest souvenirs. We know not which is the

more exquisite, the fidelity of the designs or the

beauty of the atmosphere. No fewer than seventy-
five pictures are given of scenes in Delhi, Agra,

Jeypore, Muttra, Benares, Peshawar, Amritsar,

Ajmere, Lahore, &c., most of them of ravishing love-

liness. Views are also provided of native women,
brides, market women, water-carriers, bazaars,

shops, grain merchants, workers in silver and gold,

fruit stalls, and vegetable markets. The colour in

these is wonderful.

Letterpress is supplied by Mrs. Flora Annie Steel,

the novelist, whose long residence in India and
whose official experiences in the Punjab lend her

opinions special value. Her descriptions, sketches,

and statements do not directly correspond with
the illustrations, but deserve study on their own
account, and will do much to correct prevalent
misapprehensions about India. What is said con-

cerning Indian morality and the well-known native

disrespect for truth is worthy of close attention, as

is the account of "1857," of the way in which

"Englishmen live to make mistakes and die to

retrieve them." Most interesting of all is what is

said with reference to the influence of the Japanese
victories over the native mind. This, however, is

not the place in which to dwell upon subjects of

this class, though it is difficult to shut our eyes to

the ignorance that prevails in England con-

cerning countries we have held for centuries. It is

as a picture-book that the present volume enchants.

We have spoken of its influence in stirring memories

among those who recall the country. Not less

attractive is the volume in inspiring a desire to

visit the scenes so splendidly depicted.

The Lyrical Poems of William Blake. Text by
John Sampson. (Frowde.)

Wordsworth.s Literary Criticism. Edited by Nowell
C. Smith. (Same publisher.)

Poems and Extracts chosen by William Wordsworth.
(Same publisher.)

THESE three volumes constitute the opening instal-

ment of a specially dainty series, to be entitled
"The Oxford Library of Prose and Poetry." Each
is got up in a pretty and artistically designed cloth

cover, is printed in portable form with a well
executed and legible text, and with, in two cases
out of the three, an interesting frontispiece. Blake's
*

Lyrical Poems '

are ushered in by an introduction
from Mr. Walter Raleigh, which is critical, and in

that respect illuminatory, and to a certain extent

biographical ; and by a characteristic and idealized
portrait. The introduction is an important and
admirably executed piece of work, and will be
specially serviceable to the student who seeks to
realize Blake's position as poet and dreamer.
Blake's sources of indebtedness which began in

Shakespeare, and continued in Milton are
exemplified, and it is justly declared to be an
in day for him when he makes acquaintance with
Swedenborg. We have not, however, to rhapsodize
afresh on Blake, but simply to declare the edition
perfect and ideal.

The two volumes which follow are, in a sense,
companions, since both are in some fashion con-
cerned with Wordsworth. That poet's prose
baggage is not large, but is none the less not
inconsiderable. Poetry is a natural medium to him,
and in his works of long breath answers most pur-
poses of prose. Without being able to say of him
what is true of George Wither, that he converted
bis muse into a maid-of-all-work, he gave her at
least a fair amount of drudgery. His preface and
appendix to 'Lyrical Ballads' contain much in-

telligent and valuable criticism. We may be par-
doned for saying that his correspondence with those
with whom we have enjoyed intimacy bridges over
for us a century. In the letters to Dyce, which are
neither numerous nor long, we come upon some
very interesting literary comments. Dyce seems to
have presented Wordsworth with many of the
dramatic texts he edited.
The 'Poems and Extracts chosen by Words-

worth' are printed literally from the original
album presented in 1819 to Lady Mary Lowther,
and have a quaint portrait of Wordsworth,
almost like a Roman emperor laurel-crowned. Of
the 92 pages of the MS., 32 are occupied with Lady
Winchilsea. From Wither Wordsworth takes the
mmortal address to poetry, and some few selected

passages in praise of his mistress from ' The Mis-
tress of Philarete.' Other extracts are Webster's
fine dirge from 'The White Devil,' Waller's 'Go,
Lovely Rose,' and poems by Marvell, Cowper, Pope,,
and writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies. \Vordswort h's introductory sonnet is given
in facsimile from Miss Hutchinson's script. Tha
last extract is Christopher Smart's ' Lines written
while confined in a Madhouse.' The reprint of this
volume is a boon to lovers of literature.

The Development of the Feeling for Nature in the-

Middle Ages and Modern Times. By Alfred
Biese. (Routledge & Sons.)

Tins is a useful work, but far too full of quotations,,
many of which have but little relation to the sub-

jects treated. The love of nature in the Middle
Ages, or, indeed, in any other period, cannot be-

successfully dealt with without a far wider view
than the author has taken. Even now,, when so

many write books, there are persons who feel a

deep and poetic interest in nature and her way&
who have never committed their thoughts to paper.
All those who have a taste for rural scenery do not
love trees and flowers, hills and streams, for the
same reasons. Some are attracted by form, others

by colour ;
and there is a third class far greater

in number than is commonly thought who care for

such things almost solely from their historical asso-

ciations. The men of the Middle Ages must have
been divided in thought as much as we are,,

perhaps more. It is diffictilt to classify the direc-

tions in which their imagination led them. The-
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\vhole tone of their literature testifies that, so far

from such feelings being wanting, or lying torpid, i

they were fully as active and forceful as they are

among ourselves, though of course they were far
'

less frequently put on record, for the plain reason
j

that in those days people rarely wrote books merely I

for the sake of relieving their feelings or to make 1

money. If any one would take the trouble, many
'

volumes might be compiled in proof of what we
have said. The illuminations in the margins
of manuscripts, the embroideries on vestments,

and, perhaps more than all, the glorious sculptures
in the churches scattered over the whole of Western

Europe, prove that the men of those days were far

more in harmony with nature than the people
who wore wigs, gabbled about their feelings,

assumed a "melancholy delight in grief," and fell

into raptures over the platitudes of Rousseau. We
have before our eyes evidence that our more remote
forefathers loved flowers. The greater part of

those which ornamented the gardens of the Tudor

time, and which the wise among us still cherish,

were brought over from the Continent during what
we call the Middle Ages. Shakespeare and his

friends would never have made such good use of

them had their ancestors been so steeped in

materialistic ignorance as some of our neighbours
imagine. That the old garden-flowers were loved

for themselves not grown for display only or as a

mere fashion, as ladies now wear birds' wings in

their hats is proved by the number of them named
after those saints who were then the objects of the

people's devotion.
When Herr Biese criticizes the nature-worship of

the eighteenth century, we are in cordial agreement
with him ;

but when he reaches the revival of more
wholesome thinking which took place near its close,

he leaves something to be desired. Of Scott who
had at least as deep feeling for nature as Byron or

any other of his contemporaries he says hardly

anything, and yet, along with Bishop Percy, Scott

was the reviver of ballad poetry. The writer is

undoubtedly correct in saying that true "
landscape

painting only developes when nature is sought for

her own sake"; but he is equally wrong in assum-

ing that in the first centuries
"
painting was wholly

proscribed by Christendom." Surely the catacombs

furnish overwhelming evidence to the contrary. It

is possibly true, as the author points out, that

yEneas Sylvius (Pope Pius II.) was the first to

describe nature "not merely in a few subjective

lines, but with genuine modern enjoyment ": but

what are we to say of the more inspired of the

troubadours ?

The old terraced gardens, with hedges of yew,
box, and holly, suffer hard treatment at the hands

of Herr Biese. We do not commend the mathe-

matical rigidity of these living walls of verdure,
as they have been called, and still less the towers,

peacocks, and elephants into which the shears of

the gardener tortured them ;
but there were many

and great compensations when the flower-beds they
enclosed, and so completely screened from all the

gales that blew, were abla/e with the brightest
colours. Even the "green architecture" itself

formed a pleasant picture for the eye to rest on

during the long months of our Northern winter.

Much as may be said with justice against these

pattern gardens, they formed afar nobler adjunct to

a great country house than the miserable attempts
at landscape gardening to make room for which

they were ruthlessly swept away.

The Extinction of the Ancient Hierarchy. By the
Rev. G. E. Phillips. (Sands & Co.)

THE object which Mr. Phillips has in view is to-

prove that the eleven bishops who refused to accept
the Reformation in the reign of Elizabeth are-

worthy to be beatified as martyrs of the Christian,
faith. The matter has already been mooted at Rome,
and the writer, who is a Roman Catholic, con-
siders that their cause would be advanced by a pub-
lication of their sufferings in a popular form. He
endeavours to show that the "persecution" to-

which they were subjected was of such a cruel and
severe character that it involved not only the
suffering, but also the death, of its victims. He has.

carefully searched the State Papers and other con-
temporary documents for evidence of this vindictive
persecution, and the present reviewer can only con-
clude that he has failed to prove his case. Beyond"
a certain amount of such personal inconvenience
as was inevitable in the circumstances, the non-
conforming bishops do not seem to have had much
cause to complain. Mr. Phillips certainly fails ta
produce any definite instance of torment or
vindictive ill-treatment having been inflicted on.

them. The usual course seems to have been to

place the recalcitrant as a "paying guest" in the
house of one of the bishops who had been appointed
to the vacant see and was held responsible for his.

safe-keeping. He shared the same table as his host,
and on the testimony of Bishop Andrewes "

lived
in plenty, in ease, and without discomfort." This
perhaps is saying too much, as such enforced com-
panionship niay often have proved irksome, and
communication with his co-religionists was for-

bidden, though apparently not very strictly, as Bon-
ner was permitted to receive visits from the Pope's
envoy and others, and Tunstall had the last rites
administered to him by one of his own Church.
They were allowed to take their seat in Parliament,,
and record their votes against the Government ;

one at least was allowed to go free for a twelve-
mile radius round his dwelling. Of course, any
curtailment of personal freedom, even in loose

custody, may be called "imprisonment" Sander
picturesquely calls it being "thrown into chains"
(in vincula), and speaks of Tunstall dying "in
rigido carcere" but it seems hardly fair to term it

"slow martyrdom" which caused their death, or to

say, as Cardinal Allen does, that they were "tor-
mented and slain." It is characteristic that the
author alleges it as a part of the "special suffer-

ing "of Tunstall that he was forced to company
with Archbishop Parker and that he icas a married:
man" (p. 182). He also notes as of sinister import-
ance that one de'tenu

" died of the stone, having lived
icith the Bixhop of London" (italics the author's,,

p. 134), as if by some subtle malignity the one fact
was the cause of the other. It is similarly unfair
to assume that their custody caused their death
because it ensued within a few years, most of
these bishops having been already men of
advanced age on their deprivation, one of them
over eighty-five. Yet this is what Mr. Phillips
does. Again, after such phrases as

"
it is impossible

to doubt" (p. 149), "we may be certain that"
(p. 31'2), "nothing can be judged more likely than,
that his [Oglethorpe's] death was really hastened
by the sufferings of his confinement" (p. 141), it ia
not ingenuous to make the admission that "in
the case of Bp. White of Winchester, there is

no reason for supposing any actual torture ta
have been used upon him "

(p. 96). So far-
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from that, when he was not well he was allowed t

stay on a visit with his brother, Alderman John
White (p. 110). Here, and elsewhere, the write
'Supplies premises which rebut his conclusion tha
these bishops

" were practically put to death fo
their religion" (p. 416, italics the author's). Thi
argument is really founded on an anachronism an
expectation that the same toleration which we
-enjoy now should have been manifested in the six
teenth century. We much doubt whether so mild {

'"persecution" would have been deemed sufficieni

in any country but England at that time. Besides,
it must be borne in mind that the punishment
such as it was, was inflicted for political as well as

religious reasons, as the defaulters held with
PiusV. that Elizabeth was only "the pretender
'Queen of England," and that the Pope gave his

blessing to the Northern Rebellion.
It is invidious of the author to make Bishop

-Jewel call the Pope's bull of excommunication "t
stinking bull

"
(putidissima bulla), as he should know

that putidus, when applied to a writing, means
something else.

<O*car Wilde : a Study. From the French of Andre
Gide. With Introduction, Notes, and Biblio-

graphy by Stuart Mason. (Oxford, Holywell
Press. )

LAMB quotes with merited eulogy what Sir Thomas
Browne says in the ' Pseudodoxia Epidemica' con-

cerning
" some relations whose Truth we fear," and

notably his utterances on sins ''heteroclital."

Respecting as we do the opinion of both, we find in
this tribute to an unfortunate man nothing but
what may be studied with advantage. M. Gide
supplies us with an estimate kindly and judicious.
In place of extravagant eulogy, we come across a
sentence such as, "It must be acknowledged that
Wilde was not a great writer." Some thoughtful
-and clever utterances are quoted. The book is

beautifully printed and illustrated, and has genuine
literary attributes, but is not a work on which one
cares to dwell.

Dad's Peerage, Baronetage, and Knightage of
Great Britain and Ireland. (Whittaker & Co.)

THIS trustworthy peerage admirably convenient
ior reference and supplying all particulars that are
>not ambitiously genealogical is issued for the

sixty-sixth year. Better proof of its utility can
scarcely be required than is furnished by this long-
sustained appearance. Much information elsewhere
difficult of access, and a full and accurate account
of all the titled classes, are here to be found. An
immense amount of labour is involved in its com-
pilation, and the accuracy of it all is indisputable.
The work, as most know, is abundantly illustrated,
and up to every standard of modern requirements.

The Clergy Director)/ and Parish Guide for 1906.

(J. S. Phillips.)

REVISED and brought up to date, the thirty-sixth
issue of this best, most convenient, and cheapest of

guides to the clergy of the Church of England
makes its annual appearance. Its contents com-
prise, as usual, the alphabetical list of the clergy,
with qualification, order, appointment, and dates

;

a list of parishes and parochial districts : the
diocesan and cathedral establishments, including
the new sees of Southwark and Birmingham ; the

dignitaries of the Irish, Scottish, ana Colonial

Churches, together with societies and other matters

of interest to all connected with our ecclesiastical
establishments.

Herbert Fry's Royal Guide to the London. Charities
makes, under the supervision of Mr. John Lane, its

forty-second appearance. As heretofore, the pub-
lishers are Messrs. Chatto & Windus.
Sm HARRY POLAND, K.C., has published from

the offices of the Royal Historical Society a paper
on Mr. Canning'

1

s Rhyming
"
Despatch

n
to Sir

Charles Bagot, \yhich on 19 November last he read
before the Society. It is very interesting and
definitely conclusive. Those interested in a subject
which Sir Harry and others have abundantly venti-
lated in our columns should use influence to obtain
a copy of a work which will always delight the
student, and will, we fancy, become a rarity.

FROM the Transactions of the Devonshire Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science Miss Ethel
Lega-Weekes has reprinted Part V. of her very
interesting Neighbours of North Wyke.

MR. HENRY GERALD HOPE. We regret to
have to announce the death somewhat suddenly,
on the 30th ult. of one of our most regular corre-
spondents for the last twenty - five years. MR.
HOPE, who was connected with the Toler family,
was an authority on all matters connected with the
kingdom of Ireland, as also on military and genea-
logical subjects. His industry enabled him to verify
quotations, and produce references from books in
his carefully selected library ; and although he did
not supply many original notes to our columns, his
frequent communications will be missed.

to

We must call special attention to the follovsii g
notices :

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ng queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to
3ut in parentheses, immediately after the exact
leading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
nmnication "Duplicate."
AYEAHR (" That very law which moulds a tear").
Samuel Rogers, 'On a Tear.'

J. T. F. ("Behold this ruin! 'tis a skull").
These are the opening words of

' Lines on seeing a
Skeleton,' printed in full in a long note by MR
W. E. A. AXON at 7th S. xii. 481. See also 8th S i

96 ; ii. 193 ; 9th S. i. 394.

H. M. C. ("Commerce, Card Game"). Several
llustrative quotations will be found in the '

N.E.D.'
E. P. W. ("Black Cat Folk-lore"). Forwarded

o MR. RATCLIFFE.
NOTICE.

Editorial communications should be addressed

p "The Editor of * Notes and Queries'" Adver-
isements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
sher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
.ane, E.G.
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NEW-YEAR EDITION NOW READY.
PRICK TWO SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE NET.

THE QUEEN'S CAROL.
AN ANTHOLOGY

Of Poems, Stories, Essays, Drawings, and Music by nearly all the leading
British Authors, Artists, and Composers of the Age.

The Book is published by permission and authority of THE QUEEN, and the

proceeds of sale are devoted to HER MAJESTY'S Fund for the Unemployed.

LETTER FROM THE KING.

Welbeck Abb 37, December 15, 1905.

I am commanded by the King to thank you for the first copy of THE QUEEN'S CAROL,
which you have been good enough to send him.

His Majesty fully appreciates the spontaneous initiative of these eminent authors, artists, and
composers, who have desired to co-operate by their talents with the Queen in providing funds for the
relief of the unemployed, and sincerely hopes that an idea so happily conceived may be successful.

I am to add that the King wishes to purchase copies of the b3ok to the value of 101.

Believe me, jours very truly,

F. S. G. PONSONBY.

LETTER FROM THE QUEEN.

I am to say that Her Majesty is extremely pleased with her CAROL, and that she would
like to receive copies to the value of 51. for her own use.

Yours very truly,

CHARLOTTE KNOLLYS.

ORDER OF YOUR BOOKSELLER IMMEDIATELY.
ALL ORDERS EXECUTED IN ROTATION AS RECEIVED.
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"COMBINE" "GAMBO/ 3

THE former word, which has developed
such startling connotations in our time, is

derived by the 'N.E.D.' either directly from

late Latin combinare (con+ bini), or indirectly

from the same source through the French

combiner. The English word has been traced

back to the fourteenth century, and the

French to the thirteenth. The Latin form

is found in St. Augustine and Sidonius (a

native of Gaul), and in glossaries. As there

are, I believe, no analogous formations in

Latin, I venture to suggest a Celtic origin

for this very interesting word.

That origin may be found in combennones

(" those who sat in the same henna were called

combennones, Fest., p. 27; cf. Comment.,

p. 347. A wagon of wicker or basket work
is still called banne in Belgium, and benne in

Switzerland," Lewis and Short's 'Lat. Diet.').

Men and ben are the Welsh forms ;
but there

is a third form in Welsh, more to the point,

to which I shall return presently.
It is well known that the Latin term

covinus or covinnus is derived from a Celtic

word which still survives in common use in

Welsh in the verbal form cywain. In the

everyday life of j Welsh hill-side farm there is

no more important moment in the small boy's
existence than when he is first allowed cyivain

yivair ("to carry the hay''), through the
narrow lanes from meadow to rick-yard, in a
car llusg (" drag-cart").
In The Spectator of 5 Sept., 1903 (p. 342)

Sir William Laird Clowes gave some interest-

ing extracts from the MS. letters written by
James Cobb, secretary to the East India

Company, during two long driving tours in

1815-16. "In Wales," says Sir William,

"Cobb noticed what he took to be an ingenious
device for evading the tax on wheeled vehicles. It
consisted of a framework like the shafts of a one-
horse chaise joined together by two or three
traverse-boards. The rear ends of the shafts were
shod and rounded, and rested upon the ground.
The driver sat immediately behind his horse upon
the traverse-board, whence, if he liked, he could

step forward and mount without first descending
to the ground."

I need not enlarge on this as a capital
instance of the proneness of Englishmen to

misjudge the Welsh character. Clowes evi-

dently believed in this tax-evading trick.

Had he looked up 'Cart' in 'The Penny
Cyclopaedia,' he would have found that

"the drag-cart without wheels, which is used in
some mountainous districts, is one of the simplest
contrivances for transporting heavy weights. It
consists of two strong poles, from twelve to fifteen
feet long, connected by cross-pieces fixed at right-
angles to them, by morticing or pinning, so that the
poles may be two or three feet apart. About
eighteen inches of the poles project beyond the
lowest cross-piece, the ends resting on the ground.
The other ends of the poles form the shafts for the
horse to draw by. The load is placed on the cross-

pieces, over which boards are sometimes nailed, for
the purpose of carrying stones, or such things as

might fall through between the cross-bars. The
horse bears one end of the drag-cart by means of a
common cart-collar or a breast-strap. This vehicle
is extremely useful in steep and rough descents,
especially to draw stones from quarries, and can be
made of rough poles at little or no expense. Pieces
of hard wood fitted under the ends of the poles, and
renewed as they wear out, will prevent the ends of
the drag-cart from wearing away, and will allow it

to slide along more easily."

That, with the addition of upright poles with
their several cross-poles fitted into the shafts
at right angles to the fore and rear cross-

pieces, is an exact description of a car llusg
(" drag-cart") as familiarly known to me in

my boyhood fifty years ago in Wales. The
most noticeable part of it was the shafting,
formed of entire young trees, like the Roman
valii. These poles, too, are the most promi-
nent part of the old Irish car, which is fully
described in the same article in 'The Penny
Cyclopaedia,

3 where the interesting statement
is made that '* the wheels of the carriages on
railroads are constructed on the principle of
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those of the Irish oar." Pliny (' N.H.,' xviii.

72) gives the earliest extant account of a

European reaping-machine thus rendered in

the article
*

Reaping
'

in
'

Charabers's Ency-
clopaedia' :

"In the extensive fields in the lowlands of Gaul
vans [?] of large size, with projecting teeth on the

edge, are driven on two wheels through the stand-

ing corn by an ox yoked in a reverse position. In
this manner the ears are torn off, and fall into the
van."

Pliny's word translated " vans "
is valli.

The illustrative cut from Woodcroft's
*

Appendix to the Specifications of Eng.
Patents

'

is, I think, quite wrong.
The Irish car figured in 'The Penny

Cyclopaedia
'

article above referred to would
be more like what Pliny calls vallum than
the V shaped projection in Rich's

'

Diet, of

R. and G. Antiquities,' as I think will be

clearly seen from the following rough trans-

lation of Palladius,
* De Re Rustica,' vii :

" In the lowlands of Gaul they abridge the task
of reaping in the following manner, which does

away with the need of labourers, and completes
the entire operation by the help of a single ox.

A two-wheeled car is made whose four-sided floor is

edged with boards sloping outwards, so as to in-

crease its capacity. The board at the forward end
is shallower, to which numerous reaping-hooks,
with their points curving upwards, are attached,
and adjusted to the height of the standing corn.
At the tail of the car two short poles (temones) are

shaped like the handles of a litter, to which an ox
is yoked and harnessed, with his head towards the
vehicle. He is so thoroughly broken in to the work
that he obeys the driver's slightest motion. As
soon as the latter turns his machine into the stand-

ing crop, and proceeds to raise and lower the hooks
from behind, so as to catch the corn-ears only, dis-

regarding the straw, every ear, as it is caught and
cut, drops into the heap in the car, and the entire
field is rapidly reaped in a few turns of the machine
back and fore across it. This plan is well adapted
to flat and level ground, and where the straw is

considered of no value."

The original is by no means free from

difficulty. I may add that Mr. Mark Liddell
has recently edited the fifteenth - century
English verse translation of the work.
Here it is not difficult to explain Pliny and

Palladius from each other. The latter's

temones are simply Pliny's valli, which were
for this special service more carefully finished

than was usual, for the double reason that
the animal would be yoked to them in a

special way, and that the carter would be
constantly handling one of them as he walked
beside the ox (not sitting on the front of the

car, as in Woodcroft's cut), thus reminding
Palladius of the handles of a litter. This
Gaulish reaping- car, then, which Palladius
calls carpentum (its Gaulish name in all pro-
babilitythe corresponding Welsh word is

cerbyd), is what Pliny calls vallum, from the
fact that it was a wheeled adaptation of the
drag-cart.
In the 'N.ED.' the Welsh drag-cart is

called a gambo t or rather, the gambo is

explained as a drag-cart on the authority of
Downes, the author of 'The Mountain
Decameron.' I have already (in Literature,
13 Oct., ^1900, 'The Sin-Eater in South
Wales ') said that Downes nowhere shows any
familiarity with the modes of life and
thought of the Welsh peasantry ; and his
use of the word gambo for the drag-cart is
an instance of that lack of familiarity. The
South Wales gambo is like the "Scotch cart
with movable frame" figured under the
article

' Cart' in ' Chambers s Encyclopedia.'
Had the editors of the 'N.E D/ known that,
they might probably have attached more
importance than they seem to have done to
the form "agambo" of "akimbo" when
dealing with the latter word. The crooking
out of the arms, almost at right angles to the
shoulders, is an easy metaphor from the
lateral projection of a loaded gambo on its
movable frame. The quotation for "agambo"
in the 'N.E.D.' is from Bulwer, the "chiro-
sopher" (seventeenth century).
As a proof that the sole authority of the

'N.E.D.' for describing gambo as a wheelless
vehicle is wrong, and that I am right, I need
only adduce the evidence of a competent
witness David Owen ("Brutus"). In his
witty but coarse attack on the Welsh Dis-
senting ministry,

' Wil Brydydd y Coed,' he
gives a burlesque sermon on the "

wheel "
of

the prophet Ezekiel. "This wheel it is,
1 ''

cries the preacher, "that drives the gambo
of

_

salvation !' The phrase subsequently
enjoyed an extensive circulation as clerical

slang in Wales. Some years after the appear-
ance of 'Wil Brydydd y Coed' in theJlaul
(1863-5), there was a large clerical gathering
at Abergwili (or Carmarthen), under the
presidency of Bishop Thirl wall. The Rev. J..

Jones, of Llansadwrn, an eloquent and
popular divine, was appointed to preach.
He happened to take for his text the very
same verse of Ezekiel that the great "Wil"
had preached from. Instantly a broad grin
spread over every face, and an audible titter,
that no amount of blowing of noses or fits of
coughing could conceal, ran through the
reverend assembly. "The bishop looked-

puzzled and displeased," my informant, who
was present, told me.

I have written at much greater length than-
I had intended

;
but I have succeeded, I

hope, in impressing the reader with the fact
that the special Celtic aptitude for matters*
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vehicular would undoubtedly give rise to

vehicular metaphors. That being granted, I

trust that my suggestions (1) that gamlo is

akin to combennones, and (2) that combennones

explains combinare better than eon+fom, may
not be regarded as too foolish to warrant
discussion. J. P. OWEN.

FIRST BOOK AUCTIONS IN ENGLAND.
(See 9th S. vi. 86, 156, 318, 391.)

THAT Dr. L. Seaman's sale, 31 Oct., IfiTG,

was the first book auction in England cannot,
I think, be doubted. In the preface to this

catalogue the auctioneer says :

"
It hath not been usual here in England to make

Sale of Books by way of Auction, or who will give
most for them : But it having been practised in

other Countreys to the Advantage both of Buyers
and Sellers ;

It was therefore conceived (for the

Encouragement of Learning.) to publish the Sale of

these Books this manner of way; and it is hoped
that this will not be unacceptable to Schollers."

On p. 30 of W. Rea's auction catalogue,
19 June, 1682, the auctioneer, W. Cooper,
gives a complete list of sales by auction up to

that date, as follows :

"To supply the vacancy of this page, and to

gratifie the Curious, whose Genius may lead them
to make perfect their Collection, I have caused to
be Printed the Names of those Persons whose
Libraries have been sold by Auction, and the series

of the time when.

1. D. L. Seaman, Oct. 31, 1676.

2. M. Th. Kidner, Feb. 6, 1676/7.
3. M. Wil. Greenhill, Feb. 18, 1677/8.
4. 1). Th. Manton, Mar. 25, 1678.

5. D. Benj. Worsley, May 13, 1678.

6. D. Jo. Godolphin, M. Ow. Philips, Nov. 11,
1678.

7. D. Gisb. Voetius, Nov. 25, 1678.

8. Lord Brook, D. Gabr. Sangar, Dec. 2, 1678.

9. M. Moses Pit, e Theatro Oxon, Feb. 24,

1678/9.
10'. M. St. Watkins, D. Th. Shirley, Append. M.

Rich. Chiswel, Jun. 2, 1679.
11. Sir Edw. Bish, Nov. 15, 1679,
12. M. Jon. Edwin, Bibl., cum Append. M. Dan,

Mar. 29, 1680.

13. Sir Ken. Digby, Apr. 19, 1680.

14. M. St. Charnock, Oct. 4, 1680.

15. D. Th. Watson, Oct. 8, 1680.

16. M. Abell Roper, Bibl., Nov. 22, 1630.

17. D. H. Stubb, 1). Dillingham, D. Th. Vincent,
D. Canton, M. Jo. Dunton, Nov. 29, 1680.

18. Ed. Palmer, Esq., Feb. 14, 1680/1.
19. 1). Th. Jessop, D. Castell, Feb. 21, 1680/1.
20. M. f^am. Brook, Mar. 21, 1680/1.
21. M. Geo. Lawson, M. Geo. Fawler, M. Ow.

Stockden, M. Th. Brooks, May 30, 1681.

22. Pet. Cardonell, June 6, 1681.

23. M. Nic. Lloyd, July 4, 1681.

24. D. N. Paget, Oct. 24, 1681.

25. M. R. Button, M. Th. Owen, M. Wil. Hoel,
Nov. 7, 1681.

26. Chr. Wilkinson, Th. Dring, Bibl., Dec. 5,

1681.

27. D. Wil. Outram, D. Th. Gataker, Dec. 12.

1681.

28. Robert Croke, Esq., Feb. 23, 1681/2.
29. Mr. Richard Smith, May 15. 1682.

30. Walt. Rea, Esq., June 19, 1682."

This list seems disinterested, and not a.

self - advertisement on the part of the-

auctioneer. I have seen many of the cata-

logues mentioned in the list, and, though,
some of the sales were held by Cooper, several
were held by other auctioneers.

EDWAED B. HARRIS.
5, Sussex Place, Regent's Park, N. W.

LONDON IMPROVEMENT.
(Concluded from p. 2. )

THE new Courts of Justice form a grand
group at the City boundary formerly marked
by Temple Bar, there seen no longer. The-
Courts have made a last stand for Gothic,,
and, so far as the appearance of the metro-
polis is concerned, with great success

; but
equal satisfaction seems not to have been
found with the interior accommodation.
Railway stations necessarily take their

places among the prominent erections since
the forties. The conditions imposed on them
render their architecture difficult. An.
elevation towards the street is practicable,
but this forms only a screen to hide the
purely utilitarian character of the railway
rear. Great attempts have been made at
Paddington, Charing Cross, Cannon Street,
Liverpool Street, and St. Pancras. Their
style, with the exception of the last named,
is perhaps a kind of colossal Italian. That
at Charing Cross seems to apologize for
its intrusion into an historic locality by
exhibiting a costly reproduction of the former
Gothic memorial to the "

Chore Reine " with
whom willing, but mistaken conjecture has
associated the local name. At St. Pancras
a bold attempt was made to show that a
medieval form might be given to an erection
of the railway period, and very handsome
the elevation is

;
but when a glimpse is

caught of the practical rear the forced blend
of associations is not happy.

Trafalgar Square,
"
the finest site in

Europe,' is now almost old. The architecture
of the Regency in the National Gallery is not
much esteemed, but its situation saves it.

The effigy of Nelson makes somewhat
strange use of the colossal Corinthian
column ;

but it has become sacred to the
nation's hero, and woe to the gedile who
would molest it ! Landseer's lions, too,
are there

;
and around the famous little

admiral other heroes have mustered. The
fountains are still meagre, and, with
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the other ornamental waters of the capital,
-await the consummation of a greater

supply. The most beautiful feature of the

square the portico and spire of St. Martin's
has been in difficulties, owing to the narrow-

ness of the street after the building of the
National Portrait Gallery ;

but St. Martin's
has happily not suffered. Poor King Charles,

represented by his mounted effigy, calmly
forsees disturbance by the advent of the

Mall, greatly widened and beautified since

his last sad parade along it.
" Her Majesty's,"

as we knew it in the days of Grisi, Mario,
^,nd Lablache, has gone, and "His Majesty's,"
a fine new theatre, stands on part of the site.

Opposite is the old house "
the Haymarket,"

dear in our memories, and now clean and
virile in new paint ;

and the Haymarket
proper is handsomer and better in character.

Regent Street of the Regency has held its

own, and is still the fine street of the West
End; but the houses once thought stately are

facing dwarfed by those on the newer and

grander scale. The Quadrant Colonnade
which was the pride of its day, and, indeed,
was unique and handsome had had but

"thirty years of existence when removed at
the close of the forties. It was regretted,
>but its aesthetic value did not compensate
the practical merchant for inconvenience
suffered in its classic shade. A few of its

iron Doric pillars have remained in the

-openings to by- streets ; but these, too, will

probably follow their departed fellows in

the immense clearance now being made of

>t. James's Hall and adjoining buildings,
the successors to which we await with much
interest. The new monster block to be
reared will also have much to do with

.Piccadilly, which famous thoroughfare has

during the contemplated space of years seen
several new erections, that perhaps of para-
mount interest being the increased elevation
of Burlington House, the home of art, a

work, of course, not approved by all critics.

'The London University buildings at the rear
of Burlington House are worthy of a more
prominent site.

The grand Place opened out at Hyde Park
"Corner had attention in my former note, yet
as the just pride of Londoners one is tempted
to return to it. In its fine curved roads
of liberal width, and intervening ornamental

spaces, it is not only worthy of a great city,
but also an example of efficient control of the
tremendous traffic of London at a meeting-
place where it had threatened to become
unmanageable. The Iron Duke who here

presides is less colossal, but more artistic,
than his former presentment, now placed at

Aldershot ;
and the handsome arch of Decimus

Burton, no longer encumbered by the ponder-
ous statue, has been moved, stone by stone,
and now stands with greater meaning as the
gate of the Palace avenue, Constitution Hill.
The young trees are already an evident adorn-
ment, and will in a few years add great
beauty to "Hyde Park Corner" the old
name, which is now anomalous, but which
we hope will always be retained.

Nothing can be more interesting to the
Londoner than to observe say from the
roof of an omnibus the gradual trans-
formation or rebuilding taking place along
the route. He is pained sometimes by the
removal of houses and public edifices which
have become obsolete, but to which long fami-

liarity had attached him. He has even seen
with regret the pulling down of the massive
walls of sullen old Newgate Prison. On the
site has risen a stately new Criminal Court.
East of Newgate we now find a large

vacant space where once we watched the

blue-gowned, yellow-stockinged boys suc-
cessors of the Grey Friars in their play-
ground fronting the famous school now
transferred to Horsham. The great addition
to the Post Office which is to rise here will

scarcely be of equal interest.

Along the main thoroughfares we mark
the mixing of the old and the new, the
contrast between the housing and trade

requirements of the past and the present.
The small old houses with venerable tiled

roofs peep out behind grand new fronts
with huge plate-glass windows, or are

squeezed between modern blocks of immense
magnitude. In this the progress of the age
is seen, and also the deliberate and lawful
action of a free people. Thus bit by bit

London is slowly renewed, and is gradually
winning as this very brief and imperfect
survey may have tended to show a place in

the first rank of beautiful cities.

W. L. RUTTON.

STEVENSON AND SCOTT :

" HEBDOMADARY."
In ' The Wrecker' (chap. yii. p. 108, Cassel),

1892) Pinkerton, whose philosophy of life is

Stevensonian to the core, speaks as follows :

" Here's a sketch advertisement. Just run your
eye over it. Sun, Ozone, and Music ! Pinkerton's
hebdomadary picnics! That's a good catching
phrase,

'

hebdomadary,' though it 's hard to say.
I made a note of it when 1 was looking in the

dictionary how to spell hectayonal.
'

Well,
you're a boss word,' I said. 'Before you're very
much older, I '11 have you in type as long as your-
self.' And here it is, you see."

Re-reading Scott, I have come across the

following :
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With some difficulty a waiter was prevailed several occasions, when the old year passed
upon to show Col. Mannering and Dinmont the away the door was thrown open, and the head

'

of the house stood bareheaded in the doorway,
the rest of us standing behind, while one of

room where their friend, learned in the law, held
his hebdomadal carousals." 'Guy Maunering,'
vol. ii. chap. vii.

Tl e -L the men, by arrangement, brought something
Rob Roy, was, I have heard, so favourite AVAp

' /ft
.

hftf
'

.nvthine or anyT'
W

'

a
f1' i.

6
l V ? !

over the doorstone, before anything or any
a character with Stevenson, that he cherished

fc fc T} finger-in to0k something
the idea that his family were really Mac-

h h went aw
*

thus making the
cors under an ahas Now m Scott's ,

j k cerfcain bofch
>

Roy (chap, iv.), I find : THQS RATCLIFFE.

[In the West Riding it was'unlucky for the person
who first entered to come empty-handed. He
should not, moreover, bring anything that had
been killed as game. Oysters were permissible.]

BACTERIA : EARLY NOTICE. The following

passage from Varro,
' De Re Rustica,' seems*

very striking in view of recent discoveries,

He is speaking of the dangers of
" loca

palustria
"

:

"GYescunt animalia quredam minuta, qme non
domaaai' witn restivity nave impressed I

posaunt ocu ii consequi, et peraera intusin corpus
themselves on Stevenson's singularly recep- per os ac nares perveniunt, atque efficiunt difficiles

tive brain, and reappeared in the form above morbos."

quoted ? There is, of course, the " Heb- HERBERT A. STRONG.

domadal Council " at Oxford, but Stevenson The University, Liverpool,

and Pinkerton were alike, I think, in ELSDON. The lines on Elsdon village

knowing little of Oxford. The 'N.E.D. 'gives quoted by MR. PICKFORD at 10th S. iv. 376,
one only of the references for the word in form the first of four stanzas of a rime by
Scott, and, instead of the passage in

* The George Chatt, a Northumbrian verse-writer.

Wrecker,' an allusion to it in The Speaker.
I- - -~ <-- i~~ * i ^ *Q rJ lii

gre

"The wits and humorists, the distinguished
worthies of the town or village, the apothecary,
the attorney, even the curate himself, did not
disdain to partake of this hebdomadal festivity."

In the same chapter, a little later, I read :

"As mine host's politics were of that liberal

description which quarrelled with no good
customer, his hebdomadal visitants were often
divided in their opinion."

May not these associations of "heb-
domadal" with festivity have impressed

LOUDON DODD.

NEW YEAR LUCK. Some peculiar things
are still done with the incoming of the new
year. To ensure luck to herself during the

of his

1866).
The piece is to be found on p. 53

'Miscellaneous Poems' (Hexham,
Chatt was the son of a farmer, and was by
turn agricultural labourer, private soldier,

and journalist. He died at Cockermouth on
V Cttl . -L U OU3UIO 1UUIV l/U IIGIOOII. UU111J, l/110 I _ T J . nrvrv t

present year, and also to the house where 8 November, 1890 after

for the time she lives, the servant of one of I
TJ est Cumberland limes

my neighbours tied a piece of string to a

lump of coal just before midnight of the old

year, laid the string across the doorsill, and
afterwards, as the clock at the church was

striking the hour of twelve, opened the door.

As soon as the last stroke sounded, she

pulled the piece of coal into the house, in

this way making sure that something came
into the house before anything was taken
out of it. This bringing in ensured good
luck all the year. If anything had gone out
first herself, for instance the year would

bring luck more or less of a serious nature.
An old man who was in service at one of

years

sixteen

A Hexham antiquary told

that a local vicar new to the

once gave great offence to the Elsdon

folks by quoting the rime in his church

magazine. This may be the source of MR.

PICKFORD'S cutting. JOHN OXBERRY.
Gateshead.

'CHARLIE, HE'S MY DARLING.' The alert

and definitive authorities who furnish readers

of the newspapers with literary information

have just circulated a report that Mr. T. F.

Henderson has traced
*' Burns's

4 Charlie is

my Darling
' " to its source. Mr. Henderson,

ever since he wrote with Mr. Henley regard-*AU \J IV^l UlCftU " I1VJ " C*O A1A Q^& T A^V OTV V**V W* I W V W ,.^--
* J J

the greater houses near here made it a ing the Scottish poet, has been considered a

practice for fifty years (up to the year of his leading factor in the movement by which

death) to bring, on the last stroke of twelve
as the year died, something into the house
a log of wood, a bushel of corn, or a skepful
of some farm produce ; and, as my informant
(a lady, by the way) said, there was always
luck during the thirty years or so she had
known that house.

1 remember as a lad in Derbyshire how on

Burns is to be proved merely an outcome,

and not an original force. What he himself

has intimated on the subject may probably
come up for consideration hereafter ;

mean-

while, it may not be amiss to say a word on

the misleading statement that has been

widely published through the medium of the

newspapers. In the first place, 'Charlie is
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my Darling
'

is by Lady Nairne, and there is

no song under the same title associated with

Burns, 'Charlie, He's my Darling,' being
'that which has been doubtfully assigned to
"him by some of his editors. Secondly, Burns
never claimed this particular lyric as his, and
'there is nothing in it that is indicative of his

'manner. He sent it, as he sent other anony-
mous things, to Johnson's Musical Museum,
,nd it has been gratuitously assumed that,"
as it was never seen in print before," it may

Tfairly be claimed as his own composition.
This uncritical judgment is very unjust to

the poet's memory, and it furnishes a special
opportunity for such conclusions as Mr.
Henderson's followers are ready to draw from
the results of his investigations. The pro-
bability, however, is that what has been
discovered is the original Jacobite lyric of
which that given in the Musical Museum is

a version, and if so it will be interesting to
see whether or not Burns edited his material.
That is absolutely all that can come of this

portentous revelation. So far, the poet's
laurels remain untarnished.

THOMAS BAYNE.

;'B.N".C."-In Thieme-Preusser's 'German
Dictionary

'

(revised edition, 1883) a book
with a large sale I find (p. 68): "B.N.C.=
Brazen Nose College (beriihmtes Bierlocal) !

"

I am not a B.N.C. man. H. C N.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

PIDGIN OR PIGEON ENGLISH Can any one
tell when this appellation came into use 1 I

seem to remember it in 1864, but no quotation
has been sent to us before 1876, and an
earlier one will be welcome. MR. JAMES
PLATT, to whom we are so much indebted for
his successful investigation of the history of
words derived from far-off languages, or used
in far-off English, in sending us a quotation
from S. W. Williarns's 'Middle Kingdom,'
ed. 1883, vol. ii. p. 402, "They do business in
the jargon called Pigeon English," has called
our attention to the fact that in the original
edition of 1848 the words used were "the
Canton English." This would seem to show
that "pidgin English" was not in use in

1848, or at least not considered worthy of

appearing in print. J. A. H. MURRAY.

KING EDGAR AND THE PEG-CUPS. As is no
doubt known to most readers of 'N. & Q.,' it

is stated in Hone's 'Year-Book,' under date
18 April,
"
King Edgar, in order to restrain the prevailing

habit of drunkenness, which had been introduced
among his subjects by the Danes, caused pins or

pegs to be fixed in drinking-cups, and ordained a

punishment to those who drank below their proper
marks."

One finds a similar statement in many
writers of the last three centuries, and even

earlier, for in 1592 Nashe, in
' Pierce Penni-

less
'

(Shaks. Soc.), 54, tells us

"King Edgar caused certaine yron cups to be
chained to everie well, and at everie vintner's door,
with yron pins in them, to stint euery man how
much he should drinke ; and he that went beyond
one of those pins forfeyted a pennie for everie

draught."

According to which Nashe seems to have

thought that water-drinking needed stinting
as much as beer- drinking.
But I do not want now to raise the great

question of peg-cups or peg tankards, which I

dare say has been discussed to the bottom in
4 N. & Q.' years ago. All I want to know is,

What is the original authority that attributes

to King Edgar the measure alleged, or at

least where does the story first appear? I

know, of course, about the Council or Synod
of London in 1102, which ordained

" Ut
presbyteri non eant ad potationes, nee ad

pinnas bibant
"

;
but whatever this meant

Fuller rendered it "drink at pins" it was a

long time after the days of Edgar. Did the

latter make any similar ordinance ?

J. A. H. MURRAY.
[DR. MURRAY is right in supposing that pegs in

drinking vessels have been fully discussed in
* N. & Q.' Many articles will be found in 9th S.

iv., ix.]

" METROPOLITAN TOE." What is the allu-

sion in the following passage 1

"The aptest embleme of the Prelate himselfe.

Who being a pluralist, may under one Surplice
which is also linnen, hide foure benefices besides the

metropolitan toe." 1642, Milton, 'Apology for

Smect.,' Works, 1851, vol. iii. 275.

The phrase seems to have been current, as it

occurs again :

" When Arch-bishop Abbot was suspended we
might say his metropolitan toe was cut off." 1673,
R. Leigh,

'

Transp. Reh.,' 127.

HENRY BRADLEY.
Clarendon Press.

GENERAL LA POYPE General La Poype
was made prisoner in St. Domingo in 1803

by our troops, and brought to England. Can
any reader of

' N. & Q.' give me a hint as to

the most likely place to look for records of

this French officer and his nephew, who
was captured with him and died in England ?
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I understand the general was well treated,
and lived in one of our Southern shires, and
was on good terras with the gentry of the
district. R. B. MARSTON.

"
OCEAN, 'MID HIS UPROAR WILD." I am

engaged in editing for the Archiv f. N. Spr.
three of Coleridge's letters, which the poet
wrote from Germany on his tour through
the Harz mountains, and I find a quotation
from a poet which I unable to trace. I have
sought it in vain in the quotation books of

Wood, Bartletb, Dalbiac, and Bohn. The
quotation has a Byronish tinge ;

it runs :

Ocean, 'mid his uproar wild,
Speaks safety to his Island Child !

The poet quotes these verses in comparing
a "miserable post" with the words "Pays
neutre " on it to the natural defence of Eng-
land by the ocean. I shall be very grateful
for information concerning their author.

DR. ERICH VOLLMER.
D. Wilmersdorf b. Berlin.

[We recall two lines which somewhat resemble
those quoted by DR. VOLLMER:

And never was heard such an outcry wild
As welcomed to earth the ocean child.

They occur in Bryan Waller Procter's song beginning
The sea, the sea, the open sea.]

MESSENGER FAMILY, FORMERLY OF FOUN-
TAINS AND CAYTON. I should be glad to
have information about the above especially
from the date of Dugdale's Visitation, 1664,
and the extinction of the family about 1806.

R. TRAPPES LOMAX.
The Manor House, Chatham, Clitheroe.

"JAMES" UNIVERSITY. Can any reader
inform me what is the University referred
to under the name of " James "

in the catch

quoted below, which I have found in a col-

lection called
' Catch that Catch Can,' by

James Hilton, 1652 ?

As there be three blew beans in a blew Bladdor,
And thrice three rounds in a long ladder

;

As there be three nooks in a corner Cap,
And three corners and one in a Map ;

Even so, like unto these, there be three Univer-
sities,

Oxford, Cambridge, and James.

S. F. HULTON.
10, King's Bench Walk, Temple.

TOWER OF LONDON. A friend of mine has

diligently sought, with a view to purchase,
a second- hand copy of Britton and Bray ley's
*

Memoirs of the Tower of London,' London,
1830, 8vo, 374 pp. Among the illustrations
are representations of the execution of Lady
Jane Grey, the moat, and the Traitor's Gate.

Appeal is now made to your helpful pages,
in the hope that some reader may know of a

copy for sale. EUGENE F. McPiKE.
290, East 42nd Street, Chicago, U.S.

REGINALD FITZ URSE. Can any of your
readers kindly tell me where I can obtain

information as to the life preferably
domestic of Reginald Fitz Urse, one of the

murderers of Thomas a Becket ?

C. R, STONE.

Helensbourne, Abingdon, Berks.

THE CONDADO. In December, 1652, soon

after the unfortunate battle off Dungeness,
a cruiser attached to the Dutch fleet picked

up, off Dover, "a flyboat of London coming
from the Condado with figs, the merchant

being named William Watts." Condado,
which is also written CondaU, seems to be

the Spanish of the Italian contado and the

English county, and in itself is a general and

utterly vague term. A seventeenth- century
Italian atlas which I consulted has, in the

very neighbourhood of the Straits of Dover,
Contado di Hollandia, di Flandra, and di

Bolonia probably also many others in many
different neighbourhoods. All these appear
to be outside the limit of inquiry ;

as well as

the several inland towns of Spain called

Condado. I take it that " the Condado"
named was a maritime district not a

town from which figs were habitually

brought, though not necessarily
^
grown

there. Will some one familiar with the

history of the fig trade please help me to

identify it?

I do nofc know whether the name William

Watts may suggest anything, but in 1727

one Richard Watts was factor at Smyrna.
J. K. LAUGHTON.

DURHAM GRADUATES. I should be glad to

receive information concerning the following :

Anderson, Philip, L.Th., 1838.

Dalton, Thomas, B.A., 1838.

Davison, John, L.Th., 1836.

Grieve, John, L.Th., 1836.

Griffith, Henry Deer, B.A., 1837.

Mackay, William, L.Th., 1838.

Massie, Charles, L.Th., 1836.

Pratt, Robert Forster, B.A., 1836.

Robinson, Ralph, B.A., 1836.

Watson, William Thomas, B A., 1836.

W. C. BOULTER.
28, Queen's Road, Bayswater, W.

SIR GEORGE YONGE. Can any of your
correspondents give me particulars of Sir

George Yonge, who is referred to in
* The

Life of Sir John Beverly Robinson' (Chief
Justice of Upper Canada), by his son, Major-
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General Robinson (Blackwood, 1894)? Sir

George is there mentioned (chap. i. p. 11.), as

Secretary of State in 1788. I should be glad
to hear what is known of his life, parentage,
&c. E. S. M.

[There is a full account in the '

D.N.B.']

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED :

When love unites, wide space divides in vain ;

And hands may clasp across the spreading main.

OVERY.
The thunder down the dark ravine
Crashed rattling from on high.

C. TUPMAN.

SIR R. PEEL'S FRANKED AND STAMPED
LETTERS. In 1846 Sir Robert Peel wrote two
letters to John Singleton, Esq., of Quinville,
co. Clare, concerning the Irish famine. Both
of the fine envelopes were franked as well as

stamped. Is any other example of this phila-
telic curiosity known to exist 1 It seems that
about 1838 Peel franked thousands of beauti-
ful envelopes forhimself and friends, not then
anticipating the Act of 1840. His envelopes
being the finest then known, he complied
with the law by adding the penny stamp to
the innocent "frank." I believe that it is

little known that he was most liberal with
his franked envelopes, as I have seen some
of them covering letters of his politica

opponents. JAS. HAYES.
Church Street, Ennis.

PORTMAN FAMILY. From an article on the
Portman family under '

Political Pen Pic
tures

'

in The King of 23 Dec., 1905, I cull the
following extract :

" Far more ancient than either of these [Somer
set] families is that of the Port-mans of Orchard
Portman. The ' Men of the Gate ' were already
famous in the days of the warrior king Edward I
They have ever since played an important part in
our national history."

What authority is there for supposing that
Portman = the " Men of the Gate "

? and
what mention is there of them in history ?

K. T.

SIR GERARD (OR GARRETT) FLEETWOOD.
He was of Crawley, Hants, the second or
third son of Sir William Fleetwood, of Gran-
ford, Middlesex, Receiver of the Court of

Wards, by his wife Joan, sister to Gervase,
Lord Clifton of Leighton Bromswold. He
was knighted 14 July, 1603; Ranger of
Woodstock Park, 1611

; M.P. for Woodstock
in 1625 and 1626. A Royalist in the Civil
War, he compounded for his delinquency on
16 December, 1647, being fined 570/. At the
same time he was assessed at 4001.

; but
upon proving that his debts were more than

the total value of his estate, this assessment
was remitted. He is said to have married

Isabel, daughter of Hercy Neville, of Grove,
Notts, and widow successively of Sir John
Harper and Sir Peter Frescheville, Kt.
(Hunter's

* Fam. Min. Gen.,' iv. 1235)."
Isabel, lady ffleetewood, wife of Sir

Garrett ffleetewoode," was buried at Bath
Abbey, 24 November, 1642 (Genealogist, vi.

N.S. 94). When did Sir Gerard die? He
was still living on 6 May, 1651, when he was
further fined 66/. for a portion of his estate
not previously compounded for, but must
then have been in advanced years. He is

said to have died without issue, but he had
at least one son, Dutton Fleetwood, who
matriculated at Queen's College, Oxford,
11 October, 1639, aged sixteen.

W. D. PINK.
Lowton, Newton-le-Willows.

DEVONSHIRE FUNERAL CUSTOMS. I have
been spending Christmas at the vicarage of
a small village in Devonshire, and noticed
there two things which were new to me, but
which I was told are the regular custom
there.

1. On the morning of the day on which a
funeral is to take place, one of the church
bells is rung at eight o'clock for about five

minutes.
2. On the following Sunday the mourners

come to church, and together occupy the

same seat, but take no part in the service,
remain seated all through it, use no books,
but frequently apply their handkerchiefs to

their faces. Is this a practice followed in

many English villages 1 THOMAS RUTT.

[Many articles on the observance of Mourning
Sunday will be found in 9th S. ix., x., xi.]

MOTHER CHRISTMAS. It is somewhat
strange that this expression is far from
common almost unknown. In connexion
with children's pleasures the mother comes

first, and father keeps a back seat, except at

the Christmas season, when it is Father
Christmas and Daddy Christmas from bottom
to top of the house. At any rate, that

was my experience when a lad, before my
faith in the deeds of Father Christmas was
broken. Now and then a child would ask

about the Mother Christmas, but this was

rare, and seems a bit surprising, since mother
rules as the "

angel of the house.
" As a lad

I knew nothing about "Santa Glaus," not

then introduced into children's Christmas

keeping. Father or Daddy Christmas was
the one who carried the bountiful bag, and
tumbled down the chimney into the hung-

up stockings the dear presents precious
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enough then, but not to be compared wit!
what tumbles into the stocking in these day*
of toys and joys without number. Do they
talk about Mother Christmas anywhere

1

?

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

COLLINGWOOD'S DESCENDANTS. In the

Trafalgar Centenary celebrations it seems to

have been assumed that there are now no
living descendants of Admiral Lord Colling-
wood. He left two daughters to survive
him, viz

, Sarah, wife of George Newnham,
barrister-at-law, and Mary Patience, wife ol

Mr. Anthony Denny, these ladies being also
coheiresses to their mother, Sarah, daughtei
of John Erasmus Blackett, proprietor of a
beautiful estate at Hethpool, in the Cheviots.

George Newnham assumed the additional
name of Collingwood, and published a bio

graphy of his distinguished father-in-law
He is stated to have died a disappointed man,
owing to the refusal, or neglect, of the
Government of the day to make him a peer
under the title of Baron Collingwood.
Both Mrs. Newnham - Collingwood and

Mrs. Denny left issue, and I have reason to
believe that descendants of the latter are in

existence. I shall be glad of information
about them or about Mrs. Newnham -

Collingwood's children.

J. C. HODGSON, F.S.A.
Alnwick.

FAME.
(10

th S. iv. 249.)

To find Fame, in the sense of Renown,
represented in the way MR. H. J. BARKER
mentions is very common in modern
times

;
but I do not think she was ever

so depicted by the ancients. 3q/7, as

personified by Hesiod (' Works and Day?,'
760 sqq.), and Fama as personified by Virgil

('.^n.,
7

iv. 173-88, and ix. 474), Ovid ('Met.,
5

xii. 39 sqq.\ Valerius Flaccus (ii. 116 sqq.) and
Statius ('Theb,'iii. 426 sqq.) y stand rather
for Report or Rumour than for Renown, and
in the above passages no mention is made of
a trumpet or a wreath.
Fama does not seem to be frequently repre-

sented in works of art. Spence in his

'Polymetis' (I quote from the second edition)
gives a representation of her as a nude
winged figure, the upper portion of the wings
being studded with eyes (pi. xxix. fig. 4), and
with reference to it says (at p. 214) :

"The only figure I have ever seen of her is the
little one in brass in the Great Duke's collection at
Florence, from which this was copied."

On p. 149, n. 67, he says :

"
I have never observed any figure of Gloria

among the antiques 1 have met with. The Roman
poets speak of her sometimes in a good, and some-
times in a bad sense."

Of the bad sense i.e , as equivalent to

Jactantia he gives as an example Horace,
*

Epist.' II. i. 177. He might have added
'Odes,' I. xviii. 15, and 'Sat.,' I. vi. 23; and

Vergil, '^En ,' xi. 708. As exemplifying the

good sense he quotes Silius, xv. 98, and Vale-

rius Flaccus, i 78 sqq.
On the same page Spence refers to pi. xxiii.

fig. 2, a delineation of Honos, taken from a
common medal of the reign of Titus, on
which he appears partially draped, and hold-

ing a spear in one hand and a horn of plenty
in the other, and adds :

" He is called Honos on a medal too, where you
see him joined with Virtus ; and they perhaps
generally made a male of this deity, and called him
by the name of Honos, rather than Gloria ;

because
the latter was sometimes used in a bad sense (for

Vain-Glory) among them."

"Honos et Virtus" are, I take it, approxi-
mately equivalent to "Fame and Valour,"
our morestrictly ethical conceptionsof Honour
and Virtue being rather foreshadowed by the
Roman ideas of which Fides and Justitia are

the respective tallies. Temples of Honos and
Virtus, so connected that the former was

only approachable through the latter were
vowed by M. Claudius Marcellus, and dedi-

cated by his son about B.C. 204. C. Marius
built another temple to these deities on the

Arx Capitolina about B c. 101.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

Samuel Butler, who was Milton's con-

temporary, took another view of Fame
Hudibras,

3 Part II. canto i. 45, &c.). His
Fame would seem to be Rumour rather than
Renown ; but, after all, what is Renown but
established Rumour?

There is a tall long-sided dame
(But wond'rous light) ycleped Fame,
That like a thin cameleon boards
Herself on air, and eats her words ;

Upon her shoulders wings she wears
Like hanging sleeves, lined through with ears,
And eyes and tongues, as poets list,

Made good by deep mythologist ;

With these she through the welkin flies,

And sometimes carries truth, oft lies.

Two trumpets she does sound at once,
But both of clean contrary tones ;

But whether both with the same wind,
Or one before, and one behind.
We know not ; only this can tell,

The one sounds vilely, th' other well ;

And therefore vulgar authors name
The one Good, th' other Evil Fame.

There is a valuable note on the black and
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the white wings of Fame in Sir Egerton
Brydges's edition of Milton (vol. v. p. 124) :

"Milton, in his poem 'In Quint. Nov.,' speaking
of Fame, says,

Induit et variis exilia corpora plumis.
I do not recollect any instance of Fame having two
wings of different colours assigned by any of the
Roman poets. Milton seems to have equipped his

deity very characteristically, by borrowing one
wing from Infamy, and another from Victory or

Glory, as they are both described by Silius Itali'cus ;

where Virtue contrasts herself with Pleasure or

Dissipation, Ixv. 95 :

Atris
Circa to semper volitans Infamia pennis ;

Mecum Honor, et Laudes, et laeto Gloria vultu,
Et Decus, et niveis Victoria concolor alis.

Ben Jonson in one of his Masks introduces Fama
Bona attired in white, with white wings ; and she
terms herself

' the white-wing'd maid.' Dunster."

ST. SWITHIN.

The passage quoted from 'Samson Agon-
istes

'

has always puzzled the attentive
reader of Milton. Jortin's comments on
Milton are generally of a high order, and in
this case especially so. He cannot tell why
Milton makes Fame a god, unless deities are
of both sexes. For since Hesiod deified her
as a goddess all other poets have followed
on. Jortin carries it further with v. 19 of
1

Lycidas
'

:

So may some gentle Muse,
With lucky words favour my destined urn ;

And as he passes turn,
And bid fair peace be to my sable shroud.

Jortin says it may be a "
false print," mean-

ing misprint. I think it can be read as

referring to the body of Lycidas,
"
in sable

shroud," floating by. Possibly Hesiod's fyprj
might have led Milton to think of Rumour,
and so treat it as masculine. The names on
the wings are from Horace, Jortin thinks
(' Ode/ II. ii. 7). I do not quite see that they
are so. Chaucer far more naturally saw the
hill of this

" House of Fame" engraven
" with

famous folkes names," and to show the
transiency of Fame he makes some of the
letters scarcely legible :

They weran almost off-thawen so,
That of the letters one or two
Were molte away of ev'ry name.

Bacon in his 'Wisdom of the Ancients'
makes Fame the sister of the giants or
Titans, who made a war on Jove. When they
were slain by lightning, the earth, their
mother, in her wrath brought forth Fame.
This he gets from *^En.,'iv. 178. He winds
all up thus :

"So as rebellious actions and seditious reports
differ nothing in kind and blood, but as it were in
sex only, the one sort being masculine and the
other feminine.

This is really cleverly dexterous, and gives
a little support to my suggestion above,
that Milton was thinking of Rumour. The
seditious reports are rumores.

It would be a very valuable contribution
to literature if some erudite person would
re-edit the * Wisdom of the Ancients,' going
through the whole of the mythological allu-

sions, which are innumerable, and giving
references to the authorities supporting them.
I have on many occasions wished to trace the

allusions, and frequently have been unable to

find any authority for them. May it be

supposed that often there is none 1

In the 'Classical Manual' Fame is said to

be represented by Greeks and Romans with

wings on her back, and a trumpet, or double

trumpet, in her hand. This to denote that
she gives forth either truth or falsehood.

Mistaque cum veris passim commenta vagantur
Millia rumorum.

Ovid, 'Met.,' xii. 54.

In Virgil's grand description of Fame
referred to above she is shown as a gigantic
monster of innumerable tongues, mouths,
eyes, and ears. Lovely is the line of descrip-
tion, a miracle of exquisite speech, that

quite accounts for Dante's worship of his

guide and master :

Nocte volat cceli medio, terrseque per umbram
Stridens.

Her immensity is depicted by her raising
herself into the air, yet still continuing to

tread the earth, though her head is hidden in

the clouds, like a growing volume of smoke.
She enlarges at each repetition, viresque

acquirit eundo. Nobody has ever gone much
beyond this.

The abridged Pplymetis says she is repre-
sented in the Vatican Virgil as flying with a

message from Juno to Turnus, with a glory
round her head, surrounded with clouds, and
a veil so held in each hand as to circle over-

head in emblem of her bow> and to show her
to be an inhabitant of the air. Lucian seems
to think the eyes and ears all over her body are

rather ridiculous. Symbols represented in

painting must constantly be incongruous.
C. A. WARD.

Walthamstow.

Fame should be represented by an angel
with wings and blowing of trumpet, but not

necessarily, one would have thought, holding
a wreath. The mediseval wreath is supposed
to have been adopted by the Crusaders, in

the fourteenth century, from the Saracenic

turban, to distinguish a knight, and consisted

of the twisted garland of cloth by which the

knightly crest was affixed or held to the

helmet. The decorative wreath of leaves,
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however, would be quite appropriately carried

by an angel as a messenger of fame, since it

was used to crown the victors in games and
conquerors in war

;
but it is apparently

appropriated more generally to the goddess
of successful conquest, Victory, who carries
a palm branch or a laurel crown. A bas-
relief on the Arch of Titus represents that

emperor in his car at the procession on
account of the conquest of Jerusalem, and
behind him stands a winged figure of Victory,
holding a crown of gold (corona triumphalis\
made in imitation of laurel leaves, over the

conqueror's head.
J. HOLIVEN MACMICHAEL.

6, Elgin Court, W.

It is not easy to say which of the many
representations of Fame is the most correct,
but Virgil's description Jiolds a high place.
See *

JSneid,' iv. 174-88.

J. A. J. HOUSDEN.
In * Bacon's Essays,' edited by W. 0.

Taylor, LLD., is an artistic vignette of Fame
blowing a trumpet heavenwards with her
right hand, and pointing downward to earth
with her left. The description is given
underneath :

" The poets make Fame a monster
; they describe

her in part finely and elegantly, and in part gravely
and sententiously ; they say look how many feathers
she hath, so many eyes she hath underneath, so
many tongues, so many voices, she pricks up so
many ears." P. 82.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

CATALOGUES OF MSS. (10
th S. iv. 368, 415,

436, 531). No argument appears necessary
to enforce the importance of the general
availability of the Catalogues of the MSS. in
the British Museum, especially to students
resident in the country, and it is a matter
for regret that a larger number of the public
libraries have not complete sets of these
invaluable publications. MR. MASON refers
to the fact that in the list supplied to him
by the Museum authorities no price was
affixed to the 'Index to the Additions, 1783
to 1835.' The reason, no doubt, is that the
Index in question is not to be acquired at

any price. It is a volume issued in 1849,
and, if I am rightly informed, only 100 copies
were printed. The collections of Cole,
Woolley, Burrell, Hayley, Syrnmes, Bray,
Kerrich, Essex, Wood, Banks, Mitchell, and
Stepney are all included in this invaluable
Index, which runs from the conclusion of the

Ayscough Catalogue, No. 5,017 to 10,018,
and includes over a hundred of the Sloane
collection transferred to the MS. Depart-

ment after the publication of the Ayscough
Catalogue, and not included therein. Some
years ago I had to borrow from London a

copy of this volume, as no copy was to be
found in any of the libraries in Manchester.
Since that time, I am happy to say, I have
been able to complete my set of the Museum
Catalogues by adding this volume. I rather
think that there is no printed and published
catalogue of some two or three thousand of
the Museum MSS., nor any indication in

print of their contents, save what this Index
affords. It is some time since I worked on
these catalogues, but believe that the un-

catalogued numbers are between 5,017 and
7,084, or possibly up to 8,220, when the

catalogue of acquisitions in 1831 commences.
W. A. COPINGER.

Kersal Cell, Manchester.

CAMPBELLS IN THE STRAND (10
th S. iv. 509).

No trace is left either of the original
"Three Crowns," or of the "Globe" Tavern
at the corner of Craven Street, which the
"Three Crowns "

is, in one instance at least,

described as being next door to. In 1683
this "Three Crowns" was the sign of John
Wright, haberdasher (* London Bankers,' by
F. G. H. Price), before, of course, the Camp-
bell in question moved to the premises in

the Strand afterwards those of Campbell
& Coutts. John Campbell died in 1712,
but his name was retained, for the firm
was styled Campbell & Coutts until 1756,

owing to George Campbell, a relative of

James, having been taken into partnership
by Middleton. In 1756 Campbell & Coutts
were advertised as treasurers for the British

Lying-in Hospital for Married Women, in

Brownlow Street, Long Acre ( Whitehall

Evening Post, 23 Dec., 1756). In Wheatley's
' London ' we are told that Coutts <fc Co.
were established in St. Martin's Lane, in the

reign of Queen Anne, by one Middleton, a

goldsmith, and John Campbell, a relative of

the Duke of Argyll. See also
* London

Bankers,' by F. G. Hilton Price
;
and * Coutts

& Co.,' by Ralph Richardson, F.S.A.Scot.
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

George Campbell was the Campbell of both
Middleton & Campbell and Campbell &
Coutts. He was son of John Campbell, of

Campbell & Middleton The Week of 20 July,
1870, says he was a cadet of the house of

Argyll ;
but the genealogy of the article is

slovenly, and I have been unable to verify,

corroborate, or negative the statement.

George died sp. His sister Elizabeth married
John Peagrum, of Colchester and Knights-
bridge, and her daughter married James
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Coutts, of London, banker. I think there
must be some error about the date 1692, for

George Middleton of Campbell & Middleton
was only born in 1682. K. R. Stoddart gives
the tale of the ten-year-old boy taking his

future father-in-law into partnership ; but, as

other statements show, he was prone to listen

to garrulous persons.
M. McGlLCHRIST-GlLCHRIST.

4, Queen Street, Edinburgh.

STAINES BRIDGE (10
th S. iv. 469, 536).

"This bridge consists principally of three

extremely flat segmental arches of granite,
the middle arch being of 74 ft. span and the
lateral ones 66 ft. each." This is from Bray-
ley's

*

Surrey,' vol. ii. p. 277, and the next
sentence is the comment upon the narrow-
ness of the 9ft. piers, which I should like to

prove or disprove. F. TURNER.

SEMPER FAMILY (10
th S. iv. 487). This

name occurs very rarely in the English
records which I have consulted, and I have
not yet seen it once in the Irish. Though
the few references found may not relate to

the family of Semper of Montserrat, yet it

may be worth recording instances of this un-
common name.

It is found twice in the ' Letters and
Papers, Foreign and Domestic,' of Henry VIII.

(ed. Brewer and Gairdner) :

I. "A book of prests of money in Seland
to shipmen by Lelegrave's bidding, and writ-

ing for the King's business done per Semper."
Various sums paid to shipmen in Zealand by
LeJegrave's bidding from 3 Aug. to 15 Sept.
To Bowen Adrien at Midilborowe by Wm.
Beynam, To Adrian Bos, by Semper and
Beynam, 36. 5s. Fl. Each payment is

signed by the mark of the receiver. (14

pages.) Date 1530.

2. Certificate by Robert Ross, curate of

Watford, Line, dioc., 18 April, 1537, that he
has heard the confession of Katharine
Yngram and administered the sacrament to
her. Signed in the same hand : Robertus
Semper. (In Latin, small paper, 1 page.)
This person is described as "Semper alias

Ross "
in the index.

The next reference is in the
* Acts of the

Privy Council,'
" At the Sterre Chambre, the

vij
th of Maye, 1550." "A warraunt to

to paie unto John Sely and Bartholomew
Semper Ivij

11

xviij
8

viij
d due unto them for

water cariages in the Kinges Majesties
service to the fortificacions of Alderney."
The only other mention of this name which

at present I have come across is in Bryan's
'Dictionary of Painters and Engravers,' in
which an account is given of G. Semper, a

celebrated architect, who was born at Ham-
burg in 1804. One of his principal works
was the theatre at Dresden. In consequence
of political troubles he came to England,
and was made an Associate of the Royal
Academy. In May, 1879, he died rather

suddenly at Rome. CHR. WATSON.

DUCIEMORE (10
th S. iv. 328). "Moor" being

the Anglo-Saxon mor waste land, or land
rendered waste by water, would not Ducie-
more be merely the moor appertaining to one
of the name of Ducie? Although it is not

apparent from gazetteers at hand in which

county Duciernoor is situated, it is perhaps
remarkable that there is a Moreton in Staffs

and a Moreton-in-the-Marsh in North-East
Gloucestershire, in which county is Tort-

worth Hall, the seat of the Earl of Ducie,
whose ancestor Matthew Ducie Moreton (son
or grandson, apparently, of Sir Robert Ducie,
founder of the family) was created, in 1720,
Lord Ducie, Baron of Moreton in the county
of Stafford. The Tortworth barony was one
of subsequent creation to that of Moreton in

Staffordshire. J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

"DRINKINGS": "DRINKING TIME" (10
th S.

iv. 506). Halliwell says of "drinking" : "This
term is now applied to a refreshment betwixt
meals taken by farm labourers." "Leven,"
"levener," "leven o'clock/' "bever," and
"lowance" are all used to cover a slight

snap in the field, and mean any trivial

refreshment taken between regular meal-

times. Then, again, we find
"
to drink by

word of mouth," which often happened at

these times. A bottle of beer was carried

into the hayfield, and several workers would
search fora vessel to pour the precious liquor

into, but the search might be unsuccessful ;

then it was agreed "to drink byword of

mouth "
in other words, to imbibe direct

from the orifice in the bottle. This gave the

advantage to the one who drank first, more

especially if he was accustomed to this mode
of swallowing. It did not ensure an equal
division of drink to all in the company. The

saying has a kind of classic origin, as it was
used by Shad well, who succeeded Dryden as

Poet Laureate. W. W. GLENNY.
Barking, Essex.

ANTONIO CANOVA IN ENGLAND (10
th S. iv.

448, 518). Your correspondent will find in

Lectures on Painting and Design/ by B. R.

Haydon, the following notice on p. 224 :

'At this 'crise de la bataille' Waterloo was
won ; Canova was sent officially to Paris, to arrange
the departure of the Apollo, &c., for Rome [1815].

My intimate friend, Hamilton, met Canova at the

Duke's in Paris : the Elgin Marbles were often the
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topic of talk : Canova was officially coming to thank
the Prince Regent; and on this important visit

rested our only hopes ! In November, 1815, Canova
arrived, and was at Burnet's Hotel. Wilkie saw
him first, and, not understanding him, came to the

Student, and declared he did not think highly of

the Marbles : the Student hurried away to the

Foreign Office, where Hamilton was Under-Secre-

tary, and they went toCanova's immediately. After
the ceremonies of introduction were over, he asked
him,

* What do you think of the Marbles ?
' He

replied they were the finest things on earth, and he
would have walked barefoot from Rome to have
seen them. He added the union of life and idea
was perfect, and that they would overturn the
whole system of form in high art. Hamilton took
him the first time he went to the Marbles : the
Student went with him the second time, and he

(Canova) said he always believed the genuine works
of the Greeks had even more of every-day nature
than we saw in the other ancient works. Backed
as all admirers were thus by Canova, the Govern-
ment began to melt, for the ministers saw they
must become the ridicule of Europe if they obsti-

nately persisted in their indifference, and in the

following year, 181G, a Committee was granted."

In the same volume, on p. 292, is the follow-

ing interesting letter :

Translation of a Letter from the Caviller Canova
to the Earl of Elgin.

London, 10th November, 1815.

MY LORD, Permit me to express the sense of the

great gratification which I have received from
having seen in London the valuable antique
Marbles which you have brought hither from
Greece. I think that I can never see them often

enough, and although my stay in this great capital
must be extremely short, I dedicate every moment
that I can spare to the contemplation of these cele-

brated remains of ancient art. I admire in them
the truth of nature, united to the choice of the
finest forms. Everything here breathes life, with a

veracity, with an exquisite knowledge of art, but
without the least ostentation or parade of it, which
is concealed by consummate and masterly skill.

The naked is perfect flesh, and most beautiful in
its kind. I think myself happy in having been able
to see with my own eyes these distinguished works

;

and I should feel perfectly satisfied if 1 had come to
London only to view them. Upon which account
the admirers of art, and the artists, will owe to your
lordship a lasting debt of gratitude for having
brought amongst us these noble and magnificent
pieces of sculpture ; and for my own part I beg
leave to return you my own most cordial acknow-
ledgments ; and

I have the honour to be, c.,

CANOVA.
In 'The Life and Writings of Henry Fuseli,

Esq., M.A.R. A.,' vol. i. p. 313 (published 1831),
is a reference to Canova :

"Canova visited England in the summer of

1816, and was then very much struck with the
pictures, as well as pleased with Fuseli's society.
This eminent sculptor remarked that he not only
showed the brilliancy of genius in his conversation,
but that he spoke Italian with the purity of a well-
educated native of Rome."
In the life of Roubiliac by Allan Cunning-

ham are the following remarks by Canova

upon the statue of Eloquence by Roubiliac-

on the monument to the memory of the

Duke of Argyle in Poets' Corner, West-
minster Abbey :

"He [Canova] was so struck with its beauty, he
stood before it full ten minutes, muttered his-

surprise in his native language passed on, and

returning in a few minutes said,
* This is one of the=

noblest statues I have seen in England.'
"

Canova was very friendly with Sir Francis

Chantrey, and greatly appreciated his work,
and when he returned to Italy he sent Sir

Francis Chantrey a colossal bust of himself.

This bust, after Chantrey's decease, was

purchased by my master, Edwin Smith,

sculptor, and is now in the Museum, Weston
Park, Sheffield. I believe Canova exhibited

his statue of Terpsichore in the Royal
Academy at the same time as Sir Francis

Chantrey exhibited his beautiful group of

'The Sleeping Children.'

In Flaxman's lectures on sculpture there is

an interesting address on the death of

Canova. CHARLES GREEN.
18, Shrewsbury Road, Sheffield.

ROLL OF CARLAVEROCK (10
th S. iv. 529).

There are at least two English translations

of this. The most recent is that published,
with notes, by T. Wright, 1864; but the

earlier edition of the Anglo-Norman verse,

with an English translation by Sir Harris

Nicolas, 1828, is valuable for the biographical
notices of the personages mentioned by the

poet. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

The Antiquarian Repertory (1779), vol. ii.

pp. 107, &c., gives a version from the Cotton-

ian MS. (Caligula A. xviii.).

JOHN RADCLIFFE.

[MR. F. G. HALEY and MR. R. 0. HESLOP also-

thanked for replies.]

TWIZZLE-TWIGS (10
th S. iv. 507). This name

for the jointed rush is known in the
^Mid-

lands generally, I should say. Small

branches twisted on trees are
" twizzled

"

together, and other things in a state of con-

fusion are
4t twizzled" or " ravelled."

THOS. RATCLIFFE.

Worksop.

There is a Yorkshire hamlet called Wig-
twizzle, ten miles north-west of Sheffield.

The name has been variously spelt since

the time of Edward I. The following are

samples: Wygestwysell (1280), Wytwisle
(1329), Wiggetwisell (1638), Twigtwizell (in

Brad field parish register, 1707), Wihtwizzle

(Ordnance Survey, 1891). Is it possible that

the name is in any way connected with the
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twizzle-twigs, or jointed rush, mentioned by
MR. STILWELL? The hamlet stands 700ft.
above sea-level, on the edge of the celebrated
Broornhead grouse moors, where, however,
logs and rushy olaces frequently occur.

T. WALTER HALL.

TETE-A-TETE PORTRAITS IN { THE TOWN
AND COUNTRY MAGAZINE' (10

th S. iv. 241,

342, 462,522). There seems to be little doubt
that CAPT. HERBERT KING HALL has identi-

fied Admiral "Sternpost," for there is no
evidence that any other than Harry Paulet,
sixth Duke of Bolton, bore such a sobriquet.
The Magazine, however, gives a different

explanation of the origin of the nickname :

" He called, as it is said, a council of war with
his carpenter, in order to determine upon the reed
or imaginary state of his sternpost, and from whence
he has derived the title of Admiral Sternpost."

The editor of the '
Tete-a-Tetes' goes on

to give another obvious clue :

" Like his predecessor in his title, he was caught
in the same net by the lures of Polly Peachum. It
is true he could not boast that he had the original
Polly."

The reference, of course, points to Lavinia
Fenton, the Polly Peachum of

' The Beggar's
Opera/ who married Charles Paulet, third
Duke of Bolton, the uncle of Admiral Stern-

post. A comparison of this Tete-a-tete
portrait with a contemporary print would
probably clear away any uncertainty.
There are other blanks in my list which

a person well acquainted with naval bio

graphics would be able to fill up, such as
the Valiant Commander (vol. xii. 457), the
Gallant Admiral (vol. xiv. 171), the Blooms-

bury Bon Vivant (vol. xvii. 401), the Gallant
Sea Captain (vol. xix. 249), the Dastardly
Mariner (vol. xx. 200), and Old Nauticus
(vol. xx. 440). I hope that CAPT. KING
HALL can spare the time to refer to these

pages of the Magazine.
HORACE BLEACKLEY.

Fox Oak, Walton-on-Thames.

SCALLIONS (10
th S. iv. 327, 375). In the

'Promptorium Parvulorum,' iii. 442, undei
*

Scale, of a leddur,
7

quotations are given
from Palsgrave,

"
scale of a ladder

; escheilonj
and from Cotgrave, "a little ladder or skale
a small step or greece." W. C. B.

I think that I am misrepresented at th(

last reference when I am made to say thai

Bailey in his
'

Dictionary' (1740) gives "ar
ascalon" as being "a kind of small onior
of Ascalon, a City of Palestine." What
Bailey says, and what I said, was that "a
SCALLION is a kind of small onion o;

Ascalon." J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

WAKERLEY (10
th S. iv. 369, 433). Robert

/Vakerley was appointed rector of Covington,
luntingdonshire, in 1556, the patron of the

iving being "Lady Anna Russell, Countess
>f Bedford." He died in February, 1557,
ind willed to be buried in the chancel. He
eft 50s. to the church, and 50s. to the chancel

dilapidations, the 5l. to be in the hands of

Sir Anthony Hopkins and John Robynson,
of Spaldwick. Ri. Hopkins was appointed
prebendary of Spaldwick in 1557.

W. R. W.

CRICKET : PICTURES AND ENGRAVINGS
10th S. iv. 9, 132, 238, 496). In Mr. Lionel

Just's
'

History of Eton College,' Duckworth
k Co., 1899, facing p. 240, is a picture
described in the list of illustrations as "A
ricket-match at Eton. From a Fish

Strainer." In the foreground are the players

wearing knee-breeches and tall hats. The

umpire has top boots on. It is a single-
wicket game, close to the Thames. In the

background is Windsor Castle.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

I have just come upon an early example,
about 1790, oblong 8vo, probably an illustra-

tion from The Gentleman s Magazine or some
similar journal of the period. It is entitled

'View of Harrow School,' engraved (on

copper) by S. Rawle, and depicts seven boys,
in knee-breeches and white stockings,

engaged in the game. Only one wide short

wicket, of two stumps, is visible. The
familiar school and church form the back-

ground, and four other boys are merely
looking on. WM. JAGGARD.

139, Canning Street, Liverpool.

HERALDS' VISITATIONS,NORTHAMPTONSHIRE,
1681 (10

th S. iv. 530). Mr. W. C. Metcalfe, in

the preface to his edition of the Visitations

of the above county, 1564 and 1618, says :

"The third and last visitation of Northamp-
tonshire, including Rutlandshire, is that of

1681-2, being K.I. at the College of Arms,
no copy of which is known to exist else-

where." Mr. G. W. Marshall, in The

Genealogist, vol. ii. p. 265, N.S., states the

same.
'

JOHN RADCLIFFE.

THE POUND, ROCHESTER Row (10
th S. iv.

_j8). I am afraid that it is impossible to

hold out to MR. TANSLEY much hope as to a

picture of the old Pound being procurable.
I have no recollection of having seen one, and
I think that if such had been obtainable, it

would have been reproduced in Mr. J. E.

Smith's * Memorials of St. John the Evange-

list,' where one would naturally look for it
;

indeed, 1 have some faint recollection of its
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being inquired for at the time of the pre-
paration of that volume, presumably without
success. Mr. Smith thus alludes to this old
landmark in the old city :

"In the wide space at the junction of Old
Rochester Row and Rochester Row, once stood the
parish Found-house, a carpenter's shop, and a fine
old tree. The buildings Pound Place were re-

moved, and the site added to the public highway in
1864-5."

It is just possible that The Illustrated Lon-
don Neivs or The Illustrated Times the latter,
I think, had then a separate existence, being
afterwards absorbed by the other journal
depicted this quaint survival of the past at
the tirae'of its demolition

; or, if not, perhaps
it was done by The Builder. There was a
model of the building and its adjuncts, made
to scale, in the Westminster Industrial Exhi-
bition held in Victoria Street in 1879, but I

cannot say what became of it at the close of
the exhibition. I always felt that it was a

pity it was not secured by the parish authori-

ties, and placed permanently in the Free
Library in Great Smith Street. It would
now, in this era of constant changes, be of
much interest to Westminster residents and
others. The spot at which it stood has been
subjected to many changes. The huge ware-
house of the Army and Navy Stores, a new
fire station, and Grey Coat Gardens, consist-

ing of many suites of flats, are all recent addi-
tions. The only piece of antiquity here is the

Grey Coat Hospital, now a girls' school, and
that has had one or two additions made to it

during the last few years.
W. E. KARLAND OXLEY.

Westminster.

LONDON PAROCHIAL HISTORY (10
th S. iv.

288). See Thomas Allen's 'Hist, and Antiq. of

London,' 1828, vol. iii. SS. Anne and Agnes,
p. 37, and St. John Zachary, p. 57 ;

and James
Elmiss's '

Topographical Dictionary,' 1831,
p. 17 (SS. Anne and Agnes). "St. Anne's
was known as St. Anne in-the-Willows, and
later it might have been known as St. Anne-
in - the - Limes, from the lime - trees that
flourished before the church." (See Strype's
'Stow,' Book III. p. 101). Of this church
Weale, in his

'

Pictorial Handbook of London '

(Bohri, 1854), p. 312, says: "A square in-

terior, similar to St. Martin's, Ludgate, and
originally very symmetrical."
Among the prints belonging to the Cor-

poration of London in the Guildhall Library
are :

1. A view of SS. Anne and Agnes's church.
2. A drawing of the same.
3. The south prospect of the same, under

which is a circular letter to attend the

love-feast of SS. Anne and Agnes, 26 July,
1735.

4. SS. Anne and Agnes united with St.

John Zachary, with a description, 1814,

Coney del
,
Skelton sculp.

J. HOLDEN MAC-MICHAEL.

OPEN AIR PULPITS (10
th S. iv. 430). The

lovely old fourteenth - century
" Reader's

Pulpit" at Shrewsbury Abbey is often cited

as an external one, but was not originally so.

It was built within the refectory, and has

simply been rendered an open-air pulpit by
the destruction of its immediate surround-

ings. It stood, when erected, much as do
the well-known thirteenth - century one in

the refectory at Chester Cathedral and one
at Tintern

'

Abbey, and, like them, was
entered from the cloisters behind. A simi-

larly placed pulpit, of about the same date,

may be seen at Beaulieu Church, Hants.

The most perfect old open-air pulpit in

this country is in the first court of Magdalen
College, Oxford. It was incorporated into

that building, it is recorded, by Waynflete,
when he erected the present college (1473-

1481).
There is an external pulpit (modern) at

the north-west end of St. Mary's Church,

Whitechapel, and one has within recent years
been placed upon the north side of St. James's

Church, Piccadilly, an edifice built by Wren
in 1684.

At St. Die, in France, a pulpit exists

outside the cathedral, but within its cloisters.

Upon the north side of St. Lo Cathedral

(Normandy) there is an exterior pulpit ;
and

at Vitre (Ille-et-Vilaine) is one of the finest

exterior pulpits in the world. It is carried

up from the ground by a tall base and shaft,

is ornately carved, and surmounted by an

exceedingly beautiful spiral canopy.

Upon the north wall of St. Stephen's

Cathedral, Vienna, an external pulpit pro-

jects.

Quite a number of old outside pulpits may
be seen in Germany. Some are attached to

churches ; others are upon the edge of

churchyards ;
and a few are isolated in

cemeteries. One of the last is at Mainbern-

heim, in Bavaria. It is of Renaissance date,

its stone sounding-board (if so it may be

termed) supported by massive columns,

lapped by an ogee outlined roof, and sur-

mounted by a weather vane. It is approached
by winding stairs.

Aschaffenburg the minster church has

a parapet of open stonework enclosing its

yard. At one corner, carried upon a semi-

circular corbel, is a pulpit one that

thoroughly commands the ground outside,
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which lies, perhaps, 12 feet below it. Some-
what the same sort of arrangement may be
seen in the out-of-doors pulpit at Bamberg
(Bavaria).
In the interesting old town of Schwabisch-

Gmiind (Wiirtemberg) is the Salvator

Kirche, the lower part of which is excavated

(a kind of grotto) in the actual limestone

rock, and probably dates from pagan times.

The chapel above appeared to be of fifteenth-

century date. Near its altar, a doorway
gives access to an external octagonal pulpit,
which has figures carved upon each of its

cants.

Many will recollect with pleasure the
beautiful circular exterior pulpit of marble

(with a handsome sounding-board above,

taking the same outline), atone corner of the
cathedral at Prato, eleven miles from

Florence, and the exquisitely carved groups
of dancing figures with which the outside of

this cleverly designed rostrum is ornamented.
HARRY HEMS.

Fair Park, Exeter.

There is an external pulpit at the grand
cathedral of Seville.

It is perhaps surprising that no one has

suggested that low-side windows were to

serve as pulpits when an al fresco congrega-
tion was to be addressed. I should be sorry,

however, to have to maintain the theory.
ST. SWITHIN.

See 9th S. viii. 325, 394, 489 ;
ix. 56, 157, 356'

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

NELSON'S SIGNAL (10
th S. iv. 321, 370, 411,

471, 533). MR. WARD seems to think that I

oughtto transcribe, and 'N.&Q.'oughttoprint,
what the logs have to say about this signal.
I have no intention of doing so for my part,
or of asking our Editor to do so on his. I

gave MR. WARD the references, and if he
would devote to examining these some of the
time he spends in writing about what he
does not understand, he might arrive at a
definite conclusion. It would, at any rate,
be better than supporting his story by a
reference to an American common - place
book. J. K. LAUGHTON.

GARIOCH : ITS PRONUNCIATION (10
th S. v. 9).

In Aberdeenshire this word is invariably
pronounced Gherry the Gh hard as in ghetto,
the word as rhyming with sherry.

JOHN MURRAY.
50, Albemarle Street, W.

The pronunciation of Garioch as a surname
(and it is so uncommon that there is only one
person so named in the Scotch ecclesiastical

list in * Oliver & Boyd's Edinburgh
Almanac ') in the north of Scotland is Gerry
G hard, and e as in Kerry. I can hardly

think that M.A.P. is correct, as cited by MR,
PLATT, in giving

"
Geevy

" as the pronun-
ciation of

" Garioch (the title) "the eldest
son of the Earl of Mar bears the title Lord
Garioch and there is certainly a variant of
the " Garrick "

of
* Who 's Who.'

J. GRIGOR.

The
Gary,
Mary,
short.

name of this district is pronounced
riming with the Christian name
In the district the a is sounded rather
Who's Who' and

at fault.

M.A.P. Are equally
R. E. B.

CHURCH SPOONS (10
th S. iv. 468 ;

v. 13).

Walker's *

History of the Cathedral Church
of Wakefield '

contains the following at

pp. 135-6 :

The spoon was given by Mr. J. L. Fernandes,
because he saw the late vicar (Rev. C. J. Camidge),
remove a fly out of the wine, with his penknife,
during a celebration of the Holy Communion ; and,
resolved that this should not occur again, he

requested the vicar to procure a spoon at his (Mr.
Fernandes's) charge. The length of the spoon is

8 inches, of the bowl 2^, its width being 2 inches,
and the length of the Apostle is 1^ inches. The
Apostle is at the end of the spoon, but it is difficult

to decide which of the twelve is represented. On
the back of the spoon is the inscription

' Pre-
sented by J. L. Fernandes to All Saints' Church,
Wakefield, 1869,' with the crest of Fernandes.
The hall-marks are J. & J. W., Queen's head,
lion passant."

The spoon is silver-gilt.
MATTHEW H. PEACOCK.

Wakefield Grammar School.

I find the passage in Lee's
' Directorium

'

(to which MR. STREET unfortunately gave no
exact reference ;

the index does not help) at

p. 89 of the second edition, 1865. Is it

known whence Lee derived this part of his

book
1

? What is the practice of the Roman
Church 1 Are spiked spoons there used 1

Or is it merely an accident that in some
church a "mulberry spoon" has been sub-

stituted for a perforated spoon (not having a

spiked handle) which had been lost ]

Q. V.

PAUL WniTEHEAD(10th S. iv. 468). At the

east end of West Wycombe Church, Bucks,
which stands on the summit of a steep hill

surrounded by some fine old trees, there is a
Grecian hexagonal mausoleum of the Tuscan-

order, dedicated to
"
George Dodington,

Baron of Melcombe Kegis," whose legacy to-

erect a monument for him, says Thos.

Moule ('English Counties,' 1839, vol. i. p. 163),

enabled Francis, Lord Le Despencer (the
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parish church of St. Lawrence was rebuilt

by him in 1763), to build the structure.

Within are recesses for tombs, and niches for

busts and urns. When there in October,

1903, I noted one inscribed to
" Paul White-

head, of Twickenham, ob. Dec. 30, 1774":
another to "Thomas Thomson, M.D."; and
in the centre, an altar-tomb for Sarah,
Baroness Le Despencer, ob. 19 Jan., 1769.

Besides these, there are many memorials to

the Dashwood family. This will answer
some of the questions raised by E. H. M.

CHAS. HALL CROUCH.

COLET ON PEACE AND WAR (10
th S. v. 28).

Your printer has damaged MR. PICKFORD'S

Latin sentence somewhat. I therefore re-

store it, and can also mention the name of

the author of it: "Cum vel iniquissimam
pacem justissimo bello anteferrem." Cicero

is the author ;
but I cannot say in which of

his works the sentence is to be found.
E. YARDLEY.

[Our apologies are due to MR. PICKFORD for the

tccident which caused the misprinting of his

itin.]

MR. MOXHAY, LEICESTER SQUARE SHOW-
CAN (10

th S. iii. 307, 357, 395, 474
;

iv. 35,

135). Referring to my former remarks under
this head, I have now found an opportunity
to tap the source whence my information
was obtained. It is confirmatory of the

extract from * N. & Q.' given by MR. E. H.

OLEMAN, which attributed to Mr. Moxhay
an attempt to acquire the Square about the

year 1847. My informant states that this

gentleman endeavoured to establish a right
to erect a " tent" for some kind of "show"

id on payment, he thinks, of 500. But no

legal footing was to be had, so Mr. Moxhay
was obliged to remove whatever structure

was put up. CECIL CLARKE.
Junior Athenaeum Club, W.

4 THE KING' (10
th S. iv. 448).

<l The Ring,
in a Series of Letters, by a Young Lady,"
was published by Stqckdale in 1783, 3 vols.,

It was noticed in The Monthly Review
for 1784, vol. Ixxi. p. 150, which observes,

1

This is said to be the production of a very
young lady." It is in the 'Bibliotheca

Britannica,' but I do not find the work under

"Ring
'

in the B.M. Catalogue.
RALPH THOMAS.

HAIR-POWDERING CLOSETS (10
th S. iv. 349,

417, 453). In September, 1901, I stayed at a

private boarding-house in Derby which had
a powder room. It is (or was) on the right-
hand side of the road as one enters from
Leicester, and in a leading thoroughfare,

probably the London Road or High Street.
It was a large old house with a plain front,
and I believe had been formerly two build-

ings. Unfortunately I have forgotten the
name of the house and that of the proprietor.

CHAS. HALL CROUCH.
5, Grove Villas, Wanstead.

BOWES OF ELFORD (10
th S. iv. 408, 457

; v.

12). The quotation from Surtees's
*

History
of Durham' is correctly copied. But vol. iv.

from which the quotation is made, was
published after Surtees's death, and the
error of printing

"
Suffolk

"
for

"
Stafford

;J

is

probably due to the compositor.
RICHARD WELFORD.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

TRAFALGAR (10
th S. iv. 385, 431, 471, 534).

As the original (Moorish) form of this word
is Tarf el-Gharb (West point), there ought to
be no puzzling as to how to accent Trafalgar.
In the same way, Gibraltar (Gibel-Tarik), or
what is left of it from its original derivation,
ought, strictly speaking, to be pronounced
Gibral-tar. FRANCIS KING.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &0.

A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles.
Edited by Dr. James A. H. Murray. Reign-
Reserve. (Vol. VIII.) By W. A. Craigie, M.A.
(Oxford, Clarendon Pi ess.')

A FURTHER instalment, being a double section of
vol. viii., of the ' New English Dictionary

'

appears
under the charge of Mr. Craigie. It consists mainly
of compounds of re-, the only native words in
common use being rend, rent, and rennet. Adapta-
tions from other Teutonic languages are, we are
told, few. Romanic words which are not formed
by means of the prefix re- comprise some to the
history of which special interest attaches. As is

usually the case in separate instalments, much new
light is cast on the history of words. Meanwhile
the customary comparisons may be instituted. The
words included number 2,818, as against 1,196 in
the most ambitious of rivals, and 15,934 illustrative

quotations against 1,93D. Of main words, 579 are
marked as obsolete, and 25 as alien or not fully
naturalized. Reillume appears in the second column,
with the authority of Wordsworth, Shelley, Lytton,
and Symonds, but seems a poor alteration of rtlume,
reaching from Shakespeare to Swinburne. JReim-
kennar, one skilled in magic rimes, is sanctioned by
Walter Scott alone. Customary derivations for
rein, a long narrow strip of leather, are not regarded
as conclusive. Innumerable words in re- follow,
some of them, like reinforcement, sanctioned by
Shakespeare and Milton ; others, such as reink, not
too commendable. Reintegrate is found so early as
1508. Reis, a captain of a galley, is justified, as
might be expected, by Hakluyt. Reister and reiter,
a German cavalry soldier, are used in 1577 and 1584

respectively. Rejounce is a curious sixteenth and
seventeenth century word now obsolete, without
leaving much impress. Relation=na.rra,tion, has a
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full history. A good instance occurs in
*

Comus,
1.617:-
How durst thou then thyself approach so near
As to make this relation ?

For re/o^Ve=pertinent is quoted Hamlet's
He haue grounds

More Relatiue then this.

For relator= relater 'Rasselas'is advanced as an
authority. Relay has an interesting history. Re-
liable came into current use only about 1850, and
was at first perhaps most frequent in American
works. Dependable, with which it is compared,
is similarly aggressive, though dispensable and
laughable perhaps are not. Religion is said to be
of doubtful etymology. Cicero connected it with
relegere, to read over, and later writers with
religare, to bind. Religiosity is found even in

Wycliffe. Relish dates from 1530. Hamlet's "has
no relish of salvation in it" is, of course, quoted.
Relish, vb., to sing, to warble, is curious. Looking
at remainder, under which is much valuable
information, we recall in

' As You Like It
'

Which is as dry as the remainder biscuit

After a voyage.

A good instance of use of remediless, said to be
now rare or obsolete, may be found in

* Samson
Agonistes,' 1. 648 :

Hopeless are all my evils, all remediless.

Specially good illustrations of remember are

supplied. Renaissance springs into use about
1840-50. Renascence in the same sense is almost a

generation later. For renascent a good quotation
would be found in Swinburne's ' The Sun Dew '

:

Least weed renascent in the sea.

Rencian is some kind of cloth now untraceable.

Well-illustrated histories are given of rend and
render. Renegue, in its various forms and senses,
rewards study, though it is now rare in current
use. Rennet, in its two or more senses, is also

interesting. Repartee, s.b., is not found earlier

than 1645, when it is used by Howell. Repeal (of

the Union) is first mentioned in Eraser, 1831.

Repeater of a watch appears in 1770 as "a
Paris repeater." Replevin has a full explanation.

Republic, is first mentioned in 1603 by Drayton, or

in 1604 by R. Cawdrey. Rescue also repays study.

Archaeology and False Antiquities. By Robert
Munro, LL.D., F.S.A.Scot. (Methuen <fc Co )

IT was a happy thought of the editor of
" The Anti-

quaries' Books "
to devote one volume of the series

to the subject of bogus antiquities, and assign it to

the competent hands of Dr. Munro. It is a well-

known fact that even acknowledged experts like

Sir John Evans and the authorities of the British

Museum have sometimes not often fallen victims

to the skilful arts of the modern coiner ; and there

are few collections of any size which do not contain
some trophies of this successful villainy. The author

himself, as he confesses, has cherished an Egyptian
scarabseus which turned out, after all, to be a

modern fraud ; and not a few of such plausible

impostures have passed muster. Even a veteran

like Prof. George Stephens, of Copenhagen, suc-

cumbed to the impudent claims of two Runic

inscriptions that were arrant forgeries, and allowed
them harbourage in his great repertory of the old

Northern Runic monuments. Everybody remem-
bers how egregiously the authorities of the Louvre
were taken in a few years since by the tiara of a

Scythian king Saitapharnes an elaborate bit of
workmanship which was traced home to a Russian
goldsmith, Rouchounowsky. A good plate is given.
of it here.

Some eminent antiquaries have thought that
the production of these pseudo-antiques is not
altogether an unmixed evil, as they develope a.
wholesome scepticism, and serve as a touchstone
of the wits for any rising Monkbarns. They are
not without a positive value in helping todetermine-
the canons on which archaeological conclusions are
founded.
As might be anticipated, we get a full account of

the achievements of Edward Simpson, better
known as "Flint Jack," who could boast with,
truth

Quse regio in terris nostri non plena laboris.

One chapter relates the heated controversy
which was maintained concerning the Calaveras
skull. It is now held to be no relic of Tertiary
man, but the head of a modern Indian. Another
gives some account of the recent Clyde controversy,
discussed by Mr. Lang in his book noticed by us-
on 30 December.

It will be seen that the volume presents rather
the humorous and human side of what many may
regard as a dry-as-dust science, but at the same
time it forms a useful contribution to the long
annals of human error and fallibility. We notice a-

blemish on p. 4, where a word seems to be misused.
Man's arms, being set free by his erect attitude,
can hardly be called his

"
eliminated fore-limbs."

Probably "emancipated" is intended.

The Essays of Michel de Montaigne. Translated by
Charles Cotton. 3 vols. (Bell & Sons.)
OTTON'S is the accepted translation of Montaigne.

In the revised edition supplied by Mr. W. Carew
Hazlitt who also furnishes a biographical sketch
of the essayist and a few short notes, given with
Lhe translations of the quotations at the bottom of
the pages it is equally pleasant and serviceable to
read. Its inclusion in the excellent " York Library"
is accordingly a matter on which the student is to
ae congratulated. A more convenient and agreeable
[orm in which to study Montaigne is not to be
hoped, and we are inclined to regard the work as
one of the chief attractions of a good series.

The Seven Deadly Sinnes of London. By Thomas
Dekker. (Cambridge, University Press.)

Underwoods. By Ben Jonson. (Same publishers.)
WE have here the two latest additions to the
iovely series of Cambridge University reprints,,
which began with Earle's 'Microcosmographie,'
and includes Sidney's 'Defence of Poesie

' and
Browne's ' Christian Morals.' Like those works,
ihe new volumes are printed in a strictly limited
edition (225 copies only for sale), in small 4to, upon
land -made paper, and with an exquisite and
specially designed type. As in their case also, the
best and earliest text is followed, and no departure
in regard to spelling or punctuation is permitted.
The books remain, accordingly, unique, and it is a

gratification to the book-lover to see the gradually
expanding row.
Dekker's prose works are all curious and exces-

sively rare. It is not very long ago that the men-
tion of Dekker caused elevation of eyebrows, even
n reputedly literary circles. Cambridge now re-

prints one at least of his works in unique form.
Dekker's ' Seven Deadly Sinnes

'

is one of his less-
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known efforts. It has remarkable interest for the

philologist, is less strictly edifying than might be

anticipated from its title, and is a characteristically
Tudor production. Its quaint title-page, dated

1606, declares it to be "Opus septem dierum," and
describes the sins as

*' Drawne in seuen seuerall Coaches,

Through the seuen seuerall Gates of the

Cilie

bringing the Plague with them."

Among the sins with which London is charged are

many still existing, such as
"
compelling your

children (for wealth) to goe into loathed beds" and
the like. Decker seems, indeed, as earnest, and
at times almost as eloquent as a seventeenth-

century Ruskin.
Ben Jonson's 'Underwoods' are reprinted, we

suppose, from the 1640 edition of his
'

Works,' as,

somewhat to the indignation or amusement of his

contemporaries, he called his collected plays and

poems. We are at least aware of no separate
publication of the date. They have been less

read than they merit, though Ben's lyrical produc-
tions, with a few exceptions, are held, unjustly, in

lighter regard than his dramas. The best known of

these poems is perhaps what is called
' Her

Triumph,' which stands fourth in
' A Celebration

of Charis in Ten Lyrick Peeces,' and begins,
" See

the Chariot at hand here of Love." This is

possibly most regarded in consequence of the

musical setting, which is worthy of the lines.

For their autobiographical value, however, the

poems are unique, and they.form pleasant souvenirs

of Ben's friendships and intimacies. The title

'Underwoods' is said by the writer to be due to

the analogy to his former volume ' The Forrest.'

Like Milton, Ben Jonson has an elegy upon a

Marchioness of Winchester. It is, however, pre-

sumably upon Lady Anne Paulet, and not upon
Milton's Marchioness. Owing to Ben's classical

knowledge his poems are a mine to the philologist.
We hope that the editors of the

' N.E.D.' will notice

on p. 82 what seems to us a very early use of the

word "Tribade. 5 This is in a fierce and venomous
attack on the " Court Pucelle." In'the same poem
is an allusion we should like to trace :

Take heed
This age would lend no faith to Dorrell's Deed.

What is Dorrell's Deed ? Is the allusion to some

prank of John Darrell, the exorcist ?

The printing of this work is exquisite, and the

entire series, as we have previously stated, is an
artistic triumph for a great press.

County of Suffolk: its History as Disclosed by

Existing Records, <t-c. By W. A. Copinger.
Vol. V. (Sotheran & Co.)

A FULL account of the scheme which Dr. Copinger
has so conscientiously and admirably carried out
will be found at 10th S. ii- 218 and iv. 99. In

chronicling the appearance of the fifth and con-

cluding volume (or one volume less than at the

outset we anticipated) our task scarcely extends
further than saying that the same unsurpassable
standard of workmanship is maintained. It is

conceivable, and greatly to be hoped, that what
has been done for (Suffolk by Dr. Copinger will in

course of time be accomplished by other anti-

quaries no less zealous, able, and in more than one

respect happily endowed for other counties. This

is, however, a dream of perfection. Men with

equal knowledge, equal means, and equal devotion
do not abound ; and we must content ourselves-
with recording that Suffolk, in regard to the*

classification and calendaring of its treasures,,

occupies a gratifying pre-eminence. One further
chance of recognizing the service is at once

possible and in some respects obligatory. An
index nominum et locorum has been prepared, and
is virtually ready for the press. It will be issued
as soon as a number of subscriptions sufficient to
cover the cost of printing has been received by the
publishers. Self-interest urges that such a list,

should be filled in without delay.

A Supplement to the Glossary of the Dialect of
Cumberland. ByE. W. Prevost, Ph.D. (Frowde.")

WE might have conjectured that when that huge-
galleon

' The English Dialect Dictionary,' with its

splendid freight, was safely launched, it would take
the wind out of the sails of all smaller craft, or
deter them from venturing out on a sea already so

completely dominated. Dr. Prevost, however, is

an enthusiast, and bravely puts out a supplement
to a work which he published six years ago. As he
comes after such diligent collectors as Mr. W
Dickinson and Mr. R. Ferguson, it was not to be-

expected that many new dialect words or usages,
would be found in his spicilegium. As a matter of

Fact, the words given here, with a few exceptions,,
seem to be of but tertiary interest and importance.
Opening almost at hazard, we light on "don-Iyi,

sadly, ailing, unwell," already given in the other
glossaries. And surely it is out of place
to register as dialect such a perfectly
general English word as "fass, a girl, a young
woman, a female lover, &c." There are scores oS
other words which in a similar way would fail to

justify their admission ; eg.>dicky, edgeways, entry,
flabbergast, lush, oaf, queer, rifi-ra$\ slinge, sluxfa,

stodgy. Some of Dr. Prevost'a etymologies we ven-
ture to query. He states, for instance, that
durdum, an uproar, was originally door-doom, a

rough-and-ready quest held at the door of an evil-

doer. We should like to know whether this-

door-doom was a recognized popular institution, or
is a mere conjecture. Durdum looks like ai>

onomatopoeic word ; Ferguson compares it with-
the Gaelic durdan, a murmur. Pushers, given as
an occasional word for slippers, has all the appear-
ance of being a mere reshaping of

"
papooshes

""

(Pers. pclpush). Cundeth, a covered-in drain, given,
under Gwote, is, of course, merely "conduit."
Weaver's beef, which with the Cumberland folk
stands for a red herring, we may note is given-
in Fuller's

' Worthies' as an Essex word for

sprats.

Dictionary of Indian Biography. By C. E. Buck-
land, C.I.E. (Sonnenschein & Co.)

UNIFORM in size and appearance with the series off

Dictionaries of Quotations issued by Messrs. Swan
Sonnenschein, this volume aims at supplying short

biographies of men who have helped to establish,,
or been in any way connected with, our great
Indian empire. Jt is convenient and cheap, and
will serve many purposes of reference. It might,,

however, with advantage be enlarged by the inclu-

sion of more names of men living or recently dead.
Like the screen in the rooms of Joseph Surface, it

is useful for those who want to find things in a

hurry. The lives of native rulers and minister*
constitute a valuable feature.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. JANUARY.

MR. THOMAS BAKER has a selection of theological
and miscellaneous books. We note under Wilkins
a very fine copy of

' Concilia Magnse Britanniae et

Hibernije,' 1737, 281. There is a very fine set of the

works of Albertus Magnus, 38 vols., 4to, new half-

morocco extra, 48Z. Under Erasmus is the second
edition of the New Testament, in Greek and Latin,
1519, 4?. 15-s. There are some works on religious

processions. Among the general entries are Ruskin's
*
Stones of Venice,' 31. 15-9.; Finden's illustrations

to Byron, 1833, II. 4*.; and Budge's 'Book of the

Dead,' 11. 15s.

Mr. Bertram Dobell has, among others, the

been suppressed) ;

' The Creevey Papers,' with

foook-plate, II. 10s.; and 'Jeanne d'Arc,' edited by
Douglas Murray, also with book-plate, 11. Is. In
-the general list are a number of first editions of

Swinburne, Tennyson, R. L. Stevenson, &c.

Messrs. S. Drayton & Sons, of Exeter, have
Alken's 'Beauties and Defects in the Figure of the

Horse,' 1816, 31. 3s. ;
Catlin's

* North American
Indians,' 1845, 35$.; the first 15 vols. ofMacmillans
Magazine, 7s. 6cL ; and a complete set of Pitt

Hivers's antiquarian works, 7 handsome vols.,

privately printed, 1881-1900, 61. 15s. Gilchrist's
* Life of Blake,' first edition, is 5s. There are

interesting items under Fine Arts and Natural

History. Among these we note Gould's '

Century
of Birds,' 1831, 81. 15s.

Messrs. William George's Sons, of Bristol, have
an interesting catalogue of books on Asia, largely

dealing with the Indian Empire. There are some
Admiralty Charts, $1. 96'.

Mr. George Gregory, of Bith, has a set of
' The

Annual Register,' 1758 to 1878, 120 vols, 171. ;
a

;c*. * , ^f f^, *~k-tA -' CT TJiVvl** 1^41 ^}C7 o
magnificent copy of Cranmer's Bible, 1541, 3ol. ;

a

-copy of 'The British Gallery of Contemporary
Portraits,' 1822, 61. 6s. ;

and Esquemeling's
' Buca-

niers of America,' 1684-5, 10Z. 10-s. Other items

include Hearne's
'

Antiquities,' 50s. ; Hogarth's
Whole Works,' 1806, %; Homer (circa 1616), 18'.. ;

Audsley's 'Japanese Art,' 1875,9^.; Roberts's 'Holy
Land,' 18i2-9 full crimson morocco, 121. (published
*at 100.): and Ackermann's 'Oxford and Cam-
bridge,' 1814-15, 80Z. Mr. Gregory devotes a portion
of his list to works on American and Canadian

^history.

Messrs. W. N. Pitcher & Co., of Manchester,
have Belcher and Macartney's 'Later Renaissance
Architecture in England, '7/.; and Doyle's

'
Political

"Sketches,' 1829-48, a complete set of the 917 plates,

-60/. Under Pottery we find Chaffers, 1872, 71. 7s. ;

Kitson, 1892, 51.-, Miss Meteyard, 1873-9, 61. 6s. ; and
several others. Under Manchester are many items
of interest, including 'Gems of the Art Treasures

Exhibition, 1857,' Colnaghi, 1858, 6/.

Messrs. James Rimell & Son publish Part III. of

Engraved Portraits. This includes royal family

portraits and a long list under Theatrical, also

under Legal. The whole collection is full of

interest.

Mr. George Winter has Bewick's ' British Land
.and Water Birds,' 1805, 21. 12s. 6d. ; the second
edition of

'

English Bards and Scotch Reviewers,'

11. Is. ; the first edition of 'Vivian Grey,' 5 volg.,

1826,22.2*.; Edward Moxon's poem 'Christmas,'
1829, 6s. Q'L

; Roscoe's '

Novelists' Library,' E.
Wilson, 1833, 11. 17s. 6d.

; the first editions of
' Frank Fairlegh,'

' Lewis Arundel,' and
'

Harry
Coverdale,' 31. 12s. 6d.

;
and ' Costumes of the

Hereditary States of the House of Austria,' 1804,
II. 7s. Gd.

READERS of
' N. & Q.' will find in The Home

Counties Magazine for January an article on
Gravesend by our old friend Mr. Alfred Charles
Jonas. We cordially agree with the opening
sentence :

" To become acquainted with the history
of our native place should be the aim of every
intelligent person ; and to be familiar with the
history of our country is the duty of, and ought
to be the pleasure to, all with the smallest claim to

literary knowledge." Other articles are on Ham
House, Shepway Cross, Dickens in Southwark, and
Ranelagh Gardens, Chelsea..

to

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to
put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication **

Duplicate."

VALUE or OLD BOOKS. Several correspondents
have sent queries on this subject, but we are unable
to insert them. Such inquiries should be addressed
to some of the numerous dealers in second-hand
books.

OVERY ("Stars and Stripes "). The connexion
of the stars and stripes with Washington's arms is

noticed at 7th S. vi. 328, 494.

KOM OMBO ("Poets that lasting marble seek").
Edmund Waller,

' Of English Verse.'

GREVILLE (

l

'Keen=eager"). See the quotations
in the 'N.E.D.' under section 6.

J. T. CURRY. Forwarded.

L. R. M. STRAOHAN (" An original something,
fair maid"). Anticipated ante, p. 11.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.

We beg leave to state that we decline to return
communications which, for any reason, we do not
print; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES (JANUARY).
(Continued from Second Advertisement Page.)

SYDNEY V. GALLOWAY,
University and General Book Depot,

ABERYSTWYTH.
NOW READY.

SECOND-HAND CATALOGUE, No. 8.

Including, among many interesting Items, a SET of

the LIBRARY EDITION of RUSKIN and a SET of

METHUEN'S REPRINT of SHAKESPEARE'S FOUR
FOLIOS. Also a Small COLLECTION of SCARCE BOOKS
pertaining to WALE >.

FRANCIS EDWARDS,
83, HIGH STREET, MARYLEBONE,

LONDON, W.

CATALOGUES NOW READY.
No. 282. MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS

Ackermann's Coloured Books on the Colleges and
School?, 7 vols. 70Z. Times Newspaper, 1893-1904, 16/.

Ruskin, First Editions Books on Birds Thomas
Hardy, First Editions-Fronde's Historical Works, Best
Editions, &c.

REMAINDERS, or NEW BOOKS at
REDUCED PRICES. 8 pages.

FIRST EDITIONS of MODERN AUTHORS,
Including Dickens, Thackeray, Lever, Ainsworth.

Books illustrated by G. and R. Cruikshank, Phiz, Leech,
Rowlandson, &c.

THE LARGEST AND CHOICEST COLLECTION
OFFERED FOR SALE IN THE WORLD.

Catalogues issued and sent post free on

application.

BOOKS BOUGHT.

WALTER T. SPENCER,
27, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.

THOMAS THORP,
Second-Hand Bookseller,

4, BROAD STREET, READING, and

100, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON, W.C.

MONTHLY CATALOGUES
FROM BOTH ADDBESSES.

LIBRARIES PURCHASED.

LEIGHTON'S
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF

EARLY PRINTED AND OTHER INTERESTING
BOOKS, MANUSCRIPTS, AND BINDINGS.

OFFERED FOR SALE BY

J. & J. LEIGHTON,
40, BREWER STREET, GOLDEN SQQARE, W.

Thick 8vo, 1,738 pp., 6,200 Items, with upwards of

1,350 Reproductions in Facsimile.

Bound in art cloth, gilttops, 25s. ; half-morocco, gilttops,30s.

Illustrated F*rospectut post free.

BOOK AUCTION RECORDS.

The Bookseller's vade-mecum. Vol. TI., for the Season 1904 5,
contains 15,751 Records of Scarce Books, 4 Plates-viz., Puttick & Simp-
son's Auction Room

;
Bodleian Library Copy of the First Folio

Shakspeare ;
a Sale at Sotheby's ; and the House of Aldua Manutius

at Venice, from a Drawing by Charles Martin in 1879. Also, 4 Supple-
ments, containing Reminiscences of Sotheby's during 38 years ;

Account of Ludwig Uosenthal, of Munich ; Account of the Bodleian

Shakspeare ;
Revisals of Current Bibliographical Errors

; Analytical
Guides to Booksellers' Catalogues, &c. Price [If. Is. in cloth, and also

issued in Quarterly Parts, alphabetically arranged for instantaneous

reference. The Atheneeum declares it to be " invaluable." The Saturday
Review says it is " the work of a man who is master of his subject."
The Publishers' Weekly, New York, says

'

it is unrivalled in its field in

England." Vol. II. will be sent post free OH inspection, on application.
K.ARSLAKE & CO., 35, Pond Street, Uampstead, London.

H. H. PEACH, 37, BELVOIR STREET,
LEICESTER, ISSUES CATALOGUES OF
MANUSCRIPTS, INCUNABLES, AND
RARE BOOKS POST FREE TO

COLLECTORS.
NO. 14 CONTAINS MSS., INCUNABLES,
17th CENTURY DRAMA, ETC., AND BOOKS
IN FINE CONDITION FROM THE
LIBRARY OF THE LATE MARCEL
SCHWOB, PARIS, AND OTHER SOURCES

ABROAD.
NO. 13, CLEARANCE CATALOGUE.

BERTRAM DOBELL,
Second-hand Bookseller and Publisher,

54 and 77, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C

CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION.

A large Stock of Old and Rare Books in

English Literature, including Poetry and the

Drama ; Shakespeariana ;
First Editions of

Famous Authors
; Manuscripts'; Illustrated

Books, &c.
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SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S STANDARD BOOKS.

W. M. THACKERAY'S WORKS. The Biographical Edition.

13 vols. large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6s. each. The 13 vols. are also supplied in Set cloth

binding, gilt top, 3 18s.

This New and Revised Edition comprises additional material and hitherto Unpublished Letters, Sketches, and
Drawing?, derived from the Author's Original M3S. and Note-Books ; and each Volume includes a Memoir in the form of
an Introduction by Mrs. RICHMOND RITCHIE.

WORKS BY MISS THACKERAY The Uniform Edition.
Each Volume illustrated with a Vignette Title-Page. Large crown 8vo, 6s. each.

" Her stories are a series of exquisite sketches, full of tender light and shadow, and soft, harmonious colouring This
sort of writing is nearly as good as a change of air." Academy.

MRS. GASKELL'S WORKS The Uniform Edition.
11 Mrs. Gaskell has done what neither I nor other female writers in Prance can accomplish she has written novels

which excite the deepest interest in men of the world, and which every girl will be the better for reading." GEORGE BAND.

7 vols. each containing 4 Illustrations. 3s. 6 d. each, bound in cloth.

% Also the POPULAR EDITION in 7 vols. and the POCKET EDITION in 8 vols. Particulars upon
application.

LIFE AND WORKS OF
CHARLOTTE, EMILY, AND ANNE BRONTE.

"THE HAWORTH EDITION."
'
Assuredly there are few books which will live longer in English literature than those we owe to the pen of the

Bronte sisters." Speaker.

In 7 vols. large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6s. each; or in Set cloth binding,

gilt top, 2 2s. the Set.

With Portraits and Illustrations, including Views of Places described in the Works reproduced from Photographs
specially taken for the purpose. Introductions to the Works are supplied by Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD, and an Introduc-
tion and Notes to Mrs. GASKELL'S 'Life of Charlotte Bronte,' by Mr. CLEMENT K. SHORTER, the eminent Bronte
authority.

V Also the POPULAR EDITION, 7 vols. and the POCKET EDITION, 7 vols. Particulars upon application.

ROBERT BROWNING'S COMPLETE WORKS.
CHEAPER EDITION. Edited and Annotated by the Right Hon. AUGUSTINE BIRRELL, K.C. M.P., and

FREDERIC G. KEJNYON. 2 vols. large crown 8vo, bound in cloth, gilt top, with Portrait Frontispiece to each Volume,
7*. 6d. per vol.

*** Also the UNIFORM EDITION in 17 vols. crown 8vo, and the POCKET EDITION in 8 vols. printed
upon India Paper. Particulars upon application.

ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING'S POETICAL WORKS.
CHEAPER EDITION, 1 vol. with Portrait and Facsimile of the MS. of 'A Sonnet from the Portuguese,' large

crown vo, bound in cloth, gilt top, 2s. ed.

%* Also the UNIFORM EDITION in 6 vols. and the POCKET EDITION in 3 vols. Particulars upon
application.

* *
* Messrs. SMITH, ELDER & CO. will be happy to forward their CATALOGUE of PUBLICATIONS

post free on application, containing Particulars of Works by

HAMILTON AIDE.
MATTHEW ARNOLD.
The SISTERS BRONTE.
Mrs. BROWNIIVG.
ROBERT BROWNING.
FRANK T. BULLEN,
FR.GS.

S. R. CROCKETT.
Sir A. CONAN DOYLE.

Lon
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S LIST.

NOW READY.

LOED RANDOLPH CHURCHILL.
By WINSTON SPENCER CHURCHILL, M.P.

With Portraits. In 2 vols. demy 8vo, 36*. net.

THE LIFE OF WILLIAM EWART
GLADSTONE. By JOHV MORLEY. With Portraits. 3 vols. 8vo,
42s. net. POPULAR EDITION, in 15 Monthly Parts (Parts I.-V.
now ready), 8vo, 6d. net each.

RECOLLECTIONS. By William O'Brien,
M.P. With Photogravure Portraits. Svo, 14s. net.

LETTERS
DIARY AND

OF MADAME D'ARBLAY
(1778-1840), as edited by her Niece, CHARLOTTE BARRETT.
With Preface and Notes by AUSTIN DOBSON. With Portraits and
other Illustrations, 6 vols. Svo, 10s. 6d net each.

ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON: a Memoir.
P.y his SOX. With Portrait and Facsimiles 2 vols. medium Svo,
36.. net. Also an Edition in 1 vol. extra crown Svo, 6s.

LETTERS OF JOHN RICHARD GREEN.
Edited by the late Sir LESLIE STEPHEN, K.C.B. With 3 Portraits.

Svo, 15s. net.

LIFE AND LETTERS OF T. H. HUXLEY.
By his Son, LEONARD HUXLEY. With Portraits. In 3 vols.

Globe Svo, 12s. net.

LIFE AND LETTERS OF E. A. FREEMAN.
By the Tery Rev. W. R. W. STEPHENS. 2 vols. Svo, 17s net.

SIR WILLIAM HENRY FLOWER,^ KC.B.
F R.S. By C. J. CORNISH, M.A. With Photogravure Portraits.

Svo, 8s. 6J. net.

LIFE, LETTERS, AND LITER VRY

REMAINS OF J. H. SHORTHOUSE.
Edited by his WIFE. Illustrated. In 2 vols extra crown Svo, 17s.

net.

THE LIFE OF ST. PATRICK, AND HIS
PLACE IN HISTORY. By J. B. BURY, M.A. D.Litt. LL.D. Svo,
12s. net.

FIFTY YEARS OF FLEET STREET:
beingtheLlfeandRemtniscencesof Sir JOHN R.ROBINSON. Cim-
Diled and Edited bj FREDERICK MOY THOMAS. With Portrait.

LIFE OF SIR GEORGE GROVE. By C. L.
GRAVES. With Photogravure Portraits, Ac. Svo, 12s 6d net.

OLIVER CROMWELL. By John Morley.
With Portrait. Sv.> 10.*. net Illustrated Edition. Extra crown

Svo, 14s. net. EVER8LEY EDITION. Globe Svo, 4s. net.

FORTY-ONE YEARS IN INDIA. From
Subaltern to Commander-in-Chief. By EARL ROBERTS KG
With Illustrations and Plans. LI RRART EDITION. 2 vols. 8vo!
36s. POPULAR EDITION. 1 vol. extri crown 8vo, 6s.

REMINISCENCES OF THE GREAT
MUTINY. By W. FORBES-MITCHELL. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

THE LIFE OF THE MARQUIS OF
DVLHOUSIE. K.T. By Sir WILLIAM LEB-WAKNER, K C.S.I.
With Portraits, Map, and Plans. 2 vols. 8vo, 25.*. net.

STUDIES IN CONTEMPORARY BIO-
GRAPHY. By JAMBS BRYC'E, M.P. Svo, 10s. net

MEMORIALS: ROUNDELL PALMER,
EARL OF 8ELKORNB With Portraits and Illustrations. Demy
gvo. Part I. F.VMU.Y AND PERSONAL. 1765-1865 2 vols.
25s. net. Part II. PERSONAL AND POLl TICAL 2 vols. 25s net.

LIFE AND LETTERS OF F. J. A. HORT,
I).]).. D C.L., LL.D. Bv his Son, A. F. HORT. With Por-
trait). Extra crown Svo, 17s net.

THE LIFE OF CARDINAL MANNING,
Archbishop of Westminster. By E. 8. PUROELL. With Portraits.
2 vols. 8vo, 30s. net.

LIFE OF EDWARD WHITE BENSON,
sometlms Archbishop of Canterbury. By his Son, ARTHUR
CHRISTOPHER BENSON 2 volj. Svo, 36s. net.

*.* Abridge 1 Edition, extra crown Svo, 8< 6d. net.

CYPRIAN: HIS LIFE, HIS TIMES, HIS
WORK. By EDWARD WHITS BENSON, DD Svo, 2ls net.

LIFE AND LETTERS OF B. F. WESTCOTT,
D I). By his Son, ARTHUR WSSrOTT. With Photogravure
Portraits and Illustrations. 2 vols extra crown 8vn 17s net**

Abridged Edition, in 1 vol. 8*. 6i. net.

NAPOLEON : a Short Biography. By R. M.
JOHNSTON. Crown Svo. 6s.

LIFE OF NAPOLEON BONAPARTE. By
Prof. W. M. 8LOANE, Ph.D., LH.D. Illustrated. In 4 vols. 4to
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A WEST INDIAN MILITARY BURIAL-
GROUND.

SOME two years ago, when I was paying a
short visit to English Harbour, in the south-
east corner of the island of Antigua, I made
the following notes upon an old disused
burial - ground situated on the Shirley
Heights* close by. I had intended to send
them to

' N. & Q.' at the time, but, as I

wished to verify a story connected with the
-old dockyard here, I deferred doing so until

a more "convenient season."
The commemoration of the centenary of

the great Nelson's death and the victory
of Trafalgar seems to be that more " con-
venient season

"
to me, sitting here in

Clarence House, once the abode of our Sailor

King, William IV. a building still belonging
to the English Government, though occa-

sionally used as a temporary asylum for

officers administering the government of this

colony who may be in search of rest or

health, for the Governor's seat at Dow's
Hill, higher up the slope or "Ridge," was
destroyed by the hurricane of 1848. As I sit,

I see below me that now disused, but once

* So named from Sir Thomas Shirley, Bart., a
former Governor.

important and still most interesting old

dockyard of English Harbour very im-

portant indeed in those days of English and
French naval wars, and amongst the waters
where Rodney and those under him added
lustre to the naval supremacy of old England.
Here, just below Clarence House, yet hang
together the fragments of what is still

known as "Nelson's Jetty." From here, too,
is very noticeable the entrance to the inner
harbour itself, across which stretched at one
time a huge iron chain, the remnants of
which may still be seen embedded in the
sand of Freeman's Bay.

It was through this entrance and from this

harbour that according to the Governor's

proclamation recently issued here calling

upon all loyal citizens to decorate their

houses in honour of
"
Nelson's Day

" the

great sea-captain sailed on his last voyage to
meet the French and Spanish fleets, a voyage
which ended so gloriously in Trafalgar Bay ;

so that Antigua may be said to have been
the last port from which Nelson sailed.

It is much to be regretted that circum-
stances amongst which may be stated the

great financial depression through which
these islands are still struggling have not

permitted the Leeward Islands to celebrate
the great centenary in any other fashion
than that indicated in the Governor's pro-
clamation ;

for few places in the West Indies
can claim a better right to share in any cele-

bration of Nelson, who, as captain of H.M.S.
Boreas, found his bride at the neighbouring
island of Nevis in the person of Mrs. Frances
Herbert Nisbet, the widow of a local doctor
and a member of a well-known Nevis family.
The house and residence of the bride, Mont-
pelier in which the marriage actually took

place (it did not take place in Fig Tree

Church, as is popularly supposed) is now in

absolute ruins
;
but one of the huge stone

balls, fallen from its pillar, yet marks where
the entrance gates stood. Still in the vestry
in Fig Tree Church a mile or two distant
from Montpelier carefully preserved in a
little wooden box, through the covering glass
of which it can be easily deciphered, lies the

original entry of the marriage register, which
runs as follows :

[13787.
March 11. Horatio Nelson, Esquire, Captain of His

Majesty's ship the Boreas, to Frances Herbert
Nisbet, Widow.

And now from the great naval dead let

us
pass

to those who have no less honourably
laid down their lives in the sister service,
which brings ine to the subject-matter of
this paper.
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Through a decaying gateway one enters

this old burial-ground like too many others
in this island, dilapidated and disused. On
the upper part of the ground, and within a
few yards of its southern extremity, stands
a stone obelisk, or four-sided cone of stone, of

some 15 or 16 feet in height, on a stone plinth
of about 7 feet square. It was erected by
their comrades as a tribute to the memory of

those officers, non-commissioned officers, and
men of the old 54th regiment* who died, as

the inscription in roman capitals states,

"during the service of the corps in the islands of

Antigua, St. Kitts, Dominica, and St. Lucia from

March, MDCCCXLVIII [?] to June, MDCCCLT."

Originally, I may say, several and distinct

colonies, each with its own Lieutenant-
Governor under a Governor- General, the
first three of these islands have been since

1871 the three principal of the Leeward
Islands group, whilst St. Lucia now forms
one of the Windward Islands.

1. The face of the eastern side, which con-
tains the above description, is devoted to

ANTIGUA, the name being engraved in bold
roman capitals on a tablet above the names
of those whose memory it is designed to per-

petuate. This side is by far the best pre-

served, and the greater part of the names
recorded are still to be read, the upper ones

being in the worse state of preservation.
They are :

SURGEON SON [full name perished].
ENSIGN GEORGE D...EL KINAHAN.
SERJT VINCENT NEVE (?) SAMUEL COX

JAMES DOUGLAS GEO ORMEROD
HENRY COX...JAS. FITZPATRICK
DRUMK HENRY DIBBEN. HENRY GREEN

T. H. DARBYSHIRE.

Then follow in two parallel columns the
names of about forty privates, all of which
can be fairly decipherea.

2. A similar tablet facing north denotes
ST. KITTS but whilst this remains clear and

comparatively fresh, all the names recorded
below have perished, only a few isolated

letters remaining. It is evident, however,
that they were much fewer than those under

Antigua.
3. On the south side appear those under

Dominica, apparently about the same in

number as the last. Here again only one
name in the top line can be deciphered
that of HENRY (?) BROWN. Only a few isolated

letters of the rest can be made out.

4. With regard to the south side that to

the west the converse seems to have been
the case. The title on the tablet intended for

* Formerly the West Norfolk Regiment, and
now the 2nd Battalion of the Dorsets (39th).

ST LUCIA is gone, the merest trace of the last
two letters alone being there. At the top of
the left corner the word PTE (Private) still

remains legible, and in various degrees of
legibility are the names of the following :

MICHAEL GRANT [or GRANTHAM ?]
W. CLAREE. JNO CAMPBELL.
DANL FORD ROB MC NAUCHT.
DAVID CROSIER. MICHAEL PHILLIPS.
DANI< FOLOON. D. STUNT.

Apart from the inscription, this side of the
monument shows the most signs of wear and
stress of weather. This tendency to wear
best on the weather side in the kind of stone
of which the obelisk is composed (an igneous or
volcanic rock) is strongly exemplified in some-
massive stone columns of the same material
now in ruins in the old dockyard

below.

Close along under the southern wall of the
burial-ground, and between it and the
obelisk, are numerous oblong heaps of stones,
no doubt representing the burial-place of the
various soldiers whose names are recorded
on the monument, and who were buried in

Antigua.
In the south-eastern corner of the ground*

and not far from the obelisk, is a stone altar-

tomb, showing signs of decay, to the memory
of Harriott, wife of Sergeant-Major Whippin,
of H.M. 54th Regiment,

" who fell a victim
to the withering effects of this climate and
dysentery," on 23 January, 1851 t aged 33|
years.
On a lower part of the burial-ground, to-

the west, and further removed from the
obelisk, are two large stone altar -tombs
enclosed within iron railings. In one of
these an incised stone slab records the death
of "CHARLES DAWSON, M.D

, surgeon
54th [?J Regiment" perhaps the same as the" SURGEON SON "

on the obelisk. The date
and rest of the inscription are indecipherable,
except the words at the bottom, "JANE MARY
DAWSON," in roraan letters. The inscription
on the other tomb is practically indeci-

pherableat least as seen from the railings
only a word here and there being

legible.
Close by is an upright stone recording the

death of Elizabeth, wife of Philip Crofton,
Royal Artillery, who died 20 Oct., 1851,
aged 28

; also the deaths of two small children
in infancy.
On what appears to have been an extension

of the lower part of the burial-ground, to the
north, are several tombstones, mostly upright,
or at all events originally so ; but most of
hese are in a terrible state of neglect and
decay. Amongst these I was able to decipher,
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on one stone, the names of several artillery-

men who had succumbed a year or two later,

so far as I could make out. than those

recorded on the obelisk. Several other stones

showed names in all stages of decipherability,
or rather indecipherability. One was to

Patk. Greenan of H.M. 49th Regiment, who
died in 1858, aged 24. Another half-sunken
stone was to Private Patk. Hanrahan, who
died 2 Nov., 1852 (rest indecipherable).

This part of the ground would seem to

have been used for regiments which had
succeeded to the 54th, who apparently left

in 1851, though on one I could make out the

name of ALEXB ELDERTON (the rest was gone),
whose name also appears amongst the forty
or more privates of the 54th Regiment on
the obelisk. The preponderance of what
seem to be Irish names in this part of the

ground suggests that It may have been
reserved for Roman Catholics.

My object in sending these particulars to
*

*N. & Q.' is to arouse some interest in this

disused and dilapidated old burial-ground,
which contains the remains of so many Eng-
lishmen who died on foreign service. Surely
the "memory" to which these silent yet
most eloquent stones appeal should survive
more than half a century !

There still remain old stone barracks on
the opposite spur of the "Ridge" fine

buildings even in their ruins which con-

tained separate buildings for Grenadiers

artillery, and line regiments. Outside the
main facade of the ruins of one of these-
formerly constituting the officers' quarters
is still clearly visible the following inscrip
tion : "Erected in 1789 by order of His
Excelly Lieut.-Gen 1 Mathew."

I will not stop to inquire on whom rests

the responsibility of keeping up these memo
rials of the Imperial dead, but one migh
hope that the present representatives o

those "comrades" in the old 54th who
erected this monument might do somethinj
before the pathetic record of its services ii

such a "withering climate" (which soldier

and civilians alike have to face in their duty
to the Crown) is lost altogether.
But it must be done soon. The last tw

years even have laid their hands ver

markedly on the place, which is fast becom
ing an impenetrable wilderness, overgrow
with acacia bushes and prickly cactus. It i

perhaps, unfortunate that this should be s

just at the time when the British Admiralt
has apparently made up its mind to give u
the superintendence of the old dockyard a

English Harbour, which still belongs to i

One cannot regard without regret the su

ender of this fine old shipyard which must
iave cost millions to construct with its still

seful and massive buildings and masonry.
J. S. UDAL.

Antigua, W.I.

(To be concluded.)

JOSEPH SPENCE.

IN his pleasant 'Introduction
'

to Spence
r

Anecdotes' ("The Scott Library," vol. Hi.,
o date), Mr. John Underbill mentions, as
ne of the beautiful traits in this author's

haracter, "the great love which he had
!

or his mother." I should like to learn where-
his lad}7 spent her declining years and when
and where she died. Is there no tablet to-

ler memory, placed in church or churchyard
)y her son 1 Singer, in his

'

Life '

of Spence
second edition, 1858), states that her maiden
lame was Mirabella Collier, and from his-

)rief account of her I gather that she was a
laughter of Thomas Collier (who has been,

described as "of Shoe Lane, London,.
>rewer ") by his marriage, at Lawrence
Waltham, Berks, in 1665, with Maria, third

daughter of Sir Thomas Lunsford, Knt, and
ris second wife, Katharine, daughter oi
another knight, Sir Henry Nevill (who died
n 1629), of Billingbear, Berks. See Collec-

anea Top. et Gen., iv. 142
; Metcalfe's-

Visitation of Berkshire, 1664-6,' p. 66. Sir
Thomas Lunsford was the Royalist colonel
at the news of whose appointment in

December, 1641, to the lieutenancy of the
Tower of London, "all England was
alarmed." See his biography in the 'D.N-B.,'
xxxiv. 281.

Spence's father, the Rev. Joseph Spence,
was born at Cambridge, and was the son of

yet another Joseph Spence, who, as he is

called "coquus," was probably a college-
ook. He was educated at St. Paul's School,.

London, under Dr. Gale, and at St. John's

College, Cambridge, where he was admitted
a sizar, when aged sixteen, on 14 July, 1677.

See Prof. Mayor's 'Admissions' to that

College, pt. ii. p. 65. He graduated B.A. in

1681, and M.A. in 1685, and was a fellow of
St. John's from April, 1685, until about 1694.

See Baker's
'

History
'

of the College, pp. 300,

301; and 'Graduati Cantab.' In 1687 he
was appointed a minor canon of Winchester
Cathedral, and in 1693 also the precentor
there. These posts he retained until 1712.

Meanwhile he became rector, first of Winnall,.
near Winchester, and afterwards, of Alver-
stoke (Singer's

" Ulverstoke ") ; being insti-

tuted, according to two certificates at the
Record Office, to Winnall on 26 Sept., 1687^.
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;and to Alverstoke on 3 Aug., 1703 In the first

certificate he is miscalled
"
Joseph Spencer.

In both certificates he is described as M.A.,

and for that reason I have identified Spence's

father with the fellow of St. John's, who was

the only graduate of his names in the last

decade of the seventeenth century. He
vacated the living of Alverstoke in 1714, and

I have failed to trace him later. Singer

believed that he died in 1721. Can any
reader supply the date and place either ot

'his marriage or of his death ?

The biographers of Joseph S pence, the

.author, say that he was born at Kingsclere,

Hants, on 25 April, 1699, a date which agrees

with his being in his seventieth year, as

stated on the tablet in By fleet chancel,

^Surrey, when he died on 20 August, 1768

not 20 April, as in Mr. Underbill's
' Intro-

duction,' p- xxix. Moreover, I am informed

that the Kingsclere register records what

seems to be his baptism as occurring there

on 28 May, 1699. He managed, however, to

keep his reputed age down to fourteen longer

than most mortals can. At the Winchester

College election of 1715, held apparently

about 27 August, he gained fifteenth place

for a scholarship, and for some reason or

other was then entered on the election in-

denture as "annorum 14 vicesimo nono die

Maii ultimo preterito." For admission as a

scholar he had to wait until 22 Sept., 1716,

when the next election was close at hand,

. and was then put down in the College

register as aged fourteen on 29 May, 1 < 16. In

the following April he matriculated trom

Magdalen Hall, Oxford when, according to

Foster's 'Alumni Oxon.,' he passed for six-

teenbut he nevertheless remained for three

years more at Winchester, becoming head ot

the school by the autumn of 1719 and enter-

ing as probationary fellow of New College
. on 30 April, 1720,

" in loco Georgu Bull

Spence, when he died in 1768, seems to

have had few living relations. In his will,

dated "Sedgefield, August 4th, 1766,
3 '

pro-

bate of which (with a codicil) was granted to

two of his executors on 18 Feb., 1769, and to

the third (EdwardRolle)on5 May,1769(RC.C.,

Bogg 67), he mentions only two as such, whom
he calls

" cousins
"

: a Mrs. Lawman, a widow,

whom he provided with a small annuity,

and a Joseph Spence Berry, a lad to whom
he left a legacy to enable him to be appren-

ticed to a good trade. Joseph Spence, how-

ever, was apparently not his parents only

child ;
for the Rector of Kingsclere has kindly

informed me that two other sons of Joseph

and Mirabella Spence were baptized there,

namely, John (on 24 March, 1699, O.S.) and
Richard (on 16 March, 1700, O.S.).
Who was the ** Mrs. Fawkener, an opulent

relation," who, according to Singer, took

young Spence under her protection ? I

suppose that the ' D.X.B / liii. 33G, has made
a man of her by a slip. There was a family of

this name at Kingsclere in the seventeenth

century. (See Berry's 'Hants Genealogies,'
p. 297.) Singer says that she died in 1714 ;

and notwithstanding Singer's suggestion that
"the severity of the school discipline" at
Eton was the cause of Spence's removal to

Winchester, I am inclined to think that the

change in his pecuniary position consequent
upon her death was the real cause. At Eton
he was probably an ''oppidan." At any
rate, his name is not in Mr. R. A. Austen

Leigh's
' List of Eton Collegers, 1661-1790.'

H. C.

'A MEDLEY FINALE TO THE GREAT
EXHIBITION.'

THE song of which COL. PRIDEA.UX

speaks, ante, p. 14, referred to the Exhibition
of 1851, and ran as under :

The names of these two warriors, whom here you
may see,

Are Oremansa and Gishe-goshe-gee,
And after such a specimen of Jibbeway
I am sure you '11 excuse me at once if I say,
O Jibbeway, Jibbeway Indians,
O Jibbeway, Jibbeway O.

You talk about wonders ; just look upon these ;

You think them two little industrious fleas ;

But just through a microscope look at their mugs,
And your two little fleas become horrid humbugs.
Gee ho, Dobbin ; gee ho, Dobbin ; gee ho, Dobbin ;

Gee up and Gee ho.

To see you in clover comes Madame Tussaud ;

Ho ho, ho ho ho ho, ho ho
Your portrait in waxwork she's anxious to show

;

The King of the French and Fieschi the traitor,

Commissioner Lin and the Great Agitator,

Queens, princes, and ministers, all of them go
Ho ho, ho ho ho ho, ho ho

To sit for their portraits to Madame Tussaud
Ho ho, ho ho ho.

Ching-a-ring-a-ching-ching, Feast of Lanterns,
What a lot of chopsticks, harps, and gongs !

What a lot of Chinese crinkum crankums

Hung among the bells and ding-dongs !

Women with their ten toes tight tucked into

Tidi-iddi shoes one hardly sees !

Where they all came from 's quite a wonder :

China must be broken in pieces.

Yankee doodle came to town on a little pony,
This little man of great renown who struts like

little Boney ;

All the wonders here to send Jonathan s a mania ;

I wish he'd send the dividend that's due from

Pennsylvania.

The song had, as COL. PKIDEAUX says, a
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different tune to each verse mostly the

popular tunes of the day.
LAUNCELOT ARCHER.

83, Vincent Square, S.W.

Forty - five years ago I had a little son
with an extraordinary musical ear, who used
to pick up street songs and others. I have
no idea where he got the one of which COL.
PRIDEAUX prints the first verse, as I never
otherwise heard of it

; but I think these two
verses may please your correspondent :

Women with their ten toes tight tucked into
Fiddle-faddle shoes you scarce could see

;

How they ever got there's quite a wonder ;

China must be broken in pieces.

Ching-a-ring-a-ring-ching, &c.

What a lot of Pekin pots and pipkins,
Mandarins with pigtails, rings, and strings,

Funny little slop-shops, Cases, places,
Hung about with bells and ding-dongs.

Ching-a-ring-a-ring-ching.

MARY A. HOWELL,

In the early forties I can recollect
*

Ching-
a-Ring,' but remember only two stanzas.

There were three, I fancy. The two were as

follows :

Ching-a-ring-ching, Feast of Lanterns,
Such a crop of chop-sticks, hongs, and gongs,

Hundred thousand Chinese crinkum crankums,
Hung about with bells and ding-dongs.

Such a lot of Pekin pots and pipkins,
Mandarins with pigtails, rings, and strings,

Funny little slop-shops, cases, places,
Stuck about with cups and tea-things.

SAML. BIRCHAM.

PARTY COLOURS. (See 6th S. i. 355, 382;
ii. 175, 337, 451

;
9th S. vi. 284.) Startling

change is to be noted in election colours. All
over Middlesex the Tories used to be " true

blue," like the Whigs in Surrey, while the
Middlesex Whigs used the Fox Westminster
buff and blue, printing in blue letters on a
buff or light yellow paper. At the time of
the "

Spirited Foreign Policy
"
many Tories

took to the use of the red, white, and blue,

forgetting thatthese are the national coloursof
France and of Russia (as well as of Holland).
In 1886 the opposition to Home Rule con-
firmed this odd selection, and the Liberals

began to use both blue and red. At the

present or last election red was the Liberal
colour in Westminster. In some divisions of
Middlesex the Tories are now using red, and
the Liberals blue. In many parts of England,
of course, besides Surrey, the Liberals have
long been blue; but in other parts "Blue"
is equivalent to "Tory," and the "True Blue"
clubs are Conservative. P. C. S.

LOCKE MANUSCRIPT. I think the following

passage, which I have taken from The

Literary Gazette of 14 February, 1829, will

interest students of John Locke :

" The Chelmsford Chronicle states that a parcel
of manuscripts has come into the possession of

Dr. Forster, of Boreham, including the original

MS. of Locke's Essay concerning Human Under-

standing, with numerous corrections and erasures ;.

Original Letters from Locke (partly dated from-

Amsterdam during his exile), on various political,,

religious, and miscellaneous subjects ;
some original

familiar letters of Algernon Sydney, Lord Shaftes-

bury, and others ; correspondence of Toupe, author'

of EmendationesinSuidam ;
of the late Mr. Richard

Gough, the antiquary; a curious MS. work on

coins, by Stukely ; some critiques of the history of

Sir John Hawkwood, of Sible Hedingham by
Gough ;

and a large correspondence between the
Hon. Thomas Pitt, first Lord Camelford, from

Naples, and the late Benjamin Forster, resident at

Broomfield, in Chelmsford. There is also a MS.
relating to the origin of the Abbey of St. Neots in

Cornwall ; a Syriac MS. ; and other miscellaneous

papers. But what is most remarkable is, that it

seems evident from a passage in one of Locke's

letters, that he has somewhere left an unpublished
metaphysical work on Cause and Effect, entitled,
' On Perceiving all things in God,' which has eithec

been lost or suppressed."
W. ROBERTS.

MR. ROOSEVELT'S SCOTS ANCESTRY: BUL-
LOCHS OF BALDERNOCK. A brief article on
Mr. Roosevelt's Scots ancestry in The Daily
Chronicle of 4 January suggests some curious

minutiae not quite suitable for a daily news-

paper. Mr. Roosevelt's mother, Martha Bui*

loch, was the great-granddaughter of a James-

Bulloch, who was born "in Scotland" in

1701, and went to South Carolina in 1729y
via Glasgow. Nothing has been discovered

about his origin, but he probably belonged
originally to Stirlingshire, for the parish of

Baldernock is the cradle of the Bullochs. At
any rate, a very interesting coincidence arises-

in the President's love of an athletic and
outdoor life. In making some minute in-

quiries into the history of the Stirlingshire
Bullochs I find that this characteristic has
become a tradition in most of the families of

the name quite independent of the theory
into which I venture to press it. Thus a,

record for throwing the light weight at Cam-
bridge was recently established by Mr. J. H.

Bulloch, a member of the well-known distil-

ing family of Glasgow, who originally came
from Baldernock. His uncle is an inveterate

angler. One of his kinsmen, Archibald
Bulloch (born about 1750), was presented in

1829 with a sword by the county of Dum-
barton for "charging single-handed a number
of Chartists who were in possession of a

forge, making pikes, and capturing about a
dozen of them." It is further related of him.
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and his brother John, who was the grand-
father of Mr. J. H. Bulloch, that they could
write their names on a wall with chalk while
a, 56-lb. weight was hanging on to their little

finger.
^
Another Archibald Bulloch, farmer

at Brainget, Stirlingshire, early in last cen-

tury, was rioted for his strength. From a
manuscript autobiography written by my
grandfather, whose family also came from
Baldernock, I find that his uncle James
Bulloch^ 13 bh Dragoons, who was killed in
the Peninsular War, was " a very gigantic,
strong-built man, 6ft. 4 in. in height." He
was said to be a full yard across the
shoulders. His brother William Bulloch,
who enlisted in the H.L.L in 1806, and was
wounded at Vittoria, was "

so tall and stout
that he passed muster at the age of fifteen for
a lad of eighteen." Many a time, when the
13th Dragoons and his regiment met,

" he
was pointed out as the brother of James
Bulloch, the tall swordsman." He could
"lift up a cask weighing 4cwt. and place it

on a vehicle." In Highland tradition the
Ballochs (it was thus the name was origin-
ally spelt) were famous for their strength.
Thus (according to The Celtic Magazine),
Alastair Balloch, of Strathnaver (/. 1437),
was a man of "enormous strength and
stature." These coincidences of a family
characteristic which is so well exemplified in
President Koosevelt, while proving nothing
in the way of descent, are interesting.

J. M. BQLLOCH.
118, Pall Mall.

" TOPINAMBOU." This odd name for the
Jerusalem artichoke is rather French than
English, but it is used by some of our
seventeenth-century authors. John Davies,
of Kid welly, in his

*

History of the Caribby
Islands,' 1666, p. 56, says :

" These Topin-
ambous or Artichokes, which are now not
only very common in most parts, but cheap,
and slighted, as being a treatment for the

poorer sort, were heretofore accounted deli-

cacies." I cannot find the term in any Eng-
lish dictionary. It is unique from a philo-
logical point of view, as it is really the name
of a tribe of Brazilian Indians (see Littre).
The French seem to have transferred it from
the eaters to their staple diet, much as we
transfer the surname "Murphy" to the
potato. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

LINK WITH SCOTT. In its "occasional
verse

"
this month, Chamber s Journal, which

happily maintains its popularity, prints a

poem entitled *

Holiday,' which is of unique
interest as coming from the pen of a resident
in Edinburgh who is approaching his ninety-

fifth birthday. The reminiscences of the

nonagenarian, Mr. George Croal, who was a

journalist and is the father of journalists,
include visits to James Hogg in his native

Ettrick, and commendation from Sir

Walter Scott, to whom he played some
Scottish airs at Abbotsford. Mr. Croal, too,
heard and he must be the only person now
living who has this memory Sir Walter
avow himself the author of the Waverley
Novels. With the following cheery outlook
his poem closes :

Blest spirit with the one thing needful fraught,

By grace of Heaven thy utterance is taught ;

' Welcome the blessed hour, come when it may,
Which brings the Everlasting Holiday."

J.

THOMAS HEARNE'S TOMB. (See 9th S. iv.

142) MR. PICKFORD, and possibly others,

may be glad to know that, by the exertions,
and largely at the expense of the Oxford
Architectural and Historical Society aided

by contributions from the Oxford University
Antiquarian Society and from several

private individuals the tomb was last year
rebuilt, and the inscription was recut on a

stone which looks likely to preserve the

antiquary's memory for some generations.
ROBT. J. WHITWELL.

BREAM'S BUILDINGS. (See 9th S.x. 407.)

Here are two more notes for the repeopling
of a street which interests us all :

Henry Collier, of Bream's Buildings, near
Red Lion Square, died 13 August, 1743

(Musgrave's
'

Obituary,' ii. 42).

In 1751 Ant. Allen, Master in Chancery,
had his office in Bream's Buildings (Rider's

'Almanack,* 112). W. C. B.

" HOAST." In The Pall Mall Magazine for

January, p. 25, the author of a lyric entitled

'The Little Toun' explains that the word
"
hoast," to which he gives prominence, is

"a name applied in Scots dialect to the half-

suppressed cough which denotes derision or

contempt." This may be true so far as it

goes, but it is not a definition. One might
as well tell a Scotsman that an English

luminary is none other than that which he

recognizes under the name of a farthing
candle. A "hoast," indeed, is at times any-

thing but "half-suppressed," and it maybe
infinitely distressing. In his

'

King Hart,'
ii. 75, Gavin Douglas links it with headache

and palsy as a subtle and strenuous disinte-

g
rating force. According to the historian

alderwood, John Knox in his latter days
" became so feeble with a hoast that he could

not continue his ordinar task of reading the

Scripture." Burns in his 'Epistle to James
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Smith '

describes old age as
" hostun hirplan

owre the field
"

;
and he makes his "young

lassie" contemn the very thought of a
venerable partner, because "

lie hosts and he

hirples the weary day lang.'
3 In a word " to

hoast," as used "in Scots dialect" (if, in-

deed, that phrase has not a limited applica-
tion), is simply to cough, and this holds true,
whatever form the explosive utterance may
assume. THOMAS BAYNE.

ELECTION JINGLE. While electioneering in

crowded central districts during contests

years apart I have repeatedly heard this

doggerel sung by working class children.
The words and air seem to be generally
known :

Vote, vote, vote, for Mr.- ;

Put old- on the floor,
For- is the man,
And we '11 have him if we can,
And we won't vote for -- any more.

Obviously, a name of tsvo syllables is best

adapted for the verse. The curious part of it

is that the last line is sung with gusto, though
the candidate may be a. new wooer of the
electorate, as with friends of mine. It may
be used by any side in politics.

FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.
fStreatham Common.
[Is not this suggested by the rhythm of

Tramp, tramp, tramp, the boys are marching,
popular in England during the American Civil
War ?]

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

FITZMAURICE FAMILY. Can any of your
readers say who the first wife was of Thomas
Fitzmaurice (b. 1502, d. 1590), sixteenth Lord
of Kerry and Lixnaw, and by which of his
wives he had issue his son and successor
Patrick and his other children ?

This Thomas was in foreign parts when,
on the death of his brother Gerald, the
fifteenth lord, in 1550, he succeeded to the
title. Lodge in his

'

Peerage of Ireland
'

(1789) says of him :

" Soon after his return to Ireland (being then
forty-eight years old) he married, first, Margaret,
called '

the fair,' second daughter of James, the four-
teenth Earl of Desmond, by whom he had four sons
and one daughter; secondly, Catharine, only
daughter and heir of Teige Mac-Carthy More, elder
brother of Donald, Earl of Clancarre, and by her,who died of the smallpox in the island of Elean-
moylenea in Lough-lene, and was buried with her
ancestors in the Grey Friary of Irrelaugh [Muck-

ross Abbey], having no issue, he married thirdly
Penelope, daughter of Sir Donald O'Brien, brother
of Connor, the third Earl of Thomond ; and by her,
who remarried with Anthony O'Laughlen, Lord of

Burren, he likewise had no issue/'

Lough Lein is the ancient and present name
of the Lower Lake of Killarney.
In a manuscript pedigree of the Lords of

Kerry in the British Museum (Rot. Lansd.

28), described as of the early seventeenth

century, the order of Thomas Fitzmaurice's
first and second marriages, and the mother
of his son and successor Patrick, are given as

in Lodge. This manuscript ends with the

eighteenth lord, who is described as "now
Lord of Keyry." The eighteenth lord suc-

ceeded 1600, and died 1630, and it is not
unreasonable to suppose that the compiler
of this pedigree, a contemporary of the

eighteenth lord, would have known who that
lord's grandmother was. In agreement also

with Lodge is a pedigree of this family in

the Cotton MSS., Brit. Mus., as is also the
account of Thomas Fitzmaurice in the

*

Diet.

Nat. Biog.' In his description of Patrick

Fitzmaurice, the seventeenth lord, Lodge
states that he was born in 1541. This, the
context shows, must have been a slip, and
was probably an error for 1551.

In the account of the Fitzmaurice family,
however, given in 'The Complete Peerage'
by G. E C. (1892), the order of the first two
marriages of the sixteenth lord is reversed,
and he is said to have "

apparently
" married

first Catharine, daughter of Teige MacCarthy
More, and all his issue is described as having
been by her, and his second wife is said to

have "
apparently" been Margaret, daughter

of James, fourteenth Earl of Desmond.
G. E. C. produces no evidence in support of

this except the statement of Lodge (which
there can be little doubt was a clerical error)
that Patrick, the seventeenth lord, was born
in 1541, and his statement that Thomas
Fitzmaurice married Margaret, Desmond's
daughter, after he succeeded to the title in

1550. But Lodge mentions the names and
gives some account of the four sons and the

daughter of this marriage with Margaret
Fitzgerald, stating that Patrick, the eldest

of these sons, was heir to his father, whom he
succeeded in 1590. He also clearly states

that Thomas, the sixteenth lord, married, as
his second wife, Catharine MacCarthy More,
and by her had no issue. Lodge in compiling
his peerage is said to have had free access
to the papers (now lost or dispersed) of
Francis Thomas (d. 1818), twenty-third lord

and third Earl of Kerry.
In the earlier editions of Burke's 'Peerage'

the order of the wives and the issue of the
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sixteenth lord are described as in Lodge, but
since the publishing of G. E. C.'s

*

Peerage,'
Burke has altered his en try, and now describes
the sequence of these marriages and the issue
in agreement with G. E C.

It is recorded in 'The Annals of the Four-
Masters' that in 1563 Margaret, daughter of

James Fitzgerald, "and wife of MacMaurice,
died

;
and she [i.e her death] was a cause of

lamentation "
;
and in his MS. pedigree of the

Earls of Desmond (1834), Sir William Betham,
Ulster King-of-Arms, states that Margaret,
daughter of James, fourteenth Earl of Des-

mond, and " wife of Thomas L. of Lixnaw
in Kerry, ob. 1563." Again, in

* The Annals of

the Four Masters' is the following :

"1582. Catharine, the daughter of Teige, son of

Dpnnell, son of Cormac Ladhrach MacCarthy, and
wife of MacMaurice [anglice Fitzmaurice] of

Kerry, died. She passed her last days upon the
lake of Lean Linfhiaclaigh, moving from one island
to another through fear of the plunderers ;

and she
was interred in the monastery of Airbheallach
[Muckross Abbey]."

Here, then, is mention of the dates of the
deaths of both Margaret and Catharine, the
wives of Thomas Fitzmaurice, and Margaret
is said to have predeceased Catharine by
nineteen years.
Of Patrick, seventeenth Lord of Kerry,

Lodge records that he was "whilst very
young sent into England in the nature of a

hostage to Q. Mary," and educated at the

English Court till upwards of twenty years
of age. If Patrick was born in 1551, he would
have been two years old when Mary ascended
the throne, and seven years old at her
death. Patrick died 12 Aug., 1600, and Lodge
states that "he lies buried with his uncle

Donald, Earl of Clancare, in that earl's tomb
in the Grey Friary of Irrelaugh, in Desmond."
Now the Earl of Clancare married Honora,
daughter of James, fourteenth Earl of Des-

mond, and consequently would have been
uncle by marriage to Patrick Fitzmaurice
had the latter been son of Margaret, Des-
mond's other daughter, who married Thomas
Fitzmaurice. Had Patrick been Thomas's
son by Catharine, daughter of Teige Mac-
Carthy, the Earl of Clancare would have
been his great uncle. This Donald (or Donal)
MacCarthy More, Earl of Clancare (the first

and last earl), so created by Elizabeth in 1565,
did not die till 1597, and it seems exceedingly
improbable that Catharine, his brother Teige's
daughter, would have been old enough to be
first wife of Thomas Fitzmaurice and mother
of his son Patrick in 1541. There are many
references to Patrick in the State Papers, but
I find no mention of the date of his birth.

Such authorities as Burke and G. E. C.

must be referred to with respect, but there-

seems to be good reason for thinking that

they are in error in their description of the

marriages and issue of Thomas, sixteenth
Lord of Kerry and Lixnaw. Sufficient evi-

dence has certainly not been put forward for

altering the hitherto accepted pedigree of

this famil}
T
. Can any one supply further

information on the subject 1

CHARLES HERBERT THOMPSON.
133, Harley Street, W.

FLEETWOOD OF MADRAS. (See 9 th S. ix.

430.) Mrs. Frank Penny's surmise, in her
work on 'Fort St. George, Madras,

5 that

Edward Fleetwood who married Mary Caryl
was the son of Robert Fleetwood (died

Sept. 3, 1676) is correct, as Edward, then a

youth of sixteen, petitioned in November,
1684, to be allowed to go out to India, "being
sent for by his mother and Father in Law
[i.e., stepfather] Mr. Heathfield, now at Forb
St. George." Edward and Mary Fleetwood
had a large family, and my object is to elicit

information, if possible, as to the ancestry
of this branch. When Robert entered the

Company's service in November, 1661, his
"
securities

" were Thomas and Robert
Bretton ;

and at his death his
"
sureties

"

were Mr. Breton and Mr. Wm. Pearce.

From the *

Registers of St. Thomas,
Apostle

J

(Harl. Soc., Register Section,

vol. vi. 15, 122), I extract the following :

Marriage. 1631, Nov. 8, Henry Fleetwood
and Katherine Breton.

Burial. 1641, Apl. 29, Katherine, wife of

Henry Fletewood, stranger.
Is it known whether Robert was the son of

the above marriage, and if Thomas and
Robert Bretton were related to him or to

Henry Fleetwood's wife
1

? Again, to what
branch of the Fleetwood family did Henry
belong 1

Is anything known regarding Mary
Caryl's ancestry 1 R. W. B.

GOBESIUS : SHEETER. Who was Gobesius?

Who was Sheeter
1

? In the list of writers

on mechanics and military engineering read

by Uncle Toby (

v Tristram Shandy,' Book II.

chap, iii.) occur these names ;
but I am

unable to identify them. Perhaps they will

be familar to some reader of
' N. & Q. I

suspect that there is some disguise or mis-

print in one or both names. W. L. CROSS.

New Haven, Conn., U.S.

HAFIZ, PERSIAN POET. There are innu-

merable editions of Hafiz in the original, and

they differ from one another considerably.

Can any one inform me which is now
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generally held to be the most authoritativ
text? Prof. Palmer, at the end of his articl
on Hafiz in *The Encyclopaedia Britannica
says, "The best edition of the text is per
haps that edited by Hermann Brockhaus o

Leipsic, 1854." This is not very conclusive
and it was written a quarter of a century
ago. Has Brockhaus been superseded ?

JAS. PLATT, Jun.
' MODERN UNIVERSAL BRITISH TRAVELLER
Can any of your readers say when anj

book or periodical named 'The Moderr
Universal British Traveller

' was published
and where a copy of it can be seen ? It con
tains an engraving of the Upper School a
Eton, the date of which I should like to dis
cover. I imagine the date to have been ii

the first half of the eighteenth century.
11. A. AUSTEN LEIGH.

5, New Street Square, E.G.

MAJOR RICHARD CROMWELL, 1648. In th<
* Journals of the House of Commons,' vol. vi

p. 10221 Dec., 1648 mention is made o:

"Major Richard Cromwell" as having been
"long employed by the Parliament both in attend
ance on the person of the King [Charles I.] and it.

several other services, to his great Charge anc
Expense The Lords do therefore recommend the
consideration thereof to this house."

Who was he? Was he related to Oliver
Cromwell, and if so, how 1 Where can I find

any biographical particulars of him ?

C. MASON.
29, Emperor's Gate, S.W.

"Diss.": AN ABBREVIATION. In a work
lately issued by the Cambridge University
Press, the author appends his authorities,
e.g., "published Upsala, 1900, Diss.";

"
Up-

sala, 1903, Diss.";
"
Cambridge, 1902, Diss."

E must confess complete ignorance as to
the force of the last word. Will any one
enlighten me? H. P. L.

[Is it not for Dissertation?]

'PANCHARIS': 'MINERVA,' 1735. In a
private letter of the year 1735 mention is

made of two publications (book, pamphlet,
or paper) thus entitled. Are the authors
known? J. SCHONBERG.
Oxford.

MARQTTIS OF VALADL Towards the end of
the eighteenth century he settled in Wapping
and donned "a broad brim'

1

; he was not
recognized as " a Friend "at the local meeting-
house. Is anything known of his views?

MEDICULUS.

BOOK - TRADE TERMS. Can some reader
point to early usage of any of the following

terms, chiefly in vogue with publishers and
booksellers ? I already have examples at the
dates appended, but should welcome earlier

references. Please reply direct.
4

Catalogue of Writers,' 1608.
" Out of print," 1734 and 1735.
"
Painters' books," 1619.

"Paper" ("small paper," "large paper,"
" India paper,"

"
fine paper "), 1790.

"Pass the press," 1619.
"
Piping hot," 1789.

" Pirate
"
(" literary piracy "), 1734.

"Plate."
"Portable volume," 1616.
4

Proofs,' 1615.

"Pregustation," 1678.

"Publish in print," 1594.

"Reprinted," 1734.

"Revise the press," 1615.

"Secondhand books," 1622.

"Stereotype," 1827.
" Title

:>

("general title," 1734); "half

title"; "bastard title."

"Vignette," 1612.

"Word to the Wise," 1789.

WM JAGGARD.
139, Canning Street, Liverpool.

PEACOCK AS A CHRISTMAS SYMBOL. The
appearance of the peacock on the covers of

several Christmas magazines has raised the

Following queries. How is the peacock
ymbolic of Christmas ? What is the origin

of the Christmas peacock pie ? The tradition

:hat a peacock's flesh is incorruptible, and
therefore the peacock a symbol of the

Elesurrection, would seem to associate this

>ird with Easter rather than with Christmas.
Yet we have numerous descriptions of the

peacock pie and the ceremony attending its

appearance at the Christmas feast. Why ?

L. P. G.
California.

11 COPPERILLO." In an old domestic account

>ook, written during the last century, Icome
cross the following en try :

" For six copper-
llos and cage, 7s. 60?." I fail to find the word
n any dictionary, and should be glad if any
f your readers could enlighten me. B.

Nottingham.

A.O.R. A correspondent has sent me
he copy of a title-page which puzzles him.

^he book is 'Michaelis Ettmiilleri Opera
ledica/ fol., "Francofurti ad Mcenum et

^mstelodami A.O.R. MDCXCVI."
I conclude that A.O.R. stands for anno

rbis redempti, but I have not succeeded in

nding any explanation of these letters given
n Ducange under the article 'Annus,' or in

lampson's
* Medii ^Evi Kalendarium,' or in
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similar works that discuss modes of dating.
Have any of your readers come across these
letters before the date in other books 1

H. T. F.

ESTHER GILES : DR. W. CARSON. Can any
of your readers give me information concern-

ing a family named Giles ? Esther Giles
married in Birmingham, about 1800. Dr.
William Carson, of Billies, Kelton, Kirkcud-

bright. Dr. Carson subsequently went to
Newfoundland. (Mrs.) C. J. CROSFIELD.
Anwoth, Park Avenue, Mossley Hill, Liverpool.

GRANTHAM OF GOLTHO FAMILY. Can any
reader of ' N. & Q.' tell me what has become
of the Grantham altar-tomb, and an ancient
stained-glass window, which had an elaborate
coat of arms of that family, with the allusive
motto " Comme Dieu Grantitos," which a
quarter of a century ago was in Goltho
Church, Lincolnshire.

EVERARD GREEN, Rouge Dragon.
Heralds' College.

" PIN-FIRE." We want a quotation for this
as applied to a cartridge or breech-loader
before 1885. (It is said to have been invented
in 1835.) J. A. H. MURRAY.

u PIN -FLAT." This is said in recent Ameri-
can dictionaries to be the name in Canada of
"a scow carrying a square sail." I should
be glad of any information as to this word,
its age, and the reason for the name. Can
any Canadian help us]

J. A. H. MURRAY.

LORD CROMARTIE'S ISSUE.

(10
th S. v. 28.)

MR. BULLOCK'S query raises an interesting
point, and perhaps I may be permitted to go
into the subject in some detail.
Lord Cromartie married "bonnie Bel

Gordon," 23 September, 1724. Their eldest

child, a daughter, Isabella who afterwards
succeeded to the Cromartie-Mackenzie estates
under an entail executed by her brothe.
Lord Macleod, and married in 1760 George
sixth Lord Elibank was, according to Si
William Fraser, born 30 March, 1725. Afte.
her Lady Cromartie bore three sons an
seven daughters, though Amelia, the thirc

youngest, who died as a child, is not given in
the ordinary works of reference.
The youngest daughter, and the lates

born of her family, was Augusta, who be
came the wife, in 1770, of Sir William Murray
of Ochtertyre, Bart. She it was who wa

orn in the Tower, where her father
was confined from May, 1746, till 18 Feb-

uary, 1748, where he was allowed to lodge
a,t the house of the messenger. I do not know
he exact date of her birth, but there are

ome curious circumstances to be noted re-

garding it. In the letter which MR. BULLOCH
[uotes, of date 30 October, 1746, her uncle,
Sir John Gordon, says that Lady Cromartie
s now " within a very few weeks of her
ime." Twelve weeks afterwards there ap-
)ears an announcement in The Scots Maga-
~ine: "23 January, 1747, at the Tower of

London, the Countess of Cromartie of a dead
hild." When the mental strain which she

nust have undergone for months is con-

sidered, this is only what might have
Deen expected ; but, extraordinary to re-

ate, six months afterwards there appears
another announcement in the same periodical :

"27 July, 1747, In the Tower of London, the

Countess of Cromartie of a daughter.
5 '

It is,

of course, impossible that Lady Cromartie
can have had a child in January, and another
in July of the same year ;

in ordinary cir-

cumstances one would say the first entry was
an error, though how originated would be
hard to say. But then we have Sir

John Gordon's letter of 30 October giving
the news that a birth was expected shortly.
I have no solution of the puzzle to offer.

It is said that Augusta, the daughter who
was born in the Tower, had the mark of an
axe and three drops of blood upon one side

of her neck ;
but this has already been

discussed (9
th S. ix. 172, 219, 292).

J . .D. x

LONDON NEWSPAPERS (10
th S. iv. 510 ;

v. 10).

I will not moot the question what is a

newspaper, but must refer B. M. to the

British Museum catalogues of periodical

publications. He will also now on the same
shelf find catalogues of newspapers, which
have just been printed, in consequence of the

papers themselves having been sent (or on
their way) to Hendon, their future home.

Many readers look upon this as equivalent to

being sent to Siberia. Nevertheless some-

thing was imperatively necessary, in order to

relieve the space of tons upon tons of papers
which were seldom referred to.

It is with much regret that I see the

tendency to multiply catalogues. Thus,
besides that of (1) periodical publications at

the B.M. there are separate catalogues of (2)

English and Welsh provincial newspapers ;

(3) London and suburbs ; (4) Scotland ; and

(5) Ireland. There are other multiplications
of the catalogues too long to enumerate
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here, but disastrously disadvantageous for
the ordinary searcher, compelling an enor-
mous preliminary waste of time to get at the
simplest thing.

I think the late Mr. Cornelius Walford
issued a project for a catalogue of news-
papers. In Mr. Boase's 'Modern English
Biography' are lists (see indexes to each
volume) of hundreds of newspapers, pub-
lished all over the world. But as a whole
there is no guide yet published, and an
inquirer simply looks into an abyss of dark-
ness. There are two lists of great value :

4 The Newspaper Press Directory
' and ' Wil-

ling's Press Guide'
; but these are trade, not

students' lists. Thus, when a weekly like

Grindlay's Home 3~ews for India, after a
useful and I may say honourable career of
fifty years, ceases to be .published, it drops
out of the lists, like the name of a person in
the 'P.O.D.' The guides give no parting
word, no history.
In the series of papers at the B.M. there

will be found occasional gaps, more annoying,

n'haps,
to the librarian than the searcher,

lave mentioned such in my bibliography
1

Swimming' frequently, though I can only
recollect that on p. 365, relative to a paper
called Notes. I think it is generally early
and last numbers that are deficient. Some
papers never get to the B.M. at all, as, for

example, a weekly called Pastime. I do not
actually say it was not in the library when 1 1

wrote p. 377, but it can be inferred, as I was
!

able to refer only to the
*

P.O.D.'
On 24 August, 1868, there was sold (lots

1209 to 1302) at Sotheby's "a collection of
short lived periodicals illustrative of the
history of English periodical literature,"
many of the eighteenth century. Sotheby's
original catalogues, with the prices, are pre-
served at the British Museum.

RALPH THOMAS.
In the list of works on London news-

papers your correspondents P. L. and MR.
MACMlCHAEL make a curious omission in

ignoring Mr. Joseph Hatton's 'Journalistic

London,' published first as a serial in Harper's
Magazine, and afterwards in a volume
(Sampson Low & Marston, 1882) which for
the first time penetrated the editorial
sanctum. The author gave a singularly
accurate view of the London press at the
time, and evidently all his interesting per-
sonal revelations had the full authority of
editors and their staffs. J. H.

In The Bibliographer; vol. ii. p. 116, is a
note, taken from Land and Water, which
gives the names of twenty-seven London and

provincial newspapers, with the dates of
their first publication eighteenth century
in nearly every case. At p. 179 of the same
volume is a long note containing particulars

respecting a number of London newspapers.
An interesting note on Manchester papers

will be found in The Bibliographer, vol. iii.

p. 116; and at pp. 153-6 of the same volume
is a paper on The London Gazette.

G. L. APPERSON.
Wimbledon.

1 NICHOLAS NICKLEBY '

(10
th S. i. 166, 217,

274
; iv. 455 ; v. 14). It is not of very much

importance who first discovered Dickens's
blunder (or sarcasm ?) in making Squeers
send his pupil to weed the garden in mid-
winter

; but as the question has been raised,
it may be said that the first to put it in print
(so far as I know) was the late Robert H.
Newell ("Orpheus C.Kerr'

1

), in chap. ii. of
the travesty of 'Edwin Drood' entitled 'The
Cloven Foot,' which he published in 1870,
seriatim with the original, in the New York
comic paper Punchinello, and reprinted in
book form. I cite his note :

" In anticipation of any critical objection to the
introduction of a living fly in December, the

Adapter begs leave to observe that an anachronism
is always legitimate in a work of fiction when a

point is to be made. Thus in chap. viii. of the
inimitable 'Nicholas Nickleby,' Mr. Squeers tells

Nicholas that morning has come, 'and ready iced,

too'; and that 'the pump's froze'; while only a
few pages later, in the same chapter, one of Mr.
Squeers's scholars is spoken of as

'

weeding the

garden.'"

I may remark that the whole book is a very
clever and instructive (though coarse-

thumbed and rather vulgar) study in

bringing out the weak spots in a work of art

by minutely restating its positions, and
adapting its detail under new conditions a
different method from Burnand's in the
4 Pocket Ibsen,' which is mainty to clear

away brushwood and leave the essential

outline glaringly visible. The introduction
also discusses acutely the causes for the

superiority of average English fiction to

American. F. M.
Hartford, Conn.

PUNCH, THE BEVERAGE (10
th S. iv. 401, 477,

531
;

v. 37) I have read the many replies
which my article has called forth, and do nob
think that I shall greatly advance my argu-
ment by answering with further detail. I

observe that, though the writers are mostly
disposed to disagree with me, not one has
made bold to affirm that Fryer is certainly

right ; and as I guarded myself against pro-

nouncing him certainly wrong, I have no
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great reason to be dissatisfied with the re-
sult. If doubt be admitted, the degrees of
it must be various.

I have to apologize for my blunder in

respect of Mandelslo's nationality. I must
confess that I knew nothing whatever about
him, and merely assumed him to be a Dutch-
man from his use of the Dutch word. Having
obtained what he said from Yule and
Burnell, I verified in the translation, not in
the original. C. B. MOUNT.

Since a Breton origin has been suggested
for this, it may be worth pointing out that
the Breton word spelt in the eighteenth
century puncgz is in more modern ortho-

graphy puns, and is merely a corruption of the
French word puits (see Henry's

'

Lexique
tymologique de Breton Moderne,' 1900). I

cannot find that it has any other than the
original sense of a well for drawing water,
and unless MR. NEVILL has proof that it was
applied to a cup or bowl, his solution can
hardly rank as more than ben trovato.

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

As a descendant of a family that have
prided themselves as punch-makers for many
generations, I may say that we have always
understood that this word was derived from
the Persian or Urdu word panj, five, from
the five essential elements, viz , brandy (3),

water (3), rum (1), sugar and lemon (to taste).
EDWARD HERON-ALLEN.

AMATEUR DRAMATIC CLUBS (10
th S. iv. 388,

431, 493). In chap. xiii. of 'Sketches by
Boz '

will be found much interesting matter
concerning private theatres, which, as far as I

can judge from reading of these past Thespian
temples, is in no wise exaggerated. The Era,
by the way, has published many articles

during the last few years (including some of

my own) dealing with the subject.
S. J. A. F.

SIR WILLIAM H. DE LANCEY (10
th S. iv.

409, 517). According to Lorenzo Sabine's
* American Loyalists,' Sir William was son of

Stephen De Lancey, Governor of Tobago, and
Stephen was son of either General Oliver, who
died in 1785, or his brother Peter. James, a
third brother, was Lieutenant-Governor of
New York, and died in 1760. No one has yet
done justice to the persecuted, ruined, and
slandered Loyalists, and many of their
descendants are ignorant of their exact rela-

tionship to others of the same name and
family. M. N. G.

De Lancey's grandfather was General
Oliver De Lancey, brother to James De
Lancey, Lieutenant-Governor of the Province

of New York. See Appleton's
*

Cyclopaedia
of American Biography,' vol. ii. p. 132. Peter
De Lancey was a third brother, whose de-
scendants are now living in the county of

Annapolis, Nova Scotia.
The article on Sir W. De Lancey in the

'D.N.B.' was probably written prior to the

publication of Appleton's
'

Cyclopaedia.' The
latter is the American counterpart of our
Dictionary of National Biography,' the De
Lancey articles being particularly good.

B. R. WARD, Major R.E.
Halifax, N.S,

I have drawn up a pedigree (mostly from
American biographical notices) showing the

relationship between Sir William's grand-
father and James, the Lieutenant-Governor
of New York. This pedigree differs from
that appearing in Burke's ' Landed Gentry

'

(1846, second ed., p. 1361), in which General
Oliver De Lancey and Miss Franks are given
as Sir William's grandparents. Having made
no original research in the matter, I am
unable to state which pedigree is correct.

LEO C.

[We have forwarded the pedigree to WATER-
LOOENSIS.j

CARAVANSERAI TO PUBLIC-HOUSE (10
th S. iv.

308, 413).-Cf. Fr. Michel et Ed. Fournier,
* Histoire des Hotelleries et Cabarets,

7

in

their 'La Grande Boheme,' Paris, 1851 to

1854, 3 vols. (the last incomplete). Erasmus
of .Rotterdam and other travellers on the
Continent abuse the German hostelries. Cf.

about these A. Schultz,
' Das hausliche Leben '

(Munich, 1903), pp. 98, 395, et seq. ; the same
author's 'Deutsches Leben' (Prag, 1892),

pp. 61, et seq. ; Rodlow,
* Die Brennerstrasse/

p. 158; Zillner, 'Salzburgische Kulturge-
schichte.'pp. 79, et seq. ; Bruder,

' Die Wirts-
hauser d. Mittelalters

'

(Munich, 1885) ;
Lie-

benau, 'Das Gasthof u. Wirtshauswesen
der Schweiz' (Zurich, 1891); Wapf, 'Das
Wirtshauswesen der Stadt Luzern '

(Ziirich,

1895). Every traveller has something to say
on the subject. L. L. K.

'REBECCA,' A NOVEL (10th S. iii. 128, 176,

293, 435). I have to thank MR. HUBERT
SMITH, MR. CECIL CLARKE, and your other

correspondents, for the trouble they have
taken in inquiries for the missing volume
of this book, and for information about
its author. M. A. Enander, of the Biblio-

theque de la Sorbonne, where the first and
second volumes may be read, states that

he has seen a catalogue of Lackington, Allen
& Co.'s, 1815, in which is given '''Rebecca;
or, the Victim of Duplicity,' 3 vols., pub-
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lished at 13s. Qd., half-bound 9s.," with a

notice of it from The European Magazine, but
without a date. One asks now : Where is

The European Magazine of the years 1808-15

to be seen, and in which number is the notice

of 'Rebecca' contained 1 E. S. DODGSON.

GRINDLETON (10
th S. v. 10). In all cases of

6
'ace-names evidence is better than guess.
Grindleton can, by evidence, be connected

with Greendale, it would be best to allow
that connexion, seeing that Greendale would
most easily pass into Grindle by ordinary
euphonic laws. For we know that Green-
wich is pronounced Grin'ich, and that the
dale in Tyndal (Tynedale) is pronounced as

if it were Tindle.

Every reader of 'Beowulf soon discovers

that two-thirds of the poem Concern Grendel,
who is not a human being at all, but a

horrible dumb monster who dwelt near a
morass the very last creature to found a

town, or to have a town named after him.

Even if it had been, the name would have
been Grinders-ton ; you cannot get rid of

the genitivai s when possession is implied.
All the place-names connected with Grendel

are remote from human dwellings, by the
nature of the case

;
I find at least five ex-

amples in Birch's
' Cartularium.' These are :

(1) Grendeles pytt, Grendel's pit, noted as

being near a marsh (Birch, i. 177) (2, 3)

Grendeles mere, Grendel's mere (B. ii. 364,
iii. 223) ; (4) Grindeles sylle, Grendel's mire
or slough (B. iii. 189) ; (5) Grindles bee,
Grindel's beck or stream (B. iii. 588). These

pits, meres, sloughs, and becks were doubt-
less lonely and dreary ;

for Grendel prac-
tically connotes a demon, as when we say
the "Devil's Punchbowl."

WALTER W. SEE AT.

I collected the following variants, viz.,

Grindle, Devon and Salop ; Grendelbruch,
Elsass

; Grindelwald, Berne ; Grundel,
Styria. Though the vowels vary, the root is

identical. So far as the
" Devil and his

darn" in 'Beowulf
'

goes, the analogy is with
a fetid swamp, a sort of cesspool. A. H.

"SMITH" IN LATIN (10
th S. iv. 409, 457;

v. 13). Miss Beryl Faber has latinized her
own maiden name of Smith

;
her brother is

the well-known character- actor Mr. Aubrey
Smith. S. J. A. F.

ENNOBLED ANIMALS (10
th S. v. 7). Cali-

gula's horse Incitatus had a house and
servant, and was admitted to the college of

his priests ;
but it does not appear that he

was in fact ever made consul. Extravagant
honour >vas also paid by the Emperor Verus

to his horse Volucris. Probably both these

emperors were not unmindful of the founda-
tion of Bucephala by Alexander in honour
of Bucephalus. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

PIG : SWINE : HOG (10
th S. iv. 407, 449r

510, 536). The proverbial expression "obsti-

nate as a pig" was used by Garrick (died

1779), as stated in Langton's recollections of

Johnson given in Boswell at the beginning
of 1780 (Birkbeck Hill's edition, iv. 17). It

would be interesting to know in which of

Garrick's works the expression occurs.

In conversation on 6 April, 1775 (Hill's
'

Boswell,' ii. 344), Johnson used the word

"pigs" in the sense recorded in his dic-

tionary.

Byron, in his letter to Murray on Bowles's
'
Strictures on the Life and Writings of Pope

'

(dated Ravenna, 7 Feb., 1821), wrote : "They
might have heard the poetical winds howling
through the chinks of a pig-sty, or the garret
window." L. Ii. M. STRACHAN.
Heidelberg, Germany.

Let us not forget a familiar example of

"swine" as a singular in Proverbs xi. 22:

"As a jewel of gold in a swine's snout, so is

a fair woman which is without discretion."

ST. SWITHIN.

SOUBISE, BLACK PAGE (10
th S. iv. 529).

FITZ-ALLEN seeks information with regard to-

the death of Soubise in Calcutta, when

Memory Middleton resided there. There are

many references to Middleton in Col. Malle-

son's life of Warren Hastings ;
also in Capt.

Trotter's life of Hastings (" Rulers of India"),,

and in Busteed's
' Echoes of Old Calcutta.'

Middleton represented the English Govern-
ment at the Court of Oudh in 1773. Owing
to differences of opinion between him and
Col. Champion as to the amount due from,

the Nawab-Wazir for assistance rendered

him by English troops, the subject was sub-

mitted to the Council held in Calcutta on-

25 Oct., 1774, immediately on the arrival of

Philip Francis, the reputed author of the

letters of Junius. As a result, Middleton

was recalled, and remained in Calcutta till

22 Dec., 1776, when he was restored to his

former position as Resident at Lucknow, bufc

in consequence of his negligence in pressing
the Nawab of Oudh to pay his debts to the

East India Company, he was severely cen-

sured by Warren Hastings in August, 1782,.

and deprived of his appointment. In all

probability, Middleton returned to England ;

for Hastings in a letter to his wife in Eng-

land, dated 13 Aug., 1784, from Lucknow,
writes : "Be on your guard both with Richard
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Johnson and Middleton." A foot-note at

p. 318 of the second edition of Busteed's
'Echoes of Old Calcutta' states that among
the Impey MSS. one folio volume is filled

with letters from these two officials to the
Chief Justice during 1782 asking for his

intercession in their behalf with Hastings.
The foot-note adds that
*' Middleton at a later period was called

'

Memory
Middleton,' and after his death 'Middleton of

Unhappy Memory,' in allusion to his evidence at

Hastings's trial."

JAMES WATSON.
Folkestone.

MANTEGNA'S HOUSE (10
th S. iv. 87). Seeing

that no answer has appeared, 1 give below
an extract from a letter from Mantua :

"About some of our national artistic works we
seem to know less than foreigners. It may be that I

did not inquire at the proper sources, but I regret to

say that 1 was unable to find out anything about
Mantegna's house. I passed the inquiry on to my
brother-in-law, who is an architect, and he con-
fessed his ignorance on the matter. At Porta
Pusterla there is certainly a technical school, but
I am not aware that any part of the building dates
from 1496. Still, I repeat that we are not well

posted in these matters, and you may possibly
ascertain something more definite from another
source."

LEO C.

BRANDON, DUKE OF SUFFOLK (10
th S. v. 9)

The following notes from the Brandon
ligree will probably suffice as a reply to

l.'s query.
Sir William Brandon, of Wangford, Suffolk

was knighted on the field of Tewkesbury by
Edward IV., 3 May, 1471. He married

Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Robert Wingfield,
of Letheringham. His will was proved in

P.C.C., July 1491; that of his widow in

1496. He had (with other children) three
sons :

1. Sir William. (See under.)
2. Sir Thomas. Knighted at the battle o

Blackheath, 17 June, 1497. Installed KG
10 May, 1507. Will dated 11 Jan , 1509/10

proved 11 May, 1510. Buried in the church
of Black Friars, London. Died s.p.

3. Sir Robert. Knighted at the battle p
Stoke, 1487 j made banneret, 1512. Sherif
of Norfolk and Suffolk, 1492, 1508, and 1509
Was of Wangford, Suffolk. Died s.p. Wil
dated 22 Feb., 1522/3; proved 28 Nov., 1524

Sir William Brandon, eldest son. Knightec
by Henry VII. upon his landing at Milforc

Haven, 1485, and appointed standard-bearer
Killed " in a desperate assault by King
Richard himself" on Bosworth Field, 22 Aug.
1485. He married Elizabeth, daughter anc
coheir of Sir Henry Bruyn, of South Ocken

ion, Essex, and widow successively of

Villiam Malory and Thomas Tyrell. bhe

died shortly before 30 May, 1485, at which

date her Inq.P.M. was taken. They had

,. William. Named in the will of his

grandmother Elizabeth (Wingfield), Lady

Brandon, in 1496. Apparently died young.
2. Anne. Named in the same will.

3. Charles. Born about 1484. Knighted
20 March, 1511/12. Successively created

Viscount Lisle in 1513, and Duke of Suffolk

1514.

It is thus clear, from the foregoing, that

both the father and the grandfather of the

Duke of Suffolk were knights, and that Hall

the chronicler was right in so styling them.

The younger Sir William being slain so

quickly after the honour was conferred upon

him, his knighthood has been almost lost

The only other Brandon knights of whom
I have any knowledge are the two youthful

sons of the Duke, both knighted at the

coronation of Edward VI., and afterwards

successively second and (for half an hour)

third Duke ;
and another Sir Charles

Brandon, knighted "after the conquest ot

Bolleyne," September, 1544. He appears to

have been an illegitimate son of the first

Duke of Suffolk, and died in 1551.

Lowton, Newton-le-Willows.

"BBL." (10
th S. v. 27). Is not this abbre-

viation for barrel a misprint ? When com-

piling my
* Author and Printer,' I never met

with it, although I consulted every list of

abbreviations that I could find, whether

published in the United Kingdom or else-

where. , .

The correct abbreviation for barrel is

"bl."; for barrels,
"
bis.," as given in

* Author

and Printer,' which contains a full list ot

abbreviations. F. HOWARD COLLINS.

Torquay.

I would suggest that " bbl." is the abbre-

viation, not for barrel, but for barrels, just

as MSS. is used for manuscripts.
RALPH ASSHETON.

Downham Hall, Clitheroe.

[In the 1902 edition of 'Webster's International

Dictionary' (Bell & Sons) the list of abbreviations

and contractions on p. 1919 contains the entry :

"Bbl Barrel.-6W*. Barrels." The instance cited

by MR. ASSHETON hardly supports his contention,

as the last letter of MS., the contraction for

manuscript, is doubled for the plural. The first

letter is sometimes doubled to indicate a plural, as

in "pp." for pages, frequently seen in
' N. & Q,, and

"
ff." for following pages, given by MR. HOWARD

COLLINS in
' Author and Printer.']
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SUSSEX INSCRIPTION (10
th S. iv. 389). Th

explanation surely is that a rough draf
was made of the inscription, in which th
dates were to be filled in

;
and without thi

being done the stone-cutter got to work an<

did the inscription. P. MONTFORT.

CLASSICAL QUOTATIONS (10
th S. v. 27).

1. The two words ^TriVrei Kare^ovo~a may b
found in 'Heliodori ^Ethiopicorum, Lib. L
towards the end of chap. ii. L. L. K.

3. The author of "Tarn otii," &c., is no
Seneca, though he may have quoted th<

dictum, but Cato. Cicero in his 'Pro Cn
Plancio,' cap. 27, 66, says :

" Et enim M. Catonis illud, quod in principl
scripsit Originum suaruni, semper magnificum e

prseclarum putavi, clarorum virorum atque mag
norum non minus otii quam negotii rationen
exstare oportere."

The *

Origines
' were published about B.C. 138

according to Mommsen.
JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

[MB. P. J. F. GANTILLON also refers to Cicero.]

WELSH POEM (10
th S. iv. 208, 392, 516; v. 14)

1 hope I may excusably add one word. It
was not indifference to verification, but the

lending of my copy of Dean Ramsay's volume,
which caused me unwittingly to misinterpret
that worthy humorist. I was impelled to

quote from memory. Thus from T. F. D
comment I draw the more fitting conclusion,
that it is wisdom indeed not to lend books.

W. B.

THE KING OF BATH (10
th S. v. 28). The

list which I desired seems to be supplied by
no less an authority than Philip Thicknesse
in 'The New Bath Guide' Possibly the
"
Censor-General of Great Britain, Professor

of Empiricism, and casual Compiler, Rape
and Murder - Monger to The St. James's
Chronicle " was not so great a liar as he is

painted, for his brief history of the Masters
of Ceremonies shows none of the virulence or

exaggeration that his enemies always ascribed
to him. On the contrary, his account tallies

with many details that are found in other
sources.

According to Governor Thicknesse, Capt.
Webster held office from 1703 to 1710, and upon
his death in the latter year was succeeded
by his protege, the famous Richard Nash.
After the death of the ancient Beau, on
3 Feb., 1761, a Mr. Collect occupied the post
for a brief period. Another notorious per-
son then came into office, Samuel Derrick to

wit, who, in spite of
" much opposition "I

am quoting the " Gunner of Landguard
Fort "reigned until his decease on 28 March,

1769. Two rival kings then arose, Mr. Plomer
and Major William Brereton. Each was
powerfully supported, and for a time there
were two Masters of Ceremonies. Finally,
the parties came to terms, and on 18 April,
1769, Capt. Wade, son of the general, was
appointed. Upon his resignation, on 8 July,
1777, there were seven candidates for the
vacant position, and the situation seems to
have been rendered more difficult from the
fact that a New Assembly Room had been in
existence since October, 1771. After an ex-

citing contest the victory lay between
William Dawson and Major William Brereton,
when, at a meeting of the subscribers to the
dress balls, it was thought advisable (or more
politic), since Bath was growing larger and
its visitors more numerous, to elect a Master
of Ceremonies for each room. Thus Brereton
and Dawson shared the throne, the former
officiating at the Old, and the latter at the
New Assembly Rooms. After three years
the fighting major retired, and in 1780
Richard Tyson took his place. Both Masters
wore beautiful medallions, and the new regime
seems to have been a success.

Thicknesse reproduces their portraits in
his book. A monograph on the dour, hard-

hitting governor-doctor would be a welcome
addition to eighteenth-century literature,
and, since biographers of Gainsborough seem
generally to regard him as a prickly person,
to be lightly handled, the work might be of
some assistance to critics of art. There is

plenty of material, and there is no reason

why the book should not be well done.
HORACE BREACKLEY.

Fox Oak, Walton-on-Thames.

In ' Selecta Poemata Anglorum,' and dated
761, is a long Latin epitaph upon Beau
STash, by Gulielm King, LL.D., covering
more than four pages; but whether inscribed
n the Abbey Church at Bath I cannot say.
NQ are introduced to Nash in ' Roderick
landom '

(published in 1748) when Melinda

nquires the name of Tobit's dog, and receives

he reply,
" His name was Nash, and an

mpudent dog he was." In '

Humphry
blinker,' published by the same author in

771, Tabitha Bramble's favourite dog Chow-
ler, shows a formidable array of teeth at

Derrick, a successor of Nash as M.C., and is

ummarily ejected.
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

The following is a list of the Bath M.C.s
own to the present time. Tyson and King
uled at the end of the eighteenth century :

/apt. Webster, Beau Nash, Mr. Collette,
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Mr. Derrick, Major Brereton, Capt. Wade,
Mr. Dawson, Mr. R. Tyson, Capt. J. King,
Mr. Le Bas, Mr. F. J. Guynette, Mr.

Heaviside, Capt. Wyke, Capt. Marshall, Col.

Jervois, Lieut. Nugent, Lieut.-Col. England,
Capt. Gataker, and Major Simpson (the

present holder of the office). Capt. Wade
(a natural son of Field-Marshal Wade) was,
as your correspondent surmises, the Master
of the Ceremonies at Brighton. W. T.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10
th S.

iv. 168).

There is so much good in the worst of us,
And so much bad in the best of us,
That it ill becomes any of us
To talk about the rest of us,

is from the pen of R. L. Stevenson, according
to a 1906 Calendar published by R. A. Court,
Caxton House, Nottingham (see month of

March). CHAS. A. BERNAU.

JOHN PENHALLOW (10
th S. iv. 507 ; v. 15, 37).

This name will be found in the * Calendar
of the Inner Temple Records,' iii. 369. On
15, 16, 17, and 19 June, 1702, are the nomina-
tions of those called to the Bar at the par-
liament held on 23 June, together with the
names of William Goodenough, John Pen-
hallow, and William Courtney.

W. P. COURTNEY.

"WAS YOU?" AND "You WAS" (10
th S. i.

509 ;
ii. 72, 157 ; v. 32). Some of your readers

will remember that Horace Walpole declares
in one of his letters that the invariable three

questions of the royal family at a levee or

drawing-room were :

" Do you love riding ?
"

"Do you love music?" "Was you at the

opera ?
" NORTH MIDLAND.

SUICIDES BURIED IN THE OPEN FlELDS
(10

th S. iv. 346, 397, 475, 514). It must be
remembered in connexion with this subject
that all suicides were not punished in the
same way. It was not a matter of law, but
of custom, which was regulated by the

monks, and which naturally varied in
different places and at different times.
While most suicides were buried at cross-

roads, some were not buried at all
; some

(those that had killed themselves in the sea'
were buried on the coast; and some, as I

uphold, were buried in the fields. These
are, of course, a few only of the customs,
and do not all relate to any one country <5i

district. In 1
st S. vL 353 a case is cited of a

burial at the junction of the estates of three
different Flintshire landowners.

Suicides were under ecclesiastical dis-

abilities, and were looked upon as irre-

vocably lost to religion. They were felons-

and traitors. It does not seem probable,
then, that they were buried at cross-roads-

merely to be under the protection of a cross

:hat was usually erected there. Such a.

thing seems contrary to the barbarity with
vhich ithey were generally treated. As an

example of what was not uncommon, I will-

relate what occurred in France so late as

1749. The corpse of Portier, the suicide, was
dragged through the streets of Paris, with
its face scraping the ground, to the place of
common execution. It was suspended there-

by the feet for twenty-four hours, taken

down, and flung on the highway to be
devoured by beasts. Although France was
on the whole more barbarous than we were,.

a case of great brutality occurred in

Scotland, as may be seen by referring to-

1 st S. v. 272.

There seems to be little doubt that the

stake driven through a suicide was intended
to keep his ghost from rising and disturbing
the neighbourhood at nighty Whether it

was or was not intended as an insult, it acted

as one.
There is one thing that does not seem to

have been well explained, and that is why
these mysterious burials were by law obliged
to take place in the dark, between certain

hours. H. T. SMITH.

In the churchwardens' accounts of Wands-
worth parish for the period 28 May, 1609, to-

15 March, 1610, occurs this entry :

"
Payd for

Cou'ing a poore mans grave in the fielde, iij."

Would this refer to a suicide not buried in

the churchyard ? I may add that in the

burial register there is no entry of any one-

being buried in the fields. LIBRARIAN.
Wandsworth.

NAPOLEON'S CORONATION ROBE : ITS GOLI>

BEES (10
th S. v. 9). The robes are, or re-

cently were, to be seen atTussaud's Waxwork
Exhibition in London. The bees with which

they are thickly covered are made of gold

thread, and, as far as can be made out, are

so rendered in David's well-known Corona-

tion picture at the Louvre, in Paris. It has

often been suggested, and sometimes denied,
that in his choice of the bee as an emblem

Napoleon was influenced by the golden bees

found in 1653 at Tournai, in the tomb of

Childeric. Some of these are still to be seen

in Paris. I believe in the same building as the

Bibliotheque Nationale; but they are not welfi

suited for robe decoration, and it is doubt-

ful if there were ever enough of them for

such a purpose.
H. J. O. WALKER, Lieut.- CoL
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41
OCEAN, 'MID HIS UPROAR WILD "

(10
th S.

v. 47). Coleridge is quoting his own poem
* Ode on the Departing Year,' section vii.

W. BENHAM.

Dr.. VOLLMER will find the above in

Coleridge's 'Ode on the Departing Year,'
11. 129-30. K. A. POTTS.

DR. VOLLMER will find the lines in the 'Ode
on the Departing Year '

in the second edition

of Coleridge's poems,
"
to which are added

Poems by Charles Lamb and Charles Lloyd,
1797." Lamb in a letter to Coleridge
<2 January, 1797) writes: "The address to

Albion is very agreeable, and concludes even

beautifully :

Speaks safety to his Island child."

S. BUTTERWORTH.

"THESE ARE THE BRITONS, A BARBAROUS
RACE" (10

th S. iv. 510; v. 31). My first sip
of English history was taken from a humbler
vessel than that mentioned by MR. R. B.

MARSTON, and yet I believe it to have been
the article sought by your Minnesota corre-

spondent. In the early forties a little paper-
covered book, of some twenty leaves, was put
into my hands to minister to my pleasure
and my pains. It was called, I think, 'Our
Native England ; or, the Historical House
that Jack Built,' and had on every page a
short verse and a woodcut, referring to the

period or the monarch to which it was appro-
priated. I do not remember either the name
of the publisher or that of the author, but I

know the ingenious creature began with the
words that head my reply, and that the

opening stanza was :

These are the Britons, a barbarous race,

Chiefly employed in war or the chase.
Who dwelt in Our Native England.

Then he faced the Romans, and, after

succinctly arousing the learner's curiosity
about them, cleverly ran him back again to

the Britons, thus :

These are the Romans, a people bold,
Of whom many wonderful stories are told ;

They conquered the Britons, a barbarous race,

Chiefly employed in war or the chase,
Who dwelt in Our Native England.

And so on to good Queen Victoria.

ST. SWITHIN.

In the British Museum Catalogue we find

entered t{ Cuckow (G. J.). Our Native

England ; or, the Historical House that

Jack built ; being the History of England
made easy in Familiar Verse, &c., Derby,
1838." This is probably the little book that

your correspondent in Minnesota is in search

of. It is not by Cook, but by Cuckow.

It may have been issued by the firm of

Mozley. H. B. W.
Clapham.

SPLITTING FIELDS OF ICE (10
th S. iv. 325,

395, 454, 513
;
v. 31). The Editor will doubt-

less allow me to apologize for my failure to
refer to all the notes that had preceded
mine. It is certainly advisable that the

beginning of a series of notes should be looked

up, and I regret that in the present instance
I did not do this. Lowell's reference to 'The
Prelude' has been known by me since the

beginning of 1895, when a copy of his essays
came into my possession. F. JARRATT.

CHURCH SPOONS (10
th S. iv. 468

;
v. 13, 56).

In Cripps's 'Old English Plate,' sixth

edition, p. 349, the pierced spoon is referred
to as follows :

" Such caddies [tea] were usually also supplied
with a small spoon with pierced bowl and long
pointed handle, used for straining the tea and
clearing the spout of the teapot before the intro-
duction of the fixed strainer at the inner end or
insertion of the spout. These are often, but
erroneously, called strawberry spoons."

A. R. H.
Eastbourne.

There was originally a spoon amongst the
sacramental plate at Hinton St. George,
Somerset. It was, however, lost some time

previous to 1870, and inquiry as to its where-
abouts was made at that time by the incum-
bent, but with what success I have never
heard. FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

THE CONDADO (10
th S. v. 47). "The Con-

dado "
probably means Barcelona. That city

is still constantly called
" La Ciudad Con-

dal
"

in the Spanish newspapers, in remi-
niscence of the rule of her former "Counts."

E. S. DODGSON.
" PASSIVE RESISTER" (10

th S. iv. 508; v. 32).
W. Hazlitt, in his translation of M.

Guizot's
*

Introductory Discourse
'

to
' The

History of the Revolution in England
'

("Bonn's Standard Library"), says at p. 17,
"The new government [i.e., the Common-
wealth] encountered at first only jmssive
resistance; but this it encountered every-
where"; and on p. 18, "To the jmssive
resistance of the country were soon added,
against the government of the republic, the
attacks of its enemies."
The first use of this collocation of adjec-

Jive
and substantive I should expect to find

in the works of some divine to whom the
doctrines of

"
passive obedience" and "non-

resistance" (immortalized in the third verse
of

' The Vicar of Bray ') were familiar.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.
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SELLING ONESELF TO THE DEVIL (10
th S. v.

29). What this phrase signified to our fore-
fathers is to be gathered from Marlowe's
'Faustus.' The terms of part of the docu-
ment which Faustus signs with his blood are
worth quoting here :

"I, John Faustus, of Wittenberg, Doctor, by
these presents, do give both body and soul to
Lucifer, prince of the East, and his minister
Mephistophilis, and furthermore grant unto them,
four-and-twenty years being expired, and these
articles above written being inviolate, full power
to fetch or carry the said John Faustus, body and
soul, flesh and blood, into their habitation where-
soever."

For the same consideration as that for
which Faustus sold himself,

"
to live in all

voluptuousness," a similar bargain was made
by a French magician, Urbain Grandier, in
the early seventeenth century. The pact
made by him with Satan used to be preserved
in the archives of Poitiers. Its text is tran-

scribed, in both Latin and French, in Collin
de Plaricy's

* Dictionnaire Infernal,
5

1826,
and as it is even more explicit than the

English one above I append the French
version :

" Monsieur et Maitre Lucifer, je vous reconnais

pour mon Dieu et mon Prince, et promets de vous
servir et obeir tant que je pourrai vivre. Et je
renonce a mon autre Dieu, ainsi qu'a Jesus-Christ,
aux autres saints et saintes, et a 1'Eglise Apos-
tolique Romaine, a tous ses sacremens et a toutes
les oraisons et prieres par lesquelles les fidelespour-
raient interceder pour moi ; et je vous promets que
je ferai tout le mal que je pourrai ; que j'attirerai
tous autres au mal. Je renonce au chreme, au
bapteme, a tons les me'rites de Jesus-Christ et de
ses saints ;

et si je manque a vous servir et a vous
adorer, et si je ne vous fais pas hommage trois fois

par jour, je vous donne ma vie comme votre bien."

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

FRANCIS PRIOR : ANNABELLA BEAUMONT
(10

th S. v. 8). In the registers of St. Paul's
Cathedral the following entry occurs :

"Francis Prior of St. Dunstan's in ye West,
Linnen Draper, Batchelour, & Annabella Beaumont
of Great Dunmow in ye County of Essex, Spinster,
were married by a License from the Arch Bp's
office in this Cathedral Church ye 10 of Feb. 1708 ;

by Thos. Beaumont, Junr."

These registers were printed by the Harleian

Society in 1899. CHAS. A. BERNAU.

The licence for this marriage was obtained
at the Faculty Office, 9 February, 1708/9.

LEO C.

BORN WITH TEETH (10
th S. v. 8). In an

editorial note to this query, reference is made
to the statement that Richard III. was so

endowed at birth, I suppose upon the

authority of Shakespeare. After reading

Mr. Legge's work 'The Unpopular King,
7

i.e., Richard III, I think, and other readers
will be inclined to think, that Shakespeare
was characterizing some other personage
than Richard in his play. I have met with
the suggestion that this characterization
applied to the Earl of Salisbury.

EDWARD A. PETHERICK.
Streatham.

See Camden's 'Remains concerning
Britain/ chapter entitled 'Wise Speeches

;

:

"
King Richard the third, whose monstrous birth

foreshewed his monstrous proceedings (for he was
born with all his teeth and hair to his shoulders),
albeit he lived wickedly, yet made good Laws,"&c.

CHAS. A. BERNAU.

AFFERY FLINTWINCH IN 'LITTLE DORRIT
(10

th S. iv. 466; v. 32). Affery Jeffery's
memorial in Folkestone Churchyard is dated
18 April, 1841. I understand that Dickens
was in Folkestone, at 3, Albion Villas, in the
summer of 1855. The name Aphra occurs
frequently in neighbouring parish registers ;
and Aphra Behn, the novelist, was a native
of Wye, Kent. R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

One thinks at once of the notorious Mrs.
Aphra, Aphara, Afra, or Ayfara Behn. This
curious Christian name is no doubt to be
referred to one or other of the St. Afras, of
whom there are three in the calendar, under
dates 24 May, 14 June, and 5 August. The
account given by the Bollandists of the last

one, under the heading
* De Afra Martyre/

runs to over forty columns of print. But
what is the particular link between St. Afra
and Kent? JAS. PLATT, Jun.

JOHNSON'S 'VANITY OF HUMAN WISHES r

(10
th S. v. 29). The originator of the prose

parody on Johnson's lines is apparently
Coleridge, who uses it in his sixth lecture on
'Shakspeare and Milton '

(Bohn's ed., p. 72),
and presumably this is the writer from whom
De Quincey copied it.

EDWARD- M. LAYTON.

I have read that Wordsworth condemned
these lines, whilst he commended Bryden's
translation. But I cannot remember that
the paraphrase quoted is Wordsworth's,
though it may have been his.

E. YARDLEY.

The phrase
" from China to Peru "

evidently suggested by 1. 3 of Boileau's eighth,
satire (1607) :

De Paris au Perou, etu Japon jusqu'a Rome.

E. E. STREET;
Chichester.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Earl i/ English Dramatists. Six Anonymous Plays,
c. 1510 1537. Edited by John S. Farmer.
Dramatic Writings of John Heywood. Edited by
John S. Farmer. Printed by Subscription.

UNDER the charge of Mr. John S. Farmer, to whom
are owing many scarce and curious reprints and

publications, now appear the first two volumes of

what if continued as it is begun will be an abso-

lutely inappreciable boon to the student. Nearly
half a century ago we cried out for exactly what is

now being given us a collective edition of the

Tudor dramatists under the heads of the various

writers, and with supplemental volumes containing

anonymous plays arranged, so far as possible, in

chronological order. The first two volumes of a

work precisely of the class thus indicated are before

us. One volume contains all the known dramatic

writings of John Heywood, six in number; the

other supplies six anonymous works of approxi-

mately the same date.

It is, of course, with the mysteries and moralities

that the present issue is concerned. To these

compositions, which follow immediately upon the

liturgical drama, the volumes are necessarily con-

secrated. Heywood's plays or dialogues have, how-

ever, a certain vein of comedy, though far inferior

to that which, at a period almost corresponding,
was shown in France in the farce of

' Maistre

Pierre Pathelin.' The characters are genuine
human beings, and not mere abstractions; and the

satire of worthless wives and of priests the latter

especially is marvellously outspoken, considering
that the writer was a Roman Catholic and the

father of a sufficiently aggressive Jesuit priest.

Of the six anonymous plays which consist of

'The Four Elements,' 'Calisto and Melibsea,'

'Every Man,'
'

Hickscorner,' 'The World and the

Child,'' and 'Thersites 'some are genuine morali-

ties, such action as is exhibited being in the hands
of beings like Studious Desire and Sensual Appetite,
or Perseverance, Imagination, Contemplation, and
Free Will, or, again, Mundus, Infans, Manhood,
and Conscience. In ' Thersites

' and the play now
named 'Calisto and Melibsea' we have names of

real persons. Both these works have, however,
been assigned to John Heywood, though on no

very trustworthy authority and with no great

probability of accuracy. The latter is, indeed, a

translation of a portion of the Spanish drama in

twenty-one acts of Fernando de Rojas, now
generally known as 'Celestina,' or in English 'The

Spanish Bawd.' Celestina, the procuress in ques-
tion, figures as one of the characters, and is

excellently drawn. There is a sort of anticipation
of Falstaff when she says :

And I thank God ever one penny hath been

mine,
To buy bread when I list, and to have four for

wine.

The merit of the creation of this personage belongs,
however, to the Spanish author. The date of his

play is about 1480.

We cannot attempt to deal with the literary
claims of works which belong to the foundation
and growth of our drama, and are of course
known to the student. The appearance of the

volumes is admirable : they are on excellent paper,

are printed artistically, and have elegant bind-
ings that will grace any shelves. The frontis-

piece to the writings of Heywood appears in
facsimile ;

the woodcut portrait of Heywood which
is supplied was prefixed in 1556 to his

' The Spider
and; the Flie,' and in 1562 to,'Epigrams upon,
Proverbs.' Facsimiles of title-pages are given also
in this and the companion volume. '

Note-Books *"

and 'Word-Lists' are included in both volumes,,
and fulfil a useful purpose, supplying all biblio-

graphical, literary, and glossarial information at
present attainable, together with the varice
lectiones. It is apropos of this estimable feature
that such qualms arise as we now feel. The scheme
is noble ; it may even be said ideal. Is such a work
within the range of one life, however industrious
and prolonged? Enormous labour, and, it may be
added, very considerable capital, are necessary to
see to the end an undertaking which might tax the
resources of one or other of the University Presses,,
or a no less great and august firm such as the-

Longmans. Energy, meanwhile, of a scholar such
as a Dyce of yesterday or a Bullen of to-day is

requisite to bring the task to a successful issue. It
would even seem as if what the French call a.

socie'te des gens de lettres should be secured, except
that materials for such a society can scarcely be
said to exist. We owe Mr. Farmer thanks for his
effort, credit him with serious intention, and trust
he will at least exhibit much accomplishment in.

regard to his ambitious task.

A Boole for a Rainy Dai/. By John Thomas Smith
Edited by Wilfred Whitten. (Methuen & Co.)

THOUGH consisting of chips from a workshop, the
' Book for a Rainy Day' earned, in its time, a con-
siderable measure of popularity, and was once
familiarly quoted. It still ranks with ' The Table
Talk of Samuel Rogers,' and has a distinct message
for the present generation. As is to be expected,
considering the period with which its recollections
of persons and things are concerned the years,,
namely, between 1766 and 1833 it has reached a
time when it calls for, and is supplied with, ex-
planatory notes and comments. Smith whom the
present age has all but forgotten was a topo-
graphical draughtsman and antiquary, and a fairly
voluminous author, his best book being

'

Nollekens
and his Times,' published in 1828. He was an.
accurate observer, and seems to have been an early
one also, since his observations are said to have
begun in 1766, in which year, on the 23rd of June,
he was prematurely born in a hackney coach in.

which his mother was returning from a visit. At
the close of his life he was Keeper of Prints and'
Drawings in the British Museum. Opportunities
for obtaining information about Nollekens were
ample, since Smith's father Nathaniel at one time
a sculptor and afterwards a printseller was chief
assistant to Nollekens, in whose studio Smith him-
self was from 1778 to 1781. This life has been
declared the " most candid ever published in
England." Among other books of Smith may be
mentioned 'The Ancient Topography of London'
(perhaps his most important production) and
'

Vagabondiana ; or, Anecdotes of Mendicant Wan-
derers through the Streets of London.'
The 4 Book for a Rainy Day

'

merits its title. It

is, as its author calls it, a salmagundi, a collection
ot heterogeneous anecdotes thrown together
higgledy-piggledy, with no pretence of arrangement.
When once its perusal is begun, however, you would'
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have the rainy weather continue, for fear some gleam
of sunshine should compel you to quit your occupa-
tion. What is a great gain in the matter so great,

indeed, that it was scarcely to be expected is that

Mr. Whitten's additions and explanations are

written in the spirit of the original, and are almost,
if not quite, as good. "Rainy Day" Smith's method
of gossip is said to be that which he himself de-

picts when to a visitor in the Print-Room he says,
u What I tell you is the fact, and sit down and I '11

tell you the whole story." It is characteristic,

moreover, that one story is always as good as

Another.
Very much of the book illustrates, or is illus-

trated by,
' N. & Q.,' which stands second in the

list of works on which Mr. Whitten has drawn
for his anecdotes and information generally. See,
for instance, what is said on p. 8 about anodyne
necklaces, with the comment thereon which ap-

peared in our columns from Mr. Eliot Hodgkin.
We wonder what our founder would have said

About the instances of longevity cited on p. 25,

where some fifty examples are given of centena-

rianiam, including one at 125, one at 133, and one
,t 138. Smith's predictions concerning William
Blake (p. 97) are very creditable to his intellect and
taste, and have been fulfilled to the letter. At a

period when the qualities of Blake were known to

only few, Smith wrote: "A time will come when
the numerous works of Blake will be sought
,fter with the most intense avidity." Among

-other matters are some good theatrical stories. The
illustrations to the volume, both coloured and

plain, are not inferior to the remainder of the con-

tents. They are numerous also, and cast a brilliant

light upon the early part of the last century. To
those of our readers who are interested in such

subjects as topography, antiquarianism, art, and
literary history from the days of Johnson and
Garrick to those of Byron and Southey, the volume

may be commended as one to be desired.

A Draught of the Blue. Translated from the

Original Manuscript. By F. W. Bain. (Parker
&Co.)

!FrvTE of these deeply interesting Hindoo love stories

or allegories have now reached us, and have
-extorted our warm commendation. Taking them
at first for a genuine find, we were disposed to rank
them as among the most priceless products of the

East. Now, even, when that view is no longer
tenable, we are lost in admiration at their grace,
tenderness, and warm Oriental colouring. The
love relations of the various characters are to a

certain extent sentimentalized, but have still

enough that is wholly physical to justify their

ascription to Indian sources. Mr. Bain has. indeed,
a thoroughly Oriental luxury of imagination, and
the account of the dream-seller and the entrancing
and magical vision which he summons up before

Ting Rudralaka is wonderful. In appearance and in

all bibliographical respects the present is worthy of

the previous volumes. A collection of these, so far

as we know them, would constitute for any reader

of taste and refinement an ideal present.

Proverbs and their Lessons. By Richard Chenevix
Trench, D.D. Edited by A. Smythe Palmer,
D.D. (Routledge & Sons.)

WE have here another of those popular, but valu-

able books of Archbishop Trench which have
received from Dr. Smythe Palmer the crowning

graces of "up-to-dateness" and exactitude. In
this, as in similar works, the whole is brightly
written, and full of information and suggestion.
To one of the most prized works of a generation
and a half ago Dr. Smythe Palmer contributes
some additional notes of high value and a short but
useful bibliography of proverbs. The book is a com-
panion volume to Trench's '

English Past and
Present' and 'On the Study of Words,' and to Dr.
Smythe Palmer's 'The Folk and their Word-Lore.'
This opuscule it is little more is to be warmly
commended, and takes precedence of more ambi-
tious works on the same subject.

SHORTLY after eight o'clock on the 22nd inst.
Mr. George Jacob Holyoake, the well-known
Chartist, died at Brighton. Born at Birming-
ham on 13 April, 1817, Holyoake became early
known as a lecturer in connexion with the Owen
movement. In 1841 he was the subject of the
last conviction for blasphemy. For issuing an un-
stamped newspaper he incurred fines amounting to
600.000/. He was secretary to the British legation
sent in 1861 to Garibaldi. Holyoake was chiefly
instrumental in bringing about the Affirmation Act
of 1869. An occasional contributor to our columns,
he was responsible for the 'History of the Rochdale
Pioneers,' 'History of Co-operation in England,'
' The Co-operative Movement of To-day,' and

'

Sixty
Years of an Agitator's Life' (1892). He is credited
with the introduction of the substantive "

Jingo."
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We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "Duplicate."

GEO. W. HASWELL (''Campaniles"). Lists of
detached belfries will be found at 10th S. iv. 207,

290, 415, 455, 513.

D. SALMON. Forwarded.

ERRATUM. Ante, p. 56, col. 2, 1,5, for "Geevy"
read Geery.

NOTICE.

Editorial communications should be addressed
to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries '"Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.

We beg leave to state that we decline to retura
communications which, for any reason, we do not

print ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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IVY LANE, STRAND.
MR. P. NORMAN'S volume on * London

Vanished and Vanishing,' noticed at 10th S.

iv. 538, was one of the most interesting of

the topographical works published during
the past year. Many additions to his list

will undoubtedly have to be made from time
to time, but the interest in any future edition
would be materially increased if a chapter on
4 Vanished and Vanishing Streets' were in-

cluded. Even narrow passages, into which
few or no dwellings opened may have con-
tained houses or possessed associations worthy
of being recorded. To one of this latter kind
I desire to draw attention, viz., to Ivy Lane,
Strand, nearly opposite the Vaudeville
Theatre. This, after having existed for

several centuries, has within the last few

years been obliterated, so far as the public
are concerned, without any special notice of
its loss being taken in any of the newspapers.
The extension of the Hotel Cecil westwards
absorbed this lane into its precincts, and its

entrance is now closed by an iron gate.

Ivy Lane was one of several narrow
steep passages which acted as waterways, in

transmitting to the river various streams

which descended from the higher ground of
Covent Garden and its vicinity, especially on
the eastern side. In July, 1607, the supply
of water to Durham House is stated to be
derived from ** a certain spring head or con-
duit situate in the Covent Garden "

(Hatfield
MSS. Deeds, 226/14). The overflow from this
would pass towards Ivy Lane.
These rivulets are thus described in Jesse's

'London '

(1871), iii. 317 :

" These streams were spanned by as many bridges,
the remains of one of which, consisting of a single
stone arch about eleven feet in length, were dis-
covered in 1802, during the construction of a new
sewer a little to the eastward of St. Clement's
Church. The two others were severally known as
Strand Bridge and Ivy Bridge ; the site of both
bridges being pointed out by Strand Lane and Ivy
Bridge Lane, which anciently formed the channels
through which the two rivulets flowed to the
Thames."

The earliest account we possess of these
structures is thus related by Stow :

"Then had yee in the high street a faire bridge,
called Strand Bridge, and under it a lane or way,
downe to the landing place on the banke of
Thames Ivie Bridge in the high street, which
had a way under it, leading downe to the Thames,
the like as sometime had the Strand bridge, is now
taken downe." 'London' (1633), 490-1.

Mr. Norman describes the former, but omits
all reference to the latter.

Ivy Lane, also known as Ivy Bridge Lane
and Ivy Bridge (the last term is used on the
Ordnance map of 1894-6), was crossed at its

Strand entrance by a narrow bridge, so that
foot passengers could travel along the path-
way dryshod ;

while at the riverside the lane
terminated in a landing-place, causeway, or
small pier. A similar arrangement existed
in the case of the other Strand lanes
traversed by streams. Now some of the
standard works on London make the singular
error of describing these bridges as identical
with the landing-places, thereby placing
them at the wrong end of their respective
lanes, as in the following extract from Cun-
ningham's 'Handbook for London' (1849) :

"Ivy Bridge, Ivy Lane, Strand. A pier and
bridge at the bottom of Ivy-bridge-lane.'' Vol. ii.

p. 419.
" Strand Lane led, in the olden time, to

Strand-bridge (or pier), in the same way that Ivy-
lane, in the Strand, led to Ivy-bridge (or pier).'

:

Vol. ii. p. 787.

Apparently based on these entries, Thorn-
bury, in ' Old and New London,' records
similar errors (iii. 77, 101) ; although, singu-
larly enough, he alludes to "'Strand Bridge/
as applied by Stow and others to a bridge
in the Strand "

(iii. 77). Cunningham may
possibly have been misled by the plan of the

parish of St. Martin-in-the-Fields contained
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in Strype's edition of Stow published in

1755, which shows the whole length of Ivy
Lane, but is lettered only at its river end as

"Ivy Bridge "(ii. 650).

When these bridges were removed is un-
known ;

most probably their removal took

place in the sixteenth- century, some time
after the Strand was paved.
The following are the points of interest

connected with Ivy Lane :

1. It was one of the landing-places for

goods for Covent Garden Market.
2. In 1584 Queen Elizabeth gave Durham

House to Sir W. Ralegh, and he resided

there until he was deprived of it by James I.

in 1603. Ivy Lane formed the original

boundary of the Durham estate, and sepa-
rated it from the land on its eastern side, on
which Sir Robert Cecil (afterwards Earl of

Salisbury) erected Salisbury House.
3. As recorded by Stow, it "parteth the

Liberty of the Dutchie, and the Citie West-
minster on that South side "

(491).

4. The Duke of York (afterwards James II.)

was taken prisoner in 1648, and confined in

St. James's Palace, whence he escaped, and,

passing down Ivy Lane, took a boat at the
stairs there, and proceeded to Gravesend,
and ultimately to Rotterdam.

5. Amongst the documents belonging to

St. Martin - in - the - Fields is one headed
"Rate towardes the repaires of Ivey Bridge,
1651." And in the churchwardens' accounts
of the same parish for the same year

"
there

is given the details of a collection from '

per-
sons of Honour and others not liveing in

this parish towards the repaire of Ivey
Bridge, that they might goe with their

horses to water"' (Catalogue, &c., pp. 3-4).
The continuation of its use for this purpose
may (although a century later) have led

Strype in 1755 to complain of the passage
being

"
very bad, and .scarce fit for Use, by

Reason of the Unpassableness of the Way
"

(650).
6. It was thus noticed by Pepys in 1669 :

" March 22. To several cook's shops, where
nothing to be had

;
and at last to the corner

shop, going down Ivy Lane, by my Lord of

Salisbury's, and there got a good dinner."
7. During the first decade of the reign of

Queen Victoria, it was well known to, and
extensively used by, the public, as the ap-
proach to the pier from which the

"
half-

penny
"
(not the "penny" ones, as stated

by Cunningham) boats plied to and from
London Bridge. A man in a red coat stood
at the Strand entrance to the lane to guide
passengers. The service of boats consisted

of the Ant, the Bee, and the Cricket; but

after the disastrous explosion of the last
named in August, 1847, the service was dis-

continued. T. N. BEUSHFIELD, M.D.

SIR GILBERT PICKERING, OF TITCH-
MARSH.

IN 3r<1 S. i. 270 C. J. R. wished to know
what relationship existed between the
branch of Pickerings at Whaddon (baronetcy
created 1661) and that of Titchmarsh, pre-
vious to the marriage of Sidney Pickering.
The will of Lucy Pickering (dated 6 July,
1680), of Aldwinckle, Northants, single
woman, mentions "

Sir John Pickering of
Titchmarsh "

; "hej" sister Susanna P."; "her
brother Mr. John P., deceased "

;

"
her

adopted son, Mr. Gilbert P. (son and heir

apparent of Sir John P.)
"

; "her sister Mrs.

Mary Allin
"

;

" her nephew Sir Henry P." ;

"her nephew Mr. Charles Dryden [spelt

Draiden]
''

;

" her nephew Mr. Robert
Elton

"
;

" her nephew and godson Erasmus
Lauton."
In Wotton's 'The English Baronetage/

vol. i. p. 352, London, 1741, the third son,
Erasmus Dryden, of Titchmarsh, in com.
North ton., Esq., married Mary, daughter of
John Pickering, D.D., rector of Aldwinckle,
by whom he had four sons and ten daughters :

1. John, the Poet-Laureate, &c. Again, at

E.
358, Charles, the eldest (son of John, Poet-

aureate).
In Burke's

'

Peerage and Baronetage,' 1857,

p. 324 (under Dryden), 3, Erasmus, of Titch-

marsh, co. Northampton, married Mary,
daughter of Rev. John Pickering, D.D.>
and had, (together) with daughters, four

sons, &c.
In Betham's *

Baronetage,' vol. iv., 1804,

p. 273 (under Dryden), 3. Erasmus Dryden,
of Titchmarsh, in Northampton, Esq., who
married Mary, daughter of John Pickering,
D.D., rector of Aldwinckle, by whom he had
four sons and ten daughters : 1, John, the

Poet-Laureate, &c. Of the daughters, 2, Rose,
was wife of Laughton, D.D., of Catworth,.
&c. Again, at p. 277, John, the Poet-

Laureate, married Lady Elizabeth Howard,
and had issue three sons, viz., Charles,. John,
and Henry.
Although VVotton, Burke, and Betham,

each state that Erasmus Dryden married

Mary, daughter of John Pickering, D.D. r

other authorities state that Mary was the

daughter of Henry Pickering, D.D. See

Whalley's edition of Bridges's 'History of

Northamptonshire,' vol. ii. p. 211 :

"In the Parsonage house of Aldwiricle All Saints,

was born Mr. Dryden the Poet, whose Mother was,
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daughter of Mr. Henry Pickering, rector of the

Parish."

Again, at p. 210 :

" Boniface Pickering was Patron from 1568 on-

wards, during which time Henry Pickering was
Rector for ten years, dying in 1657." [He appears
to be the only incumbent of the name of Pickering.]

In Baker's
'

History of Northampton
'

is

given the Dryden pedigree, in which Erasmus

Dryden, of Titchmarsh, who was buried in

the "Pickering vault," 18 June, 1654, cet. 66,

married Mary, daughter of the Rev. Henry
Pickering, rector of Aldwinckle, also buried
in the Pickering vault at Titchmarsh, 14 June,
1676. Baker states that the poet Dryden was
born at Aldwinckle, 1631, and married Eliza-

beth, youngest daughter of Thomas Howard,
Earl of Berkshire. She died 1 May, 1701.

Maunder's *

Biographical Treasury
'

states

(under the poet Dryden)*that in 1657 he was

secretary to his relation Sir Gilbert Picker-

ing, who was one of Cromwell's Council
;
that

he was made Poet-Laureate in 1667, and was
buried in Westminster Abbey, 1700.

Elizabeth Creed, only surviving daughter
of Sir Gilbert Pickering, first baronet, is

responsible for a number of excellent epitaphs
in Titchmarsh Church. Amongst these, in

1722, in the eightieth year of her age, she
wrote this :

" Here lies the honoured remains of Erasmus
Dryden, esq., and Mrs. Mary Pickering, his wife.

He was the third son of Sir Erasmus Dryden, an
ancient Baronet, who lived with great honour in

this country in the reign of Queen Elizabeth. Mr.
Dryden was a very ingenious worthy Gentleman
and Justice of the Peace in this county. He married
Mrs. Mary Pickering, daughter of the Reverend
Dr. Pickering, of Aldwinkle, and Granddaughter
of Sir Gilbert Pickering, Kb. Of her it may be truly
said," &c.

In searching the Visitations of North-

amptonshire we find that a gap occurs
between those of 1564 and those of 1618-9.

Wotton remarks on this gap in 'The English
Baronetage,' vol. iv. pp. 346-7, London,
1741:

"Sir Gilbert Pickering, of Titchmarsh, Knt.,
eldest son and heir [of John Pickering, of Titch-

marsh]. N.B. By the Inquisition I think it plain
that the vacuum between the two visitations is

rightly filled up, and the age of Sir John, successor
to Sir Gilbert, very well answers ; but this Sir
Gilbert's Lady or younger children cannot by it be
found."

In the 'Visitations, Northants, made in

1564 and 1618-9,' edited by Walter C. Met-
calf, F.S A., London, 1887, we find that Sir

Gilbert Pickering, of Titchmarsh, Knt. (son
and heir of John Pickering, of Titchmarsh),
married Elizabeth, daughter of Haggard,
of Born, Cambs, and had issue John Picker-

ing, of Titchmarsh, son and heir 1619, who-
married Susan, daughter of Erasmus Dryden
of Canons Ashby, Northants, Esq.; Mary

'

Frances, sp.; Elizabeth, uxor of Robert
Horsman, of Kensington, co. Middlesex.
The tombstone evidence mentioned above

would add another son to Sir Gilbert's issue-

According to Metcalf), viz., Kev. Dr. Picker-
ing, who, according to Whalley-Bridges, was
Henry Pickering, rector of Aldwinckle, who-
died in 1657, sepult. Aldwinckle, thus :

Here lyeth the body of Henry Pickering
Rector of this Church the space of 10' year'sWho departed this life the day of September^

1657, OB t. 73.

Lucy Pickering, whose will is dated 6 July,.
1680, is probably another child of Sir Gilbert
Pickering, and "her brother Mr. John
Pickering, deceased," was physician of Ald-
winckle, and lus arms prove his identity A
brass in Aldwinckle All Saints', fixed on the
wall in the fourth aisle, bears the followingarms and inscription : Ermine, a lion ram-
pant (azure, for Pickering), quartering three-
chaplets (gules, for Lascelles). Crest, a
lion's gamb. (erect and erased az., armed or,
Pickering).

Veni Creator.
Here resteth the body of John Pickering

Physitian,
Who dyed the 8th day of October, 1659.

Epitaph.
Reader thou art sick to death, more danger in
Thy soul the less thou feelest, purge out thy sin -

Oh seeke to live (I studied cures) and found
Christ's precious blood left balm for every wound -
Dear eye, peruse, refourme, redeem, fulfill

My lines, thy life, thy tyme, God's holie will
Abi Viator.

The deceased I. P. wrote this epitaph 1652, jet. Ivi.

Lucy's
"
sister Susanna P." might refer to

her sister-in-law, Sir John Pickering's wife
Susan or Susanna Dryden. "Her sister
Mrs. Mary Allin," is perhaps the daughter-
quoted by Metcalf in the 'Visits. Northants '

As Edward Dryden married Elizabeth, sister
of Sir Thomas Allen, or Allin, and daughter
of Edward Allen, or Allin, of Finchley, it is
not at all improbable that Mary Pickering
also married into this family.

* Her nephew
Sir Henry Pickering" is very probably the
baronet of \\ haddon (created 1661

; and ifc

may be he that was knighted 1 Feb
, 1657

-

see Metcalf,
l A Book of Knights '). G. E C

'

:

Complete Baronetage,' states, "Sir Henry
Pickering, 1st Bart, of Whaddon, was the
only son of the Rev. Henry Pickering D D
rector of Aldwincle"; and if this be 'the
case, it affords sufficient proof that Lucymust have been a sister to the Rev. Henry-
Pickering, since how else could she
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'been aunt to Sir Henry Pickering, o
Whaddon ?

"Lucy's nephew, Mr. Charles Dryden o
Draiden " was the eldest son of John, Poet
Laureate, by his wife Elizabeth. "He
nephew Robert Elton "

probably married one
of the ten sisters of John, Poet-Laureate ;

anc

lastly, "her nephew Erasmus Lauton" in al

probability was a son of the marriage o

Hose, the Poet-Laureate's second eldest sister

with Lauton, D.D., of Catworth.
It is stated at 4th S. vi. 47 that

"
Mar>

Pickering was married at St. Mary's Church
Dublin, on Aug. 10, 1773, to her cousin

.german Henry Rudkin, Esq., of Wells, co
Carlow (son of Henry Rudkin and Deborah
fourth daughter of Franks Bernard)

" As
may be expected after reading 10th S. ii. 421
*
Sir Gilbert Pickering, Bart. : Bernard anc

iRudkin Families,' no such entry appears in

St. Mary's register for 1773.

JOHN A. RUPERT-JONES.
Penbryn, Chesham Bois.

ROBERT GREENE'S PROSE WORKS.
(See 10th S. iv. 1, 81, 162, 224, 483.)

DYCE'S list of Greene's prose works and
of the tracts ascribed to him does not con-
tain an important tract already mentioned," The Defence of Conny-catching, or A Con-
futation of those two injurious Pamphlets
published by R. G. against the practitioners
of many Nimble - witted and mysticall
'Sciences. By Cuthbert Conny -

catcher,
1592." This witty tract is included in

'Greene's works in Hazlitt's * General Index'
;

and quotations from it in the * New English
iDictionary

'

are ascribed to Greene. Those
who maintain it is by Greene, upon whom it

is a venomous attack, do so upon the ground,
I believe, that it was a catchpenny, and
written to advertise and prolong the series.

Grosart, happily, reprints it, but I quite
agree with him that it is not by Greene. See
his note in vol. xi. p. 40. I reject it as
-Greene's even more confidently upon other

ground than that there adduced: upon
evidence of language and style. And since
there is a distinct connexion between this

tract and Greene's most famous piece, the

'Quip for an Upstart Courtier,' I believe it

-is worth while to consider the question a
little closely.
At the very outset a difficulty confronts

us. Why tivo injurious pamphlets, when we
have the three parts of *

Conny-catching/
and the 'Disputation,' apparently making
four of about equal length 1 I think the
-writer lumps the first three in one, and it is

some confirmation of this that the author
of the

* Defence
'

lays stress upon Greene's
mention of Whittington College in his
address to the reader preceding Part III.

He dwells upon this in his own address "To
the Reader." The Third Part, the 'Disputa-
tion,' and the *

Defence,' all bear the date
1592. If any of Greene's undoubted tracts
on conny-catching succeeded the *

Defence,'
we should expect to find a mention of the
latter, which I have not traced. We should
still expect it in Greene's *

Quip,' but, on the

contrary, as I am about to show, the *

Quip,'
makes free use of the

l

Defence.' This might
be taken as an argument in favour of
Greene's having written the latter. On the
whole, I think it was written by some con-
federate or friend, jointly perhaps, with the
acrimonious parts placed prominently to
confer interest and reality upon the attack.
When the author of the 'Defence' proves
"Maister R. G." to be a conny-catcher
himself, by his having sold the same play,
' Orlando Furioso,' to the Queen's Players for

twenty nobles, and, when they were in the

country, having sold it for as much more to
the Lord Admiral's men, he brings an accusa-
tion Greene would have rebutted, were it

possible. No doubt every one knew it, and
t was useless to attempt to do so. Still,
jrreene can hardly be conceived as referring
}O the incident in such terms, or in any
terms.

Greene's "
style

"
varies so widely in these

:racts from the Euphuistical Greene that
an argument upon it carries little weight.
. find, however, a number of expressions in
ihe 'Defence' which are nowhere used by
jrreene. There is also a deal of legal jargon
nterspersed, that he does not usually show
'arniliarity with (xi. 52-8

;
and elsewhere).

A.nd there are, taken in their order as they
>ccur, the following terms (not technical
nes due to the subject of the ' Defence ')

mused by Greene, or used only later in his

Quip.'
"I might at the nexte Midsommer have

ivorne Doctor Storie's cappe for a favor "

p. 44). That is to say, I might have been

langed, equivalent to a "Tyburn tippet."
Dekker and Taylor the Water-poet have

'

Storie's cap
"

several times. On the fol-

owing page there is a truly humorous sketch
-f a coney-catcher's discomfiture, due to

Greene's tracts, that Greene could not for

he life of him have penned. Stow tells us
1

Chronicle,' 1571),
" The first of June John

>tory, a Doctor of the Canon law was
rawne to Tiburn and there hanged." Was
e allowed to wear his academicals for a
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favour? There was a ballad on it. "I be

gan to gather into him gently" (45)= urge
him. "

Palpable ass
"

(46).
" Penman "

(46)

"Ale-knight "(46). "Braines beaten to the

yarking up of ballads" (49)= experienced in
" The old Cole hath such quirkes and quid
dities

"
(53) = old rip.

" Dead stuff" (53)
= un

marketable. "Shoots out in the lash
"
(53)= runsriot? "Your mashippe"(54, 69, &c.).

"Pveaching wit" (58). "If there were a
dormer built to it

"
(59). "His bloody lugges

'

(62) = bleeding ears, Scotch earlier. "Hopper
[of mill with] false hole" (66); this is in

'Quip' (xi. 282), but not elsewhere. "Ale-
wife unless she nick her pots "(68), a vint-
ner's cheat. " The chalk must walk "

(68)=
score up a bill.

"
Ostry faggots

"
(68)

scamped fuel. This is in 'Quip' (275), and a
good deal of the vintger's cheats (69) is

developed there to greater length (278-9).
"Butcher with his prickes puffe up his
meate" (69), repeated in 'Quip' (274).

"Draper his darke shop to shadow the dye
and wooll of his cloth" (69), repeated in
'

Quip
'

(277).
" One of the Pantry

"
(70, 71)."

Cosmographize
"

(72).
" Mustachies after

the lash of Lions peak pendent" (72),

repeated, with much of this description of
a fashionable gallant, in 'Quip' (247).

"Madril," "Alcaires," and "Terra firma
"

(73) : the earliest example of last, perhaps.
"He pronqunst his words like a bragout"
(80), this pipned [?] bragout" (74); no other
examples in 'N.E.D.' "Alia Neapolitano"
(74), "All' espagnole" (72), "Alia revolto"
(76), "Alia mode de France" (72), "Alia
boone voyage" (27). "Pilling and polling"
(76).

" Lock worn at left ear "
(76).

"
Mag-

nifico
"

(77, 99).
"
They stand upom circum-

stances" (79). "A kind of scholastical

paragon
"

(80). "Past, As in proesenti as
far as Carmen heroicum" (80).

" Held up his
head like a Malt horse" (80). "At the
boordes end "

(83).
" The Poligamoi or bel-

swaggers of the country
"

(85).
" The Vene-

tian and the gallogascaine is stale, and trunk
slop out of use," &c. (95).

"
Italian wing"

(95), tailoring.
"
Fight in Mile-end under

Duke of Shoreditch "
(95). "To use the figure

Pleonasmos Hisce ocu/is" (96), the tailoring
coney-catching is hardly repeated in the
'Quip,' which follows there another source
more closely.

"
Hell under tailors shop-

board "
(96), 240 in 'Quip.' "Snip and

Snap "(96). "Divel lookte over Lyncolne"
(97). "Richest billiment lace

"
(97).

" French
pamde house" (97). "This Glorioso this
bowical huffe snuffe" (98).

The above list, which might be extended
with law terms and cozening words, contains

a number of terms which are not known-
earlier, and several that are not known else-

where. None of them occurs in Greene's
works except those few that are transferred'
from this tract to Greene's 'Quip for an-

Upstart Courtier.' Without the negative
evidence that none of the "Greeneisms"
appears here, I think it amounts to proof
that the tract was by another hand

; but
that Greene made use of it in his

'

Quip
'

is

obvious. It is well known that this tract
is borrowed by Greene in idea, in structural1

characteristics, and sometimes in language
from ' The Debate between Pride and Lowli-
ness

'

(1569). But the latter is a very tedious

poem, whereas Greene's prose is full of wit
and living interest, one of the best things he-

wrote. As was his way, Greene makes no-

acknowledgment in his dedications (there
are two) of his obligations. But, as Collier

says in his introduction to the earlier tract

(Shaks. Soc., 1841), "he stole the whole sub-
stance of it and put it into prose." And we-

may be thankful to him for doing so, and
remember also that acknowledgments of this-

kind in Greene's time, and in later times,
were hardly dreamt of. Collier goes on to-

say that the beginning, middle, and end of
the 'Debate' and of Greene's 'Quip' corre-

spond very closely ; and he calls attention to-

the fact that Harvey in his attacks upon
Greene has not made abundant use of this-

offence against him. I find a passage in

Harvey which, oddly enough, would show
that he did not know of the *

Debate,' and
indicates that he himself was the suggester
of the '

Quip.' It is in his reply to Lyly,
written in 1589 (Grosart's

*

Harvey,' ii. 187) ;" Witt might devise a pleasurable Dialogue
betwixt the Leather Pilch and the Velvet
coate

;
and helpe to persuade the better to

deale neighbourly with the other ; the other
to content himselfe with his owne calling."
In Lyly's tract ('Pappe with an Hatchet/
1588-9) it is agreeable to see what excellent,

vigorous, and amusing English that writer
could make use of when he chose to lay down
bis mantle of Euphuism that fashion
enforced him to adhere to. It is the most
readable of the Martinist series, outside
Nashe. As a final word on Euphuism I
would refer to Furness's excellent study of it

his introduction to
'

Love's Labour's
Lost,' 1904, Variorum Shakespeare, which
"las just reached me. H. C. HART.

(To be continued.)

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. I was greatly
nterested in reading a note by Col. Prideaux
on ' Auctioneers' Catalogues

'

in The Pub-
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'Ushers' Circular, for 13 May, 1905, pp. 540-41.
He registered a complaint against incorrect
and incomplete descriptions of books. It is

needless to say that there are some excellent
sale- catalogues issued by certain English
book-dealers

;
but it is, in my opinion,

equally obvious that in some quarters there
is room for improvement. I believe that
there are many enterprising dealers who
would add largely to their sales by a logical

arrangement of their catalogues. My own
preference is for the Dewey decimal system
of classification. If this be adopted, let the
first page inside of cover be devoted to a
combined key and table of contents. The
catalogue proper will follow, arranged in

accordance with the decimal system, each

subject by itself in alphabetic order by
authors' surnames. If the list conclude with
a good author -index in one alphabet, so
much the better. This need add very little

to the expense. I venture to think that the
above plan (which involves nothing compli-
cated) would so materially increase the ac-

cessibility, and therefore the usefulness, of
the catalogues, that the clientele of dealers
who issue them would be considerably aug-
mented. This is a busy world, and one has
not the time to wade through the average
author-catalogue, if one happens to be inter-
ested in certain subjects.

EUGENE F. McPiKE.
Chicago.

JOSEPH NOLLEKENS'S LIBRARY. J. T. Smith
in

^

his
'

Nollekens and his Times '

(1895
edition) says :

"Mr. Nollekens's prints, drawings, and books of

prints, were sold by Mr. Evans, in Pall Mall, on
Thursday, December 4, 1823. They principally con-
sisted of nearly the entire works of Nicolas
Poussin ; a fine collection of the engravings after
+Sir Joshua Reynolds's pictures ;

several sketch-
books filled by Mr. Nollekens when at Rome

;
and

numerous drawings also by him, made upon the
backs of letters."

This date is incorrect : the sale took place on

Thursday, 18 December, and following day.
The biographer is also at fault in describing
the lots. A copy of the catalogue, filled in

by Mr. Arch of Cornhill, is before me, but 1

cannot find that any of these interesting
drawings and engravings were offered. There
were sketch-books and a very large number
of original drawings by Cipriani, of which
Smith secured lot 331,

"
Thirty - four

Academy studies in red and black chalk,'
for 2l. 10s. Lots 307-19 included drawings
and prints by Malton, Sir William Chambers
and Cozens. Lot 284 was "Collection o

inscriptions upon monuments and unde

usts executed by Joseph Nollekens, Esq.,

manuscript" ;
but nothing else of his occurs,

and the name of Sir Joshua Reynolds is not
mentioned. It is perhaps worth noting that

ome of the legatees secured parcels of prints
,nd books.
There must be an explanation for these

errors in the biography, and it is possible
Smith had in view some of the "studio

ittings" sold by Christie on Thursday,
3 July, 1823, at Mortimer Street, and on the

wo following days in Pall Mall (p. 395).
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39, Hillmarton Road.

LONG SPEECHES AN INFLICTION. Much
merriment lias been caused by the discovery
that in the Egyptian

' Book of the Dead ' an
ancient declared he had "not inflicted long
_ectures"on his hearers. But this is curiously
matched by a plea for his soul uttered by
Hugh Grove (Loyalist) at his execution,

16 May, 1665 (vol. iii., Thurloe's Collections)
:

"Good people, I was never guilty of much
rhetorick, nor ever loved long speeches in my
life, therefore you cannot expect either of

them at my death. All I desire is your
hearty prayers for my soul," &c.

In view of the Egyptian discovery, this

seems a very close second for England.
W. YOUNG.

WILLIAM BLAKE. In 8th S. xi. 302 and
9th S. i. 454 I stated that the engravings
in Salzmann's 'Gymnastics' were wrongly
attributed to this artist and engraver.
In consequence of the observations about

this book in my bibliography
'

Swimming,'

published in 1904 (p. 219), MR. THOMAS
WINDSOR showed (10

th S. ii. 383) that the

'Gymnastics' was wrongly attributed by
the translator to Salzmann, and that the real

author of the original German book was Guts

Muths.
I have just come across another book in

which the pictures are wrongly attributed to

Blake. In Bohn's 'Lowndes,' part v. p. 1300,

the illustrations to Lamb's 'Tales from Shake-

speare,' fourth edition, 1822, are said to be

by William Blake. The engravings to this

and the three previous editions, according to

the British Museum Catalogue, are by W.
Mulready, afterwards R A. The style seems

to show that they are not by Blake, though
there is every probability that he engraved

Mulready 's drawings, which would be very
much Blaked in the process.

KALPH THOMAS.

COLOUR TRANSITION. It may be note-

worthy that both in Old Cymric (or Welsh)

and Irish, as well as in other Celtic languages,
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one and the same adjective is used to denote

grey, green, and light blue, viz., gld&. Ac-

cording to Al. Macbain's 'Etymological
Gaelic Dictionary

3

(Inverness, 1896), this

word is probably allied to Engl. and Germ.
glass, glas (on account of its transparency ?).

Compare also Gr. yAav/cos (1) gleamy, glar-

ing, (2) light-blue, (3) grey, and its well-known
Homeric compound yAavKtuTris, applied to

Pallas Athene. H. KREBS.

DRYDEN ox THE TEKELITES. The follow-

ing lines occur in the Epilogue to
* Constan-

tino the Great' (1684) :

There were a sorb of wights
(I think my author calls them Tekelites).

Sir Walter Scott (vol. x. p. 388), in a foot-

note, explains the meaning of this nickname
for the Whigs, and quotes several instances
of its use from contemporary writers. It
was probably Sir Robert L'Estrange who

five
it currency, as it is to be found in

o. 394 of The Observator (29 Aug, 1683),
where its meaning has to be explained to
"Trimmer." L. L. K.

PEDIGREE DIFFICULTIES : MARY STAPLETON
OR STOUGHTON. In 9th S. ix. 245 MR. G. F. T.
SHERWOOD discourses upon "how to deal
with difficult questions of pedigree." Having
recently encountered a puzzling situation

myself, I venture to seek permission to

place it on record, in the hope of promoting
a solution. My great - great- grandfather,
James Stapleton, then living at Hounslow,
was married at Epsom Church, to an Epsom
woman, by licence, on 27 September, 1763.
His son, my great-grandfather, in 1845, had
occasion to procure a certificate of the Epsom
parish register entry. According to this

certificate, the woman's name occurs first as

Mary Stoughton, and secondly (where she
makes her mark by way of signature) as

Mary Soughton, or one letter shorter. This
variation would be insignificant, only it

happens that my great-grandfather (who
surely ought to have known the maiden name
of his own mother) appears to have quoted it

as Sputhgate when applying by letter for the

certificate, as the then vicar of Epsom (1845)
wrote :

" In the careless manner in which the registers
were formerly kept, 1 have little doubt the name
was entered for Southgate. especially as the party
fieems to have been unable to write her name.
There can, however, be little doubt as to the
parties being those whose certificate you require."

An obvious way of finally settling the
question of the correct form of the surname
was to obtain a copy of the marriage licence,
dated one day previous to the marriage.

But, strange to say, this action resulted in a
worse muddle than ever, for there it occurs
as Mary Fletcher. Finally, in the reasonable

hope that the woman was a native of Epsom,
the parish register for the year of her birth

(1740), and thereabouts, was searched for a

baptismal record under any of the above
names, but without result.

I may add that the eldest son of the con-

tracting parties
, Edward Stapleton, a West

India merchant (and a retired ensign of the
llth W. I Regiment), owned real estate at

Dorking in 1817, when he died abroad. As
he belonged to a Nottinghamshire family, it

is just possible this was inherited through
his mother. ALFRED STAPLETON.

158, Noel Street, Nottingham.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-
formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

CANADIAN COLLEGE OF ARMS Will those
of your readers possessing pedigrees, arms,
and rank of Jacobite titles, as well as titles

"attainted" for their possessors' loyalty to
the legitimate Constitution and Crown of

Scotland, Britain, and Ireland under the
Stuart dynasty, send such information to me
here? Our College of Arms has heraldic

right in Canada. All the above titles were
regarded as legitimate by the kings of France

so proclaimed in Canada until 1763, when
Canada was ceded to Great Britain. By the

Treaty of Cession the British Crown agreed
that rights and privileges of individuals of
whatever sort should continue as under the
former regime. By this agreement the above
titles, as they were recognized by France,
are legitimate in Canada.

Also, as heraldic colleges in France have
no legal recognition there under the French
Republic, the possessors of French titles

there, dating before 1763, have the right of

legal registration in Canada, as all French
titles of noblesse had recognition in Canada
before Canada was ceded to Great Britain,
which right of recognition holds in the treaty
of 1763 as well.

VISCOUNT FORSYTH DE FRONSAC,
Herald-Marshall.

College of Arms of Canada, Ottawa.

OWEN MANNING, THE HISTORIAN OF SUR-
REY. I am writing a sketch of the life of
the Rev. Owen Manning (1721-1801), vicar
of declaiming, and joint author of Manning
and Bray's

*

History of Surrey.' Can any of
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your readers tell me where I can find a list

of the clergy who joined in the petition to

Parliament, under the leadership of the Rev.
F. Blackburne, at the "Feathers" Tavern in

1771, for obtaining relief from subscription
to the Thirty-Nine Articles 1 Manning took
a prominent part in the movement.

I should also be glad of references to his

literary work and life, beyond what can be
found in the preface to the *

History of Sur-

rey,' the obituary notices in The Gentleman's

Magazine, Nichols's *

Literary Anecdotes and
Illustrations,' and Coles's MSS. in the British

Museum. PERCY MANNING.
6, St. Aldates, Oxford.

WILLIAM ETTY. This R.A. died in 1849.

Where can I obtain information as to his

brothers and their issue ? Through his

mother, nee Calverley, Etty was descended
from Anne of Exeter ;

hence the query. He
was one of ten sons, and had at least one

niece, Mrs. Bennington (? of York). There
was some correspondence on the Ettys in

the First Series, but nothing bearing on ray

point. RUVIGNY.
Galway Cottage, Chertsey.

SALTONSTALL OF ROGERTHORPE, YORK.
Samuel Saltonstall, of Rogerthorpe (Thoresby 's

*Ducatus Leodiensis '), who was probably
living about 1700-40, had issue by his second
wife Richard, William of Leeds, Thomas,
Elizabeth, and Anne. Is anything known of

their descendants? RUVIGNY.
Galway Cottage, Chertsey.

REV. RICHARD HOLLAND. Can you or any
of your readers give information regarding
the parentage and offspring of the Rev.
Richard Holland, M.A., of both Cambridge
and Oxford, born about 1656, died 1706 ? He is

believed to have come from Leicestershire, and
to have been admitted a sizar of Emmanuel
College, Cambridge, 13 March, 1670/1 ; was
chaplain to the Duke of Richmond, and had
been at one time curate of St. Magnus' and
lecturer of All Hallows the Great, London.
His name appears in the '

D.N.B.'(vol. xxvii.

p. 155); and in Foster's 'Alumni Oxon.' he
is described as

"of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, incorporated
M. A. at Oxford 15 July, 1679 ; rector of St. George's,
Stamford, co. Lincoln, 1681-91 ; licensed (V.G.)
19 June, 1686, to marry Elizabeth Quarles, of
Stamford ; rector of Sculthorpe, co. Norfolk, 1683;
and of East Mersey, co. Essex, 1703 ; author of five

sermons published'1698-1702."

TREVENEN J. HOLLAND, Col.
Mount Ephraim House, Tunbridge Wells.

"SUPERMAN." Will such a clumsy fabrica-

tion be given currency by the dictionaries ?

It already passes through the press without
even the mild protest indicated by quotation
marks. One is allowed to infer that it is

intended to mean not a superhuman person,
but merely a superior person. This is a new
use of super in a compound word, and has no
advantage over its equivalent in the mother
tongue. A. T. M.
[Our correspondent seems to be unaware that

"superman" is a direct translation from the
German Uebermenscli, brought into prominence by
Nietzsche.]

LATIN QUOTATIONS, c. 1580. Can any of

your readers help me to trace any of the

following quotations ? They occur in a Latin

comedy c. 1580.

1. Nam Paris Iliaca tria numina vidit in Ida.
2. Tormentum, quasi torquens mentem.
3. Qui non fit melior, desinit esse bonus.
4. In virtutis curriculo non progredi est plane

regredi.
5. Forma feminea est momentanea.
6. Intima per mores cognoscimus interiores.

7. Quod patet expresse non est probare necesse.
8. Non per dormire poteris ad alta venire,

sed per studere poteris ad alta sedere.

9. Cum spes ostenditur, cum res objicitur,
Heu mens mortifero dolore conficitur.

10. Hospites humanitate magna accipere,
majori tractare, maxima dimittere.

11. Quid qureritant, vaccas an vitulos?
12. Mettabor, Vigilator, Cominator, Berlica, Buffon,

Sucon, Sustaim [names of evil spirits].

13. Denique Roma viros tarn sanctos, ordine verso

ut junxit, jungat nos precor ipsa, vale.

14. Sed jam deficio nee possum plant profari.
15. O furias, o stridor dentium et ingens

Luctus et inferni metuendus carceris horror.

16. Melius est non incipere quam inceptum non

perficere cum dignitate.
17. Mitto tibi navem prora puppique carentem

[sc.
" Ave "].

18. Monere et moneri proprium est veree amicitire.

19. Humanum est humanis casibus ingemiscere.
20. Cicero qui regnayit in rostris et foro.

21. Liber non est qui servit turpitudini.
22. In oculis luxuries habitat et petulantia,

In fronte mobilitas et inconstant!*, &c.

23. Sibi creat malum qui alteri parat.
24. Sic sunt res hominum.
25. Glorior elatus, descendo minorificatus.

26. Vates divinus jacet hie post fata supinus.

27. Si ter pulsanti nemo respondet, abito.

28. Hominis opes pulcherrimse sunt litene.

29. Omnes benignos reddit eruditio.

30. Quod quceritur furto, durabit tempore curto.

31. Nulla h'des ejus, hodie male, eras quoque pejus.

32. Quamvis cuucta notes, quse lustrat regna

Bootes,
vix reperire potes quam sine labe notes.

33. Sit sine laude labor, sit sine crine caput.

34. Femina Menaleis projicienda lupis,

femina Cerbereum pascere digna canem.

35. Ultio digna dei lumina tollat ei.

36. O fortuna potens quam variabilis !

O fortuna ferox quam intractabilis !

G. C. MOORE SMITH.
The University, Sheffield.
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TYRONE : ITS HISTORY. Can any of you
readers kindly say where I could obtaii
works or articles dealing with the history o
co. Tyrone or any part of it ?

DRUMNAFERN.

HEREDITARY USHER OF THE COURT o
EXCHEQUER. In The Gentleman's Magazine
find this notice : "April 27, 1758. Died John
Walker Heneage, Hereditary Usher of the
Court of Exchequer." Can any one tell me
when this office was abolished ? F. II.

CANOVA'S WORKS IN ENGLAND. Can an
of your readers give me particulars as to th

whereabouts of the three under-mentionec
works by this sculptor, all of which are

presumably in England?
1. Dirce, nurse of Bacchus, as a sleeping

nymph on a fawnskin, .holding a mystica
cist. Executed for the King of England.

2. Magdalen reclining. Executed for Lore
Liverpool.

3 A female figure in the act of dancing
and striking a cymbal. Executed for Count
Manzoni of Forli, and sold by his heirs ir

England. G. A S N.

NELSON RELIC IN CORSICA. It appears
from a lecture given recently at East Dere
ham, in Norfolk, by the Rev. T. T. Norgate
on his tour in Corsica, that he discovered

"a pair of silver candlesticks on the high altar
of a village church presented to the inhabitants by
Lord Nelson in recognition of, and as a thank-
offering for, the kindness shown to him whilst
stationed off the coast of Corsica, watching the
Dutch fleet. The inhabitants were still very proud
of this gift, of which no mention appears to have
been made during the Nelson Centenary."

Is anything known of this gift and the date ?

I do not think that it is mentioned in the
4

Dispatches.' F. H. S.

WILLIAM BLAKE AND S. T. COLERIDGE.
I have in my possession an article on ' The
Inventions of William Blake, Painter and
Poet.' A note in pencil on this shows that
it has been taken from The London Univer-

sity Magazine of 1829. It is a very remark-
able article, since it shows a complete appre-
ciation of the genius of Blake, both as painter
and poet a very uncommon thing at that

period. The author expresses his opinion
that Coleridge, Blake, and Flaxman had laid

a foundation for a purer philosophy than
then existed ; and in a note he says :

"Blake and Coleridge, when in company, seemed
like congenial beings of another sphere, breathing
for a while on our earth

; which may easily be per-
ceived from the similarity of thought pervading
their works."

Does this mean that Blake and Coleridge

were ever personally acquainted ? It seems
to bear that interpretation; but possibly it

only means that when they were in the com-

pany of other people they seemed like beings
of another sphere. Is there any record of

any meeting between the two poets'? I do
not think there is. Among Coleridge's letters

there is one, dated 1818, addressed to his

friend Mr. Tulk, who had sent him a copy of

Blake's poems, in which high admiration is

expressed for many of the designs and poems
of the poet- artist. Perhaps there may be
other references to Blake in Coleridge's

writings ;
but I am not aware of them.

B. DOBELL.

ROSE : ROBINS : EDMONDS : BOSSEY. Can
any reader of

' N. & Q.' give information
about the husband or family of Mrs. Eliza-

beth Rose who was buried at Seal, 1783.

She was the mother of Richard Rose (in the

Permit Office), grandmother of Samuel Rose

(commissioner of excise at Edinburgh, <fec.),

and ancestress of the Rev. Sanderson Robins,
Mrs. Edmonds, the Rev. George Rose, Dr.

Bossey, &c. The family was a branch of the

family of Rose of Kilravock.

(Mrs.) MARSHALL RIGBY.
White Knowle, Buxton.

M.A. AND M.P. : PARLIAMENT. In for-

mal speaking one says "a Master of Arts,"
" a Member of Parliament" : but in private
conversation the abbreviations are often

used, and pronounced
" an Em. A." or an

"Ern.Pe." When the initials are used in

print, or in writing, by which form of the

indefinite article ought they to be preceded

by a, calling for member, or an, calling for

em?
As I write there are no Members of Parlia-

ment other than the Lords, who make no use

of these initials. Would it not be a desirable

reform to suppress the comparatively modern,
and useless, letter i, and spell the word
Parlament'"? EDWARD S. DODGSON.
Hotel Central, Biarritz.

GOLDEN ROOF AT INNSBRUCK. I should be

rery grateful to any of your readers for iu-

ormation respecting
" The Golden Roof "

at

"nnsbriick, erected by one Frederick of the

Smpty Pocket. What is the date of it ? and
what gained for Frederick his nickname?
Was it really cased in gold when first built ?

Any other information would be gladly
eceived. (Mrs.) A. HARRIS.
Wharfenden, Farnborough, Hants.

"SHAKKESPERE" : "SHAKSTAFF." In a file

f Court Rolls of Warwick College at the

'ublic Record Office (Bdle. 207, 88), Richard
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Shakkespere (grandfather of William) ap-
pears as a suitor for Snitterfield, and is con-

stantly presented for making default. In one
instance the entry appears as " Kichard
Shakstaff and Robert Ardern owe suit of

court, and have made default
"

I should be

glad to know if this substitution of one name
for the other has been noticed in other docu-
ments of the period. I may add that a
facsimile of the above entry appears in my
book * The Manor and Manorial Records.'

NATHANIEL J. HONE.
Bedford Park, W.

PEG WOFFINGTON. In Lowe's *
Biblio-

graphical Account of English Theatrical
Literature' an entry occurs of a rare

pamphlet of which no example is to be
found in the British Museum. It is entitled

"Supplement to the Memoirs of Mrs.

Woffington. Being the Achievements of a

Pickle-herring ; or, the Life and Adventures
of Butter Milk Jack. 1760, 12mo." I should
be glad to hear from any reader who
possesses a copy of this, or who knows of the
whereabouts of an example.

W. J. LAWRENCE.
69, Trouville Road, Clapham Park, S. VV.

HELL-FIRE CLUB, EDINBURGH. Where can
I obtain any information respecting this

club? ANDREW OLIVER.
Arts' Club.

MUNICIPAL SWORD-BEARER. I shall be
glad if any reader of * N. & Q.' can furnish
me with information regarding the office of

municipal sword-bearer, especially as to how
and where the office originated, and by whom
and at what date it was introduced.

D. B. GRANT.
Free Public Library, Leamington.

"THE Two FRIENDS," PRINCES STREET,
LONDON, 1794. In the 'Memoirs of the Count
de Cartrie

'

the author speaks of his arrival
in England from Hamburg in company with
the Viscount and Viscountess Walsh de
Serrant, and of their stopping at "The
Two Friends," Princes Street, London. He
further mentions that " we had to traverse
the city from one end to the other to reach
Princes Street." Can any correspondent tell

me if the sign is known, and which Princes
Street it is likely to have been ? Princes
Street was, and still is, a very common name
in London. I should be glad to have any in-

formation regarding
l ' mine host." Are there

any views known to exist of the Princes
Street in question ? JOHN LANE.
The Bodley Head, Vigo Street, W.

PIDGIN OR PIGEON ENGLISH.

(10
th S. v. 46.)

SIR JOHN FRANCIS DAVIS does not use
^

the
word "pidgin" in his work on * China'

(new edition, revised and enlarged, 2 vols.,

John Murray, 1857), but he has the following
sentence in vol. ii. p. 110 :

"The structure of Chinese phrases is often dis-

coverable in the broken English of Canton, which
is a Chinese idiom in English words."

Further on (p. 140) he says :

"The Chinese were surprised to find what, in

the jargon of Canton, is called a Sing-song, erected
on the shores of the celestial empire, and in that

very shape, too, which most nearly resembles their

own performances, a mixture of song and recita-

tive."

This refers to a party of Italian opera-
singers who erected a temporary theatre at

Macao, and there
"
performed most of

Rossini's operas with success." Again, on

p. 384 we read :

" Another functionary remains to be mentioned
under the name of linguist, who seemed to be so

called rather on account of the absence, than the

presence, of those accomplishments which are

usually implied by the term ;
for these persons

could not write English at all, and spoke it scarcely

intelligibly The business of the linguist is to

procure permits for delivering or shipping cargo, to

transact all affairs with the custom - house, and
to keep accounts of the duties and port-charges."

Canton was therefore the place where this

strange lingo came into being, which after-

wards received the name of "pidgin Eng-
lish." The earliest mention of it with which
I am acquainted is to be found in the late

Dean Farrar's 'Chapters on Language,'
Longmans, 1865, where on p. 12G in a foot-

note I read :

"And here is a specimen of the Chinese 'pigeon'

(i.e., 'business') English : 'My chin-chin you, this

one velly good flin ( friend) belong mi ; mi want-
chie you do plopel pigeon (proper business), along
he, all same fashion along mi,

3

&c. ('Prehistoric

Man,
3

ii. 428)."
1 Prehistoric Man,' the author of which was
Dr. Daniel Wilson, was published, as the

Dean tells us in his list of
' Books Consulted,'

in 1864 a fact which completely agrees with

DR MURRAY'S recollection, and proves the

excellence of his memory.
I do not gather from his query that he is

acquainted with the late Charles G. Leland's
'

Pidgin-English Sing-song ; or, Songs and
Stories in the China - English Dialect'

(Triibner & Co., 1876). This most amusing
and, withal, instructive book is little, if at

all, inferior to the better - known ' Hans
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Breitmann's Barty, and other Ballads,' by
the same author (John Camden Hotten,
1869). Leland says in his introduction,
p. 6 :-
"
Pidgin, it may be observed, is now the generally

accepted spelling of the word in the Anglo-Chinese
newspapers."

With one more quotation I end :

"The word pidgin, if derived, as is generally
supposed, from the English word business, indicates
the difficulty with which Chinese master our pro-
nunciation. It is also characteristic of the jargon,
from the incredible variety of meanings which it

assumes. As the term uxulah in Hindu, and that
of engro in Rommany, are applicable to any kind of
active agent, so pidgin is with great ingenuity made
expressive of every variety of calling, occupation,
or affair. As business or commerce is the great
bond of union between the Chinese and foreign
residents, it is not remarkable that this should be
the chief and ever-recurriyg word, and give its

name to the language formed in its service."
P. 3.
"
Pidgin English

" has not much literature,
but Leland is its poet-laureate.

JOHN T. CURRY.

" BROWN BESS" AS APPLIED TO A MUSKET
(10

th S. v. 21). This note is interesting, but
it is an error to suppose that the word bus

signifies the barrel, for it expresses the gun
, itself. Bus is the early Low Countries' equi-

valent for a gun, quite irrespective of size,
as Diichse means the same thing in mediaeval
German.
A very early mention of the word bus, buss,

or bussen occurs in a Low Countries' record
of anno 1313, concerning which I give a copy
of a passage in a treatise of my own,

*

Early
Ordnance in Europe,' published in Archceo-

logia sEliana, 1903 :

"It is reported that the city of Ghent was in

possession of ordnance anno 1313, a date somewhat
anterior to the legendary discovery of gunpowder
by Schwarz ; and that the magistrates of the town
gave to their ambassadors going to England bussen
mtt Isruyt* or donderbussen ;t but this statement,
made in a work published in 1843,t has not been
authenticated, and the city archives have been
searched since with a view to rinding the passage,
but without success. It is incredible, however,
that a statement so precise as this, made by a
writer of repute, could be a pure invention, and
really there is no reason for doubting his good
faith."

During the second quarter of the four-
teenth century this word bus, as applied to
a gun, frequently appears in Low Country
records. 11. COLTMAN CLEPHAN.

*
Kruyt, gunpowder.

t Our designation '"blunderbuss" conies pro-
bably from this word.

^ Reynard, Tresor National,' t. ii. p. 35 (Liege,
1843).

Surely
"
British troops

"
(p. 22) to be his-

torical, should be "
English troops." This

mistake is being constantly made by writers

in the press. KALPH THOMAS.

"PHOTOGRAPHY" (10
th S. iv. 367, 435, 450,

490 ;
v. 37). With reference to the process

named "
photo -zincography," I think the

extract given below establishes the date of

the discovery, and, as it is rather earlier than
that given at the last reference by MR.

JAGGARD, it may be worth insertion in your
valuable paper.
The extract is from the introduction to

'Domesday Book, Facsimile of the Part relat-

ing to Cheshire,' Ordnance Survey Office,

Southampton, 1861, written by Col. Sir H.
James, R.E. F.R S., and is as follows :

" In 1859 we improved the chromo-carbon process
to our requirements in such a way that the photo-
graphs could be at once transferred to the wax sur-

face of a copperplate to guide the engraver, or to

plates of zinc or stone for printing as by the ordinary
methods

;
and as we generally use zinc plates, I

named this art photo-zincography. To Capt. A. de
C. Scott, R.E., who has charge of this branch of the

work, we are chiefly indebted for this success. In
an interview with the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone,
Chancellor of the Exchequer, he asked my opinion
as to the applicability of this art to the copying of

some of our ancient MS. records, and I at once ex-

pressed my belief that we could produce facsimiles

of them at a very trifling cost. But with the view
of testing this, I had a small deed of the time of

Edward I. copied and printed by this process, and
with the sanction of the Right Hon. Lord Herbert
of Lea, Secretary of State for War, copies of it

were bound up with my Annual Report of the pro-
gress of the Ordnance Survey to the 31st December,
1859, which has been presented to both Houses of

Parliament."
A. H. ARKLE.

STEVENSON AND SCOTT :

" HEBDOMADARY "

(10
th S. v. 44). The word "

hebdomadary
"

seems also to have had a fascination for

Charles Lamb. Writing to Gary (13 April,

1831), he says :

"
I ani daily tor this week expecting Wordsworth,

who will not name a day. I have been expecting
him by months and by weeks ;

but he has reduced
the hope within seven fractions hebdomadal of this

hebdoma."
S. BUTTERWORTH.

TWIZZLE-TWIGS (10
th S. iv. 507; v. 53).-

Ttvizzle is here the M.E. twisel, double. MR.
T. W. HALL mentions Wigtwizzle, near

Sheffield, and tells us that in 1280 it was

speltWygestwysell. This place-name, hitherto

known only in later forms, has been explained
by reference to A.-S. iveg-tivisluny, branching
of roads, or to a hypothetical iveg-twisla, of

the same meaning. But if the first s in

Wygestwysell is not a mere clerical error,
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this derivation is impossible, and the first

element of the word is the rareA.-S. man's
name Wig. Wigtwizzle, therefore, is the
"
twizzle" whatever that may be of a man

called Wig. We may compare Oswald twistle,
in Lancashire (which contains the man's
name Osweald), and Entwistle, Extwistle,
Birtwistle, and Tintwistle, which also appear
to contain men's names. The A.-S. twisla

is the fork of a river; the cognate O.H.G.
zwisila is simply a fork. What the "fork"
in these place-names was is uncertain, but it

may refer to a fork- shaped piece of land, like

the f/ores, pikes, and nooks so often occurring
in field-names. We may also compare the
A.-S. healh, a corner or nook, of which the

place-name Halum, now Hallam, is the
dative plural. This word is often com-
pounded with personal names, as Scottes

healh, Scott's nook. The nominative plural
is also found in Alias, near Bradfield
and Wigtwizzle, representing A.-S. halas,
nooks. It occurs again in The Hallowes,
near Dronfield. The dative singular appears
in Ecclesall, formerly Eccleshale, near Shef-

field; and in Pitwineshale, mentioned in 1181,
the first element of which is the man's name
Pitwine. The other element, hale, a nook, is

found in the opening lines of 'The Owl and
Nightingale

'

:

Ich was in one sumere dale,
In one suthe disele hale.

It is possible that twisla and healh were
different names for the same thing.

S. O. ADDY.

Tivistle is a fairly common termination for

place-names in Lancashire; e.g., Oswald-
twistle, Entwistle, Extwistle, Boitwistle,
Tintwistle. Cf. Haltwistle in Northumber-
land

;
also Twistleton, nowTwiston (all these

in Lanes.). See Whitaker's *

History of

Whalley,
1

vol. ii. p. 225, where this word is

discussed. K. TRAPPER LOMAX.
Chatburn.

"JAMES" UNIVERSITY (10
th S. v. 47).

Possibly the reference MR. HUTTON is in
search of is to

"
King James his Academe or

College of Honour," consisting of
"
Tutelaries

"

(Lord Chancellor, Knights of the Garter, &c.),
"Auxiliaries" (of the House of Lords and
members of Government), and "Essentials"
(the most famous lay gentlemen of England).
The death of James I. in 1G25 prevented the

completion of this scheme, the initiation of
which was due to Edmund Bolton. R. B.

Upton.

"SJAMBOK": ITS PRONUNCIATION (10
th S.

iv. 204, 332, 512
;

v. 35). The pronunciation
of this word by South Africans is correctly

given at the penultimate reference by MR.
SCHLOESSER as " shambuck." Its etymology
is from Hottentot samba, a buffalo, from the
skin of which animal the whip is supposed
to be made : more often it is cut from that of
the rhinoceros or hippopotamus. See Keane's
' Boer States

'

(under
*

Terminology '), a little

book from which much valuable information
not found in recent African works may be

gleaned. N. W. HILL.
722, Spence Street, Philadelphia.

/

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10
th S.

iv. 529). I am able, after much research, to

answer my own query. The lines,

Still like the hindmost chariot wheel is cursed,
Ever to be near, but never to be first,

are probably misquoted from

Why like the* hindmost chariot wheels are curst,

Still to be near, but ne'er to reach the first,

in Dryden's translation of the fifth satire of

Persius. See Dryden's
'

Works,' 1821, vol. xiii.

p. 255
;
and Persius,

*

Satires,' v. 72, where
one reads

Cum rota posterior curras et in axe secundo, &c.

Mr. T. G. Bowles appears to have quoted the

lines in a recent speech at Lynn.
A. B. B.-J.

The lines,

Whose part in all the pomp that fills

The circuit of the summer hills

Is that their grave is green,

are from *

June,' by William Cullen Bryant ;

but "
their

"
in the last line should be his.

G. F. CORLISS.

SHEFFIELD PLATE (10
th S. v. 27). Would

not the following be found of use
1

?

' Old English Plate,' by W. J. Cripps, 1903,

pp. 148 and 152.
* Plate and Plate Buyers,' Quarterly Review,

April, 1876.

'Illustrated Handbook of Information on
Old Pewter and Sheffield Plate,' by Wm.
Redman.

'Plate and its Hall-Marks,' by Mary H.

O'Connor, in Munsey's Magazine, March,
1900
'A List of Books, &c., illustrating Metal

Work,' 1883, by R. H. Soden Smith (B. Mus.

Lib. BB.E. a28).
For Newcastle plate see a report of the

exhibition of Newcastle plate which appeared
in The Newcastle Chronicle, reproduced ver-

batim in The Antiquary, vol. xxiii.

There was also an excellent article entitled

'Old Sheffield Plate' in The Daily Telegraph
of some time ago, but unfortunately, although
it was preserved, it is without date.

On the north side of the Hammersmith

Road, a little east of St. Paul's School, I
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have observed the legend outside a house
with a garden front,

" The last of the

Sheffield Plate-braziers."
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

6, Elgin Court, W.

The literature of Sheffield plate is meagre
in the extreme, but an admirable pamphlet
on the subject by Francis Pairpoint is pub
lished by Pairpoint Brothers at 80a, Dean
Street, Soho. EDWARD HERON-ALLEN.

'

RELIQUIAE WOTTONIAN.E '

(10
tb S.

y. 27).

Capt. John Smith of Virginia, in his 'True

Travels,' describes a u
strange invention

"

(of his own) of torchlight signals by means
of which "

Kisell, the General of the [Aus-

trian] Archduke's Artillery," was able to

inform "Lord Ebersbaught, the Governour
[of the besieged strong to^vn of Olumpayh,
in Hungary], his worthy friend," that he was
about to attack the Turks at a specified hour,
and to ask him to co-operate with the army
of relief. This event is supposed to have
taken place in 1601 or 1602. The 1C invention
of discoursing at a great distance by lights"
is also ascribed to Admiral Penn or James II.

when Duke of York. (Of. 7 th S. ix. 41.)
L. L. K.

The Rev. Herbert Haines's 'Manual of

Monumental Brasses
'

(1816), part ii. 163, has
the following under Brightwell- Baldwin,
Oxon :

"John Carleton (1547) came from Walton on
Thames (c. 1500), & VV. Joyce, 8 chil., Anth.
Geo. Wm. John (dec. at Bologna, s.p.) t Edw. Anne
(m. Rowland Litton), Kath. (m. Francis Blunt,
Esqr., bro. to Lord Mountjoy), Jane (m. Erasmus
Gaynesford, Esqr.). North Chantry."

A. R. BAYLEY.

MELCHIOR GUYDICKENS (10
th S. iv. 469, 537;

v. 37). On reference to the Army List of
1756 I find Gustavus Guydickens as a cornet
in the 6th (or Inniskilling) Dragoons, the
date of his appointment being 25 November,
1754. In the Army List of 1777 he figures
as a captain and lieutenant-colonel in the
3rd Regiment of Foot Guards, 22 February,
1775. In the Army List of 1791 he appears
as "First Major" in the 3rd Foot Guards,

I April, 1786, and as an army colonel
16 May, 1781, and major-general 28 April,
1790 (pp. 5, 74). W. S.

A Rev. Fred. Wm. Guydickens died 14 Oct.,
1779 (Gent. May., 1779, p. 97). As the sur-
name is uncommon, your correspondent may
possibly find that he was related to Melchior.

CHAS. A. BERNAU.

"PlGHTLE": "PlKLE" (10
th S. V. 26). I

am unaware if any existing place names

have been given as illustrating the above
word ; but I think that Pittleworth may be
adduced. This is a large farm and farmstead
in South Hants. Owing to the distance of

the house from the high road, it has, for a

farmhouse, an unusually large lawn.
H. P. L.

This word occurs as piytd in the ' Domes-

day of St. Paul's' (Camden Soc.), p. 78. The
date is 1222. We there read of a half-acre of

land called
" Goderici pigtel."

S. O. ADDY.

BYRON AND GREEK GRAMMAR (10
th S. iii.

188). There seems to be no evidence whatever
that Byron wrote a Greek grammar, but the

question may have arisen through confusion
with Byron's studies in another language,
the Armenian. The following quotations are
from vol. iv. of Mr. R. E. Prothero's edition

of Byron's letters. Writing from Venice to

Thomas Moore, 5 Dec., 1816, Byron says :

"
By way of divertisement, I am studying

daily, at an Armenian monastery, the Arme-
nian language," &c. (p. 9). There are similar

statements in letters to John Murray, 4 Dec.

(p. 18), and the Hon. Augusta Leigh," 19 Dec.

(p. 25). On 27 Dec. he writes to Murray :

"1 am going on with my Armenian studies in a-

morning, and assisting and stimulating in the Eng-
lish portion of an English and Armenian grammar,
now publishing at the convent of St. Lazarus."
P. 36.

To John Murray, 2 Jan., 1817, he sends
some sheets of the grammar.

"
of which I

promoted, and indeed induced the publica-
tion

"
(p. 42). He asks if Armenian types are

obtainable in England, and requests Murray
to take 40 or 50 copies. The publisher
actually took 50 (p. 41n). The publication of

the work is referred to in two subsequent
letters to Murray :

3 March, 1817. "The Armenian Grammar is

published ; but my Armenian studies are suspended
for the present, till my head aches a little less."

P. 65.

25 March, 1817." The Armenian Grammar is

published that is one : the other is still in MS.
My illness has prevented me from moving this

month past, and I have done nothing more with
the Armenian."

Mr. Prothero's editorial note on the trans-

action may be quoted here :

Byron, unable to offer Father Aucher money
For his lessons, helped him, by way of payment, to-

publish his 'Grammar, English and Armenian*
;1817), intended to teach Armenians the English
tongue. In 1819 Father Aucher published his

'Grammar, Armenian and English,' 'in order,' as

lie says in his preface,
4
to facilitate the progress of

the English learner.' In this last work Aucher
prints Byron's translation of the Corinthian

Epistles, with the Armenian text." P. 9.
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In an appendix to the same volume
. 429-36) Mr. Prothero prints the trans-

lations which Byron made from the Armenian
with Aucher's help, Jan. -Feb., 1817, viz. :

1. The Epistle of the Corinthians to St. Paul
;

2. Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians; 3. 'The
Pleasure Houses of the Summer of Byzan-
tium.'

At pp. 44-5 will be found a fragment
apparently intended as preface to the
Armenian grammar, The remaining refer-

ences to the subject in the letters show that
a pecuniary dispute arose between the

-collaborators, while Byron's estimate of his
own share in the work grew more generous
with the lapse of time. On 28 March, 1820,

Byron wishes to know from Murray what
became of the two Epistles from St. Paul
translated from the Armenian (p. 425). From
the 'Detached Thoughts' (1821) is quoted
<p. 10n.), "The padre Pasquale Aucher (for

whom, by the way, I compiled the major part
of two Armenian and English grammars)."
By 27 Feb , 1823, in a letter from Genoa to
Richard Belgrave Hoppner, Aucher has
become "the rogue of an Armenian"; and
" we must take what we can get" is the only
solution of the dispute.

L. R. M. STRACHAN.
Heidelberg, Germany.

CECIL FAMILY (10
th S. v. 6). The grafting

of the Cecils of Stamford on the obscure
Welsh stock may have been a suggestion of
Sir David Philipp himself, or owing to the

way he spelt in his will, dated 1506, the sur-
name of his executor Davil Cecill. Bub that
the family ever wrote their name otherwise
than "Cecil'; or

"
Cecill" has yet to be

proved, and it is not likely, because two
years later we find David's father styling
himself Philip

u
Cecil

"
in his will. There is

-apparently no evidence earlier than this

forthcoming at present without considerable
research. It is known that David Cecill,
"'Lord Burghley's grandfather," married
twice (6

th S. vii. 385). He appears, however,
to have had another wife, if the statement
in Coll. Top et Gen , vii. 67, may be trusted
that he married Katharine, widow of Nicholas
Dene, of Barrowby, co. Lincoln, and daughter
of Walter Pedwardine, Esq , but by her had
"no children." That is most likely, because
she must have been old enough to be her
second husband's grandmother. Her father
-died in 1429, and was related to several East
Riding families. Unless there is some mis-
take, this match might more reasonably be
assigned to an earlier David, perhaps brother
or father of Philip Cecil.

Whoever concocted the "controversie "

about the arms (6 Edw. III.) printed by
Bossewell in his

' Workes of Armorie
'

(80, b.)

made " Monsieur Jaen de Sitsilt," the

plaintiff, son of "George de Euerwike,"
probably bearing in mind George Cecill,

gent., of Howden, in Yorkshire, who died in

1539 the only person of the name down to

that date who had left an estate sufficient to

require an Inq. p.m. to be taken, although
two years before one had been held on the

death of David Cecill's second wife as to her

lands in Howdenshire. A. S. ELLIS.
Westminster.

The name Sisillt, Sisalt, Syssell, and

Cyssyll, though one and the same, seems to

have been used and spelt indifferently in

Wales in olden times, as appears by the pro-

ceedings in the Star ("ham her in 1533 respect-

ing the feud between the Morgans of Newport
and the Herberts of St. Julian's, in Mon-
mouthshire, when one John Sisiltt, butcher,
servant unto Walter Herbert, is accused of

having cruelly murdered one Roger David

Tewe, and also one Ptoger Davis
;

and

throughout the proceedings the accused's

surname is variously spelt as described above.

(See 'Historical and Genealogical Memoirs
of the Morgan Family,' compiled and edited

by G. Blacker Morgan. London, privately

printed, 1891). CROSS-CROSSLET.

NELSON PANORAMAS (10
th S. iv. 365). In

1823 there were exhibited in the "Great

Room, Spring Gardens," Messrs. Marshall's

"Grand Historical Peristrephic Panoramas
of the Battle of Trafalgar and the Ceremony
of Crossing the Line." There were four

views of the battle, one of the coast of France,
and another of 'The Ludicrous Ceremony of

Crossing the Line as performed by the

French.' The *

Description
'

has, in addition

to the usual explanations of the pictures,
four pages of 'Memoirs of the late Lord
Viscount Nelson.' ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39, Hillmarton Road.

CAMPBELLS IN THE STRAND (10
th S. iv. 509 ;

v. 51). A full account and pedigree of John

Campbell (of Shawfield), partner in the bank
in the Strand, will be

found^
in Lady

Russell's
* Three Generations of Fascinating

Women,' recently published.
H. S. V.-W.

NEW YEAR LUCK (10
th S. v. 45). A

curious custom which prevails in Bristol and
some parts of the west of England is that on
the stroke of twelve a light-haired man
should enter the house, and, proceeding to

each room, wish the inmates a happy new
year. Only a light-haired man must do
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this, otherwise the luck will be spoilt. A
person of some education informed me that
he attributed a number of misfortunes which
befell him last year to the omission of this
custom ! FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

[For "first foot" on New Year's Day see 9th S.
i. 87, 249, 351 ; xii.505.]

CASSELL'S * WORKS OF EMINENT MASTERS '

(10
th S. iv. 468). By one of those happy and

unexpected accidents which the book-
collector sometimes meets with, 1 have been
able to purchase the concluding volume of
this interesting publication, and so can
answer my own inquiry. The title-page of
the second volume also bears the date of

1854, but it is much thinner than the first,

comprising only 204 pages as against
412 pages. Apparently the venture did not
meet with sufficient support to warrant its

continuance, and so it was somewhat
abruptly terminated. The articles are as
well written and as generously illustrated
a,s in the earlier volume, the two forming a
nost interesting and useful work.

W. KOBERTS.
47, Lansdowne Gardens, Clapham, S.W.

COLET ON PEACE AND WAR (10
th S. v. 28, 57).

MR. PICKFORD'S quotation from Cicero is

from the
*

Epistolse ad Familiares,
1

Book VI.
vi. 5. C. TURNER ROOM.

See Cicero,
' Ad. Att.' Lib. VI. ep. viii.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

LONDON PAROCHIAL HISTORY (10
th S. iv.

288
;

v. 55). I am exceedingly grateful to
MR. HOLDEN MAcMiciiAEL for his reply to

my expressed thirst for out-of-the-way infor-
mation on the City parishes of SS. Anne
and Agnes and S. John Zachary. I feel sure
that other correspondents could, "an they
would," furnish something further. I should
be especially glad of references from MSS.
in private hands (as old diaries, &c. ),

national records unindexed as to places (as
Crown Plea Rolls, &c.), or unprinted and
uncalendared wills (particularly those in

provincial registries). The parishes are both
small, and anything which I am not likely
to light upon in the ordinary way of research

whether relating to the churches, rectors,
clerks, or parishioners, &c. will be welcome,
more especially if of earlier date than (say)
1700, no matter how trivial it may at first

sight appear.
I may observe that I have perused the

earlier references at 7 th S. x. 68 -and 174 ; and
I hope that MR. MACMICHAEL'S reply may be
the first of many. Any one who has any-
thing to communicate too lengthy for these

columns will perhaps be kind enough to send
to me direct. W. McMuRRAY.

6, Clovelly Road, IS. Ealing, W.

HAIR-POWDERING CLOSETS (10
th S. iv. 349,

417, 453
;

v. 57). Not many years ago there

was one of these in a fine old mansion known
as Micklegate House, York, which is now the

warehouse of a firm of wholesale druggists. I

fear the relic has been destroyed. The build-

ing dates from George II.'s time; it was the

town residence of Mr. Bourchier, of Benin g-

brough, who died in 1759. ST. SWITHIN.

At Llangedwyn Hall, near Oswestry, the

principal bedrooms have an antechamber, on
the landing or staircase side, modernly known
as a dressing-room, and the late dowager
Lady Watkin-Williams Wynne, upon her
attention being drawn to this apparently in-

convenient arrangement, informed me that

they were "
hair-powdering chambers." By

this means the privacy of the bedroom could

be maintained, and the dressers complete
their work. Massinger says :

The reverend hood cast off, your borrowed hair,
Powdered and curled, was, by your dresser's art,

Formed like a coronet, hanged with diamonds
And richest orient pearls.

The particular closet I have in mind is the

one adjoining the bedroom used by the Young
Pretender, Prince Charles Edward Stuart,

during the 1745 rebellion, which is still pre-
served in its original state. From this neigh-
bourhood the Prince marched on to, and

encamped at, Derby, and was lodged at a

house at the bottom of Full Street. Is this

the one named by MR. HALL CROUCH ? Our
dressing-room ought probably to read "dres-

sers' room." GEO. W. HASWELL.
Chester.

" FAMOUS " CHELSEA (10
th S. iv. 366, 434,

470, 517; v. 33). Faulkner, in his second

edition of the 'History of Chelsea,' does not

name the charter of Edward the Confessor

alluded to by Lysons in which Chelsea is spelt
"
Cealchylle

"
;
but it thus occurs, as I have

ascertained, in Cart. Cott. vii. 6
;
and the

document is again indorsed with "Ceal-

chylle." How is this spelling accounted for ?

The lands certainly appertained to
" the

brothers" of Westminster; but is it certain

that "Cealchylle" meant Chelsea? This

charter is quoted also in Dart's
'

History of

Westminster Abbey,' and was printed in

Hickes's 'Thesaurus,' in 1705, with a Latin

translation. In 1157 Pope Adrian IV. con-

firmed by bull the concessions of Edward the

Confessor to the church of Westminster, and
ratified the possession of the estates. Among
these he enumerates "Villa de Chelchefe."
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(See Cott. MS. Faustina A. 3, fol. 163, a
document originally of Edward I.'s reign, but
with additions of a later date ) Later the
name is spelt

" Chelcheheth 3>

(Dart, vol. i.

p. 23);
"
Chelsehuth," * Nomina Villarum,'

dated 1316, Harl. MS. 6281; and "Chelth-
huth" (Harl. MS. 2191) ; but in Cart. Cott.,
vii. 6 it is in both cases unmistakably"

Cealchylle." J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

OPEN-AIR PULPITS (10
th S. iv. 430

; v. 55).

May I point out that the
"
Reader's Pulpit

"

at Chester is not entered from the cloisters

behind, as mentioned by MR. HEMS?
GEO. W. HASWELL.

Chester.

CRICKET : PICTURES AND ENGRAVINGS
(10

th S. iv. 9, 132, 238, 496
;

v. 54). The Con-
noisseur for January-, p. 57, gives a photogra-
vure of an oil painting by John Russell,
dated 1767, representing the Rev. John
Chandler when a boy in cricketing costume.
He holds a strangely shaped bat in his right
hand, a ball in his left. The tradition in the
family is that the costume he wears was that
of Eton. The Chandlers were a Surrey family,
and connected with Guildford, where John
Russell was born. A. R. BAYLEY.

THOMAS POUNDE, S.J. (10
th S. iv. 184, 268,

472
;

v. 14). Anne Wriothesley, aunt of our
Thomas Pounde, and sister of the Earl of

Southampton, was married first to Thomas
Knight, of Hoo Manor, Soberton, Hants,
who died in the year 1548. His will (P.C.C.
4 Populwell) is dated 1 January, 1547/8, and
was proved on the 27th of the following
month. He mentions therein his son John
and his daughter Anne (the latter was bap-
tized at Soberton on 17 April, 1547). He left
his manor of Timsbury, Hants, for the bring-
ing up of his children ; to his brother Hugh
Knight, "Scoller in the New Colledge at

"Winchester," he bequeathed the "Prebend
of Warthcombe [1 G wartimewm] in Cathe-
dral of Landaphe"; and to his wife Anne he
left his manor of Hoo. He appointed his
wife sole executrix, and Thomas, Earl of

Southampton, sole overseer.
The parish register at Soberton records the

marriage, on 28 April, 1549, of "Syr Oliver
Lawrence, Knight, and Mistress Ann
Knyght, widow, dwelling at the Manor
Place." Sir Oliver was of Creech Grange, in
the Isle of Purbeck. Harl. MS. 897, f. 126
states that

"Sir Oliver Larance, knight, dyed the fyrst o
January, 1559, and was buryed at Fernham

;
and

after the seremony done, his hachementes were
removed to the church of St. Mychell in Steple
within th'yle of Purbak."

His will (P.C.C. 30 Welles), dated 20 March,
1557/8, was proved 18 January, 1558/9. He
refers therein to Elizabeth Morgan, his first

wife's daughter, and to John Nicholson, his

irst wife's son ; also to his sister Elizabeth

3untley. and his brother-in-law Edward
3untley; his sister Dorothy; his daughters
Julian Wryothesley and Jane Lawrence ;

lis son Augustyne ; and he appoints his wife

Anne, and his son and heir Edward Lawrence,
executors of his will.

Lady Lawrence appears to have resided

at Soberton after the death of Sir Oliver ;

ler name appears in the register there in

1575 ("July 21, John Nycolson, brother
x> Mr. Edward Lawrence, of Purbeck, by
:he mother syde. He was servant to my
Lady An Lawrence, and was buried in the-

church "), and, as godmother, in 1580 and
1602. There is in the Soberton register na
record of her burial, but she is said to have-

been living so late as 1608, when she would
have reached the age of one hundred years.
The following genealogical notes from her

will, which I obtained from a lady copyist

many years ago, unfortunately do not give
the date of probate, nor state where the will

is deposited :

" Will of Lady Anne Lawrence, of Subberton,
widow, dated 17 July, 1602. To be buried in church
of Subberton ; niece Lady Catherine Cornwallis ;

niece Lady Mabell Sands; nephew Sir Walter
Sands, Knt.; William Sands, Esq., nephew and
godson ; Sir George Peckham, Kut., cosen ; Mr.
Augustyn Lawrence, sonne-in-law ;

Mr. George
Lawrence (son of Edward Lawrence, deceased) ;

Edward Lawrence the younger, brother of George ;.

my sonne Lawrence his widow ; nephew Thomas
Pounde

; nephew Henrie Pounde the elder ; John
Pounde and Anne Pounde, children of Henrie;
cosens William Pounde and Henrie Pounde, son&
of Richard Pounde, nephew, deceased; nephew
George Britton, of Miohell Park, Sussex : cosen
Henrie Britton (son of George), of Subberton, and
his son Beverley ; Dennis, George, Samuel, Anne,
Elizabeth, and Helen, children of George Britton

;.

cosen Thomas Clark the younger ; cosen Oliver

Wriothesley and his brother John ;
cosen Elizabeth

Cornwallis, wife of Thomas Cornwallis, Groom
Porter of Her Majesty's Household ; Henrie Corn-

wallis, her son Henrie Pounde and Denys Britton,
executors and residuary legatees; overseers, Thomas
Hensloe, of Burrant, and Thomas White, of New-
lands."

Lady Lawrence was related to Sir George
Peckham through her maternal grand-
mother, who, according to Mr. B. W. Green-

feld, in his
' Account of the Wriothesley Tomb

in Titchfield Church,' was "
Joan, daughter

and heir of Peter Peckham, by the heiress of

Crowton." The arms of Drayton, Peckham,.
and Crowton appear on the Wriothesley
tomb. ALFKED T. EYERITT.

High Street, Portsmouth.
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1 MODERN UNIVERSAL BRITISH TRAVELLER '

(10
th S. v. 69). There is a copy of this work

in the British Museum Library. It is cata-

logued under *

British Traveller,' and the
date of the volume is 1779, press - mark
10348. 1. 6. It contains at p. 225 the plate of

Eton College sought for by MR. AUSTEN
LEIGH. R. ENGLISH.

ENIGMA BY C. J. Fox (10
th S. iv. 530

;
v.

32). In the fifth line of the first stanza, as

given by E. S , there is an error affecting
the aptness of the solution suggested by
H. H., which seems to be correct. The line

referred to

And before Adam did appear

should be
And before that [i.e. Noah's Ark] I did appear.

I have an old MS. copy, headed ' A Riddle

by Chas. Jas. Fox, Esq
1
'.

5 It commences with
the following stanza, which does not appear
in the version of E. S. :

If here, as Welshmen all agree,
Honour depends on pedigree,
Then stand by, clear the way ;

Retire, ye sons of haughty Gower,
And issue proud of old Glendower,
And let me have fair play.

The next stanza agrees with E. S.'s first,

except that it begins "For though you
boast," &c., and the second line has "Your "

instead of
"
Their." In other respects my

version, with a few trifling variations, corre-

sponds with that of E. S. W. R. H.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Story of Charing Cross and its Immediate
Neighbourhood. By J. Holden MacMichael.
(Chatto & Windus.)

LONDON has been long too big to be taken otherwise
than in sections. Books that deal with these com-

partments of London constitute an attractive class

by themselves, of which the account of St. James's

Square byM r.Arthur Irwin Uasent may be considered
the beau ideal. To the list of writers on London,
which comprises Mr. W. J. Loftie, Sir Walter
Besant, Mr. Wheatley, and a score others, must
now be added Mr. Holden MacMichael, to the
merits of whose history of Charing Cross and its

neighbourhood we have, during its passage through
The Gentleman's Magazine, frequently drawn
attention. These delightful essays have now, as

they well deserved, been reprinted in book form,
with a plan of the district, a frontispiece present-

ing St. Martin's Lane in 1820, and a vignette
showing Charing Cross as it now is, together with
the mouth of tho Strand. It is a subject for con-

gratulation, though it is the result presumably of

accident, that the district presented is that dear to

the antiquary, the painter, and the poet, which
existed a few years ago, and made the Strand of

that day the most happily accidented street to

be found in any European capital, and not the new
thoroughfare broad, but not half broad enough,
lined with palatial hotels which commends itself
to the British vestryman.
Charing Cross, the very centre of metropolitan

London, is virtually bounded by Covent Garden on
the north and east, by St. James's Park on the
west, and by Scotland Yard and Whitehall on the
south. Mr. MacMichael dismisses the derivation
from chere reine with Prof. Skeat's comment that
it is

" too funny to be pernicious." In dealing with
the associations of the district Mr. MacMichael is

more historical than topographical, and the more
animated among his early pictures are the assaults
of the Londoners upon the servants of the Spanish
Ambassador

;
the hundreds of carriages and the

thousands of horsemen, with rosemary and bays in
their hats, that accompanied Prynne, the author of

'Histriomastix,' in November, 1640; and the
kindred mob which flocked to the funeral of

"
Sir

Edmondbury Godfrey" (sic). It is quite impossible
to convey an idea of the amount of information
historical, antiquarian, gossiping, what not that
is supplied in a book that may be read with un-
failing pleasure. Of how much quaint and amusing
information Mr. MacMichael is the possessor
readers of our pages are aware. He has given us a
capital book, and one which we are glad to think
may well be the first of a series. We shall be glad
to welcome further volumes or indeed anything in
the shape of a continuation. The work is admir-
ably got up.

The Political History of England. From the
Accession of Henry III. to the Death of Ed-
ward III., 1216-1377. By T. F. Tout. (Longmans
& Co.)

THE third volume in order of appearance of 'The
Political History of England' follows closely upon
the second. If the present instalment is more
vivacious than the previous, the cause is partly that
Prof. Tout's treatment is picturesque, and partly
that the period is one of the most romantic in our
annals. It is a time of perpetual struggle in Scot-
land, Wales, and on the Continent

; it narrates
such episodes as the murder of Edward II. by the
"she-wolf of France"; introduces battles such as
Bannockburn, Halidon Hill, Neville's Cross, Cour-
trai, Crecy, and Poictiers, and interludes such as
the Black Death ; and brings on the scene, besides
the great ones of the world, men such as Chaucer,
Wycliffe, and Froissart. When, with the death of
Edward III., the record breaks off, the action is not
complete: "John of Gaunt's rule was not over.
Wycliffe was advancing from discontent to revolt.

Langland had not yet put his complaint into
its permanent form Popular irritation against
bad government, and social and economic re-

pression, were still preparing for the revolt of

We are not able to accompany Prof. Tout
in his long record, and can but note a passage
or two of special interest. Apropos of the
defeat of Louis in 1217, he says that it is

tempting to regard it as a triumph of Eng-
lish patriotism, but comments wisely that it
is a mistake to read into the doings of men of the
early thirteenth century the ideals of later ages. A
good account is given of the progress of thought in
times of weak government and internecine struggle,
and it is shown how, while the Frenchman was
being recognized as the enemy, the influence of the
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French tongue and the French ideals was assertive.

It is curious to read how the friars who invaded

England in 1258, picking their way barefooted over
frozen mud and hard snow, which were blood-

stained by their feet, "were so full of fun among
themselves that a deaf mute could hardly refrain

from laughter at seeing them." We read, of course, of

the popular canonization of St. Thomas of Hereford
and the circumstances under which it was obtained.

Some space is bestowed on the interesting figure of

the M aid of Norway. Of the invasion of England by
David of Scotland, at the instigation of Philip of

France, it is said "In thus playing the game
of the French king, David began a policy which,
from Neville's Cross to Flodden, brought embarrass-
ment to England and desolation to Scotland." A
vivid description is supplied of the institution of

orders of chivalry. Interest throughout is un-

flagging, and the treatment generally is sprightly
as well as philosophical.

Studies on Anglo-Saxon Institutions. By H. Munro-
Chadwick. (Cambridge, University Press).

IN noticing a book of such closely specialized learn-

ing as Mr. Chadwick's we shall best discharge pur
duty by indicating its scope and characteristics,
without attempting to challenge any of the author's

particular conclusions. Few, indeed, would be

capable of doing so, for Mr. Chadwick has obviously
made a special study of the charters and legal
codes of the early Saxon kingdoms, and is able to

write with a fullness of knowledge which only pro-
found research can supply. Himself a severely
scientific student of Saxon institutions, he writes
for the serious historical student, and not for the
mere general reader, to whom he hardly ever con-

descends ; but the repertory of facts which he has

brought together will be of inestimable value to

future historians.

One of the first subjects with which he occupies
himself is that of wergelds, the amount of com-

pensation to which different classes of the commu-
nity were liable for breach of their mund or surety-

ship. In Wessex this graduated system of fines was
fixed at 1,200,600, or 200 "shillings," according as

one was a landowner, a landless gentleman, or a
ceorl. But as a "

shilling
"
in one region bore quite

a different value from the same denomination else-

where, this leads to a long and careful investigation
of the monetary system of the early Saxons, which
is sufficiently intricate in consequence of the am-
biguity of the terminology. The author conjectures
that the shilling must originally have denoted an
ounce of silver ; but the evidence is far from con-
clusive. The same laxness of use confuses the

meaning of the word eorl, which is variously
latinized in the early charters as dux, minister,
comes, and miles. From having been at one time

applicable to any noble, it seems to have acquired
its specific meaning as a title from a conflation with
the Scandinavian iarl. The origin of some of our
modern shires, Mr. Chadwick conjectures, may be
traced to divisions of a kingdom made between
members of the king's family, as sometimes
happened.
Worthy, too, of notice is the account given of

the word hagnstald, generally used in the sense of a

bachelor, which has been a puzzle to etymologists.
Mr. Chadwick, differing from Kluge, holds the

original meaning to have been ' v the occupant of a

haga," i.e., of a town dwelling attached to a

country manor, this haga being often appropriated

to soldiers. Thus the hagnstald came to be used
for any young warrior (p. 341). We have to thank
the writer for a learned and informing book.

Poems. By George Crabbe. Edited by Adolphus
William Ward, Litt.D. Vol. I. (Cambridge,
University Press.)

A THREE-VOLUME edition of the works of Crabbe,
of which the first volume has appeared, is in course
of publication under the editorship of the Master of
Peterhouse. Byron's ridiculous estimate of Crabbe
as

"
Nature's sternest painter, yet the best," pardon-

able enough as a mere ebullition, has done Crabbe
more harm than good. His works are none the
less indispensable in every collection of English
literature. The 1823 edition the last published in
Crabbe's lifetime has supplied the basis of the text.
An interesting prefatory note shows what other
sources have been consulted. The volume opens
with 'Juvenilia,' in the midst of which is inserted
'Inebriety.' 'The Library,' 'The Village,' 'The
Newspaper,'

' The Parish Register,' and ' The
Borough

'

are also given. This seems destined to
be the first complete edition.

Matthew Prior s Poems on Several Occasion?
Edited by A. R. Waller. (Cambridge, University
Press. )

A FIRST volume of Prior's poems has also been
added to the "

Cambridge English Classics." It is

occupied with the 'Poems on Several Occasions,'
which themselves comprise, with other works,
' Alma

; or, the Progress of the Mind,' in three
cantos, and 'Solomon on the Vanity of the World,'
a poem in three books, together with the lightest
of Prior's erotic and narrative poems, excluding,
of course, those by other writers which were
printed in some of his miscellanies. A second
volume will comprise the remainder of Prior's
writings in prose and verse, including from the
Lpngleat MSS. the 'Prose Dialogues' of Prior
hitherto unpublished.

Facts and Fancies for the Curious. By Charles C.
Bombaugh, A.M. (Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott
Company.)

WE have here what is rather floridly called "a
melange of excerpta," chiefly, but not wholly
modern, and largely Afaerican. The whole con-
stitutes a work into which men may dip with the
certainty of amusement, but conveys an idea that
the wit and thought of to-day are inferior to those
of yesterday. It is to be hoped that the seeker after
information will not light upon a passage such as :
' k The Roman silver denarius sank finally to
common copper coins, known in France as
'Dermer' [sic], in England as

'

d,' and in Germany
as 'pfennig'" a sentence in which inaccuracy of
statement is as noteworthy as deficiency of gram-
mar. In the verses from God's Acre, among the
inscriptions from Mount Auburn cemetery, it

should be said that the lines beginning

She lived unknown, and few could know
When Mary [sic] ceased to be,

are altered from Wordsworth ; and those beginning
Thou art gone to the grave

from Heber. * The Wit of the Epigrammatists
'

is

of very disparate quality. A good many enigmas
are given, in most cases without the answers. OQ
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the whole, we are disposed to regard
'

Legendary
Lore' as the best portion of the work.

Starlight Stories. By Hob. Illustrated by Dorothy
Hilton. (De La More Press.)

THIS collection of fairy stories is readable and
agreeable. The illustrations of Dorothy Hilton
those in colour especially render the volume con-

taining them attractive.

Author and Printer. By F. Howard Collins.

(Frowde.)
THIS useful little book, in praise of which we spoke
warmly at 10th S. iii. 379, has speedily reached a
second edition. It is a work of composite labour,
the best correctors of the press having assisted in
its compilation. To printers, compositors, &c., it

should be invaluable ; and there are few writers
who will not be thankful for its information or its

hints.

The Law and Practice of Change of Name. By
W. P. W. Phillimore, M.A. (Phillimore & Co.)

MR. PHILLIMORE has hit upon* a happy idea, and
executed well a useful task. Besides being of high
service to all who seek a change of name, it supplies
a very useful list of cases and precedents, and is at
once readable and authoritative.

A Guide to Tidesvell and its Church. By the
Rev. J. M. J. Fletcher, M.A. (Tideswell.)

A THIRD edition has been issued of the Vicar of

Tideswell's guide to his own parish and description
of his own church, popularly known as the
Cathedral of the Peak. It has a preface by Lord
Hawkesbury, geological notes by Mr. H. Arnold
Bernrose, M.A., numerous illustrations, is well

written, and of special interest to residents in and
visitors to the district.

To our own regret, and to that of many of our
readers, a familiar name must vanish from our
columns. After an illness extending over three
months, Mr. Everard Home Coleman, F.R.G.S.,
F.R.A.S., c., the oldest member of the London
and Middlesex Archaeological Society, died on Sun-
day last at his residence, 71, Brecknock Road, N.
Born in 1818, the deceased gentleman was the son
of an officer in the H.E LC.S. He was educated at
Christ's Hospital in the Charles II. Mathematical
School. By special appointment of William IV.,
he joined the Admiralty, where he remained five

years, serving fifty years under the Board of Trade
as Assistant Registrar of Shipping and Seamen,
from which position he was pensioned over seven-
teen years ago. Owing to an accident in early life,

Mr. Coleman was prevented from qualifying for
the navy. A full account of his observations and
experiences at Christ's Hospital, which he entered
in June, 1S27, appeared in The City Press for
16 Oct., 1901. The names customarily employed
were those of his godfather, the famous surgeon
Sir Everard Home. Up to his last disqualifying
illness Mr. Coleman took an active delight in
* N. & Q.' He was a contributor to the First Series,

though his earliest article cannot be traced. The
list of his contributions to the Ninth Series fills

nearly seven columns of the General Index to that
series. He seems to have formed with special
diligence extra indexes to names and contributions
in earlier series.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. FEBRUARY.
MESSRS. BAER & Co., of Frankfort, send us &

catalogue of
' Rheinland-Westfalen ' and adjoining

districts. It offers many books of interest to the
traveller in an attractive region, dealing with the-

legends and poetry of the great river. Some English
volumes are included, and the collection of litera-
ture concerning Cologne will repay attention. Ger-
mans are celebrated for their interest in

"
views,'

r

which are noticed in abundance in this catalogue.
There are also several autographs of local princes-
and princesses to be had.

Messrs. Bull & Auvache send us two catalogues.
In the first we find the Coverdale Bible, a good
copy, 140/., and Nicolson's second edition of Cover-
dale's New Testament, 8/. 8s. There are also
several copies of Cranmer's version of the Bible,
including 1541, price 281. ; another, 1549, 14/. 14-s. ^

by Jugge, also scarce, 1553, 16/. The woodcuts,
include the devil with a wooden leg. The second

Foedera, Conven-
tiones, Liter*,' 20 vols., 1727-35, 81. 8s. ; the Abbots-
ford edition of Scott, 4J. 15*.

Mr. John Jeffery has some curious chapbooks, old"

maps, and pamphlets. The subjects treated com-
prise slavery and the West Indies, 1832 ; the Cor-
poration of London, 1847; the unemployed, 1816;
the National Debt, 1833 ; John Wilkes, 1767 ; and
'The Result of the late Elections,' 1831.

Messrs. Myers & Co. send two catalogues. That
devoted to Engraved Portraits includes a very scarce
portrait of Thomas Paine, 21. 2s.

; Mrs. Jordan in.

'The Country Girl,' 12<s-. Qd.', Macadam, the road-
maker, standing astride on two posts, with bags of
"sovereigns" under each arm, 5>t.

; and a scarce-

portrait of Sir Humphry Davy, I/. 10*. Those in-
terested in Vanishing London (and who is not ?)
can pass a pleasant half-hour over the perusal of
Messrs. Myers's Catalogue of Views of London and
its Vicinity, including Montague House, Blooms-
bury; Sir Paul Pindar's House, in Bishopsgate ;

Bridewell Palace ; Buckingham Palace, when
Buckingham House; Carlton House

; Northumber-
land House ;

election scene atCovent Garden ; Cato
Street, Edgvvare Road, the scene of the conspiracy ;

the Marshalsea Prison
; old views of the Strand,.

Regent Street, c.

Mr. Ludwig Rosenthal, of Munich, sends us the-
fourth part of his latest Catalogue of Catholic
Theology, which includes headings from Marca to
Rosellis. As usual, he offers several fine incunabula
and MSS-, such as a '

Martyrologium Romano-
Seraphicum,' of about the middle of the thirteenth,
century, in red, blue and black (1000 m.) ; and an
original MS. on the ritual of the Armenian Church,.
' Mashtots

'

(500 m.). There is abundance of fine
Missals noted here. We find also 36 vols. of
Fathers of the English Church, 1843-51 (120 m.), and
several Psalters.

Mr. Chas. J. Sawyer offers the fine classical
library of the late James Bailey, of Trinity
College, Cambridge, a friend of Person and
Wakelield, some of whose annotations are in the
books. Among interesting items are the ^Sschylus
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edition of Dryden's 'Conquest of Granada,' bluemorocco by Riviere, 1672, is 211. : Lavater's ' Of

ex. off. H. Stephani," 1557 ;
a Paris Catullus of

1534; a Euripides of 1544 (the third edition of the . ^ .., ^ t^ JS ^ lt . i^avate
dramatist) ;

an edition of Valla in Gothic type, Ghostes and Spirites walking by Nyght
unknown to Lowndes;and several other specimens 121. 12s. ; Vair's '

Trois Livres des Charmes' Sorce'.nf oarKr virago f nrr^af. ,r a in O I lages, ou Enchantemens,' 1583, 31. 3s. (the rare firstFrench edition) ; and a genuine copy of the second

of early presses of great value.

Mr. A. Russell Smith has a very interesting Cata-

logue of Engraved Portraits, at very low prices.

Among the few more expensive items we note

Bartolozzi, Carlini, and G. Cipriani, representing

edition of Boccaccio, 1625, price 251.. This is muc
rarer than that of 1620. The entry of the 'De-
cameron' at Stationers' Hall states- "Master

,

, * ^,f A, 121. ;
and a portrait of buryes command. It is evident, however that

verell, 11. Is. Under Robert Emmet is a folio the prohibition was soon withdrawn. Under Oxford
side, nearly half being occupied by an en- Presses we find Alfonso de Valdes's 'Dialogue of
g of the interior of the court, and Emmet the Sack of Rome' and the '

Reglas Gramat.i'oalpQ '

Animals,' 30 beautifully coloured plates; a set of
the publications of the Ethnological Society, the

Anthropological Society, and the Anthropological
Institute, exceedingly rare, 25^. ; and a set of The
Athenceum, 1828-1901, 421. We cannot object to the

comment,
" The Athenaeum needs no recommenda-

tion." Burton's 'Arabian Nights,' very scarce, is

3R 10$. ; Lycett's
'

Australia,' 1QI. 166'. ;
a set of the

the three arts of painting, engraving, and sculpture, William Jaggard, recalled by my lord of Cal ter
=a magnificent engraving,

lu " J

Sacheverell,
broadside,
.graving of the interior of the court, and" Emmet I

the Sack of Rome' and the '

Reglas Grama'ticales"'
pleading,

"
If the French land in Ireland," &c., 186, 211. There is a long and interesting note as

Dublin, 1803, very rare, 21. 2s. to these in the catalogue. Both have the Paris
Messrs. Henry Sotheran & Co. have a splendid ^""Mi/Vn 6 c b

.

e no doubt that Barnes,
py of Daniell's rare work, 'African Scenery and nding that the publication of Spanish Protestant

1 ^oks was very unpopular at the time, changed the
ipnnt on part of the edition of the ' Grammar '

d placed the Paris imprint on the 'Dialogue
'"

. rarity heads the list of Incunabula
el Mar, Barcelona, 14 July, 1494, 1201
first copy of the second edition offered

sale in modern times. Only two other copies
oi6. iw .

; i^ycetbB Auatraim, iw. iu. ,
^ u u, uie I FrJ"^" 1 ?h ?!

****
^

1

,

bli
TT
th

-

<;!(lUe
.
Rationale of

Delphin Classics, 151. ; an extra-illustrated copy of ^-Ce
'.

a?d ^
he U

.

ier J "
,

l
.

he University Library of

Burnet's
|
History of his^Own Time,' 1724-34, 35?.

; | ^-^V l**^ t^fr t^as th
,
foun'

Caxton s Golden Legend, Io20. very rare, 211.

and a choice set of Coleridge, Pickering, 1836-53,
18Z. 18-s. Under Cornwall we find Carew and Pol-
whele. There are a number of first editions of

Dickens. Books on the drama include the ' Memoirs
of Charles Mathews,' further illustrated by 200 fine

portraits, and with 28 autograph letters, 1838-9,
521. IQs. A fine uncut copy of Boydell's

'

History
of the Thames,' 1794-6, 12. 12*. Other general item's

include Nichols's 'Literary Anecdotes,' 17 vols.,
I. 9s. ; Hodgson's 'Northumberland,'very rare,

When will some
wealthy lover of books be found to purchase Mr
Voynich's unique collection of

" unknown books" ?'
the advertisement still appears at

10

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name. . ,

Sir Joshua Reynolds, large paper, Graves, 95^.; and address of the sender, not necessarily for rmh
oo/ in. There I lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
.
_ .. To secure insertion of communications corre-

Trattato di fecientia d Arme, first edition, 1553, spondents must observe the following rules. Let
10/. ; Bohn's extra volumes, 21. 10s. ; 'The Kama each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
Sutra of Vatsyayna,' 7 parts as issued, Benares, slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
1883, 11. 15$. (only a few printed for private circula- such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
t.irmt - T.ai'nnr'a HhrnniVla nf the. Kinora of "NTnr,-aw '

I ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous

and a long set of Ritson, 1783-1833, 28Z. 10*.

are also choice works under Furniture.

Mr. Albert Sutton, Manchester, has Agrippa's
P ...^ 4 ., , . ^1 C , .C ,, .. 4 ; .. , 1

"

\ ,*.-*/-* * 4^Mr%4- ^/l f i , ,.^ 1 KXO

tion) ; Laing's
'

Chronicle of the Kings of Norway,'
1844, 11. 4s. ; Quarles's

' Divine Poems,' J664, 11. 4s.
;

I entries in the paper, contributors are requested"to
1

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to-

refer. Correspondents who repeat
requested to head the second com-

which they
queries are
munication "Duplicate.'

complete set of the publications of the Type
Facsimile Society, 6 portfolios. 4to, 10. 10s. ; and
Law's '

Hampton Court Palace,' 1. 14.$. There are
a number of interesting items under America,
Angling (including the first edition of Hawkins's
- Walton and Cotton,' 1760, 21 7s. 6d.), Devonshire I ST . SWITHIST ("A poor thing, but mine own ") -and Lancashire where we find an account of The js it not an abbreviation of Touchstone's " A noor
Surey Demoniack,' 1767-8, 3^. 3s.). We note among
genera] items a set of Household Words, of The
Recreative Review, and several volumes of The
Reasoner, edited by Holyoake.
Mr. Wilfrid M. Voynich sends us Short Cata-

logue No. 16. Each of the four hundred and fifty
items contains matter of interest. Among these
we note a few : Freind's

'

Proelectiones Chymic?e,'

virgin, sir, an ill-favoured thing, sir, Lut mine
own" ('As You Like It,' Act V. sc. iv.)?

A. L. MAYHEW ("Man in the street "). The
quotation from Emerson's 'Conduct of Life' was
given at 9th S. ii. 131.

E. LATHAM ("Oh for a blast of that dread
horn !").' Marmion,' canto vi. stanza xxxiii. See
also

' Rob Roy,' chap. ii.

NOTICF.
1726, is 16*. The work is a eulogy of Newton's
principles, and was attacked in the ' Acta Erudi-

torum,' 1710, which attack the author replied to I Editorial communications should be addressed
{Phil. Trans., xxvii. 330). The first edition of to

" The Editor of
' Notes and Queries'" Ad ver-

Paracelsus, 1578, is 11. IQs. Under China is the tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
rare first edition of Baudier's 'History of the Court lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings. Chancerv
of the King of China,' 1635, 21. 10s. The first Lane, E.G.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES (FEBRUARY).

A. RUSSELL SMITH,
24, GREAT WINDMILL STREET, LONDON, W.

(Close to Piccadilly Circus).

OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE,
TOPOGRAPHY, GENEALOGY, TRACTS, PAM-

PHLETS, and OLD BOOKS on many Subjects.

ENGKAVED POKTRAITS AND COUNTY
ENGRAVINGS.

CATALOGUES post free.

RARE AND UNKNOWN BOOKS.

W. M. V O Y N I C H,
68, SHAFIESBURY AVENUE,

PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON, W.

Incunabula, Woodcuts, English Literature,
Shakespeariana, &c.

UNKNOWN BOOKS WITH MS.
MAGELLAN MAP.

(To be sold as a Collection only.)

CATALOGUES FREE.

WALTER V. .DANIELU
53, MORTIMER STREET, W.

TOPOGRAPHICAL AND STANDARD BOOKS,
ENGRAVINGS, AUTOGRAPHS, ETC.

WILL BE ISSUED SHORTLY.

CATALOGUE OF AUTOGRAPHS
AND HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS.

POST FREE.

W. HEFFER & SONS,
Second-Hand Booksellers, CAMBRIDGE.
An Enormous Stock of Books in all classes of

Literature, English and Foreign, but mainly bear-

ing on the various Branches of Higher Education.

Please write to us if you are wanting Books, or
would like to receive our Catalogues.

100,000 VOLUMES IN STOCK.

, Petty Cury and 18, Sidney Street, Cambridge.

ALBERT SUTTON,
43, Bridge Street, MANCHESTER.

The following Catalogues sent free on application:

AFRICA. I
AMERICA.

AUSTRALASIA. I INDIA.
SPORTING BOOKS.
BOOKS of the " SIXTIES."
SHAKESPEARE and the DRAMA.
YORKSHIRE TOPOGRAPHY.
MISCELLANEOUS LITERATURE.
Books and Libraries purchased or Valued

for Probate.
ESTABLISHED 1848.

E. GEORGE & SONS
HAVE ONE OF THE

LARGEST STOCKS
in the United Kingdom of Miscellaneous Books, Magazines,
Journals, and Publications of Learned and Scientific
Societies.

CURRENT CATALOGUE
sent post free on application. Lists of Wants attended to
immediately on receipt. Correspjndence invited. All
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FONSECA'S 'DEVOUT CONTEMPLATIONS,'
1629.

THE engraved emblematical title-page of

this work is an excellent example of Thomas
Cecill's handiwork, in the centre of which we
have :

"Devovt Contemplations Expressed In two and
Fortie Sermons vpon all y

e
QuadragesimallGospells

Written in Spanish by Fr. Ch. deFonseca Englished
by I. M. of Magdalen Colledge in Oxford. London
Printed by Adam Islip Anno Domini 1629."

The work is printed in small folio of 648

pages, excluding the table at the end, the

title-page, and two preliminary leaves. It is

dedicated

"To the Two Noble Knights, Sir lohn Strang-
vvayes, and Sir LevvLs Dive ; and Their Vertvovs
Ladies, the Lady Grace Strangwayes, and Lady
Howard Dive. In Acknowledgment of his own true
Loue and Respect, Don Diego Pvede-Ser Dedicateth
these his Indeavovrs."

Following this dedication there is an address
4 To the Reader,' the only notable remark in

it being an undertaking by the translator
that if the present venture receives sufficient

encouragement, he "will hereafter furnish
thee with the Labors of the same Author

vpon all the Parables." The latter work has
never appeared in an English dress, so far
as I know ; and we may thus reasonably
conclude that the expected encouragement
from the publication of these ' Devout
Contemplations' was not realized. Sir John
Strarigwayes was the father-in-law of Sir
Lewis Dive or Dy ve, who married Sir John's
daughter Howarda in 1624. She was the
widow of one Edward Rogers, of Bryanston.
The 'D.N.B.' gives a very comprehensive
account of the leading events in the life of
Sir Lewis; and consulting Howell's 'Letters'
in the edition of 1726, 1 find several references
to him. There is one letter in which Dy ve
is stated to have attended Prince Charles
when he went to Madrid in connexion with
what is known as the business of the Spanish
marriage. The arrival of Charles and his

companion Buckingham in that city was
something of a mystery : the former passing
himself off as Mr. John Smith, and the latter
as Mr. Thomas Smith. By and by, however,
the real character and mission of the
travellers came to be known, and the little
incident in which Dyve played a part I shall
now quote in Howell's words (ed. 1726
p. 133):-
"And now it was publicldy known among the

vulgar, that it was the Prince of Wales who was
come ; and the confluence of People before my Lord
of Bristol's House was so great and greedy to see
the Prince, that to clear the way, Sir Lewis Dives
went out and took coach, and all the croud of
People went after him : so the Prince himself a
little after took coach, wheriri there were the Earl
of Bristol, Sir Walter Ashton, and Count Gon-
domar

; and so went to the Prado, a place hard by
of purpose to take the Air, where they staid tili
the King pass'd by."

This letter is dated "
Madrid, 27 Mar., 1623,"

and is addressed to "Sir Tho. Savage Kt
and Bar."
In a letter without date, written bv

Howell <: To Sir L. D. in Paris," there is a
interesting reference to his forthcoming
'History of Naples' (p. 509) :

"I shall shortly byT.B. send you a new 'History
of Naples, which also did cost me a great deal of
oil and labour.

This 'History of Naples' appeared in 1654,
and was dedicated by Howell " To the Right
Honourable and High-born Peer William
Lord Marquess of Hartford, fcc."

Of the author of the present work,
Christopher de Fonseca, I gather from the
meagre account given in Moreri's ' Grand
Dictionnaire Historique' (Amsterdam, 1740
vol. iv.) that he was a native of Toledo, in
Spain. Choosing a religious life, he entered
the Order of the Augustines in 1566, as I
take it, and afterwards came to have the
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reputation of being one of the ablest

preachers of his time. He died in 1612.

Besides the work now under consideration,
Moreri mentions that Fonseca wrote a *

Life

of Christ' and a treatise on 'The Love of

God,' and suggests that he wrote others

which are not specified. As stated above,
he also produced a work on ' The Parables.'

The treatise on 'The Love of God' was
translated into English by Sir George Strode,
and published in 1652. It may be noted that

John Spencer, in his excellent collection of
4

Things New and Old,' 1658, frequently quotes
from these

' Devout Contemplations.'
James Mabbe, the translator, is now gene-

rally accepted as having been the author of

the commendatory lines in the Shakespeare
Folio, 1623, subscribed "I. M." He was born
in 1572, and matriculated at Magdalen
College, Oxford, taking his M.A. degree on
17 October, 1598. He accompanied Sir John

Digby when he went as ambassador to

Madrid in 1611, and on his return in 1613

was made one of the lay prebendaries of

Wells. It will have been noticed, in the

dedication quoted above, that he subscribes

himself "Don Diego Pvede Ser." This was
a pseudonym for "James May-be" ;

and in

his translation of Cervantes's
'

Exemplarie
Novells,' 1640, he subscribes himself in the

same way. I may further state that

Mabbe was also the translator of
* The

Rogue ; or, the Life of Guzman de^Alfarache,'
1622. He died about 1642.

It would be out of place to say anything
here regarding the author's religious opinions
and beliefs. I may, however, remark that the

discourses are all eminently practical, and

give the impression that the preacher must
have been a man of a somewhat austere

temperament. One of his epigrammatic
sayings is and if this were the place a

goodly number might be quoted "Salt in a

Preacher is more necessary than Sugar," and
of the former commodity he seems to have
had more than enough in his mental consti-

tution. Let me also say that, saving for a

chance reference here and there, we might
take Fonseca to have been one of those de-

vout spirits who belonged to that great com-
munion of which John Donne, George Her-

bert, and Richard Hooker were members.
In the following passage we have a refer-

ence to the fine old comedy entitled Slack

Drums Entertainment' (not "Tom" as in

the text), first published in 1601. The text

of 1616 will be found reprinted in the excel-

lent collection formed by the late Mr. Richard

Simpson, and known as 'The School of

Shakespeare' (vol. ii. p. 125):

"Martial said of Homer That if he brought
nothing along with him but the Muses, hee should
haue Tom Drummes' entertainment, and be shut
out of doores." P. 277.

Here is one of those touches which make
the whole world kin (p. 39) :

"But the impatient man when the coller fits
closer to his neck than he would haue it, thrustsm his fingers betweene, to stretch it wider andmake it more easie."

A disciple of Walton will appreciate this
illustration (p. 109) :

"
Theirs are like fishing rods, which when the

fish bite not, continue strait right, but if they
nibble neuer so little at the bait, presently bow and
bend.

Perhaps it is not a new point in Scriptural
exegesis, but our author does not hesitate to
hint that the Patriarch Job was afflicted with
the gout (p. 168): "lob calleth the Gout, a
paire of Stockes."
The following collection of quaint and pro-

verbial phrases I noted in reading the book,and I trust they may prove of interest :

"He made another statue of gold from top to
toe. P. 2.

"The Lyon preyes not vpon children and women,
nor the Eagle vpon the lesser birds, nor your Irish
Greyhounds vpon Shepheards curs nor foisting
hounds. P. 6.

"That they that were publike & scandalous
burners did present themselues in a kind of soutage
or coarse Sacke-cloath before the Bishop." P. 9.
"Nazareth (which was the place where our

bauiour had beene bred vp) tooke it in such
dudgeon." P. 23.

" But when the enemie comes vpon them, more
fearful than hares, and betake them to their
heeles." P. 25.

"lob complaineth,That his seruants would haue
eaten him piecemeale." P. 25.

" There is no Colliriuni that so opens the eyes of
the soule, as miserie and trouble." P. 27.
"Not like the Archisynagoguian, who desired

him, That he would lay his hand vpon his
daughter." P. 37.

'The Ribond or bend of Saluation, wherewith
the bloud is stanched." P. 39.
"As a Lieger-booke of Laws and Statutes."

"Dauids souldiers fingers itcht, and would
faine haue set vpon Saul, when they had him cub'd
vp in the caue." P. 46.

"Your Bookes of Duell haue their eccho ; the
lye must be returned with a boxe on the eare

; a
boxe on the eare will require a bastonadoing ; a
bastonadoing the vnsheathing of the Sword, and
the Sword death." P. 50.

"But because their end was not to play bo-peepe
with the Deuill, and to goe about to mocke him,
but to serue their God, and to enjoy his favour,
they did not care a fig for all his temptations."

'The Deuill now thought himselfe cocke-sure."
P. 80.
" And therefore, bee it by hooke or by crooke."
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"
I terme it follie ; for, as Man, hee [Christ] had

no reason to doe any such rash and inconsiderate
action ; and, as God, hee had no neede to play the
Tumbler, and to flie in the aire." P. 89.

" This is a short and cutted kind of speech."
P. 99.

"Seeing one that wisht them all good, hugg'd
them ynder his wing." P. 101.
"
King Balacks Messengers had so greased his

[Balaam's] fists with good gold." P. 110.
" Whereas the Adulterer was by all adiudged to

be a happie and a fortunate man, that by good hap
he had escaped out of the hands of Justice, either

by flight, or greasing the Officers in the fist."

P. 117.
"
Nothing will down with them but quelques-

choses, made dishes, and pleasing sauces for the
Palate."-P. 124.
" No man will spare his enemie, if he can catch

him vpon the hip." P. 130.
" He that pretends a Captains place, the gouern-

ment of a Garrison Towne, or the keeping of a

Fort, frets and fumes, when he knowes he hath
done the State good seruice in the Warres, to see a

Carpet Knight, that can better vse a Violl than a

Sword, lead a measure with a Ladie than a Band
of men, be preferred, and himselfe put by."
P. 163.

"Philon saith, That he [Moses] was a King, a

Lawgiuer, a Prophet, & a Priest. Gregorie Nazi-

anzen, Saint Augustine, and Saint Hierome jumpe
together in that point." P. 209.
" Elias in that furious whirlewind, in that

terrible earthquake, and that fearefull fire, wrapt
himselfe vplike a bottome of yarne, and lay close

to the earth." P. 217-
" The pleasures hee tooke therein, clapt wings to

his feet."- P. 219.
41 The metaphor is taken from those that run,

when as the one trips vp the others heeles."
P. 224.

tk What greater snare than that pit-fall which
was prepared as a punishment for Tantalus, who
standing vp to the chinne in water, could yetneuer
come to quench his thirst." P. 233.

" Salomon commending a manly mettled woman,
sayes. That she cloathed herselfe with Purple and
with Silke." P. 234. [John Boys in his

'

Workes,'
1629 (p. 297), speaks of "a woman endued with
manly courage and carriage.'']
"But if what Vanitie will egge thee vnto, thou

shalt be poore." P. 236.
" What doth this poore Rogue make here, send

him packing, that I may see him no more."
P. 239.

"
I am not so desperate as to cast my selfe

wilfully away, when as I may sleepe in a whole
skinne." P. 247.

" When shee [Delilah] had her purpose she cared
not a pin for him." P. 277.

"But he [Shimei] no sooner saw him [David] flie

from Jerusalem halfe naked, and with one sliooe

off (as they say) and another on." P. 277-

'"Art thou greater than our Father Jacob ?' said
the Samaritane woman ; calling Jacob Father, as

long as the Jewes power and prosperitie lasted ; but
no sooner downe the wind, but they wind their
neckes out of the coller, acknowledging neither

friendship nor kindred." I*. 277.
" And as the Cough of the lungs is eased with a

clap on the back, so is the sinners heart, when
Sinne hammers vpon it." P. 279.

"
Hug him in her armes, and spred out the lapnefc

of her garment for him." P. 285.

"A Rogue that hath neuer a shoo to his foot, nor
a rag to his tayle."-P. 291.

"For if the Deuill be still pulling him [the-
preacher] by the sleeue, what good crop can he-
render vnto God, of his Hearers?" P. 293.
"
They whip a young theefe for stealing but ten,

Royals, and let a greater scape scot-free." P. 299." Herod desired to see our Sauiour Christ, but he-
would not step a foot out of doores to looke after
him." P. 325.

"The Nazarits would not wagge a jot, to goe see
our Sauiour Christ, hauing so short a journev as
they had to make." P. 325.

"It vexed the Prophet, and made him grow
wearie of them, that sitting lazing on their tayles-
at home in their houses, they should send to know
his mind." P. 325.

"Being in that great danger as thou art, doosfc
thou stand off, doost thou hang taile, and wilt nob
make a little more to come vnto thy Sauiour?"
P. 325.

"Many men are like vnto your Ferrets or your
Bloud-hounds, they go nosing and hunting after
faults in other mens grounds." P. 338." Yet when their wits are thus a wooll-gathering.'*"

P. 338.
" Where that nose is taken to be somewhat of

the longest, which goes nosing and senting after
other mens Hues and actions : and that of the
shortest, which quickely takes snuflfe, and frets and.
fumes at the wagging of a Feather." P. 339.

''The Horse that carrieth himselfe well and
handsomely with one bridle, it is needlesse to clap
two." P. 339.
"
It is lost labour to correct a Scorner, and such a.

one as makes but a sport & Maygame of sin."
P. 340.

"Lucian sayth, that our hart is a white, or mark&
whereat shafts be shot." P. 341. "He that
gouernes, must fix his eye vpon this White."
P. 594.

"And albeit the washing of the hands was a.

verie light fault, yet one little and another little
comes in the end to make a mickle." P. 357." He beeing appointed by God to punish Adul-
terers & Murdrers, they might not tit him in the
teeth." P. 358.

"
Notwithstanding all this Absalon

titteth him in the teeth." P. 424.
" With this deceit he [Jacob] grieued both hia.

father and his brother, but he was paid at length
in his owne coyne." P. 361.

"Thou sneezest, hee that is next vnto thee puts of
his hat, not that that does hinder thy farther
sneezing, but because it is a Tradition, and a
receiued custome so to do." P. 365.
" Of those that weare one of Linsey-woolsie."

P. 365.

"Their conscience was a verie Dung-mixen,
they were faire without, but foule within."
P. 367.
" For that the people were much affectioned to

this outward asperousnesse and strict - seeming
course of life." P. 367.

"Abhorring her former lewd life, shee turned ouer
a new leafe." -P. 400.
"But the truth is, that Walls haue eyes as well

as eares." P. 415.
" Others stickt not to siy, the weakest still goea -

to the wall."-P. 417.
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' ; The one sought to picke a hole in his [Christ's]
<oat vpon some quirke and quillet of the Law/'
P. 420.
"
Vpon a Prince, or the Princes Fauourite, they

will make no bones to bestow some great and costly

Present, but grudge to offer vp to God a poore
'hunger-starued Lambe. P. 431.

"Of much to make a little, is euery dayes prac-
tise ;

for your Cookes and Manciples know how to

Jicke their owne fingers." P. 439.
;'The world is a Cosiner and a Cheater, it

r>romiseth mountaines of gold, but performeth
molehills of nifles." P. 443.

"The lust shal haue their food good cheape."
IP. 444.

"But some one will say, How can I want, or bee
on need, if I keepe my fruits safe vnder locke and
.key?"-P.444.

"Riches that are ill gotten, flie vp to Gods
tribunall seat, and there like so many tiscalls or

busie Attornies accuse thee for an vniust possessor
of them." P. 456. [This quotation vividly recalls

8ir Henry Taylor's beautiful lines in his 'Isaac

Comnenus' (Act III. sc. iii.):

Words though from earth with wings they fly

away
Yet perish not nor lose themselves in space,
33ut bend their course t9wards eternity,
And roost beneath the judgment-seat of God.]

" There is a new kind of tyranny nowadayes, he
that sells, wraps and wrings all he can vnto him,
but returnes nothing ; takes all but giues not a
dodkin to the poore." P. 457.

"And of Demosthenes, That he would Scotch
and notch his hayre crosse-wayes, that he might
keepe in for three moneths together, and follow his

study." P. 464.

"Though ye have lien amongst the Triuets and
blackest Pots of Egypt." P. 486.
" And at continuall oddes with my selfe from top

rto toe." P. 521.

"Knights of the Post to lie and sweare."
cP. 541.

" Penitence must rent the sailes wherewith thou
sailest in this world with the wind in the poupe."
-P. 560.

"For if Palam be to publish a thing openly, and
not to doe it in hugger-mugger." P. 565.

"It were a great lasinesse and foule slothfulnesse

>in vs not to take occasion by the foretop." P. 576.
" One Elias consumed with fire, Ahabs Quin-

quagenarian Captaines, and their souldiers."

P. 592.
" There is not that meere Polititian or Statesman,

'that is not desirous to sleepe in a whole skin, and
to looke well enough to himselfe for one, without
thrusting himselfe into quarrels and contentions
for points of Religion." P. 593-

"The King (said they) hath the report of a good
honest gentleman, but that the State was neuer
worse gouerned than now, for it is serued by the

greediest and the gripiugest Ministers that were in

the world." P. 610.

"The people making a confused noyse, the

Trumpets send forth a hoarse voice, the drums a
dead sound, the theeues go cheeke by iole close to
our Sauiors side, the cryers lift vp their voyces,
and ball out aloud/'-P. 642.

A. S.

A WEST INDIAN MILITARY BURIAL-
GROUND.

(Concluded from p. 63.)

BUT it is in its historic connexions that
lie the most interesting associations of
the old dockyard at English Harbour. Who
can say what those records and entries
of the last century and a quarter could un-
fold ? I have been informed that the Ad-
miralty has recently removed these records
to headquarters at Bermuda, owing to their

having been so mutilated by autograph
hunters, <fcc., in search of names like Rodney,
Nelson, and other bygone heroes of Eng-
land's naval glory. Here, too, occurred what
at the time was believed to be the very brutal

killing of Lieut. Peterson, of H.M S. Per-
drix, by Lord Camelford, in command of
H.M.S. Favourite, in 1798, which has been
well told by the author of 'Antigua and
the Antiguans/ at p. 275 of the first volume.
The work, in two volumes, was published in

1844, and is said now to be very scarce.
From her account we learn that a dispute

took place between the two officers as to
which of them was the senior. Mr. Peterson

declining to execute a command given him
by Lord Camelford, and persisting in his

refusal, was instantly shot dead by his

lordship, who, it being a time of war, viewed
the refusal as an act of mutiny which justified
death. The event created a great stir at the
time, and public feeling in Antigua ran high
in favour of the deceased officer, who was
quite a youth and a member of a good family
in Nevis.
But as Mrs. Lanaghan states, this circum-

stance was not the only one that caused the
name of Lord Camelford to be well known in

Antigua. It appears that he had required
the local superintendent of the dockyard,
Mr. Kitto, to do something which the latter
declined to do, as he considered it "beyond
his warrant"; whereupon his irate lordship
had him strung up and two dozen lashes
administered. For this illegal and brutal
conduct a complaint was laid against Lord
Camelford, and he was summoned to appear
at the very Court House in St. John's in
which it is now my duty frequently to

preside.
But Lord Camelford did not wait to meet

his accusers, and effected his escape on
horseback, but was recaptured in his en-
deavour to regain his ship at English Har-
bour, some twelve miles distant. On being
brought back to the Court House, and, in the
words of Mrs. Lanaghan, who graphically
describes the whole scene,

"
placed upon a

horse, bare - headed, surrounded by the
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officials, ^and
followed by all the riff-raff of

St. John's and its environs," he was ordered
to find bail for his appearance at the next
sessions, the amount of his recognizances
being 5,0001. This substantial sum did not,
however prevent him from again breaking
his bond, for having drawn bills to the
amount of his recognizances, so as to protect
his sureties from loss (to his credit be it said),
he proceeded on board his ship and quitted
Antigua.
In one of the old record books kept in the

Court House at St. John's occurs an entry of
the indictment presented against the Right
Hon. Thomas Pitt, Lord Camelford, Baron
of Boconnoc in the county of Cornwall, and
James Brown, in the old Court of King's
Bench and Grand Sessions of the Peace held
for the island of Antigua at St. John's on
25 Sept., 1798, for conspiring to assault and
assaulting George "Kittoe," Esquire. A
true bill having been found by the grand
jury, and neither of the accused appearing
when "called out," "their proctor," Mr.
Horsford, stated that they were absent on
the king's service, and the indictment was
ordered to be "

continued over" to the next
sessions. A later entry in the same volume
shows that the case was proceeded with on
25 March, 1799, when, as neither of the de-
fendants appeared when "called out," their
recognizances were, on the motion of Mr.
Burke, H.M.'s Solicitor-General, ordered to
be estreated, those of Lord Camelford being
himself in 3.000J. and two sureties in 1.500J.
Those for Brown were 200J. and 100J. re-

spectively.
Of course Lord Camelford was tried by

court-martial for killing Lieut. Peterson.
An account of the matter appears in * The
Annual Register' for 1798, on p. 10 of the
'Chronicle' section. A letter received from
Antigua is there printed, containing par-
ticulars very similar to those given by Mrs.
Lanaghan in her book, but adding that
during the dispute a dozen of Peterson's
men from the Perdrix had come up armed,
and that Lord Camelford had brought up
half as many of his marines. It further
stated that Lord Camelford gave himself up
as a prisoner to Capt. Neatson, of the
Beaver sloop of war, in which ship he was
carried to the admiral in Fort Royal Bay,
and there tried and acquitted. Two of
Peterson's brothers were stated to be in
Antigua, collecting evidence for the purpose
of seeing what could be done against Lord
Camelford in a civil court of justice. The
coroner's inquest on Mr. Peterson brought in
a verdict of " Lost his life in a mutiny."

Fort Royal Bay was in Martinique, which
had then been captured from the French, and
the sentence of the court-martial fully bore
out Lord Camelford's action and the verdict
of the coroner's jury. It stated that it was
"
unanimously of opinion that the very extra-

ordinary and manifest disobedience of Lieut.

Peterson, both before at the instant of his death,
to the lawful orders of Lord Camelford, the senior
officer at English Harbour at that time, and the
violent measures taken by Lieut. Peterson to re-

sist the same by arming the Perdrix's ship com-
pany, were acts of mutiny highly injurious to the
discipline of his Majesty's service. The Court do
therefore unanimously adjudge that the Right
Honourable Lord Camelford be honourably ac-

quitted, and he is hereby unanimously and honour-
ably acquitted accordingly."

What Lord Camelford's ultimate fate was?

is, I believe, doubtful. I have seen it stated
somewhere that he was killed in a duel in

Barbados; but I have been recently informed
by the Hon. A. W. Holmes A'Court, who now
fills Mr. Kitto's place, that Lord Camelford,
who had gone to Switzerland, was followed
thither by a brother of Peterson's, who,
having picked a quarrel with him, shot him
in a duel. By a curious coincidence Mr.
A'Court tells me that on a recent visit to
Bermuda he saw in a local paper an adver-
tisement or notice asking for information
relative to the burial-place of Lord Camel-
ford.

Mr. A'Court, who has recently retired
from the office of Superintendent of Public
Works in Antigua, should feel quite at home-
in charge of this fine old naval yard, for he-

is the great-nephew of that Admiral A'Court
younger brother of the first Lord Heytes-

bury who as a midshipman of H.M.S.
Blanche cruising off St. Domingo in Novem-
ber, 1803, earned great distinction for him-
self by cutting out (assisted only by seven
seamen and one marine) a French armed
schooner lying becalmed, having on board
half a dozen guns and forty soldiers besides,

her crew ; but, notwithstanding the odds
against him, A'Court carried the schooner in

triumph to the Blanche. This almost in-

credible story is well told in a recent number
of The Windsor Magazine t

and shows what
kind of spirit actuated British seamen in the

days of the great hero the centenary of
whose death has just been celebrated all

over the world. J. S. UDAL, F.S.A.
Antigua, W.I.

GUINEAS. All the lexicographers appear
to agree that guinea the name of the gold
coin, first coined in England in 16G3 is.

derived from the place-name Guinea, the
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country whence the gold of which they were
made was obtained. I do not know whether
it has been previously noted anywhere that

gold coins of almost precisely the same name
were in circulation in Gascony in the four-

teenth century. In Madox's ' Baronia

Anglica' (London, 1741), on p. 159 (note d),
I find the following :

"Sachent touz, que Mons. Gualhard de Duref-
fourt, Seigneur de Duras et de Blanquaffourt,
ad receu del Honore et Sage Sire Mons.
Johan Guedeneye, Conestable de Burdeaux
quatorse guianois dour, et dys soudz de la mon[oye]
currant a Burdeux, de laquiele somme le dit

Seigneur de Duras se confesse pleinement estre

paiez et ledit Conestable ent quites, per cestes pre-
entes seeles de son seel le xii. jour du mois de

^Novembre 1'au de grace mil ccc quatre xx et sept."

I suppose these French guineas derived
their name from Guienne, of which duchy
Bordeaux was the capital, and the King of

England sovereign duke. The similarity of
the names of these two gold coins (minted,
one in England, and the other in the King
of England's duchy three hundred years
previously) is curious, and seems worth
noting in 'N. & Q.' W. C. BOLLAND.

" MARMOR" AND THE SEA IN LATIN POETS.
MR. E. S. DODGSON mentions approvingly

(10
th S. iv. 373) a suggestion that "

the reason

why the Romans called the sea marmor was

Haughton, and Chettle. He expresses the
belief that his author's hand is discernible in

the drama, while excluding it from the re-

presentative works on the ground of insuffi-

cient evidence. He is disposed, however, to

believe that the lyric 'Sweet Content' and
the *

Lullabie Song
' were both Dekker's, and

justifiably quotes them on that assumption.
Headers of the late Prof. Palgrave's

* Golden

Treasury
' have the former dainty and melo-

dious gem presented to them under the
somewhat arbitrary title 'The Happy Heart,'
its opening lines arranged as follows :

Art thou poor, yet hast thou golden slumbers?
O sweet content !

Art thou rich, yet is thy mind perplex'd ?

punishment !

Dost thou laugh to see how fools are vex'd
To add to golden numbers, golden numbers ?

O sweet content ! O sweet, O sweet content !

If one may judge from the reprint in

Dekker's * Dramatic Works' just specified,
the text thus given misrepresents the

original and mars the rhythm by contracting
the words "perplexed" and *

vexed," the

value of the final syllable in each case being

ignored. It is not uncommon at present to

hear the editorial and critical work of the

late Prof. Henry Morley depreciated, but in

this connexion, at any rate, he showed taste

and discrimination. In the volume of

a streakiness resembling the markings of

marble." The suggestion is interesting and
ingenious, but improbable. The root mean
ing seems to be

because the surface of the sea often presents
* Shorter English Poems' which he prepared

o af Mnn u; nn n ~^~,ui:~ <-K . n ..i,.:n ~n ~f I for Cassell's "Library of English Literature,
he included Dekker's exquisite lyric, appro-

_r priately calling it 'Sweet Content,' and

>e "gleam," "shine"; Greek placing an accent over the final syllable of

ipw, to shine. Marmor, then,
"
perplexed

" and " vexed " to indicate their

white, shining stone. The bright,
|

Elizabethan character. This should be done
in the ' Golden Treasury.'

THOMAS BAYNE.

TOWNLEY HOUSE, RAMSGATE. The follow-

ing paragraph appeared in The Maidstone
Gazette of 23 September, 1823 ;

*'

Ramsgate, September 18th. The Duchess of

Kent gave a grand Ball on Tuesday evening at her

residence, Townley House, on which occasion the

lawn in front of the drawing-room was most bril-

liantly illuminated with Venetian and variegated

lamps. The excellent band of the 15th Hussars was
stationed in front of the house, and played various

pieces as the company arrived. The ballroom was
most elegantly fitted up with artificial flowers.

Werpper's quadrille band attended, and delighted

everyone by their charming performance. Dancing
commenced at ten o'clock, and the company did

not separate until nearly three o'clock in the

morning."

Soon after the period when the Duchess of

Kent and, as a child, our Queen Victoria re-

sided there, Townley House became a semi-

nary for young ladies kept by the Misses

Hogsflesh. .One is not surprised to find that

is the

sparkling appearance is the property of the
sea which would be most prominent to

mediterranean peoples like the Greeks and
Romans. The Latin poets, from Ennius
down, no doubt derived the use of marmor
for the sea from the Homeric expression
aAa fjLapfjLapTr]v (

l

II.,' xiv. 273). The epithet is

also used by classical Greek writers of bright
metallic objects, stars, and eyes, so that
there can be no question that, as used of the

sea, it must be taken in the same sense, viz.,"
sparkling, gleaming." ALEX. LEEPER.
Trinity College, University of Melbourne.

DEKKER'S 'SWEET CONTENT.' In 1873 the
works of Thomas Dekker,

" now first collected

with illustrative notes and a memoir of the

author," were published by John Pearson,
York Street, Covent Garden, London. The
writer of the memoir discusses the anony-
mous play 'The Comedie of Patient Grissil,'

which appeared in 1603, and is traditionally
attributed to the joint authorship of Dekker,
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so peculiar a name was altered to Hofflech.

(I am not quite sure as to the precise spelling
of this.)
That historic house still stands in Chatham

Street, Ramsgate, and it has often been a
matter of wonderment to me that walls which
have sheltered a future Queen of England
should have had no commemorative tablet

affixed to mark so interesting an event. It

is a picturesque old place, and might well be
thus suitably honoured. CECIL CLARKE.

ST. EXPEDITES. Something has already
been said about the vagueness which sur-

rounds his history (8
th S. xii. 425). I hear

from Paris that he is about to be de-

canonized. Further particulars are desirable.

W. C. B.

STEVENSON'S 'NEW ARABIAN NIGHTS.' In

my *

Bibliography o^ Robert Louis Steven-

son,' 1903, p. 18, 1 pointed out that the end-

papers of the earliest issue of vol. i. were
yellow, but that in vol. ii. and in later

issues of vol. i. they were of a conventional
leaf design, printed in warm grey and white.
A careful examination has revealed another

point which differentiates the earliest issue
of vol. i., first edition, from later issues. For
some reason or other, the original quarter-
sheet, consisting of pp. 5, 6, 11, and 12, was
cancelled and reprinted. In the original
there is no signature at the foot of p. 5, but
in the reprint will be found "Vol. I. *B 3."

The type is also slightly thicker than in the
earliest issue. It may also be noted that in
this issue the leaf S 8 was cancelled, whereas
in later issues it was preserved and the
publishers' device printed in centre of recto,
as in vol. i. of the second edition. These de-
tails appear very trifling, but amateurs of
first editions may consider them important.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-
formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

"Pip." This word, in the sense of "seed
of an apple

"
or the like, appears to be of

very recent formation in English. I have
not found it in any dictionary before 1818,
when Todd has it as " A kernel in an apple.
So children call them." In other words, it

appears to have been known to Todd only as
a nursery word for the literary English
pippin. It was unknown to Webster in 1828.

Pip was, however, actually used by fruit

growers somewhat earlier, for in a work of

1802, Forsyth
l On Fruit Trees,

1

chap, vi.,

I find mention of "the pip or seed of the

golden pippin." I shall be glad if any reader
of ' N. & Q.

7 can send us an earlier example
of '*

pip," or reference for it, in this sense.

Books on apples, pears, or other fruit might
be usefully searched. Please to note that we
do not want pip in any other sense. There
are at least two other English words of the

same form, viz., pipt the name of a disease

to which chickens especially are liable, and

pip, one of the spots on dice, dominoes, or

cards
;
also a spot on the skin, and one

corolla of a clustered flower, as a cowslip

pip. These are much older words, and infor-

mation about them is not wanted.
J. A. H. MURRAY.

" Pious FOUNDER." Where, when, or of

whom was this appellation first used 1 Good
quotations for it are wanted.

J. A. H. MURRAY.

THE WATERLOO CAMPAIGN. The letter

printed below never reached its addressee, as

the steamer carrying it went down to the

bottom of the sea, and was raised only last

year. Books and papers found therein were

bought by a Berlin bookseller, from whom a

private gentleman acquired the letter in

question. The paper is in a remarkably
good state of preservation. The letter runs
thus :

Calcot Park, near Reading,
Nov. 20, 1869.

YOUR EXCELLENCY, I have taken the liberty of

ordering my bookseller to send you a little book
written on the campaign of 1815 by a brother
officer. I believe it is the most impartial account
ever written of that celebrated campaign, and it is

certainly the only one in the English language that

does justice to our noble and gallant allies, Marshal
Blucher and his brave army. I dare say, however,
that your Excellency has already read it ; should
such be the case, I still hope you will deem it

worthy of a place in your library. Since my re-

turn to England I have had great pleasure in

testifying to the magnificence of your noble

army, particularly of your superb infantry,
and also to the princely hospitality, courteous-

ness, and good will shown to us as English officers.

LI11I1K Ul II1U Jjicc*oa*iiu V11UV A i/Mioo^vt. i LI h^v^ywuiw*|
1869, with the Prussian 7th Corps d'Armee and
with your Excellency at the Palace of Miinster.

I beg to be remembered most kindly to Lady
Zastrow, and remain your Excellency's humble
servant,

TALBOT ASHLEY Cox, Major.
H.B.M. 2nd Bat. 3rd Regt. ("The Buffs").

The intended receiver was General von

Zastrow, commanding the 7th Prussian Corps
in 1869, and residing at Miinster, in West-
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phalia. He distinguished himself in the
Franco-German War, which broke out eight
months after the above letter was written.
What was the writer's later life'? Is he still

in the land of the living? What is the title

of the book he alludes to?
G. KRUEGER.

Berlin.

STERNE AND JOHNSON AT "THE CHESHIRE
CHEESE." I have a faint remembrance of

seeing an autograph letter of Sterne's

exposed for sale in a shop in Cranbourn
Street, Leicester Square, in which Sterne
says he met Johnson and another (I am not
certain whether Goldsmith or Boswell) in
"
the Old Cheshire Cheese " Tavern in Wine

Office Court, Fleet Street.
The probability that the traditions of this

ancient house are correct is very strong,
but the finding and publication of such a
letter by a contemporary writer would place
the matter beyond dispute. Perhaps an
inquiry in your valuable paper may lead
those who are in the possession of Sterne's

unpublished letters to read them carefully
for this fact.

That the tavern existed within twenty
yards of the place where Goldsmith wrote
'The Vicar of Wakefield,'and was not visited

by him and his companions, and that such a
tempting bill of fare existed and was un-
known to such "good livers," passes my
comprehension. But Boswell is silent upon
the subject, and we want evidence.

W. LEWIS REID.
160, Green Lanes, N.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED. Are
the following lines by Browning or Byron ;

and in which poem do they occur ?

Is there never a chink in the world above
Where they listen to words from below ?

EDWARD LATHAM.
Can any reader give me a reference for the

lines that run something like this ?

Who has a voice like thine
To falter forth a sorrow?

Dost think man would go mad without a groan,
Had he the means to borrow

A music like thine own ?

R. L.

KING : JOACHIN CARDOZA. Can any of

your readers give me information with re-

gard to Mr. Joseph King, a picturesque
figure in Nelson's wars? Mr. King was a

Spaniard, his real name being Joachin Car-
doza. He served as a "first-class volunteer"
under Nelson, and besides the grant of a
house and land at Gibraltar for his services

to the English Government, he received a

pension for two lives as a reward for a con-

spicuously gallant act. He also was pre-
sented with a piece of plate by Lord
St. Vincent for saving a soldier's life at the
risk of his own. Nelson in published letters

speaks of him as being a "gentleman
" and

as a "friend" of his. Mr. King became chief

constructor at Pembroke Dockyard. He had
two sons, William and Richard, both of whom
were commanders in the royal navy. I

should be glad of any facts concerning them.
S. S.

4 CENTURY OF PERSIAN GHAZELS,' 1851.

Is it known who was the author of a charm-

ing little book published in 1851 under the

title 'A Century of Persian Ghazels, from

Unpublished Diwans '

? This must not be
confused with Samuel Robinson's

*

Century
of Ghazels/ 1875, which appears to be a

totally different work. Any information as

to the identity of the author will be very
welcome. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

LACONIC LETTERS. I am making a collec-

tion of laconic letters, typified by the famous

correspondence between Rich, the theatrical

manager, and Quin, the actor : "Dear Quin,
I am at Bath." " Dear Rich, Stay there and
be damned." If any readers of

' N. & Q.' can

help me to similar pithy correspondence I

shall be very much obliged.
RUDOLPH DE CORDOVA.

2, Pump Court, Middle Temple, E C.

DUBLIN RECORDS. Can any reader of

'N. & Q.' oblige me with the name of a

trustworthy searcher at the Record Office,

Dublin 1 Please reply direct.

P. REDMOND.
Erzsebet Korut, 15, Budapest, Hungary.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY VOLUNTEERS. Are
these volunteers, which were in existence at

the end of the eighteenth century and the

beginning of the nineteenth, mentioned in

any memoirs or other books on Oxford ?

Jackson's * Journal' and the Record Office

provide a good many facts about the two

corps preceding that now in existence, which
I wish to supplement from other sources.

TATHAM'S LIFE OF BLAKE. Can you or

any of your readers oblige me with infor-

mation as to a Life of William Blake written

by (I think) a Mr. C. Tatham ? If I remem-
ber aright, Swinburne and Gilchrist quote
from this work in their essays on Blake.

Has this work ever been published or

privately printed ? or where may the original
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MS. be consulted? If Tatham knew Blak

personally (as I gather was the case), hi

statements as to the artist's career shouk
possess great authority ; yet I do not fine

this work of Tatham's among the list of 1m
publications in the British Museum Cata
logue, either under his own name or that o:

William Blake. Perhaps some of your
readers who are students and lovers o
Blake may be in a position to supply me
with the desired information.

CHARLOTTE MOWBRAY.

ERNEST AUGUSTUS STEPHENSON. I have
in my possession a miniature painted on
ivory, and at the back is written the above
name and date June 17th 1822. I should be

glad of any particulars of himself or his

family. Please reply direct. E. MARTIN.
The Cottage, West-hope, Craven Arms.

PASSOW'S GREEK-GERMAN LEXICON. Can
any reader of

' N. <fe Q.' say what progress is

being made in the preparation of Dr. W.
Cronert's new edition of Passow's great Greek-
German lexicon ? Has any volume or part
of it yet appeared ? KOM OMBO.

NOVEL : TITLE WANTED. Will any one
kindly tell me the title of a book in which
the heroine leads a double life at one time
an angel of virtue and beauty in her father's

parish, and the next minute leading the life

of the most notorious woman in Paris. She
is red-haired, and the local squire says he
does not believe in such a combination as
"red hair and the Bible." Her father is a

dipsomaniac who claims descent from the
Stuarts. R. M. Ross.

Calcutta.

SAMUEL WILLIAMS, DRAUGHTSMAN. Is

there any published portrait of this excellent
artist and engraver on wood (1788-1853).

W. SANDFORD.

JENKYN, LITTLE JOIIN,&C. In the fifteenth-

century Cornish miracle play
* Beunans

Meriasek '

is a cleric who assists a quack
doctor in a scene of vulgar clowning. This

worthy is called "bakcheler Jenkyn." I
have before me an old manuscript acting
copy of the Cornish Christmas play (alas !

not now performed) of
*
St. George.' In this

one of the comic characters comes on the
the stage with the words :

Here ccmes I, little man John, with a sword in my
hand,

And if any offend me I will make him to stand.

This "
little John" appears to have been

the doctor's assistant here also.

In 'The Shipman's Prologue' in 'The
Canterbury Tales' the host addresses the

parson, "O Jenkin, be ye there? I smell

a loller in the wind."

Referring to the play of 'St. George' (in

spite of verbal variations, evidently the
same play as in my MS.), W. S. in The
Gentleman's Magazine for June, 1830, speaks
of "the doctor," who is generally the Merry
Andrew of the piece."

Is this use of the name Jenkyn or Little

John traditional 1 I should be grateful for

any instances of it elsewhere. Robin Hood's
Little John was merry, but certainly not a

vulgar clown, as are those in the two Cornish

plays.
In the same play of 'St. George,' where

most of the dialogue is very straightforward,
we suddenly encounter a burst of poetry,
though it is not divided into lines :

"Hark ! hark ! what sound invades my ears?
The conquerors approach; I hear 'tis Henry's
march, 'tis Henry's tune. I know he comes. He
comes victorious. Henry comes, with hautbois,

trumpets, fifes and drums. Send from afar and
sound of war [$ic]. Full of grief and every wind
from walk to walk, from shade to shade, from
stream to pooling stream conveyed, through all the

mingling of the grove, through all the mingling
tracks of love, turning, burning, changing, ranging,
full of grief and full of woe, impatient from [? for]

my lord's return."

Can any reader of 'X. & Q.' help me to

the correct words ? I have had to modify
the spelling of the extract, as the original is

rudely phonetic, the opening line, e.g., being
" Hark nark wot sounding vads my ears the

conquars a porch," and so on. There is no
point of any kind in the entire MS., and the
names of the characters are not indicated,
but only those of the performers, Penty
Landin, &c., except one " William Williams,

King of Egipt." YGREC.

SPINOLA'S WHALE.' The Whigs' Lamenta-
ion,

J

1683, speaks of Spinola's whale, that
should have been " hir'd to have drown'd
London by snuffing up the Thames and

spouting it upon the City." Where can I

ind more information about this monster ?

L. L. K.

HETMAN : ATAMAN. It is worth noting
hat the former title denoted an elective

H-ince of Little Russia, while the latter was
a chief promoted on account of superior
jourage and skill in battle. The last hetman
was Count Razumovsky, a favourite of the
Psaritsa Elizabeth. The famous Platov, who
larassed Napoleon's troops during the re-

reat from Moscow in 1812, and accompanied
is imperial master (Alexander I.) on a visit

o England, is often erroneously described
as hetman by historians, whereas he was
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ataman. The title still exists, but I believe
has lost much of its importance.
We have heard lately of kniaz and its

deteriorated meaning. I have read of a gang
of labourers working under a khan. Shades
of Genghis and Hulagu !

FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.
Streatham Common.

PORTMANTEAU WORDS AND PHRASES.
Could anybody suggest some parallels to the

following portmanteau words and phrases,
that is to say, words and phrases formed by
compromise of two similar or synonymous
ones ?

" Preet "=pretty + sweet.
" Chortle ' =chuckle-f snort.
** Mobus "=motor+oranibus.
" He is the greatest of any man "

(of all-p-

greater than any man). B. KENT.

DUTCH EPIPHANY CUSTOM. On the feast
of the Epiphany a special kind of bread is

made. In it is buried a bean, and the person
who gets the bean has to treat the house.
Can any reader of

* N. <fe Q.' give the origin
of this curious custom, and the meaning ?

ANDREW OLIVER.
* POEMS OF EARLY YEARS.' A lady of my

acquaintance has a small volume of poetry,
which was given her by the late Sir John
Simon, F.R S., to whom it was presented by
the author. Unfortunately, Sir John omitted
to tell my friend the author's name, whicl
she is very anxious to know. It will not be
found in Allibone or any of the ordinary
works of reference. The book is a thin octavo

volume, with the following title page :

"Poems
|
of

| Early Years
|
in

|
Vine Chaplets |

By a Wrangler |
of Trin. Coll. Cam. M.A.

|

London
|
William Pickering |

1851."

Some Cambridge correspondent of 'N. &Q.
may perhaps be able to favour me with the
name of the author. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

VAMPHORN. Could any of your readers

give me information about the vamphorn
at what period it was used, and if it wa
played for the benefit of village choirs ? I
is a tall horn shaped instrument, very ligh
in weight. There is an ancient one to be
seen in Braybrooke Church, Northampton
the oldest parts of which date from lat

Norman times. L. M. GIBB.
Wimbledon.

LUSTRE WARE. Could any one give in
formation as to the origin of lustre ware
now becoming so valuable to collectors?

L. M. GIBB.
Wimbledon.

"HOAST."

(10
th S. v. 66.)

MR. BAYNE does well to call attention to

lis most interesting word, which is not only
cnown to many English dialects (see

*

Eng.
)ial. Diet.'), but is an old Indo Germanic
word of untold antiquity. It is well known
o philologists as affording a good example
f the development of the initial Indp-
aermanic #, which is represented by k in

Sanskrit, Irish, Slavonic, and Lithuanian,

>y p in Welsh, and by hiv in Anglo-Saxon,
s noted by Brugrnann. There are two bases :

ne with short a, and one with long a
A.-S. o). Hence we find Irish cas-achdas, a

ough ; Russ. kash-liate, to cough ;
Welsh

les-wch, a cough ;
Welsh pas, a cough ;

jithuan. kos iu, I cough ;
Skt. root has, to

ough ; A.-S. hivos-ta, a cough ; Ger. hus-ten.

besides these, we find A.-S. ge-pos, a catarrh,
vhich (as the p shows) was borrowed from

British, and is interesting from its use by
Chaucer in the form pose, and from its ap-
jearance as pose in modern English dialects,

["he o of A.-S. ge-pos is wrongly marked as

ong in Bosworth and Toller. The final -t

n hoas t (A.-S. Invds-ta) is a suffix allied to

,he Idg. past particle in -tos, and does not

Belong to the root. I give po&e in my ' Con-
cise Etym. Dictionary.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

In the district around the head of the

Yorkshire Calder ost, with the o long and

open as in horse, is used by the old natives

exclusively in the sense of cough, e.g ,

whooping-cough is called "kink-ost."
ABM. NEWELL.

Longfield Road, Todmorden.

Persons hereabout and in the Midlands

speak of one with a catching in the throat as

hoasting when an attempt is made to clear it.

"A hoast cold
"

is also a common term for a

"rusty" throat. Cattle, horses, and espe-

cially sheep are said to hoast when they

cough on account of suffering from colds.

THOMAS RATCLIFFE.

Worksop.

George Douglas, in
* The House with the

Green Shutters,' applies this word to the

cough of a person in the last stage of con-

sumption. FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

Wherever I have found this word in

dialect it has indicated a peculiar form of

cough a "
dry

"
cough. In the Cumberland

dialect hoast is the name given to the curd

(or dry part) of curdled milk before it is
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strained from the whey. Kentish neighbours
tell me that oast is Anglo-Saxon for dry.

H. SNOWDEN WARD.
Hadlow, Kent.

"JAN KEES" (10
th S. iv. 509; v. 15).

Du. ** Kees" is short for Cornelia. A Dutch
boy is never called Cornelis in full, always
"Kees." Kees or Keeshond is also the name
for a particular kind of dog. Thirdly,
"Kees" (pi.

*'
Keezen") is in the history of

the Netherlands the nickname for a political

party. Cf. Wijnne, 'Geschiedenis van het

Vaderland,' p. 304. Wijune tells us that
under Stadholder William V. they who
belonged to the popular party were called
"
patriotten

" or "Keezen." the origin of
the latter name is obscure. Some historians
derive it from the head of the popular party
Cornelis de Gijzelaap, one of the chief

magistrates of Dordrecht from 1779 to 1787.

Another explanation is that the name was
given to the party because many of them
kept dogs called Keezen, or wore earrings
shaped like such dogs. In the ' Woorden-
schat,' by Taco de Beer and Laurillard (a
work like Brewer's 'Dictionary of Phrase
and Fable '), s.v.

'

Keezen,' the nickname is

supposed to have arisen at Delft, where
there was at the head of the citizens' military
club about 1783 a captain whose head pre-
sented a striking resemblance to that of a
Keeshond. Hence the name of

" Keezen "

might have been given to the members of
the club, and afterwards to the patriotic
party.

It may be noted that "Jan" is exten-

sively used in Dutch in a sort of general
way to denote a person, e.g., "Jan Rap "(the
mob, rabble), "Jan Klaassen" (a merry -

andrew, Jack Pudding), and "Jan" (the
waiter at a restaurant). The combination
"Jan Kees" would probably mean "Jan the
son of Kees." Or in this phrase kees might
mean "

cheese," as it is a dialect form of
Du. Kaas. D. v. B.
Nijmegen, Holland.

In Ticknor's
'

Life,' 1876, vol. ii. chap. vii.

p 101, is an account of Ticknor's conversation
with J. N. A. Thierry, when the latter sug-
gested that "Yankee" was from the Dutch
4

'Jan," pronounced
"
Yan," and the dimi-

nutive Jcee. RICHARD HEMMING.

ROCKEFELLER (10
th S. iv. 507). There can

be little doubt that the original form was
Rockafellow one of the several family names
of English derivation ending in "fellow," of
which Longfellow is the most famous, and a
once notorious member was Stringfellow, a

leader of the Missouri " border ruffians
" in

the Kansas struggle of 1854 seg. The termi-

nation can have nothing to do with the word

"fellow," the sense " individual" being late

and most of the prefixes incompatible ;
and

I suggest that it was originally "fallow," a

ploughed field, forming thus one of the

classes of farm-names which have so enriched

family nomenclature. Those ending with
"field" in English and "feld" in German;
the "

wangers
" from old Gothic, as Ell-

wanger (elves' field), Feuchtwanger (wet
field, swampy meadow), Nicewonger (gneiss-

wanger, granite field, rock farm, exactly

correspondent to Rocky fallow) ;
and the

Scotch or Irish names of farms, as Lochhead
or Loughhead (corrupted to Loyd and con-

fused with Lloyd), Craigie, &c
,

will be
remembered. Thus, Longfallow would be
the long field

; Rockyfallow, the stony field ;

the first element in Stringfallow I do nob
know (a narrow strip along a piece of water
or swamp or crag ?). The change to

" fellow
"

would be easily accounted for by the English
habit of assimilating a name the sense of

which is forgotten to one with a plain

meaning,; for this sense of "fallow" died

out. FORREST MORGAN.
Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

DEATH BIRDS IN SCOTLAND AND IRELAND

(10
th 8. iv. 530). So far as Scotland is con-

cerned, there is no ill-luck associated with
the visit of a robin to a house. During
winter storms a robin is a welcome partici-

pant of the shelter of a Scottish cottage
circle well known to me. Thomson's famous
allusion a reminiscence of his Northern
home contains a bright and natural view of

such an incident :

Half afraid, he first

Against the window beats ; then brisk alights
On the warm hearth ; then, hopping o'er the floor,

Eyes all the smiling family askance.

The statement of G. W. that a super-
stition of ill-luck on the subject prevails in

England differs from the opinion among the

English poets. Wordsworth's lines on 'The
Redbreast' are full of cheerful reflection.

His opening remarks are these :

Driven in by autumn's sharpening air

From half-stripped woods and pastures bare,
Brisk Robin seeks a kindlier home :

Not like a beggar is he come,
But enters as a looked-for guest,

Confiding in his ruddy breast,
As if it were a natural shield

Charged with a blazon on the field,

Due to that good and pious deed
Of which we in the ballad read.

Mr. Watkin Watkins, in his excellent

volume on ' The Birds of Tennyson,' points
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out the spirited interpretation which that

poet placed upon the robin's note, and also

his pleasant recognition of the robin's fond-
ness for the company of men.
To take one illustration more, there may

be instanced the picturesque account of

Chapman. Chapman calls it the bird

That loves humans best,
That hath the bugle eye and rosy breast,
And is the yellow autumn's nightingale.

W. B.

LINCOLNSHIRE DEATH FOLK-LORE (10
th S.

iv. 465, 515). Once, when I was away from
home, a pigeon flew either down a chimney
or through some other opening into one of

the rooms, and was found dead upon my
writing-table. I believe it had been wounded
at a snooting contest held hard by. So far

as I know, nothing untoward came to pass
beyond an unsightly staining of the leather.

ST. SWITHIN.

JOHN DYER, POET (10
th S. iv. 530).

G. F. R. B. will find the Life of John Dyer
in the beginning of his book of poems.

G. H. MARTIN.
The Cottage, Westhope, Craven Arms.

SEMPER FAMILY (10
th S. iv. 487 ;

v. 52).
I may add to my reply that the motto
"Semper idem," according to Burke's
'

Armory,' is that of Harvey of Bargy Castle,
co. Wexford. The family of Semper is not
mentioned by Burke, but I find the following
in Rietstap's 'Armorial General' :

**

Semper
(Samper, Sampere, Samperes, Sempere, Sem-
peres), Aragon, De gu, a la bande d'or,

accompagne de deux etoiles (8) du memo."
From this it appears, as suggested in the

query, that the family is of Spanish extrac-
tion. No motto or crest is assigned by
Rietstap to this name. The 8 signifies that
the stars are of eight points.

CHR. WATSON.
264, Worple Road, Wimbledon.

SUPPRESSION OF DUELLING IN ENGLAND
(10

th S. ii. 367, 435
;

iii. 16, 475 ; iv. 333).
Another book may be mentioned : 'La Beaute
de la Valeur et la Laschete du Duel,' 1658.

H. A. ST. J. M.

"BuL." (10
th S. v. 27, 74). I interpret

"Bbl." thus. It is merelv the same as
"
BL," and means t(

barrel."
"

The u Bb "
is an

ignorant way of denoting the capital letter B.

Some small letters, notably "/," were made
into capitals by doubling the downstrpke, as
is well seen in the so-called "Old English"^.
Similarly, a symbol which looked something
like

"
Ib," i e , "b" with a double downstroke,

was used sometimes to denote "B" at the

beginning of a word. But the same symbol
meant "bb" if it was used medially. Hence
ignorant people wrote it as

" bb "
at the

beginning also, and finally turned it into
"Bb."
The same thing happened with some other

letters, especially "f." The name French
was also written "

ffrench," and is still so

spelt by some. The ignorant turn it into

"Ffrench," which practically amounts to

treble "f," as if one were to write "fffrench."

Some very funny results have happened
from ignorance of this peculiarity in de-

noting capitals and double letters. Thus
Jamieson's '

Scottish Dictionary
'

gravely in-

forms us that rolk means a "rock"! But
the Ik means kk, and the old Scottish for
" rock

" was rokk. WALTER W. SKEAT.

ARCHBISHOP KEMPE (10
th S. iv. 348, 434 ;

v. 13). I do not think that the archbishop
had any special connexion with All Hallows

Barking. His name only occurred in Messrs.

Corner and Nichols's paper in the Trans-
actions of the London and Middlesex Archsep-
logical Society in an incidental way, in

reference to a supposed portrait that was at

one time in the possession of Sir Robert Tate,
an alderman of the City of London, who
died in the year 1500, and was buried in the

church of All Hallows.
W. F. PRIDEAUX.

REGINALD FITZ URSE (10
th S. v. 47).

Has MR. C. R. STONE thought of making
inquiries in Ireland as to this murderer of

Beckef? A good many years ago it might
have been during Marshal MacMahon's

Presidency of the French Republic, or at the

time of his death I read, where I cannot

remember, an interesting allusion to his

family which a love of etymology arid of

history has fixed in my memory. It was to

this effect: that, overcome by remorse,
Fitz Urse passed over into Ireland, and
remained there, self-exiled, till his death.

The better to conceal his identity, and

possibly to avoid pursuit, he altered his

Norman patronymic to its Celtic equivalent,

remaining still^but as MacMahon, a Son of

the Bear. It was surmised that the reputed
author of the saying "J'y suis, j'y reste,"

might have been his descendant.
ELEANOR C. SMYTH.

363, Gillott Road, Edgbaston.

See '

D.N.B.,' xix. 218. A. R. BAYLEY.

STAINES BRIDGE (10th S. iv. 469, 536 ;
v. 52).

This bridge has five stone arches ;
the two

end spans are 66 feet, the centre span is

74 feet. If the other two spans are also-
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74 feet and the piers are 9 feet wide, the pro-
portion of width of pier to span is 1 : 8*222.

Now, e (j., Southwark Bridge has cast-iron
arches of 240 and 210, or 225 feet average
span, and piers 24 feet wide ;

in this case
the proportion is therefore larger, being
1
;
9-375. Hence Brayley's statement that the

piers of Staines Bridge ''are said to be smaller,
in proportion to the span of the arches they
sustain than those of any other bridge in

England," is not quite accurate, and was not
even in 1850, when his book was published,
unless iron and steel arches, and brick and
stone arches not crossing rivers, are ex-
cluded. L. L. K.

MAJOR RICHARD CROMWELL, 1648 (10
th S.

v. 69). The entry on the 'Journals of the
House of Commons,' 21 Dec., 1648 (vi. 102),

quoted by MR. MASON, appears to indicate

clearly that Richard Cromwell, son and suc-
cessor of Oliver, the Lord Protector, began
his career by serving in the array of the
Parliament. The 4 Diet. Nat. Biog.' says
that he "probably entered the parliamentary
army, as did his brothers Oliver and Henry,"
and this may now be taken as proved by the
mention of him in the *

Journals,' joined to

other evidence. The Lords recommend him
for consideration as having been "long em-
ployed by the Parliament both in attendance
on the person of the king and in several
other services, to his great charge and
expense." Other arid earlier evidence of
his having been in the army is found in the

charge brought by John Lilburne in 1647

against the great Oliver for placing his rela-

tives in the army, and "amongst them two
of his own sons, one a captain in the General's

life-guards, the other a captain of a troop of

horse in Col. Harrison's regiment, both raw
and inexperienced soldiers" ('Biog. Britan.,'

y. 2949). The two sons thus mentioned in

1647 appear to have been Richard and

Henry ; Oliver, an elder brother, who also-

had been in the army, had died of small-

pox.
I do not find any other Richard of the

family fitting time and circumstances. Cer-

tainly, as born in 1626, he was a very young,

major of only twenty-two years in 1648 ;
but

commissions were loosely given in the hur-

riedly equipped forces of the time ;
his

brother Oliver is shown in Noble's
' Memoirs

'

to have been a captain at the age of twenty.
Noble, apparently unaware of the evidence-

in the 'Journals,' is positive that Richard!

was not in the army at the period in ques-

tion, and points to his admission to the

! Society of Lincoln's Inn, 27 May, 1647. But
i we must suppose that he then gave up the
sword for the law, although in December,,

1648, he is still styled major. It is inter-

esting to learn that as an officer he had been
in attendance on the king, with whom he is

said to have sympathized rather than with
the Parliament. W. L. BUTTON.

There were several members of the Crom-
well family in the army of Charles I. Four
of them (brothers) were the Protector's-

I cousins, but their names were Henry (who-

I
was a colonel in the king's army), Thomas*
John, and William. If Henry had two-

names, he would probably be the Richard
referred to, as the latter was presumably
promoted about this time

;
otherwise he-

must have been the Protector's uncle, as he
is the only Richard to be found under that

name at all corresponding in date with the

entry of 1648. There is some confusion of

I

Christian names in the Cromwell family,

especially on the female side, so that it is-

not always possible to identify any individual
i member. The following table shows the

[ relationships :

Sir Henry Cromwell, Knt.
I

Sir Oliver Cromwell, K.B. Rob<

1
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HEBB, or the third quatrain of the '* Chinese
Exhibition" portion. But I may observe
that the song dates back several years before
the Great Exhibition of 1851. I remember
it myself in the forties > and one correspondent
tells me he has not heard it for sixty-two
years. Internal evidence gives the same
testimony. It may have been revived in

1851, but in that year the King of the French,
his would be assassin Fieschi, and Com-
missioner Lin were "ancient history," and
the "Great Agitator" had finally ceased to

agitate four years previously. The topical
allusions to the Ojibbeway Indians, the
Chinese Exhibition, the Centrifugal Rail-

way, and Tom Thumb would seem to fix the
date of the song at the years 1842-4.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

TOWER OF LONDON (10
th S. v. 47). If your

Chicago correspondent desires to see some of

Oruikshank's best etchings, let him refer to
* The Tower of London,' by Harrison Ains-

worth, published in 1843. The frontispiece
represents the execution of Ladj^ Jane Grey,
on a scaffold in front of the chapel of

St. Peter ad Vincula. On the scaffold are

Manger, the headsman, about to do his

office; Cicely, the handmaid; Sir Thomas
Erydges ; and John Feckenham, the priest,
the last Abbot of Westminster.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

"WAS YOU?" AND "YOU WAS "
(I0

tb S. i.

.509; ii. 72, 157; v. 32, 76). Even as late as
1840 old-fashioned people very frequently
used ivas for were, and as a boy I remember
being much surprised at hearing a titled

lady, who came to distribute prizes at a
school in the village where I lived, ask one
of the children: "Was you at church last

Sunday ?
"

Dickens ridicules the habit in
' Nicholas

Nickleby,' chap, xlii., where he makes Miss
Squeers say, "Was you, ma'am was you?
Was you given to understand," &c.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.
[Bub it must be remembered that Miss S. was

the daughter of a lady who prided herself on being
*' no grammarian."]

"BRELAN "
(10

th S. v. 29) is the name of a
very old game of cards, dating back to early
in the sixteenth century. It is not included
in Rabelais's list (1532), but it is thought by
some that the first game mentioned by him
{le flux) was akin to it. In the game itself

the term is applied to a combination of three
cards of the same sort, such as three kings.
There are several variations of the game of

brelan, the simplest appearing to be when

two to five persons play with a piquet pack,
the cards having the same order as in piquet
and whist, save that a brelan of knaves is

the highest. Three cards are dealt to each

player, and if no one has a brelan, each in

turn discards one card from his hand, and
draws in one from the pack, until a brelan is

acquired. The holder thereof is the winner
of the partie, and if he has a "brelan de
valets

"
he receives double stakes.

J. S. McTEAR.

THE CONDADO (10
th S. v. 47, 77). I am

afraid MR. DODGSON has missed the point of

my query, which was not where a Condado

might be found, but where this particular
Condado was the Condado distinguished
as the place of export of figs. Was Barcelona

ever known as such ? I think not.

J. K. LAUGHTON.

"Diss.": AN ABBREVIATION (10
th S. v. 69).

May I point out that on p. 94 of my
'Author and Printer' "diss." is given as the

abbreviation for dissertation 1

F. HOWARD COLLINS.

Torquay.

The abbreviation
"

diss." is not unusual for

dissertation or inaugural dissertation. It is

frequently found after the quoted title of

works published in continental university

towns, as every student must print a disser-

tation in order to obtain a degree. At the

University of Paris a dissertation is neces-

sary for the Doctor's degree in all sciences.

LUDWIG ROSENTHAL.
Hildegardstrasse, 16, Munich.

4 PANCHARIS '

:

'

MINERVA,' 1735 (10
th S. v.

69)._One of the publications asked about

is probably
'

Minerva, the High - Dutch

Grammar, teaching the Englishman the

High - German Language,' London, 1685.

There is a copy of it in the British Museum.
The author is unknown. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

" PIN-FIRE" (10
th S. v. 70). The two

different kinds of breech-loaders and cart-

ridges were always described as "pin-fire" or
"
central-fire

"
in Devonshire at least twenty-

five years ago. W. CURZON YEO.

Richmond, Surrey.

TRAFALGAR (10
th S. iv. 385, 431, 471, 534;

v. 57) I should be obliged if MR. FRANCIS

KING would kindly give his authority for the

statement that the original (Moorish) form of

this word is Tarf el-Gharb (West point). If

by the accented d MR. KING means that the

vowel should be pronounced like the a in far,

I may observe that there is no such word as

Gharb in Arabic. The Arabic for
* west

"
is
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Gharb, which would rime pretty nearly with
the second syllable in "disturb," allowing
for a greater roll in the r. There is such a
word as Gharib, which means the western
side, in such a phrase as El-Gharibu-1-Jebel,
the western side of the mountain. But such
a locution as Et-Tarfu-1-Gharib would be in-

admissible in Arabic. I agree with MR.
KING that "

there ought to be no puzzling as
to how to accent Trafalgar."

W. F. PRIDEAUX.
BACTERIA : EARLY NOTICE (10

th S. v. 45).
It may perhaps be useful that the exact
reference for "Crescunt animalia qutedam
minuta," &c., should be given. It is M. T.

Varro,
' De Re Rustica,' i. 12, 2. The subject

of the chapter, as given in '

Scriptores Rei
Rusticse,' edited by Gesner, editio secunda,
Lipsue, 1773, vol. i. p. 139, is "Quo sit loco

potissimum statuenda vHla."

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

HAFIZ, PERSIAN POET (10
th S. v. 68). The

edition of Brockhaus is still, I think, the
best, and has not been superseded by another
European edition of later date, viz., that of

Rosenzweig-Schwannau, 3 vols., Persian text
and German verse-translation, published at
Vienna, 1858-64. R. A. N.

BORN WITH TEETH (10
th S. v. 8, 78) In

Dr. Gairdner's 'History of the Life and
Reign of Richard III.' (1878) I find the fol-

lowing paragraph on p. 4 :

"He [Richard] left such a reputation behind
him that even his birth was said to have proclaimed
him a monster. He had been two years, we are
told, in his mother's womb, and was born or rather,
like Macduff, was by a surgical operation separated
from his mother's body when he came into the
world feet foremost, with teeth in his jaws, and
with hair down to the shoulders."

The authorities cited for the statement are
Rous and More. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

In Smith's *

Mirabeau,'chap. iii., it is stated
that at his birth that orator " had an im-
mense head, almost amounting to a deformity ;

a twisted foot; two molar teeth were found
cut, and his tongue was tied to thefrcenum.

0. B.
Providence, R.I.

GOBESIUS: SHEETER (10
th S. v. 68). The

first is probably Leonhard Gorecius, or Gore-
tius. He wrote '

Descriptio Belli Ivonite,
Palatini Valachire, cum Selymo Turcarum
Imperatore,' a work included by Guagninus
and Pistorius in their collections on Poland.
The second may be Joannes Schefferus,

author of * De Militia Navali Veterum,'
' De

Re Vehicular! Veterum,'
* Memorabilium

Sueticse Gentis Exemplorum Liber,' &c., works
published between 1654 and 1698. He died
in 1679. C. DEEDES.
Chichester.

SELLING ONESELF TO THE DEVIL (10
th S. v.

29, 78). This may connect itself, as many
other superstitions have done, with a per-
verted use of Holy Scripture. Some of the
old commentators point out that St. Paul,
who was "sold under sin," as it were by a

tyrant, was not in such a bad case as Ahab,
"which did sell himself to work wickedness"

(Rom. vii. 14; 1 Kings xxi. 20, 25).

W. C. B.

NAPOLEON'S CORONATION ROBE : ITS GOLD
BEES (10

th S. v. 9, 76). If your correspondent
will consult 'Crowns and Coronations,' by
William Jones, F.S.A. (Chatto & Windus,
1898), he will find at p. 365 the information
he seeks. FREDERIC ROWLAND MARVIN.
Albany, N.Y.

MANTEGNA'S HOUSE (10
th S. iv. 87 ; v. 74).

Perhaps the following extracts may be of
use :

"As stated by an inscription on the corner of
the Lanzoni palace, Mantegna's house was opposite
the church of Saint Sebastian, the front of which
he had painted with such marvellous skill."
'

Historical, Literary, and Artistical Travels in

Italy,' by M. Valery, translated by C. E- Clifton

(Paris, Baudry, 1852), Book ix. chap. xix. p. 300.

"San Sebastiano, now in a ruinous condition,
was erected by L B. Alberti in 1460; it offers
some dilapidated frescoes by Mantegna. Opposite
stands the house of Mantegna, the ground on which
it stands having been presented to him by Duke
Ludovicp Gonzaga, with an honorary inscription;
by the side of which is the Porta Pusterla, leading
to the Palazzo del T." 'Murray's Handbook to
Northern Italy,' thirteenth ed., 1874, p. 285.

Though it has no concern with Mantegna's
house, the following is interesting :

MANTINE.E.
Esse parem hunc noris, si non prasponis Apelli,

JENEA MANTINEJE qui simulacra vides.
ANDREAS M ANTINEA, Apelles sure aeta-

tis, Equestri idcirco dignitate ornatus.

Obijt anno M.D.XVII.

It is under the heading "In S. Andrea?
"
in

"Selectee Christian! Orbis Delicise per Fran-
iscum Sweertium : Colonise Agrippinse,

1608," p. 167.
*

Murray's Handbook to Northern Italy/
1874 (p. 284), in the description of the church
of Sant' Andrea, says :

"Mantegna is buried in the chapel of San Gio-
vanni His bust in bronze by Sperandio, erected
in 1516, ten years after Mantegna's death, by Ludo-
vico Gonzaga, is an excellent piece of workmanship.
The eyes are said to have been formed of diamonds."

Apparently the date of Mantegna's death as

given by Sweerts is wrong. Mantegna's
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death occurred, according to biographical
dictionaries, in 1505.

Does the above inscription now exist on
the bust or its pedestal 1

According to Lanzi's
'

History of Painting
in Italy,' translated by Thomas Pvoscoe, 1847,

vol. ii. p. 328, the monmment in S. Andrea
was raised in 1517,

" which has been falsely

supposed by some to be the year of his death,
whereas it appears from many authentic
works that he closed his days in 1505."

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

"QUAM NIHIL AD GENIUM, PAPINIANE,
TUUM!" (10

th S. v. 27.) This line will be

found, not in the '
Illustrations

'

to Dray ton's

'Polyolbion/ but in the introductory address
" From the Author of the Illustrations." The
preliminary pages of the *

Potyolbion
'

are

unnumbered, but the line is quoted on the leaf

A 4, recto. As this address is signed in my
copy, and I presume in others, by Selden
with his own hand, there is no ground for

saying that the 'Illustrations' are "attri-

buted" to him. Nor, to my regret, can I

agree with the Editor that the line is "pro-
bably Selden's own, as he generally gives
references for quotations from Latin and
Greek authors." The reverse is rather the

fact, as on the same page on which the line

occurs there are two Greek quotations, and
two other Latin quotations, to not one of
which is a reference given.* Nor is it likely
that Selden would compose a solitary penta-
meter in order to point his moral. The line

seems to belong to one of the Italian poets of

the Renaissance, and may possibly be found
in one of the books forming the library of
the late Chancellor Christie in Owens College,
Manchester.
In 1795 the worksof Drayton were included

in the third volume of Anderson's "
British

Poets," and it was, I believe, from this source,
and not from the original

*

Polyolbion/ that

Coleridge derived the quotation.
The reference to PROF. KNIGHT'S query

should be 10th S. iv. 350 (not 351).
W. F. PRIDEAUX.

PIDGIN OR PIGEON ENGLISH (10
th S. v. 46,

90). I can give an earlier instance of pigeon
English than any supplied by MR. CURRY :

" *

Boy !

' he cried,
'

go catchee three piecey boat
washee pigeon to-morrow.' Then he added to me
'A-tye will row you out, because she can speak
pigeon English!'" 'A Piece of China,' All the
Year Round, 30 April, 1859.

E. YARDLEY.

* The second Greek quotation is attributed to
*'an old Cosmographicall Poet," but no name is

^iven.

' THE EPICURE'S ALMANACK '

(10
th S. v. 4).

There is no reason to suppose that Benson
Earle Hill edited * The Epicure's Almanack

'

'or 1815. My copy gives no editor's or
author's name, but it is attributed (without
authority) to one James White, of whom I

snow nothing.
' The Epicure's Almanack

'

for

[841 and that for 1842 (I have no copy of

1843) were undoubtedly edited by Hill, who
iates his preface for the former year from

Brompton (publishers. How &, Parsons, 132,
Fleet Street). There is much excellent work
and quaint advice in both almanacs. The
series is continued by

' The Epicure's Year-
Books' of 1868 and 1869, both edited by
Fin-Bee, otherwise Blanchard Jerrold. They
were published by Bradbury, Evans & Co.,
and the former has a vignette and orna-
mental initials by John Leighton, F.S.A.

According to the preface, these Year-Books
were to have been published annually ;

but
[ know of only these two years. Of course,
Terrold was responsible for many other culi-

nary publications, such as
' Knife and Fork/

'The Cupboard Papers,' 'The Dinner Bell/
and 'The Book of Menus,' all of which I

possess. 'The Epicure's Almanack
' was re-

vived in a curious way in 1884, and I have in

my library an "early proof copy." The
book was to have been published by David

Bogue, but, according to a note on the fly-

leaf of my copy, it was '*

given to me by D.

Bogne, and is the only one done, the work
never having been proceeded with." It is

described on the title-page as
" a waistcoat

pocket calendar of good cheer and table talk

for the year 1884." No author's name is

given, but the preface is signed C. E. P.

Michaelmas, 1883. I can find no record of

this little book anywhere.
FRANK SCHLOESSER.

15, Grosvenor Road, S.W.

BOWES CASTLE, YORKSHIRE (10
th S. iv. 288).

W. Hutchinson, in his 'Excursion to the

Lakes/ thus describes the ruins in 1773 and
1774:
" Bowes Castle, situated near the old high street,

is fifty-three feet high, and forms a square of

eighty-one feet each way. It is built of hewn
stone, of excellent workmanship, and the walls are

cemented with lime mixed with small flints ; but
much of the external casing is stript off, and the
whole is rapidly hastening to decay. The fortress

is surrounded by a deep ditch, beyond which is an

open area, or platform, and the hill, on whose brink
it stands, has a swift descent to the river Greta.

There are evident traces of Roman works within
its precincts ; and most probably the present castle

was founded on the site of one much more ancient.

The remains of a bath and its aqueduct, now wholly
in ruins, and overgrown with weeds and brambles*
are still indicated to travellers. A late enclosure
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of some common lands, belonging to Bowes, brought
to light an ancient aqueduct, which conveyed the
water two miles, from a place called Levarpool, to

th eastle.
"
Antiquaries have hitherto fixed the ancient

Lavatree at Bowes, that place corresponding with
the distances set out in the 'Itinerary' ;

but the
site may have been near Levarpool, particularly as

some adjoining lands still bear the name of Lavar-

tree, or Laretree
; these, however, on examination

they found only ancient stone quarries of vast

capacity.
"Great numbers of Roman coins have been dis-

covered at Bowes, which mark its former celebrity.
Several sorts of earthen vessels, of the red kind,
have also been dug up at this place ;

and Camden
says he saw an altar to the honour of Adrian in

the church."

This, with four or five other inscriptions,
is given in Mr. J. S. Fletcher's comprehen-
sive work 'Picturesque Yorkshire.' If both
Hutchinsori's and Fletcher's measurements
be correct, the castle has in 131 years lost

about three feet in height, for the latter de-

scribes it as only 50 feet in height, and says :

"There are traces of many interesting things
about it a bit of vaulted roof here

;
an ornamental

pillar there ......and few of the ancient strongholds
of the north are more pathetic in their desolation."

A similar inquiry to that of MR. CANN
HUGHES I have endeavoured to answer in

Yorkshire JVotes and Queries, December, 1905,

p. 282. J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

FAME (10
th S. iv. 249

;
v. 49). I think

that the following line of Juvenal (Satire xiv.

152), which has not been quoted in this dis-

cussion, shows that a trumpet was given to
Fame by the ancients :

. Sed qui sermones ? Quos foeda3 buccina famre ?

I know not whether it has been noticed
how much Virgil in his celebrated descrip-
tion of Fame is indebted to Homer. Heyne,
who notices most of the resemblances be-
tween Homer and Virgil, has omitted to
mention this :

Parva metu primo ; mox sese attollit in auras,
Eugrediturque solo, et caput inter nubila condit.

'

.Kneid,' iv. 176-7.

Kopv<r<rTai, aura/0

'Iliad,' iv. 442-3.

Homer is speaking of Strife, or Discord, not
of Fame. E. YARDLEY.

The "Muse" in Milton's 'Lycidas,' 1. 19,
means "

poet." This is a fairly common use
of the word, and occurs in Shakespeare,
Sonnet xxi.

; Spenser, 'F. Q.' IV. ii. 34
;
and

also in Dryden. Hence there is no need for
Jortin's proposed correction of

" he "
to

"she "
;

still less for application of the words

"as he passes turn" to the floating body
of Lycidas. 0. S. JERRAM.

'REBECCA,' A NOVEL (10
th S. Hi. 128, 176,

293, 435
;

v. 72) I am glad to be able to
inform MR. E. S. DODGSON and those readers
of

* N. & Q.' who are interested in the
subject that the notice of this old novel in
The European Magazine and London Review,
a brief extract from which was given in
Messrs. Lackington, Allen &, Co.'s catalogue
of 1815, appeared in the number for March,
1808. I am indebted to Mr. E. E. Newton,
of West Hampstead, for the loan of the
volume for January to June, 1808, and have
at my elbow a typewritten copy of the
lengthy criticism upon a book which must
have created some stir in its day. Therein
the plot of the story is fully outlined, its

motive being the desire to expose and casti-

gate an abominable ' New Philosophy
*

which prevailed amongst certain dissolute
classes of society, a discourse upon the evils
of which takes up much space at the com-
mencement of an article highly appreciative
of the efforts of the writer and the force of
his, or her, denunciations. The criticism is

signed by J. M., the initials, it is assumed, of

Joseph Moser, a well known contributor to
Tlie European Magazine and other periodicals
of that time. Unfortunately, although J. M.
frequently attributes the authorship to a
male, no name is ever mentioned, so that he
was probably unable to pierce the mask of

anonymity.
The book, containing scenes of the most

harrowing, pathetic nature, is one calculated
to stir the finest emotions, and to point a
truly moral lesson. The fact that '

Piebecca '

was printed at Uttoxeter, where in the year
1821 as we find from the 'D.N.B.' was also

printed
'

Tales, Serious and Instructive,' by
Ann Catherine Holbrook, would seem to lend
colour to the inference that this lady was the
author of the work under discussion, as
some have conjectured. She lived in the
village of Sandon, in Staffordshire, not far
distant, where corroborative evidence of

identity, with discovery of the missing third
volume, might be the result of diligent search
on the part of natives. It would also be
appropriate to reprint the novel in its

centenary year, 1908, at Uttoxeter, the
original place of issue. CECIL CLARKE.
Junior Athenaeum Club, W.

The review to which MR. DODGSOX alludes
will be found in The European Ma'jadne for

March, 1808. It is signed J. M., which evi-

dently stands for Joseph Moser, who appears
to have written the whole magazine off his
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own bat, for a play and a novel running

through the volume bear his name in full,

and along biography and several long reviews

are signed with his initials. The review is

very laudatory ;
the good clergyman, we are

assured,
" has neither the general grossness

of Parson Adams, nor the occasional imbe-

cility of the Vicar of Wakefield." There is a

set of the magazine in the Bib. Nat. The

"quote," or press-mark, of this particular
volume is Z. 33,962.

ROBERT B. DOUGLAS.

64, Rue des Martyrs, Paris.

The review of
' Rebecca' is in The European

Magazine, vol. liii. (1808), pp. 198-202. A
set of the magazine is in the Library of the

British Museum, and it is also in the Glad-

stone Library of the National Liberal Club.
FRANCIS G. HALEY.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The Enterlude of Youth ; with Fragment of the

Plans of Lucres and of Nature. Edited by W.

Bang and R. B. McKerrow. (Louvain, A. Uyst-

pruyst; London, Nutt.)

THIS interesting work, the joint product of Prof.

Bang and Mr. McKerrow, constitutes the twelfth

volume of the admirable " Materialien des Alteren

Englischen Dramas," to the merits and value of

which we frequently recur. The principal feature

in it consists of 'The Enterlude of Youth,' a

morality following closely in the tracks of an even

better-known work,
*

Hycke-scorner.' Somewhat
curiously, this play was, for the first time on

record, presented on the stage towards the close of

last year. It is an eminently pious and agreeably
written work, accessible to the general public in

the second volume of Hazlitt's 'Dodsley'; has

much in common with the earlier morality of
'

Hycke-scorner,' and has a subject naturally allied

with that of 'Lusty Juventus.' It is to be ex-

pected, indeed, that the lessons of the moralities,

tending as they do to edification, should have a

species of generic resemblance.
Of ' Youth ' two early editions and a fragment of

a third are known. None of these bears any date.

Copies of one edition, printed by John Waley, are

in the British Museum and the Bodleian ;
and a

second edition by William Copland, is also in the

British Museum. The fragment comes from the

Lambeth Palace Library. All these works are

produced in facsimile, with admirable comments
and elucidation in German and English. The
woodcuts three of which are reproduced belong to

what are called factotum woodblocks, and did duty
for many sixteenth-century productions. Their

origin is found in the famous "grant therece en

francois," published circa 1500, for which see

Brunet. Different names being placed beneath

them, the figures serve for any one. Charity, for

instance, with her sword and bow and arrow, has

little that is suggestive of that ardent reformer of

youth. In the Lambeth Palace fragment this

figure once more appears. The fragment of the

'

Plays of Lucres '

consists of only four pages ;

that of ' Nature '

of but a dozen lines. Very
welcome is this work, which, so far as its extends,
is exhaustive. As we have before said, the series
is doing yeoman service to lovers of the drama.

Swinburne 8 Tragedies. Vols. IV. and V. (Chatto
& Windus.)

WITH the appearance of these two volumes the
reissue of Mr. Swinburne's 'Tragedies,' and, so far
as we can judge, the complete collection of his

poetical writings, is accomplished. Vol. iv. consists
of 'Mary Stuart,' the third work in the great
trilogy concerning the Queen of Scots, the pre-
vious portions of which are 'Chastelard' and
'

Bothwell,' the latter occupying itself two volumes.
Besides being a gratification, the consecutive re-

perusal of the separate works enables us to appre-
ciate and admire the linked workmanship as well
as to realize in its entirety the view Mr. Swin-
burne forms concerning that great queen who
occupies a share in human thoughts only exceeded
or equalled by that of Helen of Troy or Cleopatra.
A noteworthy feature in vol. iv. consists of
the prose estimate of Mary Stuart, written in part
as an answer to the defence of the queen by eccle-
siastical authorities. The action of the drama ex-
tends from 14 August, 1586, to 18 February, 1587, or
from the detection by Walsingham of Babington's
plot to the execution of the Queen, on which Mary
Beaton comments, as formerly she commented on
the death of Chastelard.
Vol. v. meanwhile contains no fewer than four

plays, viz., 'Locrine,' 'The Sisters,' 'Marino
Faliero,' and '

Rosamund,' one of which, we fancy
the first has known a species of representation.
This interesting volume opens with an admirable

reproduction of the portrait in oils of the poet by
G. F. Watts. It is useless to criticize afresh four
noble works which take now, if they had not taken
before, permanent and highest place in literature.

One only of these,
' The Sisters,' is modern in sub-

ject, and this even, by its interlude, is linked with
heroic times. The others observe fully the obliga-
tion of the "

sceptered pall," and conform to the
eternal laws of tragedy.

The Folk-lore of Women. By T. F. Thiselton-

Dyer, M.A. (Elliot Stock.)

MR. TIITSELTON - DYER is possessor of a name
honourably associated with the branch of study
he now takes up. He has written an amusing and
interesting book, which, as is acknowledged, is in

part suggested by M. Quitard's
' Proverbes sur les

Femmes,' &c., and owes something to
' N. & Q.' It

is limited in scope by the requirements of English
prudery ;

much that a French writer would un-

hesitatingly accept as a product of the e-^prit gaulois

having to be omitted. It contains much also

that is fairly outspoken and humorous. Half a
dozen further volumes on the same theme might
be easily forthcoming, and we feel as if, without
reference, we could supply one such volume from

memory. Far too many errors often mere coquilles
have slipped in, and the best of existing versions

is not always given. For instance,
"
All lay load on

the winning horse" should surely be "the willing
horse."

"
Frailty, thy name is woman," is assigned

to "a German proverb." 'Hamlet' is a source
nearer at hand and more obvious.

' ; So wise, so

young, they say, do never live long." is misapplied.
"
Beauty draws us with a single hair" is from

' The
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Rape of the Lock.' Of hair in beauty a Yorkshire

saying is
" Black for beauty, red for fun,"

^

for

which last word read "amorousness." Is not
' M.

W Praed
" intended for W[inthrop] M[ackworth]

Praed?
" A bustling woman" (p. 74) should be

"a whistling woman." We never heard before

that Witherington, who "in doleful dumps," when
"his legs were cutten off, he fought upon his

stumps," was identical in heroic exploit with "
fair

maiden Lilliard." Can the line from Savage

(p. 99),

The pride of priests, so bloodless when in power,

be correct ?

Homme roux et femme barbe
Da trente pas loin le salue,

is surely wrong in one or two respects. In the first

line should not " barbe " be barbue '! Spenser

supplies (Sonnet XXX VII.), a much better quota-
tion about golden hair than any advanced :

What guyle is this, that those her golden tresses

She doth attyre under a net of gold ?

"Orelles" (p. 110) seems as if it should be

oreilles.

Souvent femme varie,
Bien fou qui s'y fie,

should be " bien fol est qui s'y fie." On p. 130,
*' Lincoln's Inn for law," we have always heard

"Lincoln's Inn for a gentleman." A popular
version for the lines by Sir John Davies quoted on

p. 145 is

Marriage is such a rabble rout,

They that are out want to get in,

They that are in want to get out.

We will present Mr. Thiselton-Dyer with a version

of
' Women and Marriage,' the origin of which we

know not :

When I was a young man I lived bravely,
Oh ! my heart was well content !

Till I got a wife for my sins for to plague me,
Oh ! she made me sore repent.

In a quotation on p. '234 from 'Romeo and Juliet' it

should be " The mask of night," not " The mark of

night."
We might continue long. If we have at any point

been unjust to Mr. Thiselton-Dyer, we are sorry,

being aware that there are variant readings in

proverbs, &c. We have read his book through,
as he will perceive, and mostly with pleasure.

Early Lives of Charlemagne and the Monk of
St. Gall. Edited by Prof. A. J. Grant, (De La
More Press.)

IT is a happy idea to enclose in the beautiful
"
King's Classics

"
the two early lives of Charle-

magne that of Eginhard, the monarch's own
associate, the Bezaleel to the David of Charlemagne,
and the 'Flaccus' of Alcuin, which still remains
authoritative ; and the anonymous fragment
it is really not much more of the monk of

St. Gall, most of which Prof. Grant describes as

a " mass of legend, saga, invention, and reckless

blundering." \Ve regret that it has been found
necessary to omit a few chapters of the last work,
though the excision involves no practical or appre-
ciable loss to the reader. Meanwhile an indispens-
able introduction and some excellent notes add to

the value of the book. Eginhard's work, which is

written in imitation of Suetonius, is a curious
and valuable outcome of the classical renaissance

of the period, and is now for the first time made
generally accessible. A reproduction of a bronze
statuette of Charlemagne in the Muse"e Carnavalet,.
Paris, serves as frontispiece.

Brooches of Many Nations. By Harriet A. Heaton
(Nottingham, Murray's Book Company.)

SPECIALIZING advances in ever-narrowing circles,
and no doubt the present slim quarto on brooches-
will be followed in due time by a more minute
treatise on the perone or brooch-pin. Mrs. Heaton
in her fifty pages takes a cursory glance over a wide
field, which ranges from Assyrian and Egyptian-
down to Celtic, Scandinavian, and Anglo-Saxon.
The author has had the collaboration of Mr. J.
Potter Briscoe, but their joint care has not succeeded
in eliminating a provoking number of misprints-
and misspellings, such as "Brigsch" (p. 8),

"
cas-

tellse" (p. 21), and "vivata" (p. 24). We do not
know what to make of " the Mosaic Law of the
Greek and Roman cults

"
(p. 7), or the statement

that Thor was worshipped by the South Sea
islanders (p. 15). The slightness of the letterpress i&

partially atoned for by a liberal allowance of wood-
cuts, but these are not the best vehicle for repro-
ducing the exquisite workmanship of the original
objects.

Upper Norwood Athenceum : The Record of the
Winter Meetings and Summer Excursions, 1905.
Edited by Theophilus Pitt, F.C.S. This twenty-
ninth volume is as interesting as the previous ones.
The places visited in the winter included Sir John
Soane's Museum, when Mr. Frank E. Spiers read
a paper; Allhallows, Barking, where the editor of
the ' Record ' acted as conductor ; and the Whit-
gift Hospital, about which we had much in our
Ninth Series.

The first summer excursion was to Maidstone,
Mr. Thatcher being the leader ; and the second to
Greenwich, when Mr. Vincent took the party to-

St. Alphege's, and afterwards to the Park to examine
the many objects of Roman antiquity now placed
in the park-keeper's house, including a fragment
of pavement discovered by Mr. Webster in 1902..

Other rambles were to Stratford-on-Avon, St.

Albans, Denham, Goring, Lullingstone, Cowley,.
and St. Peter's, Iver. In this church there is a
tablet to a learned bricklayer :

" Venturus Mandey>
died 1701, of St. Giles in-the-Fields, many years
'

Bricklayer to the Hon. Soc. of Lincoln's Inn.' He
was studious in mathematics, and wrote and pub-
lished three books for the public good; one entitled
' Mellificium Monciones, or the Marrow of Measur-
ing'; another of

' Mechanical Powers, or the Mystery
of Nature and Art Unvayled

'

; the third a 'Uni-
versal Mathematical Synopsis.' He also translated
into English

* Directorium Generale Uranometricum/"
and '

Trigonometria Plana et Spherica, Linearis et

Logarithmica : auctore Fr. Bonaventura Ca valeric-

Mediolanense,' and some other tracts, which he
designed to have printed if death had not prevented
him." Mr. Theophilus Pitt deserves praise for hia
careful editing of the '

Record,' and the beautiful
illustrations make the little volume very attractive.

THK Burlington Maga-Jne for Connoisseurs opens,
with a valuable paper by Mr. Claude Phillips on
1 Dramatic Portraiture.' This is excellently illus-

trated, largely from Dutch subjects. The Letter,"
by Vermeer of Delf, furnishes a fine frontispiece.
More plates, also admirable, illustrate

'

English
Miniature Painters: Hilliard.' 'Venetian Portrait*
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in English Possession
' and ' Pictures obtained by

the Metropolitan Museum of New York '

are of high
interest. The latter gives a very fine plate of Watts's
' Ariadne

' and a remarkable study in oils by Etty.
'There is also a notable portrait by Velasquez. The
entire number is of exceptional interest.

IN the midst of the startled, unenlightened, and

puzzled comment produced by the revolution in

politics appear in the various reviews a few articles

on literary and social themes. In The Fortnightly
Leo Tolstoi gives the second part of his

' End of

the Age,' while Mr. Henry James begins 'New
York : Social Notes,' observations the drift of

which we wait to see. Mr. H. M. Paull writes
'

Critical Notes on " As You Like It,"
' and draws

an interesting and important parallel between
' The

Cokes Tale of Gamelyn
'

(sometimes wrongly as-

signed to Chaucer),
' The Golden Legacie

'

of Thomas
Lodge, and Shakespeare's play. That Shakespeare
was indebted to Lodge is known. There seems some
Teason for supposing that he had read ' The Cokes
'Tale of Gamelyn,' which, however, had in his time
not been published.

' Ebenezer Elliott, the Poet of

[Free Trade,' is dealt with by Mr. H. C. Shelley. In

rspite of the praise of Lytton, "famous" is a less

appropriate word to apply to him than "
for-

igotten."
ACCORDING to a paper contributed by Florence

,ry,
' Th(

of the Modern Girl
'

is terrible. Inquiries among
B. Low to The Nineteenth Century,

' The Reading

over two hundred girls in secondary schools re-

pealed some distressing particulars. In paper
No. 1 a girl of sixteen has never read any Thackeray,
Dickens, Jane Austen, or Mrs. Gaskell; has read

part only of
' Ivanhoe '

; and knows no stories of

Charlotte Yonge, Miss Mulock, or Miss Thackeray.
Her ignorance is surpassed by that of No. 2, who
knows virtually nothing and nobody, but reads as

many magazines as she can. Mrs. S. Arthur

"Strong advocates 'An Official Registration of

Private Art Collections.' We could tell her stories

of Government purchases, with which incidentally
she deals, which would, we think, make her arch

her evebrows. Mr. C. Vernon Magniac describes
' A Visit to the Court of the Tashi Lama.' Mr.
Blchard Bagot deals with * The Reviewing of

Fiction,' with which he finds much fault, some of it

justifiable enough. He fails, however, to suggest

any practical remedy.

RECENT English politics occupy a fair share of

'The National Review, but two of the most impor-
tant articles are occupied with the relations be-

tween England and Germany. This much-debated

subject we will not further discuss, but will mention
.as a coincidence that the views as to the origin of

the difficulties between Bismarck and the Emperor
seem practically the same in the communication
of a writer, presumably English, hiding himself as

Jgnotus and that of Herr Maximilian Harden. Miss

Edith Balfour has much to urge in 'Shaw and

:Super-Shaw
'

against the recent play of that per-
fervid genius G. B. S. She all but presages for

G. B. S. greater work than he has hitherto given us.

It is somewhat curious to find an article \yith the

title
' Home Rule, Rome Ruin,' and the signature

" An Irish Nationalist."
' Some Candid Impres-

sions of England,' by a German Resident, have been

reprinted in pamphlet form from the June number
of the Review.

IN The Cornhill 'Society in the Time of Vol-

taire,' by S. G. Tallentyre, scarcely rises to the

height of its ambitious title. This is, however,
but the opinion of a single person, and the contribu-
tion shows at least some knowledge of the period.
Mr. VV. H. Draper describes George Eliot's Coventry
friends. 'Grandeur et Decadence de Bernard
Shaw' is amusing, but proves that its subject is

losing some of his hold on his juvenile admirers.
In his 'Freeman versus Froude ' Mr. Andrew Lang
is just and even generous to Froude, but does not
fail to indicate his defects as an historian. No. X.
appears of

' From a College Window.' The lighter
contents are very good.
A SPECIAL number of The Pall Mall opens with a

portrait of the Right Hon. John Morley, which is

good as a likeness, but scarcely happy in expression.
A more pleasing design shows the same writer with
his dogs. 'The Centenary of William Pitt,' 'At
the Shrine of Jane Eyre,' and ' The Last of a Great
Highland Chief

'

are all, for different reasons,
worthy of attention.

MR. EVERARD HOME COLEMAN. Mr. J. T. Page
writes :

"
1 shall be glad to be allowed to add a few

words to the notice of the death of Mr. Coleman.
Although he had attained the great age of eighty-
eight, he was a contributor to

' N. & Q,.' to the last :

his final contribution will be found at 10th S. iv. 447.

Concerning his long connexion with ' N. Q.' see
9th S. v. 197- He will be missed by numberless
readers of *N. <k Q.,' to whom he was always ready
to afford assistance. Nothing delighted him better
than to be of service to those in need of literary

help ; and he spared no time or trouble in his

endeavours to impart information gained either
from his own well-stocked library or from the

public libraries of London. As far as my own
experience goes, I had only to tell him that I was
interested in a subject, and I was sure to receive,
in course of post, a budget of references thereto.

His knowledge of the contents of 'N. & Q.' and
kindred periodicals of many of which he possessed
complete sets was remarkable."

la

We must call special attention to the, folloteir-g
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to advise correspondents
as to the value of old books and other objects or as

to the means of disposing of them.

J. D. H. (

"
Breaking a bottle of wine

at the christening of a ship").- See the articles at

9th S. i. 317, 373.

T. RATCLIFFE ("Mrs. Parting! on"). See the

entry in Cobham Brewer's 'Reader's Handbook'
or that in Smith's

'

Cyclopaedia of Names.'

LEO C. ("Get in the shire what one loses in the

hundred"). See 10th S iv. 88.

E. ("Chin -a- chin -a- chop -sticks, Feast of Lan-

terns"). You will find the lines ante, p. 64.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to
" The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-

tisements and Business Letters to
" The Pub-

lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
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THE ATHEN^UM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHEKEUM contains Articles on

SPIRITUAL ADVENTURES. JOHNSON'S LIVES of the POETS.
The AFRICANDER LAND. LIFE of FROUDE.
The POLITICAL HISTORY of ENGLAND.
ROSEatHONEYPOT. The SPOILERS. The CHOICE of EMELIA. The LADY NOGGS, PEERESS.

LA BELLE DAME. MON ONCLE FLO. LE FIL8 D'UN VOLEUR.
ORIENTAL LITERATURE. SHOOTING and HUNTING.
The HISTORY of CO-OPERATION. WILLIAM PITT. The APPROACH to PHILOSOPHY.

VERSAILLES. Les SOURCES IN&DITES de L'HISTOIRE du MAROC. OSWALD
BASTABLE, and OTHERS. The PEDIGREE of HUNTER of ABBOTSHILL and BABJARG.
The CAMBRIDGE YEAR-BOOK and DIRECTORY. KELLY'S HANDBOOK to the TITLED,
LANDED, and OFFICIAL CLASSES for 1906. The UNIVERSAL LIBRARY.

J. P. EDMOND. EDUCATJON in the CHANNEL ISLANDS. The ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
BARRY CORNWALL'S LINES to LAMB.

RESEARCH NOTES. C. J. CORNISH.
The GOUP1L GALLERY. The DOWDESWELL GALLERIES. The RYDER GALLERY.
SYMPHONY CONCERT.
HIS HOUSE in ORDER. FRENCH PLAYS. A QUESTION of AGE. The CONVICT on the

HEARTH.

LAST WEEK'S ATHENAEUM contains Articles on

ITALIAN LITERATURE, PART II. The HISTORY of DERBYSHIRE.
A PIETIST of the NAPOLEONIC WARS. The STORY of the TWEED.
NEW NOVELS: Hugo; Barnaby's Bridal; The Scar; The Arrow of the North; Cache la Poudre

;

Through the Rain
;
Sous le Fardeau ;

Les Etourderies de la Chanoinesse.
TWO LONDON BOOKS. ALGERIA.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : The Military Life of the Duke of Cambridge ;

The Comedy of Protection ;

The Memoirs of D'Hautpoul ; New Zealand Official Year-Book
;
L' Union Britannique ; Egjptiens

et Anglais ;
Part of a Man's Life

;
The Salt of My Life

;
The Perplexed Parson

; Sa' Zada Tales
;

Crabbe's Poems; The Navigations of Pantagruel ;
The Arts and Crafts Movement; Homer;

Lippincott's Gazetteer of the World
;

Blackie's Standard Dictionary, and other Reprints ;

Upper Norwood Athenaeum.
LIST of NEW BOOKS.
TWO VERSIONS from the OLD IRISH

;
EDUCATION in the CHANNEL ISLANDS; The SWINTON

CHARTERS.
LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE : Our Library Table (The Zoological Society; The World of To-day); The Question of the

N Rays ;
Societies ; Meetings Next Week

; Gossip.
FINE ARTS: The Cathedral Builders in England; TheGrafton Galleries; The Royal Institute of

British Architects
;
Sales

; Gossip.
MUSIC : Broadwood Concerts; Mozart Commemoration; London Symphony Concert; Gossip;

Performances Next Week.
DRAMA: Nero; The Heroic Stubbs

;
French Plays; Gossip.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHEN.E1UM will contain Articles on
B. L. PUTNAM WEALE'S THE RESHAPING OF THE FAR EAST.

KATHARINE A. CARL'S WITH THE EMPRESS DOWAGER OF CHINA.

The ATHEN^UM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of
JOHN C. FRANCIS, Athenaum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.

And of all Newsagents.
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS.

THE PLAYS AND POEMS OF ROBERT GREENE. Edited, with
Introductions and Notes, by J. CHURTON COLLINS, Litt.D. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth, 18s. net.

SCENES FROM OLD PLAYBOQKS, arranged as an Introduction
to Shakespeare. By PERCY SIMPSON, M.A. With a Reproduction of the Swan Theatre.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3*. 6d.

LIVES OF THE ENGLISH POETS. By Samuel Johnson, LL.D.
Edited by GEORGE BIRKBKCK HILL, D.C.L. With brief Memoir of Dr. Birkbeck Hill by his

Nephew, HAROLD SPBNCER SCOTT, M,A. 3 vols. 8vo, leather back, 21. 2s. net; in cloth,
II. 16*. net.

THE POETICAL WORKS OF WILLIAM BLAKE. A New and
Verbatim Text from the Manuscript, Engraved, and Letterpress Originals. With Variorum

Readings and Bibliographical Notes and Prefaces. By JOHN SAMPSON. 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d. net.

WORDSWORTH'S GUIDE TO THE LAKES. Fifth Edition
(1835). With Introduction, Notes, Critical and Textual, and Appendices by ERNEST DE
S&LINCOURT. With a Map and 8 Illustrations*. Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2*. 6d. net

;
in lamb-

skin, 3s. 6d. net. (Just published in " The Oxford Library of Prose and Poetry.")

A PRIMER OF CLASSICAL AND ENGLISH PHILOLOGY. By
the Rev. WALTER W. SKEAT. Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2s.

Notes and Queries. "In the present little volume Piof. Skeat adds one more to the excellent

series of handbooks with which he has revolutionized the study of English in this country There
cannot be found a more trustworthy introduction to a subject of fascinating interest."

A SUMMARY CATALOGUE OF WESTERN MANUSCRIPTS
IN THE BODLEIAN LIBRARY AT OXFORD, which have not hitherto been Catalogued in

the Quarto Series. With references to the Oriental and other MSS. by FALCONER MADAN,
M.A. 8vo. Vol. V., cloth, 11. 5*. net. Vol. VI. Part I., paper covers, 7s. Qd. net. [Immediately.

CATALOGUE OF SANSCRIT MANUSCRIPTS IN THE
BODLEIAN LIBRARY. Begun by MORIZ WINTERNITZ, Ph.D. Continued and Completed
by ARTHUR BERRIEDALE KEITH, P.C.L., with a Preface by E. W. B. NICHOLSON, M.A.
4to, cloth, II 5s. net.

ALSO PUBLISHED BY HENRY FROWDE.

THE ENGLISH DIALECT GRAMMAR. Comprising the
Dialects of England, of the Shetland and Orkney Islands, and of those parts of Scotland, Ireland,
and Wales where English is habitually spoken. By JOSEPH WRIGHT, Ph.D. Crown 8vo,
cloth, 16s. net.

[Reprinted from the Dictionary, but issued separately in this form.]

A HISTORY OF THE POST-REFORMATION CATHOLIC
MISSIONS IN OXFORDSHIRE. Wiih an Account of the Families connected with them, By
Mrs. BRYAN STAPLETON. 8vo, cloth, 10*. 6d. net.

London : HENRY FROWDE, Oxford University Press, Amen Corner, B.C.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and EDWARD J. FRANQ18, Bream's Building, Chancery Lane KG. . and Printed by
J. BDWAKD FRANCIS, Athentrum Press, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.-iti<rday, February 10, 1906.
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FROM MR. MURRAY'S LIST.
THE THREE DORSET CAPTAINS AT TRAFALGAR.

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF THOMAS MASTERMAN
HARDY, WITH SOME ACCOUNT OF HIS COMRADES,

CHARLES BULLEN AND HENRY DIGBY.
By A. M. BROADLBY. Author of 'Tunis Past aid Present,' and

' How We Dafendei Arabi,' &c., and R. GK BARTELOT,
M.A., Author of the History of Crewkerne School.' With Portraits and other Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 15s. net.

[Just out.

GIOVANNI ANTONIO BAZZI
(HITHERTO USUALLY STYLED " SODOMA "), THE MAN AND THE PAINTER, 1477-1549 : a Study. By R. H.
HOBART CUST. With numerous Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 21s. net. [Just out.

OLD
NEW EDITION (NINTH),

ENGLISH PLATE.
Ecclesiastical. Decorative, and Domestic, its Makers and Marks/ By WILFRID J. CRIPPS, C.B , F S.A.. Author of
'

College and Corporation Plate,'
' Old French Plate,' &c. With 123 Illustrations and upwards of 2,600 Facsimiles of Plate

Marks. Demy 8vo, 21s. net.

THE CHILDHOOD OF FICTION.
Or, Folk Tales and Primitive Thought. By the Rev. J. A. MAcCULLOCH. Demy 8vo, 12. net.

" Readers of Mr. MacCulloch's very able, brightly-written, and absorbing book will feel that there are compensations
after all in growing up to be equal to such pleasures In the most fascinating manner he classifies and investigates
Vfolk tale cycles' from all lands and ages, discussing

'

beast-marriages,' for instance, in connexion with the leading case
of Beauty and tbe Beast, and cannibalistic tales with that of Odysseus and the Cyclops." Pall Mall Gazette.

" A really fascinating book, which will be read with pleasure as keen by thoughtful and inquiring folk as fairy stories

are read by imaginative and credulous children." Daily Telegraph.

WISDOM OF THE EAST SERIES.
In pott 16mo, price 1*. each net, in cloth limp (excepting the first two volumes).

THE TEACHINGS OF ZOROASTER AND
THE PHILOSOPHY OF THB PAR8I RELIGION. From the Zend
Avesta. Translated with Introduction by Dr. S. A. KAPADIA,
Lecturer University College, London. 2s. net.

THE AWAKENING OF THE SOUL. From
the Arabic of IHN TUFAIL. Translated, with Introduction, by
PAUL BRONNLE, Ph D. Is. 6d. net.

THE DUTIES OF THE HEART. By Rabbi
1! \CHYE. Translated from the Hebrew, with Introduction by
EDWIN COLLINS, HoJlier Hebrew Scholar. U.C.L.

THE SAYINGS OF LAO TZU. From the
Chinese. Translated with Introduction by LIONEL GILES, of the
British Museum.

THE RELIGION OF THE KORAN.
Introduction by ARTHUR N. AVOLLASTON, C.I.E

With

WithWOMEN AND WISDOM OF JAPAN.
Introduction by 8. TAKAISHI.

THE ROSE GARDEN OF SA'DI. Selected
and Rendered from the Persian, with Introduction, by L. CRAN-
MHK BYNG.

THE INSTRUCTIONS OF PTAH-HOTEP,
From the Egyptian. Translated, with Introduction by BATTIS-
COM1JE 0. GUNN.

THEWISDOM OF ISRAEL. Being Extracts
from the Babylonian Talmud and Midrash Rabboth. From tre
Aramaic. Translated with Introduction by ELAVIN COLLINS.

THE CLASSICS OF CONFUCIUS.
I. THE BOOK OF HISTORY (SHIT-KING).

II. THB BOOK OF ODES (SHI-KING;. By L. CRANMER-BYNG.

London : JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.
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ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

1 THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD '

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during
the week, Announcements of New Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Free Advertisement for

Four Books Wanted weekly.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 8s. 6rf. home and 11s. foreign

Subscription.

PHICE THREE-HALFPENCE WEEKLY.

Office : St. Dunslan's House, Fetter Lane, London.
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NELSON'S PATENT OF PEERAGE.

SOME reference has been made in 'N. & Q.'

to my being in possession of the patent of

nobility creating Horatio Nelson a peer. It

is perhaps just as well that I should send to
* N. &, Q-' a copy of this document. It is, I

understand, the authority to the Lord Privy
Seal to affix the Great Seal to the patent
itself, which is doubtless in the possession of

the Nelson family.
The document is engrossed on parchment,

and endorsed :

"To Our Right Trusty and Right Wei-beloved

Cousin and Councillor John Earl of Westmorland

Keeper of Our Privy Seal. Sir Horatio Nelson K.B
Creation of Baron."

The front of the document reads as

follows :

By The King.

Right Trusty and Right Wei-beloved Cousin and
Councillor We Greet You well and will and com-
mand that under our Privy Seal (remaining in Your
Custody) You cause these Our Letters to be directed

to Our Chancellor of Great Britain Commanding him
that under our Great Seal of Great Britain (in his

Custody being) He cause these Our Letters Patent
to be made forth in form following George the
Third by the Grace of God &c. To All Archbishops
Dukes Marquesses Earls Viscounts Bishops Barons
Knights Provosts Freemen and all other Our Officers

Ministers and Subjects whatsoever to whom these
Presents shall come Greeting Know Ye that We
of Our especial Grace certain Knowledge and meer
Motion Have Advanced Preferred and Created Our
Trusty and Wei-beloved Horatio Nelson Knight of
the Most Honorable Order of the Bath Rear Ad-
miral of the Blue Squadron of Our Fleet to the State
degree Dignity and Honour of Baron Nelson of the
^ile and of Burnham Thorpe in Our County of
Norfolk and him the said Sir Horatio Nelson Baron
kelson of the Nile and Burnham Thorpe aforesaid
Do by these Presents Create Advance And Prefer
and Wee have Appointed Gi ven and Granted And by
these Presents for Us Our Heirs and Successors Do
Appoint Give and Grant unto him the said Sir Horatio
Nelson the Name State Degree Stile Dignity Title
and Honour of Baron Nelson of the Nile and of
Burnham Thorp aforesaid unto him the said Sir
Horatio Nelson and the Heirs Male of his Body
'awfully begotten and to be begotten Willing and
jy these presents Granting for Us Our Heirs and
Successors that the said Sir Horatio Nelson and his
Heirs Male aforesaid and every of them succes-
sively may bear and have the Name State Degree
Stile Dignity Title and Honour of Baron Nelson of
the Nile and of Burnham Thorpe aforesaid And
that they and every of them successively may be
called and stiled by the Name of Baron Nelson of
the Nile and of Burnham Thorpe in Our County of
Norfolk And that he the said Sir Horatio Nelson
and his Heirs Male aforesaid and every of them
successively May in all things bo held and deemed
Barons Nelson of the Nile and of Burnham Thorpe
aforesaid and be treated and reputed as Barons
And that they and every of them succes-
sively and respectively may Have Hold and
Possess a Seat Place and Voice in the Par-
liaments and Public Assemblies and Councils of Us
Our Heirs and Successors within Our Kingdom of
Great Britain amongst other Barons as Barons of
Parliament and Publick Assemblies and Councils
And also that he the said Sir Horatio Nelson and his
Heirs Male aforesaid may enjoy and use and every
of them may enjoy and use by the Name of Baron
Nelson of the Nile and of Burnham Thorpe afore-
said all and singular the Rights Privileges Pre-
heminences Immunities and Advantages to the
Degree of Baron in all Things duly and of right
belonging which other Barons of this Our Kingdom
of Great Britain have heretofore honorably and
quietly used and enjoyed or as they do at present
Use and Enjoy Lastly Wee Will and by these
Presents for Us Our Heirs and Successors Do Grant
to the said Sir Horatio Nelson that these Our Letters
Patent or the Inrolment thereof shall be sufficient
and effectual in the Law for the Dignifying Invest-
ing and really Ennobling him the said Sir Horatio
Nelson and his Heirs Male aforesaid with the Title
State Dignity and Honour of Baron Nelson of the
Nile and of Burnham Thorpe aforesaid and that
without any Investiture Rites Ornaments or
Ceremonies whatsoever in this behalf due and
accustomed which for some certain Reason best
known to Us Wee could not in due manner do and
perform Any Ordinance Use Custom Rite Ceremony
Prescription or Provision [word undecipherable] or
used or to be had done or performed in conferring
Honours of this kind or any other Matter or Thing
to the contrary thereof Notwithstanding Wee will
also &c. Without Fine in the Hanaper <fec. In
Witness &c. Witness &c. And these Our Letters
shall be your sufficient Warrant and Discharge in
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this behalf Given under Our Signet at Our Palac
of Westminster the Sixteenth day of October li

the Thirty Eighth Year of Our Reign.
Exam* Wm HENRY HIGGEX

Depy.
The document is stamped with two blue

stamps, and on the back a royal monogram
under a crown and letters 54. O. G. R. I
bears a seal with a coat of arms and the

following inscriptions : GEORGIUS in. D. G
MAG. BE. FR. ET HIB. REX FIDE ET (wore
undecipherable) ;

and inside HONI SOIT QVI
MAL Y PENSE.
The document was purchased, more than

thirty years ago, with others relating
to certain Cheshire peerages, e c/., Lore
Alvanley, by your frequent contributor my
late father, Thomas Hughes, of Chester,
F.S.A., and has ever since been in his or

my possession.
T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.

Lancaster.

MAGDALEN COLLEGE SCHOOL AND THE
'D.N.B.'

(See 10th S. iv. 21, 101, 182, 244, 364.)

THE adverse criticism of one under sixteen

years of age, who had spent but fourteen
months in College as an undergraduate,
would generally deserve to be disregarded.
But when the boy, whose brief sojourn at

Magdalen was varied by frequent absences,
developes into the master of a majestic prose
style, his impressions cannot be so lightly
put aside. Edward Gibbon's chief justifica-
tion for dragging the "monks of Magdalen

"

before the bar of history would appear to lie

in the weak * Vindication '

of the College
made by James Hurdis, Professor of Poetry,
in answer to the greater writer's attack. The
stately somnolence of Waynflete's foundation
at this period is practically admitted. To
Gibbon's complaint that the fourteen months
of his stay in Oxford were "the most idle
and unprofitable of my whole life," Hurdis
replies with elaborate abuse of the author of
* The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire/
and with the remark, "It was Magdalen
College which returned him into the hands
of his friends, as fitter for the society of
the School than that of the College

"
(vide

Gibbon's 'Memoirs,' ed. G. Birkbeck Hill,

1900, pp. 48, 50, 53-73
;

*

Reminiscences of

Oxford,' ed. Miss Quiller Couch, 1892,
pp. 133-48). Thomas Jenner, who had been
educated as a boy at the School, was at this
time President of his College and Margaret
Professor of Divinity. Gibbon's second
tutor (whose name he suppressed), Thomas
Winchester, had begun life as a chorister,

and was a tutor, and later a country clergy-
man, of some note, in spite of the historian's
disparaging remarks concerning him (Bloxam
i. 150-5). Another of the "monks" was
Dr. Thomas West (chorister, 1720; died
Fellow, 1781), sometime rector of Horsingtonwho "declared he had eaten the bread of
William Patten for three - quarters of a
century." He is commemorated by the
structure (called after his name) near the
Cherwell, the cost of which was chiefly
defrayed by a legacy left by him. An
ancient building which is believed to have
formed part of the fabric of St. John's
Hospital was destroyed in 1783 to make
room for

"
West's Building." It is recorded

of Dr. West that upon one occasion, on a
journey to London, he inadvertently took
his seat, at the half-way house, in the coach
from which he had recently descended.
This, according to custom, returned to
Oxford, and on repassing the bridge dre\v
Prom the learned traveller the remark,"
Well, if I did not know that I was going

to London, I could almost swear that that
was Magdalen Tower !' When the unhappy
Dr. Dodd was hanged for forgery, some one
observed to Dr. West,

" * Ah ! Doctor, this is
sad disgrace on the Doctorate!' 'Egad/
was the reply,

' he was only a Doctor of
Laws, though!'" (Bloxam, i. 147; Wilson,
230).

From 1752, the year of Gibbon's matricula-
,ion, until 1776 Robert Bryne was Master of
he School. A list in his handwriting re-
;ords the names of various persons educated
-hereat. He was succeeded by Thomas
iobinson until 1795, and he, again, by
William Rust Cobbold until 1799. G. V. Cox,
chorister in 1793, gives a curious account of
;ontemporary methods of instruction, as
ollows :

"
Having during one or two of his last years beer*

, pupil of Mr. Cobbold, I am entitled to speak of
he impressions left upon me by his teaching : they
re these that from a bilious constitution, be-
rayed by his yellow-tinted complexion, he was ill-

ualified to bear kindly and patiently with little
*norant boys.

'

Alphezibeus, sir,' he would say,
don't you know s from z? Listen, sir, Al-phe-si-
e-us'; every syllable, especially the third, being
mpressed with a sharp cut with a cane, or a
harper twitch of an ear. Indeed, this latter
unishment, his favourite one, extended several
imes to the partial tearing the ear from the head
f a dull boy ! His teaching, however, was a great
nprovement upon that of his predecessor, Mr.
Robinson, and effectually prepared the way for the
qually careful, but more patient instruction of Dr.
]llerton, my last and highly valued Master."
iloxam, iv. 126.

In 1817 John Keats stayed throughout
eptember, into the beginning of October,
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with his friend Benjamin Bailey, afterwards

Archdeacon of Colombo, then an under-

graduate of Magdalen Hall. During his

visit to "the finest city in the world" the

poet reads Wordsworth while exploring the

river in his boat, makes an excursion with

Bailey to Stratford-on-Avon, continues his

study of Milton, and writes the third book of

his
4

Endymion.' The year before an Act of

Parliament was obtained by which the site

and buildings of the defunct Hertford College,

formerly Hart Hall, were acquired for Mag-
dalen Hall.

Early on Sunday morning, 9 Jan., 1820,

during" the vacation, the guard of a mail-

coach, passing through the street saw, and

gave the alarm, that Magdalen Hall was on
fire. The flames had broken out in the rooms
of an undergraduate with a passion for the

stage, who the evening 'before had given a

dramatic entertainment, followed by a supper,
and had forgotten to extinguish all the lights

before going to bed. About half of the build-

ings of the Hall were burnt down
;
and in

1822 the members of the Hall took possession
of their new abode (since 1874 Hertford

College once more), Magdalen College taking
over the old site of the Hall and the remains

of its buildings. The old Grammar School

building, save 'the bell turret, was removed
in 1828, owing to the fact that the fabric

was unsafe. The School, which under

Henry Jenkins (1810 -
28) and Richard

Walker (1828-44) was practically limited to

the choristers, was for the time carried on in

some of the remaining buildings of the

former Hall
;
and afterwards upon

^

their

removal in 1845 transferred to rooms in the

Chaplain's Quadran-gle. The remains of the

north end of the old schoolroom were

adapted by J. C. Buckler to form the soutl

front of the block adjoining them, now known
as the Grammar Hall (Wilson, 238, 239

Hamilton's
' Hertford College,' 130). In 1829

William Mills was appointed the first Whyte
Professor of Moral Philosophy : he had been
educated at Magdalen School and College

George Grantham, Fellow of the College, was
usher from 1801 until his death in 1840. He
fell out of his window at bedtime into thf

deer park, and was found there next morn
ing by his scout, dead with a broken neck
the deer crowding round him in an alarmeo
circle.

*' There was a fire in the antechape
at that time, and the surpliced boys used a

they passed it to deposit chestnuts anc

potatoes, which they recovered matura e

cocta, when they came out" (vide Rev. W
Tuckwell's 'Reminiscences of Oxford,' p. 73)

With the remains of Magdalen Hall wer

Iso removed in 1845 the houses facing the
'Gravel Walk " between those buildings and
he corner of Long Wall. These changes-
vere intended to clear the ground for the-

>chool, which at this time consisted of about
wenty - six members, all told : sixteen-

horisters and nine or ten day-boys. Bub
>efore the work of building was actually
egun a question was raised as to the obliga-
ion of the College to maintain the School
is a place where all comers should be taught
gratuitously, and an application was made
o the Court of Chancery to enforce the-

alleged obligation. The Court, however, re-

used to interfere, holding that the School
was a part of the College, and that its ad-
ninistration was subject to the control of
:he Visitor

;
and the Bishop of Winchester

at last decided, in 1849, against the claim to
-eceive gratuitous instruction in the par-
;icular case in question. Thereupon the

College at once acquired a house in High
Street as a residence for the master, in which-

might receive the choristers and other
Boarders ;

and on May Day, 1851, the present
spacious schoolroom which occupies the site

of the old '*
Greyhound" Inn, was opened

T. C. Buckler being the architect. At the-

ceremony "an amateur choir, conducted by
Blyth, performed without instruments, a
series of pieces which would have done credit
to the Berlin Choir. Oxford had become
musical" (Rev. W. Tuckwell's 'Reminis-
cences of Oxford,' 76). In 1845 Benjamin
Blyth had succeeded Walter Vicary as
Choristarum Informator atque Organista,
having been a chorister ten years before. In
1854 he composed the music of the school

song "Sicut Lilium, ad Choristes Coll. S.M.
Magd. Oxon. Carmen hortativum," the words
being written by the Rev. George Booth, B.IX
(1791-1859), vicar of Findon, Sussex, and
sometime Fellow of the College. John Rouse
Bloxam, "Newman's curate at Littlemore,
was the first man to appear in Oxford wear-

ing the long collarless coat, white stock, and
high waistcoat, which form nowadays the in-

artistic clerical uniform." He not only com-
piled the Register of the members of his

College from its foundation, but also

"established the delightful Christmas Eve enter-
tainment in the College Hall which has been
annual now for fifty years. Held first in his own
rooms as a treat to the choristers, it came about
1849 to fill the Hall with a hundred guests or more.
Hymns, carols, parts of the '

Messiah,' were sung
through the evening : the boys were feasted at the
high table, the visitors waiting upon them, and
eating Christmas frumenty. Then, when midnight
drew near, a hush fell on the assembly, the choir

gathered round the piano; twelve o'clock pealed
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'from the tower, and as the last stroke ceased to

vibrate, Pergolesi's 'Gloria' rose like an exhala-

tion, and sent us home in tune for the worship as

well as for the festivity of the Christmas Day. I

.am told that the gracious custom still abides, to

'keep fresh and green the memory of dear old

Bloxam." Rev. W. Tuckwell's
'

Reminiscences,'
170.

William George Henderson, Dean of Carlisle,

Master 1844-6, was succeededby James Elwin
Millard, sometime chorister, who was in his

turn followed in 1865 by Richard Humphry
Hill, also formerly a chorister. Under the

mastership of the last named the School

conspicuously flourished, the limit set to

the numbers of the School being 130 boys a

number long kept up, and capable of being
greatly increased had the College so desired.

"No school," saj
Ts Dr. Bloxam (iv. 356),

*'
during Dr. Hill's incumbency gained so

large a proportion of University honours, or

did this so continuously, or sent so large a

proportion of pupils into academic life, as

did this ancient School of Magdalen." On
the May Day breakfast of the year 1876,
which was Dr. Hill's last in the office of

Master, sixty- two resident members of the

University received invitations as old boys :

-there were at the same time a few such
resident also at Cambridge. The School,

possesses a portrait of Dr. Millard by the

Rev. W. J. Burdett (?) ;
a replica by W. R.

Symonds of Dr. Hill
;
and a portrait of the

Matter's successor, Harman Chaloner Ogle, by
J. Tonneau. In 1868 class-rooms were added
from Buckler's designs.
Of late years both the School in general

.and the choir in particular under Sir John
Stainer, Blyth's successor, Sir Walter Parratt,
and the present Informator Choristarum
have more than maintained their ancient

^renown. In 1894 a new school house, over

the Bridge, was completed from plans by
Sir Arthur J. Blomfield, and a new chapel
built in the School playground adjoining the

College. The name of the Magdalen Cricket

Ground goes back to a time before the

College had any cricket club at all, when
Cowley Marsh was open land, and when the

cricketers who formed the nucleus of the

O.U.C.C. found a convenient ground for

.practice in the part of the unenclosed marsh
which had for some time been used as their

cricket ground by the boys of the College
School, and had thus acquired its name. The

present beautiful Playing Fields of eleven

-acres, leased from Christ Church, represent
the island, anciently known as Milham,
formed by two branches of the Cherwell, and
-connected with the main land by a bridge,
as of old. The School has a good rowing

record, and has not neglected its natural

advantages of position with regard to the
river.

The School paper is, I believe, the oldest

magazine still current in connexion with a

college of either University. It began its

existence in 1857 as The Magdalen College
School Monthly Maya-due ; this title was
changed in 1870 to The Magdalen College
School Journal ; and finally, in 1880, it

assumed its present style of The Lily. The
foundation of the School has sometimes been

placed as early as 1456, and it is possible
that Waynflete may have maintained a
school in temporary lodgings nearly a

quarter of a century before the erection of

his College : but I am not aware of any
evidence in support of this theory. It is

curious that for over four centuries a founda-
tion dedicated to St. Mary Magdalen has

appropriated the three silver lily -flowers

upon a sable field of our Lady of Eton a

I

coat apparently borne, in yet earlier days, by
v Winchester College. A somewhat similar
'

case of borrowing is to be seen in the arms
I

of King's College, Cambridge ; wherein,
i however, the three roses "conveyed" from
the present coat of Winchester College have

paled from Lancastrian to Yorkist in the

process.
The following extracts from the College

accounts may be added in illustration of the
above note. (See Mr. E. K. Chambers's
'Mediaeval Stage,' 1903, vol. ii. p. 248, and
'

Register of St. M. Magd. Coll.,' First Series,
ii. 235, Bloxam ; New Series, i. 3

;
ii. 3, W. D.

Macray.)
1481.

" Pro cerothecia pro chorustis. iiii
1

"

1."

1482.
" V die Decembris pro cerothecis episcopi

in festo S. Nicholai, iiii'
1."

1483. "Pro cerothecis datis ad honorem Sancti
Nicolai duobns choristis, viiia."

1484. "Pro cerothecis Episcopi in festo Sancti
Nicholai et ejus crucem ferentis, viiid."

1506. "To John Burgess, B.A., x'1 was paid for

writing out a miracle-play (scriptura lusi) of

S e Mary Magd: ;
and v s for some music ; and viii'

1

to a man who brought some songs from Edw.
Martyn, M.A.
"For his diligence with regard to above miracle-

play, Kendall, a clerk, was rewarded with i
s
. pro

exopjisis mimi iiii
s at Xmas."

). "Sol. pane, cibo et aliis datis pueris luden-

tibus in die Paschas, mandate Vicepr: xvii' 1 ob."
1518.

" To Perrot, Master of the choristers, 'pro
tinctura et factura tunicas eius qui ageret partem
Christi et pro crinibus mulieribus/ ii" vid."

1520. "Pro pane datis clericis in vigiliis S. N.

pro cerothecis puerorum in festo, 8. N."
1537.

" Pro carbonibug consumptis in sacrario,

per custodes sepulchri, et per pueros in festis

hiemalibus, ii
s."

1561. "Sol. Joyner, pictori, depingenti portenta
religiosorum in Spectaculo Baulino iii* iiii
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depingenti nomina, hseresium in spectaculo (in aula)

quod choristarum moderator (Ric. Baull) ordin-

avit."

A. R. BAYLEY.
St. Margaret's, Malvern.

(To be continued.)

" ET TU, BRUTE !

"

A FRIEND, who had been reading Ben
Jonaon's comedy

*

Every Man out of his

Humour,' asked me recently if there was
ancient authority for this saying, which
occurs in Act V. sc. iv. I told him that I

had always believed it to be of classic origin,
and that it would probably be found either

in Plutarch or Suetonius. Shortly after-

wards he showed me the "Mermaid" edition

of the play, and pointed out a foot-note

which stated that the origin of the phrase
was unknown.
Jonson's comedy was acted in 1599, and

was presented before Queen Elizabeth, in

whose honour the epilogue was composed.
The phrase may be said to be employed in a

jocular sense in this play ;
but if we turn

to Shakespeare's
* Julius Caesar,' III. i.,

we shall tind it used in all its tragic force.

This work was first printed in the Folio of

1623, but there is evidence to show that it

was produced before 1601 (S. Lee's 'Life of
Wm. Shakespeare,' third ed., p. 211).
Whether or not Jonson thought that his

great rival was poaching in what he con-
sidered his own preserves, it seems certain
that the former had a dislike to this play,
for both in his

*

Discoveries
' and in his

*

Staple of News' he ridicules the line in
III. i., which must have originally run :

Know, Cresar doth not wrong but with just cause.

As the above-mentioned comedy was pro-
duced in 1625, it is clear that Jonson's
strictures were not founded on the amended
version as it appears in the Folio of 1623.
But that is by the way.
On the expression at the head of this note

G. L. Craik, in his admirable book 'The
English of Shakespeare, illustrated in a

Philological Commentary on his "Julius
Caesar'" (fourth ed

, p. 224, London, 1869),
writes as follows :

" There is no ancient Latin authority, I believe, for
this famous exclamation, although in Suetonius, J.,

82, Cicsar is made to address Brutus KOL <rv, TCKVOV;
(and thou too, my son ?). It may have occurred as
it stands here in the Latin play on the same subject
which is recorded to have been acted at Oxford in
1582

; and it is found in
' The True Tragedy of

Richard, Duke of York,' first printed in 1595, on
which the ' Third Part of King Henry the Sixth' is

founded, as also in a poem by S. Nicholson, entitled
4

Acolastus His Afterwit,' printed in 1GOO, in both
of which contemporary productions we have the

same line : 'Et tu, Brute ? Wilt thou stab Csesar
too ?

' "

From this account one would gather that
the phrase, employed first by Jonson and
then by Shakespeare, so far as they are con-

cerned, might have been taken from 'The-
True Tragedy of Richard '

;
but the name

'Acolastus,' given to his poem by Nicholson,,

suggests something else. This writer is said

to be
"
notable for his plagiarisms from Shake-

speare's 'Venus and Adonis' and 'Rape of
Lucrece'" (Davenport's 'Diet, of English
Literature'), and, as he mentions the expres-
sion given at the head of this note, may
he not have found it in "The Comedy of

Acolastus, translated into our English Tongue,
after such a manner as Children are taught
in the Grammar School, &c

, by John Pals-

grave. Lond., 1540'"? The original author
is said to be "Fullonius, William" (Lowndes,
p. 757), about whom I know nothing.

It seems to me that the exclamation <! Eb
tu, Brute !

"
is very little different from that

recorded by the historian of the first twelve
Caesars in the eighty-second chapter of his

life of Julius, where the assassination is

described as follows :

"
Finding himself now attacked on all hands with

drawn swords, he wrapped up his head in his toga,
and at the same time drew the lap of it over his

legs, that he might fall the more decently, with the
lower part of his body covered. He was stabbed
with three-and-twenty wounds, fetching a groan
only upon the first wound; though some authors
relate that when M. Brutus came upon him, he
said,

' What ! art thou one of them too, thou, my
son ?

' "

Thomson, whose translation I have bor-

rowed, subjoins the following note :

*' This passage is translated as it stands in most
of the editions of Suetonius : but these words are
not in the Salmasian copy, and I am strongly in-

clined to reject their authority. It is extremely
improbable that Cresar, who had never before
avowed Brutus to be his son, should make so un-

necessary an acknowledgment to that purpose, at
the moment of his death. Exclusive of this objec-
tion, the apostrophe seems too verbose, both for

the suddenness and celerity of the occasion. But
this is not all. Can we suppose that Csar, though
a perfect master of the Greek, would at such a
time have expressed himself in that language
rather than the Latin, his familiar tongue, and in
which he spoke with peculiar elegance? Upon the

whole, the probability is that the words uttered by
Cresar were ' Et tu, Brute!' which, while equally
expressive of astonishment with the other, and
even of tenderness, are both more natural and
more emphatic." Pp. 65-6, London, 1796.

Thomson seems to have been unaware that
TCKVOV is frequently used as a term of endear-
ment. But with his conclusion one does not
feel disposed to quarrel.

JOHN T. CURRY.
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GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE : GEORGE JULIAN
HARNEY. Perusal of the many tributes paid
by the press to the worth of the late Mr.

Holyoake prompts me to point out the
curious agreement in the initials of this re-

markable man and those of that other well-

known Chartist whose name I have linked
with his. Both also, as we know, were
doughty champions of the cause they es-

poused, both scholars and journalists of

repute, and both were permitted to live to a

ripe old age far beyond the allotted span.
Then they were both contributors to the

pages of
* N. & Q.' Mr. Harney died on

9 December, 1897, and displayed to the last

a keen interest in the methods for perpe-
tuating the memory of Lord Byron, by com-
memorative tablet or otherwise, as your
columns bear testimony. Of the poet's works
he was a great student and admirer.

CECIL CLARKE.
Junior Athenaeum Club, W.

G. J. HOLYOAKE: CHARTISTS AND SPECIAL
CONSTABLES. In the interesting article on

George Jacob Holyoake in The Athenaeum for

27 January reference is made to his recol-

lections of old Chartists.

I have often wondered how many of the

army of special constables sworn in in 1848
in London, at the suggestion of the Duke of

Wellington, to fight the Chartists, are now
living. My brother (the late Canon Isaac

Taylor) was one of them when a student at

King's College, and had his baton.

In conversation, shortly before his death,
with Dean Farrar (who was a friend of my
brother and at college with him), I reminded
him of the circumstance, and asked him if he
still had his baton. His reply was that,

unfortunately, he was only seventeen at that

time, and so below the legal age, my brother

being eighteen. HENRY TAYLOR.
Birklands, Southport.

G. J. HOLYOAKE : HIS NAME. The form
of this patronymic is peculiar, and one asks,
Is it named from the holm-oak (Quercus ilex),
or from the mallow (Althaea), called the holly-
hock or holyhoke, with endless variants 1

The latter plant has been popularly canon-
ized in connexion with St. Cuthbert as
caul-is Sancti Cuthberti. It appears that Dr.

Murray calls the suffix hoc of unknown
origin ;

I would suggest a reference to the
Celtic ock for water, Latin aqua, as in

"aqui-folium," or hoc leaf. True, the "aqui"
is for acutus, or sharp, pointed, as with the

holly, the scarlet holm
;
but borrowed words

are freely distorted. A. HALL.

"
BOWET," AN ARCHITECTURAL LANTERN.

The word " bowet "
is defined in the

'N.E.D.' as " a small lantern," and from the

'Prompt. Parv.' (1440) is cited "
Boivett, a

lantern." In an Assize Roll, Ump. Henry III.

(Bucks, 62, m. 7) I find the same word
applied to an architectural lantern or louvre,
thus :

"
Quida' Joh's de Hertford qui portavit aq'm

benedictam ap'd Denham cum vellet extrahere
calumbellos : de quoda' Buwetto ad ecclesiam
de Denham extra eandem ecclesiam cecidit q

uda'

lapis de Boicttto
illp sup' capud Agn' ux' Rob'ti de

Denham q' sedit in ecclesia ita q'd t'cio die
obiit."

I do not know how early the term lantern
was used architecturally in England. The
'NE.D.' quotes from Boorde (1547), "The
spyre of the churche is a curyous and a

right goodly lantren."

A foot-note in the Camden Society's edition
of the 'Prompt. Parv.' under " Bowett or

lanterne, lucerna lanterna," cites among
appliances for sacred uses mentioned in the

'Lat-Kng. Vocab.,' Roy MS. 17c. xvii.

fo. 46,
*'
ventifuga = bowyt."

ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

THE ISLE OF MAN BLOWN ABOUT BY THE
WINDS. Martin Csombor, a Hungarian
traveller, who visited England in 1618,
states in his book 'Europica Varietas

'

(Kassa, 1620) that among the many small
islands round the coast of England one, the
Isle of Man (Monia), is very celebrated, be-

cause it has no foundation, and is blown
hither and thither by the winds, and thus

changes its position as much as 60 (Hun-
garian = about 300 English) miles.

L. L. K.

DYERS IN WANDSWORTH. It may interest

some of your readers to know that Chancery
suit Hodgson v. Morley (series 1714-58,
bundle 1432) is a dispute about this old

Wandsworth trade. GERALD FOTHERGILL.
11, Brussels Road, New Wandsworth, S.W.

SHEEP IN CHURCH IN WESTMORLAND. Dr.

Crawford Burkitt, when giving rule 38 of

the canons of Rabbula, viz.,
" Let all the Priests take care for the service

of the House of God, and let them be doing what-
ever is necessary for the ordering of the House,
and let them not feed beasts in the Church that
the House of God be not brought into contempt,"

observes in a foot-note :

"It is perhaps not out of place to mention that

not a hundred years ago there was a Westmoreland

* ' Cath. Anglicon' has "a dowfe columbulos
columbula."
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church, part of which was portioned off as a fold

for sheep. The parson sat in the chancel spinning
while he taught the day school."' Early Eastern

Christianity : St. Margaret's Lectures on the

JSyriac-.Speaking Church, 1904,' p. 148.

WILLIAM GEORGE BLACK.
Dovvanhill Gardens, Glasgow.

HOBBY GROOMS. The following account,

giving details of the livery, will perhaps be

found of interest :

Michelmas, 1677. The particulars y
t were those

delivered to Wm Watts, Esq., one of his Maj'
8

Taylors (since deceased), to make a Livery Coate
for Mr. George Keene, one of his maj ts Hobby
Groomes, with y

e
prices which were then allowed as

followeth :

3 y'
ls of read broad cloath at 10< p. y'

1
... 01 : 10 : 00

4 y
ds of blew serge at 2s 6a p. y

a
... 00 : 11 : 03

17 yards of broad silke Lace att 3" 8'
1

p.v 03:02:04
6 v'

ls of Buttonhole Lace att IS'
1

p. y
a
... 00 : 09 : 00

o Doz : A of Sil
r Coatd Buttons at 18a ... 00 : 08 : 03

A Necloope
* 00 : 01 : 00

Making the Coate, etc 00 : 08 : 00

Totall 06 : 09 : 10

The amounts allowed are written against
the items in a different hand, the total

amount being 4. 8s. At the back is a dis-

charge given by George Keene to the execu-
tors of Wm. Watts for "y e sume of foure

pounds eight shilling, wich is in full pay-
ment for a Livery Coate due to mee as one of

y
e
Kings Servants for y

c
yeare 1677," &c.

This account is in my possession.
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39, Hillmarton Road, N.

11 KES" OR "
KESE," TO KICK. This rare

word, of which other forms are kyse arid kynse,
occurs in Acts ix. 5 and xxvi. 14 of 'A Four-
teenth Century English Biblical Version,' by
Dr. AnnaPaues (Cambridge, University Press,
1904), a book already reviewed in * N. & Q.'
The learned editress notes (p. 252) on
Acts xxvi. 14 :

"
to kes,

'

calcitrare,' cf. above ix. 5, and Todd,
'Apology for Lollard Doctrines,' Canid. Soc., 20,
London, 1842, p 85, 1. 12: 'and be kesed in the

worschipping of ]>e Trinite a lone.' I have found
no further instances, and no satisfactory explana-
tion of the forms of this word."

H. P. L
ALMANAC OF 1544. We have within the

last few years been repairing our old parish
books. One of these is an account book com-
mencing in 1582 (Elizabeth's reign). One of the
binders at the Record Office, where our books
have been most excellently treated, brought
me an almanac which he had discovered in
the binding of this account book. It is

veritably what we should call a sheet almanac
of the date 1544, printed by Richard Grafton

in black - letter. The Kalendar I take to

be that of Sarum. There are in addition to

this, and as a border to the Kalendar, the

signs of the zodiac, depicted in charming
little woodcuts. There are also remarks of a

quaint kind, and directions as regards health,
the weather, and eclipses.
Should any of your readers care to see the

almanac, I shall be delighted to show it to

them, if they will drop me a line. The church
is open daily between 11.30 and 2, and on.

Thursdays and Fridays until 4.

H. D. MACNAMARA.
St. James, Garlick Hill, EC.

1 OLIVER TWIST,' AN ERROR. The refer-

ences to Dickens's mistake in 'Nicholas

Nickleby' (ante, p. 71) remind me of a

curious slip in 'Oliver Twist,' which I do
not remember to have seen noticed. The last

paragraph begins thus :

" Within the altar

of the old village church there stands a white

marble tablet." It would be difficult to place
a marble tablet

" within the altar." Dickens

probably wrote "altar rails"; for Cruik-

shank's plate shows the rails, but with the

tablet outside them, and apparently by the

side of the east window. The right word is,

of course, "chancel.' 5

HENRY N. ELLACOMBE.

WE must request correspondents -desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

" DUMPING." I notice in a country paper
that a Fiscal Reformer uses the words,
"
England will be ruined, and will become

the dumping ground of all nations," as a

quotation from Cobden's writings. Of
course Cobden never made such a statement,
but my point is the use of the word "dump-
ing." When was it first introduced in

common use 1 and who was the first user in

connexion with the fiscal controversy ?

T.. FISHER UNWIN.

1, Adelphi Terrace.

J. M. W. TURNER AND SANDGATE. The
recent find of Turner's pictures reminds me
of a query of mine at 8th S. vi. 69, as to

whether there were any sketches of Sandgate
by him, as there are of Folkestone and

Hythe. Those now on view at the Tate

Gallery are mainly of the coast. I am con-

firmed in the reasonableness of my inquiry
by the fact (stated in the 'D.N.B.') "that
Turner, when a boy in 1793, completed his
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painting in oils
"

in the house of the Rev.
Robert Nixon, himself an artist, father of

the Rev. F. Russell Nixon, who was incum-
bent of Sandgate, 1836-8, and afterwards

Bishop of Tasmania. R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

MAREIOTT OF UGHILL. Hunter, in his
*
F. M. G.,' vol. i. p. 5, reproduces a para-

graph which appeared in The Sheffield

Independent of 12 November, 1853, from
which I extract the following :

"The Marriotts derived their name from the
town of Marriott, in Normandy, whence three

brothers, Rudolph, Augustine, and William, accom-
panied the Conqueror to England, and from their

bravery at the battle of Hastings under Du Buisby
received grants of lands. According to the charter
of the Marriotts, it appears that the Manor of

Ughill, or, as it is termed, Uggeechala, was given
to them without power of alienation. We find the
Marriotts taking an active part in the Barons'
wars (Adam and Thomas de Marriott in the time
of Edward I.), and also in those of the Roses,
fighting under De Clifford (Thomas de Marriott,
15 Henry VI.). From this period to that of the
Civil Wars the Marriotts were chiefly engaged in

foreign wars, till about 1647 we find John Marriott,
of Ughill, a celebrated Parliamentarian, who was
several times lined or plundered by the Royalists
of Sheffield Castle."

There was an Adam of Uggil and also a

Henry in the Lay Subsidy Roll for Brad field,

25 Edw. I.

I shall be grateful for answers to the

following questions :

1. What is now known of the " town of

Marriott, in Normandy"
1

? What is its

modern name 1 and what old maps of

Normandy are available for reference ?

2. What is known of this charter of the
Marriotts 1 Would it be handed to the
Marriotts, or retained and recorded 1 If so,

where should search be made for it or some
trace of it ?

3. Where can the fullest information be
obtained of the men who served under De
Buisby and De Clifford ? Please reply direct.

T. WALTER HALL.
11, George Street, Sheffield.

KENNEDY FAMILY OF CULLEAN. I shall

be greatly obliged to any one who will give
me the names of all the sons of Sir John
Kennedy, second baronet, of Cullean (Scot-
land). Authorities accessible to me mention
only the three who succeeded to the

baronetcy. WM. HAND BROWNE.
Baltimore, U.S.

THERMOMETER SCALE. I possess an old

mirror, 2 ft. 6 in. high and 1 ft. 9 in. broad,
set in a walnut frame, and said to be of

Queen Anne date. ID the frame is inserted

on the right side a quicksilver barometer ;

on the left a thermometer, with a very un-
usual registering of the temperature. The
tube is 2 ft. long, and at the top are the
words "extream hot" 0, and it works
down to 95 ("extream cold "), or it may be

100, as the last lines are hidden in the wood
that protects the bulb. Is there any known
date at which this mode of registering was
used. ALFRED GILL.

Farringdon Rectory, Exeter.

COPYRIGHT IN LETTERS. When an author
has published in a book, for the first time, a
letter written by some historical person, is

there any copyright which would be infringed
if another author used the whole or part of

such letter in a subsequent publication 1

E. C. B.

FRANCIS HALL, OF VENEZUELA. From
1802 to 1807 a boy named Hall was a com-
moner at Winchester College, where in 1807

he won the gold medal, given by the Prince

of Wales, for English verse on * The Fall of

Babylon.' I should like to obtain particulars
of his subsequent career. According to a

manuscript note by the late M. E. C. Wal-

cott, he was Francis Hall, became a general
in Bolivar's army, and was killed in Vene-
zuela. Any information throwing light upon
this statement would be welcome. H. C.

" MISICKS." In the churchwardens' ac-

count-books in the parish chest of Lymm,
Cheshire, this word appears ; e.g., the assess-

ment of William Domvile, Esq., in 1691 was
200. and 51. 10s., the latter being made up
by valuation for his

" Misicks
"

3l., and for

George Domvile's " widdow" 2J. 10s.

As no clue is to be found in the books
themselves to the meaning of the word
"
Misicks," neither can any light be thrown

on it locally, perhaps this appeal to a wider

circle will be more successful.

WM. BAYLEY.
Lymm.

SHAKESPEARE AXD THE MUSICAL GLASSES.

The following sentence occurs in Mrs.

Oliphant's novel 'Harry Joscelyn
3

: "Mr.

Selby lingered, and talked Shakespeare and
the musical glasses with Mrs. Joscelyn."

Can any of your readers tell me what is

meant by the allusion to the musical glasses ?

J. BULLOCH.

[See Goldsmith's
c Vicar of Wakefield,' chap, ix.]

FALSTAFF ON HONOUR. Falstaff, in his

monologue on the essence of honour, says :

" What is in that word honour 1 what is that

honour? air. A trim reckoning! Who hath
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carduus benedictus and mare's milk (p. 186) ;

I also, to Ralph's statement that on May Day
"butter with a leaf of sage is good to purge

the blood
"

(p. 214). Was there any super-

stition connected with the notion that green

ginger was of especial potency in curing

bruises, particularly "peppernel m the bead

See p. 164.

I have likewise been unable to discover

the legend or incident implied in the Wites

words, ''They say 'tis present death for these

fiddlers to tune their rebecks before the great

Turk's grace" (p. 153).

Lastly, I can find no exposition^! the idea

that a ring was useful in discovering enchant-

ments (p. 166). though mediaeval literature

contains abundant illustrations, of course, of

other magical properties in rings.

I shall be glad if readers of
' N. & Q. will

aid me in any degree in elucidating these

points of the play, and should esteem it a

favour to receive communications direct.

HERBERT S. MURCH.

78, Lake Place, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

"FROM THE THICK FILM." I have had in

my possession for several years the following

quotation, attributed to "Richard Bright,

M.P., March 19, 1869":-
" We cannot reillumine the extinguished lamp of

reason ;
we cannot make the deaf to hear ; we

cannot make the dumb to speak ;
it is not given

to us

From the thick film to purge the visual ray,

And on the sightless eyeball pour the day ;

but at least we can lessen the load of affliction, and

we can make life more tolerable to vast numbers

who suffer."

Are the words correctly given 1 and is the

ascription right? ALFRED BURTON.
Devonshire Club, St. James's Street.

KIRK, GLASGOW SHIPBUILDER. I shall be

glad if any of your readers will kindly tell

ne what would be the best local sources for

information concerning one Alexander Kirk,

either of Glasgow or of Falkirk (where his

"aunt McKenzie'' resided), who, according

to tradition, was a shipbuilder on the Clyde,

supplying Napoleon with ships, and who

certainly emigrated from Scotland to Mon-
treal in 1819. with his wife Margaret
Forrester, his son James (born 1818), and

other children. ETHEL LEGA WEEKES.

Sunny Nook, Rugby Mansions, West Kensington.

POPE LINUS IN ST. PAUL'S OUTSIDE THE

WALLS, HOME. Can any reader tell me the

name of the Englishman who caused diamonds
to be set in the eyes of the statue of Pope
Linus the second in the row of Popes round

the walls of this church ? I do not see any

it? he that died o' Wednesday" ('1 Henry IV.,'

V. i ). What is meant by the italicized

words] G. KRUEGER.
Berlin.

[No explanation is judged necessary in average
English editions. "A trim reckoning" may per-

haps be held to signify that there is not much gain
in the bargain that purchases "air"; while "he
that died o' Wednesday'

1

in like fashion indicates

that honour comes to the man recently dead, and
so to a sensible man is of little account. There is

no special reference to Wednesday it is simply a

day that is past.]

OIL PAINTING, c. 1660. I should feel

extremely obliged for any information regard-

ing the subject of an oil painting in my
possession. It is on canvas, 51 by 69 inches.

In the centre of a circle of richly dressed

ladies and gentlemen, assembled on a paved
terrace, a couple perform a dance of the

minuet character ;
to right another lady

plays a spinet. There, is an architectural

background, with an artificial cascade and
woods in the distance.

The late Mr. Graves, of Pall Mall, ascribed
the picture to

" H. Janssens and Van Bassen."
All the figures (about thirty-four) appear to

be portraits, and it strikes me that tfie scene

represents a family gathering or fete at one
of the French royal palaces or very great
chateaux about the year 1660. The portraits
are very lively and distinctive, although
no military uniforms or orders are worn.

Among them are two or three children.

H.

REV. WILLIAM SEWELL, D.D. Dr. Sewell

published an article on 4 The Clouds' of

Aristophanes in Blackwood s Magazine. Can
any of your readers tell me when this article

appeared 1 MOUNTAGUE C. O\VEN.
141, High Street, Oxford Road, Manchester.

BEAUMONT AND FLETCHER : FOLK-LORE
MEDICINE. In Beaumont and Fletcher's !

*

Knight of the Burning Pestle' there are a
number of instances of old folk-lore medi-

cine, the origin and significance of which I

have not been able to trace. Can you give
me assistance, either by way of direct ex-

planation or by pointing me to analogous
instances in the literature of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries'? I refer to the
belief of the Citizen's Wife that a cure for

chilblains may be found in rubbing the feet

with a mouse's skin, or rolling them in the
warm embers

; also, to the virtue of
"
put-

ting his fingers between his toes, and smell-

ing to them" (see Act III. sc. ii., Dyce's ed.

of B. and F.'s Wks., vol. ii. p. 181) ; also, to
the relief of " worms : '

through the use of
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mention of it in any of the recent handbooks
to Rome, and not one visitor out of a
hundred appears to notice it. The other

day, on one of the guardians of the church

being questioned about it, he stated that
"a wealthy Englishman caused it to be
done." FREDERICK T. HIBGAME

CROSS LEGGED KNIGHTS. In Cologne
Cathedral some of the knights carved in

stone are represented as cross-legged, and
others are not. Is there any period in church
history marking the distinction ?

JAS. CURTIS, F.S.A.

[Some notes on cross-legged effigies will be found
at 8th S. v. 166, 252, but they do not touch the point
now raised.]

BALLIOL. I should be much obliged for

information as to the descent from the
Balliol family of any of the following per-
sons : Any one of the royal Bruces or of

James I. of Scotland
;
William Keith, fourth

Earl Marischal
;
John Douglas, second Earl

of Morton
;
John Stewart, fourth Earl of

Athole
;
Archibald Campbell, second Earl of

Argyll; Sir Duncan Campbell of Gleriurquhy,
who married Jean Stewart in 1574 ; George
Douglas, fourth Earl of Angus ;

and Patrick

Haliburton, fifth Lord Dirleton.
A. CALDER.

MESSENGER FAMILY. I should be obliged
for any information about the Messenger
family, formerly of Fountains Hall, Yorks,
and later of Cayton Grange, near Ripon
The last representative died about 1806, anc
it is the latter part of the pedigree that I

particularly want say from 1600 down
wards. RICHARD TRAPPER LOMAX.
The Manor House, Chatburn, Clitheroe.

PKACOCK AS A CHRISTMAS SYMBOL.
(10

th S. v. 69.)

L. P. G. ASKS, How is the peacock symboli
of Christmas ? and what is the origin of th
Christmas peacock pie 1 I doubt if the pea
cock was ever regarded as symbolic of th

Nativity. In Rome the peacock came int
fashion in the time of Cicero, about 75 B.C
and was valued not merely for the beauty
its plumage, but as an expensive luxury t

minister to the pomp and pleasure of th
emperor, and to gratify the pride of th

opulent by seeing on their table a costly dis

beyond the means of most men to procure
The banquet given by Lucius, the brother o
Vitellius, with its 2,000 various dishes of fis

nd 5,000 fowls, is on record. The extravagance
f Vitellius is notorious. Gibbon, in a foot-

ote to
* The Decline and Fall of the Roman

Empire,' vol. i. chap. iii. p. 217, says, "He
onsumed in mere eating six millions of our

noney in about seven months." As a pair of

)eacocks fifty year^ later were valued at

Uhens at 1,000 drachmae, or 32. of our

noney, the price of peacocks at Rome would
e considerably higher.

Horace, 'Satires,' Book II. Sat. ii. 11.23-6,

emarks, "If a peacock were served up, I

ould not prevent your eating it, rather than
a, hen, because this rare bird is bought with

gold."
Juvenal, Satire i. 11. 140-43, censures those

;vho devour whole patrimonies at a single
ourse. How gross, he writes, is that luxury
A'hich sets before itself whole boars, and,

.uffering from the undigested peacock, visits

lie bath !

In England the peacock was very common
n the middle of the sixteenth century,
tenner recommends it "as best to be eaten in

winter
"
('Via Recta ad Viam Longam,' 1628) ;

and Dr. Muffet, in
'

Health's Improvement,'
1655, speaks favourably of peacocks as food,
and says they "should be well souced in pure
wine, for without it they are unwholesome."

Massinger, in 'The City Madam,' 1632,

Act II. sc. i., writes: "Men may talk of

country Christmasses or Court gluttony,
their pheasants drench'd with ambergris,
the carcasses of three fat wethers bruised for

gravy to make sauce for a single peacock."
The only mention of Christinas peacock

pie that I have found is in Washington
Irving's

'

Sketch-Book,' published in 1820,

where he describes "the Christmas dinner "

at Bracebridge Hall, and the butler bringing
in the boar's head with a lemon in his mouth,
the ancient sirloin, the standard of old Eng-
lish hospitality, and

"a pie magnificently decorated with peacock's
feathers. This the squire confessed was a pheasant
pie, though a peacock pie was certainly the most
authentical ;

but there had been such a mortality

among the peacocks this season that he could not

prevail upon himself to have one killed."

A foot-note adds :

" The peacock was anciently in great demand for

stately entertainments, sometimes made into a pie,

at one end of which the head appeared above the

crust in all its plumage ; at the other end the tail

was displayed. Such pies were served up at the

solemn banquets of chivalry when knights errant

pledged themselves to undertake any perilous

enterprise."

In Monstrelet's
'

Chronicles,' translated by
Johnes, vol. ii. chap. Ixxxii., a ceremony of

this kind is described, when in 1457 an
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embassy arrived at Tours from the King of

Hungary and Bohemia. A herald put on
the banqueting table a live peacock, in order
that all who wished to make any vows might
do so; upon which "two knights of the

embassy did make vows to perform a deed
of arms, and another to hold a tourney ; but
there was no peacock pie, and " when the
dinner was ended, the dancings began."

JAMES \VATSON.
Folkestone.

To L. P. G.'s queries I would suggest
the following answer. The peacock is in no
sense symbolic of Christmas

;
but Christmas

among Teutonic nations became the chief

banqueting-day in the year, and the peacock
was from Roman times associated with the
most elaborate of banquets. Compare
Juvenal, i. 143, "Et crudum pavonem in

balnea portas," with Cicero, 'Ad. Fam.' ix.

18, 20.

The author of
* Domestic Life in England

'

(1835) at p. 34, says of the fifteenth cen-

tury :

"Among the famous dishes at the more splendid
entertainments was the '

peacock enkakyll
'

[as to
the meaning of this latter word L cannot hazard a
guess], the receipt for dressing which directed that,
'for the feast royal, peacocks shall be dight in this
manner. Take, and flay off the skin with the
feathers, tail, and the neck and head thereon, then
take the skin, and all the feathers, and lay it on the
table abroad, and strew thereon ground cummin (a
warm seed), then take the peacock, and roast him
and baste him with raw yolks of eggs, and when he
is roasted, take him off and let him cool awhile,
and take and sew him in his skin, and gild his

comb, and so serve him forth with the last
course.'

"

The author cited does not give the
source from which he derives the above
quotation. Presumably it is of fifteenth-

century origin, with the spelling modernized.
The place of the peacock at Christmas

banquets is, I think, at present occupied
by the cygnet. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

Probably there is no ground for associat-

ing the peacock with Christmas further than
that it was an expensive dish, and therefore
desirable in the celebration of the great
Christian festival. Beyond this, the peacock
can only have been commemorative of
Christmas because of the supposed incor-

ruptibility of its flesh, and, perhaps, from a
little more enlightened point of view, of its

renewal of life in changing annually its

plumage. In folk-lore the superstitions re-

lating to the peacock the association of its

cry with wet and cold weather, for instance
are not necessarily, perhaps, relics of the

pagan reverence in which the bird was held,

. as it appertained especially to Juno, who
was borne through the air in a chariot

! by this means. Identified with Juno, the

peacock, however, was well calculated to

be a terror to
**
serpents

"
: "By his voice he

frightens serpents, and drives away all

venomous animals, so that they dare not stay
where his voice is often heard "

(' Hortus

Sanitatis,' Bk. III. 93). Fairholt thinks
that it was adopted as an emblem of the

resurrection by the early Christians, because
it is represented on Roman coins as bearing
the empresses up to heaven, as the eagle does
the emperors. But while the bird does not
occur anywhere, apparently, in ancient art

in connexion with Christmas, neither does
there appear to be any indisputable evidence
of its association in that respect with the
resurrection. As an emblem of immortality,
because of the presumed incorruptibility of

its flesh, the peacock is figured on the cata-

combs, though not so frequently, I believe,
in that emblematic sense as the dove. The
peacock appears in more than one instance
in association with the palm-tree (? the tree

of life). A sarcophagus in the Ravenna
Museum is said to bear a peacock, a palm-
tree, and the Christ monogram in juxta-
position, and in the British Museum collec-

tion of Christian rings purchased of Mr.
Hamilton is one of the seventh or eighth
century, said to be among the finest known.
It is an oval bloodstone, with a palm-tree in

the centre ; on each side is a peacock, and it

bears the inscription ANA2TA2I2 TOY
AHMOY. J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

G, Elgin Court, W.

"ToPiNAMBOu" (10
th S. v. 66). The topin-

ambour of the French is the root of a South
American sunflower, Helianthus tuberosus,

formerly cultivated by the native tribes of

the Mississippi and Ohio valleys. Its sup-

posed Brazilian origin led to its receiving
the name of a native tribe of that country,
who were allies of the French.

J. D. HOOKER.
The Camp, Sunningdale.

In the * Diccionario Enciclopedico His-

pano-Americano
'

(Barcelona, 1897) one finds :

"
Tnpinaml>aes: m. pi. Etnog. Tribus indigenas

de la America meridional Dondequiera que se

establecen, si no hallan tierra de labor, derriban

gran inimero de arboles. Los dejan secar, los

quemau, remueven el suelo para mezclarlo con las

cenizas, y con esto lo tienen preparado para el

cultivo. Plantan al insta?ite la mandioca, que
llega a sazon a los seis meses, y con la que hacen

delgadas tortas. Carecen de sal, pero la suplen por
la pimienta, con que sazonan todas sus viandas.
Da lo que cuecen vierten en calabazas el caldo.
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Acecinan asi el pescado como la carne. Las bebidas
las sacan todos de la mandioca."

Is the "mandioca" the plant to which MR.
J. PLATT refers] The allusion to the pre-
paration of the soil for cultivation by the

burning of trees reminds me of the etymology
which I proposed in the Transactions of the

Philological Society of London for herria,
erria, which means the land, the country,
and even the town in Baskish. In that

language the word errea= t\\Q burnt, is, in
most of the dialects, pronounced in the same
way ; though without the definite article a,
the e final would be sounded like English a.

The burnt land becomes sowable, plough-
able, inhabitable. EDWARD S. DODGSON.

A.O R. (10
th S. v. 69). 1 have never met

these letters on printed books as indicative
of the date, but think that they must be the
initials of the printer. Printers frequently
did not give their full name. Of course,
without seeing the arrangement of the title-

page, it is almost impossible to give a satis-

factory reply. LUDAVIG ROSENTHAL.
Hildegardstrasse, 16, Munich.

The 'Dizionario di Abbreviature,' pub-
lished by Hoepli at Milan, gives "Amico
optimo requies

"
as the extension of the

above initials. Whether this rendering could
be made to fit in, a perusal of the full title-

page would show. SHERBORNE.

PRISONER SUCKLED BY ins DAUGHTER
(10

th S. iv. 307, 353. 432
;

v. 31). A chapbook
was published at Northampton, about 1800,
entitled 'The Affectionate Daughter: an
Account of Antony Molina, whose Life was
saved by Milk from his Daughter's Breast.'

W. CURZON YEO.
Richmond, Surrey.

THE KING OF BATH (10
th S. v. 28, 75).

MR. C. VAN NORDEN has kindly sent me the

following particulars, which, as they are
taken from the annual 'Guide 'to Bath,' may
be trusted.

The Duke of Beaufort instituted the
assemblies circa 1700. The first four M C.'s
were Capt. Webster, Beau Nash, Mr. Collet,
and Samuel Derrick. For an account of the
rival candidates, after the death of Derrick
in 1769, vide '

Battle of the Belles on y
e

Election of a King of Bath,' in The Oxford
Magazine of the same year. Both these
candidates retired in favour of Capt. Wade,
who resigned in 1777. Two Assembly Rooms
now existed, and a king ruled over each

;

in the New Rooms, Mr. Dawson, 1777-85
;

Richard Tyson, promoted 1785
; and in the

Lower Rooms, Mr. Brereton, 1777-80;

Richard Tyson, 1780-85; Mr. King. A
portrait of Capt. Wade by Gainsborough
was sold recently at Christie's. Mr. Van
Norden concludes by informing me that he
has portraits of all the above (taken princi-

pally from the ' Bath Guides '), except Mr.

Collet, which he believes exists. From these

particulars it would appear that the New
Rooms were called the "Upper

" Rooms.
If, as W. T. affirms (in answer to my

surmise), Capt. Wade became Master of

Ceremonies at Brighton, then it must have
been his daughter who was concerned in the
notorious cause celebre with a tailor named
John Motherill in March, 1786. Capt. Wm.
Wade himself was the co-respondent in the
divorce case which John Hooke Campbell,
Lyon King at Arms for Scotland, brought
against his wife in December, 1777, and as

this was the year of his retirement from the
throne of. Bath, it may have been the cause
of it. HORACE BLEACKLEY.
Fox Oak, Walton-on-Thames.

Philip Thicknesse, Lieutenant-Governor of

Landguard Fort, in Suffolk, from 1753 to

1766, was a frequent resident in Bath, and
induced Gainsborough to reside there during
the winter months. For an account of

Thicknesse, with a portrait, see the
'

History
of Landguard Fort,' by Major Leslie, London,,
1898. Carlyle always speaks of the city of

waters as ''The Bath," and of the Wiltshire

town as
" The Devizes." Smollett lays

several scenes at Bath, not only in
' Roderick

Random' and 4

Humphry Clinker,' but also-

in '

Peregrine Pickle.'

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

CROMWELL HOUSE, HIGHGATE (10
th S. iv.

48, 135, 437, 489). I am glad to learn that

MR. J. COLYER MARRIOTT has prepared a

history of the parish of Hornsey. I look

forward to its publication with considerable-

interest, and hope to find that the author has

settled satisfactorily the question of General
Ireton's occupancy of Cromwell House. My
thanks are due to MR. MARRIOTT and
COL. PRIDEAUX for calling attention to an
erroneous statement of mine arising from
some confusion in note-books in making
Prickett responsible for asserting that the

Countess of Huntingdon who resided at

Highgate was the celebrated lady who
supported Wesley and Whitefield. I offer an
unstinted apology to the shade of the indus-

trious historian. It is Howitt, and not

Prickett, who makes the incorrect assertion.

I was aware that W. S. Gibson won the gold
medal offered by the committee of the High-
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gate Literary and Scientific Institution ;
but

there is every reason to believe that Prickett
was a competitor. The terra

"
prize essay

"

was applied to his production in some
magazine or newspaper paragraph which I

came across at the British Museum. Whether
it may be applied to each essay written in

competition for a prize, or must be confined
to the winning essay, I am not prepared to

decide. No doubt "
as a prize essay," as

suggested by COL. PRIDEAUX, is a better way
of describing a work which fails to win the

prize. HENRY JOHNSON.

BEN JONSON AND BACON (10
th S. ii. 469 ;

iii. 35, 94; v. 31). Q. V. will find Tenison's
' Baconiana

'

at the British Museum, in the
"Miscellaneous Collections" section of

Francis Bacon's works. A. J. WILLIAMS.

11 FAMOUS" CHELSEA (10
th S. iv. 3G6, 434,

470, 517 ;
v. 33, 95). I should like to add a

few words to my reply at the last reference.
To show that Cealchyth is really A.-S chalk

wharf, it would seem that some further
evidence than that which Mr. Reginald Blunt
adduces in his

* Hand book of Chelsea' is

desirable as to chalk having been landed
here in such quantities as to render the
existence of a wharf necessary. This ety-
mology certainly seems the most plausible,
and there may, of course, have been some
use for the chalk beyond that as material
towards the erection of the more ancient parts
of the Old Church. The name of Chelsea in

one form or another certainly existed long
before the time that of Edward II. in
which any record of the rectory is known to
exist. Cealc would mean "stone" as well as
"
chalk," and the very ancient north yard

wall of Chelsea Church, mentioned by
Bowack, was of flint stones, so that flints

and chalk, neither of them indigenous, were
imported, perhaps in quantities sufficient not
only for the requirements of the remote
hamlet of Chelsea, but for those of the neigh-
bouring parts of the country. SIR HERBERT
MAXWELL (10

th S. iv. 470) has, I think, con-

clusively shown that Cealc-hythe = Chalk-
hyth is at least a possible etymology.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.
" DRINKINGS "

:
" DRINKING TIME "

(10
th S.

iv. 506; v. 52). I well remember the wooden
bottles, shaped like miniature barrels, to
which MR. W. W. GLENNY refers. They were
in general use among the field labourers in

Northamptonshire when I was a boy. It
was not at all customary to carry a drinking
vessel with them, the invariable method
being to drink direct from the bottle. How

the regulation quantity was assured to each
drinker I do not know, but I have no recol-

lection of any advantage being given or taken
in drinking. A l

'swoller" (swallow) of beer
was the common expression, and I was by
no means averse to having my "swoller"
with the rest at "nunchin" time. I have
seen these wooden bottles in use recently,
but an earthenware jar and glass are now-

mostly in vogue. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

OSCAR WILDE BIBLIOGRAPHY (10
th S. iv.

266
;

v. 12). The Daily Telegraph of 11 Dec.,
1905, contains an account of the first per-
formance of Richard Strauss's opera

'

Salome,'
founded on Oscar Wilde's drama of the same
name and produced at Dresden on 9 De-
cember. S. J. A. F.

To the volume ' Oscar Wilde,' by Carl

Hagemann, 1904, there is appended a supple-
ment containing a bibliography. The in-

quirer might also glance at the same writer's

'Oscar Wilde,' 1905, p. 216.

W. P. COURTNEY.

"THE BIRD IN THE BREAST " = CONSCIENCE,

(10
th S. iv. 448). An example of this expres-

sion occurs in the 'Diary (1648 to 1679) of
the Rev. John Ward, Vicar of Stratford-on-

Avon,' arranged by Dr. Charles Severn, and
published in 1839 (p. 219): "What need a
man care what hurly-burlies are without, if

that bird in his breast sing sweetly ?"

W. R. B. PRIDEAUX.

BREAM'S BUILDINGS (10
th S. v. 66). A

pedigree of Henry Collier, who died
13 August, 1743, is in Misc. Gen. et Her.*
New Series, pp. 125-9, contributed by
myself.

REGINALD STEWART BODDINGTON.

HORACE WALPOLE'S LETTERS (10
th S. iii.

386
;
iv. 158). I am much indebted to Y. for

his reply to my inquiry respecting a letter of
Horace Walpole's, and I would again bespeak
his kind assistance, or that of any other of

your readers, to enable me to identify, in

Mrs. Toynbee's edition, the following letters,
which appear in vol. i. pp. 127 and 440

respectively, of the ' Private Correspondence
of Horace Wai pole, Earl of Orford,' 1820 :

To the Rev. Mr. Birch.

Woolterton, 15th (Aug.), 1745.

SIR,
When I was lately in town I was favoured with

yours of 21st past, but my stay there was so short,,
and my hurry so great, that I had not time to see

you, as I intended : as I am persuaded that nobody
is more capable than yourself, in all respects, to set

his late majesty's reign in a true light, I am sure
there is nobody to whom I would more readily give:
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ray assistance, as far as I am able
; but, as I hav

never wrote anything in a historical way, have now
and then suggested hints to others as they wer
writing, and never published but two pamphlets-one was to justify the taking and keeping in ou
pay the 12,000 Hessians, of which I have forgot th
title, and have it not in the country ; the other wa
published about two years since, entitled * Th
Interest of Great Britain Steadily Pursued '

i

answer to the pamphlets about the Hanover forces
1 can t tell in what manner, nor on what heads, t
answer your desire, which is conceived in sucl
general terms : if you could point out some stated
times, and some particular facts, and I had beforme a sketch of your narration, I perhaps mi^ht b
able to suggest or explain some things that are
come but imperfectly to your knowledge, and some
anecdotes might occur to my memory relating to
domestic and foreign affairs, that are curious andwere never yet made public, and perhaps not propeto be published yet, particularly with regard to the
alteration of the ministry in 1717, by the remova
ot my relation, and the measures that werepursuecin consequence of that alteration

; but in order todo this or any thing else for your service, requires a
personal conversation with you, in which I should
toe ready to let you know what might occur to

I am most truly,

v Sir,
Your most obedient and most humble servant.

To the Rev. Henry Etough.

DKAH ETOUGII,
Wooltferton

> SeP*- 10, 1755.

1 cannot forbear any longer to acknowledge the
many favours from you lately; your last was the
8th of this month. His majesty's speedy arrival
among his British subjects is very desirable and
necessary, whatever may be the chief motive forIns making haste. As to Spain, I have from the
beginning told my friends, when they asked, bothin town and country, that I was not at all apprefienSlVfi rha.r, Sttain umiilsl !: :il- in ._

fnr th uis, tor this plain reason, because it could not
possibly be the interest of the Spaniards to do t;for should the views of the French take place in
making a line of forts from the Missisippi to Canadaand of being masters of the whole of that extent of
Country Peru and Mexico, and Florida, would be

them than theBritish settle -

Mr. Fowle has made me a visit for a few daysand communicated to me your two pieces relatingto my brother and Lord Bolingbroke, and I think yoSdo great justice to them both in their very differentand opposite characters, but you will give me leaveto add with respect to lord Orford, there are
several mistakes and misinformations of which Iam persuaded 1 could convince you, by conversa

fe nf"!3 -
observat

i
ns are nofc Woper for aJtter Of this more fully when I see you, butwhen that will be I can't yet tell.

I am ever most affectionately yours, &c.

Neither of the above letters appears in
the index volume to Mrs. Toynbee's valu-
able work. No letter to Dr. Birch earlier
than 1/58 appears in the 'List of Corre-
spondents, arid no letter at all is indexed as
-addressed to the Rev. H. Etough.

I should like to point out that in her
note 3, vol. xiii. p. 249, Mrs. Toyn bee ism error in calling the Earl of" Strath-
more, who was the first husband of Mary
-h-Ieanor Bowes, the seventh earl. He was
the ninth earl. FRANCIS H. HELTON

9, Broughton Road, Thornton Heath.
"

:

" PiKLE '

(10* S. v. 26, 93).-
beheve MR. WHITWELL will find this word

on some of the maps of Marylebone Park,
1768-1806, in the Grace Collection (Map

Portfolio xiv.) in the Print-Room, British
Museum. I say this from recollections of
tour years ago, when I had occasion to study
those maps very carefully ; but I cannot now
spare

time to verify it. My impression is
that the name was applied to a small en-
closure immediately adjoining one of the
inns, which was probably a dwelling-house
of the seventeenth century.

A. MORLEY DAVIES.
Winchmore Hill, Amersham.

Blount's 'Glossographia,' 1674, says that
ptcle,pitle, orpightel signifies "a little small
close or inclosure.'

1

In Dr. Adam Littleton's
'Syllabus Vocabulorum,' 1703, is

"
Pictellum,

a Picel or Pightd of ground, a little close,
a P-mgle." The word pingle is still in common
use in the Midlands. In Harris Nicolas's
Notitia Historica,' 1824, at p. 137, a tl

pick
of land" is stated to be "a parcel of land
that runs into a corner." This definition is
not satisfactory. The i in pikle would be
sounded long, as in pike, and probably also
n ptctel, which occurs in the old deed set out
jy MR. WHITWELL. Pick would in early
irnes probably have the same sound as pike*
or we get "right" from rectus, and Wight
the isle) from Vectis, and some of the old
hronicles wrote Fights forthePicts (Gibson's
Camden,' pp. 1081-6). Pight was also an old
orm of the past participle pitched ('Imp.
)ict.'). Pightel most probably meant a piece
f ground staked out or fenced with strong

palings or palisades. Such protection round
homestead or a foldyard would be necessary

n primitive times. W. R. H.

I have to thank MR. ADDY for his early
uotation, and MR. W. FARRER for a most
aluable series of quotations, which I have
anded to Dr. Murray.
These quotations make it needless to look

nto the High Wycombe instance. It is

ossible that the word in
*

Leger Book I '

is,
fter all, not pightle in any form, but
articulns. H. T. Riley (who reported on
le book) may have been an East Anglian,
r may for some other reason have believed
lat the dialect word pightle is English for
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particuia or particulus. That mistaken
belief is apparently held by the calendarei
of the Charter Rolls (1903). Finding the wore

jriijktle in abstracts of documents of 1238 anc
1239 in the ' Calendar '

(233, 246), I looked up
the originals, and found in the first case
4J cum particulo prati qui iacet ex austral

parte eiusdem molendini," and in the second

"particuli prati." A reference to the
*

English Dialect Dictionary
'

will show in

how small an area tho word is now used,
although formerly common from Lancashire
and Yorkshire southwards. The Rev.
Andrew Clark tells me that in the part o1

Essex that he knows a piyhtle is (a) a smal"

(b) enclosed (c) pasture (d} close to a house
and universally called pikle.

ROBERT J. WHITWELL.
Oxford.

** SJAMBOK": ITS PRONUNCIATION (10
th S

iv. 204, 332, 512; v. 35, 92). I am sorry to

prolong this correspondence, but I really
must protest against the foolish piece ol
"
popular etymology

"
quoted at the last

reference from Keane's * Boer States.' The
initial sound of sjambok varies in differenl
Dutch dialects one meets with at least
three forms, sjambok, tjambok, sambokbnt
the final k is never absent, so it cannot
possibly be evolved from samba. Its real

history is perfectly well known. The three
Dutch spellings given above correspond
almost exactly with the Malayan tjapuk,
Javanese sambuk, &c., and these Mai ayo-
Javanese equivalents do not mean "buffalo,"
but have the same sense as their Dutch
derivatives, i.e.,

*

whip." How can one
doubt ? I need only add that the Malayo-
Javanese etymology is that which has
received the hall-mark of Prof. Skeat's

approval. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

"JAMES" UNIVERSITY (10
th S. v. 47, 92).

Another claimant to this designation might
be "King James's College at Chelsey," of
which there is a long account, with an illus-

tration, in Faulkner's *

History of Chelsea,'
ed. 1829, ii. 218-34, This institution was
projected by Dr. Matthew Sutcliffe, Dean of
Exeter (of whom there is a memoir in

'D.N.B.'), in the early part of the reign of
King James I., and was intended as a College
for the study of polemical divinity. The King
laid the first stone of the edifice 8 May,
1609, and the charter of incorporation was
gran ted ^on the same day in the following
year. Notwithstanding royal and episcopal
patronage, it did not prove a success, and it

gradually died of inanition. In 1676 the
building was granted to the Royal Society,

which never made use of it
;
and five years

later it was again transferred to the Crown,
and the Royal Hospital was partially erected

on the site. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

WILLIAM BLAKE AND S. T. COLERIDGE

(10
th S. v. 89). MR. DOBELL will find in an

interesting letter to Miss Wordsworth, printed
in H. Crabb Robinson's 'Diary' (vol. ii.

p. 325), a statement by the diarist that
"
Coleridge has visited Blake, and I am told

talks finely about him."
Not having read the article to which

reference is made, I may be thought
hazardous in risking an opinion as to its

authorship ;
but as Crabb Robinson was

intimately connected with University College,
and had previously in 1810 -written a paper
on Blake for a German magazine, it is just

possible that the article in question, in The
London University Magazine, may have been
contributed by him. S. BUTTERWORTH.

HAIR-POWDERING CLOSETS (10
th S. iv. 349,

417, 453
;

v. 57, 95). The replies kindly made
to my query have not, except in one in-

stance, touched the arrangement attributed

to the closet in Kew Palace. The closets said

by correspondents to have been used for

powdering appear to have been simply dress-

ing-rooms such as at the present day accom-

pany bedrooms in houses of even moderate

capacity ;
or perhaps the old closets referred

to were peculiar only in their diminutive-

ness. It is not shown that there was any
method of powdering the hair while at the

same time the dress was protected from the

powder, excepting the arrangement described

at the second reference, where the head was
thrust out between curtains, behind which
was placed the subject of the toilet.

At Kew, however, it is told that a small

sash-window set in a solid partition was used,
the operator at one side, the operated on at

the other, the head, or rather the neck, being
laid on the sill (the height convenient) in the

manner suggestive of the guillotine. The
efficacy or comfort of such an arrangement
appearing very doubtful, small credit can be

$iven to the reputed use of the little window,
ts probable purpose being simply to trans-

mit borrowed light to the closet, the tra-

ditional service of which is fully creditable.

W. L. RUTTON.

An inventory, made in 1790, of the man-
ion at Benhall, Suffolk, mentions the "ladies'

aowdering room." Edward Duke, the first

3aronet of his house, built this seat, called

Benhall Lodge, in 1638. It passed succes-

ively to the Tyrells and the Rushes, and
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was purchased by Admiral Sir Hyde Parker
in 1801

; he died 1807. The next proprietor,
Edward Holland, pulled down the former
house, and built the present. SIGMA.

GOLDEN ROOF AT INNSBRUCK (10
th S. v. 89).

According to Baedeker,
" The ' Goldne Dachl,' a gilded copper roof, covering
a rich late-Gothic balcony constructed in 1425, be-

longs to a palace which Count Frederick of Tyrol
* with the empty pockets' is said to have built at a
cost of 30,000 ducats (about 14,000/.) in order to
refute the imputation in his nickname The
paintings on the outer wall represent the Emperor
Maximilian and his two wives, and the well-
executed armorial bearings in marble commemorate
the restoration of the balcony by that emperor in

1504."

However, a local guide, published at Inns-
bruck in 1890, says that Maximilian was the

builder, and not merely the restorer of the

balcony and its roof.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

Murray's 'Handbook for Southern Ger-

many
'

states that the Golden Roof is a sort

of oriel window covered with a roof of gilt

copper (not gold, as supposed by MES. A.

HARRIS), which projects in front of the

Fiirstenberg. It was built in 1425, by
Frederick, Count of Tyrol, called in ridicule
"with the Empty Purse/' who, "as the tra-

dition runs, in order to show how ill-founded
was the nickname, spent 30,000 ducats in
this piece of extravagance, which probably
rendered the sobriquet even more appro-
priate than before." HENRIETTA COLE.

96, Philbeach Gardens, S.W.

According to Brockhaus's * Conversation
Lexikon,' the nickname "of the Empty
Pocket" is an invention of the seventeenth

century, and the Golden Roof was erected by
Maximilian I. (1486 -

1519). Frederick's

pockets were pretty full when he died. Cf
his biography in Wurzbach, vol. vi., with
the older biography on the subject.

L. L K.

[MR. HARRY HEMS and ST. SWITHIN are als<

thanked for replies.]

NELSON'S SIGNAL (10
th S. iv. 321, 370, 411

471, 533
;

v. 56). PROF. LAUGHTON allude
to

" the contemporary evidence of the ships
logs," and he adds that in some instance

they give the code numbers. Is it not ob
vious that, if a man contradicts a statement
he is bound to produce his proof, wit

chapter and verse as to reference? PROI
LAUGHTON does not do so. He does no
even say distinctly that the required evidenc
is in existence. He only says that in som
instances code numbers are recorded. H

oes not say that those of this signal are.

le says, ante, p. 56, that I think he ought
o transcribe the logs. I of course hold him
ound to prove the signal to have been what
e says it was. As he has not done so, my
aim conviction now is that he has no
vidence to produce. If lie has, it only
equires one line, furnishing the total signal
n words, with "that" and "will" in code

umbers, to satisfy readers of 'N. & Q.'
To help him by a good example, there is

ne point on which I heartily apologize to

im. I find he did not pronounce Nelson's

grammar correct, as I thought he had. He
pplies "correct" to the Pasco story, not to

kelson. C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.

IVY LANE, STRAND (10
th S. v. 81). DR,

BRUSHFIELD'S interesting paper on this sub-

ect suggests the inquiry whether any satisfac-

,ory explanation has been given of the ancient

lame of this lane, Ulebrig, which is found
n the decree of the Cardinal Archbishop
Stephen Langton and the other prelates who
irbitrated in the dispute between the Bishop
)f London and the Abbot of Westminster

respecting the limits of the parish of St. Mar-

garet, 6 Hen. III., A.D. 1222. Can the mean-

ng of this name be Woolbridge 1

The errors in Cunningham's 'Handbook'
referring to Strand Bridge and Ivy Bridge,
which have been indicated by DR. BRUSH-

FIELD, were pointed out by the late J. G.
Nichols in The Gentleman's, Magazine, 1852,

part i. pp. 577-9. There is, however, no
doubt that, after the bridges that spanned
the Strand had been destroyed, the term

'bridge" was applied to the landing-piers
at the river end of the two lanes.* Cunning-
ham's mistake lay in confining his definition

of ''bridge" to the piers, and thereby ex-

cluding Stow's explanation of what the

bridges originally were. I may add that Mr.

Walford, and not Mr. Thornbury, was re-

sponsible for the errors if errors they are,

which is doubtful that DR. BRUSHFIELD has

pointed out in the third volume of 'Old and
New London.'
There is a brief, but accurate account of

Ivy Lane at the time of its effacernent in

Middlesex and Herts Notes and Queries, 1896,

ii. 90, 91. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

If DR. BRUSHFIELD'S statement with re-

gard to the "halfpenny" steamboats on the

* See Mr. Nichols in Gent. Mag, 1852, part i-

pp. 486, 487, for evidence as to the identity of

"bridge" with "stairs" or "landing-place" as

early as 1610, and in the case of the Temple Bridge
.much earlier.
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Thames means that the service was discon-

tinued immediately after the explosion of the

Cricket, I think lie is mistaken. I remember
the Anfc and the Bee, and occasionally
travelled by them

;
but tins cannot have

been so early as 1847. Speaking from

memory only, I think the halfpenny boats
were running at all events as late as 1854.

WILLIAM HUGHES.
62, Palace Road, Tulse Hill.

DR. BRUSHFIELD'S interesting article set me
a-thinking. Before the Embankment was
made, this lane gloomy, narrow, dark, the

sky being visible only here and there between
the backs of tall houses led down to the

muddy foreshore of the Thames. On the
western side was the brick boundary of the

Adelphi Arches. At the water's edge a string
of barges with connecting gangways led on
to the crazy pier from ^vhich the halfpenny
boats gallantly set off for London Bridge.
An old volume of The Illustrated London
Neivs in my possession contains a couple of

drawings of the explosion of the Cricket, as

mentioned by DR. BRUSHFIELD
;
there is also

an account of the inquest, at which it was
stated that the engineer used to wedge down
the safety valve with a baton of wood ! But
this accident did not terminate the heroic

halfpenny service in 1847, as stated by DR.

BRUSHFIELD, although the accident may of

course have interrupted it. The service was

certainly a going concern (Jupiter and Venus
being names of two of the boats) at least ten

years later, as I frequently, as a boy with
heart aglow, made the water journey about

1857, perhaps a little later. I saw a day or

two ago that the iron post and the top hinge
of the gate that gave entrance to the lane
from the Strand still cling to the wall of the

shop immediately west of the Cecil Hotel.

A yard or two to the east (or the west ?) of

the steamboat pier in question was another

barge, moored in front of
" The Fox under

the Hill." "The Fox" was a waterside

public-house, on the floating barge moored
in front of which were tables and benches
at which tired man might recuperate. In
the fifties I was a "

reading boy
" at a large

printing office in the neighbourhood, and in

summer-time I often dined on the floating

palace happily if not sumptuously ! It was
to

" The Fox "
that the boy Dickens must

have picked his steps by way of the foreshore
at low tide from the blacking warehouse in

Hungerford Market (now Charing Cross

Station) ;
for he describes the resort and its

customers in one of his works (possibly in

his
' Sketches '

?).

Immediately to the west of Ivy Lane still,
of course, remain the Adelphi Arches often
called the Dark Arches. The principal arch
yawns off South Strand (Durham Street,
near Dent's clock and opposite Bedford
Street). Through these arches, in pre Em-
bankment days, one could reach the river.
I had not entered them for nearly fifty
years, but looked through them when passing
the other day. I found that the western
arch, which originally opened into a side
street, was bricked up ; but one could come
in view of the Embankment, though there
was no through way.

W. J. FITZSIMMONS.
Cromwell Avenue, Highgate.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10
th S

v. 108).

Is there never a chink in the world above
Where they listen for [not

"
to "] words from below ?

is from a song in Jean Ingelow's poem
'Supper at the Mill.' W. H. CUMMINGS.
[Several correspondents refer to Miss Ingelow.]

I know not any tone
So fit as thine to falter forth a sorrow

is from 'James Lee's Wife,' one of Browning's' Dramatis Persona?.' J. B. DOUGLAS.

WILLIAM ETTY (10
th S. v. 88). Until,

perhaps, twenty years ago, a niece of Etty's,
Mrs. Robert Smithson, was living in York.
She left children, and I believe that one of
her sons is now resident at Kitchen. I was
given to understand that Mrs. Smithson
represented the third volume of the Betsey
or Bessy who lived for about a quarter of a
century with her painter uncle and was his
"domestic all-in-all." See Gilchrist's 'Life
of William Etty, 11. A.' vol. i. p. 222. In the
preface to that work Mrs. "Bennington"
of

* N. & Q.' appears as Mrs. Binnington.
ST. SWITHIN.

NELSON EELIC IN CORSICA (10
th S. v. 89).

I venture to suggest that there has been
some error in the report of Mr. Norgate's
lecture, for I do not see how or when Nelson
could possibly have made any presentation
to a church in Corsica. Certainly he could
not have done so when he was in the Medi-
terranean as Commander-in-Chief, 1803-5.
On the other hand, he did at that time pre-
sent articles of silver to some of the churches
along the north coast of Sardinia, and, in
particular, to the church at Maddalena, a
cross and two candlesticks. (See 'Nelson'
in "Men of Action Series," p. 193.) It seems
not improbable that this is what Mr. Nor-
gate referred to. J. K. LAUGHTON.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

The English Voyages of the Sixteenth Century. By
Walter Raleigh. (Glasgow, MacLehose & Sons.)

Hakluytus Posthumus ; or, Purchas His Pilgrimes.
By Samuel Purchas, B.D. Vols. JX. and X.

(Same publishers.)

FIRST printed in April, 1905, as an introduction to

the splendid reissue by Messrs. MacLehose of

Hakluyt's 'Navigations,' Prof. Raleigh's volume
constitutes the best portal through which one may
pass into the enchanted land of early English
travel. It is true that the land itself lies open to

.all, and that to enter therein neither permission
nor passport is required. What is said, however,
at the outset by Prof. Raleigh, concerning

" the

great prose epic of the modern English nation" is

true : it is but an incident in a world-drama which
" unrolls its vast theme leisurely, observing none of

the unities." The average reader is accordingly
the better for a preface of the sort now given,
which enables him to judge of Hakluyt's voyages
as a consistent and homogeneous whole, and not as
a series of more or less disconnected fragments.
Students of the Professor's work will understand
the origin and significance of Hakluyt's great and
pious labours. Three separate parts supply all

that can be desired.

The first deals with the voyagers themselves, the
assiduous questors after passages North-East, Far
East or North-West, and all who sought to bridge
or pierce the huge unbroken continent that stretched
from Nova Zembla to Magellan the Portuguese
and Italian navigators ;

the Spanish cavaliers, who,
unable to exterminate with sufficient rapidity by
the sword, called in the aid of the Inquisition ; the

English shipmen ; the Frenchmen and the Dutch-
men ; and all who joined in the pursuit of treasure,
or the search for the earthly paradise or the realm
of Ophir. A second instalment deals with Richard
Hakluyt himself, who, cleric though he was, con-
trived to build himself an immortality scarcely less

assured than that of our Drakes, Raleghs, Haw-
kinses, Frobishers, Grenvilles, Cavendishes, and
the like ; while a third shows the influence of the

English voyages upon poetry and imagination. To
not a few readers the last portion will be the most
interesting and significant. Those most familiar
with the Tudor literature generally, and the Tudor
drama in particular, know how potent an influence
was exercised by the precise details narrated in the

voyages no less than by the general spirit of dis-

covery current in the epoch. Nowhere else is the

literary influence of these things so well and so

nobly shown as in the 'Musophilus' of Samuel,
Daniel, and it is gratifying to discover the most

\

pregnant and prophetic passages of Daniel quoted
j

in the Professor's volume. Though expressly in-

tended to serve for Hakluyt,
'

English Voyages
'

are

just as useful in connexion with Coryat's
'

Crudities,'
j

and, in a sense, with this first reprint of the
Purchas collection. It is, however, bootless to !

insist upon this fact, since we cannot readily fancy
|

any purchaser separating the various works, or
j

regarding them as other than one inspired and
|

precious whole. As frontispiece to a valuable and
delightful volume appears a finely reproduced por-
trait of Queen Elizabeth, wearing her crown, and

holding the sceptre in her right hand and the orb
in her left.

The two volumes of Purchas just issued bring us
half way towards completion of Purchas's magni-
ficent collection. Vol. ix. opens with the relation

by Edward Terry,
" Master of Arts and Student of

Christ-Church in Oxford," of his voyage to the East
Indies. Many of the features on which he com-
ments intelligently are still to be observed, and
others have but recently disappeared. Fights with
the Portuguese often of the most determined
character on both sides are well described. Some
characteristic proceedings of Master Coryat are
related. An interesting account is given of the

clepsydra clocks. Lewis Barthema, whose narrative
follows, seems almost to have anticipated the deeds
of Sir Richard Burton. Some of his accounts are

singularly naive, and he describes, with a freedom
that must have shocked some of his English com-
peers, the queenly interest in his nudity. To
temperance he assigns the great age of 125 years
often attained by the natives. Much of the pious
comment and edifying reflection with which the
comments of Catholic observers are accompanied
must be attributed to Purchas himself. To the
student of primitive culture or folk-lore the work
offers unending attraction. As a rule, men of Latin
race deal more freely with such subjects than
Englishmen. Richard Jobson is, however, an ex-

ception, and is sufficiently outspoken.
In vol. x. the book of Antonio Galvanos of

' The
Discoveries of the World' occupies a considerable

space. It includes some romance ; see the tender
story of the discovery by Macham of the isle of
Madera and its consequences. Among the more
interesting portions of this volume are Coryat's
travels to and observations in Constantinople, and
the 'Briefe Memorial!

'

of the travels of Sir Robert
Sherley. We have also an account of those Dutch
proceedings at Amboyna which subsequently moved
to indignation Cromwell and Dryden.

Scenes from Old Ptaybooks, arranged as an Intro-
duction to Shakespeare. By Percy Simpson, M. A.

(Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

A HAPPY idea is here admirably carried out. A
series of scenes from Shakespeare, Beaumont and
Fletcher, Marlowe, Heywood, Marston, and Mas-
singer are so arranged by the assistant master at

St. Olave's Grammar School as to form a pleasant
uide to Shakespeare and the Tudor stage. Intro-
uetions on 'A Shakespearean Play

' and 'Shake-

speare's Theatre' reveal much observation and
knowledge, some of it practical ;

a presentation,
from Mr. Sidney Lee's

'

Life of Shakespeare,' of the
famous 1596 design of the Swan Theatre, serves as

frontispiece : and the whole, which is intended for

schools and the young, forms a most helpful and
valuable volume. The stage notes are specially
useful, and there is a glossary.

Poems of Love. Edited by G. K. A. Bell. (Rout-
ledge & Sons.)

EVERY ingenious youth with a- love for "wine,
woman, and song," may frame his own anthology.
The present, which is annexed to the cheap
reissue of

" The Muses' Library," is as good as

another, and joins in rather higgledy-piggledy
order many delightful compositions from Wyatt
to William Watson. More pains should have
been taken. The Erst two lines of the second*
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stanza of
" Phillida flouts me "

are so printed as to

destroy the rime and produce cacophony. The
name Phillida is, moreover, throughout spelt
"
Phillada," a sad oversight. There are many

exclusions and one or two inclusions we regret,
but the general result is pleasing ; it could scarcely,

indeed, be otherwise.

Book-Auction Records. Edited by Frank Karslake.
Vol. 111. Part 1. October to December, 1905.

(Karslake & Co.)
MR. KARSLAKE opens this new part with an inter-

esting account of Messrs. Hodgson's firm, an illus-

tration being given of their handsome auction-room.

Very different was the old room where Mr. Edmund
Hodgson, the grandfather of the present members
of the firm, used to sell. This was under the
stationer's shop at the corner of Chancery Lane,
very dark and gloomy ;

but Mr. Hodgson, with his

genial, pleasant manners, made buyers forget this.

The firm moved to its present premises in June,
1863.

There are many prices in this valuable record we
should like to quote, did space permit. We cor-

dially agree with Mr. Karslake when he writes
that

" with all its drawbacks, the trade of second-
hand bookselling remains an attractive, interesting,
and cultured calling. If all the members do not
fulfil the requirements and duties completely, that
does not detract from the merits of a most intel-

lectual and commendable pursuit."

The Englishwoman's Year - Bool- and Director//,
Edited by Emily Janes. (A. C. Black.)

THIS useful work has reached its twenty-sixth
year of publication, and is better than ever. The
section on '

Sports and Pastimes and Social Life
'

has been rewritten, and under most headings
increase or improvement is to be traced.

Horace. By Rev. W. Tuckwell, M.A. (Bell &
Sons.)

To the " Miniature Series of Great Writers " has
been added a life of Horace by the Rev. W. Tuck-
well, which, short as it is, is a model of tasteful
criticism. It has eight illustrations, preserves a

charming atmosphere, and is a delightful companion
for the scholar.

Peq Wotfinf/toi): By Charles Reade. With an
Introduction by Richard Garnett. (De La More
Press.)

To "The King's Novels" has been added this prose
rendering by Charles Reade of his and Tom Taylor's
well-known 'Masks and Faces,' which, so far as

we recall, is not always, if often, included in its

author's collected works. It has a portrait of Peg
l,y Houston in mezzotint, after Pickering, and is,

like other fine booklets of the same series, well

printed and prettily got up.

Northamptonshire Legends put into Rhyme. By
Charles Wise. (Kettering, W. E. & J. Goss.)

MR. WISE, the author of 'Rockingham Castle and
the Watsons,' and other works of a similar class,
has turned into verse some of the legends with
which he is familiar, and has issued them with all

reservation of right, with illustrations, and with a

request (with which we comply) that the stories

may not be narrated. As the work of a contributor
whom we know to be advanced in years they have
much spirit.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES.
WE have received an unusually large number of

catalogues for mid-February. Now that we are in
the busy season we shall feel obliged by our friends
sending their catalogues early.

Mr. Thomas Baker's catalogue is chiefly theo-
logical, and includes Neale's 'Eastern Church*'
4 vols., 1850, 51. 5-S-.

Mr. B. H. Blackwell, of Oxford, has items under
Antiquarian, Bibliography, Folk-lore, &c. We note-
Smith's 'Collectanea Antiqua,' 1848-80, printed for
subscribers only, 41. 7s. Qd. ; Foster's

' Miniature
Painters,' 2 vols., folio, 51. 5s., and 'The Stuarts,"

10(. 10*.; Ralston's ' Russian Folk-Tales,' 15s
; first

edition of Kingsley's
'

Hypatia,' 1853, 11. los.
; and

Journal of Hellenic Studies, 1880-1905, 111. Us.
Mr. Richard Cameron, of Edinburgh, has a Cata-

logue of Scottish History, Ballads," Drama, Fine
Arts, &c. We may mention Jamieson's ' Dic-
tionary,' 5 vols., 41. 10s.; and a Manuscript Diary of
an Edinburgh Lawyer, 1827-34. The latter contains
a detailed account of the Theatrical Fund dinner
held at Edinburgh, 23 February, ]827, where Scott
first declared himself to be the author of the-

Waverley Novels.

Mr. Bertram Dobell has a rare collection relating,
to the drama, including a first edition of Beau-
mont and Fletcher, 1647,21?.; and Sharpe's 'The
Noble Stranger,' 1640, 6/. 6s. at sig. G 4 of the
latter is a reference to Shakespeare's

' Venus and
Adonis.' Under Shakespeare is an exceptionally
fine copy of the Second Folio, 1632, 1251. Under
Charles Lamb is Moxon's memoir of him, privately
printed, and very rare, 1835, 41. 4s. This is a pre-
sentation copy to Robert Southey,

" With the'
Writer's best wishes, and first attempt in prose/'
Mr. William Downing, of Birmingham, has a fine-

specimen of illuminated work, a fifteenth-century
Latin version of the Psalms of David, 101. 10*.

Burton's '

Scotland,' 9 vols., 1867, is 81. 8-s. Under
John Bright are seven autograph letters, price 21s.

One to Charles Sturge contains this passage :

"
I

suppose my acceptance of office will seem at best a
very doubtful step to thee, as it seems to me." A
copy of Pierce Egan's 'Life in London,' 1823, is

priced 3?. 3s. ; and a set of the ' Musees Francais et

Royal,' 101. 10*.

Mr. William Dunlop, of Edinburgh, has works
relating to Africa, America, English topography,
and general literature.

Messrs. William George's Sons, of Bristol, have
a set of Spedding's 'Bacon,' 1864-91, 14 vols.,
41. 4L; Dryden's

'

Fables,' with drawings by Lady
Diana Beauclerk, engraved by Bartolozzi, 1797,.
37. 3s. : Cotman's 'Antiquities of Norfolk,' Bohn,
1838, 31 10-s.; Sauvigny's

' Essais Historiques sur les
Mceurs des Francais,' 1785-92, 21. 10s. ; Kerr's
'Voyages and Travels,' 1811-24, 31. 3s. ; Giraldus de
Barri's 'Itinerary of Archbishop Baldwin through
Wales in 1188/1806, 41. 10*. ; 'The Speaker's Com-
mentary,' Jl vols, 31. 10s. ;

and a remarkably large
copy of the '

Nuremberg Chronicle,' 1493, 16?. 16s.

There are also first editions of Borrow.

Mr. William Glaisher's fresh list of Publishers'
Remainders is full of tempting bargains.

Mr. Haslam has some interesting sketches made
by Katharine Fry, a daughter of Elizabeth Fry,
well known in her day as an indefatigable archaeo-

logist. One series, made on the Continent, 1S29-60>
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is priced 40?. The other series contains monu-
mental and armorial remains, Croydon, Lincoln,

Beverley, York, Bristol, &c., 80?.

Mr. John Hitchman, of Birmingham, has Hill's
*
Organs and Organ Cases of the Middle Ages,'

61. Qs. ;
Racinet's

' Le Costume Historique,' rare,

11?. 11. ;
Stubbs's

'

Cambridge,
3
edition de luxe,

3?. 5s. ; D'Urfey's
' Wit and Mirth,' Pearson's

reprint, 3?. 15s. ; Hogarth, 2 vols, folio, largest

paper, 1821, very rare. 62.10s. ;
Linton's 'Masters of

Wood Engraving,' 3?. 3s. ;
and a fine copy of

Plutarch, 1612, 4?. 4s.

Mr. G. A. Poynder, of Reading, has Thoresby's

us a Clearance Catalogue.

Mr. Ludwig Rosenthal, of Munich, iscfull of

energy. Only a fortnight back we noticed his

Catalogue of Catholic Theology ; to-day we have a

fresh list from him, No. 110, devoted to Le Dane-
mark, la Suede et la Norv&ge ;

L'Invasion des

Suedois en Allemagne ;
Le Slesvig-Holstein jusqu'a

1864; Les Pays-Polaires.

Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son have important
remainders included in their last list of surplus
books.

Messrs. Henry Sotheran & Co. have published a

special illustrated catalogue of books from the

library of Sir Henry Irving, also personal relics and

drawings. We note the following : Dickens,
13 vols., 14. 14s. ('Barnaby Rudge' contains notes

by Irving); 'Clavis Homeric*,' with John P.

Kemble's autograph and a letter from Mrs.Siddons,
12?. l'2s. ;

the Henry Irving Shakespeare, 9?. 9s. ;

the Temple edition, 40 vols., 9 1. 9$. ; 'Much Ado
about Nothing.' twelve pen-and-ink drawings of

Irving and Ellen Terry, by A. Eleanor Taylor, 25?. ;

a letter of David Garrick's, 42?.; and a memorial
illustration of the life of Edmund Kean (1717-1833),

being 343 portraits of Kean and his contemporaries,
with original playbills, 5 vols., a rare collection, 200?.

The relics include the sword used in '

Macbeth,'

42?.; the dagger, designed by Burne-Jones, worn in

'King Arthur,' 38?.; Eugene Aram's lamp, 22?. 10s.;

purse formerly belonging to Edmund Kean, 22?. 10s. ;

sword and dagger worn in the character of Mephis-

topheles in
'

Faust,' 31?. 10s. There are also por-
traits of Ellen Terry and Peg Woffington ;

and

among pictures and drawings, Cattermole's
' Ham-

let's Address to the Players,' 265. 5s., and a design
ior the costume of Othello by Tenniel, 21?.

Mr James Thin, of Edinburgh, has a set of

Blackwood, 1817-1904, 18?. 10s. ; Bentham's Works,
11 vols., 1843, 9?.; Lodge's 'Portraits,' 6?. 6s.;

Palteographical Society's Publications, 1873-94,

6 vols., royal folio, 30?.; Transactions of the Royal
Society, Edinburgh, 1788-1900, very scarce, 55'. ;

Scottish Text Society's Publications, 22?. 10s.
;
and

the New Spalding Club's Publications, 1887-1902,

8?. 8s. There is a list of works on India ; also a

large collection of Scott's works, including many
first editions.

Mr. Thomas Thorp, of Reading, has a number of

items under Africa and America, also under

Angling. Under Berkshire is a rare and valuable

collection of views (over 1,000), 6 vols., elephant
folio, 120?. An edition of Chaucer, 1635, is 3?. 3s ; first

edition of Law's 'Serious Call,' 7?. 7s.; first edition

of Madame D'Arblay's
'

Camilla,' 1796, 2?. 2s.; 'Eton

School Lists, 1791 to 1850,' 15s.; FitzGerald's
'

Readings in Crabbe,' Quaritch, 1883, rare, 3/.

Library Edition of Froude's '

England,' 12 vols.,
7?. 17s. QcL; Fox-Davies's 'Armorial Families,' 21. ;

and ' The Faerie Queene,' the limited edition of

96, 5?. 5s.

Messrs. Henry Young <fe Sons, of Liverpool, have
under Archaica a reprint of scarce old English
prose tracts, 1575-1620, 5 vols., 5?. 5s. A first edition
of 'Marmion,' with autograph letter of Scott, is

5?. 5s.; Froude's 'Life of Carlyle,' 4 vols., with
three autograph letters, 7?. 10s.; Byron's Works,
extra-illustrated, with Moore's Life, 9 vols., 21?.;

Report of the Voyage of the Challenger, 16 vols.,

half-morocco, 20?.
; Pugin's

'

Ecclesiastical Orna-
ment,' first edition, 1846, 4?. 4s. : a complete set of
The Dial, 1840-44, Boston, U.S.A., 7?. 7s.; a very
fine copy of Manwood's 'Forest Laws,' 1598,
7?. 10s. ; the original edition of Lavater, 15?. 15-s. ;

the Library edition of Lever's Works, 37 vols., 37?. ;

Pennant, a complete set, 27 vols. in 22, 1776-1801,
25?. ; Prynne's

'

Histriomastix,
1

first edition, 1633,
5?. 15*.; Scott's 'Border Antiquities,' first edition,
1814, 7?. 7s.; and Enderbie's ' Cambria Triumphans,'
the extremely rare first edition, with a large number
of coats of arms, 1661, 5?. 5s. There are also inter-

esting specimens of early printing and an illurrinated
MS. of the Koran.

to

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

WE cannot undertake to advise correspondents
as to the value of old books and other objects or as

to the means of disposing of them.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-

ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact

heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to

which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

M. C. L. (New York). Some weeks ago we
forwarded to the latest address we had of yours a
letter from a correspondent. This letter has been
returned to him through the Dead Letter Office.

He is very anxious to communicate with you ;

and if you will furnish us with your present
address, we will forward another letter from him.

S. SYDENHAM. Forwarded.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries
5 " Adver-

tisements and Business Letters to
" The Pub-

lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, B.C.

We beg leave to state that we decline to retuin
communications which, for any reason, we do net

print; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES (FEBRUARY).
(Continued from Second Advertisement Page.)

SIDNEY V. GALLOWAY.
University and General Book Depot,

ABERYSTWYTH.
NOW READY.

SECOND-HAND CATALOGUE, No. 8.

Including, among many interesting Items, a SET of

the LIBRARY EDITION of RU8KIN and a SET of

METHUEN'S REPRINT of SHAKESPEARE'S FOUR
FOLIOS. Also a Small COLLECTION of SCARCE BOOKS
pertaining to WALES.

FRANCIS EDWARDS,
83, HIGH STREET, MARYLEBONE,

'

LONDON, W.
CATALOGUES NOW READY.

No. 282. MI3CBLLANOUS BOOKS-Ackermann's Coloured
Books on the Colleges and Schools, 7 vols. 70Z. Times
Newspaper, 1893-1904. 16Z. Ruskin, First Editions-
Books on Birds Thomas Hardy. First, Editions
Froude's Historical Works, Best Editions, &c.

REMAINDERS, or NEW BOOKS at REDUCED PRICES.
pages.

CATALOGUE of BOOKS from the LIBRARY of the
Rev. W. TUCKWELL, of Waltham, Grimsby. 24 pages.

No. 283. CLEARANCE CATALOGUE NEARLY READY.

FIRST EDITIONS of MODERN AUTHORS,
Including Dickens, Thackeray, Lever, Ainsworth.

Books illustrated by G and R. Crmikshank, Phiz, Leech,
Rowlandson, &c.

THE LARGEST AND CHOICEST COLLECTION
OFFERED FOR SALE IN THE WORLD.

Catalogues issued and sent post free on

application.

BOOKS BOUGHT.

WALTER T. SPENCER,
27, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.

THOMAS THORP,
Second-Hand Bookseller,

4, BROAD STREET, READING, and

100, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON, W.C.

MONTHLY CATALOGUES
FROM BOTH ADDRESSES.

LIBRARIES PURCHASED.

LEIGHTON'S
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF

EARLY PRINTED AND OTHER INTERESTING
BOOKS, MANUSCRIPTS, AND BINDINGS.

OFFERED FOR SALE BY

J. & J. LEIGHTON,
40, BREWER STREET, GOLDEN SQUARE, W.

Thick 8vo, 1,738 pp., 6,200 items, with upwards of

1,350 Reproductions in Facsimile.

Bound in art cloth, gilt tops, 25s. ; half-morocco, gilt tops, 30s.

Illustrated Prospectut post free.

BOOK AUCTION RECORDS. The Bookseller's

vade-mecum. Vol. II., for the Season 1904-5, contains
15,751 Records of Scarce Books, 4 Plates viz., Puttick &
Simpson's Auction Room ; Bodleian Library Copy of the
First Folio Shakespeare ; a Sale at Sotheby's ; and the
House of Aldus Manutius at Venice, from a Drawing by
Charles Martin in 1879. Also, 4 Supplements, containing
Reminiscences of Sotheby's dining 38 years ; Account of

Ludwig Rosenthal, of Munich ; Account of the .Bodieian
Shakespeare; Revisals of Current, Bibliographical Errors ;

Analytical Guides to Booksellers' Catalogues, &c. Price
M 1*. in cloth, and also issued in Quarterly Parts, alpha-
betically arrangedfor instantine-ut reference. The Athenaeum
declares it to be "invaluable." The Saturday Revise says
it is

" the woik of a man who is master of his subject." The
Publishers' Weekly, New York, says

"
it is unrivalled in its

field in England." Vol. II. will be sent post free on inspec-
tion, on application.. K^RSLAKE & CO., 35, Pond Street,
Hampstead, London.

H. H. PEACH, 37, BELVOIR STREET,
LEICESTER, ISSUES CATALOGUES OF

MANUSCRIPTS, INCUNABLES, AND
RARE BOOKS POST FREE TO

COLLECTORS.
NO. 15 CONTAINS MSS., EARLY PRINTED
AND RARE BOOKS AND AUTOGRAPHS,
INCLUDINGHOLINSHED'SCHRONICLES,
HANS WEIDITZ WOODCUTS, POLI-

PHILUS HYPNEROTOMACHIA, ETC.

JUST PUBLISHED.

NEW CATALOGUE
Of an Interesting Collection of

SECOND-HAND BOOKS.
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

WILLIAM DUNLOP,
52, GEORGE IV. BRIDGE, EDINBURGH.
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SOME STANDARD^j^UTHORS' WORKS.
THE "HAWORTH" EDITION OF THE

LIFE AND WORKS OF THE SISTERS BRONTE.
In 7 vols. large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6s. each ; or in Set cloth binding, gilt top, 21. 2s. the Set.

With Portraits and Illustrations, including Views of Places described in the Works, reproduced from Photographs
with Mr. C. BA.RROW KKBNB.

are supplied by Mrs. HUMPHRY
Ir. CLEMENT K. SHORTER, the

eminent Bronte authority.
%* A-180 the POPULAR KDITION, 7 vols. small post 8vo, limp cloth, or cloth boards, gilt top, 2s. 6rf. each. And the

POCKET EDITION, 7 vols. small fcap. 8vo, each with Frontispiece, bound in cloth, with gilt top, Is. 6rf. per Volume ; or
the Set in gold-lettered cloth case, 12s. 6rf.

ROBERT BROWNING'S COMPLETE WORKS. Cheaper Edition. Edited
and Annotated by the Right Hon. AUGUSTINE BIRRELL, K.C. M.P., and FREDERIC G KENYON. 2 vols.

large crown 8?o, bound in cloth, gilt top, with a Portrait-Frontispiece to each Volume, 7s. 6d. per vol.
* * Also the UNIFORM EDITION of ROB8RT BROWNING'S WORKS, in 17 vols. crown 8vo, bound in Sets, 4Z. 5s.;

or the Volumes bound separately, 5s. each. And the POCKET EDITION in 8 vols. fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d. each net in limp
cloth, or 3s. net in leather ; or the 8 vols, in a gold-lettered case, 22s. 6d. net in cloth, or 28s. 6rf. net in leather.

ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING'S POETICAL WORKS. Cheaper
Edition. 1 vol. with Portrait and a Facsimile of the MS. of ' A Sonnet from the Portuguese,' large crown 8vo, bound
in cloth, gilt top. 3s. 6d.

%* Also the UNIFORM EDITION, in 6 vols. small crown 8vo, 5. each.

2s. 6d. each net in limp cloth, or 3s. net in leather.
And the POCKET EDITION, in 3 vols.

MISS THACKER A.Y'S WORKS. Uniform Edition. Each Volume illustrated
by a Vignette Title-Page. 10 vols. large crown 8vo, 6s. each.

Contents: Old Kensington The Village on the Cliff Five Old Friends and a Young Prince To Esther, &c. Blue-
beard's Keys, &c. The Story of Elizabeth ; Two Hours ; From an Island Toilers and Spinsters Miss Angel ; Fulharn
Lawn Miss Williamson's Divagations Mrs. Dymond.

WORKS BY
THE LATE MATTHEW ARNOLD.
LAST ESSAYS ON CHURCH AND

RELIGION. By MATTHEW ARNOLD. Popular Edition, with a

Preface. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

MIXED ESSAYS. Popular Edition. Crown
Contents': Democracy Equality Irish Catholicism aad British

Liberalism -Porro Umun est Nece*snrinmA. Guide to English Litera-

ture-Falkland-A French Critic on Milton A French Critic on Goethe
George Sand.

LITERATURE AND DOGMA: an Essay
towards a Better Apprehension of the Bible. Popular Edition, with

,

a New Preface. Crown 8?o, 2s. 6d.

GOD AND THE BIBLE : a Sequel to
'Literature and Dognu.' Popular Edition, with a New Preface.

,

Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

ST. PAUL AND PROTESTANTISM. With
other Essays. Popular Edition, with a New Preface. Crown 8vo,

,

Contents: -St. Paul and Protestantism Puritanism and the Church of

England Modern Dissent A Comment on Christmas.

CULTURE AND ANARCHY : an Essay on
|

Political and Social Criticism. Popular Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d-

IRISH ESSAYS, and Others. Popular
Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s 6d.

ON THE STUDY OF CELTIC LITERA-
TURE. Popular Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

ON TRANSLATING HOMER. Popular
Edition. Ciown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

FRIENDSHIP'S GARLAND. Popular
Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

PASSAGES FROM THE PROSE WRITINGS
OF MATTHEW ARNOLD. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Contents: I. Literature. 2. Politics and Society. 3. Philosophy and

Religion.

MATTHEW ARNOLD'S NOTE-BOOKS. By
the Hon. Mrs. WODEHOTJ8E. With a Portrait. SECOND
IMPRESSION. Small crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

WORKS BY THE LATE
JOHN ADDINGTON 8YMONDS.
THE RENAISSANCE IN ITALY. New and

Cheaper Edition, in 7 vols. large crown 8vo.

THE AGE OF THE DESPOTS. With a Portrait. 7s. 6d.

THE REVIVAL OF LEARNING. 7s. 6d.

THE FINE ARTS. 7*. 6d.

ITALIAN LITERATURE. 2 vols. I5s.

THE CATHOLIC REACTION. 2 vols. With a Portrait and
Index to the 7 Volumes, 15s.

SKETCHES AND STUDIES IN ITALY
and GREECE. 3 vols. large crown 8vo, 7s. 6d. each.

*-.* In preparing this New Edition of the late Mr. J. A. Symonds'
Three Volumes of Travel, 'Sketches in Italy and Greece,' 'Sketches
and Studies in Italy,' and 'Italian Byways,' nothing has been changed
except the order of the Essays. For the convenience of travellers a
Topographical arrangement has been adopted.

SHAKESPEARE'S PREDECESSORS IN
THE ENGLISH DRAMA. New and Cheaper Edition. Large
crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

** This volume is uniform with the New Edition of Symonds'
'Travel Sketches' and 'The Renaissance in Italy.'

THE SONNETS OF MICHAEL ANGELO
BUONARROTI. New Edition. Small crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. net.

*^* The Italian Te.rt is printed on the pages opposite the translation.

Also the following Volumes of previous Editions :

NEW AND OLD : a Volume of Verse. Crown
8vo, 9s.

MANY MOODS : a Volume of Verse. Crown
8vo, 9s.

ANIMI FIGURA. Fcap. 8vo, 5s.

London : SMITH. ELDER & CO. 15. Waterloo Place, S.W.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane^

E.G. ; and Printed by

J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athentcum Press, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.- Saturday, 1-ebntary 17, 1906.
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"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE,

PRICK FOURPKNCE.
KT/-\ 11Q FTKNTHT Q A rTTTT?T\ A V TTl?T5T?TT A T?V 94- IQOfi J Registered a* a New}><n>er. Entered ct

INO. llO. SITHIITS ioATURDAY. .L Jl,13KUAKl -t, laUO. I the N. V.P O. as Second-Class Matter.
{ Yearly Subscription, 208. 6d. post free.

MACMILLAN & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

LORD RANDOLPH CHURCHILL
WINSTON SPENCER CHURCHILL, M.P.

In 2 vols. demy 8vo, 36s. net.

MEMOIRS OF ARCHBISHOP TEMPLE
By SEVEN FRIENDS. Edited by E. G. SANDFORD, Archdeacon of Exeter.

With Photogravure and other Illustrations. In 2 vols. 8vo, 36s, net.

SECOND PART NOW READY.

THE DYNASTS.
A Drama of the Napoleonic Wars, in 3 Parts, 19 Acts,
130 Scenes. By THOMAS HARDY. Part Second. Crown
6vo, 4s. d. net.

V* Previously published, Part I. 4. 6d. net.

TIMES. '"The Dynasts' is daringly and superbly
original

' The Dynasts
'

is a work of exceptional power.
It is a thing compact with imagination. It is a great,
modern Epic of tbe Intelligence a vision of the world

Charged with amazing significance, amazing originality of

cnception."

LOGGAN.
CANTABRIGIA ILLUSTEATA.

By DAVID LOGGAN (first published in 1690). A Series of

Views of the University and Colleges, and of Eton College.
Mdited, with a Life of Loggan, an Introduction, and
Historical and Descriptive Notes, by J. W. CLARK, M.A.
F.8.A.. Registrary of the University of Cambridge. A
Reproduction in Folio, the scarce Portrait of the Duke of

Somerset in Photogravure, the Centre Section of Hamond's
Map of 1592. 21 2s. net ; or in morocco extra, bl 5s. net.

THK PROVOST OF KING'S (Dr. M. R. JAMES), in

fie CAMBRIDGE REVIEW. " What the Registrary has
aided from the treasure of his own knowledge is. like all

his work, lucid, concise, relevant, and thoroughly helpful.
To sum up. we have nothing but praise for the book,

pictures and text alike."
ATHEN^KUM." Even the great task of giving to tbe

world in 1885 the ' Architectural History of Cambridge' of

his uncle, the la^c Prof. Willis, is scarcely a more important
service thn the publication of L iggan's

'

Cantabrigia
Illuatrata.'

"

HENRY SIDGWICK:
A Memoir.

By A. S. and E. M. S.

With Portraits. 8vo, 12s. 6rf. net. [Tuesday.

VOLUME II. OF THE NEW EDITION.

GROVE'S DICTIONARY OP
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS.
Edited by J. A. FULLER MAINLAND, M.A. F.S.A.

In Five Volumes. Vol. II. F L, 8vo, 21s. net.

**
Previously published, Vol. I. A E, 21s. net.

H. FIELDING HALL'S NEW BOOK.

A PEOPLE AT SCHOOL.
8vo, 10s. net.

SECOND EDITION.

FOUNDERS OF GEOLOGY.
By Hr ARCHIBALD GBIKIE, F.K.S, D..L. D.Sc.

8vo, 10. net.

MACMILLAN & CO., LTD., London.
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Her Majesty the Queen has graciously accepted a Copy, with
Her sincere thanks for so interesting a remembrance

of the Church."

In royal 8vo, price 55. bound in cloth.

A SOUVENIR OF THE OLD HISTORIC PARISH OF ST. ANNE'S,
SOHO, AND ITS CHURCH.

T. ANNE'S CHURCH, SOHO,
with its

MONUMENTAL INSCRIPTIONS AND EXTRACTS
PROM REGISTERS OF BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS-

Edited by WILLIAM ESSINGTON HUGHES, F.R.Hist.S.

TRANSCRIPTIONS AND ARM8 DRAWN BY
ARTHUR J. JEWERS, F.8.A.

London : MITCHELL HUGHES & CLARKE, 140, Wardour Street, W.

S

AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PA PER-PAD.
JL (The LEADENHALL PRESS, Ltd., Publishers and Printers,

50, Leadenhall Street, London, B.C.;
Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect

freedom. Sixpence each 5s per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Size, 3s. per dozen, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that The Leadenhall Press, Ltd., cannot be

responsible for the loss of M.SS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should be retained.

UTICKPHAST PASTE is miles better than Gum
' for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers. &c. 3d., 6d., and Is. with

strong, useful Brush (not a Toy). Send two stamps to cover postage
(or a sample Bottle, including Brush. Factory, Sugar Loaf Court,
Leadenhall Street, B.C. Of all Stationers. Stickphast Paste sticks.

TENTH EDITION, price Two Shillings.

pELESTIAL MOTIONS: a Handy Book of
V J Astronomy. Tenth Edition. With 3 Plates. By W. T. LYNN,
B.A.FR.A.S
"Well known as one of our best introductions to astronomy."

(Juardum.

SAMPSON LOW, MAR^TON & CO., LIMITED,
15i, Paternoster Row, B.C.

TWELFTH EDITION, price Sixpence, cloth.

REMARKABLE COMETS : a Brief Survey of the
most interesting Facts in the History of Cometary Astronomy.

By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F R A.8.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO , LIMITED,
15\, Paternoster Row, E.O.

NOW READY, price 10s. 6<*. net.

THE NINTH SERIES
/GENERAL INDEX

OF

NOTES AND QUERIES.
With Introduction by JOSEPH KNIGHT, F.8.A.

This Index is double the size of previous ones, as it contains, in
addition to the usual Index of Subjects, the Names and Pseudonyms of

Writers, with a List of their Contributions. The number of constant
Contributors exceeds eleven hundred. The Publisher reserves the

right of increasing the price of the Volume at any time. The number
printed is limited, and the type has been distributed.

Free by post, 10s. lid.

JOHN C. FRANCIS, Kotes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, E.G.

ATHKN^UM PRESS. JOHN EDWARD
J\ FRANCIS. Printer of the Athena-urn, Notes and Queries, Ac., is

prepared to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for all kinds of BOOK, NEWS,
and PERIODICAL PRINTING. 13, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, B.C.

HPUN BRIDGE WELLS. APARTMENTS. Com-
1 fortably Furnished Sitting-Room and One Bedroom. Pleasant

and central. No others taken.. K. II., 66, Grove Hill Road, Tunbridge
Wells.

NOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 10s. Sd. for Six Months ;

or 20s. 6d. Tor Twelve Months, including the Volume Index. J.EDWARD FRANCIS, Notes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings,
Chancery Lane, B.C.

PARISH REGISTER SOCIETY Set of 54 Vols.;
also FOLK-LOKE JOURNAL, 1894 to 1905, with Extra Vols.,FOR SALEA. HUsSEY, Tankerton, Whitstable, Kent.

T IBRARIAN TO THE SOCIETY OF WRITERS
-1-^ TO HIS MAJESTY'S SIGNET.
The Office Of LIBRARIAN to the SOCIETY of WRITERS to HIS

MAJESTY'S SIONBT, recently held by the late Mr John Philip
Edmond, being NOW VACANT, applications for the Office, accom-
panied by twenty-five copies of Testimonials, may be made on or
before MARCH 20, 1906, to JAMES H. NOTMAN. Writer to the Signet,
15, York Place, Edinburgh, Clerk to the Society, from whom any
further information may be obtained.
February 10 1906

AS COURIER or TRAVELLING COMPANION.
YOUNG ENGLISH LADY, speaking French, German, and

Italian well, seeks RE-ENGAGEMPNT. Capable Organizer. Com-
panionable, bright, energetic, musical. Accustomed to travel. Would
undertake care of delicate Lady. Excellent references Keplies to
Miss E., 10, George Street, Hanover Square, W. Tele. 6006 Gerrard.

" Examine well your blood. He
From John of Gaunt doth bring his pedigree." SHAKESPEARE.

ANCESTRY, English, Scotch, Irish, and American,
TRACED from STATE RECORDS. Speciality: West of England

and Emigrant Families.-Mr. REYNELL-UPHAM, 7, Cathedral Close,
Exeter, and 1, Upham Park Road, Chiswick, London, W.

PEDIGREES
TRACED: Evidences of Descent

from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS : Authentic Information
upon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

HERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat-

ment. Book-Plateg, Dies, Seals, Signet-Rings, Livery-Buttons, &c.
L. CULLETON, 92, Piccadilly, London, W.

BOOKBUYERS and LIBRARIANS of FREE
LIBRARIES. The FEBRUARY CATALOGUE of valuable

SECOND-HAND WORKS and NEW REMAINDERS, offered at prices
greatly reduced, is now ready, and will be sent post free upon
application to W. H. SMITH & SON, Library Department, 186, Strand,
London, W.C.

>OOKS. ALL OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS
> supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world

over as the most expert Bookfinders extant. Please state wants.*
BAKER'S Great Bookshop, 14-16, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD'

(B8TABLISHBD 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during
the week, Announcements of New Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Free Advertisement for

Four Books Wanted weekly.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 8s. 6rf. home and 11s. foreign

Subscription.

PEICE THREE-HALFPENCE WEEKLY.

Office : St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, London.

OLD ENGRAVINGS WANTED of Oxford and
Cambridge Colleges, large size, not from Almanacks. AUo of

Public Schools, particularly Eton, with Boys Bathing, by Silvester,

Ackermann's, Celoured, of Eton, Harrow, and Westminster ; any of

Shrewsbury and Tonbridge. Prices must be moderate. E. A. A.,
12E Oxford and Cambridge Mansions, N. W.
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CONTENTS. No. 113.

NOTES : -Provincial Booksellers, 141-Caxtons of Kent, 142

Mr. Bradley's
' Highways and Byways in South Wales,

143 -Pillory, 145 -Charing Cross: Bayswater Charing
and Charing Cross-Burum's 'Anatomy of Melancholy'

Sardinian Chapel, Lincoln's Inn Fields, 146 Omar
Khayyam: a Parallel -American Emigrants, 147.

QUER'IES Doubtful Pronunciations Richard Kirby,

Architect-Large-Paper Margins, 147-Millar of Earnock

English Spe ling: English Culture -Gilbert Family
Habitual Criminals English Exiles in France and Holland

Poem in One Sentence Dr. Letsum or Lettsom

Ooldborough Family Astrology in Italy Archer of

Umberslade "Vendium" " Trump" as a Card Term,
148 " Barbian," Spanish Word Robert Awse Lewis

Dacier Charles Arnott Lord Rowton - Ghost Story in

Dickens "Pogrom" John Lytton Jervis Family of

Birmingham-' The King's Seal,' by E. S. G. S., 149.

RBPLIES:-Portman Family, ISO-Sir Gilbert Pickering,
of Titchmarsh Municipal Sword-bearer, 151 The Water-

loo Campaign
" Smith "

in Latin, 153 Oolet on Peaoe

and War Laconic Letters Joseph Nollekens's Library
"The Two Friends," Princes Street, London, 1794 'The

Epicure's Almanack' " Marmor" and the Sea in Latin

Poets, 153 Major Richard Cromwell, 1648 "Brown
Bess

"
as applied to a Musket Maidlow Open-air Pulpits

Vamphorn. 154-Wheatstone-" Was you?" and "You
was " Melchior Guydickens-P%digree Difficulties : Mary
Stapleton or Stoughton Almanac, c. 1744 May Day:
Two Poetical Tracts Jenkyn, Little John, &c., 155

St. Expeditus "Pip"-G. J. Holyoake : Chartists and

Special Constables Oxford University Volunteers, 156

Dutch Epiphany Custom Selling Oneself to the Devil

Hetman : Ataman, 157 Death-birds in Scotland and
Ireland Lustre Ware, 158-Pin-fi e, 159.

NOTES ON BOOKS :-' Gregory the Great: his Place in

History and Thought'
' Life 'in Morocco and Glimpses

Beyond
'

'Studies in Poetry and Criticism
'

Routledge's
" New Universal Library "'Poems of Richard Crasbaw.'

PROVINCIAL BOOKSELLERS.
A PURPOSE of ray own recently led me to

examine a collection of more than 2,000
volumes of pamphlets. So many of them
bore the names of booksellers at other places
than London, Oxford, and Cambridge, that

I made brief notes of them, shown on the

subjoined list. It has its value as evidence
of the literary condition of the provinces,
chiefly in the eighteenth century. I am
conscious that I did not gather all that I

might have done, and the local bibliographies
would easily supply many more. The few
names of 1633 are taken from 'Documents
relating to W. Prynne,' Camd. Soc., p. 60.

Alnwick. Thomas Alder, printer, 1786.

Alexander Graham, 1786.

Banbury. William Thorp, 1695.

Barnstaple. J. Gaydon, 1735.

Bath. Henry Hammond, 1717-21.

Beni. Matthews, Merchants' Court, 1725.

James Leake, 1730-68.

Thomas Boddeley, printer, 1740 6.

Wn,. Frederick, 1745-72.
W. Taylor, 1760.

R. Cruttwell, printer, 1775 97.

S. Hazard, printer, King's Mead Square,
1776-89.

W. Hibbart, 1776

Bath.-Pratt & Clinch, 1781.
J. Marshall, Milsom Street, 1788.

Meyler, 1789-90.
Bedford.-J. Weale, 1721.

B. Hyatt, 1773.
T. Woodward, 1773.

Berwick. R. Taylor, printer, 1754-72.
W. Phorson, printer, 1789.

Bewdley. Clare, 1785.

Birmingham. T. Warren, Bull Ring, 1737.

Aris, 1775.
Pearson Rollason, 1778-94.
M. Swinney, 1778-89.
C. Earl, printer, 1778.
R. Martin, printer, 1779.

Piercy & Jones, printers, 1783.

J. Thompson, printer, 1790-1.

Thomas Pearson, printer, 1791.

Bishop's Castle, Salop. John Wollaston, 1713.
Bolton-le-Moors. Drake, 1780.
Boston.-H. Willson, 1721.

Bradford, Yorkshire. Dudley Rocket, 1737.
Geo. Nicholson, printer, 1789.

Brentford (New). Norbury, 1793.

Bridgnorth. Hallewood, 1785.

Bridgwater. Robert Davis, 1716.

Bridport. Akerman, 1788.

Brighton (Brighthelmston). E. Widgett, 1778.

Bristol.-Charles Allen, Broad Street, 1678.

W. Bonny, printer, Corn Street, 1705-12.

Richard Gravet, on the Tolzey, 1717-9.
W. Corsely, 1721-35.
Sam. Farley, printer, Wine Street, 1730.

William Evans, on St. James's Back, 1733.

John Wilson, Wine Street, 1737-45.

Samuel & Felix Farley, printers, 1738, Shake-
spear's Head, Castle Green, 1738-41.

T. Cadell, 1739-75.
R. Evans, 1740.
Felix Farley, printer, Castle Green. 1742-9.
William Cossley, 1746.
B. Hickey, 1750.

J. Palmer, 1750.
E. Farley & Son, printers, 1759.
S. Farley, printer, Castle Green, 1765-72.
Palmer & Becket, 1769.
W. Pine, 1775.
M. Ward, 1775.

Becket, 1777.
Mrs. Palmer, 1777.

Lloyd, 1778.

T. Mills, Wine Street, 1783.

Sam. Johnson, Corn Street, 1788.

G. Routh, printer, 1788.

Mills & Bulgin, 1789.

R. Edwards, printer, 1796.

Buckingham. B. Seeley (writing master), 1747.

Bury St. Edmunds. John Marston, 1683.

'Baily, 1725.

S. Watson, 1745.

M. Watson, 1750.
W. Green, printer, 1780.

Green Deck, 1780.

Canterbury. J. Abree, printer, near the Three
Tons in St. Margaret's, 1723.

Widow Fenner, 1732-41.

Flacton, 1750.
J. Smith, 1752.

T. Smith, 1753.
Messrs Flacton, 1769.
T. Smith Son, printers, 1774-81.
T. Smith, 1785-7.
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Canterbury. Simmons & Kirkby, 1785-7.

Flackton & Marrable, 1785-9.

J. Grove, printer, 1789.

W. Bristow, 1789.

Carlisle. Richard Scot, 1656.

Hall, 1719.

Thomas Harris, printer, 1746.

Carmarthen.-J. Ross, 1791-2.

Chelmsford. Green (1725?).

Samuel Lobb, 1728.

James Buckland, 1736 (also at the Buck in

Paternoster Row, London).
T. Toft, 1757-8.

Toft & Lobb, 1769.

Cheltenham. Harward, 1783.

Chesham. Stephen Dagnell, 1726.

Cheshunt. S. Coe, 1740.

Chester. George Atkinson, 1682.

E. Ince, printer, 1712.

R. Minshull, Bridge Street, 1712.

Joseph Hodgson, 1714.

John Page, 1747.

J. Poole, printer, 1778.

T.Poole(?1800).
Chesterfield. Job Bradley, 1724.

J. Bradley, 1788.

Chichester. J. Lee, 1749.

Colchester. W. Keymer, printer, 1787.

Coventry. John Smith, 1683.

William Pratten, 1726 (? Ratten).
J. W. Piercy, printer, 1774.

W. L/. jj.

(To be continued.}

CAXTONS OF KENT.

THE following abstracts from the wills of

the Caxtons of Kent were proved in the

Consistory Court at Canterbury (now in the

Probate Office).

Robert Causton (Caxton in the margin),

of Canterbury, dated 8 Feb., 1472/3 :

Buried within the gate of the cemetry of Christ

Church at Canterbury. To high altar of St. Alphege
Church in Canterbury, I2d. To lights of St. Alphege,
Blessed Mary, St. John the Baptist, St. Erasmus,

St Christopher, and other saints in the church,

<id. each. Residue to Christiane my wife. Execu-

tors my son John Causton and Thomas Peny. That

John Smale, feoffee of all my lands and tenements,
shall enfeoff John my son in same, but Christiane

my wife shall have and occupy
"

le parlour," in the

west part of my chief tenement in which I dwell,

with free ingress and egress during her life : also

Christiane have for life the rents and profits from

one of my tenements adjoining my chief tenement

in the parish of St Alphage. (Probate 12 July,

1473.) Consistory Court, vol. ii. fol. 249.

John Smale, tailor, became a freeman of

Canterbury in 1439.

John Caxton, of St. Alphege in Canter-

bury, mercer, 12 Oct., 1485:

To be buried in the nave of the parish church of

St Alphege, near the grave of Isabelle my wife.

Usual bequests to lights. To Cecilie my sister

largest and best
"
tavilam," one piece of silver, two

drinking cups of silver, and the cloak of my wife

lined with grey, and a girdle of red silk embroidered

with silver. To Margaret my sister one piece of

silver, two silver drinking cups, one "cloke"of
my wife's, with a girdle of silk. To the wife of
John Huet two silver cups and russet "

cloke." To
the wife of Hamo Bele, the mother of my wife, my
three horses ; to Joan her sister my wife's best
girdle ; and to Agnes her sister a girdle. Other
small bequests to John Huet, Thomas Penny, and
John Plomer. My chief tenement in parish of
St. Alphage shall be sold, and money given as
follows: Thomas my brother, a monk, have
10 marcs ; also 10 marcs to a chaplain to celebrate
in church of St. Alphege for my soul, &c. ; and
residue in other works of charity, at discretion of

my executors, Hamon Bele and John Huet. That
Thomas Peny have to him and his heirs my tene-
ment on the west side of my chief tenement. John
Plomer my kinsman have my better tenement,
to his heirs for ever. That my other tenement be
sold, and money given to the poor Brothers of the
Hospital of St. Nicholas of Harbaldowne, viz.,

6s. 8il. a year until the money all expended. John
Huet have my garden in the parish of St. Peter in

Canterbury, paying for the same 100-9. and no more.
(Probate 28 Nov., 1485.) Consistory, vol. iii.

fol. 79.

William Caxton, mercer, became a free-

man of Canterbury in 1431.

John Caxton, of Northgate Ward, in right
of his wife, paid Qd. in the year 1474-5 to the

Corporation, to trade in the city. And John
Caxton, mercer, was admitted a freeman in

1481, by his marriage with Isabelle, daughter
of Hamon Bele, who had been admitted a
freeman in 1458 ('Freemen of Canterbury,'
by J. M. Cow per).

William Cauxton, of Lydd, 13 Sept.,
1513 :

Buried in the churchyard of Lydd. Residue,
after paying debts, &c., to wife Isabelle, to dispose
for my soul, and she executrix. (Probate 7 Get ,

1513 ) Consistory, vol. xi. fol. 68.

John Causton, of Lydd, 22 April, 1539 :

Buried in the churchyard of Lydd. Wife Joan-
all such household stuff and other goods she
brought at our marriage ;

also all other household
stuff, goods, and chattels, except

" one man fare of

flewe," one sprat net with all new "
regge," and

a man's flight of my draw net, to Austyn my son.

Joan to pay my debts and dispose for my souU
Provided that if hereafter I make or cause to be
made to said Joan a sufficient estate in all my
lands and tenements with appurtenances in the
town of Lydd, to Joan for her life ; then the halt of
all my household stuff, c., equally to be shifted
and divided between my two sons Augustyn [sic].

and Sebastian, after the death of Joan my wife.

Wife Joan executrix with William Barough, and
Nicholas Pyx supervisors. Witnesses, James Robyn
the elder, Richard Couper. (Probate 16' March,
1540/1.) Consistory, vol. xvii. fol 95.

16 October, 1551, administration to the
will of Sebastian Cawston, of Lydd, granted
to his wife. Consistory Administrations,
vol. ii.

Robert Caxton, of Lydd, 14 Jan., 1552/3 :
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Buried at the appointment of my executors. To
Thomas Moyse my brother [sic] my best coat,

doublet, hose, c. My sister, wife of said Thomas
Moyse, my wife's best red petticoat, hat, and cape.
To Thomas Caxton my uncle my next best pair of

hosen. Elisabeth Colman, my wife's daughter, a

pair of sheets, two pewter plates, a pewter dish,

candlestick, one ewe and lamb. All other goods to

my son Thomas when twenty ; but if dead before

then without issue then to Thomas Moyse my
brother [sic]. Executor William Croche, of Lydd,
with Andrew Awkyn and Thomas Moyse overseers.

Executor to receive the farm of my house and land
until son Thomas is twenty, if he die before then,
to Thomas Moyse my brother and to his heirs.

Witnesses, John Forcet, clerk, Curate of New
Romney ; George Holton, tailor ; John Johnson ;

Robert Heth, shoemaker. (Probate 5 April, 1553.)

Consistory, vol. xxv. fol. 14.

Thomas Caxton, who was town clerk of

Lydd, in 1476 wrote out the * Customal of

Lydd
'

for which he was paid 13s. 4d. (Arch.
Cantiana, vol. xiii. p, 254).

ARTHUR HUSSEY.
Tankerton-on-Sea, Kent.

MR. BRADLEY'S 'HIGHWAYS AND
BYWAYS IN SOUTH WALES.'

THIS very entertaining and attractive

volume, although published more than two

years ago, has only lately come into my
hands. It would be a belated work of super
erogation to praise it and its numerous
pretty illustrations by Mr. F. L Griggs
The parts of the country least well known
to me personally namely, the border-land of

Radnorshire, evidently familiar ground to

Mr. Bradley, and Pembrokeshire, where he

puts himself to a great extent under the

guidance of George Owen, of Henllys, anc
his descendant Dr. Henry Owen are excel

lently done. The object of this note is to

point out certain deficiencies which impair
the value of the work as a trustworthy
description of the land and its people at the
commencement of the twentieth century.
There is an obvious straining after a light

ness of touch to suit the supposed taste o
the general reader, but at the same time

Mr. Bradley hints that if a light touch is his

foible, his forte is the craftmanship of the
man who thoroughly knows the materia
he works on. Among the very few pre
decessors on the same ground that he single
out for mention, Miss Braddon is noticec

(p 33), and censured for calling Llandrindod

"Llandrysack, and Abbey Cwmhir Loch
withian, arrangements of letters that woul
be quite impossible in Wales alone perhap
of all his Majesty's home dominions."
must confess that Miss Braddon is a lifelon^
favourite of mine, and a tu quoque to thi

ensure on a writer to whom I owe many
lours of breathless pleasure may, I hope, be
>ardoned me. For inaccuracy in the matter
if Welsh words and place names is a very
lisfiguring blot on Mr. Bradley's own work,

pardon his "cowl" for cawl ("broth "), for

ng. ow comes nearer in sound to Welsh aw
han Eng. aw does. But that excuse does
lot cover

" cause bobl
"

(p. 51), for bobft

poll} means "people/' not "toasted," and
'cheese" is caivs, not "cause." Again, the
Traitor of Builth" is not "Braddwr

Buallt," but Bradior B. (p. 61). Indeed, the-

writer seems to have been unable to grasp.
e simple fact of Welsh phonology that
. d is like Eng. d, but that W. dd is always

sounded like Eng. th in
"
this." And so,

while bradwr is misspelt "braddwr," Lland-
dewi is, by way of recompense, invariably

misspelt Llandewi. Another famous place-
name, Pontrhydfendigeid (Bridge of the
Blessed Ford), is disguised, wherever men-
tioned, under the "impossible arrangement,
of letters," Pontrhydfendigaiad (pp. 224, 225)*
Another misspelling that grates on my own.
ears is Castell Cerrig Cennin (lit. Leek
Stones Castle) for Castell Carreg Cennen.

(Castle of Cennen Rock). I am not sure
that carrey, meaning rock, is as universally
diffused throughout Wales as it is in the-

sense of "stone." I have a suspicion that it

is confined mainly to the "Goidhelic"
districts. At all events, it is very common-
in that sense in the immediate neighbour-
hood of Carreg Cennen, e.g., Carreg Aman,
Carreg Gwenlais, Carreg Sawdde (cf. the-

Irish Carrick Fergus, Carrick-on-Suir, &c.).
That will suffice, I think, in championship of

Miss Braddon, and the numerous mistakes of
this nature can easily be rectified in future
editions.

But there is a more organic fault in the

work, which I am afraid is beyond reach of"

surgery or medicine, viz., the very slipshod
treatment of Welsh superstitions and folk-

lore The famous tale of Owen Lawgocb
and his warriors, for instance, who lie asleep
in Ogof y Ddinas, near Llandybie, has been

recently investigated by Prof, llhys in his

'Welsh Folk-lore,
3 and that skilled student

of medireval Welsh manuscripts and genea-
logies, Mr. Edward Owen, and Mr. Llewelyn
Williams have had occasion to deal with it

in connexion with their elaborate efforts to

identify Froissart's Y
r
uein de Galles. All

this seems to have been more or less dimly
known to Mr. Bradley, but he preferred to

set down an absolutely impossible version of

the tale, as lie
" heard it told in Cardigan-

shire." Ogor Dinas (should be Ogo'r Ddinas)-.
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is not Llandybie Welsh at all, for the
inhabitants never drop the final / in ogof.
The spot is known in the neighbourhood as

Ogof y Ddinas, Ogof Cilyrychen, or Ogof
Llandybie, but never Ogo'r Ddinas, and it is

not
" on the banks of the Cennin "

(Cennen).
Nor could the Cardiganshire

"
Dafydd of

Bettws Bledrws" have ever driven his cattle

'down south through Llandybie on their way
to London. There is also a legendary reason
for the rock not being on the banks of the
Cennen. As that little river (which, by the

way, owes most of its waters in slack times
to a contribution from the Llwchwr, falling
into it between Carreg Cennen Castle and
the ancient Ed wardian mansion now farm
house of Cwrt Bryn y Beirdd (Bard's Hill

Court) approaches the Vale of Llandybie, it

turns abruptly northwards "against the

sun," having been doomed so to do by a
witch. As the only instance of that par-
ticular superstition I have been able to
discover in Wales, it is perhaps worth
noting.

I need not repeat the cave legend, but
there are two points in it which have, I

think, hitherto escaped notice. The first is

that at Dyllgoed Ucha' once lived an O\ven,
who was the owner of the land which is now
the bed of Llynllech Owen lake

; that he was
-on intimate terms with the daughter of a

.gentleman named Arthur who lived at

Pantycastell ;
and that Owen Lawgoch of

Cilyrychen Cave, Craig y Ddinas, was a son
of theirs. (See Job Davies's paper on Llyn-
'llech Owen in Y Diwygiwr of July, 1863.)
The other point is that in 1813 ten human
skeletons were found by the limestone quarry -

men in the same rock it is not quite clear
whether in a natural cave or in an arti-

ficially excavated one. When L. L. Dillwyn,
>8ome weeks after the find, visited the spot,
the cave had been destroyed, and the remains
had disappeared buried, according to what
he was told, in Llandeilo Churchyard. (See
his 'History of Swansea.') One of the skulls,

however, seems to have been preserved, and
it is now, I believe, at Oxford. I do not
know whether the exact spot of the find was
in Llandeilo or Llandybie parish ; it was
oertainly considerably nearer the latter than
the former parish church. As, according to

the contemporary account,
"

all the bones
were of a larger calibre than those of the

present day, and the skulls were of a very
large size and thickness," it is highly pro-
bable that these remains were secretly
smuggled into rather than regularly buried
in any churchyard. Some forty years ago
Llandybie Churchyard was enlarged, and

that on the side facing the quarries in ques-
tion. In a very deep grave that was dug in

1865, partly within the old yard and partly
under where the old enclosing wall had been,
some very large bones were found, as to
which thegravediggers were doubtful whether
they were human or not. That fact has
made me suspicious of the real final resting-
place of the skeletons described by Dillwyn.
I need not add that Mr. Bradley knows
nothing of these things ; his "impressions"
go but a very little way beyond those of a
camera. He, of course, believes in the
'"sin-eater," both name and function, as a
thoroughly well-established Welsh institu-
tion. That was to be expected, for even
careful investigators quite fail to grasp the

significance of the fact that Aubrey himself,
the inventor of the term, admits that the
name by which this forlorn wreckage of pre-
Reformation times was known among his

neighbours was "Old Sire" (Hen Syr), an
ecclesiastical term of respectful import,
which lingered on in Wales down to the last

century.
Mr. Bradley makes a very pretty remark

about George Borrow (p. 139) ;
but it is a

pity that he has not tried to emulate that
wonderful man in one trait that is con-

spicuous in ' Wild Wales '

I mean his care-
ful naming and describing of the chance
companions of his hurried tour. Now Mr.

Bradley stayed for some weeks at or near

Lampeter, and had for his guide, philosopher,
and but Mr. Bradley is not Borrow, there-
fore I must not say friend a "local genea-
logist/' Of him Mr. Bradley speaks as

follows: "I know one working-man well
who has not only a good collection of curious
old Welsh books, but is recognized as about
the best judge of them in his county." Yet
Mr. Bradley will not trouble to introduce the
name of this perfect specimen of the poor, but

indefatigable Welsh student and book-lover
into his pages. By a most curious coinci-

dence, while actually reading this Lampeter
and Llandyssul part of the work, I received

by post a printed
" List of Books, all re-

lating to Wales, now offered for Sale by John
Davies, 5, St. Thomas Street, Lampeter the
whole of the Collection, numbering over

1,000." This list runs to sixteen pages and
contains 236 items, so that the whole of this

working-man's collection will require a cata-

logue of over sixty-four pages. Now, John
Davies is Mr. Bradley 's local genealogist de-

scribed above. Had he been the companion
of Borrow for as many hours as he was Mr.

Bradley's for weeks, John Davies would have
been sure of a special niche in the 'Wild
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Wales '

portrait gallery. Moreover, John
Davies is one of the last craftsmen of a
vanished and picturesque industry, that of

clog-making. Probably, to a superficial eye,
John Davies presents but a prosaic and
homely figure ;

but had Miss Braddon known
him as Mr. Bradley does, how she would have
revelled in describing the last Welsh clog-
maker !

The Anglicized spelling Llandebie, with de
for dy, is found as early as the thirteenth

century, when Edward I. despoiled the living
of its revenues. The Breton Landebia. about
a third of the way from Lamballe to Dinan,
with its wells sacred to Eloi and David, and
its river Arguenon, is strikingly reminiscent
of this part of South Wales. On the other

hand, the legend of Llynllech Owen ("the
Lake of Owen's Slab") is essentially the same
as the O'Donoghue legend of Killarney (see
Puckler-Muskau's *

Touiyn England, Ireland,
and France,' i. pp. 291-3, Eng. ed., 1832);
while the Lady of the Van Lake, less than a
dozen miles away, is identical with Mora of

Lough Mora, in the Comeragh Mountains,
co. Waterford. (See Dub. Univ. Mag., Novem-
ber, 1849, p. 537.) J. P'. OWEN.

PILLORY. (See 2nd S. iii. 346, 396
;

vi. 245,

278, 300, 339, 403
;

xii. 109, 157
;
4th S. i. 536,

576, 617
;

iv. 116, 168, 187 ; v. 200; 5th S. iii.

266, 354, 454; iv. 36; 7 th S. iv. 9, 115.*)
Much has been written as to the survival of
the pillory :t it may be worth while to say
something as to early instances of its use
in England. The first dated reference that
1 have happened to find is in J. K. Hedge's
*

History of Wallingford
'

(1881, i. 340). In
a 'Roll of Rents 3

for 1231 is an item of ex-

penditure : "For repairing the pillory and
trebuchet, 16|d"
Before this we have an unattested (and

therefore undatable) charter of Henry II. to
Milton Abbey, Dorset, whereby the king
granted that the monks should hold their
lands " cum sac et soc, et tol et them, et in

fangenthef, et wayf et assisa paniset cervisie,
cum furcis, pilloriis et cum omnibus aliis

pertinentiis
"

(' Monast.,' 1819, ii. 351),

English legal antiquaries of the seventeenth

century, and their successors and copyists,
have persisted in identifying the pillory
with the Old English halsfang. Reinhold
Schmid in his 'Gesetze der Angelsachsen

'

(see the glossary) seems to have disposed of

* See also 'Finger Pillories,' I 8t S. iv. 315, 395,
458; 8th S. viii. 66, 133.

t See stat. 7 Will. IV. and 1 Viet. c. 23, An Act
to abolish the Punishment of the Pillory.

this contention. At any rate, evidence is still

lacking of the pillory being used in England
before the Conquest.
On the inquisition taken 20 Jan., 1275, for

the wapentake of Bassetlaw, Notts (' Rotuli

Hundredorum,' 1818, ii. 302 b), the jury
found :

'Quod Prior de Blida [Blyth] habet furcas,
tumberellum, pillory, infangenthef, assisam panis-
et cervisie de dono Rogeri de Boylly, qui venit
in Anglian! cum Willelmo le Bastard a tempore
statim post conquestum."

Roger's charter (dated 1088) is printed in

Dugdale's
* Monasticon '

(1823), iv. 623; the

pertinent words are :

"Dedi praedictis monachis prunes dignitates quas
habebam in eadeni villa, scilicet soc et sac, tol et

them, et infangethefe, ferruni et fossum, et furcas,.
cum aliis libertatibus, ut tune temporis tenebam
de rege."

The " other liberties
" which "

I then held of

the king" necessarily involved the power of

Eunishing
trespassers in the appropriate

)rms. In 1329 the abbot of Crowland was
summoned before Geoffrey le Scrope and his

fellows to answer the king on a plea of quo
ivaranto with regard to the market and juris-
dictions which he exercised in his manor of

Wellingborough, Northamptonshire. Part of

his reply ('Placita de Quo Waranto,' 1818,
518 b) may be translated, as it doubtless ex-

presses the old distinction between the pillory
and the tumbrel :

" The abbot says that he has view of frank

pledge in his manor to which view pertains the

keeping of the assise of bread and ale. And since

the aforesaid tumbrel and pillory were provided
(inventa) for this end, that transgressors of the
aforesaid assise be corporally punished, to wit,

by the aforesaid tumbrel for breach of the assise of

ale, and by the aforesaid pillory for non-observance
of the assise of bread. And it is by that warrant
that he claims the aforesaid judiciary instruments

(judicialia), for the legal punishment of such trans-

gressors according to the law and custom of the
realm of England."

I am sure Dr. Murray will be glad to hear
of earlier instances of the word, and that

he will also be glad to know when this com-
mon law punishment finally came to an end
in the conservative United States. In
1 N. & Q.' for 10 July, 1875 (5

th S. iv. 36), is a
note in which GASTON DE BKRNEVAL,
writing from Philadelphia, says :

" There is one State in America which still

retains the pillory, the whipping-poet, imprison-
ment for debt, and perhaps the ducking-stool
The State of Delaware is the one alluded to.

Any one who wishes to see the whipping-post in

active use can have that privilege accorded to him

by the high sheriff of any one of the three counties

comprising [.sec] the Diamond State."

Possibly some one familiar with the facts.
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-can give Dr. Murray the date and exact
words of the statute (if any) that disestab-
lished the pillory and the ducking-stool.

ROBT. J. VVlIITWELL.
Oxford.

CHARING CROSS : BAYSWATER. In the
review of Mr. Holden MacMichael's excellent
*

Story of Charing Cross and its Immediate
Neighbourhood

' which appeared ante, p. 97,
is is noted that ** Mr. MacMichael dismisses
the derivation [of Charing Cross] from chere
reine with Prof. Skeat's comment that it is
*

too funny to be pernicious.
' " At 8th S. vi.

204 PROF. SKEAT quotes this derivation from
Hampson's 'Medii ^Evi Kalendaria,' 1841,
and adds: "I believe this delicious piece
of humbug is still admired." Quite so, for
at a public dinner which I attended a few
months ago a popular member of Parliament,
in proposing the health of Queen Alexandra,
compared Her Majesty with her predecessor
Queen Eleanor of Castile, with regard to the

position which they both held in the hearts
of their people, and observed, with Hibernian
exuberance: "Not a cabman passes the
statue of King Charles but he recalls the
chere reine after whom Charing Cross was
named." It is obvious, therefore, that, in the
interests of after-dinner oratory, it will not
do to extinguish this attractive legend. Its
first appearance dates, I believe, from a

paper in The Gentleman s Magazine for 1814,

part i. p. iii, in which a suggestion is made,
"in reference to the fond epithets usually
applied to the first Edward's beloved Queen,
and to the then prevalency of the French
language," that "the conjectural reading
* Chere Reyne'" should be substituted for
*'

Charing Cross."
For another widespread error

' N. & Q.,' I

fancj', is responsible. This is the statement
that Bayswater, which was formerly known
as "Bayard's Watering," is a corruption of

"Baynard's Watering." This notion seems
to have originated with an esteemed corre-

spondent, E S. (the late Edward Smirke,
F.S.A.), in a paper contributed by him to
1 st S. i. 162. It is true that in the Middlesex
Domesday we find that a certain "Baini-
ardus" held three hides of the Abbot of

Westminster, "in villa ubi sedet iecclesia
Sancti Petri," but there is not a scrap of
evidence to show that this land was situated
in or near the modern Bayswater, or that
the Domesday tenant was in any way
connected with that locality.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

CHARING AND CHARING CROSS. I suppose
that the favourite

"
derivation "

of Charing

from Chere Reine, supposed to be the dear
queen of Edward I., goes near to being the
silliest on record. It is seventeen years since
it was pointed out that "La Charring" was
mentioned in 1252-3, when Eleanor " was a
little girl of nine years old

"
; see 7 th S. viii.

507. But the strange thing is that every one
seems to have overlooked the fact that there is

another Charing, in Kent, to the north-west
of Ashford. Now Charing in Kent is men-
tioned in an A.-S. charter of 799, in which
King "Cenulph" restored some land at

Charing to Christ Church, Canterbury. Of
course, the spelling Cenulph, in place of

Coenwulf, is enough to show that the copy
of the charter is late

;
but it may well be a

copy of a genuine charter of the eighth cen-

tury. The lands restored are described as

"Cerringges, Selebertes ceart, Briningland,
et Burnan '

(Birch, 'Cart. Saxon.,' i. 411).
Hence both the Charings were alike named
from the Cerringas or Ceorringas, the name
of a tribe or family, lit. "the Ceorrings," or
"sons of Ceorra" Ceorra is a known per-
sonal name (see Birch, 'Cart. Saxon,' i. 423).

WALTER W. SKEAT.

BURTON'S 'ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY.'
(See 9th S. xi. 181, 222, 263, 322, 441

;
xii. 2,

62, 162, 301, 362, 442
;
10th S. i. 42, 163, 203,

282
;

ii. 124, 223, 442
;

iii. 203
;

iv. 25, 523.)
Absence on the Continent having prevented
me from returning the proof of the last in-

stalment, I should be glad if I could now
supply an addition which I had intended to

make.
P. 17, n. 9

; 5, n.u. Add further John Lyly,
'Euphves. The Anatomy of Wyt' (1579) ;

Philip Stubbes, 'The Anatomic of Abuses'

(1583) ;
Robert Greene,

'

Arbasto, the Anato-
mie of Fortune' (1584) ;

Thomas Nash,
' The

Anatomie of Absurditie '

(1589) ;
and Robert

Greene,
' The Anatomie of Lovers Flatteries

'

(at the end of Part II. of
'

Mamillia,' entered
in the Stationers' Register 1583, earliest

known edition 1593). It is a curious coinci-

dence that Greene's 'Arbasto' has on its

title-page
(i
ivherein also Gentlemen may Jinde

^easaunte conceytes to purge Melancholy,"
and bears the motto " Omne tulit punctum
qui miscuit utile dulci."

EDWARD BENSLY.

SARDINIAN CHAPEL, LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS.
A good deal of interest centres at present

in this ancient edifice, which is marked for

effacement at the hands of that omnivorous

body the London County Council. Out-

wardly it is unattractive enough to the

ordinary beholder, with its bare, dull walls.

But for those of the Roman Catholic faith,
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and others by whom it is reverenced as some-

thing more than a familiar landmark, the

chapel teems with historic associations, as
set forth in a little volume published last

year by Messrs. R. & T. Washbourne, of

Paternoster Row, entitled 'The History of

the Sardinian Chapel.' This is written with
much feeling by Miss Johanna H. Harting,
and edited by the Rev. John Dunford, rector.

Therein are appropriately chronicled the

many events and vicissitudes connected with
a building whose records go back as far as
the latter portion of Charles I.'s reign.
Notable amongst these were the marriage of
Frances (better known as Fanny) Burney,
the authoress of the famous 'Evelina,' to
General D'Arblay, the French refugee, in the
summer of 1793, and the baptism of Joseph
Nollekens, the sculptor, concerning the dis-

persal of whose library MR. ALECK ABRAHAMS
wrote recently in *N. & Q.' (ante, p. 86).
Pickaxe and shovel will soon be busy over

this honoured place, which as I write stands
desolate amidst much ruin and dust another
mournful instance of vanishing London.

CECIL CLARKE.
Junior Athenaeum Club, W.

OMAR KHAYYAM : A PARALLEL. I have
just come across an amusing parallel to the

quatrain which FitzGerald rendered as
follows :

Ah, with the Grape my fading Life provide,
And wash my Body whence the Life has died,
And in a Windingsheet of Vine-leaf wrapt,
So bury me by some sweet Garden-side.

The following modern Persian epigram was
communicated to me orally by a native of
Cashmere. It is a skit upon the fondness
of his countrymen for the "cup which
cheers" :

Biyfi Saki,ki man murdam, Kafan az barge chayam
kun,

Ba ab e chay bideh ghuslam, Ba zer e pitla lahdam
kun.

The correspondence with FitzGerald is so
close that this conceit admits of being trans-
lated in his very words :

Ah, with good Tea my fading Life provide,
And wash my Body whence the Life has died,
And in a Windingsheet of Tea-leaf wrapt,
So bury me by some sweet Kettle's side.

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

AMERICAN EMIGRANTS. The great interest
taken in American genealogy causes me to
think it may be as well to record in 'N. & Q.'
that I have discovered a list of foreign
settlers in the colonies. To those tracing
their pedigrees and being of alien extraction
it will be of some value, as in many instances
it gives the country of origin, religion, and

both the English and original forms of

spelling. The time covered is 1740-61.

The title-page is as follows: "A List of

Persons that have intituled themselves to

the Benefit of the Act (13 Geo. II.) for

naturalizing such Foreign Protestants and
others therein mentioned as are settled or

shall settle in any of H.M. Colonies."

GERALD FOTHERGILL.
11, Brussels Road, New Wandsworth.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

DOUBTFUL PRONUNCIATIONS. Is there any
accepted standard of correctness as to the

pronunciation of the following words ? Myihy
which most people, I think, pronounce as mith,

riming with smith, is often heard at Oxford
and elsewhere as imith, riming with blithe.

In the 'Oxford Essays,' 1856, Max Miiller

spelt the word mi/the, which he afterwards

abandoned for the' customary orthography.
The obsolescent words troth, and ivroth,

generally pronounced as riming with froth,

become in the mouths of many speakers

troath, and wroath, so as to rime with both.

Quite recently I heard one of pur bishops,
a man of considerable culture, in a sermon

speak of "the Slop of Despond," making
slough rime with cough. This, I should think,

was an individual eccentricity.
A. SMYTHE PALMER.

IS. Woodford.

RICHARD KIRBY, ARCHITECT. Can any
reader of * N. & Q.' put me in the way of

discovering the whereabouts of the drawings
(if any are in existence) executed by Richard

Kirby? He was architect to Sir Thomas
Smith, of Hill Hall, Essex, in the sixteenth

century. DE Mono.
Hill Hall, Theydon Mount, Essex.

LARGE-PAPER MARGINS. Is there any
technical reason for the narrowness of back

margin so unfortunately common in large-

paper books 1 An instance may be seen in

the otherwise admirable large- paper issue of

the 'Letters of Horace Walpole,' recently

completed at the Clarendon Press. In this

case the upper margin is three-fourths of an
inch wide; the lower, two inches and three-

eighths ; the outer, an inch and three-

eighths ;
and the unhappy inner or back

margin, where width would be most accept-

able, only five-eighths of an inch, than which
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ifc cannot be much less even in the small-

paper issue. R. MARSHAM-TOWNSHEND.

MILLAR OF EARNOCK. Alexander Millar,
of Earnock, married, 15 July, 1715, a
daughter of Sir James Colquhoun, of Luss
(vide Burke). I shall be very glad if any
reader can oblige me with information re-

garding Millars of Earnock about the year
1700. (Col.) F. W. GRAHAM.
Avonturn, Rugby Road, Worthing.

ENGLISH SPELLING : ENGLISH CULTURE
Does there exist a scientific history of

English spelling in the form of a mono-
graph 1

Which is the best comprehensive history
of English culture? G. KRUEGER.

Berlin.

GILBERT FAMILY. I am very desirous of

learning where I can find the lineage of
Edward Gilbert, Esq.. of Paul's Walden,
Herts, whose daughter Mary married George
Bowes, Esq., of Streatlam Castle and
Gibside, M.P., who died in 1760, leaving by
her an only daughter Mary Eleanor, who
married, as her first husband, John, ninth
Earl of Strathmore. Whom did Edward
Gilbert marry 1

Edward Gilbert had two brothers. What
were their Christian names 1 whom did they
marry? and what were the names of their
children ? Each brother left a son and a
daughter. The daughter of one married a
Thomas Reeve, that of the other a Stacy Till.

FRANCIS H. RELTON.
9, Broughton Road, Thornton Heath.

HABITUAL CRIMINALS. Could you kindly
inform me in what Government return I
could find the number, per latest estimate,
of habitual criminals in the United King-
dom, or in England and Wales ? ELAND.

ENGLISH EXILES IN FRANCE AND HOLLAND.
Can any one tell me what books throw

light on the lives abroad of the English exiles
who went to France and Holland in the
seventeenth century 1 W. H. R. CURTLER.
Oaklands, Florence Road, Boscombe.

POEM IN ONE SENTENCE. A note by Thomas
Hood (the elder) in vol. vii. p. 188 of his com-
plete works is to the effect that Collins's
*Ode to Evening,' one of the most beautiful

poems in the English language, is but one
sentence ; there is no full stop till the end.
I have referred to an edition of Collins's

poetical works published by Messrs. Bell &
Sons, and there find that the poem of thirteen
stanzas is divided into no fewer than five

sentences. Is Hood wrong 1 or is there
another edition answering the condition 1

EDWARD LATHAM.

DR. LETSUM OR LETTSOM. There was a
doctor living in the last century, of the name
of Letsum, on whose name some amusing
lines were written, and I believe they have
been published in

1 N. & Q.' Can any one
kindly indicate the reference ? A. C. T.

GOLDSBOROUGH FAMILY. An illustrated

history of this family appears to have been in

progress in 1887. I shall be glad to know
whether the work was completed, and also to
receive any information respecting the
Hertfordshire branch of the family.

H. P. POLLARD.
Bengeo, Hertford.

ASTROLOGY IN ITALY. I shall be glad to

receive any information as to books in

English, French, or Italian on astrology in

Italy in the fifteenth century.
EDWARD HUTTON.

32, Ashworth Mansions, Maida Vale, W.

ARCHER OF UMBERSLADE. Perhaps some of

your readers may be able to give me informa-
tion about Thomas Archer, first Baron Archer
of Umberslade, Warwick. He was born 1695 ;

elected Member for Warwick 1735, and for

Bramber, Sussex, 4 May, 1741 ; and raised to

the peerage as Baron Archer of Umberslade,
14 July, 1747.

For what services was he made a peer ?

There are a number of letters between him
and the Duke of Newcastle from 1741 to

1767 in the British Museum (Add. MSS.
32698, folio 361, to 32735, folio 64), but they
do not elucidate the question. He died

17 October 1768. His brother Henry Archer
was M.P. for Warwick for over thirty years
from 1735 to 1768.

I should be very grateful for any informa-

tion on this subject.
LAUNCELOT ARCHER.

83, Vincent Square, Westminster.

" VENDIUM." What is this? The word
occurs in 'Anglo-Indian Cookery at Home '

(London, 1895), in the receipts for Madras

curry paste and powder. It is not in
4 Hobson-Jobson.' R N.

"TRUMP" AS A CARD TERM. In Lodge's

Rosalynde
'

(1590) is the following :

And though thou hast more cards in thy bunch,
I have as many trumps in my hands as thyself.

Is this the first mention of "trump" as a

card term ? CLIFTON ROBBINS.

24, Villa Road, Brixton.
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"
BARBIAN," SPANISH WORD. Can DON F

DE UHAGON or any other reader inform m
as to the history of this Spanish slang terra
I have a vivid recollection that when I wa
in Madrid, in 1888, it was used by every one
on every occasion, always in a complimen
tary sense. My conclusion is that it ha(
then just come into vogue. Am I right as t(

this 1 Is its origin known ?

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

ROBERT AWSE was in the fifth form a
Westminster School in 1728. Can any corre

spondent of 'N. & Q.' give me inforraatior

concerning his parentage and career?
G. F. R. B.

LEWIS DACIBR was educated at West
minster School in the third decade of th

eighteenth century. I should be glad t

obtain particulars of his parentage am
career. G. F. R. B.

CHARLES ARNOTT became a King's Scholar
of Westminster School in 1745. Any further
information concerning him would oblige.

G. F. 11. B.

LORD ROWTON. How did Lord Rowton
pronounce his name? G. KRUEGER.
Berlin.

[He pronounced the first syllable to rime will
now.]

GHOST STORY IN DICKENS. I shall be glad
if any reader will give me the name oi

Dickens's story in which the ghost is asked
why he frequents such dismal places : to
which he replies that he will mention it to
the other ladies and gentlemen.

R. LUCAS.
" POGROM." What is a "pogrom"? and

what is the derivation of the word ? It

appears to mean a riot or attack by a mob.
The following quotation illustrates its use :

"The 'Pogroms' in Bessarabia. We have re-
ceived the following letters, dated December 3rd
and 9th, the first from Ismail and the second from
Bucharest :' The "pogrom "of Ismail, organised
under the very eyes of the police and with the co-

operation and assistance of the latter, has brought
about the complete ruin of three hundred families.'"

-' The Russian Correspondence issued bv Sympa-
thisers with the Russian Struggle for Freedom '

15, Essex Street, W.C., 23 Dec., 1905.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

JOHN LATTON. In 'Musgrave's Obituary'
(Harleian Society's Publications) Latton is

stated to have died at his residence, Burwood
House, Surrey, 15 Nov., 1727, and is de-
scribed as "favourite of King Wm. III."
A note I have relating to the Johnson family
states that Lieut. - General John Johnson,

Colonel 33rd Regiment, of Burhill, Surrey,
married Roberta, daughter of John Latton,

Esq., of Esher Place, Surrey, but late of Bur-

wood, Walton-on-Thames, who died 8 Feb.,

1729, cet. 29. Had John Latton disposed of

the Burwood estate before his death, or not?
In what way was he favoured by King
William III? D. K. T.

JERVIS FAMILY OF BIRMINGHAM. I shall

be extremely grateful if any of your
readers can give me information about the

ancestors of Charles Jervis, son of David
Jervis (or Jarvis), baptized at S. Mar-
tin's, Birmingham, 30 Sept., 1749. This
Charles Jervis is described in the Ad-
mission Book of Trinity College, Oxford, as

"of S. Martin's, Birmingham, gentleman."
He married at same church, on 1 July, 1771,

Sukey Heycocke, and had by her two sons :

(1) John Heycocke Jervis, born 1774 ;
and ^2)

Charles Jervis, born 1782 (M.A., Trin. Coll.

Oxon.), rector of Cheltenham and rector of

Luddenham, Kent, and private chaplain to

H.R.H. the Duke of Cambridge. John
married Eliza Voules, and had issue four

daughters, only one of whom married.

Charles married Maria Grape, heiress of

Richard Grape, of New Windsor, Berks

(arms, Vert, a talbot passant in base, and in

chief 2 pheons or
; crest, a stag erminois,

collared gules, grazing on a mount vert), and
had issue two daughters, one of whom
married. About eight of these Jervises are

buried in Moseley Church, near Birmingham.
On the tomb are the following arms : Sable,
chevron ermine between three martlets or ;

crest, a martlet argent. Who was Daniel
Jervis? The family was possessed of con-

iderable wealth and large quantities of

valuable plate. H. V. JERVIS-READ.
The College, Winchester.

'THE KING'S SEAL,' BY E. S. G. S. - I

find a printed sheet of eight verses under
his title, arranged with an ornamental

>order, amongst my papers, signed with the

nitials and address "E. S. G. S., Furze

Cottage, Ipswich, December 1872." The first

erse is as follows :

Glowing autumn sunrise

Shining over all,

E'en as in the spring time

Smiling on the fall,

On the still green branches
And the leafless stems,

Casting in the lakelet

Many-tinted gems.

Will any reader kindly inform me whose
ame the initials represent?

HUBERT SMITH.
Brooklynne, Leamington Spa.
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PORTMAN FAMILY.

(10
th S. v. 48.)

I HAVE been interested in the Portman
family, but before reading the query of K. T.

had not met with any suggested derivation
of the name, nor evidence of early history
beyond that advanced in the 1G23 Visitation
of Somersetshire, as printed by the Harleian

Society in their eleventh volume, p. 126. On
that evidence Collinson probably based his

remark that ** the Portmans appear to have
been a family of note in Somersetshire in

the reign of Edward I." ('Hist. Somerset,'
1791, iii. 274).

The Visitation first records two John Port-
mans (1 and 2) mentioned in "a deed sans
date "; then follow Thomas (3), 4 Ed. I. (1276) ;

Richard (4), 35 Ed. I. (1307) ;
John (5), no

date; Richard (6), 12 Ed. III. (1338); Wil-
liam (7), 43 Ed. Ill, (1369); and the next,
William (8), is the first located Portraan

;
he

had lands at Taunton, and in 1406 or 1407
made a grant to Taunton Priory.

From this point we have the family cer-

tainly seated in Somersetshire, and Walter
(9) assumes a notable position in the county
by his marriage with the landed heiress
Christiana Orchard, of Orchard, two miles
south of Taunton. The heiress died in 1472

(Inq. p.m. Christiana Portrnan), and her son
John Portman (10) inherited her estates.

(The space between the date of Walter's

death, 1474, and that of his father's grant to

the priory, 1406-7, seems of questionable
length.) John Portman (11) appears to have
had occupation in London, probably in the

legal profession, as he was buried in the
Middle Temple Church, 5 June, 1521.

Sir William Portman (12), son of John (11)
was the most eminent individual of his family
and as such he has his place in the

*

Dictionary
of National Biography.' As a lawyer he wai
a serjeant-at-law to Henry VIII., became a
judge in 1547, and in the reign of Alary, 1554
attained the elevation of Lord Chief Justici
of England ; integrity and independence ar
attributed to him. He died in 1557, and was
buried with pomp in St. Dunstan's, Fleet
Street. Thomas Smith, in his

'

History of

Marylebone' (1833). shows that Sir William
was the founder of the Portman estate in
that parish ;

that in 1533 he obtained re-

mainder of a lease of part of Lillestone (now
Lisson) manor; and that in Queen Mary's
reign about 270 acres of the same were con-
veyed to him and his son Henry.

Sir Henry Portman (13) succeeded to the

roperty, but of him there is only the record
f his death in 1590

; his heir was his eldest

on, Sir Hugh.
Sir Hugh Portman (14) was twice Sheriff

f Somersetshire, in 1590-1 and 1600-1. He
ecame possessed of two messuages at Kew,
lurrey (inq. p.m.), one of these being a
nansion called the Dairy House, which had
>elonged to Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester,
he favourite of Queen Elizabeth. As this

onnexion of the Portmans with Kew has not
litherto been recognized, I hope to make it

he subject of a note in a future number of
N. & Q.' Sir Hugh was knighted by the

queen at Kew in December, 1595. From the
act of his being a second time elected as
heriff of his county in 1600, it appears that
ic was resident at Orchard Portman when

died in March, 1604, and in the church
.here doubtless he was buried, according to

he directions of his will (at Somerset House).
3e was unmarried, and as his legal heir was
us brother John the will is merely a matter
of legacies to sisters.

Sir John Portman (15), Knight and Baronet,
succeeded to the estates on the death of his

arother Sir Hugh. He was knighted at

Whitehall 3 Feb., 1605, was Sheriff of Somer-
setshire 1606-7, and was created first baronet
of his family 25 Nov., 1611. He died 4 Dec.,

1612, leaving four sons, all of whom succeeded
to the baronetcy and Orchard Portman with
the other property, but only the fourth lived

to maturity and left issue. Sir Henry (16)

died February, 1624; Sir John (17) died,

aged nineteen, while a student at Oxford,
23 Dec , 1624, and was buried in the chapel
of Wadham College; Sir Hugh (18) was M.P.
for Taunton, but died in 1630 at the age of

twenty-two. There is extant the funeral

sermon (dated 1630) preached in Orchard
Portman Church by Humphrey Sydenham,
late Fellow of Wadham College; the young
Sir Hugh is represented as "most hopefull
and truly noble, the great loss and sorrow
both of his name and country."

Sir William Portman (19), 5th Baronet,
was the fourth brother. He was M.P. for

Taunton, but as a Royalist died a prisoner
in the Tower of London, September, 1645

(G. E. C.,
*

Baronetage '), his age no more
than thirty-five (? buried -at Orchard).

Sir William Portman (20), 6th Baronet,
was concerned in public affairs, and, acting
with Lord Lumley, captured the unfortunate
Duke of Monmouth after the rout of Sedge-
moor in 1685. He, however, joined the party
of William of Orange, and would doubtless

have been rewarded with honours but that
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he died prematurely at Orchard Portman,
20 March, 1690. Having no issue, he left the
estates to his nephew Henry Seymour
(d. s p. 1728) for life, with remainder to his

cousin William Berkeley, who assumed the
name and arms of Portman, now borne by
his descendants, and whose grandson Edward
Berkeley Portman was created Baron in 1837,
and Viscount in 1873. Thus the elder line

of Portman, which died out in 1690, had
numbered twenty chiefs, and, as there were
brother heirs, counted sixteen generations.

I regret to add, as result of inquiry, that
there are no Portman tombs or memorials of

any kind in Orchard Portman Church, and
that the church, which was Norman, was
more or less rebuilt some fifty years back.
This is to be deplored, for had the reparation
been made a generation later, no doubt the
fate of the church would have been happier.
The Norman porch alone remains. The
mansion, too, has been Entirely demolished,
and besides the church porch there is left

of the original building only a little old

rectory. Lord Portman's chief seat is now
Bryanston, Dorset. W. L. BUTTON.

SIR GILBERT PICKERING, OF TITCHMAESH
(10

tb S. v. 82). Since reading these interesting
notes I have been looking up some papers
on John Dryden which apeared in Olla

Podrida, a now defunct Northamptonshire
magazine in 1888. These papers are five in

number, and were printed in the issues from
July to November, being written by Mr.
R. B. Wallis, one of the editors of the
magazine. In tracing the descent of Dryden
Mr. Wallis states that Erasmus Dryden
married Mary Pickering at Piltori, Northamp-
tonshire, on 21 October, 1630, the name being
spelt

"
Dreydon

"
in the register.

" Why the young couple went to Pilton on this

happy occasion we cannot now determine. It
would be quite natural to suppose the wedding
would have taken place at the bride's father's
church at Aldwinkle All Saints. That they were,
however, married at Pilton there is no doubt,
as the register puts the question beyond dispute,
the entry having been discovered by the Rev.
Henry Ward, rector of Aldwinkle St. Footers."

Mr. Wallis in the following paragraph
throws some additional light on the inscrip-
tion to the memory of Mary Pickering's
father, as recorded by MR. RUPERT JONES:
" The eldest child of the marriage solemnized at

Pilton was John Dryden. He was born on the
9th August, 1631, at the house of his maternal
grandfather, rector of Aldwinkle All Saints. Con-
siderable doubt was at one time felt as to the real
place of his birth, springing from the fact that a
mistake had arisen about the period during which
his grandfather held the living. Malone said that

Henry Pickering became rector in 1647. How then
should it come about that his daughter's eldest son
should be born in the rectory house sixteen years
before ? Malone conjectured that he might have
been curate of the parish. This did not help much,
still the room in the parsonage has been sho\vn as

his birthplace from the first. Mr. Christie, in his

memoir prefixed to the Globe edition of Dryden's
poems, explained the mystery, and the matter may
now be held to be cleared up. Malone had relied

upon an erroneous account of the inscription on the
Rev. Henrj' Pickering's tombstone, and this had
caused the whole mistake. According to this

wrong reading of an inscription all but illegible,

Henry Pickering became rector of the parish in

1647. The Rev. Henry Ward, rector of Aldwinkle
St. Peters, however, discovered, and communicated
to Mr. Christie, the fact that the date of his pre-
senta,tion to the living was really 1597. The
inscription is thus given by Mr. Christie, the
blanks show the illegible parts :

" ' Heare lyeth the body of Henry Pykering,
Rector of this church the space of 40ty yeares,
who departed this life the day of September,
1637, aged 75.'

"Mr. Christie adds: 'In this epitaph as pre-

viously printed ten was utbatitttted for
'

40ty,
J

1657 for 1637, and 73 for 75 Mr. Ward tells me
' The inscription is only legible when the sun is

shining at a particular time of the day, but is then

tolerably clear.'
"

In The Gentleman's Magazine for August,
1822, appeared some ' Notices of the Dryden
Family.' The following paragraph and note
occur therein :

"Erasmus Dryden, Esq., so named from the

great Erasmus, with whom he cultivated an
acquaintance, was made a Baronet by James I.

His eldest son Sir John distinguished himself in a
civil capacity, during the Civil Wars; his third
settled at Tichmarsh, and had two children, one of

which was John Dryden, the great Poet, about
whom Dr. Johnson has made many mistakes,

particularly concerning his patrimony^ of which he
denied the existence, and contradicted the better

authority of Derrick, his former biographer, who
seems to have been well informed, at least on this

subject."

To this is appended the following foot-

note :

"The Writer of this article is in possession of

some curious and authentic particulars, never yet
published, concerning the birth, situation and
opinions of the Poet, which he intends soon to lay
before the public."

I should like to ask whether the name of

"the writer" is known, and if his promise
was ever fulfilled. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

MUNICIPAL SWORD-BEARER (10
th S. v. 90).

In the late Dr. Oliver's
*

History of the City
of Exeter' (1861) occurs the following :

"When King Edward IV. visited Exeter,
14th April, 1461, he presented his sword to the

city. This sword, covered with black crape, was
subsequently borne before the Mayor in the pro-
cession on the 30th of January following. King
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Henry VII. on his visit here 7th Oct., 1497 (the
king was atTaunton on the 4th, arrived at Tiverton
on the 6th, and at Exeter on the 7th, where he
remained till Nov. 3rd, when he went to Ottery
S. Mary) he gave his sword also, with a cap of
maintenance, for the vigorous resistance the citi-
zens made to Perkin Warbeck's army. A new
scabbard was provided for Henry VIL's sword in
1634. Izacke (a well-credited authority) seems to
intimate that a new cap of maintenance was also
made at the same time

; but, as a matter of fact,
the former was merely covered with new em-
broidered velvet. The Act Book (May 13, 1624)
contains an order to provide a new hat for the
sword-bearer, either at London or elsewhere, of a
comely fashion, as it was then used in London or
Bristow.* On July 6, 1843, Sir Samuel Meyrick
saw these swords, in company with other authori-
ties, and expresses his opinion they were the only
swords of our early English kings in existence. The
present mounting of Edward IV.'s was made in the
time of King Charles II., when the sword was put
in mourning, to be carried on the anniversary of his
royal father's martyrdom. The other was altered
in King James I.'s reign, as is evident from one of
his gold coins appearing on the pommel.
The list of Sword-bearers is as follows :

1498. Francis Gilbert.
1509. William Downe.
1510. William Somaster.
1536. William Beamont.
1546. Richard Prous.
1553. John May.
1567. Richard Bartlett.
1586. Lobert Harrison.
1592. Robert Northecot.
1611. Thomas Token
1612. John Clarke.
1613. Leonard Cranebury.
1618. William Byrdall.
1641. Robert Bletchinden.
1646. John Cogan.
1666. Thomas Willinge.
1685. Richard Rous.
1687. Joseph Bradshaw.
1688. Richard Rous.
1703. Isreal Stafford.
1710. Philip Westcott.
1724. Matthew Pear.
1765. Simon Gandy.
1772. William Marler.
1786. James Grant.
1808. Richard Strong.
1830. Hugh dimming.

Mr. Gumming ceased to perform the duties of
the office on being appointed Superintendent of the
Police (25 May, 1836). No person was made
bword-bearer in his place, but the Sword has since
been borne before the Mayor on all civic occasions,
and the cap of maintenance worn by the Senior
Sergeant of Mace."

Oliver records that there was much alter-
cation in days gone by, between the Dean
and Chapter and the Mayor, as to how the

*
I know of no place of this name : probably it

is a misprint for Bristol. [Bristow is an old spell-
ing. See the paper by Mr. W. H. Stevenson on Old-
French influence on English local names, Athenccum,
17Feb,p. 203.]

sword was to be carried during state visits

to the Cathedral. At length, on 1C July,

1708, it was agreed
" that if divine service should have commenced
before the arrival of the Mayor, then the royal
sword was to be dropped at the entrance to the
choir, and the cap of maintenance be taken off;

but otherwise the sword was to be carried erectr

and the cap of maintenance be worn before the

Mayor on entering into, and coming out of the

choir, as had been in times past ; and that con-

venient places be appointed and made for placing
the sword and cap of maintenance before the

Mayor and his successors, or near their right side,

during divine service."

The present sword-bearer is Senior Sergeant
John Salter, who succeeded to the post on
the resignation of his predecessor last year.
The cap of maintenance was always worn by
the sword-bearer himself until about fifteen

years ago. Since then it has been the custom
for one of the sergeants of mace to carry it

upon a velvet cushion. The order of pro-
cession is as follows : A posse of constables ;

the sword-bearer ;
four sergeants of mace,

wearing their ancient silver collars, and

shouldering the handsome silver gilt maces
of George II.'s time ; the cap of maintenance,
carried by a sergeant of mace, the Mayor
immediately behind him. followed by his

Deputy Mayor, the Sheriff, Town Clerk, City
Marshal, aldermen, councillors, and other

civic officials. HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

King Richard II. presented a sword of

state to the City of Chester in September,
1394, when on his way to Ireland ;

and also

on 6 April, 1506, King Henry VII. authorized

the Mayor and citizens of Chester to have
the sword he had presented to them carried

in all processions with the point upright, &c.

GEO. W. HASWELL.
Chester.

THE WATERLOO CAMPAIGN (10
th S. v. 107).

The writer of the letter, Major Talbot

Ashley Pattison Cox, has long been dead, but

his widow and several daughters are alive.

Major Cox married in 1864 Miss Agnes Bla-

grave, daughter of John Blagrave, Esq., of

Calcot Park, near Reading, the head of a

very old Berks family, now represented by a

brother of Mrs. Ashley Cox.
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

Swallowfield Park, Reading.

''SMITH" IN LATIN (10
th S. iv. 409, 457;

v. 13, 73). A Huguenot emigrant family
named Lefevre took the name of Smith on

settling as merchants in London. Two
members of this family entered the service of

the Hon. East India Company about 1750,
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namely, Charles Smith, who became a
member of Council at Fort St. George, and
Culling Smith, who was on the Bengal
establishment. They were the sons of
Thomas Smith and Culling Home, the sister

of John Home, Governor of Bombay.
Culling Smith was created a baronet in 1802

(See 'Indian Monumental Inscriptions,'
vol. iii-, by J. J, Cotton.)

FRANK PENNY.

It is interesting to note that since the

question was first raised in *N. & Q.' the

family of "Smith in Latin "
has been occupy-

ing a good deal of attention on the part of
the public. One Faber has been made a

peer, and another has won a seat in the
House of Commons.

RUDOLPH DE CORDOVA.

"Smithus" is used in the title of a Latin
book published Lond. 1691, as follows :

"V. 01. Gulielmi Camdeai, et Illustrium
Virorum ad G. Camdenum Epistolse
Prremittitur G. Camdeni Vita, Scriptore
Thoma Smitho.'' W. R. HOLLAND.

COLET ON PEACE AND WAR (10
th S. v. 28,

57, 95). In addition to the passages referred
to by MR. TURNER ROOM and MR. WAINE-
WRIGHT, Cicero has the following allusions to
civil war :

"
Equidem pacem hortari npn desino ; quse vel

iniusta utilior est, quam justissimum bellum."
'Epist ad Att.,' vii. 14.

"Mihi enim omnis pax cum civibus bello civili
utilior videbatur." '

Philip.,' ii. 15 (37).

Ramage, in his
'

Beautiful Thoughts from
Latin Authors,' third edit., 1877, p. 690, thus
illustrates

" Miseram pacem vel bello bene
mutari. Even war is preferable to a wretched
and dishonourable peace" (Tacitus, 'Ann.,'
iii. 44) :

" Franklin (Letter to Quincy, Sept. 11, 1773) says :

' There never was a good war or a bad peace.' And
S. Butler ('Speeches in the Rump Parliament')
says: 'It hath been said that an unjust peace is

to be preferred before a just war.'
"

'A New Dictionary of Quotations from
the Greek, Latin, and Modern Languages,'
seventh edit., 1868, p. 220, says that "Ini-

quissimam pacem justissimo bello antefero"
was a favourite maxim of Charles James Fox.
Presumably he applied it to foreign wars.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

With great shame, and many apologies to
the readers of

' N. & Q.,
J

I must confess that
my reply at the last referenca is quite wrong,
and that of MR. TURNER ROOM is right.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.
LACONIC LETTERS (10

th S. v. 108). When
the church of Swallowfield was restored in

1870, Sir Charles Russell applied to the Duke-
of Wellington for a subscription, as he had
land in the parish. His answer was :

" Dear
Sir Charles, I too am restoring a church, and
if we both agree to give the same amount,
no money need pass between us. Yours,.

Wellington." CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield Park, Reading.

JOSEPH NOLLEKENS'S LIBRARY (10
th S. v.

86). Thanks to the foresight of past
librarians, Evans's original sale catalogues-
are in the British Museum Library.

RALPH THOMAS.
<l TiiE Two FRIENDS," PRINCES STREET,

LONDON, 1794 (10
th

S._v. 90). Probably this-

was a tobacconist's sign, since two men are

sometimes represented on old tobacco- papers
smoking the pipe of (peace and) friendship
sentiments especially associated, after the
manner of the Indians, with the burning of
the fragrant weed. It may be noted, more-

over, that the date, 1794, was long after the-

general abolition of signs, which were re-

tained, however, especially by tobacconists-

and tavern-keepers. But there were so many
Princes Streets in London at the time in

question that some further data would cer-

tainly be necessary to trace this particular
instance. Nine years later there were at

least eight Prince's Streets in London (* Pic-

ture of London,' 1803).

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.
4 THE EPICURE'S ALMANACK' (10

th S. v. 4,

116). I agree with MR. SCHLOESSER that it

is improbable that Benson Earle Hill edited

the first issue of this rather interesting pub-
lication. In my copy the words "

By R.

Rylance
"
are written in pencil on the title-

page. G. E. WEARE.
Weston-super-Mare.

Is the James White, of whom MR. SCHLOES-
SER knows nothing, the same bearer of the

name who has been immortalized by Charles
Lamb 1 I write without books of reference

at hand.
Mr. E. V. Lucas, I imagine, if any one,,

would know whether Lamb's Jem White was
connected with ' The Epicure's Almanack.'
A priori it would seem a most appropriate

performance for him. EDWARD BENSLY.

" MARMOR" AND THE SEA IN LATIN POETS-

(10
th S. v. 106). I expressed no approval of

the "suggestion" which I brought forward
as a reflection under another heading. I was,
of course, acquainted with the Greek %vords

mentioned by PROF. LEEPER. It has been

pointed out that there may be some San-
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kritic words in the language of the natives of

Maoriland. In that language the moon is

-called marama, and the word "calm," in

speaking of the sea, is marino. The sea, when
calm, does, like the moon, shine oft with smiles

from the sun. It may be that these words
came from the Malayan peninsula, skipping
across the waves, before Virgil read the
'Iliad.' E S. DODGSON.

MAJOR RICHARD CROMWELL, 1648 (10
th S.

v. 69, 113). In Noble's * Memoirs of the

Cromwell Family,' p. 202, we find the follow-

ing concerning the baptism of Richard Crom-
well, son of the Protector :

*'

Probably his

uncle Richard Cromwell, Esq., was one of the

sponsors and gave him his Christian name."
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

Swallowfield Park, Reading.

" BROWN BESS" AS APPLIED TO A MUSKET
<10th S. v. 21, 91). Perhaps in the reign of

Queen Elizabeth the Ordnance muskets were

familiarly called "Bess's muskets." If so,

Brown's improved pattern would be called
41 Brown's Besses." M. N. G.

MAIDLOW (10
th S. iv. 508). -Would not this

name be the Anglo-Saxon mce'd, meadow, and
Jilce'iv, a small hill or a tract of gently rising

ground a " low
"

1

J. H.OLDEN MACMICHAEL.

OPEN-AIR PULPITS (10
th S. iv. 430

;
v. 55,

96). The fine Lector's pulpit in the refec-

tory at Chester Cathedral was simply alluded
to (ante, p. 55) as occupying much the same
relative position to its surroundings as the

oft-called, but wrongly termed open - air

pulpit at Shrewsbury Abbey originally did
to its own refectory, prior to the latter's de-
struction. MR. G. W. HASWELL has well
taken exception to the remark that at
Chester the pulpit is approached from the

cloisters, although it has, at times, been re-

presented as so doing. For instance, a

cutting from Church. Bells before me says :

" The Early English pulpit illustrated on this

page is in the refectory at Chester, which is part of
the Cathedral building, and is entered from the
-cloisters."

But I allow that the more accurate descrip-
tion is that it is approached by an arcaded
passage, one side of which opens out, by a
series of bays, into the refectory itself these

unitedly forming an exceptionally beautiful

-example of thirteenth - century arcading.
With reference to the exterior stone pulpit
at Magdalen College, Oxford, The Oxford
University Gazette of 24 June, 1905, records that

upon St. John Baptist Day last a sermon, ac-

cording to ancient custom, was preached from

it by the Rev. A. Ogle, of Magdalen College.

Formerly, on such occasions, the ground
immediately below was strewn with rushes
and grass, and the adjacent walls of the

building decorated with green boughs, in com-
memoration of the preaching of the Baptist
in the wilderness. I happen to possess an
old print in which these additions are clearly
shown.
Parker in his

*

Glossary
'

(third ed., 1840)

says :

"In the Fabric Rolls of Exeter Cathedral, in

1324-5, occurs a charge of 2,000 tiles 'pro la Pul-

pytte,' which was a distinct building on the north
side of the church, where lectures and sermons
were occasionally delivered."

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

VAMPHORN (10
th S. v. 110). Some notes on

vamp horns were given by Peter Lombard in

The Church Times in 1898. In the issue of

25 February he reproduced a communication
on the subject received from the Rev. Horace

Atkins, rector of Harrington, Northampton-
shire. Thence I extract the following inte-

resting particulars :

"In connexion with vamping in music we find

the vamping horns formerly used to magnify the

voice of the leader of a choir and set the tunes of

the hymns. Very few of these
'

vamps
'

are known
to exist. There are specimens in the parish
church of Willoughton, in Lincolnshire ; in that of

Harrington, in Northamptonshire ; and a very per-
fect one in Braybrooke Church, in the same county.
The last of these was in use less than sixty years

ago, and is still in good condition. It magnifies the

voice, we may say, very considerably, giving three

or four times the sound of the natural voice, and
would form a powerful addition to a weak choir.

In the early part of this century the sexton used to

go round Braybrooke on Sundays with the '

vamp
to summon the congregation to the church

services.
"The following are the dimensions of the three

'

vamps
'

in inches :

Bray- Harring- Willough-
ton.

3J x 2

33i
28

They are trumpet-shaped, and each is composed of

ten rings, which in the bell are themselves made

up of small parts. The jointing of the instrument

was probably for convenience of stowage. The
two parts of the Braybrooke vamp are now soldered

together, but the mouthpiece, which is not the

original, is removable. The bell is ornameted by
forty-three plain round bosses, beaten oat of the

metal at somewhat irregular intervals. The

Willoughton 'vamp' closely resembles that at

Harrington. The use of trumpets to increase the

sound of the voice is said to' be very ancient.

Seven supposed to have been used for this purpose
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*re preserved in the museum of the Royal Irish

Academy, but these are all cast in one piece of

bronze and are curved in shape."

In the next issue of The Church Times for

March, 1898, it was mentioned that another

vamphorn existed at the church of Charing,
in Kent. See also 8th S. viii. 365, 477

;
ix. 151.

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

I do not know why this name is written as

one word; but the vamping horn, of which
an example still remains in Charing Church,
Kent, is simply a big speaking trumpet. The
vicar of Charing informs me that it was used
in the choir, that some choirs had four of

them, and that they were used for support-
ing the singing. The vampers, instead of

singing the words, kept up an accompani-
ment of *'

pom-pom," and to some extent
took the place now occupied by the organ.
In a magazine cutting preserved at Charing
the vamping horn is illustrated.

H. SNOWDEN WARD.
Hadlow, Kent.

See J. T. F. under *

Singing Trumpet
'
in

6th S. xii. 355
; Gent. Mag., December, 1866

(woodcut), 776; March, 1867, p. 338; July,
1867, p. 81

;
and January, 1868, p. 80.

J. T. F.

WHEATSTONE (10
th S. iv. 386). On 19 June,

1829, a patent for wind musical instruments
was granted to Charles Wheatstone, of 436,

Strand, musical instrument maker. This
was Wheatstone's first patent, and he was
then twenty-seven years of age, but I am not
able to fix the date when he commenced
business in the Strand. It is evident, how-
ever, that the date assigned by the British
Museum authorities to the piece of music
mentioned by ME. RALPH THOMAS requires
correction. R. B. P.

"WAS YOU?" AND "YOU WAS "
(10

th S.

i. 509; ii. 72, 157; v. 32,76, 114). Horace
Wai pole, in a letter to my great-grandfather,
the Hon. Thomas Walpole, now before me,
says :

"The letter you teas so good as to take the
trouble of sending me, was of no manner of conse-

quence as to being opened, being only from old
Madame d'Egrnont about some Staffordshire
ware."

H. S. VADE-WALPOLE.
101, Lexham Gardens, Kensington, W.

MELCHIOR GUYDICKENS (10
th S. iv. 469,

537
;

v. 37, 93). His sons Frederick William
and Gustavus were both educated at West-
minster School. They were also both
admitted to Lincoln's Inn 10 Feb., 1745/6.
Frederick William, the elder, was called to

the bar 27 June, 1753 ;
while Gustavus went

into the army and became a major-general.
G. F. R. B.

PEDIGREE DIFFICULTIES : MARY STAPLETON
OR STOUGHTON (10

th S. v. 87). I would

suggest that MR. ALFRED STAPLETON make a
search for Stoughton wills in the Principal
Court and in the Archdeaconry and Commis-

sary Courts of Surrey, say from 1763 to 1800.

G. F. T. SHERWOOD.
50, Beecroft Road, Brockley, S.E.

ALMANAC, c. 1744 (10
th S. iv. 486 ;

v. 12).

The year nearest to 1744 in which the 22nd

Sunday after Trinity fell on Martinmas was
1749. In 1688 and 1760 the same was the

case. The identification may therefore be

effected by examining the almanacs of 1749,

as both the earlier and later years seem ex-

cluded by the terms of the query. Q. V.

MAY DAY: Two POETICAL TRACTS (10
th S.

Hi. 344). The lines
* May Morning at

Magdalen College' are by the Rev. Arthur
Cleveland Coxe, Bishop of New York, who
died in July, 1896. They are included in the

later editions of his
' Christian Ballads and

Poems.' R- B. P.

JENKYN, LITTLE JOHN, kc. (10
th S. v. 109).

In Somersetshire the following lines were

formerly sung by the Christmas mummers :

Here comes I, liddle man Jan,
With my zvvord in my han',
If you don't all do
As you be told by I

,

I '11 zend you all to York,
Vor to make apple-pie.

Here in Berkshire we still keep up the

mummers, and every Christmas they give us

their rendering of the play
'
St. George.'

We have the Doctor, the King of Egypt,
St. George, and some other characters.

Should not
" Meriasek." be Meriadec, the

name of a great Cornish hero and of a

Brittany saint? Couon Meriadec at the end

of the fourth century went over from Corn-

wall to that part of Armorica afterwards

called Brittany, which he governed as king
for twenty-six years, and from him descended

the Dukes of Brittany.
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

Swallowfield, Reading.

In the appendix to her
*

Glossary of North-

amptonshire Words and Phrases' (1854) Miss

Baker devotes a chapter to
* Mumming.' She

there gives the words of a mock play of

which she witnessed the performance by
eight mummers "some years since, at the

seat of the late Michael Wodhull, Esq.,

Thenford." One of the dramatis persons
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is a doctor, who is accompanied by an
assistant named in the list "Jem Jacks," and

spoken of by himself as "
little Jim Jack."
JOHN T. PAGE.

Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

In the glossary to
*

Reliques of Ancient

English Poetry,' vol. ii. p. 412, is
"
Jenkin,

diminutive of John." I do not know in which
ballad the name occurs. R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

ST. EXPEDITUS (10
th S. v. 107). Husenbeth,

in his
* Emblems of Saints,' records this

martyr's day as 19 April, and says that in

ancient ecclesiastical art he is represented
crushing a crow under his feet.

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

Cf. an article in the current number of the
Analecta Bollandiana, (torn. xxv. fasc. i.),

'Saint Expedit et le Martyrologe Hierony-
mien.' L. L. K.

"Pip" (10
th S. v. 107). I knew a house-

wife who always did the cooking for her own
household, and said that "pippy apples"
made the best dumplings and pies. She
meant those apples in which there were many
pips, or "pippins." The apples with none, or

only small pips, were not so good as eaters or
cookers. I know that as children we liked
best those apples which held large, well-

made, deep-coloured pips. The pips we took
between the thumb and finger ends, and
"flerting" them away, said :

Pippins, pippins,
Fly away ;

Bring me 'n apple
'Nother day.

In this we never failed, for we said, "I
will send more good apples."

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

It may be worth while referring DR
MURRAY to Dekker's * Old Fortunatus
(' Works,' Pearson, i. 152), where he will fine

the "cry" of an "Irishe Coster-monger""
Buy any Apples, feene Apples of Tamasco

feene Tamasco peepins : peeps feene," &c.

W. BANG.
Louvain.

G. J. HOLYOAKE: CHARTISTS AND SPECIA
CONSTABLES (10

th S. v. 126). Surely ther
must be many of us alive who were sworn i

as specials in 1848 to quell the suppose
Chartist riots, which did not take place an
were never intended. I was one of th
Lincoln's Inn lot, and am now over eightj
one. On my eighty-second birthday, Sunda}

Feb., 1906, I sculled bow in the racing
culling eight of my Furnivall Sculling Club
or Girls and Men, from Hammersmith,
gainst wind and tide, to Messum's at

lichmond, and back, about fourteen miles.

/Ve had girls at 6 and 2. After getting down
o our clubhouse on the river bank, we had
members and friends to tea, and then 125

o dances, songs, and recitations : a very
mppy time we spent. F. J. FURNIVALL.

I was sworn in as a special con-

table in April, 1848, at the mature age of

wenty-three. I kept my baton for many
.ears, but it has long since disappeared.
lave often wondered what on earth I should
lave done with it, had we come to blows. I

used to picture myself encountering a tali

irishman with a long spear, ready to run me
hrough, and I did not relish the picture, but
t all ended in a fiasco. E. MARSTON.

In the various obituary notices of Holyoake-
[ have not seen it recorded that at one time

was accustomed to lecture under the name
of Iconoclast. I well remember that in the-

ate fifties he did so for a long while con-

:inuously at a small hall situated near the
bottom of Rockingham Street (the Moor end)
at Sheffield. I reminded him of this a few

years ago, and he replied, in a cheery note,
that probably he and I were almost the only
ones left who remembered the meetings in

question.
The special constables in London in 1848-

were supplied with a rattle as well as with a

staff. My father, who was one of those

sworn in at that time, retained both tokens
of office until his death in 1887.

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY VOLUNTEERS (10
th S.

v. 108) Allow me to refer to
*

Reginald
Dalton,' by John Gibson Lockhart, published
in 1823, a novel descriptive of Oxford life at

the time alluded to by S. T. S. the end of

the eighteenth century and the beginning
of the nineteenth. Lockhart graduated from
Balliol College as First Class in Lit. Hum. in

1813. The passage is worth quotation :

"
Amongst the first volunteer corps raised, when

the French invasion was threatened, had been one

consisting entirely of members of the University :

and though the fugleman was a reverend Fellow*
and almost all the officers Masters of Arts, perhaps-
a finer volunteer regiment never mustered upon-

English ground. That corps, however, I know not
well for what reason, had been broken up about a

year before Reginald came to Oxford. On its disso-

lution, a great number of the young gentlemen who
had figured in its ranks, full of that martial en-

thusiasm which then burned all over the country %
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had solicited and obtained the permission of their

superiors to join the regiment of the city." Bk. III.

chap. iii.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

DUTCH EPIPHANY CUSTOM (10
th S. v. 110).

Whether the bean custom at Epiphany, which
is almost universal on the European continent,
be traceable to the Roman Saturnalia, or to

the custom among the Romans of casting dice

to decide who should be the rex convivii, is

perhaps still open to question. It is, how-
ever, remarkable that many of the customs

peculiar to the Saturnalia bear a noteworthy
resemblance to the sports of the Italian

Carnival and of our own Christmas. One of

the amusements, for instance, in private
society, during this festival, was the election

of a mock king, at once suggesting a close

resemblance to our Twelfth Night ceremony,
in which he who finds the bean is proclaimed
*'

King of the Bean "in Prance " Le Roi de
Feve." The "special kind of bread" made
in Holland, in which the bean is hidden,
probably had no particular signification
further than that special bread or cake was
appropriate to the occasion. A writer in The
Gentleman's Magazine, quoted by Brand in his
4

Antiquities,' thinks the practice of choosing
the king and queen on Twelfth Night owes
its origin to the custom among the Romans,
which they took from the Greeks, of casting
dice who should be the rex convivii, or, as

Horace calls him, the arbiter bibendi. Who-
ever threw the lucky cast, which they
termed Venus or Basilicus, gave laws
for the night (Gent. Mag.) vol. xxxiv.,
December, 1764, p. 599). But this custom
was peculiar to convivial meetings following
an entertainment given to friends, and not, I

think, to any particular part of the Saturn-
alia which may have corresponded to Twelfth

Night. In the English custom a pea was
appropriated to the queen as well as a bean
to the king. Concerning the rex convivii at
the comissatio see Fuss's ' Roman Antiquities

'

(trans. 1840), 464. We have a saying which
testifies to the former prevalence of the
custom in England,

" He has found a bean
in the cake," meaning that good fortune
attends him, he has drawn a prize in the

lottery. And that the king was supposed to
be pro tern, one of the Three Kings is evident
in the French name for the occasion, the

jour des rois, while the French also indicate

good luck proverbially by the saying, "II a
trouve la feve au gateau."
On Twelfth Night in the year 1870 an

almost impromptu dinner was got up at the

Tuileries, invitations being sent out in the

afternoon to assemble a party of forty.
Several of the Prince Imperial's young friends
were among the guests, and after dinner the

Empress assembled a circle around her to
"draw the bean"; a superb specimen of the
traditional cake made its appearance, and the
bean fell to the share of the Prince Imperial.
Was it hazard alone, it was asked, that
directed the knife? Again, at a party of
Liberal members de la Gauche great fun was
had about the bean, a number of joking
predictions being made for the deputy to
whom the bean should fall. The galette was
cut, and the bean, which happened to be
in the centre, remained in the dish, its re-

publicanism being proclaimed with unanimity
of laughter (Queen, 15 January, 1870).

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

SELLING ONESELF TO THE DEVIL (10
th S.

v. 29, 78, 115). The following, though nob
an answer to the question, is interesting. It is

in Bayle's
'

Historical and Critical Dictionary,'
London, 1710, p. 801, s v. Cayet (Peter Victor
Palma) :

"Peter Gayer* became such a Reprobate, as
to make a Contract with Satan under the Name of
Terrier, Prince of the Subterranean Spirits, and
resign'd himself, up to him Body and Soul, on con-
dition that he (the Devil) should make him success-
ful in his Disputes with the Protestants, and render
him Master of the Tongues. This Contract, Sign'd
with Blood, was found after his Death, and was
seen by divers of the King's Council." Quoted from
Theodore Tronchin : his preface upon the Defence
of our Versions, 1620.

Bayle gives another quotation to the effect

that
" the Devil took Cayet Body and Soul, so that to
deceive those who were to bear the Coffin at his

Funeral, they were oblig'd to fill it with Stones
instead of the Carkass, which the Devil had seiz'd."

This is quoted from Konig's
*

Bibliotheca/
"
upon the Word Cahierus," where it is appa-

rently a quotation from Maresius, t. ii.,
* Contra Tirinum/ p. 434.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

HETMAN : ATAMAN (10
th S. v. 109). Accord-

ing to Vladimir Dai's dictionary of the living
Great Russian language (the revised edition
of which is still proceeding) Otarnan and
Hetman, which are derived from German
Hauptmann, are the names of the former
leaders of the Cossacks in Malo-Russia or
Little Russia. The more usual form of this

name, applied to the military captain of the
Malo-Russian Cossacks, appears to be Ata-
man. Hence the well-known proverbial
saying, "Terpi, Kazak ! Ataman budesh"

*
Cayet, Gayer, Cahier, Caillette, Cajet, Cayerus,

Cajetus, Cajetanus.
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(" Endure, Cossack ! You will be an Ata-

man"). Considering that Hetman, as pointed
out by MR. F. P. MARCHANT, denoted also an
elective prince of Little Russia, it might be
of common interest to ascertain the date
when this loan-word was first imported from
German into Russian. H. KREBS.

DEATH - BIRDS IN SCOTLAND AND IRELAND
(10

th S. iv. 530; v. 111). I never heard of the
robin being considered a bird of ill omen.
One used to come in at the window and
perch itself on a chairback, looking at me
with its beautiful eye, but I am afraid it was
killed by a cat. There are many allusions to
it in the poets, as :

Sweet robin, I have heard them say
That thou wert there upon the day
When Christ was crowned in cruel scorn,
And bore away one bleeding thorn.

And again :

Little bird with bosom red,
Welcome to my humble shed ;

Daily to my table steal
While I get my scanty meal.

Yet another, from Shakespeare (' Cymbeline,'
IV. ii.) :

The ruddock would,
With charitable bill (0 bill, sore-shaming
Those rich-left heirs that let their fathers lie

Without a monument !), bring thee all this ;

Yea, and furred moss besides, when flowers are

none,
To winter-ground thy corse.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Hectory, Woodbridge.

In her *

Glossary of Northamptonshire
Words and Phrases' (1854), s v.

*

Robin,'
Miss Baker says, inter alia :

"
If a robin settle near a house, and at the con-

clusion of his song gives a chirp, or instead of

singing moans plaintively, it is considered the har-

binger of death to one of the inmates. This
superstition extends very widely ; according to
Brockett ('Glossary of North-Country Words') it

prevails in parts of Northumberland and Scotland."

See also 8th S. x. 452. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

In Devonshire the robin is very generally
associated with ill-luck, and not by the
illiterate only. At the Ashburton meeting
of the Devonshire Association in 1896 a
member of the Committee on Devonshire
Folk-lore reported (inter alia) as follows :

"
During the whole of the past winter a robin

took up its abode. in the house of a friend of mine,
where it remained until the spring, roosting on the

pictures during the night, and 'helping itself to
what it pleased from the table during meals. A
lady friend (the wife of a clergyman) called one day,
and, observing the robin flying about the room,
remarked that she should not care to have it in her
house, as it would be certain to bring misfortune."

The belief is undoubtedly very prevalent
in this county, more especially, as may be-

supposed, in the rural districts/

A. J. DAVY.
Torquay.

LUSTRE WARE (10
th S. v. 110). Although

the metallic lustre imparted to the particular
kind of earthenware vessels known as
"lustre ware" was doubtless suggested by
the superior, though similar lustrous orna-
mentation of Hispano-Moresco pottery, ifc

seems to have been in other respects one of
those inventions which were distinctly
English, and one which owed nothing
beyond this suggestion to continental in-
fluences. Copper "lustre"' was made at

Brislington, near Bristol, by Richard Frank
and his son, the Brislington works having
been closed in 1789; but it was also produced
in the Staffordshire potteries. This copper
lustre, into which copper or a substitute for
it entered largely, was turned out in large
quantities, to meet the demands of the
cottager for something bright and attractive
to the eye, and may still be met with
frequently in the farmhouses and cottages in
the neighbourhood of Gloucester and Bristol.
Prof. Church says :

"John Hancock, when employed at Hartley, is

said to have originated this kind of decoration,
so far as the Potteries are concerned; and he seems
to have sold a copy of his recipe to many different
firms. We do not know whether he produced
'silver,' that is platinum, lustre, as well as bronze
or copper and gold lustres, but Shaw affirms that
one John Gardner introduced this kind when i

the employment of 'the late Mr. Wolfe (Thomas
Woolfe) of Stoke.' So late as 1829 this John
Gardner was working for Josiah Spode the third.
Other early Staffordshire makers of 'silver

'

lustre
are stated to have been Mr. G. Sparkes, of Slack
Lane, Hanley ; Mr. Horobin, of Tunstall

; and
Mr. John Ainsley, of Lane End. Shaw assigns the
introduction of gold lustre to one Hennys, also to
James Daniel, of Stoke. Fortunately a certain
number of marked pieces of platinum lustred ware
are still extant, and these afford criteria by which
we are enabled to allocate a good many unmarked
examples to Robert Wilson, of Hanley. It appears
that this potter began this particular branch of his
work after the termination of his partnership
with Neale certainly after the year 1787, and pro-
bably not until 1793. Nine years after the latter
date David Wilson, brother of Robert, continued
to produce well-moulded vessels for the breakfast
table, as well as many varieties of goblets, double-
handled cups, and not a few statuettes and figures of
animals in 'silvered' ware. The Wilsons also
turned out some pieces of 'copper' or 'bronze'
lustred ware. Other eighteenth and early nine-
teenth century Staffordshire potters who employed

platinum
on their wares were Lakin and Poole,

Spode, and Wood and Caldwell. If the anchor and
the letter D accompanied by a sceptre really belong
to Davenport, of Longport, his name may be added
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to the list, for there exist several lustred pieces

bearing such marks impressed." A. H. Church s

'

English Earthenware made during the Seven-

teenth and Eighteenth Centuries,' 1904, pp. 113-14,

125.

I myself possessed two platinum lustred

figures of boys, nude, holding supports for

candles, but the resemblance to silver in

these examples of the statuette was some-

what remote. J. HOLDEN MAcMlCHAEL.

Cf. W. Burton's 'A History and Descrip-
tion of English Earthenware and Stone-

ware '

(London, 1904). L. L. K.

" PIN-FIRE
"
(10

th S. v. 70, 114). I took

out with me to India in 1864 a pin-fire

breech-loader. This followed after ray

muzzle-loader. HAROLD MALET, Col.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Greaom the Great : his Place in History and

Thow/ht. By F. Homes Dudden, B.D. 2 vols.

(Longmans <fe Co.)

IT is with good reason that the historic conscious-

ness has conferred on Gregory I. the title of

"Great." Probably no other man has impressed
his own mind and personality so deeply on the

history of the civilized world. Wherever Chris-

tianity has spread, his influence has been felt
;
and

it is impossible even to conceive what England

might have remained if Gregory, by his famous

mission to our shores, had not brought it into the

fold of St. Peter. His strong, masterful nature,

his marvellous energy and power of organization,

his indefatigable zeal in spreading the faith of

Christ, mark him out as a "King of Men," and

have enforced the homage and respect of Chris-

tendom. Mr. Dudden distributes his comprehen-
sive work into three books, which treat of (i)

Gregory's life before his Pontificate, (ii) his Pontifi-

cate, and (iii) his theology. He lays put his

material on the colossal scale of a great historical

picture, which some will possibly think excessive.

He takes a hundred pages to place us in the milieu

amid which Gregory lived and acted. He has evi-

dently steeped himself in the Gregorian literature,

and has a knowledge of the period as minute as it

is wide. His biography probably will be recognized
as the standard work on the subject, and the marvel

is that the field has remained so long unoccupied.
If we were to hint a fault, it would be a certain

want of proportion in the space allotted to some
incidents. When an interesting story can be told,

Mr. Dudden cannot resist the temptation to digress.

Columba's mission, e.g., in the North had really no

point of contact with Augustine's in the South ;

yet Mr. Dudden fills three pages with Adamnan's
touching account of the last days of the great Irish-

man ;
we read them with pleasure, but feel they

are a digression. On the other hand, these super-
fluities are counterbalanced by occasional sins of

omission. The epitaph composed for Gregory's
tomb by Oldradus is surely germane to the subject,

yet we are left to look it up for ourselves, if we-
choose to do so, in the pages of Bseda.
The third book, devoted to Gregory as a great

Doctor of the Church, is full of skilfully condensed
matter. Classical learning was at a low ebb in?

Rome when he was called to the Papacy, Greek
being practically unknown. Gregory himself openly
discouraged what he termed " the idle vanities of
secular literature," and had nothing but praise for
the " scienter nescius et sapienter indoctus."

Paganism was still at that time a power to be-

reckoned with, and classical learning was only,
in his estimation, a danger to the faith of Chris-
tians. The fact is that, bred as a monk, Gregory
never quite divested himself of the ascetic mind
and narrow outlook of the cloister. He favoured*
the cult of relics, and in many ways inaugurated
a lower type of popular religion. He was the first

also to introduce familiar stories and illustrations
into his sermons, and thus became the forerunner
of a long line of popular preachers.
But if he was above all a saint and an ecclesiastic,

he was also a statesman of a very shrewd and*

practical sagacity. It will ever be remembered to-

his credit that, notwithstanding his burning zeal
for his own faith, he stood forward as the defender
and champion of the Jews when they were
generally persecuted. And his wise toleration i

manifested in the '

Responsa
'

he sent to Augustine
for his guidance in matters of reform. Another
famous work of his, 'The Pastoral Care,' became a
widely read manual, and moulded the polity and
conduct of the church's rulers for many ages. It is

not too much to say that he was the founder of the
mediaeval Papacv as a temporal power, and that
the Church of Rome is what it is because it is

saturated with the spirit of Gregory. His chief
honour will ever remain that he was the first great
organizer of missions in the outlying regions of

European heathenism, and the indirect promoter,
in consequence, of modern culture and civilization.

Life in Morocco and Glimpses Beyond. By Budgett
Meakin. (Chatto & Wiudus.)

MR. MEAKIN has turned to profitable account a
residence in Morocco longer than many Europeans, or
at least many Englishmen, can boast. The present
appears to be the fourth book which he has written,

during recent years concerning the Moors and their

doings. His experiences are recent, and the political
views he expresses deal with the eminently disturbed
land of to-day. So favourably impressed is he with

place and people that he recommends Morocco to.

the modern traveller. This counsel should be
taken with limitations. Nowhere else within
reasonable distance can the East the true East
be seen. Egypt, Tunisia, Algiers, are all sophis-
ticated. Morocco is, however, better suited to the
active and adventurous than to the pacific traveller

after pleasure. Mr. Meakin was, for a time at

least, accompanied by his wife, to whom he owes

glimpses of interiors he would not otherwise have-
obtained. Most of his impressions have previously
seen the light in The Times of Morocco and in

various English periodicals ;
while other portions

are to be included in a further record of experiences
in Morocco. We find little personal adven-
ture ; indeed little incident of any kind. As a

description of life as at present seen in Morocco,
and of places and institutions as they exist, the
whole is exemplary and edifying. A series of

photographic illustrations adds to the value and
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'interest of the whole. What appears to us most

significant is the account of the terrible oppression
and misrule under which the peasant and working
classes generally live.

Studies in Poetry and Criticism. By John Churton
Collins. (Bell & Sons.)

WHATEVER Prof. Churton Collins has to say upon
literature is worthy of attention. His reprinted
criticisms, which are dedicated to Sir Oliver Lodge,
are accordingly entitled to take their place in

'library form. Of the seven articles now reprinted,
one on ' The Poets and Poetry of America' has ap-

peared in The North American Review ; others are

taken from The Quarterly,^ The Contemporary, The
.National, and The Westminster Gazette; while one
on ' The True Functions of Poetry

'

has not pre-

viously seen the light. Some of these have, it is

said, been enlarged ; and some, including the essay
on the poetry of Mr. William Watson, have been en-

tirely rewritten. These essays are of different value,
those which come last, on '

Longinus and Greek
Criticism

' and * The True Functions of Poetry,'

being the best. In ' Miltonic Myths and their

Authors
'

Prof. Collins dwells on the various assaults

that have been made upon the reputation of the great

tpoet, and denies very confidently the possibility of

his having any share in the ' Nova Solyma,' a matter
on which the last word may not yet have been

spoken. To Mr. William Watson he is just, and
to Mr. Gerald Massey generous. In his dealings
with American poets we are not always at accord
with him. In the general estimate we almost con-

cur, but our favourite poems are not the Professor's.

What is said of Thomas Bailey Aldrich is just and
almost adequate, while Joaquin Miller is judiciously

appraised. The censure, at least, upon Walt
Whitman is merited, as is the praise of Col. Hay.
In the fine essay on ' The Functions of Poetry

' we
^should have liked to see mention of Wither, whose
verses, fluent and facile as they are, have insight
-and feeling as well as grace.

Imaginanj Conversations and Classical Dialogues.

By Walter Savage Landor. Essays, Dialogues,
and Thoughts of Giacomo Leopardi. Translated

by James Thomson (B. V.). Edited by Bertram
Dobell. Thoughts on the Games of the Present

Discontents, tfcc. By Edmund Burke. The

Spectator. Edited by George A. Aitken. Vols. I.

and II. Rasselas. By Dr. Samuel Johnson.

(Routledge & Sons.)

"Six welcome volumes, representative of many more,
are now added to

"
Routledge's New Universal

Library," one of the most important of modern con-

'tributions to cheap literature in its highest form.

Landor's ' Jm aginary Conversations' contains the

Kjreek and Roman dialogues from the copyright
edition edited in 1876 by John Forster. A second

volume, soon to be expected, will contain the
*

Dialogues of Sovereigns,' and will in due course be
followed by the remaining conversations. Thom-
son's translation of Leopardi is edited by Mr.
Bertram Dobell, the poet's friend, publisher, and

patron. In this more than has previously been

published is given to the world, and the editor

supplies some deeply interesting information con-

cerning the translator, together with what is, to a

certain degree, a parallel between the two writers.

To some extent, accordingly, this is a new work.
Burke's

'

Thoughts on the Causes of the Present
Discontents

' and a tractate closely connected with

it form the opening volume of a new edition of

Burke, which must necessarily include many
volumes. The new edition of

' The Spectator,'
which is to be in six volumes, will supply in an un-
abridged form Mr. Aitken's eight-volume edition

produced in 1898 by Nimmo. With its notes and
other matter this may be regarded as the best and
most serviceable issue obtainable. In its present
shape it is a miracle of cheapness. The concluding
volumes will be eagerly expected.

' Rasselas
'

is

also the first volume of an edition of Johnson which
will extend to several volumes. When complete,
these works will constitute an important addition
to a collection of singular value and importance to
the reader of limited means.

The Poems of Richard Crashaw. Edited by J. R.
Tutin. (Routledge & Sons.)

A NOTABLE addition to "The Muses' Library" is

made by the publication of Mr. Tutin's edition of

Crashaw, which is ushered in by Canon Beeching's
Introduction. Editions of Crashaw multiply. This,
which contains 'Steps to the Temple,' 'Carmen
Deo Nostro,' 'The Delights of the Muses,' and the

posthumous poems, is cheaper than any, and better
than most.

|]toiiejes to <&0nt*g0n'btni*.

We must call special attention to the following
notice* :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

WE cannot undertake to advise correspondents
as to the value of old books and other objects or as
to the means of disposing of them.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-

ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact

heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to

which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "Duplicate."

D. NICHOLSON ("Straight is the line of duty").
MR. EUGENE TEESDALE stated at 6th S. viii. 219
that these lines

" were written by William Maccall,
author of 'Elements of Individuality,' &c., and a

personal friend of Thomas Carlyle."

CLIFTON ROBBINS ("Spick and span ''). Much
information will be found at 1st S. iii. 330, 480; v.

521.

CORRIGENDUM. Ante, p. 131, col. 2. 1. 22 from
foot, for "South American " read North American.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to
" The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-

tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not

print; and to this rule we can make uo exception.
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THE ATHENAEUM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHEKEiUM contains Articles on

TWO BOOKS ON VENICE. I
THE THREAD OF GOLD.

THE BODLEIAN MANUSCRIPT OF JEROME'S VERSION OF THE CHRONICLE OF EUSEBIUS.
VERSAILLES AND THE COURT UNDER LOUIS XIV.
A SUPREME MOMENT. MRS. ERRICKER'S REPUTATION. No. 101. A SON OF THE PEOPLE.

THE BEAUTY SHOP.
POLITICS AND POLITICIANS. SHORT STORIES.
THE SOURCE OF THE BLUE NILE. ETUDE SUR LA SITUATION DE L'ETAT INDEPENDANT

DU CONGO. THE HEART OF A GARDEN. PORTRAITS OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY,
HISTORIC AND LITERARY. TUSCAN FOLK-LORE AND SKETCHES. MATSYA, THE
ROMANCE OF AN INDIAN ELEPHANT. LA TERREUR BLANCHE. MRS. BEETON'S
BOOK OF HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT. THE LYCEUM ANNUAL. THE GENTLEMAN'S
MAGAZINE.

"PRESTES THRE" OR "PBEST K8TBE." NEW COLLECTED RHYMES.' ANCIENT COAL-
FIELDS IN IRELAND. MELANGES NICOLE. A LAMB REFERENCE EXPLAINED.
THE SPRING PUBLISHING SEASON.

TRAVELS OF A NATURALIST. DR. LE BON'S THEORIES OF MATTER.
THREE EXHIBITIONS.
MR. NEWMAN'S BENEFIT CONCERT. MR. THEODORE HOLLAND'S CONCERT. SYMPHONY

CONCERT.

LAST WEEK'S ATHEKS1UM contains Articles on

THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.
PR. VERHALL ON EURIPIDES. THE RESHAPING OF THE FAR EAST.
THE DIOCESE OF OSSORY.
NEW NOVELS: The Portreeve. The Ancient Landmark. A Sword of the Old Frontier. Le Petit de

Fflospice Le Baiser Rouge.
RECENT VERSE.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : With the Empress Dowager of China. Porfirio Diaz. Life of Sir Andrew-

Clarke. Heine's Poetry. The Champagne fctandard. The Liberal Magazine. Le Vovage de
Sparte. Ma Vie Militaire, 1800-1810.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.
THE LATE T. H. GROSE. NOTARIES PUBLIC. THE 'ADDRESS TO LORD DENMAN ' A

LAMB REFERENCE EXPLAINED. THE SPRING PUBLISHING SEASON.
LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE: La Fin de la Matiere. Dr. Le Bon's Theories of Matter. 'The Zoological Society of

London.' Societies. Meetings Next Week. Gossip.
FINE ARTS : Graves's Dictionary of the Royal Academy.

"
Independent Art "

at Messrs. Agnew's.
The Etchirgs of Charles Jacque. The Dutch Artists at the Fine-Art Society. ArchseDlogical
Notes. Notes from Rome. Sales. Gossip.

MUSIC : Broadwood Concert. London Symphony Orchestra. Mozart a Correction. Gossip.
Performances Next Week.

DRAMA : A Gilded Fool
;
French Plays. Gossip.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHEKS1UM will contain Articles on
R. J. MACKENZIE'S ALMOND OF LORETTO.

PROF. WM. RIDGEWAY'S THE ORIGIN AND INFLUENCE OF THE THOROUGHBRED HORSE.

The ATHENJEUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of
JOHN C. FRANCIS & J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaum Office, Pream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C.

And of all Newsagents.
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MACBETH,' 'THE TEMPEST,' AND THE
STORM OF 1703.

IN the stage-history of the above named
plays, I have not seen any notice of the fuss

made about the acting of them soon after

"The Storm" of 26-27 Nov., 1703. This
storm was, says Lord Stanhope ('Hist.

England, 1701-1713,' p. 104), "the most
terrible tempest ever known in England.
For several years afterwards it was men-
tioned, not as A storm, but as THE storm "

;

and Stanhope gives over three pages to a

description of the disasters it wrought, with
references to his authorities.

The players, naturally desiring to be on
the spot, at once put Shakespeare's storm-

plays 'Macbeth' and 'The Tempest' on the

stage, and this shocked Jeremy Collier and
the opposers of the theatre, who thought the
act a mocking of God. At least three of
them speedily denounced the players. The
treatise first published was :

*' A
| Representation |

of the
| Impiety and

Immorality 1
of the

| English Stage, |
with

|

Reasons for putting a Stop thereto |
and some

Questions Addresst to
|
those who frequent the

Play- | Houses, | London, | Printed, and are to be
Sold by J. Nutt

|
near Stationers - Hall, 17C4

[20 January, 1703/4]."

On leaf 5 we find :

"Her Majesty having now, upon occasion of the
late great Calamity, appointed a Day of Solemn
Fasting and Humiliation throughout the Kingdom,
for the deprecating of God's Wrath, surely the
Players have little Reason to expect that they
shall go on in their abominable Outrages ; who, 'tis

to be observed with Indignation, did, as we are
assured, within a few Days after we felt the late
dreadful IStorm, entertain their Audience with the
ridiculous Representation of what had fiird us
with so great Horror in their Plays call'd
' Mackbeth ' and ' The Tempest,' as if they design'd
to Mock the Almighty Power of God, who alone
commands the Winds and the Seas, and they obey
him. No surely, it cannot but be hoped, that a
Suspension at least of the Players acting for some
considerable time will follow, when the Prophane-
ness and Immorality of the Stage comes to Her
Majesty's Knowledge, who, 'tis to [p. 6J be remem-
bered, has never once given any Countenance to
the Play- House by Her Royal Presence, since Her
happy Accession to the Throne.

1 '

Like remarks are made as to
' Macbeth ' in

"A Letter written by another Hand; in
| Answer,

to some Queries sent by a
|
Person of Quality

Relating to the Ir-
| regularities charged upon the

Stage."

Added to

"Mr. Collier's
|
Dissuasive

|
from the

| Play-
House ; |

in
|
a Letter to a Person of Quality, |

Occasion'd
| By the late Calamity of the

| Tempest.
|
London :

|
Printed for Richard Lane, at Gray's-

Inn-Gate in Holborn, 1704 [9 June]."

On p. 18 is :

" The dismal Calamity of so much Wreck and
Ruin by the late Storm, was certainly a most

R
roper Occasion for a Dissuasive from Places of
jwd Diversion, and the Play-Houses as Principal.
The Tempest it self call'd so loud for it, that if the
Nation be not rou/'d with the Alarm, 'tis the
Symptom of Lethargy, far gone, and likely to prove
fatal.

"But Stupidity under that Convulsion was not
the worst of our Case : No, that Dreadful Hurri-
cane, the Voice of an angry Heaven, and Terrour
of Earth and Sea, was, it seems, a Jest at the Play-
House ; Macbeth with his Lightning and Thunder
the Entertainment of the Day, and the Mention of
Chimnies blown down, clapt by the Audience with
an unusual Length of Pleasure and Approbation.
"Was it possible? Mirth at such a Season!

Satisfactory Plaudits on such an Occasion ! VVhat
can you call this, but another Prodigy [p. 19] of
Horrour, to be chronicled with the Storm?
"'Twas, you '11 say, Sport to our bold Britains of

the Pit, but no Diversion to the Boxes. To suppose
the Mention of Mischief was Mirth to the Ladies,
were to make Macbeth Wiues of them or the
very wayward Sisters of the Play : with whom
Fair is Foul, and Foul is Fair, Mischief a May-
Game, and Destruction a Delight."

Collier himself says in his 'Dissuasive,'
pp. 14-15:
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"We have lately felt a sad Instance of God's Swit/prlanrJ nnr? in a*J n ^ ~-i.u tu
Judgments in the terrible Tempest : Terrible be- BtraSion rnSjSViS

accorda" (

:
e

.
1

w i fch
u
the in-

yond any thing in that kind in Memory or Record, ^ructions
contained in a codicil to his will,

For, not to enlarge on the lamentable Wrecks and Deposited
near the borders of the Lake of

Ruins, were we not almost swept into a Chaos ? kt. Lampierre, in the canton of Berne (see
2nd S. i. 461).

Lord Camelford, though possessing some
praiseworthy traits, was a man of ungovern-
able temper, and his extraordinary conduct
on many occasions pointed to an unsettled

Did not Nature seem to be in her last Agony, and
the World ready to expire? And if we go on still

in such Sins of Defyance, may we not be afraid of
the Punishment of Sodom, and that God should
destroy us with Fire and Brimstone.
"What Impression this late Calamity has made

P^n^b.ei ?Ia
*:?0!S*i

we av Pess b
/,J

heir Acti
,
ng

'Macbeth' with all its Thunder and Tempest, the
same Day: When, at the mention of the Chimnies
being blown down ('Macbeth,' p. 20), the Audience
were pleas'd to Clap, at an unusual Length of
Pleasure and

brain - The murder
~

of Lieut. Charles ~Peter"
son which is dpsprihprl K TinT TTr
!?i^pu '"ii

iescr
}
be? by MR. UDAL, and

wnich
^
eca11

?
an

,

incident that recently
occurred on board the Kniaz Potemkin, was,

asure and Approbation. And is not the mean- an unjustifiable act, especially as under nava1

ng of all this too intelligible? Does it not look law Mr. Peterson would seem to have been
as if they had a Mind to out-brave the Judgment? f}1P qpninr rffi>r T A n i* ^
And make us believe the Storm was nothing but

*
? fi^ f *?f^ fW'ir n^d 8 f

?
th

,?
r

an Eruption of Epicurus's Atoms, a Spring-Tide of
* as

,

a firs
^ ?

ousm
,

of William Pitt, and the
Matter and Motion, and a blind Salley of Chance? court-martial may have thought it would be
This throwing Providence out of the Scheme, is an an unseemly thing to hang a near relative of
admirable Opiate for the Conscience ! And when the Prime Minister. Notwithstanding this-
Recollection is laid asleep the Stage will recover

relationship, however, Lord Camefford'a
of course, and go on with their Business effectual y nniifinal nmni/wk. A u
......December 10, 1703. j.c." political opinions verged on Jacobinism, and

F. J. FURNIVALL.

LORD CAMELFORD'S DUEL.

THE duel in which Lord Camelford lost his

life (see ante, p. 105) was one of the "sensa- 1 and, sallying out with a cudgel" he "met "the

on the proclamation of peace in 1801, when
a general illumination took place, he incurred
the wrath of the mob by refusing to light up
the windows of his lodgings at 148, New
Bond Street. The windows were smashed,

xu.c v*3^ <*!/</, f *w"/ "o Vnw w*. vi. v, ov/noc*- 1 and, sallying out with a cudgel, he met the
tions

"
of the year 1804. It originated in mob in a fierce encounter, in which he-

one of those squalid disputes which were not naturally got the worst of it. That exem-
uncommon a century ago. Lord Camelford plary Whig, Lord Holland, erected a sham
thought an old friend, Capt. Best of the antique Roman altar, bearing a classical in-
Royal Navy, had given him just ground of scription, upon the spot where he fell (see
offence, and he publicly insulted him in the 3rd S. vii. 131). W. F. PRIDEAUX
lobby of Stevens's Hotel, No. 18, New Bond
Street. Capt. Best in returning home sent -tt; seems somewhat strange that MR. UDAL.
Lord Camelford a challenge, which was ac- a

.

nd M - A'Court should be under the impres-
cepted, and the duel took place on 7 March, fion

that there is any doubt as to Lord
1804, in a field situated a little to the west of Camelford s ultimate fate (see ante, p. 105),
Holland House, Kensington. Capt. Best had as few duels have been so often described in

the reputation of being the best shot in Eng- Pnnt as that in which he lost his life. He was-

land, and all efforts at reconciliation failed mortally wounded in a duel with Capt. Best,

through Lord Camelford's idea that his own fought in the early morning on 7 March, 1804,
character would suffer if he made any con- "?

a Meld at fcue back of Little Holland House,
cession to his opponent. Lord Camelford Kensington, and he died four days later,

fired first, and missed ;
but the shot of his An account of the duel appeared in The1.1 1 CM Jllol/j CbLlVJ JJJIOOV>\-1 y
KJ\JL\J VUV O11V7U \JL IJlo I

p v* VAJV^ VA \A\jL {* r/ kJC/ctl OH 111 _/ /{,&

antagonist was more skilfully directed, and Times of 8 March, and was reprinted in the
the bullet pierced his lordship's chest, and, issue of that journal on the corresponding
passing through the lungs, lodged in theNay of 1904; also in 'The Annual Register

r

vertebrae. The wounded man was carried to
|

of 1804, p. 470
; in the 'D.N.B '

;
in Timbs's

Romance of London'; in Leigh Hunt's
' Old Court Suburb '

; and in a paper by
Charles Reade * What has become of Lord

Little Holland House then in the occupa-
tion of Mr. Ottey where, after lingering in

great agony for over three days, he died on
the evening of 10 March. He was only
twenty-nine years of age, and showed some

Camelford's Body?' which maybe found in
a book b

magnanimity in forgiving'his opponent, who I
Stories.'

a book by him entitled 'The Jilt, and other
a-y be

Jilt,

was never brought to trial, the verdict at By a codicil to his will, made the night
the coroner's inquest being

** Wilful murder before he died (quoted verbatim at 2nd S. i.

against a person or persons unknown." His 461), he directed that he should be buried in
remains were subsequently conveyed to

|

a particular spot in Switzerland. But as to-
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this Charles Reade writes that in 1858 a

friend of his
" had business with a firm of solicitors, the senior

partner in which had in his youth been in a house
that acted for Lord Camelford. He said that pre-

parations were actually made to carry out Lord
Camelford's wishes as to the disposal of his re-

mains. He was embalmed and packed up for

transportation. But at that very nick of time war
was proclaimed again, and the body, which was
then deposited, pro tempore,in St. Anne's Church
in Soho, remained there awaiting better times.

The war lasted a long while, and, naturally enough,
Camelford's body was forgotten. After Europe
was settled it struck the solicitor, who was my
friend's informant, that Camelford had never been

shipped for Switzerland. He had the curiosity to

go to St. Anne's Church and inquire. He found
the sexton in the church, as it happened, and asked
him what had become of Lord Camelford. *

Oh,'
said the sexton, in a very cavalier way, 'here he
is

'

;
and showed him a thing which he afterwards

described to my friend M'Leod as an enormously
long fish basket, fit to pack a shark in. And this,

M'Leod assured me, was seven or eight years after

Camelford's death. Unfortunately, M'Leod could
not tell me whether his informant paid a second
visit to the church, or what took place between
1815 and 1853."

Charles Reade concludes by asking the

question which forms the title of his paper,
but whether he ever got a reply does not

appear.
Oddly enough, I made inquiries myself

quite recently on thesame subject atSt. Anne's

Church, when I was assured by the authori-

ties that beyond doubt Lord Camelford's

remains still lie in the north vault. I was
shown in the Register the entry of his

burial there on 17 March, 1804 in linen, for

which luxury an extra fee of 2Z. 10s. was

paid. There is no entry in any book of any
removal, as there certainly would be, if any
such had occurred; but the "fish-basket" is

not likely to be seen by mortal eye for some
time to come, for burials in the church were

prohibited in 1853, and the vaults were
sealed up with brickwork and asphalte for

sanitary reasons about thirty years ago.
ALAN STEWART.

The eccentric Thomas Pitt, second Lord
Camelford, was not killed by Peterson in

Switzerland, but died in Little Holland
House, Kensington, whither he was moved
after his fatal duel with Capt. Best. Always
pugnacious, he provoked the quarrel at the
Prince of Wales's Coffee-House in Conduit
Street, apropos of a Mrs. Symons. The
duel took place on 7 March, 1804, in that

part of the grounds of Holland House which
was formerly called

" The Moats." Unable
to be taken to his lodgings over a grocer's

shop at 148. Bond Street (which he preferred
to his magificent mansion Camelford House),

Lord Camelford was conveyed to Little-
Holland House, close by, then the residence
of Mr. Ottey, and afterwards for very many
years that of Watts the painter. Here Lord'
Camelford died on 10 March, aged thirty,
from the result of his wounds.
His remains were deposited in a gorgeous-

coffin in the vaults of St. Anne's Church,
Soho, where they now are. Lord Camelford,
the day before his death, wrote a codicil to-

his will, in which he expressly desired to-

be buried on the borders of the Lake-
of Larapierre, in the Canton de Berne,
between three trees which he specified : a
spot on which he had passed, he said, many
solitary hours contemplating the mutability
of human affairs

;
and he left 1,000/. as com-

pensation to the owner of the land. But as
he died at the time the European war was
raging, his executors found it impossible then
to carry out his instructions

;
and when

peace was declared in 1815, Lord Camelford'
was still left in the vaults of St. Anne's.
Lord Holland set up an "

expiatory clas-
sical altar" on the spot where the duel took
place, but that has been removed.

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

Lord Camelford was buried, at his own re-

quest (from St. Anne's, Soho), in a secluded 1

spot near the Lake of St. Lampierre, in the
canton of Berne, without "monument or
stone." See 'The Complete Peerage/ ii. 125 ;

also Burke's 'Romance of the Aristocracy,"
1855, ii. 350 et seq. RuviGNY.

AMERICANS IN ENGLISH RECORDS.
IN working upon English records one nolr

infrequently encounters references to kins-
men in America which to our cousins across^

the sea, seeking perchance their familyV
English habitat, would prove of no little

interest. I have saved many such in the
course of some years' working at original'
sources, and now, with the Editor's per-
mission, propose to contribute a few of them-
to these pages.
STRINGER. Samuel Stringer, of "Elis-

harn"CO, Surrey, Doctor in Physic, in his

will, proved 26 July, 1738, mentions *'my
son now in Maryland." (Prerogative Court
of Canterbury, 185 Brodrepp.)
WATERS. Will of Edward Waters, of

Elizabeth Cittie, in Virginia, 1630. Refers
to his son William, his brother John, of
Middleham, Yorks, his wife Grace, and his

daughter Margaret. (P.C.C., 81 Scroope.)
WHITE. John White, vicar of Cherton,

Wilts, in his will, dated 1669, mentions his
** deceased brother's children in Virginia,"'
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John and others. Proved 1C72. (P.C.C
23 Euro.)

WILLIAMSON. Richard Williamson, o

London, in his will, 1646, refers to hi

brother Roger, residing in Virginia, wit!

children. (P.C.C., 189 Twisse.)
JONES Will of William Moulte, date(

1653, speaks of
" when I came to Varginaye,

and refers to "a letter to James Jones, a

Accomack, for brother Francis Mowlte a

Ashby Fawell, Leicester." Proved 1657

<P.C.<X 249 Ruthen.)
NICHOLSON. Hannah Nicholson, of New

oastle,
" who has never received a legacy o

200. left her in 1763 by her son Edward
Nicholson in Virginia." (Hist. MSS. Com
mission, Report XV., Appendix 10, p. 95.)

PARKHURST. Will of George Parckhurst
of Ipsedge (Epswich), Suffolk, bound on 2

voyage to Virginia in the ship Primrose
-dated 1634, proved 1635. (P.C.C., 14-15 Sad
ler.)

STEVENS. Erasmus Stevens sailed to

Boston in 1683 in the ship Rose. An account
of the voyage and the doings of the sailors

at Boston. (John Knepp's Journal, British

Museum, Egerton MS. 2526.)
SAUNDERS. William Saunders, of Poole,

Dorset, in his will, dated 1788, mentions
" my brother at Massachusetts Bay, America.''

<P.CC., 215 Cal vert.)
WEEDON. William Weedon, of London,

igent., in his will, 1686, refers to "my nephew
William Weedon and my niece Ann Weedon,
spinster, late of Pocomoke River in Mary-
land." (P.C.C., 215 Fane.)
MAY. In his will, 1684, Alexander May,

of Clanfield, Oxon, yeoman, leaves "unto my
son Alexander 20^., to be paid one month
after his returne from Virginia if he shall

-ever come to demand the same." (Consistory
Court of Oxford, A. 399.)

MILLS. The will of Thomas Mills, of

Exeter, Devon, dated 1652, mentions "
my

only child William, who is now (as I suppose)
in Virginia," with wife and children. (P.C C.,

178 Brent.)
KIRKLAND. The will of Moses Kirkland,

of South Carolina, was proved in London,
1789. (P.C.C., 377 Macham.)
POWELL. The will of Francis Rhod, other-

wise Rhodes, of Golden Square, Westminster,
working goldsmith, dated 1803, refers to

"Thomas Powell, Doctor of Physic, of Stale-

burgh High Hills, South Carolina, America,
but now in London." (Consistory Court of

London, fo. 317b.)
LOVE The will of William Love, late of

South Carolina, was proved in London, 1789.

<P.C.C , 432 Macham.)

WINCH. William Winch, of London, Vir-
ginia merchant, in his will, dated 1739, refers
to "my present wife Fanny Parke Winch,
the daughter of John Curtis, of Virginia
Esq." (P.C.C., 56 Browne.)

GEORGE F. T. SHERWOOD.
50, Beecroft Road, Brockley, S.E.

EARLY ENGLISH LITERATURE. I do not
know whether the passage transcribed below
has ever before been noticed. It is taken
from 'The Epistle Dedicatorie' to "Robert
Earle of Leicester" in Dr. Meredith Han-
mer's translation of * Avncient Ecclesiastical
Histories of the First Six Hvndred Yeares
after Christ,' written by Eusebius and others,
and "Printed by Richard Field, dwelling in
the Blackfriers. 1607." According to the
title page, this is "The third Edition,

5 ' and
the 'Epistle Dedicatorie' is dated "From
Shordich the 15. of December. 1584." The
few critical observations which Dr. Hanmer
indulges in are peculiarly interesting, and
the passage is reproduced exactly as it is in
'he original :

"Here your Lordship shall find zealous prayers,
sorowfull lamentations, godly Epistles, Christian
decrees and constitutions. The father admonishing
the spnne, the mother her daughter, the Bishop his
clergie, the Prince his subiects, one Christian con-
irming another, and God comforting vs all. Manie
low a daies had rather reade the Diall of Princes,
vhere there is much good matter : the Monke of
Bury, full of good stories : the tales of Chaucer,
vhere there is excellent wit, great reading, and good
lecorum obserued: thelifeofMarcusAurdiu*, where
there are many good Morall precepts : the familiar
and golden Epistles of Anthonie Oweuarra, where
here is both golden wit and good penning : the
tories of King Arthur: the monstrous fables of
TCiragantua : the Fallace of pleasure, though there
ollow neuer so much displeasure after : Reinard
he Foxe: Beuis of Hampton : the hundred merrie
ales : Skoggan : Fortunatus : with many other in-
ortunate treatises, and amorous toyes written in

English, Latine, French, Italian, Spanish, but as
or bookes of Diuinitie, to edifie the soule and in-
truct the inward man, it is the least part of their
are, nay they will flatly answer, it belongeth not
o their calling to occupie their heads with anie
uch kinde of matters. It is to be wished, if not
11, at least wise that some part of the time which
s spent in reading of such bookes (although rnanie
f them containe notable matter) were bestowed in

eading of holy Scripture, or other such writings as

ispose the minde tospirituall contemplation."'

An old autograph is always to me a matter
f interest. There are two in my copy of
be above work, undoubtedly belonging to
be periods corresponding to the respective
ates. They are both written, in a fine bold

and, on one of the fly-leaves, and I should
e glad to learn if anything is known of the
riters :

" Walter Slocombe his Booke."
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(Underneath this there is a memorandum in

shorthand, which I cannot get deciphered,
followed by the date 1613. There is also,

apparently written by the same person, a
shorthand memorandum at the top of the
same leaf, followed by the date 1613.) "Clem*
Jackson his Booke 1714." A. S.

VANISHING LONDON : PARADISE Row,
CHELSEA. The six picturesque houses on
the north side of Royal Hospital Road,
Chelsea, formerly known as Paradise Row,
and now in course of demolition, have many
interesting associations. There is a tradition
that these houses were designed by Sir

Christopher Wren about the time he was
building the Royal Hospital, begun in 1682,
and completed in 1690; but as to this there
is no certain evidence.

It seems probable that the ten houses of
which these six formed a part gave the
name to the whole of the roadway from the

College Garden (now a portion of the

Hospital grounds) to Cheyne Walk, and it

does not follow that when Paradise Row is

alluded to these houses are referred to.

Hortensia Mancini, Duchesse de la Meil-

leraie, niece of Cardinal Mazarin, is said
to have died in penury in Paradise Row in

1699, having removed there from Lindsey
House, at the west end of Cheyne Walk,
which was her residence during her period of

prosperity.
John Robarts, first Earl of Radnor, re-

sided in Paradise Row in a house adjoining
Robinson's Lane, and here he died in 1685.

Pepys visited him at Chelsea, and records in
his diary that he passed his time "

(before
being called in) in contemplating the picture
of my Lord's son's lady, a most beautiful
woman and most like to Mrs. Butler."

Henry, Duke of Kent, had a house in
Paradise Row about 1715. He died 5 June,
1740.

George Stepney, poet and political writer,
a friend of Addison, died in Paradise Row.
15 Sept., 1707.

Dr. Richard Mead, physician to George II.,
resided in Paradise Row about 1714.
Richard Suetr, the comedian, Charles

Lamb's favourite, had lodgings in Paradise
Ro>v at the close of his life, but appears
to have died in a public-house in Denzill
Street, Clare Market, 9 July, 1805. He
was buried in St. Paul's churchyard.
Samuel Cotes, brother of Francis Cotes,

R A., a popular portrait painter and minia-
turist, retired to Chelsea, and resided first
in Cheyne Walk, and afterwards in Paradise
Row, where he died in 1818.

Sir Thomas Pelham, Bart., M.P
;
for Lewes,,

resided here in 1705, as did Sir Francis

Windham, brother of Lieut. -General Wind-
ham, about 1700.

The following persons are mentioned by
Bowack as residing in Paradise Row at the
time he wrote his account of Chelsea,
namely in 1705. He says :

"Near the Royal Hospital there runs a regular
row of buildings towards the Thames, called
Paradise Row, in which dwells John Crawford,
Esq., one of her Majesty's Commissioners, son ta

Commissary David Crawford ; Jermyn \\ ych, Esq.,
one of her Majesty's Justices of the Peace for

Middlesex, son to Sir Cyril Wych, Bart., resident
at the Hans Towns ; near also lives Mr. Corsellis,
and Mr. John Pennant, both gentlemen of good
estate, and Mr. John Blow."

Among the more recent residents in Para-
dise Row was Charles Keene, the caricaturist,
and with him Mr. F. Wilfred Lawson.
Mr. G. S. Layard in his 'Life of Keene'
says :

"In 1873 we find Keene again changing his

quarters for 11, Queen's Road West, after nearly
ten years over Messrs. Elliott & Fry's in Baker
Street. The new studio was part of a charming:
old house now no longer standing, having been
pulled down some years later for the purpose of

prolonging Tite Street into Tedworth Square.
Soon after Keene removed there, Mr. F. Wilfrid

Lawson, the well-known artist, took the whole
house, Keene continuing to occupy two of the
rooms In 1879, the Queen's Road premises being
required for local improvements, Keene removed
to his last studio, at 239, King's Road, Chelsea."

JOHN HEBB,

FAMOUS LONDON HOUSES. For some par-
ticulars of the house where Shelley's sisters

were at school, and houses occupied by Henry
Cavendish, Wilberforce, and Macaulay, all at

Clapham, see The Pall Mall Gazette of
15 February. H. W. UNDERDOWN.

FELIX BRYAN MACDONOGH. (See 4th S. it.

594 ;
iii. 300, 419

;
9th S. xi. 87, 136.)- If this

author spelt his name in early life with a ic,

he left it out afterwards. He was born in
London of Irish parents, received a good
classical education, went into the army, and
travelled a good deal. Eventually he became
a booksellers' hack, and died in poverty in-

1836 (Gent. May., June, p. 672). A memoir
and excellently engraved portrait of him will

be found in The European Magazine for

April, 1824, with his autograph
"
F. B.

MacDonogh."
The only work to which he put his name-

was, I believe,

"Gratitude, a poetical essay, with other poems
and translations. By Captn. Felix McDonogh, late
of the Second Regiment of Life Guards, author of
'The Hermit in London' [1819], 'The Hermit ia
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'the Country' [1820], 'The Hermit Abroad' [1823],
"The Highlanders' [1824], and other popular
"works. London, Booth, 1825." 12mo, pp. 106.

As a young man he '* went ahead," I pre-
sume, in accordance with the time, for I have
a note of the following curious book, which,
though in the National Library, is not under
his name in the Catalogue :

"
Trial before the High Court of Justiciary in

Scotland, at the instance of Daniel Ross, wood-
sawer in Aberdeen, against Lieutenant Colonel
<Jeo. Mackenzie, Captain Felix Bryan MacDonogh
- of the late regiment of Ross and Cromarty
Rangers, for the murder of John Ross, late
soldier in the corps of Riflemen, in the streets of
Aberdeen on 4 June, 1802. Aberdeen, 1803."
-8vo, pp. 198.

The jury returned a verdict of not proven.
I have little doubt that some account of

MacDonogh's life would be interesting, if

not much to his credit.
I may add to the reply of BUSHEY HEATH

<W. Jordan) at 4th S. iii. 300 that in his
*

Autobiography,' vol. ii. p. 237, he says that

MacDonogh's articles helped to advance The
Literary Gazette; he calls them "smart and
graphic sketches of society." They were

Announced in The Literary Gazette, at the
instance of the publisher Colburn, as written
by "a person of distinguished rank and
title" a kind of lie (or supercherie) still

used.
A few years previously a * Hermit' had

been published in Paris, and both there and
here the idea was worked until there was
nothing more to be made out of it. An
account of the French *

Hermits,' mostly
under the name of or attributed to De Jouy,
will be found in Querard's

*

Supercheries,'
where he errs in assigning the English books
to T. S. Surr. The English, though perhaps
derived from the French, were at once trans-
lated into French, and published as original,
chiefly by A. J. B. Defauconpret, while the
French were translated into English.

' The Hermit in York '

(by Thomas Ashe)
is mentioned at 8th S. ii. 449, 594.

I doubt if
" The Hermit of Edinburgh

London, Sherwood, Jones & Co., 1824," 3 vols.,
is by MacDonogh. RALPH THOMAS.

" BETTERMENT." Possibly I am singular in

supposing this doctrine to be very modern.
If I am not, the following, taken from
Pepys's 'Diary,' under date 3 Dec., 1667, is

interesting :

"Sir Richard Ford tells me also, speaking of
the new street that is to be made from Guild
Hall down to Cheapside, that the ground is

already, most of it, bought, & tells me of one
particular, of a man that hath a piece of ground
lying in the very middle of the street that must be ;

which, when the street is cut out of it, there will
remain ground enough, of each side, to build a
house to front the street. He demanded 700Z. for
the ground, & to be excused paying anything for the
melioration of the rest of his ground that he was to

keep. The Court consented to give him 700/. only
not to abate the consideration, which the man
denied ; but told them, so they agreed, that he
would excuse the City the 700., that he might have
the benefit of the melioration without paying any-
thing for it. So much some will get by having the
City burned Ground, by this means, that was not
4(Z. a foot before, will now, when houses are built,
be worth 15s. a foot."

From the foregoing it is clear that the
man saw a possibility of being charged more
for

"
melioration

"
of the pieces of land re-

tained than he would receive for the portion
parted with.
The Act for the rebuilding of London was

18 & 19 Car. II., cap. 8, in the edition, of the
Record Commissioners, known as 'The
Statutes of the Realm/ and 19 Car. II.,

cap. 3, in Ruffhead's edition. MISTLETOE.

NAPOLEON'S FUNERAL I subjoin a cutting
from The Beckenham Journal of 27 January,
which seems worthy of preservation in the
columns of

' N. & Q.' :

"Tuesday last was the Soth birthday of an
interesting local personage, Mrs. Owen, of

14, Wickham Road, Beckenham. This lady is

one of the only two persons still living who were
present at the funeral of Napoleon, at St. Helena,
on May 8th, 1821, the only other being her brother,
Mr. Claude Bennetts, of Cape Town. At the time
Mrs. Owen was an infant just over three months of

age, and was taken in a carriage by her mother and
nurse to the historic interment."

From details kindly supplied by the family
I learn that the name of Mrs. Owen's brother
is Mr. George Bennett, not as given above.

He was at the time about four years of age,
and remembers distinctly being taken on
horseback to view the funeral.

W. R. B. PRIDEAUX.
Beckenham.

'BLEAK HOUSE': JARNDYCE v. JARNDYCE.
The death of the oldest inhabitant of Col-

chester, Joseph Jennings, at the age of 100,

reminds one of the disputed will in his family
which resulted in the law suit on which
Dickens founded Jarridyce v. Jarndyce. A
tablet in St. Peter's Church, Colchester, to

one of Jennings's relatives concerned in the

case, bears the text "Through deceit, they
refuse to know me."

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

MOUNT MURRAY, ISLE OF MAN. Near

Douglas is a hill bearing this name, derived,
it is said, from the fact that there is on its

slopes a residence built by a Murray related
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to the Derby Family. The name is, however,
probably much older than this. Mount
Murray and another hill stand side by side,

forming the little valley of Glen Darraght
between them. The name of this other hill

is Slieu Chiarn, the Hill of the Lord.
In the south-west of the island we find

Port Erin, pronounced Eirn or Iron, and
Port St. Mary, in Manx Purt le Murrey.
This suggests the name Slieu Murrey, the
Hill of Mary, corresponding to Slieu Chiarn,
just as Purt le Murrey corresponds to Purt
Chiarn Eirn Erin.

FEED. G. ACKERLEY.
Grindleton, Clitheroe.

" MAN IN THE STREET." (See ante, p. 100.)

Emerson was not the first to use this

phrase in his
' Conduct of Life,' which was

published in 1860. In the first series of the
4

Greville Memoirs,' under date 22 March,
1830, occurs the following passage :

" Then will come the question of a dissolution,
which one side affirms will take place directly, and
the other that the king will not consent to it,

knowing, as
'

the man in the street' (as we call him
at Newmarket) always does, the greatest secrets of

kings, and being the confidant of their most hidden

thoughts."

It would appear from this that the expres-
sion was in common use among racing men
in 1830. C. L. SAYER.

NEWCASTLE PLATE. (See ante, p. 92.) The
best account of the exhibition of Newcastle

plate is in the catalogue of it published by
the Newcastle Society of Antiquaries in

Arc/iceolofjia^liana, vol. xxi
,
with numerous

illustrations. R. B R.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

HORSE-RACING IN FRANCE. If we may
credit a 'Guide Souvenir de Semur,' it was
in that place Mrs. Oliphant's "Beleaguered
City" that French horse-racing first began. !

It has been stated that Charles V. established
j

a foot-race there in 1369, and that this, with i

some intermissions, was run on 31 May,
during the time of a great fair, until 1651,
when it was abolished in favour of a horse-

race, which had since 1639 been carried on
concurrently with the human competition in
swiftness. Originally a pair of breeches had
been the winner's meed, but in course of
time a hat and a pair of gloves were added

to the prize-list. In 1651 a gold ring was

substituted for the ckausses. The * Guide'

asserts :

" La course de la Bague est la premiere course de

chevaux qui ait existe en France. II n'y en a eu a

Paris que 137 ans plus tard, en 1776.
}
Aujourdhui

elie se fait encore avec beaucoup d'eclat, car la

municipality et les habitants sont tiers de conserver

cette antique tradition. Les prix sont restes les

mem.es qu'en 1651, une bague en or aux armes de la

ville, une echarpe, et une paire de gants."

Over the gate by which one enters Semur,
when approaching it from the railway station,

is the hospitable legend, "Les Semurois se

plaisent dans 1'accointance des Strangers."
This is quoted in the * Guide Souvenir

5 and
attributed to Munster. Who was he 1 Sebas-

tian Miinster, the erst Franciscan, who is

known as a Hebraist and mathematician

(1489-1552)] ST. SWITHIN.

DURHAM GRADUATES. I should be glad
to receive information concerning the follow-

ing :

Belcombe, Henry, B.A., 1842.

Cooper, Charles Alfred, L.Th., 1842.

Dacre, George, B A., 1839.

Hill, John, B.A., 1842.

Hill, Thomas, B.A., 1842.

Jones, Charles Saltoun, B.A., 1839.

Mackenzie, William, L.Th., 1839.

Napleton, George Decimus (first exam.,

1839).

Turner, Joseph Richard, B.A., 1842.

Whitehead, John A., B.A., 1841.

W. C. BOULTER,
28, Queen's Road, Bayswater, AY.

THE HOLLY, OATHS, AND LIGHTNING. If

not already discussed in *N. <fc Q.' can any
one give instance of oaths sworn upon a

holly bough, as is done before the Verderers'

Court in the Forest of Dean ?

Also, can any one illustrate from his own
local experience the belief that a holly tree

protects from lightning in a storm ?

GOLDSMITH : VARIOUS READING IN * THE
TRAVELLER.' What is the correct reading in

1. 113? I have two editions by editors of

repute, who both state that the text is that

of the ninth edition. One editor reads,

Whatever fruits in different climes were found ;

the other has "are" instead of "were."
Neither editor has any note on his text.

OLIVER.

4 THE VOICE OF THE CHURCH.' How many
parts of this publication a kind of Anglican
miscellany were published 1 I possess

nineteen, bound in two volumes, both dated
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1840. The publisher was James Burns, of

17, Portman Street ; but the present firm,
Burns & Gates, of Orchard Street, do not

recognize the work. LIBRARIAN.

CHARLES I. AND ELIAS ASHMOLE. In-
formation is solicited concerning the follow-

ing prints :

King Charles L, engraved surface, 5TV in.

wide by 6TV deep. Half-length portrait, face

looking to left. Figure wearing plain starched
linen collar and a cloak partially open, show-
ing dark garment underneath, the right
hand holding what appears to be a hoodwink
or blindfold. At right top corner a repre-
sentation in miniature of the execution at

Whitehall, above which are the words,
" O

horrable murder." Underneath the portrait.
a verse of eight lines, of which the first and
last are :

But lo a charg is drawne, a day is set

Is forc'd to own such Horrid Villanie.

Elias Ashmole, engraved surface, 4| in.

wide by 5j\ deep. Half-length portrait, face

looking nearly front, wearing a stern, mys-
tical expression, very dark full eyes, the face
clean shaved. Figure wearing plain un-
starched linen collar, the body and arms
enveloped in a dark cloak. Underneath, the

following inscription,
" Elias Ashmole. from

an Original Painting. London, Published
1824 by H. Gibbs, 23 G fc Newport Street."
This print of Ashrnole is quite different from
either his book-plate or the portrait in the
Ashmolean Museum, included in Acker-
mann's prints of Oxford founders. No name
of painter or engraver appears on either of
the prints mentioned. That of Ashmole
seems to have been taken from a quarto
book, but I have hitherto been unable to
trace its source. The print of Charles I.

does not appear to have been bound.
W. B. H.

ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL : ITS FOUNDATION
STONE. Can any reader of

' N. & Q.' tell me
whether the foundation stone of St. Paul's
is visible in any part of the Cathedral, and,
if so, what inscription is on it 1 In a minia-
ture volume entitled 'An American Church-
man's Visit to London in I860' occurs the
following :

" We were shown all over St. Paul's a magni-
ficent building with glorious possibilities of Catholic
worship in the future. From the cross on the dome
to the foundation stone in the vaults, which latter,
by the way, bears Wren's Masonic symbol, the
pair of compasses," &c.

I cannot recall having ever seen this, and
yet I have been over the cathedral repeatedly,

and made many visits to the crypt. In
'Saint Paul's' (Rev. A. Dimock) it is stated,
"The first stone was laid June 21, 1675, at
the south-east corner of the choir"; and a
foot-note adds :

" There seems to have been
no religious service or great ceremony."
Could our American visitor have been

shown some other stone which bore the
masonic symbol, and which he mistook for
the foundation stone ?

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.
* CURSE OF SEAFORTH.' I shall be obliged

if any one can tell me where to find the
whole of 'The Curse of Seaforth/ by

" War-
lock of the Gien." E.

BOHEMIANLANGUAGE. Can MR.MARCHANT
or any other reader inform me as to the
best books in English upon the Bohemian
language? C. J. PEARCE.

INVENTORIES AND STOCKTAKING IN ANTI-
QUITY. Encyclopaedias and several works on

Babylonia and Assyria at my command
having failed to assist me, I should be

grateful if a reader could refer me to an

early or the earliest record of an inventory
of property or goods having been made, and
of a stocktaking having taken place.

T. A.

WIGAN BELL FOUNDRY. Some time back
I read in a Lancashire newspaper that in

the middle ages Wigan was celebrated for a
bell foundry, and that there are several

churches where Wigan cast bells are to be
found. I shall be glad of any particulars
as to the foundry itself, and the churches
where such bells are hung.

W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.
Westminster.

CHEMISTS' COLOURED GLASS BOTTLES.

It appears to be the general custom for

chemists to display in their shop-windows
glass bottles containing coloured liquids,

generally red, green, or blue. Any infor-

mation (giving references if possible) as to

the origin and purpose of this will greatly

oblige. A. H. L.

HOMER AND THE DIGAMMA. I wish to

know if any MS. exists of the 'Iliad' with

the postulated digamma in situ. If so, has

it ever been printed ? A. H.

QUARTERING OF ARMS. I have a difficulty

over the following two points in quartering
certain arms, and do not find the solution

in the ordinary heraldic books :

1. If A marries B, an heiress, and has by
such marriage a daughter C only, and by a
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second marriage has a son, is the daughter
C entitled to quarter the arms of both her
father and mother ?

2. If A dies leaving B, a son, arid C, a

daughter, and B has issue for one or two
generations, but they all become extinct,

say in the lifetime of C's son, would the
latter then become entitled to quarter the
arms of A 1 J. M. E.

GEORGE BAKER, OXFORD PRIZEMAN.

George Baker, who matriculated at Corpus
Christi College, Oxford, in 1794, won the
Chancellor's prize for Latin verse (' Classis

Britannica') in 1795, and graduated Master
of Arts in 1802 I should be grateful for par-
ticulars of his later career, which is not given
in Foster's

' Alumni Oxon.' He was son of

the Rev. Philip Baker, and was baptized at

Michelmersh, Hants, on 25 Feb., 1777.

VOWELS ON MONUMENT. What is the

interpretation of the vowels A. E. I. O. U. at
the end of the inscription on one of the
altar-tombs of the Petres at Ingatestone,
Essex? R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

[The only meaning given to these abbreviations
in Mr. Howard Collinses 'Author and Printer' is
*' Austrhe est imperare orbi universe (it is given to
Austria to rule the whole earth)-"]

KYNAN. Is the descent of Kynan, grand-
father of Owen Gwynnedd, known ? He is

said to have descended from Anarawd ap
Rhodri Fawr. What are the intervening
names?

Is the descent of Sihtric the Dane, grand-
father of Kynan's wife, known ?

FRED. G. ACKERLEY.
Grindleton Vicarage, Clitheroe.

SIR WILLIAM LEACH. In Evelyn's
'

Diary
'

is a mention of the purchase of the estate of

Squerries, Westerham, by Sir John Evelyn
for his son-in-law, Leach. I should be
glad to know if this Sir William Leach left

a daughter Hester, who subsequently married
Col. Miller, of the Guards, who was living in

1714. P. M.

SIR T. BROWNE'S DAUGHTER AND HER
DESCENDANTS. In the pedigree of SirThomas
Browne drawn up by Simon Wilkin (

k

Works,'
vol. i., 1836) is the following :

"
12 (child). Frances, bap. Sep. 5, 1662, survived

her father [Sir T. B.], and supposed to have
married Bosville, Esq., of

, co. York."

Can any one tell me in what part of York-
shire this family lived, and who is its repre-
sentative? CHAS. WILLIAMS.

CANDLEWICK OR CANDLEWRIGHT STREET.
I shall be pleased to learn if the corruption
into Canning (Pepys, 2 Sept., 1G66) and
Cannon Street has been explained. There is

probably some reason why the name of the

Ward should be unaltered, while that of its

principal thoroughfare should so change as

to lose all value for indicating a trade loca-

tion. Reference to any discussion of the

subject will be appreciated.
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39, Hillmarton Road, N.

THOMAS HOWARD, OF DUBLIN. Can any
reader of 'N. & Q.' favour me with infor-

mation respecting the ancestry of
ll Thomas

Howard de Dublin, Armiger," deceased about

ABELARD'S VISION OF HELL. St. Leonard
of Port Maurice mentions that Peter Abe-
lard was converted by a vision of hell in

which he saw devils building a house to which

only one brick was wanting the' house being
destined for Peter Abelard if he committed
one more sin. Who is the earliest author in

whom this story is found ? F. C. W.

THOMAS PERKS. I have a small engraving,
six inches by five. It represents a cowering
individual surrounded by a crowd of evil-

looking forms. The title runs :

' Thomas
Perks raising a Spirit to his own Destruc-

tion. Engraved on steel by Rothwell from
a drawing by Fuseli [the last name doubtful].

London, John Bennett, Three Tun Passage,

Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row."
I should be glad of any information con-

cerning this print or its legend. Who was
Thomas Perks ? INQUIRER.

STEEMSON AND CLIFFE FAMILIES : THORNE
QUAY. Can any of your readers add to the

following note in a family Bible 1

"Thomas Steemson married Susanna, daughter
of J Cliffe, on 29th Dec., 1792, and had issue :

(i) Susana-Maria, born 1 Sept., 1799, at Thome
Quay, (ii) Mary-Stauiland, born 26th Dec., 1800,

at Thome Quay."

The surname Steemson is surely very un-

common.
Where is Thorne Quay 1

CHAS. A. BERNAU.
Pendeen, AValton-on-Thames.

" WALKING" CLOTH. My surname, Walker,
,o derived from an occupation in the old

method of manufacturing cloth, the process
of walking, fulling, or tucking, as it was

ariously called. This is described fully in
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5th S. x. 391. Desiring a design for a

book-plate, I wish to know if there is in

existence any old illustration representing
the process of walking cloth, or of a walking-
mill, or one in any way appropriate to the

original meaning of the name, that I can use
for this purpose.

JAMES W. WALKER, M.D.
153, E. Fifty-third Street, Chicago, U.S.A.

POWER'S ' BIBLIOTHECA HIBERNICA.' In
the very interesting 'Life of Sir J. T.Gilbert,'
iust published by Longmans, a letter of the
late Bishop Reeves appears at p. 148, stating :

4< Mr. Power writes to me that he is busy
compiling his

* Bibliotheca Hibernica,' and
that his materials have grown to great
dimensions." This was John Power, of

Bellerne, Youghal, a frequent contributor to

*N. & Q.' Can any reader say what has
become of this material ?

JOHN S. CRONE.

GORDON LETTERS. Charles Kirkpatrick
Sharpe ('Correspondence,' i. 549 \ writing to

Sir Walter Scott from Hoddam Castle, 22 or
23 June, 1812, says :

"I had lately put into my hands a packet of
letters written by the wife of the second Duke [of
Gordon] to a Mrs. Dunbar, which prove that she
had the turn of a Sappho, and of many ladies
mentioned by Brantome. How Mrs. Dunbar came
to preserve such documents is wonderful."

Where are these documents now ] and what
truth is there in the story? The Duchess
(born Lady Henrietta Mordaunt) has usually
been regarded as a very common-sense lady.

J. M. BULLOCH.
118, Pall Mall.

THOMAS GLOUCESTER, ARMIGER. Can any
of your readers supply a clue to the parent
age of the above ? He held property in Eas
Herts, c\ 1435, and was succeeded in his
estates by his brother John Edward.

J. A. T.

DOGS AT CONSTANTINOPLE. Is anything
known of their introduction into this city
I have read that they followed one of the earlj
conquerors, and were allowed to remain,
know that they act as scavengers now. Ha(
they any other special occupation previously
William Lithgow, in his curious book o
travels entitled 'The Totall Discourse,' pub
lished in London, 1640, states :

"
If a Turke should happen to kill another Turke

his punishment is thus; after he is adjudged t

death, he is brought forth to the market-place, am
a bloeke being brought hither of foure foot high, th
malefactor is stript naked, and then laid thereupo
with his belly downward ; they draw in his middl
together so small with running cords, that the
strike his body a two with one blow : his hinde

arts they cast to be eaten by hungry Dogs kept
or the same purpose ; and the fore-quarters and
ead they throw into a grievous fire, made there
or the same end : and this is the punishment for

lanslaughter." P. 153.

this be substantiated with reference to

he dogs ?

W. A. HENDERSON.
Dublin.

" Pic NIC," A CARRIAGE. In The Gentle-

lan's Magazine for July, 1810, is an account
f an accident to Mr. and Mrs. Barber, who
vith two other ladies were returning to Cam-
Bridge from Heasingfield, in a vehicle called a

lic-nic, which carries two persons before, and
wo behind the horse. How was this vehicle

onstructed so that two people were in front

>f the horse ? FRANCIS C. BUCHANAN.
Clarinish, Row, N.B.

" IN LIGHT I WILL REMEMBER." It is

bought that the words "In light I will

remember, and in darkness not forget," were
attached to a wreath for Sir Henry Irving.
Who wrote them 1 E. COOKSON.
Ipswich. _

PORTMANTEAU WORDS AND PHRASES.

(10
th S. v. 110.)

1. HUMPTY DUMPTY in his exegesis of

"Jabberwocky" says : "Well, 'slithy' means
'lithe and slimy' ......You see, it 's like a port-
manteau there are two meanings packed
up into one word"

;
and later : "Well, then,

'mimsy' is 'flimsy and miserable' (there's
another portmanteau for you)."

Unhappily, his interpretation went no
further than the first verse. Had he reached

the fifth and sixth verses, he would probably
have explained

"
galumphing

"
as equivalent

to "galloping and triumphing," and "chor-

tled
"

in the manner suggested at the above

reference, though I doubt whether he would
have accepted the definition of portmanteau
words and phrases there given.

" When I

use a word," he says,
"

it means just what I

choose it to mean neither more nor less."

To "preet" he might well have given the

meaning "prim and meet"; and as for
"
mobus," he would probably have classed it

with " mome "
as a mere abbreviation.

2. Phrases similar to "He is the greatest
of any man " are common in Greek. Homer
('II.' ii. 673) has KaAAio-ros dvyp ...... T<OV

aAAwi/ Aavcuoi/. ^Eschylus (' Eum.' 30) has

UV TTpiv to-dSwv fJiaKpto apto-ra. Sophocles

('Ant.' 100) has TO KaAAiorov ...... ruv

7rpoTepa>i>cdos,and ('Ant.' 1212)
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T(OJ> 7rapt\8ov<r<jjv oStoy, and
('Phil.' 1170) Ayore TUV irplv CVTOITWV. Such
phrases are especially common with Thucy-
dides. It is enough to mention a^ioAoywraroi/
ruv TTpoyeycvrjfjLevwv in his first paragraph.

Antipho^C Herod./ 17) has tSiOrjv irapavo-
fUttraTa airdvTiov dv6p<j!J7rwv ; and Theocritus

(xvii. 121) /xovi/os TWV TrpoTepaiv.

Among the Romans we find Tacitus using
similar phrases, e.g. ('Agr.' 36), "ceterorura
Britannorum fugacissimi

' and (' Hist.' i. 50, G)
"solus omnium ante se principum."
Similarly in Goethe's ' Hermann and

Dorothea' we find the phrase "von ihren
Schwestern die beste."

In English the classical instance occurs in
4 Paradise Lost/ iv. 323-4 :

Adam the goodliest man of men since born
His sons, the fairest of her daughters Eve.

Hazlitt (' English Poets/ p. 374) writes :

"Moral poetry is the highest of all

others ......
"

;
and I have a note to the effect

that he uses a similar construction on p. 308
of his 'Elizabethan Literature/ but I am
unable at the momeut to verify this. Kcu

TOLOVTWV

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

One of the oldest of these is slantendicular,
which appears in print so early as 1844.

Bishop Wilberforce'ss#mirso?i is often quoted,
but I presume the querist wants original
examples, not well-known ones. Most fami-
lies have invented one or two, which pass
current only in a limited circle. Among my
own people I frequently hear aggranoying^
for

"
aggravating "^

and "
annoying

"
;

brunch for a nondescript meal between break-
fast and lunch

; circument as a compromise
between "circular" and "advertisement,"
<kc. Of similar structure are shagarette,
which we employ for a cigarette of strong
tobacco, and shup, which stands for

" shut
up." JAS. PLATT, Jun.

An old Yorkshire friend of mine (now
dead) used the following words frequently.
He thought they were good English :

"
Disastrophe

" = disaster + catastrophe." Insinuendo
" = insinuation 4- innuendo.

"
Metropolypus

" = metropolis 4- polypus
(a central diseased overgrowth, which was
quite the opinion my friend held of

London)." Sarcasarasms " = sarcastic + sarcasms.
" Sarcasarastical

" = sarcastic -f- critical.

Probably these were not conscious combi-
nations, but were what their author would
have described as "Slipsus tonguse," into
which he had twisted "

lapsus linguae," and

which, for mistakes in writing, he modified

into "
Slipsus penguse."

Kindred examples (though not strictly

"portmanteau" words) which I have found
useful are :

"Cheerook !" the exclamation of an opti-
mist frog, in a poem by one of the students

of the Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N.Y.

"Cheepspeeps "=cheerful people; a phrase
invented by one who argues that birds are

always "cheeps," and say so themselves;
and further, that if

"
people

" means several

persons, one person must be a "
peep

"
; of

which the plural is, naturally,
"
peeps."

H. SNOWDEN WARD.
Hadlow, Kent.

LACONIC LETTERS (10
th S. v. 108, 153).

There may be a few examples in George
Seton's

'

Gossip about Letters and Letter-

Writers
'

( Edinburgh, Edmontone &
Douglas, 1870). I noted from this book some

years ago the remark that these laconic

letters are generally comic, and chiefly
unauthenticated. 1 also noted two examples
from the same book which perhaps deserve

to come under this category, although given
under other headings by Setpn. Sir Walter
Scott said that the most pointed letter he
knew was the answer of Lord Macdonald to

the head of the Glengarry family :

M Y DEAR GLENGARRY, As soon as you can

prove yourself to be my chief, I shall be ready to

acknowledge you ;
in the meantime, I am yours,

MACDONALD.

The following is quoted as Francis Jeffrey's
wicked reply to a begging letter :

SIR, I have received your letter of 6th inst.

soliciting a contribution in behalf of the funds of

. 1 have very great pleasure in subscribing

[with this word the writer contrived to end the

first page, and then continued overleaf] myself,
Yours faithfully,

FRANCIS JEFFREY.

L. R. M. STRACHAN.
Heidelberg, Germany.

A most amusing laconic correspondence is

as under, between Arthur, Duke of Wel-

lington, and Sarah, Lady Jersey. Of course

I cannot vouch for the truth of it. I only
tell it as it was told to me :

MY DEAR ARTHUR, The Emperor Nicholas is

coming to visit me. How shall I receive him ?

Yours, &c.,
S. JERSEY.

MY DEAR SARAH, Receive him as you do your
other visitors. Yours, &o.,

WELLINGTON, F.M.

MY DEAR ARTHUR, But he loves me.

Yours, &c.,
S. JERSEY.
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MY DEAR SARAH, Receive him as you do yoir
other lovers. Yours, &c.,

WELLINGTON, F. M.
SHERBORNE.

General Sir Robert Boyd was remarkable
for the brevity of his dispatches. Whilst
Governor of Gibraltar, he is said to have
written to his agent Mr. Browne in England
for his own private stores in three words :

" Browne beef Boyd."
The reply which accompanied the stores

was equally laconic: "Boyd beef Browne."
R. J. FYNMORE.

Sandgate.

"FROM THE THICK FILM "
(10

th S. V. 129).
The extract given by MR BURTON is from a

speech by the Right Hon. John Bright, M.P.
for Birmingham, delivered in the House of
Commons during the debate on the second

reading of the Bill for the Disestablishment
of the Irish Church, 19 March, 1869. The
extract is correct except that the word
"
reillurnine

"
should be relume.

The two lines of poetry are from Pope's
*

Messiah,' slightly altered. They should read :

He from thick films shall purge the visual ray,
And on the sightless eyeball pour the day.

JOHN PATCHING.

I heard John Bright deliver this speech in
the House of Commons, and remember his

declaiming the lines, and how he pronounced
pour as

"
power." GRENDIAR.

TYRONE : ITS HISTORY (10
th S. v. 89).

DRUMNAFERN may find the following short
list of titles useful :

1. A True Relation of the Taking of Mountjoy,
in the County of Tyrone, by Colonel Clotworthy.
4to, Lond., 1642.

2. Lectures on Lough Neagh and the Counties
Contiguous. 8vo, Dublin, 1751.

3. Statistical Survey of the County Tyrone, with
Observations by John McEvoy. 8vo, Dublin, 1802.

4. A Breefe Memoriall of the Lyfe and Death of
Doctor James Spottiswood, Bishop of Clogher, in
Ireland. 4to, pp. 78, Edin., 1811.

5. Genealogical and Historical Sketch of the
Stuarts of Castle Stuart, in Ireland. By G. A.
Stuart. 4to, Edin., 1854.

6. Newtownstewart : a Graphic and Tragic Tale.
With Notes Scenic and Historic. By Nemo (i.e.,

Francis Gordon). 16mo. pp. 96, Belfast, 1872.
7. Two Centuries of Congregational History (i e.,

of First Strabane Presbyterian Congregation). By
Rev. James Gibson, Strabane, 1872.

8. Topographical Researches in Armagh and
Tyrone. By Edward Rogers. 4to, Armagh, 1874.

9. St. Eugene of Ardstraw. By the Most Rev.
John K. O'Doherty, D.D., Bishop of Derry. 8vo,
pp. 20. Dublin, n.d. (c. 1884).

10. The History of the Corry Family of Castle-
coole. By the Rt. Hon. the Earl of Belmore.
8vo, 1891.

11. Notes on the Literary History of Strabane.
Bv A. Albert Campbell. ISmo, pp. 92, Omagh,
1902.

12. The History of Two Ulster Manors and their
Owners. By the Eirl of Belmore, P.C , G.C.MG.
8vo, pp. xiv and 456, London, 1903. One of the
Manors is Finagh, co. Tyrone.

The Rev. W. T. Latimer frequently con-

tributes articles on local history to The

Tyrone Constitution, Omagh ;
and several

detached articles with illustrations are to be
found in The Dublin Penny Journal and The
Irish Penny Journal.
As I am compiling a '

Bibliography of

Ulster,' a portion of which has already

appeared in The Ulster Journal of Archaeology,
I shall be happy to afford any further infor-

mation, either through your columns or

directly. JOHN S. CRONE.
Kensal Lodge, N.W.

THOMAS POUNDE, S.J. (10
th S. iv. 184, 268,

472 ;
v. 14, 96). In view of the interesting

contribution by MR. EVERITT at the last

reference, the following excerpt from 'The
Chronicle of St. Monica's, Louvain, 1548-

1635' (Sands, 1904), at pp, 151-2, may be of

interest:
" In the year 1614 was professed, upon the 17th of

August, Sister Helen Brittan, daughter to George
Brittan of Mountfarderi,

* in Wiltshire, an esquire
of ancient noble family, who married a niece of the

Earl of Southampton and suffered many troubles

for his conscience, insomuch that, having a priest
taken in his house, he was condemned to death, but

escaped by means of good friends, and remained
confined to his house, having made away his estate

unto his eldest son, Sir Harry Brittan. The rest of

the children were left to the' Lady Catherine Corn-

wallis, their cousin, to take care of them, their

mother being dead, and himself living a holy retired

life, saying daily the Roman Breviary, and giving
himself to prayer and good works. This his

daughter, Helen Brittan, not liking to live accord-

ing to the said lady's appointment, got her good-
will that she might come over seas to her cousin,

Mrs. Fortescue, who lived at St. Omer's."

As to Sir Harry Brittan, Thos. Founders

nephew, Dom Adam Hamilton (op. cit., p. 88)

says:
" In 1621 Sir George More reported to the House

of Commons that John Hollis, second son of Lord

Houghton, and Sir Henry Bretton, both papists,

had been returned for Galton by Mr. Copleys
influence, he owning almost all the town, while Sir

Thomas Gresham and Sir Thomas Bludder had

been chosen by the freeholders. The House
declared the election of the two papists void."

As to Lady Catherine Cornwallis, Thos.

Pounde's cousin, Dom Hamilton says (at

p. 148) that her husband was probably Sir

Thomas Cornwallis, of Brome, in Suffolk.

This, however, is an error. He was Thomas

* Monkton Farley.
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Cornwallis, of East Horsley, Surrey, Groom
Porter to the Queen, and first cousin to Sir
Thomas. He died, without leaving issue

surviving him, on 13 May, 1597. His father
was Henry (or Edward) Cornwallis, third son
of William Cornwallis by Elizabeth, daughter
and heiress of John Stamford. (Cf. Collec-

tanea Topogr. et Genealog., iii. 294, and S.P.

Dom. Eliz., cclxiii. 75.) The Thomas Corn-
wallis, Groom Porter to the Queen, mentioned
in Lady Lawrence's will, was probably a

nephew. Lady Catherine, being a persona
grata at Court, was in 1598 conceded liberty
of conscience (' Cal. Cecil MSS.,' viii. 541).

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.
" SUPERMAN "

(10
th S. v. 88). The exception

taken by A. T. M. to this word seems hardly
justified, even if it were entirely original.
It is a hybrid, no doubt, but this is not a
fatal objection. It is not alone in this

respect. The word seems, to carry out the
idea as no other word would. It has no
relation to

"
superhuman," which means

something entirely different. In construc-

tion, too, it is better, for in the Latin
authors super is, I believe, more frequently
used with a noun, in the sense of "above"
or "upon," than with an adjective. ^Eneas,
e.r/., says he is

" fama super sethera notus."
It is, of course, in a manner, a play upon the

word,
" man "

being here used in its re-

stricted sense as referring to the male sex

only, instead of in its more usual meaning as

referring to the whole human race. Super-
man is not superhuman, but very much
human. The author points out that man is

controlled, not by fate or destiny, or luck or

chance, or any other metaphysical abstrac-

tions, nor yet by his own will, as he fondly
thinks, but by that of woman. The satire,
whether true or not, is very old, but the

application of the word is admirable. It
indicates one who is human, but not man.
One would almost imagine, from his falling
foul of the word, that A. T. M. had never
seen the play. It is absolutely appropriate.

J. FOSTER PALMER.
8, Royal Avenue, S.W.

SUICIDES BURIED IN THE OPEN FlELDS(10
th S.

iv.346, 397, 475, 514
;

v. 76). Before passing
judgment on the old burial laws relating to

suicides, it is necessary to know something
of the attitude assumed by the authorities
and by the people in general towards them.
One cannot read mediaeval records without
seeing that suicides were regarded as mur-
derersself-murderers, it is true, but still

murderers, takers of human life. Ecclesias-

tically they were excommunicate ipso facto ;

and they were in a worse position thai*

murderers of others, for they were without

opportunity of repentance and absolution.

Their exclusion from consecrated ground
was due probably to common law, but I know
of no statute about it. No one is likely to-

defend the brutality of past ages. It was

largely due to ignorance and the social con-

ditions of the country. It is unjustifiable to-

attribute it to the influence of the monks.
FRANK PENNY.

HORACE WALPOLE'S LETTERS (10
th S. iii.

386; iv. 158; v. 133). The letters quoted
from ' The Private Correspondence of Horace-

Walpole, Earl of Orford,' 1820, are not by
the younger Horace, but by his uncle, Old
Horace, afterwards Baron Walpole of Wol-
ferton, whom the great letter-writer most
cordially detested. These letters are dated
from "Wol ferton," from which the elder

Horace took his title in 1756. The tracts

named in the first are mentioned as his in

the * D N.B.' ; while in the second the writer

speaks of *'my brother" and Lord Boling-
broke, and immediately after of

" Lord
Orford," i.e., Sir Robert, the first Earl. The-

editor must have been "overseen," as Swift
would have said, in attributing these letters

to the nephew instead of the uncle.

MR. HELTON will find some account of the
Rev. Henry Etough in Nichols's

*

Literary
Anecdotes,' viii. 261-4. He was M.A. of
Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, and married Sir
Robert Walpole to Miss Skerret. He was for

twenty-three years rector of Sherfield ;
and

his monument states that
" With a robust constitution, through a singular
habit of body, he lived many years without the use
of animal food, or of any fermented liquid ; and
died suddenly, Aug. 10, 1757, in the 70th year of

his age."

SPINOLA'S WHALE (10
th S. v. 109). In

Charles Herle's
*

Worldly Policy, and Moral
Prudence,' 1654, there occurs the following
passage (p. 27) :

"Yet herein lies a great part of this kinde of

Policy ["Distrust, or Suspition "] (with Jeremi's
wild asse) to snuffle up the windc, and engender by
it, and smell, and travaile of an imaginary plot, or

designe in every jest, and complement ;
he heares>

the Stale Gull of the Pope's being to marry the

great Turks daughter, or of Spinola's Whale, that
should have been hir'd to have drown'd London by-

snuffing up the Thames, and spouting it upon the-

City, and doubts there may be somewhat in 't, andt

can shrewdly guesse who had a finger in the plot
up to the very elbow."

A. S.

G. J. HOLYOAKE : HIS NAME (10
th S. v. 126),

The following lines, written by Mr. Gerald
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Massey after reading Holyoake's 'Bygones
Worth Remembering

'

at the end of last year,
though they in no way apply to MR. K.
HALL'S question, may appropriately be en-
shrined in the pages of *N. & Q '

:

I blend the Holly with the Oak,
'Twas thus the voice of Nature spoke ;

And in fulfilment of her plan
She gave us Holyoake the man.

The ashes of Holyoake were deposited, by
*his desire, close to the graves of George
Eliot and George Henry Lewes in Highgate
Oemetery, thus adding, in that Campo Sarito
of North London, another to the

Immortal dead who live again
In minds made better by their presence.

Close by a memorial stone records that
44 Herein lie the ashes of Herbert Spencer" ;

and only a few yards distant a plain, flat

stone covers the resting-place of Karl Marx.
J. GRIGOR.

"PlGHTLE": "PlKLE" (10
th S. V. 26, 93,

U34). MR. MORLEY DAVIS'S recollections of
this word on the old maps of Marylebone
Park are probably correct, as amongst the
various properties enumerated in a '* Sum-
mary of a Plan of the Estate called Mary-le-
Bone Park Farm,' taken by G. Richardson
in 1794 under the orders of the Lords Com-
missioners of the Treasury, we find

"
15.

Pightle, let to Thomas Hammond one acre,
one rood, seventeen perches" (see Smith's
*

Marylebone,' 1833, p. 244). This shows that

pightle was used in Middlesex. It is ques-
tionable if it should be classed as a dialect

word, being of such common occurrence as a
term for an enclosure. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

MR. WHITWELL may care to have this
'modern use of the word :

" We want a place for an approaching combat
between my friend here and a brave from town.
Passing, by your broad acres this fine morning we
saw a pightle, which we deemed would suit. Lend
us that pightle, and receive our thanks ; 'twould be
a favour, though not much to grant : We neither
ask for Stonehenge nor for Tempe."' Lavengro,'
-chap. xxiv.

W. E. WILSON.
Hawick.

PIDGIN OR PIGEON ENGLISH (10
th S. v. 46,

:90, 116). In answer to DR. MURRAY'S ques-
tion, I would refer him to the entertaining
paragraph on pp. 204-5 of the Rev. J. L.
Nevius's ' China and the Chinese '

(Harper& Brothers, 1869), beginning, "A very singular
spoken language, called Pigeon-English, has
sprung up on the coast of China during the
last thirty years," and explaining that
'"pigeon" is merely the nearest English
equivalent for the uncouth sounds made

by Chinese in attempting to pronounce"
business." The too scant specimens of

" My name is Norval" done into pigeon Eng-
lish are highly diverting.

FORREST MORGAN.
Hartford, Conn., U.S.

THERMOMETER SCALE (10
th S. v. 128). The

number of varying scales for the thermo-
meter in its early days is very considerable.

(A record of a large number of these will be
found in 'The Evolution of the Thermometer,
1592-1743,' by H. C. Bolton, published at

Easton, Pa., in 1900.) The scale referred to

appears to be a special or enlarged one,
arranged according to Celsius, and probably
later than 1742. R. B.
Upton.

This is probably an example of De Lisle's

scale, where zero was the boiling-point of

water, and the highest point was either, as

here, 100, the temperature of the Paris Ob-
servatory Cellars, or 150, the freezing-point
of water. The scale was introduced in the

early part of the eighteenth century.
SIDNEY WHITE, LL.D.

"FAMOUS" CHELSEA (10
th S. iv. 366, 434,

470, 517 ;
v. 33, 95, 133). I suppose those

who hold that the lost Clovesho is now re-

presented by Cliffe-at-Hoo, near Gravesend,
would have no difficulty as regards Ceal-

chyth, where councils were sometimes held.

They would say it is the modern Chalkhithe,
a spot on the coast hard by. SHERBORNE.

LONDON PAROCHIAL HISTORY (10
th S. iv.

288 ; v. 55, 95). Is MR. MeMURRAY ac-

quainted with the lists of rectors of the

parishes of SS. Anne and Agnes and St. John

Zachary contained in the Rev. G. Hennessy's

very valuable 'Repertorium Novum Londi-

nense,' 1898, pp. Ixiv., 93, 96?
In Rawlinson MS. B. 381, in the Bodleian

Library, f. 11, there are "
Allegations of the

Churchwardens of St. John Zachary against
the Company of Wax-Chandlers for non-

payment of a church rate," in 1681.

W. D. MACRAY.

"MisiCKs" (10
th S. v. 128). Some dic-

tionaries include the word "
mizzy," explain-

ing that it is of doubtful etymology and
denotes " a boggy place, a quagmire." Halli-

well, in his
*

Dictionary of Archaic and Pro-

vincial Words,' enters what seems to be the

same term in the form "mizzick," his defi-

nition being
" a boggy place>" and his com-

mentary running only the length of the one

word "North." Halliwell's "raizzick" may
perchance be that which the Lymm church-
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warden expressed after a fashion peculiar to

trimself. THOMAS BAYNE.

COLLINGWOOD'S DESCENDANTS (10
tK S. v. 49).

In reply to the query of MR. J. C. HODGSON,
I may say that the Hon. Mary Patience,
younger daughter and coheir of Lord Colling-
wood, married in 1817 Anthony Denny, Esq.,
of Tralee, co. Kerry, and of Barham Wood,
Herts, son of the Rev. Maynard Denny, of

Churchill House, Provost of Tralee, &c., who
was a younger brother of Sir Barry Denny,
Bart., of Tralee Castle. (See account of

Denny family written by me for the new
'Lodge's Peerage and Baronetage.') The
issue of Lord Colling wood's other daughter
having become extinct, his sole representa-
tives are the branch of the Denny family
descended from his second daughter, the
Hon. Mrs. Denny. She died 18 Sept., 1823,
aged thirty, and was buried in Aldenham
Church, Herts, having had issue two sons
and two daughters :

I. Anthony Cuthbert Collingwood Denny,
Lieut. R.N. B. 1818, d. 1857, having m.,
1847, Mary Randall, dau. Lachlan MacGilvray,
Esq., who d. 1875, leaving a son and a
dau. :

1. Cuthbert Collingwood Denny, Lieut,
late 17th Regt. B. 1848. M.A. Trin. Coll.
Cam. M. 1st, 1876, Marion, dau. Col. T.
Lane Ground water, R.H.A. ;

m. 2ndly, 1894,
Mary, dau. Rev. G. Fisher. By his first wife
he had two sons and two daus. :

(1) Cuthbert Collingwood Denny. B. 1877,
m. Violet, dau. Lewis Philip Fielder, Esq.,
of Orsett House, Hyde Park, and has two
daus. : Eileen Collingwood Denny, Joan
Collingwood Denny.

(2) Edward Oscar Denny. B. 1880, d.
18-.

(1) Mary Patience Collingwood Denny.
(2) Marion Collingwood Denny.
I. Sarah Mary Denny. M. 1877, Col.

Thomas Braddell, Leicestershire Regt., of

Coolmelagh, co. Wexford, and has a son and
two daus. : Barry Braddell, Lieut. (17th)
Leicestershire Regt (b. 1885) ; Eileen Braddell,
Ermyntrude Braddell.

II. Arthur Maynard Denny, J.P., of
Kilcora Lodge, co. Cork. B. 1823, d. 1900.
M. 1850 his first cousin Penelope, only dau.
of Rev. Arthur Herbert, of Cahirnane,
Killarney (by Jane Denny his wife), who
<1. 1884, having had two sons and a dau. :

1. Arthur Collingwood Denny, Major
Connaught Rangers. B. 1852, d. s.p. 1891.

2. Henry Cuthbert Denny. B. 1858.
Colonel Northamptonshire Regt. C.B.
Served in S. African war, 1899-1900 (dis-

patches, medal, C.B.). Commanding North-
ants Regimental District since 1904. M.
1904 Maude Leslie, dau. Col. J. Barlow, late

Manchester Regt., and has issue.

1. Alice Blackett Denny, m. 189, J. Pin-

nock, E^q.
I. Sarah Blackett Denny, d. 1875, having

m., 1841, Sir John Stephen Robinson, Bart.,

C.B., of Rokeby Hall, co. Louth, and had a
son and a dau.

1. Sir Gerald William Collingwood Robin-

son, 4th Bart. B. 1857, d. unm. 1903.

I. Maud Helena Collingwood Robinson.
M. 1890, Richard J. Montgomery, Esq., of

Beaulieu, co. Louth, and Killineer House,
Drogheda ;

now of Rokeby Hall.

II. Mary Patience Denny, d. 1839, aged
seventeen, buried in Aldenham Church,
Herts. (Rev.) H. L. L. DENNY, M.A.

6, Wilton Terrace, Dublin.

CROSS-LEGGED KNIGHTS (10
th S. v. 130).

Mr. G. McN. Rushforth, in
*

Companion to

English History (Middle Ages),' ed. F. P.

Barnard, 1902, p. 337, says :

" A peculiarly English motive, introduced about
the middle of the thirteenth .century, was the

representation of the recumbent warrior with the

legs crossed, a natural attitude of repose in life, in

which state these figures generally appear, usually
with open eyes, and sometimes in the act of

sheathing the sword. The practice (which, it may
be added, has no connexion with the Crusades)
lasted for about a century and gradually dis-

appeared with the introduction of plate armour,
for which the posture is as unfitted as it is

appropriate for the close-fitting and yielding
chain-mail."

A. R. BAYLEY.

IVY LANE, STRAND (10
th S. v. 81, 136).

Here are two more references to Ivy Lane :

"My new howse (called Cecyll howse) by
Ivye bridge" (Letter of Sir R. Cecil, 24 Oct.,

1602, in
'

Letters of Sir Robert Cecil to Sir

John Carew,' Camden Soc. Publications,

1864). "At the Rainbow and Dove, by Ivy
Bridge, dwelt 'Jari' Verelst, the painter, in

1710" (Daily Telegraph, 8 Oct., 1901, article
'

The Vanishing Strand ').

R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

"DUMPING" (10
th S. v. 127). This is an

old term used in connexion with setting or

utting things down in a noisy or bustling

ashion, and the dialect usage of the word
I have known from the time when I was
a boy in Derbyshire, and use it now on
occasions. A man bringing a load of any
kind into a house would be told to "dump
it down i' yon newk" (corner), or in the

case of a parcel to " dump
;er on th' table" ;

and if it was done with force and noise it
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would call forth the remark,
" No need ter

dump it that wey !

"
Any one engaged in

filling a sack with a compressible article

would be told to "dump it well down." It
was necessary in making dough to dump it

well in the kneading ;
and clothes put to

soak prior to the wash were well dumped
down in the *'

seg-pot."
THOS. RATCLIFFE.

Worksop.

"Dumping" is evidently an American
expression. On landing at San Francisco
some thirty years since I was amused at seeing
on a notice board, erected on a piece of waste
ground, "Rubbish not to be dumped here."

G. D.

COPYRIGHT IN LETTERS (10
th S. v. 128).

Of the numerous questions I had to go into
with great care in writing my *

Swimming,'
copyright was one. I apologize for so fre-

quently referring to my own book, but it is

the only one I know of that treats of nearly
every bibliographical or book question. In
the first place your querist should himself
consult the last edition of the great work of

your learned contributor Dr. Copinger. If
he refers to

"
Copinger on Copyright, edited

by Easton," 1904, he will find all the law on
the subject. I do not think it useful to go
into cases in *N. & Q.' The chief principle
seems to be that you must not take anything
that is original from another book, so as to

injure the sale of the book. There is, how-
ever, not the slightest doubt that part might
be quoted ; the doubt is as to the whole, or
if long. This can only be settled in each
instance by the facts of the case.

By the by, Dr. Copinger's volume is in two
parts. The first is paged to 816 as usual

;

but the paging of the second part is truly
horrible and thoroughly unpractical : it is

paged to ccxciv, the index beginning after

p. clxxxviii. And this is from a great biblio-

grapher ! RALPH THOMAS.

FALSTAFF ON HONOUR (10
th S. v. 128)

In " a trim reckoning
"
the speaker ironic-

ally indicates that the return is so fine as
to be unsubstantial. Anything that is air
and nothing more may be

fitly
ridiculed as a

basis of pretension
" a trim reckoning

"

indeed! For this ironical use of "trim"
compare

*

Henry VIII.,' V. iv. 77, "There's
a trim rabble let in." THOMAS BAYNE.

BOWES CASTLE, YORKSHIRE (10
th S. iv. 288 ;

v. 116). In vol. iv. of ' The Antiquities of

England and Wales/ by Francis Grose, 1776,
is a view of Bowes Castle, drawn by Bayley
in 1774, and engraved by Godfrey in 1775.

There is also a short history of the castle,
about one and a half pages. On the fourth

page before the view is a small ground plan
of the castle. The date of foundation or

building given in the index is 1070 :

"The Castle was built, as Mr. Horseley thinks,
out of the ruins of the Roman fortress, by Allan
Niger, the first Earl of that title [i.e., Brittany and
Richmond ], who (it is said in a M S belonging to the
dissolved Monastery of St. Mary's at York) placed
therein William his relation, with 500 archers, to
defend it against some insurgents in Cumberland
and Westmoreland, confederated with the Scots ;

giving him for the device of his standard, the arms
of Brittany, with three bows and a bundle of

arrows, from whence both the castle and its com-
mander derived their names

;
the former being

called Bowe Castle, and the latter William de
Arcubus. Camden indeed mentions another deri-

vation, but it seems rather a less probable one:
' As for the latter name of Bowes, says he, con-

sidering the old town had been burnt to the ground
(as all the inhabitants report) I should think it

arose upon that occasion ;
for that which is burnt,

in the British language is called Boeth.'
"

Henry III. in the twent3r -fifth year of his

reign settled the castle upon Peter de Savoy,
uncle to his queen. Successive owners were
John de Dreux, Earl of Richmond

; Arthur
his brother ; Mary St. Paul, Countess of

Pembroke
; John, Duke of Bedford, third son

of Henry IV.; and Henry VI.

"From him there is a chasm in the succession of

Proprietors. A few years ago [i.e., from 1776] it

belonged to Mr. Pullen."
"To this Castle belonged a certain tribute called

Thorough Toll, and the privilege of a gallows."

Grose gives the height of the castle as

about 53 feet. He records that one of the

inscribed stones found among the remains of

the Roman station is said to have *' served
for the Communion-table at the Parish

Church."
Stephen Whatley in his 'England's Gazet-

teer,' London, 1751, says, s.v. Bowes :

"The antiquity of this place, appears from an
old stone in its church with an inscription on it to

the Emperor Adrian, which was used about the

beginning of the last century for a communion-
table."

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

OSCAR WILDE BIBLIOGRAPHY (10
th S. iv.

26G
;

v. 12, 133). Anent the drama of

'Salome,' it may not be inappropriate to

mention how it was at the inaugural dinner
of the Authors' Club, held in June, 1892, at

its first home, 17, St. James's Place, that

Oscar Wilde complained so bitterly of the
interdict put upon it by the censor of plays.
As one of those present, I recall with what
assumed indifference he derided the mandate
just issued ; indeed, I think it was on that

same afternoon he had received a decision
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which, one may be sure, was very keenly
felt. It will be remembered that the "for-

bidden play
" was acted at the Bijou Theatre

by the New Stage Club on 10 May last year,
but failed, it would seem, to impress by
reason of unsympathetic interpretation.

CECIL CLARKE.
Junior Athenseum Club.

HAIR-POWDERING CLOSETS (10
th S. iv. 349,

417, 453
;
v. 57, 95, 135). In that beautiful

publication of the brothers Adam,
' Works in

Architecture,' 1778-1822, there is a plan of

Earl Derby's house in Grosvenor Square
(vol. ii. plate i.) which shows clearly that

a hair- powdering closet was a necessary

portion of a well -equipped establishment.

There is no question as to whether this

particular closet was merely a dressing-room,
and the plate I have named will remove all

MR. RUTTON'S objections on that score. For

Lady Derby's dressing-room famous for its

sumptuous decorations in the Etruscan

style is clearly marked on the plan, and is

an apartment (26ft. Gin. by 19 ft.) opening
7i suite between the third drawing-room
and her ladyship's bedroom, which measured
17ft. by 16ft. Adjacent to the bedroom,
and communicating with it, is a room named
a closet chamber, and from this a door leads

into the lt

powdering chamber." Thus every
room is distinctly indicated bedroom,
dressing-room, closet chamber, powdering
chamber, and another small and curious apart-

ment, all en suite. In the ground-floor plan
are shown Lord Derby's bed and dressing

rooms, with another powdering chamber, for

those were the days of the Macaronis, when
a gentleman's head-dress was almost as

elaborate as that of a lady. This sumptuous
house was No. 4, Grosvenor Square, and was
finished in the early winter of 1774, before

Lord Stanley (afterwards twelfth Earl of

Derby) had succeeded to the title. Writing on

Saturday, 3 Dec., 1774, Lady Mary Coke tells

us :

'*
Lady Betty Stanley [afterwards Lady

Derby] has come to town, and had a part}'
the other night of three tables to show her
fine house." This same "fine house" did not
suit the taste of Horace Walpole, for he

speaks of it as "filigreed into puerility."

Probably most persons who look through the

plates published by the brothers Adam will

agree with this criticism.

HORACE BLEACKLEY.
Fox Oik, Walton-on-Thames.

"BRELAN" (10
th S. v. 29, 114). "Bouil-

lotte or Brelan
" and the way to play it are

given in the *

Comprehensive Handbook to

the Card Games,' by II. F. Foster (Simpkin,

Marshall & Co., no date a recent publica-
tion), pp. 239-44. It is spoken of as "an
old and famous French gambling game,"
" the rage during and long after the French
Revolution, but has lately had to share public
attention with Baccara, and even with Le Poker
Americain."

" A Brelan Carr6 is four of a kind, three in the
player's hand, and the fourth turned up on the
pack. If any player holds a brelan (three of a
kind) of a higher denomination than the brelan
carre, the player may turn up the card under the
retourne [i.e., under the turn-up card], and if this
makes his hand a brelan cane also, he whis the
pool."
"A Simple Brelan is three of a kind in the

player's hand Should the brelan be formed by
uniting the retourne with two cards in the player's
hand, it is a brelan favori."

If there is no brelan, the player who has
the "point" wins: the "point" would
require a long explanation.

Three, four, or five persons may plaj
7
,
but

four is the proper number. If there are four

players, bouillotte is played with a pack
reduced to twenty cards, ace, king, queen,
nine, and eight of each suit. If five persons
play, the knaves are added. If only three

play, the queens are thrown out.

According to the ' Dictionnaire de 1'Aca-

demie,' seizieme edit., 1835, bouillotte is a
sort of brelan played by five persons, at
which a player gives up his place when he
has lost his '*

cave," i e., all that he has before
him. According to Foster, the numbers of
counters bought by the players from the
banker at the beginning of the game are

equal, usually 100, and a player cannot buy
any more until he has lost every one of his

original
" cave." EGBERT PIERPOINT.

CRICKET : PICTURES AND ENGRAVINGS (10
th

S. iv. 9, 132, 238, 496; v. 54, 96). At the exhi-
bition of Bucks antiquities held at Aylesbury
last July, Sir E. Verney lent a picture, thus
described in the catalogue :

" No. 1447- Portrait of a young cricketer, Thomas
Calvert, in 1761, showing the form of bat, ball and
wickets in use for eighteenth-century cricket, then
recently introduced into Public Schools."

Bletchley.

W. BRADBROOK.

PEACOCK AS A CHRISTMAS SYMBOL (10
th S.

v. 69, 130). I cannot say that I ever heard
of the peacock being served at Christmas,
though many years ago I occasionally par-
took of one at a gentleman's table. The
passage in Monstrelet's * Chronicles

'

referred
to by MR. JAMES WATSON has in W. Smith's
edition (1840, vol. ii. p. 252) an illustration of
the ceremony, with the live peacock on a
dish, before which a knight in complete
armour is making his bow, with drawn sword
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in hand. A foot-note on the same page
says: "See a particular account of the

strange ceremony of swearing on the pea-
cock in M. de Sainte Palaye's 'Memoires sur
TAncienne Chevalerie.'

"

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

GHOST STOP.Y IN DICKENS (10
th S. v. 149).

MR. R. LUCAS will find what he wants in
*
Pickwick,' chap, xxi., in the old man's story

of the haunted set of chambers. C. W. B.

[Other correspondents also thanked for replies.]

PORTMAN FAMILY (10
th S.

y. 48, 150). I

would add in relation to this family, the
chiefs of which I have enumerated ante,

p. 150, that a handsome pedigree, with en-

graved arms and quarterings, is found in the
1861 edition of Hutchins's *

Dorsetshire,'
i. 253. A general account of the family is

also supplied, and in addition the history of

Bryanston, the Dorsetshire estate acquired
by Sir William Portman, sixth Baronet,
shortly before his death in 1690. He was
the last Portman who resided habitually at
Orchard Portman. W. L. BUTTON.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Visitation of England and Wales. Edited by Frede-
rick Arthur Crisp. Vol. XII. (Privately printed.)

THE eighteenth century was a period when special
contempt was poured out on genealogical studies.
This was a barbarism, no doubt, but there was
some excuse for it. Pride of family reached its

climax in a time when some of the most worthless
of men were unquestionably of noble race, as
heralds reckoned nobility ; so it came to pass that

nearly every man of letters, except professed
antiquaries, who in any way came in touch with
the subject sneered contemptuously. The spider
of pride was thought to lurk somehow in a
family pedigree. The heralds had ceased to make
their visitations, and so new families were not
recorded unless they were fortunate enough to
be adorned with a title. This made the dis-

tinction between one class and another more
marked than it had ever been before, and is one
reason, though by no means the chief one, why in

many cases it is more difficult to work out a family
genealogy during the years between the accession
of George I. and the death of George III. than in
earlier times. As in so much else, Sir Walter
tScott led the way ; much of the love of pedigree
lore which abounds at the present day may be
traced to Abbotsford. We owe much also to
America, where it has long been a favourite study ;

and our cousins across the Atlantic have strong
claims to be the discoverers of the important fact
that an accurate family genealogy is not only an
important historical document, but also one of
scientific value which it is not easy to overrate.
Mr. Crisp appreciates the value of this study

from a far wider point of view than most of his

contemporaries seem able to do. His twelfth

volume is now before us. We have had great
pleasure in noticing several of the previous volumes
of the series. The present seems to make a distinct
advance on its forerunners. Unless we are much
mistaken, the information is fuller, and at times
even more definite ; indeed, we have never pre-
viously met with a book where the evidences of
race are given with such completeness or in such
well-ordered sequence. Following the example of
some of the compilers of the Heralds' Visitations,
Mr. Crisp in these pedigrees deals generally with
comparatively recent facts. We do not think any
of the pedigrees go further back than the accession
of George II. This is an advantage not to be de-
spised. The pedigrees of more remote times, when
they can be demonstrated at all, depend on docu-
mentary evidence ; those of modern days in great
part on the memories of persons now or recently
living. Were their knowledge not recorded and
put into tabular shape, much important evidence
would certainly perish.
This issue contains in all thirty-nine families, nine

of which are of peers and one a baronet. By far
the most interesting to many persons will be that
of "Gordon of Khartoum." His earliest ancestor
in Mr. Crisp's record is a certain Capt. Gordon,
who was taken prisoner by Prince Charles's army
at the battle of Preston Pans, and for whose son
William Augustus Gordon the Duke of Cumberland
stood godfather. Several other of these pedigrees'
are of more than common interest that of Shirley,
for example, a junior branch, as we believe, of the
Shirleys of Eatington, which produced the dis-

tinguished scholar Walter Waddington Shirley.
The pedigree of Lord Avebury's family is evidently
compiled with great care. On his mother's side his
lordship is descended from Sir John Hotham, the
Governor of Hull who at the beginning of the Civil
War refused to open the town gates to admib
Charles I.

The volume, like its predecessors, is enriched
with portraits and armorial engravings.

As Dai-id and the Sibyls Say : a Sketch of the Sibyl*
and the Sibylline Oracles. By Mariana Monteiro.
(Sands Co.)

THE task here accomplished was, the author ex-

pressly tells us, "initiated and projected" by the
late Very Rev. Alfred Canon White, and carried
out at his request. We all of us know the line in
the 'Dies Irre.'

Teste David cum Sibylla ;

most of us have heard of Amalthea, the Cum rear*

Sibyl, and her sale to Tarquin of the three books
out of nine ; while a few have read of the Erythraean
Sibyl of Plato and the ten Sibyls of Varro. Ac-
cording to the mediaeval monks, there were twelve
Sibyls, and it is with them that Miss Monteiro
concerns herself in a volume printed and published
at her own expense. Illustrations supplied to a
folio volume,

'

Sibyllarum Duodecim : Les Oracles
des douze^Sibyls,' 1586, have been reproduced, pre-
sumably in a reduced sizs, as have been other illus-

trations designed by Canon White. These are strik-

ing, supply naturally the emblems of the various

Sibyls, and add greatly to the value and interest
of the volume. It is from the religious standpoint
that the work is intended to appeal. It is a little

embarrassing to the profane reader to hear of the
Sibilla Phrigia, a daughter of Dardanus, said to be
the son of Jupiter, who writes in 2996 B.C. of the
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death and Passion of Christ. Such a blending
of subjects does not in average minds tend to

edification. The book has, however, a certain

antiquarian interest. With its religious significance

we shall not attempt to deal. We may quote the

sentence,
" Father Canisius, of the Society of Jesus,

says in his book ' De Beata Virgine,' cap. 1, that the

Gentiles learnt the name of Our Lady from the

Sibyls."

Tuscan Folk-lore and Sketches. By Isabella M.
Anderton. (Arnold Fairbairns.)

READERS of 'N. & Q.' will delight in this little

volume, and note "the curiously altered versions

of childhood acquaintances or of old legends which

have found their way into these remote regions."

The stories were told to the author by various

peasants during a summer stay amidst the Tuscan

Apennines. The volume comprises descriptions of

a Tuscan Bluebeard, demon-steeds, a phantom
bride, a wedding feast with its quaint customs,
and the manufacture of olive oil at a villa where
the proprietor has a love of Latin inscriptions.

One of these, unearthed during the excavation of

a Roman villa, reads :

Jovi hospitali
sacrum

O quisquis es dummodo honestus
si forte

pessimps fugis propinquos
inimicorum

solitaria succedens domo
quiesce.

The charm of the volume causes us a feeling of

sadness, for we shall have no more from the same

pen. The author passed most of her short life

among the Italian people, and, like another great

friend of Italy, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, died

at Florence, and now rests in the cemetery of the

Allori.
The little volume contains a short biographical

note by her two brothers, and some translations

from the poet Pascoli. The illustrations include

Florence from the Piazzale, Michel Angelo, and a

most interesting portrait of the author, who had
married an Italian, Rodolfo Debarbieri.

Ordo Romanics Primus. Edited by E. G. C. Atchley.
L.R.C.P. (Moring.)

THE latest addition to
" The Library of Liturgiology

and Ecclesiology" emanating from the De La More
Press is the 'Ordo Romanus Primus,' efficiently

edited, with introduction and notes, by Mr. Atchley.
This document is the order of service at a public
mass as it used to be performed at Rome in the

eighth century, and will be found to furnish matter

of extreme interest to those who wish to follow

the historical development of Christian worship.
It is, in fact, a directory of the approved rites and
ceremonies which were observed on solemn occa-

sions in the metropolis of Latin Christianity. In

the judgment of the editor the evidence points to

the date of about 770 for the present recension of the

work by Pope Stephen III., but this was probably
foundedjon a text of the sixth century. Originally

published by Mabillon in his
' Museum Italicum,'

1689, it is here translated into English, collated with
other versions, and annotated. One of the points

brought out is that in the matter of lights and
incense, and the arrangements of the chancel and

altar, the old pagan customs of the Roman basilicas

were largely incorporated into the services of the-

early Church. Even the
"
Kyrie Eleison," which

seems so distinctively Christian, was originally in>

popular use among the heathen ;
it is mentioned in-

Epictetus, and appears to have found its way into-

the Church in the fourth century.
Mr. Atchley prints as appendixes a translation of

the Ordo Romanus of St. Amand (about 800), a
typical Roman Liturgy of the same date, and the-

Liturgy of the Diocese of Africa in the time of

St. Augustine (about 400), all of which will be wel-
come to the intelligent student of church antiqui-
ties. Fifteen plates of early ecclesiastical exemplars,
such as ambons, chalices, and mosaics, serve to
illustrate the matters discussed, and add much to
the completeness of the book.

The Gentleman's Magazine for February, the first

number under Mr. Bullen's control, has an excellent
new cover, and, what is of more importance, ex-
cellent contents. Mr. Bullen revives the corre-

spondence and the obituaries which were a valued*
feature of the magazine, and he leads off with an.

interesting abstract of its previous career. But
while scholarship and antiquarianism are well1

represented (the former by a translation of Pro-
pertius inter alia), we are pleased to see some
personal notes on so modern a figure as George-
Gissing, and 'The Day's Doings of a Nobody' of
this present year of grace. The motto-heading of
the paper is excellent, but Mr. Bullen will go
further than it implies. His feast of old and
new suggests to us the sentiment in which the
cleverest of the Latin poets expressed his pre-
dilections :

Laudamus veteres, sed nostris utimur annis.

We shall look forward to The Gentleman's each-
month with a new interest, and notice with pleasure
another accession to the honourable minority of

fugitive publications worth reading.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. MARCH.

MESSRS. BAILEY BROTHERS issue two catalogues.
One is a selection of purchases made within the
past six months. We find in this a complete set of
The Cambridge Antiquarian Society, 1840-1904,
61. 10-9. ; Ormerod's

'

Chester,' 31. 12s. Gd. ; and Boys'*
'Kent,' 6*. 6s. The second catalogue is a selection,
from Messrs. Bailey's general stock, including a
number of biographical works on artists, drama-
tists, engineers, men of letters, &c. Under
Collected Historians we find Buckle, 7 vols., 31. 3-9. ;:

the best large-type edition of Coxe's Works,
J6 vols., 4to, tree calf, 4/. 4-9.; Macaulay, 13 vols.,

6/. 109. ; Motley, 11
yols., 10/. 10,9.; and Strickland,

26 yols., 12/. The historical portion contains much
of interest.

Messrs. Bull & Auvache have a number of inter-

esting items under Botany and Gardening. Under
Cheshire is a copy of Ormerod, 81. 15-9. A fine copy
of Dugdale's

* Monasticon Anglicanum' is priced
20/. Dibdin and Herbert's 'Typographical Anti-
quities,' very scarce, 11. 7-9. ; Grose's Antiquarian
Works, 14 vols., 4. 10,9. ; Edmondson's 'Complete
Bodv of Heraldry.' 1780, 21.; Milles's 'Catalogue
of Honor,' 1610, 3*. 3-9. (described as one of th*
scarcest of heraldic works) ; Walsh's 'Vindication
of the Loyal Formulary, or Irish Remonstrance,'
1674, 71. ; and a second copy, 81. 8*. This work
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Messrs. William Smith & Son, of Reading have a
collection of Dortraits. chiefly French, 1652-1749,

351. ; Turner and Ruskin,'
Wedmore,
set of the

was secretly printed without printer's name or first edition of 'The Masaue of Anirohv '

<place. There is a long list under Theological, original boards 31 10-s
Anarchy,

Among the entries we find a complete set of the
Bampton Lectures, 1780-1892, 261. ; and the Trans-
actions of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, 1872-

1900, scarce, 15/.

Mr. H. G. Gadney, of Oxford, has Bewick's
'Emblems of Mortality,' 1789, 36*.;

* Le I
meron,' Lyons, 1558, 35-s. ; Godwin's '

Lives of
the Necromancers,' 1834, 14s. ;

' La Liturgie
.Angloise,' together with the Psalms of Stern"
and Hopkins, very scarce, 1616-21, 51. ; and
Loo's 'England's Safety,' 1693, 21. 15s. The list

includes a number of works of the sixteenth,
seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries.

Mr. Goad, of Bath, has De Gheyn's 'The Exer-
cise of Amies for Calivres, Muskettes, and Pikes,'
1608, 10/. 10s.; 'Australasia Illustrated,' 3 vols.,

folio, 35s. (published at 111. 11s.) ; The Ancestor,
12 vols., 21. 2s.; and 'Ingoldsby Legends,' Bentley,
1855, 3 vols., original cloth, uncut, 21. 17s. 6d. Under

f

vols
, 1812-14, 21. 10*.

; besides
books and interesting items under

Juvenile l"6r IS
1*

TopograPhical > Trials
> and

A T? i
" S

.
oth'eran & Co.'s Price Current

mid-February is devoted to natural history
sport &c. A glance at its pages shows at once
hat the works are not to be found in every man's

library. We note the most complete set yet offered
for sale of the works of John Gould, completed bv
Richard Bowdler Sharne. 8207 ' a co

f, O f Tfie j-^-j
'Birds of the

Naval is a copy of Blanckley's
' Naval Expositor,'

1750, 21. 2-s. The first edition of Tennyson's
' Ode

on the Death of the Duke of Wellington,' purple
paper wrapper, Moxon, 1852, is 25-s. The catalogue
states that this contains five lines never reprinted :

But wink no more in slothful overtrust.

f Perchance our greatness will increase,
Perchance a darkening future yields
"Some reverse from worse to worse,
'The blood of men in quiet fields,

And sprinkled on the sheaves of peace.]

Messrs. Parsons & Sons have the bronze statuette
of Thacker.ay by Boehm, exhibited in the Academy
in 1864, price iOO. They have also an interesting
Irving souvenir, being the album presented to him
at Christmas, 1884, by students of the Royal
.Academy, and sent to him while on his tour in

America. The album contains 18 original draw-

ings, and is to be had for 35'. Other items are
works on architecture, and original drawings by
J. Barker of Bath, Runciman, Biago Martinelli,

59MflOS
Bnti'sh Isllnds >

fer' continued
45? - ParkTson'* ' *- ^rkmson s PPara

Society's
mological Society's

r'

very scarce,
Sole

*

A j L %
' l***'H*t*1*"**i Jooo-iyuu, oiif-. JU-s

*

Audubons 'Birds of America.' New York 1861
?

Zot,
; and Elliot's 'Monograph of the Phasianidse,*'New \ ork, 1872, very scarce, 70/, Sporting subjectsinclude Apperley's (Nimrod)

'

Life of a Sportsman '

Ackermann, 1842, extremely rare, 30*
; Pierce Egan'sBoxiana.' 1812-29, very scarce. 14/, 14-s. ; and an

scarce set of The Sporting Magazine,
. lot. Messrs, botheran guarantee this to

be perfect.

Mr. Thomas Thorp, of Reading, has several first
editions of Browning. The first edition of Miss
Burney s 'Camilla' is

4/.
4-s.

; the first edition of
Hours of Idleness,' Newark, 1807, 3/. 3s a

collection of Civil War tracts, 1641-8, 3/. 3-9.
; a' set

of Jhe Church Quarterly, scarce, 1875-1902, 51
-

-
1 Sn^lnn^

80"'8
'

Naples,' 1815, 31. 1&. ; The St.
iStothard, Pugin, and others. Ihereare a number lwB-1905, 10<I. 10*.

; and Planche's 'Cyclopedia of
of works under Costume, these including Aide- Costume,' 61. 10s. From the library of the late
graver's 44 original pieces of German costume, Pr f- Earle is the Wycliffe Bible, Oxford Press
sixteenth century, very rare, 211. ; and '

Russian 1850, 3/. 10s.

Costume '

1821,
9J.

9-s. There is a fine specimen of M r. Thorp's London catalogue includes the firstFrench bookbinding, 1740 with the arms of the edition of 'Paradise Regained
'

1671 1QI 10s -a
City of Paris, being a

'

Description des Festes choice copy of the second edition of MontaVnedonnees par la Ville de Paris a I'Occasion du froni the library of the late Mr Justice Wrfht'
Mariage de Madame Louise Elizabeth de France et I 197 in* nM.kf.>. r>^;, i

H5? VVri^nt >

de Dom Philippe d'Espagne, 29, 30 Aoiit, 1739,'
13 large plates by Blondel, 1740., 10^. 10-s. A collec-

tion of 638 autograph letters relating to the stage,
1793-1860, is priced 30 guineas. It is from the

library of James St. Aubyn, whose ex-libris is in

>each volume.

choice
from the
12/,. 10s. ; Crashaw's 'Poems,' 1675, 21. 2-s a pre-
sentation copy of Isaac Disraeli's 'Genius of
Judaism,' Moxon, 1833, 156-.; and The London
Magazine, 1820-29, 3. 18*.

10
Mr. H. H. Peach, of Leicester, has a very beautiful

.and perfect MS. which he prices at 42. It is the
*
Orloge de Sapience.'

" The author, Henri de Suso
-or Suabia, died 1385, having written this work about
1340." Vaughan in his

' Hours with the Mystics
'

states that this book was for the fourteenth century I co-respondent. Forwarded'
what 'De Imitatione Christi was for the fifteenth. '

"The catalogue contains many interesting specimens
of early printing, besides first editions of Bossuet,
large-paper copies in one volume, old French calf,

10. 10s. : and Colonna's 'Hypnerotomachia di Poli-

philo,' 169 cuts, Venice, 1545, 23/. 10-s. William
Morris's copy with label fetched 311. There is a

H. T. S. ("I have fought for Queen and faith,
like a valiant man and true"). From stanza xiii.
of Tennyson's 'The Revenge.'
COL. MILDMAY, MR. J. LANE, and an Oxford

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES (MARCH).

A. RUSSELL SMITH,
24, GREAT WINDMILL STREET, LONDON, W.

(Close to Piccadilly Circus).

OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE,
TOPOGRAPHY, GENEALOGY, TRACTS, PAM-

PHLETS, and OLD BOOKS on many Subjects.

ENGRAVED POKTBAITS AND COUNTY
ENGRAVINGS.

CATALOGUES post free.

RARE AND UNKNOWN BOOKS.

W. M. V O Y N I C H,
68, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE,

PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON, W.

Incunabula, Woodcuts, English Literature,
Shakespeariana, &c.

UNKNOWN BOOKS WITH MS.
MAGELLAN MAP.

(To be sold as a Collection only.)

CATALOGUES FREE.

WALTER V. DANIELU
53, MORTIMER STREET, W.

TOPOGRAPHICAL AND STANDARD BOOKS,
ENGRAVINGS, AUTOGRAPHS, ETC.

TO BE PUBLISHED SHORTLY.

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS AND
MANUSCRIPTS.

POST FBEE.

W. HEFFER & SONS,
Second-Hand Booksellers, CAMBRIDGE.
An Enormous Stock of Books in all classes of

Literature, English and Foreign, but mainly bear-

ing on the various Branches of Higher Education.

Please write to us if you are wanting Books, or
mould like to receive our Catalogues.

100,000 VOLUMES IN STOCK.

4, Petty Cury and 18, Sidney Street, Cambridge.

ALBERT BUTTON,
43, Bridge Street, MANCHESTER.

2he following Catalogues sent free on application :

AFRICA. | AMERICA.
AUSTRALASIA. I INDIA.
SPORTING BOOKS.
BOOKS of the " SIXTIES."
SHAKESPEARE and the DRAMA.
YORKSHIRE TOPOGRAPHY.
MAGAZINES and PERIODICALS.
MISCELLANEOUS LITERATURE.

Boohs and Libraries Purchased or Valuedfor Probate
ESTABLISHED 1848.

E. GEORGE & SONS
HAVE ONE OF THE

LARGEST STOCKS
in the United Kingdom of Miscellaneous Books, Magazines,
Journals, and Publications of Learned and Scientific
Societies.

CURRENT CATALOGUE
sent post free on application. Lists of Wants attended to
immediately on receipt. Correspondence invited. All
communications answered.

ESTABLISHED 1820.

151, Whitechapel Road, London, E.

BAILEY BROTHERS,
62, NEWINGTON BUTTS, LONDON, S.E.

TWO NEW CATALOGUES JUST READY.

No. 83. HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.

No. 84. FRESH-BOUGHT TOPOGRAPHY.

The aboue Catalogues contain many
rare and valuable Bwhs.

TO BOOKBUYERS AND LIBRARIANS OF
FREE LIBRARIES.

THE MARCH CATALOGUE
OF

Valuable SECOND-HAND WORKS
and NEW REMAINDERS

Offered at Prices greatly reduced,

IS NOW READY,
And will be sent postfree upon application to

W. H. SMITH & SON.
Library Department, 186, Strand, London, W.C.
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SELECT LIST OF
BOOKS ON GARDENING

TO BE OBTAINED AT THE

'GARDENERS' CHRONICLE' OFFICE from H. G. COVE, Publisher.

Prices Quoted are in all cases Post Free.

ALPINE FLORA. : for Tourists and
Amateur Botanists. By Dr. JULIUS HOFF-
MAN. Translated by E. S. BARTON (Mrs. A.

GEPP). With 40 Plates, containing 250

Coloured Figures from Water-Colour Sketches

by HKBMANN FRIESE. 8vo, Is. Wd.

ALPINE FLOWERS FOR GAR-
DENS. By W.ROBINSON. Revised Edition.

With Illustrations. 8vo, 10*. lid.

BAMBOO GARDEN, THE. By
LORD REDESDALE. Illustrated by ALFRED
PARSONS. 8vo, 10*. lOd.

BOTANY, A TEXT - BOOK OF.
By Dr. E. STRASBURGER. Translated by
H.C. PORTER, Ph.D. Revised. Fifth Edition.

686 Illustrations. 18*. 5d.

BOTANY, A YEAR'S. Adapted to
Home and School Use. By FRANCES A.

KITCHENER. With 195 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 5*. 3d.

BOTANY, THE TREASURY OF.
Edited by J. LINDLEY, M.D. F.R.S., and T.

MOORE, F.L.8. With 20 Steel Plates and
numerous Woodcuts. Two Parts. Fcap. 8vo,
12*. 5d.

CACTUS CULTURE FOR
AMATEURS : being Descriptions of the various

Cactuses grown in this Country. By W.
WATSON, Curator of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Kew. New Edition. Profusely
Illustrated. In cloth gilt, 5*. id.

ENGLISH FLOWER GARDEN,
THE. An Illustrated Dictionary of all the

Plants Used, and Directions for their Culture

and Arrangement. By W. ROBINSON. With
numerous Illustrations. Medium 8vo, 15*. 6d.

Also 2 vols. half-morocco, 24*. Id. ;
1 vol. half-

morocco, 21*. Id.

FLORA, BRITISH, HANDBOOK OF
THE. By GEO. BENTHAM. Revised by
Sir JOSEPH HOOKER. Seventh Edition.

9*. id.

FLORA, BRITISH, ILLUSTRA-
TIONS OF THE. By W. H. FITCH and
W. G. SMITH. 1,315 Wood Engravings.
Revised and Enlarged. 9*. 3d.

FORCING BOOK, THE. By Prof.
L. H. BAILEY. Globe 8vo, 4*. id.

FORESTRY, A MANUAL OF.
WM. SCHLICH, Ph.D. C.I.E.

Vol. I. THE UTILITY OF FORESTS, AND
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
SYLVICULTURE. Demy 8vo, cloth,
6*. 3d.

II. THE FORMATION AND TENDING
OF WOODS; or, Practical Sylvi-
culture. Illustrated, 7*. id.

III. FOREST MANAGEMENT. Illustrated,
8*. id.

IV. FOREST PROTECTION. By W. R.

FISHER, B.A. With 259 Illustra-

tions. 9*. id.

V. FOREST UTILIZATION. By W. R.

FISHER, B.A. With 343 Illustra-

tions. 12*. id.

FORESTRY, ENGLISH ESTATE.
By A. C. FORBES. Copiously illustrated.

38 pages. 12*. IQd.

FORESTRY, WEBSTER'S
PRACTICAL. Fourth and Enlarged Edition.

Demy 8vo, illustrated, cloth gilt, 5*. id.

FRUIT GARDEN, THE. By George
BUNYARD and OWEN THOMAS. 8vo,
buckram, 21*. Qd.

FRUIT GROWING, THE
PRINCIPLES OF. By Prof. L. H. BAILEY.
Globe 8vo, 5*. id.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS. By Josh
BRACF, Twenty-two Years Foreman for
Thos. hivers & Son. Illustrated. Large crown
8vo, post free.^5*. 3d.

Complete 16-page Catalogue sent post free on application to

H. G. COVE 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane. B.C. ; and Printed by
J. BDWARD FRANCIS, Athenseum Press, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.-Satnrday, March 3, 1906.
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" When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

f PRICE FOURPENCE.
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the N.T.P.O. as Second-Clans Matter

\- Yearly Subscription, 20s. 6<f . post free.

READY NEXT WEEK.

No. 661, for MARCH, of

SOTHERAN'S PRICE CURRENT OF LITERATURE
(MONTHLY CATALOGUE OF FRESH PURCHASES IN SECOND-HAND BOOKS).

Including Collections on Bibliography, Heraldry, and Naval

and Military Subjects.
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

ALSO JUST PUBLISHED.

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS AND RELICS FROM
THE COLLECTION OF THE LATE SIR HENRY IRVING.

"With many interesting Illustrations. Price One Shilling. Post free.

HENEY SOTHERAN & CO.,
Booksellers, Publishers, and Bookbinders to His Majesty the King,

and General Agents for Bookbuyers at Home and Abroad.

LIBRARIES AND BOOKS BOUGHT,
VALUED FOR PROBATE, OR ARRANGED AND CATALOGUED

;

ALSO ENGRAVINGS, MANUSCRIPTS, AND AUTOGRAPH LETTERS.

MESSRS. 8OTHKRAN are at all times prepared to INSPECT, VALUE, and PURCHASE LIBRARIES or
smaller Collections of Books, Engravings, and Autographs, either in Town or Country, for their full

Cash value, and to remove them without trouble or expense.

140, STRAND, W.C. (near Waterloo Bridge) ;

37, PICCADILLY, W. (opposite St. James's Church).

Telegraphic Address: BOOKMEN, LONDON. Codes: UNICODE and ABC. Telephone: CENTRAL 1515.

Founded in Tower Street, City, 1816.
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ENGLISH HISTOEICAL REVIEW
VOLS. I.-XX, 1886-1905.

A GENERAL INDEX
OF ARTICLES, NOTES, DOCUMENTS. AND SELECTED

REVIEWS OP BOOKS.
Royal 8vo, paper covers, 3s. 6d. net.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO. 39, Paternoster Row, London

NEW BOOK BY THE LATE BISHOP STUBBS.

LECTURES ON EARLY
ENGLISH HISTORY.
By WILLIAM STUBBS, D.D.

Formerly Bishop of Oxford and Regius Professor of Modern
History in the University of Oxford.

Edited by ARTHUR HASSALL, M.A.
Student of Christ Church, Oxford.

8vo. 12s. 6rf. net.

FROM THE EDITOR'S PREFACE.
" This collection of lectures, delivered at various times by

Bishop Stubbs. will prove a valuable addition to our
authorities for Early English History.
"The Constitution under the Early English and Norman

Kings is described very clearly, and the full explanations
given of the technical terms which are used in the Laws
and Charters of the Norman Kings are a very noticeable
feature in many of the Lectures.

All students of Stubbs 's
' Select Charters

'

will find in

many of these Lectures elucidations of passages which have
hitherto presented great difficulty. It is not too much to

say that for the first time historians have been presented
with a full commentary upon the most difficult portions of

the Select Charters.'"

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO. 39, Paternoster Row, London.

NOW READY, price 10s. 6<f. net.

THE NINTH SERIES

Q.KNERAL INDEX
OF

NOTES AND QUERIES.
With Introduction by JOSEPH KNIGHT, F.8.A.

Free by post, 10s. lid.

JOHN C. FRANCIS, Kotes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings. B.C.

SECOND EDITION, leap. 8vo, price Fonrpence.

NEW TESTAMENT CHRONOLOGY: the
Principal Events recorded in the New Testament, arranged

under their Probable Respective Dates. By W. T. LYNN, B.A.
F.R.A.8., Associate of King's College, London, Lay Reader in the
Diocese of Rochester, Author of 'Celestial Motions,' 'Remarkable
Comets,'

' Remarkable Eclipses,'
' Astronomy for the Young,' &c.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row.

ATHENJEUM
PRESS. JOHN EDWARD

FRANCIS. Printer of the Athentfwn, \otet and Queries, &C., is

prepared to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for all kinds of BOOK, NEWS,
and PERIODICAL PRINTING. 13, Breams Buildings, Chancery
Lane, B.C.

T'UNBRIDGE
WELLS. APARTMENTS. Com-

fortably Furnished Sitting-Room and One Bedroom. Pleasant
and central. No others taken.-R. H.

( 66, Grove Hill Road, Tanbridge
Wells.

NOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 10s. Sd. for Six Months ;

or 20s. 6d. for Twelve Months, including the Volume Index J
EDWARD FRANCIS, Xotes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings",
Chancery Lane, B.C.

T IBRARIAN TO THE SOCIETY OF WRITERS
-L^ TO HIS MAJESTY'S SIGNET.
The Office Of LIBRARIAN to the SOCIETY of WRITERS to HIS

MAJESTY'S SIGNET, recently held by the late Mr. John Philip
Edmond, being NOW VACANT, applications for the Office, accom-
panied by twenty-five copies of Testimonials, may be made on or
before MARCH 20, 1906, to JAMES H. NOTMAN. Writer to the Signet,
15, York Place, Edinburgh, Clerk to the Society, from whom any
further information may be obtained.
February 10 1906.

I>AL^EOliRAPH Y. Ancient Documents
transcribed and translated for Legal and Antiquarian purposes.

Genealogical Investigations conducted upon most reasonable terms.
Parish Registers, and other sources of information at London and
Provincial Depositories, thoroughly searched. J. C. WHITEBROOK,
8, New Square, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

" Examine well your blood. He
From John of Gaunt doth bring his pedigree." SHAKESPEAM.

ANCESTRY, English, Scotch, Irish, and American,
TRACED from STATE RECORDS. Speciality : West of England

and Emigrant Families. Mr. REYNELL-UPHAM, 7, Cathedral Close,
Exeter, and 1, Upham Park Road, Chiswick, London, W.

PEDIGREES
TRACED: Evidences of Descent

from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS : Authentic Information
upon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

HERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat-

ment. Book-Plates, Dies, Seals, Signet-Rings, Livery-Buttons, &c.
L. CULLETON, 92, Piccadilly, London, W.

HUGUENOT and FRENCH CANADIAN
PEDIGREES in ENGLAND and prior to Emigration from

ranee. 10,000 Pedigrees, mostly MS. unpublished and Private Sources.
-C. LART, Charmouth, Dorset ;

and London.

H OOKS. ALL OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS
supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world

ver as the most expert Bookftnders extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop, H-16, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

1 THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD'

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during
the week, Announcements of New Books, &c.

ubscribers have the privilege of a Free Advertisement for

Four Books Wanted weekly.

ent for 52 weeks, post free, for 8s. 6rf. home and 11s. foreign

Subscription.

PRICE THREE-HALFPENCE WEEKLY.

Office : St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, London.

1HE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
(The LEADBNHALL PRESS, Ltd., Publishers and Printers,

50, Leadenhall Street, London, B.C.;
Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect
eedom. Sixpence each 5s per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
ize, 3s. per dozen, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that The Leadenhall Press, Ltd., cannot be

tsponsible for the loss of MSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
hould be retained.

^TICKPHAST PASTE is miles better than Gum
/ for sticking in Scraps, joining Paperg, Ac. Sd., &l., and 1*. with

rong, useful Brush (not a Toy). Send two stamps to cover postage
r a sample Bottle, including Brush. Faetory, Sugar Loaf Court,
eadenhall Street, B.C. Ol all Stationers. Stickphast Paste sticks.
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ST. MICHAEL'S CHURCH, BURLELGH
STREET.

IT is not often that the City of Westminster
has witnessed the extinction of a church, so

that when this rare event happens it is well

that a note should be made of its occurrence.

The utilitarian tendencies of the present day
are found all around us. and they are to be
met with in matters ecclesiastical as well as

in things of a more worldly nature. Within
the last few years the old-world chapel of

St. Matthew, in Spring Gardens ; Hanover
Church (formerly Chapel), on the west side

of Regent Street, between Hanover Street
and Princes Street ;

and St. Philip's, in the

same street, near Waterloo Place, have gone ;

and now St. Michael's, Burleigh Street, Strand,
has been doomed to follow in their wake.
We are told that the street was formed in

1678, "on the site of Cecil, Burleigh, or
Exeter House, the town residence of Sir

William Cecil, the great Lord Burleigh, and
of his eldest son Thomas, afterwards Earl of

Exeter"; and that the street is on the
"north side of the Strand, leading into
Tavistock Street." The street itself seems to

be of inconsiderable note, but it may be said
that in it are situated the offices of The,

Guardian, and the royal and private en-
trances to the Lyceum. The church of
St. Michael is situated at the corner of

Burleigh Street and Exeter Street. How it

came to be built at all seems at the present
day to be something akin to a mystery, for
as this locality is full of churches, the spot,
even in its most palmy days, could hardly
have needed another. But it was built, and
was long known as St. Michael's Chapel,
being a chapel-of ease to the church of
St. Martin-in-the-Fields. It was designed
by Mr. James Savage, and may be taken, on
the whole, as a fairly good example of the
Gothic of the thirteenth century according
to the ideas of the early nineteenth century.
It is perhaps best described by the word
"
neat," for it is almost entirely devoid of

ornament. It was consecrated on 26 Sep-
tember, 1833, by the then Bishop of London
(Dr. Blomfield) ; consequently it is under
seventy-three years old. In 1848 it was
established as a "

perpetual curacy,'' and
under the Bishop of Oxford's Act, in 1868, a
vicarage was attached to the church.

Although a comparatively modern church,
it has not, in some degree, lacked associa-
tions of an interesting character. Many
well-known people have at different times
shown their kindly regard for it and those
who ministered there. The Duke of Bedford
presented the site for the vicarage, and at
various times successive dukes have con-
tributed largely to the funds required for
the due celebration of divine worship. The
Baroness Burdett-Cputts, in conjunction
with some of the parishioners, gave the easb
window, in memory of the great Duke of

Wellington, the window being a very fair

specimen of the stained glass of the period ;

and Mr. Gladstone gave a ready support to

many of the works connected with the
church and parish.
There are only three tablets upon the walls

of the church, all of them being on the south
wall. The first in importance is of bronze,
of good design and excellent workmanship,
and records that it was placed there

" To the Glory of God. and in memory of Victoria
|
the beloved Empress-Queen of Greater Britain

|

who fell asleep on Jan. 22nd, 1901, in the sixty-fourth
| year of her reign. As Daughter, Wife, Mother, |

& Sovereign, she was dutiful, sympathetic, wise &
courageous, ever seeking with prayerful love the
best welfare of her myriads of contented subjects.

|
To commemorate her noble life the congregation

collected
| 300/., and expended it on restoring and

beautifying this parish |
Church of St. Michael's,

Burleigh Street, London. |
Alfred J. Poynder, Vicar.

W. Gibbs, G. Horn, Churchwardens."
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The two others on the wall are as follows

Sacred to the Memory of
Alfred W. Raimondi,

Died Oct. 28, 1882, aged 38.

This Tablet is erected by
the Members of the Choir

of St. Michael's

Burleigh Street, Strand,
as an affectionate tribute to one
who for many years was a true

and faithful fellow-worker in the
Services of this Church.

The.
Oaken . Chancel - Screen .

was . placed . in . this . parish . Church . by .

Sarah . De . Coursey . Parrish .

in . memory . of . her . husband .

+ Dillwyn . Parrish . +
of Philadelphia . U.S.A.

who . fell . asleep . on . August 11th 1899.

1 Cor. xiii. 13. "And . now . abideth . Faith
Hope . Charity .

|
these . three . but . the . greatest

of . these . is Charity."

There is a small brass plate upon the side

of the reading desk which records :

To the Glory of God
and in memory of

Martha Ann Beddome
who fell asleep January 2nd 1899

This Reading Desk was placed in this Church
by her Cousins L. P. and A. J. P.

while the latter was Vicar of this Parish.
W. Gibbs, G. Horn, Churchwardens.

Christmas Day, 1899.

The lectern was a gift to the church, and
bears engraven upon it the following in-

scription :

To the Glory of God
and

in Memory of

Samuel C. Hatch
Churchwarden

1886-7
from Friends and Parishioners.

On the east wall were formerly to be seen
the Ten Commandments, Creed, and Lord's

Prayer ;
but at one of the renovations they

were done away with, and in their place
appears

'* Jesus Christ, the same yesterday,
to-day, yea and for ever." In the sanctuary
are two fine old chairs, formerly in Durham
Castle, when the residence of the bishops of
the famous see. There is a gallery round
three sides of the church, the organ at one
time being at the west end, but now standing
on the north side of the sanctuary. It is a

very good instrument, and has been renovated
at various times. The pulpit is also of some
interest, and thoroughly in keeping with its

surroundings.
One thing strikes the visitor as rather

peculiar in the situation of the church. As
you approach it, it seems as though you were

coming to the west end, the steeple being
by the side, as usual

; but on entering you
find that it is the east end, the tower being
in the unusual situation of standing south-
east. On the south and west side it is close
to other buildings, the gallery on the south
side being lighted by small octagon skylights,
there being no wall windows

; the north
gallery is lighted by windows overlooking
Exeter Street.

Since the consecration of the church there
have been only 1,127 baptisms, giving only a,

little over 15 as the yearly average, which
seems to indicate with tolerable clearness
that a church was never needed at this spot.
Marriages were first celebrated here in 1849.
Some years ago an attempt was unsuccess-
fully made to unite, or rather reunite, this

parish with St. Martin's-in-the-Fields ; but
the parish has now ceased to have a separate
existence, being amalgamated with St. Paul's,
Covent Garden, the Bishop of London not
heeding the petition presented against the
project. Perhaps he could hardly do other-
wise, as the residential population appears
to have all but reached vanishing point, and
it being thought that the church would
be more useful in a populous suburban
district.

The closing services were held on Sunday,
10 September last, the preacher in the
norning being the Rev. W. H. Hunt, who-
lad ministered here for some time, and who
appears to have worked hard to keep the
scanty congregation together. He seems to-

DO a man of singular ability both as a
preacher and organizer. The evening preacher
was the Rev. E. H. Mosse, rector of St. Paul's*
Uovent Garden, who had been curate in

charge since the late vicar, the Rev. A. J,
3
oynder, was presented to the living of

St. Mary's, Whitechapel. There were fair

congregations at both services, at which
special hymns, written by Mrs. Mosse and
ier sister, Miss Cameron, were sung. The
morning sermon contained many allusions to-

he past story of the church. After the even-

ng service the doors were closed, and in a
hort time the church will be but a memory
)f the past. There is a report that the church
s to be transferred to Chiswick, where a
parish to be called St. Michael's will be-

ormed. I hear that the fabric and freehold
ill be offered for sale at the end of this-

month, at the instance of the Ecclesiastical
Commissioners.

The most noted of its vicars have most
irobably been Dr. Townsend, and the last

icar, the Eev. A. J. Poynder, whose fas-

mating personality did much to keep
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alive spiritual work in the parish under

many disadvantages.
W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.

Westminster.

PROVINCIAL BOOKSELLERS.
(See ante, p. 141.)

The following is a continuation of my list

of provincial booksellers :

Daventry. Smith, 1730.

Deptford.- William Rowles, Butt Lane, 1756.

Derby. John Hodges, 1714.

Henny Allestree, 1714-6.

Jer. Roe, 1730-1.

S. Hodgkinson, 1731.
J. Rowe, 1745.

Devizes. T. Burrough, printer, 1769.
Doncaster.D. Boys, 1798.

Dorchester. -Burrell, 1633.

Dorking. James Smith, 1746.

Dudley. Stokes, 1730-7.

Hughes, 1782-5.

Durham. Freeman, 1719.
R. Manisty, 1761.

Eton.-J.Pote, 1731 ; printer, 1762.

Exeter.-Dight, 1633.

Philip Bishop, S. Peter's Churchyard, printer,
1700-16.

Score, Tozer & Thorn (after 1709).

Joseph Bliss, printer, 1716.
M. Bishop, 1717.
Geo. Bishop, printer, 1717.
John March, near the Conduit, 1717.

Nath. Thorn, S. Peter's Churchyard, 1717-40.
March Thorn, 1719.
Edward Score, over against the Guildhall,

1731-49.
Mr. Tozer, 1739.

J. Score, 1740.

Andrew Brice, printer, 1741.

Felix Farley, printer, S. Peter's Churchyard,
1741.

B. Thome, 1745.

A. Tozer, 1745.
Mr. Thorn, 1768.

R. Trewman, printer, 1779.

Henry Mugg, 1779.
B. Thorn & Son, printers, 1783.

Woolmer, 1788-90.

R. Trewman & Son, 1791.

Feversham. Stephen Doorne, 1770.

Gateshead.-Srtephen] Bfulkley], printer, 1653.

Gloucester. Harris, sen. & jun., 1737-8.

Gabriel Harris, jun., 1740.

G. Harris, 1783.

T. Price, 1748.

R. Raikes, printer, 1772-90.

Evans & Hazel, 1782.

Samuel Harward, 1783.
J. J. Hough, 1792.

Guildford. Samuel Parvish (Q. Anne?).
J. Russell, 1772.

A. Martin, 1790.
Halifax. James Hodgson, 1737.
Halstead. Humphry, jun., c. 1725.

Harrogate. E. Hargrove, 1784.

Hempsted, Herts. I). Turner, 1739.

Hereford. James Wild, or Wilde, early eighteenth
century, 1748, 1753.

Hereford. P. Hodges, 1740.

Huntingdon. J. Ellington, 1755.

Jenkinson, 1795.

[pswich. Creighton, 1725.

Craighton, 1733.
John Bagnall, printer, 1735.
W. Craighton (or Creighton), 1745-50.
E. Craighton & W. Jackson, printers, 1765.
J. Shave, ..Stationer's Arms, Butter Market,.

1765.
Thomas Shave, printer, 1767.
Shave & Jackson, printers, 1790.

Kidderminster. Nevill Simmons, 1658.
H. Moseley, 1748.

Stokes, 1782.
N. Rollason, 1785.

K.naresborough. E. Hargrove, 1784.

Knutsford, Cheshire Peter Swinton, 1684.
Launceston. Benj. Smithurst, 1700.
Leeds. John Penrose, 1712.

John Hirst, printer, 1730.
James Lister, printer, 1745.
John Binns, 1784-90.

Leicester. John Ward, 1710.
Simon Marten or Martin, 1713-37.

Leigh, Lancashire. G. Darwell, 1780.
Lewes. E. Verral & W. Lee, 1749.

VV. Lee, printer, 1778.
Lichfield. Michael Johnson, 1715.

R. Bailye, 1745.
J. Jackson, printer, 1781.

Morgan, 1785.
Lincoln. Joseph Lawson, 1683.

John Knight, 1718.
William Wood, printer, High Street, 1733-52L

Liverpool. J. Gore, 1765.
W. Williams, 1780.
T. Schofield, printer, Dale Street, 1793.
J. M'Creery, printer, 1795.

Ludlow. Clarke, 1633.

Jennings, 1633.

Edw. Robinson, 1710-

J. Wilde, 1748.

Lynn. Hollingsworth, 1750.

Madeley. J. Edmunds, printer, 1792.
Maidstone. James Bishop, 1741.

Manchester.-Mr. VVoiler, 1633.

Ralph Shelmerdine, 1661.

John Hodges, 1728.

Messrs. Whitworth, 1730.

R. Whitworth, near the Bull's Head Inn*.
printer, 1750-5.

John Prescott, printer, 1780.

G. Swindells, printer, 1791.

Mansfield, Notts. Clement Ellis, 1691.

Market Harborough. Caleb Ratten, 1726-36.
Nantwich. Mr. Steele, 1633.

Newcastle-under-Lyne. Parsons <fe Smith. 1765..

Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Richard Randell, 1677.
Peter Maplisden, 1677.

John White, printer, 1731.

John Gooding, printer, on the Side, 1743..
W. Charnley, 1763-79.
T. Slack, printer, 1764-79.

J. White & T. Saint, printers, 1766-7.
T. Saint, printer, 1780.

Newport, Isle of Wight. J. Wise. 1768.

Northampton. Mr. Whaley, 1633!
R. Raikes, printer, 1721.
W. Dicey, printer, 1721-47.
John Fowler, 1730-6.

C. Dicey, printer, 1762.
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^Norwich. Joseph Cranford, 1659.

William Nowell, 1661.

George Rose, 1686.

Henry Cosgrove, printer, 1711.
W. Chase, printer, 1711.

Mrs. Oliver, 1711-25.

Thos. Goddard, Market Place, 1711-19.

J. Carlos, 1740 5.

J. Gleed, 1745-50.
Widow of W. Chase, printer, 1746.

W. Chase, printer, Cockney Lane, 1746-65.

Christopher Berry, Dove Lane, 1767-

J. Grouse, printer, 1780.

N. Booth, 1780.

Nottingham, Joseph Howe, 1689.

William Ayscough, printer, 1710-14.
William Ward (early eighteenth century).
J. Collyer, printer, 1714.
A. Ayscough, printer, 1731.
Thomas Collier, 1736.
J. Ward, 1745.

W. C. B.

(To be concluded.)

BALLAD BY REGINALD HEBER.
You may care to have a note of an ex

tremely scarce book by the man who became
Bishop of Calcutta. It is entitled

' A Ballad

'by the Revd. Reginald Heber, late Bishop ol

Calcutta,' and is printed in lithography by
W. Crane, of Chester, an ancestor of the Mr.
Walter Crane of to-day. The page next to

the title reads as follows: "An Old and

Approved Receipt for Raising the Devil,
iounded on Tradition, and now Offered to

the Public by An Amateur of The Black
Arte."
The poem is in nine verses, as follows :

I.

Attend, ye gay dames, to the tale I am telling,
Of proud Dinas Bran and the wealthy Llewellyn,
Whose heart was intent upon witchcraft and evil,
And he never could sleep but he dreamt of the Devil.

2.

True, the soul of Llewellyn was glad beyond
measure

As he clomb to his turret, and hung o'er his
treasure

His vassals thronged round him obsequious in duty,
And bright was the morn of his Imogen's beauty ;

But he swore that the pleasures of life he would
spurn all,

Could he compass a sight of his Highness Infernal.

3.

He turned o'er the books of his Elders in sin,
And found that with murder he first must begin,
So the Vicar he slew, nor with Hell was he daunted,
For who could fear Hell who wished to be haunted ?

4.

He plucked off the wig with his homicide hands,
And he muttered fell charms as he tore off his bands,
And he severed the head as the head of a Swine,
And dire was the snort of the groaning divine.
Then he soused the broad cheeks in a Caldron so

hot
Till the Vicar-Broth bubbled and boiled in the Pot.

Three ling'ring days in the magical kettle,
He allowed the last lees of the numscull to settle,
Then bade the warm breath of the pestilent Sun
To bleach the dire grave-wax which death had

begun.
6.

He stirred ^yith his dagger the strong smelling tub,
And Oh ! with what transport he turned up a grub !

He caught the dear reptile, and kissed it and
nursed it,

And laid it up warm in a stocking of worsted,
And bade it increase till, my tale to cut short all,
It grew to a Dragon whose poison was mortal.

What hoping, what hissing, what fearing, what

^rinning,lewellyn the life of the Dragon was winning !

The Monster was grim, but the Baron was wise,
And he caught at the nape of his neck by surprise ;

Then in hopes of the prize that awaited his courage
He stewed the poor serpent once more into porridge.

8.

With fat of the Hell-Broth so green and so damp,
And so winding-sheet wick, and a scull for a lamp,
And the hinge of a Coffin for knife and for fork,
He supped on a horrible meal of raw Pork.

9.

His breath it came thick, and his hair bristled high,
As the hour of the fiend's assignation drew nigh,
And he wished, yet he durst not adventure to pray,
Then turned in despair from the Altar away.
And the moon was gone down, and the shadows

were deep,
And the groans of the murdered seemed round him

to creep,
And the phantoms were seen thro' the lamplight to

flit.

And he saw what, the Devil? The Devil a bit.

Finis.

Here follow eight illustrations vigorously
descriptive of the horrors of the poem. The
first only bears a signature VR in the right-
hand corner. I should be glad to know who
the artist was and also the date of publica-
tion.

The first question that suggests itself is,
Who was W. Crane ? The bishop was born
at Mai pas Vicarage, Cheshire, on 21 April,
1783, and left England, on his appointment
bo Calcutta, in 1823, and died suddenly at

Trichinopoly on 3 April, 1826. As he is de-
scribed as "late Bishop of Calcutta "on the

title-page of the poem, the book was ap-
parently printed after 1826. Thomas Crane,
aookselier, was sworn free of Chester City on
13 October, 1812. Messrs. T. & W. Crane
were the lithographers for the extremely
scarce first edition of Mr. Rowland Egerton-
Warburton's '

Hunting Songs' in 1836. It is

therefore likely that W. Crane carried on the
ork after his partner's death. I should be

glad of more definite information on these

opics. T. CANN HUGHES, MA., F.S.A.
Lancaster.
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MOON : FORTUNATE OR UNFORTUNATE.
In 10th S. iv. there is a good deal of moon

folk-lore. Perhaps the following is worth
inserting in

' N. & Q.' :

"The Pious Women [i.e., of the Jews] take
especial care of the Lights, which they set up, on
the Eve before the Sabbath, that they may burn
clearly They were of old, and at this day are
wont to promise to themselves Good, or Evill
Fortune, according as they find these Lights, to

burn, either cleerly, or dimly : which, certainly, is,

a kind of Pyromancy. These women are very
careful also, to see that these Lights be every way
Pellucid, and shine with an Equal Flame : which is

the True Reason also, as I conceive, why they do so
much abhor Levanah,* the Moon, when it is

Horned ; and also forbear to do any manner of

Business, or Worke, in the New-Moones, when as
but a Part of it is enlightened, towards us : and
this was the Reason, that there was Anciently a

Propitiatory Sacrifice used to be offered, in the

Temple, at this time, which was supposed might
be a means of diverting the bad Influences of the
New Moons from them*.. ...The New Moons then
were accounted Unfortunate, by the Jewish
Women, unlesse they chanced to happen upon the
Monday : upon which day, Rabbi Chomer, a
Learned Jew, and a very great Astronomer, ac-
counts them to be most Fortunate

; especially if

they happened after Sun-rising: although neither
He gives any Reason, why it should be so ; nor any
other Author, that I ever remember to have seen.

If a man might have libertie to give a guesseat
the reason, why they accounted the New-Moon,
falling upon a Monday, to be Fortunate, I should
conceive this to be most probable ; namely, be-
cause that the Generation of Mankind being much
governed by Moisture, This day having a Moderate
proportion of it, is therefore thought the more
Fortunate : and also, because it is the second day
of the week ; which number the Pythagoreans con-
ceive to be, &c. Primus yenerans, the First in
Generation : and therefore, it being so Fortunate,
and of so good Omen, to the businesse of Genera-
tion, which Women, by reason of the Blessing
promised by God upon it, do so much desire ; they
observe every New Moon, falling upon a Monday,
as a Holy day ; and celebrate it, as being a Fortu-
nate day, as to the businesse of procreation of
Children ; that so, by this means, they may be
fruitful] and happy in Childbearing."

The above is taken from an epistle headed
"To His most Learned, and Knowing
Friend, Leo Modena, A Rabbine of Venice,
James Gassarel wisheth all Health," and
dated "From Paris, Mart. 31. An. Dom.
1637," which is in the prefatory matter of
"The History of the Rites, Customes, and
Manner of Life, of the Present Jews,
throughout the World. Written in Italian,
by Leo Modena, a Ilabbine of Venice. Trans-
lated into English, by Edmund Chilmead,
Mr. of Arts, and Chaplain of Christ-Church
Oxon.," London, 1650.

It is interesting to note that Gassarel

Levanah is also given in Hebrew characters.

ends his epistle to the Rabbine Leo Modena.
thus :

"
Wishing you all True health, which is to be

found, onely, in the Faith of Christ ; and beseeching
God, that he would at length bring you home to
the sacred Banner of our Mediator, and Saviour
Christ

; without which, the holy Scriptures pro-
claim, that there is no way, or Passage to Heaven,
and the Joyes thereof."

Leo Modena ends his reply by saying :

"
It remaineth, Sir, that I commit you to the-

protection of God, the Great Creator, and Former
of All things : beseeching Him that he would pre-
serve you in Health," &c.

Leo Modena apparently submitted his-

manuscript to James Gassarel, who " caused
it to be printed." The latter's epistle is-

chiefly concerned in drawing Leo Modena'*
attention to subjects which he had omitted.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

NEWMAN'S *

LEAD, KINDLY LIGHT.' It

may be worth a note, in connexion with the
third line of this hymn :

The night is dark, and I am far from home,

that almost the same phrase occurs in Henry
Porter's

* Two Angry Women of Abington
*"

(1599), Act. V. sc. i., where Mistress Barnes,
one of the two angry women, lost in trie-

fields on a dark night, exclaims :

What shall I do ?

'Tis late and dark, and I am far from home,
May there not thieves lie watching hereabout,.
Intending mischief unto them they meet?
There may ;

and I am much afraid of them,
Being alone without all company.
I do repent me of my coming forth.

RICHARD HORTON HORTON-SMITH.
Athenaeum Club.

MAYNARDS OF CURRIGLAS. (See 4th S. x.

206 ) John Maynard, of London, married

Jane, daughter of William Ffloyer, of Ffloyer
Hayes, co. Devon ('Visitation of Middlesex,'
1551), and his son Maynard, of Fulham,.
co. Middlesex, married Margaret Goddard,
daughter of Thomas Goddard, of Holborn.
His son William Maynard, of Fulham.
married Angel, daughter and coheir of

Humphrey Baskerville, Alderman of London,
armiger. His son William Maynard, of

Drumglas, near Tullow, Ireland, married

Mary, daughter of Samuel Bowen, of Bricken-

bury, in the county of Hertford. His son
Sir William Maynard, Knt., of Curriglas,
co. Cork, married in 1630 Mary, daughter of

- Newce, sergeant- at-arms for the pro-
vince of Munster. His son Sir Boyle
Maynard (died 1698) married Anne Lawrence;
his sister Mary married Sir George Hume,
Bt. His only son was Samuel Maynard, of

Curriglas, who married Jane, daughter of
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'Col. Taylor, of Ballymat, co. Limerick. His
daughter Angel married Col. Digby Foulke,
son of Col. Francis Foulke by Anne Gifford,
of Whiteladies. His daughter Catherine
married Barry Denny, M.P., 1697.

Samuel Maynard's only son was William
Maynard, of Curriglas, who in 1714 married

Henrietta, daughter of Christopher, Baron
Wandesford, and Viscount Castlecomer, and
sister of Christopher, second Viscount Castle-

comer, who married Frances, daughter of

Thomas, Lord Pelham, and sister of Thomas,
Duke of Newcastle. William Maynard died

$2>- His aunt Angel Maynard, above named,
who married Col. Digby Foulke, had two
daughters :

1. Anne Foulke married John Walker,
of Gurteen, armiger, son of Col. William
Walker, of Tankardstown. Their son Cham-
berlen Walker, M.D., married Elizabeth
Newton, daughter of B. Newton, of Bushers-
town, co. Carlow, grand-aunt of Philip New-
ton, of Dunleckney. Their son Maynard
Charnberlen Walker, barrister- at-law and
Commissioner of Bankrupts, Ireland, mar-
ried Anne Singleton. Their son Singleton
Maynard Walker, solicitor, married Anne
Kennedy Thorpe. Their daughter Elizabeth

Murray Walker married James Carmichael,
Clerk of the Crown for the County of

Tipperary. Their surviving sons are the
Rev. Canon F. F. Carmichael, the Right Rev.
James Carmichael, Coadjutor Bishop of

Montreal, and Capt. Carmichael, late
E.I.C.S.

2. Mary Foulke, the second daughter of

Angel Foulke, nee Maynard, married the Rev.
Richard Davies, vicar of Kilcaskin, co. Cork,
1715-36. Their daughter Martha Davies
married Henry White, of Bantry, from whom
descend the Earls of Bantry, and in the
fourth degree Lady Ardilaun and Lady
Ferrers.
The Barry Denny, M.P., who married

Catherine Maynard, was the son of Edward
Denny, of Castlelyon, co. Cork, and of Lady
Elizabeth Barry, daughter of David, first

Earl of Barrymore. He was the father of
Edward Denny, M.P., 1695, who married

Angel, daughter of Col. Digby Foulke above
named, of the College, Youghal, a kinsman
of the house of Boyle, and agent to the
estates of the first Earl of Cork. F. F. C.

DIGNITIES HEREDITARY CREATED, NOT
MADE. (See 8th S. iii. 246.) The same petti-

fogging attempt to draw a distinction
between the creation of peerages and
baronetcies, called attention to in 1893, has
been again revived in the account given to

the papers of the presentations at the recent

levee, every new peer being described as
*'
created," and every new baronet as

"made"! It seems needless to repeat that
such a distinction has no foundation in the

patents creating the two classes of dignities,
as all questions relating to the dignity of a
baronet are, under their letters patent, to be
determined as if they related to one of the
other dignities hereditary. Court function-
aries might be expected to know their

business sufficiently well to give correct

information to the public press.
BARONET.

DEVON AND CORNISH SPEECH : "DIMPSY":
"TEENING TIME." In Devonshire twilight
is universally known as "dimpsy" and
"dimmits." In Mrs. Hewett's 'Peasant

Speech of Devon '

(1892) the use of these words
is illustrated thus : "'Ees sure ! I'll be 'ome
avore tha dimmits." *' Dawntee bide out
late come in 'ouze avor 'tez dimpsy."
When I was a boy in London in the

forties, the half hour prior to lighting the
candles was always called blind man's

holiday, and was generally accepted as a

period devoted to chat. In Cornwall it is

generally known as "Teening time,
3 '

as in

Mrs. F. Morris's
* Cornish Whiddles for Teen-

ing Time' (1891), a charming little fairy-tale
book for children. HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

How TO DEAL WITH DIFFICULT QUESTIONS
OF PEDIGREE. (See 9th S. ix. 245.) May I be
allowed to add one suggestion to the above
note ? It is that inquirers should never omit
to send a query for insertion in these columns,

pointing out any difficulty with which they
may be confronted. If at the same time they
offer as a quid pro quo to supply any one
interested with a list of all the documents
known to them relating to the family in-

quired for, that would undoubtedly act as a

great stimulus in drawing replies.
1 have reprinted the note under the above

title, and will gladly send a copy to any one
who cares to write to me direct.

G. F. T. SHERWOOD.
50, Beecroft Road, Brockley, S.E.

ADELPHI NAMES. The Evening News of

10 February informed its readers that

"James Street, William Street, and Durham
Street, Adelphi, are to be incorporated under
the name of Durham House Street." No
authority is given for this statement, and I

have not seen any confirmation by other

journals. Except to reduce the local dupli-
cation of street-names, the change is un-

necessary and to be regretted. Surely, if for
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this purpose ifc is proposed to revive a loca

place-name, Durham Yard would be pre
ferable. John Street covers the site oi

Durham Yard (vide
* Plan of the Parish oi

St. Martin-in-the-Field, 1710,' Grace Collec-
tion

;
also The Builder, 6 Dec., 1902,

p. 518).
Another peculiar change of name was made

in the earliest days of this great improve-
ment. Before me is an "assignment by way
of mortgage," dated 20 August, 1782, given
by William, John, Robert, and James Adam
to Lewis Teissier to secure a loan of 1,500.
on part of the property then built. The
houses are indicated as 1, 4, 5, 8, and 9,

"Royal Taras" (sic\ &c. It would be

interesting to know when the present name
of Adelphi Terrace was first applied. The
older name has escaped the notice of Mr.
Wheatley (

l The Adelphi and its Site ').

ALECK ABRAHAMS.
39, Hillmarton Road, N!

BLACKGUARD AND THE * N.E.D.' I do not
know whether reference has been made in
this connexion to an inquisition post mortem
entered on the Middlesex Sessions Rolls

(J. C. Jeaffreson,
' Middlesex County Re-

cords,' i. [1886], 4) under date 8 Aug., 1550.

It was on the body of Ralph Crofte, alias
Crof tes, of the said parish,

**
maryner," alias

Ralph Crofte or Croftes, "one of the Kynges
Maiesties Blake Balye," then lying dead.

Q. V.
" DOG'S NOSE." This mixture of gin and

beer is mentioned in
* Pickwick '

by Dickens,
but the quantities required of each are not

given. I had it from an old tippling ostler of
the Dickensian type that a true "dog's
nose" is "ahaporth o3 beer to a pennorth
o'gin." This was the amount of each of his

"tots," and he did not mind how often such
came in his earlier days of work as a groom
on the Great North Road.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worktop.

CENTENARIAN VOTERS. (See 9th S. vi. 366.)
The following extracts from The Daily

Chronicle show that several centenarians
voted at the recent general election :

''Amongst those who voted in East Down was
John Kelly, a man 108 years of age, whilst a voter
in North Tyrone was 102."

"Aged 102, an elector recorded his vote at
St. Mary's School, Lewisham."" The voters at St. Columb Minor, nearNewquay,
Cornwall, included the veteran parish clerk, Mr.
James Carne, now in his hundreth year."

R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-
formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

THE GERMAN EMPEROR AND POETS
LAUREATE. Isaac D'lsraeli, in his

* Curiosi-
ties of Literature,' speaking of Poets Laureate,
says: "The Emperor of Germany retains
the Laureateship in all its splendour. The
selected bard is called ilpoeta Cesario"

Taking it for granted that D'lsraeli was a
reliable authority on literary subjects, espe-
cially such as come under the head of

"curiosities," I quoted the above statement
in my '

History of British Poetry.'
An eminent member of the Royal Belgian

Academy has written to me on the subject,
casting a doubb on the accuracy of the
assertion. He also says :

"It seems very doubtful to me whether the
German Emperor would give an Italian title to the
holder of a post of honour in his empire. Therefore
I consulted a German scholar, whose answer to my
question runs as follows :

* The passage referred
to in Corbett's *

History of British Poetry
'

is,
without a doubt, wrong. It is well known that
the German Emperor favours a few poets, as, f.i

,

Wildenbruch, Jos. Lauff (author of Hohenzollern
dramas, &c.). There cannot be any question what-
ever of a crowning, though. Neither did any of my
colleagues of whom I inquired know anything of an
institution of the kind. There must doubtlessly exist
a mistake on this head. Possibly Mr. Corbett was
thinking of the Emperors of the Middle Ages,
who crowned several poets. But then the word
"retains" would not be right. % Perhaps he has
been thinking of the festive performances at Wies-
baden, where every year dramas by Lauff are per-
formed, the last time *'

Burggraf von Niirnberg,"
on which occasions the Emperor honours the author
by his special attention.' But of a crowning of the

poet there can be no possible question. I at least
can find no proof."

As it is not my accuracy, but that of

D'lsraeli, which is called in question, the
matter is interesting, and I shall be grateful
if any of your readers can throw light upon
the subject. Presumably D'lsraeli had some
reason for making the statement. I have
consulted some of the most eminent authori-
ties on this side of the Channel, but, like

myself, they are unable either to confirm or
contradict the assertion.

F. ST. JOHN CORBETT.
The Rectory, St. George-in-the-East.

" MUCKIBTJS." Writing to George Mon-
agu from Arlington Street, on 20 April, 1756,
Horace Walpole speaks of meeting Maria
Gunning, Lady Coventry, "at a great supper

"

at Lord Hertford's :
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"If she were not the best-humoured creature in

the world, I should have made her angry ; she said,
in a very vulgar accent, if she drank any more she
should be muckibus. 'Lord!' said Lady Mary
Coke, 'what is that !' 'Oh ! it is Irish for senti-
mental."'

We may persume that the "very vulgar
accent" was the Irish brogue, which, even in

those days, was not considered objectionable
on the lips of a pretty woman. Bub I should
like to know whether Walpole is a faithful

reporter in this case, and if the word
" muckibus "

was, and is, a true vernacular

expression of Hibernia.
HORACE BLEACKLEY.

Fox Oak, Walton-on-Thames.

KING'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE. Were there
Commoners or Fellow- Commoners, or both,
at King's College, Cambridge, in the latter

part of the eighteenth century 1 A great-
uncle of mine, the Hon. Jacob Marsham, went
from Eton, where he was not on the founda-

tion, to Christ Church, Oxford, arid matricu-
lated there 25 Jan., 1777, but appears in
' Graduati Cantabrigienses

'

as having taken
his degree of A.M. in 1783, being then of

King's College. What can have been his
status in that house, which till recently, as I

believed, consisted wholly of members on the

foundation, whether graduates or under-
graduates. R. MARSHAM-TOWNSHEND.

"GARAGE." What is the origin of this
word? Is it applicable to motor -houses
only? H. F.

[Garage was used in French before motor-cars
became popular. Beaujean's abridgment of Littr,
published in Paris by Hachette in 1875, has the
entry :

"
Garage, a.m. T. de navigation. Action de

faire entrer les bateaux dans une gare. T. de
chemin de fer. Action de garer les vagons. Voie
de garage, voie dans laquelle on doit garer les

vagons de service, etc."]

LASSALLE'S " IRON LAW." What was the
so-called " iron law "

of Lassalle concerning
workmen's wages 1 C.

'MEMOIRES DE ST. PETERSBOURG. ' Am I

likely to find a book entitled 'Les Memoires
de St. Petersbourg

'

in any public collection
in London or Paris 1 The date of the book
is unknown probably not modern.

PRO-CONSULO.
" Music TREE." I should be much obliged

if any of your contributors could throw any
light on the meaning of the term "music
tree," which occurs in the statement of pro-
perties preceding the comedy 'The Faery
Pastoral!' in Joseph Haslewood's edition
(1824), for the Roxburghe Club, of William
Percy's 'The Cuck-Queans and Cuckolds

Errants' and ' The Faery Pastoral], or the
Forrest of Elves.' The statement begins :

"Highest, Aloft, and on the Top of the Alusick
Tree the Title The Faery Pastorall. Beneath him
pind on Post of the Tree the scene Eluida Forrest.
Lowest of all over the Canopie," &c.

For any help I should be much obliged.
R. C. PERRY, M.A.

Merchant Taylors' School, B.C.

ARISTOPHANES : MODERN REPRODUCTIONS OF
'THE WASPS.' Has 'The Wasps' of Aristo-

phanes ever been staged in modern times ?

and, if so, where can one find any account
of the performance, and any illustrations of

the dresses, mise en scene, &c. ? KOM OMBO.

['The Wasps' was performed at Cambridge in

November, 1897. A fairly long account of the

production, including a description of the dresses,
will be found in The Athenaum of 27 November,
1897, p. 757-]

ROYAL ARMS IN CHURCHES. When did

the custom of placing these in churches

originate? I am informed that they were

put up at the Restoration as tokens of

loyalty, and that they are frequently found
in the place of the rood.

Are any specimens known, painted upon
canvas or panel and framed, of an earlier

period than Charles II. ?

The royal arms in Merton Church are temp.
Chas. II., as are those at Chislehurst, whjch
are inscribed with the curious sentence :

"The Lion Roareth he hath the Strength of

the Unicorn." In Morden Church, near

Merton, the royal arms, painted upon the

south wall, are those of Q. Anne
;
with her

motto, "Semper eadem." It would be inter-

esting to know how long the custom sur-

vived. WALTER LEDGER.

5, Wilton Road, Wimbledon.

[The custom of placing the royal arms in churches

is earlier than the Restoration. At 4th
IS. xii. 35*

is printed a licence from Archbishop Abbott, dated

24 Oct., 1631, to a "paignter-stayner
"

to paint the

royal arms in all churches in the diocese of Canter-

bury. Much further information will be found at

7th S. vi. 191 and ix. 317, these communications

summarizing many previous articles, and giving full

references to them. For Commonwealth arms m
churches see 8lh

IS. ii. 33 ; 9th S. xii. 194, 396.]

REBUS IN CHURCHES. There is a legend
or tradition attached to Swaffham Church

(St. Peter and St. Paul), Norfolk, as to much

pecuniary benefit having been bestowed upon
it by a pedlar who had unexpectedly become
a rich man, and who then benefited the

church by building the north aisle.

With his dog he was carved in effigy in

stone in the chancel, and also in wood at the

end of each pew as a pedlar or tinker. Sub-
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sequent information, however, seems to sho
that a rebus is intended here, and that i

was not a pedlar or tinker who benefited th

church, but a certain John Chapman.
I think that rebuses of a similar kind wer

very prevalent in early days, as may be seei

in many churches, such as / slip, for Islip
bolt and tun, for Bolton

;
and the staple an

tun cut on the market cross of the town o

Swaffham, in memory of Stapleton.
This manner of expressing the name by E

rebus was practised both by the Greeks and
Romans.

I should be glad of examples of the rebu
in other churches in the United Kingdom.

JAS. CURTIS, F.S.A.

COPES AND COPE-CHESTS. Has any illus

trated account ever been published of th<

very fine collection of copes which belongec
to Archbishop Laud, and which are preservec
and shown to the public with such diffi

culty in the Library of St. John's College.
Oxford 1 The Fellows refused to allow any
of them to be shown at the recent Eccle
siastical Exhibition at St. Albans.

Where, besides York Minster and Carlisle

Cathedral, are mediaeval cope-chests pre-
served? T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

" DIAMOND STATE." How old is this name
for the State of Delaware ? And what is its

rationale? I do not find it in 'The Century
Dictionary

'

nor in the new edition of Web-
ster. In 1875 a Philadelphia contributor to
'N. & Q.' (5

th S. iv. 37) used it quite fami-

liarly. Q. V.

SAXON KINGS : LIVING DESCENDANTS.
Can the writer of the review of the Marquis
de Ruvigny's 'Plantagenet Roll,' published
at 10th S. iv. 138, give full particulars of his

supposed discovery of a direct descendant
of Saxon kings in a village tailor? From
what king, and how, is lie descended ?

Does any English family except the Huddle-
stous pretend to such a descent ? or from a
Saxon thane ? T. SOMERILL.
[The name Huddleston, which was borne by a

tailor in Wharfedale, Yorks, was supposed to be
the same as Athelstan. We forget where the in-
formation appeared.]

SIR THOMAS PLAYER. The articles in the
*

Dictionary of National Biography
'

relating
to the two men of this name, father and son,
need a little correction, arid are capable of

amplification as follows : Sir Thomas Player,
the elder, must have been born before 1608,
and was therefore probably not the same as
Thomas, son of Robert Player, of Canterbury,

who took his M.A. degree at St. Alban's Hall,

Oxford, in 1633. Sir Thomas Player, the

younger, was married to Joyce Kendall, at

Hackney, on 20 April, 1639, at which time
his father must, presurnabty, have been over

forty years of age, and was therefore born
before 1600. Sir Thomas Player, the elder,

had a brother Simon Player, a citizen and
horner of London, who predeceased him,
leaving issue, and whose will was proved in

the P. C.C. If these were not the sons of

Robert Player, of Canterbury, whence did

they spring ? Sir Thomas Player, the younger,
like his father, was of Hackney, in Middlesex,
where they are buried. A tombstone at

Hackney reads as follows :

Here lye ye Body of Sr. Thomas Player, Jun.
who dyed ye 19th of January. 1685 6,

and of Dame Joyce Player, his wife,
who dyed ye 2nd December, 1686.

Sir Thomas Player, the younger, seems to

have left no issue. His will and that of his

widow were proved in the Prerogative Court
of Canterbury. These distinguished citizens

of London bore the same arms as the Player
family of Gosport and Fareham, in Hamp-
shire (whose pedigree is recorded in Berry's
'Hants Genealogies'), and must have been

nearly related to them, for the descendants
of the Hampshire family possess as heirlooms
a miniature portrait of Sir Thomas Player,
the younger, as well as the ceremonial sword
used by him as Chamberlain of London.

G. R. BRIGSTOCKE.

Hyde, I.W.

CLASSICAL LITERATURE AS AN EDUCATIVE
FORCE. I shall be glad if any of the readers

of
' N. & Q.' will oblige me with the titles of

any books, pamphlets, or periodical litera-

ture which specially mention, indicate, or

lummarize the moral, ethical, practical, or

ipiritual teaching of the great classical

iterature of the past, in the manner of

Hillis's 'Great Books as Life Teachers.'

Books written with a special purpose or

catalogued under their specific teaching

might suffice. Please reply direct.

J. MUIR.
57, Cambridge Mansions, Battersea Park, S. VV.

LlNDO OR LlNDOT, PORTRAIT PAINTER.

n 7 th S. ix. 267 the late REV. E. HUSSEY
IDAMSON asked for information respecting

'Lindo, a Portrait Painter," some of whose
vork is to be found in the halls of old North-

mbrian families, but variously attributed

o Lindo, Liudoe. and Lindpt. For example,
t Alnwick Castle, according to local his-

ories, is
lk a full-length painting of Elizth ,

rst Duchess of Northumberland, by Lindot,
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from the original of Sir Joshua Reynolds."
MR. ADAMSON'S query elicited no reply.
Fifteen years have elapsed since it was

printed, and perhaps a repetition of the

inquiry to day may be more successful.

RICHD. WELFORD.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

MAITLAND FAMILY. Who were the parents,
and what was the ancestry, of Richard Mait-

land, who died, 12 May, 1775, at the "Bear,"
Inn, Hungerford, on his proposed journey to

London from Bath 1 He was buried, on the
19th of the same month, at Woodford, Essex,
where his wife who was she 1 had been
buried on 26 September, 1772, having died
on the 18th. Richard Maitland was a West
Indian merchant in the City of London. In
the *' Heads of a Will," and in a codicil dated
1 May, 1775, which were proved 24 May, 1775

(P.G.C. 195 Alexander), the only relation

apparently mentioned is his son Thomas
Maitland, who, in the '

History of Antigua'
by Vero L. Oliver, is given as having married

settlement dated 9 August, 1776 Jane, one
of thedaughters of GeneralEd ward Mathew, of

Clanville Lodge, co. Southampton, by his wife

Lady Jane Bertie, sister and eventual coheiress
of Brownlow Bertie, last Duke of Ancaster.
When did Thomas Maitland die 1 It was

prior to 7 March, 1798. His widow is stated
to have died at Brighton, 5 June, 1830, aged
seventy-three. General Sir Peregrine Mait-
land, G C.B. (see 9th S. v. 375, 525), their son,
died 30 May, 1854, aged seventy-six, having
married, on 9 October, 1815, as his second
wife, Lady Sarah, a daughter of the fourth
Duke of Richmond. She died 8 September,
1873, aged eighty -one, and left issue.

Richard Maitland, in " Heads of a Will,"
names Daniel Mathew

;
his brother Col.

(afterwards General) Edward Mathew;
Brownlow Mathew, a son of the latter

;

George Dewar
; Beeston Long ; Charles

Spooner ;
James Gordon, of Moor Place, in

Much Hadham, Hertfordshire, and left

10,000^. to the Marshall College, Aberdeen
This bequest he revoked by the codicil, in

which he names John Warren, James Bogle
French, and Robert Willock. I know the

pedigree of Maitland in Miscellanea Genea-

logica et Heraldica, vol. ii. pp. 205-13 in-

clusive.

REGINALD STEWART BODDINGTON.
Worthing.

PRINCESS ROYAL'S DAUGHTERS. These
having been given the style and title of

Highness and Princess, are they princesses
of the United Kingdom ? of Fife 1 or merely
Princesses Duff ? The 'Almanach de Gotha '

s profoundly silent on this point, and only
one of the British Peerages describes them
as Princesses of Fife. G. B.

HERALDIC. Can any of your readers

dndly say whose the following arms were ?

Gules, a cross clechee or. It has been sug-
gested that they have some connexion with
the Prior and Convent of Durham or
St. Cuthbert. SADI.

DR. JOHNSON'S CLUB AND THE LITERARY
JLUB. Have any complete lists been pub-
lished of the members of Dr.' Samuel John-
son's Club, founded in 1783, and of the

Literary Club, founded in 1764?
G. H. JOHNSTON, Lieut. -Col.

Kilmore, Richhill, co. Armagh.

RHYL, NORTH WALES. I should feel

grateful to any of your correspondents for

the derivation and meaning of Rhyl
whether it is of Welsh or English extraction
with quoted authorities in support.

EDWARD ROBERTS.
Swansea.

THE BABINGTON CONSPIRACY. Can any
reader give title, author, and publisher of a
novel published a few years ago on the

subject of the Babington conspiracy, 1586?
The heroine has numerous adventures whilst

disguised as a soldier under the name of

Capt. Maud. H. T. S.

JOHN AUG. LONGWORTH. In a book pub-
lished in 1853 it is stated that ** the journal
of Mr. Longworth was on the point of

publication, when he received a consular

appointment, and it was consequently sup-

pressed." According to 'The Foreign Office

List,' Longworth retired from the British

consular service in February, 1875, and died

in July of that year. Is that journal still in

existence ? The only thing he published was
a book entitled 'A Year among the Circas-

sians '(London, 1840). L. L. K.

MERIAH. Will some one who is acquainted
with the dialect of the Khonds of Orissa and

Ganjam kindly explain the derivation of the

word "
meriah," which is applied to the well-

known human victim sacrificed by these

people 1 EMERITUS.

" HAMBERBONNE "
OF WHEAT. What is

this word ? It occurs in the proceedings of

the Cinque Ports Court of Record at Rye,
24 February, 1454, whereby the master of a

ship (or Baling) was adjudged to pav, for

share of freight and portage, six pounds and
two kamberbonnes of wheat. H. P. L.
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DR. LETSUM OR LETTSOM.
(10

th S. v. 148.)

JOHN COAKLEY LETTSOM, M.D., is, no
doubt, the man referred to by A. C. T. His
life is given at some length in *

D.N.B.,'
xxxiii. 135. Born in the West Indies, of a

Quaker family, on 22 Nov., 1744, he was the
twin son of a mother who bore twins six

times. He was educated in England, and
eventually became the most popular and
fashionable physician in London, a position
which he held until his death on 1 Nov.,
1815.

I cannot find that the lines alluded to in

the query have ever appeared in 4 N. & Q.,'
but they are well known, and ran as
follows :

When any sick to me apply,
I physicks, bleeds, and sweats 'em

;

If after that they chodse to die,
What 's that to me? I. Lettsom.

Dr, Lettsom was one of the founders in

1773 of the Medical Society of London, to
which he gave in 1784 his freehold house,
No. 3, Bolt Court, Fleet Street often, but

erroneously, said to have belonged to Dr.

Johnson, who really lived (and died) at
No. 8, Bolt Court. The latter house stood

opposite to No. 3, and was destroyed by fire

in 1819. The tablet still over the doorway
of No. 3 is the one which Dr. Lettsom him-
self directed to be put there. It bears on

the^ ribbon at the top the name of the

Society. The central figure standing in
front of a pyramid is the Isis of Sais, the
revealer of the secrets of nature, who
presided over medicine, which she is said to
nave invented, she having discovered the
virtue of the healing plants. The Sphinx on
either side of her and the coiled serpent
represent eternity. Within the circle beneath
her feet is an inscription written in Greek
capitals, which translated reads: "I am
whatever is, or has been, or will be

;
and no

mortal has hitherto drawn aside my veil."

A sketch of the tablet appeared in The City
Press of I think 13 Jan., 1897, illustrating
a short article from which some of the
above facts are extracted.
In 1850 the Society removed to George

Street, Hanover Square, but its present
quarters are in Chandos Street, where there
is preserved a picture representing Dr.
Lettsom in the act of giving the title-deeds
of his house to the Society.
William Nanson Lettsom (3

rd S. viii. 500
;

ix. 49) was his grandson.
ALAN STEWART.

^
allusion is to Dr. Lettsom, born in the

West Indies in 1744. After receiving his
medical education he returned to Tortola,
his native place, and emancipated his slaves,
thus reducing himself to voluntary poverty.
To the lampoon on him his friend Sir J.

Martin answered :

Such swarms of patients do to me apply,
Did I not practise, some would surely die.

'Tis true, I purge some, bleed some, sweat some,
Admit 1 expedite a few, still many call.

I. Lettsom.

He introduced into England the mangel
wurzel, and wrote, inter alia, a book upon the
medical qualities of tea and the effects of tea-

drinking. See Munk, 'Roll of the Royal
College of Surgeons,' vol. ii. p. 287.

GEORGE A. AUDEN.

In the early years of last century no name
was better known in Camberwell than that
of Dr. John Coakley Lettsom. He wrote on
various subjects outside his profession, and
most of this work, as well as the writing of

private letters, he accomplished while driving
about to see his patients. Men eminent in

the world of letters and of medicine were
entertained in his princely house on Grove
Hill (the well of Camber, to which, as some
antiquaries think', the borough of Camber-
well owes its name, was on his property) ;

and Boswell celebrated the amenities of the
house and the character of Lettsom in an
Ode to Charles Dilly.' J. GRIGOR.
105, Choumert Road, Peckham.

Dr. Lettsom's mansion at Camberwell is

noticed in Thornbury and Walford's 'Old
and New London,' vi. 279, where are given
some verses by Boswell, written to Charles

Dilly,
"
celebrating at once the beauties of

the physician's country seat and its owner's
humane disposition." Lettsom's 'Life and
Letters

'

(by T. J. Pettigrew) were published
in 1815, and J. C. Jeaffreson devotes chap. xix.

of his amusing
* Book about Doctors '

to him.
R. L. MORETON.

[Several other correspondents are thanked for

replies. MR. R. J. FYNMORE sends a copy of

Boswell's verses, which we have forwarded to

A.C.T.]

G. J. HOLYOAKE : CHARTISTS AND SPECIAL
CONSTABLES (10

th S. v. 126, 156). MR. HEMS
must have misunderstood Holyoake. It was
Bradlaugh who lectured under the nom de

(/uerre of Iconoclast, not Holyoake. Well
can I remember going with my father to

hear Iconoclast give an address on the occa-

sion of the death of Orsirii, in which he

fiercely attacked the French Emperor. There
was much disorder when Bradlaugh com-
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plained that there were detectives present.
The 'Dictionary of National Biography'
mentions that he was secretary to the
fund started to defend Mr. E. Truelove for

publishing a defence of Orsini's attempt to

assassinate Napoleon III. Among those who
publicly subscribed were Harriet Martineau,
John Stuart Mill, and Prof. F. W. Newman.
1 have this pamphlet, entitled

*

Tyrannicide,'
with a collection of others on the same
subject. These I showed to Holyoake one
Sunday when he came to visit me at

my house at Streatham. He was greatly
interested, and told me that the pamphlet
'

Tyrannicide
' had been offered to him, and

gave me his reasons for not publishing it.

He, however, published a translation of

Pyat's
* Letter to the Parliament and the

Press.'

Bradlaugh lectured as Iconoclast to shield
himself in his weekday employment, and he
made use of the name until his first contest
at Northampton in 1868.

Mrs. Holyoake Marsh tells me that her
father's pseudonym on The Leader news-
paper (about 1850) was "Ion": "This is

probably what has confused MR. HEMS, but
I agree with you in thinking that my father
never lectured under the name of

'

Ion.'

Bradlaugh was {

Iconoclast.'
"

I should like to say one word as to Holy-
oake's great charm of manner. He was a

perfect gentleman, as all will testify who
enjoyed his friendship.

JOHN C. FRANCIS.

MR. HARRY HEMS is mistaken concerning
the late G. J. Holyoake. and his having
lectured under the name of Iconoclast. MR.
HEMS'S memory has failed him in substituting
Holyoake for Charles Bradlaugh, who did
use that name both at the time and place
referred to. The following will be ample to

prove the error.
4 The Life of Charles Bradlaugh,' by

Hypatia Bradlaugh - Bonner, 1894, vol. i.

E.
42, says that about 1854 Charles Brad-

tugh
" took the name of

'

Iconoclast,' under the thin veil
of which he did all his anti-theological work until
he became candidate for Parliament in 1868 ;

thenceforward he always spoke and wrote under
his own name, whatever the subject he was dealing
with. An appearance of concealment was dread-
fully irksome to him, though in 1854 he had very
little choice."

Bradlaugh lectured at Sheffield in 1858,
and went there again and again. "Sheffield
almost adopted the young Iconoclast' as
their own "

(p. 119). A perusal of any of the
lives of Bradlaugh will show that the Sheffield

lectures were delivered by him under that
nom de guerre, and not by George Jacob
Holyoake. In no instance can I find in any
of the late G. J. Holyoake's writings a claim
that he either in writing or lecturing adopted
the name Iconoclast. He was in the early
times referred to associated with Mr. Brad-

laugh, and as a matter of fact on 10 Oct.,

1850, took the chair for the youthful orator
at his lecture delivered at Phil pot Street,
Commercial Road (Bonner's

'

Life,' vol. i.

p. 22). JOSEPH COLYER MARRIOTT.
36, Claremont Road, Highgate.

Surely MR. HARRY HEMS is wrong in say-

ing that at one period of his life Mr. Holy-
oake lectured under the name of Iconoclast.

Every person of middle age or upwards, who
has taken any interest in the political and
theological controversies of the middle of last

century, will be aware, that at that time the
late Charles Bradlaugh, M.P., was known by
the above assumed name. I have in my
possession a small pamphlet,

*

Autobiography
of Mr. C. Bradlaugh,' in which the author

gives a sketch of his life mainly relating to

matters theological up to the early seventies.

On p. 8 he says :

"It was then [1853] I, to in some degree avoid
the efforts which were afterwards made to ruin me,
took the name '

Iconoclast,' under which all my
anti-theological work down to 1868 was done."

ABM. NEWELL.
Longfield Road, Todmorden.

My almost lifelong friend Mr. Henry
Gough, barrister of the Middle Temple, and
well known as an historical and heraldic

antiquary, now living at Redhill in his

eighty-fourth year, was one of the great

army of special constables in London in

1848. He still retains one of two batons

given to him; it is of oak, 1 Scinches long
and 4^ round. His period of service was

supposed to last for one year.
W. D. MACRAY.

Ducklington, Witney.

GEORGE lll.'s DAUGHTERS (10
th S. iv. 167,

236, 291, 336, 493
;

v. 37). M. LE COMMANDANT
REBOUL may perhaps find further informa-

tion by consulting
' The Correspondence of

the Princess Lieven and Lord Grey
'

(3 vols.,

1890). In a letter dated 4 February, 1829 (a

month previous to that quoted by M. LE

COMMANDANT), the Princess writes :

"I have heard a horrible business talked about
in the matter of the Duke of Cumberland], and
the relations existing between him and his sister.

They say a certain person named Garth intends to

publish documentary proof of the affair. In this I

judge without knowing the evidence and off-hand
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it must be an infamous calumny, for I never shall

give credit to unnatural horrors.
3 '

Vol. i. p. 240.

At p. 358 in the same volume further re-

ference to the same affair is made by the
Princess in another letter.

It is no cause for surprise that the author
or authors of the (so called)

* Secret History
of the Court of England

J made the most of

this matter, and that reference to the subject
was also made in The Examiner, one of the

organs of the extreme Radical party. Perhaps
some further enlightenment could be ob-
tained from the MS. note-books of Charles

Molloy Westmacott, editor of The Age, which
were sold after his death in 1868. Are these
still in existence ? II. L. MORETON.

PEACOCK AS A CHRISTIAN SYMBOL (10
th S. v.

69, 130, 177). At the penultimate reference
I confessed my ignorance of the meaning of
"
peacock enkakyll." The last word is a

ghost- word, and what is meant is clearly a

"peacock in hakyll," i.e., in fiackle. "Hackle"
here evidently stands for feathers in general,
and not merely for neck-feathers, though
this wider meaning is not given in any dic-

tionary I have seen. "Pekok in hakell
" was

the third dish of the second course at the

marriage feast of King Henry VII. (Camden
Soc., 1 S. xxxvii. 115). It may be of interest
to mention that about that time a peacock
was worth Is., a swan 3s. 4c?., a goose 5c

,
and

a heron 4c?.; while chickens, woodcock, and
teal cost a penny each, and you could get
five snipe for 2d. and a dozen larks for 3d.

(ibid., p. 96). JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

The peacock was used in church em-
broidery in the reign of our first Danish
king :

"
Moreover, Cnut took a journey to the church

of Glastonbury, that he might visit the remains of
his brother Edmund, as he used to call him ; and
having finished his prayers, he placed over his
tomb a pall, interwoven, as it appeared, with
parti-coloured figures of peacocks."

' The Church
Historians of England,' vol. iii. part i., containing
* The History of the Kings of England, and of his
own Times, by William of Malmesbury,' p. 174.

M. P.
4'SMITH" IN LATIN (10

th S. iv. 409, 457;
v. 13, 73, 152). In Strype's 'Life of the
Learned Sir Thomas Smith, Kt., Doctor of
the Civil Law

; Principal Secretary of State
to King Edward the Sixth, and Queen Eliza-
beth' (London, 1698, p. 25), we find the

following lines, composed by Gabriel Harvey
after the death of that celebrated scholar and
statesman in 1577 :

Quis primus Rhetor? Smithus. Quis maximus
Hermes

Linguarum ? Smithus. Geometres ? Smithus et idem.

Summus Arithmetics? Smithus. Legumqueperitus^
Antealios? Smithus. Physicus celeberrimus ? One E

Smithus multiscius. Morum Vitreque Magister
Optimus? Et Smithus.

On p. 39 there is an "elegant Latin

Epistle, which was drawn up by the exquisite
Pen of Ascham their Orator," addressed to-

Smith, in which he ("Clarissime Smithe ") is

called upon to protect the interests of the-

University of Cambridge by every tie of duty
and gratitude. Dr. Byng, Regius Professor

of the Civil Law in Cambridge, wrote an

epitaph (p. 240) on the statesman's death, of
which I give the first two lines :

Hie sistas celerem gradum, Viator,

Magno Funera dum Smitho parantur.

Besides "
Smithus," we have ''

Smithius,"
which Leland employs in a poem in honour of
Sir Thomas " while he flourisht in the Univer-

sity
"

(p. 239), from which I quote a couplet r.

Doctorum celebras, Smithi, Monumenta Virorum.
Ardenti studio, et Dexteritate pari.

This may be a printer's error, the i being,

put instead of the e ; but if Leland did use-

the form "Smithius," he is not to be-

imitated, for all contemporary authority is-

against him. Smith, therefore, should be-

latinized as Smithus. JOHN T. CURRY.

DOUBTFUL PRONUNCIATIONS (10
th S. v. 147).

The question raised herein is as old as the-

hills, and promises to be as eternal. When
I was a boy we looked to the clergy as-

authorities in pronunciation. Yet in one-

parish the parson would tell us to "Ack-tioW-

edge and confess," and in the next parish we-

were bidden to
"
ack-no-ledge and confess.""

No. 1 would read his first lesson from Deuter-
on omy ;

No. 2 would announce it as from.

Deutero-Tio-my ;
while about half the clergy

said "either" and the other half "eether."

And there we were, and there we are ! A
venerable story up here in the north makes
a pit lad ask his father which is right,.
" either

"
or "eether," and the father answers

that "owther" will do. But is DR. SMYTHE-.

PALMER sure that " troth
" and " wroth

" ara

generally pronounced as riming with
"froth"? In over sixty years' literary

experience I have never once heard them-

pronounced otherwise than as put by Byron
in the *

Episode of Nisus and Euryalus
'

from-

the'^Eneid':

Now, by my life ! my sire's most sacred oath
To thee I pledge my full, my firmest troth.

RICHD. WELFORD.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Is tryst long or short 1 Is not troth stilt

pronounced to rime with both? It surely is-

in the marriage service, and it is not often-
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elsewhere. But I remember being
corrected at school some forty- five years ago
ior pronouncing ivroth so. The latter must
be obsolete, or obsolescent, but not the
.former. What is the orthodox theological
pronunciation of the "Slough of Despond"
I know not

;
but the word is more frequently

used in surgery than in any other subject,
-and when used in this connexion is invariably
pronounced to rime with rough. I have been
told that y is always long and accented (as
in jmpyrus) when it represents the Greek
upsilon. But is it so ? It is certainly not so
in the first line of Virgil's

*

Bucolics.'

J. FOSTER PALMER.
8, Royal Avenue, S.W.

PARTY COLOURS (10
th S. v. 65). The time

lias come when definite colours should be
^adopted by each political party.

In Shropshire, during the last election,
four out of the five divisions used blue for
Conservatives and Unionists, and red for
Radicals. The Wellington division reversed
Ihis Gentlemen from the other divisions

visiting Wellington to hear Mr. Chamberlain
speak had to change their favours, and in
some cases their neckties, on the journey.

I am an ardent Tory, and arrived in Liver-

pool, about the same date, to find that the
blue tie worn by me was the mark of the
TRadical at that time. Why not fix blue
("True Blue") as the mark of the Conserva-
tive and Unionist, red for Liberals and
Radicals (unless the former prefer the old
colour of buff, yellow, or orange), and green
for Nationalists? HERBERT SOUTHAM.

In Bassetlaw Tories were blue, Liberals
.yellow. In the neighbouring constituency
of Gainsborough it is the reverse. It is Tory
'blue and Liberal yellow in Derbyshire ; and
I well remember how, many years ago, these
colours were "flown" at Derbyshire elec-
tions on a very large scale, many men flaunt-
ing long streamers from their head wear, both
Wue and yellow, besides rosettes on their
breasts. <k

Yaller for iver !

"
was the cry of

-one party ;

" True blue for iver !

" the cry on
the other side, with, fora change,

'* Up with
-the Whigs, and down with the Tories," and" Blue 's up, Yellow 'a down."

THOS. HATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

COLOUR TRANSITION (10
th S. v. 86). Do not

the words glds and glass refer to Latin
glades, ice, which is green or blue according
to the light ? In Baskish there is no native
word for green as a colour, the Castilian verde,
pronounced berde, pherde, perde, being used

instead; while urdin, blue, evidently from ur,

hur, water, is also used in the sense of grey,
as in speaking of hair or horses. Heze, damp,
moist, sappy, gets the sense of green in speak-
ing of plants only because in them greenness
depends on their yearly youth. Is it con- I

nected with ivet ?

'

E. S. DODGSON.

"THESE ARE THE BRITONS, A BARBAROUS
RACE "

(10
th S. iv. 510

;
v. 31, 77). A few

years ago I got, through a bookseller in

Derby, a copy of ''Our Native England
with 47 woodcuts." This, the twentieth

edition, was published
**
London, Walter

Smith & Innes, 31 & 32, Bedford Street,

Strand, W.C. 1889," price sixpence. The
preface is signed

" G. J. C. Market -Place

Academy, Bost9n, 1838." Then follows a
"Recommendation "

:

" ' An ingenious little work, written by Mr.
Cuckow, of Boston, which we feel much pleasure
in recommending to the notice of all managers of

national, infant, and other elementary schools, and
indeed to every person engaged in the instruction
of children. In this little book a vast variety of

information is conveyed in a pleasing form, so that
children cannot fail to derive great advantage, as
well as amusement, from the perusal of it.'

Boston Herald, Dec. llth, 1838."

It begins with "This is our native Eng-
land," giving a map with the names of the

county towns, and ends with a '

Summary of

the Sovereigns
'

:

Seventeen Saxons, and three of the Danes,
Three Normans, one Blois the crown obtains.

Plantagenet eight, of Lancaster three,
Three Yorkists, and then the five Tudors we see,
Five Stuarts, one Orange. To finish, we join
The six of the Brunswick or Hanover line.

Fifty-five as our total of sovereigns appears
In about a thousand and seventy years.

Then comes a list of
* Remarkable Events,'

the second line, on the Romans, differing
somewhat from that given by ST. SWITHIN:
These are the Romans, a people bold,
Most famous of all the nations of old.

M. ELLEN POOLE.
Alsager, Cheshire.

DEKKER'S ' SWEET CONTENT '

(10
th S. v. 106).

In my copy of Palgrave's 'Golden Treasury,'
1870, the words "perplexed" and "vexed,"
to which MR. BAYNE refers, are not only
printed thus in full, but have the final ed

accentuated, to show that any contraction
mars the rhythm.

FRANCIS C. BUCHANAN.

TWIZZLE-TWIGS (10
th S. iv. 507; v. 53, 91)

The Flemish for
" road-indicator" is Weg-

wijzer, and *' to change one's road "
is

}

t Weg
(=het Weg) ivisseln. Is this connected with
the supposed meaning of twizzle- twigs ?
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Wegwijzer is also used in Flanders as the

equivalent of our "
directory."
JOHN A. RANDOLPH.

The prefix is a form of "
twist," see Halli-

well, "a double fruit; that part of a taeel S*JfP .8* see

where the branches divide from the stock I
" 515 '

to roll or twist." A. HALL.

cramp rings, and that Lady Clinton, in 1538

writes,
" I received a cramp ring of gold."

In 1611 cramp rings were worn with agates
r*s*4- C M 4-Vn-irv* "Dii rtl*-l,rv nrl/lci ** T?/io"\irf i n nrset in them. Buckle adds, "Respecting

Middleton's 'Works,' 1840,

GUINEAS (10
th S. v. 105). The following

quotation from ' An Historical Account of

English Money,' by Martin Leake, London,
1745, bears out the accepted derivation :

"The Guineas took their name from the gold
"brought from Guinea by the African Company ;

who, as an encouragement to bring over gold to be
coined, were permitted, by their Charter, to have
their stamp of an Elephant upon the coin made of
the African gold."

FRANCIS C. BUCHANAN.

TITLE WANTED (10
th S. v. 109).

MR, MURCH states that he finds no exposi-
tion of the idea that a ring was useful in

discovering enchantments. Elworthy, in his

interesting work on 'The Evil Eye' (Murray,
1895), p. 35, refers to a remarkable book by
Martin Delrip, of Louvain, 1603, in which the

discussed at great length whether

laracters, rings, or images there is power
to perform miracles. The discussion is

closed with the remark, "Respondeo stul-

torum esse numerum infinitum." Elworthy,
from p. 442 to p. 446, treats of the arts

practised by the ancient Greeks, and
mentions divination by enchanted rings.

Your Calcutta correspondents description of (8a*ervA.o|*avTtaX and rings used as counter-

laiarujs, wiiicii weio v;<v

SaKTvXcovs <a/)/Aa/aras.
JAMES WATSON.

a book wanting a title suggests
'

Woman,
|
charms, which were called by Aristophanes

the Sphinx,' by Fergus Hume.
T. REEVES.

Is not the novel referred to by MR. R. M.
Ross '

Woman, the Mystery,' by Fergus
Hume?
EDITOR OF 'BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REGISTER.'

Folkestone.

JENKYN, LITTLE JOHN, &c. (10
th S. v. 109,

155) I thank LADY RUSSELL for her reply.
The lines she quotes are almost identical with

DOGS IN
v. 36).

WAR (10
th S. iv. 488, 537

1. Bungartz. Der Kriegshund und seine Dressur,
Leipzig, 1892.

2. Otto von Kreckwitz. Der Kriegshund. Miin-
chen, 1894.

3. Berdez. Anleitung zur Dressur und Verwen-
dung von Kriegshunden. Bern, 1903. 1m. 50.

4. Jupin. Les chiens militaires dans l'arme
irancaise. Les chiens de guerre moderne
les chiens de guerre des armees europeennes.

5. Army and Navy Gazette, 1894
6. Melentjew. Kriegshunde (aus dem Russischen

iibersetzt). Berlin, 1891.
7. Vorschrift fiir Behandlung und Verwendungvon Kriegshunden. 1902.

et

19/20. Jahrgang viii., No. 11, p. 203, Der Kriegs-und Sanitatshund. J. ix. No. 21, p. 407, Kriegs- und
Tostenhunde in Sitdwest-Afrika.

G. KRUEGER.
Berlin.

those of the Cornish version, except that in

the Cornish we send the offender to "Jamaica
to make apple pies" apple pies being pre-

sumably a traditional corruption.
With" respect to the spelling of the name

Meriasek, LADY RUSSELL has overlooked the
fact that this is the Cornish form of the
Breton Meriadec or Meriadoc. The ' Beunans
Meriasek' contains both forms. The church
of Camborne, in Cornwall was "ecclesia

S. Meriadoci," but the frequenters of the

holy well nearby (for prevention of madness)
were known till its recent destruction as
" Merrasickers."
But the point is why Jenkin and Little

sed in preference to Peterkin, or
Little Bob, or any other name. Their preva-
lence shows that there must be some good
reason for the practice. YGREC.

If any one desires to read a graphic and
particular account of the mumming as

practised in Dorsetshire and the parts
adjacent, let me refer him to 'The Return of

the Native,' by Thomas Hardy, and the

description of a Christmas party at Mrs.

BEAUMONT AND FLETCHER : FOLK - LORE
MEDICINE (10th S. v. 129). MR. HERBERT
MURCH gives some instances of folk-lore
medicine in Beaumontand Fletcher's 'Knight , ,
of the Burning Pestle,' and asks for further Yeobnght's in honour of her son's return,

instances in the literature of the sixteenth XT , Jj PICKFORD, M.A.
and seventeenth centuries. Buckle, at

^ewbourne Rectory, Woodbndge.
p. 334, vol. ii.,

'

Miscellaneous Works/ states ARCHER OF UMBERSLADE (10
th S. v. 148).

t our ancient Plantagenet kings claimed There is a long account of the Archer family
e gitt of curing the cramp by means of

|
in Collins's 'Peerage of England,' 1768,
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vii. 359-78. As no special reason is men-
tioned why Thomas Archer was raised to the

peerage, one may assume that the honour
was given to him for the reasons that he was
the heir of an ancient and important family,
that his great-grandfather, grandfather, and
father had been members of Parliament, and
that he himself had been a member for some
thirteen years. Collins says that he was
chosen member for the town of Warwick in

the Parliament which was summoned to meet
on 13 June, 1734. Apparently that Parlia-
ment sat first on business on 23 Jauuary,
1734/5. The coat of arms, &c., follow the

letterpress. There are references to the
Archers in other volumes of Collins.
The account of the family is reduced to

very small proportions in Collins's
*

Peerage
'

continued by Sir Egerton Brydges, 1812.
The title was extinct in 1778.

EGBERT PIERPOINT.

The reasons for creating a peer are fre-

quently to be found in the patent of creation
on the Patent Eoll. GERALD FOTHERGILL.

11, Brussels Road, New Wandsworth, S.W.

FONSECA'S DEVOUT CONTEMPLATIONS/ 1629

(10
th S. v. 101). In putting my notes to

gether I find that I omitted to mention that

Cervantes, in his preface to
' Don Quixote,'

makes reference to Fonseca's treatise of
' The

Love of God.' Here are his words (Lock
hart's ed., 1822) :

"But if you would keep nearer home, it is but
examining Fonseca of divine love, which you have
here in your study, and you need go no farther for
all that can be said on that copious subject."

I find also among my notes that there was
an edition of

* The Love of God '

published
in Salamanca in 1592, and a second part, in
2 vols. 8yo, in Valencia in 1608. The English
translation of 1652 can scarcely represent, 1

think, the whole of the work. It is in

12mo, and
told in

with much
from which we may infer that Sir George
Strode, the translator, adapted it to suit

character, not to speak of occasional flashes

of grim humour, are notable features in the

'Contemplations' of this grand old Spanish
friar. I shall copy here a few extracts which
were overlooked in my former note :

"
It was much, that such a freshwater Souldier

\

should on the sudden attaine to the highest of that

knowledge." P. 37.

"From Idlenesse come Cowards, wliiteliuerd

Souldiers, Faint-hearted, Soule-lesse, and Lazie-

people." P. 75.

"If the tempted will but cast his eyes towards
them, it is a thousand to one that he is not taken
with them." P. 81.

But I feare I haue b[ee]n too long, and there-
fore I will here make an end." P. 92.

We are like Martha's Chickens, we desire meat
& they giue vs water." P. 125.

"But our thoughts are euermore hammering of

wickednesse, like the Smith, that giues a hundred
blowes vpon his Anuill, and two vpon his yron ;

or like the Barbar, that makes more snips in the

ayre, than on the haire." P. 205.

"Gods chastisements are like Lightning, which
kill one, but fright many." P. 216. [This may be
matched by the following couplet from the anony-
mous play of 'Swetnam the Woman -Hater

Arraign'd by Women,' 1620, and quoted by Collier

in his 'Hist, of Eng. Dr. Poetry' (ed. 1879, vol.iii,

p. 133):-
Justice, like lightning, ever should appear
To few men's ruin, but to all men's fear.]

A Foole is readie to burst till he haue vnfolded
a secret ; it is a crooked pin in his throat, he must
out with it before euer hee can be at quiet."
P. 343.

If God doe not relieue them, they care not a

pin for him.'' P. 430.
""
It goes against the haire with them, to spend

so much as one poore Royall in Gods Seruice."

A.S.

MAIDLOW (10
th S. iv. 508

;
v. 154). Surely

the A.-S. meed is the modern English mead;
so that it would only give a modern form

Meadloiv. It is undesirable to ignore vowel-

sounds.
We were asked if Maidlow was ever heard

question, which
not yet know

is, we may as

well remember that low means a burial-
of,~ w . Uo.W t, *v. FtCvi LV iv on, mound; and that in many instances

himself. The knight dedicates the book to names in -low, the former part represents the

his "Dear Children," and if he intended it genitive case of the name of the person there

seriously for youthful reading, then all I can buried.
say is that the little people might well be Maid is sounded as made ; and if one is to

pardoned if they soon wearied of it. The
| guess, one might suppose that Maidlow ought
rather to be Madelow, i.e., "the burial-mound

of Mada."
In Duignan's

* Place-names of Stafford-

shire' we are told that Madeley ought to mean
"Mada's lea," but that the name Mada is

not known. This is a mistake ;
for Kem-

ble's index gives the very form Madan-leah,

if they soon wearied of it.
* Devout Contemplations' is one of the very
best books of its kind I have ever read. How
much of its sparkle and raciness it owes to
the translator I cannot tell

;
but this I can

say, that there is not a page but will afford
some passage of interest. Sound common
sense and a profound insight into human
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as required. The same name reappears in

Madehurst, Sussex, i.e.,
" Mada's hurst," and

in Madingley, Cambs,
u the lea of the sons

of Mada." But Maidford is
" the ford of

maids,' i.e., a ford that even girls could cross.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

JERVIS FAMILY OF BIRMINGHAM (10
th S.

v. 149). It may be of interest to MR. JERVIS-
READ to know that others of his name have
lived in county Southampton, one Richard

Jervys being on the manor jury of Bitterne
in 1625 (Court Roll in P.R O , 95/7).

I have some references to old Jervis law-

suits. If they will be of any use, I will

forward them direct.

GERALD FOTHERGILL.
11, Brussels Road, New Wandsworth, S W.

CHARING AND CHARING CROSS (10
th S. v.

146). The fact that there is another Charing
in Kent has not been overlooked, and Mr.
Holden MacMichael specifically mentions it

at p. 3 of his recent book,
' The Story of

Charing Cross and its Immediate Neighbour-
hood.' At 9th S. iii. 405 I gave reasons for

identifying the name with the Anglo-Saxon
ctrrung or cerring, a turning, a signification
to which both the Kentish and the Middlesex

Charings topographically answer
;

and I

showed that in the earliest records the

definite article was used with the word,
as in the instances of "St. Margaret atte

Cherring,"
' lLe Chering," and

" La Charring,"
which was cited by HERMENTRUDE at 7 th S.

viii. 507. The use of the word chare, which
is employed in a somewhat similar sense in

the north of England, was dealt with at

7 th S. viii. 307, 417, 455. On the other hand,
the late Canon Isaac Taylor stated that the
name was derived from the Cerrings,
"a widely spread Saxon family"; and
PROF. SKEAT asserts that " the Charings
were alike named from the Cerringas
or Ceorringas, the name of a tribe or family,
lit.

* the sons of Ceorra.'" In the course of

a somewhat extended reading I have never
come across the family of the Cerrings or

Ceorringas, nor do I know whence Canon
Taylor derived the notion that they were
41

widely spread." As for Ceorra, the sup-

posed ancestor of the family, he seems to

have been a worthy deacon in the diocese of

Worcester, who may or may not have founded
a family ;

but as he apparently lived about
the year 802, the charter of 799, which is cited

by PROF. SKEAT, and mentions Charing in

Kent, can scarcely prove that that place was
earned after his descendants. Of course, there

may have been some other Ceorra, but his-

tory contains no record of him. On the

whole, the probability seems to be that "The
Cherring

"
simply denoted the place where

the road or river made a turn, as it does both
in Middlesex and Kent. Mr. J. H. Round's
remarks on the suffix -ing in place-names
may be read with great advantage (see 'The
Settlement of the South and East-Saxons'
in 'The Commune of London,' pp. 1-27).

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

"VENDIUM" (10
th S. v. 148). This is a

Tamil word. In Percival's 'Tamil Dic-

tionary,
3

Madras, 1861, p. 305, I find it given
as

"
Ventaiyam, a plant Trigonella fcenum

grcecum" It is the fenugreek, a vegetable
cultivated in India as a pot-herb, considered

very wholesome, and for its seeds, which are
used medicinally. It imparts a strong odour
and taste to curries. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

I offer the conjecture that vendium is

Tamil vendayam, fenugreek, Trigonella
fcenum grcecum, the aromatic and stimulant
seeds of which are used in making curry.

EMERITUS.

"POGROM" (10
th S. v. 149). This is the

technical term for the attacking and looting
of Russian Jewries by mobs. In military
use the verb porjromit means to sack a city.
The derivation is no doubt from grom,
literally "lightning," but with the idea of

blasting or devastation.
JAS. PLATT, Jun.

Russian pogrom^ with stress on the final

syllable, is a substantive meaning devasta-

tion, destruction, desolation. A verb formed
from the same root means "

to pillage."
Groin means thunder, noise, din. MR. PIER-
POINT may be interested to know that the
vowel in the first syllable of pogrom being
unstressed, should be pronounced like
short a. FRED. G. ACKERLEY.
Grindleton Vicarage, Clitheroe.

LACONIC LETTERS (10th S. v. 108, 153, 171).
In

'

Random Recollections of the Midland
Circuit,' by Robert Walton, Second Series,
1873, p. 90, is the following :

" ' The shortest letter from an attorney on
record.' This saying in Lincolnshire had its origin
from the following circumstances. An action was
being tried at Lincoln for the recovery of a certain
amount of money. Mr. Macaulay opened the case
for the plaintiff, expressing his surprise that the
case should have found its way into court, &c.

; but
on proceeding with his opening he thought tit to
read the letter of the plaintiff's attorney, demand-
ing the payment of the alleged debt. This letter,
instead of being one of those short notes generally
written on such occasions, was extremely lengthy.
It began by stating the writer was instructed by
his client to demand such and such a sum ; that ifc

was a debt long standing, was lawfully due, and
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ought to have been paid long since; that the

instructions of his client were to demand payment
forthwith, and he had to inform him that unless

the amount were sent by return of post be should

be under the painful necessity of issuing a writ, so

that the case might be tried at the ensuing assizes

for the county of Lincoln, &c. Mr. Mellor (after-

wards Mr. Justice Mellor), 'My friend will permit
me to read the answer of Mr. Plaskitt, of Gains-

borough,' to whom it was addressed :

DEAR SIR, Even so. Yours truly,
W. PLASKITT."

W. B. H.

The following letters are from a newspaper

cutting of October, 1867, relating to the

restoration of a church at the Land's

End:-
DEAR CORK, Ordain Stanhope. Yours,

YORK.

DEAR YORK, Stanhope's ordained. Yours,
CORK.

Sennen, St. Levan, and Buryan formerly

constituted a deanery, which for several

decades was held by Mr. Stanhope, who was

the subject of the Duke of York's laconic

epistle to the Bishop of Cork, and the

equally laconic reply. B, J. FYNMORE.

ENGLISH SPELLING : ENGLISH CULTURE

(10
th S. v. 148). As regards the history of

English spelling, see Dr. Ellis's great work

on '

Early English Pronunciation
' and

Sweet's 'History of English Sounds/ An
excellent book on modern English is the

Introduction to English, French, and Ger-

man Phonetics,' by Miss Laura Soames.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

" VASTERN" (10
th S. iii. 347, 413). The

following is from the Camden's Society's

volume for 1860, p. 121, foot-note, 'Narrative

of the Reformation
'

:

" To the north of the town, at the back of Friars'

Street, in the map given in Coates's 'History of

Reading' will be found fields called Ihe Home
Vastern' The Little Vastern, and the Farther

Vasterns. There is now a short street called

Vastern Street. Fasterne great park, near Wotton

Basset, was subject to right of common for the

inhabitants of that town (see The Topographer and

Genealogist, vol. iii., 1858, p. 22), and perhaps the

derivation of the name is from waste or common
land in the Latin rastum. Otherwise they might

be old enclosures in which cattle were kept fast."

R. J. FYNMORE.

PORTMAN FAMILY (10
th S. v. 48, 150, 178).

No doubt the Portman family were originally

settled in Somersetshire, and their old man-

sion, containing some family portraits, yet

remains in that county at Pylle, a small

village near Shepton Mallet, Some twenty

years ago, when acting as locum tenens for the

then rector, I saw them. The church had

undergone restoration, and the memorials
(if any had existed) of the family had de-

parted. The mansion was then occupied as
a farmhouse, and the population of the parish
was only 244. The family seats are now at
Bryanston, near Blandford, and Orchard
Portman, near Taunton.
Let me refer to Burke's '

History of the
Commoners,' vol. i. 62 (Colburn, 1836), for
an account of the family in early days. The
Berkeleys seem to have brought Pylle into
the family, and then to have assumed the [

name of Portman. This work, in four
volumes, though containing many errors, yet
certainly possesses information not to be
found elsewhere, and there are at the above
reference pedigrees of Portman and Berkeley.
At some little distance from Pylle is the

large village of Pilton, and in it is a most
remarkable tithe barn, one of the finest in

England, used by the abbots of Glastonbury
for storing their tithes. There are many
churches in England not so beautiful as
Pilton tithe barn, and it testifies to the
wealth and importance of Glastonbury Abbey,
which is at no great distance.

Whether the Portmans and Berkeleys
shared in the spoliation when King Henry's
might turned church lands into lay, I do not
know ; but the old rime still exists :

Portman and Horner, Wyndham and Thynne,
When the abbot went out, they came in.

The Abbot of Glastonbury was hanged for

participating in the rebellion called the

Pilgrimage of Grace, which broke out on the
dissolution of the monasteries.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

KING'S MONEY (10
th S. iv. 428). None of

your correspondents having answered my
querj

7
,
it may interest them to know that I

have found the solution in the Treasury
Books at the Record Office

;

"
By virtue of His Majesty's general letters of

privy seal bearing date the 26 June, 1727, under his-

sign manual, the Lords of the Treasury were
annually directed (until 1825) to issue 1,000/. to the
Chamberlain of the City of London, to be distri-

buted by him within the City of London and
liberties 'thereof as the king's charity and benevo-
lence to the poor inhabiting therein, in such
proportions and manner as the Bishop of London
and the Lord Mayor of the said City should
appoint and direct."

This, then, was the
"
king's letter money.'

3

E. A. WEBB.
" KES " OR "

KESE,' TO KICK (10
th S. v. 127).

This word is cognate with Castilian cozt

kicking, kick, the verb of which is cocear,
from crfce, an old spelling of coz.

E. S. DODGSON.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

The History of England from the Earliest Times to

the Norman Conquest. By Thomas Hodgkin,
D.C.L. (Longmans & Co.)

WE have here the opening volume of
' The Political

History of England,' in twelve volumes now being

issued under the direction of Dr. William Hunt

and Mr. Reginald Lane Poole. Though the first in

order of sequence, covering a period absolutely

indefinite, and beginning at the supposed beginning

of things, Dr. Hodgkin's volume has been antici-

pated in appearance by three volumes belonging to

the same series. As but seven pages in all are

devoted to the traces in Britain of Paleolithic and

Neolithic man, the pre-Celtic stoneworker, and the

Celtic workers in bronze and iron, the historic

period may be held, perhaps, to begin with the

Roman invasion. Thus limited even, it covers

something like a thousand years from the advent

of Csesar to that of William the Conqueror. As is

well said in the opening phrase of the second

chapter
" Down to the middle of the first century

before Christ the British Isles wre scarcely more

known to the civilized nations of Southern Europe
than the North Pole is to the men of our own day."

Something more of credit has been attached to the

early discoveries of the geographer and explorer

Pvthias but nothing very definite is added to our

knowledge of the first century before Christ, save

the revelation, by the aid of Sir John Evans the

numismatist, of the names of some few British

chiefs or kings. Of the various conflicts, or such of

them as can be traced, a good account is given ;

and the latest results of archaeological research are

brought to bear upon the records of Roman occu-

pation Of these the most obvious and the most

significant consist of Roman labours in road-

making. It is shown that the chief highways of the

Romans, converging as most of them do to the

town anciently named Londinium, coincide "ma
remarkable manner with the main lines of our

modern railroad communication." It is difficult to

draw from this fact any very definite conclusion.

In the sepulchral inscriptions which survive it is

curious to find altars to gods bearing uncouth

Celtic names, proving that "the Roman soldiers,

like the Assyrian settlers in Palestine, wished to

keep on good terms with the gods of the land."

Still more curious is it to find on the bare hillside

of Housesteads, in Northumberland, though broken

and mutilated, all the emblems of Mithraic

worship. On the strength of evidence largely

negative it is decided that the Roman occupation

was before all things military.

How large a space is occupied in subsequent

naees by the religious question needs not be men-

tioned, the ecclesiastical records of Bede being

largely drawn upon. The fact that all writers of

the period were ecclesiastics is of course explana-

tory of the importance attached to subjects of the

kind. What is the opinion of the author as to the

value of the Arthurian legends, regarded from an

historical point of view, is shown by the exiguous

amount of space (considerably less than a page)

which is accorded to them. It is impossible to do

justice to the value of the summary that is set

before us, and difficult to convey an idea of the

amount of information that is furnished.

Ecclesiological Essays. By J. Wickham Legg, F.S.A-

(Moring.)
THE new volume of

" The Library of Liturgiology
and Ecclesiology

"
is a collection of essays by one

who is expert in all customs and questions among.
Anglicans, but many besides theologians will find

matter of interest in Dr. Wickham Legg's papers.
Some we pass by as dealing with the " anise and
cummin "

of ceremonial, which seem to the average
lay mind of slight importance. Much more inter-

esting is the essay on 'Mediaeval Ceremonial,' in
which Dr. Legg, himself a "ritualist" in the

proper sense of the word, draws attention to the-

fact that the further we go back, the greater are
the plainness and simplicity observable in the
structure and furnishing of the altar. Even in the-

thirteenth century, which some have set up as the
model of rites and ceremonies, we find no gradin or
"
super altar," no flower-vases, no cross, no candle-

sticks, no "tabernacle," but a plain table covered'
with a copious cloth, and everywhere a mediseval-

simplicity. The author brings out the curious fact
that the official accounts of the coronation of our
monarchs, down to that of Queen Victoria, are mere
reproductions, with adaptations, of the procession
plate which did service for the coronation of
James II., with the groom of the vestry carrying a

perfuming pan (p. 239). Much curious antiquarian-
matter of historical interest is given in the chapter
on wedding ceremonies as to the use of the ring and
the veil. The book is sufficiently illustrated and
beautifully printed.

Horce Siibsecivce. By John Brown, M D. History
and Literature of the Crusades. By Heinrich von
Sybel. Edited by Lady Duff Gordon. Life of
at. Columba. By St. Adam nan. Translated by
Wentworth Huyshe. Words on Wellington. By-
Sir William Fraser, Bart. The Naturalist on the-

Amazons. By Henry Walter Bates. (Routledge.
& Sons )

A CONSPICUOUS addition is made by these volumes;
to

" The New Universal Library
"

of Messrs.
Routledge, in praise of which we have spoken very
recently. In some respects, indeed, the series has
changed character and purpose. At the outset it

seemed virtually confined to the masterpieces of a
generation ago works which were the delight and
the proud possession of our fathers, and by the-

simple passage of time had outlived all question of.
:

copyright and become accessible to the general,
public. To this class the best of the volumes be-,

long, but other works, involving new and important
labours on the part of living men, and copyright,
consequently themselves, have been added. The
first class includes what we consider the best of the
later additions.

' Horse Subsecivse' is one of the
most charming books of the last half century, and
the author of

' Rab and his Friends '

may almost be.

regarded as an English Oliver Wendell Holmes.
The first series only of the ' Horce Subsecivaa

'

have-
as yet been given. It contains the dog stories or
descriptions from ' Rab and his Friends '

to ' The
Mystery of Black and Tan,' together with essays
such as

' With Brains, Sir,' 'Notes on Art,' criti-
cisms of Arthur H. Hallam, Henry Vaughan the
Silurist, &c. For a second series we shall wait with,
some impatience, trusting that courage will be found
to give us that fine and, so far as we know, un-
reprinted sketch ' The Kye was Coot '

(we speak
from memory). In the same class we may place
* The Naturalist on the Amazons,' a work first
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published in 1863, which did much to establish its

author's high reputation. It is a record of travel

begun with Mr. (afterwards Professor) Alfred
Hussel Wallace. The author, who only died in

1892, was a shrewd observer and assiduous col-

lector, and his book will be read with pleasure by
all naturalists, and especially by entomologists.
The ' Words on Wellington

'

of our old friend the
late {Sir William [Augustus] Fraser is a compara-
tively modern work by one of the chief of modern
gossips and genealogists, and an accepted authority
on all subjects connected with Wellington and
D'Israeli. None of the volumes of the series can
'be read with more interest and amusement than
'this.

St. Adamnan's 'Life of St. Columba' is in its

way the most remarkable product of mediaeval

literature. Montalembert has described it as one
of the most living, attractive, and authentic
'monuments of Christian history. It has been often

translated and edited. A conclusion has been
'reached that a new translation is requisite. Such
being the case, the work could scarcely be better

executed than it is by Mr. Wentworth Huyshe, who
in addition to the text supplies intelligent and
valuable notes and comments, with explanations
of the illustrations which are included.

Heinrich von Sybel, a translation of whose essay
on the Crusades is now presented, was a trust-

worthy writer and a keen politician. He was a

pupil of Leopold Ranke, and became a professor at

Bonn, Munich, and elsewhere. He was virtually
the first to apply accurate tests to the mingled
imass of history and legend which previous writers

had extracted from William of Tyre. Together
with the

' Histoire Litteraire des Troubadeurs '

of

tSainte Palaye, Sybel's book, which is excellently

produced, forms the best and most trustworthy
^account of a period of undying interest. It is

clearly impossible for us to analyze or criticize

works of the class. What is matter for most con-

gratulation is that such books are brought wilhin
reach of everybody, and that knowledge of their

contents is no longer confined to the owner of a

library. The series is as cheap as it is readable and
useful.

Sliakesperian Synopses. By J. Walker McSpadden.
(Chapman & Hall.)

THIS little work is at once readable and useful.

'The synopsis is in every case short and adequate.

Willing's Press Guide, 1906. (Willing. )

"THE thirty-third annual issue of this well-estab-

lished and indispensable publication has all its

former useful features. How up to date are its

contents is shown by the fact that the appearance
during the present year of The Tribune, the latest

of daily journals, is duly noted.

The Antiquary, January, 1906. (Elliot Stock.)

~MR. RICHARD QUICK contributes a pleasing
.-article on the antiquities of the tobacco-pipe, con-

taining good illustrations of those used by the

prehistoric races of America and English examples
of a more modern date. There is a short paper by
Mr. W. J. Fennell the first of a series on some of

the old towns of Ulster. Carrickfergus is the one
treated of in the present number. An alabaster

panel, found some nve-and-forty years ago at Mere,
in Wiltshire, is described by Mr. John A. Lloyd.
It is much mutilated, but has evidently represented

the adoration of the Wise Men. The writer
believes no doubt correctly that the work was
executed by

" the alabaster men" of Nottingham,
who carried on a great trade in works of religious
art for two centuries before the Reformation.
Mr. W. H. St. John Hope published some years
ago in Archa'dogia an elaborate paper on this

interesting subject. Mr. J. H. Slater's paper on
' The Elixir of Life

' shows great research
;
we wish,

however, he had given references to his autho-
rities, for they differ in value. Some of the
alchemists were among the wisest men of their

time, and we are not going too far when we state
that others were arrant impostors, and that there
was a class between these whose position it is by
no means easy to estimate. Mr. J. E. Brown gives
us the domestic portion of an inventory of the
goods of Edward Catherall, a brewer and farmer of

Luton, taken in 1612. All that is supplied is

interesting, but we regret that it has not been
completed by those parts which relate to his busi-
ness. Is it too late to supply them ? In the hall,

among other things, was a
"
bayard," which the

editor surmises to have been a clothes-horse ; but
we believe it to have been a "cratch," or hand-
barrow.

ia

We must call special attention to the, following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries pri vatelj*.

WE cannot undertake to advise correspondents
as to the value of old books and other objects or as
to the means of disposing of them.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "Duplicate."

N. J. HONE (" Shakkespere : Shakstaff ").

Printed ante, p. 89.

ENQUIRER (" Decus et tutamen"). No pronun-
ciation can be called "accepted" in England, but
scholars prefer what you call "the Latin pronun-
ciation in the Roman Church."

CORRIGENDA. Ante, p. 132, col. 1, 1. 2, for
" todos

"

read todas. P. Ill, col. 2, last line, for "bow" read
vow,

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to
" The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-

tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.

We beg leave to state that we decline to return
communications which, for any reason, we do not

print; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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THE ATHENJEUM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHENAEUM contains Articles on

CANON AINGKR'S LECTURES AND ESSAYS. THE WAR OF 1812.

A MODERN SYMPOSIUM. SCARABS.
TRAFFIC. THE HIGH TOBY. A DAZZLING REPROBATE. THE SEA MAID. IRRESPONSIBLE

KITTY. THE HATANEE.
BOOKS AT AUCTION.
THE MAKING OF MODERN EGYPT. WITH THE COSSACKS. MACEDONIA. THE DREAMER'S

BOOK. HYMNS IN PROSE FOR CHILDREN. FATHER GAPON'S THE STORY OF MY
LIFff. LA RUS8IE ET L'ALLIANCE ANGLAISE. AU PETIT BONHEUR. THE GAMBIA
COLONY AND PROTECTORATE. POLITICAL THEORIES FROM LUTHER TO
MONTESQUIEU. THE APOSTLES' CREED. THE INSPIRATION OF OUR FAITH.
ARTHUR O'LEARY.

"ELSTOW." HORSERACING' AT CARTHAGE. CHAUCER: "PRESTES THRE" OR " PRBST
ESTRfi"? THE SPRING PUBLISHING SEASON.

HELIUM AND THE TRANSMUTATION OF ELEMENTS. DR. LE BON'S THEORIES OF
MATTER.

DUTCH WATER-COLOURS : SIR JOHN DAY'S COLLECTION. ' AVIEMORE AND THE HIGH-
LANDS ' AT THE MODERN GALLERY. THE PAINTER-ETCHERS.

LAST WEEK'S ATHEKS1UM contains Articles on

PROFESSOR RIDGEWAY ON THE THOROUGHBRED HORSE.
MR. WATTS-DUNTON AND THE DRAMATIC POEM.
ALMOND OF LORETTO. INDIA AND THE APOSTLE THOMAS.
NEW NOVELS : The Gambler. Fanny Lambert. The Drakestone. The Scholar's Daughter. The

Ambush of Young Days. In Silence. Mark Maturin, Parson. Les Grands Bourgeois.
CLASSICAL BOOKS. FRENCH HISTORY.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : The Burlesque Napoleon. Julian the Apostate. A Book of Mortals.

Suffering's Journey on the Earth. Essays by John Morley. Reminiscences of a Radical Parson.

Everyman's Library. The Universal Library. The English Catalogue of Books. Vickers's

Newspaper Gazetteer.
LIST OF NEW BOOKS.
GOETHE AND HEINE. CHAUCER: " PRESTES THRE." THE SPRING PUBLISHING

SEASON. SALE.
LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE : The Central Tian-Shan Mountains. A la Poursuite d'une Ombre. Research Notes.

Dr. Le Bon's Theories of Matter. Societies. Meetings Next Week. Gossip.
FINE ARTS : English Furniture. Art and Artists. The International Exhibition at the New Gallery.

Sale. Gossip.
MUSIC : London Symphony Orchestra Concert. Mr. Campbell Mclnnes's Bach Concert. Miss Mary

Cracroft's Concert. Philharmonic Concert. A New Italian Opera. Gossip. Performances Next
Week.

DRiMA :-Gossip. INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHENAEUM will contain Articles on

T. F. HENDERSON'S MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS, HER ENVIRONMENT AND TRAGEDY: A
BIOGRAPHY.

DB. J. M. E. McTAGGART'S SOME DOGMAS OF RELIGION.

The ATUEN^UM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS & J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athevueum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C.
And of all Newsagents.
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Particulars of

W. H. SMITH & SON'S LIBRARY
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The Library contains over 500,000 Volumes of Works representing all

Classes of General Literature.

Nearly every recognized work published in recent years can be obtained from our Library. The
Student, the Politician, the Professional Man, the Scientist, the Sportsman, the Lover of Fiction, and
General Reader will find an infinite variety of choice. Our Catalogue will prove a reliable guide to all
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TWO Vols. 070 ... 090 ... 16 0-

THREE Vols 090 ... 12 ... 110
SPECIAL TRAVELLING SUBSCRIPTIONS

Entitling Subscribers to Exchange at any Depot without previous notice. Terms on application.

PARCEL POST EXCHANGE.
Books may be exchanged through the PARCEL POST, by RAIL, at reduced carriage rates, or by any

other available means desired, from the Head Office to any part of the United Kingdom, the cost of

postage and carriage being borne by the Subscriber. Boxes are supplied gratis.

A CATALOGUE OF SUKPLUS LIBRARY AND NEW REMAINDER BOOKS, offered
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INDEX
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(juardian.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO., LIMITED,
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NOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 10s. 3d. for Six Months-

or 20.*. 6d. for Twelve Months, including the Volume Index. J.EDWARD FRANCIS, Kotes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings,
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TO HIS MAJESTY'S SIGNET.
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BOOKS. ALL OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS
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BAKER'S Great Bookshop, 14-16, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS and
BOOKSELLERS,

Of 27 and 29, West 23rd Street, New York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET
LONDON, W.C., desire to call the attention of the READING PUBLIC
to the excellent facilities presented by their Branch House in London
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STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, and for all AMERICAN BOOKS.

Catalogues sent on application.
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PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.

Founded ia39.
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^Office : Memorial Hall Buildings, 16, Farringdon Street, LondonE.C.

The Right Hon. the EARL of ROSEBERY, K.G.

President :

The Right Hon. the LORD GLENESK.
Treasurer :

The LONDON and WESTMINSTER BANK, LIMITED,
217, Strand, W.C.

Trustees (Ex-Officio Members of Committee)
CHARLES HENRY WALTER, Esq.

Sir HORACE BROOKS MARSHALL, M.A. J P. D.L.

ALFRED HENRY HANCE, Esq. (Chairman of Committee).
CHARLES AWDRY, Esq., M.A.

OBJECTS. This Institution was established in 1839 in the City of
London, under the Presidency of the late Alderman Harmer, for

granting Pensions and Temporary Assistance to principals and
assistants engaged as vendors of newspapers.
A Donation of Ten Guineas constitutes a Vice-President and gives

three votes for life at all elections. Each Donation of Three Guineas
gives a vote at all elections for life. Every Annual Subscriber is

entitled to one vote at all elections in respect of each Five Shillings so

P
MEMBERSHIP. Every man and woman throughout the United

Kingdom, whether publisher, wholesaler, retailer, employer, or

employed, is entitled to become a member of this Institution, and
enjoy its benefits upon payment of Five Shillings annually or Three
Guineas for Life, provided that he or she is engaged in the sale of

The principal features of the Hules frovernine election to all Pensions
are, that e ich candidate shall have been (1) a member of the Institution
for not less than ten years preceding application ; (2) not less than
fifty-five years of age; (3) engaged in the sale of newspapers for at

RELIEF. Temporary relief is given in cases of distress, not only
to Members of the Institution, but to newsvendors or their servant*
who may be recommended for assistance by members of the Institu-

tion Inquiry is made in such cases by Visiting Committees, and
relief is awarded in accordance with the merits and requirements of

each case. W. W1LKIE JONES, Secretary.
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THE RIGHT HON. A. J. BALFOUR.
IN The Standard of 8 January was recorded

the interesting discovery, by the Rev. Walter
Crick, vicar of Oving, near Chichester, of
a pedigree of Mr. James Maitland Balfour,
of Whittingehame, father of the ex-Prime
Minister, which showed his descent from
King Robert III. of Scotland.
I am disposed to think that the III. is a

misprint for II., as from King Robert II. the

lineage may be traced as follows :

Robert If., King of Scotland, d. 1390, m. Elizabeth,
Countess of Strathern, dau. of Sir Robert Muir,
of Rowland (first wife).

Robert, Earl of Menteithand Fife, Duke of Albany,
1420, aged 80, m. Muriella, dau. of Sir William
Keith, Marshal of Scotland (second wife).

John, Earl of Buchan, 1424 (eldest son).

Jane, m. George, Lord Seaton or Seton.

Martha, m. William Maitland, killed at Flodden
Field, 1513.

.Sir Richard Maitland, d. 1586, m. Mary, dau. of Sir
Robert Cranston, of Crosbie.

I

John, first Baron Maitland, d. 1595 (second son), m.
Jean, dau. and heir of James, fourth Lord Fleming.

John, first Earl of Lauderdale, d. 1645, m. Isabel
dau. of Alexander Seton, Earl of Dunfermline.

'

Charles, third Earl of Lauderdale, d. 1691 (second
son), m. Elizabeth, dau. and heir of Richard
Lander, of Hatton. Esq.

John, fifth Earl of Lauderdale, d. 1710 (second son)
m. Margaret, dau. and heir of Alexander Cun-
ningham, tenth Earl of Glencairn.

Charles, sixth Earl of Lauderdale, d. 1744, m Eliza-
beth, dau. of James, Earl of Findlater and Seafield,Lord Chancellor of Scotland.

James, seventh Earl of Lauderdale, d. 1789 m
Mary, dau. and coheir of Sir Thomas Lorn be*
Alderman of London.

James, eighth Earl of Lauderdale, d. 1839 m
Eleanor, dau. and heir of Anthony Todd, Esq.

Eleanor Maitland, d. 1869, m. James Balfour, Eq
of Gorton, N.B.

James Maitland Balfour, of Whittingehame, m.
Blanche Mary Harriett, dau. of second Marquis
of Salisbury.

The Right Hon. Arthur James Balfour.

Scotland, however, has to share with
England the right to claim Mr. Balfour as
her countryman; for while, through his
grandmother, fifteenth in direct descent from
King Robert II. of Scotland, he is also
through his mother, twenty-first in a direct
line from Edward I., as set forth below :

Edward I., King of England, d. 1307, m. Margaret
dau. of Philip the Bald, King of France (sf?ond

Thomas de Brotherton, Earl of Norfolk, Marshal
of England, 1338 m. Alice, dau. of Sir Roger
Halys, of Harwich (first wife).

Margaret, Duchess of Norfolk, 1399, m. John, Lord
Seagrave (first husband).

Elizabeth, m. John, Lord Mowbray.

Thomas, Duke of Norfolk, Earl Marshal and Earl
of Nottingham, m. Elizabeth, dau. of Richard
Fitzalan, tenth Earl of Arundel and Surrey
(second wife).

Margaret, m. Sir Robert Howard.

!

fjr
hn

^Tf^-'
Du
>
e of Norfolk, Earl Marshal,

(first wife?
me

' dau
'-

of William
> Lord

" "

Thomas, Earl of Surrey, Duke of Norfolk, 1524, m
Elisabeth, dau. and heiress of Sir Frederick
tiluey, Knt., and widow of Sir Humphrey
Bouchier, K.B. (first wife).
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Thomas, Earl of Surrey, Duke of Norfolk, 1554, m.

Elizabeth, dau. of Edward, Duke of Buckingham
(second wife).

Henry, Earl of Surrey, 1547, m. Frances, dau. of

John, Earl of Oxford.

Thomas, Duke of Norfolk, 1573, m. Margaret, dau.

of Thomas, Lord Audley of Walden (second wife).

Thomas, Earl of Suffolk, 1626, m. Catherine, dau.

of Sir Henry Knevet (second wife).

Catherine, m. William, second Earl of Salisbury,
1668.

harles. Viscount Cranbourn, 1659, m. Jane, dau.

and coheiress of James Maxwell, Earl of Dirleton.

James, third Earl of Salisbury, 1683, m. Margaret,
fifth dau. of John Manners, eighth Earl of Rut-
land.

James, fourth Earl of Salisbury, 1694, m. Frances,
dau. and coheiress of Simon Bennet, Esq.

James, fifth Earl of Salisbury, 1728, m. Anne,
second dau. of Thomas, Earl of Thanet.

James, sixth Earl of Salisbury, 1780, m. Elizabeth,
dau. of Edward Keet, Esq.

James, first Marquis of Salisbury, 1823, m. Mary
Emilia Hill, dau. of Wills, first Marquis of

Downshire.

James Brownlow William, second Marquis of Salis-

bury, 1868, m. Frances Mary, dau. of B. Gas-

coyne, Esq.

Blanche Mary Harriett, m. James Maitland Bal-

four, Esq.

The Right Hon. Arthur James Balfour.

FRANCIS H. RELTON.
9, Broughton Road, Thornton Heath.

ROBERT GREENE'S PROSE WORKS.
(See 10th S. iv. 1, 81, 162, 224, 483.)

Greene and Lodge.

GREENE and Lodge worked together and
were friends. Lodge's most interesting piece,

to us, is 'Euphues' Golden Legacie
'

(1590),

which is a thoroughly Euphuistic prose

romance, interspersed with dainty songs,
and on which Shakespeare built

' As You
Like It.' It is only with regard to this tract

I have to speak of Lodge, who was, as

is well known, an unblushing plagiarist,

especially of Italian sonnets. Lodge's tract,

which may be simply called 'Rosalynd,' is

of the same class as Greene's prose tales, but

to my thinking it is better told and of more
coherent interest than any of Greene's. There
is very much of Greene's undoubted writing
in *

Rosalynd' so much so that it is hard to

believe that he did not touch it up for the
press. It is very odd how his peculiarities
come in

; sometimes there are expressions
that appear only later in Greene, but there
are about forty phrases and terms in 'Rosa-
lynd

'

that cannot readily be paralleled except
elsewhere in Greene Greenisms, in fact.

They are Euphuistic, but not in *

Euphues.' It
is not satisfactory to attribute them to Lodge's
plagiaristic tricks. Lodge says he wrote
'Rosalynd

'

while he,
" with Captaine Clarke,

made a voyage to the islands of Terceras and
Canaries to beguile the time

"
(' Shakespeare's

Library'). That voyage took place in 1588,
and in 1591 Lodge was again on his travels.
In that year (1591-2) Lodge and Greene pro-
duced 'A Looking-Glass for London and
England,

3 a powerful drama. It is not at
all improbable that Greene may have been
entrusted with '

Rosalynd
'

for publication.
In order to enforce this theory I will give
a concise list of parallels, the references to-

Lodge being to Hazlitt's 'Shakespeare
Library.'
"Women are wantons, yet man cannot

want one," Lodge, pp. 17 and 77.
" Who was

fairer than Venus 1 but such a wanton as she
would never want one," Greene, 'Mourning.
Garment 3

(ix. 196), 1590. And again later

(x. 245), 1592.
" The Hiena when she mpurnes is then most

guileful," Lodge, 19. "It is proper to the
Hiena to be guileful," Greene, 'Mamillia' (ii.

263), 1583.
" When the shoares of Lepanthus are most

quiet, then they forepoint a storme," Lodge,
16.

" Like the windes that rise in the shoares
of Lapanthus," Greene, 'Never too Late'

(viii. 16), 1590. And in 4

Menaphon
3

(vi. 40),

1589, &c.

"The Baatan [ed. 1592 reads Baarran] leafe

the more fayre it lookes the more infectious
it is," Lodge, 16.

" Like to the Baaran flower,
which is most pleasant to the eye, but who
so toucheth it feeleth pleasant smarte,"
Greene, 'Tritameron,' Pt. I. (iii. 86), 1584.

And again ii. 174 and 260 ; ix. 187, &c. A
favourite myth with Greene :

" Bacan leaf,"
at viii. 6.

" Naturam expellas furca licet, tamen usque
recurret," Lodge, 19. Greene,

'

Euphues
to Philautus' (vi. 180), 1587. But quoted
earlier in Edwards's * Damon and Pithias.'

"Natura naturans
"

on the same page in

Lodge is also in Greene's * Never too Late '

(viii. 25), but frequent earlier in technical

sense.

"Sirha (quoth he) what is your heart on

your halfpenny 1
"
Lodge, 22, *'She stood as

though her heart had bin on her halfepeny,"
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Greene, 'Mamillia' (ii. 45), 1583. And in
* Tritameron

'

(iii. 117). A favourite with

Greene.
"
Taking great gifts for little gods," Lodge,

24. "Gifts are little gods," Greene, 'Euphues
to Philautus' (vi. 350), 1587. But earlier in

Lyly's plays.
"Love taking her at discovert stroke so

deepe," Lodge, 32. - "Cupid seeing hir

now at discovert, drew home to the head,
and stroke hir so deepe," Greene, 'Arbasto'

(iii. 245), 1584. And in 'Mamillia,' ii. 189,

255, &c.
" Unfortunate Rosalynde, whose mis-

fortunes," &c., Lodge, 33. A form of soliloquy

very characteristic of Greene : iii. 196, 210
;

iv. 279, &c.

"Si nihil attuleris ibis Homere foras,"

Lodge, 34. Greene, 'Orpharion' (xii. 80),

1589 1 And elsewhere in Greene.
"Solamen miseris so/:ios habuisse doloris,"

Lodge, 40. Greene (vi. 45),
*

Menaphon,'
1589.
" Amantium ine amoris redintegratip est,"

Lodge, 23. Greene,
*

Tullie's Love '

(vii. 124),

1589; and * Never too Late' (viii. 183),

1590.
" Olim hsec meminisse juvabit," Lodge, 40.

Greene, 'Ixoyall Exchange' (vii. 235), 1590.

"You may see (quoth Ganimede) what
mad cattel you women be," Lodge, 42. "And
yet women are wylie cattel," Greene,

* Never
too Late '(viii. 190), 1590.

"
By the help of Coridon swapt a bargaine

with his Landslord," Lodge, 54." We swapt
a bargaine," Greene (xi. 19), 1592.

"If they passe over your playntes, sicco

ped-e," Lodge, 55." But sicco pede past them
over," Greene,

' Never too Late '

(viii. 28).

"Constant in nothing but inconstancie,"

Lodge, 58.
" Constant in nothing but in-

constancie," Greene,
*

Penelope's Web '

(v. 178), 1587. Perhaps earlier in Lyly's
'Galathea.'
"Drawe him out of his memento with a

shake by the shoulder," Lodge, 28 (twice)
and 74. From Greene (iii. 128), 1587.

"Thou hast witli the deere fedde against
the winde, with the crabbe strove against
the streame," Lodge, 64." He found that to

wrestle with love was with the crabbe to

swimme against the streame, and with the
deere to feede against the wind," Greene,
* Planetomachia '

(v. 115), 1585.
'* There is no sting to the worm of con-

science, no hell to a mind toucht with guilt/'

Lodge, 64. "The worme of conscience" is

in Greene's '

Philomela,' xi. 168 and 190
;
and

in his * Groatsworth of Wit '

(xii. 109 and
138), both later than 'Rosalynd.'

<v ln loving mee thou shalt but live by the 1

losse," Lodge, 109. Several times in Greene..

"Otia si tollas, periere Cupidinis arcus^"

Lodge, 115. Quoted by Greene, 'Penelope'*
Web' (v. 151), 1587, and 'Never too Late"
(viii. 52), 1590.

'* Women's ears are sooner content with
a pound of give me than a dram of have me,"
Lodge, p. 34. Greene (vi. 263), 1587. Bub
earlier in Lyly's plays.
"Women necessary evils," Lodge, 117.

Greene,
' Tritameron

'

(iii. 101), 1587.
" Why but Montanus, quoth Ganimede,''

Lodge, 124. "Why but Doralice," and "Why
but Gwydonius," in Greene, iii. 247 and iv.

67, &c.
" Ganimede rose as one that would suffer

no fish to hang on his fingers," Lodge, 127.

In Greene's 'Mamillia' (ii. 85 and 244), 1583V,
and 'Carde of Fancie

7

(iv. 140), 1587.

And Lodge gives us the Wolves of Syria,.

Apis indica, the herb Spattania, and several
other standard Euphuisms of Greene's.

Lodge says he wrote this romance whil'e-

on board ship. It is hardly likely, but of
course it is possible, he had all Greene's
tracts with him to make use of, even if he
would have stooped to such work. It is

much more likely that Greene polished up
the tract for the press with Ms own orna*
mentation.

Greene and De la Primaudaye.
At the outset of this survey I referred1

sufficiently to the work which I shall hence-
forth merely designate as Primaudaye, its-

date of appearance being 1586. With the-

original French (1577) we have nothing to
do. La Primaudaye was born circa 1545, of
a Protestant family in Anjou. He enjoyed
great reputation in his own time, but he-

makes no figure in histories of French litera-

ture. He resided at Court under Henri III.,,
and was conseiller and maltre d'kotel under
Henri IV. The date of his death is unknown.
He wrote other works, chiefly of a religious
nature.
As Primaudaye is the original writer, I

put my references to him in the first place,
as with Lyly ;

and though unable to give the
exact date of the edition I ara referring to,,

but certain that it is identical, except in

pagination, with that of 1586, I give the-

page- reference as well as the chapter. It is

a dumpy quarto, of 812 pages, with a final

table of contents of 10 pages ;
a preliminary

'Epistle Dedicatorie' by the translator,-

T(homas) B(owes) C. (?), of 5 pages (wherein
he designates the work "this PlatonicaJ
Academic & Schoole of Moral Philosophy ") ;
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=a Latin epistle to T. B. C., which is imperfect
a translation of

' The Author's Epistle Dedi
catorie to the King,' also imperfect, but wit!

concluding words "At Barre, in the mpnetl
of Februarie, 1577 Peter de la Primau

daye
"

;
an author's address ' To the Reader

of 4 pages ;
and a page of contents. There

is an entry in the
'

Registers of the Stationers

Company' (ed. Collier, Shaks. Soc., 1849
vol. ii. p. 198) : "1584-5. 6 Julij., Mr.Bishop
Mr. Newbery. lid. of them, for printinge
the French Academye, translated into Eng
lishe by Thomas Bowes vj

d
."

In the following extracts from Primaudaye
the full passages can only be given where
they are brief. I shall have to content my-
self with cross-references in the larger ex-

cerpts ;
but variations of interest may be

pointed out.

Primaudaye, chap. i. 'Of Man,' p. 15

*'Timon the Athenian, detesting the im-
becilitie of man's nature, used and imploied
all his skill to perswade his countrimen to

abridge and to hasten their end by hang-
ing themselves upon gibbets which he had
caused to be set up in a fielde that he bought
for the same purpose." Greene,

* Farewell to

Follie' (Gros., ix. 341), 1591: "Well did

'Tymon of Athens see the miserie of man's
life, when he bought a piece of ground,
wherein hee placed gibbets, and spent his

time in such desperate Philosophic as to per-
suade his friends to hang themselves, so to

avoide the imminent perilles of innumerable
misfortunes." The anecdote is in Plutarch's
'Life of Antony,' differently told, and re-

ferred to in Shakespeare's 'Timon,' V. i. 215,
who follows Plutarch.

Primaudaye, chap, ix., 'Of Dutie and
Honestie,' pp. 100, 101 : "Lycurgus after his

lawes were given to the Lacedemonians
.at his departure from Lacedemon to go to

Delphos, he caused his citizens tosweareand
promise that they would keepe his lawes

inviolably untill his returne This done he
went to voluntarie banishment, and com-
manded that after his death the ashes of his

bodie, being burnt should be cast into the

wind, that by this means the Lacedaemonians

might never be absolved." Greene, 'The
Royall Exchange' (viii. 234-5), 1590 : "Lycurgus

when he had given lawes to the Spar-
tanes, he swore them to keepe his statutes
inviolate till his returne from Delphos,
whither he banished himselfe

;
and after his

death caused his bones to be burned and the
ashes to be throwne into the sea, that they
might for ever be tyed to the observing of

Lawes." This piece of Greene's is stated to

'be a translation from the Italian. It appears

to me that the aphoristic quaternary mem-
bers of which it is composed may be so

; but
the comments thereupon are Greene's own,
or rather, in many cases, Primaudaye's, as
will appear. On p. 302 there is independent
proof of this, for we read : "By this, the
Author rneaneth, as I gesse," &c.

Primaudaye, chap, x., 'Of Prudence,'
p. 114: "Aristippus on a time beheld him
[Diogenes] eating coleworts for his supper,
he said unto him." Greene, 'Mourning
Garment' (ix. 131): "With Diogenes he
would eat coleworts, with Aristippus deli-
cates."

Primaudaye, chap, xii., p. 129: <;
Phocion

replied Thy words (quoth he to him),
young man and my friend, may fitly be
compared to Cypres trees, For they are great
and tall, but beare no fruite worth any-
thing." Greene, 'Penelope's Web' (v. 222),
1587: "Phocion being demanded of one
how "he liked her speech: My friend (quoth
he), her wordes may be compared to cipres
trees that are great and tall, but beare no
fruite worth anything." H. C. HART.

(To be continued.)

ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING
CENTENARY.
MARCH GTH, 1906.

THE Browning celebration should not pass
without a note in 'N. *fe Q.,' for in its pages
"requent references have been made to the

poetess, and the difficulty in definitely fixing
date and place of her birth, which some

writers on the centenary seem to imagine has
only recently been settled, was solved in
N. & Q.' on the 20th of July, 1889 (7

th S.

viii. 41). The subject formed the first article
n the number, the following extract being
iven from the register of Kelloe parish
;hurch, co. Durham :

" Elizabeth Barrett Mouldron Barrett, first child
f Edward Barrett Mouldron Barrett, Esq., of

/pxhoe Hall, a native of St. Thomas's, Jamaica, by
tis wife, Mary, late Clarke of Newcastle, born
March 6th, 1806, and admitted [into the Church!
^eb. 10, 1808."

On the 24th of February, 1866, an editorial

ote states (3
rd S. ix. 155) that Mrs. Browning

commenced her literary career, while still

in her teens, by several contributions to the

leading periodicals of the day. Her earliest

separate works were, 'An Essay on Mind/
12mo, 1826, and a translation of the 'Prome-
theus

'

of JEschylus, 12mo, 1833." The Editor
refers "for a graphic notice of Mrs. Brown-
ing" to Miss Mitford's

'

Recollections of a
Literary Life.'
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On the Princess Victoria's accession to the

throne Mrs. Browning contributed two poems
to The Athenceum. The first, entitled 'The

Young Queen,' appeared on the 1st of July,

1837; the second,
*
Victoria's Tears,' the fol-

lowing week. On the death of Wordsworth
in 1850 The Athenceum suggested that the

Laureateship should be conferred on her
;

and on the 30th of November of the same
year a long review of her poems, in quoting
** the words of Rosalind's scroll

" from * The
Poet's Vow,' states that "the intensity of

love was never expressed in a sublimer pic-
ture than these last lines present

"
:

I charge thee, by the living's prayer,
And the dead's silentness,
To wring from out thy soul a cry
Which God shall hear and bless !

Lest Heaven's own palm droop in my hand,
And pale among the saints I stand,
A saint companionless.

C. FRANCIS.

(To be concluded.)

CROMWELL'S BURIAL-PLACE. (See 9th S. xii.

486
;
10th S. i. 72.) There is apparently yet

another place which tradition claims as

Oliver's tomb. As I have not seen it men-
tioned before in this connexion, I venture to

send to
* N. & Q.' the quotation recording it.

It is contained in an article taken from a
recent number (date uncertain) of The
Christian World, and sent to me by a friend.

The article is written by Lizzie Alldridge,
and entitled 'In Search of Dr. Watts.' In

referring to Abney Park Cemetery the
writer says :

" The thirty acres of this great cemetery include
the site of another large old house and its

grounds, Fleetwood House, once the residence of
General Fleetwood and his wife, who was Bridget,
the daughter of Oliver Cromwell. This site is to
the right of the avenue, and there one summer day,
among older and plainer tombstones than those
on the Abney, or opposite side, I saw men mowing
the long grass, and presently came upon a mound
enclosed with an iron rail. The mound itself was
covered with ivy, but trimmed so that one could
read on a red granite slab the words 'This mound
was a favourite retirement of the late Isaac Watts,
D.D.' Tradition says he loved that mound
because from it he could see the open country. It
is now hemmed in by houses but the mound is

still solitary. Another tradition tells of a rumour
current soon after Cromwell's death, to the effect
that the Protector's body was not in the coffin that
was buried with regal pomp in the Abbey, but had
been secretly brought down to his daughter's house
and laid to rest where now is the mound."

Since writing the above I find that the
tradition is recorded in

* Old and New
London,' v. 542, and is also mentioned by
the Rev. James Bran white French in his

Walks in Abney Park
'

(1883). On p. 13 he-

says :

"In recent researches in the Nonconformist
Memorial Library of New College, by the courtesy
of the Principal, I came across the record, It is

said to contain the bones of Oliver Cromwell. I
know of no means of verifying this statement.

JOHN T. PAGE.

ST. WILGEFORTIS. (See
* Female Cruci-

fixes,' 10th S. iv. 230, 395, 517.) -In 1885 I

transcribed and annotated for the Clifton

Antiquarian Club a curious deed which I had

just discovered among the charters of

St. Mary-le-Porr, Bristol. In it I found

mention of
" the Chappell of mayden Un-

combre, otherwise called Seynt Wilgefort,.

lately [1508] builded within the Pisstu

Church."
Failing at that time to find any sufficient

account of the saint, I applied to Bishop
Clifford, of Clifton, the then President, who-

wrote me the letter of which I enclose a

transcript. It was printed in full as a note

to my paper in the Proceedings of the Club

(vol. i. p. 139), but appears worthy of mom
extensive publication.

I was not then aware of any other English

example of the cult, but in *

Chapters in the

History of Old St. Paul's,' p. 85, and in
4

St. Paul's and Old City Life/ p. 247, Canon

Sparrow Simpson refers to the image of

St. Wilgefort as being in the fourth ambu-

latory on the left as you enter, and gives

various particulars of the saint, and of the

image being ordered to be taken down in

1538. It does not appear whether there was
an altar.

There was an altar dedicated to this saint

at Chew Stoke (near Bristol), Somerset

(Proc. Som. Arch. Soc. t
xlvii. 54).

Prior Park, Bath, Nov. 15, 1884.

DEAR COL. BRAMBLE, In answer to your in-

quiry about 'Saint Wilgefort or Mayden Un-

combre,' I find that her name appears in the

Roman Martyrology as a Virgin and Martyr on.

July 20. She was honoured in Belgium, Holland,.

Germany, Normandy, and England, under the-

name of Wilgefort or Oncommer (Outcommene,
Outcommer, Ohnkummerus), in the tifteenth^and
sixteenth centuries. The name occurs in the Salis-

bury Ordo printed at Paris, 1533, in the litany of

the saints, and the same Ordo contains an antiphon
and prayer in her honour. She was also (after 1590)

called Liberata, and was confused with a saint of

that name honoured in Spain, Portugal, Italy, and
other parts of France besides Normandy ;

but this-

was an error. She was said to have been martyred
in Portugal, but the legends about her are late and

spurious.
This I gather from the Bollandists. There also I

find that " the German name Ohnkummer is com-

posed of the preposition ohn without, and the

substantive Kummer, which signifies sadness or
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:axiety so that the meaning is the maiden without
^sorrow or anxiety. The Belgian name Oncommer
ihas the same meaning.
The name Wilgefort is certainly not Portuguese,

&nd the whole legend about her Portuguese origin
is spurious. The name is evidently of German or

Belgian origin.
It is conjectured (with probability) that the

name originally was Virgo-Fortis (for in her life

written in French she is called vierge forte), and
this was popularly corrupted into Vilge-fortis.
Her popularity in the sixteenth century accounts

for a chapel having been erected in her honour
in St. Mary-le-Port at Bristol. With kind regards,

Yours sincerely,
WILLIAM CLIFFORD.

JAMES R. BRAMBLE, Lieufc.-Col., F.S.A.
Weston-super-Mare.

RALPH GOUT, WATCHMAKER. (See 10th S.

iv, 275.) MR. HARLAND-OXLEY, in replying
-to the query about Henry Sanderson, alludes

to Ralph Gout. It may be worth noting
that Gout took out two patents for pedo-
meters, the first of which (No. 1710) is dated
7 November, 1789, the second (No. 2351)
bearing date 4 November, 1799. In 1789 he
is described as

"
of the parish of Sb. Luke,

county of Middlesex"; whilst in 1799 his

residence is given as " Bunhill Row, in the

parish of St. Luke, Old Street, in the county
of Middlesex." The specifications of Gout's

.patents are rather vague, and do not throw
much light upon the modus operandi of the
instrument at South Kensington. I have
-seen a pedometer by the above maker con-

sisting of a counter which recorded the
number of steps taken by the wearer. Any
information about Gout in addition to that
contained in Mr. Britten's book would be
welcome. R. B. P.

"TRAVAILLER POUR LE ROI DE PRUSSE."

(See 9th S. xi. 289, 392, 437, 496
;
xii. 34, 111,

270, 370, 455 ;
10th S. i. 195.)-Depuis quelque

temps je me suis berce avec 1'espoir de
trouver, sinon 1'origine, 1'exemple le plus
,ncien, ou a peu pres, de la phrase si repan-

due, "Travailler pour le roi de Prusse."
J'ai lu quelque part que ces mots se trou-
vaient dans une chanson satirique a propos
-de la bataille de Rosbach (1757). Eh bien,

apres des recherches vaines, je me suis

adresse a M. Ch. Malherbe, archiviste de
1'Opera a Paris, et, inutile de le dire, j'avais
1'intention de faire part aux lecteurs de
* N. & Q.,' y compris le DOCTEUR KRUEGER,
du resultat, croyant leur faire plaisir.
Malheureusement, a moins de quelque
heureuse rencontre, cette fois-ci il n'y a plus
den a esperer ;

il faut me re'signer. Je n'ai

du reste qu'a citer ce que me dit le savant
M. Malherbe :

"Le mot, tres probablement, ne s'est pas trouye"
sous la plume d'un homme de lettres ; il a et6 dit

par quelque homme d'esprit, s'est repandu a la cour,
et a passe peu a peu dans le laugage populaire.
Quant a la cause qui avait fait prononcer ce mot,
deux hypotheses sont vraisemblables. On c'est une
allusion aux difficultes que suscitait Frederic II.

quand il s'agtssait de regler ses fournisseurs

parisiens ; ou c'est une plaisanterie a i'egard de
Voltaire, qui, apres avoir cru trouver la fortune et
les honneurs aupres du roi de Prusse, n'avait
recueilli qu'humiiiation et deboires.
"
Voila, monsieur, tout ce que je puis vous dire

au sujet de la question qui vous interesse ; c'est
bien peu de chose

;
mais je crois que vous n'en.

trouverez davantage nulle part. Cette locution est
bien nee a Paris dans la seconde moitie du dix-
huitieme sieole, et Ton ne saurait douter que
Frederic II., avare et de mauvaise foi, u'en soit le

triste heros."

M. Malherbe a pris la peine de consul ter, a
mon intention, a la Bibliotheque Nationale
a Paris, le manuscrit de la collection dite

Maurepas et contenant la chanson qui n'est

pas une chanson, mais uue epigramme
indiquee, commencant,
Le prince [ou Soubise] dit, la lanterne a la main ;

et il constate que la phrase recherchee ne
s'y trouve point. Je ne puis qu'exprimer
mes regrets de mon insucces, dont je ne suis

du reste nullement responsable.
EDWARD LATHAM.

SHORTEST WILL. A daily paper of 23 Feb-

ruary contained the following :

"
Sir Gorell Barnes, in the Probate Court yester-

day pronounced for what is probably the shortest-

will on record.
' All for mother. C. T.' Just

these words, written on the back of an old envelope
by the late Mr. Frederick Charles William Thorn, of

Streatham, commonly known as
'

Charley Thorn,'
have established his widow's claim to the whole of

his estate, of the value of S,OOW. In her evidence
the widow said on May 15 of last year her husband
was taken ill suddenly. The next morning he was
too ill to talk, but he made signs that he wanted a

piece of paper. An envelope was brought, and he
traced the words 'All for mother' upon it. He
was too weak to write his name in full, but managed
to put down his initials. He then motioned for his

two sons to come to his side, and he was just able

to murmur ' Write ' and to see them sign the

envelope before he died. Sir Gorell Barnes was
satisfied that the envelope will was duly executed.

He made no order as to costs."

R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

SUNDIAL INSIDE A CHURCH. These are

rare, and I believe the one within the parish
church of Holy Trinity, Dartford (Kent), to

be unique. Curiously enough, there is no
mention of it, or of any other existing
interior sundial, in the late Mrs. Alfred

Gatty 's
' Book of Sundials 3

(1872) ; nor in the

second and enlarged edition (1889), edited

by the Misses H. K. F. Gatty and Eleanor
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Lloyd nor in the same talented ladies' still

more exhaustive issue (1900).
The sundial at Dartford is of metal, fixed

upon a stone foundation on the splay of the
cill of the south-east window, and measures
about 2 ft. 9 in. by 1 ft. 6 in. There is no
motto upon it, but the simple engraved
inscription :

1820. The Revd
. John Currey, A.M., Vicar.

Mr. James Colyer ) ra, u j
Mr. Thos. Sears j

Churchwardens.

As the window in question contains stained
glass, not much light comes through, but the
dial records the time accurately from 2 P.M.
till 7 P.M

, when there is daylight until the
latter hour. HARRY HEMS.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-
formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

MONTFORT ARMS. No genealogist has yet
succeeded (Genealogist, x. 1 ff.) in establishing
the exact connexion between the family of
{Simon, Earl of Leicester, and that of Peter,
Baron Montfort, who was after the battle of
Lewes in 1264 one of the nine commissioners
for the government of England (Dugdale,
4

Warwickshire,' p. 801). Certain associa-
tions are ascertained, but no more. Simon's
grandmother was Amicia de Beaumont,
daughter of Robert, Earl of Leicester
(d. 1190), whose aunt Adilen de Beaumont
married Hugh de Montfort, great-great-
grandfather of Peter. Presumably, since
both families bore the same surname without
attempting to make a distinction, they were
akin paternally, and the two alliances with
the house of Beaumont confirm this view,
when it is borne in mind how frequent
intermarriages between once united families
were in those ages. The arms of Montfort,
however, were Bendy of six pieces or and
azure till Peter's son changed them to Bendy
of ten

; Simon's arms were Arg., a lion
rampant gules.
Simon's family died out utterly, with the

possible exception of two daughters born to
his third son Guy, which daughters are said
to have married Italian noblemen (Campanile,' Armi dei Nobili,' p. 46) and to have left
descendants. Yet in spite of this incontro-
vertible fact there are several families in
England to-day who claim descent from
Simon, Earl of Leicester, e.g., according to
burke fifty years ago, Henry Mountfort,
i^sq., of Beamhurst Hall, Staffs, whose arms

however, were those of Peter. It is possible
they derive from one of Simon's brothers.
But what I specially wish to invite attention
to is the curious circumstance that some of
Peter's descendants bear Simon's arms,
rightly or wrongly. In Lancashire, at the
Visitation of 1533, Thomas Butler, of Beau-

sea, bore arms quarterly, and second and
third Argent, a lion rampant gules, double

queued ('Visit, of Lancashire,' Chetham
Society, p. 96). These quarterings have greatly
exercised the heralds. But Matilda, eventual
coheiress of her father John de Montford
(Dugdale, p. 799), married Bartholomew de

Sudeley, whose granddaughter Joan was
again coheiress (id., p. 1073) of her father,
and married William le Boteler (d. 1368).
She is said but her name is wrongly given
as Elizabeth to have sealed with the quar-
tered arms ('Visit, of Lancashire,' p. 99).

Again, in Box Church, Wilts, the arms of
Mountford occur as Lion rampant double

queued ;
and once more it is interesting to

note, in view of the custom to intermarry,
that Margaret Pers, daughter of Elizabeth,
sister and heiress of Thomas* Mountford, of

Ashley, in Box, Wilts, married Wm. Buttler,
of Badmynton, co. Gloucester ('Visitation of

Wilts, 1623,' ed. Marshall, p. 47).

The Warwick and Stafford family, how-
ever, have consistently retained their arms
of bendy, and by marriage with Joane,
daughter and heiress of John Clinton, of

Coleshill, have the quartering Argent, on
a chief azure two fleurs-de-lis of the field.

The Booths of Dunham Massey, Chester,
married an heiress of this family, and Burke
('Heraldic Illustrations,' 1846, plate cxvi.),
in giving the arms of George Booth Tyndale,
Esq., of Westfield Lodge, Hayling, Hants,
attributes the Clinton arms to Montfort of

Coleshill, as if they were a distinct branch of
the family.
The representatives of Montfort in the male

line are now by no means numerous, though
there are many who derive through females.
One branch to-day bears as its coat a lion

rampant sable surrounded by Maltese crosses.

With this should be compared the arms of
" de Montfort" in one of the earliest
rolls of arms, viz , "De arg., Crusules de
goules e un lion ramp, de azure."
This brings me to the suggestion which

I invite any reader interested in the subject
to help me in verifying. The arms of Beau-

* A Thomas de Montfort, great-grandson of Sir
Lawrence de Montfort, of Lincoln, son of Alexander
(temp. Edw. JIL), sued Margaret, late wife of Sir

Ralph Boteler, in De Banco, Hillary, 7 Hen. V., for

Emmeberwe, Somerset.
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mont are a lion rampant surrounded by
seven fleurs - de - lis. Did Simon, Earl of

Leicester, assume with adaptation his Beau-
mont ancestor's arms 1 If so, are any
Montforts representative of his brothers or

family ? Or, if deriving from the Warwick
family, have they either by mistake taken
Simon's arms, or, thinking Amicia's heirs
were extinct, believed that they themselves,
through Adilen, had become representatives
of Beaumont ? P. MONTFOET.

Rossall Beach, Fleetwood.

PAPER-MAKING INVENTIONS. On 21 June,
1762, George Gordon wrote to Mr. Da Costa,
Mincing Lane, about his "manner of making
Asbestos paper

"
(Add. MSS. 28,537, f. 255).

He says the paper may be made of any
lightness, and he asks Da Costa to "convince
Dr. Sylvander that it is not impossible." Who
was this Gordon 1 and what is known of his
invention 1

In 1692 a Patrick Gordon, "gent.," prayed
for a patent in Ireland to protect his inven-
tion of " an extraordinary way of making
blue, purple, and all sorts of paper and
pasteboards, and of embellishing and beauti-

fying the same by such methods as were
never yet known in Ireland." What is known
of him and his invention ?

J. M. BULLOCH.
118, Pall Mall, S.W.

JAMES, EARL OF DERWENTWATER. Can
any of your readers inform me whence the

following lines about the Earl of Derwent-
water, and quoted by Gibson in his

*
Visit to

Dilston Hall,' are taken :

1. For the Radcliffe hath spoken.
The Radcliffe hath broken
The chains the usurper had made.

2. And many a smile
In merry Carlisle,

As the young earl bowed lowly attests, &c.

3. Was martial and high,
Yet were tears in his eye,

As he turned to see Skiddaw again.

4. With viewless steps the bearers pass,
By day a silent vigil keep.

5. How the young earl had given
His soul up to Heaven.

6. Where the Radcliffe, alas ! rules no more,
And that time-hallowed wall
And the old trees recall
His goodness and grandeur of yore.

7. We muse on glories gone.
On Radcliffe and his festive halls,
Now lowly and forlorn.

E. G. C.

GROSVENOR : DE VENOIX. Was the former
name derived from Venoix, a hamlet on the

Great Odon river at Caen, in Normandy,
near the Pont Carrel ? The Earls of Chester
were Viscounts of Caen in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries. William Quarel was
created Viscount of this town in 1204. In
the tenth and eleventh centuries the two
Odons (Great and Little) passed under the

bridge St. Pierre. Colville - sur - Orne, a

tributary of the Odon, in the eleventh cen-

tury belonged to the Louvells. William
Lovel was Viscount of Caen. There was a
Cardinal le Veneur, Bishop of Lisieux.

T. W. C.

BOOKSELLER'S MOTTO. The motto of John

Day, bookseller, of London (born 1522), was

"Arise, for it is day." Is it a parody on
Ezekiel vii. 10, or simply a brilliant pun on
his name ? PATRICK.
Dublin.

ELIZA METEYARD'S LOVE STEPS OF
DOROTHY VERNON.' Where can I find a

story thus entitled ] F. H. C.

ALLAN CUNNINGHAM'S 'THE KING OF THE
PEAK.' This short story appsared, I believe,

in The London Magazine, but I should like

to have this confirmed, along with the date

(? 1822). F. H. C.

CAPT. CURRY, 1759.- Can any reader in-

form me if there was a Capt. Curry serving
in the 28th Regiment in 1759, or give any
particulars of this officer 1 H. L.

EDWARD BREREWOOD. My late father,

THOMAS HUGHES, F.S.A., asked in 'N. & Q.
;

on 25 Feb., 1854 (1
st S. ix. 173), to be referred

to any portrait of this well-known Oxford
scholar. He apparently obtained no answer.

It has occurred to me that the recent exhi-

bitions of portraits belonging to Oxford

colleges may have unearthed one. I have
not seen the catalogues. Any reference will

oblige. T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

RAMSGATE CHRISTMAS PROCESSION. In
The European Magazine for May, 1807, is an
account of a curious procession at Christmas :

"The head of a dead horse is affixed to a

pole string affixed to lower jaw horse-

cloth attached to whole under which one

of the party gets pulling the strings, and

causing the jaws to snap," &c. "This is

called a Hodeiiing." Is this custom still ex-

tant in any shape at Ramsgate, or on Thanet
Isle? J. HARRIS STONE.

ROMAN BAGPIPERS. Is anything known of

the present situation of the two small bronze

figures of Roman bagpipers, mentioned in
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King's
' Munirnenta Antiqua' as being dug

up at Rich borough about 1799?
H. P. POLLARD.

WILLIAM DYER : REBECCA RUSSELL. Can
any reader give the date of marriage oi

Rebecca, daughter of Thomas Russell (and
great-granddaughter of Elizabeth Cromwell
and William Russell, of Fordham Abbey),
and William Dyer, of Ilford, co. Essex 1 To
which family of Dyer did William belong ?

W.
BAYNE FAMILY. A hundred years ago

John Bain or Bayne was master of the High
School of Leith, then situated in the Kirk-

gate there. He had a son John Bayne, born
in 1795, who was admitted as a writer to the

Signet on 9 June, 1825, and thereafter prac-
tised in Edinburgh ; married Jessie Cassie on
20 July, 1831 ; was Lecturer on Conveyancing
to the Juridical Society ;

and died, without
issue, on 10 May, 1843.. I shall be glad to
know if any representative of this Bayne
family is alive. JOHN CHRISTIE.

181, Morningside Road, Edinburgh.

ARCHDEACONS' MARKS. When recently
visiting a Bedfordshire church I was informed
that a number of small, roughly cut crosses

pommee, at a point on one of the interior
walls of the church, were known as " arch-
deacons' marks," the story being that at
each pre-Reformation archidiaconal visitation
one of these crosses was cut. As similar
marks occur in groups in other churches, I
shall be glad if any reader of ' N. & Q.' can
throw any light on this subiect.

Q. W. V.

DENTON FAMILY. Can any reader supply
information concerning William (?) Den ton,
a native of Yorkshire, who is said to have
been a Government contractor ? To him is

ascribed the erection, about a century ago, of
several fortifications along the English coast.

Among his collateral descendants, some
reside in Folkestone, Kent ;

some in Chicago ;

and some are said to live in (Digby County ?)

Nova Scotia. A comprehensive history of
the Denton family has long been in course
of preparation by Mr. W. B. Denton,
914, Cass Avenue, Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A.
(Cf. 10th S. ii. 417.)

EUGENE F. McPiKE.

CHRISTIAN OF MILNTOWN. John Christian,
of Milntown, I.O.M., who died 20 Sept., 1745,
married Bridget Senhouse in 1717. In what
relationship, if any, did he stand to the two
famous Christians, Illiam Dhone and Ed-
ward ? The latter was mainly instrumental
in securing for the islanders the Manx Magna

Carta. His daughter Mary married Edmund
Law, Bishop of Carlisle, grandfather of

Edward Law, D.D., formerly chaplain at

St. Petersburg.
Bridget Senhouse was indirectly a de-

scendant of Joan of Acre, daughter of Ed-
ward I. of England. Perhaps CANON SAVAGE
can help me. FRED. G. ACKERLEY.
Grindleton, Clitheroe.

HAVEL AND SLAIE MAKERS. Amongst the

trades enumerated as being carried on in Nor-
wich in 1842 occurs the above. Was it

peculiar to that city 1 and in what does it

consist ? Some persons are stated to be
havel makers, others slaie makers, and others

"net drawers" as well. Speaking of a
certain lane in Norwich, a writer in 1786

says, "A man here makes havels and slaies."

I have not come across it in the enumera-
tions of trades carried on in other cities.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

[The 'NE.D.' under 'Havel' has "?Ahealdor
heddle." See the definitions and quotations under
these words.]

MR. BRADLEY'S 'HIGHWAYS AND
BYWAYS IN SOUTH WALES.'

(10
th S. v. 143.)

MR. J. P. OWEN'S remarks require some
notice, as they contain suggestions of a per-
sonal nature which are superfluous and

quite inaccurate.
I might first mention, however, that Pont-

rhydfendigeid is not the correct local or

geographical spelling, but Pontrhydfendigaid,
as the most cursory reference will demon-
strate. MR. OWEN is a trifle unfortunate
in his tu quoque, as a misspelt Welsh word
does not in any case become a North British

one. MR. OWEN says I am "slipshod in

legends." What does accuracy in legends
mean? Half their charm is surely in their

variations. Personally I prefer giving a

legend, as I hear it in a locality, for what
it is worth, to reducing an article by a

professor in an archaeological magazine to

a paragraph or two. I did not know; Miss
Braddon was a predecessor of anybody in the

exploitation of Wales. MR. OWEN'S enthu-
siasm for that prolific novelist might well

serve as a consolation to me for his qualified

approval of myself. I am sorry I am too

gay for him : I can assure him it is not the

result of any effort to win the approval of a
frivolous public, but arises, I fear, from mere

incorrigiblelight-heartedness, perhaps further

stimulated by the air of the Welsh mountains
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Moreover, as my book has long ago gone the
round of the critics, high and low, their
verdict supports me with practical unanimit}'
in this indulgence of a natural inclination.
There are plenty of works on archaeology,
genealogy, etymology, and kindred subjects
connected with Wales, but, so far as I know,
not of a kind, nor written in such a way as,
to attract the most enlightened outside reader
to a knowledge of the Principality, or to
move greatly those within it who are not
students of these subjects.
But the point I am making for is this.

MR. OWEN asserts (on what authority I
know not) that a certain local genius, to
whom I paid a deserved tribute, was my"
guide

"
during the many weeks he rightly

says I spent in Cardiganshire, and practically
accuses me of being ashamed to speak of
him as "my friend," and failing to give him
some modest measure of immortality by
mentioning his name. To begin with, I

unfortunately never had the opportunity of

travelling even a hundred yards with him, for
business reasons irrelevant here. Moreover, I
made friends and acquaintances of all kinds
all over the county among those interested in
the various matters that interest me and my
readers, and I do not take a **

guide
" with me

on my travels. As to the second insinuation,
I may merely remark it is in extremely bad
taste, and any one who knew me would laugh
loudly at such a hopeless misfire. Lastly, I
would say that I make it a rule never to
discuss the character of living persons by
name in any travel books, for reasons obvious,
I should think, to a child.

As regards the interesting individual

dragged, somewhat officiously and tactlessly,
into print by MR. OWEN, I had merely
several interesting talks with him in my own
quarters, and regret they were not more
MR. OWEN continues that his favourite
authoress would have drawn a wonderfu
sketch of this "last of the doggers." 1

daresay she would, after the manner of many
excellent ladies on their holiday trips, and quite
oblivious to the fact that there are doggers al

over Wales and the border counties, pursuing
a trade that none of them whom I come across

(and I meet a great many) would thank
me for regarding as a picturesque survival o
a dying industry. I meet them in many
counties and in many valleys, and do no
think the supply of alder is in any way
giving out or that the demand in the North
for clogs is one jot abating. That, at anj
rate, was my information at first hand from
several of my dogger acquaintances as mucl
as four years after I missed an opportunity

f pronouncing a funeral oration over the
ast of the breed !

I offer no defence for such errors in Welsh
pelling as I and my printers between us
lave committed ; but I object to being
xpected to know the colloquialisms of

lifferent parishes, such as **
Llandybie

A^elsh," for instance. In a book of this kind,

covering four or five counties, with a view

particularly to interpreting them to

itrangers, it is quite unreasonable to expect
lairsplitting distinctions and etymological
discussions proper to the local antiquary,
and revelled in by the Welsh antiquary
above all others. The sense of literary pro-
portion would be hopelessly outraged, and
he most cultivated stranger would cast

uch a work from him and rightly in

disgust.
At the risk of seeming egotism I venture to

affirm that my three books on Wales have been
;he first efforts to give the educated English
eader a physical, social, and above all his-

torical picture of that country in what is

usually called, I believe, literary form-
within reasonable memory. Most Welsh
critics have generously recognized this, and
lave shown a due sense of proportion in the

space at their disposal, and not forgotten the

scope of the book, its intentions, and such
modest literary and artistic merits as it may
have, in captious criticisms of trifles, in air-

ing their own special bits of local knowledge
or Welsh etymology, or in pointing out a line

of treatment that they would like the author
to have adopted, oblivious of the needs of

space or of various tastes. For perhaps the

author may, after all, be the best judge. But
there is no excuse whatever for blunders in

a critic, and MR. OWEN has made two or

three egregious ones in a single column.
A. G. BRADLEY.

DR. LETSUM OR LETTSOM (10
th S. v. 148,

191). The following is from The Wonderful
Magazine, and Marvellous Chronicle, vol. i.

for the year 1793, p. 346 :

" On the Report of Dr. Letsom's Death ; which
Falshood [sic] the Doctor, to the great pleasure of

all who know him, was able publicly to contradict

himself.

You say I 'm dead, I say you lie,

I physicks, bleeds, and sweats 'em
;

If after this my patients die,

Why verily
J. Lets 'em."

EGBERT PIERPOINT.

The Gentleman's Magazine for August, 1904,

has an article on * The Ancient Mercantile

Houses of London,
1

relating especially to the
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old chemists and druggists or apothecaries,
in which reference is made (pp. 133-4) to

three different versions of Dr. Lettsom's

amusing quatrain, as follows :

"Dr. Lettsom's prescriptions were always signed
*
I. Lettsom,' a habit which called forth an epigram

which is said to have been displayed over his door
when a country doctor. The sentiment of the
fourth line is, however, not, I think, sufficiently
humane to have come from one who had earned the
title of 'Amicus Humani Generis,' and I am not
speaking without my book in saying that the
version in

' Old and New London '

is not the correct
one

; it is there given as

When any patients call in haste,
I physics, bleeds, and sweats 'em ;

If after that they choose to die,

Why, what cares I ?

I lets 'em.

But the late Mr. H. S. Cuming told me that his
father was told by Dr. Lettsom himself that the
lines really were :

If any folk applies to I,

1 blisters, bleeds, and sweats 'em ;

If after that they please to die,

Well, then I lets 'em.

The version given by Mr. Gorton, the present
proprietor of the "Golden Sun," No. 146, White-
chapel High Street, where the pills, as originally
prepared from a private prescription of Dr. Lettsom,
are still sold, is :

I, John Lettsom,
Blisters, bleeds, and sweats 'em

;

If after that they please to die,
I, John, lets 'em."

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.
CAPT. JAMES JEFFEREYS, OF BLARNEY CASTLE

(10
th S. iv. 404, 496). The following extracts

from a paper contributed many years ago to
the Kilkenny Archaeological Society Journal
(New Series, vol. v. pp. 416-17), by Mr. A. G.

Geoghegan, gives valuable information re-

garding the widow of James St. John
Jeffereys, of Blarney Castle, which is well

worthy of recapitulation :

" In looking over some family papers, and
bundles of old letters, I discovered one written
more than half a century ago, by Mrs. Jeffereys, of

Blarney Castle, County Cork, which contains an
account of a circumstance interesting in itself as
an instance of heroism on the part of the narrator
towards her brother, the Earl of Clare, and so
valuable, as bringing to light a remarkable event
connected with the history of those troubled times,
that I feel I am only discharging a duty in sub-
mitting it to the notice of the Society. Of the
authenticity of this letter there can be no doubt.
It had been in the possession of my father, the late
Gerald Geoghegan, who had the honour of Mrs.
Jeffereys' acquaintance, from the day on which it

was written
; and on his death it came, along with

other documents, into my possession, where it now
remains. The letter is dated 9, Molesworth Street,
July, 1807 ; and among other matters, Mrs.
Jeffereys writes as follows :

'

'My late brother, the Earl of Clare, always was
an active, faithful servant to his King and country,

and ever supported the Protestant interest both in

Ireland, and in the House of Lords, in England,
whenever that question was discussed. On the day
Lord Fitzwilliam was recalled, when my brother
(as Chancellor) was returning from the Castle, after

having assisted at the swearing in the newly
arrived Lord Lieutenant, a ferocious mob of no
less than 5,000 men, and several hundred women,
assembled together in College Green, and all along
the avenue leading to my brother's house. The
male part of the insurgents were armed with
pistols, cutlasses, sledges, saws, crowbars, and
every other weapon necessary to break open
my brother's house

; and the women were all

of them armed with their aprons full of paving
stones. This ferocious and furious mob began to
throw showers of stones into my brother's coach,
at his coachman's head, and his horses ; they
wounded my brother in the temple, in College
Green ;

and if he had not sheltered himself by
holding his great square official purse before him,
he would have been stoned to death before he
arrived (through the back-yard) at his own house;
where with several smithy sledges, they were work-
ing hard to break into his hall door, while, some
others of them had ropes ready to fix up to his lamx>
iron to hang him the moment they could find him
when I arrived, disguised in my kitchen-maid's

dress, my blue apron full of stones. I mingled
vyith this numerous mob, and addressed a pale
sickly man, saying, "My dear jew'l, what 'ill be-
come of hus ! I am after running from the Castle
to tell yeas all that a regiment of Hos is galloping
down here to thrample hus, &c. Oh ! yea, yea,
where will we go?" Then they cried, "Hurry,
hurry the hos is coming to charge and thrample
hus ! Hurry for the Custom House." And in less

than a moment the crowd dispersed.
" ' I then procured a surgeon for my brother, and

a guard to prevent another attack, and thus I

saved Lord Clare's life, at the risk of being torn
limb from limb, if I had been recognised by any
of the mob.'"

The riots on the departure of Lord Fitz-

william, in 1795, are noticed in contemporary
journals. Mr. John Prendergast, barrister-

at-law, contributed the note given below :

"At the date of Mrs. Jeffereys' interesting-

letter, Lord Clare lived at No. 5, Ely Place, which
is not far from Molesworth Street, Mrs. Jeffereys'
residence. And when the mob were alarmed by her
clever stratagem (so courageously adventured upon),
and fled from Lord Clare's house, they ran off to

make a similar attack on the Custom House, then
the residence of the Right Hon. J. Beresford, who
was charged with sacrificing the public money
and the public convenience, by building suites of

splendid apartments in it for his family and
dependants. The attack on Lord Clare's house, so

graphically described by Mrs. Jeffereys, was
probably the occasion of an occurrence that was
never made public, and yet is of an interest, namely,
thatLord Clare got barricades erected in his hall to

withstand any effort of a mob to enter by force."

Further details concerning the Earl of

Clare (whose family name was Fitz Gibbon)
will be found in Burke's

' Extinct Peerage.'
CHARLES DALTON.

32, West Cromwell Road, S.W.
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G. J. HOLYOAKE : CHARTISTS AND SPECIAL
CONSTABLES (10

th S. v. 126, 156, 191). I send
the following letter to me from Mr. H. Dale
relating to special constables in 1848,
which I have Mr. Dale's leave to publish :

" In your letter in
' N. & Q.

}

in reference to G. J.

Holyoake you say that you have often wondered
how many of the army of special constables sworn
in 1818 in London are now living. I was one of
that number, having been sworn at the Mansion
House in that year. On the memorable 10th April
I was on duty inside the Royal Exchange from
10 o'clock in the morning until 4 in the afternoon,
when the late Alderman Musgrove mounted one of
the benches and informed us that everything had
passed off quietly and our services were no longer
required. I had a baton, and was nineteen years
old. A question arose as to the length of time the
special constables remained as such, but in the City
no time was specified, so that those who were
sworn in there still, I suppose, remain so.

*' There is an old clergyman who resides at
Trebinchin, Breconshire, the Rev. Augustus
Browne, who was a student at King's College about
the same time as your brother; his brother was a
comrade of mine on that memorable day. At the
time of his death he was manager of the Sea Claim
Department of the Royal Exchange Assurance,
I at that time being a junior clerk in that corpora-
tion. I have a dim recollection that the Rev. A.
Browne was also a special constable."

HENRY TAYLOR.
Birklands, Southport.

I am pretty sure that G. J. Holyoake never
lectured under any other than his own name,
though he sometimes wrote under the pen-
name of

" Landor Praed." I have, I think,
a nearly complete collection of the journals
which Holyoake edited, beginning with The
Oracle of Reason in 1842, and ending with
The Reasoner ; but in none of these is there

any indication that he ever lectured under
any other than his real name. Charles

Bradlaugh lectured under the name of

Iconoclast, and it was under it that he edited
The London Investigator and the early
volumes of The National Reformer.

B. DOBELL.
" WALKING " CLOTH (10

th S. v. 169). The
only picture I remember that has reference
to "

walking" is that by Dore, of the fulling-
mills referred to in the twentieth chapter of
* Don Quixote.' There is a curious passage
about fulling in * Piers Plowman,' B. xv. 445,
on which I have given a lengthy note.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

Is it indisputable that the surname Walker
is derived from the fuller's or walker's call-

ing ? Probably it is. I have no ample Dutch
dictionary at hand, but Bailey's English dic-

tionary gives "walker" as from the Dutch
"walcher," a fuller; and *A New Pocket

Dictionary of English and Dutch '

says that

walken" is the verb to work (a hat).
" Walcher ''

is in Domesday Book as a per-
sonal name (H. Barber's

*

British Family
Names,' 1894, p 220) ;

and Robert Ferguson
in his 'Teutonic Name System

'

(1864, p. 298)

points to the Anglo Saxon name of Wal-
chere as that of a bishop of Lindisfarne, and
thinks that it is from the simple form ivalch

or ivalsh, stranger. However, on p. GO(ibid.)

Ferguson says :

" Names derived from handicraft, as a general
rule, are of more recent origin, and have been well

explained by Mr. Lower, to whose work the reader

may be referred for further information respecting
them. At the same time I hold to the opinion that

a great number of the names apparently so derived

are nothing more than accidental coincidences.

Such are many ending in er, such as Angler, Carter,

Collier, Clothier, Harper, Mariner. Marker, Ringer,

Slater, Stoker, Tasker, Turner, Walker, &c., most
of which are referred to elsewhere. Nevertheless
I will not dispute that in some cases two different

origins may obtain for the same name. Thus it is

very probable that the common name of Walker is

sometimes from Anglo-Saxon wealcere, a fuller."

This reservation may perhaps apply also

to Walkern, a Hertfordshire manor four

miles from Stevenage. Is this
" the place of

the stranger" (ivalch and aern or ern) or

"the place of the fuller"? Pliny, lib. vii.

cap. 56, informs us that one Nicias, the son

of Hermias, was the first inventor of the art

of fulling, so that there can be no question
as to the antiquity of the walker's calling.

Wakefield is said to be in Domesday Book

Wachefield. Would not this, since Leland says
that it was a town in his time that "standith

al by clothyng," be the field of the fuller ?

And is Walkington in Yorkshire the fuller's

or the stranger's town ?

As to an illustration representing a fulling

mill, would not one be found in Randle
Holme's 'Armory'? The machine was said,

in 1819, to resemble, except in what relates

to the millstones and hopper, a corn-mill,

some such mills even serving for both pur-

poses, corn being ground, and cloth fulled,

by the motion of the same wheel.

J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

PENTETJS OR PUNTEUS (10
th S. iv. 189).

According to Foster's 'Alumni Oxon., 1500-

1714,' John Puntseus, an Italian, had a licence

to practise surgery throughout all England,
16 Nov., 1649, and was a famous physician

living at Salisbury. His son Arthur entered

at Corpus, Oxford, in 1661 ;
and Foster adds

a reference to
'

Fasti,' ii. 122. W. C. B.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10
th

S. iv. 529). The line quoted, not quite

correctly, by J. A. B. appears in 'Mrs.

Hauksbee sits out : an Unhistorical Ex-
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travaganza,' by Rudyard Kipling, which was
part of the Christmas, 1890, number of The
Illustrated London News :

Fair Eve knelt close to the guarded gate in the hush
of an Eastern spring,

She saw the flash of the Angel's sword, the gleam of
the Angel's wing

And because she was so beautiful, and because she
could not see

How fair were the pure white cyclamens crushed
dying at her knee.

He plucked a Rose from the Eden Tree where the
four great rivers met.

And though for many a cycle past that Rose in the
dust hath lain

With her who bore it upon her breast when she

passed from grief and pain,
There was never a daughter of Eve but once, ere the

the tale of her years be done,
Shall know the scent of the Eden Rose, but once

beneath the sun !

Though the years may brinj? her joy or pain, fame,
sorrow, or sacrifice,

The hour that brought her the scent of the Rose
she lived it in Paradise !

Mrs. Hauksbee is singing to her friend May
Holt. The missing lines were probably never
written. Mrs. Hauksbee, in answer to May
Holt's question,

" What is it?'' replies"
Something called 'The Eden Rose.' An

old song to a new setting." F. L. Knowles's
'

Kipling Primer '

says that the story was
added to

* Under the Deodars' in the "Out-
ward Bound "

edition.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

KING : JOACHIN CARDOZA (10
th S. v. 108).

Cardoza Road, in the immediate neighbour-
hood, built about 1880, was, I understand,
named after Mr. Joseph Cardoza, a local

tradesman and member of the vestry. The
name is so uncommon that this may be worth
Doting. There was also a Mrs. Cardoza
living at G, Lloyd Square, Pentonville, in
1862. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39, Hillmarton Road, N.

"THE BIRD IN THE BREAST " = CONSCIENCE
(10

th S. iv. 448; v. 133). As a modern
instance of this let me quote 'The Old
Curiosity Shop,

3

chap. Ivii. :

'"A man,' says Sampson,
* who loses forty-seven

pound ten in one morning by his honesty is a man
to be envied. If it had been eighty pound, the
luxuriousness of feeling would have been increased
Every pound lost would have been a hundred-

weight of happiness gained The still, small voice,
Christopher,' cries Brass, smiling, and tapping
himself on the bosom, 'is a singing comic songs
within me, and all is happiness and joy.'

"

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Kewbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

BELLS (10
th S. iv. 409 ;

v. 34). Lord Grim-

thorpe's table of the weights and sizes of

bells may be found in his 'Clocks, Watches,
and Bells,' seventh ed

, 1883, pp. 390-1.

R. B. P.

GLANVILLE, EARL OF SUFFOLK (10
th S. iv.

267). Camden's 'Britannia,' 1789, vol. ii.

p. 77, says :

"Suffolk has had earls and dukes of several

families. Some late writers say the Glanvilles

were antiently distinguished by this title, but as-

they have no authority for this, and as the error

is obvious, and I have found nothing of it in the

public records, I shall till better informed suspend
my assent. I acknowledge, however, the Glanville

family was of great note in these parts. But I

have not yet found good evidence for any earl of

this county before the time of Edward III."

JOHN RADCLIFFE.

ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL : ITS FOUNDATION
STONE (10

th S. v. 168). In Longman's 'History
of the Three Cathedrals of St. Paul' (1873)
it is recorded (p. 125) :

"The first stone of the new Cathedral was laid

at the south-east corner of the choir by Mr. Strong,
the mason, and the second one by Mr. Longman oa
June 21, 1673."

But in Godwin's 'Churches of London*

(1839), under 'St. Paul's Cathedral' (p. 22),

we read differently :

" The first stone of the present building was laid

in 1675, by Doctor Henry Compton, Bishop of
London. He was the youngest son of Spencer,
Earl of Northampton, and was born in 1632, and-

died at Fulham in 1713, where he was buried.

Thomas Strong was the master-mason a man of

talent, who assisted mainly to carry out Wren's-

intentions in regard to this noble edifice."

In a foot-note the author adds :

"In digging the foundation a vast cemetery was
discovered, in which the Britons, Romans, and
Saxons had been successively buried : the Saxons,
who were uppermost, lay in graves lined with chalk

stones, or in coffins of hollowed stones ; the bodies
of the Britons, lower down, had been placed in

rows, and many ivory and box-wood pins remained,
which, it is supposed, had fastened their shrouds.

On digging deeper from curiosity circumstances

appeared to prove that the sea had once occupied
the site upon which St. Paul's now stands."

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

" PIECE- BROKER "
(10

th S. iv. 367, 391 , 412),
I owe to DR. MURRAY the record of &

passage in which this word is used, as ib

would appear, in the sense of a vendor of
small pieces of cloth or other material, and
not in that of a seller of long rolls of cloth,
as I at first suggested. In a rare tract

printed in 1663, entitled 'Life and Death of

James, commonly called Collonel Turner.
Executed at Lime-Street End January the
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21, 1663, for a Burglary and Fellony com-
mitted in the House of Mr. Francis Tryon of

Limestreet, Merchant/ occurs this passage :

" Where he had not been long, before he raised a
Civil War among the Inhabitants ;

as if piece-

Broaking had been his Trade, and he had dealt in

nothing but Rents and Divisions, he himself en-

gaged against all, and everybody almost engaged
against him, and with one another by reason of his

perplexing and busie Interest."

J. ELIOT HODGKIN.
* CHERRY RIPE '

(10
th S. iv. 469). This song

occurs in a musical drama performed at the

"King's house," and was sung by Nell

Gwynne before King Charles II. I forget
the name of the piece and the date. It is

referred to by Samuel Pepys in his diary :

" To the king's house [theatre] to hear Mistress
INelly Gwynne, and a mighty pretty soul she is.

Did kiss Nelly, as also did my wife Returned
home at a late hour much pleased with the
evening's entertainment, especially the kissing of

Nelly.
WALTER SCARGILL.

The following extract concerning this song
is from *An Old Man's Diary,' by John
Payne Collier, under date 22 December, 1833 :

"
Kenney urged Poole to try his hand for the

tage, and the result was ' Paul Pry,' which, Poole
admitted to me, Kenney read before it was acted,
and suggested various improvements, one being the
song of

"

Cherry Ripe,' which Madam Vestris was
often called upon to repeat three times ; originally
her part was without it, but it was wanted by the
singer and the scene." Part IV. p. 100-

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

[Does not our first correspondent confuse matters ?

Is not '

Cherry Ripe
' much later in date than

Charles II. ?]

"BowET," AN ARCHITECTURAL LANTERN
(10

th S. v. 126). Bowet is cognate with
Castilian boveda, in common use in Spain for
the "

vaulting" of a building.
E. S. DODGSON.

GORDON OF THE WEST INDIES (10
th S. iv.

108, 275). MRS. Ross ought to be able to find
the Christian name of the West Indian
deputy in The Times of the period, but, even
when she has done that, she will find much
to be accomplished. I do not think I ex-

aggerate when I say that there were hun-
dreds of Gordons in Jamaica alone, to say
nothing of the West Indies. Five of these

<Alexander, Francis, George, Joseph, Walter)
are mentioned in theAberdeen Commissariot.
A stone in the church of Great Berkhampstead
commemorates Charles Gordon, of Braco, in
the island of Jamaica, who died 1829, aged
eighty-two. James Adam Gordon XIII. of

Knockespock, Aberdeenshire, who died 1832,

had large interests in the East Indies, and
figures several times in the letter-book of

Capt. John Johnson, 23 Jan., 1823 July, 1830

(Add. MSS., Brit. Mus., 29864). Again, Robert
Gordon, M.P. for Windsor (1839-41), was an
"extensive West Indian proprietor," and
threw up his post (1841) as one of the Secre-
taries of the Treasury because the provisions
of the Budget menaced the West Indies with

foreign competition. He may have been a
relative of ** Robert Gordon, Esq., late of

Jamaica," who died at Windsor, 12 Feb.,
1833. The Gordon and French families in
Jamaica are dealt with in The Antiquary
(ed. Jewitt), iv. 129-30. Consult also Archer's
* Jamaica Monuments.' The ancestors of the

present Gordons of Newton, Aberdeenshire,
were connected with Tobago.

J. M. BULLOCH.

COMBERMERE ABBEY (10
th S. iv. 229, 315).

The charters of Combermere Abbey do not

appear to have been printed collectively.
In Ormerod's *

History of Cheshire,' 1882, iii.

402-18, MR. BERESFORD will find the Carta
de Fundatione (Cotton MSS. Faustina,
B. viii. 124), with a note stating that a
translation of the grant is in the appendix to

Lord Combermere's '

Memoirs,' 186C ;
also

a list of charters, grants, and patents to the

abbey, with the works in which they may
be found. JOHN RADCLIFFE.

SHEFFIELD PLATE (10
th S. v. 27, 92). See

7 th S. vii. 6; 8th S. i. 210, 279; also the

following :

Mr. R. E. Leader's 'Sheffield in the

Eighteenth Century.'
'The Values of Old English Silver and

Sheffield Plate from the Fifteenth to the
Nineteenth Centuries,' by J. W. Caldicott.

' Old Sheffield Plate,' by W. Sissons.
' Old Sheffield Plate, Historical Survey and

Descriptions of Processes/ in the Sheffield

Daily Independent, Saturday, 17 February,
1906. H. J. B.

"ET TU, BRUTE!" (10
th S. v. 125.) It

should be well known that this famous
exclamation has no classical authority ; see

the end of the twenty-first chapter of,
Merivale's

* Romans under the Empire,
and Wright's note to his edition of Shake"

speare's 'Julius Caesar,' III. i. 77. Wright
states that the origin of the expression is not

known, and gives certain possible sources

from which Shakespeare may have taken it.

Merivale, however, thinks that " some such
exclamation seems natural."

It has been remarked (I cannot remember

by whom) that, if Caesar uttered any such
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words, they were more probably meant for

Decimus Brutus, for whom Csesar had a very
strong regard, than for Marcus Brutus, for

whom he had much less regard. The in-

fluence of Shakespeare has completely dis-

torted the true view of Marcus Brutus.
G. DRAINER.

THE KING OF BATH (10
th S. v. 28, 75, 132).

Your correspondent is not quite correct in

stating that Gainsborough's portrait of Capt.
Wade was sold at Christie's

;
it was offered

for sale, but was withdrawn, and re-

placed in the Assembly Rooms, Bath,
from which it has again disappeared. Wade,
no doubt, was compelled to resign his office

of M.O. through the crini. con. action in

which he figured as defendant. A few years
later he again offered himself, but his

candidature was so coldly received that he

withdrew, and resumed his duties at

Brighton. B. W. T.

DEATH-BIRDS IN SCOTLAND AND IRELAND
<10

tb S. iv. 530
;
v. Ill, 158). I wonder if the

REV. JOHN PICKFORD can oblige me with the
other verses of the lines to a robin beginning
41 Little bird with bosom red." I remember
their being repeated to me as a child, but
have never seen them in print.
A very pretty poem entitled * To a Robin,'

by Norman Gale, appeared in The Christian
World of 20 December, and was reprinted in
The Literary World of 21 December, 1900.

The penultimate verse is as follows :

;

Tisfiaid when the Saviour was bleeding
For hearts that were cold and unheeding,

Thy forefather tried,
Where steel and His flesh met together,
To staunch with a kerchief of feather

The wound in His side.

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

KYNAN (10
th S.

y. 169). The genealogy of
the Kings of Britain and the Kings and
Princes of Wales is given by William Betham
in his

*

Genealogical Tables,' 1795, tables 590
and 591 : Cad wan, sixteenth king of Britain,
Prince of North Wales, 634

; Cadwallo or
Cadwallin, 678; Cadwallader, 688 or 689,
King of the Britons and Prince of Wales

;

Idwallo or Edwal, 720; Roderic Malwinoe,
755

; Conan, 818 or 820
; Esyth, 843, married

to Mervin, King of Man
; Roderic, Maure, the

Great, 876
; Amarawdth, Prince of North

Wales, 913
; Edwal, Voel, 940; Meric (third

Prince of North Wales); succeeded by his
brother James or lago, 982

; Conan, son of
James; Gryffith ap Conan, 1137; Owen
Guinedh, 1169; David ap Owen, 1194;
Jorveth; Lewellen (sic) ap Jorveth, 1240;

David ap Llewellen, 1246
;
succeeded by his

nephew Llewellen, 1282, eleventh Prince of
North Wales.
Betham (table 92) gives the genealogy of

the "
Kings and Princes of Wales, according

to the Welch History, beginning with

Roderic, Maure, the Great ''
: Roderic, 876 ;

Amauraudth
; Edwal, Voel, Prince of North

Wales
;
Eric or Meric

; Edwal, 1003
; lagoap

Edwal, 1037; Conan; Gryffith ap Conan,
1137; Owen ap Gryffith, 1169; Jorweth ;

Llewellen ap Jorwith, 1242
;

David ap
Llewellen, 1246 ; Llewellen, 1282, who married

Joan, daughter (illegitimate) of John, King
of England (see table 606).

I give only the direct line as it appears.
According to the Welsh table, some of these

were not Princes of North Wales, others of

the family having taken their places. The
dates given appear to be the dates of death.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

GEORGE BAKER, OXFORD PRIZEMAN (10
th S.

v< 1(59), George Baker was connected with

my own family. He was deputy commissary
and private secretary of J. Erskine, com-

missary general to the army in the Peninsula.

He died 22 July, 1811, I believe unmarried.

If H. C. will write to me, giving particulars,
I may be able to furnish him with further

information. T
C. T. BAKER.

Mapperley Rise, Sherwood, Nottingham.

QUARTERING OF ARMS (10
th S. v. 168).

This question of marshalling is dealt with in

Cussans's 4

Heraldry,' Dallaway's 'Heraldry,'
the introduction to Burke's *

Armory,' and in

other works,
1. The daughter C would be entitled to

bear her mother's arms surmounted by those

of her father charged upon a canton, but not

using the paternal quarterings, if any.
2. The right to arms through heiresses

descends in the same way as a title to heirs

general, and in the case cited the issue of (

would be entitled to quarter the arms of^ A,
the prior representation of the arms having
died out. ARTHUR VICARS, Ulster.

In marshalling these arms both C and her

son would be entitled to quarter the arms of

C's father and mother. B. M.

HOMER AND THE DIGAMMA (10
th S. v. 168).

There are no manuscripts of Homer in

existence with the digammainsitu. Probably
the letter had ceased to be pronounced before

the poems, oral at first, were put into writing.
See Jebb's 'Homer,' fourth ed., 140. The
earliest manuscripts of Homer now extant

(except a few fragments) are of the tenth

century A.D., when the digamma had been
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lost for ages. If there are any modern edi-

tions of the
*

Iliad
' which print the digamma,

such text can only be the result of the editor's

imagination. Possibly Knight's
* Iliad' is

such an edition. PHILIPPA BOBBINS.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY VOLUNTEERS (10
th S.

v. 108, 156). In case S. T. S. has not a list of

the officers of the above, I forward that of

13 June, 1798.

Shrimpton's
* Handbook to Oxford,' 1878,

p. 79, states :

" The Duke of York reviewed

20,000 volunteers in Port Meadow in 1798."

E. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

[We have forwarded the list to S. T. S.]

EARLY ENGLISH LITERATURE (10
th S. v.

164). A. S. says he does not know whether
the passage he transcribes from Hanmer's
*
Ecclesiastical History

' " has ever before been
noticed." I printed the greater part of it in

8th S. vii. 25, and gave a reference to it at

10th S. iv. 486. W. C. B.

WIGAN BELL FOUNDRY (10
tb S. v. 168). If

MR. HARLAND-OXLEY will send me his ad-

dress, I will send him a portfolio of notes re

Wigan bell-founders for his perusal.
W. FARRER.

Hall Garth, Carnforth, Lanes.

CANDLEWICK OR CANDLEWRIGHT STREET
(10

th S. v. 169). The intermediate stage
between Candlewick Street and Canning or
Cannon Street was Canwyke Street, which
is the form used in the fifteenth century by
Dan John Lydgate in his

* London Lickpeny ':

Then went I forth by London Stone,
Throughout all Canwyke Streete.

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

ST. EXPEDITUS (10
th S. v. 107, 156). I have

just seen a coloured statue, almost certainly
modern, of St. Expeditus in the church of
Vaux sous-Laon, Aisne. He was presented
as young and of pleasing countenance. His
left hand and arm supported a palm branch,
his right held aloft a little cross inscribed
with the word "Hodie," and he trod upon a
crow connected with a label on which " Cras"
was particularly legible; Not a bad render-

ing into Latin of the bird's cry.
ST. SWITHIN.

HABITUAL CRIMINALS (10
th S. v. 148). The

Judicial and Criminal Statistics, 1905, will, I

think, give the information which is asked
for. The numbers are : for England and
Wales, Cd. 2336

;
for Ireland, Cd. 2632 ; for

Scotland, Cd. 2317. They are to be bought
from Wyman & Sons, Fetter Lane, E.C.,

or possibly second-hand from King & Son,
2, Great Smith Street, Westminster, S.W.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

JOHNLATTON (10
th S. v. 149). John Latton

on the death of William III. retired to

Burwood, where he died on 15 Nov., 1727,
which is evidence that he had not previously
sold the estate. A full account of him
appears in that invaluable work Manning
and Bray's 'History of Surrey,' which also

gives the list of offices held by him.
He is described in the Heralds' Visitation

of Surrey as follows :

;i John Latton, Esq., of Kingston Bagpuze in

Bucks, and of Richmond Park, steward of the
manor of Richmond, and lord of the mannors of

Esher in Surry," c.

JOHN SYDNEY HAM.

The following extract from my manuscript
notes on Walton-on-Thames may interest

D. K. T., and perhaps give a clue to the

date when John Latton left Walton, if such
was the case :

"
J. Latton, as a Justice of the Peace for Surrey,

on J3 February, 1705/6, signs a certificate that
Richard Miles is an inhabitant of Weybridge and
that Walton parish shall be held harmless for his

settlement in it ; and he signs many similar certifi-

cates, and also examinations of paupers, until

19 September, 1725, after which date his name does
not appear in the pauper records of Walton, though
there are as many as six examples of it in 1725. The
surname Latton does not occur in the marriage
registers of Walton from 1639 to 1777, unless '

Lay-
ton & ?Chasicall, 1669,' also

'

Layton & ?Tursim>
1677,' are variations of it."

I have not yet indexed the baptismal and
burial registers of Walton.

CHAS. A. BERNAU.

LUSTRE WARE (10
th S. v. 110, 158). For a

study of Spanish lustred pottery in the
fifteenth century see

'

Hispano - Moresque
Ware of the Fifteenth Century,' by A. Van
de Put (Chapman & Hall). The illustrations

to this quarto work include thirty - two

plates, some coloured, illustrating the prin-

cipal varieties of lustre pottery produced at

Valencia between 1400 and 1500. The work

by Davillier is in many respects out of

date.
For fourteenth century lustre ware, in-

cluding the famous vases of the Alhambra

type, see an illustrated article in the

Jahrbuc/i (xxiv. 103) of the Royal Prussian

Art Collection, on 'Die Spanisch-maurischen
Lusterfayencen des Mittelalters und ihre

Herstellung in Malaga,' by F. Sarre. X.

SIR K. PEEL'S FRANKED AND STAMPED-
LETTERS (10

th S. v. 48). Is it certain that

the envelopes were franked? It is the present
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custom (and probably wag the custom in

Peel's time) for a minister of the Crown to

write his name on the envelopes of his

letters. Sometimes, no doubt, the name is

written by a secretary; and sometimes, I

think, it is a lithographed signature.
There is a remnant of franking which

remains for every member of the House of

Commons, viz., he can send a copjr of a Bill

by post free if he addresses the paper band
in the Vote Office and signs his name in the
left lower corner. He then leaves it in the
Vote Office. EGBERT PJERPOINT.

DEKKER'S * SWEET CONTENT' (10
th S. v. 106,

194). I should have said that my reference
was to the revised and enlarged edition of
4 The Golden Treasury/ which was issued at
a popular price in 1904. I regret the over-

look, and have to thank MR. BUCHANAN for

giving me the opportunity of making this

explanation. THOMAS BAYNE.

PORTMAN FAMILY (10
th S. v. 48, 150, 178, 198).

MR. HUTTON has gone elaborately into the

history of the Pprtman family, with which I
am well acquainted ; but his information
does not meet the purpose of my query, viz.,
What authority is there for supposing that
the Portman family derives its surname from
the " Men at the Gate "1 As a Somerset man,
and interested in all appertaining to the

county, I am curious to know to what source
the legend may be traced. K. T.

COPYRIGHT IN LETTERS (10
th S. v. 128, 176).

If your correspondent's question refers to
letters which have not been published in the
lifetime of the writer, the copyright in such

letters, after the writer's death, is (according
to English law) in the person to whom the

manuscript of the letter belongs. See the
recent decision of Macmillan v. Dent,

* Law
Reports,' 1906, 1 Chancery 101. PELMET.

STEEMSON AND CLIFFE FAMILIES : THORNE
QUAY (10

th S. v. 169). Thome Quay is in the

parish of Thorne, near Doncaster
;
see Hun-

ter's
* South Yorkshire

' and Tomlinson's
'

Hatfield Chace,' 1882, p. 171. The Steemson's
may have come of one of the foreign settlers
who made the Hatfield drainage in the seven-
teenth centur}

r
. One Steemson was a ship-

builder at Paull, on the Humber, 1812 (Poul-
son's

'

Holderness,' ii. 487) ; and ships were
formerly built at Thorne Quay. W. C. B.

LARGE-PAPER MARGINS (10
th S. v. 147).

This drawback to uniformity is due to the
expense of reimposition, which would involve
an alteration of the chases. P. N. R.

BOHEMIAN LANGUAGE (10
th S. v. 168). In

reply to MR. PEARCE, I may say that the
works in English suitable for the study of
Cech are very meagre. Prof. W. R. Morfili
has added a grammar of the language (Claren-
don Press, 1899) to those he wrote of the
sister Slav tongues. This work is not a
manual, however, but a treatise for the
scholar, with exercises, reading lessons, and
a vocabulary. In the introduction Prof.
Morfili refers to grammars of English for
Bohemians written by Prof. W. E. Mourek
and the poet J. V. Sladek. There are
numerous German grammars of Cech.

My friend Prof. Mourek has lately com-
pleted the second volume of his Bohemian-
English dictionary, the first of which appeared
as far back as 1879, and I have constantly
heard it cited at Prague. He has also pub-
lished a pocket dictionary in two parts
(Leipzic, 1896).
Count Liitzow has a short account of the

language at the end of his history of Prague
(" Mediae val Towns Series"), and frequently
alludes to it in his other works.

FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.
Streatham Common.

See Count Liitzow's
'

Historical Sketch of
Bohemia and its Literature,' 1896. To the
same author we owe likewise an excellent

English version, with a commentary, of the
Bohemian classic work The Labyrinth of
the World,' written by Komensk3% or Corne-
nius, in 1623, and published in English by
Dent among "The Temple Classics," 1900,
reprinted last year. As previously mentioned
in 'N. & Q.' by MR. MARCHANT, this work
has often been paralleled with ' The Pilgrim's
Progress.' H. K.

The best practical Bohemian course is
* Bohemian Made Easy,' by Karel Jonas. Ib
was published in 1890 at Racine, in Wisconsin,
U.S., but it can be got from Nutt or any
other linguistic bookseller.

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

POEM IN ONE SENTENCE (10
th S. v. 148).

When he said that Collins's
* Ode to Evening

'

contained only one sentence, Hood must have
spoken from an imperfect recollection of the
joem. Probably the linked sweetness of the
irst five stanzas had lingered in his memory t

giving him the general impression that the
ode formed a continuous period. The five
sentences into which it is divided in reprints
are those of its original structure. Prac-
tically there have never been but two versions
of the poem, and these differ in certain forms
of expression, not in substance and arrange-
ment of stanza. THOMAS BAYNE.
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LORD CAMKLFORD'S DUEL (10
th S. v. 162).

Since writing my note I have referred to

the account of Lord Camelford which is given
in Watford's 'Old and New London,' Hi. 182:

iv. 302, 323, 446
;

v. 176. Whether the quarrel
with Capt. Best took place at Stevens's
Hotel in Bond Street, or at the Prince of

Wales's Coffee-House in Conduit Street, seems
doubtful. Mr. Walford mentions that the
remains were deposited in the vaults of

St. Anne's, Soho, after having been removed
from Little Holland House to Camelford
House. But the thanks of London anti-

quaries are not the less due to LADY
KUSSELL and MR. ALAN STEWART for settling

any doubt that might exist with regard to

the disposal of the remains. In addition to

the accounts of the duel which are quoted
by MR. STEWART, reference might be made
to Brayley's

'

Londiniana,' iv. 244-6
;
Faulk-

ner's 'History of Kensington,' pp. 125-9;
and Princess Marie von Liechtenstein's
'Holland House,' i. 184-8. All these authori-
ties are silent on the point in question.
Nor is it mentioned in books dealing
more specially with the church and parish of

St. Anne, such as Rimbault's 'Soho and its

Associations,' 1895, and 'Two Centuries of

Soho, by the Clergy of St. Ann's,' 1898. MR.
ALAN STEWART'S categorical note completely
sets this point at rest.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

"MisiCKs" (10
th S. v. 128, 174). The

statement that this word, found in a Cheshire

account, is not known "localty," is somewhat
surprising. A reference to the 'English
Dialect Dictionary' (not consulted) shows
that Cheshire is precisely the home of the

word, and that it is explained in the English
Dialect Society's 'Cheshire Glossary' (also
not consulted).

" Misicks
"

is evidently meant for the name
of a piece of land, so called from its boggi-
ness. Cf.

"
Mizzick) a boggy place

"
('Chesh.

Glos.'). The editor adds :

u In South Lanes,
the sb. mizz is used, meaning a boggy place.

There is near Mobberly a place called

Mizzy Wood." See further in ' E.D.D.'

It is clearly allied to the E. Fries, mlsir/,

moist, M. Du. mieselen, to drizzle, E. mizzle ;

also to E. mixeji, a dunghill (lit. wet heap),
and to G. mist ; all from an Idg. root *meu/h,
as seen in Skt. mih, Gk. d/zi^o, L- mingerc,
A.-S. mlr/an, all with the same sense. It is

interesting to find that a word which is now
known in so small an area has cognates in a

large number of languages, as shown by
Uhlenbeck in his article upon the Gothic
maihstus. WALTER W. SKEAT.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &ev

Richard Peeke of Tavistock : hi* Three to One, the

Commendatory Verses, and the Play of Dick of
Devonshire. By J. Brooking Rowe.' (Exeter,
Commin.)

THOUGH intended to some extent as an appeal to-

local patriotism, this admirable reprint has an
iiiterest extending far beyond Devonshire. Richard
Peeke or Pike of Tavistock is one of our English
worthies whose deeds might almost be enshrined in

Hakluyt or Purchas. His brilliant action when, as
a prisoner in Spain, he fought with a quarter-staff
in the presence of the Duke of Medina Sidonia and
other Spanish grandees, and defeated three men
armed with rapier and dagger, slaying one and dis-

arming the others, obtaining in so doing his release
from imprisonment and his return to Devonshire-

through France, with k ' crowns for convoy put into-

his purse" by the King of Spain, he narrates in th
first of the three contents of this reprint.

' Three
to One' is a very scarce and equally curious work,
written with some pardonable boastfulness and
with much vivacity and spirit. It constitutes

vastly interesting reading.
' Certaine Verses,

Written by a Friend, in commendation of the

author, Richard Peeke,' which follow, are signed
J. D. These two publications, which are dedicated
to King Charles I., are included in Prof. Arber's
'

English Garner.'
Last comes 'The Play of Dick of Devonshire/

which was found by Mr. A. H. Bullen in MS. and
included by him in the second volume of his

magnificent collection of old English plays. This
work also has inspired keenest interest. Mr.
Bullen, the most capable of judges, assigns it, not

very positively, to Thomas Heywood, one of
whose innumerable works it might well be. Mr.
Fleay says positively that it is the same play as
'The Brothers,' licensed 4 Nov., 1626- William
Rowley is suggested as a probable participator in

authorship by the Master of Peterhouse ; and Mr,
Sidney Lee, the author of the life in the ' D.N.B..'
mentions an ascription of the play to Robert
Davenport. J. D.'s complementary verses are

reprinted in Mrs. Bray's
' Tamar and the Tavy.' Mr.

Fleay's conjecture, or rather declaration, as to

'Dick of Devonshire' seems plausible. Internal
evidence is. however, of little significance in deal-

ing with the plays of the minor Jacobean or

Caroline dramatists, and the arguments in favour
of a Shirlean ascription is confined to the three
lines spoken in the last scene ::

Letters shall forthwith fly into Madrid
To tell the King the storyes of Two Brothers

Worthy the Courtiers reading ;

and to some coincidences of date. The reprint
deserves, and will doubtless obtain, a warm
welcome.

The Failure of the "Higher Criticism'" of the Bible.

By Emil Reich. (Nisbet & Co.)

THE present reviewer has never been a great
admirer of the so-called "Higher Critics," as their

method often seems arbitrary and fantastic ; but he
is sure that a much more formidable onslaught
might be made on their ranks than is made here.

If Dr. Reich has not succeeded, it is from no lack of

goodwill on his part, as he abuses his opponents,
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roundly. Though he is a " Doctor Juris," he hardly
seems to possess the judicial frame of mind and
accurate learning which entitle him to convict

scholars like Noldeke and Wellhausen of ignorance
and absurdity. He singles out Winckler, who is

notoriously one of the most speculative and fanciful

of German savants, and dilates on his extravagances
as if they were fair samples of what is urged and

approved by the Higher Criticism generally.

Indeed, we have some doubts whether the writer
himself is immaculately orthodox when we find him
reserving his praises for writers like Buckle and
Mr. J. G. Frazer, Giordano Bruno and Spinoza.
He quotes with approval the opinion of the last

named that the true knowledge of Hebrew has

perished from among men, and that
" the meaning

of many words which occur in the Bible we are

utterly ignorant of, or they are matter of dispute
"

(p. 37). Surely this strange remark from a Biblical

critic is suicidal. He is cutting off the very branch
on which he is sitting. If we do not know the

language in which the Old Testament is written,
there is no room for criticism, High or Low. Dr.
Reich is content to use this very crooked stick to

beat the critics, because it is one chief part of his

argument that " the nightmare of Ancient Oriental

philology
"

supports the enemy. For his part,
he would have been well content if the hieroglyphs
of Egypt and the cuneiform of Assyria had never
been deciphered (p. 5) a candid and characteristic

admission of obscurantism ! And yet, with strange
inconsistency, he readily accepts and grasps at the
accounts of the legends of the Masai, a rude African

tribe, which have lately been reported by a German
explorer, Capt. Merker, because they suit his pur-
pose. One would think the interpretation of the
Masai dialect was much more open to suspicion
than that of Hebrew or even Assyrian.
We notice, too, that Dr. Reich ventures some-

times to play the Hiher Critic on his own
account. The wwriters of the Tel-el-Amarna letters

(about 1500 B.C.) bewail their helpless condition in

the presence of their invaders, and appeal to the
Pharaoh for reinforcements. " This cannot be de-

nied," yet Dr. Reich puts his own gloss on these docu-

ments, and asserts that these writers were not help-
less at all nor dependent upon Egypt (p. 43). Again,
he defeats his object by extravagant statements like

these :

" The Old Testament is by Higher Criticism
declared to be a forgery

"
(p. 83).

" The spade, now
so busy in Palestine, will undoubtedly, and in the
near future, unearth a copy of Genesis in the cunei-
form script, dating from the thirteenth or twelfth

century u.c.......This is the lie direct to all the
theories of the

'

Higher Critics
'"

! (p. 186).

Many other minor matters we blench at, e.g.,

the playful apostrophizing of an opponent as
"Doctore subtilissime

"
(p. 100) ; the misspelling of

Goldziher's name (p. 142) ; the reference to Prof.
Cornill as "the mmical Higher Critic" (p. 163),
and to "the ill-scanned atmosphere of reality"
(p. 183).

In fine, Dr. Reich's slight and crude attempt,
flippant in manner and ponderous in persiflage, is

not conclusive against the critics ; and if any one
of them should think it worth while to issue a

reply, he might fairly entitle it
' The Failure of the

Attack on the Higher Criticism.'

MR. E. J. SAGE. At 10th S. iv. 480, 540, reference
was made to the decease of this old contributor to
'N. & Q.' We may now add that Mr. Sage be-

queathed to the Stoke Newington Public Library
the whole of his books, prints, pictures, and manu-
scripts, to be kept as part of the reference library.
The bequest comprises 5,000 to 6,000 volumes of
standard works, including early editions of John-
son and Walpole, much about Sir Joshua Reynolds,.
&c., and large collections of manuscripts relating:
to the districts of Barking and Romford in Essex,
beside some very valuable prints. As Mr. Sage-
resided for a long time at Mark's Gate, Dagenham,
where his father was deputy steward of the lore?

of the manor he had unique opportunities to-
collect.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES.
MR. EDWARD BAKER, of Birmingham, has a cata-

logue devoted to books on Railways. Those who-
want to know about the origin, rise, and progress
of railways (including atmospheric and electric-
railways), also about accidents, Acts of Parliament,
and people connected with them, should procure
this list. Mr. Baker has also a general list of
books, mostly new,

"
at bargain prices."

Mr. Thomas Baker has Dngdale's
'

Monasticon.
Anglicanum,' 1817, 24. ; a set of the Bampton Lec-
tures, 112 vols., 35/. ;

'

Ephraem Syri Opera Omnia/
10/. ; 'S. Thomse Aquinatis Opera Omnia,' 18 vols-.,
1570, HI.

; Morris's ' Old English Mansions,' 4 vote.
4to, II. 5x. ; and Philbert's

* Annales de la Societe
des Soi-disans Jesuites,' 5 vols., 4to, 21. 12-s. 6V/. Mr,
Baker also publishes a list of books " Wanted fco

Purchase"; he leaves to would-be sellers the re-
sponsibility of stating price.

Mr. Thomas Baker has also a catalogue of
Catholic Theology, which is divided into Modern
Books and Old Books. The latter includes Mansi,
'Conciliorum Nova et Amplissima Collectio,' 175$-
1798, 31 vols., folio, 60^. ; Gallandus, Bibliotheca
Grseco-Latina Veterum Patrum,' 1765-88, 14 vols
folio, 381. : and '

St. Thomse Aquinatis Opera
Omnia,' 1570, 18 vols. in 14, folio, 121. 10s-.

Mr. B. H. Blackwell, of Oxford, devotes hi*
March list mostly to topographical works. We-
note a few : Collinson's

'

Somerset,' Bath, 1791,
Ql. 6s.; Atkyns's 'Gloucestershire,' 1768, 8/. Ss -

Dunkin's 'Oxfordshire,' 1823, 51. 5s. (only 100 copies
printed, of which 70 were for sale) ; Fulleylove-'s
'Oxford,' 1903, 21. 2s. (one of 300 copies) ; Kilkenny
Archaeological Society's Transactions, 1855-90, 4^.'
and Archceologia Cambrensis, 51 vols., 211.

Mr. Bertram Dobell has first and early editions
of Byron, Dickens, Scott, Tennyson, and Thacke-
ray ; also the first edition of '

Fors Clavigera,' 50-$. ~
'Modern Painters,' vols. i.-iv. (vols. iii. and iv.
first editions), 51. 10*. ; Lamb's 'Tales from Shake-
speare,' fourth edition,, 10*. 6d. Landor's 'Ima-
ginary Conversations,' 1826-9, 5 vols., 40-9. ; Leigh
Hunt's Reflector, original edition, 2 vols., 10-9. 6d. -
and Charlotte Bronte's 'Shirley,' first edition, 1849^
26*. There are interesting items under Alpine,
taking us back to the days of Albert Smith.
Messrs. William George's Sons, of Bristol, have-

a very interesting catalogue of 850 items, entirely
military.

Mr. George P. Johnston, of Edinburgh, has two.
catalogues, one being devoted to English Pamphlets
1618-1700. The other contains rare Scottish Tract*
before 1700. About 350 of the entries bear the
imprints of Scottish printers. Most of them have-
been collected during the last ten years, and many
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are extremely rare. Both lists are arranged

chronologically.

Mr. Charles King, of Torquay, has the copy of

Addison's Works which belonged to George IV.,

Tonson, 1721, 10^.; a large-paper copy of the first

edition of Emerson's earliest work, 'Nature,

original cloth, Boston, 1836, 5/.: and first edition of

Leigh Hunt's 'Classic Tales,' 1806, 21. 12*. Qd.

Under Lord John Russell is
4 The Nun of Arrouca :

a Tale,' 12mo, boards, Murray, 1822, 21. 2s. This

was soon suppressed. Disraeli, in his
'

Runnymede
Letter' addressed to Lord John, 30 January, 1836,

thus refers to it: "Your ambition sought from

prose fiction the fame which has been denied to

your lyre, and your intellect in consequence pro-

duced the feeblest romance in our literature." The

catalogue includes a very large collection of books

relating to Napoleon.
Herr Georg Lissa sends us from Berlin a catalogue

of books concerning Germany and German life

which covers a wide range. We notice a copy of

the 'Poesies Diverses' of Frederick the Great,

1760 several Goethe and Schiller items, two copies

of Schlegel's translation of Shakespeare, 9 vols.,

and some early printed books of value.

Mr. Macphail, of Edinburgh, has six holograph
letters of Scott, offered at prices from 11. 6s. Qd. to

3?. 5*. ; also a choice copy of 'Guy Mannenng,' the

rare first edition, Edinburgh, 1815, 20 guineas ; and

Journal of the Archaeological Institute, 1845-64,

41 15s. There are a number of interesting Burns

items, including the scarce print entitled
'

Inaugura-

tion of Robert Burns as Poet Laureate of Can. Kil.,

Edin., 1786.' There are a number of reports of

trials including those of Eugene Aram and Palmer

of Rugeley. Much of interest will be found under

Ballads, Glasgow, and Jacobite.

Mr. James Roche has some choicely bound

coloured military plates and costumes, including

Armand Dumaresq s
' Uniformes de 1'Armee Fran-

caise,' 1861, rare, 61. 18s. Qd.; and a very scarce

collection of cavalry illustrations, magnificent old

plates in colours, very rare, 1776, &c. , 61. 18s.,6*. A
copy of Le Brun's pictures of the Flemish School,

1792-6 is IQL 10* ; and Sowerby's
'

English Botany,'

1719-1814, 20 guineas. There are a number of works
under Arctic, also under India and the East ; and

under London are many of *Ackermann's views,

1809, 2s. Qd. per plate.

Mr. H. Seers, of Leyton, has a good clearance

catalogue of general literature.

Mr. A. Russell Smith has' Albert Durer Revived,'

folio, 1685, 21. 2s. ;
and the first edition of Major

Cartwright's
' American Independence the Interest

and Glory of Great Britain,' 1774, 11. 5s. The

catalogue quotes H. Stevens as stating,
' At a

time when no member of Parliament had decision

-of mind to propose the Independence of America,

Major Cartwright suggested the expediency of a

Union with the Colonies under separate Legisla-

tures." There is a good copy of
' A Defensative

against the Poyson of supposed Prophecies,' by

Henry Howard, Earl of Northampton, folio, 1620,

is Ralph Agas's Map, with text by Overall, 1874,

II. 5*. : and under Shakespeare is Payne Collier's

copy of
'

Shakespeare's Will, faithfully copied from
the original in the Prerogative Court,' 1838, 7s. Qd.
There are interesting items under Sussex, including
old Brighton drawings, 1795 to 1799, 51. 5*. There
is a tract entitled ' Search after Claret,' 4to, 1691 ;

in it are given all the important taverns throughout
London. There is a copy of especial interest of
More's '

Lucubrationes, Utopia,' &c., 1563, 51. 5v.

It contains on the title the signature of Edward
Seymour, Earl of Hertford, in this form; "E.
Hertfordie et Amicorum."
Messrs. Henry Young & Sons, of Liverpool, haev

Burton's 'Arabian Nights,' 16 vols., 36^. ; Beaumont
and Fletcher, folio, 1679, 121. 12s. ; Book of Common
Prayer, the Sealed Book of Charles II., 1662, 31. 10*.;
and first edition of Boswell's 'Johnson,' in which
is inserted a letter of Boswell's in reference to the
Monastery of Fail :

The Friars o' Fail

They made guid hail

On Friday when they fasted,
And never wanted geir enough
As long as their neighbours lasted.

A first edition of Ireland's 'Napoleon,' with 28 large
folding plates by Cruikshank, 1828, is priced 28^.

;

the first printed edition of Herodotus, 1474, 61. 6*.;
Gerson, 'Opera,' 1489, 81. 8*. (John of Gerson was
for many years believed to be the author of ' The
Imitation of Jesus Christ ') ; first edition of Fuller's
'A Pisgah-Sight of Palestine,' 1662, 51. 10*.; and
Bowles's ' Life of Ken,' first edition, extra-illus-

trated, 1830-31, Ul. 10*. There are valuable books
on Costume, and a set of the Parish Register Society,
1896-1904, 71. 10*.

10

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
WE cannot undertake to advise correspondents

as to the value of old books and other objects or as
to the means of disposing of them.

CONSTANT READER ("Hesawacertain minister").
This line is from a verse included in some editions

of Coleridge's poem
' The Devil's Thoughts.' See

the various versions given in the long note on
pp. 621-3 of Dykes Campbell's edition of Coleridge's
'Poetical Works' (Macmillan, 1893).

W. B. FRYER (" La vie est vaine "). The lines are

by the Belgian poet Leon Montenaeken. See 8th S.
vi. 26.

S. D. C. Many thanks. We think it best not
to prosecute the subject.

NOTICE.

Editorial communications should be addressed
to "The Editor of Notes and Queries'"Advcr-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not
print ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES (MARCH).

JUST OUT. POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

A CATALOGUE OF BOOKS,
Including many enriched by the Autographs of their Authors or of

Distinguisnfd Owners, e.g., Kobt. Southey, Tom Moore the Poet,

Thomas Campbell, Sir Godfrey Kneller, D. G. Rossetti, P. H. Gosse,

F.K.S., Rev H. F. Lyte, Charles Kingsley, Sir Richard Owen, L. Sterne>

Anna Seward, Eugene Sue, Mrs. S. C. Hall, &c., besides some First or

Early Editions of Pope, Goldsmith, Addison, Isaac Watts, Bnnyan, &c.

Extensive Series of Napoleana and Shakespeariana, with some Privately
Printed or Suppressed Volumes.

OFFERED FOR SALE BY

CHARLES KING,
101, Union Street, Torquay.

FRANCIS EDWARDS.
83, HIGH STREET, MARYLEBONE, LONDON, W.

CATALOGUES NOW READY.
No. 283. CLEARANCE CATALOGUE. 64pp.NEW LIST OF REMAINDERS, including Kristelier's

Early Florentine Woodcuts Mitchell's Ancient Sculp-
tureRoberta's History of Canada Allen's Chinese
Poetry Crawley's Mystic Rose Freeman's EnglishTowns Houghton's Mercantile Tables Lumholtz's
Mexico Norton's Dante Schumann's Life Words-
worth's Works, 12 vols., &c.

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS, MAPS, VIEWS,
&c., on Mexico, Central America, West Indies and
Guiana, 80 pages.

THOMAS BAKER,
Bookseller and Publisher

(Late of Soho Square),

72, NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W.
Speciality in Theology, Philosophy, Archaeology, Eccle-

siastical History, and Antiquities, English and Foreign.

Catalogues published Monthly, and sent free upon
application.

HBKAKIESAND SMALLER LOTS OP BOOKS
BOUGHT FOB CASH.

ESTABLISHED 1849.

THOMAS THORP,
Second-Hand Bookseller,

4, BROAD STREET, READING, and

100, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON, W.C.

MONTHLY CATALOGUES
FROM BOTH ADDRESSES.

LIBRARIES PURCHASED.

LEIGHTON'S
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF

EARLY PRINTED AND OTHER INTERESTING
BOOKS, MANUSCRIPTS, AND BINDINGS.

OFFERED FOR SALE BY

J. & J. LEIGHTON,
40, BREWER STREET, GOLDEN SQUARE, W.

Thick 8vo, 1,738 pp., 6,200 items, with upwards of
1,350 Reproductions in Facsimile.

Bound inart cloth, gilt tops, 25s. ; half-morocco, gilt tops, 30s.

Illustrated Prospectut pott free.

BOOK AUCTION RECORDS. The Bookseller's
vade-mecum. Vol. II., for the Season 1904-5, contains
15,751 Records of Scarce Books, 4 Plates viz., Puttick &
Simpson's Auction Room ; Bodleian Library Copy of the
First Folio Shakespeare; a Sale at Sotheby's; and the
House of Aldus Manutius at Venice, from a Drawing bv
Charles Martin in 1879. Also, 4 Supplements, containing
Reminiscences of Sotheby's during 38 years ; Account of
Ludwig Rosenthal, of Munich ; Account of the BodJeian
Shakespeare; Revisals of Current Bibliographical Errors
Analytical Guides to Booksellers' Catalogues, &c. Price
II Is. in cloth, and also issued in Quarterly Parts, alpka-
beli-.ally arrangedfor instantaner.ut reference. The Athenaum
declares it to be "invaluable." The Saturday Review says
it is

" the work of a man who is master of his subject
" The

Publishers' Weekly, New York, says it is unrivalled in its
field in England." Vol. II. will be sent post free on inspec-
tion, on application..-KARSLAKE & CO., 35, Pond Street
Hampstead. London.

H. H. PEACH, 37, BELVOIR STREET,
LEICESTER, ISSUES CATALOGUES OF
MANUSCRIPTS, INCUNABLES, AND
RARE BOOKS POST FREE TO

COLLECTORS.
NO. 15 CONTAINS EARLY PRINTING,
PYNSON PRESS, ART, BIBLIOGRAPHY,
IRELAND, BOOKS WITH WOODCUTS,
HOLINSHED'S CHRONICLES, MSS.,

AUTOGRAPHS, ETC.

RARE AND UNKNOWN BOOKS.

W. M. V O Y N I C H,
G8, SHAFIESBURY AVENUE,

PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON, W.

Incunabula, Woodcuts, English Literature,

Shakespeariana, &c.

UNKNOWN BOOKS WITH MS.
MAGELLAN MAP.

(To be: sold as a Collection only.)

CATALOGUES FREE.
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SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & CO., LTD.

S. S. & Co. have much pleasure in announcing that the first Three Volumes of

THE NEW CLASSICAL LIBRARY
are now ready. The Series is edited by that well-known scholar,

Dr. EMIL REICH,
and will include, eventually, Translations of all the more important of the great

Classics, in handy 8vo Yolumes of about 250 pages each.

Cloth, 3s. 6d. net ; leather, 4s. 6d. net each.

THE FOLLOWING APE NOW HEADY.

1. THE THEAETETUS AND PHILEBUS OF PLATO. Trans-
lated by H. F. CARLILL, M.A.

2. PLUTARCH'S LIVES OF ALEXANDER, PERICLES, CAIUS
CAESAR AND AEMILIUS PAULUS. Translated by W. R. FRAZBR.

3. THE ANNALS OF TACITUS (Books I.-VL). Translated by
A. V. SYMONDS.

THE FOLLOWING VOLUMES ARE IN PREPARATION.

1. THE SOPHIST, PARMENIDES,
POLITICUS. AND TIMAEUS OF PLATO. Trans-
lated by H. F. CARLILL, M A.

2. PLUTARCH'S LIVES OF ARIS-
TIDBS. MARCUS CATO, DEMOSTHENES.CICERO
LYCURQUS, NUMA. Translated by W. R. FRAZER

3. THE ANNALS OF TACITUS!
Books XI.-XVI. Translated by A. V. SYMONDS.

4. THE FIRST FIVE BOOKS OF
HERODOTUS.

5. THE PANDECTS (Title 'De
Verborum Obligationibus,') and the important Parts
of Qaius.

6. AN ALPHABETICAL ENCY-
CLOPMDIA. of the Institutions, Persons.' Events.
&CM of Ancient History and Geography WILL BE
READY SHORTLY.

7. AN ABRIDGED EDITION OF
SEYFFERT'S DICTIONARY OF ANTIQUITIES.

STUDIES IN ROMAN HISTORY.
By E. G. HARDY, M.A. D.Litt.,

Fellow and Tutor of Jesus College, Oxford.

Crown 8vo, 6s.

SECOND EDITION SHORTLY OF THE NEW AND
IMPORTANT WORK BY GE ). W. STOVV.F.G.S'. F.R.G.S.

THE NATIVE RACES OF SOUTH
AFRICA. Edited by GEO. McCALL THEAL. Litt.D.
LL.D. Royal.Svo, with numerous Illustrations, 21s. net.

THE CAMBRIDGE YEAR-BOOK
AND DIRECTORY.

THE OXFORD YEAR-BOOK
AND DIRECTORY.

5s. net each.

DICTIONARY OF INDIAN BIO-
GRAPHY. From 1750 to the Present Day. Containing
Short Lives of more than 2,000 Eminent Persons Euro-

pean and Native connected with India. By C. E.
BUCKLAND, C.I.E. Small demy 8vo, 7s. 6d.

READY SHORTLY.

DICTIONARY OF GERMAN
QUOTATIONS.

By LILIAN DALBIAC. Small demy 8vo, 7s. Cd

SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & CO., LIMITED, 25, High Street, Bloomsbury, W.C.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane. E C. and Printed by
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenccum Press, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.V.-Saturday, March 17, 1906.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.
THE ARBITER IN COUNCIL.

8vo, 10*. net.

%* A symposium, somewhat in the manner of

Helps, between a wealthy Liberal philanthropist, a

K.C., a clergyman, an Independent minister, a

stockbroker, a Cambridge* historian, a military

expert, an admiral, and Ego, the recorder the

subject being
'

Peace, War, and Arbitration.'

E. WESTERMARCK'S NEW BOOK.

THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOP-
MENT OF THE MORAL IDEAS.
By EDWARD WESTERMARCK, Ph.D., Author
of the 'History of Human Marriage.' In 2 vols.

Vol. I. 8vo, 14*. net.

Mr. L. T. HOBHOUSEin the TRIBUNE. " Dr.

Westermarck's book will take its place as the

indispensable basis for any future theory either of

ethical or sociological development A, work of

which it is not too much to predict that it will

mark the beginning of a new era in the study of

general sociology."

EVMRSLEY SEHISRIH-'EW VOLS.

BRIEF LITERARY CRITICISMS.
By the late RICHARD HOLT HUTTON. Selected
from the Spectator, and Edited by his Niece,
ELIZABETH M. ROSCOE. With Portrait. Globe

8vo, 4s. net.

A MEMOIR OF JANE AUSTEN.
By her Nephew, J. E. AUSTEN LEIGH. To which
is added *

Lady Susan,' and Fragments of two other

Unfinished Tales by. Miss Austen. With Portrait.

Globe 8vo, 4s. net.

VOL. II. NOW READY.

SOCIOLOGICAL PAPERS.
By FRANCIS GALTON, P. GEDDES, M. E.

SADLER, E. WESTERMARCK, H. HOFFD1NG,
J. H. BRIDGES, and J. S. STUART-GLENNIE.
Super-royal 8vo, 10*. Qd.

MEMOIRS OF
ARCHBISHOP TEMPLE.

By SEVEN FRIENDS. Edited by E. G. SAND-
FORD, Archdeacon of Exeter. With Photogravure
and other Illustrations. In 2 vols. 8vo, 36*. net.

LORD RANDOLPH CHURCHILL.
By WINSTON
With Portraits.

SPENCER CHURCHILL, M.P.
In 2 vols. Demy 8vo, 36*. net.

HENRY SIDGWICK: a Memoir.

By A. S. and E. M. S. With Portraits. 8vo,
12*. 6d. net.

TIMES. "All who knew Henry Sidgwick, and
many who never enjoyed that privilege, will read
this memoir with keen appreciation of a nature so

finely endowed with moral, intellectual, and

spiritual graces."

NERO.
By STEPHEN PHILLIPS. Crown 8vo, 4*. Gd. net.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION.
By Prof. HARALD HOFFDING. Translated by
B. E. MEYER. 8vo, 12*. net.

VOL. III., COMPLETING THE WORK.

DICTIONARY OF PHILOSOPHY
AND PSYCHOLOGY.

Written by Many Hands and Edited by Prof. J. M.
BALDWIN, Ph.D., &c. In 3 vols., with Illustra-

tions and extensive Bibliographies. Vol. III. In
2 Parts. Imperial 8vo, 42s. net.

%* Previously published, Vols. I. and II.,

21*. net each.

MACMILLAN A; CO., LIMITED, London.
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DUBLIN UNIVERSITY PRESS SERIES.

/CATALOGUE OF FIFTEENTH - CENTURY^ BOOKS IN THE LIBRARY OF TRINITY COLLEGE,,

DUBLIN, AN1) IN MARSH'S LIBRARY, DUBLIN ;

With a few from other Collections.

By T. K. ABBOTT, B.D. Litt.U.

Senior Fellow and Librarian of Trinity College, Dublin.

"With II Illustrations. 8yo, price 10s. 6d. net.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO., 39, Paternoster Row, London, B.C.

SECOND EDITION NOW READY, price One Shilling.

BIBLE
CHRONOLOGY. The Principal Events

Recorded in the Holy Scriptures, arranged under their 'Probable
Respective Dates, with a Description of the Places named, and a

Supplement on English "Versions. By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.S.

"This compendious and useful little work." Guardian, Mar. 14, 1906.

London : SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LTD., 15, Paternoster Row.

NOW READY, price 10s. 6d. net.

THE NINTH SERIES

G E N E R A L

NOTES
OF

AND

INDEX
QUERIES.

"With Introduction by JOSEPH KNIGHT, F.S.A.

This Index is double the si/e of previous ones, as it contains, in
addition to the usual Index of Subjects, the Names and Pseudonyms of

"Writers, with a List of their Contributions. The number of constant
Contributors exceeds eleven hundred. The Publisher reserves the

right of increasing the price of the Volume at an* time. The number
printed is limited, and the type has been distributed.

Free by post, 10s. lid.

JOHN C. FRANCIS, Kotes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, E.G.

ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

4 THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD'

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during
the week, Announcements of New Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Free Advertisement for
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WESTMINSTER CHANGES IN 1905.

IT cannot be said that the changes which
have taken place during the past year have
been so extensive as in some years gone by ;

they have, in the main, only continued

changes previously begun. It will be well to

begin the notice of them in the Millbank
district of St. John's parish, where the work
has been continued with more or less vigour
during the past twelve months. Within that

period a start has been made on the river

side of Millbank Street, and towards the end
of the year bills were issued announcing a
sale of the contents of No. 1, known as Dorset

Wharf, in the occupation of Messrs. T. J.

Miller & Son, sperm oil merchants and

spermaceti refiners
;

of 55 and 57, in the

occupation of Messrs. William & J. Russell

Freeman, stone and granite merchants ;
and

of 65 and 67, lately known as Allcott's Wharf.
In this sale, which was notified to take place
on 23 January, 1906, were included many
items on the premises of 62, on the other
side of Millbank Street, also occupied by
Messrs. Freeman. In connexion withthesaleof
No. I, Millbank Street, it may be thought
worthy of notice that the late Mr. Taverner

John Miller was for many years member of
Parliament for Colchester, and churchwarden
of St. John's, Westminster, in 1855, but it

does not seem that he ever served as over-
seer. This also applies to his son, the present
head of the firm, Mr. George Taverner
Miller; for although churchwarden from
1876 to 1879, and again from 1882 to 1884, lie

does not appear in the published list of

parishioners who have filled the office of
overseer. The family has always been con-
sistent supporters of all good works, and the

loss, if its connexion with the locality is

severed, will be one not easily repaired.
On the river side of Millbank Street,

Nos. 71, 39, 33, 31, 29, and 19, are empty,
and ready, apparently, for early demolition.
No. 33 was a public-house known as *' The
Brewers' Arms." The extensive building
being erected by the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners progresses towards completion,
which is, however, still in the distance

; but
distinct advance has been made since 1904.

The two houses in Great College Street,
Nos. 14 and 15, have, it is found, nothing to
do with the offices of the North-Eastern
Railway Company in Cowley Street, but will

be devoted to private residences. The well-

designed offices of the railway company,
numbered 3, 4, and 5, Cowley Street, will, in
all probability, soon be ready for use. It will

be convenient, perhaps, to continue along
Great College Street to its junction with
Tufton Street.

The building for Westminster School has
been completed, and is being used for several

purposes ; the two shops on the ground floor

are occupied, one by Messrs. W. <fe J. R.
Freeman (** established over a hundred years
in Millbank Street") as an office, and the
other by Mr. Martin, a boot and shoe maker,
who thus comes back to nearly the same spot
as he occupied before being disturbed, at the
corner of the closed Black Dog Alley. This
old - established firm has supplied many
generations of Westminster School boys with
boots and shoes, and with racket bats and
balls and other necessaries for sport. The
house at the corner for the Society of
St. John the Evangelist, or Cowley Fathers,
was also completed in the year just closed.
It was on 20 July (St. Margaret's Day) con-
secrated by the Bishop of London (Winning-
ton Ingram), when he also laid the founda-
tion stone of the chapel, which at the close

of 1905 was showing some signs of the

progress made in its erection

To return to Millbank Street, ib will be
found that much improvement has been
made in Wood Street. Crawford's old-
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established veterinary forge, at the corner of

this street and Horse and Groom Yard, was
removed in the first half of the year, which

completed the demolition of all the houses
from this spot to the corner of Church
Street, No. 32 (for many years in the occu-

pation of Gabetas Gowing, a carpenter and

joiner) and No. 34 (formerly the residence of

William Bowles, a verger at Westminster

Abbey) being the last that were demolished.
Wood Street was widened by June as far as

the east side of St. John's Street, by which
date two or three houses were down and
Nos. 21, 22, and 23 empty.
Proceeding up Millbank Street, we find,

at the end of the year to which these notes

refer, that there were only two houses

standing : the licensed premises at the

corner of Church Street, known as " The
Jolly Miller," were still open ;

but the next

house, formerly a coffee-house and dining-
rooms, was closed. Thus, with the exception
of the pumping station of the London
Hydraulic Power Company, No. 64, at the
corner of Romney Street, the ground was all

cleared to that point. From Romney Street

to the corner of Horseferry Road, nothing is

now standing ;
while in the latter thorough-

fare to the east side of Carpenter Street all

has been cleared away. Turning down this

street, we reach again Romney Street, which
is clear on its south side to Millbank
Street.

By October a new broad street (unnamed)
was open from the south side of Smith

Square, across Romney Street, into Horse-

ferry Road ;
and before long Grub Street

will be obliterated from the map of

London. Champion's Alley has already
one. The whole of the south side of Smith

quare has been cleared, and Scott's Rents
closed. In the south-west corner No. 32 is

still standing. This was the old Rectory
House of the parish, and in it resided for a

long series of years the Ven. Archdeacon
Jennings, the rector of St. John's, before he

migrated to No. 18, Dean's Yard. St. John's

Chambers, on the west side of the square,
with Lion Buildings, at the rear, in Tufton

Street, were sold towards the end of the

year and in course of demolition. Across
the ground thus cleared will be formed a
new street leading into Tufton Street, and
probably before long into Marsham Street,
when Little Tufton Street will be done away
with. It may be said in this connexion
that Lion Buildings and St. John's Chambers
ought never to have been built, as there
were many sets of rooms on which the sun
could never shine, and, so I am informed,

not a few where artificial light was needed
day and night. How people can be expected
to lead decent lives in such places is a
mystery, and it cannot be wondered at
that the police had much trouble with
the greater part of their inhabitants.
The two houses adjoining St. John's Cham-
bers, used for parochial purposes, are

empty, as well as Nos. 8, 9, and 10 in
the square, it being rumoured that several
of the inhabited houses are in the hands of
the L.C.C.
The houses on both sides of Little Tufton

Street have been demolished, those on the
north side in 1905

; those on the other side,
round the corner in Tufton Street, and still

further round to 62, Romney Street, were
alluded to in a previous paper of mine.
Church Court had not been closed at the end
of 1905. A considerable number of houses
are still standing on the west side of Romney
Street, of which 28, 20, and 16 are unoccu-

Eied,

while the rest to No. 2 are inhabited,
ut look in a very deplorable condition.

In North Street Nos. 13 and 20, on the
west side, and Nos. 4, 5, 7, 8, and 11, on the
east side, are empty. No. 13 was many years
ago occupied by Mr. W. W. Grice, who after-
wards became the secretary and librarian of
the Westminster Free Public Library, Great
Smith Street ; while in the same house lived,
many years before, Robert William Elliston,
the great actor, and lessee and manager of

Drury Lane and the Olympic Theatres.

Among the noted residents in this street were
Dr. Coleridge in 1824, on the other side of
the street, in days before he became Bishop
of Barbadoes ; and the mother of Dr. Chel-
sora, a scholar and usher of Westminster
School, and finally rector of Droxford,
Hants. Col. Robertson, of the Royal In-

dependent Invalids, died here on 20 May,
1802

;
and William Capon, the antiquarian

draughtsman, many of whose sketches of
our old city are in the Crace Collection, died
here in 1827. In the little cottage situated
down a gateway between Nos. 5 and 7, and,
I believe, known as No. 6, North Street,
although situated at the rear, lived and died

Barnes, the well-known pantaloon of the-

London theatres. There was yet another
theatrical resident, for at No. 11, among the-

latest residents, if not the last of all, was
Mr. Beerbohm Tree. The little cottage
alluded to was at the close of the year still

tenanted.
On the land long vacant adjacent to the

chapel of the Society of St. John the Evan-

gelist preparations were being made for the-

erection of the parish hall in connexion with
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the church of St. John, Smith Square. This

in the altered condition of the parish has

long been needed, but only small progress
can be reported to the close of the year.

However, it is now rapidly going forward.
Before leaving what may not inaptly be

styled the Millbank area, it must be noted
that a hitch had occurred in the negotiations
concerning the possession of the premises of

the Westminster Electric Supply Corpora-
tion. As the premises at this spot had the

advantage of a river frontage, while the new
site offered for the erection of another

generating station in Horseferry Road has

not, it is not unlikely that the aid of the
law may be invoked to determine if the site

suggested can be considered as equivalent
to the one of which the company is being
dispossessed.

Proceeding along Millbank Street, we come
to Grosvenor Road, formerly Millbank, and
it still remains a mystery why that historic

name should have been "displaced for one of

which there are already too many in London.

Perhaps the old name may be restored when
better counsels prevail. In Bulinga Street
the new buildings of the Army Hospital are

complete, and, I believe, in use. At the far

end of this street the buildings of the Alex-
andra Military Nursing Home (so named by
express desire of Her Majesty) were, as the

year closed, making substantial progress ;

and in Atterbury Street, on the south side

of the Tate Gallery, a good show had been
made with another important pile of build-

ings, which will be devoted to the require-
ments of the Army Military College. With
reference to Vauxhall Bridge, it can only be
said that the work was still going on, and
completion early this year is looked for.

W. E. HARLAND OXLEY.
Westminster.

(To be continued.)

G. J. HOLYOAKE AS A LECTURER.
(See ante, pp. 80, 126, 156, 191, 212.)

I HAVE been very glad to read the

interesting notes which have already
appeared in

' N. & Q.' concerning this

remarkable man. I once had the pleasure
of hearing him speak, and as the occasion
was unique I think perhaps a few extracts
from the notes then made in my diary may
not be unacceptable.
Twenty years ago (27 Feb., 1886) I was

passing by South Place Institute, Finsbury,
and saw that Mr. Holyoake was to give the
address there the next (Sunday) morning. I

made up my mind to attend, and accordingly

found myself seated among the audience
that assembled on that occasion. The sub-
ject of his address was ' Some New Aspects
of Toleration.' He had previously read by
way of lesson a chapter from the Book of
Esdras, and also outlined a kind of prayer
which he said would be like what he should
wish to say were he sure there was a God" who was a gentleman." He also stated
that he read the same form in the Memorial
Hall, Boston, U.S.A., a place conducted on
similar lines to South Place Institute. When
he commenced his discourse he said it was-
about forty-six years ago, in the year 1841,
that he sat in one of the seats in the gallery
(pointing to a seat on his right), and wished
he could some day speak something which
he then thought of from that platform. Now
the time had come, and he should give the
subject-matter of those early thoughts, pro-
bably put into better language than he
could have used forty-six years earlier. He
also mentioned the fact that Mr. W. J. Fox^
who was then at South Place, read out to
his hearers a few Sundays afterwards
a letter which he had sent to him from a
distant jail, where he was then undergoing
six months' imprisonment for his opinions.
During his discourse he quoted the following
words, which he said Richard Baxter had
taken from an obscure German treatise :

"In necessary things, unity; in doubtful
things, liberty ; in all things, charity.'

7

Though not believing in the Bible himself,
he was tolerant of those who did. For in-

stance, when his old mother's eyes grew dim
he did not hesitate to read to her from that
book, because he knew its words comforted
her. He also pleaded guilty to buying an
old lady a pair of spectacles in order that
she might see the pages of her Bible better,
and to subscribing towards procuring a
curate to preach in the church of the parish
in which he lived. The whole of the dis-
course was memorable in many respects, and
when Mr. Holyoake finished some of his
hearers broke into cheers, a thing apparently
unusual. After we had sung a hymn Mr.
Holyoake said that in his opinion there was
no passage in the whole Bible finer than that
which ended with the words, "But the
greatest of these is charity." My diary gives
the following notes on his appearance and
methods :

"He looks to be a man something past sixty
years of age. His face is not unlike that of Robert
Browning. He wears the same pointed beard, but
his hair is straight and is worn low on the neck
behind. Its colour is iron-grey. He appears to
suffer from weak eyesight. Apparently he knows
almost by heart his MS. from which he professes to
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read. Putting on his eye-glasses, he reads part of a
sentence, and then discards them for the next few
lines. The MS- is in loose sheets, which are care

fully transferred one by one, face downwards, on
his right hand, as read. His voice, which is a shril

1

treble, puts me in mind of that of the late Paxtor
Hood. I could not hear him well at first, but as he
warmed to his subject his voice became much
stronger and clearer. In appearance he is rather

tall, and possesses a fine protruding forehead. His
hands are thin, and the fingers long and tapering."

I am nob aware whether the discourse I

heard on this occasion has been published
or not. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING
, CENTENARY.
(Concluded from p. 205.)

THE death of Letitia Elizabeth Landon,
wife of George Maclean, the Governor, took

place at Cape Coast Castle on the 15th of

October, 1838. She had predicted that in

England she would not find her last resting-
place :

Mine shall be a lonelier ending,
Mine shall be a wilder grave,

Where the shout and shriek are blending,
Where the tempest meets the wave.

On the 5th of January, 1839, The Athenaeum
-contained an obituary notice of her. This
was followed three weeks later by Mrs.

Browning's *L. E. L.'s Last Question,'*
Do you think of me, as I think of you?

In 1856, on the death of her cousin John
Kenyon, Mrs. Browning came into a legacy
of 10,0001.
On the 24th of March, 1866 (' N. & Q,,'

: 3rd S. ix. 248), NOELL RADECLIFFE states that
Mrs. Browning's first poem was " * The Battle
of Marathon,' in the metre of Pope's Homer,"
seventy-two pages, and divided into four
'books. The title-page says that it was
"
printed for W. Lindsell, Wimpole Street,

Cavendish Square, 1820."

MR. T. WESTWOOD. on the llth of January,
1873 (4

th S. xi. 29), has an interesting note in
reference to Mrs. Browning's dog Flush, and
quotes some letters he had received from her

during 1845 in reference to this "dog famous
in song." The dog was the gift of "her

* L. E. L.'s poem 'Night at Sea':

'Tis night, and overhead the sky is gleaming,
Thro' the slight vapour trembles each dim star

;

[I turn away my heart is sadly dreaming
Of scenes they do not light, of scenes afar.

My friends, my absent friends !

Do you think of me, as I think of you ?
' Life and Literary Remains of L. E. L.,' by Laman

Blanchard, vol. i. p. 191.

dear and admired friend Miss Mitford."
"Flush," Mrs. Browning writes,"
loves me to the height and depth of the capacity

of his own nature
; if I did not love him, I could

love nothing. Besides, Flush has a soul to love.
Do you not believe that dogs have souls? I am
thinking of writing a treatise on the subject, after
the manner of Plato's famous one."

The letter concludes thus:
"

1 live in London, to be sure, and except for the
glory of it, I might live in a desert, so profound is

my solitude, and so complete my isolation from
things and persons without. I lie all day, and day
after day, on this sofa Domestic tenderness can
and ought to leave nobody lamenting. Also God's
wisdom, deeply steeped in His Love, is as far as
we can stretch out our hands."

On the 8th of March following a note
appears from MR. WESTWOOD (4

th S. xi. 191)
on the " Shadow " in the poem

* Romaunt of

Margret,' first published in 1836 in The New
Monthly Magazine.
On the llth of December, 1875, over the

signature of ANNIE PROCTOR, a curious
coincidence is noted (5

th S. iv. 465) :

"In Kingsley's
' Westward Ho! 5 and in Mrs.

Browning's
l Aurora Leigh

r

the hero of each tale
is 'sacrificed on Hymen's altar,' in consequence of
both of them losing their eyesight, at the latter
end of the book, in fearful though diverse acci-
dents

; both of the heroes rejoice in the name of
Leigh."

On the 1st of June, 1895, DR. R. M. SPENCE
makes interesting reference (8

th S. vii. 425)
to parallel passages in the works of "the
superhuman poet pair," pointing out that in
'Aurora Leigh' Mrs. Browning shows in-
debtedness to her husband's '

Paracelsus
'

(' Aurora Leigh,' book vi.
;

'

Paracelsus,'
part v.).

The French have in recent years shown
remarkable interest in the life and work of
Mrs. Browning. On the 8th of August, 1903,
The Athenaeum reviewed M. Le'on Morel's
translation into French of the 'Sonnets from
the Portuguese' "a close and careful trans-
lation." In this book the English text is

given opposite the French, and there is a

preface in which "
the story of the Brownings

is told simply and sympathetically." The
Athenaeum did not up to this "recall any
serious study of Mrs. Browning's work in
France except the essay of M. Gabriel Sarra-

zin, published in 1885, in his
*

Poetes Modernes
de 1'Angleterre,' and Madame Mary Duclaux's
chapter in her recent ' Grands Ecrivains
d'Outre-Manche.' " Another French transla-
tion of the Sonnets is reviewed in The
Athenaeum on the 15th of April, 1905. This
was by M. Fernand Henry. In the review
eference is made to the elaborate biography
of Mrs. Browning by Mile. Merlette, and to
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the successive translations by MM. "A. B."

and Charles des Guerrois.
The closing years of Mrs. Browning's life

were full of excitement on account of the fight
for Italian freedom, and when Florence was

mourning over the treaty of Villafranca,
Elizabeth Barrett Browning sent her poem
commencing

My little son, my Florentine,

to The Athenceum. This appeared on the

24th of September, 1859. With it she

wrote :

"The good and true politics of this poem you,
being English, will dissent from altogether ; say
so, if you please, but let me in. Strike, but hear
me/'

To this challenge the editor replied :

" We need not say how much we respect the

poetess -for we insert her tale nor, though we
give it circulation, how far we dissent from her

present reading of the Sphinx."

Mrs. Browning all heg life suffered from
weak health, yet her death, on the 29th of

June, 1861, came as a shock to her friends.

I well remember the telegram being received
at The Athenaeum, and the sorrow it caused.
At the request of Hepworth Dixon I at

once went off to Chorley, and broke the news
to him, asking him to write the obituary
notice for us. It appeared on the 6th of

July, and records how in early life she had
been for years "the inmate of a darkened
room doomed, as was thought, to slow
death

"
;
how faithful she was to her friends,

and " the most loving of human beings to

all her kinsfolk" :

" Those whom she loved, and whom she has left,
will remember her (so long as life lasts) by her

womanly grace and tenderness, yet more than by
her extraordinary and courageous genius."

Elizabeth Barrett Browning rests in the

cemetery at Florence. She was buried as

the sun was sinking behind the western hills,

and
" the distant mountains hid their faces in a misty
veil, and the tall cypress trees swayed and sighed as
Nature's special mourners for her favoured child."

Florence sorrowed as for one of her own
children. As the mourners took their last

fond look they saw a double grave, and
uttered the prayer,

"
May it wait long for

him!" A battalion of the National Guard
was to have followed the remains to the

grave, but a misunderstanding as to time
frustrated this testimony of respect.
The Florentine authorities requested that

the poet's young son, Tuscan born, should be
educated as an Italian, when any career in
the new Italy should be open to him

;
and

over the door of Casa Guidi the municipality

of Florence have placed this inscription (6
th '

S. vi. 406), in gold incised capitals on a white-

marble tablet :

"
Qui scrisse e mori

Elisabetta Barrett Browning
che in cuore di donna conciliava

scienza di dotto e spirito di poeta
e fece del suo verso aureo anello

fra Italia e Inghilterra
Pone questa memoria

Firenze grata
1861.

'

JOHN C. FBANCI&

go
M<

LAMB ALLUSION EXPLAINED. In lately

oing over the pages of The Neiv Monthly
Magazine for 1826 I came across a paragraph
in the June number, extracted from a daily

newspaper, in which the following occurs :

l< Great merit is due to Mr. Lamb junior for

his exertions to relieve the weavers of Nor-
wich." This, I think, explains Lamb's allu-

sion in his letter to James Gillrnan, 8 March,
1830 :

" Your friend Battin must excuse me for advo-

cating the cause of his friends in Spitalfields. Th&
fact is, I am retained by the Norwich people, and
have already appeared in theirpaper under the signa-

tures of 'Lucius Sergius,' 'Bluff,' 'Broad-cloth,
' No -Trade-to-the-Woollen-Trade,

5 '

Antiplush,'&c.^
in defence of druggets and long-camblets."

With the exception of the late Canon.

Ainger, who remarked that
" Lamb's infor-

mation concerning the Norwich people isr

of course, what would in his day have been

called 'raillery/ and in our day
'

chaff,
3 "

none of Lamb's editors have offered any
explanation of the allusion.

As his 'Reminiscences of Juke Judkins,

Esq.,' was printed in the same number of

the Magazine, Lamb's attention would no-

doubt be arrested by the remarks about hi&

namesake, which would probably be retained

in his memory, to be used subsequently, as

occasion served, in mystifying his friend.

It will thus be seen, if my explanation is

the right one, that Lamb's "raillery" was

bottomed on fact, twisted though it may
have been to suit his own purpose.

S. BUTTERWORTBT.

WILTON : THE NAME. At the last meeting
of the British Academy the Bishop of

Salisbury asked Dr. Furnivall the meaning
of the Wil of Wilton. He, not knowing it,

referred the question to a high authority,

Mr. W. H. Stevenson, Fellow of St. John's

College, Oxford, who answered thus :

"
I cannot explain the name Wilton. It occurs*

as Wiltun in the late ninth-century MS. of the

Chronicle
'

(Parker or A MS. at Corp. Chr. Coll.,.

Camb.). There is, it is true, an O.E. wil meaning-

'pleasant,' &c., but it is known only in poetry and
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and in old compounds, is therefore an archaic word
not likely to occur in local names, except when
they are compounded of personal names beginning
with this word, such as Wil-friS, Wil-here, &c." The Wil of Wiltun is obviously some local

name, as it occurs in Wil-ssete, Wil-ssetan, 'the
people of Wiltshire.

3

It is most natural to

identify Wil with the River Wiley, upon which
Wilton stands, more especially as Asser states that
Wilts derives its name from this river, which he
gives in the Welsh form Guilou. This, as I have
shown in my edition of this writer, descends from
-an earlier Wilavia, from which, by O.E. develop-
ments, Wil-ig arose.
"These pre-English river-names are usually un-

inflected in O.E. Hence a compound of tun with
this river-name should appear as Wilig-tun, just
as the Tavy gives rise to Tsefig-stoc/now Tavistock.
There is no reason in O.E. for the syncope of

Wilig-tun to Wil-tun by the ninth century.
"It is noticeable that the suffix -ig was identical

in form with the word for 'island,' 'watery
ground,] i.e., Early West-Saxon leg, later fa, from
an original aujo, Latinized as avia in Batavia,
Sca(n)dinavia, O.E. Scet>enig. It almost looks as
if, in the case of Wil-tun, Wil-ssete, the ig had been
regarded as the O.E. word, and in consequence had
been detached from the river-name.
"But if we embrace this explanation, we are met

with the difficulty that the river is still known as
the Wiley, not the Wil. Confusion with ' well

'

is
out of the question, for the ninth-century form of
this word was wlclle, and its compositional form
wldlan. Is Wilavia the lost name of the Avon, or
is that recorded in the Sorbio of Sorbiodunum, as
suggested by Bradley in your

'

Furnivall Birthday
Miscellany,' p. 15 ?

"

J. K.

"BEWRAY." This word is used four times
in the A.V. : three times in the Old Testa-
ment, and once in the New. In the E.V.
another expression is adopted in two of the
former (both of which are in Proverbs) ; but"
bewray

"
is retained in Isaiah xvi. 3 and

in Matt. xxvi. 73.

I will consider the last case first. The
Greek is 8yj\6v (re Trotet, and we cannot
help thinking that the earliest English
rendering is the best. Wycliffe has " makith
thee knowen." Tyndale was the first to use"
bewrayeth," which is practically followed

in all subsequent versions, the Rheims having" doth bewray." The subject of the verb is,
of course,

"
thy speech/' i.e.,

"
pronunciation

"

or "accent."
Dr. Murray remarks that, when the word

is used after the seventeenth century this is

probably more or less consciously as an
archaism, and that the modern equivalent
is "expose." No doubt most people who
read the above passage in St. Matthew think
that the word is the same as "betray"; and
indeed the sense is nearly the same there,
though the words are different and of very
different origin. The first syllable

" be "
is a

mere prefix in both cases. The second in

"
betray

"
is from the Latin tradere, to give

or deliver up (the dere being, in fact, equiva-
lent to dare, i.e., give), but in "

bewray" (of
which there is a Middle English form wreien)
the second part is from the A.-S. wr^f/an, to
accuse. Any doubt on this point is removed
by PROF. SKEAT'S letter in 6th S. vi. 110). It
seems almost a pity that the Revisers did not
substitute

" maketh thee known "
Wycliffe's

form.
With regard to the Old Testament uses of

the word, two places, as I have remarked, are
in Proverbs, xxvii. 16 and xxix. 24. In the
former a similitude is given to the practical
impossibility of restraining either water-

drops on a very rainy day or a contentious

woman; and it is said (A.V.), "Whosoever
hideth her hideth the wind, and the ointment
of his right hand, which bewrayeth itself."

Benisch has for the last clause, "and he
calleth for the oil of his right hand." The
simile is rather difficult to understand, and
the Septuagint gives the expression another
turn, meaning that the north wind, though
rough, is called 7riSetos, i.e., propitious
(suggesting the metaphorical sense of

right hand). The Vulgate takes the literal

form "et oleum dexterse suse vocabit." Our
Revisers render this clause "his right hand
encountereth oil," but with a marginal
alternative (almost the same as the A.V.)" the ointment of his right hand bewrayeth
itself," so that here we have "bewray"
in the margin, though not in the text, the
idea being supposed j

to be the impossibility
of concealing itself. But in Prov. xxix. 24
it is quite omitted. An associate of a thief

is in the first clause said to hear "
cursing

"

(A.V.),or rather "adjuration" (R.V.). The
second clause in the A.V. is "and bewrayeth
it not," but in the RV. "and uttereth

nothing." Similarly, Benisch, I may remark,
has " and telleth it not," and the verb "

utter
"

or
"
tell

"
expresses the meaning better than

"
bewray

"
or its equivalent

"
expose."

The other place where "
bewray

"
is used

both in the Authorized and Revised Versions
of the Old Testament is Is. xvi. 3. The
former has "bewray not him that wandereth";
the latter, "bewray not the wanderer."
Now here the original really signifies
"
betray

"
;
that word is used by Benisch and

in the Douay version ; the Vulgate reads
"
et vagos ne prodas." It seems to me that

it would have been better to omit the
archaic

"
bewray

" from the R.V. altogether.
W. T. LYNN.

Blackheath.

PERILS OF LITERATURE. The Spectator,

noticing a contribution by Dr. Fitchett to
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The Tribune of 24 February, gives a picture
of the liberties taken with our standard litera-

ture by colonial Ministers of Education :

"Everything relating to Christianity was de-

leted, and so far did this eviscerating process go
that Burns's '

Cotter's Saturday Night
' was muti-

lated
;

the 'Wreck of the Hesperus' was shorn
of the stanza describing how the maiden '

thought
of Christ who stilled the waves On the sea of

Galilee,' and the ' Christian mother '

of the poet
became the 'frantic mother' of the secular pedant.
Years after the Victorian Parliament directed the
restoration of the expurgated passages, but this has
not yet been carried out. Apart from the literary
barbarism involved, could anything be more calcu-
lated to defeat its ends ?

"

There is the further danger of some of
these

" cooked "
passages, when notobviousl}7

bad, creeping in as " new readings,
3

'

if they
are quoted separately or transferred from
these spurious sources. R. B.

"WALKER" IN LATIN. The reply of MR.
W. R. HOLLAND on p. 153 on the occurrence
of the Latin form Smithus reminds me
of an inscription on a monument in Sonning
Church, which describes the deceased as

belonging to a certain family of a certain

county, and uses the words "ex stirpe
Walkerorum," &c. FRANK PENNY.

ROYAL PEDIGREE IN * BURKE.' For some
years the tabulated pedigree of the Royal
Family in Burke's '

Peerage
3

has contained
a misleading statement, namely, that Eleanor,
the eldest daughter of Edward L, was twice
married, her first husband having been
Alphonso, King of Arragon. She was es-

poused by proxy to King Alphonso, but he
died before the solemnization of the marriage.
Perhaps this is only a "terminological
inexactitude." LEO C.

FLEET STREET CHANGES. The constant
changes in Fleet Street require a very obser-
vant chronicler. Within recent years, from
the expiration of leases and the widening
scheme, it has altered more than most London
thoroughfares. Thelosses that this reconstruc-
tion entails are not always important, and in
some instances the new buildings are to be
preferred to the uninteresting plain brick
"shells" that, probably ninety years pre-
viously, replaced a fine "Queen Anne"
building which had been built on the site of
an Elizabethan half-timber house. No street
in London has changed its boundaries less,
and none, therefore, so readily permits this

retrospective reconstruction.
Each change was perhaps deplored by the

antiquaries of the time, but we may gain
some satisfaction from the fact that the
latest change is at least to a more ambitious

style, with corresponding improvement in

the appearance of the street.

In the instance of Nos. 143 and 144, the

recently completed building is to be preferred
to its immediate predecessor ;

the Gothic

ornamentations, Tudor windows, and statue

of Mary, Queen of Scots, have also the merit
of novelty. I am indebted to Sir J. G. T. Sin-

clair, Bart, for the following particulars, and

permission to quote them in these pages :

"I write to say that I am the proprietor of

143 and 144, Fleet Street, and that my architect,
Mr. Roe, built it in the Gothic style in accordance
with my detailed instructions. He also built for

me Byron House* and 53f and 71, Fleet Street.

There is also a house built by Mr. Roe for me in

Leadenhall Street, in the medieval style, with a
statue of a man in armour in front ; and I also

built Leadenhall House, fronting Billiter Street,
with Mr. Holmes as my architect, and a house in

Cannon Street, opposite the Railway Station, all

the front of which is of polished granite."

It may be of interest to note that the first-

mentioned house stands immediately east of

what is now Cheshire Court. This is a re-

cent change of name from Three Falcon

Court, but I cannot trace in Noble (' Me-
morials of Temple Bar ') any mention of this

court. It can perhaps be connected with the

sign of "The Falcon" between Bolt Court
and the Conduit, where in 1660 there lived

George Sedley, a saddler of the livery. This

sign is also mentioned in 1661 and 1667

(vide pp. 382, 377,
'

Signs of Old Fleet Street/

by Mr. F. G. Hilton Price).
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

MRS. FlTZHERBERT AND GEORGE IV.'i?

CORONATION. I have in my possession a
card of admission to Westminster Abbey on
the occasion of the coronation of George IV.
It has ivritten in the space intended for a
number "4524," and is signed "Howard of

Effingham," who, I presume, was for some
reason acting in the place of the Duke of

Norfolk as Earl Marshall. In the same hand-

writing as the number is written on a white

margin
" Mrs. Fitzherbert." It is to admit

by the "North door" to the "
Upper boxes."

The engraving of the plate is of high class.

Is it possible to ascertain from the records
whether this ticket was issued to the Mrs.
Fitzherbert? If so, it appears to be an

* Vide 10th S. iv. 147. t Vide 10 h S. iii. 42", 493.
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interesting relic of a remarkable woman and
of the strange incident of George IV. 's first
wife being present as a spectator at the
coronation of her husband. I hope some of
your correspondents may be able to elucidate
this rather interesting question.

JNO. M. CUBED, M.LC.
Sydney.

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS AT LE PORTEL.
Dans 'Merridew's Illustrated Guide to Bou-
logne-sur-Mer and its Environs' je trouve
cette allusion :

"
......the Mussel beds attracted the notice

oi Bur Joshua Reynolds, as he went to Le Portel to
study the costumes and features of the gyneco-
cratic race who occupy that fish town, and rigidly
preserve the customs observed by the fishing popu-

Ce passage fait allusion a un voyage fait
par Sir Joshua Reynolds au Portel, pres de
Boulogne. Ce voyage a du etre raconte
par lui memo dans le livre de ses voyages
dans les Fland res et en Italic ; ou au moins
il doit en etre question dansquelque ouvrage.
Je vous serais bien reconnaissant si vous

vouhez me donner quelques renseignements
sur ce point, me copier en anglais et me
traduire en fran9ais le recit en question
J'en ai besoin pour un ouvrage que je pre-
pare sur Le Portel, et il me serait agreable
de citer le grand peintre anglais.
Je voudrais savoir e'galement si, dans les

tableaux de Joshua Reynolds, il y a quelque
chose concernant Le Portel.

(Abbe) L. LEPR^TRE.
Le Portel, Pas de Calais.

GREEK AND ROMAN TABLETS. I have read
in a German book that the ancient Greeks
or Romans used, for memoranda or visiting
cards, small tablets of wood with a coatin^
of wax, and that a spoonlike tool was
carried for obliterating inscriptions. Will
some one kindly oblige me with contem-
porary authority for this ?

H. J. O. WALKER, Lieut, Col.
" WAR "

: ITS OLD PRONUNCIATION. In
reading Pope's 'Homer' with my children

. have had my attention called to the
extreme frequency with which he rimes
"war" with "care,

1

'

"despair,'
"
spare,"

'bear," "dare," &c., which to us are not
even a pretence to rime either to ear or eye
and with "car,"

"
far," <fec., only such to the

eye ; while to my recollection he never once
uses the perfect rime "abhor," the easiest
term imaginable to work into his scheme of
ideas in such a poem (he does use "abhorred "

riming with "lord"); nor "for," easy to
use as "fighting for," &c. ; nor any of the

vast number ending in "ore" or " oar"
;
nor

"door," &c., though they would be much
nearer rimes to the present pronunciation
than the ones he does use. In a word, he
rimes it with absolutely nothing a modern
poet would, and with all manner of things
the modern poet would not. Does not this
indicate a totally different pronunciation in
his time from ours? As he often rimes
<l
car " with "

bear," &c., I infer that probably
"war" was pronounced as in "car."

FORREST MORGAN.
Hartford, Conn.

DR. WILLIAM MEAD, OF WARE. In
St. Mary's Churchyard at Ware is the tomb
of Dr. William Mead, bearing the following
inscription :

"In memory of William Mead, M.D., who
departed this Life the 28th of October, 1652, aged
148 Years and 9 months, 3 weeks, and 4 days."
The parish register records the burial on
4 Nov., 1652, of "George Mead, doctor of

Physick," evidently one and the same person.
The register of baptisms does not go further
back than 1558, hence no proof of the state-
ment is obtainable from this source. Is it

possible to verify the age of this worthy in

any other way 1 If accurate, would not such
an extraordinary instance of longevity have
received some contemporary notice ?

W. B. GERISH.
Bishop's Stortford.

4 THE LUSTFUL FRYAR.' I seek the name
of the author, and the date of publication, of
4 The Lustful Fryar; or, the Tragical History
of the Founder of Lincolnshire revived. A
Poem by way of Burlesque,' London, printed
by George Groom, sm. 8vo. I shall be
grateful for any information which your
correspondents may be good enough to give
me. A. R. C.
Lincoln. .

WRITING ON IVORINE. Will any kind
reader tell me what to use for writing pur-
poses on ivorine

1

? What is a quick drying
process? L. V.

FORMAN, ESSEX CRICKETER. I should be

obliged if any of the readers of *N. & Q.
7

who are interested in the annals of cricket
could supply me direct with the Christian

name, and any details of the subsequent
career, of the gentleman named Forman who
played cricket for Essex in the late fifties or

early sixties. JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.
9, Tavistock Place, W.C.

UNREGISTERED ARMS. I have seen it some-
where stated (I think in The Ancestor) that
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the Marquess of Salisbury's arms are noi

registered at the College of Arras
;
also that

there are many other good old families in a
similar position with regard to their arms
Can any correspondent inform me if this is

the case with regard to Lord Salisbury, anc

give me the names of any other old families
whose arms are not registered ? A reference
to the statement in The Ancestor would also

oblige. G. S. PARRY, Lieut.-Col.
18, Hyde Gardens, Eastbourne.

FEMALE VIOLINISTS. I shall be extremely
glad if any musical reader of 'N. & Q.' wil

give me information as to the earliest known
female violinist nationality, name, and the

period in which she lived, and where any
account of her may be found.

BERTHA HARRISON.
Burlington House, Piccadilly.

ROBERT BARKER : "!F I IT LOSE," &c. In
an old Bible in my possession is written on a
blank page

" Robert Barker, 1626," and on
another blank page :

I Robert Barker prest dyd wryt thys

Si
the Byble Bybele the 2nd (?) daye of february and

y me I Robert Barker Christ Church (??)
In the Feramants (?) yf I yt lose and
you yt fynd 1 pray you for to be so kynd
as for to let me have my boke
Agane and ye shall have no wurse
But a penni to put in youre purse.

On the first-mentioned page is a further in-

scription, part of which reads "Robert Barker
prest B A "

;
where the st of prest has been

whimsically made identical in shape with the
black-letter capital A, so that the letters may
be read "

pre A B A."
Who was Robert Barker? Are the lines

"If I it lose, and you it find," &c., original,
or a tag 1 If the latter, can they be traced
earlier than Mr. Barker

1

?

I may add that the handwriting is most
outrageous. At first I positively tried to
decipher it as Hebrew.

R. JOHNSON WALKER.
Little Holland House, Kensington.

WARDLE. I should be obliged if any of
your readers could furnish me with informa-
tion about a gentleman of this name an
artist, I think who lived in Bloomfield
Terrace, Pimlico, in 1861. The name is a
North- Country one, and it is probable he
belonged to the neighbourhood of Newcastle-
on-Tyne. I should like to know where he
lived subsequently to the year named

;

whether he was married and had any family ;

and, if dead, where and when he died.
W. SANDFORD.

13, Ferudale Road, Clapham, S.W.

PANCAKES IN THE FOWL-PEN. It may be
worth noting, as it certainly is interesting to

know, that in many places in the Midlands
the first pancake made is thrown hot from
the pan amongst the fowls in the hen-pens
for luck at the present time. At a place
hard by here this was done last Shrove

Tuesday, when the first three cakes made
were tossed to the fowls. How might this

particular form of tossing arise, and when ?

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

WINCH FAMILY. The coat of arms of

Winch, of Berks and Essex, according to the
Heralds' Visitations of those counties, is

charged with a canton azure semee of fleurs-

de-lis, which was, as is well known, the
ancient coat of the kings of France. I am
informed on good authority that this is

evidently a case of honourable augmentation,
granted probably for some French service in

Plantagenet times. The coat of Lane, for

example, of King's Bromley, who assisted

Charles II. after Worcester fight, was aug-
mented by Charles, who gave him a canton
of England in recognition of his services and
to perpetuate the memory of his assistance.

Can any one say under what circumstances
the Winch canton was acquired ? The Visita-

tions are silent on the point.
GEORGE F. T. SHERWOOD.

50, Beecroft Road, Brockley, 8.E.

ASTRONOMY IN FICTION. Would any of

your correspondents kindly give me a few
references for astronomy in fiction 1 I should
be glad to know also if the sun is meant by
"Sirius

"
in many poetical pieces.

HEUGHER.

[Among such novels is Mr. Hardy's
* Two on a

Tower.']

44 ROSE OF JERICHO." This well-known
'

Resurrection
"

plant perhaps received its

name from being supposed to answer to the
rose plants in Jericho" (Ecclus. xxiv. 14).

What is the earliest known occurrence of
f

rose of Jericho" in literature?
C. S. WARD.

' THE NATIONAL INSTRUCTOR/ Who was
he editor of this periodical ? and how long
did it exist? It was published in weekly
penny numbers, and I have seen a volume
:ontaining Nos. 1-32, commencing 25 May,
850. It was issued in the interests of the
Jhartist agitation, and each of the thirty-
wo numbers contains chapters of the * Life
and Adventures of Feargus O'Connor, Esq.,
M.P., with a Sketch of the Persecutions of

lis Family,' which have probably not been
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reprinted. A story by Thomas Frost runs

through several numbers. C. W. BUTTON.
Manchester.

ENGRAVINGS WANTED. I subjoin a list of

four engravings. I am very anxious to trace

the others of the series, and, above all, to

find out the publication in which they

appeared. I shall be very grateful to any
one for assistance.

Dumfries. Plate as engraved by J. Walker from
an original drawing by A. Reid, Esq. Published
December 1st, 1793, by Harrison & Co., No. 18,

Paternoster Row, London.
Friar's Carse. Plate 39, engraved by W. & J.

Walker from an original drawing by A. Reid, Esq.
Published Sept. 1st, 1793, by J. Walker, No. 16,

Rosomons St., London.
Kirkcudbright. Plate 17, engraved by W. & J.

Walker from an original drawing by A. Reid, Esq.
Published Oct. 1st, 1792, by J. Walker, No. 16,

Rosomons St., London.
George Cairns, late of Kipp. Drawn by J. E.

Woodford from an original picture painted by, and
in the possession of, A. Reid, Esq., of Kirkennan.

Engraved by W. & D. Lizars, Edinburgh.
JOHN MUIR.

Athenaeum, Glasgow.

FENCIBLE REGIMENT. What was the name
of the Fencible Regiment raised by Alex
ander M'Gregor Murray in 1799 1

J. M. BULLOCH.

AFRICAN SLOTHS. Folk-lore for December,
1905, contains an article entitled **

Bayili
Notes,' the Bavili being a Bantu tribe living
on the Loango coast, north of the Congo
river. Among the charms of this people, it

appears, are strips of skin from the xinkanda
and the xicifumu. These two animals are
said to be sloths. Are these African sloths

in any way allied to the sloths of South
America and the West Indies ? M. P.

HERALDIC. Can any one kindly tell me
the right colouring for the following coat oi

arms, especially the colour of the martlets?

Or, a saltire between four martlets gu.
BEATRICE.

'JOHN BULL AND HIS WONDERFUL LAMP.
Does any reader know the name of the

author of the following
1

? "John Bull anc
his Wonderful Lamp. By Homunculus
London, John Petheram, High Holborn,
1849." CHAS. FARMER.

11, Chichester Rents, Chancery Lane, W.C.

GEORGE FALL, ARTIST. I have two small
water-colour drawings of Durham and Lich-
field Cathedrals, signed Geo. Fall, and shall
be grateful for any information about the
artist. B. M. D.

ROYAL ARMS IN CHURCHES.
(10

th S. v. 188.)

A GOOD deal of information about the above
is included in the article

* Armorial Adver-
saria,' which appeared in The Gentleman's

Magazine, June, 1900. The following notes
may also interest.

In 1904, during the restoration of Simpson
Church, Bucks, the removal of much white-

wash, &c., from the wall over the chancel
arch revealed the royal arms frescoed on
the plaster ; they have been freed from
superincumbent dirt and renovated. Though
the initials on the arms are G. II., the arms
are those used by Anne, viz., 1 and 4, England
impaling Scotland

; 2, France; 3, Ireland.
In Leigh Church (near Southerid), Essex,

the arms are carved in wood and placed over
the south door (inside) ; they are the royal
arms, with Hanover in pretence and a label

of three points, with a ducal coronet in place
of the crown. These arms, though royal, are
not the king's arms, but those of a royal
duke. To which H.R.H. do they belong 1

and how came they in the church ?

The above anomalies are not the only ones
known to me ;

in fact, erroneous royal arms
are common in churches.
The arms of William III., necessarily un-

common, can still be seen at Hillesden,

Bucks, and in Great Yarmouth Church.
In Wimborne Minster the Elizabethan

royal arms are preserved in the library, arms
of a later date" being placed over the tower
arch.
Bloxam makes exhaustive reference to this

subject in the 4

Companion to Gothic Archi-

tecture,' pp. 112-21 (Bell & Sons, 1882).
WILLIAM BRADBROOK.

Bletchley.

I am sure my friend MR. LEDGER will not

mind my correcting him in a slight matter.

The royal arms in Morden Church are

painted, not on the south wall, but. on a

canvas which is framed. I only venture to

write because 'N. & Q.' is nothing if not

strictly accurate.

F. CLAYTON, Churchwarden of Morden.

In his
'

Principles of Gothic Ecclesiastical

Architecture' (eighth ed., 1859) Bloxam says
on p. 454 :

"For the rood and attendant images the royal

arms, with proper heraldic supporters, were
substituted [after the Reformation]. These were
fixed against or over the chancel arch, the upper

part of which was frequently blocked up by them,
and facing the congregation, so as to be seen by
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them. It is not clearly apparent by what
authority, or when, these were first set up in our

churches, probably, however, by some royal
injunction or order of Council in the reign of

Henry VIII. or Edward VI."

The writer then gives quotations from
several documents of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries referring to royal
arms in churches. He also states, inter alia,
that the arms of Elizabeth are, or were,

existing in the churches of St. Martin and
St. Thomas, Salisbury ;

St. Michael's,

Coventry; and Sandford Church, Oxford-
shire ;

the remains of those of James I. in

Brixton Church, Isle of Wight; and those

of the Commonwealth at Anstey, in Warwick-
shire.

I understand that the arms of James I.

may still be seen in the churches of Holy
Trinity and All Saints, Marham, Norfolk.

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

PAGING PROFESSOR" (10
th S. iv.

188, 273, 351). Perhaps a few more words
(final on my own part) may be allowed on
this subject. A private communication from
a friend at Oxford, an expert on these topics,
informs me that there is no ground for

believing that this title was ever conferred
as a degree in any university. It may be
considered as an ornamental or rhetorical

equivalent of "Sacrae Theologize Professor"

(Doctor of Divinity). So, with regard to the

portrait of Bishop Fitz James in Chichester

Cathedral, its occurrence must be to vary
the monotony of S.T.P. applied to his pre-
decessors. After the Reformation the title

is dropped.
Parallel instances of rhetorical titles may

be noted not uncommonly in sixteenth-

century epitaphs. Thus F. Adam Sasbout
(1553) is described as "Sacraruru Litterarum
Pnelector " at Louvain

; Peter Lupin at

Wittenberg (1521),
"
Philosophise et Sacrarum

Litterarum Doctor"; Philip Melanchthon
(1560),

'' Sacrarum Litterarum Solertissimus
et Fidelissimus Explicator"; George Major
(1574), "Sacrae Theologise Doctor et Pro-

fessor," at Wittenberg. These are drawn
from *Bibliotheca Belgica' and 'Freheri
Thesaurus.'
In the edition of John Nider's great work

on the Decalogue, printed by Husner at

Strassburg in 1476, the author is described at
the beginning of the work as *' Frater
Johannes Nider Sacre theologie professor,
ordinis predicatorum." The colophon at the
end runs :

** Johannis Nyder Sacre paginate]
egregii doctoris preclarissimum opus.

This instance clearly proves that the two
titles connote a single degree.

Again, the identity of "Sacra Scriptura"
and ** Sacra Pagina

"
is proved by a passage

in Titulus I. of the Statutes 9f the Theo-

logical Faculty in the University of Vienna
of the year 1389 :

"
Complete Evangelic, vel post prandium, vel

alia hora competent!, fiat Sermo devotus de illo

altissimee speculations Theologo [i.e., St. John the

Evangelist] introducendo commendationem Sacne
Scripturae, et depurationem conscientiarum deben-
tium in Sacra Pagina studere, legere, vel dpcere."
'Chronologia Diplomatica Universitatis Vindo-
bonensis ab anno 1385 ad annum 1399,' Jac. Zeisl,

Viennae, 1755, p. 9.

These statutes are particularly interesting
to a student of universities in the Middle

Ages. In my copy they are appended to

Schlikenrieder's
*

Chronologia Diplomatica
Universitatis Vindobonensis ab. anna

1237 ad annum 1384,' 1753, which contains
the foundation diplomas in Latin and the
vernacular German, with fine engravings of

the seals of Rudolph IV. and other Dukes of

Austria. C. DEEDES.
Chichester.

CHEMISTS' COLOURED GLASS BOTTLES (10
tb S.

v. 168). This custom appears to be traceable

to the first lighting of the streets of London
with oil lamps, when the apothecary and the

quack, as well as the physician and the

surgeon, to facilitate the recognition of their

abode by the public, displayed a lamp with
round bull's-eye glass of the same colour as

that of the ball accompanying it red, green,
or blue, as the case might be. In the Bag-
ford Bills the quack advertisements always
terminate with some sly allusion to this

distinguishing feature of their premises. But
when the chemist actually adopted, as a sort

of sign, the white glass vessels filled with
coloured water, one cannot say, although it

is worthy of note that the three or four

colours generally used (i.e., yellow, red, blue,

and green) correspond to the signs and
coloured lamps of the old-time surgeon and

physician, whether quack or otherwise,

namely, the Golden Ball and the Blue, Green,
or Red Ball. J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

GRANTHAM OF GOLTHO FAMILY (10
th S. v.

70). Some time ago, in the course of an ex-

cursion to some old Sussex churches, I acci-

dentally learnt some facts which perhaps
upply the information sought by ROUGE
DRAGON.
In 1889 Mr. William Grantham, Q.C.,M.P.

(now Mr. Justice Grantham), obtained posses-

sion, without a faculty, of a large alabaster

altar - tomb, dated 1619, with recumbent
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effigies of Sir Thomas and Lady Grantham,
from St. Martin's, Lincoln ; also, from Goltho

Church, in the same county, of a stained-

glass window, dated 1657, exhibiting the
armorial bearings of the ancient Lincoln
Grantham family (see Maddison's 'Lincoln

Pedigrees '). These monuments Mr. Gran-
tham removed to Barcombe, in Sussex, his

residence being Barcombe Place, formerly
known as Barcombe Cross Farm

;
and he

then asked the rector to allow him to erect
them in the neighbouring St. Mary's Church.
Permission being given (without a faculty,
however) by the rector for admission of the
window only, the tomb, gilt and touched up,
is reposing in a mission room, probably to

remain there till a chance occurs of transfer-

ing it to Barcombe parish church. In 1880
Mr. Grantham received from the Heralds'

College a coat of arms very similar to those
of the Lincoln family, and adopted the motto
" Forwards"

;
but after acquiring the Goltho

window he changed the latter for u Cornme
Dieu Grantit," shown thereon.

It seems to me very wrong of the clergy, or

any authority whatever, to allow of such
transference of ancient monuments from one
county to another. Surely these interesting
memorials of the long - extinct Lincoln
Granthams should have been preserved in a
museum or public institution at Lincoln.

Grantham, moreover, was formerly a very
common name in Sussex : one of the race
was a trigger, a scotcher of waggon- wheels
on the steep hill of East Grinstead, in 1592

;

others were husbandmen in 1632
; and quite

recently some lived by basket-making, iron-

mongery, and sundry retail trades at Lewes.
But no Grantham of Sussex has ever been
shown to be connected in any way with
Lincolnshire.

To an archaeologist the above details

naturally suggest unpleasant reflections;
because it is certain that if these Lincoln
monuments remain in Barcombe, under the
protection and ownership of Sussex Gran-
thams sprung from a totally different origin,
they will sooner or later gravely mislead
students of history, as well as encourage that
fabrication of ancestors which has often
been apparent in the published lineage of
nouveaux riches. LINDUM COLONIA.

RICHARD KlRBY, ARCHITECT (10
th S. V. 147).

Richard Kirby is supposed to have de-
signed (in a commonplace Italian style)
Mounthaut or Hill Hall, Essex, near the old
manor house, for Sir Thomas Smith (principal
secretary to Edward VI.), who by his will,
dated February, 1576/7, and proved August,

1577, left him 20. as "chief architect, to be-

paid as soon as the new house was tiled and
all the carpentry work done." To John
Dighton, "steward of the house and over-
seer of the works, 10. for encouragement to
see the workmen do their duty

"
('Life of Sir

T. Smith' by Strype, 8vo, London, 1698,
ii 228). At pp. 205 and 219 it is suggested that
the "

platform
" or design was made by Smith

himself (in the list of books in his library,
given therein, are four copies of Vitruvius,
the only works on architecture named). The
curious painted window, dated 1569, in the
hall, is given as frontispiece in colours to
Knight's 'Old England, 'fol., London, 1845-6 ;

and a view of the hall in fig. 2108,
'

Diet, of

Architecture,' v. K. 23. JOHN HEBB.

ENGLISH SPELLING : ENGLISH CULTURE
(10

th S. v. 148, 198). About ten years ago
the late Prof. Meiklejohn published, through
Mr. Alfred M. Holden, 23, Paternoster Row,
a very useful little work entitled ' A New
Spelling-Book on the Comparative Method,
with Side-lights from History.'

THOMAS BAYNE.

SIR T. BROWNE'S DAUGHTER AND HER
DESCENDANTS (10

th S. v. 169). The pedigree
of the Bosville family, down to date, is given
in Foster's

'

Pedigrees of Yorkshire Families/
West Riding, vol. i. (1874). W. C. B.

SHAKESPEARE AND THE MUSICAL GLASSES
(10

th S. v. 128). Gray seems to have derived
much delight from the musical glasses.
Under dated 8 Dec., 1761, he writes to
Mason thus :

" Of all loves come to Cambridge out of hand, for
here is Mr. Delaval and a charming set of glasses
that sing like nightingales ; and we have concerts

every other night, and shall stay here this month or
two."

Mr. Gosse refers to this statement on

&154
of his volume on Grey in the "English

en of Letters." W. B.

ARCHER OF UMBERSLADE (10
th S. v. 148,

195). This peer owed his preferment to a
fortunate marriage, involving a near re-

lationship to the ennobled Russells of Bed-
ford

;
his wife was Anne Cheke, a grand-

niece of Duke William, who died in 1700, and
next of kin to Edward, Earl of Orford.
This last title was in remainder to the male

issue of Letitia Russell, so her daughter's
husband, by courtesy of the Crown, obtained
his barony by way of compensation. A. H.

"DUMPING" (10
fch S. v. 127, 175). Refer-

ence to the 'English Dialect Dictionary' (not
consulted) will show that the word is known
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not only in Derbyshire and America, but in

Scotland, Ireland, and in many English
counties, including two so far apart as

Northumberland and Devon. I notice further,
in my 'Concise Etymological Dictionary'
(also not consulted), that the Swedish
dialects possess a strong verb, with the sense

"to fall down plump," which would in English
take the form dimp, with a past tense damp,
and a pp. dumpen. There is also the E. Friesic

dumpen, to press down
;

Du. dampen, to

extinguish, dompden, to plunge ;
Jutland

dumpe, to fall plump, &c. I suppose it is of

no use to remark that the * New English
Dictionary' explains four substantives, one

adjective, and two verbs, all of the form

dump, besides dumpage, dumpily, dumpiness,
dumping (in three senses, including the one
under discussion), dumpish, &c., because it

seems to be generally agreed that this book
is wholly inaccessible and deserves to be

ignored. Yet the derivatives dumping bucket

-car, -cart, -{/round, -machine, -place, -reel,

sled, and -loagon are all mentioned there.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

I think the credit (if any) for the entry of

this word into the language of fiscal con-

troversy belongs to the Canadian Parliament.
Our protective system owes its birth to the
bitter cry set up by our manufacturers about
1876, to the effect that they were being
ruined of set purpose by American manu-
facturers, who were accused of "slaughtering,"
or "dumping" their goods here, regardless
of present loss to themselves, with a view to

effecting the destruction of the infant
industries of Canada, which object being
accomplished, they would proceed to in-

demnify themselves by exacting monopoly
prices, &c. In the peculiar circumstances of
Canada this cry was a very effective one.

AVERN PARDOE.
Legislative Library, Toronto.

MASTEGNA'S HOUSE (10
th S.iv. 87; v.74, 115).

In my reply at the last reference, 1. 14
from foot, for "under the heading 'In S.

Andrese'" read "under the headings *Man-
tuana

' and ' In S. Andre*.' "

In The Century Magazine of January, 1890,
vol. xxxix. p. 395, is an article on Mantegna.
The date of his death there given is 1506 :

"At the age of seventy-three he was engaged to

paint for Francesco Cornaro, a Venetian, the
'Triumph of Scipio,' the price being stipulated at
150 ducats

;
but as he found this too little, he^seems

not to have gone on with the work, and Cardinal
Bembo wrote to the Marchesa [i.e., Isabella, wife
of Giovanni Francesco II.] in 1505 to beg her to

urge Mantegna to goon with it. This is now in the
National Gallery of London. It was apparently

.iis last work, for in 1506 he wrote to Isabella saying,
that he had finished the

* Comas' she had ordered,

adding that he had paid 340 ducats for a house
Five weeks later he died." P. 393.

[t would appear that
"
It was apparently his

last work "
ought to read "

It was apparently
not," &c.
The same article (p. 397) says :

lk In 1476 we have a memorandum of the Marchese

[i.e. Lodovico Gonzaga] having given him land near

ihe church of S. JSebastiano to build himself a-

louse."

In 1484 he writes to Lorenzo de' Medici for a

little money to enable him to finish his new
house (p. 327).
Also it is asserted (ibid.} that Mantegna

received a grant of a piece of land free from?

taxes apparently from Giovanni Fran-
cesco II. as an extra compensation for

finishing the 'Triumphs of Oesar '

for the

San Sebastiano Palace and the decorations of
a new room (1491).

It is not stated where this second piece of

land was situated. ROBERT PIERPOINT.

CURSE OF SEAFORTH' (10
th S. v. 168).

In Burke's ' Vicissitudes of Families,' second

ed., 1863, Third Series, p. 266, there is an
article 'The Fate of Seaforth.' The whole of

the curse is not given, as explained further

on at p. 274 :

'I must offer an explanation concerning the

fragmentary nature of the Warlock's prophecy.
He uttered it in all its horrible length ;

but I

suppress the last portion, which is as yet unful-

filled, and which, therefore, I am unwilling to-

relate."

Further on Sir Bernard writes :

" The last clause of the prophecy is well known?
to many of those versed in Highland family tradi-

tion ;
but it must not be

published,
and I trust that

it may remain unfulfilled."

R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

A fairly full account of this is given in a
small book entitled 'The Prophecies of the-

Brahan Seer,' by Alexander Mackenzie,
F.S. A.Scot., published by A. <fe\V. Mackenzie,
of Inverness. A. R. H.

DOUBTFUL PRONUNCIATIONS (10
th S. v. 147,.

193). As myth is a word used only by edu-
cated people, its pronunciation (at least in

Scotland) is fairly uniform. This gives it the-

value that fits it to form a rime with smith.

Only one of my university contemporaries
said meith, and it used to be very entertaining
to induce him unconsciously to pronounce the
word. Troth and wroth rime with froth, nob
with loth. The former, as a mild asseveration,,
is still in common use on the east coast of

Scotland, north of the Tay. Probably th&
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majority of Scottish students of ' The Pil-

grim's Progress' err with "the Slough of

Despond "; in any case, "the Sloff" is very
largely favoured. THOMAS BAYNE.

Latham considered myth a comparatively
new word in English when he brought out
his dictionary in 1870, and devotes con-
siderable space to its orthography and pro-
nunciation. It is astonishing in how many
words derived from the Greek the quantity
of the original vowels is disregarded. I have
made no attempt to form an exhaustive
collection of them, but the following imme-
diately suggest themselves : cinematograph,
encyclopedia, misanthrope, misogynist (and
the like), pedagogue, myriad, phthisis, tele-

gram, telephone, telescope (and the like).
This disregard of quantity in English words
derived from the Greek may possibly be due
in part to the fact that the later Greeks
themselves paid small attention to quantity,
and that even in Alexandrian times accent
had largely taken its place. Thus, when
the early Western Church incorporated
Kvpit e\y(rov into the Mass, the latter word
became simply

" eleison
"

; and in. modern
Greek, as I am credibly informed, quantity
goes for nothing. Among English words
derived from the Latin, on the other hand,
I can, at the moment, think only of

"
origin,"

as an example of quantity being disregarded,
though there are probably many others.

In 'The Society upon the Stanislaus,' Bret
Harte writes :

Then Abner Dean of Angel's raised a point of
order when

A chunk of old red sandstone took him in the
abdomen.

Here scansion seems to require the penul-
timate syllable of the last word to be short;
but Truthful James is not an authority on
pronunciation, and in this case probably
has but few followers.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

The reply to the question whether "either"
or *'eether" was right was, according to my
memory, "ayther or other," in Lancashire
fifty years ago. ROBERT PIERPOINT.

Tryst is a word still commonly used in
the sense of an appointment in Scotland,
and in my experience is invariably pro-
nounced long. That Scott so pronounced it

we gather from the passage in ' Rob Roy
'

where Francis Osbaldistone meets Rob Roy
at Glasgow Bridge :

" * You walk late, sir,'

said I.
*

I bide tryste,' was the reply." See
4 Rob Roy,' ii. 53 (Edinburgh, Adam & Charles
Black, 1853). T. F. D.

LACONIC LETTERS (10
th S. v. 108, 153, 171,

197). According to Campbell's
' Lives of the

Admirals,' Sir George Walton was sent in

pursuit of a Spanish squadron, and reported
what took place in the following dispatch to

the admiral in command :

SIR, I have taken or destroyed all the Spanish
ships as per margin. Yours, &c., G. WALTON.

Horace Wai pole in one of his papers in

The World praises the following letter, written

by Lady Pembroke in the reign of Charles II.

I quote from memory, but think that Lady
Pembroke wrote to Lord Arlington, who had
insisted on her allowing Sir Joseph William-

son to be returned member for her borough
of Appleby :

SIR, I have been bullied by a usurper, I have
been neglected by a court, but I will not be dictated

to by a subject. Your man shan't stand.
ANNE PEMBROKE.

M. N. G.

I have some memory of a story that some

person wrote to the first Duke of Wellington,

threatening to publish certain letters of his,

and that he replied :

DEAR JULIA, Publish and be damned.
Yours, WELLINGTON.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

When Lord John Russell announced the

breaking up of Earl Grey's Cabinet
* on

27 May, 1834, Mr. Stanley, Colonial Secretary,

wrote the following to Sir James Graham,
First Lord of the Admiralty ('Hist, of Reform

Club,' by Louis Fagan) :

MY DEAR G., Johnny has upset the coach.

Yours, &c.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

The Rev. Sydney Smith tells my late

father of his having obtained a living for

him, thus :

DEAR SIR, You have got the living.
Yours ever,

Feb. 20, 1843. SYDNEY SMITH.

HAROLD MALET, Col.

A certain lady having written to Talley-

rand informing him of the death of her

husband, he replied :

CHERE MARQUISE, Helas !

Votre devoue, TALLEYRAND.

At a later date the same lady wrote telling

him of her approaching marriage. To this

he replied :

CHERE MARQUISE, Ho ho !

Votre devout, TALLEYRAND.

CHARLES HERBERT THOMPSON.

133, Harley Street, W.

[MR. A. HALL also refers to Talleyrand's

letters.]
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"
Pic-Nic," A CARRIAGE (10

th S. v. 170). Is

it possible that this was an extraordinary
invention called the "

Equibus" ? In this a
seat was arranged (but apparently only for

one) on the hinder part of the horse's neck
{on the horse's shoulders, in fact), while the
remainder of the accommodation (for two
only) extended as far as the rump of the
animal. The good points of this vehicle are
said to have been that "next to a hearse"
no safer mode of transport was possible,
while the driver had perfect control over the

horse, and could turn in the smallest space.
But probably the sudden death of some one

shark." "Vorpal" (sword) is probably
" mortal + vampire" (as blood - drinker).
"Manxome" has certainly "loathsome" for

one element, and I incline to think is triple,
with "

mighty
" and " rank "

(or
" lank ?) for

the other two. *'

Tulgey
" would seem to be

"
tall+dusky," with a fanciful change of Jc

to g; but he may have had "fulgent" or

"fuliginous" in mind, or "umbrageous." I
much question whether " chortle

"
is

" chuckle
+ snort," as suggested ; surely no one could

speak of chuckling
" O frabjous day ! Cal-

looh ! Callay !

" The old gentleman was
shouting it, or chanting it loudly. I should

connected with the experiment did not con-
1

think it more likely to be " chant -f warble."

"Frabjous "is almost certainly a portmanteau,
but not a clear one; though "famous" is

apparently one element, and "gorgeous"
may be the other, or possibly it is." fabulous 4-

1 1 TT j 1 1 i 1 ! 1 J 1

tribute to its triumph ;
and its disuse, to

judge from an illustration, was doubtless
instrumental in saving many lives.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

PORTMANTEAU WORDS AND PHRASES (10
th S.

v. 110, 170). Were these not invented or

popularized by Lewis Carroll? It is many
years since I was introduced to Alice, but a
poem commencing

" 'Twas brillig" sticks fast
in my memory.
There is a strong tendency among children

and other uneducated persons to form port
manteau words unconsciously. Not being
PROF. SKEAT, I am unable to say definitely
whether the uneducated form "drown-ded

"

for "drowned" is a survival from the time
when we thought more of our terminations,
or whether it is merely a portmanteau word
for " drowned 4- dead."
" Combinise" (pronounced

" combineese ")
is a word I heard from a little girl aged two.
In a confidential moment she informed me
that she was "

wearing new combinise." I
asked my wife to find out discreetly what
manner of garment this might be. She
reported later that the word was of the
portmanteau tvoe. andtype, and was coined by the

btle girl herself to designate a portion of a I lies through the village'"; "'at your earliest
ladys attire which is a combination of two I r,^;^>'. * A* ;~ O p<^ *,

gorgeous," which I think quite as likely, the

sly hit being much in his vein.

FORREST MORGAN.
Hartford, Conn.

Of words of such hybrid formation I can
remember only a few at the present moment :

French refuser, from Latin recusare and
refutare ; the Pomeranian nobligant, a blend
of noble and elegant; and the American
electrocute, from electro and execute. But
phrases and constructions of a similar nature
exist in such number that the space of
' N. & Q.' would be unequal to them

;
I have

collected a great many in a pamphlet
' Die

Uebertragung im Sprachlichen Leben,'
Dresden und Leipzig, 1900. We often say
in German, "Er muss jeden Augenblick
kommen," instead of "kann j. A. kommen" ;

the muss is taken from the subconscious idea
'* Er muss bald kommen." I may mention
two or three other examples :

"
to part with"

instead of from, modelled after
"
to combine,

unite with," "q[uel quantieme avons-nous
1

?"

from le quantieme and quel jour ;
" the way

garments. The ending
"
-ise

"
has something

to do with the French for "shirt."

^

"
Spurcaustic

"
for

tic" is the best
ever heard.

"
sarcastic+ sour + caus-

portmanteau word I have

(blooming)-lutely
"

is atrocious, but
worth recording on account of its ugliness." Deerichar "

can be found in Swift's
Journal to Stella.' It is thought to be" dear + charming." CHAS. A. BERNAU.

Several others of Lewis Carroll's words are
portmanteaus, some explained as such byhim mainly in the '

Jabberwock.' Of what
he does not explain, "snark" is "snake+

convenience ''; "fin da principio," after fino

al(la) ; "je crains qu'il ne vienne"; "tu es

plus riche que je ne suis
"

;

"
let go of him

"
;

"
those kind of knaves." G. KRUEGER.
Berlin.

Messrs. Allen & Hanbury, the well-known
chemists, give an example of a portmanteau
word in their "

Allenbury's
"
diet for adults

and food for infants. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

BOWES CASTLE, YORKSHIRE (10
th S. iv. 288 ;

. 116, 176). Much interesting information

concerning this castle may be found in two
modern books :

'

Castles and Abbeys of York-
shire,' by William Grainge, 1855, pp. 376-82,
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and Murray's
' Handbook for Yorkshire,'

1874, pp. 367-9. Bowes is a dreary village
some six miles from Barnard Castle, on the
road between that town and Brough, and has
a population of 737. Many years ago I

walked over in order to see the original of
"
Dotheboys Hall." In the churchyard is the

grave of Rodger Wrightson and Martha
Railton, who died in 1715, and are celebrated
in David Mallet's ballad *

Henry and Emma,'
written in 1760. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

PRINCESS ROYAL'S DAUGHTERS (10
th S. v.

190). Here are the reasons which induced
me to describe the young ladies as Princesses
of Fife. They are not Princesses of the
United Kingdom, but "in" that country.
As they were created princesses, I looked for

precedents, and found them in the children
of the Dukes of York, Connaught, Cumber-
land, &c., and the Princes of Wales and
Battenberg. "Princess

"
is here (as usually)

in the nature of a "courtesy" description,
and riot a substantive dignity, the appellation
which follows it being no more than dis^

tinctive, being always derived in other cases
from the substantive peerage title of the
father. If in cases of Princesses of Great
Britain the peerage title was used as the

descriptive adjunct, it seemed to me a safer

precedent to follow than to describe them as
Princesses Duff. I admit I hesitated, but my
opinion was clinched by another fact, hardly
arguable or in the nature of precedent, but
one which led me to take what I considered
the most probably correct course.

THE EDITOR OF 'Doo's PEERAGE.'

ADELPHI NAMES (10
fch S. v. 186). The in-

formation cited by MR. ALECK ABRAHAMS
relative to the renaming of James Street
William Street, and Durham Street, Adelphi.
will be found in an article on London Street
Nomenclature' which appeared in The Pall
Mall Gazette of 1 March. A letter, in which
[ ventured to disagree with some of the
statements contained in that article, was

Printed
in the issue of that paper for 3 March

did not, however, refer to the change o
nomenclature in the Adelphi.

I may add that I agree with MR
ABRAHAMS in deprecating any change ii

street nomenclature, except in absolutel 1

necessary instances. In the case of th*

Adelphi, James and William Adam were no
architects, and, as Mr. Wheatley remarks
were only associated with their brother
Robert and John in the business part of th
project. The loss of their names does not
therefore, seriously interfere with the his

orical associations of the locality. MR.
ABRAHAMS is doubtless topographically right

i suggesting the substitution of Durham-
ard for Durham House Street. Mr.

Vheatley, in his paper on 'The Adelphi and
}S Site,' tells us (p. 3) that Durham House-

ccupied the whole site of the Adelphi ;
but

t p. 8 he imagines that "Durham House*

ccupied what is now the middle of the
outh side of John Street, and extended to

he river on the south." Mr. Wheatley at

he first passage evidently includes in the

erm " Durham House " the gardens and
'Utbuildings. The residence known as Dur-
lam Place or Durham House actually
butted on the river, as we know from several

Id plans ;
but I doubt if it extended as far

lorth as John Street. In Strype's map,
720, the site of the present John Street is

ailed "Durham Yard "
;
but the Yard, which

insisted really of buildings covering the old

gardens of the House, also extended east-

wards of the latter, and then took a turn
/owards the river. The best authority on
his subject is Dr. T. N. Brushfield's ex-
laustive 'History of Durham House,' which

the reprint of a paper read before the

Devonshire Association at Sidmouth in July,
.903. This is one of the most valuable con-

.ributions to our knowledge of the historical

topography of London that have appeared
within recent years.

Personally I cannot say that I am very
favourable to the revival of the old name of

Durham Yard, as the term "yard" has a

connotation of its own. If the Adelphi
streets must have new names, I should prefer
Durham Place, which is less cumbrous and

unwieldy than Durham House Street, and
carries with it a flavour of antiquity.
The patronage which the brothers Adam-

received from the king gave them a good
right to add the epithet

"
royal" to their

terrace. It was probably indifferently known
as "Royal Terrace" and

"^Adelphi Terrace"
for several years after it was built. In-

Horwood's map, 1794-9, it is called
"
Royal

Adelphi Terrace "
;
but the first epithet must

have been dropped about the end of the

eighteenth century. The architects seem
themselves to have given the title of

"Adelphi" to the buildings when they were
first erected about 1770 ;

but when the name
"Adelphi" was used tout court, l\\Q "Terrace"
was usually understood. Boswell, for in-

stance, speaks of Mrs. Garrick's "house in

the Adelphi," where on 20 April, 1781, he-

dined in the company of Johnson, Reynolds,
and " a select party," at the first entertain-

ment given by the widow since her husband's
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death. The house was No. 4, Adelphi
Terrace, in which Garrick lived from 1772

till 1779. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

GENERAL LA POYPE (10
th S. v. 46). MR.

R. B. MARSTON will find details of the life of

General Baron Jean Francois de La Poype
in vol. iii.

'

Biographie UniVerselle et Porta-

tive des Contemporains,' vol. iii. pp. 155-6,

and in Chuquet, 'La Jeunesse de Napole'on,'
vol. iii. pp. 303-4. He was one of the prin-

cipal commanders before Toulon. Taken

prisoner by the English on his return from
ISan Domingo in 1804, he was exchanged in

1806, but was not employed again until 1813,

when he was Governor of Wittenberg (not

Wirtemberg, as in the '

Biographie'), on the

Elbe. About 1822 he was elected deputy,
but was imprisoned in 1824 for some

pamphlet, after which he remained in re-

tirement. Born in 1758, he died in 1851.

He ' k

belonged to an ancient and illustrious

family of Dauphine,
* now extinct." His

daughter left children.
R. PHIPPS, Col. late R.A.

SIR THOMAS NEVILL, 1503-82 (10
th S. v.2).

I have one or two corrections to make in my
account of the Thomas Nevills. Through the

misreading of a hasty note, I did the * D.N.B.'

an in j ustice. It states that Elizabeth Amadas
was the second, not the first, wife of Sir

Thomas Nevill of Mereworth, the Speaker.
I also gave the date of his death as 1543

instead of 1542.

I copied from Rowland the statement that

Sir Thomas Nevill of Holt was knighted by
Somerset in 1543. MR. W. D. PINK, with
other notes quoted below, has kindly pointed
out that it was Sir Thomas, the second son of

Ralph, fourth Earl of Westmoreland, who
was knighted at Berwick on 29 Sept, 1547 :

no doubt he was in command of the earl's

levies. I always wondered what Sir Thomas
of Holt, who was forty-four, was doing at

this war.
Sir Thomas of Holt was knighted at the

coronation of Edward VI. on 20 Feb., 1546/7
The shortness of time not allowing the

proper ceremonies, it was specially decreed
that those made knights should rank as

Knights of the Bath.
Sir Thomas, the subject of my article, was

made a knight of the carpet, 22 Feb., 1546/7.
He bore the arms of Nevill of Raby, with the

cadency mark of a fifth son. The firsl

Latimer of this branch was fifth son, thirc

by Joan Beaufort, of the first Earl of West-
moreland.
The Sir Thomas, K.B., who, according to

Musgrave, died in 1546, may possibly have

been the Sir Thomas of Thorn tonbridge who
appears in pedigrees (e </., Carnden's 'Vis.

Leic.'). His sister and heiress Clara was the
irst wife of Sir Thomas of Holt, who died
in 1569, and was three times married.
With regard to the Sir Thomas of York-

shire who married Frances Amiel at Bram-
field in 1544, it is clear he was not the son of
the Earl of Westmoreland, as he was already
a knight ;

nor could he have been the Sir
Thomas of Thorntpnbridge, since he was
alive in 1562, by which time the latter's sister

Clara was dead. He seems, therefore, to be a
fourth contemporary Sir Thomas Nevill.
I find that Suckling gives the name of
Frances's first husband as Jermy, thus
confirming my suggestion that Jeromye was
a mistake.
There was a Sir John Jermy, living

23 Ed. IV., married to Isabel Hopton, and I
am inclined to doubt if Frances did marry a
Jermy, as I find no mention of such a
match in the Norfolk Visitation of Jermy.
Evidently the first, or second, husband's
name was Amiel.
In Muskett's 'Manorial Families of Suffolk

7

grave doubt is thrown on the pedigree of
Hovell of Ashfield. It is stated on p. 195 of
the Visitation of Suffolk that the William
Hovell who married Frances Hopton, relict

of Sir Thomas Nevill, lived about the time of

Henry VII., which is obviously absurd.

One awaits with interest the promised
complete 'Book of Knights.' If it gives all

the knights of the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries, it will indeed be a magnum opus.

RALPH NEVILL, F.S.A.
Castle Hill, Guildford.

HORSE-RACING IN FRANCE (10
th S. v. 167).

Sebastian Munster was a geographer, as
well as a Hebraist and mathematician. His
'Universal Cosmography' was printed in

Germany in 1544 ; a French translation

appeared at Basle in 1555, and contains the

following passage :

" Les habitans de Semur sont gens paisibles,
doux, debonnaires, et charitables, s'entr'aynmns et
caressans et vivans ensemble en grande concorde,
et qui se plaisent surtout en 1'accoinctance des
etrangers."

The inscription dates from about 1840 or
later. ROBERT B. DOUGLAS.

64, Rue des Martyrs, Paris.

THE GERMAN EMPEROR AND POETS
LAUREATE (10

th S. v. 187). If the REV. F.
ST. JOHN CORBETT had quoted the whole
passage from Isaac D'Israeli's

*

Curiosities of
Literature' in his 'History of British Poetry,'
he might have come to a wrong conclusion, so
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far as regards himself, but I do not think he

would have perplexed
<l an eminent member

of the Iloyal Belgian Academy," and the

"German scholar," whom the latter con-

sulted. The passage is this :

" The Emperor of Germany retains the Laureate-

ship in all its splendour. The selected bard is

called II Poeta Cesareo. Apostolo Zeno, as cele-

brated for his erudition as for his poetic power, was

succeeded by that most enchanting poet, Metas-

tasio." Ward, Lock & Co.'s ed., no date, p. 166.

See, for an account of these two writers, the

first volume of Sismondi's
' Literature of the

South of Europe,' Bohn's translation. Both

these poets took up their abode in Vienna on

the invitation of Charles VI., the Emperor
of Germany. Zeno withdrew to Italy, where

he died in 1750 at a good old age. His suc-

cessor, Metastasio, continued in the service

of the imperial Court till 1782, when he suc-

cumbed in his eighty-fourth year to the law

of nature.
Now the last

"
Emperor of Germany

" was

Francis II., who, after proclaiming himself

as Francis I., hereditary Emperor of Austria,

in 1804, abandoned two years afterwards the

former title, which theHapsburgs had held for

five centuries, and which has not been revived.

It was not until 1871 that William I., King
of Prussia, was proclaimed

" German Em-

peror" at Versailles by the leaders of his

victorious army. Your correspondent will

now see that his error consists in thinking
that the titles of "Emperor of Germany"
and "German Emperor" are one and the

same. .

I have a copy of Metastasio s works in

twelve small volumes (Londra, 1784), the first

of which is graced with his portrait and

bears the inscription "Pietro Metastasio,

Eomano, Poeta Cesareo." So far as I can

ascertain, he was the last of the imperial

bards. When the elder D'lsraeli compiled
the first volume of his * Curiosities

'

in 1791,

he was doubtless correct in saying that
"
the

Emperor of Germany retains the laureate-

ship," because the dignity had not then been

openly abolished. The office does not appear
to have survived the troubles of the great

Revolutionary epoch, and might be said to

have ceased to exist in 1806 with the last
"
Emperor of Germany." JOHN T. CURRY.

CHARING AND CHARING CROSS (10
th S. v.

146, 197). As to the alleged A.-S.
"
cerrung,

or cerring," of course the e was short ;
but e

in A.-S. means e, and should not be here

used.

Secondly, cerrung would be the proper form,

though -ing for -ung occurs ; all such sbs. are

feminine, and the correct plural would be

cerrunga. It is therefore impossible to con-
nect it with the form Cerringges in the
charter of 799 ; for this is a masculine plural,
representing an A.-S. Cerringas or Ceorringas
(where eo is merely the ordinary

"
breaking

"

of e before rr\ which can only be a masculine

plural, from a singular Cerring or Ceorring,
"the son of Cerra or Ceorra." Cerra and
Ceorra are perfectly equivalent forms. Of
course the Ceorra here referred to is not the
same as the one recorded in 802

; but we
know it to be a genuine name, and there may
have been hundreds of them for all we know
to the contrary.
That the Normans, not knowing enough

of A.-S. grammar to distinguish a masculine
from a feminine, mistook this Cerringes for
a feminine, and explained it as " the turn-

ing," is possible enough. But we must not
take such a mistake seriously. If such had
been the solution, we should expect to find a
large number of such "turnings," as numerous
as the chares in the North.

It is curious, too, that, after all, the exist-

ence of an A.-S. cerring, or of any later form
of it, is all mere hypothesis. No one has

yet presumed to say where it occurs.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

266;
query I

OSCAR WILDE BIBLIOGRAPHY (10
th S. iv.

v. 12, 133, 176). In my original que^ A
asked for the first publication of 'Lord
Arthur Savile's Crime' and 'The Harlot's
House.' The former I have found, and the
reference is included in the bibliography at
the end of my 'Oscar Wilde: a Study' (see

ante, p. 40). S. J. A. F. (v. 12) suggests that
' The Harlot's House '

originally appeared in

Life about the years 1877-80; but the

parody, called 'The Public House/ in The

Bportinq
Times of 13 June, 1885, would seem

to fix the date some years later. Mr. li. H.
Sherard says :

'"The Harlot's House' was written in 1883, on
the Quai d'Orsay, and published only in book-form.
I do not know where, but there were other poems
with it, notably that fine one about Keats's love-

letters, Oscar's best sonnet."

If it ever appeared in a book, there should
be no difficulty in finding it

; but my
impression is that it was printed first in some
periodical about 1885, and reprinted from
that, with Althea Gyles's illustrations, in,

folio in 1904.

The 'Sonnet on the Recent Sale by Auction
of Keats' Love-Letters

' was first published
in The Dramatic Review, 23 January, 1886,
and appears next in vol. viii. of Miles's 'Poets
and Poetry of the Century,' 1891.

I may add that since the publication of
' Oscar Wilde : a Study,' in December last,.
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ray collaborator in the 'Bibliography' and

myself have found the original publication
of two more sonnets, five new poems, and
two prose articles. Two of the poems, which

we have unearthed from an American

magazine of 1882, will be included in my
forthcoming edition of Wilde's lecture on
his 'Impressions of America,' which has

never yet been published.
STUART MASON.

c/o Holywell Press, Oxford.

*A MEDLEY FINALE TO THE GREAT EX-
HIBITION

'

(10
th S. v. 64, 113). From informa-

tion with which I have again been kindly
favoured by MR. JOHN HEBB, I find I was

right in my impression that these topical
verses first made their appearance in an

extravaganza by Planche (see ante, p. 14), and
that they date from the early

"
forties."

They were sung by Charles Mathews in the

character of Puff in the "Medley Finale"
of

" The Drama at Home or an Evening with

Puff, an Original Occasional and Local

Extravaganza in Two Acts by J. R. Planche

Esq. First Performed at the Theatre Royal
Haymarket Easter Monday April 8 1844."

The *'

Centrifugal Railway
"

stanza, which
was sung to the tune of "A frog he would

a-wooing go,'"' ran as follows :

If a somerset you neatly wish to throw,
Heigho ! says Rowley,

I 'd really advise you at once to go
(Though what you 'd get by it hang me if I know)
To the Rowley-poley gammon and spin-again
Centrifugal Railway.

I hope the indexer of
* N. & Q.' may be

able to find a more appropriate heading
than the above. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

"TRUMP" AS A CARD TERM (10
th S. v. 148).

In Latimer's 'Sermon on the Card,' 1529,
occurs the following :

"Now turn up your trump, your heart (hearts
is trump, as I said before), and cast your trump,
your heart, upon this card."

F. JESSEL.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Lectures on Early English History. By William
Stubbs, D.D. Edited by Arthur Hassall, M.A.
(Longmans & Co.)

RATIIET; more than three years have elapsed since

the issue as a separate publication, under the same
careful supervision, of Bishop Stubbs's 'Historical
Introduction to the Rolls Series,' and we are now
favoured with what is in some respects a com-
panion work. The present volume includes
lectures delivered at various times by the Bishop,
the Regius Professor of Modern History, and con-
stitutes an important contribution to our know-

ledge of the Constitution under early English and?

Norman Kings. Twenty-one lectures in all are-

printed, of which the first eight deal with ' The
Anglo-Saxon Constitution,'

'

Feudalism,' the '

Leges
Henrici Primi,' the 'Charters of Stephen,' and
other matters connected with purely domestic

growth and development, ending with the investi-

gation of the Domesday and later surveys ; while
the remainder treat of the study of the various-

growths of European kingdoms and institutions.

In the earlier portion, as in the later, the writer
deals largely with Germanic influences, not only as
in themselves (thanks to what we learn concerning-
them from Julius Czesar and Tacitus) offering the
best opportunities for study, but as furnishing the
earliest traces of our forefathers. The fact is in-
sisted on that the name of Briton, by which we call

ourselves, has "only a geographical significance.
The blood that is in our veins comes from German-
ancestors. Our language, diversified as it is, is at
the bottom a German language ; our institutions
have grown into what they are from the common-
basis of the ancient institutions of Germany." That
we belong to the great Teutonic household is a fact
not less clear than gratifying to the writer, whose
prejudices or we will rather say convictions as to
the solidity and moral worth of the German-
character abundantly assert themselves. Especially
noteworthy is the comparison more than once'
established between the vices of the early French
kings (with the solitary exception of St. Louis) and

1

the virtues of the German emperors. On the

subjects on which he writes Bishop Stubbs remains
a great authority. New light has been cast upon-
many of his conclusions, but in few cases have these
been invalidated, or indeed, in any appreciable-
degree, shaken. Rather may it be said that the
decisions of later writers, where they are not in-
fluenced by Stubbs's views, bear them out and
substantiate them. A sounder, if a less brilliant
scholar than Bishop Creighton, Stubbs has in~
fluenced hugely the whole tone of modern English
historical research.
The task of criticism thus becomes almost super-

fluous. We can accordingly note for special praise
the chapters on ' The Elements of Nationality
among European Nations,'

' The Origin and Position*
of the German, Roman, Frank, Celtic^ and English
Churches,'

' The Historical Origin of European-
Law,' 'Systems of Landholding in Mediaeval
Europe,' 'The Growth of the Representative
Principle,' 'Early Judicial Systems,' and 'The
Growth of the Constitutional Principle in the
Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries,' and lastly
an important and philosophical contribution (the
value of which can scarcely be over-estimated)
upon the beginnings of the foreign policy of

England in the Middle Ages.

Recreations of a Naturalist. By James Edmund
Harting. (Fisher Unwin.)

A KEEN sportsman and an observant naturalist,,
Mr. James Edmund Harting is known to the read-
ing public as the author of numerous works on
subjects belonging to natural history, some of them,
like the present volume, drawn from the pages of
The Field, to which he is a fairly frequent con-
tributor. As the author of a

' Handbook of British-
Birds ' and of works similar in purpose and aim,
our author naturally is largely, though far from
exclusively, occupied with ornithological subjects.
A master of erudition in his favourite topics, he-
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enriches his pages with the best utterances of lite

rature. His opening chapter is in praise of hawk-

ing in regard to which generally neglected sport he

is an enthusiast. By the aid of a little special

pleading, his favourite occupation is defended from

the charge of exceptional cruelty, and a much-

needed protest is lodged against the treatment

accorded to hawks, falcons, and the like by game-

keepers. The disappearance of the kite in the

opinion of a Gloucestershire naturalist,
" the finest

native bird that we possess" is the subject of a

special lament. Among non-domestic subjects which

are treated is
'

Hunting with the Cheefca,' a species

of sport all but unknown in England. Of more

-frequent occurrence are essays or descriptions such

.as *A Marsh Walk in May,'
' A Wet Day on the

Hill,' and 'Bird Life on the Broads'; while others

have an antiquarian flavour, such being 'Some
Seventeenth-Century Decoys

' and ' The Oldest Book
on Fishing,' the latter of which deprives Dame
.Juliana Berners of some of the honours previously
-accorded her. A special feature in the book con-

sists of the illustrations, which are over fourscore

in number and all excellent. They are drawn from

many sources. To the student of nature the work
offers unending attractions.

1

'The Edinburgh Review, January, 1906. (Longmans
&Co.)

'THE paper on the Catalogue of Printed Books in

the Library of the British Museum is of high excel-

lence It will convey much information to not a

few of our readers. On one point only do we dis-

.agree with the writer. Surely it would be most

unwise to dispose of the duplicates the library

-contains, not only because it is often almost im-

possible to distinguish in what a true duplicate

-consists, but also because three or four persons may
require the same book at the same time an occur-

-rence we have known to happen not infrequently.

U'he paper on Nathaniel Hawthorne is a sound

Apiece of literary criticism, which gives a good

picture of the man as he appeared to his friends,

though perhaps there is too much shadow in the

portrait. We fully agree with the reviewer in his

'blame of those who have dwelt in detail on Haw-
thorne's home life, as this was, we understand,

-contrary to what must be regarded as his express

prohibition.' The Visionary Art of William Blake '

is instructive from several points of view, as the

writer does not shrink from showing sympathy for

one who was far removed from the thoughts and

aspirations of the world around him. 'Novels

with a Philosophy' is interesting, but in some ways
not easy to fathom. The writer dwells upon cases

where marriage takes place between two people
" whose natures are so unlike that trouble is bound
to result." He ought, in our opinion, to have

pointed out the fact that these unhappy results

commonly arise from the follies of the weaker and
more cowardly party to the contract.

Bausteine, edited by Leon Kellner, continues to

provide a wealth of examples of English word-

usage which is of permanent value to all students

of our language. Vol.1., Part 4, which is before

us contains an important study of the words
"sentiment" and "sentimental," which pervaded
the literature of the eighteenth century. Dr. Anna
Wiistner, of Vienna, is to be commended for the

width of her research, but we think that she re-

fines on meanings too much. We differ from her as

to some of the nuances of expression which form
her sections, and we do not think it probable that
any one not English born is likely to reach perfect
accuracy in going into verbal minutiae. She has had
the advantages of consulting the treasures of the
Oxford

{Scriptorium
for her examples. We notice,

further, in the number a bibliography of contribu-
tions to English lexicography in 1903, which would
be improved by brief indications of the worth
of some of the items

; and notes by the editor on
the words "aggressive" and "baffle,*

1 and on a
phrase or two in Mr. Wells's '

Kipps.' Here and
elsewhere the versatility of English slang supplies
good sport for the foreigner. We had rather play
Rugby football than put its details into German.
But has not this been done already in a German
edition of 'Tom Brown,' which, if studied, might
explain the reference to Sir Canon Doyle's passage
here the subject of inquiry? Bausteine is issued

by the Langenscheidtsche Verlagsbuchhandluug of
Berlin.

PETER JOHN FRANCIS GANTILLOX, M.A., who
died at Hawthornden, Cheltenham, on 2 March,
aged seventy-six, contributed to

' N. & Q.' regularly,
chiefly on classical subjects, from a very early
volume down to 10th S. ii.

10

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "Duplicate."

AILSA CRATCJ ("Hail, beauteous stranger of the

grove"). The authorship of the 'Ode to the
Cuckoo' has been discussed at great length in
' N. & Q.' See the many articles on the subject in

9th S. viii., ix., x., xi.

M. C. L., New York (' De Tribus Impostoribus ').

The late CHANCELLOR CHRISTIE and MR. J.

ELIOT HODOKIN contributed important articles on
this book at 7 th S. viii. 449. These will probably
supply all the information you desire.

E. W. SMYTH (" Parish Constables'
1

). Full in-

formation will be found under the heading
Heacham Parish Officers,' 10th S. ii. 247, 325, 371,

431 : iii. 37.
NOTICE.

Editorial communications should be addressed
to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
isher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
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THE ATHENJEUM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHEN^JUM contains Articles on
MEMOIRS OF ARCHBISHOP TEMPLE.
THE VICTORIA COUNTY HISTORIES. SUSSEX. VOL. I. DURHAM, VOL. I.

A NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY. VOLS. VII. and VIII.
NEWSPAPER PRESS DIRECTORY, 1906.

BROWNJOHN'S. THE MISSKS MAKE-BELIEVE. THE THRESHING FLOOR. THE LAPSE OF
VIVIEN EADY. VICTORY. THE POISON OF TONGUES. BLUE JAY. THE RED
SEAL.
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SMITH, ELDE]R^CO/^JjIBRABY BOOKS.
"A work absolutely indispensable to every well-furnished library." TIMES.

In 66 vols. Price 49J. 10s. net in cloth binding ; or 68Z. net in half-morocco.

THE DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL
BIOGRAPHY AND SUPPLEMENT.

Edited by SIR LESLIE STEPHEN, K.C.B., and SIDNEY LEE.
Vols. I. to XXI. Edited by Sir LESLIE STEPHEN, K.C.B. Vols. XXII. to XXVI. Edited by Sir LESLIE STEPHEN

K.C.B, and SIDNEY LEE. Vols. XXVII. to LXIII. and the Three Supplementary Volumes Edited by SIDNEY LEE.

Also in 1 vol. of 1,464 pages, royal 8vo, 25. net in cloth, or 32*. net in half-morocco.

THE DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL
BIOGRAPHY INDEX AND EPITOME.

Edited by SIDNEY LEE.
ATHENAEUM. " We can conceive no volume of reference more indispensable to the scholar, the literary man, the

historian, and the journalist.'
*** Prospectus, with Specimen Pages, postfree on application.

THE "HAWORTH" EDITION OF THE
LIFE AND WORKS OF THE SISTERS BRONTE. 7 vols.

Large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6s. each?; or in set cloth binding, gilt top. 21. 2s. the Set. With Portraits and Illus-
trations. Introductions to the Works are supplied by Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD, and an Introduction and Notes to
Mrs. Gaskell's

' Life of Charlotte Bronte '

by Mr. CLEMENT K. SHORTER, the eminent Bronte authority.

*#* Also the POPULAR EDITION, 7 vols., small post 8vo, limp cloth, or cloth boards, gilt top, 2s. Q*i. each. And the
POCKET EDITION, 7 vols., small fcap. 8vo, each with Frontispiece, bound in cloth, with gilt top, Is. Qd. per volume; or
the Set in gold-lettered cloth case, 12s. 6d.

THE BIOGRAPHICAL EDITION OF W. M. THACKERAY'S
WORKS. In 13 vols., large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6s. each.

This New and Revised Edition comprises additional material and hitherto unpublished Letters, Sketches, and Drawing?,
derived from the Author's original MSS. and Note- books ; and each volume includes a Memoir in the form of an Intro-
duction by Mrs. RICHMOND RITCHIE.
V THE THIRTEEN VOLUMES ARE ALSO SUPPLIED IN SET CLOTH BINDING, GILT TOP, 3J. 18s.

V* A Prospectus of thit Edition, and of the "LIBRARY," "CHEAPER ILLUSTRATED," and other Editions of
Thackeray's Works, with Specimen Pages, will te sent postfree on application.

EGBERT BROWNING'S COMPLETE WORKS. Cheaper
Edition. Edited and Annotated by AUGUSTINE BIRRELL, K.C., and FREDERIC G. KENYON. 2 vols. large
crown 8vo, bound in cloth, gilt top, with a Portrait Frontispiece to each Volume, 7s. 6eJ. per vol.

V Also the UNIFORM EDITION of ROBERT BROWNING'S WORKS, in 17 vols. crown 8vo, bound in sets, 4.1. 5s. ;

or the Volumes bound separately, 5s. each. And the POCKET EDITION, in 8 Volumes on India paper, 2s. 6d. net each
in limp cloth ; or 3s. net in leather. Or the 8 Volumes in a gold-lettered case, 22s. 6d. net in cloth ; or 28s. 6d. net in
leather.

ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING'S POETICAL WORKS.
CHEAPER EDITION. In 1 vol. with Portrait and Facsimile of the MS. of ' A Sonnet from the Portuguese.' Large
crown 8vo, bound in cloth, gilt top, 3s. 6d.

V Also the UNIFORM EDITION, in 6 vols. small crown 8vo, 5s. each. And the POCKET EDITION, in 3 vols.
on India paper, 2s. 6rf. each net in limp cloth, or 3s. net in leather.

MISS THACKERAY'S WORKS. Uniform Edition. Each
Volume illustrated by a Vignette Title-Page. 10 vols. large crown 8vo, 6s. each.

CATALOGUE POST FBEE O3ST APPLICATION.

London : SMITH, ELDER & CO. 15, Waterloo Place, S.W.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane. B.C.
;
and Printed by

J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaeum Press, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.-Saturday, March 24, 1906.
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS.
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THE OXFORD DICTIONARY. A new English Dictionary on
Historical Principles.' Founded mainly on the Materials collected by the Philological Society.
Edited by Dr. JAMES A. H. MURRAY. Complete Part, M-Meet, 12s, 6d., also a Double Section,
Matter-Mesnalty, 5s.

A PRIMER OF CLASSICAL AND ENGLISH PHILOLOGY.
Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2s.

THE BOOK OF JOB ; the Revised Version, with Brief Notes by
Prof. DRIVER. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2*. Qd net.

ARNOLD'S MEROPE, WITH SOPHOCLES ELECTRA (Mr.
Whitelaw's Translation). Edited by Prof. J. CHURTON COLLINS. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3*. 6d.

THE PROGRESS OF POESY: an Inaugural Lecture. By Prof.
MACKAIL. 8vo, paper covers, 1*. net.

THREE CHRONICLES OF LONDON, A.D. MCLXXXIX.-
A.D. MDIX. Edited from the Cotton MSS , with Introduction, Notes, and Index, and Compared
with the Printed Versions, by C. L. KING6FORD, M.A. 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d. net.

MARKHAM BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIR OF DR. WILLIAM
M&RKHAM, ARCHBISHOP OF YORK. By his Great-Grandson, Sir CLEMENTS MARKHAM,
K.C.B. 8vo, cloth, 5r. net.

DUBOIS' HINDU MANNERS. Edited by H. K. Beauchamp.
Third Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, Qs. net. On Oxford India Paper, 7s. 6rf.net.

A SUMMARY CATALOGUE OF WESTERN MANUSCRIPTS
IN THE BODLEI4N LIBRARY AT OXFORD. By FALCONER MADAN. Vol. V., cloth,
25-*. net. Vol. VI. Part L, paper covers, 7-?. 6rf. net.

London : HENRY FROWDE, Oxford University Press Warehouse, Amen Corner, E.G.
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ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

' THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD 1

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during

the week, Announcements of New Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Free Advertisement for

Four Books Wanted weekly.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 8s. 6d. home and lls. foreign

Subscription.

PJUCE THREE-HALFPENCE WEEKLY.

Office : St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, London.

SECOND EDITION NOW READY, price One Shilling.

BIBLE
CHRONOLOGY. The Principal Events

Recorded in the Holy Scriptures, arranged under their 'Probable

Respective Dates, with a Description of the Places named, and a

Supjlemlnt on English Versions. By W. T. LYNN, B A. F R.A.S.

"This compendious and useful little work." Guardian, Mar. 14, 1906.

London: SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LTD., 15, Paternoster Row.

TENTH EDITION, price Two Shillings.

/CELESTIAL MOTIONS: a Handy Book of
\ > Astronomy. Tenth Edition. With 3 Plates. By W. T. LYNN,
B A. F.R.A.S.

' Wellkno

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO., LIMITED,
15A, Paternoster Row, B.C.

SEVENTH EDITION, fcap. 8vo, cloth, price Sixpence.

T3EMARKABLE ECLIPSES: a Sketch of the
S\> most interesting Circumstances connected with the Observation

of Solar and Lunar Eclipses, both in Ancient and Modern Times. By
W. T. LYNN, B A. F.R A.8.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO., LIMITED,
ISA, Paternoster Row, B.C.

wn as one of our best introductions to astronomy

NOW READY, price 10s. 6d. net.

THE NINTH SERIES

G E N E R A L
OF

NOTES AND

INDEX
QUERIES.

With Introduction by JOSEPH KNIGHT, F.S.A.

This Index is double the size of previous ones, as it contains, in

addition to the usual Index of Subjects, the Names and Pseudonyms of

Writers with a List of their Contributions. The number of constant

Contributors exceeds eleven hundred. The Publisher reserves the

right of increasing the price of the Volume at any time. The number

printed is limited, and the type has been distributed.

Free by post, 10s. lid.

JOHN C. FRANCIS, A'otes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings. B.C.

ATHENAEUM
PRESS. JOHN EDWARD

FRANCIS Printer of the Athe>n*utn, Kate* and Queries, Ac., is

prepared to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for all kinds of BOOK. NEWS,
and PERIODICAL PRINTING. - 13, Breams Buildings, Chancery

Lane, B.C.

'FuNBRIDGE WELLS. APARTMENTS. Com-
fortablv Furnished Sitting-Room and One Bedroom. Pleasant

and central No others taken.- R. II., 66, Grove Hill Road, Tuabridge

Wells.

W'OTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
1^ to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 10s. 3d. for Six Months-
or 20.. 6d. for Twelve Months, including the Volume Index JEDWARD FRANCIS, Kates and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings',
Chancery Lane, B.C.

TO COLLECTORS of BRASS RUBBINGS.
The MAGNIFICENT COLLECTION of BRASS RUBBINGS

formed by the late Reverend J. R. LUNN is FOR SALE It represents
1,580 odd different brasses.-Apply to LUNN, Nuneaton.

" Examine well your blood. He
From John of Gaunt doth bring his pedigree." SHAKESPEARE.

ANCESTRY, English, Scotch, Irish, and American,
TRACED from STATE RECORDS. Speciality : West of England

and Emigrant Families. Mr. REYNELL-UPHAM, 7 Cathedral Close
Exeter, and 1, Upham Park Road, Chiswick, London, W.

PEDIGREES TRACED: Evidences of Descent
XT from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS: Authentic Information
upon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

HERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat-

ment. Book-Plates, Dies, Seals, Signet-Rings, Livery-Buttons, &c.
L. CULLETON, 92, Piccadilly, London, W.

OOKS. ALL OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS
supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world

over as the most expert Bookftnders extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop, 14-10, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

B

G.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

P. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS and
BOOKSELLERS,

Of 27 and 29, West 23rd Street, New York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET,
LONDON, W.C., desire to call the attention of the READING PUBLIC
to the excellent facilities presented by their Branch House in London
for filling, on the most favourable terms, orders for their own
STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, and for all AMERICAN BOOKS.

Catalogues sent on application.

T'HE
AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.

(The LEADENHALL PRESS, Ltd., Publishers and Printers,
SO, Leadenhall Street, London, B.C.;

Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect
freedom. Sixpence each. 5s per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Size, 3.<. per dozen, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that The Leadenhall Press, Ltd., cannot be

responsible for the loss of MSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should be retained.

QTICKPHAST PASTE is miles better than GumO for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers, &c. 3d., 6d., and Is. with

strong, useful Brush (not a Toy). Send two stamps to cover postage
for a sample Bottle, including Brush. Factory, Sugar I.oaf Court,
Leadenhall Street, B.C. Of all Stationers. Stick phast Paste sticks.

T'HE
BOOKSELLERS' PROVIDENT

INSTITUTION.
Founded 1837.

Patron-HER MAJESTY QUEEN ALEXANDRA.

Invested Capital, 30.000*.

A UNIQUE INVESTMENT
Offered to London Booksellers and their Assistants.

A voune man or woman of twenty five can invest the sum of Twenty
Guineas (or its equivalent by instalments) and obtain the right to

*^8F%^?^- adversity as long as need

"sECON D Permanent Relief in Old A ge.

TH i Rl) Medical Advice by Eminent Physicians and Surgeons.

FOURTH A Cottage in the Country (Abbots Langley, Hertfordshire)

for aged Members, with garden produce, coal, and medical attendance
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FlF rH
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^
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F
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I

House'in the same Retreat at Abbots Langley

for the use of Members and their Families for HolU'ays or during

ontribution towards Funeral Expenses when it is needed.

B Allihese are available not for Members only, but also

for thHir Wives or Widows and Young Children.

EIGHTH The payment of the subscriptions confers an absolute

W^SS^'SK'ST'Si Secretary, Mr. GEORGE
LARNER, 23, Paternoster Row, E.G.
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H-YRDY PEDIGREE IN 'THE THREE
DORSET CAPTAINS AT TRAFALGAR.'

THE main interest of 'The Three Dorset

Captains at Trafalgar
'

is concentrated in the

letters of Sir Thomas Masterman Hardy
("Xelson's Hardy "), and the genealogies of

the three captains are necessarily a minor

feature of the volume. Yet the pedigree of

a distinguished man is always interesting,

and it is to be regretted that the book was

not furnished with a more reliable account

of Sir T. M. Hardy's ancestors.

The principal object of the pedigree seems

to have been to show that Sir T. M. Hardy
had with three other admirals of the same
surname a common ancestor in Clement le

Hardy, Lieutenant- Governor of Jersey in

1488 ;
but one looks in vain for any authori-

ties for such a descent. The compilers of

the pedigree, with the aid of the parish

registers of Portisham, Dorset, trace Sir

T. M. Hardy's family back to an Anthony
Hardy whose children were baptized at

Portisham in 1G17 and after. Anthony is

said (without any apparent evidence) to be

the offspring of the marriage, at Portisham

in 1596, of John Hardy to Ann Samways;
and John is identified (seemingly without
reason) with a John, son of Edmund Hardy,
"of Toller Whelme, Dorset, Esq.," whose
family registered their arms and pedigree at
the Heralds' Visitations in 1565 and 1623.

And these arms being the same as those
borne by Clement le Hardy, the latter is

assumed to be great-grandfather of the
Edmund just mentioned.

Now the authors of the book seem to have
overlooked the fact that there were Hardys
at or near Portisham nearly all through the
sixteenth century. On subsidy or muster
rolls occur William Hardy in the neighbour-
hood in 1523, Thomas and Richard at Porti-
sham in 1543, Margaret at Portisham in

1558, and John and William at Portisham in

1596, with many others of the name at thsse
dates in the adjoining villages of Rodden and
Abbotsbury. Further, Sir T. M. Hardy's
ancestor Anthony was in 1636 plaintiff in a
Chancery suit (Chas. I., H. 110,49), when
he described himself as " Anthonie
Hardy, of Portesham, yeoman," and
stated that he and one Jeffry Hardy had
been sureties for William Hardy, gent.,
whom Anthony mentions as his "near
kinsman," who had about 1606 bought land
at Bexington, in Abbotsbury, and who died
in 1618, leaving two grown-up sons. This
William was no doubt a William Hardy of

Bexington, "yeoman," who, in deposing in
a Chancery suit (Bundle 363, Hayne v.

Bartlett) in 1611, gave his age as fifty years,
and was thus born about 1561. Jeffry seems
to have been a Jeffry Hardy, "yeoman,"
who in 1608 (Chanc. Proc. of Chas. I.,

H. 90/29) had some concern at Buckland
Ptipers, a village some three miles from
Portisham. Again, in a fourth Chancery
suit, dated 1607 (Chas L, S. 121/17), there is

mention of a John Hardy the younger, of

Portisham, and Ann his wife, who do not
appear to have been in affluent circumstances,
having rented some farm stock at Buckland
from John Samways, and who were surely
identical with the couple married at Portisham
in 1596.

It will be observed that Anthony, William,
Jeffry, and John the younger all belonged
to the yeoman class, and that though the
last three were presumably the contem-
poraries of Anthony's father, no such persons
appear in the full and well-authenticated

pedigree of the Toller Whelme family.
Indeed, it is inconceivable that the sons or

grandsons of a gentleman who had lately
registered his coat of arms could have been
styled yeomen, and it may be concluded that
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the Hardy pedigree, as printed in 'The
Three Dorset Captains at Trafalgar/ is at

fault for the period prior to the seventeenth

century, and that an ancient family of

Dorset yeomen has been unjustly deprived of

the credit of having produced one of

England's most noted seamen.
F. J. POPE.

36, St. Mary's Mansions, Paddington, W.

PROVINCIAL BOOKSELLERS.

(See ante, pp. 141, 183.)

I NOW conclude my list of provincial book-

sellers, and add a few from Scotland and
Ireland, with one from Jamaica :

Penrith. Thomas Corney, 1726.

Peterborough. G. Boucher, 1755.

G. Knapp, 1767.

Jacob, 1795.

Portsmouth. Luke Cullimore, on the Point

(Q. Anne).
Hugh Groves, 1734.

Widow Wilkinson, 1734.

R. Carr, 1768.

Reading. J. Carnan & Co., printers, 1764-7.

T. Carnan, 1772.

T. Carnan & Co., 1775.

A. M. Smart & T. Cowslade, printers, 1786-93-

Richmond, Surrey. J. Walthoe, 1726-35 (also at the
Golden Ball, opposite the Royal Exchange,
London).

Rochester.-T. Fisher, printer, 1773-9.

Roinsey. J. Whiting, 1768.

{Salisbury. Hammond, 1633.

John Courtney, 1664.

Collins (early eighteenth century).
Messrs. Collins, 1740.

Benj. Collins, printer, 1745-68.

E. Easton, 1768 9.

B. C. Collins, 1785-92.

Sandwich. Jacob Silver, 1720.

Mrs. Silver, 1741.

Silver, 1769.

Sherborne, Dorset. J. Miller, 1700.

Goadby (early eighteenth century).
J. Cooke, 1715.

Goadby, Lerpiniere & Langdon, 1797.

Shrewsbury. John Rogers, 1713.

J. Cotton & J. Eddowes, printers, 1761.

Wood, 1775.

J. Eddowes, printer, 1777-92.

Southampton. J. Linden, High Street, 1768.

T. Baker, printer, 1782 9.

Stamford. Edmund Palmer, 1706.

A. Rogers, 1755.

Newcomb, 1795.

Stourbridge. T. Wilde, 1748.

Bourn, 1785.

Stratford-on-Avon. Keating, 1772.

Sudbury. Holman (c. 1725).

Sunderland. James Graham, 1791.

Taunton. Chaulklin (early eighteenth century).
Miss Anderton, 1779.

Mrs. Toulmin, 1788.

T. Norris, 1794.

Tewkesbury. Harward,

Tiverton. Humphry Burton, 1701.
Parkhouse (early eighteenth century).

Totnes.-Trownson (early eighteenth century).1 ring. Tho. W ilhams, 1726.

Timbridge. E. Baker, 1759-69.
Wakefield. R. Hurst, printer, 1797.

J. Hurst, 1797.
J. Meggitt, 1797.

Walsall. Milhvard, 1785.
Waltham Cross. H. Richardson, 1740
Warrington. H. Eires, 1704 6.

W. Ayres, or Eyres, printer, 1779-80.
Warwick. G. Hopkinson, 1745.

Sharpe, 1772.
J. Sharp, printer, 1784.

Winchester. W. Clark, 1688.

Prior, 1743.
T. Burdon, 1768.
J. Meaisey, 1768.
J. Burdon, 1783.

Windsor. J. Blakeney, 1774.
Wisbech. P. Gibson, 1721.

Wolverhampton. Smarfc, 1782-5.
Worcester. Sam(p)son Evans, 1681-9.

John Jones, 1684.

John Mountford, 1689.
Samuel Mountfort, High Street, 1725-4&
E. Wolley, 1740.
Thomas Olivers, 1746.
M. Olivers, 1748.
J. Mountfort, 1748.
S. Gamidge (Gammage), 1766 8.

H. Berrow, 1775.
M. Lewis. High Street, 1782.

Tymbs, 1785.
J. Holl, 1789.

York. Francis Hildyard, 1689-1719.
William Sagg(e), at the Minster Gate, 1718.
Mancklin, 1733.
S. Hildyard, 1740.
J. Hiidyard, 1747-50.
Todd & Co., 1767.
Pack & Tesseyman, 1769.
N. Frobisher, 1778.
J. Todd, 1792.
W. Blanchard, 1792.
G. Peacock, printer, Coney Street, 1792-4.

Tesseyman & Todd. 1794.

SCOTLAND.

Aberdeen. Francis Douglas, printer, end of Broad
Gate, 1759 60.

J. Boyle, 1789.

Dundee. R. Nicol, 1789.

Dunfermline. James Beugo, 1739.

Edinburgh. Evan Tyler, printer, 1647-8.
Heir of Andrew Anderson, printer, 1679.
Robert Brown printer, 1716.
William Brown, a little above the Cross, north

side of the street, 1716.

George Jaffrey, east corner of Trone Church.
1716.

Thomas Ruddiman, printer, 1731.
John Paton, 1731.

P. Matthie, printer, 1738.

A. Alison, printer, 1739.
David Duncan, 1739.

Hamilton, Balfour & Neill, printers, 1758v
Hamilton & Balfour, 1759.
A. Donaldson, Pope's Head, 1760.
W. Gray, front of the Exchange, 176S.
A. Mac-Dhonuil, 1768 [Dun Eidin].
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Edinburgh. Thomas Forrest, 1777 [Dun-Eudain].
James Donaldson, printer, 1783.
T. & W. Ruddiman, printers, 1784.
J. Aitken, in Parliament House, 1784.
Alexander Chapman Co., printers, Fish-

market, 1792.
G. Mudie, 1792.

Glasgow. Andrew Hepburn, printer, 1689.

James Duncan, printer, in Saltmarket, near
Gibson's VVynd, 1729.

Alexander Carmichael, 1731.
Andrew Stalker, 1731.
James McCoul, 1739.

Home. William Marschal, 1739.
Leith.-W. Coke, 1792.
Middletoun. James Hogg, 1739.
Perth. R. Morison & Son, 1792.

Prestoun. William Gray, 1739.

Stirling. James Jaffray, 1739.

IRELAND.

Belfast. Jame^ Blow, printer, 1722.

Cork. M. Pilkington, Castle Street, printer, 1743.
Dublin. Benjamin Took(e), printer, 1671-9.

Mary Crooke, Castle Street, 1671.
John Crook, printer, 1679.

Joseph Ray, printer, College Green, 1682.

William Winter, Primate's Head, Castle
Street. 1682.

Joseph Howes, 1682.

Samuel Fairbrother, Skinner Row, over against
the Tholsel, 1716.

Aaron Rhames, printer, 1721.

James Carson, Coghill's Court. Dame Street,
1723.

Robert Owen, Skinner Row, 1732-6.

George Grierson, printer. King's Arms and Two
Bibles, Essex Street, 1734.

R. Reilly, printer, Cork Hill, 1736.
G. & A. Ewing, Dame Street, 1753.

Laurence Flin, Castle Street, 1763.
Ann Watts, Skinner Row, 1763.

Kingston, Jamaica.
M. Baldwin, printer, Harbour Street, 1723.

W. C. B.

B. Seeley, of Buckingham, 1747, is interest-

ing in connexion with the London house,
still existing, and a late Professor of History.
The name of Minshull, of Chester, occur-

ring in 1712, survived till 184G, perhaps later.

P. N. R.

W. C. B. in his valuable list gives "Mr
Woller" as a bookseller at Manchester in

1G33. His authority, as he states, is the
Camden Society's volume (N.S., 18) of

' Docu
ments relating to Prynne.' I should be glac
if he, or any other correspondent, couk
furnish any particulars about this Woller
I am inclined to think that Winchester, am
not Manchester, is intended. A reference
to the original Privy Council Register o
7 March, 1633, would perhaps settle the

point. C. W. SUTTON.
Manchester.

FRENCH PROVERBIAL PHRASES.
(See 10th S. i. 3, 485 ; ii. 404 ; iii. 203 ; iv. 504.)

Contentement passe n'c/^sse. The following
1 bas - breton "

dialogue is given by La
lesangere in illustration of this proverb :

LE MARI ET LA FEMME.
Le marl. As-tu vu ce matin la dame du chateau ?
Jomme elle etait belle a la messe ! elle portait une
obe toute decoupee, des pendans d'oreilles et des
haines d'or.

La famine, Mon mari, ils avaient 1'air triste.

Le M. Et le dine qu'ils ont fait sous 1'ombrage?
1

Juelle belle vaisselle ! et que de plats !

La F. Mon mari, ils ne mangeaient point.
Le M. Et ce bal ? Comme il y avait des bougies I:

ue de diamans tout autour ! et cette musique !

La F. Mon ami, ils ne dansaient point.
Le M. Et ce lit de soie, ces belles colonnes, ces
lands d'or?
La F. Mon ami, ils ne sont pas heureux
omme nous.

Everybody knows La Fontaine's fable of
Le Savetier et le Financier,' pointing the
lame moral.

Faire patte de velours. The following
ines in La Mesangere's book give both the.

>rigin and application of this proverb :

Un chat adroit qui veut voler

Quelque morceau sur votre assiette,
Commence par yous cajoler.
Semblant ne point voir ce qu'il guette,
II tourne autour d'un air discret

;

Puis, quand il voit que Ton caquette,
Et que Ton est un pen distrait,
La griffe part, adieu minet :

L'assiette par ses soins est nette.

Cette lecon pour vous est faite,

Manians', retenez-la toujours,
Pour vous etpour votre fillette,

Craignez la patte de velours.

Rien de trop. Here are some clever lines--

by Panard (
l Maximes et Sentences') illus-

trating this well-known proverbial phrase :

Trop de repos nous engourdit,
Trop de fracas nous etourdit,

Trop de froideur est insolence,

Trop d'activite turbulence,
Trop d'amour trouble la raison,

Trop de remede est un poison,
Trop de finesse est artifice,

Trop de rigueur est cruaute,
Trop d'audace est temerite,
Trop d'economie avarice :

Trop de bien devient un fardeau,
Trop d'honneur est un esclavage,
Trop de plaisir mene au tombeau,
Trop d'esprit nous porte domrnage :

Trop de confiance nous perd,
Trop de franchise nous dessert,

Trop de bonte devient faiblesse,

Trop de fierte devient hauteur,
Trop de complaisance bassesse,

Trop de politesse fadeur.

For fear any one should add '

et trop de-
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proverbes nous ennuient a la fin," I now bring
this short series of papers to a conclusion.

EDWARD LATHAM.

I add some illustrations of the two French

proverbs referred to in the review ante,

p. 119. They are taken from ' Le Livre des

Proverbes Francais,' par M. le Roux de

Lincy, seconds 'edition, Paris, 1859, tome

premier, serie No. V. The first, on p. 248, is

from Gabr. Meurier,
* Tresor des Sentences,'

XVIe siecle :

Homme roux et fenmie barbue
De quatre lieux les salue,
Avec trois pieres an poing
Pour ten ayder, s'il vient a point.

On p. 222 occurs :

" ' Femme barbue de loing la salue, un bastou a la

nain.'
" Ce proverbe fait allusion a la croyance admi86

pendant le moyen age, qu'une femme vieille et

fearbue etait une sorciere."

On p. 231 is found :

Souvent femme varie,
Bien fol est qui s'y fie.

As to this the editor observes that it is often

cited as having been written with a diamond
on a window in the Chateau de Chambord by
Franois I. when talking with his sister

Marguerite d'Angouleme. A passage from
Brantome's 'Dames Galantes' (Brantome,
t. vii. p. 395 des '

CEuvres,' in- 8) appears to

show that the words which the king wrote
were "Toute femme varie."

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

DALLY THE TALL. It is strange that

modern writers so often mistake the sobriquet
of the well-known courtesan Mrs. Grace

Dalrymple Elliott. Even such recent works
as Sir W. Armstrong's 'Life of Reynolds'
and Mrs. Toyn bee's edition of the Wai pole
letters refer to her as "Dolly the Tall."

But there is absolutely no point in such a

designation, for her nickname was derived
from her maiden name Dalrymple, and thus

became "
Dally." To her contemporaries she

was known as
"
Dally the Tall."

HORACE BLEACKLEY.
Fox Oak, Walton-on-Thames.

NELSON TRAFALGAR MEMORANDUM. The
original holograph draft of Nelson's "in-
structions" for the battle of Trafalgar was
sold at public auction by Messrs. Christie,
Manson & Woods on Wednesday, 14 March.
'The purchaser was Mr. Sabin, of Shaftesbury
Avenue, who became its possessor for 3,600/.

This document was formerly the property of

Admiral Sir George Rodney Mundy, who
presented it to the father of the vendor.

Four copies or transcripts of this document
are known, and one of them is now on view
at the British Museum. These facts are,
I think, worthy of a place in ' N. & Q.'

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Edgbarrow, Crowthorne, Berks.

'KING TRISANKU.' This is one of those

quaint little poems so characteristic of Long-
fellow. A magician tries by spells to raise
Trisanku to heaven, whereupon

Indra and the gods offended
Hurled him downward, and descending
In the air he hung suspended,
With these equal powers contending.

I recently asked a Mahratta friend if the

legend is actually current in India. He tells

me that it is well known, and that in his

language a common phrase, descriptive of

any one of undecided opinion, or neutral in

action, is
" Trisankuriv antarale tistha,

;;

i.e.,
41

Standing midway in air, like Trisanku."
This seems worth recording here as the
Mahratta equivalent of our "

sitting on the
fence." JAS. PLATT, Jun.

THOMAS CORNWALLIS, OF PORCHESTER.
With reference to MR. WAINEWRIGHT'S
article ante, p. 172, it may not be inopportune
to note that the Thomas Cornwallis men-
tioned in Lady Lawrence's will was the
second son of Richard Cornwallis, of Upnell
or Okenell Hall, in Baddingham, Suffolk.

He had a grant for life of office of Groom
Porter by pat. dated 20 June, 42 Eliz , after

the death of his cousin Thomas, of East

Horsley ; was knighted at Greenwich,
9 April, 1603

;
and died 13 Nov., 1618. Will

dated 17 Sept , and proved 14 Dec , 1618.

The wife of this Sir Thomas was Elizabeth,
second daughter of John Molineux, of

Thorpe, co. Nottingham.
Lady Catherine Cornwallis, who was con-

ceded liberty of conscience in 1598, was the

daughter of Thomas, Earl of Southampton,
K.G. W. McB. & F. MARCHAM.

69, Beechwood Road, Hornsey, N.

OLDEST PROTESTANT CHURCH IN THE
UNITED STATES. The assertion which has

appeared in several papers that Bruton
Church, Williamsburg, Virginia, to which
the King has recently presented a Bible, is

the second oldest church in the United
States calls for some comment. Dr. Shinn,
in his

* Notable Episcopal Churches,' says :

"The earliest buildings for the religious uses of

English Churchmen of which we have any record
were the one erected on Roanoke Island, in

Virginia (1585). and the other at Sagadahoc, at the
mouth of the Kennebeg River, in Maine (1607)
The first permanent settlement made by English
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colonists on these shores was at Jamestown, fifty
miles above the mouth of the James River,
Virginia, in 1607."

The Rev. Robert Hunt, who had been
rector of Reculver, Kent, accompanied these
settlers, and regularly conducted the services
of the Church of England. A wooden church
appears to have been erected some years
later, which finally gave place to the brick
one built in 1640, the ruins of which still

remain.
St. Luke's Church, Smithfield, Virginia,

dates from 1632, and is the oldest Protestant
church on the continent actually in use to day,
though the third church founded in the U.S.A.

the two previous ones having perished.
The oldest religious edifice in the U.S.A. is

the Roman Catholic cathedral at Santa Fe.
St. Augustine's, Florida, was destroyed by
fire a few years ago.
Neither in Dr. Shinn's book nor in another

compilation, entitled * Old Churches in

America/ by Dr. Peri-y, I think, can I find

any reference to Bruton Church. Perhaps
some American reader of 'N. & Q.' will

kindly contribute a note on the subject.
Some years since I visited a number of old

Episcopal churches in the U.S.A., and par-
ticularly many of those referred to in Bishop
Meade's 'Old Churches and Old Families in

Virginia' by far the most interesting book
on the subject and I was much struck with
the admirable way in which most of them
were preserved, and the keen interest every-
where manifested in them.

FREDERICK T. HlBGAME.

"Up": ITS BARBAROUS MISUSE. Before
the 'New English Dictionary' reaches the
letter U may one be permitted a protest
against the constant and meaningless addi-
tion of this word in everyday life?
A new route will "link up" all the cross

roads, &c. ; the train " slowed up
"

; one is

invited to have "a brush up" (in this case
an actual reversal of meaning) ; one "

touches
up" a sketch, "works up" (? works out)
observations, and so on. R. B.

Upton.

JOHN ADAMS'S EPITAPH. Close to the

pulpit in the church at Quincy, near Boston,
is the following inscription. As it is little

known, it may deserve to appear in
'N. & Q.' :-
Libertatem, Amicitiam, Fidem, Retinebis.

D.O.M. Beneath these walls are deposited the
mortal remains of John Adams, son of John and
Susanna (Boylston) Adams, second President of the
United States ; born 19-30 October, 1735. On the
Fourth of July, 1776, he pledged his Life, Fortune
and Sacred Honour to the Independence of his

Country. On the third of September, 1783, he-

affixed his seal to the definitive Treaty with Great
Britain, which acknowledged that ihdependence-
and consummated the redemption of his pledge.
On the Fourth of July, 1826, he was summoned to-

the Independence of Immortality, and to the

judgment of his God. This house will bear witness-

to his piety; this Town, his birth-place, to his>

munificence ; History to his Patriotism ; Posterity
to the depth and compass of his mind.
At his side sleeps till the Trump shall sound

Abigail, his beloved and only wife, daughter of

Wm. and Elizabeth (Quincy) Smith. In every re-

lation of life a pattern of Filial, Conjugal, Maternal
and Social Virtue. Born Nov. 11-22, 1744, deceased
28 October, 1818, set. 74.

Married 25 October, 1764. During a union of
more than half a century they survived in harmony
of sentiment, principle, and affection the tempest
of civil commotion, meeting undaunted and sur-

mounting the terrors and trials of that Revolution,
which secured the Freedom of their Country, im-

proved the Condition of their times, and brightened
the prospects of Futurity to the race of man upOD
Earth.

PILGRIM.

From lives thus spent thy earthly duties learn,
From Fancy's dreams to active virtues turn,
Let Freedom, Friendship, Faith, thy soul engage r

And serve like them thy Country and thy age.

To this blustering epitaph might be applied
part of an epigram :

" Hunc tumulum baud
Charites servant, sed Erynnies atrse, non

Musce, sed sparsis anguibus Eumenides."

" ROMAN'' MOUND. A daily paper re-

cently described how the extraordinary high
tides swept away the sea-banks on the little

island of Greenborough, in the Medway, and
how sheep, cattle, horses, and men found

refuge "upon an old Roman wall, or elon-

gated mound, that still exists in one part
of the island." Such mounds of refuge

(vlooythuivel) are quite common on the

polders in Holland, and probably the one on
the island in the Medway is also of Dutch
origin ;

but I am open to conviction.
L. L. K.

CHEYNE WALK : CHINA WALK. I do not
know if it has previously been noted that

the famous Dr. Dominiceti, on opening his-

establishment in Cheyne Walk, advertised
his address as "China Walk" (see The
London Chronicle, 17 August, 1763). Pre-

sumably this was merely an inaccurate

rendering of the old name.
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39, Hillmarton Road, N.

SAMPLERS. A friend having expressed a
wish to know the author of verses worked
upon three old samplers in my possession, I

thought it might be of interest to readers of
k N. ifc Q.' if I reproduced them. The first
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eems to have been suggested by the Queen's
advice to Hamlet (Act I. sc. ii.), concluding
with "all that lives must die, passing
through nature to eternity

"
:

All born on earth must die. Destruction reigns
Round the whole globe, and changes all its scenes.
Time brushes off our HvTes with sweeping wing ;

But heaven defies its power. There angels sing
Immortal. To that world direct thy sight,

My soul ethereal born, and thither aim thy flight:
There virtue finds reward ; eternal joy,
Unknown on earth, shall the full soul employ.
This globe of death we tread, these shining skies,
Hold out the moral lesson to our eyes.

Catherine Holden, September 10th, 1833.

The other two are somewhat reminiscent of

Isaac Watts and Eliza Cook :

How truly blest are they who leisure find
To dress the little garden of the mind !

That grateful tillage well rewards our pains ;

Sweet is the Labour, certain are the gains.
The rising Harvest never mocks our toil :

We are sure of fruit if we manure the soil.

Ellen Holden, August 2nd, 1830.

The industrious bee extracts from every flower
Its fragrant sweets and mild balsamic power :

Learn thence, with greatest care and nicest skill,
To take the good, and to reject the ill

;

By her example taught, enrich thy mind ;

Improve kind nature's gifts, by sense retin'd ;

Be thou the honey-comb in whom may dwell
JEch mental sweet, nor leave one vacant cell.

Frances Holden, April 3rd, 1830.

In another, not in my possession, a beautiful

piece of needlework signed and dated Louisa
Jane Holden, 1838, there are neither verses

nor alphabet, but instead a wealth of floral

ornament surrounding a large basket of

flowers, and at each bottom corner a tall

strawberry pottle like those in use in the
first half of last century, in which are piled
the most luscious strawberries.
The text of these samplers is surrounded

toy grapes and grape-vine, oak-leaves and
acorns, crowns, parrots, macaws, butterflies,

impossible flowers and flower-pots, and at
the base still more impossible houses, one of

which, however, in its elaboration resembles
#. print of the old White Conduit House.
In the 1830 examples the whole is preceded
by the alphabet repeated in four different

types of letters
;
but in the 1833 "sample"

there is no alphabet. I could find nothing
like the textual part of these samplers in

Marcus B. Huish's 'Samplers and Tapestry
Embroideries'; Henry Ambrose Lediard 'On
Samplers' in The Archaeological Journal ; or

Eugene Miintz's * Short History of Tapestry,'
1884 (trans, by L. J. Davies).

J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.
Hazelmere, Tooting Common, S.W.

"THERE !" This ejaculation, which has
been so prominent of late, but which we

have all known from our childhood's days, is,
I should say, a survival of the "La, you
there !

"
of Elizabethan and Hogarthian

times used by Di Vernon in the era of Rob
Roy, and shortened in early Victorian days
to "9h la!" It is, of course, essentially
feminine that is, seldom used by the male
sex. As a rule, I have noticed that when
the ladies make use of the expression-
satirically, incredulously, or condemnatory
they make it, "There now !" But when a
lady is in an obstinate, sulky mood, it is

usually,
"
Shan't ! There ! !

"
I hinted some

years back in the pages of
' N. & Q.' that

**
La, you there !

"
(and its synonyms) was a

possible "genesis" of "La-di-da !"

HERBERT B. CLAYTON.
39, Renfrew Road, Lower Kennington Lane.

INCANTATION :

* THE IMAGE IN THE SANDS/
There is a singular blunder in this book.

Sir Henry arid Henderson are represented as

eating a hearty meal just before they begin
the incantation upon which the whole plot
turns. No wonder the results are tragic.

Every dabbler in occultism knows that no
magician worth his salt would attempt to
raise a spirit

4 'soon after dinner," as Mr.
Benson's sorcerer does. According to
Barrett's standard work * The Magus,' pub-
lished 1801, reprinted 1875, "The operator
ought to be prepared with fasting, chastity,
and abstinence, for the space of three days.'*
Elsewhere the period of fasting is fixed at
nine days and by some at one month, i e. t

the time of a whole lunation.
JAS. PLATT, Jun.

1 THE FLOWERS OF LODOWICKE OF GRANADA/
I desire to call the attention of your

readers to the above-mentioned tiny book,
of which the title-page reads as follows :

"The
|
Flowers of Lodowicke

|
of Granada

|
The

first part |
In which is handled

|
the Conner

|
sioti

of a Sinner
|
Translated out of Latine in

I
to Eng-

lish by T. L. Doctor
|
of Phisicke

|
at London

f

printed by I. R. for Tho
|
mas Heyes, and are to be

sold
|
in Paules Churchyard, at the signe |

of the

Greene-dragon |
1G01."

There is, I think, no doubt the T. L. above
is Thomas Lodge, though there is no men-
tion of the book under his name in the
British Museum Library, nor, so far as I can
find, in the Bodleian, Manchester, or Liver-

pool libraries ;
nor is it included in the list

of works under his name in the '

Dictionary
of National Biography.'
The dedication is so quaint that perhaps

it is worth reproducing :

"To the Christian Reader, health. I doe heere

present unto thy favorable viewe (most curteous
and gentle Reader) thys little Pamphlet, which
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wanting a particular Patron, commeth as it were a

begging unto thee, for no lesse than thy whole
aelfe, and that cheeflie for thine o\vne good, the way
to protect it, is to direct thy life by it, and to
sufter it to possesse thee, as soon as thou hast

possest it : which if thou be so happie to accom-
plish, it will teach thee to \yinne love by feare :

life by death : yea, everlasting happines by the

transitory troubles of this wretched world : and to

give it just praise in a word, it is a worke of the
learned and spiritual Granada, aptly translated
into English."

Then follow three verses under three

separate headings, each occupying one page.
I presume these are Lodge's own composi-
tion, and as they are only short, I give
them :

Lamentations.
Let dread of paine

for sin in after time
Let shame to see

thy selfe ensnared so,
Let griefe conceaved

for foule accursed crime,
Let hate of sinne

the worker of thy woe
With dread, with shame,

With griefe, with hate enforce
To dew the cheekea

With tears of deep remorse.

Carmen.
80 hate of sinne

shall make Gods love to grow,
(So greefe shall harbour

hope within thy hart,
So dread shall cause

the flood of joy to flow,
80 shame shall send

sweete solace to thy smart :

So love, so hope,
so joy, so solace sweet,

Shall make thy soule
In heavenly bliss to fleete.

Fee.

Woe were no hate
doth no such love allure

Wo where such griefe
makes no such hope proceed,Wo where such dread
dotli no such joy procure,Wo where such shame
doth no such solace breed.

Woe where no hate,
no griefe, no dread, no shame,

No love, no hope,
no joy, no solace frame.

Non tardes converti ad Deum.

The size of the page is only 4f in. by 2|in. ;

the book has 273 pages, numbered alternately
in "folios," having 136 Polios in all. The
printed type is very clear and good.
The work consists of twenty-three chapters,

each prefaced with an 'Argument'; and at
the end of many of the chapters the trans-
lator gives the reference to the particular
place in the original from which the

preceding chapter is taken, most of them

being from a book entitled 'Guide of a
Sinner.'

The original author, Luis or Lodowicke
of Granada, was a Spanish Dominican, who
lived 1508-88. He founded a monastery at

Badajoz. His * Guida de Pecadores' was

published in 1570.

My book contains the book-plate of the

"Pengwern" Library, and is bound in the

original calf, in fairly good preservation.
I shall be glad to know if any of your

readers have come across a copy of this

curious and apparently forgotten work.
A. H. ARKLE.

Elmhurst, Oxton, Birkenhead.

frigs*

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

STERNE'S LETTERS TO JOHN BLAKE. Prof.

Cross, of Yale University, New Haven, Conn^
having in preparation a new life of Laurence

Sterne, is anxious to obtain information re-

garding the original correspondence between
Sterne and the Rev. John Blake, York. The
letters were sold at York about 1864, but ifc

is not known by whom they were purchased.
Information of any other original letters of

Sterne or relating to him would be gratefully
received. Communications may be ad-

dressed to Miss HASTINGS.
60, Brecknock Road, N.

FRENCH DICTIONARY FOR THE BLIND. I

desire particulars of a small but trustworthy
English - French and French - English dic-

tionary, suitable for transcription into the
Braille type for the use of the blind. Braille

books are very bulky, and their production
is costly, so that it would be imperative to

select for the purpose a work which is both
concise and trustworthy, but which contains
all the important root - words of both

languages. I should be most grateful for

any information sent to me direct.

W. PERCY MERRICK.
Elvetham, Shepperton.

COLLOP MONDAY, &c. Will some reader

of 'N. & Q.,' learned in folk-lore, kindly ex-

plain the following terms ? Collop Monday,
Shrove Tuesday, Ash Wednesday, Bloody
Thursday, Nippylug Friday, and Button- Hole

Sunday. These terms were all in frequent
use in this part of England thirty or forty

years ago. Men who are not old can remem-
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ber others by name who used regularly to g
"colloping and pancaking." My inforraan
said that he believed Bloody Thursday ha<
reference to the Garden of Gethsemane, anc
Nippylug (ear) to the striking off, by Peter
of the ear of the servant of the High Priest
but he was not able to suggest anything bi

way of explanation of Button-Hole Sunday
This was the last Sunday in the school term
At Eton it is, I believe, the regular usage t
leave the last button of the waistcoat un
fastened, and I dimly remember something
of this myself, though I never heard an\
reason for the custom.

WM. CLEMENT KENDALL.
Kirkby Lonsdale, Westmorland.
[Collop Monday is explained in the 'N.E.D.' as
the day before Shrove Tuesday, on which fried

bacon and eggs still form the appropriate dish in
many places," the first quotation being from De
Foe's ' Tour Gt. Brit.,' iii. 300 (1769) :

" The Monday
Preceding Fastens Even called every-where in
the .North Collop Monday, from an immemoria
custom there of dining that Day on Eggs and Col
Jops. Smith's American 'Cyclopedia of Names
says that "collops of salted meat and eggs" were
eaten on the day. For Shrove Tuesday and Ash
Wednesday see the '

Encyclopedic
' and other

dictionaries At l*t S. x. 87 (1854) it is mentioned
that the Thursday before Easter is called Bloody
Thursday by some in Northumberland. Further
information is not invited on the first three names.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED. I
shall be greatly obliged to any reader who
can tell me the name of the author of the
Jines

True as the shell
lo the old ocean's melancholy swell,

quoted in 'An Appeal from the Shades,an essay which appeared in The London
Magazine for August, 1826, and which was
farst ascribed to Lamb by Mr. Bertram
Dobell in his interesting 'Sidelights on
Charles Lamb.' S. BUTTERWORTH.
Who wrote the following lines ?

To see the children sporting on the shore,And hear the mighty waters rolling evermore.

They are quoted by Kuskin in his essay on
Lord Lindsay's Christian Art,' p. 97 of

vol.i. parti., 'On the Old Road'; and byttazhtt in his essay 'On Living to Oneself.'

,-, JAMES WATSON.
1< olkestone.

Of these lines -some thirty-five to forty
years old, I think-I have long, but vainly,
tried to find the authorship :

In'men whom men condemn as ill
I nnd so much of goodness still,In men whom men proclaim divine

I find so much of sin and blot,
I hesitate to draw the line
Between the two where God has not.

They are extremely like Whittier in both
matter and form, but I cannot find them in
his work. F. M.

Whence come the following lines?

Because my wine was of too poor a savour
For one whose palate gladdens in the flavour
Of sparkling Helicon.

CLASSIC.

Where do the following lines occur 1

The old house by the lindens stood silent in the
shade,

And on the gravelled pathway the light and shadow
played.

A. R. BAYLEY.
St. Margaret's, Malvern.

Where do the following lines occur
1

? I
think they are a fragment of a song which
was popular between fifty and sixty years
ago. They are the words of a dying girl to
her lover :

We shall meet, we know not where,
And be blest, we know not how ;

Leave me now, love ! leave me now !

K. P. D. E.

THE CRUCIFIXION : EARLIEST REPRESENTA-
TION IN ART. I have been told that the
Catacombs at Rome contain no pictures of
the Crucifixion, and that the first representa-
tion of the scene in art is on the panels of
the door of the church of Sta. Sabina at

Rome, which is, I believe, of fifth-century
date. I shall be glad to have this contra-
dicted or confirmed. HIPPOCLIDES.

LITHUANIAN ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY.
Some time ago I saw announced, as "in

3reparation," a ' Litauisches Etymologisches
Worterbuch,' by Dr. Zubaty. I shall be glad
f any one can tell me who is publishing this,
and whether it has appeared, or, failing that,
whether there is anything similar already in
existence. I possess the excellent 'Lithu-
anian - English Dictionary,' by Anthony

alis, but I want something more specially

adapted for philological work.
JAS. PLATT, Jun.

READ FAMILY. Any information respect-
ng John Read, "of King Street, St. James,
Westminster," who married Caroline Mercer
it "Mr. Keith's New Chapel, Mayfair,'

7

6 February, 1752, would be very highly
steemed. He had presumably but one son,
ohn, born 29 May, 1754, at King Street, and
Baptized at St. James's, Westminster. This
on died, at the age of ninety-eight, at Wool-
ich (where he held some appointment afc

lie Royal Military Academy), on 22 January,
852, and had issue nine sons : William

1780-1827), Lieutenant-GeneralandD.Q.M.G.
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at Madras ; John (1785-1832), Governor of

H.M. Ordnance, Jamaica
;

Samuel (1796-

1863), Chief Naval Constructor at Ports-

mouth and Sheerness ; Francis Markelean

(1787-1829), captain in Royal Staff Corps ;

Constantine (1799-?), colonel in Royal Staff

Corps, Director-General of Public Works in

Corfu, Military Knight of Malta; and four
who died in infancy. John Head, of Wool-
wich, had previously been private secretary
to Sir William Congreve in Constantinople,
and to Lord Elgin on his

"
secret expedi-

tion
"

to Egypt. H. V. JERVIS-READ.
The College, Winchester.

HAM HOUSE : CLOSED GATES. In Stan-
ford's 'Guide to Surrey,' 1891, edited by
R. N. Worth, under the description of Ham
House, is the following :

"The magnificent wrought-iron gates on the
Ham side of the house are said to have been
never opened since Charles II. made his escape
through them from the pursuit of the Round-
heads."

On the other hand, I noticed that a society

paper not long ago, speaking about these
same gates, said :

" The great gates of this famous house have never
been opened, it is said, since Charles I. closed them
nearly three hundred years ago."

Which of these statements is true 1 and
where is the evidence for either

1

?

Traquair House, near Peebles, has gates
said to have been closed since Prince Charles
Stuart passed through them in 1745. Does
any one know of other instances of closed

gates? G. WN.
Bath.

JAMES HERVEY'S CORRESPONDENCE. Can
any of your readers indicate the present
whereabouts of the correspondence of the
Rev. James Hervey, the eighteenth-century
author of 'Meditations among the Tombs,'
'Theron and Aspasio,' &c.? It has been pub-
lished, with the omission of most proper
names. J. W.

WIIITCHURCH, MIDDLESEX. Can any one
kindly inform me why this parish, about
half a mile from Edgware, is now per-

sistently so called 1 In Lewis's *

Topo-
graphical Dictionary

' and in the county
atlas affixed (1848) it is described and marked
as Little Stanmore, in contradistinction to
Great Stanmore

;
whilst in *

Murray's Hand-
book' (1895) it is styled Whitchurch, or
Little Stanmore.

Canons, the seat of the princely Duke of

Chandos, was situated in this parish, and in

the churchyard may yet be seen the grave
of William Powell, the Harmonious Black-

smith, who died in 1780. The church,

resembling an ornate college chapel, still

remains as a monument of departed glory.

For many years the benefice was held by an
old friend of mine, and on one occasion I

assisted him clerically at the church.
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

DUKE OF GUELDERLAND : DUKE OF

LORRAINE. The Duke of Guelderland was

staying in London in 1644. I shall be glad
to be referred to sources of information about
him.

I also desire information as to the pedigree
of Charles, Duke of Lorraine, his contem-

porary. LOBUC.

R. Y. : "IRISH STOCKS.
"

I have in my
possession a small quarto volume thus

entitled :

"A Discourse |
of the Religion | Anciently pro-

fessed by the Irish
j
and Brittish.

| By James
Ussher, Archbishop of Armagh, |

and Primate of

Ireland.
| London, |

Printed by R. Y. for the
Partners of the

|
Irish Stocke. 1631.''

At the end of the volume is printed a
letter to the Bishop of Meath (as Ussher then

was) from ' k James Rex" expressing "pur
Princely and gracious thankes," dated White-

hall, 11 January, 1622. I should be much
obliged for any information as to R. Y. or the
" Partners of the Irish Stocke "

WM. NORMAN.

ARIEL. It appears from a review which I

read lately that Ariel has been pressed into

service as the name of the heroine of a novel.

The Ariel of the Bible was a man ;
the Ariel

of 'The Tempest' is, so far as I remember,
never alluded to as feminine. What old

authority is there for bestowing the name on

women, or for representing the ''tricksy

sprite" as a girl] As was remarked in

'N. & Q.' some time ago, it is only recently

thatangelshavebeen pictured as of the weaker
sex. Till quite modern times they were made
in the likeness of young beardless men.
Should Ariel be thought of as girlish?

Should he not rather resemble the celestial

messengers of old, and show a refined and
etherealized masculine type

1

? E. S.

EDMUND TILLESLEY. Edmund Tillesley,
Fellow of St. John's College, Oxford,
described in the college books as founder's

kin, was appointed to the charge of Nortli-

moor, Oxfordshire, in 1646. Northmoor was
then a chaplaincy or curacy served by one of

the Fellows of St. John's College (the impro-
priators), who lived in college, but had the

use of a set of rooms in Xorthmoor rectory
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farmhouse. Edmund Tillesley was ejected
from his fellowship by the Parliamentary
visitors in 1648, and was probably deprived
of the charge of Northmoor in the same
year. In 1654, when the earliest extant

register at Northmoor begins, one John
Nixon had taken his place. Can any one

supply information about the later career of

Edmund Tillesley, and particularly the date
of his death? He had clearly forfeited by
marriage (between 1648 and 1656) the right
to return to his fellowship at the Restoration,
as his son Richard was born, according to

Merchant Taylors' School Register, on
12 September, 1657. OXONIENSIS.

" RATTLING GOOD THING." Though the

meaning of the phrase is apparent to every
one, what is the origin of it? A rattling
trap is next door to a broken-down one. It

appears one of the expressions accidentally
current, like

"
I have had a clipping time of

it," which every one understands, and no one
can explain. R. B.
Upton.

KNIGHTLEY FAMILY. In Debrett's 'Baro-
netage,' 1839, the name of Elizabeth is given
as that of the third child of

" Richard
Knightley, of London (and afterwards of

Fawsley, Esq., on the extinction of male
issue of his uncles), by Elizabeth, daughter
of Henry Walden, Esq., a judge in the island
of Barbados."
Did this Elizabeth marry ? Are there any

old baronetages giving the female descend-
ants of the Knightley family, with their

marriages 1 H. D.

DIGBY. Charles Pridham, in his
' Kossuth

and Magyar Land '

(London, 1851), describes" the untimely fate of that noble youth,""
the gallant Digby," who in 1848-9 served in

the Austrian army against the Hungarians,
and was shot on refusing to surrender (p. 220) ;

but our author does not state where and
when the sharp rencontre in question took
place. Can anybody help me to identify the
young English officer ? L. L. K.

LEWIS CARROLL AND CHARLES NODIER.
Has it ever been noted that Lewis Carroll
was probably indebted to Nodier's ' La Fee
des Miettes '

for the suggestion of a few oi
his

u
properties

"
? not in the least their sub-

stance or action or wit, but the form oi
name. The hero of Nodier's book is a lunatic
carpenter ; the jury which tries him for an
imaginary murder is composed of animals
and birds

; the fairy's house is a Noah's Ark
toy-house, into which they enter by some

unexplained and inexplicable feat of con-
densation ; the walks, as in the Looking-
Glass House, all lead back to the front door,
n whatever direction one goes ;

and the
'airy's escape from the hero on a perspective
plane is very suggestive of the chessboard
world on which Alice looks down.

FORREST MORGAN.
Hartford, Conn.

MozARABIC MASS IN SPAIN. In the
Devocionario Muzarabe, 6 Modo Practico

de decir y oir la Santa Misa segun este Rito
por D. Jorge Abad Pe'rez

"
(Toledo, 1903),

one is surprised to read, on p. x in the

'Prologo,' "este Rito, una de las glorias
mayores de Espaiia y de Toledo, toda vez

que no hay otra capilla en el mundo, donde
se alabe y adore a Dios con esta liturgia,"
One has always understood that, far from
he "Capilla Muzarabe" in the Cathedral
Jhurch of Toledo being the only place where
that beautiful rite is perpetuated, it exists in
those churches in the same diocese which
are under the patronage of "el Cabildo
Muzarabe," as well as in the cathedrals of

Avila, Salaraanca,"and Laragoza. Which is

the best history in English of this old

Spanish form of worship ?

EDWARD S. DODGSON.

NORTH-WEST SOMERSET AND COMBE SYDEN-
HAM. Can any one tell me where I can find

sketches of North-West Somerset and Combe
Sydenham? SYDENHAM SLADEN.

69, Ridgmount Gardens, W.C.

REBUS IN CHURCHES.

(10
th S. v. 188.)

OF the rebus Camderi says that it was
held in such high esteem by our forefathers
" that he was nobody who could not hammer
out of his name an invention by this wit-

craft, and picture it accordingly
"
('Remains

concerning Britain,' 1870, p. 178). Dallaway
again, quoting Camden, says that the practice
was so much approved by ecclesiastics that

almost every bishop and abbot had his rebus,

although entitled to hereditary coat armour

('Heraldic Enquiries,' 1793, p. 121).

Whether the motto of the Bacon family in

Somersetshire occurs as a rebus in any of

the Somersetshire churches one cannot say ;

but "Pro Ba-con Scientia" had the double

advantage of reading as
" Proba conscientia"

and " Pro Bacon Scientia."

"Forte scutum salus ducum "
is the motto
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of Fortescue on a tablet in the south aisle of

Little Cressingham Church, Norfolk.

Possibly MR. CURTIS is aware that on an
altar-tomb in the chancel of Swaffham
Church there are four shields, bearing re-

spectively : I. Three sacramental cups with

wafers, shield of the Blessed Sacrament.
II. Shield of the Holy Trinity. III. Three
boats. IV. Three wimbles. Of these,
Nos. III. and IV. form a rebus, wimbles being
instruments essential to a wright or worker
in wood. The tomb is that of John Bote-

wright, D.D. ('Church Heraldry of Norfolk,'

by the Rev. Edmund Farrer, 1885, p. 96).
The Rev. John Collinson, in his

* Hist, and

Antiq. of Somerset,' 1791, vol. ii. p. 198, says
that Bishop Beckington, who was a native of

the village of that name, took for his device,
still to be seen in many parts of Wells, a
beacon with a tun.

In St. Alban's Abbey the tomb of Abbot
Whethamstead is commemorative of his great
services in the repairing and embellishment
of the fabric, as well as of his abbacy, arid

bears representations of ears of wheat, in

allusion to his name; while Abbot Ramryge's
tomb bears the carvings of rams with the

syllable "rydge" carved on their collars.

Similarly, the Abbot of Ramsey's rebus was
a ram in the sea.

Roger de Sempringham, Prior of Malton,
circa 1189, is probably rebussed in the

inscription which may be seen on the capital
of a column in the north wall of the church
of Old Malton, in Yorkshire. It is only part
of the original inscription, and of what there

is, a part is purposely inverted apparently.
On the central tower of Canterbury Cathe-

dral is sculptured the rebus of John Morton,
Arcjibishop of Canterbury from 1486 to 1500,

consisting of the letters MOR and a tun

(Britton's 'Cath. Antiq.,' Canterbury, p. 39).
Mr. H. W. Rolfe exhibited at a meeting of

the British Archaeological Association on
26 Jan., 1853, a portion of painted glass from
Canterbury containing a rebus which con-
sisted of a robin in a tree, with the letters

R T. (Robin Tree).
A rebus consisting of a church, or kirk,

above a cask or tun, over the postern of the

gateway forming the entrance to the Deanery
of Peterborough, has led to the supposition
that the gateway was erected by Robert
Kirton or Kirkton, Abbot of Peterborough.
Camden's '

Remains,' p. 179, says that the

"picture on glass of Roger Wall, Dean of Lich field,

kneeling before our Lady, was in a south window
there, close by a fair embattled wall (under which,
near to him, sate a Roe-buck, with OER written on
his side), this Distich in a scroule coming from his
mouth :

Gignens virgo Deum; decus, Lux, & Flos mulierum
Digneris Marum semper servare Roffcnun."

Mr. Norris Deck, in a paper read at the

Cambridge gathering of the Arehseologicai
Institute in 1854, gave as other examples the
names of such ecclesiastics as Goldstone,

Nailheart, Silkstede, and Winchcombe, all

forming rebuses (Literary Gazette, 15 July,
1854, p. 660). John Newland or Naileheart,
Abbot of St. Augustine's, near Bristol, in

1510, bore upon the "escocheon "
in his seal

a human heart proper pierced with five nails,
in allusion both to the quinque vulnera and
to his own surname. See James Dallaway in

his 'Heraldic Enquiries,' 1793, p. 121.

In a stained-glass window in the chapel at

Lullingstone, in Kent, where there are some
splendid monuments of the Peche and Hart
families, occur the arms of Sir John Peche,
the lord deputy, who is represented also in

an elaborate monument as a knight in

armour in a recumbent posture. These arms
consist of a lion rampant surrounded by a

garland of peach- branches, the fruit bearing
the letter e, which in French would form
Pechee
In one of the windows of the chapel of

Our Lady in Gloucester Cathedral is the

rebus, in the form of a comb and *'

ton," of

Thomas Compton, Abbot of Cirencester. In
other instances a tun or barrel occurs with
the comb.
The rectory house of Buckland, in

Gloucestershire, 5| miles from Chipping
Norton, was built in 1520 by William

Grafton, who was then rector, and whose
darce (?) or rebus, the graft of a tree issuing
from a tun, is displayed in one of the hall

windows.
Those which do not occur in churches are

perhaps innumerable those of the early

typographers, for instance, like Middleton,
or like Harrison in Southwark, who hung
out his sign of the " Hare and Sun," to say
nothing of the armes parlantes in heraldry.
Of the use of rebuses in a remote period of

antiquity MR. CURTIS is probably well

aware.
*

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAlL.
Hazelmere, Tooting Common.

In Garsington Church, Oxfordshire(chancel,
north side), there is a window with the

following device. A shield has a border
round it, making small squares in each
corner. In the top right hand is a P ; left

hand, F
; bottom, S. In the centre is

another small square with the letter D. The
borders contain the words 4< Non est

"
three

times ;
and from each corner to the centre

are parallel lines containing the word "est."

P= Pater, F= Filius, S= Spiritus, D = Deus.
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So the borders read,
" Pater non est Filius

;

Filius non est Spiritus ; Spiritus non est
Pater "

; and from the corners to the centre
the inscriptions correspondingly read,

" Pater
est Deus ; Filius est Deus ; Spiritus est
Deus." The manor belonged to Trinity
College, Oxford ; hence this explanation in
rebus form. I may mention that I have not
seen it myself; a drawing of it was given to
me by Mr. R. H. Gretton, of Magdalen
College, Oxford. HAROLD G. DANIELS.
Press Club.

In Eton College Chapel, on the stone
screen leading into the chantry known as

Lupton's Chapel, on one side is the letter K
(for .Roger), and on the other LUP on a tun
(for Lupton). R. A. A. L.

Consult Camden's * Remains concerning
Britain '

for James Denton, Dean of Lichfield,
in Lichfield Cathedral.
Consult Cussans's 'Handbook of Heraldry'

for Abbot Islip, in Westminster Abbey (with
illustration). CHAS. A. BERNAU.

An interesting specimen of these rebuses
is to be seen in Manchester Cathedral, where
there are two carvings, one representing
a man hunting, the other a tun. They form
mementoes of John Huntington, the first
Warden of Manchester Collegiate Church
(1422-58), who rebuilt part of the church.
He was also rector of Ashton-under-Lyne,
and a carved pun on his name is said to exist
in the misereres in the church there.

C. W. SUTTON.
Manchester.

In the church of St. Bartholomew the
Great, Smithfield, the rebus of Prior Bolton
(a

"
bolt" through a tun) may be seen at the

base of the oriel on the south side of the
choir, and on the doorway at the east end of
the south ambulatory. T. F. D.

SAXON KINGS : LIVING DESCENDANTS
(10

th S. v. 189). Some families, such as the
Stourtons, have claimed descent from Saxon
thanes, but the absurdity of such preten-
sions has been conclusively demonstrated by
Mr. J. H. Round in his 'Studies in Peerage
and Family History.' As for the Huddle-
stons, in the first authority that I can lay
my hands on, Burke's 'Landed Gentry

'

1875,
it is stated that,

"according to the York Manuscript, the Hodel-
stons derived their name from Hodelston, in
\orkshire, where they were seated for several
generations antecedently to the Conquest. The
pedigree begins with an Adam, and proceeds
through four subsequent descents (Adam, son of

Adam ; John, son of Adam ; Richard, son of John ;

Richard, son of Richard), all in Saxon times, to
Nigel de Hodelston," &c.

There is no mention of any Athelstan, and
it is clear that Huddleston is a local name.
The reputation of a very ancient house is

not enhanced by fables of this description
and it may be taken for granted that no
documents exist which can prove the descent
of any English family from Anglo-Saxon
times. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

M}T
family descend from Gospatric, Earl of

Dunbar :

Etheldred II. =p Elfleda.

Elgyfa =f= Uhtred.

Aldgitha =p Maldred.

Orme =p Gunilda.

Alan de Lancy Curwen, of

Workington Hall.

Wordsworth's eldest son married my aunt
Isabella Curwen, and on the birth of her first

child he wrote :

Whose youth revered the crown
Of Saxon liberty that Alfred wore
Alfred, dear babe, thy great progenitor.

ALFRED F. CURWEN.

NEW MOON : FORTUNATE OR UNFORTUNATE
(10

th S. v. 185). The writer of the epistle
mentioned under this head was James Gaffarel

(or Gaffarelli), the author of the celebrated
work on talismans and cabalistic planispheres
entitled ' Curiositez Inouyes,

5

&c., published
in French in 1650 (no place of publication
given on title). An English translation by
Chilmead was published in London in the
same year. The influence of the moon on
childbirth is treated of in chap. xi. of this

work. E. E. STREET.

MERIAH (10
tb S.v. 190). This word seems to

have been derived originally from the Oriya
language. In the Rev. A. Button's 'Oriya
Dictionary,

7

1843, p. 228, it is given as
"
Meriya, a human victim, a human being fit

for sacrifice
;
name of the barbarous sacrifice

among the Khonds." These sacrifices were

prohibited in 1836, and the rescued "meriahs"
were placed in villages of their own, on
land granted by the Government.

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

"DoG's NOSE" (10th S. v. 187). Beyond
the passage in 'Pickwick' referred to by
MR. RATCLIFFE, I cannot discover any autho-
ritative receipt for this old-fashioned com-

pound. The earliest authority for it which is

given in
*

Slang and its Analogues
'
is Yaux's
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* Flash Dictionary,' 1812. Hughes mentions
it in chap. xl. of * Tom Brown at Oxford';
and I noticed it recently when reading Mr.
Stanley Weyman's 'Starvecrow Farm,' the
date of which story is 1819.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

It is, I think, difficult to dogmatize as to
the relative quantities of the component
parts of this beverage All that one can safely
assert is that it is composed of malt liquor
and spirits, mixed according to the taste of
the consumer. In that capital and very
humorous naval story

' Gentleman Jack,'
Mrs. Pipes's method of making it is described
as follows :

* c She poured into a japanned drinking-cup, half
full of beer, what she called a teaspoonful of rum.
It is very true that, in doing so, the rum ran from
the bottle into a spoon, but continued running over
the sides of the spoon so long that there was quite
as much spirit as beer.

'

Now, you young griffin,
do you know what we calls that 'ere chink?' said
she to Fitz. 'No, madam. J. do not.'

*

Why, we
calls it dog's-nose.' "P. 52, Routledge & Sons, n.d.

T. F. D.

With reference to MR. RADCLIFFE'S note on
"dog's nose," it may be interesting to men-
tion that some few years ago I was staying
at an inn on the Bath road, and the landlord
informed me that the drink principally
affected by the agricultural labourers in the
district was known as "a penn'orth and a
ha'p'orth." This is evidently dog's nose
under another name. The inquiry in this
form had at first mystified the landlord, but
it is possible the name may be used in other
parts of England. W. H. Fox.

Your correspondent has omitted one essen-
tial in the compound, viz., that it should be
served hot. In fact, the tipple takes its name
from the conical metal vessel which, provided
with a handle, was thrust into the live coals of
an inn fire to warm the contents. Fifty years
ago no country inn was without this utensil,
which was in great demand when outdoor
sports were going on in the neighbourhood in
the winter.
Alternative names were "gin-hot" and

"
early purl

"
(? pearl). A considerate land-

lady would add a dust of all-spice.
H. P. L.

[Purl is the spelling in all the quotations in
*

Slang and its Analogues,' ranging from Pepys,
under date 19 February, 1680, to Mayhew's 'London
Labour,' 1851.]

BALLAD BY REGINALD HEBER : W. CRANE
(10

th S. v. 184). I can satisfy MR. CANN
HUGHES as to the identity of VV. Crane, of
Chester. He was the William Crane, a
brother of my father (Thomas Crane), who,

with him, established the lithographic press?
in the first quarter of the nineteenth cen-

tury at Chester. I do not know the exact

date, but I think it must have been in the
twenties.
William Crane, however, died early, and I

think the firm was given up on or before my
father's marriage, about 1839, he (Thoinas
Crane) living until 1859. An account of him.

will be found in the *

Dictionary of National

Biography.' He designed much of the litho-

graphic work for the Chester press, including
many portraits of local and county worthies
of the period.
The ballad MR. CANN HUGHES speaks of

and quotes I never saw, but 1 remember as a
child the 'Hunting Songs' quite well, and
also 'The Adventures of Mr. Pig and Miss
Crane 'a series of lithographed designs by
T. Crane accompanied by verses, a tattered

copy of which I still have, as well as some of
the lithographed portraits. The brothers
also issued a set of views of North Wales,

including the Menai bridge.
I think William Crane (whom 1 never saw)

principally looked after the printing, while

my father was responsible for the designing
and drawing on the stone.

The Thomas Crane ("sworn free of Chester-

City '') must have been my paternal grand-
father. I have a Bible with his annotations
and Ex-Libris in a neat, careful hand.

I cannot give any information as to the

Bishop of Calcutta or the ballad.

WALTER CRANE

HOMER AND THE DIGAMMA (10
th S. v. 1681

,

215). So far as this "figure" has a history,
it is Asiatic of ^Eqlia,

where it represents the
Semitic vau, and is found in Latin as our ft

the Greek <. To me it appears to be only a
"breathing," like our poor letter h, the
Greek aspirate.
The .subject has been fought over in pasfc

generations, and it seems curious that all the
modern excavations and discoveries of papyri
have not proved its character as genuine ia

European Greek. A. H.

The point is, of course, that the digamma.
is found long after Homer's time. A good
example is given in the facsimile of 'The
Treaty of Elis and the Herseans,' as pre-
served in an inscription of about B.C. 500;
see plate 78 of the facsimiles published by
the Paloeographical Society. The inscription
is ten lines long, and in the ./Eolic dialect.

The digamma occurs seven times.* If we

* The editor says :

" The digamma, which appears
so frequently, was retained in this alphabet [^Eolic],
to a late period."
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denote it by the E. letter w, two good
examples occur in werea, plural of weros, a

year, allied to Lat. uetus, old
; and in WCTTCS,

a word, whence the E. ejric.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

IVY LANE, STRAND (10
th S. v. 81, 136, 175).

In June, 1C37, "one Googe, younge sonne
to Dr. Googe [Win. Gouge], minister of the
Black friers," was strangled and stabbed, and
"was found dead in the Thames, at Ivye
bridge in the Strand "

(' Documents relating
to Prynne,

3 Camd. Soc., p. 81).

W. C. B.

COPES AND COPE- CHESTS (10
th S. v. 189).

There is a cope-chest at Salisbury Cathedral,
and another at Gloucester Cathedral

;
both

-are, I believe, mediaeval.
J. A. J. HOUSDEN.

An excellent example of a mediaeval cope-
-chest may be seen in the fine fifteenth-

century church of St. Eustachius at
Tavistock. Trapezoid in shape, it looks not
unlike a quadrant box. Made of oak, it

opens by a folding lid, upon which is a wealth
of charming old wrought iron work.

Another, of similar form, may been seen in

the undercroft at Wells Cathedral.
HARRY HEMS.

Fair Park, Exeter.

In regard to MR. CA.NINT HUGHES'S inquiry
;as to the vestments in St. John's College,
Oxford, may I say that they were given by
the founder, arid are therefore considerably
anterior to Laud's time ? The fullest account
of them, and what is known of their history,
is in the volume on '

S. John Baptist College,
Oxford,' in the series published by F. E.
Robinson & Co. W. H. HUTTON.

St. John's College, Oxford.

CROMWELL'S BURIAL-PLACE (10
th S. v. 205).

"The story of Cromwell's burial in the
.grounds of Fleetwood House is one of those

pleasant traditions that have no solid
foundation in fact. It appears to be quite
modern, and is not mentioned by Robinson
or the older historians of Stoke Newington.
Mr. Walford doubted the truth of the
legend, and his explanation in 'Old and
New London,' v. 542, rightly accounts
for it.

General Fleetwood did not reside in
Fleetwood House with his wife Bridget, the
daughter of Oliver Cromwell, as stated by
Lizzie Alldridge in her article entitled 'lii

Search of Dr. Watts. 3 There is no reason
to suppose that Bridget, the daughter of
Cromwell, the widow of Ireton, and the
wife of Charles Fleetwood, ever entered

Hartopp House, as it was called during her
lifetime. She was buried at St. Ann's,
Blackfriars, 1 July, 1662

;
and on 14 Jan.,

1663/4, Fleetwood married at that church,
as his third wife, Mary, the daughter of Sir
John Coke, of Melbourne, and widow of
Sir Edward Hartopp, of Freathby, in Leices-
tershire. By this marriage Fleetwood came
into possession of Hartopp House, which
had been built by Sir Edward Hartopp or
his father, but which was thenceforward
called Fleetwood House. The old house
was pulled down in the spring of 1872, and
in April of that year it was visited by the
late REV. S. ARNOTT in company with the
late MR. E. J. SAGE, as well as by MR. A.
ANDREWS. These three gentlemen gave
descriptions of the house in the columns of
* N. & Q.' (4

th S. ix. 296, 362), but none of

them made any mention of the Cromwell
tradition^. The date of Bridget Fleetwood's
death was worked out by that great genea-
logist COL. JOSEPH LEMUEL CHESTER in
4 N. & Q.,' 4th S. ii. 600 ;

iii. 156.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

'CHERRY RIPE' (10
th S. iv. 469; v. 214).

MR. SCARGILL writes :

" This song occurs in a musical drama performed
at the '

King's house,' and was sung by Nell Gwynne
before King Charles II. I forget the name of the

piece and the date. It is referred to by Samuel
Pepys in his diary."

On looking carefully through the diary I

find that Pepys enters under date 23 Jan-

uary, 1667, the following remark :

"To the King's House, and there saw ' The
Humorous Lieutenant,' a silly play, I think.

Knipp's singing did please me. In Mrs. Pearce's

box, Knipp took us all in and brought in Nelly
[Nell Gwynne], who acted the great part of Crelia

to-day, very tine ;
and did it pretty well. I kissed

her, and so did my wife, and a mighty pretty soul

she is."

On turning to Beaumont and Fletcher's

tragi-comedy 'The Humorous Lieutenant,' I

see no song is assigned to Co3lia. The only

song in the play is in Act IV. sc. iii., which
is allotted to

"
Magician

" and " The Spirits

dancing round the bowl." Pepys, on 20 April,

1661, mentions seeing this play acted before

the king ;
his only comment then is,

" Nofc

very well done." Pepys praises Nell G Wynne's
clever performances in comical parts,

" most
as a mad girl,"

" but best of all like a young
gallant," also when " she dances in boy's

clothes," but he never alludes to her singing,

though he highly extols Mrs. Knipp as a
vocalist.

'Cherrie Ripe' was written by Robert
Herrick in

*

Hesperides,' published in 1678.

It was not set to music until 1824, when
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Charles Edward Horn set it and sang it, anc
since then it has been a popular song. (Se
*
Stories of Famous Songs,' by S. J. Adai

Fitz-Gerald, 1898.) JAMES WATSON.
Folkestone.

'Cherry Ripe' is surely not "much late
in date than Charles II." Herrick's song o
that name may be found in Mr. Quillei
Couch's * Oxford Book of English Verse.'

C. W. B.

So far as the index to Wheatley's
'

Pepys
indicates, there is no entry connecting Ne]
Gvrynne with 'Cherry Ripe.' The extrac

given by MR, SCAEGILL (23 Jan., 1666/7
apparently) does not seem exact. There is

no reason, of course, why some one shoulc
not have set Herrick's words to music at tha
time. U. V. W.

BOOKSELLER'S MOTTO (10
th S. v. 208). Ii

a little Italian book that I have, "La Storia
<ii un Moscone. Raccoato di F. D. Guerrazzi
Torino, 1858," the following stands as motto
to Part I. :

"Enrico Day atampatore prese per insegna
fanciullo, il quale destava il fratel suo dormente, e
in atto di additargli il sole gli diceva

; Arise fo)
at u day /"

On referring to 'The History of Sign-
boards,' by John Camden Hotten, third
edition, 1866 (the earliest in the Bodleian),
p. 474, I read:

"John Day, another publisher of the time of
Queen Elizabeth, had a sort of pun, or charade, on
his name in the sign of the *

Resurrection,' his
device representing a man waking a sleeper, with
the words,

'

Arise, for it is day.
1 "

This, however, can scarcely be the English
source of the Italian author.

A. D. JONES.
Oxford.

In the writings of the several authorities
on John Day I can find nothing to justify
the point raised by PATRICK that Day's
device and motto,

"
Arise, for it is Day," is

a parody on Ezekiel vii. 10. Most writers,
including Ames and the author of the article
in the *

Dictionary of National Biography,'
regard his device simply as a pun on his
name

; but W. Roberts, in his work on
'Printers' Marks' (1893), says: "His best-says ,

known device has a do'ublo meaning : "first
it is a pun on his name, and secondly an
allusion to the dawn of the Protestant
religion." Such punning allusions to the
printer's name were quite common among
the devices of the early typographers, two
notable instances being Grafton's device of a
tun with a grafted fruit tree growing
through it, and that of Nicholas Eve, which

gives a picture of the presentation of the
forbidden fruit. GEORGE A. STEPHEN.
Bishopsgate Institute, E.G.

Day's motto does not appear to bear any
intentional allusion to Ezekiel vii. 10. It is

apparently a purely humorous conceit of his

own. His sign was, however, the " Resur-

rection," an allusion to his name; and in at

least one instance he published his own
portrait as a colophon, representing him,
whip in hand, in a room over the City
entrance of Aldersgate where his boys slept.
The sun has just risen, and, accompanying
his words with a flourish of the whip, he

facetiously bids them "Arise! for it is Day."
A note made some years ago is somewhat
obscure, but I think this colophon will be
found among the Bagford title-pages.

J. HOLDEN MAcMlCHAEL.

The name of Day rather lends itself to

punning mottoes. The Rev. J. J. Day, who,
thirty years ago, was vicar of one of the
Gateshead parishes, adorned his letter-paper
with the rising sun and this motto : "And
the evening and the morning were the first

day." Not to be behindhand, his spiritual

bead, Archdeacon Prest, rector of Gates-

head, adopted the motto of the Carmichaels
and other families :

"
Toujours Prest." A

local wit issued some doggerel rimes on the

subject, the burden of which was that the
archdeacon's ancestry was the older, because,
while there was no day till the Creation,
D
rest had always existed.

RICHD. WELFORD.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

KING'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE (10
th S. v. 188).

Fellow -Commoners certainly existed at

his college during the eighteenth century,
or Horace Walpole was one. No complete
ist of them has ever been published that I

know of, but such a list would be interesting.
R. A. A. L.

John, Marquess of Blandford, the only son
of the great Duke of Marlborough, was
certainly entered at this college as a noble-

man, and died within its walls of smallpox
in 1702-3, at the age of seventeen. His

large marble tomb, having on it a long Latin

inscription, may be seen in one of the
chantries on the south side of the chapel.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

It was not until 1814 that admission to

King's was rigidly confined to members of

the foundation. Up to that time there was
a small body of Fellow-Commoners, among
whom were Francis Walsingham and Horaca
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Walpole. See the history of the college by
the late Provost (pp. ix, 05, 66).

HAVEL AND SLAIE MAKERS (10
th S. v. 209).

In 'The English Dialect Dictionary'
41 Havel and slaie or slea" are described as

"part of the fittings of a weaver's loom."
See also Forby's

k

Vocabulary of East Anglia.'
E. E. STREET.

This trade is still enumerated amongst
those carried on in the city of Norwich in

Jarrold's directory of that city for 1904-5,
and one person is described as "a slaie and
havel maker." FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

Given keddle for
" small cords," as equiva-

lent to havel, we may add slaie, a weaver's
reed. So both words connote the same
industry. A. HALL.

102, Highbury Hill, N.

FEMALE VIOLINISTS (10
th S. v. 229).

Maddalena Lombardini - Sirmen, wife of

Ludpvico Sirmen, violinist, was born at
Venice in 1735, and studied the violin and
singing at the Conservatorio di Mendicant!
of that city, afterwards receiving instruction
from Tartini. She appeared at Paris at the
Concert Spiritual in 1768, and at London in

1771, both as performer and composer. After
1774 she seems to have devoted herself, so
far as public life is concerned, solely to

singing. Tartini wrote her a letter 6 March,
1760, which was published, shortly after her
death, in 'Europa Letteraria' (1770, vol. v.)
under the title

* Lettera alia signoria
Maddalena Lombardini, inserviente ad una
importante lezione per i suonatoridi violino.
That letter was published by Burney, with
an English translation, in 1771. It appeared
in German in Killer's 'Lebensbeschreibungen
beriihmter Musikgelehrten u. Tonkiinstler

(1784), and in French in Fayolle's
' Notices

ur Corelli, Tartini, Gavinies, Pugnani, et
Viotti '(1810).
Then there was Regina Strinasacchi, or

Sacchi (1762-1839), trained at the Conserva
torio della Pieta, Venice, for whom Mozart
wrote his B flat Sonata for violin and piano-
forte (Koechel, 454). The composer made her
Acquaintance at Vienna in 1784, and the
sonata was performed by her and the com
poser at her concert on 29 April, 1784
Mozart wrote a letter to his father, praising
the beauty and strength of her -tone,
am really of opinion," he adds, "that a
woman can play with more expression than
a man."
Two other performers may be mentioned

Luigia Gerbini, who is said to have studiec

with Viotti, and to have appeared as violinist

at some concerts in London; and Signora
arravacini, nee Gandini, born at Turin in

769, also said to have studied under Viotti.

She appeared, with immense success, in

797, at the concerts of the Societe Olym-
)ique, and later at Berlin, Leipzig, and
Dresden. Her last public performance seems
bo have been at Munich in 1827, when she
was nearly sixty years old.

These are early and interesting instances
>f female violinists. It is, however, possible
hat some hunter among old records may
ind even earlier ones. J. S. SHEDLOCK.

The name of the first lady violinist is

)anoplied in the dim magnificence of myth.
)ubourg claims that it was Queen Elizabeth
'The Violin,' fifth ed., 1878, p. 255), founding
lis pretension upon the boxwood violin in

:he South Kensington Museum, said to have
>een given by her to the Earl of Leicester.

See Hawkins's 'History of Music,' London,
L776, vol. iv. p. 342, and (J. Engel's

* Cata-

ogue of the Musical Instruments at South

Kensington,' London, 1874, p. 287.)
The earliest female violinist of whom I have

a record is Mrs. Sarah Ottey, who was born
about 1695, and of whom Dr. Burney records

:hat in the years 1721/2 she played solos at

concerts on the harpsichord, bass-viol, and
violin.

Gertrude Elizabeth Schmeling, known to-

fame as Madame Mara (b. 1749, d. 1833), was
destined by her father to be a violinist, and
astonished audiences on the instrument at

the age of ten ;
in later life she declared that

had she a daughter she should learn to-

fiddle before she sang a note of music. The
same century gives us Signora Maddalena
Lombardini, to whom Tartini wrote his cele-

brated letter, published originally in 'Europa
Litteraria' (vol. v., 1770, pt. ii. p. 74), and

subsequently in several other works.

Female violinists were not regarded with

favour until the immense development of

the art as a feminine accomplishment about
1875-85. In 1877 Hullah (' Music in the

House,' p. 30) remarks :

" The blank and stupid astonishment with which
the apparition nay, the very mention of a female

violinist was once received amongst us, is happily
a thing of the past."

Parke, on the other hand, tells us in his

'Musical Memoirs' (London, 1830, vol. i.

p. 30), under date 19 February, 1790 :

" The Concertos \vere by Clement! on the piano-

forte, and Madame Gautherot on the violin. It is

said by fabulous writers that Minerva happening
to look into the stream whilst playing the flute,

and perceiving the distortion of countenance which
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it occasioned, was so much disgusted that she cast

it away and dashed it in pieces. Although I

would not recommend any lady playing on a

valuable Cremona fiddle to follow the example of

the goddess, yet it strikes me that, if she is desirous

of enrapturing her audience, she should display her

talent in a situation where there is only just light

enough
'

to make darkness visible.'
"

I ventured to prophesy great things from
what was then (1882) called the "mania
for teaching girls to fiddle" ('Violin Making,'

London, 1883, p. 12), and consider that my
forecast has been fully realized.

MRS. BERTHA. HARRISON is further referred

to the records of Regina Sacchi(who married

the violoncellist Schlick), who was born in

Mantua in 1764 and died about 1822, and for

whom Mozart wrote his Sonata in B flat

minor, concerning which a sensational story
is told by F. Rochlitz in his 'Anecdotes
of Mozart

'

;
also to those of Luigia Gerbini

(circa 1800) and Signora Parravicini (circa

1820-32), both pupils of yiotti. Catarina

Calcagno (born in Genoa, 1797) was said to

be a pupil of Paganini, and at the age of

fifteen "astonished Italy." The concluding

chapter of the fifth edition of Dubourg
may direct inquiry.

EDWARD HERON-ALLEN.

"Pious FOUNDER" (10
th S. v. 107). This

appellation frequently occurs in the * Statutes

of George Heriot's Hospital, Edinburgh,'

compiled in 1627 by Walter Balcanquall, D.D.,
Dean of Rochester. Cap. ii. (

4 De Fundatore

Hospitalis ') enjoins :

" He who readeth prayeris everie evening and
morning in thechapellof the Hospitall sail amongst
other blessingis give thankis unto God in exprees
wordis for the bountiefull mantenance which they
living thair receave from the charitie of thair pious
founder." ^ &
Edinburgh.

WIGAN BELL FOUNDRY (10
th S. v. 168, 216).

Bell-founding was an important industry
in Wigan in the seventeenth century. Ac-
counts of it may be found in Sinclair's
4

History of Wigan,' vol. i., and in 'The In-

dustries of Wigan,' by H. T. Folkard, R.

Betley, and C. M. Percy, 1889. Both of these

works are in the British Museum Library.
H. T. F.

Wigan.

There are no existing mediaeval bells in the
north of England which have been traced to

a foundry at Wigan, and the majority appear
to come from the important foundries of

London, Nottingham, and York, and perhaps
also Carlisle. But there was a foundry at

Wigan in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies, held successively by J.Scott (1656-64),

R. Ash ton (1703 -
15), and Luke Ash ton

(1724-50). The dates given are only approxi-
mate, being derived from such notes as I

possess. There are bells by S^ott at Shot-
wick, Taxall, and Wilmslow, in Cheshire ;

and two fine ones at Cartmel, in Lancashire,
dated 1661. R. Ashton's work may be found
at Dalston, Kirkhampton, and Melmerby, in

Cumberland, and at Llangerniew, Denbigh ;

Luke Ashton's at Caldbeck, Cumberland ;

and Great Sankey, Southport, Urswick, and
Woodland, Lancashire. Your correspondent
should refer to papers on Cumberland bells

published some years ago by the Rev. H.
Whitehead in the Transactions of the Cum-
berland and Westmorland Archaeological
Society. H. B. WALTERS.

The churchwardens' accounts for Wilmslow,
in Cheshire, for the year 1657 (according to
Mr. Earwaker) show that payments to J. &
J. Scott, of Wigan, were made for repairs to
the church bells there ;

and the church ac-

counts for Prestbury for 1684 show similar

payments. The firm's initials and town are
cast on one of the bells at Wilmslow.

M. N.

CROSS-LEGGED KNIGHTS (10
th S. v. 130, 175).

At 8th S. v. 166 a correspondent took a con-

temporary writer in The Edinburgh Review
severely to task for disseminating "old
wives' fables

"
in speaking of a cross-legged

effigy as denoting the burial-place of a
Crusader. He also stated that no one possess-
ing "even an inkling of antiquarian know-
ledge" had believed in this theory for the

past forty years at least. This writer,
however, refrained from giving his own
opinion on the subject. If these effigies do
not denote a connexion with crusading, what
was the particular reason why the legs were
crossed ?

Bloxam, who wrote his 'Glimpse at the
Monumental Architecture and Sculpture of
Great Britain

'

in 1834, says on p. 137 :

"With regard to the monumental effigies which
are represented with the legs crossed, and which
during this [thirteenth] century are of frequent
occurrence, the most common supposition enter-
tained is, that sucli attitude was intended to dis-

tinguish those nobles, barons, and knights who
were either actual Crusaders, or who, having vowed
to engage as such, died before their vow could be

performed. That notion is, however, but con-

jectural, and can be traced to no sufficient authority ;

and besides this, the cross-legged attitude was re-

tained for more than half a century after the cessa-
tion of the last crusade, though it may be remarked
that subsequent to the thirteenth century the in-

stances of such attitude are not very numerous/'

In 1893 Mr. T. Henry Baylis, K.C., pro-
duced his valuable little book ' The Temple
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Church.' This contains a chapter entitled
*
Cross-legged Effigies. Whom do They Re-

present?' Thence I quote the following

sentences (second ed., 1895, pp. 88-89) :

"Although cross-legged Effigies do not necessarily

represent Knights Templars, I think it fair to infer

that some Effigies in the Temple Church which

have the armour of the period of their greatest

Drosperity represent Knights Templars who had

been to the Crusades, and that other effigies which

are not cross-legged may be Knights Templars who
had not ;

or it may be that the cross - legged

effigies represent not only those who had been, but

had, as Stow in 1598 describes them, vowed to the

" The Temple Round Church is where you would

expect to find the sepultures of the Knights

Templars ; and out of the nine, six of the effigies

are represented with cross legs, tibiis in crucem

tranwersis, and, although no cross-legged effigies

are known on the Continent and it be an Eng-
lish and Irish conventionality, some distinction may
have been intended between those which were and

those which were not cross-legged ; and where could

the distinction be more appropriate than between

Knights Templars who had joined the Crusades and

those who had not ?
"

Mr. Baylis gives "Mr. Habingdon in his

Manuscript (1G50) cited in Dr. Nash's

'Worcestershire Alvechurch,' p. 31," as his

authority for saying that there are no cross-

legged effigies known on the Continent. In

the face of the explicit statement by MR.

JAMES CURTIS at the first reference, this must,
of course, now be noted as an error !

JOHN T. PAGE.

Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

CENTENARIAN VOTERS (10
th S. v. 187). It

may be worth adding to the note on this

subject that Mr. Matthew Fowlds who

pursues his calling as a weaver in the cottage
in which he was born in the village of Fen-

wick, North Ayrshire, on 22 May, 1806, and

is in sound mental and bodily health re-

corded his vote at the recent election. I do

not know if Mr. George Croal, Edinburgh's

nonagenarian link with Sir Walter Scott,

exercised his privilege as a voter ;
but Mr.

Samuel Kinnear, his fellow-townsman who
was a printer's lad in the great Reform pro-

cession in the Scottish capital in 1832, who
heard from his father (a compositor in

Smellie's printing office in 1786) a descrip-
tion of Robert Burns, and set type himself in

the same dingy case-room sixty odd years
ag
_was delighted at being able to vote for

the Liberal candidate for his division.

J. GRIGOR.

EDWARD BREREWOOD (10
th S. v. 208).

The index to 'Catalogue of a Loan Collection

of Portraits,' exhibited in the Examination

Schools, Oxford, April and May, 1905, does

not contain the name of Brerewood. He
was, I think, of Brasenose College, but in

Shrimpton's guide he does not appear in the
list of "learned men who have studied under
the shadow of the Bodleian in B.N.C."

R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Th e Scots Peeraye. Edited by Sir James Balfour
Paul. Vol. III. (Edinburgh, David Douglas.)

MORE and more apparent with each successive
volume become the merits of this splendid peerage,
the most serious and capable attempt yet made to

grapple with the difficulties and mysteries of
Scottish genealogy. As regards the class of work,
the system adopted (and now thoroughly deve-

loped) is unique. We know, indeed, of no work of
the kind which combines like this the maximum
of skilled labour of the expeit with the greatest
weight of official authority. The name on the title-

page of Lord Lyon King of Arms is a voucher for

the trustworthiness of the whole ;
while the list of

contributors to the present volume includes all

that is most widely known and fully recognized in

Scottish genealogical research. Some thirty odd
peerages are dealt with, embracing, in alphabetical
order, those betwixt Crawford, Earl of Lindsay,
and Gary, Viscount Falkland. Nine of these are

supplied with a full-page armorial illustration. As
the oldest peerages, those of Crawford, Crichton,
Douglas, Dunbar, Eglinton, Elphinstone, and Erroll
receive naturally the fullest treatment. In dealing
with the borderland between the mythical and the
historical commendable discretion is shown. The
statement of Hume of Godscroft that the first

Douglas was a certain nobleman who, in the days
of Solvathius, King of Scotland, routed the army of
Donald Bane, a pretender to the throne, in a battle
in 767, which is obviously mythical, is accompanied
by the mention of the suggestion it may not be
said corroborative fact that "Donald Bane, who
is an historical personage, appears as a contem-

porary with the earliest Douglas who is known to

authentic history," William de Dufglas, whose
appearance apparently coincides with the rebellion

and death of Donald Bane. Abundant use is

avowedly made in the account of Douglas, Earl of

Douglas, of 'The Douglas Book' of Sir William
Eraser. One of the most interesting lives, his-

torically considered, is that of John Graham, first

Viscount of Dundee and Lord Graham of Claver-

house. In the case of a peerage comparatively so

recent as this the questions which obscure the

beginnings of the great houses are scarcely to be
expected ; but even in this instance some dubiety
exists. Little temptation is there to enter upon
matters of strictly genealogical interest, concerning.
which doubt will always be possible, but with

regard to which what is here said is the approxi-
mately final pronouncement. Still less justification
is there to dwell upon feats and deeds, a full record

of which is to be found in Scottish history. We
can but repeat that whatever is known concerning
the great Scotch houses is herein best preserved
and most satisfactorily recorded. An important
task is in the way of being most admirably
discharged.
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Petroni Cena Trimalchionis. Edited, with Critical
and Explanatory Notes, and translated into

English Prose, by VV. L). Lowe. (Cambridge,
Deighton, Bell & Co. ; London, Bell & Sons.)

THE present reviewer has studied Petronius for
some years in a French edition, no English one
being available. Petronius is not what is called
*'a lecture-subject," and consequently he has been
generally neglected by the large body of classical

teachers, tutors, and professors, who go the old
round of familiar things, and save themselves the
trouble of investigating fields which to the literary
mind are remarkable alike for flowers and weeds.
Petronius is memorable for many reasons. His
rambling novel, for such it is, recalling the
picaresque gaiety of 'Gil Bias,' has given us such
popular cliches as "joining the great majority,"
such exquisite criticism as

" Horatii curiosa felici-

tas." and such a picture of the " nouveau riche"
as might make the most vivacious of novelists of

to-day envious. The time is Nero's: that can
hardly be doubted ; and the profusion of the
banquet is quite in accordance with the vulgar dis-

plays of the sort which our present daily press
chronicles at length. If we could have the re-
marks of the writers and sycophants of last season
or the next, they would probably remind us of the
language of the slaves and hangers-on of Petronius.
* ; What a nice frost we've been having!" is the
beginning of a conversation. And from the greatly
daring and semi-educated we have heard just such
distortions of grammar and mythology as proceed
from Trimalchio. It has been complained that
nobody has any conscience in Petronius, as if all
literature must be "

improving," and a decadent
society must be credited with non-existent re-
straints. En revanche, our author makes people
almost as superstitious as they are to-day. They
do not, it is true, believe the same things, but their
credulity is about the same in quality and signifi-
cance as that of the drones of the twentieth
centu ry.

Mr. Lowe is disappointingly brief in his Intro-
duction, but he states that the writer of the ' Cena '

was "most probably" the Petrouius of Tacitus,
who lounged into a reputation, and went through
the usual course of being the favourite and victim
of Nero. We should have had, we think, a fair
statement of some of the difficulties involved in
that view, with the answers to them ; and we
expected further some note as to the date of the
MSS. on which the text is based, and as to the
scraps of poetry interspersed in the narrative,
which have occasionally a touch of Persius. The
author's style alone is o'f the highest interest to the
student of language; but perhaps the average
reader cannot be expected to take much trouble
with a difficult subject ; at any rate, he will hardly
be enlightened by a reference to the *

Apoco-
locyntosis' of Seneca. We find a (/nod which
approaches the sense of the modern French que,
and a vides standing by itself like the French
roila. There are, top, some striking examples of
that want of connexion which makes the lingo of
the uneducated both invertebrate and forcible.
The belief that Trimalchio was intended as a

caricature of Nero was hardly worth contradict-
ing ; it would, we think, have been more to
the point to explain in the Introduction that
wealthy and tolerably worthless freedmen such as
Pallas, the favourite of Claudius, who was dis-

carded by Nero, offer an obvious prototype for the-
aforesaid chief character.
But while we endorse all the b-ief remarks made

about the object of the author and his deficiencies-
on the moral side (on which we have already
lightly touched), we must add that Petronius
deserves praise for taste and powers of criticism
which he does not get here. It is true that the
idiots of his romance often say his best things in a
spirit of mockery or irreverence ; but that does not
prevent us from thinking these things very good.
His best verse is not in the 'Ceni' by any means,,
and, probably on account of its inaccessibility, has
been but scantily reproduced in Latin anthologies.
To turn to the translation and notes, we are well

satisfied with both. Mr. Lowe has steered clear of
the literalness of the pedant, and, thanks largely
to German erudition, has been able to supply many
illuminating parallels in his notes, which are
printed in the best possible place for the s-tudent,
at the bottom of the page. The student of folk-lore
is well served both by author and editor, for here
he will find one of the most famous stories in the
world that of the Ephesian matron ; a were-wolf
legend told in thrillingly veracious style ; and a
Sibyl in a bottle, who, Dr. James says in The
Classical Review, represents, like Tithonus, an
immortal shrunk to the proportions of an insect,
and so answers,

"
1 want to die." It is satisfactory

to find that the majority of the references in the
notes are given in full, for the best of Latir*
dictionaries available in England are incomplete as^

regards Petronius.
We hope that Mr. Lowe's very capable editing

will increase the readers of a most enlivening,
record, which is almost a little guide to Roman,
antiquities. Those who have toiled, for purpose of
"cram" generally, through 'Gallus,' the jejune
collection of Becker, itself a ghastly pretence of a
story, cannot fail to be surprised and delighted
with Petronius. Some satirist might take him as a
basis for a survey of manners and education in this

present year of grace. But a story comprising
purposeful and tolerably lurid caricatures could
hardly be a novelty or a distinguished affair to-day." Whatever you learn is so much market value
there is a mint of money in a good education." Do>
not these practical sentiments sound like adver-
tisements of a certain 'Self-Educator' ? They are,,
as a matter of fact, in Petronius the illiterate-
utterances of a rag-dealer.

The Gladiators. By G. J. Whyte -Melvillp.
Glaciers of the Alps. By John Tyndall. Plays
and Poems. By William Shakespeare. Edited
by Charles Knight. Vols, 1. and IE. Golden
Treasury of American Souys and Lyrics. Edited
by Frederick Lawrence Knowlea. Literary
Essays. By Lord Macaulay. The. Dissolution of
the Monasteries, and other E^sai/s. By James
Anthony Froude. (Routledge & Sons.)

A FURTHER and characteristically excellent con-
tribution to Routledge's "New Universal Library

"

reaches us in these volumes, most of which are the
first of separate series.

* The Gladiators,' a stirring
tale of Rome and Judas, a good specimen of a
difficult class of composition, is the first of a reissue
of what may or may not be confined to the serious
romances of Whyte- Melville. Tyndall's classical
work 'Glaciers of the Alps' stands alone, and is
not likely, perhaps, to lead to the republication of
his more rigidly scientific writings. Two volumes
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out of six appear of an edition without notes of

Knight's 'Shakespeare.' These contain the come-

dies, together with *

King John '

as the beginning
of the historical plays.

' The Golden Treasury of

American Songs and Lyrics' gives a capital and

representative selection of poems by Poe, Bryant,
Aldrich, Lowell, Wendell Holmes, Emerson, and
other songsters. The 'Literary Essays' of

Macaulay prepare the way for the historical essays
and the other writings of that great Whig historian.

The reissue of the essays of Froude we are disposed
to regard as one of the best contributions to a

series^remarkable alike for its prettiness, its cheap-
ness, and its worth.

The Voice of the Mountains. Edited by Ernest A.
Baker and Francis E. Ross. (Routledge & Sons.)

THIS pretty little volume, written by two members
of the Climbers' Club, and dedicated to its first

president, is welcome. Poems to mountains, like

Coleridge's magnificent 'Hymn before Sunrise in

the Vale of Chamouni ' and Byron's "Mount
Blanc is the monarch of mountains," are well

known. A volume devoted entirely to the praise

{chiefly poetical) of mountains is, however, so far

as we know, a novelty. Such a volume compiled
from the poets named, Tennyson, Swinburne,
Drayton, Wordsworth, Scott, Clough, Alexander

Smith, Matthew Arnold, and others is now
given, has a charm all its own, and will need little

commendation. It is curious that ' The Naturalist's

Poetical Companion,' a delightful work too little

known, includes in its ^numerous contents but two

poems nominally concerning mountains, though not

really so. One of these is, indeed, Burns's ' To a

Mountain Daisy,' and another an ode to a ' Moun-
tain Rill.'

The Pocket Richard Jefftries. By Alfred H. Hyatt.
>* (Chatto & Windus.)
THIS dainty little volume, destined to be a favourite

with nature-worshippers, consists of a series of

characteristic passages from the writings of Richard
Jefferies. It is beautifully printed and got up, is a

pleasing companion, and to the intelligent and

sympathetic reader a mine of delight. Such volumes
have a charm of their own, and this is one of the

best,

Quarterly Review, January, 1906. (Murray.)

MR. H. STUART JONES'S excellent paper on 'Art
under the Roman Empire

'

will remove not a few

(prejudices of long standing. It is a common
opinion, inherited from our teachers of past genera-

tions, that wh le at their best the Greeks carried

the highest ideals of art to a perfection never seen

elsewhere, the Romans were mostly mere copyists.

We need not say that there is a truth hidden in

this, but as commonly taught it is mere error or

prejudice. Still, though we must admit that for

the most part study took the place of inspiration,
this was by no means inevitable. For example,
there can be nothing more exquisite than some of

the Roman reproductions of natural forms which
have survived the general wreck. Mr. Schiller

writes wisely on Plato and those who went before

him. He grasps his subject firmly, and does not

wander off into profitless generalities. He further-

more possesses an amount of outside knowledge
which has been of great service to him. He points
out (sarcastically, let us hope) that our faith is not

now quite so firm as it once was" that there is no

mental discipline in knowledge acquired without
repugnance." This he contrasts with Aristotle's
dictum that "all men by nature desire knowledge

"

a fact which, as we think, cannot be reasonably
called in question, though Mr. Schiller regards it as

"pathetically optimistic." We have been much
pleased by Mr. Sidney T. Irwin's 'Hazlitt and
Lamb.' They were men so widely different in
almost every aspect of their lives that it would be
mere futility to try to draw comparisons between
them. Lamb has long since received justice;
Hazlitt has suffered, and continues to suffer mainly,
it may be, from old-fashioned political prejudices,
which are wont to linger long after their causes
have become obsolete. Thus it has happened that
Hazlitt's life and the literature he produced have
remained in shadow. The warmest admirers of

Hazlitt will admit, if we mistake not, that his

temper was far less attractive than that of his

contemporary.
'

Originality and Convention in

Literature,' by Prof. F. B. Gummere, is a thoughtful
paper, but not easily to be comprehended by the
careless reader. Some of the conclusions arrived
at are, in our opinion, by no means calculated to

win acceptance among the very small body of men
who have given attention to the study of literature
as an art.

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-

ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact

heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "Duplicate."
WE cannot undertake to advise correspondents

as to the value of old books and other objects or as
to the means of disposing of them.

CONSTANT READER ("Slander, meanest spawn of

Hell"). Tennyson's 'The Letters,' I. 33.

R. EDGCUMBE ("Voice an opinion "). Discussed
at 7 th S. x. 91, 257.

OXON (" I shall pass through this world but
once"). See 10th S. i. 247, 316, 355, 433.

A. ROUKENS, the Hague. Thanks, but anti-

cipated ante, p. 137.

NOTICE.

Editorial communications should be addressed
to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.

We beg leave to state that we decline to return
communications which, for any reason, we do not

print ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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THE ATHEN!UM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHEKS1UM contains Articles on

HENRY SIDGWICK : A MEMOIR LECTURBS ON EARLY ENGLISH HISTORY.
THE LETTERS OF WARREN HASTINGS TO HIS WIFE.
THE PRINCIPLES OF RELIGIOUS CEREMONIAL.
THE WAY OF THE SPIRIT. FOR LIFE AND AFTER. DICK. JACK DERRINGER.

REBECCA MARY. CURAYL. GIANT CIRCUMSTANCE.
JAPANESE STUDIES.
THE LETTERS OF RICHARD FORD. THE MIRACLES OF OUR LADY. MEMOIRS OF

GENERAL SIR HENRY DERMOT DALY. LES PAS SUR LE SABLE. A MEMOIR OF
JANE AUSTEN. THE INGOLDSBY LEGENDS. METHUEN'S "STANDARD LIBRARY."
THE OHINDA BOOKLETS AND PEMBROKE BOOKLETS. CROCKFORD'S CLERICAL
DIRECTORY FOR 1906.

NOTES FROM CAMBRIDGE. THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE BRITISH ACADEMY. THE
SPRING PUBLISHING SEASON.

NEW CREATIONS IN PLANT LIFE.
THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS. EXHIBITIONS AT SHEPHERD'S AND

DICKINSON'S GALLERIES. M. EUGENE CARRIERS. SALES.
CONCERT BY MISS BOOKER AND MR. HARFORD.

LAST WEEK'S ATHEN^IUM contains Articles on

MEMOIRS OF ARCHBISHOP TEMPLE. TWO VICTORIA COUNTY HISTORIES.
THE NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY. THE PROGRESS OF THE PRESS.
NEW NOVELS : Brownjohn's. The Misses Make-Believe. The Threshing Floor. The Lapse of

Vivien Eady. Victory. The Poison of Tongues. Blue Jay. The Red Seal.

SCOTTISH BOOKS.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : Browning's Letters to Domett. Western Culture in Eastern Lands. Two

Books on " Port Arthur." Thackerayana. The Princess des Ursins in Spain. Baudelaire's Poems
in Prose. Dod and Debrett's House of Commons. The Progress of Poesy. God and the Bible.,
Bausteine.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.
NOTES FROM OXFORD. DESTRUCTION OF THE VILLA OF SANTA PETRONILLA. THE

SPRING PUBLISHING SEASON.
LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE : Metchnikoff on Immunity in Infectious Diseases. Cloud Studies. Flammarion on Thunder

and Lightning. Rothamsted Experiments. The Shape of Electrons and the Maxwellian Theory.
Research Notes. Dr. Le Bon's Theories of Matter. Societies. Meetings Next Week. Gossip.

FINE ARTd : The Work of Charles Furse. London, and Some Engravings by Masters. Sale. Gossip.
MUSIC : Tenth Broadwood Concert. Herr Sauer's Pianoforte Recital. Dr. Lierhammer's Song Recital.

Gossip. Performances Next Week.
DRAMA: The Heir-at-Law. Measure for Measure. Gossip.
INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHENJEUM will contain Articles on
DR. GREENIDGE'S A HISTORY OF ROME DURING THE LATER REPUBLIC AND EARLY

PRINCIPATE.
TWO LIVES OF WALTER SCOTT.

The ATHEN.BUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of
JOHN C. FRANCIS & J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Atlienaum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.

And of all Newsagents.
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PETRONII CENA
net.

TRIMALCHIONIS
Edited, with Critical and Explanatory Notes, and

Translated

By W. D. LOWE, M.A.,
Pembroke College, Cambridge ; Junior Censor,

University College, Durham.

"This edition has been prepared to enable readers o

Latin authors to realize first-hand for themselves the
ordinary conditions of social life under the Empire, as

depicted by the Arbiter Elegantirc himself." PREFACE.
"
By far the best part of the novel of Petronius is the

banquet of Trimalchio, where we have a precious sketch

unique in Latin literature, of society under the Roman
decadence Mr. Lowe's scholarly edition and translation

of a work not hitherco edited in England."
Prof. R. Y. TYRRBLL in the Academy.

"
It will prove invaluable to students struggling unaided

with the Latin language. The notes are copious and

scholarly, and the translation is admirably adapted to its

advertised purpose." Publisher and Bookseller.
" For the scholar the original text is beautifully printed

by the Cambridge Press. The foot-notes are useful and
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' A book to which we offer a warm welcome."

Oxford Magazine.
"The translation is, we are glad to find, not tied down

by pedantic literalness, and should give ordinary readers

an excellent idea of the freedom and naturalness of

Petronius. The indexes are another good feature."
Athenceum.
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"POUR."

THE etymology of this curious verb was
long unknown. Skinner made two shots at

it : one wholly absurd, and the other that it

is derived from the Latin jmrare, to purify
or clarify, which happens to be right.

It was first explained by me in 1900
; and

die explanation (a long one) appears in my
'Notes on English Etymology,' p. 227.

There are two difficulties : one as to the

sound, and the other as to the sense.

As to the sound, the development is

abnormal; for it rimes with no word ending
in -our except four, which is not a true

instance, being contracted from fower, as it

is still pronounced in Cambridgeshire, where
it rimes with mower.
The A.-F. long u was generally developed

so as to give the modern E. u in pure, or else

the on in spouse (A.-F. espuse) ; so we
should expect theA.-F. purer to givea modern
verb to pure,or else aform^wr, which would
be pronounced as power precisely parallel
to Latin excurare, A.-F. escurer, moaern E.
-scaur, to furbish up.

This gives a very great interest to the

statement, ante, p. 172, that the late John
Bright did actually pronounce pour as power,
i.e., in a normal way !

Moreover, when we look up the reference
to Pope's 'Messiah,' 1. 40,

And on the sightless eyeball pour the day,

we find that we have reason to believe that
Pope likewise approved of the same pro-
nunciation. For, only a few lines above, he
has :

Ye heavens ! from high the dewy nectar pour,
And in soft silence shed the kindly shower.

And Gay seems to have been of the same
opinion. In his poem on ' The Fan,' Book I.,
we find :

Here Nature all her sweets profusely pours,
And paints th' enamelled ground with various

flowers.

And again, in his
'

Trivia,' 1. 173 :

Ere the tiles rattle with the smoking shower,
And spouts on heedless men their torrents pour.

And Burns,
' On the Birth of a Posthumous

Child
'

:

May He who gives the rain to pour...
Protect thee frae the driving shower.

Perhaps some one can help us to another
example.
Already in 1508, in the 'Ballad of Kind

Kittok,' Dunbar rimes pour with hour, sour,
and clour. I need not speak about clour, as
it is fully explained in the * N.E D.'

Lastly, as to the sense. The O.F. purer,
now obsolete, meant to clarify. This was
done by pouring the liquid through some-
thing sievelike ; but the simple sense of
"to pour" is hard to find. However, we
may see five good examples in Moisy's dic-

tionary of the Norman patois. As these are
material, I quote them :

" Puis soit celle eaue puree en un autre

yaissel," i.e., then let this water be poured
into another vessel ('Modus,' fol. 129, as
quoted by Lacurne).
"Lajoie revint tant moulle, qu'il puroyt de

toutes parts," i.e
, Lajoie returned so wefc

that he poured [dripped], all around (*Journal
du S. de Gouberville,' p. 817).

Tant que ceste arbre porte fruicb

Duquel puisse huille depurer,

i.e., so that this tree bears fruit from which
oil may pour down (' Mist, du Viel Testa-
ment,' v. 3988).

"J'o 1'cidre qui pure dans 1'auge," i.e., I
hear the cider pour into the trough ('Kimes
Quern ,' p. 25).

"L'vieil depurait comme un tchien," i.e.,
the old man dripped like a dog (Me'tivier,
'
Diet. Franco-norm.,' p. 356).

WALTER W, SKEAT.
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WESTMINSTER CHANGES IN 1905.

(Concluded from p. 223.)

To turn to Vauxhall Bridge Road, the

premises there belonging to Lane's Steam
Laundry, formerly known as Bass's Assembly
Rooms, were sold in October, and demolished,
together with a house long used in connexion
witli Holy Trinity Schools. Bass's Assembly
Rooms were well known as one of the temples
of the amateur drama about half a century
ago, when I played Shylock and one or two
other characters with more or less success
the latter I think it must have been. The
building at the corner of Vauxhall Bridge
Road and Edward Street was fast nearing
completion, and has been named Hopkinson
House, after a munificent contributor to the
fund for its erection, who is a great supporter
of the cause of the women workers of London.
It was expected to open early this year. It

belongs to the same body as Brabazon House
in Moreton Street, the phenomenal success
of which led to its being started. It will

accommodate about a hundred and twenty
occupants, and is virtually a residential club.

In Vincent Square, at the corner of Elverton

(formerly Bell) Street, is another building
devoted to the same objects (see 10th S. iii.

382), and in future to be known as St. George's
House. It was built by Miss Murray Smith,
the daughter of the late well-known pub-
lisher Mr. George Smith, of whom it has
been written that she wished to

"
benefit

some of London's myriad of working women
in a practical way." It was opened in August
last, and up to the end of the year had
justified its existence. Westminster folk

regretted in some measure the name given
to the building, as it was thought that it

would have been called "Bradley" House,
after the late Dean of Westminster, who
took a keen interest in all measures for the
social amelioration of the people, whether
men or women, but perhaps especially the
latter. Excellent sketches of these three
homes for women workers appeared in The
Morning Leader of Saturday, 2 September
last, illustrating an article on * The Working
Women's Westminster,' in which many facts

of much interest were given.
On another side of Vincent Square, the

leases of Nos. G6 to 72, together with those
in Rochester Row from 25 to 49 (odd num-
bers), fell in at the June quarter. The land
is advertised to let for building purposes,
but so far no change has taken place, most
of the tenants remaining at a weekly rent.

It is of interest to record that Mrs. Cole (nee

Pitt), the occupier of No. 31, Rochester Row,

has been there for over forty years,
having started her business before she
married. She is a daughter of the *' West
Countree," and prides herself considerably
upon being of the same family as William
Pitt, the great statesman. The building
erected for Mr. A. Smellie, wholesale and
manufacturing ironmonger, at Nos. 11, 13,
and 15, Rochester Row, was opened for
business in the autumn, and is a distinct
architectural gain to the "Village Street,"
as this thoroughfare has often been called.
Round the corner, in Grey Coat Street,
Messrs. T. & W. Farmiloe, glass and lead
merchants, have put up a building for their
stained-glass department ;

it was opened
about last Easter. In Grey Coat Place a>

new fire station has been built, to take the
place of the incommodious one in Howick
Place. The new one was rapidly nearing com-
pletion as the year closed.

At the Grey Coat Hospital the end of the
year saw some additional buildings started
for this great girls' school, viz. : six new
classrooms, a science laboratory, and an art
room. It is to be hoped that architecturally
these additions will harmonize with the old
building, and doubtless this will be the case,
as the authorities are always desirous of
acting up to the best traditions of this
venerable institution. At the corner of
Strutton Ground the '* Corner Pin," an old-
established licensed house, of which the last

occupant was named Burrows, was demolished
last May. In Great Peter Street the im-
posing block of buildings for the offices and
depository of the National Society were
opened on Monday, 30 October. About June
last Nos. 4 and 6 Strutton Ground were
rebuilt ; they were respectively in the
occupation of Messrs. Littlewood Brothers
and Mr. Pfennig as business premises. The
workshops, warehouses, &c., erected on
ground extending from Medway Street into-

Horseferry Road, upon which had formerly
stood three houses in the former thorough-
Fare, and the Roman Catholic chapel dedi-
cated to St. Mary in the latter, were
completed, and are in the occupation of
Messrs. Davis & Bennett, as the Westminster
Sanitary Works. The front of the chapel
has been allowed to stand, and in this part
of the building the firm has its offices. Ifc

was in this chapel, on the feast or festival of
St. Aloysius, the boy-preacher was heard,
after a long and interesting procession of
3riests, young women, and children through
/he streets.

This, I think, exhausts the record ofr

changes in St. John's parish. In St. Mar-
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garet's they are not nearly so numerous.
There are many rumours of impending
changes, but at present they are beyond the

scope of this note. The Government offices

in Parliament Street, at the corner of Great
George Street and extending to Charles
Street, were at the close of 1905 still being
proceeded with, but much work remains to

be done, and a considerable period must
elapse before they are complete. It is said

the progress, if apparently slow, has been

upon the whole satisfactory, when the magni-
tude of the work is considered. On the
Victoria Embankment, and for some distance
down the private road leading to Derby
Street, is a building for offices. The ground
and first floors will be used by the police
authorities, the first floor being connected
with New Scotland Yard by an archway over
the road.

To St. Margaret's folk perhaps the most
interesting work has bee^i the enlargement
of the old parish church, by the rebuilding
of the east wall of the nave about six feet
further east, the cleaning and reloading of
the fine old east window, and various other
small but necessary works. The wall had
become in a very bad condition, and experts
have stated that if this work had been de-

layed for another ten years the probabilities
are that the whole of the east end would,
through sheer decay, have fallen. The work
was begun on 31 July, and the progress
made by the end of December warranted the
statement that it was hoped the window
would be completed by the time that Parlia-
ment assembled and this was the case. The
effect is very fine, for the beauties of the
window will be better seen, it having been
raised about five feet, and the extra room
gained in the chancel will enable greater
dignity to be given to the services, both on
Sundays and on special occasions.

In Tothill Street, upon a portion of the
site where the Royal Aquarium formerly stood,
there has been erected a large building, to be
known as Caxton House, which is intended
to be devoted to offices. It was nearing com-
pletion at the end of the year. In Great
Chapel Street the ground has been cleared
from Members' Mansions to the corner of
Dacre Street. A start was made in June
with No. 18, which had been in the occu-

pation of the Scudamore family since

1795, the resident at that time being the
uncle of the late proprietor's great-great-
grandfather. The grandfather, Thomas
Scudamore, was a well-known parish man,
who (as may be seen by ray

l Notes on the
Churchwardens of St. Margaret's, Westmin-

ster,' published in The Westminster and Pim-
lico News from 30 September to 18 November,
1904) served as overseer in 1855-6-7, the
same office being held in 1877-8-9, by hi*
son Walter Moseley Scudamore, who became
churchwarden in 1883-4. Both these gentle-
men were assiduous vestrymen, working with
great zeal for the good of the parish.
Nos. 26 and 27, Great Chapel Street have

also been demolished. The former house was
long in the occupation of Mr. George Barber,
a clothier, and No. 27 was tenanted by Mr.
Edwin Hearn, a dealer in old furniture and
antiques generally. They are both deceased,
but are remembered in Westminster as having
been good citizens. Both were on the vestry
for many years, and assisted in numerous
parochial reforms.
The building in the Sanctuary vacated by

the National Society has been taken over
by the Middlesex County Council, and has
been adapted to the use of several of its

departments notably the Education Office
is located here, so that the old building is

not divorced from the objects with which it

has so long been connected.
Some additions to the Archbishop's House

and Clergy House attached to the Roman
Catholic Cathedral have been completed.
Close by, in Buckingham Cottages, Nos. 15*

and 17 to 20 were empty, and ready for

demolition, as the ground upon which they
stand is to be devoted to a new street, to
be called Stillington Street, running from-
Rochester Row to Francis Street. Premises
at the corner of Coburg Row, formerly ire

the occupation of the Auxiliary Army and
Navy Supply, Limited, were pulled down, and
the land will be utilized for the same scheme.
In York Street Niagara Hall has lost its

identity, for it has become the property of
theWolseley Tool and Motor-Car Company.
The old hall was long a feature in London,
being the home of one of the best panoramas
ever painted, and latterly a fashionable

skating rink.

Here the record for last year must, I think,
come to an end

; but should the list of

changes be found to be incomplete or wrong,
in detail, correction will be welcome.

W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.
Westminster.

SHAKESPEARIAXA.
*

MACBETH,' I. iii. 90-1 :

And when he reades

Thy personall Venture in the Rebels fight.

Liddell ("Elizabethan Edition") explains"
reads

"
as meaning "infers." The king had'
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been informed very fully of Macbeth'?
**
per

^onal venture in the rebels' fight," so ther

was practically nothing left for inference,

believe we should understand "reads" a

meaning explains" read me my dream,"an
similar cases. It was when Duncan tried t<

-explain or account for Macbeth's achieve
merits in battle that his wonders and hi

praises contended for the mastery.
E. MERTON DEY.

..St. Louis.

1 THE WINTER'S TALE/ V. i. 12 :

Leon. Bred his hopes out of, true.

Paul. Too true (my Lord :)

Theobald gave the closing word of the king'.<

-speech, "true," to Paulina, in which he is

followed by nearly all the modern editors

I think the change is uncalled for. The olc

dictatorial spirit of Leontes is gone, the
Folio reading of this line giving us an insight
into his changed character. Cleomenes,
whose speech opens the scene, makes an
assertion, beginning with

Sir, you have done enough, and have perforni'd
A Saint-like sorrow :

which Leontes does not feel to be merited.
In contrite refutation, the king speaks of

the excellent qualities of his lost queen, and
at the close turns to Paulina for sympathetic
confirmation. Paulina's " Too true, my lord,"
is the proper reply (by intensified repetition)
to the king's question "True?" The only
correction necessary in the Folio reading is

to show "true," the closing words of the

king's speech, as an interrogation.
E. MERTON DEY.

' LOVE'S LABOUR 's LOST,' II. i. 45. The
Folio reads :

Well fitted in Arts, glorious in Armes.

The attempts to cure the defective rhythm
of this line overlook the many proofs that

the text was set up by hearing and not by
seeing. I believe it is plain that "

as
" has

keen lost after
" Arts

"
:

A man of souveraigne parts he is esteem'd ;

Well fitted in Arts, as glorious in Armes ;

meaning, of course, "as (he is) glorious in

Armes." E. MERTON DEY.

* As You LIKE IT,' II. i. 50 :

Left and abandon'd of his velvet friend.

The generally accepted emendation "friends,"
for the singular form of the Folio, seems an
unfortunate alteration of the old text. While
the indifference of a passing herd to the

sufferings of one of their kind is touched

upon later, the present passage is distinct

from the later one, and has an entirely
different bearing. A severed relation of a

closer nature is indicated in this line.

Recollecting the well-known habit of deer to
go in couples, it is strange that

Left and abandon'd of his velvet friend

has never been taken as referring to the
desertion, through fright, of her unfortunate
companion by the doe. "

Velvet," as
descriptive of the soft coat of the female,
and "

friend," as indicating the attachment
of the mate, are highly significant.

E. MERTON DEY.
'

OTHELLO,' III. iv. 38-9 :

This argues fruitfulness, and liberal heart :

Hot, hot and moist.

The discussion which has waged about
this passage having been inconclusive, I
submit the following from the First Song of

Dray ton's
'

Poly-Olbion' :

Whose pregnantwombe prepared by liis all-powerful
fire,

Being purelie hot and moist, projects that fruitfull
seed

Which strongly doth beget, &c.

CIIAS. A. HERPICII.
New York.

"HlS CLASSY ESSENCE,"
* MEASURE FOR

MEASURE,' II. ii. 120. What does this mean?
[ had formerly supposed, without reflection,
:hat the allusion was to the brittle or easily
Broken nature of glass ;

but it has recently
occurred to me that the transparency may be
"ntended. LuciS.

'As You LIKE IT,' I. i. In this scene
Oliver is made to say,

" Wilt thou lay hands
n me, villain ?

" Orlando replies,
"
I am no

illain
;
I am the youngest son of Sir llow-

and de Boys ;
he was my father, and he is

hrice a villain that says such a father begot
illains. Wert thou not my brother, I would
lot take this hand from thy throat till this

>ther had pulled out thy tongue for

aying so : thou hast railed on thyself." I
lave often looked at this passage, and it

Iways seems an anomaly for Orlando to
escribe Oliver as a villain. Do any com-
nentators take note of the passage ?

A. J. CASH.

'HAMLET,' I. iv. 36: "DRAM OF BALE"
10th S. iv. 285). DR. FURNIVALL'S contention
hat eale is a variant of evilou the ground
hat the form deale = devil also appears in

he Second Quarto, and that there exists a
I.E. form ele has been to some extent antici-

ated by Morsbach,
'

Mittelenglische Gram-
matik,' p. 108: "el fur euel bei Mire,

. 365 (fil ; del [i.e., devil]) ; vgl. auch eale in

ihaks.," ifec. There are objections, however,
nd a much simpler explanation is possible.
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To begin with, it is difficult to see how a

fourteenth-century West Midland form can

by itself "confirm" an otherwise unex-

ampled form in Shakespeare. If eale and
deale were true Elizabethan variants of evil,

devil, they would be pronounced, I supposed,
'7/, d~(l, not cl, d'~l : and while eale might be a

possible spelling for 1l (evil), to distinguish
it from ede (eel), deale is unlikely for d~d.

Gill (Ellis, p. 857) knows d~tl, but merely as
a Northern provincialism ;

Butler (ibid.t

p. 876) apparently does not recognize the form.
But in

'

Hamlet,' II. ii. 628 (Q. 2),

May be a deale, and the deale hath power,

the first deale cannot possibly be mono-
syllabic, while devl or d~ivl would be suffi-

ciently monosyllabic for the second deale.

The fact is that deale deale are simply
misprints fordeule deule(= iu Elizabethan

orthography devle), a form which is exampled
in Q. -2 (III. ii. 136) :

l<

Nay then let the deule
weare blacke." Similarly eale is a misprint
for enle=evle=evil. The unusual spelling,
the close resemblance between written a and
u, and the obscurity of the passage are quite
enough to account for the printer's error.

Unfortunately, he committed more blunders
than one. M. HUNTER.
Rajalinumdry, India.

"ONEYERS," '1 HENRY IV.,' II. i. (10
th S.

iv. 443). DR. KKDEGER'S suggestion is inter-

esting. In the glossary of * The Dramatic
Works of W. Shakspeare,' printed in Paris
in 1835 and sold by Amyot, one finds

"
Oneyers,

bankers." This suggests
"
rnoneyers." The

burgomaster being a continental official, it

occurs to me that "oneyers" might be a

misprint of some derivative of French ouir,
in the sense of a judge who listens to plead-
ings, like ouridor in Portuguese and oidor in

Castilian, which means "a kind of auditor."
Not unlike oneyer is Dutch onecr= dishonour,
a term which might conceivably be applied
to a judge or magistrate disrespectfully.

E. S. DODGSON.

CHARLES LAMB AT WEDDINGS. The Elia

essay 'The Wedding' commemorates, as
Lamb students are aware, the marriage of
Admiral Burney's daughter Sarah with her
cousin John Thomas Payne on 14 April, 1821.
**I could not resist," writes Elia, "the im-

portunities of the young lady's father, whose
gout unhappily confined him at home, to act
as parent on this occasion and (jive away the
bride." Commenting on this, Mr. Lucas, in
his recent 'Life of Charles Lamb,' remarks :

"Whether he really gave away the bride, or

only affected to have done so, I cannot say."

There now lies before me a copy of the-

entry in the Register Book of Marriages m
the Parish of St. Margaret, Westminster,,
which makes it certain that Lamb did not
act as the "grave father," from the fact that
the marriage was solemnized in the presence,
amongst others, of the bride's father. There
would thus be no reason for Lamb's acting
in any other capacity than that of an inter-

ested spectator.
" The bride-maids, the three

charming Miss Foresters," mentioned in the

essay, were probably the three young ladies

who with others signed the Register Anne
Tomlinson, Elizabeth Maud Tomlinson, and
Maria Tomlinson.
On the occasion, however, of the marriage

of Emma Isola with Edward Moxon, Lamb
did give away the bride. I have lately
ascertained that the ceremony took place at
St. George's, Hanover Square, by licence,
and that Lamb's name appears first in order
of those who witnessed the marriage.

S. BUTTERWORTH.
Carlisle.

ANCIENT WELSH COPE. The church of
St. Martin, Laugharne, in Carmarthenshire,

possesses a beautiful old cope of red and

gold velvet beau brocade of the second half

of the fifteenth century, probably the gift of

one of the several Sir Guy de Brians, who
were benefactors of the church.
The village sexton or clerk has been in the

habit of cutting portions off this fine old1

vestment (which has orphreys embroidered
with prophets and other saints), and dis-

posing of them to visitors. An effort is

now being made to safeguard what remains^
The pieces that are left have been carefully

remounted, and the whole will shortly be-

glazed and hung up in the church. Should
this meet the eye of any persons who possess-

missing portions of the cope, they are re-

quested to send such fragments to Mrs.

McClure, 80, Eccleston Square, S.W., who-

has been entrusted with the remounting of
the vestment.

EVERARD GREEN, Rouge Dragon.

HALLEY - PIKE FAMILIES. Some docu-

mentary evidence has come to hand which

appears to bear directly upon the traditions

recorded in 9th S. xi. 205. A record -searcher
in London sends me a lot of notes, including
the items following :

i i A True Discovery of Mr. Edmund Halley of
London ; a merchant found dead at Temple Farm,.
Rochester.' A curious broadsheet dated 1684 in-

Guildhall'Library, p. 393 in Catalogue."" Brookfield Parish Church (Somerset) : 1774,
18 September, William Pike-Joan Haley (Philli-

more's series of parish registers, county of Somerset,
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vols. v. and vi., press
- mark 9903 aa, in British

Museum)."
"March, 1687/8, Samuel Endewes married Eliza-

beth Haley of St. Leonard's, Shoreditch, at St.

James's, Duke's Place, as per register.""
Marriage Licences in the Faculty Office, Knight-

rider Street, Doctors' Commons, London : 1708/9,
14 Feb., John Pike and Mary Lee. 1708/9, 18 Feb.,
John Halley and Sarah Randall."
"Indenture 21 April, 1694, between Francis

Halley, of London, gent., son and heir of William
Halley, late of Peterborough in the county of

Northampton, gent. ; Edmund Halley, of London,
gent. ; and Richard Pyke, citizen and poulterer of

London, gent. ; and Robert Huntman, of London,
gent., wherein Francis Halley sells certain property
to Edmund Halley and Richard Pyke (vol. liii. of
Close Rolls, in Round Room of Public Record
Office)."

The present writer would add that one of
his paternal grand-uncles, of whom docu-

mentary evidence exists, bore the name of
Richard McPike

;
but he may have been

named after his maternal uncle, Richard
Mountain.
Edmund William Pike, Esq. (b. 1838), was

a postmaster of the House of Commons,
1878-1903, now retired.

As the compilation of a complete life of
Dr. Edmond Halley (1656-1742) is now being
seriously considered by an English astro-

nomer, perhaps the genealogical problem
involved may be cleared up ere long.

EUGENE FAIRFIELD McPiKE.
1, Park Row, Chicago, U.S.

CANDLEMAS DAY IN CANADA. In this

country the weatherwise deprecate a sunny
Candlemas, but in the Dominion it seems to
be welcome, if we may trust The Morning
Citizen of Ottawa, which declared on 2 Feb-
ruary, "If the bear can see his shadow
to-day, he will get out his linen duster." It

may be, however, that the bear is not credited
with much meteorological foresight.

ST. SWITHIN.

ROPES USED AT EXECUTIONS. Mr. Horace
Bleackley, in *Some Distinguished Victims
of the Scaffold,' tells his readers that when
Governor Wall was hanged, a woman sold,
at twelvepence an inch (p. 139), bits of the
rope by which the criminal had suffered. If

any one were to take pains to hunt up the

evidence, it is probable that many other
examples of this desire to possess such-like
memorials of people of evil eminence might
be brought to light. When the traffic in
such things was discontinued I do not
know. The fact I am about to narrate,
though it does not indicate the end,
assuredly marks a change of feeling in

regard to this odious practice.
A Lincolnshire gentleman, with whom I

was well acquainted in years gone by, knew
William and John Dyon, who were hanged
at York in 1828 for the murder of John
Dyon, of Brancroft. The murdered man
was indeed a friend of his. He did not go to
see the execution of the murderers, but, as
soon as he knew that all was over, set off to
York by coach, for the purpose of buying the

ropes by which the criminals met their
doom. He wanted them for the purpose of

making into bell-ropes, and was prepared
to give a good price for them

;
but when he

reached the Castle he was told that orders
had been issued that things of this kind
were not to be disposed of.

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Wickentree House, Kirton-iii-Lindsey.

BOLTON PRIORY : ITS TITLE. It is time
the popular misconception (and consequent
misnomer) that the celebrated monastery at
Bolton was an abbey should be laid low, and
the establishment placed in its proper cate-

gory, i.e., among the priories. It was one of

the "Greater" Priories those with a net
revenue of 200Z. or over at the Dissolution
and never was an abbey.

JOHN A. RANDOLPH.

CANADA'S LAST IMPERIAL TROOPS. It may
be interesting to the historian of the future
to make a note of the fact that, on 5 March,
the last of the Imperial troops which have
been stationed in Canada left that country in

a steamer bound for Liverpool. The con-

tingent consisted of 100 men of the Royal
Engineers, under the command of Major
Cartwright. The military forces of the
Dominion are now exclusively Canadian.
In 1762, when we made peace with France,

in order that nothing might be wanting for

the security of new settlers in Canada, a

regular military establishment was formed
in that country, consisting of 10,000 men,
divided into twenty battalions. In the words
of an eighteenth-century chronicler:

"For the present these troops are maintained by
Great Britain. When a more calm and settled

season comes on, they are to be paid, as is

reasonable, by the colonies they are intended to

protect. To encourage soldiers and seamen who
had served in the American War to settle there,
and at the same time to reward their services, lots

of land were offered to the officers according to the

correspondent rank which they held in the army
and the navy : 5,000 acres to a field officer

;
to every

captain, 3,000 ;
to every subaltern, 2,000; to every

non-commissioned officer, 200 ;
and to every private

seaman and soldier, 50."

One hundred and forty -four years have
passed since those words were written.

Canada, now the pride of our Empire, has

developed into a nation ; the painter has
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been cut, in the best sense of that nautical

phrase ;
and the last detachment of an army

of occupation has left its shores.

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Edgbarrow, Crowthorne.

MLLE. G. M. MERLETTE. I feared to make
my note on Elizabeth Barrett Browning
(ante, pp. 204, 224) too long, or should have
written more about Mile. Germaine Marie
Merlette ; but it should be recorded that this

gifted lady did not live long after writing
what The At/ienceum pronounced would "long
continue to be by far the fullest and most
adequate biography" of Mrs. Browning.
Mile. Merlette died on the 5th of October,
1905

; and a short obituary notice in The
Athenaeum of the 21st of the same month
states that her " enthusiasm for her subject
took her to England and Italy in search of

material." This was supplied to her by Mr.
Barrett Browning and other friends. The
biography gained for her* the distinction of
the Doctorate of the University of Paris, to
which it was presented as a thesis.

JOHN C. FRANCIS.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

" PLACE." We should like to get as much
information as possible about the use of this
word in the topographical nomenclature of

cities, towns, and villages, as in Bury Place,
Ely Place, Langham Place, Portland Place.
When did names of this type begin in Great
Britain ? What early examples can be given ?

When, for example, was Ely Place named?
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
we find place frequently used in reference to
foreign cities, rendering Fr. place, Sp. jjla.ici,
It. piazza. Ger.

platz^ Du. plaats, &c.
; and

always, of course, in its proper sense of the
square, public place, market place, or place
d'armes of the town, or of a regularly built

piazza, as in Rome or Florence. I presume
that it was in this sense of "open square" or
the like that the name was first introduced
(perhaps as a grandiose or stylish name) into
London and English towns, where it rapidly
degenerated into a denomination for any area,
group, or row of houses, not a street. In
the nineteenth century many streets had
"places" in them, the name having been
given by builders to a small row of houses,
standing by themselves on a suburban road,
or perhaps merely distinguished from others

by being the property of one landlord or
builder. And before the road in question
had become a street, and could be numbered
continuously, it was necessary to have some
means of distinguishing and localizing the
numerous groups or rows of houses which it

contained
;
for which purpose

'*
place," as

the common English word for a point or part
of space, a locus, lieu, or orf, was very handy.
It would be extremly difficult now to say
what a "place" is in English town nomen-
clature, unless, perhaps, by a negative state-

ment that what is so designated is usually
not a street or road, but may be almost

anything else, from a well-built aristocratic

square to a small nondescript area off a back

street, or an isolated group of three houses

by a suburban wayside. I should be glad of

suggestions for a definition.

As to earlier usage, we find T. Washington,
in translating Nicolay's

*

Voyages,' writing,
in 1585, of an Oriental city,

u The places and
streets are well ordeined ''

;
A. Lovell, in

1687, writing,
** There are in it many lovely

Piazza's or Places, as that which is before
the Palace of his Eminence"; and even

Macaulay, in 1848, referring to the Piazza
Navona at Rome as

"
the stately Place of

Navona." In 1796 J. Owen, in his 'Travels
into Europe,' ii. 458, writes of a German
city :

*' There are some squares, as we improperly call

them in England, but which the Germans, as well
as the French and Italians, more properly denomi-
nate Place*. The word in the German is Platz,

corresponding to the French Place and the Italian
Piazza."

This would tend to show that, so late as.

1796, "Place" was at least not common in

English street nomenclature. So far as

I am acquainted with provincial towns,
"Place" does not belong at all to the old

nomenclature, but entirely to the era of

modern building. In Hawick I think the
first "place" dates to about 1830. But it is

very desirable to have actual dates for the

denomination, not only from London and
Bath, but from towns and villages all over
the British Isles. Who can produce the
earliest "Place"? J. A. H. MURRAY.

"PLACE,"
" PLACE - MAKING," IN BELL-

RINGING. Will any one be so good as to send
direct to Dr. Murray, Oxford, an explanation
of the technical use of these words in bell-

ringing, with dated quotations from the
seventeenth century to the twentieth?

J. T. F.

MACAULAY ON " ARABELLA " SEDLEY. In

every edition of Macaulay's essays that I

have the opportunity of consulting there
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appears, in the essay on Sir James Mackin-
tosh's

'

History of the Revolution,' the fol-

lowing sentence, referring to a trait in the
character of James II :

<k Yet his priests
could not keep him for Arabella Sedley.'

Everybody acquainted \vith the amours of

that monarch must know that the name of

the mistress here referred to was Catherine

Sedley, created Countess of Dorchester by
James himself shortly after his accession,
much to the disgust of John Evelyn and
all other good men of the time. That the

slip in the Christian name was originally
made is explained by the fact that the king
(when Duke of York) had an earlier mistress,
Arabella Churchill, sister of the Duke of

Maryborough, and mother of the scarcely less

famous Duke of Berwick. Both ladies, with
names correctly given, are embalmed in the
immortal pages of Macaulay's own

'

History.'
Can any one account for the perpetuation
of this blunder through so many successive

reprints of the essay on Mackintosh, par
ticularly as reproduced in issue after issue
of that standard edition in the preface to

which the celebrated author himself ex-

presses the wish that "his writings, if they
are read, may be read in an edition free at
least from errors of the press and slips of
the pen." D. A.
Sackville, N.B., Canada.

DECUYPER'S * COLLEGE ALPHABET.' In Neil
N. Maclean's

'

Life at a Northern University
'

(Aberdeen), Glasgow, 1874, p. 19G, a student
is represented as reciting several verses of

*'Jean Van Decuyper's College Alphabet."
The opening stanza runs :

A-A-A-
Valete studia valete studia
Studia relinquimus

Patriam repetimus.
A-A A
Valete studia valete studia valete studia.

Who was Jean Van Decuyper ? and where is

his 'Alphabet' to be found 1

P. J. ANDERSON.
University Library, Aberdeen.

THEODOR REYSMAN : ANDREAS KELLER.
Can any reader of * N. & Q.' give me infor-
mation respecting Theodor Reysman, a
German ecclesiastic of the Reformation
period ? His works were 4 Fons Blanus,'
Epistola ad Galatas '

(Latin verse), 'Elegia
de grue volucre,' and *

Trauergedicht auf
Otto v. Falkenberg' (Latin verse).
Do these, or any of them, exist in England,

in any public library or private collection ?

And if so, might one be allowed to copy their

contents, entire or in part, with a view to

publication ?

Also, is it possible to meet with ' Bericht
der Kinder zu Waselheim,' by Andreas
Keller ?

I shall be extremely gratified if some of

your correspondents can answer these

queries. ELIZABETH SAVILLE.
12, Granby Road, Headingley, Leeds.

CAPARN FAMILY OF NEWARK AND LINCOLN.

Being engaged in preparing a short genea-
logical history of the family of Caparn, of

Newark, co. Notts, and the city of Lincoln,
I am desirous of tracing the marriage of

Daniel Caparn, who was born on 9 August,
1719, and died 10 Sept., 1788. In the C.C. of

Lincoln there is a bond dated 17 Oct., 1788,

in which he is described as "of the City of

Lincoln, gent." ;
and administration was

granted to the Rev. John Caparn, of Slea-

ford, co. Lincoln, clerk (the latter was ap-

pointed in 1797 rector to the south Mediety
of Leverton; vide P. Thompson's history of

Boston). Any information relating to the

Rev. John Caparn would also be greatly
esteemed, and I should like to ascertain if

he died without issue. His niece Jane

Caparn married in 1817 John Hannah, D.D.,
the progenitor of the present Dean of

Chichester.
I further seek information respecting

Daniel Caparn, who was a Chamberlain of

the City of Lincoln in 1748, and Sheriff in

1754 and 1788 : also concerning John Caparn,
who, according to The Lincoln, Rutland, and

Stamford Mercury of 7 June, 1799, was ap-

pointed Commissioner for taking special bail

in the Court of King's Bench and Common
Pleas in Lincoln, Leicester, Northants, Notts,
and Yorks. Was he an attorney ?

CHARLES E. HEWITT.
20, G^ril Mansions, Battersea Park, S.YV.

"NOW THIS IS EVERY COOK'S OPINION."

Whence come the following lines'?

Now this is every cook's opinion,
No savoury dish without an onion.

I cannot recall the next two lines, and have
searched the works of Sydney Smith and of

Dean Swift, but in vain.

EDWARD P. WOLFERSTAN.

LEWES GRAMMAR SCHOOL. This founda-

tion in 1512 of Henry VIII. was some few

years ago dissolved, and its endowments
converted into scholarships. I shall be
much obliged if some correspondent will

kindly say (1) when the dissolution took

place ; (2) to whose custody the scholarships
were entrusted ; (3) what became of the
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school registeis, and, if extant, where th

register for 1840-60 can be consulted ; (4

what, if any, is the connexion of the schoo

which presently occupied the
premises (using

the old name) with the old foundation

(5) what happened to bring about the disso

lution of a school which flourished, so lat

as the fifties, under that excellent schola

the Rev. Mr. Green, who was head maste
and rector of St. Anne's.

SPERMOLOGUS.

BURNEY FAMILY. Being desirous of tracing

the lineage of the family of the distinguishec
Dr. Charles Burney, author of

' The History
of Music '

(ol. 1814), I should bs glad of an}
information as to the names of the childrer

of his son Dr. Charles Burney, the eminen
Greek scholar (ob. 1817), who married a

daughter of Dr. Rose (translator of Sallust)
of Chiswick, in 1783. In the

'

Dictionary o

National Biography
'

only one son, the Rev
Charles Parr Burney, D.D., afterward;

archdeacon (ob. November, 1864) is men
tioned. The Rev. Alexander D'Arblftj

Burney, vicar of Witham Mary (ob. July
1881), in the local obituary was stated to be
a brother of the Rev. H. Bannerman Burney
vicar of Norton St. Philip (1866-90) ;

and the

latter, who died April, 1890, married hi*

cousin, daughter of the Rev. Charles Pan
Burney. What were the names of the

latter's brothers ? I believe the eldest was

the Rev. Richard Allan Burney, rector ol

Rimpton, Somerset, who died 29 March,
1836. J. A. NORRIS.

'2, Kenniiigton Park Gardens, S E.

LADY MARGARET DE THONY. Lady Mar-

garet de Thony, de Toeni, or de Toneio, lived

in the thirteenth century, and was the
foundress of several religious houses in

France. She is said to have married an Earl
of "Fiff," a "Scotch gentleman.

'

Presumably
this "Fiff" is our Scottish Fife

;
but neither

Douglas's 'Scots Peerage' nor the 4 Diet, of

Nat. Biog.' makes any mention of her. May
I appeal to some learned reader of

' N. & Q.'
to come to the rescue 1 I want to ascertain

(1) whether "Fiff" here stands for Fife
; (2)

what particular earl this good dame wedded.

Any information will greatly oblige.
B. W.

Fort Augustus, N.B.

THE 11 ENRY BROUGHAM, STEAMER. In
Newton Bosworth's 'Hochelaga,' p. 242, I

notice a reference to the steamer Henry
Brougham, which arrived at Montreal on
4 November, 1838. I never before heard of
a ship being so named. With much regret

it is that here I miss the ever-ready help of

MR. EVERARD HOME COLEMAX, who would
have told us when and where the ship was
built and what became of her. The Henry
Brougham reminds me of a fishing smack,
the Non Me Ricordo of Rarnsgate, which I

saw broken up there some fifteen years ago.
RALPH THOMAS.

WESTHOPE COURT ROLLS, SALOP. These
manor-court rolls are missing. Can any one

kindly give me information where they are

likely to be found ? Please write direct.

E. H. MARTIN.
The Cottage, Westhope, Craven Arms, Salop.

BELDORNIE PRESS. Where can I find an
account of this press? and why was it called

Beldornie ? J. M. BULLOCH.
118, Pall Mall.

WILLIAM HENRY BAYNTUN was admitted
to Westminster School in 1817. I should be

glad to obtain particulars of his parentage
and career. In all probability he was a
brother of Samuel Adlam Bayntun, who was
admitted the same day, and was afterwards
M.P. for York. G. F. R. B.

EDMUND CRAVEN COLMAN was the son of

George Col man the younger, by his wife

Clara Morris. Particulars of his career and
the date of his death are wanted.

G. F. R. B.

ST. THOMAS AQUINAS : HIS ANCESTRY.
Can any one tell us where there may be
seen a pedigree of this saint

1

? The Emperor
Frederick I., called Barbarossa, was, we
believe, his great- uncle. He must have been

nearly connected with almost all the royal
and princely houses of Europe. As St.

Thomas is generally regarded as the greatest

philosophical thinker of the Middle Ages, it

s for scientific reasons important to know
who were his ancestors in all the collateral

hies that can be recovered. N. M. & A.

MR THOMPSON, OF THE GTH DRAGOONS.
Can anybody help me to identify the Mr.

Thompson who was an old acquaintance of

Cossuth, and was in Widdin, visiting the

iungarian refugees' camp, in 1850? I have
een a sketch of Hungarian peasants signed

Thompson, 6th Dragoons." Probably it

was by the same individual. L. L. K.

ELLIOTT: PONSONBY, 1061. I shall be

bliged by any clue to the supposed relation-

hip of Capt. Richard Elliott, of Clonmore,
reland, to those in Scotland, Earl of Minto,
nd others. He had a cousin Col. Ponsonby.

A. C. H.
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PRATTENTON OR PRATTINGTON FAMILY. I

should feel much obliged if any readei"would

give me information concerning the family
of Prattenton or Prattington, of Hartlebury
and Bewdley, Worcestershire.

A. J. C. GUIMARAENS.
115, The Grove, Baling, W.

GOETHE :

"
BELLS, BUGS, AND CHRIS-

TIANITY." In the Abbe Gaume's work en-

titled
' Le Ver Rongeur des Societes Modernes,'

it is asserted that Goethe expressed his

detestation of these three things "les

cloches, les punaises, et le Christianisme."
It is also said in the same book, which is an
attack on the use of pagan authors in Chris-
tian schools or colleges, that the German
poet had a bust of Jupiter so placed in his

room that the rays of the morning sun shone
upon it, at which times he was wont to utter
the most rapturous language, inspired by
the "present deity," no doubt. I should
be glad if any one would quote the exact

words, if any such exist, regarding these
matters. Gaume's volume was published, if

I remember rightly, about 1860, and was
attacked by Bishop Dupanloup. C. T. J.

BETTS : FLETCHER : DEVERENT : WALL.
Any information about members of these
families, who lived at Shenley, Towcester,
and neighbouring places, will be gladly re-

ceived by (Mrs.) MARSHALL RIGBY.
White Knowle, Buxton.

"HAMBERBONNE" OF WHEAT.
(10

th S. v. 190.)

I VENTURE to suggest that this word is a

compound of amber, an ancient corn measure
(" a dry measure of four bushels,"

'

O.E.D.'),
and bonne, a bung or barrel. It perhaps
means the same as one of the "

vij hamber
barelisful" (' O.E.D.,' from Caxton's 'Rey-
nard ').

The amber is probably the same as the
awm, the Dutch aam, the German ohm, a
measure of about 34 gallons, the Englisl
beer-barrel. This measure is equivalent to

4| bushels, but throughout Northern Germany
the aam or ohm is a liquid measure only,
the unit of corn measure being the scheffel
In Holland the schepel is the bushel derived
from the Amsterdam cubic foot. However,
it is possible that the aam may originally
have been used both for dry and fluid measure
In regard to bonne, I venture to assume

the past existence of a word, an etymologica
missing link. Under 'Bung' the 'O.E.D.

gives bonne as a Middle Dutch form of bom,
a stopper for the mouth of a cask, and "

bung
bung-hole "as a transfer meaning from this

original meaning of "bung." All analogy
n French and Dutch is against this order,
nd I venture the opinion that both are

transfers and in the reverse order from
an original meaning of bung, a cask.

The various forms of bomb are onomatopoeic,
all meaning, or referring to, a more or less

lobular vessel giving out a " bom " sound
when struck. The Italian bombola, a carboy,
,s bonbonne in French, and Littre considers
ihis to be an augmentative of bombe; indeed,
t seems to be a duplicative, bomber-bonne, a
[X>mb-bung.

I suggest that bung (boung, bongue) was

originally a cask. In the 'E.D.D.' "
bungy

"

means short, round, and stout, shaped like a
cask. And it is possible that bumboat, the

origin of which is obscure, was a boat in

which water was carried to ships in bungs,
bums, or casks. From bung a cask, come :

1. Bunghole, in Dutch bomyat, in French
bonde, the hole in a cask at the bulge, the

part where it is most resonant. The Dutch
word also means the opening in a steeple to

let out the boom of the bells. In the

'ED.D.' the Somerset contributor says:
*' We never use the word bung alone "

;
so

there they have bum-hole, bum-cork, bum-

shave, the last word being the coopering tool

used for making bung-holes.
2. Bung-stoker, in French bondon, after-

wards, by a similar ellipsis to that now
under consideration, becoming bonde. One
thing is evident the name of the stopper
cannot have preceded the name of the hole

it is made to stop. Littre points out the

extension of the term bonde from the hole to

the stopper.
Bung is not the only onomatopoeic word in

cask-names. In our tun measure (whence the

corresponding ton weight), in the Norse

tonde, the French tonne, the Italian tonna,
all barrel measures, there is the same deep
sound as in thunder, tonnerre, tonitru, and

they are, I believe, derived from these latter

words. This view is supported by an almost

obsolete synonym of tun.

As thunder and thunderbolt are in French
tonnerre and foudre (fouldre up to sixteenth

cent.), so we find foudre in French &ndfuder
in German for a* tun, a vat equal to four

hogsheads, corresponding to the French
tonne of four wine casks and to our freight-

ton of four quarters of wheat. Then from

fader came our words fudder and /other,

about one ton of lead, and by extension a
cartload of about that weight.
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The'O.E.D.'has:-
" Fudder (ad. German fuder= Pother, used in the

same sense) ;
a tun of wine."

" Fudder. Sc. var. of Fouldre."

The latter word, in the quotations and also
at its proper page, means thunderbolt; but I

do not find any indication of possible
connexion between these two senses of the
word fudder.
To finish with hamberbonne : Is there a

possibility of amber becoming mixed with
Hamburg, and of the full word meaning a

Hamburg bung, a cask of the size usual at
that port? EDWARD NICHOLSON.
Liverpool.

ALLAN CUNNINGHAM'S l THE KING OF THE
PEAK' (10

th S. v. 208) is the third of the
series of 'The Twelve Tales of Lyddalcross,'
and is to be found in the March number of
vol. v. of The London Magazine (for 1822),

pp. 243-52.
It is curious that in 1823 there was a

romance likewise entitled ( The King of the
Peak 3

(by Thomas Roscoe, Jun.) published
in London, 3 vols., 12mo. R. A. POTTS.

I am not acquainted with a short story of
this name. "The King of the Peak: a
Romance, by Lee Gibbons," appeared in
three volumes in 1823, and was republished,
in one volume, in 1883. The author was
William Bennet, who practised as a solicitor
at Chapel-en-le-Firth, Derbyshire, for more
than fifty years, and lived until the early
seventies. "The Cavalier: a Romance, by
Lee Gibbons," appeared in three volumes, in

1821, and was also, I conclude, the work of
Mr. Bennet. The above were all issued by
London publishers. W. B. H.
[Halkett and Laing attribute both ' The Cava-

lier' and 'The King of the Peak' to Thomas
Roscoe, jun.]

CAPT. CURRY, 1759 (10
th S. v. 208). The

Army List of 1756 shows a Capt. Ralph
Corry (not Curry) as serving in the
28th Regiment, which was then on the Irish
establishment. The date of his commission
as lieutenant was 12 April, 1744, and as
captain 2 May, 1751. W. S.

In the Army List of 1763 Ralph Corry (sic)
is given as the regimental major, with date
27 Feb., 1760. HERBERT SOUTHAM.

*MEMOIRES DE ST. PETERSBOURG '-

(10
th S.

v. 188). PRO-CONSULO should address his

inquiry to Mr. K. W. Hiersemann, of
3, Konigstrasse, Leipzig. This well-known
bookseller collected some six years ago every
available work on Russia, and can doubtless

refer your correspondent to the German or
Russian library where the assemblage is now
garnered. If the book bears the writer's

name, this should be given, to facilitate

search. WM. JAGGARD.
139, Canning Street, Liverpool.

DENTON FAMILY (10
th S. v. 209). In 1775

a William Denton emigrated to America. If

of any interest to MR. McPiKE, I can give
age, county of origin, destination, and trade
in both the old and new countries.

GERALD FOTHERGILL.
11, Brussels Road, New Wandsworth, S.W.

PARTY COLOURS (10
th S. v. 65, 194). Like

MR. HERBERT SOUTHAM, I can lay claim to

being "an ardent Tory." Where I am now
residing the Tory colours are orange, and
the Radical blue. On the day of the
election I therefore wore orange, and scorned

everything blue. A few days afterwards I

had to go to record my vote in Mid-

Northamptonshire. There the Tory colours

are blue, and the Radical red. I had
therefore to carry my blue rosette away
from here in my pocket, and don it after I

had passed the invisible line of demarcation-
between the two constituencies. I strongly
advocate "True Blue" as the mark of the
Conservative and Unionist party.

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

"VBNDIUM" (10
th S. v. 148, 197). The

following items are from the * Tamil and
English Names for Curry Stuffs, &c., as

used in Ceylon,' pp. 78-9, of 'The Curry
Cook's Assistant,' by Daniel Santiagoe,
general servant, son of Francis Daniel,
butler and fiddler (Trichinopoly and Colombo,
third ed.

; London, Kegan Paul, Trench &
Co., 1889) : onions, vengayam ; garlic, vella,

vengayam ; fenugreek, vanthayam.
ROBERT PIERPOINT.

SUNDIAL INSIDE A CHURCH (10
th S. v. 206).

I extract the following account of one
from Billings's 'County of Durham,' 1846,

p. 28, which refers to the church atDalton-le-
Dale:-
" Breast high, on the north wall of the nave,

near the west end, is a series of raised stone

numbers, those indicating vu., vnr., ix., x., XL,
being distinctly visible. They formed part of an
internal sundial, the time having been marked by
the rays of the sun passing through particular
windows or apertures."

I saw these numerals some years ago, and
do not think that they date from any time

previous to the eighteenth century.
In the cloisters of Durham Cathedral a

line (nineteenth century) is marked on the
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wall of the church, on which the moment of
the sun's passing the meridian is shown,
when it is shining, by a ray of light passing
through a small hole over against it.

J. T. F.
Durham.

[R. B R also refers to Dalton-le-Dale.]

PORTMAN FAMILY (10
th S. v. 48, 150, 178,

198, 217). It does not seem probable that
K. T.'s query will elicit any fact or legend in

support of what appears to have been simply
a recent conjecture, viz., that " men at the

gate
"
gave rise to the name Portman. The

claim for position temp. Ed. I., as stated by
Collinson, I have ventured to think based on
the Visitation enrolment.
The object of my account of the family, or

rather enumeration of its chiefs, was to
amend the current list, which does not in-

clude Sir Hugh Portman, Knt
,
who died in

1604. He is named in pedigrees, but his

position in the family has not been re-

cognized, apparently from neglect of the

Inquisitions p.m. W. L. RUTTON.

VANISHING LONDON : PARADISE How,
CHELSEA (10

th S. v. 165). There is an inter-

esting reference to Paradise Row in Sir
Charles \V. Dilke's lecture on Chelsea de-
livered in the Town Hall, Chelsea, 11 Jan.,
1888. The lecture was published in pamphlet
form by The West Middlesex Advertiser. In
addition to the names of former residents in
Paradise Row given by MR. HEBB, Sir Charles
Dilke mentions that of Sir Joseph Banks,
the famous circumnavigator and President
of the Royal Society. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

"Ross OF JERICHO" (10th S. v. 229). If
MR C. S. WARD will refer to 1

st S. xi. 449
;

xii. 518, he will find the information he seeks.
E. J. M. and J. S. there enter fully into the

subject of the Rose of Jericho (the flower of

immortality), alluded to by Jesus, the son of

Sirach, in Ecclesiasticus xxiv. 14, and give
the names of authors, English and German,
who have written upon it.

JAMES WATSON.
Folkestone.

ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL: ITS FOUNDATION
STONE (10

th S. v. 168, 213). The following
interesting note on the foundations of St.
Paul's Cathedral is from the diary of William
Blundell, a Roman Catholic Lancashire
squire who was captain of Dragoons in the
Royalist array of 1642 ('Crosby Records,'
Longmans, 1880) :

" Pauli Basilica Londinensis. In November,
1681,:! took great notice of that new building,

which I found then to be raised above the earth
about 10 or 11 yards, according to the guess I made
when I looked upon the same. Below the surface
of the earth about 14 or 16 feet the foundation
seemed to be laid, and all that was hollow like a
cellar. If I he not mistaken, it was arched all over,
even with the top of the earth, so that there is an

appearance of a church below as well as above the

ground. But there was no manner of building at

the west end of the same, all being left so open that
I guessed that the building would be continued
much longer towards the west, which way there
was then remaining, betwixt the new buildings and
the ruins of the outermost part westward of the
old burned church about 80 yards or more. The
east end of this new church was then close built,
and the wideness there within the walls was about
41 yards, and the greatest wideness of this church
was about 104 yards, whereof 11 yards on the south
side and 11 yards on the north side of the same
seem to be taken up in porches. At the same time
I read a written paper which hung up on a wall or

pillar of this new building, mentioning the con-

tributions given towards that work by the several

Bishopricks of England, the total of which amounted
to 14.000/., whereof London gave 2.814/., Winchester

1,0262., Chester 561?. 18-9. 6r/., Durham 334/., Canter-

bury 199Z. I suppose there is a standing fund or

revenue belonging to this same church by which in

length of time it may come to be finished."

HENRY TAYLOR.
Bicklands, Southport.

There is a slip in the quotation from

Longman's
'

History of the Three Cathedrals
of St. Paul' : for "and the second one by
Mr. Longman," read Longland.

WM. H. PEET.

There seems considerable doubt as to the

layer of the foundation stone of the great

metropolitan cathedral whether it was the

architect, master- mason, bishop of the see

(Compton), or Charles II. in 1675. An article

at 9th S. xii. 191 seems to assign the honour
to the last named.
The name of the master-mason who super-

intended the work was Edward Strong (not

Thomas, as stated on p. 213), and to his

memory there is a monument in St. Peter's

Church, St. Albans. He was an ancestor of

an old friend of mine, Capt. W. H. Nares,

R.N., who possessed a fine portrait of him by
Sir Godfrey Kneller, with the cipher GK on
one side. He held in one hand a pair of

compasses, and in the other a plan of the

cathedral. Of this I once had a pencil sketch,

but gave it a friend. In all probability the

original portrait now belongs to Sir George
Nares, the Arctic explorer, son of my friend.

Once going over St. Paul's, I had as cicerone

an old correspondent of
* N. & Q.,' DR. W.

SPARROW SIMPSON, and he regretted much
that the cathedral did not possess any por-
trait of Edward Strong in its treasures.

There is the well-known story of the cathe-
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dral having been begun and completed under
one architect (Wren), one mason (Strong),
and one bishop (Compton).
The cathedral, Macaulay states ('Hist, of

England,' chap, xxii.), was first opened for

public worship on 2 Dec., 1697, when the

peace of Ryswick was celebrated :

" The Chapter of St. Paul's resolved that, on that

day, their noble cathedral, which had been long
rising on the ruins of a succession of pagan and
Christian temples, should be opened for public
worship."

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

ST. WiLGEFORTis (10
th S. v. 205). Dr.

Sparrow Simpson, in his
'
St. Paul's Cathe-

dral and Old City Life,' pp. 247-52, has pro-
bably said nearly all that is to be said about
this saint, who seems to have been a survival
of some old pagan tradition ;

but the columns
of 'N. & Q.' may still be consulted with ad-

vantage. The following lis$ of references is

rather fuller than that given by ST. SWITHIN
in his valuable note at 10th S. iv. 395, and
corrects a misprint in one of them : l

sfc S. ii.

286, 342, 381
;

ii. 404
;

2nd S. ix. 164, 274 ;

4th S. vi. 559 ; 8th S. x. 24, 78, 122, 166, 246.

Southey,in his 'Omniana,' ii. 54, has printed
the verses on St. Wilgefortis's beard, by the
Jesuit Sautel, which are given by Dr.

Sparrow Simpson at p. 251 of his book. The
saint's beard, which may have had some
connexion with the bearded oats that sprang
up to conceal her path when she fled from
her husband, was generally supposed to have
been granted as a defence against the assaults
of the male sex ; but it seems that this

adornment may be produced by other influ-

ences, and Southey records the case of a
certain woman named Phatheusa, the wife of
one Pytheus, who "thought so intensely
during her husband's absence, that at his
return she had a beard grown upon her chin."

May this be a warning to **

suffragettes
"

and other high thinking ladies of the present
day ! W. F. PRIDEAUX.

As the late Mgr. Clifford, Bishop of Clifton,
in his letter to COL. BRAMBLE, refers to the
Roman Martyrology, but does not quote it,
it may be worth while to set out what it says
under 20 July concerning this saint :

"In Lusitania sanctre Wilgefortis Virginia et
Marty ris, <jiue pro Christiana fide ac pudieitia
decertans, in Cruce meruit gloriosuni obtinere
triuniphum.''

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

GEORGE FALL, ARTIST (10
th S. v. 230). It

is highly probable that the water-colours
here mentioned are the work of an artist who

either lives, or did live, in York. In an old

directory occurs the entry, "Fall, George,
artist and drawing - master, 10, Markham.
Street." ST. SwiTHLK.

This artist exhibits at York Academy.
He is also a teacher at the local School of
Art. Further information can be obtained
on application to the artist's niece.

POPPY ARCHER.
Onega, Dunbar Park, Teddington.

LlXDO OR LlNDOT, PORTRAIT PAINTER
(10

th S. v. 189) I have pleasure in stating
that the following portraits are known, or
are believed, to be by Lindo : (1) Elizabeth,
first Duchess of Northumberland, after Sir

Joshua Reynolds, in the possession of the

Duke of Northumberland at Alnwick Castle ;

(2) Hugh, second Duke of Northumberland

(born 1742), as a young man, in the possession
of the Duke of Northumberland at Syon-
House : (3) Mr. Samuel Cook (born 1725,

died 1796), (4) Elizabeth his wife (died 1794),
and (5) Miss Cook, in the possession of Mr.
S. F. Widd rington at Newton Hall ; (6) Mr.

Henry Peareth (born 1713, died 1790), in th&

possession of Mr. Francis Brumell atMorpeth.
The portraits numbered (3) and (4) are signed
F. Lindo, 1760.

In the obituary in The Gentleman s Maga-
zine for 1767, p. 144, it is stated that

"
Francis-

Lindo, Esq.," died at Isleworth, 8 March,

1767; and this date has been verified by the-

Rev. J. H. Champion McGill, vicar of Isle-

worth, who has furnished the corresponding:

entry in the Isleworth Register of Burials :

"
1767, March 10. Francis Lindo Cath[olic] :

not [brought] into church."
J. C. HODGSON, F.S.A.

Alnwick, Northumberland.

" THE HAND THAT ROCKS THE CRADLE ""

(10
th S. iv. 447). MR. LATHAM speaks of an.

intention to supplement the information*

supplied at 9th S. ii. 358, but expresses a
doubt as to whether the ascription of author-

ship there given is correct. Inferentially, he-

may be understood to doubt whether any
such writer of verse as William Ross Wallace-

existed, and whether the narrated incident

may not have been at least partly imaginary,
tie may be reassured absolutely on the first

point, and with practical certainty on the-

second. Mr. Wallace was a lawyer in New
York from 1841 to his death in May, 1881,
and frequently wrote for the magazines of
the day, besides publishing one or two-

volumes of collected verse. He is given place-
in compilations of American biography and
literature.
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The Miss Roberts mentioned superintended
the extensive revision of the large

*

Hoyt
Cyclopedia of Practical Quotations,' com-

pleted in 1895, and in the preface Mr. Hoyt
pays full tribute to her ability. During this

work she made search for the author of the
five-stanza poem with the cradle -rocking
refrain, which, in whole or in part, had been
for several years a waif in literature now
gathered into collections of 'Best Poems,'
and now appearing in newspaper columns
and learned the authorship in conversation
with Mr. Leigh in 1893 or 1894. Later, she
wrote to The Critic of New York the letter

which in 1897 appeared, in substance, in The
Church Family Newspaper and is printed at
9th S. ii. 358.

Mr. Leigh gave the time of the occurrence
rather vaguely as

"
many years ago," but if

he was correct in his recollection of the per-
sons who participated in this particular
gathering it is easy to fix the date with close

approximation. The only time when John
Brougham and Artemus Ward could have
shared in such a familiar meeting was in the
winter of 1865-6. Brougham returned from
London to New York in October, 1865, while
Artemus Ward, then at the height of his

popularity, left New York for England (never
to return) some time in 1866. This gives very
closely the date when William Ross Wallace
wrote 'The Hand that Rules the World.'

M. C. L.
New York.

SIR R. PEEL'S FRANKED AND STAMPED
LETTERS (10

th S. v. 48, 216). I am familiar
with Sir Robert Peel's letters and "

franks."
The name "Robt. Peel" is neither litho-

graphed nor written by a secretary. The
letters enclosed in these envelopes make
these matters plain. I inquired only as to

uniqueness. The letters were written to a
friend, and no secretary intervened. The
ink of the frank "Robt. Peel" is a little

faded, showing that seven or eight years
separated the writing on "franks" from that
on the address ''John Singleton, Esq."

In a collection of about 200 curious franks

<1732-1840) mostly Irish the most curious
is Henry Grattan's frank of "H. G." I
believe initials as franks are unknown except
my unique example (done in Cork). The
" H. G." letter reached the addressee in
Clare unchallenged, such was the popularity
of H. G. at this period (1789).

1 am obliged to MR. PIERPOINT for his

possibilities in explanation of the curious
matter. Hundreds of people who saw these
franked and stamped letters of Peel at the

St. Louis Exhibition wrote to me for expla-
nation. I hope the American press will copy
my answer from ' N. & Q.

1

JAS. HAYES.
"

Church Street, Ennis.

"ANON" (10
th S. i. 246, 337).-What was

said at both the above references seemed to

proceed on the assumption that Thackeray's
peculiar use of

" anon " was restricted to
the example quoted from the lecture on
George IV. There are, however, other in-

stances of precisely the same treatment
elsewhere in the author's works. Several of
them occur in the 'Roundabout Papers.'
In the section, e.g., entitled 'On a Joke I
once Heard,' the essayist says,

"
I saw Hood

once as a young man, at a dinner which
seems almost as ghostly now as that mas-

querade at the Pantheon (1772) of which we
were speaking anon." Again, in the happy dis-

course which he delivers concerning
' Two

Roundabout Papers which I intended to

Write,' he opens a paragraph with the re-

mark,
" We spake anon of good thoughts."

As an offset to these irregular applications
of the particle, a legitimate example occurs in

the paper 'On Letts's Diary.' "The genii
of the Theatres,"here observes the homilist,
"are composing the Christmas pantomime,
which pur young folk will see and note anon
in their little diaries." Evidently, as was

suggested at the second of the above refer-

ences. Thackeray considered that the adapt-
able flexibility of "anon" was similar to

that which characterized the Latin olirn, and
therefore deliberately used it either for past
or present, to suit his immediate purpose. Ifc

is curious that no one should have drawn his

attention to the unwarrantable assumption
before the reissue of his lectures and essays.

THOMAS BAYNE.

G. J. HOLYOAKE : CHARTISTS AND SPECIAL
CONSTABLES (10

th S. v. 126, 156, 191, 212). My
best thanks are due to MR. J. C. FRANCIS,
MR. J. C. MARRIOTT, and MR. A. NEWELL,
for their courteous correction of my mis-

impression. They make it quite clear that it

was the late Mr. Charles Bradlaugh, and not

Mr. G. J. Holyoake, who during the late

fifties lectured at Sheffield under the name of

Iconoclast As a matter of fact, it may be

pointed out that at that time (I refer to 1858)
Iconoclast kept his identity a profound
secret, and the outside public at Sheffield

were quite unaware who the lecturer really

was. The curious part about it is that when,
some two years ago, I had occasion to write

to Mr. Holyoake, and quite incidentally
mentioned that it must have been nearly
half a century ago when the lectures in
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question were delivered by him, he promptly
replied that probably he and I were almost
the only ones left who remembered them
MR. MARRIOTT'S remark that in 1850 Mr
Holyoake was associated with Mr. Bradlaugh,
and took the chair at one of the latter's

lectures in East London, makes it possible
that he may have acted in the same capacity
at Sheffield. HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

In pending my note on this subject I
abstained from stating my recollection as to
the number of special constables sworn in
London (100,000), as I could not then discover

any verification of this enormous number
but I find in the recently published life of

Archbishop Temple (vol. i. p. 73) the
following :

"On April 7th what was known as the 'Gagging
Act 3 was passed in a panic by an overwhelming
majority in the House of Commons ; and on
April 10th London was filled with troops, 100,000
special constables were enrolled, and some of the
public offices were garrisoned and provisioned."

HENRY TAYLOR.
Birklands, Southport.

Several years ago I used frequently to

spend Christmas with a relative (now
deceased), who was then in possession of our
ancient family residence in the neighbour-
hood of Newport, Monmouthshire

;
and as

the house at this season was filled with
guests, the services of an old waiter in New-
port (who rejoiced in the name of a country,
by the way, where no doubt his ancestors
had "sworn horribly") were requisitioned
to assist the butler and footmen in the pantry
and in waiting at table. Now F s was a
comical fellow and quite a ''character," and
afforded my relative and myself much amuse-
ment when the former used to "draw" him,
in the smoking-room of an evening, to relate
some of his experiences ; but the tale which
used to keep us in a roar was that of his

experience as a special constable during the
Chartist riot at Newport in 1839.
When the Chartists in their thousands

came down from the hills to attack the town,F s, with many other special constables,
took refuge in the Westgate Hotel, which
was barricaded and held by a company of
the 45th Regiment (see Haydn's

*
Diet, of

Dates '). Constables and soldiers were all con-
gregated in the front ground-floor room of
the hotel, the latter firing on the rioters (who
were vigorously attacking the hotel) through
the loopholed shutters, which the Chartists,
having broken all the windows, tried to batter
in with heavy missiles. As the fighting grew
fast and furious, our friend F s, expecting

the mob to break into the
^

hotel every
moment, and thinking "discretion the better

part of valour," groped his way in the

darkened room to the fireplace, with the full

intention of concealing himself within the

great chimney. But on the unhappy F s

reaching his would-be refuge and attempting
to ascend, he found his efforts were in vain ;

and why ? because the chimney was already
filled with special constables, and there was
no room left for poor F s ! However, the

troops eventually drove off the Chartists,
who fled, and F s and his comrades were
saved.

Many a laugh have I enjoyed in old days
at Christmas-time over this anecdote, and at

the quaint way in which the narrator used
to relate it. D. K. T.

QUARTERING OF ARMS (10
th S. v. 168, 215).

Without being able to answer J. M. E 's

second question as to the rights or wrongs of

a quartering in the case stated by him, I can

give him an instance of arms being quartered
under similar circumstances. The late Sir

John E. Millais, P.R.A., quartered the arms
of Le Geyt. His great-great-grandfather
married Rachel, daughter of John Le Geyt.
The last male Le Geyt descendant of this

John Le Geyt died in 1894.

I went fully into the facts of this case in

8th S. x. 451, and there described this

quartering as a mistake; but because the

compiler of the Millais pedigree had approved
of this quartering, in complete ignorance of

the parentage of the wife of Edward
Millais, whom he described as "Rachel,
d. and h. of Le Geyt," and consequently
also in ignorance of the fact that in 1865,

when the pedigree was printed, a male
Le Geyt descendant of Rachel's father was
still living. CHAS. A. BERNAU.

The person asking the two questions will,

[ fear, be in an unhappy position in regard
;o the replies of ULSTER and B. M., it not

3eing clear whether the latter is intended as

a reply to query No. 1, to No. 2, or to both.

If intended as a reply to No. 1, it is clearly

opposed to the opinion expressed by ULSTER.
The point raised by No. 2 is simple and

easily answered ;
but that raised by the first

query is of considerable interest. I happened
;o have two of the works referred to by
ULSTER on my table, and the third work
referred to at my feet, at the time of reading
lis reply. I venture to think that it would
lave been difficult to refer to three works
more helpful to the student than these.

trangely, however, perhaps the most useful

of these on the specific point Dallaway is
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in favour of B. M.'s view (if his answer refers

to query No. 1), being, in fact, his (Dalla-

way 's) example No. 4. The rule as cited by
Dallaway from the Glover MS. is :

"If a man whose ancestors have married with
divers inheritrixes do marry with an inheritrix by
whom he hath divers daughters, and afterwards
marry another inheritrix by iwhom. lie hath issue

male, the issue general of the first wyfe shall bear
their father's armes with their owne mother's

quarterly."

I have always understood that the rules laid

down by Glover were practically those

adopted by the College of Arms in this

country. On the other hand, Cussans, and
Burke in his 'Heraldic Illustrations,' support
the view of ULSTER. Though I do not con-
sider that Dallaway or even Glover supports
the view expressed by ULSTER, I may say I

-entirely agree with his opinion, apart from
cited authority. W. A. COPINGER.
Kersal Cell, Manchester.

As doctors are allowed to differ, I hope I

may, as a student, be permitted to dissent 1

and to say
1. C is entitled to quarter the arms of her

|

father and mother.
2. C's son to quarter his own father's arms

\

with those which were borne by C.

ST. SWITHIN.

GRANTHAM OF GOLTHO FAMILY (10
th S. v.

70, 231). My attention has been called to the
j

letter of LlNDUM COLONIA accusing me of
j

taking a window out of one church and
some recumbent effigies out of another, both I

relating to the Grantham familj
T

,
and of

adopting arms that do not belong to me.
With the exception that I have placed the

window in Barcombe Church and the effigies
in a mission room in the same parish, there
is not a word of truth in his statements, the
facts relating to which he is apparently in
absolute ignorance of.

The window, or rather some of the glass
in it, was found in a hayloft, where it had
been put and lost after the private chapel
in which it had been ceased to be used, and
was then given to me by the owner

;
but

that its origin should not be lost sight of,
- I

^
had its original home recorded on the

window in its new home. The recumbent
effigies LINDUM COLONIA speaks of, which
doubtless, at one time, were in the church
he mentions, but which must have been
taken out many years ago, when the church
was removed I found, very much damaged,
under a heap of dung, and removed them at
the suggestion of the then Dean of Lincoln
(Dean Butler), as the Cathedral authorities
would not give them a home.

His story about my arms is equally fic-

titious. As to his remarks about my family,
if they were true I should be proud to think
I had succeeded in rising to the position of

a judge from the husbandman or trigger h&
speaks of so contemptuously ;

but knowing
something more than your correspondent
of the migration of my family more than
two centuries ago, I have tried in vain to

find any connexion with those respectable
handicraftsmen he refers to as Sussex Grant-
hams

;
but I shall not enter into a dis-

cussion with such a correspondent, either as

to my family history or the history of the
Grantham memorials he alludes to.

I shall be delighted to give MR. GREEN,
of Heralds' College, as I have informed him,
a full history of them, as he apparently is

ignorant of it, though I fully discussed the
matter with one of the members of that

College, now dead, some years ago.
WM. GRANTHAM.

I know nothing of this family, but I must

protest against the inference, still most
common, that people low in the social scale,

as husbandmen and basket-makers, cannot

possibly be akin to families of high standing.
Fabrication of ancestors is very properly
condemned, but it is a strong statement to-

make that no Grantham of Essex has ever

been shown to be connected in any way
with Lincolnshire. Does your correspondent
claim to have exhausted all records relating
to families of the name? Perhaps record-

evidence can very easily be cited showing
such connexion. I hope this will be done by
those who are interested.

GEORGE F. T. SHERWOOD.
50, Beecroft Road, Brockley, S.E.

SIR WILLIAM H. DE LANCEY (10
th S. iv.

409, 517
;

v. 72). Lady De Lancey's narra-

tive is printed in The Century Magazine for

April. Two very interesting letters from
Sir Walter Scott and Charles Dickens appear
with it, and show us how deeply they were
affected by reading the pathetic story in

manuscript. Among the names mentionec)

by Lady De Lancey is that of a Lady
Hamilton. Who she was I do not know. But

among the portraits that illustrate the article

in The Century is that of Lord Nelson's Lady
Hamilton. A great error has been made. It

cannot have been Lord Nelson's idol, for she-

died some months before Waterloo. Can any
of your readers tell us what Lady Hamilton
it was ? There were seven or eight British

officers of that name present at the battle.

Was she related to any of them ? Her name,,

however, does not appear in Lady De llos's
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list of the company who were invited to the
Duchess of Richmond's ball. She seems to

have been acquainted with a gentleman
named James, who was then in Belgium ;

and
he perhaps was the Mr. James who had
married Lady Emily Stewart, half-sister of

Lord Castlereagh. I am informed that an
edition of Lady De Lancey's narrative with
notes will very soon be published by John
Murray. It would be well if some corre-

spondent could clear up the point at once.
WATERLOOENSIS.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Lincoln : a Historical and Topographical Account
of the Citi/. By E. Mansel Sympson. (Methuen
&Co.)

THE series of
' Ancient Cities," published by Messrs.

Methuen under the general supervision of Mr.
B. 0. A. Windle, has received a noteworthy
addition in a history of Lincoln by Dr. E. Mansel
{Sympson. The pretensions of Lincoln to rank
among the most interesting and important of
ancient English cities will not be challenged. It
lias now found an historian worthy in all respects
of zeal and competency, whose life has been
passed beneath the shadow of its noble and
venerable minster, and in the contemplation of its

antiquities. The capacity of the writer to deal
with the subject is transmitted, and his volume is

piously dedicated to the memory of two workers in
the same field. Of these, one is his own remote
ancestor, T. S. (Thomas Sympson), who has left in
the Gough MS. Collection in the Bodleian
" Adversaria ; or, Collections for an History of the

City of Lincoln, indigesta Moles, March 25, 1737,"
and 'Lindurn; or, the History and Antiquities of
the City of Lincoln'

;
and the second, the late

Precentor Venables, a well-known contributor to
our columns, and one at whose feet Dr. Mansel
Sympson reverently sat. As a proof of the esteem
in which the city has been held, the author quotes
the famous saying or prophecy, yet far from its

complete fulfilment,

Lincoln was, London is, and York shall be
The greatest city of the three.

With reference to its name and its Roman origin,
it is stated that,

" with the possible exception of
Colchester and the actual exception of Koln or

Cologne (Colonia Agrippince) in Europe, no other
city has retained any trace of having been a Roman
colony in its name at the present day." Afc all

periods the history has been stimulating. Four
chapters (of which the first is introductory) deal
with the history from the earliest times to the
Norman Conquest, Lincoln Fair, 1217, and the
Commonwealth ;

and thence to modern times.
Three chapters are devoted to the See and the
Cathedral ; one, of special interest, to the Bishop's
Palace and the Close ; and one each to the Parish
Churches, Monastic Institutions, the Castle and
Bail, and the Municipal Government. Some idea
how comprehensive is the treatment may be
gathered from these statements. A great addi-
tional attraction to Dr. Man.sel Sympson's

scholarly work is found in the illustrations of
Mr. E. H. New, which are numerous and beau-
tiful. The full-page designs are drawn principally
from the Minster, and are admirably artistic.

They include designs of the Jews' Houses, which
are striking features in the city. Some charming
initials and tail-pieces are happily illuminator?.
The entire work is a model in its way, and
reflects the highest credit upon all concerned in
its production.

Heroic. Romances of Ireland. By A. H. Leahv
2vols. (Nutt.)

AMONG many attempts to popularize for English
readers the heroic romances of Ireland, most of
them undertaken with the aid of Mr. Nutt, the
present seems the best adapted to achieve its pur-

Case.
It forms the second issue of " The Irish Saga

ibrary," the first volume of which was also trans-
lated by Mr. Feahy. The romances dealt with in
the first volume of the present work are ' The
Courtship of Etain,' 'Mac Datho's Boar,' 'The
Sick-bed of Cuchulain,'

' The Exile of the Sons of
Usnach,' and ' The Combat at the Ford.' Those in
the second consist of

' Tain Bo Fraioh,'
' The Raid

for Dartaid's Cattle,'
' The Raid for the Cattle of

Regamon,' 'The Driving of the Cattle of Flidais,*
and 'The Apparition of the Great Queen to
Cuchulain.' These are translated partly in prose
and partly in verse. Of the first story,

* The
Courtship of Etain,' two versions are given. In
order to understand and appreciate the measure in
which the translation especially the unrimed por-
tionis executed, it is necessary to study closely
the helpful and erudite preface to the first volume

a preface which, with fine irony, declares that in
times when the great literatures of Greece and
Rome are regarded as useless, it may be vain to
hope

" that any attention can be paid to a litera-
ture that is quite as useless as the Greek; which
deals with a time which, if not actually as far re-
moved from ours as are classical times, is yet
further removed in ideas." The task is, however,
tastefully, and at times, brilliantly, accomplished ;

the book may be read with pleasure and advan-
tage, and will do much to commend to English
students these primitive, finely coloured, and
poetic legends, the antiquity of which, though less

probably than is sometimes claimed, is high. Tim
whole is of value, and reveals to us the principal
features and the character of what, in its way, is one
of the most interesting literatures of the world.

Bacon's JYora Remtcitatio. By the Rev. \Yalter
Begley. 3 vols. (Gay & Bird.)

ENERGETIC indeed are the efforts that are being
made to prove that Bacon wrote the works of Shake-
speare and Tudor literature generally, and among
the participants in the fray the late Mr. Begley was
perhaps the most arduously persistent. In the course
of the attack upon Shakespeare some philosophic
humorist said he had arrived at the conclusion
that the works assigned Shakespeare were not his,
but were those of another man of the same name,
living in the same period. This idea seems now
seriously accepted, only the man so self-styled was
also called Bacon. Incidentally, too, he seems to
have been Bodenham and Puttenham, and we know
not how many more. It would apparently be more
easy to ascertain, by a process of induction, who
he was not than who he is. Up to now we have
read no affirmation that he is Burleigh or Raleigh,
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tout Marlowe and Spenser and many another
will find it hard to throw off the responsibility.

Perhaps the least familiar alias we find is that of

WredjDOt. Most of importance that has to be said

about Marlo\ve, Mary Fitton, and others in whom
the student is necessarily interested is reserved

for the third volume. In this, moreover, a defence
of the mystery of the Sonnets, based in part upon
the opinions of Addington Symonds, is under-
taken. In this matter we are no more disposed to

follow our author than in his ungracious reference

to Dr. Sidney Lee and Dr. Horace Howard Furness.
Mr. Begley's work appears to us a mixture of

exemplary erudition and wild surmise. Supposing
the conjectures in which he indulges to be main-

tainable, we should have to regard Bacon as the
" oddest" of mankind, to add one more to the

many adjectives assigned him by Pope. Personally
we have been amused by the groping after our
author in which we have indulged, we admire his

devotion, and feel lenient towards his mistakes,
which are neither very numerous nor serious.

The most important, so far as the English reader is

concerned,
v
is the mention (ii. 11*2) of Sir James

Harington instead of Sir John. A bundle of errors is,

however, found at i. ol, where we hear of the * Contes

d'Entrapel' (of Du Fail), instead of
* Les Contes

<i'Eutrapel,' and are led on to
"
Entrapelus

" and
similar forms. We cannot find the light which
Mr. Begley claims to cast, and stumble on as best

we may in darkness and bewilderment.

Rembrandt: a Memorial. (Heinemann.)
WE have here the first of ten parts constituting a
memorial of Rembrandt for the approaching ter-

centenary. A prefatory note by M. Emile Michel

pays a worthy tribute to the great artist. Among
the designs finely reproduced are the * Portrait of

the Artist,' froni the National Gallery ;

' The
Syndics of the Cloth Hall,' from the Amsterdam
Rijks Museum; 'Christ as a Gardener appearing
to Mary Magdalen,' from Buckingham Palace : and
a beautiful portrait of a lady from the Liechten-
stein Gallery, Vienna. When completed, the work
is likely to form a fine tribute to a great artist.

The English Historical Review. January, 1906.

(Longmans & Co.)
MR. JAMES F. BALDWIN contributes a paper on the

King's Council, which contains new knowledge

conveyed in a lucid manner. The truly historical

spirit in which he has worked is indicated by the
numerous and accurate references he supplies. Mr.
Wilbur C. Abbott contributes the first part of a

paper on what goes by the name of the Long Parlia-

ment of Charles IL It is carefully worked put,
and will be of considerable service to the historians

of the future. Miss A. M. Allen, a,mong the ' Notes
and Documents,' has an interesting paper on the

conferring of knighthood on little children. The
practice never can have been common, but it seems
there are more instances to be found than have
hitherto been known.
Mr. Friedrich W. D. Brie deals with the careers

of WT
at Tyler and Jack Straw, and renders it not

improbable that they are duplicate names for the
same person.

The Magazine of Fine Arts. (Newnes.)
A FINE number of The Magazine of Fine Arts has

capitally illustrated articles on Maurice Quentin
de la Tour ;

on 4 The Landscape of G. F. Watts,'

by Mr. Frederick Wedmore ; and on ' The Draw-
ings of John Downman, A.R.A.,' by Sir J. D.
Linton. Twelve supplemental plates lead off with
a superb reproduction in colours of Gozzoli's

'

Rape
of Helen, wife of Menelaus, King of Sparta/
Paris bears in his arms to the ship the smiling and-
unreluctant dame. Both design anl colouring are
remarkable. Another reproduction in colours is

of Downman's portrait of Miss Abbott. The whole-
is a marvel of cheapness and beauty.
Ix The Fortnightly Mrs. John Lane has a paper

on 'Afternoon Calls,' which is no less exact as a
sketch of social manners in consequence of being
written in a spirit of ripe humour. The lesson of
this is that the secret of success in afternoon calls
is found in making them at a time when the person
visited is sure to be not at home. 'A Saint in

Fiction,' by Mrs. Crawford, is an appraisal of '11

Santo,' a novel by Antonio Fogazzaro, which con-
stitutes the concluding volume of a trilogy, of
which 'II piccolo Mondo Antico' is the first. Mr.
Roger Pocock gives a ' Forecast of the Legion of
Frontiersmen,

5
'

indicative of a movement to be
inaugurated which may well prove to be of im-
portance. Mr. Henry James's American contri-
but ion is on Philadelphia.

' A French Archbishop
r

is described by Constance Elizabeth Maud as the
Pere du Peuple, but which archbishop is indicated
is kept carefully in the dark. Mr. Henry Norman
writes sensibly upon 'The Public, the Motorist,
and the Royal Commission.'

To The Nineteenth Century Lord Monson con-
tributes

' My Grandfather's Reminiscences of Eton/
These deal with a period nearly a century ago,
and illustrate, as his lordship affirms, amid many
changes of social custom and vocabulary, several
persistent survivals. Some amusing stories deal
with Keate. "A Novocastrian Journalist," absent
for some time from the pages, puts in a fresh appear-
ance, but only as a reviewer of

' Some Recent
Books.' Mr. Henniker Heaton advocates 'An End
to Political Patronage/ It is interesting to see
our acknowledged insularity treated from a colonial

point of view, but we experience something of a
shock on being told that " the amiable dullness of the
English country girl is probably due to her utter [szVJ
lack of education." Enlargement of the House of
Commons seems likely to come soon within the
domain of practical politics. Mr. A. Maryon-
Watson M'rites sensibly on ' The New Fire Protec-
tion for London/

OUR "INSOLVENT" STAC;E' is the formidable
title to an arraignment of tilings theatrical which
appears in The National Review. While conceding
much that the writer say?, we do not hold that lie-

quite makes out his case. He attaches too much
importance to the lightest form of entertainments,
and he includes among our assets actors of whom-
we have scarcely ever heard, and we profess to

possess more than average familiarity with our
stage. Dr. Cunningham gives some impressions
(favourable in the main) of South Africa. Lord
William Cecil has, under the title of 'The Un-
employable,' a word to say in favour of the tramp.
THE frontispiece to the April number of the

excellent Burlington Magazine for Connoisseur*
consists of a reproduction of G. F. Watts's design
'The Sisters,' the portraits of which are those of
Kate and Ellen Terry. The original of this striking
picture is in the collection of Mr. Somers Somerset
Following this comes 'A Hemicycle of Lawgivers,
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a fresco of the same artist from Lincoln's Inn.

Upon the Latin Aristotle in the collection of Mr.

Henry Yates Thompson (two remarkable pages of

which are reproduced) the proprietor, who is also

the writer of the article, bestows the ambitious

title of
* The Most Magnificent Book in the World ?

'

A series of miniatures by Isaac Oliver are taken

largely, but not wholly, from "\Vindsor Castle.

At the close are some interesting designs by
Diirer of 'Hercules fighting the Stymphalian
Birds.'

4 A NEW TALE OF Two CITIES,' in The Cornhill,
is by Mr. Laurence Gomme, and deals with the

recent intimacies between London and Paris. It is

written in a spirit equally erudite and philo-

sophical. Mrs. Archibald Little,' in 'A Journey of

Surprises,' records her experiences through Yunnan
from the Yangtse.

' His Mate,' by Frances M.
Peard, tells a short but deeply interesting story.
No. xii. of 'From a College Window' keeps up the

thoughtful and pensive vein of the previous parts.

The Gentleman's opens with an account of

Capt. John Ward, the famous pirate. This is

succeeded by a graphic account of
* The Desmond

Rebellion,' which in turn gives way to an excellent

account of
' The New Irish Peasant.'

'

Fighting for

the Crown in Shropshire
'

has a pleasant antiquarian
flavour, and deals, among other things, with Bos-

cobel. Under 'Correspondence' Mr. W.P.Court-
ney gives some interesting particulars concerning
a valued old friend, "Tommy" (Robert B.)
Wormald.
IN The Idler appears, among lighter matter, an

illustrated account of Martigues, the Provencal
Venice.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. APRIL.

THE spring season promises well. We have
received many catalogues, and although there are
but few specialities, the chief exception being a

very fine copy of the first Polyglot Bible, yet they
are full of items of good general literature.

Mr. Thomas Carver, of Hereford, has a complete
set of The Ancestor for 35s. ; also a number of Dr.
Cox's valuable "Antiquary's Books"; the scarce
first edition of 'Villette,' 1853, \L 1*. ; Disraeli's

Flim-Flams,' 1805, 2/. ; the first 22 volumes of The
Edinburgh for 10s. ;

first editions of Goldsmith's

'Essays,' \l. 15* , and 'The Town,' by Leigh Hunt,
1848, \L 15*. 6(7. ; and the large-paper copy of
* Turner '

by Armstrong, III.

Messrs. Drayton, of Exeter, have two catalogues :

one devoted to Theology, the other a good general
list. Burns's 'Poems,' the 1798 edition, is 21*.;
Cruikshank's 'Commercial Tourist,' 1839, 30* ;

Granger's
'

Biographical History,' 1824, 31. 15*. ;

Diderot's 'Encyclopedic,' 1751-72, 70*. ; Blackwood*8
Maya~ine, vols. i.-clxxiii., 81. 15*. ; and Fox-Davies's
'The Art of Heraldry,' Ql. 6*.

Mr. Francis Edwards sends us two fresh lists,

the first being Part VIII. of his valuable Oriental

Catalogue. This part completes the third com-
prehensive Geographical Catalogue which Mr.
Edwards has issued. It opens with British India,
followed by Ceylon, Burma, Malay Archipelago,
Japan, China, Turkey in Asia, &c. We can note

only a few items in this remarkable collection :

Asiatic Society of Bengal Journal and Proceedings,
1829-97, 151 vols., 70^.; East India Company annals :

Griffiths's
' Buddhist Cave Temples,' 1896-7, 9^. ;

Journal of Indian Art ; Missions in India ; San-
skit Texts and Translations: Audsley's 'Orna-
mental Arts of Japan,' 1882-5, 9/. ; Ktempfer'^
'

History of Japan,' 1727 -
8, 51. 10*. ; Hakluy t

Society Publications, ,1848-98, 95/. Mr. Edwards-
has a fourth catalogue nearly ready. This will in-
clude America and the West Indies. The useful-
ness of his Geographical Catalogues has been
acknowledged, Mr. Edwards informs us,

"
by

librarians and bookbuyers generally" ; and we join*
with him in the hope that, "in time, they will

prove abundantly profitable" to himself.

Mr. Edwards's other catalogue is devoted to
New Remainders. Those in search of bargains will
find Nisbet Bain's 'Weird Tales from Northern Seas,'
2*. ; Boutell's 'English Heraldry,' 3*. 6d. ; Clinch's-
'

Marylebone and St. Pancras,' 4*. 6d. ; Kristeller'a

'Early Florentine Woodcuts,' 18*. (only 300 copies-
printed) ; and Paul's '

Vanishing London,' 6*. Mr-
Edwards has a few copies of Skeat's '

Malay
Magic,' which he offers at 12s. This is not a re-
mainder ; and when these are gone, the book will

only be obtainable at the ordinary price.

Mr. Sydney V. Galloway, of Aberystwyth, issuer
a clearance catalogue previous to his removal to-

larger premises. There are some interesting tracts,.

political, Freethinking, and theological.

Mr. George Gregory, of Bath, issues the Bath-
Book Catalogue and Report, Nos. 169 and 170*

(Theological Department). There are 2,500 items,
taking a wide range, for we find the names of Richard
Baxter, A. K. H. Boyd, Maurice, Dr. Conway,
Newman, Pusey, Baldwin Brown, Dean Stanley,
and Fathers of the Church. Among the "Tracts
for the Times " we note that Tract XC can be had1

for 3*. We remember when a sovereign would be-

offered for it, and it was difficult to obtain at that.

Messrs. Luzac & Co. have an interesting list, welt
arranged, on History, Geography, Religion, and
Travels in various Oriental Countries. The first

portion includes Periodicals ; the second, The Near
East, Turkey, Asia Minor, and Syria; the third,.
Africa ; the fourth, Egypt ; the fifth, Arabia

; the
sixth, Persia and Afghanistan ; then come British
India and Australia. We note a set of The Calcutta
Review, 1856-71, 36/. This contains MS. notes with
the names of the writers of the various articles.

Messrs. Myers & Co. issue two catalogues, one of
Engraved Portraits. A H. We note among them
a former editor of

' N. & Q.,' Dr. Doran. The cata-

logue is almost a brief biographical dictionary, th&
years of birth and death being given. The other
list includes Frankau's 'Life and Works of John
Raphael Smith,' 25& ; and Allport's

'

Camberwell,^
1841, 15*. Under Cruikshank is a first proof, signed,
of 'The Worship of Bacchus,' 1864, 3/. 3*. There-
are interesting items under Drama. Under French
Revolution is a large coloured sheet of the execu-
tion of Robespierre, 28 July, 1794. Under Stained
Glass is Warrington's 'History,' 1848, 31. 5->. ; and
under Trials are those held at the Old Bailey,.

1720-41,25*.

Messrs. Neville & George have Bowyer's edition
of Hume's 'History,' 5 vols. imp. folio, 1806, 6/. 6*. ^

'Cosway, his WT
ife and Pupils,' by Williamson,

51. 7*. 6W. ;
first edition of

'

Lavengroj' Murray, 1851,.

2^.2*.; Britton's' Architectural Antiquities of Great
Britain,' Nattali, 1835, 31. 12*. 6V/. ; King's

'

Chester/
1656, 81. ; Dibdin's '

Bibliographical Tour,' London,
1821, III. (this copy contains the rare private plate
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of Diana of Poictiers and Lewis's 60 engravings)
' Gesta Romanorum,' 1509, 21.

; Hasted's 'Kent,
Canterbury, 1797, 12/. Under Court Memoirs is th<

first edition of Pardoe's * Court of Francis UK
First,' very scarce, Bentley, 1849, '21. '2s. Allen's

'Antiquities of London and Westminster,' 1837, is

M. 5s. ; Malcolm's *

Persia,' 1815, 21. Ss\ (id. ; and
Payne Collier's edition of Shakespeare, 1844
}l. Is. Gd. Under Law is Stephen's 'History of the
"Criminal Law,' I/. 18s. Qd. An interesting dramatic
item consists of five old playbills, including G
rick's last appearance, 10 June, 1776, 21. 2*.

Messrs. W. N. Pitcher Co., of Manchester, have
the first 28 vols. of Bentley's Miscellany, 1QL ; a

complete set of the '

Dictionary of National Bio-

graphy,' 60A : Fergusson's 'Architecture,' 1893
31. 10-s\ ; Gotch's 'Architecture of the Renaissance,
1894, 6/. 6..-.; Bewick's 'Birds,' Newcastle, 1821,
"21. 2s. ; Creeny's

' Monumental Brasses,' 21. ; Brink-

ley's 'Japan,' edition de luxe, limited to 35 mini
bered copies, 12 vols., 1903-4, 251. 4*.; 'British

Poets,' Aldine Edition, large paper, 1866, 52 vols.,

11. 7*. ; Jamieson's '

Etymological Dictionary,' 1879-

1887, 5 vols., 4:1. 10*. ; first edition of * The Shaving
of Shagpat,' 1856, 21. 5s'.

; Sybel's
' French Revolu-

tion,' 1867, scarce, 51. 10*. ; Voltaire,
' (Euvres Com-

pletes, 52 vols., 51. 18-9.; Yarrell's 'Birds,' 1843-56,
41. 15s. ;

and Lever's Novels, 17 vols., 61. 10*. There
are interesting items under Dickens, one being
Kitton's ' Dickens by Pen and Pencil,' scarce, 31. Ss.

;

and under Economics and Politics is a long list,

including Tooke's 'History of Prices,' 6 vols.,

1838-57, 121. 15s.

Messrs. James Rimell & Son have a very interest-

ing Catalogue of Topography. Under Berkshire
are many views of Windsor, 1740-1850. Under
Gloucestershire is Atkyns's

' Ancient and Present
State of Gloucestershire, 201. Under Hampshire
will be found old views in the Isle of Wight ; under
Ireland, ArchdalPs ' Moriasticon Hibernicum,' 1786,
41. ;

under Lake District, Fielding's
'

Cumberland,'
1822, 4:1. 4.s. : and under Lancashire, Roby's
'

Traditions,' 1829, 3/.
15s. Under London are oid

views of Battersea (including proposed site for the

rystal Palace in Battersea Park, 1851), Blooms-
bury, and Chelsea (with the Rotunda in Ranelagh
Garden*). A view of London from Blackfriars

Bridge, 1802, rare, is 9^.9*. Lord Mayors' portraits
include Beckford's. Palmer's 'St. Paiicras,' 99 extra

plates, is SI. 5*. ; and Neale's 27 pencil sketches,
1814-15, 4.1. Under Theatres and Amusements are
views of Covent Garden, Drury Lane, the First
Fair on the Thames, the Laplanders at the Egyptian
Hall, 1822, Pantheon in Oxford Street, Red Bull

Play House, Clerkenwell, Vauxhall Gardens, &c.

Messrs. Henry Sotheran & Co. open their new
list with a fine and complete copy of the first

Polyglot Bible, 6 vols., folio, a tall and clean copy,
extremely rare, 1514-17, 125^. Arber's 'Reprints of
Rare Tracts,' 10 vols., are 6/. 6*. ; Bonn's Extra
Volumes, 7 vols., 1846-55, scarce, 4.1, 15*. ; and
Dibdin's '

Bibliographical Decameron ' and ' Anti-

quarian Tour in France and Germany,' 6 vols.,

large paper, first editions, containing the two
private plates which were destroyed, 1817-23, 101.

Catalogue of the Perkins Library,' 1873, is 12/. 12*.

This library fetched 26.000^., and included two
copies of the Mazarin Bible. Sotheby's

' Block-
Books,' 3 vols., 1858, is 11. 10-9. Only 220 copies
were printed. The collections for these works are
in the British Museum, bound in 36 vols., folio.

The first edition of Bunyan's
'

Holy War,' 1682,
very rare, is 1L Is. ; and the eighth edition of 'The
Pilgrim's Progress,' 1682, 2$l. Burton's '

Anatomy
of Melancholy,' sixth edition, 1651, is 11. 17*. tid.

A note, signed A. H. Bullen, states : "It is not
generally known that Burton for nearly all his life
was vicar of St. Thomas the Martyr, Oxford It
is recorded that he always administered the Sacra-
ment there in wafers." An extra-illustrated copy
of Cunningham's 'Nell Gwyn' is priced IQl. 10*.;
and Child's '

English and Scottish Ballads,' Boston
(Mass.), 1882-98, \2l.\2s. Several first editions of

Dickens, in the original parts with the advertise-
ments, include ' Martin Chuzzlewit,' 8/. 8*.
'

Nicholas Nickleby,' Ql. 6*. ; and 'Pickwick.' 141. 14*.

Dray ton's
'

Poly-Olbion,' 1613, rare, is 181. 18*.;

Edinburgh Review. 1802-1903, 2S/.; and Gentleman's
Magazine, 1731-1879, 42<f. The list of Genealogy and
Heraldry includes Harleian Society's Publications,
1869-97, 421. A choice collection of English poets,
93 vols., 1833-62, is 37. 10*.; and the first edition of

'Gulliver,' 1726, very scarce, IGl. 16*.

Messrs. Henry Young & Sons, of Liverpool, have
a beautiful illuminated Horas, with miniatures,
1494, 125/.

; a superb set, extra- illuminated, of

Meyrick and Skelton's 'Armour,' 1824-30, 3W. ;

large-paper copy of the Florence Gallery, first

edition, Paris, 1789-1807, 30Z. ; a choice set of Cruik-
shauk's 'Comic Almanack,' 1835-53, in the original
covers, with the advertisements preserved, 26/. ;

Rowlandson's ' Dance of Death,' first issue, 1815-17,
extremely rare, 17/. 17*. ; and a fine folio of Seneca,
1620, 3/. 15-5. Under Railways is Booth's account
of the Liverpool and Manchester, Liverpool, 1830,
25*. This was practically the first railway in
the world, and the author was the treasurer of the
company. There is a wood engraving of the
Rocket and the newly invented Novelty. Hamil-
ton's

'

Volcanoes,' Naples, 1776-9, is priced 9/. 9*.

Other items include some Morlands and fine old
portraits. The illustrations add to the interest of
the catalogue.

We must call special attention to the following
lotices :

ON all communications must be written the name
ind address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
'ication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

WE cannot undertake to advise correspondents
is to the value of old books and other objects or as
o the means of disposing of them.

C. SNVYNNERTON ("Split Infinitive"). See dis-

cussion at 8th S. xii. 205, 375, 491 ; 9th S. ix. 172.

H. J. B. ("Dagger Money at Newcastle- on -

Tyne"). Recorded at 9th S. xi. 7.

A. S. Received.

R. B. P. Forwarded.

ERRATUM. P. 62, col. 1, 1. 5 from bottom, for
' south

"
read fourth.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

p "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
isements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
isher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES (APRIL).

A. RUSSELL SMITH,
24, GREAT WINDMILL STREET, LONDON, W.

(Close to Piccadilly Circus).

OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE,
TOPOGRAPHY, GENEALOGY, TRACTS, PAM-

PHLETS, and OLD BOOKS on many Subjects.

ENGRAVED PORTRAITS AND COUNTY
ENGRAVINGS.

CATALOGUES post free.

BERTRAM DOBELL,
Second-hand Bookseller and Publisher,

54 and 77, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.

CATALOGUES free on application. No. 140. A ROUGH
LIST OF CHKAP BOOKS, comprising Standard Works in

English Literature, offered at reduced prices to effect a
clearance. No. 141, ready shortly, will comprise RKCENT
PURCHASES from the HOI-LAND, TRUMAN, ROBINSON,
and other Sales, including Rare and Valuable Items.

Also to be bad on application, a Detailed Prospectus of

Proposals for Publishing by Subscription various hitherto
Unknown and Inedited Works of the Sixteenth and Seven-
teenth Centuries.

JUST PUBLISHED.

CATALOGUE OF TOPOGRAPHICAL BOOKS,
ENGRAVINGS (many Coloured), WATER COLOUR
DRAWINGS, and PORTRAITS OF LOCAL CELE-
BRITIES, &c., of Great Britain nd Ireland, comprising
2,132 Items of interest and importance, including a

Large Section relating to London.

POST FREE OF

JAMES RIMELL & SON,
53, SHAFTBSBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.

Books and Engravings Bought.

W. HEFFER & SONS,
Second-Hand Booksellers, CAMBRIDGE.
The undermentioned CATALOGUES are in preparation,

and will be sent gratis on application.

MATHEMATICAL BOOKS, INCLUDING ASTRONOMY
AND PHYSICS.

REMAINDERS AND BOOKS OFFERED AT GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES.

100,000 VOLUMES IN STOCK.

, Petty Cury and 18, Sidney Street, Cambridge.

ALBERT SUTTON,
43, Bridge Street, MANCHESTER.

J fie following Catalogues sent free on application:

AFRICA. I
AMERICA.

AUSTRALASIA.
I

INDIA.
SPORTING BOOKS.
BOOKS of the "SIXTIES."
SHAKESPEARE and the DRAMA.
YORKSHIRE TOPOGRAPHY.
MAGAZINES and PERIODICALS.
MISCELLANEOUS LITERATURE.

Boohs and Libraries Purchased or Valuedfor Probate
ESTABLISHED 1848.

E. GEORGE & SONS
HAVE ONE OF THE

LARGEST STOCKS
'

in the United Kingdom of Miscellaneous Books, Magazines,
i Journals, and Publications of Learned and Scientific
Societies.

CURRENT CATALOGUE
sent post free on application. Lists of Wants attended to
immediately on receipt. Correspondence invited. All
communications answered.

ESTABLISHED 1820.

151, Whitechapel Road, London, E.

BOOKS AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
NOW READY.

APRIL CATALOGUE
OF PUBLISHERS' REMAINDERS,

SHORT CATALOGUE OF FRENCH BOOKS.

Post Free on Application.

H. J. GLAISHER,
Remainder and Discount Bookseller,

57, WIGMORE STREET, W.

TO BOOKBUYERS AND LIBRARIANS OF
FREE LIBRARIES.

THE APRIL CATALOGUE
OF

Valuable SECOND-HAND WORKS
and NEW REMAINDERS

Offered at Prices greatly reduced,

IS NOW READY,
And will be sent postfree upon application to

W. H. SMITH & SON.
Library Department, 186, Strand, London, "W.C.
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SELECT LIST OF
BOOKS ON GARDENING

TO BE OBTAINED AT THE

'GARDENERS' CHRONICLE' OFFICE from H. G. COVE, Publisher.
t

Prices Quoted are in all cases Post Free.

FLORA, BRITISH, ILLUSTRA-
TIONS OF THE. By W. H. FITCH and
W. G. SMITH. 1,315 Wood Engravings.
Kevised and Enlarged. 9s. 3rf.

FORCING BOOK, THE. By Prof.
L. H. BAILEY. Globe 8vo, 4*. 4rf.

ALPINE FLORA. : for Tourists and
Amateur Botanists. By Dr. JULIUS HOFF-
MAN. Translated by E. S. BARTON (Mrs. A.

GEPP). With 40 Plates, containing 250

Coloured Figures from Water-Colour Sketches

by HKRMANN FRIESE. 8vo, 7s. IQd.

ALPINE FLOWERS FOR GAR-
DENS. By W.ROBINSON. Revised Edition.

With Illustrations. 8vo, 10*. lid.

BAMBOO GARDEN, THE. By
LORD REDE8DALE. Illustrated by ALFRED
PARSONS. 8vo, 10*. IQd.

BOTANY, A TEXT - BOOK OF.
By Dr. E. STRASBURGER. Translated by
B.C. PORTER, Ph.D. Revised. Fifth Edition.

686 Illustratiots. 18*. 5<2.

BOTANY, A YEAR'S. Adapted to

Home and School Use. By FRANCBS A.

KITCHENER. With 105 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 5*. 3d.

BOTANY, THE TREASURY OF.
Edited by J. LINDLEY, M.D. F.R.S., and T.

MOORE, F.L.S. With 20 Steel Plates and
numerous Woodcuts. Two Parts. Fcap. 8vo,
12*. 5d.

CACTUS CULTURE FOR
AMATEURS: being Descriptions of the various

Cactuses grown in this Country. By W.
WATSON, Curator of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Kew. New Edition. Profusely
Illustrated. In cloth gilt, 5*. id.

ENGLISH FLOWER GARDEN,
THE. An Illustrated Dictionary of all the

Plants Used, and Directions for their Culture

and Arrangement. By W. ROBINSON. With
numerous Illustrations. Medium 8vo, 15*. 6d.

Also 2 vols. half morocco, 24*. Id.
;

1 vol. half -

morocco, 21*. Id.

FLORA, BRITISH, HANDBOOK OF
THE. By GEO. BENTHAM. Revised by
Sir JOSEPH HOOKER. Seventh Edition.

9*. id.

FORESTRY, A MANUAL OF.
WM. SCQLICH, Ph.D. C.I.E.

Vol. I. THE UTILITY OF FORESTS, AND
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
SYLVICULTURE. Demy 8vo, <?lotb,
6*. 3d.

II. THE FORMATION AND TENDING
OF WOODS ; or, Practical Sylvi-
culture. Illustrated, 7*. id.

III. FOREST MANAGEMENT. Illustrated,
8*. id.

IV. FOREST PROTECTION. By W. R.

FISHER, B.A. With 250 Illustra-

tions. 9*. id.

V. FOREST UTILIZATION. By W. R.

FISHER, B.A. With 343 Illustra-

tions. 12*. Id.

FORESTRY, ENGLISH ESTATE.
By A. C. FORBES. Copiously illustrated.

33 pages. 12*. IQd.

FORESTRY, WEBSTER'S
PRACTICAL. Fourth and Enlarged Edition.

Demy 8vo, illustrated, cloth gilt, 5*. id.

FRUIT GARDEN, THE. By George
BUNYARD and OWEN THOMAS. 8vo,
buckram, 21*. 6d.

FRUIT GROWING, THE
PRINCIPLES OF. By Prof. L. H. BAILEY.
Globe 8vo, 5*. id.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS. By Josh
BKACE, Twenty-two Years Foreman for

Thos>. Rivers & Son. Illustrated. Large crown.

8vo, post free, 5*. 3d.

Complete 16-page Catalogue sent post free on application to

H. G. COVB 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

PuWished Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane. B.C. ; and Priated by
J. EIJWABD FRANCIS, Atheia-um Tress, Bream'8 Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C.-Saturday, April 1, 1906.
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"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE,
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HENRY SOTHEKAN & CO.,

BOOKSELLERS AND LIBRARY AGENTS.

NEW BOOKS, MAGAZINES, and NEWSPAPERS, including FOREIGN LITERATURE,
supplied promptly on dfscount terms.

BOUND BOOKS. Their STOCK includes a very full selection of Classical English Authors and
Writers of the Day in choice Bindings ;

while Customers can rely on the BINDING OF THEIR
OWN BOOKS being done with every care for their instructions. STRONG CHEAP
BINDING for Public Libraries and Book Societies.

SECOND-HAND BOOKS.-Their MONTHLY CATALOGUE (known as SOTHERAN'S PRICE-
CURRENT Of LITERATURE), published in the middle of each month for over fifty years,
will be sent on application. They guarantee all diligence in FINDING BOOKS, however

unimportant or obscure, and execute with discretion COMMISSIONS AT AUCTION.
EXPORT DEPARTMENT. To this all the above points apply ; but they will be glad to give any

information as to terms and detail;!, or references to a clientele unusually representative throughout
the world.

ENGRAVINGS and AUTOGRAPHS. -Collections of these will be found at their West-End House,
37, PICCADILLY, where special Catalogues are issued from time to time.

LIBRARY ARRANGEMENT. They can give expert attention to the complete FITTING-UP of

PUBLIC or PRIVATE LIBRARIES and to the ARRANGEMENT and IMPROVE-
MENT of those existing, and the execution of a LIBRARY CATALOGUE.

BOOK-BUYING DEPARTMENT.
They can always, at short notice, inspect and value Libraries or smaller Collections

of Books, Prints, &c., in Town or Country, and remove them on purchase for cash
without expense or trouble to the Seller. THEY ALSO VALUE FOR INSURANCE
OR PROBATE.

CENTRAL HOUSE: 140, STRAND, W.C., near Waterloo Bridge.

. WEST-END HOUSE: 37, PICCADILLY, W., opposite St. James's Church.

BOOKSELLER? TO HIS MAJES'lY TJH.E KING.

Telegraphic Address: BOOKMEN, Loir on. Codes: UNICODE & A B C. Telephone: CENTBAL 1515.
Fouic ed in Tower Street, City, 1816.
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ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

' THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD 1

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during
the week, Announcements of New Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Free Advertisement for

Four Books Wanted weekly.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 8s. 6rf. home and 11s. foreign

Subscription.

PllICE THREE-HALFPENCE WEEKLY.

Cffije : St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, London.

THIRD EDITION, Revised to 1904, fcap. 8vo, cloth, price Sixpence.

ASTRONOMY for the Y U N G.
By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.S.

London :

SAMUEL BA.GSTER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row.

NOW READY, rHIRD EDITION, REVISED and ENLARGED.

H^HE PENNY CHRONOLOGY: a Series of
-L Important Dates in the History of the World from the Reign of

David to the Present Time. Third Edition. By W. T. LYNN, B.A.

F.R.A.S.
London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row.

NOW READY, price 10s. 6d. net.

THE NINTH SERIES
N E R A L IND EX

NOTES
OF

AND QUERIES.
With Introduction by JOSEPH KNIGHT, F.S.A.

This Index is double the size of previous ones, as it contains, in

addition to the usual Index of Subjects, the Names and Pseudonyms of

Writers with a List of their Contributions. The number of constant

Contributors exceeds eleven hundred. The Publisher reserves the

right of increasing the price of the Volume at any time. The number

prmted is limited, and the type has been distributed.

Free by post, 10s. lid.

JOHN C. FRANCIS, Votes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings. B.C.

fFHE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
JL (The LBADBNHALL PRKS8, Ltd., Publishers and Printers,

60 Leadenhall Street, London, E.G.)

Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect
freedom. Sixpence each. .">.: per do/.en, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Size 3.--. per dozen, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that The Leadenhall Press, Ltd., cannot be

responsible for the loss of MSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should be retained.

OTICKPHAST PASTE is miles better than Gum
I' for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers. Ac. 3d., 6d., and Is. with

strong, ueful Brush (not a Toy). Send two stamps to cover postage
or a sample Bottle, including Brush. Factory, Sugar l.oaf Court,
Leadenhall Street, E.O. Of all Stationers. Stickphast Paste sticks.

ATHKN^SUM PRESS.A FRANCIS. Printer of the,Ath,,u
JOHN EDWARD

jn FRANCIS rrmier 01 UIB atnenifnin, \otei and Qneriet, &<-., is

nreWed to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for all kinds of BOOK. NEWS,
and PERIODICAL PRINTING. - 13, Breams Buildings, Chanjery

Lane, E.C.

NOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 10s. 3d. for Six Months;

or 20s. 6d. for Twelve Months, including the Volume Index. J.
EDWARD FRANCIS, Kates and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings,
Chancery Lane, E.C.

" Examine well your blood. He
From John of Gaunt doth bring his pedigree." SHAKESPBARB.

ANCESTRY, English, Scotch, Irish, and American,
TRACED from STATE RECORDS. Speciality : West of England

and Emigrant Families.-Mr. REYNELL-UPHAM, 7, Cathedral Close,
Exeter, and 1, Upham Park Road, Chiswick, London, W.

PEDIGREES
TRACED: Evidences of Descent

from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS: Authentic Information
upon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

HERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat

ment. Book-Plates, Dies, Seals, Signet-Rings, Livery-Buttons, &c.

L. CULLETON, 92, Piccadilly, London, W.

CHAKESPEARE. Our NEW CATALOGUE (118
k_7 annotated extensively in English), is entitled SHAKESPEARE,
HIS WORKS, HIS TIMES, HIS INFLUENCE. Including Emblem
books and Dances of Death, and contains 603 Nos., all of which are of
interest to the Shakespearian collectors. Sent gratis on application
by LUDWIG ROSEN 1'HAL'S AN TIQUARIAT, HUdegardstrasse, 16.

Munich (Bavaria).

BOOKS.
ALL OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS

supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world
over as the most expert Bookfinders extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop, 14-16, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS and
BOOKSELLEUS,

Of 27 and 29, West 23rd Street, New York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET.

LONDON, W.C., desire to call the attention of the READING PUBLIC
to the excellent facilities presented by their Branch House in London
for filling, on the most favourable terms, orders for their own
STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, and for all AMERICAN BOOKS.

Catalogues sent on application.

NEWSVENDORS' BENEVOLENT and
PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.

Founded 1839.

Funds exceed 25,0001.

Office : Memorial Hall Buildings, 16, Farringdon Street, LondonE.C.

1'atron :

The Right Hon. the EARL of ROSEBERY, K.G.

President :

The Right Hon. the LORD GLENE8K.
Treasurer:

The LONDON and WESTMINSTER BANK, LIMITED,
217, Strand, W.C.

Trustees (Ex-Officio Members of Committee)
CHARLES HENRY WALTER, Esq.

Sir HORACE BROOKS MARSHALL, M.A. J.P. D.L.

ALFRED HENRY HANCE, Esq. (Chairman of Committee).
CHARLES AWDRY, Esq., M.A.

OBJECTS. This Institution was established in 1839 in the City of
London, under the Presidency of the late Alderman Harmer, for

granting Pensions and Temporary Assistance to principals and
assistants engaged as vendors of newspapers.
A Donation of Ten Guineas constitutes a Vice-President and gives

three votes for life at all elections. Kach Donation of Three Guineas
gives a vote at all elections for life. Every Annual Subscriber is

entitled to one vote at all elections in respect of each Five Shillings so

paid.
MEMBERSHIP. Every man and woman throughout the United

Kingdom, whether publisher, wholesaler, retailer, employer, or
employed, is entitled to become a member of this Institution, and
enjoy its benefits upon payment of Five Shillings annually or Three
Guineas for Life, provided that he or she is engaged in the sale of
newspapers.
The principal features of the Rules governingelection to all Pensions

are, that each candidate shall have been (1) a member of the Institution
for not less than ten years preceding application-, (2i not less than
fifty-five years ol age ; (3) engaged in the sale of newspapers for at
least ten years.
RELIEF. Temporary relief is given in cases of distress, not only

to Members of the Institution, but to newsvendors or their servants
who may be recommended for assistance by members of the Institu-

tion. Inquiry is made in such cases by Visiting Committees, and
relief is awarded in accordance with the merits and requirements of
each case. W. WILKIE JONES, Secretary.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EASTER.

(Continued from 10th S. i."265.)

Gardyner, Richard, D.D., Canon of Christ Church.
A Sermon preach'd on Easter-Day at Oxford, in

Saint Peter's chvrch in the East, the Accustomed
place for the Rehearsall Sermon on that day :

Wherein is prov'd the Sonne's Equality with the
Father the Resurrection of the same Numericall

Body. On Rom. viii. 11
; dedicated to Dr. Baylie,

President of St. John's, Dean of Sarum, Vice-
Chancellor. Oxford, sm. 4to, 20 leaves, 1632.

Havsted, P., M.A. Ten Sermons 1. Vpon
his Resurrection. 1635.

Prideavx, lohn, Rector of Exceter Colledge, His
Maiesties Professor of Divinity. Davids Reioycing
for Christs Resurrection. A Sermon preached on
Easter Day, at St. Peters in the East, in Oxford.
On Psalm xvi. 10, 11. Oxford, sm. 4to, 17 leaves,
1636.

Prideavx, lohn. The First Frvits of the Resvr-
rection. A Sermon preached on Easter Day, at

St. Peters in the East, in Oxford. On 1 Cor. xv.20.

Oxford, sm. 4to, 17 leaves, 1636.

Anonymous. Easter Not Mis-timed, a Letter
written out of the Countrey to a Friend in London,
Concerning Easter-Day. London, Timothy Garth-

wait, King's Head, St. Paul's Churchyard, 4to,
1664.

Sharp, John. Archbishop of York. Sermon before
the Queen at White-Hall, on Easter-Day, 27 March,
1692. On Philip, iii. 10. London, sm. 4to, 16 leaves,
1392.

Fowler, Edward, Bishop of Gloucester. Sermon
before the Lord Maior Easter Monday, 1692.
On 1 Cor. vi. 14; Spital Sermon; "this great
festival of the Catholick church." London, 4to,
18 leaves, 1692.

Tenison, Thomas, Bishop of Lincoln. A Sermon
concerning the Ccelestial Body of a Christian, After
the Resurrection. Sermon before the King and
Queen at White-Hall, 8 April, 1694, being Easter
Day. On 1 Cor. xv. 53. London, 4to, 16 leaves,
1694.

B., N., M.A. The Resurrection founded on
Justice : or, a Vindication of this Great Standing
Reason Assigned by the Ancients and Modern ...

Objections of Dr. Hody Answered By N.B.j
M.A. London. 8vo, 8 leaves-fpp. 1-144, 1700.
Sharp, John, Archbishop of York. Christ's

Resurrection sufficiently proved by Chosen
Witnesses. A Sermon Preached before the Queen,
at St. James's Chappel, On Easter-Day, 1705.
On Acts x. 40, 41. London, 4to, 16 leaves, 1705.
Anonymous. A Sermon preach'd against

Quakerism. Being a Discourse of the Resurrection
and Ascension of the Body of the Holy Jesus of
Nazareth. Preach'd at Whitehaven, January the
1st 1709-10. -On Acts ii. 22-4, 32, 36. London,
H. Hills, in Black-fryars, near the water-side,
price 2d

, 8vo, 8 leaves, 1711.

[Watts, Rev. Robert, LL.B.]-The Rule for
landing Easter in the Book of Common-Prayer,
Explain'd and Vindicated against the Exceptions
of the late Learned Dr. Wallis ; and the Misrepre-
sentations of Mr. Baxter, Mr. Calamy, and other
Dissenters Anon. London, 12mo, nn Ixiv +
40+32, 1711. See 10th S. i. 265.

Wright, John, M.A., Rector of Kirton, Notts
ShortView of Mr. Whiston's Chronology second
edition with a Postscript about our Rule for
keeping Easter. About 1712.

Whiston, William, M.A. St. Clement's and
St. Irenteus's Vindication of the Apostolical Con-
stitutions as also an Account of the Two
Ancient Rules thereunto belonging, for the
Celebration of Easter. Second ed., London, 1716.

Anonymous. The Great Paschal Cycle of Five
hundred thirty two Years : with other Tables used
in the Church of England. London, Henry
Clements, at the Half-Moon, in St. Paul's Church-
yard, 8vo, 11 leaves + pp. 114, 1718.

Foster, James. The Resurrection of Christ
prov d, and vindicated against antient Jews, or
modern Deists his Disciples sufficient Wit-
nesses Sermon at Trowbridge, co. Wilts. -On
Acts x. 40, 41. London, 8vo, 16 leaves, 1720.

Felton, Henry, D.D., Principal of Edmund Hall,
Rector of Whitwell, & chaplain to the Duke of
Rutland. Resurrection of the same Numerical
Body Sermon before the University of Oxford
at St. Mary's on Easter Monday, 1725, in which
Mr. Lock's Notions of Personality and Identity are
confuted. -On 1 Cor. xv. 23 ; dedicated to Edward
(Chandler), Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield
Oxford, Svo, 16 leaves (1725).

Reynell, Carew, B.D., Fellow of C.C.C., Oxon.
The Resurrection of our Saviour rightly tim'd, and
duly evidenc'd. Sermon on Easter Day, April 10th,
1726. In answer to objections' by Mr
Woolston. On Acts x. 40, 41. London, Svo,
17 leaves, 17'26.

Sherlock, Thomas. The Tryal of the Witnesses of
the Resurrection of Jesus. London, for J. Roberts,
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near the Oxford Arms, Warwick Lane, 8vo,

pp. 112, 1729.

[Grove, Henry, of Taunton]. The Evidence for

our Saviour's Resurrection considered : with the

improvement of this important doctrine. Anon.

London, 8vo, 40 leaves, 1730.

Webster, William, M.A. The Fitness of the

Witnesses of the Resurrection of Christ, con-

sider'd ;
In Answer to the principal Objections

against them. Dated Temple-bar. London, 8vo,
16 leaves, 1731.

Felton, Henry (see above). A Discourse con-

cerning the Universality and Order of the Resur-
rection : being a Sequel to that, wherein the Per-

sonal Identity is asserted. On 1 Cor. xv. 23;
dedicated to Richard (Smallbrooke^, Bishop of

Coventry & Lichfield. London, 8vo, 28 leaves,

Felton, Henry. The Scripture Doctrine of the

Resurrection as it stood before the Law. A Sermon
before the University of Oxford. 24 Nov., 1734.

On St. Matt. xxii. 29 ;
dedicated to the Duke of

Rutland. Oxford, 8vo, 18 leaves (1734).

Webster, William, D.D., Rector of Depden,
Suffolk. The Credibility of the Resurrection of

Christ upon the Testimony of the Apostles ; being
a sequel to Two Letters in the Weekly Miscellany,
No. 121. 122 ...... Dedicated to Coel Thornhille,

Esq., of Depden Hall. London, 8vo, 24 leaves, 1735.

Browne. Robert. Propositions for Correcting our

Calendar ; theologically, theoretically, and mathe-

matically demonstrated ...... iii. The solemn Feast
of Easter...... controversies about the time and day
......new and correct tables of Easter. London,
8vo, 18 leaves, 1736.

Wilson, Henry. Easter still Recoverable : or, a

Method proposed for Rectifying that great and
fundamental Solemnity ...... it is this year kept later

by five weeks, in the Church of England ......than
the time found in the corrected Calendar. Dedi-
cated to Edmund (Gibson), Bishop of London.

London, sm. 8vo, 16 leaves, 1736. See 9th S. vii.264.

Anonymous. A Sermon on the Resurrection.

By a Layman.
4 ' The Incarnation put the truth of

the Resurrection out of doubt.'"' London, 8vo,
9 leaves, 1738

[Morgan T., M.D.]. The Resurrection of Jesus

considered'; in Answer to the Tryal of the Wit-
nesses. By A Moral Philosopher. Anon. London,
for the author, 8vo, 56 leaves (1744).

[Moss, Charles]. The Evidence of the Resur-
rection cleared from the exceptions of a late

pamphlet, entitled, The Resurrection of Jesus con-

sidered by a Moral Philosopher ;
in answer to The

Tryal of the Witnesses, &c. Anon. London, 8vo,
84 'leaves, 1744.

Benson, George, D.D. A Summary View of the
Evidences of Christ's Resurrection. London, 8vo,
42 leaves, 1754. See Newcome, below.

Johnson, Samuel, A.M. The Resurrection of the
Same Body, as asserted and illustrated by Saint
Paul ...... Third ed., London, 8vo, 27 leaves, 1755.

Sykes, Arthur Ashley, D.D. An Enquiry when
the Resurrection of the Body, or Flesh, was first

inserted into the Public Creeds. Publish'd from
the Author's Manuscript by his brother, G. Sykes,
A.M. London, 8vo, 31 leaves, 1757.

Scott, Rev. William, M.A., late scholar of Eton
& Trin. Coll., Camb. The Third Panegyric, or

Sermon in Honour of Easter Day ...... of ......

St. Chrysostom ; translated. London, 8vo, 12

leaves, 1775.

Holmes, Robert, M.A., Fellow of New College.
The Resurrection of the Body, deduced from the
Resurrection of Christ. Sermon before the Univer-
sity of Oxford at S. Mary's, Easter Monday,
31 March, 1777. On Philipp. iii. 21. Oxford, 4to,
14 leaves, 1777. The same, seconded., Oxf., 8vo.
20 leaves, 1779.

Newcome, William, D.D., Bishop of Waterford.
A Review of the chief difficulties relating to
our Lord's Resurrection Doctor Benson's
hypothesis is satisfactory. Dublin, 4to, 8 leaves.
1791.

Priestley, Joseph, LL D., F.R.S., &c. The
Evidence of the Resurrection of Jesus considered,
in a Discourse first delivered in the Assembly-
room, at Buxton, on Sunday, September 19, 1790.
To which is added, an Address to the Jews. On
1 Cor. xv. 20. Birmingham, 8vo, pp. xxiv+56, 1791.
Whately, Richard, D.D., Archbishopof Dublin.

Sermon xxix. Easter Day. The Resurrection of
Christ. On Acts xxvi. 22, 23; signed D. 12mo,
pp. 397-411. From some collection of sermons.
Grover, H.M., Rector of Hitcham, Bucks. The

History of the Resurrection authenticated. A
review of the four Gospels on the resurrection of our
Lord. London, 8vo, 14 leaves, 1841.

Suffield, Rev. Robert Rodolph. The Resur-
rection. An Easter Morning Sermon at the Free
Christian Church, Croydon. n.d , about 1860-70.

Gregg, Tresham D., D.D. The Times of the
Restitution of all things. Lecture on great
truths in the predicted year 1866. Tables
for finding Easter. 1863.

Heales, Alfred, F.S.A. Easter Sepulchres ; their
object, nature, and history. Archceoloma, xlii.

263-308. 4to, 1869.

[Birch, Charles Edward, Rector of Wiston,
Colchester]. Easter Eggs Easter Birds. In verse
Anon. 8vo, pp. 16 (1873).

W. C. B.

SMUGGLERS' CAVES.
THERE are, I believe, many caves in Corn-

wall that have been used by smugglers, but
most of them are said to be not human
excavations, but of natural origin, in some
cases more or less adapted by the hand of
man to the purposes for which they were
required. An exception to this is recorded
in Mr. C. E. Byles's excellent life of the
Cornish poet, the Kev. 11. S. Hawker, vicair

of Morwenstow. Hawker tell us that

''an old Morwenstow man says: 'In former times
Marsland Mouth, Duckapool, and Stanbury Mouth
were rare places for smuggling. There was [sic]

great caves where hundreds of kegs could be stored.
When my father had the farm of Croy, the floor of
a barn fell in, and there was a great hollow under-
neath. There must be many such caves still

hidden.'"-?. 62.

Such artificial caves are not confined to
Cornwall. They have been found in Lincoln-

shire, in Liassic and Oolitic strata, in places-
where it is not likely that natural caverns
should exist.

About thirty years ago I was asked to
visit Kirton-in-Lindsey to examine one that
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had been found on the north side of the back

entrance to "The George" Inn, which was

thought to be Roman work. It was under a

small fold-yard, which was not then roofed

over, though it probably had been covered

at some period. The top of the cave had

suddenly given way on account of a manure

heap which had been raised over its weakest

part. I descended into the cavern through
this hole, and examined it carefully, but
could find no trace of prehistoric or Roman
work. There were no fragments of pottery,

chipped flint, wall-scratches, or any other

signs of times long past. The cavern was so

irregular in shape that it is impossible for

me to describe it without the aid of a plan,
which I regret to say was never taken. I

came to the conclusion that the entrance had
been from the street which lies to the east,

but it was impossible to demonstrate this,

for that approach, if there was one, ran

under another property on which a house
stood.

Another part of this place was come upon
very recently. It is a narrow passage run-

ning towards the south. Though it was

carefully examined, nothing was found
to indicate its age. When the Town Hall

was built here in 1897, a small court was
enclosed to the north, adjoining on the west
a cottage which was formerly a public-house
bearing the sign of "The Crown." Here a
small underground place of similar character

was found, which seemed to have have had
its entrance into the public-house. The roof

had, however, collapsed at some former time,

and the place was filled with surface-soil. I

have been told of two or three other caverns
of this kind not far from here, but, as I have
not seen them, I am not able to speak to

their character.

In the eighteenth century smuggling was
so common in Lincolnshire that few people
seem to have had any moral objection to

profiting by it. Country squires as well as

their tenants were accustomed to get their

spirits from the "
runners,'' and their wives

and daughters by the same means got lace

and other taxable finery from France. It

vseems certain that justices of the peace,
lawyers, and others whose duty it was to aid

in the administration of the law had no
hesitation in availing themselves of the
services of the men engaged in this illicit

trade. New Holland a railway station

opposite Hull, where the Great Central Rail-

way has a steam ferry over the Humber is

commonly reported to have acquired its

name from the Dutch smugglers who used it

as a landing-place and depot for their wares.

Whether this be true, or, like so manj
T

guesses
as to the origin of place-names, a result of
the inventive fancy, it indicates how promi-
nent a place the smuggler occupied in the-
life of our forefathers.

The tales about smugglers that used to be
current are now for the most part forgotten.
Here is one which is certainly true. My
grandfather knew the victim.
At the end of the eighteenth century a

prosperous farmer lived at Kirton - in -

Lindsey. Like most of the men of his time,
he was fond of ardent spirits, and by no
means given to practise self denial in regard
to their consumption. He also possessed, and
used freely, a curious assortment of oaths
which would have delighted a modern philo-
logist. He was, too, a hospitable man, with
a mind well stored with racy anecdotes of
"the good old times." He always purchased
his spirits of a smuggler who made his
rounds with the clockwork regularity of a
commercial traveller of the present day.
The " runner " and he were very good-
friends ; the man of spirits was always sure
of a warm welcome when he visited the
farmer. At length, however, a difference arose
between them. The farmer owed the
"runner" money for his last purchase. The
smuggler's trade was a ready-money busi-

ness, and the vendor had great objection to
be kept waiting, for he knew that there was
no legal means of recovering debts such as
his ; yet he had asked for payment again and
again, but had received no response except
sarcastic jests, intermixed with the fanciful
oaths in which his customer was so proficient.
Even the most amusing conversation becomes
wearisome when it thwarts other instincts, ,

so the " runner "
at last determined to put

an end to relations so unsatisfactory. One
day he called on the farmer at dinner-time,
and spent a very pleasant afternoon with his
host. The debt was alluded to in the course
of conversation, but, contrary to his usual

practice, the man did not urgently press his
claim. Just before going away, however, he
said, "I've gotten some kegs of real prime
French brandy and first-rate Hollands gin
hidden away among them thorn busks at
Bell Hole." This place is a little valley
about a mile distant, and was well known
to the neighbours as a smugglers' haunt. "I
should strange and like to have some on it,"
said the farmer ;

" I 'm about clean 'd out as
it is."

" You can hev a keg of each sort if

you 've a mind to come on wi' your cart as
soon as it's dark; but mind, it's down on
the nail this time. I 've larnt my lessin ;

there 's no more trust for nobody." The
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farmer said it was hard lines, but in the end

^promised to bring the money.
The farmer appeared at the appointed

time, and, threading hia way through the

scrub, found the smuggler and his assistants

.beside the kegs.
" I shan't pay till I 've hed

.a taste," said the farmer. The runner

-replied, in tones which were afterwards

thought unnecessarily gruff,
"
Nobody 's

a-been asking you." When they had bargained
as to the price, which, as usual on such

occasions, was a lengthy process, the vendor
took from his pocket a gimlet, and, making
;a hole through the bung, inserted a straw

therein, saying at the same time,
" Suck up."

The buyer did as he was bid, and went on

.sucking at the straw for a long time. The
second keg was treated in the same manner.
The gimlet holes in the bungs were carefully

plugged, the money paid, and the farmer set

off on his way home, highly pleased with his

bargain, for the kegs were large, and the

price somewhat less than usual.

The kegs were at once taken into the

cellar, and no time lost in tapping the

brandy cask. The farmer's rage may be

imagined when he found that the fluid which
-ran through the tap was water only. The
.same result followed when the Hollands gin
was tested.

The explanation of the trick has probably
already occurred to the reader. The "run-
ner" felt sure he should never recover the

money that was owing to him by fair means,
so he had provided two casks filled with

water, and inserted bladders containing a

small quantity of spirits in each of the casks,

the bladders being held in position by the

bungs. B}
T this device he recovered the

money that was due to him.

In after days the smuggler frequently
visited Bell Hole, but always took care to

^avoid the society of his former friend. The

farmer, on the other hand, when his first fit

of anger was over, as he had really lost very
little by the trick, began to regard it as a

good jest, and was fond of telling the tale to

.his acquaintances. EDWARD PEACOCK.
Wickeutree House, Kirton-in-Lindsey.

MAGDALEN COLLEGE SCHOOL AND THE
'D.N.B.'

(See 10th S. iv. 21, 101, 182, 244, 364 ;
v. 22, 122.)

HAVING dealt with the history of the

'School, I now begin my biographical anno-
tations.

Allibond, John (1597-1658), schoolmaster.

Chorister; Master of M.C.S. 1625-32 (suc-

ceeding Samuel Barnard) ;
lecturer on music ;

wrote Latin poems ;
held three Gloucester-

shire livings successively.

Aston, Sir Richard (d. 1778), judge. School
not mentioned by 'D.N.B.,' but recorded in

list made by Robert Bryne (Master 1752-76)
as educated at M.C.S. together with his

brother Sir Willpughby Aston, Bart. (d. 1772).
Vide Bloxam, iii. 223. Lord Chief Justice of

C.P., Ireland, 1761
; knighted and transferred

to KB., England, four years later
; one of

commissioners entrusted with Great Seal,
1770.

Bickley, Thomas (1518 -
96), Bishop of

Chichester. Chorister; Fellow, and chaplain
to Edward VI.; retired to France during
Mary's reign ;

Warden of Merton 1569-85 ;

bequeathed 40/. for ceiling and paving the

School, which possesses his portrait; another

portrait belonging to the College is similar to

one in possession of Warden of Merton.

Bodley, Sir Thomas (1545-1613), diploma-
tist and scholar. Has been claimed for this

"schola celeberrima," as we find M.C.S.

designated in his time
;
in Mary's reign he

joined his father at Wesel, Frankfort, and
Geneva ;

on Elizabeth's accession was sent

to Magdalen College as a Commoner
;

re-

stored and refounded the Oxford University
Library, which has since been called by his

name, and which contains his full-length

portrait ;
his monument by Nicholas Stone

is in Merton Chapel. No mention of the
School in his autobiography.

Brasbridge, Thomas (fl. 1590), divine.

Demy in 1553 aged sixteen ; Fellow, obtained

living at Banbury, where he opened a school

and practised medicine
; published miscel-

laneous writings.
Brinknell or Brynknell, Thomas (d. 1539 ?),

divine. Master of M.C.S. 1502 8 (between
Richard Jackson and Burway or Borrow),
where he "exercised an admirable way of

teaching
"

;
Professor of Divinity on Wolsey's

new foundation ;
wrote against Luther.

Bull, Henry (d. 1575?), theologian. Demy
in 1535, he may perhaps have attended the

School ;
vacated his Fellowship on Mary's

accession ;
translated Luther's 4 Psalmi

Graduum. 3

Bunny, Francis (1543-1617), theological
writer. Entered Magdalen 1558, Demy the
next year; Archdeacon of Northumberland ;

rector of Byton ;
a strong Calvinist.

Butler, Charles (1561-1647), philologist, and
author of

' The Feminine Monarchic
; or, a

Treatise concerning Bees and the Due
Ordering of Bees,

3

1609, thus correcting
Shakespeare and anticipating Maeterlinck.
Chorister ;

Master of Basingstoke School
and a Hampshire parson.
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Camden, William (1551-1623), antiquary
and historian. At Christ's Hospital and
St. Paul's, and, according to Wood ('Ath.,'
i. 480), in 15G6 a chorister at M.C.S. under
Thos. Cooper; author of 'Britannia'; Head
Master of Westminster School ;

Clarenceux

King - of - Arms ; buried in Westminster

Abbey; a portrait belongs to M.C.S., and
others to Bodleian and Provost of Worcester

College.

Capel, Daniel (d. 16791), Puritan divine.

Son of Richard Capel (v. 'D.N.B.,
3 a Demy

of 1604); chorister in 1643 (as was also his

elder brother Christopher in 1635); lost living
of Shipton Moyne, Gloucestershire, after

Restoration, practised medicine at Stroud.

Carkesse orCarcasse, James (fl. 1679), verse-

writer. Student Ch. Ch.; sometime Usher,
and later Master of M.C.S., 1663-4 (succeed-

ing Timothy Parker) ; joined Church of

Rome ; published
* Lucida Intervalla,

1 a
volume of doggerel rime's. Wood ('Life,'
i. 500) gives an account of his quarrel with
Thomas Gilbert, another schoolmaster. Both
Carkesse and his Usher, Thomas Brattle, had
been pupils of the celebrated Dr. Busby at

Westminster School. Carkesse was, soon
after giving up his Mastership, one of the
four clerks of the Ticket Office, being
assigned to Sir .John Minnes for the signing
irregularities, principally through the action
of Pepys, whom he reviles in his verses

;
v.

Pepys, whom he reviles in his verses
;

v.

Pepys's Diary,' 1666-7, and I 3t S. ii. 87.

A. R. BAYLEY.
St. Margaret's, Malvern.

(To be continued.)

May I be allowed to enter a courteous
caveat against MR. BAYLEY'S statement that
the arms of Eton College were "apparently
borne, in yet earlier days, by Winchester
College"? Correspondence upon the arms
of these colleges was printed at 9th S. ix.

241, 330; x. 29, 113, 233, 437; xi. 332
; and I

know of no trustworthy evidence that
Winchester College at any time used arms
containing lilies. If MR. BAYLEY be right
in his suggestion that the white roses of

King's College, Cambridge, were "borrowed"
or "

conveyed
"

from the red roses of
Winchester College, it follows necessarily
that at the date of the "conveyance"
Winchester College was using the arms
borne by the founder, William of Wykeham.
Eton College and King's are said to have
received grants of arms in the same regnal
year, 27 Henry VI. See Lipscomb's

*

History
of Bucks,' iv. 461, n. 3

; and Dyer's 'History
of Cambridge University,' ii. 181. H. C.

I believe that there is an omission in the
list of masters of this school, namely, that
of the Rev. Henry Cadwallader Adams
(preceding Mr. Henderson in 1844), a very
voluminous writer, afterwards chaplain at

Bromley College. My informant was my
old Oxford friend the Rev. Edward Hill, ab
that time a Demy of Magdalen, who had
been educated in the School when a chorister.

Perhaps Mr. Adams's tenure of office was
very brief. The Rev. W. J. Sawell was then
the Usher, and one of the chaplains of the

College. His beautiful tenor voice in chant-

ing the service will long be remembered.
On May Day, 1851 (the opening day of the

Great Exhibition), I was present at the

ceremony of the opening of the new School.
I had attended at 5 o'clock in the morning
the singing of the 'Hymnus Eucharisticus

"

on the tower, and have a distinct remem-
brance of the beautiful pieces which were

sung in the School as a dedication, though
fifty

- four years have elapsed since that
time.
A simple slab with the initials G. G. y

at the entrance to the chapel, marks the

resting-place of the Rev. George Grantham,
for many years Usher.
Mr. Cobbold, who twitched the ears of the

boy, as recorded, might have said with Horace^
Cynth ins aurem

Vellit et admonuit.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Wood bridge.

EASTER EGGS. (See 10th S.iii. 303.) In 1262

the customary tenants and cottagers of the
manor of Saperton, co. Glouc., gave to the

lord at Easter five eggs each, 120 eggs in

"lort., Gloucestershire,'
iv. 32).

all (' Inquis. post M

In 1587 the 'Parish Register, St. Michael-

le-Belfrey, York,
3

i. 101, records "certayne
egges at east'r, due to the clarke by anncyent
custome."
In 1726 "tythe of eggs on Good Friday'*

belonged to the curate (* Parish Reg., North
Burton, York,' p. 69). W. C. B.

BARREL OR DORRELL'S DEED. In your
review of the recently printed Cambridge
' Jonson' you ask (ante, p. 59) what was this

deed, and suggest it is perhaps an allusion

to some prank of John Darrell, the exorcist.

Your conjecture is right, and the quotation
in question is not the only one in which
Jonson mentions Darrel. In 'The Devil is

an Ass,' Act V. sc. iii., is this :

Did you ne'er read, sir, little Barrel's tricks

With the boy of Burton and the seven in Lancashire
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'On this passage Cunningham has a note that

the casting out of the spirits from these

people brought Barrel great credit, which he
afterwards lost by the discovery of his tricks

in another case. Dr. Harsnet published a

pamphlet or book in 1599, exposing Barrel
and his impositions in all these instances.

That "Dorrell" was often used for
" Dar-

rell
"
in the time of our author can be seen

in "Wild Darrell's" correspondence, edited

by Mr. Hubert Hall, and published by him
in his

*

Society in the Elizabethan Age.'
EDWARD STEVENS.

Melbourne.

THE MANORIAL SYSTEM : ITS SURVIVAL.
The following extract from a letter recently
received from the Vicar of Laxton, Notts,
will, I think, be of interest to many readers
of <N. &Q.':-

41
1 happen to live in one of the few unenclosed

villages left. It and Eakring, near here, are the

only ones, I believe, in Nottinghamshire. The
open-field (three-field) system is still in working
order here, in a modified form, but enclosing is in

progress. We have a jury and a foreman for each
tield ; and we ' break ' the field by toll of bell after
harvest. The pinfold is still in use

; the pindar,
curiously enough, is a certain John Pindar. There
are extensive ruins of a manor-place and many
interesting features. At Eakring they have a
certain night called

4

Virgate night,' when virgate
holders meet for dividing, I believe, the common
pasture for mowing. The parish is shut in by
gates. Altogether the place still presents a faithful

picture in situ of manorial customs and ways."
NATHANIEL J. HONE.

3lA, Southfield Road, Bedford Park, W.

OHICHELE'S KIN. It is well known that
All Souls' College, Oxford, was founded by
the archbishop for the purpose of educating
his kindred. With this intent the College,
from its foundation or soon afterwards, kept
a record of the issue of Chichele's brother
Robert, and this issue rapidly increased,
spreading into at least half the counties of

England. The charts of the various female
descents fill two large printed volumes, and
the copy of the Stemmata Chicheleana at
All Souls' is emblazoned and annotated, and
contains many lines down to the present
time. Unfortunately, a very large proportion
of these pedigrees can be cut away from
kinship with the founder by one correction
in the early part of the kin- chart. Such a
correction will meet with objection from the

many who believe in their consanguinity ;

but that should be no reason for the suppres-
sion of the facts.

By a mistake, apparently made by the
Heralds in Elizabethan times, a Kempe of
ancient Suffolk lineage, who married a Kentish

dame, was placed on the Kentish Kempes'
'amily tree, and the issue of this "Edmund
Kempe, citizen and mercer of London," is

consequently credited with Chichele blood
which was in no way his. This is evidenced

by his will, proved in the P.C.C. (8 Spert), in

which he alludes to his relatives Nicholas

Ptokewood, Cicily Melton, Sir Richard

Gresham, Sir John Gresham, and Lady
Yarford, all of whom are well known, and

absolutely proved relatives of the Kempes of

Gissing (Norfolk) and Weston (Suffolk),
ancestors of the Kempe baronets, and quite
a different stock from the Kentish Kempes
(knights), one of the last of whom married

Emelyn Chichele, grand-niece of Archbishop
Chichele, thus bringing to the Kempes of

Kent and their issue the rights to Fellowships
at All Souls'. Further, the Heralds' Suffolk

Visitation and Visitation of London, Harleian
MS. 1154, clearly states that this Edmund
Kempe (the wealthiest Kempe in London at

the period, and "a member of the Mercers'

Company") was son and "heire elect" to

Robert Kempe, of Gissing ;
and hence all

issue of his are cut off from the founder's kin
of All Souls'. FKED. HITCHIN-KEMP.

FACETIOUS LEGAL JUDGMENT. Madame
du Npyer, in her '

Correspondence
'

(letter

xxxvii. vol. ii. p. 257 of the translation by
Fl. Layard, 1890), relates how she was
"told the other day" of a judgment given
by "the Parliament of Toulouse." A man
happened to kill another man by falling on
him accidentally. The relations brought an
action against him. The Court ordered that

the man who claimed an indemnity for the

death of his relative was to go up to the top
of the tower and allow himself to fall on the

man who had caused the death. It would
be curious to have authoritative information
as to whether such a verdict was ever really

given at Toulouse. The judgment is, of

course, often attributed to Eastern judges ;

but it seems most improbable that such a
verdict could be seriously given by a French
court at the period in question.

A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.
Waltham Abbey, Essex.

KOLA-NUT : CAM-WOOD. It is curious that

the names of these two important African

products have never been traced to their

origin in any English dictionary. They
belong to the Timne language, spoken at

Sierra Leone, and it is worth noting that

they have been taken over into English
unchanged, the Timne forms being precisely
kola and kam. This applies to the singular

only. In Timne, as in many other African
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tongues, the plural is formed by change of

initial, instead of by a suffix, so that when we
speak of kola- nuts they say trola, and simi-

larly the plural of kam is tram.
JAS. PLATT, Jun.

W. E. ADAMS'S '

TYRANNICIDE.' (See ante,
p. 192.) The reference in MR. J. C. FRANCIS'S

interesting letter to the prosecution of
Mr. E. Truelove for publishing a pamphlet
on *

Tyrannicide
'

affords an opportunity of

recording the fact that the whole of the
circumstances relating to this prosecution
appear on pp. 352-61 of

* Memoirs of a Social

Atom,' published by Hutchinson & Co. in
1903. The author of these 'Memoirs' was
the writer of the famous pamphlet my old
friend Mr. W, E. Adams, for many years
editor of The Newcastle Chronicle, and an
occasional contributor to

' N. & Q.'
>. W

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

RICHD. WELFORD.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

HARDY AND THOMAS SOPER. I have seen a
watch which is said to have belonged to

Hardy, and to have been worn by him at the
battle of Trafalgar. Instead of ordinary
numerals for the hours, it has the letters
THOMAS SOPER *. This watch (so the story
goes) was given to Hardy by Thomas Soper,
who was supposed to be some relative of his.

The name does not occur in 'The Three
Dorset Captains at Trafalgar,' and I can
obtain no information concerning him. The
above-named book, moreover, gives a photo-
graphic reproduction of a watch worn by
Hardy at Trafalgar, which is certainly not
the same as the one I have seen. Can any
correspondent say who Thomas Soper was,
and what, if any, was his connexion with
Hardy? A. D. POWER.

3, King Street, St. James's, S. W.

CORNELIUS HOLLAND, M.P. In an able
history published at 7 th S. v. 281 (14 April,
1888), the late REV. A. W. CORNELIUS HALLEN,
editor of Northern Notes and Queries, gave
an excellent description of the life and career
of Cornelius Holland, a prominent man in
the time of the Commonwealth

;
but he was

then unable to ascertain the date of Cornelius
Holland's birth or marriage, or the names or
dates of baptisms of his ten children. Can
you or any of your numerous readers give

this information, now that the contents of

the London City registers are better known ?

C. B.

[There is a short life in the '

D.N.B.,' with a list

of authorities. His birth is given as 3 March,
1599 ;

and a son James was baptized at St. Laurence

Pountney on 17 Feb., 1627/8.]

COPYING LETTERS. Can any correspondent
furnish information as to the beginnings of

this process ? I allude, not to the so called

"invention" of the copying press, but to an
anterior period, when it seems reasonable to

suppose that it had been discovered that
certain kinds of ink would "set off" on to a
sheet of thin paper, if moisture and a certain

amount of pressure were applied. Some
letters as early as the beginning of the

eighteenth century have every appearance of

having been subjected to this process.
J. ELIOT HODGKIN.

CATTERTON SMITH. I should be glad of

information as to Catterton Smith, a pencil
artist, circa 1820-30. 1 have some pretty
pencil sketches by him of lady members of

my family about that period, and 1 should
like to know something of the artist. I

imagine that he was a West of England man,
probably of Bath or Bristol. V. K. T.

[Is this Stephen Catterson Smith, who was born
in Yorkshire, but resided for some years at Yeovil ?

See the life in the 'D.N.B.']

JANICE, an old-English form of Jane or

Janet. Will any reader be so kind as to

supply instances ? G. C.

HENRY ANGELO. This famous swordsman
retired to

*' a village
"

(name unknown)
'* within two miles of Bath," about the year
1827, and there he wrote his 'Reminiscences'
and '

Angelo's Pic-Nic,' both recently repub-
lished in sumptuous style by Kegati Paul &
Co. Henry Angelo is said to have died
there about 1839, and his wife, Mary Bowman
Angelo, in or soon after 1827. Will some
Bath antiquary oblige with the name of the

village, and with copies of the burial registers?
CHARLES SWYNNERTON.

India Office.

THE PHILIPPINES.
'

Vingt Annees aux

Philippines' was published in Paris in 1853,
as by Paul de la Gironiere. The same year
Vizetelly issued a translation (no doubt by
Henry Vizetelly) under the title 'Twenty
Years in the Philippines.' The Athenaeum

(24 September, 1853, p. 1121), in what I should

term a rollicking review, chaffed the author
most unmercifully, and in fact, as I read it,

treated the book as a fine piece of imagina-

tion, like that lately exposed by MR. EDWARD
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SMITH (10
th S. iv. 407). In the British Museum

Catalogue the author is put under Proust

(Paul Proust de la Gironiere) ;
but Lorenz

has him under La, and is silent as to the
character of the book, and does not give
Gironiere's family name of Proust. Is the
book fact or fiction

1

? RALPH THOMAS.

* SPECULUM EPISCOPI.' I wish to know the
name of the author of this anonymous work,
the second edition of which appeared in

London in 1849. The criticisms of the

bishops which the book contains were only
too true, and I have heard that the author
was a curate, who remained in that position
-all his life, his connexion with the book

having been established. R. B. P.

[Halkett and Laing state that the author was
the Rev. George Roberts, referring to Darling,
*

Cyclop. Bibl.']

LAWRENCE ARMS. I should be obliged if

any one would tell me of any persons named
Lawrence (Laurence), earlier than the

eighteenth century, who bore the following
arms : Sable, three birds rising or. Crest :

two cubit arms, holding a wreath of laurel.

G. O. B.

THOMAS BAGNALL was admitted on the
foundation at Westminster School in 1753.

Any particulars of his career would be of use.

G. F. R. B.

JOHN DOWNS was a King's Scholar at
Westminster School in 1753. I should be
much obliged by any information concerning
him. G. F. R. B.

DYER FAMILY. I shall be obliged if any
one can tell me the dates of marriage of Sir
William Dyer, first Baronet, with Thomasina
Swinnerton, and of Sir John Swinnerton
Dyer with Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Rowland
Johnson, of Gray's Inn, and where the

marriages took place. E. H. MARTIN.
Westhope, Craven Arms, Salop.

THE AMERICAN GOTHAM. It is commonly
asserted that Washington Irving and his

collaborator, in their work *

Salmagundi,'
1809, were the first to apply the now familiar
term "Gotham" to New York, "in satirical

allusion to the singular wisdom of its

inhabitants." 'Salmagundi' first appeared
serially, but was issued in book form in 1811.

Chap. cix. relates "the chronicles of the
renowned and antient city of Gotham." I
recorded this matter in my book * All about
the Merry Tales of Gotham,' 1900. Since
then I have seen it stated that '

Salmagundi'
did not originate the nickname of New
York, which is said to have been current

earlier than 1809. I should be very glad to

be referred to evidence or quotations ia

support of the prior existence of the term.
A. STAPLETON.

158, Noel Street, Nottingham.

HOBSON'S CHOICE. Will some one oblige
me with a copy of Vincent Bourne's Latin

verses on Hobson, the Cambridge carrier,

who is remembered by the popular saying ?

Charles Waterton's translation of these lines

is printed in C. G. Harper's
*

Cambridge and

King's Lynn Road.' Please reply direct.

II. L. MORETON.
Greenford, near Southall, Middlesex.

SPARTH. What is the derivation of the

word Sparth ? Several places in Lancashire

are called by this name.
RICHARD TRAPPES-LOMAX.

THE FISTULA : CANNA. Is it possible to

see in London an actual specimen (or

authentic copy) of the tube (otherwise
called canna, siphon\ formerly used for

imbibing the consecrated wine of the

Communion in some parts of the Latin

Church now apparently used only by the

Pope? Q- V.

ROGER LUDLOW AND THE FAIRFIELD
RECORDS. Roger Ludlow, a lawyer of

Dorchester, England, was one of the chief

men of the early Massachusetts Bay Colony.

Disappointed in his political ambitions

there, he removed to Connecticut, and was

one of its leading founders, probably draft-

ing its constitution. Feeling himself over-

shadowed at Hartford, he founded Fairfield,

on Long Island Sound. Angry because the

New England commissioners would not

sanction a war against the Dutch, and with

a sense of failure for which his own con-

tentious and impatient disposition seems to

have been largely responsible, he finally left

the colony, taking the town records with

him, and, after apparently spending some
time settling his brother's estate in Virginia,

went to Holyhead, Wales, where he passed
the remainder of his life or most of it. The
loss of these records has always remained a

sore gap in the earliest history of Connec-

ticut, and the finder would earn the immense

gratitude of the State, besides a very hand-

some price for them. It seems to me that

a search at Holyhead would not be Jiopeless,
and I suggest it as a field for investigation.

Hartford, Conn.

GAINSBOROUGH AND POMERANIAN DOG.

Will your readers give me a list of pictures

by Gainsborough, in which a white Pome-
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ranian dog appears, and also tell me any-
thing that is known about that dog 1

(Mrs.) HAUTENVILLE COPE.
Sulhamstead Park, Berkshire.

ANDREWS OF WALTON-ON-THAMES. Le
Neve's 'Pedigrees of Knights,' Harl. Soc. viii.,

p. 298, has : "Sr Mathew Andrews of Walton
vpon Thames Knighted on board an East
India Ship 10 Aprill 1675"; but on p. 262
there is a memorandum: "Andrews Sr
Mathew at Parlt house."

Any information about him or his relations
would be welcomed. Why was he knighted 1

The only other reference I have to him is an
allegation for marriage licence, Faculty
Office :

T

<k
1687, July 13, Thomas Lewes, of Stanford, co

Notts, Esq , Bachr., 30, & Anne Andrewes, of

Ashley Hall, Walton, co. Surrey, Spr., 18, dau. of

Sir Matthew Andrewes, of same, Knight, who
consents ; at Walton or Lambeth, co. Surrey."
Harl. Soc. xxiv. p. 186.

Their marriage is not 'recorded in the

registers of Walton-on-Thames.
A Charles Lewis of Stamford Hall, Notts,

died 14 March, 1763 (see Gent. Mag.).
CHAS. A. BERNAU.

"COME ALL YOU JOLLY BLADES." I am
connected with an old social and political
club which is traditionally supposed to have
had a Jacobite origin ;

but after 1745 the
members evidently desired to be regarded as

loyal to the house of Hanover, and so politics
were for a time eschewed, and in 1747 it is

recorded that two of the members were fined
for singing "a party song," the'name of which
was "Come, all you jolly blades." Can any
reader of * N. & Q.' give the words of that

song ? W. S. H.

LUPPINOS OF HERTFORD AND WARE. Is

anything known of a person named Luppino,
who was a scene-painter at Covent Garden
about 1790? Another Luppino, said to be a
son of the above, was organist at Ware
Church, and arranged

' Psalms and Hymns
with Tunes' for use in that church in 1803.

Any information respecting either of these
will be welcomed. W. B. GERISH.
Bishop's Stortford.

BANKES OF CORFE CASTLE. Burke's
* Landed Gentry,' ed. 1894, vol. i., under
* Bankes of Corfe Castle,' gives the following :

"
Bankes, Walter Raph, Esq., of Corfe Castle

Lord High Admiral of Pnrbeck, by Royal Charter,
Mayor of Corfe Castle, Lord Lieut, of Purbeck,
Lay Bishop of Wimborne," &c.

Can any one inform me about these unique
dignities? B. W.
Fort Augustus, N.B.

THE CRUCIFIXION: EARLIEST REPRE-
SENTATION IN ART.

(10
th S. v. 248.)

MARUCCHI (who cites Grisar, 'Analecta

Romana,' 1. 1. x
; Kondakoff,

' Les Sculptures
de la Porte de Ste.-Sabine,' in the Rtvue

Archeoloijique, 1877; and Berthier,
' La Porte

de Ste.-Sabine a Home,' Fribourg, 1892)
writes of the great door of Santa Sabina in

his
'

Basiliques et Eglises de Rome' (Paris
et Rome, Desclee, Lefebvre & C io

, 1902)

pp. 188 sqq., as follows :

"On la considerait autrefois comme nn ouvrage
du XLl e on du XI IP sit-cle. Un archeologue russe,
M. Kondakoff, a demontre qu'elle remorite au Vc

qu'elle est d'un style qui rappelle beaucoup celui

des nombreux sarcophages chretiensde cette epoque r

qu'elle n'a an contraire aucune analogic avec les

sculptures du moyen-age. Elle doit done etre con-

temporaine de Celestin Icr ou de Sixte III II y
a particulierement a remarquer la scene du Cruci-

fiement, dans laquelle on avait cm voir autrefois

les trois enfants dans la fournaise. II est certain

que les premiers Chretiens avaient line grande
repugnance a representer les soufFrances du Sauveur.
Une seule peinture connue, celle du cimetiere de
Pretextat, rappelle une scene de la Passion
C'est settlement au V siecle qu'on donne la croix

sous sa vraie forme, encore est elle ornee de fleurs

et de pierreries, 'crux gemmata, florida.triumphalis.*
Dans la mosaique de St.-Etienne-le-Rond, qui est

du VIIC
siecle, la buste du Sauveur domine la croix,

il n'y est pas attache. Cependant, au VIe siecle on
rencontre quelques rares exemples du crucifix, par
exemple, dans une miniature d'un manuscrit de la

bibliotheque Laurentienne a Florence. Plus ancien
est celui de Ste.-Sabine. Et il est moins voile que
sur les fioles de Monza ; si le Christ et les deux
larrons ont un peu 1'attitude d'orantes, on voit

nettement trois des extremites de chaque croix.

Le Sauveur, comme autrefois dans le celebre cruci-

fix de Narbonne, est sans tunique, avec une cein-

ture seulement."

This is true of the figures of the two
thieves also. I cannot understand how it is

that Hare, in his
' Walks in Rome,' i. 249,

states that this representation of the Cruci-

fixion
" has the figures on the crosses fully

draped." The miniature at Florence referred

to above is by Rabbula (A.D. 586), a monk of

the convent of Zagba, in Mesopotamia. The
crucifix at Narbonne is one mentioned by
Gregory of Tours

;
and the crucifix at Monza

is "a phylactery" sent by St. Gregory the

Great to Queen Theodolinda. still preserved
in the Cathedral Church of St. John at

Monza (see Farrar,
* Christ in Art,' 1901, at

pp. 353-4 400-1). Marucchi goes on :

"Au VIC siecle la coutume, pent etre venue

d'Orient, s'introduit de le revetir du 'colobium/
ou longue tunique: elle s'affirme dans les fresques
du cimetiere de St. -Valentin et de Sta. Maria
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Antiqua au Forum ; mais elle ne fut pas de tres

longue duree, car une fresque de St. Clement, du
temps de Leon IV. (IXe

siecle), represente de
nouveau le Sauveur nu."

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.
In Crowe and Cavalcaselle's *

History of

Painting in Italy,' new edition, 1903, vol. i.

pp. 49-51, occur the following passages :

" It is known to antiquarians that the gates of the
church of Santa Sabina at Rome contain very old
illustrations of gospel subjects in carved wood, and it

is stated that they were set in their present places by
order of Innocent III., about A-D. 1198. But it is

easy to perceive that the panels of which the gates
are composed are no longer in their natural order,
and that the wood in which they are carved is

older than that of the framings which keep them
together. Some subjects, not unlike those of the
fifth century at Santa Maria Maggiore, alternate
with those of more modern character But the
tendency to ascribe these curious and interesting
carvings to a very early period is checked by the
conviction that one of the panels, representing Christ
crucified between the two thieves, can only have
been composed about the close of the tenth or
beginning of the eleventh centuries, when the
same subject appears to have been treated, in the
wall paintings of Sant' Urbano alia Caffarella by a
painter of the year 1011. [A foot-note adds that
it appears that the panels were originally twenty-
eight, of which only eighteen remain.] For some
time after painting came to be thought an incentive
to piety amongst Christians, a jealous supervision
exercised by the clergy prevented the treatment of

subjects illustrating the Passion. As time sped on
the feeling of the masses in this respect underwent a
change. Scenes from the Passion soon followed
episodes from the earlier history of Christ. But
till very near the eleventh century the ignominy
of death on the cross prevented Christians from
accepting delineations of the Crucifixion, which,
in the first period of Christianity, had been
multiplied to some small extent by pagan scoffers.
When Christian feeling had overcome its long
aversion to the most fearful of all the incidents
attendant on the Redeemer's suffering, an excess
of ingenuity was shown in the effort to make
manifest the absolute insensibility of Christ to
torments. In the gates of Santa Sabina this in-

genuity is displayed in the representation of
Christ crucified, but living, serene, and open-eyed.
The cross is barely indicated near the ends of the
fingers, though the nails are seen where they
penetrate the hands. The stature of the Saviour
greatly exceeds that of the two malefactors at His
side. He is without a nimbus, and of antique
build and proportions ; antique, likewise, are the
three gables of the architecture behind Him."

A. R. BAYLEY.
The Rev. G. S. Tyack, in 'The Cross in

Ritual, Architecture, and Art' (1896), says :

"The Greek Fathers at the Council of Trullo, in
A.D. 692, decreed that, instead of the Lamb [as
heretofore], the Lord Jesus Christ shall be shown
hereafter in His human form "

;

and he adds :

"the earliest crucifix in the Catacombs dates from
the seventh and eighth centuries. Pope John VII

n A.D. 706, dedicated the first mosaic example of
,his subject in St. Peter's at Rome. Benedict

Biscop, Abbot of J arrow (who died A.D. 690),

Drought, from the latter city, the first picture of

,he Crucifixion, of which there is record, to the
^orth of England. St. Augustine, advancing with
lis monks to his first conference with King Ethel-
Dert of Kent (A.D. 597), was preceded by a silver

cross, and a Crucifixion painted upon a panel."

The Rev. R. St. John Tyrwhitt, in 'Art

Teaching of the Primitive Church,' gives an
llustration of a clothed Christ crucified be-

tween two semi-nude thieves, taken from an
xisting Laurentian MS. and dating from
A.D 586; but he asserts: *'It is impossible
to determine which is the earliest representa-
tion of the Crucifixion or crucifix now in

existence." He records that the first and
second known examples were said by Angelo
Rocca to be the workmanship respectively
of Nicodemus and St. Luke. But the figure
on the one attributed to the latter is prac-

tically naked (the waistcloth being of con-

tracted proportions) ;
hence it suggests a

much later treatment than does the former.

The 'Santo Volto,' or
' Vultus de Luca,' is

fashioned in cedar, and is attributed to

Nicodemus. Tradition says that, being re-

duced to poverty, he when residing at Ranla,

procured some wood of the trees growing in

Lebanon, and started carving this identical

figure. But, not being a practised crafts-

man, he at last, in despair, gave up the hope
of ever completing it satisfactorily, when
one night an angel, out of pure compassion,
visited him and finished the task. This

crucifix, after divers experiences, is said to

have been miraculously conveyed to Lucca,
where it has undoubtedly been since A.D 782.

In that year it was landed at the mouth of

the river Magra, in the Gulf of Spezia, and
Beato Giovanni, then Bishop of Lucca,

placed it in the church of S. Frediano in the

latter city. Giovanni died A.D. 800. Later

(A.D. 930), the carving was removed to a

cathedral then standing near the site of the

present one (dedicated to St. Martin), which

appears to have been built A.D. 1070; and
since the erection of the latter it has remained
there. It is probably of sixth-century work-

manship ; certainly one of the earliest

crucifixes in existence. It represents our

Lord crowned as king, and vested in a long

pontifical robe, as priest. It is guarded
with great jealousy in a chantry situated

upon the north-east of the nave, and is only
exhibited, for the veneration of the faithful,

upon seven or eight days in the year. Of
these, Good Friday and the Feast of the

Invention of the Holy Cross (3 May) are

two. I saw it there many years ago, but a
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couple of summers or so since, not being
there upon one of the appointed feasts, was
distinctly refused a sight of it.

Mrs. Jameson, in her 'History of our
Lord '

(1890) writes :--

"The first notices of the existence of a crucifix
are quoted by most authentic writers from the
works of St. Gregory of Nyssa, Bishop of Tours
{A.D. 574), although some doubt may be expressed
as to whether the latter refers to crucifixes in the

present sense of the word."

This gifted authoress gives an illustration

of a crucifix of great antiquity, ascribed to
Cardinal Borgia. The figure represents
a dead Christ. Another example (also

dead) figured by Mrs. Jameson is at present
in the treasury at Aix-la-Chapelle. It is

known as the Cross of Lothario (son of the

great Charlemagne). The prince died A.D. 855.

HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

In the Abbe Martigny's '.Dictionnaire ^es

Antiquites Chretiennes,' 1877, p. 227, another
edition of which is quoted in Smith's * Dic-

tionary of Christian Antiquities,' the earliest

public painting of the Crucifixion is claimed
to have been possessed by France. The Abbe
refers the reader to Gregory of Tours (' De
Glor. Martyr.,' i. 23), and states that this

picture must have been at least as old as the
middle of the sixth century.

Crucifixes did not appear in churches,
according to Guericke, till after the seventh
century, and "all the most eminent Cruci-
fixions known were objects of private devo-
tion, like the pectoral cross of Queen Theo-
dolinda and the Syriac MS. of the Medicean
Library at Florence" ('Diet, of Christ.

Antiq.'),
The Penny Post, which was often a more

learned authority on such matters than the
title might lead those who were ignorant of
its editorship to suppose, says :

"
It is generally allowed that no representation

of the Crucifixion, that is, with a figure on the
cross, is extant of a date before the end of the sixth
century ; but the exact date and the earliest ex-
amples are questions which have been much dis-

cussed, and the Abbe Martigny 'does not think
that archa3ological science has yet arrived at such a
point as to determine them satisfactorily.' The
earliest example usually quoted, namely, that of
the early Syriac MS. of the Gospels in the Medicean
Library at Florence, has the figure clothed

; but
the two feet are shown beneath distinctly nailed to
the cross, a nail in each foot This MS. is sup-
posed to have been illuminated in 5S6." 1 Oct.,
1896, pp. 27-2-3.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.
I find that Mrs. Jameson, at p. 152 of

vol. ii. of her *

History of our Lord,' men-
tions a picture of the Crucifixion in the

Catacombs, representing pur Saviour on the

cross, with the Virgin and St. John standing
alone on each side ;

and there is an illustra-

tion of it on the next page. Mrs. Jameson
remarks: "The date is uncertain; later

critics assign it to the eleventh century."
Dean Farrar, in his 'Life of Christ in

Art,' p. 400, writes :

" In the sixth century we have the cross, but not
the crucified. In the tenth century there are some
crucifixes, but the crucified is represented in long
robes In the four following centuries the robe is

gradually stripped off and the physical agony
unscripturally emphasized. The earliest known
painting of the Crucifixion is that by Rabbula
(A.D. 586)."

The subjects represented in the Catacombs
in the first six centuries were the Adoration
of the Magi, the Good Shepherd, the entry
into Jerusalem, and the washing of the

disciples' feet. The early Christians shrank
from any representation of the Saviour

suffering on the accursed tree ("Cursed is

every one that hangeth on a tree "), lest it

should impede the work of inducing a pagan
and heretic world to embrace Christianity,
and turn it into ridicule, of which proba-
bility there is evidence in the calumnious

graffito, believed to be as old as the second

century, discovered in a chamber of the
Palace of the Caesars in 1857 (now in the
Kircherian Museum, Rome). A photographic
reproduction of this graffito is given at

p. 122 of Lanciani's 'Ancient Rome in the

Light of Recent Discoveries,' and a woodcut
at p. 94 of Farrar's * Life of Christ in Art.'

JAMES WATSON.
Folkestone.

A graffito discovered in 1856 in excavations
on the western angle of the Palatine, near to

the church of St. Anastasia, and attributed

to about A.D. 320, is a still earlier example
than one named "the first representation"
by HIPPOCLIDES. It depicts a caricature of

the Crucifixion in a realization of the old

pagan calumny that Jews and Christians

worshipped an ass's head :

" Somniastis

caput asininum esse Deum nostrum" (Ter-
tullian,

*

Apologet.,' c. xvi.). The cross is

of the tau form, a simple letter T, and the

figure of our Lord, clothed, is surmounted
by the head of an ass, which looks down
on a figure below. This figure represents
the worshipper, who is on the left, and is

shown in the act of saluting the object of his

adoration by his uplifted left hand. Above
the cross is the letter Y, and below are

rudely scratched the letters AAE^AMENOS
2EBETE[TAI] 6EON (" Alexamenos adores
God "). The graffito is preserved in the
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museum of the Collegio Romano, Rome.
Besides its interest in representing the cross as

faw-shaped is that of the clothed figure. The
body of our Lord on very early crucifixes,
and on those belonging to this country in

Anglo-Saxon times, was always clothed. A
pamphlet, by Dora Raphael Garrucci, S.J., of

Rome, gives details of the discovery from
which the above particulars are taken.

R. OLIVER HESLOP.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

According to Dr. Albert Hauk's ' Real-

encyclopaedie fiir Protestantische Theqlogie
'

(vol. xi., 1902), the earliest representation of
the Crucifixion is on the door of Santa
Sabina at Rome, as mentioned by HIPPO-
CLIDES, which cannot be older than the
middle of the fifth century. An ivory tablet
in the British Museum, from Upper Italy, is

of about the same age. The writer of the
article calls attention to the well-known fact
that in all the early examples the Saviour is

represented alive, and without any sign of

suffering. L. L. K.

THE HARE AND EASTER (10
th S. iv. 306).

The circumstance of Easter Day being
always the first Sunday after the full moon
which happens on or next after the 21st of

March, and of the hare being associated witl

both Easter and the moon, renders it pro-
bable that the hare, so far as Northern
mythology is concerned, became identified
with the Easter moon through the Druidical

worship of Eostre, whose name, in the form
of Ashtar, was discovered by Layard on the

Assyrian monuments, and was the Anglian
equivalent also of Astarte, the Babylonian
queen of heaven. Of this worship of the

goddess of spring not only is the Coleshill
custom of catching the hare, a relic probably,
but also that of Hallatpn, in Leicestershire,
where, as will be seen in Hazlitt's 'Tenures
and Land Customs' (1874, pp. 78 and 141),
the rector or vicar is called upon every
Easter Monday, as a condition upon which
he holds certain lands, to provide, among
other comestibles to be scrambled for at a
place called Hare-pie Bank, two hare pies,
followed by sports of a festival character.
An old village custom in Germany was
eating

"
Easter-hare"

;
and hares were caught

at Easter for providing a public meal, a
custom best known in Pomerania.
Bede alludes to the festivals connected

with the worship of Eostre thus (I quote from
Elton's 'Origins of History,' 1882, p. 408) :

"Antiqui Anglorum populi, gens meet apud
eos aprilis Esturmonath, quondam a dea illorum

quse Eostra vocabatur et cui in illo festa cele-

brantur, nomen habuit."
* De Temp. Rat.' c. 13.

In Germany, where the Easter-egg custom
is very tenaciously observed to this day, a
nest is in some parts made of moss, and a
hare is set in it. This being hidden in the
house or garden, the children are sent to Icok
for the eggs that the hare has laid. In many
districts, says Mr. Cremer ('Easter Eggs/
p. 11), these eggs are used in preparing cakes
in the form of a hare. In Saxony there used
to be a saying that "the Easter hare always
brings tlie Easter Egg." The process of

reasoning by which the hare became so un-

mistakably identified with the moon at

Easter-time, and with egg-laying, is perhaps
traceable not only to its

*' form "
resembling

a bird's nest, but also to the rapidity of its

motion having suggested the flight of a bird,
whence it was easy to induce the belief that

she laid eggs like a bird. The Mongolian
doctrine, says Grimrn, in his

* Teutonic

Mythology' (Stallybrass ed., 1883, vol. ii.

p. 716), sees in the shadows of the moon the

figure of the hare ; and in Ceylon a hare
takes the place of a man, in the moon.

Buddha, when a hermit on earth, lost him-
self in a wood, where he met a hare, who
snowed him the way. Buddha thanked the

animal, and added, "Mr. Hare, I am both

hungry and poor, and cannot reward you."
"If you are hungry," replied the hare,

"

am at your service ;
make a fire, kill, and

roast me." Buddha made the fire, and the

hare instantly jumped into it
; but Buddha

caught hold of it and flung it into the moon,
where it still remains. A French gentleman
returned from Ceylon said, "The Cingalese
would often beg permission to look at the

hare through my telescope, and would ex-

claim in raptures that they saw it."

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

MRS. FlTZHERBERT AND GEORGE IV. 'S

CORONATION (10
th S. v. 227). The absence of

nearly all records of prior coronations in the

archives of the College of Arms was a marked
and unfortunate feature in making prepara-
tions for the coronation of King Ed ward VII.

and Queen Alexandra ;
it is not, therefore,

believed that any trace can be found as to-

the issue of a card of admission to West-

minster Abbey for the Mrs. Fitzherbert to-

the coronation of George IV.

The Lord Howard of Effingham who signed
Mrs. Fitzherbert's ticket was the (Protestant)

Deputy Earl Marshal at that ceremony, as

the functions of the Hereditary Earl Marshal,
the Duke of Norfolk, could not be carried out

by the Duke in person (owing to his being a,
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Roman Catholic) prior to the Roman Catholic

Emancipation Act of 1848. For this reason
it so happened that the present Duke of

Norfolk, as a Roman Catholic, is the first

Earl Marshal since the reign of Henry VII.
who has in person acted as Earl Marshal at
a royal coronation.

King Henry VII. , soon after the battle of
Bosworth Field where Richard III. was de-
feated and slain was crowned at West-
minster Abbey by Cardinal Bourchier, Arch-
bishop of Canterbury. PORTCULLIS.

THE WATERLOO CAMPAIGN (10
th S. v. 107,

152). Will the owner of the letter from
Major Talbot Ashley Cox state whether he
is prepared to part with it, should the friends
of the above-named wish to acquire it 1

(Mrs.) CHRISTIAN.
Redgate, Uppingham.

"WALKING" CLOTH (10
th S. v. 169, 212).

Some of the remarks at the last reference are

very irrelevant.

Walcher in Domesday Book is simply a
Norman form of A.-S. Wealhhere, from wealh,
stranger, and here, army, compounded in the
usual way.
Wakefield is spelt, we are told, Wachefield

in Domesday Book. But I doubt if ie is

right ; and as to Wac/ie, it is merely the
Norman spelling of A.-S. ivacu, a watch,
wake, vigil. The sense is

"
field where wakes

were held." It is impossible to connect it

with walker.
Walkern (explained in my * Place-names

of Herts ;

) cannot possibly be connected with
A.-S. cern, a dwelling-place ;

for the sense
" house of a walk "

is not in accordance with
A.-S. idiom, and would be unintelligible. It
is rather a Middle-English new spelling (as
if from walk and hem, A.-S. hyrne, which
really does occur as a suffix in place-names)
of the Domesday Book form Walchra, which
perhaps really does represent the A.-S. weal-

cera, gen. pi, (place) "of the fullers.'
3

I doubt if there is sufficient evidence about
Walkington ;

and I further doubt whether it

can be connected either with fullers or with
strangers.
In my '

Concise Dictionary
'

I suggest that
the Mid. Eng. walker, a fuller, was borrowed
from the Mid. Dutch walcker, a fuller, which
Bailey (who is not to be relied on) misspells
walcher. That is, it is probable that the word
was reintroduced by the Flemings. For
though tho A.-S. wealcere exists, I can find

only a single example of it, and that is merely
in a glossary ; so that it may well have been
lost, and regained from the Continent
afterwards.

If we might be allowed to consider only
one question at a time, it would much con-
duce to clearness. WALTER W. SKEAT.

On 1 Sept., 1459, a will was made by
"Ricardus Bramhowe de Ripon, Walkar"
('Ripon Chapter Acts,' 84). On this the
editor notes :

"A fuller, hence ' Walker-earth' ( W. R. Yks.),.
fuller's earth. The fuller trod the cloth by walking
about on it in 'walk-mylne clogges

'

('Townely
Myst.,' Surt. SocM vol. iii. p. 313). The ' Walk-
Mylne' of Ripon is mentioned in a charter of

1359, 'juxta aquam qua? currit usque le Walke-
nrilne.'"

Bedern Bank in Ripon was formerly called
"
Walkmylnbanke" ('Mem. Ripon/ i. 135,

282). In Scotland and Germany a fulling
mill is a walk-mill (Yks. Arch. Journal, vii-

193).
In 'Durham Depositions,' Surt. Soc.,

vol. xxi. p. 29, we find, 1447-8, Johannes
Robynson, "walkar," punished "quod
laboravit in arte fullonica in die Epiphanise-
Domini."
In an interesting account of Clairvaux

that is to appear in the next issue of the-

Yorkshire Archaeological Journal, the old

writer speaks of the water-power relieving
the fullers of their hard labour by alter-

nately lifting and letting down those heavy
pestles or mallets, whichever you like to call

them, or certainly wooden feet, for this-

name seems more in agreement with the-

dancing business of the fullers.

Surely there can be no doubt that the

English surname Walker is derived from that

same dancing business, so familiar previous,
to the introduction of machinery.

J. T. F.

8
'

Walken is good German for "
fulling."

The German name of fuller's earth is-

Walkererde, and of a fulling mill, Walkmiihle.

As one of your correspondents refers to the

walking of a hat, I may mention that I

witnessed the operation many years ago-
abroad. The billycock in its pristine state

is like a clown's peaked cap, which is dipped
into boiling water and '*

walked," i.e., rolled,

with a wooden pin a rolling-pin, in fact

like paste. L- L. K.

Cowell's
*

Interpreter
'

says : "Walkers are-

such as are otherwise called Foresters

There are foresters assigned by the King,
who are Walkers within a certain space of

Ground to their care."

H. W. UNDERDOAYN.

DR. WALKER'S name has a closer associa-

tion with tenterhooks and frames than with
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fulling mills. If he requires a description of

these, I will write to him privately.
Fuller's earth is often called walker's

earth by old people in this district.

JOHN H. WHITHAM.
Leeds.

ROYAL ARMS IN CHURCHES (10
th S. v. 188,

230). It may be of interest to state that
St. Margaret's Church was one where arms
had been placed before the Restoration,
albeit they may not be called royal in the

ordinary acceptation of the term. Walcott,
in his

' Memorials of Westminster,' p. 99,

says that
"
the State's arms, which had been

painted up in various parts of the church
and vestry, were removed." In the same
writer's

*

History of the Parish Church of

St. Margaret in Westminster,' p. 76, is a

copy of the vestry minutes relating to this

transaction :

"1660. Oct. 3. It is ordered that Mr.E. Waters
and Mr. P. Lilly, the present Church Wardens,
are in an especial manner desired, as soon as ever
money comes to their hands, that they prepare the

King's Majesty's Arms to be richly carved, made,
and gilded after the best manner that can be
invented, with as much grace as may be, to be set

<up in the Parish Church of St. Margaret, and to be
as fair and beautiful in every respect as the King's
Arms are set- up in and about the City of London ;

and the said Church Wardens are desired to use
their best endeavours speedily to put the work in
hand so soon as money can be raised for that
purpose."

The date of the publication of this volume
was 1847, a foot-note stating that "

they are

placed at present in the vestry room." That
they were there when Walcott wrote there
can be no doubt, but between that time and
17 June, 1864, when Dr. Cureton, the rector,

died, they had been removed, and deposited
in a room in the church tower, where at
various times many other things had been
iound.
The Rev. William Conway succeeded to

the rectory, and soon after entering upon
that position made a pilgrimage to the
tower lumber-room, and these arms were
brought forth and once more placed in the

vestry, upon the east wall. Canon Conway
died on 22 March, 1876, and Dr. Farrar was
-appointed rector. He undertook the most
famous of the many alterations and restora-
tions to which this church has been sub-
mitted, the entire interior being remodelled
and the galleries removed. A suggestion
was made that these arms should be placed
upon the front panel of the fine old oaken
pulpit that then graced the church, and was
used until the present stone one was given
<us. That idea was never carried out, and

ultimately they were fixed over the inner
doors at the west end of the church, where

they may now be seen.

The commission given to the old church-
wardens was carried out faithfully and well,

and both design and workmanship have been

praised. A first-rate worker on wood, the

late Harry Rogers, told my brother-in-law,
Mr. Needham, the then parish clerk, that he
had seen the arms about 1851, and that the

"design was excellent, and the execution

good"; and a Mr. Aulmerstein, a gentle-
man from Lubeck, well versed in wood-

work, who saw them about ten years ago,
was much struck with the work when I

directed his attention to them. Our American
visitors often cast a longing eye at this

piece of old English work, but it has not

changed hands yet. Upon the whole, we
can but think that the old officers of the

church gave to St. Margaret's people a

carving done in the best way that could be

invented 246 years ago.
W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.

Westminster.

In the church at North Walsham, Norfolk,
there is a board with the Commonwealth
arms on one side and Charles II.'s on the

other. Apparently Oliver's initials were
erased at the Restoration as a sort of protest,
the board was turned round, the new coat of

arms painted on, and both economy and

loyalty were satisfied. This historical docu-

ment is now kept, I think, in the vestry.
H. F. CHETTLE.

ASTRONOMY IN FICTION (10
th S. v. 229). If

astrology is included in astronomy, your
correspondentmightadd 'Sarchedon,' byG. J.

Whyte Melville, to his list of references.

JOHN T. PAGE.

Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

See Johnson's 'Rasselas,' chaps, xl.-xlix.

In poetry reference may be made to Brown-

ing's 'Bordello,' with its portrayal of Ecelin's

wife Adelaide, a reader of the stars.

W. B.

HORSE-RACING IN FRANCE (10
th S. v. 167,

237). A very interesting article, under the

title of 'Courses deChevaux sous Louis XVI.,'

appeared in the Figaro of 24 March.
W. ROBERTS.

MONTFORT ARMS (10
th S. v. 207). William

le Boteler (d. 13C8), who married Joan de

Sudeley, was sixth in descent from Ralph le

Boteler, of Oversley, co. Warwick (Nicolas's
*

Synopsis'), arid therefore was not an ancestor

of Sir Thomas Boteler, of Bewsey, Lanes, as

MR. P. MONTFORT appears to imply. The
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lines of Bewsey and of Oversley (from whic
branched those of Wem, Badminton, Bidden
ham, Pulverbach, and Woodhall) were col

lateral. 0. E. BUTLER.

BOWES CASTLE, YORKSHIRE (10
th S. iv. 288

v. 116, 176, 235). 'Edwin and Emma' is th

title of Mallet's ballad. Prior's version o
*The Nut-brown Maid '

is called 4

Henry an
Emma.' E. YARDLEY.

The castle was built by Henry II. in 1187
and cost him 353. (from the Pipe Rolls ; see

General Harrison's *

History of Yorks.').
HELMER.

One would like to hear more about William
de Arcubus from Brittany. We had a family
of De Arches, and it is well to remember tha
the arch in masonry, and archery of a bow
both come from the Latin arcus. A. H.

GOLDSMITH: VARIOUS BEADING IN 'THE
TRAVELLER' (10

th S. v. 167). The version in

my two copies is :

Whatever fruits in different climes are found.

The first is edited by Dr. Aikin and pub-
blished in 1796 ; the second is printed by C.

Whittingham, Chiswick, 1822.

THOS. WHITE.

"MucKiBUs" (10
th S. v. 187). There was

not much in the way of Latin at ray first

school, but the boys had a habit of adding
"bus" to a number of words, and " mucki-
bus ; ' was one which meant being tired and
hot with play, as "

I 'm muckibus." "
I 'm

peckibus
" was for hungry; "drinkibus,"

thirsty ;

"
happybus," comfortable

;
and so

on. THOS. HATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10
th S.

v. 248).-
To see the children sporting on the shore, &c.

These two lines, slightly misquoted by
Hazlitt, are from Wordsworth's beautiful
* Ode on Intimations of Immortality.'

S. BUTTERWORTH.
Because my wine was of too poor a savour.

Keats,
*

Epistle to C. Cowden Clark,' 1. 25.

The old house by the lindens stood.

Longfellow, 'The Open Window.'

H. K. St. J. S.

[Several correspondents thanked for references.]

RICHARD KIRBY, ARCHITECT (10
th S. v. 147,

232). Is not MR. HEBB mistaken in saying
in his reply that the painted window in
Mounthaut or Hill Hall, Essex, is

"
given as

frontispiece in colours to Knight's 'Old Eng-
land "

? In my copy of
4 Old England

'

the

coloured frontispiece of vol. i. is described

(p. iii) as ** Painted Window of Saxon and
Norman Earls of Chester." The window is

said to have been in Brereton Hall, Cheshire,
and to have been removed, some years before

1845, to Aston Hall, Warwickshire.
The coloured title is described (p. v) as

"Morris Dance formerly in the house of
James Tollett, Esq., of Betley

"
(Stafford-

shire). It is not stated where the window
went from Betley. Neither the frontis-

piece nor the title of vol. ii. represents
a window. ROBERT PIERPOINT.

There is a slight mistake in MR. HEBB'S

reply. Strype's
' Life of Sir Thomas Smith '

is in one volume. I have before me a copy of

it, and from it I quoted in these pages two
or three weeks ago. JOHN T. CURRY.

HOLBORN (10
th S. ii. 308, 392, 457, 493;

iii. 56, 234). The evidence of our early
topographical writers, Stow, Camden, and
Munday, seem to point to the fact that this

place-name is an aspirated corruption of Old
Bourne (burn, brook, or stream). I have

just come across an early proof of its origin
n a writer esteemed for his general
accuracy. Anthony Munday, in his

* Briefe

Chronicle of the Successe of Times,' pub-
ished by Wm. Jaggard, 1611, 8vo (p. 548),
writes :

"Oldbourne Bridge, so called [because] of a
Bourne which sometime ran down Oldbourne "

;

and at p. 549 :

The Conduit at Old-bourne Crosse about 1498,
and made new againe by Master William Lambe,
577, with an help also at Old-bourne Bridge."

'n face of this venerable and unmistakable

description I hardly see how holl or hole

an be further considered.
WM. JAGGARD.

FLEET STREET CHANGES (10
th S. v. 227).

t seems a pity that the old name of Three
'alcon Court, which is found in

' London
iurvey'd ; or, an Explanation of the Large
lap of London by John Ogilby and William

lorgan,' 1677, should have been changed for

pparently no reason whatever. I doubt if

he name had any connexion with the sign
f

u The Falcon." Falcon Court was
ituated on the south side of the street,
etween Mitre Court and Bolt and Tun
Uourt; and perhaps in Mr. F. G. Hilton
Vice's list we should read Bolt and Tun Court
or Bolt Court, which also derived its name
om the old tavern on the opposite side of

lie street.

Three Falcon Court was, I think, originally
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the yard which belonged to an old hostelry
of that name, which afterwards became "The
White Horse" Inn. An advertisement of

June, 1720, says :

* This is to give Notice to all Gentlemen, Ladies
and others, that the Oxford, Gloucester, and Here-
ford Stage Coaches are removed from the Bolt and
Tun Inn to the White Horse Inn in Fleetstreet,
London, and sets [szc] out from thence as usual to

the Place aforesaid
;
where all Passengers shall be

kindly used, and the stage well perform'd (if God
permits) by William Haynes"
In 1723 we find :

"A Glass Coach and 6 able Horses sets out from
the White Horse Inn in Fleet-street to go to the
Bath, on Friday next the 31st Instant ; where any
Passengers that want to go to that Place may be
reasonably and well accommodated."

The old inn was pulled down in the course
of the century, and two "elegant brick

Dwelling Houses "
(Nos. 140, 141, Fleet Street)

erected on the site. An advertisement gives
notice that,
"
by Order of the Executrix of Mr. John Burnell,

Carpenter, deceased, at the Globe Tavern, Fleet-

Street, on Thursday, March 17 [1774], will be sold
the remainder of a Long Lease, with a small Ground-
rent, of that extensive and valuable Piece of Ground,
on which formerly stood the White Horse Inn,"

together with the two houses, yards, and other

appurtenances.
In a paper of 28 Sept., 1779, 1 find that on

Wednesday, 6 Oct., was to be sold by auction,
by order of the assignees of Mr. James Cox,
of Shoe Lane, jeweller, at No. 141, Fleet
Street (late Burnett's timber-yard),
"A Magnificent Throne, designed for her

Imperial Majesty the Empress of Russia, with two
superb bed Pavilions, white and gold, enriched with
silk drapery ; several curious iron globe vases, by
which the Museum in Spring Gardens was warmed
without dust, smoke, the appearance of fire, or any
other offensive vapour ; all the ornamental Dwarf
Railing that enclosed the pieces of mechanisms,
together with the various fine embellishments of
the spacious room ; a fine large engine, and a
variety of different woods, collected by Mr. Joseph
Merlin, during the time he managed the business
for Mr. Cox ; sundry tools and implements in the
harpsichord-making," &c.

I am not sure if this episode in the history
of Cox's Museum has been previously noticed.
John Joseph Merlin (1735-1803), who managed
the museum for some years, was an extremely
clever mechanician.
In 1799 we find from Horwood that the

court was occupied by Faulkner and Radley's
British Wine Manufactory, which later seems
to have developed into the London Wine
Company.
Of the houses mentioned by ME. ALECK

ABRAHAMS, No. 144, Fleet Street, was occupied,
towards the end of the eighteenth century,

by a well known bookseller and publisher,
John Wenman. From Wenman's shop pro-
ceeded in 1776 'The Annals of Newgate;
or, Malefactors' Register,' by the Rev. Mr.

Villette, Ordinary of Newgate, as well as
editions of Fielding, Smollett, Churchill, and
other writers. But the good bookseller did
not confine himself to publishing, as the

following quaint advertisement of 1785 will

show :

'Those Gentlemen who are curious in Leather
Snuff Boxes, are hereby respectfully informed, that
at Wenman's Original Shop, No. 144, the North side
of Fleet-street, there is now on sale the largest and
most beautiful collection of Leather Snuff Boxes
that ever were offered to the Publick. They are
London made, and finished in a superior style to
those that are usually sold about town. They may
be had, either plain or mounted, with gold or silver

joints, and beautifully bordered with gold, and
lined either in the usual manner, or with tortoise-

shell or silver, gilt or plain, and ornamented with
a great variety of hair-work, and beautiful enamels ;

where may be had, Clarke of Edinburgh's Trans-

parent Leather Boxes, Shooting Flasks, &c.

Country Leather Boxes sold remarkably cheap, and
a quantity of every sort always ready for exporta-
tion."

I have never seen any of these leather

snuff-boxes, and as they were made of

perishable material, probably not many are
in existence. W. F. PKIDEAUX.

"ROMAN" MOUND (10
th S. v. 245). Such

mounds of refuge as the ones referred to are

common in the low-lying moors in Somerset,
and their purpose that of providing refuge
for farm stock in times of floods is very
obvious to all who know the neighbourhoods.
In former days, before the improvement of

the system of surface drainage and enlarge-
ment of outfalls, such refuges must have been

essential, and of constantly recurrent use in

the wet season.

Several may be seen in the district of Sedg-
moor by looking south-east from the G.W.R.,
two or three miles north of Bridg water.
There is a large one close to the Yeovil

branch, on its north side, about a mile short

of Langport, on the top of which I once saw
a haymow being erected.

I have heard a stranger to the country-

suggest that these mounds were the places
where the slain were buried after the battle

of Sedgmoor !

JAMES R. BRAMBLE, Lieut. -Col ,
F.S.A.

Upon the isles and marshlands of the

Thames and Medway are numerous lines of

banking, apparently now serving no definite

end. They are traces of
'*
innings

" made in

the reclamation of land from the river in

earlier days, and some, being considerably
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raised above the level of the marsh, incident-

ally afford refuge for cattle, &c., in times of

flood, but were not raised with this intent.

There are, however, in some parts notably
on the south side of the Isle of Sheppey
many mounds, locally called

"
cotterells,"

which tradition says are burial - places of

Norsemen
;
but there can be little doubt that

they are true refuge places, thrown up pur-
posely to afford protection for animals when-
soever the water might overlap or break

through the sea-walls.
I. CHALKLEY GOULD.

4 CHERRY RIPE '

(10
th S. iv. 469 ;

v. 214, 254).
I think there has been a confusion of two

songs. I never read of Nell Gwynne singing
*

Cherry Ripe': but she did sing in the play
*A11 Mistaken' a song commencing "My
lodging is on the cold boards," a parody on
the song

" My lodging is on the cold ground,"
sung by Miss Davis in * The Noble Kinsman,'
with so mucli effect as to captivate Charles II.,

who removed her from the cold ground to
more luxurious apartments. The *

Cherry
Ripe' sung by Madame Vestris was un-

doubtedly that by Horrick and Horn.
WILLIAM H. CUMMINGS.

^ST.
EXPEDITES (10

th S. v. 107, 156, 216).
Under April 19 the Roman Martyrology has:
""
Melitinse in Armenia sanctorum Martyrum

Hermogenis, Caii, Expediti, Aristonici, Rufi
et Galatse una die coronatorum." Beyond
this nothing is known of the saint. The
"
lives

"
of him that have been published are

mere fiction; see 'Analecta Bollandiana,'
xviii. 425-6 (Brussels, 1899).

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

PROVINCIAL BOOKSELLERS (10
th S. v. 141,

183, 242). VV. C. B., in his list of booksellers
and printers for the city of York, has left out

my ancestors, several of whom carried on
business there during the eighteenth century.
I have not at the moment the means of

giving a detailed reference, but some lived in

Coney Street, and one published a York
Guide which went through many editions.

My last kinsman there, .John Sotheran, in

Coney Street, only died within the last ten

years or so. H. C. SOTHERAN.
140, Strand.

LONDON PAROCHIAL HISTORY (10
th S. iv.

288; v. 55, 95, 174). For SS. Anne and
Agnes and St. John Zachary see the Addenda
to Allen's 'London,' vol iv. p. 556; Riley's
4 Memorials of London,' 1868, p. 230; A. E.
Daniell's 'London City Churches,' 1895,

p. 133;
* London and Middlesex,' by the Rev.

Joseph Nightingale, 1815, p. 313; and "A

true relation of a combustion hapning at
St. Ann's Church, by Aldersgate, betweene
a stranger, sometimes a Jesuite, but now,
thanks be to God, reformed to our church,
and one Marler, a button-maker, contending
which should first preach, the minister being
absent, &c.," 4to (London), 1641 (Guildhall
Library). J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.
Hazelmere, Tooting Common, S.W.

REBUS IN CHURCHES (10
th S. v. 188, 250).

MR. CURTIS might like to add that of Abbot
Darnton (1479-94), of Fountains Abbey,
Yorks, appearing in the west window of the
nave, which he inserted. It is an eagle hold-

ing a crosier and perched on a tun, out of
which issues a label inscribed "tun, 1494."
The eagle is an emblem of St. John, and
gives the abbot's Christian name.

H. W. D.

The crest of Jesus College, Cambridge, also

supplies an example of the rebus upon a
proper name. It is a cock upon a globe, and
was the device of Bishop Alcock (all-cock),
the founder of the college. I am not sure
whether it occurs anywhere in the college
chapel, but I should think it highly pro-
bable, in which case it comes within the

scope of the query.
HAROLD G. DANIELS.

Press Club.

11. Y. : "IRISH STOCKE" (10
th S. v. 249).

R. Y. would appear to stand for Richard
Yardley, a member of the Stationers' Com-
pany, who printed the book for his brethren,
who subscribed the capital for carrying on
the Company's business in Ireland, which in
their minutes is described as the Irish Stock.
The business was for some time profitable,
but was discontinued about 1661.

C. R. RIVINGTON.
Stationers' Hall, E.G.

BOHEMIAN LANGUAGE (10
th S. v. 168, 217).

Those who are interested in Bohemia will
find Mr. Lloyd Evans's little book,

'

British
Journalists in Bohemia,' useful in giving a
general impression of the life of the country.
There are comparatively few misinterpreta-
tions in it. I should be glad to give, so far
as lies in my power, any information to
readers interested in Bohemia.

BOHEMIAN STUDENT.
St. Andrews.

HOMER AND THE DIGAMMA (10
th S. v. 168,

215, 253). Perhaps I may be allowed to

supplement my reply. Any one who
really wishes to understand the digamma
should consult Brugmann's

'

Vergleichende
Grammatik,' Strassburg, 1897, vol. i.
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pp. 305-16, where a large number of ex

amples are given, extending over ten octavo

pages. Or you may have it in English, in

Wright's translation, London, 1888, vol. i.

pp. 145-55.

The former is the fuller and better account,
as it is a second edition. Brugmann says
that the digamma, equivalent to the modern
E. iv, disappeared first in Ionic and Attic,
and latest in Pamphylian, viz., in the second

century before Christ. It occurs in Boeotian

and Cretan inscriptions. It was replaced, in

later Greek, sometimes by the rough breath-

ing, as in Hesperus Lat. uesper, and some-
times by the smooth breathing, as in eros,

a year, allied to Lat. mtus, old, and E.

wether, a year-old sheep. I give further ex-

amples in my
* Primer of Classical and Eng-

lish Philology,' p. 38. It was fully explained

years ago. WALTER W. SKEAT.

"Pious FOUNDER" (10
th S. v. 107, 257).

Thomas War-ton, in his
*

Progress of Dis-

content/ published in 1750, makes the country

parson sigh for the days when he

Dined untaxed, untroubled under
The portrait of our pious founder.

C. W. B.

CHARING AND CHARING CROSS (10
th S. v.

146, 197, 238). It is quite true, as PROF.

SKEAT points out, that no authority can be

found for the existence of an A.-S. cerring,

or any later form of it ;
but this does not

prove very much. We know Anglo-Saxon
through its literature, and not through the

speech of the common people, as we know
French or German. Many words were pro-

bably used colloquially, which have not

been" handed down in manuscript. Cerring
or cherriny is as regular in formation as

chiding and numerous other verbal substan-

tives which we have inherited from our

Saxon ancestors. And, if I may say so, the

existence of a family of Cerringas is also a

mere hypothesis. Nothing is known of them
in history. Kemble himself gave a warning
against driving the -ing patronymic theory
too hard ('The Saxons in England,' ed. 1876,

i. 60, note). And yet, forgetful of this

warning, he derived the numerous Chippings
in England from a hypothetical family of

Cypingas.
PROF. SKEAT'S remarks about the Normans,

on whose broad shoulders the burden of so

many real or hypothetical errors has been

laid, are not, I submit, entirely justified. As
I have previously shown, we find in the

Fines mention of the church of St. Margaret
atte Cherring (' Calendar of Feet of Fines

for London and Middlesex,' ed. Hardy and

Page, i. 33). This proves that the place was
called in English "The Cherring" in
34 Henry III. The law-writers or scriveners,,
in turning this into Norman- French, wrote
"Le Cherring" or "La Cherring." In a
couple of centuries after the Conquest,,
the niceties of Anglo-Saxon gender had fallen
into desuetude, and either the masculine or
feminine article was used a discretion. A
glance at the numerous names of signs in
Dr. Sharpe's 'Husting Wills' will demonstrate
this. The sign of "The Bell," for instance,
is written indifferently

" Le Belle" and "La
Belle." But what I have not yet found is the
definite article before a local name derived
from a patronymic, and I think, therefore,
it is for PROF. SKEAT to show how the A.-S,
"
Cerringas

" became "The Cherring." Is

Barking, which is derived from the Beor-

cingas. ever called "The Barking"? I admit
that the form "Cerringes" for the Kentish

Charing is a difficulty; but I confine myself
to the Middlesex name for the present. I
have not yet looked into such names as-

Charrington and Carrington.
In conclusion, supposing the word is

derived from a hypothetical cerring, it does-

not follow that a large number of places on
a river bend would bear the name. Every
stony place in England is not called Staines.

The chares of the North are confined to a
small area, though every old town in the-

country has plenty of winding lanes.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

ARIEL (10
th S. v. 249). Ariel, which means

"Lion of God," was originally a male name.
It must be taken in conjunction with Gabriel,
Uriel, and a host of others. They all belong
to the Kabbalistic nomenclature of the spirit

world, in which every angelic name must
nd in either -el or -jdh. This rule is so well

known that it is sometimes burlesqued. In a
"Yiddish" play I once met with Schnappsiel
and other humorous formations of this class.

The fact that Ariel is used as feminine in a

novel proves nothing. Did not Miss Corelli

actually call one of her heroines Ziska ?

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

Shakspeare's Ariel assumed the shape of a

nymph of the sea. Milton in
' Paradise Lost

'

:ias the words :

For spirits, when they please,
Can either sex assume, or both.

And Pope in
' The Rape of the Lock '

makes-
ris Ariel say something similar :

For spirits, freed from mortal laws, with ease

Assume what sexes and what shapes they please.

[n Cazotte's
* Diable Amoureux ' Beelzebub

.s in the form of a woman ; and when Siva
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and Vishnu visited earth in company, Vishnu

had the shape of a woman. Ariel may be

considered sexless, or capable of being of

either sex. E. YARDLEY.

ROBERT BARKER : "!F I IT LOSE," &c. (10
th

S. v. 229). He was perhaps the Robert

Barker, of Cheshire, who matriculated from

St. Mary Hall, Oxford, in 1589, aged seven-

teen, and took the degree of B.A.in February,

1593/4- See Foster's
' Alumni Oxonienses.'

H. C.

WARDLE (10
th S. v. 229). I think the gen-

tleman ME. SANDFORD refers to must have

been Mr. George Wardle, who was in London
about the year he mentions. He was, I

believe, an artist, and, if I am right in sup-

posing that this is the person about whom
inquiry is made, I may add that he certainly

was from the North Country. His father

was a druggist, and bore the Christian name
of Hugh. I have an idea tfiat Mr. George
Wardle was married rather late in life.

I am afraid I cannot help MR. SANDFORD
with more information than this; but perhaps
what I have said may help to stimulate the

memory of others of your readers, who may
have access to more exact data regarding
this gentleman's career. T. W.

MOUNT MURRAY, ISLE OF MAN (10
th S. v

166). The suggestion as to the origin of this

name is ingenious, but I am afraid that facts

are against it. It is an echo of the time

when the Athols were Kings of Man. The
old name of the hill was Crook Glass. Be-

sides, if Slieu has been retained in one case,

why should it have been translated Mount in

the other 1 ERNEST B. SAVAGE, F.S.A.

St. Thomas', Douglas.

ffiisttllmtom.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

Things Indian. By William Crooke. (John
Murray.)

MR. CROOKE'S volume, as we learn from its

preface, belongs to a series which includes

Things Chinese' and 'Things Japanese,' and is

a product of the exact knowledge of one whose
active career as a member of the Bengal Civi

Service has given him a close insight into the

innermost life of the peoples and the countrie

depicted. In a sense, the work constitutes a specie
of supplementary encyclopedia, giving precisely
those things which an ordinary encyclopsedi

omits, and concerning itself specially with th

superstitions, folk-lore, inner life, and modes o

thought of the various peoples of what is callec

India. The method of treatment, and, it may b

supposed, the alphabetical disposition of th

various subjects discussed, were suggested to Mr

Jrooke during his preparation of a new edition of

he 'Anglo-Indian Glossary' of Sir H. Yule and*

dr. Burnell, to which work the present may
vowedly be regarded as a supplement. Under
rell-nigh two hundred heads is given an immense-
mount of information upon things Indian, partly
lie result of the author's own observations, partly
hosen from writers of authority and repute,
ubjects such as Architecture, Arms, Art, Buddhism,
Jaste, Marriage, and the like are dealt with at

ength proportionate to their importance. Under
eads such as Amulet, Astrology, Birth-Marks,.
)acoity, Folk-tales, Infanticide, Omens, Opium,
bisoning, Polyandry, and Tree-worship is found
natter of more special interest to our readers,

t is very striking to contemplate the effect

i European interference with native cus-

om. The English repression of thuggee is thus,
met by a curious development of Road-poisoning.
Attempts to put down infanticide have been met
y the neglect of female offspring ; while the-

practice of suttee asserts itself in spite of edict and1

jxample. Many of the illustrations supplied are-
camiliar to the students of Tylor and Frazer..

Jnder Witchcraft we are told there is scarcely a.

tillage of rural Bengal which does not possess its-

witch. Diabolic ingenuity is shown in the punish-
ment awarded these wretched creatures. Much
curious information is supplied concerning the
worship of snakes. It is interesting to find that
the snake-worshipper does not always object to
eating the object of his veneration. In Bhotan,.
when the hole of a python is found, the natives-

light a fire at the mouth, smoke out the ophidian,
and then eat it. It is less generally known in this*

country that the tiger is also an object of venera-
tion. The whole may be read with interest and
advantage. One singular feature in the volume is

that a large number of words have an asterisk

against them, no explanation of which is afforded..

These are chiefly native names, such as the Dow or
Dao of Assam. Under Baboo are given some
curious specimens of native employment of English
forms of speech or salutation. An English gentle-
man was thus addressed as

" Honoured Enormity."

The Dramatic Writiiiffs of Richard Wever and
Thomas Ingdend. Anonymous Plays. Edited by-
John S. Farmer. (Printed for Subscribers.)

WE have here two further volumes of that issue of
" The Early English Dramatists

" which constitutes
the latest literary enterprise of Mr. Farmer, and
one in praise of the conception and execution of
which we have already spoken. Unlike the previous
issue, which gave in one of its interesting volumes
the numerous interludes of John Heywood, the

present instalment consists almost entirely of works
of anonymous authorship. It is true that the name
of Richard Wever is assigned to

'

Lusty Juventus,'
and that of Thomas Ingelend to 'The Disobedient
Child' and 'The Nice Wanton.' Concerning the
former writer we know, however, absolutely
nothing ; while as to the second we profit but to the
extent that we find him to have been a student of

Cambridge, and trace a tradition that he belonged
to Christ's College. The ascription of the plays to
the authors beneath whose names they stand is not,
moreover, too trustworthy. What seems pretty
certain is that the authors were generally clerks of
one or other of the universities, and possessed some
familiarity with the Latin'dramatists. Many of the

plays themselves are polemical. In the "Note-
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"books
"
which, with word-lists, appear at the con-

clusion of each of the volumes, a full account,

literary as well as bibliographical, is supplied,

including the estimate of the various works formed

by Hazlitt and subsequent authorities. According
to Hazlitt,

*

Lusty Juventus' is a piece of "rather

heavy and tedious morality, replete with good
instruction, but didactic to a fault." In his 'English

Dramatic Literature' the Master of Peterhouse

savs that this morality breathes the spirit of the

idogmatic Reformation of the Protector Somerset.

The second volume consists wholly of anonymous
.plays and includes among them the five-act comedy
if Gammer Gurton's Needle,' the ascription of

which to Bishop Still has been abandoned of late,

in favour of that to William Stevenson. Dr. Brad-

ley's reasons for crediting the Fellow of Christ's

^College thus named are incorporated by Mr. Farmer

in his notes. In the case of all the plays reduced

facsimiles of the title-pages, and in some cases of the

printers' marks, are supplied. The thoroughness of

workmanship apparent in the first production is

observed, and the whole in its artistic get-up will

.grace any shelves. Specially commendable con-

tinue to 'be the "Notebooks," the information in

which is serviceable and ample.

The Pocket George Mac Donald. Made by Alfred

H. Hyatt. (Chatto & Windus.)

IN a dainty shape, uniform with ' The Pocket

R. L. S.' and 'The Pocket Richard Jefferies,'

Messrs. Chatto & Windus have issued a volume of

Delected passages, in prose and verse, from the

writings of George Mac Donald. The thoughtful-

aiess and gentleness of the extracts commend them

to general admiration and favour.

The Scottish Historical Review, January, 1906-

(Glasgow, MacLehose & Sons.)

PROF. HUME BROWN contributes a paper on the

.part the Scottish nobles took in moulding the

national history. We are on the whole in agree-

ment with his conclusions, and are very glad to

possess a well-considered sketch of the position of

-the Scottish aristocracy from the time of King
Robert the Bruce until the middle of the seven-

teenth century. It is in no sort a defence of men
who were beyond doubt far more turbulent than

their neighbours south of the Border, and whose
lives were often stained by acts of gross cruelty.

It is an explanation rather than a vindication, and

will be so regarded by all competent persons whose
-minds are not warped by political or religious

prejudices.
The leading paper, however first in place and

.first in interest is the opening part of Mr. Andrew

Lang's account of the portrait and jewels of Queen
3Iary Stuart. It shows a wonderful knowledge of

the real and reputed portraits of the victim of

Tfotheringhay. That many spurious pictures have

T)een, and still are, passed off as likenesses of the

queen is certain ;
and there are others which are

but copies of copies that have lost much of their

original truthfulness, the features having become
so modified as to represent the ideals of beauty,
not of the Tudor time, but of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries. That Mary was beautiful in

,her younger days may be regarded as certain. As
Mr. Lang points out, we have this on the

testimony of enemies as well as friends ; but we
have ourselves seen pictures passing under her

name that seem as if the painter had studied, in

features as well as costume, some French fashion-
book of the early days of Horace Walpole. Mr.
John Edwards writes concerning the Grey Friars
of Glasgow, tracing the history of their house from
its foundation until it fell in the crash of the
Reformation. He might with advantage have given
further details,;but the paper is, as far as we are able
to test it, accurate. Mr. J. H. Round furnishes a
first part of what will probably be an elaborate
paper on the Barony of Ruthven of Freeland. It
would not be fair to comment thereon until the
conclusion is reached.

Among the short notices is one on Mr. Rannie's
'

Student's History of Scotland,' containing a
remark to which it is important to draw attention.
The author is praised for knowing, and striving to
remember, that a history is not the place where
moral judgments should be passed on persons.
Wheii such things are wanted, the place for them is

the biography or review.

to

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to
put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "Duplicate."
WE cannot undertake to advise correspondents

as to the value of old books and other objects or as
to the means of disposing of them.

F. C. C. G. ("Trial of Queen Caroline").
G. F. R. B. stated at 9th S. xii. 397 that Sir George
Hayter's picture is in the National Portrait Gallery,
and that an index of the portraits is given in the

catalogue.

C. A. BERNAU ("Sun putting out Fire"). See
the many articles at 8th S. viii. 148, 231, 316, 355,

414; xii. '271, 373.

E. ("Marriages of Cousins"). See the numerous
references to articles in 'N. & Q.' given by the late

EVERARD HOME GOLEMAN at 6th S. vi. 494. SIGMA,
on the same page, deals with the bibliography of

the subject.

CORRIGENDUM. Ante, p. 250, col. 2, 1. 26, for

"Laragoza" read Zaragoza.
NOTICE.

Editorial communications should be addressed
to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries '"Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.

We beg leave to state that we decline to return
communications which, for any reason, we do not

print; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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THE ATHEN-ffiUM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHEKffiUM contains Articles on
THE PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY. A WOMAN OF WIT AND WISDOM.
BUBFORD PAPERS. LE CANADA: LES DEUX RACES.
THE ANGEL OF PAIN. MARA. THE MAN OF PROPERTY. THE HOUSE BY THE

BRIDGE. THE JUNGLE.
AFRICAN LANGUAGES.
SIX YEARS AT THE RUSSIAN COURT. SERF-LIFE IN RUSSIA. BY-PATHS IN THE

BALKANS. REVIEW OF HISTORICAL PUBLICATIONS RELATING TO CANADA FOR
THE YEAR 1905. ENGLISH CRAFT GILDS AND THE GOVERNMENT. "TUDOR
TRANSLATIONS." ESSAYS ON ECONOMICS. THE DEEP SEA'S TOLL. PEASANT
LIFE IN THE HOLY LAND. LIVERPOOL BANKS AND BANKERS, 1760-1837. THE
THREE MUSKETEERS. TWENTY YEARS AFTER. DON JUAN.

JOHN FOXE AND THE EDITIO PRINCEPS OF DANTE'S 'DE MONARCHIA.' FROUDE'S
'NEMESIS OF FAITH.' LYTTON'S JOHN ACLAND.' " THAT TWO-HANDED ENGINE
AT THE DOOR."

MEDICAL BOOKS. BIRDS' *EGGS.
A FRENCH HISTORY OF PLAYING CARDS. WILLIAM THE CONQUERER'S THIGH-BONE.

THE QUILTER SALE.
GROVE'S DICTIONARY OF MUSIC AND MUSICIANS.
THE DRUMS OF OUDE. PUNCH. JOSEPHINE. LA REVOLTE ' AND ' THE FOOL OF THE

WORLD.' LE SONNET D'ARVERS.

LAST WEEK'S ATHEN^UM contains Articles on

TWO NEW LIVES OF WALTER SCOTT. DR. GRBENIDGE'S HISTORY OF ROME.
THE ENGLISH WORKS OF GEORGE HERBERT.
R. H. BUTTON'S BRIEF LITERARY CRITICISMS.
NEW NOVELS : The Wheel of Life

;
The Great Refusal ; The Shadow of Life

;
The Fifth Queen r

The Mystery of the Shadow
;
Lads of the Fancy ;

The Belle of Bowling Green
;
The Bishop's

Apron ;
Barr & Son.

JOURNEYINGS AT HOME AND ABROAD.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : Letters from Samoa, 1891-5

;
Mrs. Browning in her Letters

; Maine's
Ancient Law; Mr. Winston Churchill on Free Trade; With Mounted Infantry in Tibet; New
Fgypt ;

Jane Austen's Sailor Brothers ;
A Life of Burton

; History of British Columbia
; Reprints

and New Editions.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.
THE ORIGINAL OF WOLFRAM VON ESCHENBACH'S 'PARZIVAL'; 'WITH THE COSSACKS' J

THE ASLOAN MS.
;
SPRING PUBLISHING SEASON; SALES.

LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE : Books on Birds; Societies ; Meetings Next Week

; Gossip.
FINE ARTS : Illustrated Views at Home and Abroad: The Barbizon School; Works byjMr. Bjam

Shaw and Mr. D. S. MacColl
;
Arch geological Notes

;
The Denny and other Sales ; Gossip.

MUSIC : The Bach Festival
; Gossip ;

Performances Next Week.
DRAMA : Mauricette

; Gossip.
MISCELLANEA : Chaucer Bibliography.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHEN^IUM will contain Articles on
TWO BOOKS ON EGYPT. RESEARCH NOTES.

The ATHEN^UM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS & J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaeum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.

And of all Newsagents.
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Particulars of

W. H. SMITH & SON'S LIBRARY
And its advantages.

The Library contains over 500,000 Volumes of Works representing all

Classes of General Literature.

Nearly every recognized work published in recent years can be obtained from our Library. The
Student, the Politician, the Professional Man, the Scientist, the Sportsman, the Lover of Fiction, and
General Reader will find an infinite variety of choice. Our Catalogue will prove a reliable guide to all

that is best in General Literature. All books of popular interest are added as published. Subscribers

have the privilege of being transferred to any of our 800 Branches. The books are sent from our Head
Office to the Branches carriage paid, or they can be changed direct from Head Office by Parcel Post or

Rail. Boxes supplied gratis. We issue at frequent periods a prospectus of the newest books in

circulation. A post card will bring it to you on application.

Terms of Subscription.
LONDON.

For Exchanging at a London Terminus and 186, Strand, W.C.

12 Month*
110
1 11 6220330550

* A deposit of 2*. 6d. on each Volume is required with all Monthly Subscriptions.

SUBURBAN AND COUNTRY.
For Exchanging at any of the Suburban and Country Depots.

*1 Month 3 Months 6 Months 12 Month*

ONE Vol. ...

TWO Vols. ...

FOUR Vols,

EIGHT Vols.

FIFTEEN Vols.
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teredo* a Keu>flayer. Entered oi
N.r.F.O. x Second- Via its Matter,
rly Subscription, 20$. 6<i. fast free.

MACMILLAN & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

YOL. I. OF THE POPULAR EDITION-
UNABRIDGED.

THE LIFE OF WILLIAM
EWART GLADSTONE.

B.v JOHN MORLEY. Vol. I. 8vo, 5*. net.

Case 'for bindirg Vol. I. 9d. net. [Aprils?.

NEW BOOK BY THE AUTHOR OF 'THE
SOUL OF A PEOPLE.'

A PEOPLE AT SCHOOL.
By H. FIELDING HALL. 8vo, 10*. net.

POCKET EDITION.

TENNYSON'S COMPLETE
WORKS.

In 5 vols , printed on India Paper, fcap. 8vo, with

fall gilt backs and gilt tops, limp cloth, 2*. net
;

limp leather, 3*. net.

Vol. I. JUVENILIA AND ENGLISH IDYLLS.

THEARBITER^IN COUNCIL.
8vo, 10*. net.

TIMES. " The scheme is a well-imagined one,

and the discussions are full of interest, in-

formation, and suggestion."_
CRITICISMS.

By the late RICHARD HOLT HUTTON. Selected

from the Spectator,
and Edited by his Niece,

ELIZABETH M. ROSCOE. With Portrait. Globe

8vo, 4s. net, [En-rsley Series.

: Containing Criticisms on DICKENS, SCOTT,
KEATS SHELLEY, WORDSWORTH, TENNY-

SON, BROWNING, MATTHEW ARNOLD, and

others,

LORD CURZON IN INDIA.
'

Being a Selection from his Speeches as Viceroy
: and Governor-General of India, 1898-1905. With
! a Portrait, Explanatory Notes, and an Index, and
! with an Introduction by SIR THOMAS RALEIGH,
: K.C.S.I. 8vo, 12*. net.

LORD RANDOLPH
CHURCHILL.

By WINSTON SPENCER CHURCHILL, M.P.
With Portraits. In 2 vols. demy 8vo, 36*. net.

MEMOIRS OF ARCHBISHOP
TEMPLE.

i By SEVEN FRIENDS. Edited by E. G. SAND-
j FORD, Archdeacon of Exeter. With Photo-
I gravure and other Illustrations. In 2 vols. 8vo,
36*. net.

HENRY SIDGWICK: a Memoir.
I By A. S. and E. M. S. With Portraits. 8vo, 12*. 6<Z.

net.

IDOLA THEATRI.
A Criticism of Oxford Thought and Thinkers from
the standpoint of Personal Idealism. By HENRY
STORT. 8vo, 10*. net.

OWEN WISTER'S NEW NOVEL.

LADY BALTIMORE.
Ci wn 8vo, 6*.

INTEREST & SAVING.
By E. C. K. GONNER, M.A., Brunner Professor of
Economic Science in the University of Liverpool.
Crown 8vo, 3*. 6d. net.

MACMILLAN & CO., LTD., London.
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ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly la

' THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD '

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during
the week, Announcements of New Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Free Advertisement for

Four Books Wanted weekly.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 8s. 6d. home and 11s. foreign

Subscription.

PRICE THREE-HALFPENCE WEEKLY.

Office : St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, London.

NOW READY, price 10s. 6d. net.

THE NINTH SERIES

G N E R A L
OF

INDEX
NOTES AND QUERIES,

\Vith Introduction by JOSEPH KNIGHT, F.S.A.

This Index is double the si/.e of previous ones, as it contains, in

addition to the usual Index of Subjects, the Names and Pseudonyms of

"Writers with a List of their Contributions. The number of constant

Contributors exceeds eleven hundred. The Publisher reserves the

right of increasing the price of the Volume at any time. The number
printed is limited, and the type has been distributed.

Free by post, 10s. 1U.

JOHN C. FRANCIS, Volet and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings. B.C.

SECOND EDITION NOW READY, price One Shilling.

BIBLE
CHRONOLOGY. The Principal Events

Kecorded in the Holy Scriptures, arranged under their Probable

Respective lutes, with a Description of the Places named, and a

Supplement on English Versions. By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F R.A.S.

"This compendious and useful little work." Guardian, Mar. 14, 1906.

London : SAMUEL BAGSTER ft SONS, LTD., 15, Paternoster Row.

SECOND EDITION, fcap. 8vo, price Fourpence.

NEW TESTAMENT CHRONOLOGY: the
Principal Events recorded in the New Testament, arranged

under their Probable Respective Dates. By W. T. LYNN, B.A.

FR.A.8., Associate of King's College. London, Lay Header in the
Diocese of Rochester, Author of 'Celestial Motions,' 'Remarkable
Comets,'

' Remarkable Eclipses,'
' Astronomy for the Young,' &c.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row.

TENTH EDITION, price Two Shillings.

CELESTIAL
MOTIONS: a Handy Book of

Astronomy. Tenth Edition. With 3 Plates. By W. T. LYNN,
R A. F R.A.S.
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MONTAIGNE, WEBSTER, AND MARSTON :

DR. DONNE AND WEBSTER.
(See 10th S. iv. 41, 121, 201, 302.)

MONTAIGNE says :

Aminde couragiously vicious may happily furnish
itselfe with security, but shee cannot be fraught
with this selfe-joyning delight and satisfaction.

Book iii. chap. ii. p. 410, col. 2.

Ma/hc.ureux. Dear loved sir, I find a mind
courageously vicious may be put on a desperate
security ; but can never be blessed with a firm

enjoying and self - satisfaction.
' The Dutch

Courtezan,' III. i. 233-6.

Conceive man accompanied with omnipotency,
you overwhelme him : he must in begging manner
crave some impeachment and resistance of you.
Book iii. chap. vii. p. 469, col. 1.

Freerill. But consider man furnished with

omnipotence, and you overthrow him ; thou must
cool thy impatient appetite. 'The Dutch Courte-

zan,' III. i. 262-3.

Quee faerant litia, more* t>un' :
il What erst were

vices are now growne fashions." Book iii. chap. ii.

p. 410, col. 2.

Freevi/l. What old times held as crimes, are now
but fashions. 'The Dutch Courtezan,' III. i, 234.

See also
* The Fawn,' I. ii. 350.

Stercm ctilque sinim lene olet.

Ev'ry man's ordure well
To his owne sense doth smell.

Book iii. chap. viii. p. 474, cols. 1 and 2.

Cod&hmou. Every man's turd smells well in 's
own nose.

4 The Dutch Courtezan,' III. iii. 50-51.

Mulligrnb. I was a gentlewoman by my
sister's side I can tell ye so methodically.
Methodically! 1 wonder where I got that word?

! Sir Aminadab Ruth bad me kiss him methodic-
ally ! I had it somewhere, and 1 had it indeed
' The Dutch Courtezan,' III. iii. 59-63.

Perhaps Marston got his word from Florio :
_

Every one may speake truely, but to speake
orderly, methodicallyt wisely and sufficiently, few
can doe it. Book iii. chap. viii. p. 473. col. 2.

The weaknes of our condition causeth that things
in their naturall simplicitie and puritie cannot fall
into our use. The elements we enjoy are altered
metals likewise, yea gold, must be em paired with
some other stuffe to make it fit for our service. Nor
vertue so simple, which Ariston, Pyrrho, and
Stoikes made the end of their life, hath been able
to doe no good without composition, &c. Book ii.

chap. xx. p. 344, col. 1.

Freevill. But is this virtue in me? No, not pure,
Nothing extremely best with us endures

;No use in simple purities ;
the elements

Are mix'd for use ; silver without allay
Is all too eager to be wrought for use :

Nor precise virtues, ever purely good,
Holds useful size with temper of weak blood.

'The Dutch Courtezan/ IV. ii. 4046.

The parallel to Act V. sc. i. 11. 28-37, is

already recorded at 10th S. iv. p. 42, col. 1.

I can never forget this good saying :

/ii'^rent, qti<i' iiiitiiiH dolent : "They keepe a howling
with most ostentation who are less sorrowfull at
heart." Their lowring and puling is hatefull to the
living and vaine to the dead. Wee shall easily
dispence with them to laugh at us when we are
dead, upon condition they smile upon us while wee
live. Is not this the way to revive a man with
spite ; that he who hath spitten in my face when I
was living shall come and claw my feet when I am
dead? Book ii. chap. xxxv. p. 378, col. 2..

-. Is not this better than louring and
pouting and puling, which is hateful to the living
and vain to the dead? Come, come, you must live
by the quick, when all is done

; and for my own
part, let my wife laugh at me when I am dead, so
she'll smile upon me whilst I live: but to see a
woman whine, and yet keep her eyes dry : mourn,
and yet keep her cheeks fat : nay, to see a woman
claw her husband by the feet when he is dead, that
would have scratched him by the face when he was
living this now is somewhat rediculous. 'The
Dutch Courtezan,' V. ii. 80-90.

For the parallel to Act V. sc. iii. 11. G8-81,
see 10th S. iv. p. 42, col. 1.

I turn now to ' The Fawn. 3

Montaigne, praising the Emperor Maxi-
milian, says :
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" Contrarie to other Princes, who to dispatch
their weightiest affaires make often their close-

stoole their regall Throne or Council-Chamber, [he]
would not permit any groome of his chamber

(were hee never so neere about him) to see him
in his inner chamber, &c. Book i. chap. iii. p. 7,

col. 1.

Xympliadoro. Thou art private with the duke
;

thou belongest to his close-stool.
' The Fawn, I. ii.

46-7.

The most common and soundest part of men
holdeth multitude of children to be a signe of great
happinesse and comfort ; So do I, and many
others, the want of them. Book. i. chap. xl. p. 123,
col. 2.

Hercules. Oh ! 'tis a blessed assurance of

Heaven's favour, and long-lasting name, to have

many children.
Sir Amoroso. But I ha' none, Fawn, now.
Hercules. O that's most excellent aright special

happiness.
* The Fawn,' 11. i. 132-7.

A misprint, which even Mr. Bullen has not

attempted to correct, occurs in the following

passage, where " brued
"

should read either
" bound

"
or "glued," the former word being

probably the more correct. The phrasing in

Marston is palpably an imitation of Florio,
as the following will show :

Hercules. There's some weakness in your brother

you wrinkle at thus; come, prithee, impart ; what ?

we are mutually incorporated, turn'd one into

another, brued [sic] together.
* The Fawn,' II.

i. 176 9.

In the amitie I speake, they entermixe and con-

found themselves one in the other, with so

universall a commixture, that they weare out and
can no more finde the seame that hath conjoined
them together And at our first meeting, which
was by chance at a great feast, and solemne

meeting of a whole towneship, we found our selves

so surprized, so knowne, so acquainted, and so

com\)ined\y bound together, that from thence forward,

nothing was so neer unto us as one unto anothers.

Book i. chap, xxvii. pp. 85-6.

That is to say, let the rest be our owne
; yet not

so combined and glued together that it may not
be sundred without fleaing us, &c. Book i.

chap, xxxviii. p. Ill, col.l.

No eminent or glorious vertue can be with-
out some immoderate and irregular agitation
Dares not Philosophic thinke that men produce
their greatest effects, and neerest approaching to

divinity when they are besides themselves, furious,
and madde? The two naturall waies to enter

the cabinet of the Gods, and there to foresee the
course .of the destinies, are furie and sleepe.
Book ii. chap. xii. p. 290, col. 2.

Hercules. Vice may be cured, for now beside

myself,
Possess'd with almost frenzy, from strong fervour

I know I shall produce things mere divine :

Without immoderate heat, no virtues shine.

For I speak strong, tho' strange, the dews that

Our souls in deepest thoughts are fury and sleep.
' The Fawn,' II. i. 605-10.

Act III. sc. i. 11. 183-6, re keeping counsel ;

and 11. 212-13, which declare that love or
virtue is not of the essence of marriage,
have already been dealt with, at 10th S. iv.

p. 122, col. 2, and p. 303, col. 2, respectively.

There is no point of doing more thorny nor more
active then this of not doing. I finde it easier to
bear all ones life a combersome armour on his
backe then a maiden - head. And the vow of
virginity is the noblest of all vowes, because the
hardest. Book iii. chap. v. p. 438, col. 2.

Dulcimel. First, for the virtue of magnanimity,
I am very valiant, for there is no heroic action so
particularly noble and glorious to our sex, as not
to fall to action ; the greatest deed we can do is

not to do (look that nobody listen). Then am I full
of patience, and can bear more than a sumpter-
horse ; for (to speak sensibly), what burthen is
there so heavy to a porter's back as virginity to a
well-complexioned young lady's thoughts? (Look
no body hearken.) By this hand the noblest vow is

that of virginity, because the hardest. "The Fawn '

III. i. 227-36.

CHARLES CRAWFORD.
(To be continued.)

LOVE LANE.
STOW says of this ancient thoroughfare:
" Then againe out of Thames streete, by the west

end of Saint Mary hill Church, runneth up one
other Lane, of old time called Roape Lane, since
called Lucas lane, of one Lucas owner of some part
thereof, and now corruptly called Loue Lane, it

runneth up by the east end of a parish church of
saint Andrew Hubbert, or Saint Andrew in East
Cheape : This Church and all the whole Lane called
Lucas lane is of this Belinesgate Warde." '

Survey,'
ed. 1603, p. 211.

Stow's statement about the ancient name
of the lane is confirmed by the will of Mar-
garet, relict of Sir William Wai worth, dated
12 January, 1393, in which mention is made
of Love Lane, formerly called "Roppelane,"
near Billingsgate. Roger Kelsey, draper,
whose will is dated 26 March, 1455, left

tenements near the lane formerly called
'*
Roperelane," and afterwards called Love

Lane, in the parish of St. Mary atte Hill,
for the maintenance of the Guild of St. Anne
(Sharpe's

* Calendar of Husting Wills,' ii.

311, 536). But I cannot find that any person
of the name of Lucas was connected with
this locality, and I have a strong suspicion
that Love Lane was "

corruptly called
"
after

John Lovekyn, who, as we know from his
will, was possessed of considerable property
in tiie parish of St. Mary at Hill.*

Lovekyn was a "
stokflashmonger," or

wholesale dealer in salted and dried cod-fish,

* Lovekyn was afterwards contracted into Lukyn,
Luckyn, and Lukins, which might easily be con-
verted into Lucas.
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and was elected to the Mayoralty by his

fellow- citizens in 1348 and 1358, while in 1365

he was chosen,
"
rege jubente," for that year

and the following one. He died in 1368,

leaving a widow, Margaret his second wife

who subsequently married the celebrated

Sir William Walworth, and whose will has

been noted above. Walworth in his youth
had been an apprentice of Lpvekyn, and

always held the memory of his master in

great veneration. Further particulars of

Lovekyn's career and of his charitable

endowments, which included the rebuilding
of the church of St. Michael, Crooked Lane,
are given in the Transactions of the London
and Middlesex Archaeological Society by
Mr. J. G. Nichols, F.S.A. (iii. 133-7), and by
Major Alfred Heales, F.S.A. (vi. 341-70).

As Lovekyn seems to have died childless, he
left directions for certain tenements at
11
Billyngesgate" (one being called

"
Treieres-

wharf," in the parish of "St. Mary atte

Hulle ") to be sold for piouS and charitable

uses. This wharf, anciently known as Holy-
rood Wharf, derived its name from an old

civic family called Le Treyhere or Treyere.

About the year 1289 Robert le Treyer
granted ,to the Dean and Chapter of

St. Paul's a quitrent issuing from two tene-

ments in Billingsgate, in the parish of

St. Mary "de la Hulle," one of which was
called "le holirode warf," towards the

maintenance of the chantry of Sir Ralph de
Donion (Ninth Report Hist. MSS. Comm.,
Part I., Appendix, p. 17b). This Robert,
called in his will

" Le Treyhere," died about

1306, and bequeathed to Johanna his wife

his tenement in the parish of St. Mary
"atte Hulle" for life, remainder to Thomas
and Richard his sons ;

also his capital

messuage and wharf called
u

le Holirode-

warf "
for life, remainder to Robert his son,

subject to certain rent charges due to Adam
and John his sons ;

and to his daughter
Cecilia land and houses in the same parish
in discharge of twenty marks left to her by
Johanna his daughter, wife of Nicholas de
Mari (Sharpe,

4

Husting Wills,' i. 180). It

would appear from another will (ibid. i. 158)
that Robert's wife was a daughter of John
de Flete, a "chapeler" or hatter (described
as "capper," p. 45). Robert the son, who
was a minor in 1303, seems eventually to

have succeeded to the property, and by his

will, dated 25 Nov., 1337, he directed his

tenements opposite "Billyngesgate" to be

sold by his executors, and the proceeds to be
divided into two parts, one moiety to go to

Alice his wife, and the other to be divided

between Alice and Idonia, his two daughters,

a sum of ten shillings being reserved for four
trentals of masses (ibid., i. 425). The pro-
perty afterwards came into the possession of
John Lovekyn.
In later times interest attached to Love

Lane from the fact that after the Great Fire
of 1666 the King's Weighhouse was trans-
ferred from Cornhill to a vacant piece of
ground lying at the north-west corner of the
lane as it entered from Little East Cheap.
Here merchandise entering the country was
weighed for customs purposes. In the time
of Charles I. a small body of Independents
established a chapel in an upper room be-
longing to the Weighhouse. Subsequently a
meeting-house was built which was served
by many well-known ministers

;
but the con-

S-egation
afterwards removed to Fish Street

ill, and the building was swept away by
the extension of the Metropolitan Railway.
At the present time some anxiety has beer*

aroused by the threatened destruction of a,

fine old house which is thought to have been
built, and possibly occupied, by Sir Christo-

pher Wren. The front of this house faces a.

courtyard leading out of Botolph Lane, but
the back, which also possesses a fine oak
doorway, gives upon the eastern side of Love-
Lane. The exterior of the house, which was
probably erected for one of the grand old
merchant- princes who flourished after the
Restoration, is rather battered ; but the in-
terior possesses a beautiful staircase, with
the date 1670 on the plaster, and some
finely carved chimney-pieces, panellings, and
ceilings. The old house is the property of
the Sir John Cass Foundation, and has for

many years been used as the Billingsgate
and Tower Ward Schools, which have now
been amalgamated with another educational
establishment. Efforts have been made
especially by Mrs. Arthur Strong, the widow
of the late distinguished Librarian of the
House of Lords to induce the City Corpora-
tion to secure the old house for the purposes
of a museum or some similar object ; but at
a Court of Common Council held on 6 April
at the Guildhall, a report of the City Library
Committee was received, to the effect thafc

there was a doubt whether the house ever
had been in the possession of Sir Christopher
Wren, and further that most of the objects
of interest in the interior had been removed

;.

and it was thereupon decided that the Court
should take no steps for the acquisition or

E
reservation of the premises. It may there-
)re be expected that the house will be

speedily demolished, and that one of the last

surviving relics of seventeenth-century Lon-
don will finally disappear. A fuller descrip-
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tion of the house will be found in Mr. Philip
Norman's most admirable book,

* London
Vanished and Vanishing/ pp. 85 -

7, and

although it has not received the honour of

being depicted by Mr. Norman's pencil, two

capital sketches by Mr. Hedley Fitton, show-

ing the back and front, will be found in the
Pall Mall publication,

* Pictures of New
London.' According to Mr. Norman, the

house is that which was eloquently described
in Mrs. Riddell's novel * Mitre Court.' All

we can now hope is that those portions of the
mansion which merit preservation, such as

the finely painted panellings and the carved
oaken doorways and mantels, may be secured

against destruction. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

MRS. JAMES ROBERTSON, THE PORTRAIT
PAINTER. At Alnwick Castle and in some
other houses in Northumberland there are

portraits painted by Mrs. James Robertson.
She was Christina, daughter of Saun-

ters, of Edinburgh, coachbuilder, and niece

of George Saunders, from whom she pro-

bably received her first impulse towards art

and her first lessons in painting. George
Saunders, born 1774, educated in Edinburgh,
and apprenticed as a coachbuilder, from

painting heraldic achievements proceeded to

paint miniatures. His best-known work is

a portrait of Lord Byron, but in 1830 he

painted Prince Esterhazy, and in the fol-

lowing year the Duke of Cumberland and
Prince George. He died at Marylebone
in 1846 (cf. Williamson, 'History of Por-
trait Miniatures,' vol. i. p. 194). His
niece studied under Sir Thomas Lawrence,
and after her marriage with her country-
man Mr. James Robertson she resided in

Harley Street, London, where she had a

good practice. Mr. James Robertson's two
younger brothers settled at Alnwick, and in

this way Mrs. Robertson obtained a con-
nexion in that neighbourhood.
Mrs. Robertson had already attained re-

pute in her profession when, in 1825, she was
commissioned to paint a half-length portrait,
cabinet size, of Hugh, third Duke of North-
umberland, as ambassador extraordinary
at the coronation of the King of France.
Two years later she painted Charlotte

Florentia, Duchess of Northumberland, also
a half-length in cabinet size. These two
(portraits were engraved by Robert Graves
and published, the former in 1825 and the
latter in 1827. From 1824 onward Mrs.
Hobertson frequently exhibited at the Royal
Academy, but before 1842 proceeded to

Russia, where, in that year, she became a

member of the St. Petersburg Academy. In
the same year she painted a full-length of
the Emperor Nicholas I., which was engraved
in Paris by Maurin, and printed by Le
Mercier. She is also stated to have painted
Thiers. Not the least interesting of her
works, in the possession of the Earl of
Tankerville at Chillingham, is a portrait of

Corisande, Countess of Tankerville, and
daughter of the Due de Gramont. This was
the joint production of SirThomas Lawrence,
who painted the head, and of Mrs. Robertson,
who painted the figure and the remainder of
the picture.

It is not known whether she ever painted
a portrait of herself, but in the possession of
Mr. William Robertson, of Alnmouth, are

portraits of her four children on one canvas.
Mrs. Robertson survived her husband, and

died at St. Petersburg a year or two after the
Crimean War, leaving issue two sons viz.,

William, now residing at Melbourne, and
John also two daughters : Mary, wife of
Mr. Stewart, of the London and West-
minster Bank, London, and Agnes, wife of
Count Ronkin, an officer of Engineers in the
Russian army. The latter was accidentally
killed at Cronstadt about the time of the
Crimean War. J. C. HODGSON, F.S.A.
Alnwick.

STOW'S 'SURVEY': CHEAP EDITION. It is

to be hoped that one of the several publishers
now engaged in placing before the reading
public standard works in cheap, but by no
means shoddy form will give us, before very
long, a reissue of this famous volume. A
new edition of the work is much needed ;

those of Thorns and Morley have become
almost unobtainable. W. McM.
[Our correspondent may be glad to know that his

suggestion has been anticipated. Morley's edition

[laving been reissued by Messrs. Routledge & Sons
in their "Excelsior .Series" at two shillings.]

DICKENS ON THE BIBLE. A paragraph has
been appearing in some of the papers stating
that in an old book in Upper Holloway there
has been discovered "a notable and unknown
Dickens letter," written in answer to a com-
plaint "regarding some use of a Scriptural
phrase in 'Edwin Drood.'" The paragraph
adds that the letter is dated 8 June, 1870, the

day before Dickens died, and is possibly the
"ast he ever wrote.
The letter, as given in the paragraph, is so

ike a summary of part of a letter I had from
Dickens in 1861, nearly ten years before his

death, and long before 'Edwin Drood' was

thought of, that I append the two in parallel
columns for comparison.
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The "notable and un-
known Dickens letter

"

dated 8 June, 1870.

I

*' I have always striven
in my writing to express
veneration for the life

and lessons of our

Saviour, because I feel

it.
" I rewrote that his-

tory for my children,

every one of whom knew
it from hearing it re-

peated to them long
before they could read,
and almost as soon as

they could speak."
I have never made

proclamation of this from
the housetops."

Dickens's letter to me
dated 7 December,
1861.
" When I exercise my

art, one of my most con-

stant and most earnest
endeavours has been to

exhibit in all my good
people some faint reflec-

tions of the teachings of

our great Master. Over
and over again, I claim
them in express words as

disciples of the Founder
of our religion ; but I

must admit that to a

man, or woman, they all

arise and wash their

faces, and do not appear
unto men to fast.
" My reverence for the

Divine Preacher of the
Sermon on the Mount is

not a feeling of to-day.
I married very young,

rge famil
of children. All of them,
and h*,d a large family

from the first to the last,
have had a little version
of the New Testament,
that I wrote for them,
read to them long before

they could lead ;
and no

young people can have
had an earlier knowledge
of, or interest in, that
book. It is an insepar-
able part of their earliest

remembrances."

I published Dickens's letter in 1871, in a
small volume entitled ' Home and Abroad,'
pp. 127-8, and I think Forster quoted it in

his
'

Life of Dickens.' The letter now quoted
in the newspaper paragraph is so like it in an
abridged form, and yet dated nearly ten years
later and written with a different object, that
it would be interesting to have fuller informa-
tion about the old book in Upper Hollpway
its title and author, the point to which the
letter was a reply, and the ground for

regarding the letter as genuine and inde-

pendent. DAVID MACRAE.
Maxwell Park, Glasgow.

WALTER LYNN'S STEAM-ENGINE . (See 7 th S.
vii. 241; 9th S. v.^64.)

At the second refer-

ence a query of mine will be found respecting
an improvement in Savery's engine, men-
tioned in an advertisement in The Daily
Courant of 24 July, 1721. No name was
given in the advertisement, and I asked for
information as to the projector. None of

your readers was able to assist me, but I am
now, thanks to the suggestion of a friend,
able to answer my own question. The
advertisement was obviously issued by Walter

Lynn, whose ' Case
'

is printed at length by
MR. VV. E. A. AXON in a communication
which appeared in ' N. & Q.' at the first

reference given above. There is a notice of

Lynn in the '

Dictionary of National

Biography,' but the principles of construc-
tion of his engine are not known ;

and r

indeed, there is an air of concealment and
mystery both in the 'Case' printed by
MR. AXON and in the advertisement in The
Daily Courant. He was a member of the
Gentlemen's Society at Spalding, and
amongst the possessions of that body is a
handbill, measuring seven inches and a

quarter by six inches, bearing the following
words :

"This is to inform the Curious, That there is to-

be seen at the house near the toirn hall. From Nine
in the Morning till Eight at Night, without Loss of

Time, A Most curious Fire Engine in Miniature,
which is frequently used to draw off the water from
Coal Pits, it representing one in Derbyshire, at the
Lead Mines, which draws up 700 Hogsheads of
Water in one Hour, fourscore Ells deep. This-

Engine works with a small Fire in a Chafing Dish,
at the same time turns a Water-Mill, and rings a
Set of six Bells. Note, This inimitable Piece of

Workmanship, has been shewn in many Parts of
this Kingdom to the general Satisfaction of all

Gentlemen, Ladys, c., that has seen it The
Person that shews it was the inventor and
Maker."

Dr. Marten Perry, who is, I believe,
treasurer of the Gentlemen's Society, in

sending me a photograph of the handbill,

expresses his belief that it refers to Walter

Lynn's steam-engine, although there is no
direct evidence upon the point. The words
in italics are written, a space being provided
for the insertion of the place of exhibition.

E. B. P.

EXCHEQUER TALLIES. Exchequer tallies

are so rare that I may perhaps be permitted
to describe three that came into ray posses-
sion in 1861, bought at a sale in the East
India House prior to its demolition. Two of
these 3 ft. 10^ in. and 3 ft. 11-J in. respec-

tively bear each twenty-five broad notches,

representing, as I think, 25,000. These
tallies are exactly like one in the possession
of Lord Avebury, figured (No. 5) in the illus-

tration to a paper by Mr. Philip Norman in

TheArchceolocjical Journal, vol. lix. pp. 283-305.

The inscription on each of my two tallies is

as follows :

D Unit Societ Merca Anglo ad Ind Orient Negot in

part xiiij Excheq Bill con p servit diet Societ p Act
Parl A xiij Rs Georg Tert

Mag Brit

Above the figures xiiij are illegible signs
of letters, presumably carrying the total

to 1,400,000/., the amount authorized by
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13 George III. (1773), c. 64, to be raised by
Exchequer bills for the relief of the East
India Company.
The third tally is 2 ft. 7 in. long. On one

side it bears three notches, on the other six

smaller notches and a cut (a half notch),
three still smaller notches, and four cuts, the
whole standing for 306Z. 13s. 4.d. The in-

scription, kindly deciphered for me lately by
Mr. Ernest F. Kirk, working in the Record
Office, reads, when extended, as follows :

De SummaCCCvj 11

xiij
s

iiij
d de Ednmndo Hopkins

pro tantis denariis per ipsum in Curia oblatis pro
una tertia parte pretij sive valoris parcelle Plumbi
et Panni per Jacobum Finlay tanquam forisfacte
seisite arrestate et acceptate ad opus tarn Domini
Regis quam Unite SocietatisMercatoruni Anglie ad
Indiam Orientalem Negptiantium per Hilarii Ke-
corda Anno xxxj regni Regis Georgii JSecundi
Middlesex.

ALFRED MARKS.

GRAY'S 'ELEGY' IN RUSSIAN. A transla-
tion of the 'Elegy' into Portuguese was
mentioned in 1 st S. ii. 306, but I do not think
that mention has yet been made in ' N. & Q.'
of a Russian version, which is thus alluded to

in Ugoni's *Letteratura Italiana,' Brescia,

1822, vol. iii. p. 30 :

"
L'Elegia di Tommaso Gray sopra un cimitero di

campagna, trad, dall' inglese inlpiu lingue (8 ital.,
*2 franc., 2 tedes., 4 latine, 1 ebr., 1 greca) pel
Mainardi 1817. Questo editore, il piu benemerito
di Gray, non ha pero potato raccogliere tutte le

traduzioni del 'Cimitero.' Fra le altre una ve ne
ha in lingua russa, colla quale il sig. Joukovsky
die' capo alia sua carriera letteraria. E inserita
nel Corriere di JEuropa. anno 1802. Mosca, stamperia
dell' Universita."

The Hebrew rendering in the Mainardi
edition, 1817, p. 153, was by Giuseppe
Venturi, who, like Giuseppe Torelli, was a
44
Veronese"; and the director of the

Mainardi press at Verona was Alessandro
Torri, who wrote the prefatory dedication of
the volume. W. S.

CLAPHAM WORTHIES. With reference to
the great names of Clapham worthies men-
tioned by MR. H. W. UNDERDOWN, ante, p. 165,
I should like to add that a great many par-
ticulars of them and of others whose homes
were in this pleasant southern suburb will

be found in the reprint of a most interesting
lecture, delivered in 1885 at St. Matthew's
Church Institute and at the Clapham Hall,
by Mr. J. W. Grover, M.Inst.C.E.and F.S.A.,
upon the subject of 'Old Clapham.' Un-
fortunately, it appears to have been reprinted
as delivered, and possesses no index, a fault

by which its usefulness is much diminished.
The author modestly states that his object
was only

"
to awaken an interest in the

place,"and, above all, to remind his Clapham
friends of " those great names who once
made the name of their parish famous."
This is satisfactorily accomplished, and the
illustrations are excellent.

W. E. HARLAND OXLEY.
Westminster.

"THE COAL HOLE." I notice that this

name has been revived by the proprietors of a
wine bar in the Strand frontage of the Savoy
Hotel. It is applied to a cellar, another part
of which has received the old names of

" Wine
Shades and the Crypt,." The position is

not many yards west of the original
" Coal

Hole." I do not know if the question has

previously been discussed, but there appears
to be some doubt as to the derivation of the

name. Mr. Thornbury (
4 Haunted London ')

makes Rhodes, the first landlord, responsible
for it, "from its having been the resort of

coal heavers." But the club founded by
Britton, the musical and literary small-coal

man, is the more probable first use of the

name. The Musical Transcript, 12 Nov.,
1853, contains an interesting note on the

subject, and says :

" At its first institution this concert was held in

Britton's own house. On the ground floor there
was a repository for small-coal, and over that was
the concert-room, which was very long and narrow,
and had a ceiling so low that a tall man could but

just stand upright in it."

It will be remembered that when the site was

being cleared the numerous cellars and sub-

cellars were the subject of notice in the news-

papers, and indirectly the cause of an accident

that might have entailed a heavy loss of life.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.
39, Hillmarton Road, N.

LIGHTSHIP AT THE NORE. In The Gentle-

man's Magazine for August, 1731, is the

following :

"A vessel with lights was moored at the JVb/'c,

for the guidance of ships in safety by night, to keep
them off the Nore and upper middle."

This, evidently, was the first lightship

placed at the Xore. CLIFTON ROBBINS.

CABOT AND MYCHELL. Some of your
readers may be interested in the following
abstract from the will of William Mychell,
chaplain in 1516, proved in the Consistory
Court of London, and may be able to tell us

more about his connexion with the famous

navigator :
u
Item, lego Elizabeth filie Sebas-

tiani Caboto, filiole mee, iij
9
. iiij

d."

HENRY R. PLOMER.

"RENDEZ-VOUS." (See 5th S. ii. 169, 255,

458.) This is the name of a street in
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Folkestone, but when first so called I do not
know. The word occurs in the records of

that town in 41 Eliz., in an order as to

keeping watch in case of invasion :

"And it is also ordered that all persons inhabyt-
ing within this towne shall repair to the place of

randevowe in the towne uppon the ringing of the

great bell."

There is a later use of the word in
' C.S.P.

Dora.,' 2 Aug., 1666 :

"
Sir Thomas Allin's lady is in South wold, hoping

to see him, and entreats news of him, having heard
that he is wounded ; she asks where the rendeztous
will be."

R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

[The earliest quotation in the 'N.E.D.'is 1591,
followed by others from Lyly ia 1594 and Shake-
speare in 159G and 1599.]

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

PISTOLE, SCOTTISH COIN. This coin of the

reign of William III. is just mentioned by
Cochran-Patrick in

' Records of the Coinage
of Scotland,' 1876. 1 shall be glad to have

any contemporary instances of the word
(specially any that account for the name)
sent to me direct. J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

WORDSWORTH ANECDOTE. A story goes
that, when a party of tourists would call in

passing at Rydal Mount, Wordsworth would
seize an opportunity of slipping out during
the visit to the avenue gate, and examining
the books that lay on the seats of the car-

riage, in order thus to ascertain the prevailing
taste in literature. In nine out of ten cases,
it is added, he found Scott's poems and
romances. Where does this anecdote occur

1

?

If I recollect aright, Wordsworth told it

himself to the relater. T. HUTCHINSON.

LA.DY COVENTRY'S MINUET. Philip Thick-
nesse, the friend of Gainsborough, and the

governor of Landguard Fort, on page 187 of
the first volume of his entertaining

* Memoirs'
(London, 1788-91, 3 vols.), speaks of a lady
who <;

began to hum Lady Coventry's minuet."

This, of course, must refer to Maria Gunning,
the one and only Countess of Coventry. Can
any of the readers of

' N. & Q.,' which con-
tains such a wealth of information respecting
old ballads and songs, tell me if a special
minuet was composed in honour of the
beautiful Lady Coventry, and who wrote

the music ? Thicknesse must have known
what he was talking about, and thus it may
be presumed that there was a minuet with
this title. HORACE BLEACKLEY.
Fox Oak.

HEADLESS DOLLS. I have read somewhere
(but cannot remember where) that children
in the Comoro Islands use headless dolls, the

reproduction of human features being for-

bidden by the Mohammedan religion. I am
very much interested in the history of the

doll, and shall be grateful if any one can

kindly confirm or otherwise the above.
The paragraph I saw made the statement

very positively, but, although I have made a
careful search in our local library, I have
been unable to find any reference to the

subject. A. J. GALPIN.
39, London Street, Norwich.

KIPLING'S ' TOMLINSON.' At a meeting of
a society the subject for discussion was a
poem of Kipling called

'

Tomlinson,' which
appears in the * Barrack-Room Ballads.' It

was maintained by some speakers that Tom-
linson was represented to be guilty of criminal

conversation, whereas others held that he

merely invented this story for getting admis-
sion into hell. I shall feel much obliged if

any of your readers will throw some light
on this point. D. K. THAKOR.
Common Room, Lincoln's Inn.

FRANCES WRIGHT D'ARUSMONT. Did Mrs.
d'Arusmont have a daughter ? Did she adopt
her sister Sylvia's daughter 1 I read not long
ago in an American paper a statement that
has been printed a number of times, to the
effect that Sylvia's marriage was unhappy.
Is the statement correct? and, if so, why
was the marriage unhappy ? The ordinary
biographical dictionary does not answer the
above questions. Where can I find an ex-

tended and correct account of the two sisters I

CHARLES ORMISTON CRANE.
Troy, N.Y.

[Drake's 'Dictionary of American Biography'
(Osgood & Co., 1872) states, s.v.

*

Wright, Frances

(D'Arusmont),' that she had a daughter, and that

biographies of her were published by John Windt
in 1814 and by Amos Gilbert in 1855.]

T. T. RUNKEL SALINGEN was an officer in

the army of George III. Can any one tell

me his rank and regiment ? F. E. F.

ABBE CAMPBELL AND MRS. FITZHERBERT'S
MARRIAGE. In Mr. Walter Sichel's

* Emma,
Lady Hamilton/ it is stated (p. 278) that

Abbe Campbell, when chaplain to the Nea-

politan Embassy in London, "is said to have
been the priest who secretly united the
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future George IV. to Mrs. Fitzherbert." Is

there any foundation for that assumption
beyond idle rumour 1

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Edgbarrow, Crowthorne.

[The clergyman who performed the marriage
ceremony was the Rev. Robert Burt, then vicar of
Twickenham. See the review of * Mrs. Fitzherbert
and George IV.,' by the late W. H. Wilkins, in
The Atbenceum, 2o November, 1905, p. 716.]

LEIGHTON s
* BRITISH CRESTS.' (See 9th S.

x. 109. 173, 374, 455.) I venture to ask ME.
H. R. LEIGHTON, through your valuable inter-

medium, if his contemplated
*

Ordinary of
British Crests

'

has yet been published. If

not, are there hopes of its appearance shortly 1

CROSS-CROSSLET.

AUBREY'S 'SURREY/ ANNOTATED BY PETER
LE NEVE. In an article by J. G. Nichols on
the life of Henry Fitz-Alan, Earl of Arundel,
which appeared in The Gentleman's Macja-
zine, 1833, part ii., the author mentions a

copy of Aubrey's
'

History of Surrey
' which

was in the library of his father, J. B. Nichols,
F.S.A. This copy had in it a manuscript
note by Peter Le Neve, relative to the con-
dition of Nonsuch Palace in the time of
James II. I should be glad to know the

present whereabouts of this copy.
H. C. ANDREWS.

13, Narbonne Avenue, Clapham Common, S.W.

HOLY BRITONS. Years ago I saw a state-

ment in a periodical (of which I have lost

the note) to the effect that " Hecateus wrote
that the ancient Britons were a holy nation."
What led Hecateus to make such a state-

ment? and where is it found ?

S. SMALLWOOD.

CRESSET STONES. I should be glad to
know where cresset stones may be seen, and,
if possible, to have measurements.

JOHN H. WHITHAM.
15, Moorland Road, Leeds.

^ JEFFERSON. Can any correspond-
ent of * N. & Q.' kindly assist me in ascer-

taining the lineage of Lieut. John Pigott, of
Stroud's Regiment of Foot, who was married,
17 June, 1760, to Elizabeth Jefferson or

Jeffreyson, of the parish of St Andrew,
Dublin 1 Is there any record of his death in
the war with Havannah, circa 1762? Was
Stroud's Regiment engaged there ?

WM. JACKSON PIGOTT.
Manor House, Dundrum, co. Down.

"THE SOPHY." Mr. W. C. Hazlitt, at
vol. ii. p. 132 of his 'History of the Venetian
Republic/ speaks of the Republic's seeking
the aid of "the Sophy" some time before

1479. Is not this an anachronism? Was
that term for the Shah of Persia ever used
before the accession of the so-called Siifi

dynasty in 1499? FORREST MORGAN.
Hartford, Conn.

THOMAS BETTESWORTH. \Vho was Thomas
Bettesworth, one of the justices of the peace
for co. Southampton in January, 1650?

R. REYNOLDS.

BARNES : ORIGIN OF THE NAME What is

known of the origin of the word Bernieres.

whence comes the name Berners or Earners t

The place-name Bernieres occurs in Calvados
and the Seine-Inferieure. See also the

'

Diet.

Topographique,'' par Hippeau, Paris, 1883.

The Arc/i. Journal, vii. 322, suggests O.Fr.

bernier, a vassal who paid bcrnaye, a feudal

due for the support of the lord's hounds.
W. BARNES HELMEROW.

EARL OF SHIPBROOK. Walker's Hibernian

Magazine for December, 1783, p. 669, has the

following extract from The London Gazette :

"
Died, 15th September, at Orwell Park, Suffolk,

right hon. Francis Vernon, earl of Shipbrook,
viscount Orwell, and baron Orwell, of Newry,
county Downe, in Ireland. He has two nephews
under-age, sons of Vernon, Esq., at Bury St.

Edmund's. His lordship was nephew to the cele-

brated admiral Vernon, to whom he erected a

monument in Westminster-abbey. His title is

extinct."

I take some interest in the annals of Newry,
co. Down, and should be glad to know upon
what authority the Earl of Shipbrook was

designated as "of Newry, county Downe, in

Ireland." Though I have an intimate know-

ledge of the history of my town, I have never

seen any connexion of the gentleman in

question with it, so that an explanation will

be gladly received by PHILIP CROSSLE.

11, Trevor Hill, Newry.

IRISH BOG BUTTER. The following from
The Times of 26 March deserves reproduction
in 'N. & Q.' When a boy in Ireland, I re-

member being told that bog butter was what
the fairies carried off from the dairy. Any
one who entered the place while churning
was going on was obliged to help to turn the

churn, to prevent the fairies from robbing
the butter. Has such butter been found

elsewhere than in Ireland ?

"Irish Bog Butter. The current annual report

(the 31st) of the Ontario Agricultural College con-

tains some account of Irish bog butter, a sample of

which was sent to the college laboratory. It is

stated to have been found in the county Kildare,

Ireland, and when taken out of the peaty soil was
so fresh that dogs ate it. The sample, as received,

was a greasy, greyish-white substance, with a

slightly rancid smell. Examination served to show
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that it contained no salt, only a trace of nitro-

genous bodies, and very little moisture ; as a matter
of fact, practically the whole of it dissolved in ether

and other fat solvents. Large numbers of samples
of bog butter have been obtained from the swamps
of Ireland. It is found in 20 and even in 100 Ib.

lots at different depths, some being 14 ft. below the
surface. As a rule, the original shape or form of

the lumps of butter seems to be extremely well

preserved, and one case is recorded where the
marks of the fingers could be distinctly seen on the
butter. On another lot, a coarse hemp cloth was
found wrapped around the butter which on ex-

posure to the air crumbled to dust. Very little is

known as to the length of time these substances
have been in the swamps, but it is generally
thought that they are upwards of a thousand years
old. It is claimed by some that the bog butter is a
substance formed from the peat itself, but the re-

sults of chemical analysis go to show that it still

has some of the characteristics of butter, and the

general belief of those who have studied the subject
is that it really was butter placed there for some
reason many years ago. But why should the

swamp be used as a place of storage ? It can hardly
be supposed that all the samples that have been
found were accidentally lost on the way to market,
although in one case, at least, the remains of a
basket were found with the butter. It has been

suggested that butter was buried in swamps for safe

keeping when the Danes invaded Ireland, or

possibly at the time of Cromwell's men. The most
likely theory is that long years ago experience
proved that summer butter could be put down in
the turf to keep for winter use, or, possibly, certain
desired flavours were developed in this way. Then
it might happen that whoever put it away either

died or forgot all about it. It is well known that
moist peat or swamp soil is an excellent preserva-
tive, owing probably to the humic acids formed as
the result of the decomposition of the nitrogenous
organic matter, and it is quite possible that this

preserving action was known to, and used by, the

people of Ireland many centuries ago, and that
these lumps of butter were carefully put away in

the peat before the time of the Norman Conquest.''

EMERITUS.

JOHN FULLERTON was admitted into
St. Peter's College, Westminster, as a King's
Scholar on 22 May, 1745. Particulars of his

career are desired. G. F. R. B.

GONCOURT'S * HISTOIRE DE LA SOCIETE
FRANCHISE.' Is there an English translation
of E. and J. de Goncourt's * Histoire de la

Societe Francaise pendant la Revolution et

le Directoire''? D. M.
Philadelphia.

CARTER PEDIGREES. Could any of your
readers give me particulars of any pedigrees
of a family of Carter that show Capt.
Charles Carter, the Hon. Mrs. Elizabeth

Carter, Lydia Carter, and Rebecca Hall
1

?

They were all probably resident in or near
the parish of St. James's, Westminster, in

1747. F. CARTER.
8, New Square, Lincoln's Inn.

LATIN GENITIVES IN FLORICULTURAL
NOMENCLATURE. In floricultural catalogues
the specific name of a flower, when derived

from a surname, sometimes ends with one i,

sometimes with two i's, as, for example, Aster

Thomsoni and Aster Curtisii. Can any reader

of 'N. & Q.' supply an authoritative and

satisfactory reason why 1 P. G.

HACKNEY, MIDDLESEX. It has been

suggested that the origin of this place-name
is "Hacon's ey." (See Walford's 'Old and
New London,' v. 510.) The marshy situation

of the place might be sufficient to support
the suggested suffix, but there does not

appear to be any evidence that a Danish
chief of the name of Hacon ever had any-

thing to do with the place. In 1230-1 it was

spelt Haken' ('Cal. Clos. Rol.,' pp. 576,581),
and in 1253 Hakeneye (Lysons, 'Environs,'
ii. 450). Walford mentions a spelling Hacque-
neye, temp. Hen. III. Dr. Robinson ('Hist,
and Ant. of Hackney

7

), quoted by Walford,

says :

" No one will venture to assert that it

received its name from the Teutonic or

Welsh language, as some have supposed."
What is probably the origin ?

H. W. UNDERDOWN.
{ HAARLEM COURANT.' Can any of the

readers of
' N. & Q.' inform me what library,

public or private, possesses copies of a paper
called Ilaerlem Courant, or some similar

name, being a translation of the Dutch paper
of that name, published in England (Brit.

Mus. and Bodleian) ?

I find this paper alluded to in Dr. Murray's
'Dictionary' (s.v.

* Couranteer ') and in Tim-

perley's 'Anecdotes,' but I should like to

have more references from contemporary
authors. M. M. KLEERKOOPER.

270, Brixton Road, S.W.

HARLEM, A NEWSWRITER. In an old

periodical ( Weekly Comedy) I find among the

dramatispersonce. a nevvswriter called Harlem.
Is this name found anywhere else in this

connexion? M. M. KLEERKOOPER.

ENGLISH PENNIES. Can any reader tell

me where I can get English dated pennies
from 1670 or earlier to 1849-59? Please reply
direct. E. HARIDGE.

20, Hessel Road, Ealing.

GALLIE SURNAME. There are a few per-
sons of the surname Gallie scattered over
the north of Scotland, and the name appears
here and there elsewhere in this country.
Is the name of French extraction ? Did it

come from the Channel Islands or from

Huguenots? GEO. GALLIE.
12, Highfield Crescent, Rock Ferry, Birkeuhead.
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"WAR": ITS OLD PRONUNCIATION.
(10

th S. v. 228.)

THE form of the word is modern, and the

pronunciation illustrates a process of

development which reached completion in
the course of the eighteenth century.
Cognate with Old French werre (Fr. guerre),
our term " war" represents O.H. Ger. iverra,

vexation, broil.
"
Were," signifying doubt

or fear, used by Chaucer and Langland, is

probably the same word ; when Chaucer has
the form "war" he means "ware" or
"aware of," while his word for active
hostilities is

" werre." In his long list of
the features that distinguish the dwelling
described in

' The House of Fame ' he
mentions "werres" in the same line with
"pes" and "manages"; and in 'The Boke
of the Duchesse ' he makes the forlorn

knight, in detailing his woes, distinguish
between the noun "werre" and the adjec-
tive of the same form which signifies
"worse." Part of the paradoxical lamen-
tation is in these terms :

My love ys hate, my slepe wakynge,
My merthe and meles ys fastynge ;

My countenaunce ys nycete,
And al abawed, where so I be

;

My pees is pledynge, and in werre.
Alias, how might I fare werre ?

Halliwell, in the * Archaic Dictionary,'
quotes from 'Religious Poems' of the
fifteenth century the reflection that peace is

impossible in any country "thereas werre is

ny^h-honde." Gavin Douglas, whose trans-
lation of Virgil was completed in 1513, uses
the forms " were" and "

weyr'
1

for warfare,
while he has "war" to denote "worse." In
a famous passage of '^Eneid' viii. he makes
Evander explain to ^Eneas that there was a
time in the remote history of his domain
when unscrupulous selfishness became the
leading principle of conduct, condition:

gradually becoming
" war and war "

till

in the steid of peax, the rage of weyr
Begouth succeid, and covatys of geyr.

This form of the word, modified by Si
David Lyndsay and others to

"
weir," linger,

to a later date in Scotland than it does in

England, although the original sound con
tinues to be represented in Southern writer
long after the spelling has been changed
Robert Sempill (1599-1670), in his famou
*

Piper of Kilbarchan,' bewails the fact that
since the demise of the incomparable
Habbie, no one is left to

"
play before sue I

weir-men" ; while Allan Ramsay, who wrote

n the first half of the eighteenth century,
an still celebrate " brave deeds of weir."

Meanwhile English writers gradually
.dopted the form of the word which has

orne to receive standard
recognition.^

"The
ound of Northern vowels," says Mr. Kington
Dliphant ('Old and Middle English,' p. 398),

'

was, about 1600, to make the conquest of

he South. A here replaces e, as hared (vas-

avit), farr (remotus), warren (pugnare)."
liven Spenser, who still uses " war "

for

worse," refers to the " Roman warres
" and

he " war-hable youth
"

of the early Britons

'Faerie Queene,' II. x. 62). Shakespeare
imes "war" with "jar "('Venus and Adonis,

1

. 98),
" scar

" and " afar
"

(' Rape of Lucrece,'

.831), and "bar" (Sonnet xlvi.) ;
while he

closes the Prologue to
* Troilus and Cressida

5

,vith the couplet :

Like or find fault ;
do as your pleasures are :

Now good or bad, 'tis but the chance of war.

Shakespeare's rimes are steadily repeated

3y subsequent poets, and only notable varia-

tions need be mentioned here. A significant

ixample occurs in Dryden's version of Ovid's

Speeches of Ajax and Ulysses,' 11. 53-4 :

Till one more cunning caught him in the snare

(111 for himself) and dragg'd him into war.

Several appear in Prior's
' Ode humbly in-

scribed to the Queen,' where "war" rimes

not only with "star," "care," "compare,"
and "prayer," but also with "appear" and
"
spear

"
(which would in the poet's time be

pronounced in the same way as the last trio

of these four words) ;
and "wars" responds

to "bears," "jars," "spears," and "years."
In Prior's

' Hymn to the Sun,' st. 4,
" wars

"

and "cares" stand as adequate rimes, while
" war " and " here

" have the same relations

in the seventh stanza of the
'

English Ballad

on the Taking of Namur.' Pope freely uses
"
bar,'"' car," "jar," "star," and words of a

similar sound to rime with " war'
1

;
and now

and again he employs "abhor," which is in-

dicative of the changing fashion. In ' Wind-
sor Forest,' 1. 105, he utilizes "compare" for

his purpose, while in his
*
Statius's Thebais,

Book I.,' 11, 116, 190, and 340 respectively, he

has "
prepare,"

"
pair," and

"
tear."

" Care
"

occurs twice in the ' Imitations of Horace,
1

viz., in Satire II. ii. 128 and 2 Epist. i. 273 ;

while in 'The Dunciad,' iii. 235, "glare"
does the necessary duty, and in the. same

book, 1. 281, "mayors
" and " wars " are con-

joined. In several of his minor poems Young
of 'Night Thoughts' not only uses "are,"
"
car,"

"
far,"

"
star," and so on, in response

L~ .., byt a]so na8 "care
" and " fear

"
in

in the 'Imperiuni
sweet orator

" with

to

the

Pelagi,' ii. 13, brackets
same position, and
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"
big man of war." Gray has "

afar,"
"
bear,"

and "car" in familiar passages as proper
rimes to

" war "; and in
* The Fatal Sisters,'

11. 27 and 34, he has respectively
" share

'' and
"
spare," both representing the earlier pro-

nunciation. Another illustration of the same
practice is seen in his use of "repair" in

his translation from Propertius, Eleg. II. i. 51.

With Cowper and Burns the modern usage is

practically established. Burns's broad sound
of a is, no doubt, represented in "afar,"
"
bar,"

"
jar," and

"
scar," as well as in "scaur,"

which are the words he couples with " war "
;

but it is interesting to find relics of the old
influence in some passages in Cowper. In
translating Horace's Satire I. ix., for example,
he brackets

"
war,"

"
catarrh," and

"
beware'';

while in his version of Milton's ' To Giovanni
Battista Manso,' 1. 92, he conjoins "prepares"
with "wars."' This recalls the following
stanza in the fifth of the

4

Olney Hymns ':

Now, Lord, thy feeble worm prepare !

For strife with earth and hell begins ;

Confirm and gird me for the war,
They hate the soul that hates his sins.

Similar things may, no doubt, be found in

nineteenth-century verse, but these are to be

explained as examples of assonance or poetic
licence, and not as deliberate archaisms.

THOMAS BAYNE.

It is impossible to discuss this question
within reasonable space. Of course, Pope's
pronunciation differed from that now in use
in thousands of words. Any one who will

refer to Sweet's
*

History of English Sounds,'

pp. 215, 216, will begin to discover the
extreme difficulties which attend the study
of vowel-sounds in Pope's time.

But the word "war" proves very little.

It could be rimed with "far" by convention
and tradition, owing to the fact that there
had been a time when the rime was perfect.
In Chaucer's 'Prologue,' 1.47, "werre," ie.,

"war," rimes with "ferre," i.e., "farther";
so that when it lost its final e, it naturally
rimed with "fer," i.e., "far."

WALTER W. SKEAT.

The following quotation from the first

stanza of
*

Mazeppa
'

will show that Lord
Byron evidently pronounced "war" in the
same way as his favourite Pope :

The power and glory of the war,
Faithless as their vain votaries, men,

Had pass'd to the triumphant Czar,
And Moscow's walls were safe again.

R. L. MORETON.

In Yorkshire "war" still rimes exactly
with "tar >} and "car." It is the same word
(spoken) as "

war," meaning
"
worse," which

explains why the gaping urchin, asked by
the local militia-man if he had never seen a

war horse before, replied that he had " seen

rnony a war horse, but riivver a war rider.
'

I know that this jokelet has been translated

into Scots, where " waur "
for

" worse'' is

pronounced as is "war" in modern Eng-
lish ; but it originated independently, if not

entirely, in Yorkshire.
H. SNOWDEN WARD.

Hadlow, Kent.

"War" is pronounced here to rime with

"car," that is, with the open sound of the a,

as in
" far

" and "father." I daresay it will

be thus pronounced in other provincial
dialects. R. B-B.
South Shields.

NELSON TRAFALGAR MEMORANDUM (10
th S.

v. 244). MR. EDGCUMBE has fallen into the

mistake, which originated in The Daily Tele-

qraph of 6 March, of confounding Sir Rodney
Mundy, late Admiral of the Fleet, G-C.B.,
with his more distinguished uncle, Admiral

Sir George Mundy, who was one of Nelson s

captains at the battle of the Nile, eight

years before his nephew, the later Admiral

Sir George Rodney Mundy, was born. The
document in question was sold at Christies

by the son of Sir George Mundy's butler, who
is said to have received it from the master

he served faithfully till his death, some sixty

years ago. Sir Rodney was the elder brother

of my late husband, Major-General Pierre-

pont Mundy, late Royal Horse Artillery, and

his heir by will ;
whilst I am the sole legatee

of his brother, and therefore in possession of

all familv facts.

GERALDINE H. T. MUNDY.
Thornbury House, Thornbury, Gloucestershire.

UNREGISTERED ARMS (10
th S. v. 228). COL.

PARRY would be able to compile nearly a

complete list of these if he consulted Mr.

Fox-Davies's 'Armorial Families' (published

by Messrs. Jack), in which the distinction is

shown between arms (officially) granted, and

those on record in the Colleges of Arms m
London, Edinburgh, or Dublin. R. B.

Upton.

It may easily be that the arms of the

Marquess of Salisbury, as well as many
others, are not to be found on record at the

College of Arms. The College was not

founded with the beginning of coat-armour,

any more than the law courts began witli the

law
;
and the College records, like those of

the courts of law, have been subject to

embezzlement, loss, and decay. It would
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cost, probably, a good deal in fees to discover
the names of families whose arms are nob

officially recorded, or even to settle the point
as to any one family. In regard to the fee

question, which becomes more pressing every
day, many students hope for the passing of

an Act of Parliament providing that an in-

ventory be made of official records of every
class more than a hundred years old, and
that they shall in future be freely open to

accredited students every day throughout
the year, except Sundays and public holi-

days, from 9 A.M. to 5P.M., without restriction.

If the present official custodians of such
records cannot freely accommodate students,
the records should be turned over to the
Public Record Office. The exaction of any
fee for inspecting ancient records is an
anomaly at the present day, and against
public policy. GEORGE F. T. SHERWOOD.

50, Beecroft Road, Brockley, S.E.

ARCHER OF. UMBERSLADE (10
th S. v. 148,

195, 232). While thanking A. H. for his

answer to my query, I must, in the cause of

accuracy, correct him.
Thomas Archer, first Baron Archer of

Umberslade, married Catherine, daughter of
Sir Thomas Tipping, Bart, of Wheatfield,
Oxon, by his wife Anne, daughter of Thomas
Cheke, Esq., of Pirgo, Essex.

Lady Archer was coheiress with her sister

Lsetitia, wife of Samuel, Lord Sandys, and
she inherited Pirgo as her share, which estate
she brought into the Archer family. Anne
Cheke, wife of Sir Thomas Tipping, was
daughter of Thomas Cheke by his wife

Lsetitia, daughter and heiress of Edward
Russell (brother of the first Duke of Bedford)
and sister and heiress of Edward Russell,
Earl of Orford. The Earl of Orford left

his house in Convent Garden, afterwards
Evans's Rooms, and now the National Sports
Club, to his relative Baron Archer, whose
town house it was until the building of
Grosvenor Square, when he removed to that
address. LAUNCELOT ARCHER.

^The Manor Court Rolls of Solihull, co. War-
wick, belonging to the family of Archer of

Umberslade, temp. Henry VIII. to George III.,
are in the British Museum; see Add. MS.
27973. GERALD FOTHERGILL.

11, Brussels Road, New Wandsworth, S.W.

CHEYNE WALK : CHINA WALK (10
th S. v.

245). Of course China is only a popular
substitution for the older name. But it is of
some use, as pointing out that Chey-ne is

properly a dissyllable, answering to F. chenaie,
a place planted with oaks, from chene, an oak.

Cotgrave has "
chesnai/e, a wood, grove, or

thicket of oakes
"

;
and "

chesne, an oake."
An older F. form was chaenei, &ho ckesnoi ,-

see a large number of examples in Godefroy,
under chesnoi. The modern Norman for
" oak "

is caine, formerly Iceyne ; so that the
surname Caine really represents an oak-tree,
and has no relation to Abel. We have the

equivalent names Keynes and Oakes, showing
that English, as usual, has its Norman as

well as its Saxon constituents. I doubt if

we sufficiently realize how admirably our own
magnificent and widespread native tongue is

welded together from Latin and Teutonic
elements ;

it is worthy of ten times the
honour that it usually receives. Pale is

French, and ale is Saxon
;
but only pale ale

is truly English ;
and this is one of ten

thousand examples. We actually have such

compounds as grandfather !

WALTER W. SKEAT.

I thought it was generally understood that

Cheyne stood for "China" in this street-

name. Close to the "Walk" there used to

be a china pottery on the site now occupied
(I believe) by a small inn in Lawrence Street.

It may not be generally known that the old

pronunciation of "china" (in speaking of

china ware) was "
cheyne

"
pronounced as

the name of the Walk, Chanay.
A. T. STORY.

SAMUEL WILLIAMS, DRAUGHTSMAN (10
th

S. v. 109). If your querist, who is an expert
in this artist's work, does not know of a

portrait I fear the case is hopeless. Williams
executed an enormous number of drawings
for books, and their excellence is in part
caused by his engraving them himself on
wood. His name occurs no fewer than five

times in my 'Swimming,' 1904.

In 'Modern English Biography' Mr. Boase
makes a point of recording portraits, but he
mentions none under this artist's name. Mr.
Boase quotes 1 st S. viii. 312 (1853), where a
memoir of Williams is given ;

but to this

reference may be added 5th S. viii. 260, 296,

477, and 9th S. vii. 408
;
and p. 498, where it

is said that Williams died 21 Jan., 1846, and
was buried at Abney Park Cemetery. In all

probability, however, this refers to a name-
sake I find in Mr. Algernon Graves's in-

valuable 'Dictionary of Artists,' as exhibiting
between the years 1834 and 1844.

According to Sir John Millais, every artist

depicts himself and his own figure in the

men he draws, so that MR. SANDFORD will be
able to get some idea of Williams's appear-
ance from his drawings. Certainly the face

and figure of Mr. W. P. Frith, R.A., are both
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well represented by the men in his picture
entitled 'Derby Day' at the Tate Gallery.
The national collections are miserably de-

ficient of work by artists such as Williams.
There are only some twelve entries under
Williams's name in the Catalogue of the
National Library all cross-references ex-

cept one,
l'The Boy's Treasury, 1844," which

ought also to be a cross-reference (see 'Swim-
ming,' p. 263). In the Print Room he is also

poorly represented. The same may be said
of Sir John Gilbert's work in books (see

8^ S. viii. 306), though through himself and
his brother George his painting is well repre-
sented in our public galleries. Of all Sir
John Gilbert's work the early water-colour
sketches at the Guildhall Gallery appeal to
me most. RALPH THOMAS.

LITHUANIAN ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY
(10

th S.
y. 248). See 'Die Slavischen Fremd-

worter im Litauischen,' by A. L. Bruckner
(pp. 222), Weimar, 1877, as well as Aug. Tick's
'

Vergleichendes Worterbuch cler Indoger-
manischen Sprachen,' Gottingen, 1873 - 6

(especially vol. iv., containing the 'Lithuanian
Indices'). These two works are certainly to
be found in the British Museum.

H. KREBS.

DUKE OF GUELDERLAND: DUKE OF LOR-
RAINE (10

th S. v. 249). Was there a Duke of
Guelderland in 1644? Duke Charles, who
died in 1538, is usually regarded as the last.
He made William, Duke of Cleves, his heir,
who, in 1543, had to cede Guelders to
Charles V.
The pedigree of Charles, Duke (1624-75) of

Lorraine, is in Anderson's '

Royal Genea-
logies

'

(1736), and might be checked by
'L'Art de Verifier/ C. S. WARD.
An account of Charles, Duke of Lorraine,

will be found in the 'Nouvelle Biographie
Generale' (Hoefer), 1860, vol. xxxi., where
are several articles on other members of this

family. E. J. H.

A pedigree of the Dukes of Lorraine will
be found in Lesage's 'Atlas Historique,
Gencalogique,' &c , Carte xxii. My copy
has no date, but the genealogies came down
to about 1840. If LOBUC cannot see this, I
will copy it out for him, but it is rather
long. E. A. FRY.

T24, Chancery Lane, W.C.
The Lorraine pedigree is given by Mr.

H. B. George in his 'Genealogical tables
illustrative of Modern History

'

(1904).
A. R. BAYLEY.

[We have forwarded to LOBUC the long pedigree
kindly copied out by MR. BAYLLY.]

OSCAR WILDE BIBLIOGRAPHY (10
th S. iv.

266; v. 12, 133, 176, 238).
' Sonnets of this

Century,' edited by William Sharp, contains
Wilde's sonnet ' On the Sale by Auction of
Keats' Love Letters.' This is found, how-
ever, only in the first edition of 1886, which
was announced to appear as the February
number of the "Canterbury Poets Series."

The large-paper 4to edition of November,
1886, and all subsequent editions omit this

sonnet. Can any reader give the reason of
this?
In the notes the editor says that this

sonnet "is printed here for the first time";
but I have The Dramatic Review for 23 Jan-

uary, 1886, which contains it, with the title

'Sonnet on the Recent Sale by Auction of
Keats' Love Letters.' The two versions differ

only in the use of certain capital letters and
punctuation marks. STUART MASON.

c/o Holywell Press, Oxford.

KNIGHTLEY FAMILY (10
th S. v. 250). In

Miscellanea Genealogica et Jferaldica, vol. i.

p. 131, it is stated that Elizabeth, a daughter
of Richard Knightley by his first wife,
married Cecil Tufton, of Twickenham,
Middlesex. The pedigree should, I think,
be referred to by H. D.

REGINALD STEWART BODDINGTON.

Debrett's 'Baronetage,' 1824, gives the

marriages of Richard Knightley 's seven

sisters, and of two of his grandchildren, so

presumably his two daughters Elizabeth and
Deborah were not married.

M. ELLEN POOLE.
Alsager.

[MR. H. J. B. CLEMENTS also refers to the pedi-
gree in Misc. Gen. et Her.]

AFRICAN SLOTHS (10
th S. v. 230). There is

little doubt that the Central American
"sloths" have a prescriptive right to this

popular name, though Purchas, apparently
by a typographical error, gives it to the
"Antre," or tapirs. But, like most terms of
this description, especially when used with a
distinctive qualification, the name "sloth"
is applied by travellers and writers of

popular natural histories to various other
animals, amongst which must be reckoned
these African ones. Lydekker, in his

'Mostly Mammals,' 1903, p. 314, observes
that the African galagos are called

"
sloths,"

as well as the slow lemurs of India and
the Malay Peninsula. Besides these, an
Australian marsupial, the koolah, has gained
the appellation ; and an Indian bear

(Melursus labiatus) was formerly described
as the ursine sloth. Yet another application
of the name to the wolverine, or glutton
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alleged at 9th S. xi. 233, provoked PROF.
SKEATS'S still, I think, unanswered query,
"Where is the name 'sloth' given to the

glutton?" Certainly the term is rather

inappropriate if applied to so cute and
enterprising a "

critter
"

as trappers say the
wolverine is ; nor does the passage from
Keats which elicited the allegation appear to

need any further gloss than the "sleuth-
hound "

supplied by the above-named veteran

philologist. J. DORMER.

Mr. Dennett, in the paper in Folk-lore
referred to, describes the xinbanda as a
"lemur" (see p. 388, note 1). The word
"
sloth

" was probably used carelessly.
ERNEST B. SAVAGE.

S. Thomas', Douglas.

KYNAN (10
th S. v. 169, 215). The following

pedigree will, I think, answer MR. ACKER-
LEY'S question :

Rodri Mawr=pAngharad.

Anarawd ap Rhodri, King of North=f=
Wales, d. 913.

I

Edwal Voel, King of North=pAvandreg v dau. of Mer-
Wates, slain 940. vyn ap Rhodri, King

of Powis.

Meuric ap Idwal=f=

Idwal ap Meuric, slain 993=p
I

lago ap Idwal, King of North Wales=j=
restored 1021, slain 1037-

Cynan (or Conan)=pRanyllt, dau. of Awloedd, King
ap lago. 1 of Dublin, apSytrick,ap Harold

Harfagr.

Griffith ap Cynan, re-=pAngharad, dau. of Owen ap
stored 1079, d. 1126. I Edwin, Lord of Tegaingl.

Owen Gwynnedd.
ALDENHAM.

COPYRIGHT IN LETTERS (10
th S.

y. 128, 176,
217). The answer at p. 217 requires serious
modification. It is necessary to say, to make
the following extract clear, that Smith, Elder
& Co. were co-plain tiffs. Kekewich, J., in

closing his judgment in favour of the plain-
tiffs as assignees from Mr. and Mrs. Steeds
of the copyright in the letters, said :

" Messrs. Smith, Elder & Co.were the assigns of the
author's manuscript, and in my view they till that
position. The result is, it seems to me, that I must
come to the conclusion that the Legislature in-
tended that Mr. and Mrs. Steeds, having these
letters rightfully in their possession, were entitled

to publish them themselves or to hand them over
to Messrs. Smith, Elder & Co. for publication, and
to give them the right of publication ; and that,
that having been done, nothing remained in Mr.
and Mrs. Steeds which they could pass to any one,
except of course

^
the right to the Utters themselves.

Those they retained, and those they could part with.
The right of publication) it seems to me, was gone"
The italics are mine.

MISTLETOE.

ARCHDEACONS' MARKS (10
th S. v. 209).=The

crosses to which Q. W. V. alludes are no
doubt what are commonlj7 called consecration
crosses. At the consecration of a church

they were supposed to be cut by the arch-
deacon or his agent for that purpose, and
were anointed by the bishop with the con-
secrated chrism or cream.

OSWALD J. REICIIEL.
A la Ronde, Lympstone, Devon.

CROSS-LEGGED KNIGHTS (10
th S. v. 130, 175,

257). In 'The Temple Church,' by C. J.

Addison, 1843, p. 87, it is stated :

*' The mail - clad monumental effigies reposing
side by side on the pavement of

' the Round 3

of the

Temple Church, have been supposed to be monu-
ments of Knights Templars, but this is not the
case. The Templars were always buried in the
habit of their order, and are represented in it on
their tombs. This habit was a long white mantle,
as before mentioned, with a red cross over the left

breast ;
it had a short cape and a hood behind, and

fell down to the feet unconfined by any girdle

Although not monuments of Knights Templars, yet
these interesting cross-legged effigies have strong
claims to our attention upon other grounds. They
appear to have been placed in the church to the

memory of a class of men termed '

Associates of the

Temple,' who, though not actually admitted to the

holy vows and habits of the order, were yet received
into a species of spiritual connexion with the

Templars."

And at p. 94:
k< The most interesting, and one of the most

ancient of these monuments, represents Geoffrey de

Magnaville, Earl of Essex. It displays an armed
knight with his legs crossed, in token that he had
assumed the cross, and taken a vow to tight ill

defence of the Christian faith."

A foot-note adds :

"Some surprise has been expressed that the

effigies of women should be found in this curious

position. It must be recollected that women fre-

quently fought in the field during the Crusades,
and were highly applauded for so doing."

R. J. FYNMORE.

I have recently met with two examples of

a figure standing cross-legged among the

sentry saints which are ranged in the portals
of many French cathedrals. I thought the

effigy might be intended for St. Louis ;
from

which it will be perceived that I am behind-

hand in not having yet wholly freed myself
of the Crusading theory. ST. SWITHIN.
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HOPES USED AT EXECUTIONS (10
th S. v. 266).

Many French ladies who should know
better are anxious, for "luck," to obtain,
from the few countries which still retain the

punishment of hanging, bits of " corde de
pendu." Applications are often made, with-
out success, to influential Britons, to get
such ghastly objects, through the Home Office,
from the hangman. R. U. A.

ROMAN BAGPIPERS (10
th S. v. 208). In

King's 'Munirnenta Antiqua,' vol. ii. p. 21,
mention is made of " a little bronze figure of
a Roman soldier, playing upon a pair of

bagpipes," but I do not find any reference to
a second figure. The three illustrations on
the accompanying plate are of the same
figure in three different positions.
The one referred to is doubtless now in

Trinity College Library, Cambridge, accom-
panied by the following description in the
hand writing of theautborof the 'Muniment
Antiqua':

44 This curious little bronze of a Roman soldie
playing upon a pair of bagpipes was dug up ii

Richborough Castle, in 1775; and being found unde
the lowermost, and third, artificial ground ana
flooring of the Castrum, must have remained there
ever since the first foundation and building of thi
fortress in the time of the Emperor Claudius. I
therefore plainly proves the use of bagpipes in those
early times. This seems to have been part of the
ephippia, or horse-trappings, of a Roman knight
It was given me by my worthy friend Mr. Boys
of Sandwich, the present occupier of the estate
who himself dug it up. E. King."

HORACE WHITE.
Trinity College Library, Cambridge.

BOHEMIAN LANGUAGE (10
th S. v. 168, 217,

297). With reference to my reply, ante,
p. 217, my friend Prof. Mourek writes that a
manual of Cech, by a Mr. Drubek, was pub-
lished in America some time ago. Dr. Mourek
who is an adopted son of Glasgow Uni-

versity, having received LL.D. in 1901 is

engaged in the preparation of a grammar of
Cech for English scholars, now that his well-
known dictionary is complete. Many of his
fellow

;-
?
countrymen e.g., Prusik, Sladek,

Vrcnhcky, and prominent above the rest
Count Liitzow, D.Litt.Oxon. are good Eng-
lish scholars, but few possess a more thorough
mastery of our language than Prof. Mourek,
whose qualifications for such a task are un-
disputed. English authors visiting Prague
for study have found no more helpful friend.

FRANCIS P. MARCHANT,
fetreatham Common.

THE GERMAN EMPEROR AND POETS LAU-
REATE (10

th
S. v. 187, 237).-Isaac D'Israeli

was not a very exact writer, and he erred in

writing of the Emperor of Germany, who
was a personage who never existed. He was
thinking of the Imperator or Caesar, the
titular heir of Augustus and Diocletian, and
the head of the Holy Roman Empire. If
Mr. Bryce's book is too long to read, the
excellent review of it by Freeman (North
British Review, March, 1865), which was
revised and reprinted in

'

Historical Essays :

First Series,' may be profitably consulted.
W. F. PRIDEAUX.

THEODOR REYSMAN : ANDREAS KELLER (10
th

S. v. 268). According to Jocher's 'Gelehrten
Lexicon' (Bremen, 1819), Theodor Reysman
was a Suabian poet, who wrote a Latin poem
of some twenty-two octavo pages, under the
title of * Fons Blavus,' on the beauties of the
Blauthal. There is no indication of any date
or place, but it was probably written at
Ulm between the autumn of 1530 and the
summer of 1531. Cf. 'Neuer allgemein.
literar. Anzeiger,' 1807, p. 552. His name
does not occur in the British Museum Cata-

logue.
Keller or Cellarius is not an uncommon

name. An Andreas Keller was, at the be-

ginning of the sixteenth century, the author
of several theological works, sermons, &c., in
the British Museum Library ; but the writer
about whom your correspondent inquires
must have appeared on the scene some cen-
turies later, to judge by the title of his book.

L. L. K.
" HAMBERBONNE " OF WHEAT (10

th S. v.

190, 270). I think that your readers must
all dissent from the remarkable proceeding
advocated at the latter reference.

It is there proposed in order to establish
an etymology that cannot so conveniently
be otherwise shown to assume a form, and
to attribute to it a sense, when all the while
:here is nothing to show for either. And
"urther, the senses are manipulated instead
of being quoted from authorities.
The word bung is assumed, and the sense

assigned is "cask." But some of us expect
evidence.
In the first place, we are told that the

'orm is "bung, bouny, or bongue" which
meant originally "a cask." But in what
anguage 1 Is bung English, or French, or
)utch ? Is bouncj English, or French, or
Dutch 1 And which is bongue ? Are all

hese forms imaginary ? If so, why restrict

he forms to three ? It would be just as

asy to imagine three or four more, all

qually useless.

As a specimen of manipulation of evidence,
ake the following.
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"In the 'E.D.D.' lunf/y means short,
round, and stout, shaped like a cask." But
the 'E.D.D.' has: "

Bunyy, adj., 1, short
and squat ; 2, stupid, clumsy ; 3, sb., a person
who is short and stout

; anything thick and
squat." That is to say, the writer inserts
both "round," and "shaped like a cask,"
out of his own head.

If \ve are to be convinced, it must be by
some better method than this. Anything
can be proved if both forms and senses are
coined for the purpose.
As to tun, there is not the faintest pretence

for connecting it with the sound of thunder.
It is derived immediately from the Late
Latin tunna, of the fifth century, and it is

shown, by Stokes and Macbain, that it was
adopted from the Celtic type *tunna, fern., a
skin, hence a wineskin, represented by the
Irish tonn, a hide, skin (O'Reilly), and the
Welsh ton, a skin.
A further specimen of the extremely

casual and careless method employed is seen
with regard to the indiscriminate handling
of the F. foudre, which practically equates
the Latin fulgur with the German fuder.
There are two totally different words in
French that happen to be of the same form.
The first is fauare, a thunderbolt, derived
from the Latin fulgur ; and the other is

foudre, a tun, which is merely the German
fuder in French spelling. And the G. fuder
is cognate with the E. /other, formerly used
to denote a great weight.
We can hardly be expected to pay much

attention to such a mass of confusion. Nor
can we be reassured by such a statement as
that "from fuder [a German word] came
our fudder and /other" For it really ought
to be known by this time that Middle Eng-
lish words are not derived from High Ger-
man, and that /other is a far more original
form than the German one.

WALTER W. SKEAT.
[MR. NICHOLSON has sent a note on 'Bung' and

* Tun ' which will appear shortly.]

ME. THOMPSON OF THE GTH DRAGOONS
(lO* S. v. 2G9).

- Alfred Thompson was
gazetted cornet by purchase in the
6th Dragoons on 18 January, 1855.

W. S.

L. L. K. has, I think, mistaken 6th for 7th
(Princess Royal's) Regiment of Dragoon
Guards. When Charles Bradlaugh was in
the army, between December, 1850, and
October, 1853, his friend and acquaintance
was the young schoolmaster of this regiment
no other than James Thomson ("B.V.")

author of 'The City of Dreadful Night
' and

other poems. He was in the habit of singing
the praises of Kossuth, and in 1863, at Mr.

Bradlaugh's solicitation, succeeded Mr. W. E.
Adams as secretary to the Polish Committee
in London.
Reference to

*

Life of Charles Bradlaugh,'
by Hypatia Bradlaugh Bonner, 1894, vol. i.

Ep.
38, 40, 44, 45, and 109, will convince

. L. K. that this is the individual he
wishes to identify.

JOSEPH COLYER MARRIOTT.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10
th S.

v. 248).

In men whom men condemn as ill,

is by Joaquin Miller (i.e.,C. H. Miller). In

my copy of the verse pronounce is given in

1. 3 for ''proclaim," and a line for "the
line" in 1. 5. P. JENNINGS.

" PLACE" (10
th S. v. 267). In its earliest

application in Newcastle the term " Place ;?

refers to an important mansion. In 1649
William Gray described Pandon Hall in his
'

Chorographia' as the ancient palace of the

Anglian kings of Northumbria. In his own
copy of the book, on p. 6, an autograph
interlineation reads :

" There is an ancient

place and house called the Duke's place ; the
house of y Earls of Northumberland." This

meaning was still current in the latter part
of the eighteenth century. In 1782 Mr.

George Anderson purchased from the suc-

cessor of Sir Walter Blackett, of Matfen,
Bart.,

" the ancient and beautiful buildings,"

originally constructed by his ancestor Robert
Anderson, in 1580, from materials taken
from the Franciscan priory on its site. This

building, it is alleged, had been occupied by
Charles I. and his Court from 13 May, 1646,
to 3 Feb., 1647. After reoccupation in 1782

by the descendants of its original owners,

Major Anderson, a son, styled his property
"Anderson Place."

In 1782 the terra is also found extended to-

denote a group of important mansions, and
their location is called a "

place." Clavering
Place, called after Sir Thomas Clavering,
who sat as M.P. from 1754 to 1784, was a

group of stately houses on either side of the
lower part of Westgate Street.

From 1789 to 1820 it is further applied to-

houses of some pretension facing into a

courtyard, or built as a cul de sac, retired

from a thoroughfare ;
also to buildings

erected at the earlier date, and described by
a local historian thirty-eight years later as

"a range of good houses, named Saville

Place, which is continued by a noble row of

grand and elegant buildings, called Ellison
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Place" (1827, Mackenzie,
4 Hist, of Newcastle,'

p. 190). One of the latter houses is now the

civic
** Mansion House "

of the city.

Shortly after 1821 a street of smaller

houses was built connecting the site of the

large new Wesleyan Chapel with the main

thoroughfare. It was styled Brunswick
Place. Thenceforth small rows or terraces

were called by the fashionable name. Library
Place, built shortly after 1825

;
Villa Place,

about 1826; Greenfield Place, about 1827;
and, about the same period, Ridley Place,

Strawberry Place, and Eldon Place, are

examples of a pretentious term applied to

terraces and streets of diminishing import-
ance. Victoria Place, built about 1838, was
a mere street of tenemented houses, and its

date appears to mark the period when
"
place

" went out of vogue.
R. OLIVER HESLOP.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

See 9th S. x. 448; xl 157, 237. "Place ''

appears frequently in Holden's '

Directory,
1805, which has under London, "Andrew,
Wm., Esq

1 '
1

, 40, Ely-pi, Holborn";
" Ander-

son, Mr. Rich, 6, Ely-pi., St. George's Fi," &c.
Under Bath occur "Lee, Lionel, & Co.,

importers of wine and spirits, Gascoyn- pi." ;

"Moger & Nicholson, linendrapers, North-

umberland-pi." ;
and "

Massy, Sir Hugh
Dillon, Bart., Sydney-pi."

HENRY JOHN BEARDSHAW.
27, Northumberland Road. Sheffield.

[Further replies next week.]

THE CONDADO (10
th S. v. 47, 77, 114). Since

asking about this place, from which figs were

being brought to the London market in 1653,

1 have been making other inquiries, and have
at last found it in Wagenaer (1585) and in a

1720 (?) map in the British Museum [Spain,
18315 19)J It is the southern part of the

province of Huelva, and the figs were pre-

sumably shipped at Huelva or Palos.

J. K. LAUGHTON.

"PlGHTLE": "PlKLE" (10
th S. V. 26, 93,

134, 174). Elizabeth, widow of Wm. Jentle-

man, and relict of Wm. Suckling, of South-

wold, by will dated 16 Sept., 1558, left her

"pycktell" there to her son William (J. J.

Muskett's 'Suffolk Manorial Families,' pt. 5,

vol. ii.). COOKSON.
Ipswich.

REBUS IN CHURCHES (10
th S. v. 188, 250,

:>97). In an inventory of vestments belong-
ing to the Cathedral Church of Lincoln, com-

piled by Hary Lytherland, the treasurer, in

1536, occurs the following :

"Item a coope of greii velvett browdered \v fc

lyllyes w fc

orfrey of nedyll wark wrt a morse w fc a
tonne & a braunch of hawthorn havyng this scriptur
yn the morse ORATE PRO ANIMA ROBERTI THORNE-
TOX and in the hood this scriptur PATER DE CELLS
&c. w 1 the trinite."

I quote the above from the * Lincoln
Cathedral Inventories' contributed toArchceo-

loffia by the Rev. Christopher Wordsworth.
They occur in vol. liii. pp. 1-82. The above
passage is to be found on p. 34.

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Wickentree House, Kirton-in-Lindsey.

For rebuses in the church of St. Mary-on-
the-Hill, Chester, consult the Chester Archi-

tectural, Archaeological, and Historic Society's
Journal, Second Series, vol. x. p. 53.

H. C. ANDREWS.
13, Narbonne Avenue, Clapham Common, S.W.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

The Age of Justinian and Theodora : a History of
the Sixth Century A.D. By William Gordon
Holmes. Vol. I. (Bell & Sons.)

WE have here the lirst volume of an eminently
broad-minded and philosophical history of the
Eastern Empire in the sixth century of the Chris-
tian era. To judge from the progress that has been
made, the entire work will be in three or possibly
four volumes. No definite information on the sub-

ject is supplied, but the present portion concludes
with the origins of Justinian and the pre-Imperial
career of his consort. The work is executed with a

thoroughness to which little in modern English
workmanship corresponds, and the spectacle of

Byzantine corruption and disintegration is unfolded
with exemplary fullness and accuracy. To a great
extent what now appears is preliminary. A singu-
larly animated picture of Constantinople is afforded ;

its story, from its origin in the dawn of Grecian
history to its establishment by Constantine as a
rival to Rome, is followed ;

the topography is

shown ; and, most important of all, what is called
its sociology is traced. Of the easy, idle, dissolute
life of the citizens who, until the municipal autho-
rities had erected drinking booths on the ramparts,
could not, in the case of a siege, be rallied to the
defence of the walls a very striking account is

furnished. The bulk of the populace idled, like the

Neapolitans of later days, about the market-place
or the wharves, "each one assured of meeting some
visitor to whom, for a valuable consideration, he
was willing to let his house, or even his wife, whilst
he himself took up his abode in the more congenial
wine-shop." The long struggle between the pagan
and the Christian religion, which renders so pro-
foundly interesting to the student the history of
the third and fourth centuries of the Christian era,
had ended in the triumph of the latter, and per-
secution was directed against modern heresy rather
than against the old superstition. Still, pagan in-

fluences survived, and the worship of the
' '

Megarean
sphinxes," as the courtesans were styled, was open.
Ribaldry and obscenity, set oil* by lascivious dis-

plays, constitute the chief features in the public
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entertainments, troops of actresses virtually dis

pensing with clothing. From the ranks of such the

Empress Theodora herself is taken.
lu the second chapter the Roman Empire under

Anastasius a period which Gibbon glides over
is discussed, as 'The Inheritance of Justinian,' in

its aspects political, educational, and religious.
The historical treatment begins in chap. iii. with
the birth and fortunes of the elder Justin and
the origins of Justinian ; while the fourth chapter
narrates the early career of Theodora. The autho

rity for this is Procopius, whose '

Secret History,
the subject of constant attack, is now, by the
researches of Dahn and Haury, established. That
the work of Procopius is vitiated, like most his-

tory, by prejudice, ignorance, and mistake maybe
conceded. The authorship of the 'Arcana,' strongly
disputed, was, however, granted by Montesquieu
and Gibbon, and is, as we have said, established by
modern investigations. The account of the early
life of the empress coincides pretty closely, accord-

ingly, with that of Gibbon, and the most striking
instances of her impudicity have occasionally, in

the later account as in the earlier, to be left in the
decent obscurity of a learned language. We leave
Mr. Holmes at the outset of the more arduous

portion of his work, ^yhat is done is, however, of

signal value and authority, and we know few works
from which the scholar can derive a more truthful
and vivacious picture of a deeply interesting and
important epoch.

Records of the Committees for compounding, <(<'.,

with Delinquent Royalists in Durham and North-
umberland, 1643-00. (Surtees Society.)

THIS compilation, made by our friend Mr. Richard
Welford, M.A., for the Surtees Society, is in its

way a model, and may count as one of the most
important among the Society's recent publications.
Materials for its construction are fortunately
abundant. These are found in the Public Record
Office in London and in the Cathedral Library in
Durham. The MS. in the latter repository con-
stitutes but a fragment; those at the Public Record
Office extend to some three hundred volumes, two
calendars of the contents of which have been issued
under the editorship of Mrs. Everett Green. Com-
piled from these, the present volume comprises the
whole of the MS. at Durham, which appears to be
"a contemporary transcript of original records

relating to sequestrations in the county of Durham
by Sir VVilliam Armyne and other Parliamentary
Commissioners, who held courts of confiscation in

various parts of the county during the years 1644
and 1645." In the case of the London collections,
extracts are made from so much as relates to the
counties of Durham and Northumberland in the

correspondence which passed between the authori-
ties in London and the Commissioners for Seques-
trations in the said counties. The largest and the
most important part consists of an alphabetical
list of

'

Sequestrations and Compositions,' arranged
under the name of the compounder, with a selec-
tion and co-ordination of such documents as are in

any sense illuminatory concerning the delinquent,
the extent of his estate, and the nature of the
penalty. An appendix supplies "The Seques-
tration Ordinance, the Solemn League and
Covenant, the National Oath, the Oath of

Abjuration, and the Form of Pardon granted to

delinquents after they had purged their offences."
The value of these things, both historically and

genealogically, is at once apparent ; and the whole,
which is admirably indexed, constitutes an all-

important contribution to our knowledge of the
two great border counties. The names in the list
of delinquents include those most renowned in

history and in ballad literature. How interesting
are the notes supplied by Mr. Welford may be seen
by references to names such as Lilburn, Sir John
Mennes, Widdrington of Widdrington, Sir William
Fenwick of Meldon, Sir Francis and Henry Liddell,
Mark Shafto of Newcastle, and Henry Lambton of
Lambton. In few previous publications has the
aim of the Society been more loyally and more
successfully carried out.

Dod's Parliamentary Companion, (Whittaker &
Co.)

THE eighty-second issue of this indispensable and
trustworthy little guide to both houses has appeared
and is up to date, the very latest changes which
occurred being communicated in an appendix.

The Lyrical Poems of Edgar Allan Poe.Pippa
Passes. By Robert Browning. (Heinemann.)

WITH in each case a portrait of the author and an
introduction by Mr. Arthur Symons, these works
are added to the pretty and marvellously cheap
"Favourite Classics" of Mr. Heinemann, to the
attractions of which they contribute.

Northern Notes and Queries: a Quarterly Magazine
devoted to the Antiquities of Northumberland,
Cumberland, Westmorland, and Durham,. Edited
by Henry Reginald Leighton. (Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, M. S. Dodds.)

WE welcome the first number of a namesake of
our own, the work of which will be restricted to
the four Northern counties. If the part before
us may be accepted as a type of what is to

Follow, we anticipate deriving much pleasure from
its pages. It is well edited, and ought soon to

acquire a wide circulation. We know from ex-

perience that it is always unsafe to prophesy, but
as the borderland of England has always manifested
notwithstanding its many acts of vandalism a

desire to understand and to preserve the remains
of the past in far larger measure than some other

parts of the island, we may hope that our anticipa-
tions will not be left unfulfilled.

A series of extracts from the family notices oc-

3iirring in the Newcastle Weekly Courant has been
begun. We hope it will be continued until the

oeginning of the last century, when the paper, it

would seem, was discontinued. One entry is most
nteresting. It records the death of the widow of

ihat Earl of Derwentwater who suffered on Tower
Hill for the part he took in the endeavour to restore
.he line of Stuart in 1715. She passed away afc

Brussels on 19 August, 17-3, aged about thirty, and
was buried in the church of the English Canonesses
of Louvain. Her death was occasioned by small-

pox. We should like to know if there exists any
nscription to her memory.
The Rev. James Wilson contributes a learned

laper on clerical celibacy in the diocese of Carlisle,

it is his opinion that there are grave doubts whether
,his restriction was at any time rigidly enforced in

Jiis Northern diocese, though it is of course certain
;hat a violation of priestly celibacy had been for

ages contrary to the law of the mediaeval Church.
In a notice of the parish registers of Berwick-

ipon-Tweed we have a list of some strange bap-

i
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tismal names occurring therein. Florence is found

conforming to the Irish custom by appearing as a

male name ; and we find boys burdened at their

baptism with un-English forms such as Vulcan and
Aristotle.

WE have received through Mr. E. S. Dodgson
a reprint of the Christiftdu Doctrinea of Padre

Agustin Cardaberaz, printed in 1762, and now re-

issued from Bayonne.

DR. RICHARD GARNETT. In common with all

literary undertakings, we have to bewail in the

death of Dr. Richard Garnett the loss of a loyal,

valuable, and trustworthy friend. A better English

scholar, and one more helpful to all those engaged
in kindred pursuits, the deceased gentleman does

not leave behind. In his hands the management
of the Reading-Room became almost ideal. No
chill formalism depressed the applicant ; the request
was granted with a graciousness that enhanced its

value. In regard to Dr. Garnett's services to letters

it is needless to speak. Eminently a man of his

age, he was an active participant in its most

strenuous undertakings, on the more important of

which he stamped his own cachet.

P. J. F. GANTILLON. (Sea ante, p. 240.) The
following obituary notice appeared in The Guardian
of 14 March :

" The Rev. P. J. F. Gantillon has just

died at his residence in Cheltenham. The deceased

graduated from St. John's College, Cambridge, of

which he was a scholar, and was placed in the

Second Class of the Classical Tripos, 1851. In 1852

he became second master of Leicester Collegiate

School, holding also, after his ordination in 1856, a

curacy at St. John's, Leicester, until 1861, when he

was appointed classical master at Cheltenham Col-

lege. The latter office he successfully filled until

1885. In the following year he was appointed
chaplain of the General Hospital at Cheltenham,
and held this post till his death." Mr. Gantillon's

first communication to
' N. & Q.' was at 1 st S. iii. 75.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. APRIL.

THE sellers of old books keep to old-fashioned

ways in regard to Easter, and make no pause in the

issue of their catalogues. Many of those we here

notice came to us on the eve of Good Friday.

Mr. Thomas Baker has a Spring Clearance List,

comprising a large and varied assortment of theo

the Sixtine Bible, 10/. 15s. ; Migne's 'Patrologia
Latina Cursus Completus,' 222 vols. bound in 215,

1201. ;

' Duns Scoti Opera Ontnia,' Paris, 1890, 387. ;

Suarez,
'

Opera Omnia,' 28 vols., 187.. ;

'

Bibliotheca

Classica Latina,' edidit L. E. Lemaire, Paris, 1819,

107. 10s. ;
Rock's ' The Church of our Fathers,'

4 vols., 47. ; Church Congress Reports, 1861-94,

34 vols., '21. 7s. 6<7. ;
Roe's ' Ancient Coffers and Cup-

boards,' 1902, 1/. 2s. 6(7. ; Reports of the Commission
on Historical Manuscripts, complete as far as pub-
lished, 137. ;

Bunsen's 'God in History.' 3 vols., 1870,

scarce, 11. 10s. ; and Bishop Ken's ' Conference
between the Soul and Body,' containing the rare

(spurious) version, not reprinted, of Ken's Morning
and Evening Hymn, 1705, 2s. Gd.

Mr. B. H. Blackwell, of Oxford, devotes a large

portion of his new catalogue to music. A selection

of favourite catches, entitled
' Amusement for the-

Ladies,' published by Longman & Broderip, 1775,
is priced 8*. 6(7. This contains the glee by Norris-
on the death of the Duke of Cumberland,

O'er William's tomb, with silent grief opprest,
Britannia mourns her hero now at rest,

afterwards adapted for 'The Death of Nelson.'
Under Handel is 'The Messiah, in score, as origin-
ally performed, to which are added his additional 1

Alterations,' Is. 6d. Among general items are
Boydell's 'Celebrated Persons,' folio, 1811, 11. 7. ?
Creeny's

' Monumental Brasses,' '21. 10s. ; Crowe
and Cavalcaselle's 'History of Painting in Italy,'

13 vols., 187. 18*.

Messrs. William George's Sons, of Bristol, have
ArclicKologia, published by the Society of Anti-
quaries, complete, 1770 to 1901, 58 vols., royal 4tor
247. 15s. ; Atkyns's 'Gloucestershire,' 1712, dark
crimson morocco, 187. 18s. ; Bewick's '

British Birds,'
2 vols., Newcastle, 1805, 47. 10s. ; Brinkley's 'Japan
anrl r'lKinft *

1 *? vnla fi/ fvo f^ai*l-**o * FTlstorV "^^

tume et de I'Ameublement, sous la direction de
Hangard-Mauge> Introduction par Ch. Louandre/
300 plates, 4 vols. in 3, 4to, calf antique, 67. 15s. ;

Gilchrist's
' Life of Blake,' 2 vols., 1863, 26s. 6c7. ?

Sauzy and Delange's
'

Monographe de 1'CEuvre de
Bernard Palissy.' 100 coloured plates, 1862. 87. 17s 6(7 -

Coleridge's Works, 12 vols., Moxon, 1847-53, 47. 10s.

Cooper's Novels, all first British editions, 1823-43,
45 vols., 97. 9s.; Dryden's 'Fables,' 1797, 37. 10s.

(choice copy from the library of the late Duke of
Cambridge) ;

the late Dr. Symonds's copy cf the
wall-paintings of Raphael in the Vatican, repro-
duced by Volpato and Ottaviani, 86 large plates,
Rome, 1772-7, 147.

; a magnificent copy of Roberta's
'

Holy Land,' the complete series, 1842-9, 6 vols
atlas folio, 487. 15s. ; Price's

'

Spanish Bull-Fights,'
illustrated, 8 vols., 1805, 37. 10s. ; YVestwood's 'Palreo-
graphia Sacra Pictoria,' 50 plates in gold and colours,
1843-5, 37. 10*. ; and Inman's '

Ancient Faiths,' 1S68>
27. 12s. 6(4.

Mr. William Glaisher has a Supplementary Cata-
logue of Publishers' Remainders. We note a few :.

Bateson's 'Materials for the Study of Variation,'
4s. 6(7. ;

Barker's 'Two Summers in Guyenne.' 3s. r

51. ; Rabelais, 3 vols., imperial 8vo, A. H. Bullen r

17*. 6<7. ; Williams's ' Land of the Dons,' 6s. ; and
'Nova Solyma: the Ideal City,' attributed to
Milton, introduction, translation, and a biblio-
graphy by the Rev. Walter Begley, 2 vols., 5s. The
Standard in its review of the last work stated that
a strong case had been made out for its presumed
authorship.

Messrs. W. N. Pitcher &Co., of Manchester, have-
Sowerby's

'

Botany,' 13 vols., 1902, 207.; Williamson's-
'Lives and Works of the Miniature Painters,.
Andrew and Nathaniel Plimer,' Edition de Luxe,
limited to 75 copies, 1903, 407. ; Higgins's

' Anaca-
lypsis.' 1836, excessively scarce, 117. II*

; Hewitson's
'Exotic Butterflies,' 5 vols.,4to, 1851-66, 227. 10s -
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*The Festival of Anacreon,' containing songs written
for the Anacreontic Society, the Beef-Steak and

V1U68 journals, nrst euiuoiis, io/-o/, o/. lo-s. . aim
first editions of Hogg's Works, 1807-35, 21. 2*. ; Pen-
nant's Works, 1774-81, 10 vols. in 9, 4to, 5(.

Interest

in Paul Kruger has evidently departed ; his memoirs,
which were looked forward to in 1902 with such

lively anticipation, and published at 32.*. net, are

catalogued at 6s. Gd. Extra-illustrated books in-

clude Bingham's 'Marriages of the Bourbons,' 1890,
til. 16s-. 6d. ; Mackenzie's

'

Castles of England,' 1897,
*2ll.

;

' Memoirs of Napoleon,' by the Duchess of

Abrantes, 1836, 11. It. ; Crabb Robinson's '

Diary,'

1869, 13^. 10.*.; Scott's 'Journal,' 11. ; Thornbury's
*
Turner,' 6. 10-*. (all these are beautifully bound).

TThe new remainders include Alken's 'National

Sports,
3

1903, 38-s. ;
Ackermann's ' Microcosm of Lon-

don,' 1904, 36$. ; Sir Francis Burnand's ' Reminis-
cences,' 8-s. ; and Leigh Hunt's 'Autobiography,'
1903, 10*.

Mr. C. Richardson, of Manchester, has the first

sdition of Freart's 'Parallel of the Antient Archi-
tecture with the Modern,' translated by John
Evelyn, 1664, 21. 10,*. ; and

' Costume Caracteristique
de France,' 1819, 81. Under America are 'New
England judged by the Spirit of the Lord,' being an
account of the sufferings "of the people called

Quakers in New England, from the time of their

first arrival there in the year 1656 to the year 1660,"

very scarce, London, 1703, 4/. 10*. ; Hotten's
' List of

Persons sold for a Term of Years who went from
Great Britain to the American Plantations, 1600-

1700,' scarce, 32-*. Qd. ; and Whitman's ' Leaves of

<jrrass,' first complete edition, 1872, 30-*. Burke's
'Book of Orders of Knighthood,' 1858, is2J.](K;
first edition of dough's

' The Bothie of Toper-Na-
Fuosich, 1848, scarce, 15-* ; Atkinson's 'Costumes,'
very scarce, 1807, 4. 10-*. ; Dagley's

'

Takings ; or,

the' Life of a Collegian,' 1821, '31. 10-*. ; first edition

of Dickens's
'

Grimaldi,' Bentley, 1838. 5 7
. 10*. (this

copy has the "Pantomime Border" round the last

plate) ; Cruikshank's
'

Omnibus,' first edition. 1842,

3L; Froude's 'Short Studies,' original library

edition, very scarce, 1868-83, 91. 10*. ;

' The Harleian

Miscellany,' 12 vols., 1808-11, 3/. 10*. ; first edition

of Johnson's 'Lives of the Poets,' original boards,

1781, 51. 10-*. ; New Sydenham Society's Publica-

tion, 1859 1901, 5 vols.,'m. 10*. ;

'

Percy" Anecdotes,'
t>0 vols., 1826, 4Z. 10*.; 'The Nomenclator, or

Remembrancer of Adrianus Junius, Physician,'
small 8vo, old calf, rare, 1585, '31. 10*. ; Mrs.
Jameson's

'

Legends of the Madonna, 1852, 21. 10*. ;

' Naval Achievements of Great Britain,' 1793-1817,
55 large coloured plates, rare, 1816, 121. ; and
Cavendish's

4

Wolsey,' printed for William Speares,
1641, a very fine copy, 8<.

Herr Ludwig Rosenthal, of Munich, devotes his

new catalogue, No. 118, largely to Shakespeare,
books relating to his works, and his influence on
literature. The entire plan of the list is very
interesting, and most valuable to Shakespeare
students. Under Rabelais is the first collective
edition of the first four books. 6,000 marks ; also a

unique copy of a pseudo-Rabelais, Book V., "printed
during Rabelais's lifetime (1549): on the inside of

the cover is a note asserting the fact that a C. Mel-

linger bought the book in Paris in 1549." This is

priced 10,000 marks. There are Emblem Works
a,nd Dances of Death. Among these is a collection

of 700 representations of Dances of Death, and
caricatures by engravers and after painters of the
sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries, in 4 port-
folios. This has taken years to gather, and is

5,000 marks. We would suggest to Herr Rosenthal
that it would greatly facilitate English purchases if

he were to give the prices in English money as
as well as i i marks.

Mr. Albert Sutton, of Manchester, has a catalogue
devoted entirely to Magazines, Periodicals, and
Transactions of Societies. This is a valuable list

to keep for reference. We just note a few : Black-
wood, 1817-1900, 12^.; Fra^r, 24'. ; Braihhatf*
Manchester Journal, 4 vols., complete set, 1841-3,
12.*. 6d. ; Douglas Jerrolds Shilling Magazine, 1840-

1842, 5*. ; The League, the exponent of the prin-
ciples of Free Trade, 1843-6, II. 5s. ; Household
Words, complete, 1850-59, \L Is.; Once a Week,
1859-65, complete, I/. 4-*.; Temple Bar, 1861-94,
103 vols..4/. 17*. Qd. ; The lidiquary, 1860-93, 16/. 16*.;

Punch, 1841 - 1904, 22/. (all original issues) ; and
Nineteenth Century. 1877-1903, (]/. Among societies
are the Chetham, 1840-1904, 24^. ; and Cumberland
and Westmorland, 1877-1900, 20^. A complete set
of

' The Tichborne Trial,' bound from the parts,
9 vols. in 5, with hundreds of portraits and views,
folio, cloth, 1875-80, 4/. 15*. A complete set is very
rarely met with. We should have thought that
the Claimant had had enough of the trial, but the

catalogue states that " he had great difficulty in

procuring a set," and that "it was only after many
years, with the assistance of the advertiser, that
his set was perfected."

to

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "Duplicate."
WE cannot undertake to advise correspondents

as to the value of old books and other objects or as
to the means of disposing of them.

A. M. T. ("The dead but sceptred sovereigns
who still rule"). Byron's 'Manfred,' Act III.

sc. iv.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not

print; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES (APRIL).

A. RUSSELL SMITH,
24, GREAT WINDMILL STREET, LONDON, W.

(Close to Piccadilly Circus).

OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE,
TOPOGRAPHY, GENEALOGY, TRACTS, PAM-

PHLETS, and OLD BOOKS on many Subjects.

ENGRAVED PORTRAITS AND COUNTY
ENGRAVINGS.

CATALOGUES post free.

FRANCIS EDWARDS,
83, HIGH STRBBT, MARYLEBONE, LONDON, W.

CATALOGUES NOW READY.
NEW LIST OF REMAINDERS, including Kristeller's

Early Florentine Woodcuts Mitchell's Ancient Sculp-
tureAllen's Chinese Poetry -Freeman's English Towns
Houston's Mercantile Tables Lumboltz s Mexico-

Norton's Dante Wordsworth's Works, 12 vols., &c.

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS, MAPS, VIEWS, &c., on
Mexico, Central America, West Indies and Guiana,
80 pages.

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS, &c., ON INDIA, Ceylon, Burma,
Malay Archipelago, Japan, China, Persia, Central Asia,
&c. MARCH, 1906. 100 pp.

THOMAS BAKER,
Bookseller and Publisher

(Late of Soho^Square),

72, NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W.
Speciality in Theology, Philosophy, Archaeology, Eccle-

siastical History, and Antiquities, English and Foreign.

Catalogues published Monthly, and sent free upon
application.

LIBRARIESAND SMALLER LOTS OP BOOKS
BOUGHT FOR CASH.

ESTABLISHED 1849.

LEIGHTON'S CATALOGUE
OF EARLY PRINTED & OTHER INTERESTING

BOOKS, MANUSCRIPTS, AND BINDINGS.
OFFERED FOR SALE BY

J. & J. LEIGHTON,
40, BREWER STREET, GOLDEN SQUARE, W.

Thick 8vo, 1,738 pp., 6,00 Items, with upwards of

1,350 Reproductions in Facsimile.

Bound in art cloth, gilt tops, 25s. ; half- morocco, gilt tops, 30s.

PA11T X. (Supplement), icitfi over 200 H'.usttatioKt.

READY IN MAY, price Ss.

RARE AND UNKNOWN BOOKS.

W. M. V O Y N I C H,
GS, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE,

PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON, W.

INCUNABULA, WOODCUTS, MEDICINE,
ENGLISH LITERATURE,

SHAKESPEARIAN A, &c,

CATALOGUES FREE.

THOMAS THORP,
Second-Hand Bookseller,

4, BROAD STREET, READING, and

100, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON, W.C.

MONTHLY CATALOGUES
PKOM BOTH ADDRESSES.

LIBRARIES PURCHASED.
BOOK AUCTION RECORDS. The Bookseller's

vade mecum. Vol. II. for the Season 1904-5. contains
15,751 Records of Scarce Books, 4 Plates viz., Puttick &
Simpson's Auction Boom ; Bodleian library Copy of the
First Folio Shakespeare ; a Sale at Sotheby's ; and the
House of Aldus Manutius at Venice, from a Drawing by
Charles Martin in 1879. Also, 4 Supplements, containing
Reminiscences of Sotheby's during 38 years ; Account of
Ludwig Rosenthal, of Munich ; Account of the Bodleian
Shakespeare ; Revisals of Current Bibliographical Errors ;

Analytical Guides to Booksellers' Catalogues, Ac. Price
ll.lt. in cloth, and also issued in Quarterly Parts, alpha-
betically arrangedfor instantaner.ut reference. "The Athenccum.
declares it to be "invaluable." The Saturday litvieiv pays
it- is

" the work of a man who is master of his subject." The
Publishers' Weekly, New York, says

"
it is unrivalled in its

field in England.
"

Vol. II. will be sent post free on inspec-
tion, on application.. KARSLAKB &. CO., 35. Pond Street,
Hampstead, London.

TO BOOKBUYKRS AND LIBRARIANS OF
FREE LIBRARIES.

THE APRIL CATALOGUE
OF

Valuable SECOND-HAND WORKS
and NEW REMAINDERS

Offered at Prices greatly reduced,

IS NOW READY,
And will be sent postfree upon application to

W. H. SMITH & SON.
Library Department, 186, Strand, London, W.C.
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A SELECTION FROM

SMITH, ELDEK^^CCrS^LIBRAEY BOOKS.

"A work absolutely indispensable to every well-furnished library." TIMES.

In 66 vols. Price 49Z. 10*. net in cloth binding; or 63Z. net in half- morocco.

THE DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL
BIOGRAPHY AND SUPPLEMENT.

Edited by SIR LESLIE STEPHEN, K.C.B., and SIDNEY LEE.
Vols I. to XXI. Edited by Sir LESLIE STEPHEN, K.C.B. Vole. XXII. to XXVI. Edited by Sir LESLIE STEPHEN,

K.C.D., and SIDNEY LEE. Vols. XXVII. to LXIII. and the Three Supplementary Volumes Edited by SIDNEY LEE.

Also in 1 vol. of 1,484 pages, royal 8vo, 25s. net in cloth, or 32s. net in half-morocco.

THE DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL
BIOGRAPHY INDEX AND EPITOME.

Edited by SIDNEY LEE.

ATHENAEUM." We can conceive no volume of reference more indispensable to the scholar, the literary man, the

historian, and the journalist."
%* Prospeitut, with specimen Pages, postfrte on application.

THE "HAWORTH" EDITION OF THE
LIFE AND WORKS OF THE SISTERS BRONTE. 7 vols.

Large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt tcp, 6s. each ; or in set cloth binding, gilt lop. 27. 2s. the Set. With Portraits and Illus-

trations. Introductions to the Works are supplied by Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD, and an Introduction and Notes to-

Mrs. Gaskell's
' Life of Charlotte Bronte' by Mr. CLEMENT K. SHORTER, the eminent Bronte authority.

*** Also the POPULAR EDITION, 7 vols., small post 8vo, limp cloth, or cloth boards, gilt top, 2*. Qd. each. And the
POCKET EDITION, 7 vols., small fcap. 8vo, each with Frontispiece, bound in cloth, with gilt top, Is. rf. per volume; or
the Set in gold-lettered cloth case, 12s. 6d.

THE BIOGRAPHICAL EDITION OF W. M. THACKERAY'S
WOBKS. In 13 vols., large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6s. each.

This New and Revised Edition comprises additional material and hitherto unpublished Letters, Sketches, and Drawings,,
derived from the Author's original MSS. and Note-books; and each volume includes a Memoir in the form of an Intro-

duction by Mrs. RICHMOND RITCHIE.

V THE THIRTEEN VOLUMES ARE ALSO SUPPLIED IN SET CLOTH BINDING, GILT TOP, 31. 18.

V -A Prospectus of this Edition, and of the "LIBRARY," "CHEAPER ILLUSTRATED," and other Editions of

Thackeray's Works, with Specimen Pages, icill te sent postfree on application,

ROBERT BROWNING'S COMPLETE WORKS. Cheaper
Edition. Edited and Annotated by the Right Hon. AUGUSTINE BIRRELL, K.C. M.P. and FREDEBIC G.
KENYON. 2 vols. large crown 8vo, bound in cloth, gilt top, with a Portrait Frontispiece to each Volume, 7s. 6d. per vol.

V* Also the UNIFORM EDITION of ROBERT BROWNING'S WORKS, in 17 vols. crown 8vo, bound in sets, 41 5s. ;

or the Volumes bound separately, 5s. each. And the POCKET EDITION, in 8 Volumes on India paper, 2s. 6d. net each
in limp cloth ; or 35. net in leather. Or the 8 Volumes in a gold-lettered case, 225. Gd. net in cloth ; or 28s. 6d. net in

leather.

ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING'S POETICAL WORKS.
CHEAPER EDITION. In 1 vol. with Portrait and Facsimile of the MS. of ' A Sonnet from the Portuguese.' Large-
crown 8vo, bound in cloth, gilt top, 3s. 6d.

V Also the UNIFORM EDITION, in 6 vols. small crown 8vo, 55. each. And the POCKBT EDITION, in 3 vols.

on India paper, 2s. Gd. each net in limp cloth, or 3s. net in leather.

MISS THACKERAY'S WORKS. Uniform Edition. Each
Volume illustrated by a Vignette Title-Page. 10 vols. large crown 8vo, 6s. each.

CATALOGUE POST FKEE ON APPLICATION".

London : SMITH, ELDER & CO. 15, Waterloo Place, S.W.

Fublished Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS. Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane. EC. ; and Printed by
J. EDWARD FRA.NCI8, Athenreum Press, Bream's Buildings. Chancery Lane, E.C. Saturday, April 21. 1900.
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS.

THE PROGRESS OF POESY: an Inaugural Lecture. By Prof.
MACKAIL. 8vo

3 paper covers, IK. net.

THE BOOK OF JOB IN THE REVISED VERSION. Edited
by S. R. DRIVER, D D. Litt.D. With Introductions and brief Annotations. Crown Svo, cloth,
2*. Gd net.

PIERCE THE PLOUGHMAN'S CREDE (about 1394 A.D.).
Transcribed and Edited from MS. Trin. Coll., Cam., R. 315. Collated with MS. Bibl. Reg. 18
B. xviii., in the British Museum, and with the old printed Text of 1553. Edited by the Rev.
W. W. 8KBAT, Litt.D. Extra fcap. Svo, cloth, 2s.

PRIMER OF PHONETICS. By Er. H. Sweet. Second Edition.
Extra fcap. Svo, cloth, 3*. 6d.

DUBOIS'S HINDU MANNERS, CUSTOMSAND CEREMONIES.
Edited, with Notes, Corrections and Bibliography by H. K. BEAUCHAMP. Third Edition.
Crown Svo, cloth, 6*. net

;
on Oxford India paper, 7s Qd. net.

CATALOGUE OF THE SPARTA MUSEUM. By M N. Tod
and A. J. B. WAGE. With many Illustrations. Svo, cloth back, 10*. 6d. net.

A SUMMARY CATALOGUE OF WESTERN MANUSCRIPTS
IN THE BODLEIAN LIBRARY AT OXFORD, which have not hitherto been Catalogued in
the Quarto Series. With references to the Oriental and other M3-. by FALCONEK MADAN, M.A.
8vo, Vol. V, cloth. 25*. net. Vol. VI. Part I, paper covers, 7s. 6d. net.

THE OXFORD DICTIONARY. A New English Dictionary on
Historical Principles. Founder! mainly on the Materials collected by the Philological Society.
Edited by Dr. JAMES A. H. MURKAY. The Re-Issue in Monthly Numbers has now reached
No. 82, ORBV OUTPUT. 3s. 6d. each.

ALSO PUBLISHED BY BEXRY FROWDE.

THE ENGLISH DIALECT GRAMMAR: comprising the
Dialects of England, of the Shetland and Orkney Jslands, and of those parts of Scotland,
Ireland and Wales where English is habitually spoken. By JOSEPH WRIGHT, Ph.D. D.C.L.
LL.D. Litt.D. Crown Svo, cloth, 16s. ret.

London : HENRY FROWDE, Oxford University Press Amen Corne*-, E.G.
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THE ENGLISH HISTORICAL REVIEW.
APRIL. Price 5s.

Edited by REGINALD L. POOLE, MA. Ph D.

1. Articles.

THE FALL OF THE VIRIGOTHIC POWER IN SPAIN. By the
Key. K. Dykes Shaw, D.D.

EARLY RELATIONS OF THE MANOAS WITH THE DUTCH.
By the Kev. George Edmundson.

THR LONG PARLIAMENT OF CHARLES II. By Prof. Wilbur
C.Abbott, rare II.

2. Kates and Documents.

ROGKR OF WENDOVER AND THE COGGESHALL CHRONICLE.
By F. M. Powicke.

THE LETTERS OF RUDOLPH AGRICOLA. By P. 8. Allen.

CARDINAL BEATON AND THE WILL OF JAMES V. By A.

Laug, D Litt.

SECRETAKY THURLOE ON THB RELATIONS OF ENGLAND
AND HOLLAND. By Prof. Firth, LL.D.

PITT'S RETIREMENT FROM OFFICE, OCT. 5, 1761. By H. W. V.

Temperley. And Others.

3. Reviews of Books. 4 Short Notices.

A GENERAL INOEX to the First Tiventy Volumes

(15*6-1905) of the ENGLISH HISIOKICAL REVIEW
is now ready. This Index gives references to Articles. Notes,

Documents, and Selected Revieus of Books, and is uniform in

size with the Review. The price is 3s. 6d. net.

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW"
APRIL. Price 6s.

THE POLITICAL SITUATION.
' IN MEMORIAM ' AFTER FIFTY YEARS.
THE JARDIN DBS PLANTBS BEFORE AND DURING THE

REVOLUTION.
CANNING AND THE TREATY OF TILSIT.

CRITICISMS OF LIFE IN IRELAND.
VENETIAN DIPLOMACY AT THE SUBLIME PORTE DURING

THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY.
HISTORY IN FURNITURE.
ARCHBISHOP TEMPLE.
PRE-RAPHABLITI8 J*.

SOME ASPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW.
THE ROYAL POOR LAW COMMISSION, 1905, AND THE CONDI-

TION OF THE POOR.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO. 39, Paternoster Row, London.

G

NOW READY, price 10s. 6<l. net.

THK NINTH SERIES
ENEUAL INDEX

OF

N O T K S AND QUERIES.
With Introdm-tioB by JOSEPH KNIGHT, F.8.A.

Free by post, 10*. lid.

JOHN C. FRANCIS, Xote and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings. B.C.

ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

' THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD '

(ESTABLISHID 1837),

Which alao gives Lists of the New Books published during
the week, Announcements of New Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Free Advertisement for

Four Books Wanted weekly.

Sent for 52 weeks, pest free, for 8s. 6rf. home and 11s. foreign

Subscription.

PRICK THREE-HALFPENCE WEEKLY.

Office : St. Duustau's House, Fetter Lane, London.

NOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 10s. 3d. for Six Months;

or 20s. 6d. for Twelve Months, including the Volume Index. J.
EDWARD FRANCIS, Kotet and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings,
Chancery Lane, B.C.

IRISH
RECORDS. GENEALOGICAL and other

SBARCHES by QUALIFIED EXPERTS, Dublin. London, Ac.
URKER, Box 1109, Athenseum Press, 18, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.

HUGUENOT and FRENCH - CANADIAN
PEDIGREES IN ENGLAND and prior to Emigration from

France. 10,000 Ptd gree*. mostly MS. Unpublished and Private
Sources. C. LART, Charmouth, Dorset

;
and London.

PEDIGREES TRACED: Evidences of Descent
-L from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS : Authentic Information
upon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

HERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat

ment. Book-Plates, Dies. 8>aU, Signet-Rings, Livery-Buttons, Ac.
L. CULLETON, 92, Piccadilly, London, W.

BOOKS. ALL OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS
supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world

over as the most expert Hookfinders extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop, 14-16, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS and
BOOK8RLLEK8,

Of 27 and 29, West 23rd Street, New York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET.
LONDON, W.C., desire to call the attention of the READING PUBLIC
to the excellent facilities presented by their Branch House in London
for filling, on the most favourable terms, orders for their own
STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, and for ail AMERICAN BOOKS.

Catalogues sent on application.

THIRD EDITION, Revised to 1904, fcap 8ro, cloth, price Sixpence.

ASTRONOMY for the YOUNG.
By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.S.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row.

NOW READY, THIRD EDITION, REVISED and ENLARGED.

T'HE
PENNY CHRONOLOGY: a Series of

Important Dates in the History of the World from the Reign of
David to the Present Time. Third Edition. By W. T. LYNN. B.A.
F.R.A.S.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMIT, 15, Paternoster Row.

frHE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
-L (The LBADENHALL 1'KKSS. Ltd.. Publisher* and Printers,

50, Leadenhall Street. London. E.C.)
Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect

freedom. Sixpence each. 5s per do/en, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Size, 3s. per dozen, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that The Leadenhall Press, Ltd , cannot be

responsible for the loss of MSS. by flre or otherwise. Duplicate copies
Should be retained.

^TICKPHAST PASTE is miles better than Gum
^ ' for sticking in Scraps. Joining Papers. Ac. 3<f., 6.1. , and Is. with
strong, useful Brush (not a Toy). Send two stamps to cover postage
for a sample Mottle, including Krnsh. Factory. Sugar Loaf Court,
Leadenhall Street, E.C. Of all Stationers. Stick pbast Paste sticks.

ATHENJEUM PRESS. JOHN EDWARD
J\ FRANCIS. Pr nter of the Athentrunt, \ote* and Queries, Ac., is

nrecared to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for all kin<s of BOOK, NEWS,
and PERIODICAL PRINTING. 13, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.
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Notices to Correspondents.

GRAY'S *

POEMS,' 1768.

IN a letter to James Beattie, dated 24 Dec.,
1767, Gray refers to a proposal which Beattie
had made to him about printing at Glasgow
what little he had ever written. Apparently
Foulis, the Glasgow printer, had originated
the suggestion, and Gray observes that he
ought to be acquainted with what had
already been done in the matter. He goes
on to say:
" When I was in London the last spring, Dodsley,

the bookseller, asked my leave to reprint, in a
smaller form, all I ever published ; to which I
consented : and added, that I would send him a
few explanatory notes ; and if he would omit
entirely the 'Long Story' (which was never meant
for the public, and only suffered to appear in that
pompous edition because of Mr. Bentley's designs,
which were not intelligible without it), I promised
to send him something else to print instead of it,

lest the bulk of so small a volume should be reduced
to nothing at all."

Gray, in a spirit of great fairness, admits
that he would rather see his poems printed
at Glasgow, under the supervision of Beattie,
than at London ; but he could not retract
his promise to Dodsley, to whom he had
explained that there would be an edition
put out in Scotland by a friend of his, whom
he could not refuse

;
and he engaged to let

both Dodsley and Foulis have copies of his

notes and additions. These, he said, were
imitations of two pieces of old Norwegian
poetry,

" in which there was a wild spirit that
struck me," and a few parallel passages and
notes. Gray himself had no interest in the

publication : the expense was the publisher's,
and so was the profit, if any profit there
were. The result was that both Dodsley and
Foulis agreed to publish the poems.
Dodsley was first in the field, and brought

out two editions (one of 1,500 copies, and the
other of 750) before Foulis issued his book.

Gray writes to Beattie under date 31 Oct.,
1768, that he had received two copies of the

poems from Foulis, and describes the edition
as most beautiful. Dodsley's editions, he
adds, are both far inferior to that of Glasgow,
but were sold at half the price. Dodsley's
first issue is therefore the editio princeps of

Gray's collected poems, although the greater

part of the contents had previously appeared
in different forms. It is curious that some
doubt appears to exist with regard to this

issue, and some years ago one of the most
eminent booksellers in London announced in
his catalogue the second issue, or rather
edition, as the first. I drew his attention to
this error, of which he professed himself
unconscious. I therefore venture to give
the title-page and a brief collation of the
volume :

"Poems I by |
Mr. Gray. | [Publisher's

monogram.] |
London: Printed for J. Dodsley,

in Pall-mall.
|
MDCCLXVIII."

Collation. Small octavo ; pp. iv + 122,

consisting of half-title,
*

Gray's | Poems,'
marked A at foot, pp. [i, ii], verso blank ;

title as above, pp. [iii, iv], verso blank ; text
of the poems, pp. [1]-120 ; Contents, p. [121];
p. [122] blank. The register is : A, 2 leaves ;

B-H, in eights ; I, 4 leaves, K, 1 leaf. Each
poem has a separate half-title.

The contents of the volume are :

'Ode on the Spring' (previously printed in

Dodsley's 'Collection,' 1748, vol. ii., under the
title cf *

Ode,
5 and under the same title in

the *

Designs by Mr. Bentley for Six Poems
by Mr. T. Gray,

1 1753 and 1765).
'Ode on the Death of a Favourite Cat'

(previously printed in Dodsley's
'

Collection,'
1748, vol. ii., and in the

'

Designs,' 1753 ana
1765).
'Ode on a Distant Prospect of Eton

College (previously printed in a folio

pamphlet of eight pages for R. Dodsley,
1747, in Dodsley's

'

Collection,' 1748, vol. ii.,

and in the
'

Designs,' 1753 and 1765).

'Hymn to Adversity' (previously printed
in Bentley's

'

Designs/ 1753 and 1765, and in

Dodsley's 'Collection,
1

1755, vol. iv.).
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'The Progress of Poesy. A Pindaric Ode'
by
's

,he

'Designs/ 1765).
4 The Bard. A Pindaric Ode' (previously

printed as "Ode II." in 'Odes by Mr. Gray,'

Strawberry Hill, 1757 ;
in Dodsley's 'Collec-

tion,' vol. vi., 1758, and in the *

Designs,' 1765).
' The Fatal Sisters. An Ode '

(first printed

in the 'Poems 'of 1768).

'The Descent of Odin. An Ode' (first

printed in the 'Poems' of 1768).

'The Triumphs of Owen. A Fragment

(first printed in the
' Poems ' of 1768).

'

Elegy written in a Country Church- lard

(previously printed as a quarto pamphlet for

ft. Dodsley, 16 Feb., 1751, and in ten other

editions before 1753 ;
in The Magazine of

Magazines, 28 Feb., 1751 ;
in The Scots

Magazine, 31 March, 1751 ;
in The Grand

Magazine of Magazines, 30 April, 1751 ;
in

Bentley's ''Designs' 1753 and 1765; in

Dodsley's 'Collection,* vol. iv., 1755; and in

one or two other miscellanies).

The second issue of the '

Poems,' of which

only 750 copies were printed, is rarer than the

first, though of course not so valuable. The

half-title, title, and contents are identical

with those of the first issue, with one excep-

tion : the words " A New Edition
"

are

printed on the title-page. The register is

also the same, and it is reprinted page for

page with the original. But it is not, like so

many other books of the period, a collection

of "remainder" sheets with a new title-page.

The whole of the letterpress, from the first

page to the last, has been reimposed ;
and

the type employed is smaller and slightly

less clear than in the first edition.

The contents of the Foulis edition are the

same as in the two London editions, and this

renders more interesting a fourth edition,

which was printed at Dublin in the same

year, and which, if not unknown to Gray, was

ignored by him. It is, I think, a very scarce

edition, as I have not seen any notice of it by

bibliographers. It is not included by Dr.

John Bradshaw in the 'Bibliography' of

Gray, consisting of editions of his works in

the British Museum and Bodleian, which is

appended to his (Aldine) edition of Gray's
'
Poetical Works '

; nor will it be found in

the catalogues of the Dyce and Forster

libraries at the Victoria and Albert Museum,
South Kensington. The following is the

title-page and collation of this book :

"Poems
| by |

Mr
Gray. 1 [Vignette on

copper.] |
Dublin: Printed by William

Sleater |
in Castle- Street. 1

1768."

Collation. 12mo, pp. 188, consisting of
half-title, pp. [1, 2], verso blank

; frontis-

piece ; title as above, pp. [3, 4], verso blank :

Advertisement, pp. [5, 6], verso blank ;

Contents, pp. [7, 8], verso blank
; text of the

poems, pp. [9]-187 ; p. [188] blank. The
register is A, four leaves

; B-H, in twelves ;

i, six leaves.

The following 'Advertisement' precedes
the poems :

"At the desire of some Gentlemen, for whose
Taste and Judgment the Editor hath the greatest
Respect, he has added to this Edition of Mr. Gray's
Poems two Latin Translations of the celebrated
Elegy written in a Country Church-yard, with a
poetical Address to the Author ; one by the Rev.
Mr. Lloyd, the other by an anomimous [sic] Person,
which Translations and Poem, it is hoped, will not
be unacceptable to the classical Reader."

The contents of the volume, so far as

Gray's poems are concerned, are identical
with those in the London edition, with the

exception that 'A Long Story
3

is inserted
between the Eton College 'Ode' and the

'Hymn to Adversity.' As we know the
aversion that Gray had to the republication
of this poem, we may be sure that this
Dublin edition was issued without his

knowledge or approval. Mr. Gosse, in his

edition of Gray's 'Works,' i. 81, and Dr.
Bradshaw, 'Poetical Works,' p. 231, both
assert that *A Long Story

' was only printed
once in Gray's lifetime

; but they were
evidently unaware of this Irish edition.*

After '
Tiie Triumphs of Owen '

is printed
'Carmen Elegiacuuq, in Ccerneterio Rustico

Compositum,' of which the first line is

Audistin ! quam lenta sonans campana per agros.

The author of this translation was Robert
Lloyd, and the date and place of the first

publication are doubtful (see 1 st S. i. 101).
This is followed by

^
the 'Elegy,' with the

Latin translation beginning,
Audin' ut oecidure signum campana diei.

This had been printed anonymously at

Cambridge in quarto in 1762, but the author
was the Rev. W. Hildyard. After the
'

Elegy
' comes an * Ode on Ranelagh,

Addressed to the Ladies. Being a Parody
on Mr. Gray's celebrated Ode on a distant

Prospect of Eton College.' Then comes ' An
Evening Contemplation in a College, being
a Parody on the Elegy in a Country Church-

yard/ The author of this skit was the Rev.
John Duncombe, of Corpus Christi College,

Cambridge, and it was first published by
Dodsley in 1753. The volume concludes with

* It was also reprinted in the 1765 issue of

Bentley's
'

Designs.'
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* The Bard, a Burlesque Ode, written by II.

Lloyd and G. Colman.' It can easily be
conceived that this collection of parodies
must have been distasteful to the sensitive

mind of Gray ;
and even if he knew of the

volume, the absence of any allusion to it in

his letters is thus explicable.
The *

Frontispiece
'

is a copper engraving
of the Bard "plunging to endless night deep
in the roaring tide." There are also head
and tail pieces engraved on copper to the
'

Elegy
'

: and a rough woodcut at the end of

the volume, showing Pegasus unhorsing his

reckless rider, illustrates the last stanza of

the
'

Burlesque Ode.' W. F. PEIDEAUX.

THE GUNNINGS OF CASTLE COOTE.

ABOUT three miles from the town of Ros-

common, and close to the village of Fuerty,
stands the castle built by Sir Charles Coote
in tlie early years of tlfe seventeenth century
(to check the excursions of the native rebels),
which from the first has borne the name of

Castle Coote. According to a time-honoured

tradition, the beautiful Miss Gunnings spent
a portion of their girlhood in a thatched
house which stood near the walls of the
ancient stronghold, on the same site as the

present mansion. It is certain that their

grandfather lived here, for in his will, dated
15 January, 1717, he is described as Bryan
Gunning, of Castle Coote ;

but there seems
to be no evidence, among the numerous
deeds concerning the family preserved at the
Dublin Record Office, to prove that it ever
was the residence of their father, John
Gunning, after he was married. From a
deed of settlement dated 24 August, 1731,
which through the kindness of Lady liussell,

the gifted authoress, I have been able to

examine, it appears that at this date the
father of the beauties, then a bachelor, was

living at Castle Strange, about three miles
from Castle Coote. Several other residences

belonging to the Gunnings are mentioned in

the same document, such as Holy well, where
Barnaby, the brother of John Gunning, was

living, and " the Manor Town and Lands of

Clooniburn," which, according to a will

dated 12 April, 1731 (Dublin Probate Office),
had been the seat of George, the eldest

brother, and the heir to the estates of his

father, old Bryan, of Castle Coote. Another
property is described by the deed as "a
house and garden called the New Inn at

Abbey town"; but although there is a de-
tailed schedule of various lands, it is not
declared that Castle Coote continued to form
a portion of the estates. Yet it is evident

that George Gunning lived here after the-
death of his father (v. Indented Deed,
vol. cxix. fol. 50, No. 81351, Dublin Record
Office) ; and it is equally clear that he is-

described as the owner of Clooniburn when
he signed his last will and testament in

April, 1731. Since it appears from the deed
of settlement of August in this same year
that he had died recently, encumbered with
debts, it seems probable that, being obliged
to leave the home of his ancestors, he had
taken up his residence on another estate.
At all events, we do not hear of Castle Coote
in connexion with the Gunning family after
the year 1731.

Through the documents in the Dublin-
Record Office the vicissitudes of other pro-
perties belonging to the family can be traced
with tolerable exactitude. Before his mar-
riage, in October, 1731, to Bridget Bourke,
daughter of Theobald, sixth Viscount Mayo,
John Gunning had leased Castle Strange to
a cousin Robert (v. Deed of Lease and Re-
lease, 68, 6, 46817, Dublin Record Office) ; and
on 16 June, 1742, the place was sold to-

William Ousley (id , 110, 367, 77969). Appa-
rently, the home of the spendthrift George
met a similar fate, for on 15 September, 1743,
the lands of Clooniburn were assigned to
John Kelly (112, 134, 77392). With regard to
the house at Holy well, it has been suggested
by the Rev. J. J. Kelly (v. 'Early Haunts of

Goldsmith,' p. 75) as the home of the cele-
brated beauties, who are said to have acquired
their incomparable complexions from the
waters of St. Bridget's Pool hard by. For-
tunately for romance, there is nothing in-
credible in the story that the ladies tested
the qualities of the magic well

; but unless
the Gunnings owned two houses in the neigh-
bourhood, it is improbable that they lived
here. It has been shown that their uncle
Barnaby resided at Holy well in August, 1731,
as he continued to do after the marriage of
his brother John (68, 6, 46817); and the
various leases and releases granted by him,
which may be found in the Dublin Record
Office, prove that he did not change his*

abode.

Let us now trace the movements of John,
the father of the beautiful Miss Gunnings.
Almost immediately after his marriage to

Bridget Bourke on 23 October, 1731, as Lady
Russell was the first to point out, he took up
his residence at Hemingford Grey, two miles
from St. Ives, in Huntingdonshire, in the
Manor or Red House, which belonged to his-

brother-in-law Wm. Mitchell, of Carshalton.
Hitherto the date of his removal to Ireland
has been the subject of conjecture. Obviously
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it could not have occurred earlier than
11 January, 1736/7, for the parish registers
show that his infant daughter Sophia, bap-
tized at the end of November, was buried on
that day at Hemingford. Since he had
inherited the freehold estates on the decease
of his brother George in 1731, the death of a
relative, as is sometimes surmised, could not
have called him over to succeed to the pro-
perty. With the help of the documents
preserved in the Dublin Record Office the
time of his hegira may be fixed approxi-
mately. In a lease dated 1 February, 1741,
lie is described as John Gunning, of the
Middle Temple (for it should be remembered
that he was admitted a member on 3 Novem-
ber, 1725) ; while on 10 March of the same

?ear
he is particularized in another lease as

ohn Gunning, of Abbeytown^ co. Roscommon.
There seems to have been a special reason

why he should have gone to reside on or
near his Connaught properties about this

period. In the deed of settlement of August,
1751, necessitated by the demise of the spend-
thrift George, his brother Barnaby iiad agreed
for certain considerations to discharge all the
debts affecting the fee-simple estate within
the space of ten years. Such a surmise may
seem of no value in view of the character of
the man, but certainly it is a coincidence
that he should have returned to Roscommon
during the very year that his property was
freed from its encumbrances.

It is also a curious fact, bearing in mind
the old-established belief that he came over
to Ireland to live in the home of his fathers
at Castle Coote, that he should be described
as John Gunning, of Abbeytown, a portion
of the town of Roscommon situated near the
old abbey. The two deeds quoted above are
not isolated instances. In no fewer than
three other legal documents during the years
1742-3 the same place is given as his residence.

Every other lease and conveyance concerning
the family is scrupulousy accurate in its de-

scriptions, and the various properties par-
ticularized as the homes of the brothers at
different periods Castle Strange, Clooniburn,
Holywell were all included in the Gunning
estates. Thus it would appear a reasonable

conjecture that John Gunning took up his
abode with his beautiful daughters in

"
the

house and garden called the New Inn at

Abbeytown," which is named in the instruc-
tive deed of settlement. Never once is he
identified with Castle Coote, although his
different residences in Dublin, Westminster,
and Somerset House can be traced in many
documents ; and as late as August, 1765

{vol. ccxli. fol. 214, No. 158,228), he is de-

scribed, by reason of his home when a

bachelor, as John Gunning, of Castle Strange.
In the absence of further evidence I cannot

believe that his beautiful daughters ever
resided at Castle Coote.

HORACE BLEACKLEY.
Fox Oak.

ARCHIBALD CONSTABLE, SIR WALTER
SCOTT'S PUBLISHER.

THE following facts concerning Archibald
Constable are all founded upon documentary
evidence, and I deem it expedient to record
them in permanent form for ready reference

by all interested in accurate literary history.
It is the more necessary to do so in con-

sequence of incorrect statements in an article
in a weekly publication issued in London on
20 January last.

Reference was there made to
" the print-

ing business of T. & A. Constable, the

Edinburgh University Press, founded by his

[Archibald Constable's] son Thomas
;

a
grandson, Archibald Constable, is a partner
in this firm."

My dearly beloved uncle Thomas Con-
stablemy second father, in truth did not
found the business in question. It is the
continuation of the business founded by,
and carried on at that classical printing
press in Craig's Close, Edinburgh, by my
paternal great-grandfather, David Willison.
Thomas Constable served his apprenticeship
in Mr. Richards's press, 100, St. Martin's

Lane, London, and, by the advice of the late

Thomas Thompson, James Gibson Craig,
and another, took over, in the late thirties,
what then remained of the connexion, staff,

plant, and so forth of the Craig's Close

concern, from " the heirs of David Willison,"
who then were my great-aunt Jean Willison
and my uncle David Constable, an Edin-

burgh advocate, to both of whom Thomas
onstable regularly paid annuities, the

amounts of which had been settled by
Messrs. Thompson and James Gibson Craig.
David Willison was the first printer nay,
great deal more than that, as recorded by

Sydney Smith, Jeffrey, Cockburn, and others
of The Edinburgh Review, that great work

which owed so much to my grandfather in

every detail of its conception and birth. I

"lave some curious documents relating to
David Willison, whose only son also named
David was given a commission in the
Honourable East India Company's military
service, Madras establishment, by that
'

universal provider
"
for his political friends,

Lord Dundas, and was massacred at Vellore.

3apts. David Willison and George Constable
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(another kinsman), also in the Company's
service in the Bengal artillery, together
served Scott as his model for Capt. Hector
Mclntyre in *The Antiquary.' Perhaps
some day, at a time of less storm and stress,

my documents and notes relating to the
two David Willisons may find a fitting

setting, as they are of considerable historical

importance. My cousin's name is Archibald
David, although it is true that some years
ago, for business purposes, he elected to drop
the David an action, which has proved at
times inconvenient to myself.

My grandfather's partner Robert Cadell
is styled "the pivot financial and otherwise
on which the business revolved." This is

rather extravagant praise of one who, by all

accounts, other than those contained in the

very biassed pages of Lockhart's *

Life,' was
an exceedingly commonplace man. Mr.
Cadell certainly profited, and that very
largely, by the enterprise and initiative of

my grandfather, who was also his father-in-

law, the fact of Robert Cadell's marriage to

my aunt Eliza Constable being omitted in
the article to which I refer.

Finally, I must deal with the statement
that "Archibald Constable was a broken
man after 1826," which is absolutely untrue.

My grandfather never for a moment lost

heart after the Scott-Ballantyne-Constable
catastrophe of January, 1826, as I can prove
from existing unpublished material, as well as
from a large number of letters printed in the
third of those very volumes from which the
writer of the article professes to have drawn
his facts. ARCHIBALD CONSTABLE.
Hanover.

MAY DAY: MAYPOLE. There are well-
known passages in praise of May in Sir
Thomas Malory's

'

Prince Arthur,' 1816, i. 76,
iii. 265.

The word ** May " and its compounds in
the * New English Dictionary' may be studied
with advantage.
George Buchanan (1506-82) celebrates May-

games in his 'Elegiarum Liber,'
*

Majre
Calendse,' pp. 315-18

;
in his 'Epigrammatum

Lib. I.,' 'In pinum pro foribus scholarum
Calend. Maji erectam,' p. 365

; and in his
* Miscellaneorum Liber,

3 ' Calendse Majse/
p. 414 (ed. Arnstel., 1641).

Theophilus Higgons, the Puritan censor
of Christ Church, Oxford, sawed down a
maypole which had been erected there

; he
said he did it because the pole had been

the House of Commons, says that '* in neigh-
bouring parishes drums beating up for a
morris or a maypole on the Lords day" were
often heard (p. 19).

On 30 April, 1666, at 11 P.M., fourteen young
men from Birdsall went into a wood belong-
ing to Eddlethorpe Grange in order to get" a young ash tree for a May poll to carry to-

the town of Birdsall"; but they met with
opposition, and one of the fourteen was shot,
and fell down dead ('Depositions from York
Castle,' Surt. Soc., p. 141).
In 'Gotthold's Emblems,' by Christian

Scriver, 1671, translated by Robert Menzies,
Edinb., 1857, section cxliv. pp. 233-6, is

headed "
May Boughs, May 23," and states

that it is an old custom to decorate houses
and churches with green boughs at Whit-
suntide.
See also

* The Mayers and their Song, or
some Account of the First of May and its

Observance in Hertfordshire,
1

by W. B.

Gerish, 8vo, 10 leaves and cover, Hertford
(1906). W. C. B.

' THINGS INDIAN.' While thanking you
for the kindly notice of my book, ante,

p. 299, may I be allowed to point out that
when your critic writes: "One singular
feature in the volume is that a large number
of words have an asterisk against them, no*

explanation of which is afforded," he has

forgotten that this is explained in the
Preface 1 The book was intended partly as a

supplement to the *

Anglo-Indian Glossary/
and accordingly subjects discussed and
words explained in that book were marked
with an asterisk, so as to avoid repetition.
I may also add that the alphabetical
arrangement of subjects was not derived
from 'Hobson - Jobson,' but was adopted
simply because the earlier volumes of the
series Chamberlain's 4

Things Japanese
r

and Ball's 'Things Chinese' were arranged
in this way. WILLIAM CROOKE.

LAVA. In recording the recent terrible

eruption of the "
unextinguished

" Mount
Vesuvius, and its destructive "lava" (a
"fire-stream"), it may be worth observing
that the metaphoric sense in which the term
lava is applied to a stream or torrent of fluid

matter or molten rock issuing from a volcano,
now commonly adopted from the Italian lava

by most European languages appears to have
originated, not from the Neapolitan dialect,
as supposed by the 'N.E. Diet.,' but from
that of Sicily; for both the 'Vocabolario

Napoletano degli Accademici Filopatridi
'

of
1789 and Puoti's 'Vocabolario Napoletano e
Toscano' of 1841 know the word lava merely
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in its literal sense, viz.,
*' Corso d'acqua im-

petuoso che corre per le strade, cagionato da
piogge di rotte." But Mortiilaro's

*

Dizionario
Siciliano-Italiano

'

(Palermo, 1838) describes
our term lava only in its figurative sense,
viz., "Materia strutta simile al vetro opaco,
la quale nel tempo dell' eruzione d' un

yulcano, ne esoe, e scorre a guisa di torrente

infuocato, ed indi s' indura come pietra."

HORNBY AND FEILDEN M.P.s. Now that
the political complexion of the new Par-
liament has been analyzed thoroughly, one
of its personal aspects invites attention.
Reference has been made in more than one
quarter to the breach of historic continuity
by the loss of the seat for South Monmouth-
shire by Col. Morgan, one of a family which
seemed almost to have established a pre-
scriptive right to represent that county ;

but note has not been taken of the fact that,

by the retention of the seat at Blackburn,
Sir William Henry Hornby has preserved
an historic continuity which, as far as the

past three-quarters of a century are con-

concerned, is even more remarkable and
complete. A John Hornby, an E. K. Hornby,
and another William Henry Hornby, had
been chosen for this Lancashire borough
before there was first returned the present
Conservative member, who is the son of the
last named and brother of the second. So
clannish has Blackburn proved, indeed, that
a Hornby or a Feilden, and sometimes one of

ach, has represented it in every Parliament
from 1832 to 1880

;
and when in 1868 William

Henry Hornby the elder and Joseph Feilden
were re-elected, even in that time of Liberal

victory elsewhere throughout the country,
but were unseated on petition, the local
Tories ran a son of each E. K. Hornby and
H. M. Feilden and triumphantly returned
them both, defeating Mr. John Morley,
himself a Blackburnian by birth, in his first

fight for Parliament. Mr. E. K. Hornby sat
in only that House of Commons, but Mr.
H. M. Feilden was re-elected in 1874

; and,
though there was no Hornby for Blackburn
in the Parliaments of 1874, 1880, and 1885,
the present member was sent to Westminster
in 1886

; and when ten years later he stated
his determination to withdraw from parliamen-
tary life, the local pressure put upon him to

stay proved too strong for his resolution,
and at Westminster he still remains.

A. F. R.

STEWART OF LORNE EFFIGY. Culross
Abbey, on the Forth, is undergoing restora-
tion at present, and on 19 March an ex-

quisitely carved figure was unearthed. The
correspondent of The Glasgow Herald who
announced the find describes the figure as
that of a " recumbent naval warrior," led to
do so, doubtless, because there is "a full-

rigged ship of Roman build, having the head
of a dragon for a figure-head," over the right
thigh. The vessel has "also a cross at its

mainmast, and Hies a pennant, whilst on the
left thigh there is what might represent a
strip of tartan. It is in the form of twelve
raised squares in three rows, suspended from
a hand."

The correspondent in question is evidently
no herald. Had he been one, he would at
once from these symbols have identified the

effigy as representing a Stewart of Lome, not
improbably the " Black Knight" himself, the
second husband of Queen Joan Beaufort,
widow of James I. of Scotland. What is

described as a ship of Roman build is the

galley of Lome; the "strip of tartan," or
twelve raised squares, the well-known fesse

cheque of the Stewarts, their paternal coat.
The said galley and fesse the Stewarts of
Lome bore quarterly, first and fourth and
second and third respectively. The Black
Knight of Lome had estates close to Culross,
and his father's brother was the founder of
the branch known as the Stewarts of Rosyth
(the new naval base), a place a few miles
distant from Culross.

That the effigy represents one of the above
Stewarts does not admit of doubt, and I was
the first to express that opinion in writing.
The truth was obvious as I read. It is said
the workmanship is almost as perfect as
when it left the sculptors hands. Every-
thing about this knight clad in double
armour is richly adorned, and the whole re-

presents a person who was a man of mark in

his day a Stewart of Lome, I firmly believe.

W. M. GRAHAM EASTON.

"HOMINY": ITS ETYMOLOGY. This is by
way of being a household word, but its origin
has never been satisfactorily settled. The
suggestion made in the 'N.E.D.' merely
amounts to this, that one of the elements of
which it is composed may be the Algonquin
min, which means grain. Dr. Murray makes
no mention at all of rockahomonie, which
occurs in several of our older authors in the
same sense, and to my mind supplies the key
to the riddle. Mr. Craigie will presumably
deal with it under R, so I venture to draw
attention to it here, as being in all proba-
bility the full form, of which hominy is merely
an abbreviation. I need hardly say that many
American terms in English have become
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shortened in similar fashion. Hickory, paucjie,
samp, squash, were originally pohickery,
scuppauy, ^nasaump, asquuta squash. Some-
times it is the termination which is lost.

The Micmae name for the lake trout,
mtaksunch, is cut down to toyue by Canadian
fishermen. But that is another story. I
think we may feel sure that hominy is short
for rockahomonie, which is the Virginian
Indian name for thisfood, and isdulyentered by
Strachey in his Virginian vocabulary (of circa

1615) as "rokohamiii) parched corne, grownd
small." The meaning of the suffix is doubtful.
It may be mm, grain, as suggested above. Of
the first element I can speak with certainty.
It is

^

the common name for maize or Indian
corn in most of the Algonquin dialects. In
Virginian maize was called lockatance, in
Delaware lokat, in Xatick noohkik, in Narra-
gansett nokehick. The last of these forms
was actually adopted into English in the
spelling nocake. Nocalte, does not look much
like the first syllable of rockahomonie, but the
dissimilarity vanishes as soon as we know
that in the Algonquin dialects there is con-
stant interchange between I, n, and r, and
also between t and k. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

ABBEY ^OR PRIORY. (See ante, p. 266.)
Until quite recently Worksop Priory was
commonly called the Abbey by all sorts of

persons, high and low. Some twenty -one
years ago, soon after his coming, the present
vicar of Worksop, the Rev. H. T. Slodden,
noting that a writer in one of the local

newspapers invariably spoke of the Priory,
made inquiries, and, finding that it was
properly a priory, restored the name in all

matters relating to the church
;
but not more

than half the residents speak of it as the
Priory. The schools connected with it are

"Abbey" schools, nor can the name be
altered. An old street hard by is called

Abbey Street, and it would be a waste of
time to attempt to induce the local authority
to change the name to Priory Street.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

CATHOLIC." The Irish Nationalist
members of Parliament took objection last

year to the insertion of "Roman" before
"Catholic" in their House of Commons ques-
tions. A controversy has now arisen in The
Pall Mall Gazette on the same point. The
historical title of the Western Church pre-
sided over by the Pope is "Catholic, Apos-
tolic, Roman." It will be found in the docu-
ment signed by Henri IV. when he ceased
to be a Huguenot, and in similar formal
statements of the present day. For early

instances of the term "Roman CathoMc"
see 9th S. ii. 227, 394, 475, 515. D.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

" PLEACHY." Under this word the 'Eng-
lish Dialect Dictionary

'

quotes Clare's 'Rural
Muse '(1835), 11. 26, 77:

While o'er the pleachy lands of mellow brown.

The old propt haystack's pleachy brow.

What does "pleachy" here exactly mean?
"Pleachy" is said to mean "mellow, pow-
dery." I conclude, therefore, that the
"
pleachy lands "

are of mellow, powdery soil ;

but what is a haystack's "brow"] and in

what sense can this be said to be "
pleachy

"
?

Will some Northamptonshire man or woman,
who knows the word, explain]

J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

,
ENGLISH GOVERNMENT FUND FOR FRENCH

EMIGRES. In the memoirs of that distin-

guished emigre, Count de Cartrie, whilst in

England, constant mention is made of his

pension from the English Government (1794-

1800) of one shilling per day and an additional

allowance of one shilling for his servant. Can
any correspondent give me information as to

the public funds for this purpose, the amounts
paid, the duration of the fund, and whether
records are known to exist of its recipients ?

JOHN LANE.
The Bodley Head, Vigo Street, W.

Cox's 4 HISTORY OF WARWICKSHIRE.' This
is the back title of a book recently purchased.
It appears to be part of vol. v. of a collection

of county histories, is paged 581 to 920, and
contains a map by Robert Morden. Can
any one give me the title, &c., of the whole
work? AVERN PARDOE.
Legislative Library, Toronto.

CAPT. WILLIAM WADE. I should deem it a
favour if B. W. T. would confirm his interest-

ing communication (ante, p. 215) by giving
his authority for the statement that, a few

years after the crim. con. action in which he
was concerned, Capt. VVilliam Wade again
offered himself as a candidate for the office of

M.C. of Bath, but was so coldly received that
he was obliged to withdraw. Owing to the
coincidence of dates, 1 have little doubt, as

suggested previously, that the divorce case

was the cause of Capt. Wade's retirement.
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In The Toivn and Country Magazine, vol. ix

p. 599, there is the following statement

"Upon Sam's [i.e. Samuel Foote] hearing
that Capt. Wade, the master of the cere-

monies, had abdicated his throne, on being
detected in an intrigue, he laughed heartily."
A full report of the crim. con. action,
11 December, 1777, will be found in "Trials
for Adultery, S. Bladon, London, 1780,
vol. iv. pp. 3-70." HOEACE BLEACKLEY.
Fox Oak, Hersham, Surrey.

BASKISH INSCRIPTIONS IN NEWFOUNDLAND.
I have been told that some epitaphs or

other inscriptions in the Baskish tongue exist
in Newfoundland. If that is true, I should
be much obliged if some one would forward
a correct copy of them to 'N. & Q.,' so that

they may be included in the supplement to

my collection of such inscriptions published
by the Royal Academy of History at Madrid
in 1896. EDWARD S. DODGSON.

CHODZKO ON THE SIEGE OF KAZAN.
Among Longfellow's shorter pieces there is

one called 'The Siege of Kazan,' with a note
stating that it is translated " from the prose
version of Chodzko." Where can I find this

prose version ? I have unearthed in an old

periodical, Eliza Cook's Journal, 12 Novem-
ber, 1853, a very interesting setting of the
same legend, but there is nothing to connect
it with Chodzko, as it is unsigned. The
taking of Kazan occurred in 1552. Is there
any history which mentions the dramatic
incident of the sinking of the 5,000 Tatars in
the morass ? JAS. PLATT, Jun.

HAMILTON FAMILY OF AREAN. Who was
the wife of Capt. James Hamilton, of the
Isle of Arran, and what are the arms of this

lady's family? Where and when was their

daughter Isabella born? Where was the
latter married to John Booker, Esq., his
Britannic Majesty's vice-consul at Cronstadt?

(Miss) ELIZABETH SIMPSON LORTON.
The Knoll, Beckenham.

MAIDEN HoAD, STRATFORD, E. Can any
reader of

' N. <fe Q.' tell me whether this is

an ancient or modern name 1 AYEAHR.

"RAGOTIN, CE MATIN." Pour le coup, j'ai
recours a 1'qbligeance de quelque lecteur
erudit

fran^ais de * N. & Q. f

'

pour avoir un
petit renseignement au sujet des vers sui-

vants, assez bien connus du reste :

Ragotin, ce matin
A tant bu de pots de vin,
Qu'il branle, qu'il braule.

Us se trouvent dans ' Le Roman Comique
'

de Scarron (troisieme partie, ch. xiv. cette

partie, la fin, de 1'histoire n'a pas ete ecrite,
on le sait, par Scarron) ; mais est-ce quo
Pauteur ne fait que les citer, ou est-ce que
c'est la leur origine ? EDWARD LATHAM.

BLACK EWE IN THE c

ILIAD.' In the 'Iliad
'

Nestor promises as a reward to any one who
will go and spy out the Trojan camp a black
ewe with her lamb from every one of the
Greek chiefs. The peculiar nature of the
gift has been much criticized, and even
ridiculed. Can any similar presentation be
adduced from any literature, or any reason

suggested why a black ewe should be deemed
of special value ? A. S N.

AXHOLME PRIORY. I should be greatly
obliged if one of your readers could direct
me to some source from which to learn

particulars of this foundation, and of its

patronage and members. P. MONTFORT.

"GORDON'S FORMULA." Builders use these
formulae for the strength of columns. Who
was this Gordon ? Was he Lewis Gordon, a
well - known engineer of Abingdon Street,
Westminster, and a cadet of the Carroll

family ? J. M. BULLOCH.
118, Pall Mall, S.W.

MARY GAVINNE MACLEAN. Mention is

made in Lord Lamington's
* The Beauties of

my Day
'

of Mary Gavinne Maclean, the
celebrated London beauty of 1816. Many
years ago I was told by a relative the in-

cidents mentioned by Lord Lamington, and
I have endeavoured, but without success, to
ascertain if a portrait of Miss Maclean was
ever painted. I shall be glad if any of your
numerous readers can say if one is in exist-

ence. ALASTAIR MACLEAN.
2, Willow Mansions, Fortune Green, N.W.

"Two SNEEZING CATS." Is there an ex-

planation for the use of this sign at a cheese-

monger's, No. 33, Houndsditch 1 The date is

December, 1789, and the proprietor's name
Stutter, Is it an indication that very strong
cheese was sold there ? ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39, Hillmarton Road, N.

IRVINE'S ' HISTORY OF THE IRVINE FAMILY/
Where could I see or obtain a copy of

History of the Irvine Family,' by W. Irvine?
[ cannot see that it is included in the British

Museum Catalogue, so that it was possibly a

private publication. BEATRICE H. IRWIN.
The Lindens, Colchester.

STUBBS : REYNOLDS : NOLLOTH : CITY-ROAD
JHAPEL. There are inaccurate statements in

Vtr. George J. Stevenson's otherwise valuable

work, 'City-Road Chapel, London' (1872),
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concerning members of my family, which I

am desirous of putting right, in addition to

making an inquiry in the columns

Mr. John Stubbs (my maternal grand-
father), originally of Press, co. Salop, and
afterwards of High Holborn and Brighton
(goldsmith), who was one of the contributors
to a fund for defraying the expenses of the
Rev. Charles Wesley's funeral, was twice
married. His first wife not second, as stated
in the above-mentioned work was a Miss
Millicent Reynolds, of Peckleton, co. Lei-

cester. The marriage was solemnized at
Peckleton parish church in June, 1785, the

original licence for the marriage being still

in my possession. There were five children
of this marriage, viz., Mary Ann (who died

under two years of age), John, William,
Millicent, and a second Mary Ann. Mrs.
Millicent Stubbs died 13 March, 1794, and
her youngest child two days after.

John Stubbs's second wife was a Miss
Sarah Nolloth (not a " Miss Reynolds," as

stated by the author). She was a sister of

John Nolloth, Esq ,
of Carnberwell or Peck-

ham. He held an important position in the

Admiralty in connexion with Portsmouth

Dockyard. The second marriage took place
in March, 1795, as appears by one of several

entries in my grandfather's Bible, also in my
possession. This book was one of numerous
exhibits to an affidavit of Sarah Stubbs (the

elder) sworn before Lord Henley on 16 April,

1835, in a suit for the administration of the
estate of Mrs. Elizabeth Ives, of Lambton
Hall, Middlesex. She was a sister of John
Stubbs. The costs in Stubbs v. Sargon were
so enormous that Lord Brougham brought a
Bill into Parliament to amend the law, and
thus prevent a similar misfortune in the
future. There were nine children of the
second marriage, viz., Charles Nolloth, Sarah,
Thomas (who died in infancy), George, Ann,
another Thomas, William, Henry Ovendon,
and Joshua. Ann married my father, Richard
Ormond Birch, solicitor, of Marylebone. My
own name is John Henry Basil Stubbs
Birch

;
but finding it most inconvenient to

sign four Christian names (except in legal

documents), I have for years past adopted
only two.
There is also another error in the before-

mentioned work, in the copy of the inscrip-
tion on tomb 97 in the City-Road Chapel.
A Mrs. Largon is stated to have been a niece
of my great-aunt, Mrs. Ives. It should have
been Mrs. Sargon. I may mention that Mrs.
Ives used to entertain large gatherings of Wes-
leyan ministers and others at Lambton Hall.

Can any reader of 'X. & Q.' kindly inform
me if any descendants of the first marriage
of John Stubbs are now living ?

J. BASIL BIRCH.

51, Tynemouth Road, South Tottenham, N.

POLYNESIAN ISLANDS. Mr. Ralph Thomas,
in his 'Swimming,

1

p. 98, says: "Capt.
Cook tells us that there were no animals in

the Polynesian islands, and yet the natives

were swimmers."
I should be obliged if one of your readers

would give the title and page of the book in

which this passage occurs. It is somewhat
curious that Mr. Thomas, who quotes an

authority for almost every statement, does
not for this one. EDWIN WALL.

WELDS OF WILLEY PARK, SALOP. Eliza-

beth, daughter and sole heiress of George
Weld, of Willey Park, married Brooke

Forester, of Dothill, Salop. Their son

George, "Squire Forester," died without

issue, and left the double property to George,
afterwards Lord Forester, his nephew, who
is now represented by the Weld-Foresters.

The additional name of Weld was taken by
the Foresters on account of the property.
Who are now the representatives of the

Welds of Willey Park, Salop 1 B. W.
Fort Aguatus, N.B.

"POUR."

(10
th S. v. 261.)

ASSONANCE may account for some of the

rimes in which pour has a share, but it is at

the same time noteworthy how readily
certain poets allow the word to have the

sound of power. It is this value which is

given to it in 'Hudibras,' I. iii. 935, where
Trulla's satellites press forward to wreak

vengeance,
Which now they were about to pour
Upon him in a wooden show'r.

Cowper, translating Milton's
* Death of

Damon,' says that Thyrsis awakened the

echoes all day with his lamentations,
nor even ceased to pour

His lonely sorrows at the midnight hour.

Burns and the Scottish poets generally
are, perhaps, not infallible guides on a point
of English pronunciation, and with regard
to pour in particular they had the vernacular

practice to influence their decision. Poor
was and is the prevalent sound given to pour
in the Scottish Lowlands, although power is

sometimes assigned as a value, marking a
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standard of refinement. This is probably
represented in Burns's "low'ring and pour-

ing" in the lyric entitled 'To Ruin,'

especially when it is considered that the

poem is written in English and that other

poets Prior, Campbell, and so on rime
lower with power. In another English poem,
the

'

Epistle from Esopus,' Burns has this

characteristically trenchant couplet :

\Vhy, Lonsdale, thus thy wrath on vagrants pour ;

Must earth no rascal save thyself endure?

In other lyrics
* The Birks of Aberfeldy,'

4 Her Answer,' 'Sleep'st Thou' the poet
again uses endure as a rime im pour, making
also bower, flower^ hour, and shower con-

veniently responsive. In all these the
dominant Scottish pronunciation may well

be represented. But Burns's contemporary,
the Rev. John Morrison of Cannisbay,
Caithness, who died in 1798, probably gives
the scholarly value in the well known hymn
which he contributed to the collection of
*

Scripture Paraphrases,' prepared for the
service of praise in the Church of Scotland.
Based on St. Matthew xxyi. 26-29, this is

No. 35 of the series, and it is inseparably
associated with the celebration of the Holy
Communion. The closing stanza is interest-

ing, not only for the rime in which pour
has a share, but also because of the example
it affords of the early pronunciation of

draught. It is as follows :

With love to man this cup is fraught,
Let all partake the sacred draught ;

Through latest ages let it pour,
In mem'ry of my dying hour.

The same rime occurs in the tenth Scripture
Paraphrase, st. 3, and it is twice used in

Campbell's
* Pleasures of Hope,' Part I.

In the second section of
' The Poet's Mind

Tennyson writes :

Holy water will I pour
Into every spicy flower.

Examples of theconventional pronunciation
of pour may easily be found in the English
poetry of the last three centuries. There is*

for instance, Gray's strenuous description o^

the stream of music in the opening strophe
of

' The Progress of Poesy
'

:

Headlong, impetuous, see it pour ;

The rocks and nodding groves rebellow to the roar.

Young, whose miscellaneous poems are a
curious storehouse of references as well as
rimes, frequently uses pour as the closing
syllable of his couplets, but always links it

with a word that suggests its modern sound
more, roar, shore, and so on. This, from the

poet's 'Paraphrase on Part of the Book of
Job,' 11. 125-30 is a good example of the

dexterity with which he balances his vowel-
sounds, and moves in a manner not alto-

gether unworthy of his original :

Vho taught the rapid vyinds to fly so fast,
3r shakes the centre with his eastern blast ?

Who from the skies can a whole deluge pour?
Who strikes through nature witli the solemn roar
Of dreadful thunder, points it where to fall,

And in tierce lightning wraps the flying ball?

Cowper, in his 'Longing to be with
Ohrist,' rimes adored with poured, and in

ranslating Milton's Elegy iv.,
* To his Tutor

Thomas Young,' has the couplet,

And favoured by the Muse, whom I implored.
Thrice on my lip the hallowed stream I poured.

Burns, in * The Vision,' Duan II. st. 5, has
the series gore pour roar lore; while he

conjoins door and score with pour in the

'Epistle to William Creech.' Once in 'The
Pleasures of Hope,' Part I., Campbell asso-

iates 'adored with pour'd ; and he assigns
the same position to restored in ' The Bitter
Bann.' With pourd Tennyson conjoins
stored in 'The Palace of Art,' oar'd in 'To
E. L. on his Travels in Greece,' and stored and
Lord in the 4 Ode sung at the Opening of

the International Exhibition. 3

THOMAS BAYXE.

PROF. SKEAT adduces couplets from Pope,
Gay, and Burns in which pour is matched as

rime-word with shoiver and flower, and hints

that "perhaps some one can help us to

another example." Here are six :

Her leave I now my conscience for to scour
When she for me the teares down could pour.
That fair sweet thing, benign in every bour (bower).

'King Heart,' by Gavin Douglas, 1586.

Like a dark wood he comes, or tempest pouring !

Oh, view the Wings of Horse, the meadows scouring !

Song in
' The Mad Lover,' by J. Fletcher, 1617.

Then wept the Eyes ;
and from their springs did

pour
Of liquid oriental pearls a shower.

'

Lips and Eyes,' by T. Carew, 1640.

Fairest ! when thine eyes did pour
A crystal shower.

' Julia Weeping,' by John Hall, 1646.

But finds the essence only showers,
Which, straight, in pity back he pours.

4

Eyes and Tears,' by A. Marvel), 1681.

Winter invades the spring, and often pours
A chilling flood on summer's drooping flowers.

' Table Talk,' by W. Cowper, 1782.

An instance of pour pronounced as poor
occurs in a poem (attributed by Turbervile

to the Earl of Surrey) in Tottoll's 'Miscellany,'
second ed., 1557 :

Then set this Drivel out of door
That in thy brains such tales doth pour.

That door usually had, at this time, the

vowel-sound now heard in poor, moor, &c., is
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evident from what Puttenham says,
'

English
Poesie/ II. viii. 94 (Arber) :

"
If one should

rime to this word [Restore] he may not match
him with [Doore] or [Poore] for neither of
both are of like termiuant.'

1 An example of

door riming with poor and dure (endure) will

be found in '

King Heart,' ninth stanza from
the end.
In the course of an extended search within

the years 1500-1800 I have failed to find one
instance of pour rimed with a word having
the vowel-sound of lore, sore, and the like. I

have occasionally heard pour pronounced as

poor nowadays. T. HUTCHINSON.

As PJSOF. SKEAT asks for other examples of

pour pronounced as power, in the normal
way, I give one or two quotations from poets
of an earlier date than Pope or Gay.
Campion, in a song in his 'Two Books of

Airs,' circa 1613, writes :

Sooner may you Count the stars
And number hail down-pouring,

Tell the osiers of the Thames,
Or Goodwin sands devouring,

Than the thick showered kisses here
Which now thy tired lips must bear.

Bishop Henry King, in his
*

Elegy upon
the most victorious King of Sweden, Gustavus
Adolphus/ has :

When o'er the Germans first his Eagle tower'd,
What saw the Legions which on them he pour'd ?

PHOF. SKEAT says that pour rimes with no
word ending in -our except four. But does
it not rime with the personal pronoun your ?

To my ear it seems to do so. It may, how-
ever, be noted that some of our earlier poets
gave this word also the power rime.
Thomas Lodge, in his poem

' The Lover's

Theme,' writes :

To write in brief a legend in a line,

My heart hath vowed to draw his life from yours;
My looks have made a sun of your sweet eyne,
My soul doth draw his essence from your powers.
Marvell also, in his lines to

* The Picture of
Little T. C./has:

But 0, Young Beauty of the Woods !

Whom Nature courts with fruits and flowers,
Gather the flowers, but spare the buds !

Lest Flora, angry at thy crime
To kill her infants in their prime,
Should quickly make the example yours.

1 have occasionally heard country people
pronounce pour as power, but unfortunately
failed '*

to make a note of" place and person.
W. F. PRIDEAUX.

PKOF. SKEAT asks for examples of pour
rimed with the power sound. Here are a few :

Pour with shower. Spenser, 'F. Q.,
1
2. 8. 48;

Dryden, *^n.,' 4. 233 and 11. 801; 'Thren.

Aug.,' 294-7; 'Political Prologue No. II.,'

34 (Globe edition, p. 138) ; Pope, transl. of

'Thebaid/ 1. 494: with flower, Drayton,
1

Polyolbion,' 22. 75 : with hour* Campbell,
4
PI. Hope,' 1. 275 and 2. 61; Wordsworth,

*

Pedestrian Sketches/ 270 (Macmillan's 1888

edition, p. 15, left-hand column) : with Stour

(river),
'

Polyolbiqn,' 16. 164 (but Stour
m

is

rimed with shore, id , 19. 397, as well as with
lower (verb), 18. 745). Pours with flowers,

Cowper,
* Table Talk,' 210. Poured with

deflowered and scoured, 'F.Q.,' 4. 11. 42.

On the other hand, the following examples
show 2)our rimed with the pore sound :

Pour with Polydore, Dryden, '^En./3. 93.

Poured with restored, id., 5. 131 : with roared,
'

Polyolbion,' 18. 418 : with adored,
'

Pleasures
of Hope,' 2. 83; also Keats's 'Lamia,' 16:
with implored, Cowper, trans, of Milton's
fourth Latin poem, 1. 31 : with deplored,
Byron,

* Ch. H.,' iii. stanza 43, and also in

"Thy days are done": with accord, Gray,
'

Installation Ode,' 52 : with chord and sword,
Mrs. Hemans,

' Greek Songs.' Pour with

store, Prior,
'

Solomon/ 1. 657 and 668 ; Keats>
'Endymion/ 3. 433: with more, id, 2. 982:
with shore, id., 'Lines to Fanny,' 35: with

door, 'Endymion/ 1. 580: with score, Swin-
burne, 'A Sea-Mark.' Tennyson rimes poured
with oared ('To E. L.') and with stored

(
l Exhibition Ode '), and also pouring with

roaring.

Finally, we must not forget

Thy choicest gifts in store
On him be pleased to pour,

Long may he reign !

Pour is rimed by Pope with ore,
*

Sat. of

Donne/ 4. 136, and by Prior,
'

Alma/ 1. 513
and 3. 72. Is there any example of it rimed
otherwise ?

Two more words ending in -our have to be
reckoned with. Paramour is rimed with
bower by Chaucer, 'Sir Thopas,' 32; Spenser,
'F. Q.,' 2. 6. 16, 2. 9. 34, 3. 9. 35, 4. 9. 6, and
passim; Drayton,

*

Polyolbion/ 18. 92 : with

floioer, Spenser, 'Sh. Gal./ Apr. 139: with
hour, power, and your in the ' Nutbrown
Maid,' stanza, 26 : with hour, Jonson,
'

Chloridia/ penult, line
;
and Swinburne,

'Locrine/ 1. 2. 155. Bellamours vt\i\\ floivers,

Spenser, Sonnet 64 But with sycamore,
Browne, 'Brit. Past.,' 1. 4.669: with shore,

Shelley, 'Epipsych.,' 535: with o'er, Byron,
'Ch. H./ 1. 13. In Milton's 'Nat. Hymn'
with her, but that is a freak.

Amours is rimed with scores,
{

Hudibras/
3. 1. 1023 : with doors, 3. 1. 975 : with yours,
Prior. 'Turtle and Sparrow,' 190: with ivorse,
'

Hudibras/ 3. 1. 680 : with course, id.,

'Heroical Epistle/ 233 and 279. (Course
with worse, id., 229.)
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But I have noted the following (ami
dozens of other) instances which upset anj
theory :

Poioer, adore, and flower, swore, Gray
Power, more, Pope and Prior. Power, shore

Cowper ; restore, devour, adjourn, morn
' Hudibras '; mourn, born, Prior ; bourn, for
sworn, mourn, suborn, Dryden.

Surely the reasonable conclusion of thi

whole matter is that in such cases rime- test
are inconclusive. That the our combination
in English is as fully entitled to the ore sounc
as to the other is obvious, not only from the
examples above, but from the following :

Court is regularly rimed with sport, &c
(Ever with "

thoitrt
"

?)

Mourn is commonly rimed with born, &c
(Ever with our'n 1)

Source, course, &c., regularly with horse

force, &c.
Gourd with afford (' Polyolbion,' 20, 59)

scored (Browning). (Ever with scoured T)

Scourge regularly, of course, with urge, bu
I think any poet would admit forge. Or is

one to be restricted to this sort of thing ?

We will ne'er entrust with our gees
Him who spurs or goads or scourges.

H. K. ST. J. S.

I think that it is impossible to equate the
verb pour With a French purer,

"
to clarify.'

The fact that the word pour was rimed by
Dunbar, Pope, Gay, and Burns with shoivei

flower, hour, proves that this etymology is

untenable. Such an explanation is forbidden
by the laws which govern the relation
between French words and their English
equivalents. Fr. purer represents Lat.
purdre, with long u. This u remains in
-English words ; compare mule, bugle, fescue,
muse (vb.), puce, pure, cure, endure, immure,
sure. According to this rule it is impossible
to accept the equation of E. scour,

"
to cleanse

by rubbing," with O.Fr. escurer ; such a form
would have given in English *scure, compare
cure. The regular source of ou pronounced
as in spouse, in English words derived from
the French, is Romanic o close or open, from
Latin o long or short, or short u. The
following examples will suffice : hour, flour,
flower, devour, tower, vow. gout.
Nor is the proposed etymology warranted

by a comparison of the senses of the two
words, for there is no necessary association
between the notions of pouring and clari-
fying ; surely it is possible to clarify without
the act of pouring. Hence it seems to me
that we have still to seek the etymology of
pour. It is a pity, but it is better to be
still seeking than to be contented with an

explanation which contravenes the laws of

English and French phonetics. As for the
word scour, which PROF. SKEAT derives directly
from O.Fr. escurer, I would suggest that it is

due to a Scandinavian source; compare Dan.
skure. For the vocalization we may compare
our Eng. cower, M.E. couren, with Swed.
kura. A. L. MAYHEW.

Pope seems to have been consistent in his

pronunciation of this word :

Glad earth perceives, and from her bosom pours
Unbidden herbs and voluntary flowers.

'Iliad,' Book XIV.
Spenser supports him :

Had gathered rew and savine, and the flowre
Of camphora and calamint and dill ;

All which she in an earthern pot did poure.
' Faerie Queene,' Book III. canto 2, stanza 49.

One of Pope's contemporaries, Young, does
not agree with him in the pronunciation of
this word :

How gay they smile ! such blessings Nature pours
O'erstocked, mankind enjoy but half her stores.

' Love of Fame,' Satire 5.

Gray too, differs from Pope :

He nor heaps his brooded stores,
Nor on all profusely pours.

* The Triumph of Owen.'

Another example is in the ' Ode for Music.'
E. YARDLEY.

I hardly think that the examples cited

from Dunbar and Burns by PROF. SKEAT (if

one may venture to differ from so high an
authority) regarding the pronunciation of

pour are quite conclusive. In 'The Ballad
of Kind Kittok,' Dunbar, PROF. SKEAT states,
"rimes pour with hour, sour, clourS* But
in old Scots, and in common speech in many
districts of Scotland to-day (as the PROFESSOR

perfectly aware), the latter words are

pronounced 'oor, soor, door, and therefore
rime with the usual North-Country pro-
nunciation of pour=poor. Burns's poem

' On
;he Birth of a Posthumous Child '

is written
n the vernacular. The following is the
itanza from which the PROFESSOR quoted two
ines :

May He who gives the rain to pour,
And wings the blast to blaw,

Protect thee frae the driving show'r,
The bitter frost and snaw.

leavy rainfall in Scotch colloquial speech
3 called a poor ; shower is pronounced shoor ;
nd from the character of the poem the
ernacular reading seems to me better to

eflect the poet's sentiment than does PROF.
KEAT'S contention that Burns here rimes
our'=power with shower. J. GRIGOR.

My father, who was a Worcestershire man
y birth (he lived from 1807 to 1880), in-
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variably pronounced pour as power. I have
heard the same pronunciation from other
Worcestershire men. On the other hand, my
mother's relatives in Staffordshire invariably
pronounced pour as poor. This pronunciation
I have often heard in Scotland.

V.H.I.L.I.C.LV.

In the Sussex dialect there were (and to a
certain extent are) two pronunciations of this
word : the one to rime with shoiver, and the
other to rime with poor or pure. The former
may still be heard, especially amongst elderly
people ; but the latter is not common now,
though I hear it occasionally.

E. E. STREET.

My grandfather, Lord Suffolk, born in 1776,
always pronounced pour as power.

SHERBORNE.

PROF. SKEAT omits from his very valuable
note the well-known line in *

Macbeth,' I. v.,

That I may powre my Spirits in thine Bare,

as printed in the Folio of 1623 (according to
the edition of Albrecht Wagner, Halle, 1890).
The noun power (pouvoir) is spelt in the
same way in the same edition of the same
tragedy (IV. i.), though printed power a few
lines before and elsewhere. But the spelling
poure occurs also (V. ii.) in the lines
And with him poure we, in our Countries purge,
Each drop of vs.

PROF. SKEAT might also have referred to the
term puree, that so often occurs on the menu
of meals in France.

EDWARD S.

[A. H. also refers to puree.]

"PLACE" (10
th S. v. 267, 316). DR.

MURRAY'S inquiry opens up an interesting
subject, which I trust may be definitely
settled in these columns. The earliest" Place " seems to have been a synonym for
the inns and hostels of the bishops and great
nobles who possessed town houses in London,
and included not only the mansion, but the
stables, outbuildings, gardens, and other
appurtenances. Of such a kind were Ely
Place, the residence of the Bishop of Ely ;Durham Place, the residence of the Bishop
of Durham ; Exeter Place, the residence of
the Bishop of Exeter, which after it passed
into the possession of William, Lord Paget,
became known as Paget Place; and York
Place, the palace of Wolsey, which after its
transformation into Whitehall, handed on its
name to another York Place, near Charing
Cross, famous as the birthplace of Bacon. It
is obvious that this was a different kind of

"Place" from that which subsequently
signified a row of houses. It was this term
which was employed for a country house, as
Cumnor Place, and was probably derived
from palatium rather than from the plat-ea-
after which the German plats, the French
place, &c., were called. I doubt if the French
word place was ever used to denote an open
square in London, because when "squares"

1

were first constructed in England the idea of
the residential "Place" was not extinct.

Consequently the earliest "
squares

" were
known generally as

"
Fields," as Lincoln's

Inn Fields, Leicester Fields, &c., with one
important exception. Covent Garden re-

ceived the name of a "
piazza," because it

was intended to be built after the Italian

model, with an arcade running round it;
but this idea was not completely carried out.
When St. James's Fields were built upon, the
term "

square
" was applied to the area,

because it conveyed a meaning to English
ears that was not expressed by the foreign
term "place" a word which had formerly
been employed with quite a different signifi-
cation. But when short rows of houses,
which hardly attained to the dignity of a-

street, began to be constructed,
"
place

" was
found a convenient term.
In 'London Survey 'd : or an Explanation

of the large Map of London by John Ogilby
and William Morgan,' 1677, which is a very
early list of streets, &c., in London, there is

not a single "square," and the only "place"
is Duke's Place, Aldgate, which was called
after the Duke of Norfolk, to whom the

precinct of the priory of the Holy Trinity
descended by his marriage with the heiress
of Lord Audley. This "place" was built
about 1550, and it is the oldest in London.
It probably derives its designation from the
earlier connotation of the term.
In the West End, Park Place, St. James's

Street, was perhaps the first to be so named.
The rate-books of St. Martin's parish show
that it was built in 1683. Shortly after-
wardsin 1694, according to the rate books
St. James's Place was built. On the north
side of the Oxford Road, Rathbone Place
was, I think, the earliest to be so denomi-
nated, the date of construction being,
according to an inscribed stone let into a
corner house, 1718. Until the brothers
Adam built Portland Place sixty years after-

wards, the term seems to have been very
sparingly used in London. It afterwards
became common. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

Can any one enlighten us as to the
antiquity of Place as applied to a country
house, e.g., Ashburnham Place, Sussex? As
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the Ashburnhams have lived at Ashburnham
since the Conquest, it would be interesting
to know how far back their records carry
the name of Place attached to their country
house.
The peerage refers to Penshurst Place, but

I remember when there remarking that the
country folk always called it a castle, and
rightly so, as there was a distinct license to
embattle in, I think, the fourteenth century.

SHERBORNE.
In Charles Eye's plan of Liverpool, dated

1785, there are two places, viz., Shaw Place,
apparently a portion of the street between
Whitechapel and what is now the old Hay-
market

; and Duke's Place, that portion of
the street facing Duke's Dock.

I would also call the attention of DR.
MURRAY to a passage in Leland's 'Itinerary,'
vol. vii. p. 133 (Oxford, 1744), in reference'to
the town "cawled Bellirica, as who should
say in Latine Bellocastrum, and that the new
name of Court-up-streate began by reason of
the Place or Court that the Lord of the Soyle
kept there." The sense here is rather in-

volved, but it seems to me it may have meant
44 Place "

in a topographical sense.

A. H. ARKLE.
4 The Gentleman's and Citizen's Almanac '

for 1779 gives a list of the Dublin streets,
which includes Ely Place, Harcourt Place,
and Kildare Place. Portland Place, Rathbone
Place, and Grosvenor Place, as well as some
others, are marked in 4 A New and Accurate
Plan of London,' &c., published by Laurie &
Whittle on 12 May, 1796.

H. J. B. CLEMENTS.
Killadoon, Celbridge.

CHRISTIAN OP MILNTOWN (10
th S. v. 209).A full and interesting account of this old

Manx family appeared in two papers in the
first volume of The Manx Note-Book (1885),
written by Mr. A. W. Moore, who was the
editor of the magazine ; he is now Speaker of
the House of Keys. (They will be found on
pp. 17-20, 98-101.) What follows is prac-
tically a summary of those papers :

*' A family of Scandinavian origin, the
MacCristens, Christina, or, as they now call
themselves, Christians, must have attained au
important position in the Isle of Mann at an early
date, as John McCristen, the first of whom there
is any record, was one of the judges, or Deemsters,
n 1408, and a member of the Tynvvald Court in

1421. Of his three successors, who also bore the
name of John, the first was seated at Altadale, in
the .Parish of Lezayre ; the second was Deemster
from

loOp to 1310
; and the third was also Deemster

lpll-1535. This latter acquired property adjoining
Altadale, and called the whole 'Milntown.' He
was the first to put the Manx laws in writing

William, his eldest son, who was Deemster with his

father, succeeded to the estate in 1535, but died four
years afterwards. William's second son Robert was
also Deemster Ewan, the fourth in descent from
William, changed his name from MacCristen to
Christian. He succeeded to the property in 1593.
In 1605, when only twenty-six years old, he was
made Deemster, and held that office fifty -one
years. He was also Deputy -Governor of Peel
Castle, and the most influential man in the island.
His sister Jane married Thomas Samsbury, of

Ronaldsway, and died .s p. He purchased that
estate from her trustees, and presented it, in 1643,
to his third son, William, the famous 'Illiam
Dhone.' John, his eldest son, who died before him,
was Assistant - Deemster. His eldest daughter,
Mabel, born in 1599, was John Curghey of Balla-

killingan's second wife. Ewan, John Curghey's
son by his first wife, married Margaret, born in

1617, a younger sister of Mabel's. Ewan was suc-
ceeded in 1656 by his grandson Edward, who was
also Deemster. Edward's eldest son, Ewan, pur-
chased the property of Ewanrigg Hall, in Cumber-
land (circa 1680), and also succeeded to the Miln-
town property on his father's death in 1693. His
eldest son, John, married Bridget, daughter of

Humphrey Senhouse, of Netherhall, a lineal de-
scendant of King Edward J. Of his numerous
daughters several married into Manx* families

Margaret married Thomas Wattleworth, of Peel ;

their daughter Margaret married her first cousin,

Joseph, son of Thomas, vicar of Crosthwaite, in

Cumberland, who was Edward Christian's fifth son.

From him are descended a branch of the family who
are numerously represented at the present day
John, the eldest son of John and Bridget Senhouse.
married Jane, daughter of Eldred Curwen, of

Workington Hall, Cumberland. He was High
Sheriff for Ctimberland in 1766. His third son,
Charles, married Ann, daughter and heiress of

Jacob Dixon, of Moreland Close, and had issue,
who still possess that property. Their second son,

Fletcher, was mate of H.M.S. Bounty, and leader
of the mutineers. He settled in Pitcairn's Island.

Mary, daughter of John and Bridget, married
Edward Law, D.D., Bishop of Carlisle, and had
issue, among others, a son who became Lord Ellen-

borough. John, the High Sheriff, died in 1767, and
was succeeded by a son also named John who
married in 1782, as his second wife, Isabella, heiress

of Henry Curwen, of Workington Hall, his first

cousin, and assumed the name of Curwen."

"Illiam Dhone' 5 had eight sons and one

daughter ; but Mr. Moore says that only the
descendants of the seventh son, Thomas (born
1646, died 1700), can now be traced. His
descendants seem to have been eminent as

sailors ;
and Mr. Moore strongly advises

' Romantic Annals of a Naval Family,' by
Mrs. Traherne, to those who wish to learn

more about that branch of the Christian

family ;
also

'

Biographical Sketch of Hugh
George Christian,' by Major Hugh Christian.

ERNEST B. SAVAGE.

William Christian (Illiam Dhone), born

1608, was executed 2 Jan., 1662/3; his

nephew Edward, born 1628, died 1693; he
was succeeded by his son Ewan, born 1651,
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died 1719. His grandson John marriec

Bridget Senhouse, and was grandfather o

my great-grandfather, John Christian, wh(
married Isabella Curwen and assumed he
name in 1790.

I shall be glad to send MR. ACKERLEY i

monograph of the Christians of Milntowi
and Ewanrigg. ALFRED F. CURWEN.
Harrington Rectory, Cumberland, R.S.O.

RALPH GOUT, WATCHMAKER (10
th S. v. 206)

I have five London-made Turkish watche
which I bought in the bazaar at Smyrni
some sixteen years ago. Among them is on<

made by Halph Gout. It measures abou
four inches in diameter. The outside loose
case is of

tortpiseshell and silver, the seconc
loose case of silver, and the case of the watcl
itself of silver. The figures on the dial are
of course Turkish. There is also what I take
to be the original wooden case covered witl
leather. A good many years ago I saw in a
curiosity shop in Vigp Street, no longei
existing, a watch of Ralph Gout's exactly like

mine, except that pinchbeck took the place
of silver

; also there was no leather and
wooden case.

Tiie makers of my other Turkish watches
are George Clarke, Markwick, and George
Prior. The largest of these measures only
2f in. ROBERT PIERPOINT.

"RATTLING GOOD THING" (10
th S. v. 250).

There is no particular difficulty; we have
only to consult (as usual) the

' New English
Dictionary,' and the development of the
sense can then be appreciated.
As to clipping, it has been explained at

least twice : once by Dr. Smythe Palmer,
in his *

Folk-Etymology,' and once by myself,
in ' Notes on Etymology,' p. 38.
A clipper is a fast horse, from the Dutch

and Low German Jdepper ; so named from
kleppen, to clap. A clipper or a rattler is a
fast horse, whose feet are heard to clap over
the stones or to rattle along merrily. The
'New Eng. Diet.' gives an admirable illus-
tration from Bulwer Lytton's 'Night and
Morning,' Book II. ch. viii. (1841): "I want
a good horse; now then, out with your
rattlers." Surely the phrase is clear enough.

WALTER W. SKEAT.
The origin of this phrase may, I think, be

sought in the desire for emphatic or inten-
sifying expressions, like "thundering,"
ripping," "amazing," and, as so often en-

countered in the writings of Pepys and his
contemporaries, "mighty." By the way, I
had an aged relative who occasionally used
the word "mighty" as an intensive, wrote

" chuse "
for choose, &c. " That 's my plan.

Give ;em bumping weight (with the little

finger in), and shout, 'There you are, all

that lot for tuppence, it's rattling bait!'
and they swallers it like jam" (S. May,
'Hurrah for a Coster's Life,' quoted in

Barrere and Leland's 'Diet, of Slang'). A
similar colloquialism for extraordinary, tre-

mendous, &c., is "thundering": "I was
drawing a thundering fish out of the water"

(Tom Brown's '

Works,' i. 219).
A "clipping time" has, of course, the same

sense as in "a clipping pace," i.e., a very
fast pace, such as that of which the fast-

sailing vessel known as a "clipper" is

capable. Similarly a "ripping good time ;>

appears to be from an Americanism " to

rip," to go at a great pace, the metaphor
being in an association of ideas between

speed and excellence (Barrere and Leland).
J. HOLDEN MAC'MlCHAEL.

HERALDIC (10
th S. v. 230). The swallow or

martlet always in nature has a predominant
sable aspect. Martlets sable are borne by
Watson, Gladstone, Wilmington, and Walsh,
and by Lords Meath, Lurgan, and Kenmare.
But the unwritten rules as to convenience in

the tinctures of blazonry often exhibit a lofty

contempt for nature. Juvenal's dictum does
not apply to blazonry :

" Nunquam aliud

natura, aliud sapientia dicit." Accordingly
martlets argent are borne by the name of

Houston and by Lords Truro, Jervis, and
St. Vincent ; martlets or by Temple, Smith-
Marriott, Morshead, and Hodson ;

and gules
Proctor, Earl Cowper, and Sir Francis

Burdett. The martlets of Edward the Con-
lessor appear to have been blazoned argent.
illemeut describes a window of St. Olave's

Church, Old Jewry, wherein are the arms of

Richard II. impaled with those of his patron
aint Edward the Confessor. These arms are
illuded to in an extract from Froissart (ed.
D
ynson, vol. ii. fol. 258), as

" a crosse potent
Bolide and goules with tour white martenettes
n the felde." The nearest resemblance to the
arms described by BEATRICE that I can find

ire those of the name of Morshead : Azure,
i cross-crosslet argent between four martlets
r

;
on a chief of the second, three escallops

ules. The saltier is, of course, merely a
ariant of the cross.

J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

The field should be gold, the saltire red,
he martlets of their proper or natural hues.

ST. SWITHIN.

The explanation of the colouring of the
oat of arms which BEATRICE requires is that
be field, or ground-work of the shield, is
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gold (or yellow), and the saltire and the

martlets are red. CROSS-CROSSLET.

The arms of the families of More and Moy
of France, Or, a saltire between four mart-
lets gu., are given correctly.
The field (shield) Or, a saltire gules be-

tween four martlets of the last, will perhaps
explain what is required.

JOHN RADCLIFFE.

ROYAL ARMS IN CHURCHES (10
th S. v. 188,

230, 294). It may be well to record a strange
blunder that was made in the early years of

the last century as to the royal arms in the
church of Northorpe, a little village near
here. Over the chancel arch was a rudely
painted shield with supporters, the armorial

bearings of Charles II., which probably re-

placed something of the kind of earlier date
that had been swept away during the
Commonwealth. Cinder the shield had been
painted the date 1666, but the upper part of
the first 6 had been effaced, either purposely
or by accident, causing it to read 1066. Such
it was supposed to be till one day an artist

who was staying at Gainsborough came over
to see the church. He proved to such people
as had minds open to conviction that they
were the arms not of William the Con-
queror, but of his remote descendant the

Merry Monarch. When the church was re-

paired some time early in the last century, the
arms were destroyed. My father could well
remember noticing them when he was a

child, but I did not learn from him whether
they were painted on canvas, wood, or

plaster. EDWARD PEACOCK.
Wickentree House, Kirton-in-Lindsev.

JOHN PENHALLOW (10
th S. iv. 507 ; v. 15,

37, 76). In consequence of the appearance
of my note I have received from Mr. Charles
S. Penhallow, of Boston, Mass., a quarto
pamphlet entitled on the 'cover 'The Pen-
hallow Panels.' It is of eight pages, with
three half-tone reproductions: one of the
fireplace, the others of two of the four doors.
The pamphlet is anonymous, but is addressed
from "Jamaica Plain, Mass., October, 1905."
Mr. Penhallow has compiled it chiefly from
information supplied him by the Director
(Mr. A. B. Skinner) of the Victoria and Albert
Museum, South Kensington.
Mr. Penhallow gives an account of the

room, with some information I have not seen
elsewhere. It seems that the Director of the
V. and A. M. found the Penhallow family to
be extinct in England, but eventually got
into correspondence with Mr. C. S. Pen-
hallow. I am glad the room has found a

permanent home in its own country, instead
of journeying to a new one.
As so much interest is taken in this room,

I may mention that it is of "oak with
carvings in cedar." I have visited the room
at the V. and A. M. numbers of times, and
never without observing one or more students

making the most elaborate and careful draw*
ings of these carvings.
Mr. Penhallow acknowledges information

supplied to him by the "
Sergeant

"
of the

Inn, but there was never a person so named
in the service of the Inn : it should be the

secretary. On p. 1 of the pamphlet for "Inn
in Chancery" read "of Chancery": "in
Chancery

"
is a very different thing.

Looking over some papers since my first

note, I find that the price paid for the wood-
work was nearly three times the amount
fixed for the reserve, and four times what
the Inn was offered for it privately before
the sale. There were, however, bids up to
within a few pounds of the price it fetched,
which shows the high appreciation of this

rare bit of old English work, one of th&

greatest prizes among the marvellous collec-

tions in the Museum. The V. and A. M.
objects are the more valuable in that they
are all there for an educational purpose,
which is well served by the prices and date
of purchase being given. The prices often

open the eyes of the ignorant to the educa-
tional value of the objects displayed.
A copy of the "

particulars of sale
"
issued

by the auctioneers is preserved in the Art

Library in the V. and A. M. They consist

of eight pages folio and cover, with four

good reproductions : one of a pencil or
chalk drawing, and three half-tones from

photographs, showing the actual condition
of the room previous to the sale in 1905.

None of these is reproduced in Mr. Pen-
hallow's pamphlet.
The Director took great trouble to get all

possible particulars, not only about the

woodwork, but about the Penhallows
;
and

though he found the family extinct in

England, he eventually, as I have men-

tioned, got into correspondence with Mr.
C. S. Penhallow at Boston, Mass. I feel

greatly obliged to my cousin of Cornish
descent for giving the information he has
in a printed form, and to

* N. & Q/ for being
the medium of my obtaining a copy.

RALPH THOMAS.

WHITCHURCH, MIDDLESEX (10
th S. v. 249).

The name of Whitchurch is probably pre-
ferred colloquially because it is more easily
said than Stanmore Parva ;

but originally it

was doubtless known as Whitchurch because
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the church was actually built of white stone,

and to distinguish it from that of Stanmore

Magna, which was built of brick. Pre-

sumably, therefore, the tower of Stanmore
Parva, the only remaining part of the old

church, which was rebuilt in 1715 by the

Duke of Chandos, is of stone.

Whitchurch in Cheshire, 18 or 20 miles

N.N.E. of Shrewsbury, and on the Ellesmere

Canal, was anciently called Album Monas-
terium and Blancminster

;
and there are

many other Whitchurches in England which
would doubtless bespeak a similar origin.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

DR. WILLIAM MEAD (10
th S. v. 228).

Jeaffreson's 'A Book about Doctors,' 1861,

p. 161, art. 'Richard Mead,' says :

" Mead was not the first of his name to enter the
medical profession. William George Meade was
an eminent physician at Tunbridge Wells, and,
dying there on the 4th Nov., 1652, was buried at

Ware, in Hertfordshire. This gentleman left 51.

a-year for ever to the poof; but he is more
remarkable for longevity than generosity. He
died at the extraordinary age of 148 years and nine
months. This is one of the most astonishing
instances of longevity on record."

R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

According to Foster's *Alumni Oxonienses,'
George Mede, D.Med. of Padua (25 August,
1651), was incorporated at Oxford on 8 April,
1652. See also Wood's 'Fasti Oxonienses'

(Bliss), ii. 172. H. C.

This remarkable instance of longevity
might easily have escaped notice in the
middle of the seventeenth century. Camden
records a similar case in his

* Britannia' :

"In the year 1664 were summoned out of a small

village in Craven, called Dent (West Riding, York-
shire), two persons as Witnesses in a Cause at
York-Assizes, the father and the son, the first of
whdm wanted only half a year of 140, and the
second was above 100 years of age." Ed. Gibson,
1722, vol. ii. col. 858.

J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

EDWARD BREREWOOD (10
th S. v. 208, 258).

M.A. of B.N.C. 1590, and six years later first

Professor of Astronomy at Gresham College ;

see 'D.N.B.,' vi. 273. A. R. BAYLEY.

ALLAN CUNNINGHAM'S 'THE KING OF THE
PEAK' (10

th S. v. 208, 271). As to the author-

ship of the novel thus entitled there can be
no doubt whatever, for in 4th S. x. 57 I printed
a letter from my old friend Mr. William
Bonnet, solicitor, of Chapel - en - le - Frith,
dated 24 June, 1872, in which he distinctly
claims the paternity of this book, as well as
of 'The Cavalier,' 'Malpas,' and 'Owain

Goch.' In his letter he mentions " that they
were published by Longmans, who returned

the MS., which I now possess." The date of
' The King of the Peak ' was probably 1821.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Wood bridge.

FENCIBLE REGIMENT (10
th S. v. 230).

Burke's 4

Peerage and Baronetage,' 1848, gives

Alexander, second son of Evan Murray, Esq.,
as colonel of the Royal Clanalpin Fencibles.

The eldest son, John Murray, resumed the
surname of the family, MacGregor, by royal
licence in 1822, and was created a baronet.

Another brother, Robert, is described as late

lieu tenant- colonel of the Royal Clanalpin
Fencibles. R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

LEWES GRAMMAR SCHOOL (10
th S. v. 268).

The only person who can give any reliable

information in reply to the questions asked
about Lewes Grammar School by SPERMO-
LOGUS is our courteous Town Clerk, Mr.

Montague S. Blaker, Municipal Buildings,
who holds all deeds connected with the school,
and is ever ready to answer any inquiries

concerning our ancient borough.
CAROLINE STEGGALL.

The Croft, Southover, Lewes.

BEN JONSON'S
'

UNDERWOODS,' XLI. (10
th S.

v. 25). The difficulty raised at the above
reference with regard to the meaning of the
words "'that' con/." seems to be due to a

singular misunderstanding. The obvious

meaning of the
"
critical

" note cited is that

the word that is offered to the reader as a

conjecture.
It is only fair, I think, that Dr. A. W.

Ward should be relieved of any charge of

explaining that in the passage in question as
a conjunction. EDWARD BENSLY.

4 SPECULUM EPISCOPI
'

(10
fch S. v. 288). The

author of this book, the Rev. George Roberts,
did not " remain " a curate. He was yicar of

Monmouth from 1837 to 1851, and in 1853

became minister of St. John's, Cheltenham.
He appears to have died about 1866. A list

of his numerous publications will be found
in the first issue of Crockford's 'Clerical

Directory' in 1860, and in the subsequent
volumes. W. D. MACRAY.
Ducklington.

THE HENRY BROUGHAM, STEAMER (10
th S.

v. 269). This steamer was probably a sister

ship of the Sir Robert Peel, which was
boarded, robbed, and set on fire by outlaws
in one of the Canadian ports on 30 May,
1838. See 'Annual Register.' According
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to the same authority, the steamer Royal
William of 180 h.p. arrived in London from

Quebec in 1833. A steamer, therefore, was
no longer a strange eight in Canada in 1838.

L. L. K.

There was a vessel of this name built in

1830 at Newcastle, owners Hay & Co., Sun-

derland, but she was a "snow" (variety of

brig) of 172 tons, arid in 1838 was apparently
trading between London and Leghorn or

thereabouts. She was wrecked in 1842. MR.
RALPH THOMAS refers to a steamer which
arrived (where from?) at Montreal in 1838;
but as he remarks that he "never before

heard of a ship being so named," I send the
above. I myself am continually coming
across vessels (in print), scores and scores of

them, of which I never heard before. But

perhaps I miss your correspondent's point.
DOUGLAS OWEN.

HOLBORN (10
th S. ii. 308, 392, 457, 493

;
iii.

56, 234 ;
v. 295). The evidence of Stow,

Camden, and Munday, so confidently praised
at the last reference, is all absolutely worth-
less on such a point as this. Whoever trusts

in what is said by Elizabethan writers about

etymology must be very easily satisfied.

The notion that the spelling Oldbourne, as

occurring in 1611, is final, is simply ludicrous.

The spelling Hojburne occurs twice in one

page of the 'Liber Albus,' p. 233, in an

Anglo-French document known to be older

than 1419 at the latest; and much older

quotations have already been given.

Seeing that the prefix Hoi- or its equivalent
Hole , Holan-, occurs more than sixty times
in Anglo-Saxon charters, it is by no means
easy to deny its existence. Besides which,
any county atlas will give two Holbecks, two
Holbrooks, four Holcombes, Holcot and

Hulcott, four Holwells, and so forth.

Why this matter cannot be allowed to rest

I do not know. No one who has learnt

Anglo-Saxon for a few months would boggle
over it. But perhaps that is just the point.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

GRANTHAM OF GOLTHO FAMILY (10
th S.

v. 70, 231, 276). I am sorry SIR WILLIAM
GRANTIIAM has announced that "

there is not
a word of truth

"
in my statements, except

regarding the present locality of the Lincoln
monuments, and that my "story about his

arms is fictitious," because he compels me to

return to the subject.
SIR WILLIAM declares, in an interview

reported in The Daily Chronicle, that the
tomb was "under a heap of rubbish near
the spot where the church of St. Martin

[Lincoln] used to stand,"
*' under a heap of

dung," and that "anybody could have taken
it away"; also that " the story of the rector
of Barcombe refusing to place it in his church
is absurd." The truth is that part of
St. Martin's in falling down injured the
monument so much that it was afterwards
preserved in the still existing tower

; and the
tomb could not legally have been moved by
"anybody" without permission of the
churchwardens. Concerning the exclusion
of the effigies from Barcombe Church, the
rector can be written to and his reply
published.
The damaged window, plainly exhibiting

the ancient arms and motto, SIR WILLIAM
tells us he "found in a barn," "in a hayloft,
where it had been put and lost": but last

summer, from the window itself, I copied the
following :

"This window was removed from Goltho church,
Lincoln, on its ceasing to be used for public
worship, by the Houblc Sir William Grantham,
1889."

I never denied that Granthams have
long been in Sussex, or that they might be
"
allied to families of high standing

"
: I said

they had been numerous in the county, but
that " no Grantharn of Sussex had ever been
shown to be connected with Lincolnshire."
SIR WILLIAM continues :

" We have always
possessed the coat of arms, and the motto
'Comme Dieu Grantit.'" If he knew that,
why did he apply for the motto "

Forwards,"
and obtain it by the patent of 4 May, 1880?
Why did he suppress it when "somebody
told him," nine years later, of the French
one, and claim that instead ? (See Fox-
Davies's 'Armorial Families,' 1905.) More-
over, a red terra-cotta plaque affixed to his
entrance lodge still exhibits the new arms
and motto " Forwards."
More reckless still is the assertion that it

was SIR WILLIAM'S brother who "some time
afterwards" (that is, after the grant of 1880)
first adopted the motto *' Forwards." (See
Daily Chronicle.') That is impossible, because
the patent specifying "Forwards" as SIR
WILLIAM'S motto had, at his own request,
been drawn in the form imparting the arms
and motto "

to all the other descendants of
his father," including, of course, the brother.
After this astounding lapse of memory,
perhaps the "tradition

"
of the "

migration
"

of Lincoln ancestors to Sussex "more than
two centuries ago

"
may be mistrusted,

The remaining inaccuracies of SIR WIL-
LIAM it is not worth while to notice,
and I shall write no more, even if a fresh

crop appears, because my object is obtained

by placing on record that the Lincoln*
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Granthams are not known to be related

to the Sussex people happening to bear the

same surname. LINDUM COLONIA.

A very thrilling announcement concerning
Mr. Justice Granthain's descent is made in

the April number of The Windsor Magazine,
in the course of an article by Mr. B. Fletcher

Robinson (editor of Vanity Fair}, entitled
* Chronicles in Cartoon

'

(p.' 626) :

"He comes of an ancient family, and owns to an
ancestor one St. Hugh Grantham whom the Jews
crucified at Lincoln in the good old days when
Richard the Lion Heart was King."

It may be presumed that neither Sir William
nor anybody else would think of claiming
more than collateral descent from the child

of eight or thereabout who is said to have
been the victim of a ritual murder. It is a

mere trifle that the alleged crime is supposed
to have taken place, not when "Richard the

Lion Heart was King," but in 1255, some

fifty-five or fifty-six years after his death.
ST. SWITHIN.

MOZARABIC MASS IN SPAIN (10
th S. v. 250).

MR. DODGSON may be interested by the

following sentence in
* The Sanctuary

Kalendar,' 1906, edited by Percy Dearmer
and F. C. Eeles (p. 40) :

" In two places in

Spain at least, and one in Portugal, if not

more, the Mozarabic rite is used."

Has your correspondent consulted
'

Litur-

gies, Eastern and Western,' by F. E. Bright-
man 1 FRED. G. ACKERLEY.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Media' ral London. By Sir Walter Besant. Vol. I.

Historical and Social. (A. & C. Black. )

SIR WALTER BESANT'S account of London, to the

appearance of successive volumes of which we have
drawn attention, is his magnum opus. Its com-

pilation was to him a labour of love, and its com-

pletion, had he been spared to see it, would have
been a delight. Without being absolutely history,
the account of London, of which the crowning
portion appears, has all its accuracy, with a measure
of personal vivacity and picturesqueness which is

not its constant concomitant. The volume is in

two parts, the first of which deals with mediaeval

sovereigns from Henry II. to Richard III., while
the second is occupied with social and general con-

siderations, the Port and trade, the streets, buildings,

furniture, wealth, manners and customs, literature,

sport, crime, and punishment. A specially attractive

feature consists of the illustrations, which are ad-

mirably chosen. These are mostly taken from

original sources, and are of remarkable value. See

especially the view of
' The Ladies' Bower' (p. 249),

the views of tournaments, &c., from Froissart, and
the Chaucerian illustrations from the Ellesmere
MS. The work constitutes, indeed, a treasure-

house.

Monumental Brasses in the Bedfordshire Churches*
By Grace Isherwood. With Illustrations drawn
by Kitty Isherwood from Rubbings by the-
Authoress. (Elliot Stock.)

WE gladly welcome Miss Isherwood's useful book
on the monumental brasses of Bedfordshire. .It is-

highly condensed, as was needful for a book of
reference which the antiquary will naturally desire
to carry with him in his wanderings ; but it is to
be wished that the author had, where possible,
described all the shields of arms which survive. In
the Middle Ages heraldry was fluent, not tied up by
those hard-and-fast rules which some of our current
literature so needlessly exaggerates. From time to
time Miss Isherwood gives notes short, but to the
point on the families whose brasses are described.
The earliest military brass in Bedfordshire occurs

in Cople Church. It is to a Walter Rolond. There-
is no date given. The inscription is in French, and
the figure in complete plate armour. In the same
church there occurs a brass to Thomas Gray and
Benet his wife, inscribed with fourteen lines of
verse, beginning :

What can myght, powr or auncyet bloode avayll,.
Or els riches, that men cownte felicite?

We have heard verses almost identical with these
quoted as existing elsewhere we believe in the^
North Riding. On a brass of the puddle sixteenth
century to one of the Bulkeleys in Cople Church*
are the words "

Thynke and Thank God." Was
this the family motto? or must we regard it as
personal ?

Under Sutton the author says that the present
Sir John Burgoyne holds the manors of Sutton and
Polton by charter from John of Gaunt, and proceed*
to supply an English version, printing it as if it

were prose, although it was clearly meant for verse*
as we give it :

I, John of Gaunt,
Do give and grant
To Roger Burgoyn,
And the heirs of his line,
The manors of Sutton and Polton,
Until the earth be rotten.

We need not say that it is either a jest or an inept
forgery. Several jingles of a like character have
been printed from time to time, but we do nob
remember to have encountered the present one else-
where.
Matthew de Asseheton, rector of Shillington and

canon of York, was buried in 1400 in the church of
his rectory, and a fine brass exists to his memory..
His rebus, we are told, was an ass and a tun.

The Works of William Shakespeare. Vols. IV. and
V. (Stratford on-Avon, Shakespeare Head Press.)-

Two further volumes of the noble edition of the
poet which is the first to bear the imprint of his
birthplace have appeared, marking the accomplish-
ment of half the task. Vol. iv. finishes, with
'Twelfth Night' and 'The Winter's Tale,' the
comedies, and has the first two historical plays,.
4

King John' and 'King Richard II.' As a frontis-

piece it reproduces in admirable style the portrait
of the dramatist in the Memorial Gallery, Strat-
ford-on-Avon. The fifth volume meantime com-
prises the two parts of 'King Henry IV.,' 'King
Henry V.,' and the first part of '

King Henry VI.,*
and has for frontispiece a reproduction of the Ely
portrait. In all literary and bibliographical respects-
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the standard of excellence previously reached is

maintained. Which of us has not, amidst the multi-

tude of commentators, pined for a text undefiled

>by conjecture and undisturbed by note? Which of

us, too, has not longed for an edition with a text

perfect in daintiness and legibility? Well, these

things are herein conceded, and the edition may be

pronounced unique.

The Yorkshire Archaeological Journal. Part 72.

(Leeds, Whitehead & Son.)

MR. J. W. CLAY contributes a long and important
article on the great Northern house of Clifford. It

contains abstracts of many wills and inquisitiones

post mortem, which will be of the greatest service

to any one who may undertake the task of writing
-an extended history of that Important and pic-

turesque race.

When public penances were discontinued by the

authorities of the Church of England is by no means
certain. A correspondent contributes a record of

a ceremony of this sort which was performed at

Bishop Wilton in 1730, when Lancelot Blackburn
was archbishop. The penance was inflicted for

a violation of the seventh commandment. The
offender had to stand in the church porch bareheaded
and with bare feet, with a white rod in his hand,
and vested in a long white sheet, and was to beg
all those who entered the church to pray for him.
After the second lesson was over he was to enter

the church and say in English the psalm "Miserere

tiiei," and then make public confession of his evil

conduct. We presume, but are by no means sure,

that absolution followed.

An engraving of an interesting floriated cross

tombstone to some member of the Fitzconan family
is given. It was found a few years ago in the

church of Liverton, near Saltburn.

The Berks, Sucks, and Oxon Archaeological Journal.

Vol. II. No. 3. Edited by Rev. P. H. Ditchfield.

(Reading, Slaughter & Son.)

THE notice of Pamber Church is interesting. It

was once a chapel of the Benedictine Priory of

>herborne, founded by Henry de Port in the twelfth

century, and consisted originally of an aisleless

-nave. It was attached to the monastery of St. Vigor
in Normandy, and was suppressed, along with the

other alien houses, early in the fifteenth century.

Among the interesting objects this church contains

is a cross-legged effigy made of wood. Three other

wooden effigies are mentioned as being in the church
of Sparsholt, in Berkshire. A note should be made
of these, for in most parts of England effigies of

this material are of great rarity. There is a list

of wooden effigies (which we believe, however, is

by no means complete) in Archceologia, vol. xlvi.

Mr. Ernest W. Dormer contributes the first part
of a paper on Bisham Abbey ; and Mr. Charles E.

Keyser has given several excellent plates in illus-

tration of his account of the churches of Sparsholt
and Childrey.

MESSRS. HART & SONS, of Saffron Walden, have
ent us an interesting little guide to this town,
where there is much to interest the antiquary, as

there are many indications that its site has been
the scene of human occupation from a period
of very remote antiquity. Ancient earthworks,
camps, and burial mounds are numerous ; and
six miles east is the fine group of burial mounds
known as the Bartlow Hills. The town obtained

its prefix of *' Saffron" from the extensive cultiva-
tion in the district of that once famous drug or dye.
Holingshead states that it was first planted there
in the reign of Edward III. The parish church is

one of the finest examples in the country of the
pure Perpendicular style ;

it is 200 feet long by
82 feet wide, and the tower is 85 feet high ; it has
seven pointed arches on each side of the nave. In
the centre of the south chapel is the black marble
altar-tomb of Thomas, Lord Audley of Walden,
Chancellor to Henry VIII. There are now only
eight brasses remaining of the many effigies which
were once in the church. The belfry contains eight
bells, and by the will of Thomas Turner, dated
10 June, 1623, the day of his funeral, 27 June, is

observed as a ringing festival, to which ringers
come from many parts. The work, which forms a
valuable short record, is written by Mr. Guy May-
nard, the Curator of the Museum, and the excellent
illustrations make the booklet very attractive.

MR. BERTRAM DOBELL promises a series of pub-
lications of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
principally from MSS. in his own possession, which
offer a marvellous attraction to the student of
literature. Among them are the poetical works of
William Stroode, an all but unknown poet, whose
'Floating Island' was acted before King Charles

by the students of Christ Church, 29 Aug., 1636, and
gave rise to a curious stage controversy. One
collection of MSS. will be in three or four volumes.
A more interesting announcement than that Mr.
Dobell issues has rarely been put forward.

to

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-

ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact

heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to

which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."
WE cannot undertake to advise correspondents

as to the value of old books and other objects or as
to the means of disposing of them.

A. H. ("Germination of Seeds ") Amply dis-

cussed in previous volumes.

W. F. MILLER. Forwarded.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of ' Notes and Queries '"Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.

We beg leave to state that we decline to return
communications which, for any reason, we do not

print ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHEKS1UM contains Articles on
THE POEMS OF WILLIAM COWPBR.
THE THREE DORSET CAPTAINS AT TRAFALGAR.
A FRIEND OF MARIE ANTOINETTE (LADY ATKYNS).
LES CENT MEILLEURS POEMES (LYR1QDES) DE LA LANGUE FRANgAISE.
KID McGHIE. A MILLIONAIRE'S COURTSHIP. A SIMPLE GENTLEMAN. A SON OF ARVON.

THE LADY OF THE DECORATION. A MAID OF NORMANDY. THURTELL'S CRIME.
THE ADVENTURES OF A SUPERCARGO. GEORGE'S WHIMS.

SHORT STORIES. REMINISCENCES.
LORD CURZON IN INDIA. BRITISH CITIZENSHIP. L'ARMEE EN 1906. DISESTABLISH-

MENT IN FRANCE, DEARLOVE. KAKEMONO. THE BRIGHTON ROAD. THE
LIBRARY. THE LAST DAYS OF POMPEII. "EVERY MAN'S LIBRARY."
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NEW NOVELS : If Youth but Knew

;
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;
The Triumphs of Eugene Valmont ; The Mistakes of Miss Manisty

WELSH RECORDS. SPORTS AND PASTIMES. LOCAL HISTORY.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : Through India with the Prince ;

The Fleets of France and Europe; Studies
in American Trade Unionism

;
Salted Almonds

; Dictionary of Indian Biography ; Morocco of

To-day ;
The " New Century Library."

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.
DR. RICHARD GARNETT ; THE MISPLACED LEAF OF PIERS THE PLOWMAN '

; INTER-
NATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE PRESS

;
THE ASLOAN MS.

;
THE LATE MB. G. E.

LOCK.
LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE : The Cult of the Heavenly Twins

; Noteworthy Families ; Research Notes ; Prof. Weldon
;
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; Meetings Next Week
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Beautiful Women in History and
Art ;

The First Century of English Porcelain) ; Georgian England at Whitechapel ; The British
School at Rome
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MUSIC: Gossip ; Performances Next Week.
DRAMA : The Merchant of Venice ; Markheim ; Gossip.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHENAEUM will contain

SOME UNPUBLISHED LETTERS OF CHARLES LAMB,
And a Review of

JAMES MACKINNON'S A HISTORY OF MODERN LIBERTY.

The ATUEN^UM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS & J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C.
And of all Newsagents.
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among the Tarascos of Michoacan. By CARL LUMHOLTZ, Author of *

Among Cannibals in

Queensland,' &c. With Portrait, Maps, 15 Coloured Plates, and numerous Photo and other

Illustrations. 2 vols. roj'al 8vo, cloth (pub. 21. 10s. net), 17s. Qd. 1903

AUSTRAL ENGLISH: a Dictionary of Australasian Words,
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EARLY ENGLISH DRAMA.
The First Series of Twelve Volumes of a corpus of our uncollected Early Drama is now

being issued at the rate of two volumes monthly.

Net Subscription Price as marked.

JOHN HEYWOOD. First eomplete
collected edition, 3 vols.

I. Comedies, Interludes, Disputations (Four P's, John
and Tib, Pardoner and Friar, Love, Weather,
Witty and Witless). [Ready.

II. Proverbs, Epigrams, Miscellanies. [Ready.

III. The Spider and the Fly, Of Gentleness and
Nobility (attrib.). Fcap. 8vo .. 1 11 6

(Each vol. charged proportionately as issued.)

ANONYMOUS PLAYS (1st Series).
1 vol. (Hickscorner, Four Elements, Calisto and
Melibtoa, Every Man, World and Child, Thersytes.)
(Ready.) Fcap. 8vo 10 6

JOHN BALE (Bishop of Ossory).
First collected Edition, 1 vol. (God's Promises, John
Baptist, King John, Three Laws, Temptations of our

Lord, &e.) Fcap. Svo 12

NICHOLAS UDAL.
1 vol. (Ralph Roister Doister, with a Note on Ezechias,
&c.) Fcap. 8vo 76

ANONYMOUS PLAYS (2nd Series).
1 vol. (Jacob and Esau, Youth, Albion Knight, Tom
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THE DEATH SONGS OF PYRAMUS AND
THISBE.

AMONG the musical treasures of the Christ
Church Library at Oxford is a valuable set

of part-books written by or for one Robert
Dowe, and bearing the date 1581. In this

set are to be found two songs which seem to

be of some interest, apart from their historical

value as specimens of a kind of music of
which few examples remain. I am indebted
to the kindness of the Dean of Christ Church
for permission to print the words of these

songs, and to the Librarian for giving me
access to them. The verses may not be

reprinted without the permission of the
Christ Church authorities.

The first is a song for treble voice, with

accompaniment for instruments, probably
viols, composed by Farrant. No Christian
name is given, but Richard Farrant is

intended ;
his name is well known in con-

nexion with some favourite anthems. In

printing the verses I have divided them into
lines and inserted stops. I have also put in

brackets the vain repetitions of words intro-
duced by the composer, because they much
enhance the pathetic effect, though they may
somewhat obscure the rhythm :

[Ah, ah,] Alas, you salt sea Gods,
Bowe downe youre eares devine ;

Lend, Ladies, here warm water springs
To moyst their cristall eyen,

That they maie weep and waile
And wring their hands with me

For death of Lord and husband myne,
[Alas, alas, alas,] Alas, lo this is he !

You Godds that guide the ghostes
And sowles of them that fled,

Send sobbs, send sighes, send greeuous grones
And strike poore Panthea dedd.

[Abradad, Abradad, ah, ah,] Alas, poore Abradad,
My spirite with thine shall lie :

Come, Death, alas ! O Death most sweet,
[For nowe, for nowe,] For nowe I crave to die, [to

die, to die, to die, to die.]

The second song occurs later in the volumes.
It is almost as touching as the other, though
it has nothing in it to equal the beautiful

image of the sea gods bringing warm salt

water for the ladies to cry withal. It bears
no composer's name, but, like the other, it is

written for treble voice with instrumental

accompaniment ;
and judging from the style

of composition, I have no hesitation in con-

jecturing that it also is the work of Farrant.

Come, tread the paths of pensive pangs
With me, ye lovers true.

Bewaile with me your luckles lotts,
With tears your eies bedue :

Aid me, you ghosts who lothed life,

Your lovers being slain,
With sighs and sobbs and notes of dule

My hard hap to complain.
Farewell, my Lords and friends,

Farewell, all princely state :

Let father rue his rigour shewn
In slaieng of my mate.

[Guichardo, Guichardo, ah,] Guichardo, if thy
sprite do walke,

Come, draw thy lover nie.

[Behold] Behold, I yeld to thee my ghost,
Ah see, I die, I die, [I die : ah see, 1 dy, I dy,

I dy : ah, ah, ah, alas, I dy, I dy, I dy, I dy.]

Naturally, one's first impulse after reading
these verses is to exclaim, "This passion,
and the death of a dear friend, would go
near to make a man look sad." Then the

question presents itself, Is not this the kind
of stuff which Shakespeare set himself to

parody in the death songs of Pyramus and
Thisbe in 'Midsummer Night's Dream,'
Act V. 1 I think it is ; and therefore it is

worth while to try to discover what these
ielectable effusions are.

It is quite evident, I think, that these

songs are excerpts from two plays. The
irst, in which Panthea laments the death of

her husband Abradad (which we recognize
as the tragi-comical form of Abradates) must

from a play of
* Panthea and Abradad,'

or possibly 'Cyrus the Great,' based on a

story which scholars will find in Xenophon,
or more conveniently in the classical
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dictionary. In the other an afflicted lady,
whom we may identify with Gismonda, is

preparing to kill herself, because her lover,

Guichardo, has been done to death by a

cruel parent, no doubt Tancred.

Now Farrant was Master of the Children

of the Chapel at Windsor, and as such he
was accustomed (as were some other masters

of choristers) to prepare plays to be pre-
sented before the Queen (generally about
Christmastide or Shrovetide) every year.
There are numerous entries to be found in

the 'Acts of the Privy Council
'
of payments

for the performance of these plays to

different masters of choristers, such as

Sebastian Westcott, Master of the Children
of St. Paul's ; John Taylor, of Westminster

;

Hunnis, of the Chapel Royal ;
and others.

The payments to Farrant are for plays

presented at different dates between Feb-

ruary, 1560/7, and March, 1579/80. He died,
it should be said, on 30 Nov., 1580.

There is nothing to be learnt from the
* Acts of the Privy Council' about the names
of these Farrant plays, but a few particulars

may be gleaned from Cunningham's
'Accounts of the Revels at Court.' On New
Year's Day, 1571/2, for instance, the Windsor
Children presented 'Ajax and Ulisses';
on Twelfth Day, 1573/4, it was '

Quintus
Fabius'; on Twelfth Day, 1576/7, it was
' Mutius Scsevola.' There was also a play

presented in January, 1574/5 (perhaps on
Twelfth Day), of which the name is not

given, but to which the following entry in

the accounts relates :

"xj Januarij for a perwigg of Heare for King
Xerxces syster in ffarrantes playe ; iiij

s
. viijV

I had formed some vague hope that this

might possibly prove to have been our

tragedy, but I do not see how Xerxes's sister

can have found her way into a play dealing
with the period of Cyrus the Great. So we
must content ourselves with the conjecture
that ours is one of the unnamed plays per-
formed at Court by the Windsor Children
under the direction of Richard Farrant, at

some date between February, 1567, and
March, 1580.

As to the Guichardo song, one must
suppose that it came out of a play of
' Tancred and Gismonda '

; but I have not
come upon ajy traces of such a play, except-
ing, of course, that printed in Dodsley's
* Old Plays,' with which this has nothing to

do. If, as I suppose, this song is by Farrant,
it also may be an extract from one of the
unnamed plays presented by the Windsor
Children.

Here, then, we probably have fragments of

two plays of a type of which at least one
specimen has been preserved entire, namely,
"The excellent comedie of two the moste
faithfullest Freendes Damon and Pithias.

Newly imprinted as the same was shewed
before the Queenes Majestie by the children
of her Grace's chappel Made by Maister
Edwards, then beynge maister of the
children, 1571" (see Halliwell's 'Diet, of Old
Plays'), which had been entered in the
Registers of the Stationers' Company
(Arber's transcripts) in 1567-8 as "a boke
intituled 'ye tragecall comodye of Damonde
and Pethyas,'" and was printed again in
1582.

Now, if we turn to our annotated Shake-
speares, such, for instance, as the Clarendon
Press edition of

'

M.N.D.,' we find that

"Dr. Farmer observed to Malone that in the
lines spoken by Pyramus, 'Approach, ye furies fell/
&c., and in those of Thisbe's speech,

O sisters three,

Come, come to me,
With hands as pale as milk,

Shakespeare intended to ridicule a passage in
Damon and Pythias,' by Richard Edwards, 1582 :

Ye furies, all at once
On me your torments trie

Gripe me, you greedy griefs,
And present pangues of death,

You sisters three, with cruel handes
With speed come stop my breath 1"

This passage from Pythias's lament for

Damon, it should be pointed out, was sung,
not spoken. The lament begins :

Here Pithias sings and the regals play.

Awake, ye woful wights,
That long have wept in woe :

Resign to me your plaints and tears.

My hapless hap to show,
and so on.

Later in the play there is another passage
in equally absurd style, a lament for Pythias,
sung (not spoken) by Eubulus and a chorus
of Muses

;
but as the play is printed in

Hazlitt's
'

Dodsley,' it is not necessary to

quote any more of it.

That Shakespeare knew Edwards's play I
think is almost certain

;
but why did he

consider it worth while to ridicule a man who
had been dead close upon thirty years ? Here,
I think, our Farrant songs will help us to give
a probable answer. It was not Edwards and
his particular play that Shakespeare was
ridiculing, but a whole class of plays, namely,
those produced at Court on various occasions,
and especially those presented by the children
of the different chapels : a class of plays
which would have been well remembered by
his audience, if, as is generally thought,
'M.N.D.' was first performed at Court on
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the occasion of a nobleman's wedding. It

adds point, indeed, to the burlesque, if we
think of the audience before whom it was
first given, many of whom must have known
the tedious originals only too well in former

days, even if we are to suppose that in 1595
or thereabouts plays of this type had been
entirely superseded in Court circles. Arid
here it may be worth noting that a fairly
full history of the production of a Court
play of this kind can be pieced together,
with the expenditure of some little trouble,
from Cunningham's

* Accounts of the Revels
at Court' from the preliminary "perusing
and reforming," to the last minute when all

was ready, when it might happen that the

play was never performed after all. This

misfortune, which so nearly befell the
"
tedious

brief scene of Pyramus and Thisbe," did

actually befall a Mask of Ladies with lights,

"being VI vertues, likewise prepared and
brought thither in Redynesse, but not showen
for theTediousnesseof theplaye thatnighte,"
which was one presented

"
by Mr. Munkes-

ter's Children" (p. 62). On another occasion

(p. 142) a play was put off because " the

Queries Matie wold not come to heare the
same." G. E. P. A.

(To be continued.)

ROBERT GREENE'S PROSE WORKS.
(See 10th S. iv. 1, 81, 162, 224, 483; v. 84, 202.)

I CONTINUE my notes on Greene and Pri-

maudaye.
Primaudaye, chap, xii., 'Of Speech and

Speaking,' p. 130: "Such bablers, whom
Plato verie aptly called theeves of time, are

compared by Plutarch to emptie vessels,
which give a greater sound then they that
are ful. So he," &c. Greene,

'

Penelope's
Web' (v. 221), 1587: "Plato calleth women
that are bablers, theeves of tyme : And
Plutarch compareth them to emptie vessels,
which give a greater sound then they which
are full : so they," &c.

Primaudaye, chap, xii., p. 130 : "the toong,
which Bias called the best and worst thing
that was [Ten lines omitted.] It seemeth
that nature would teach us this by fortifying
the toong better than any other part of the

bodie, and by setting before- itthe bulworke
of the teeth, that if it will not obey reason,
which being within ought to serve in steade
of a bridle to stay it from preventing the

thought, we might restraine and chastice the

impudencie thereof with blouddy biting.
And because we have two eares and two
eies, it ought to serve us for instruction, that
we must heare and see much more than we

speake." Greene,
*

Penelope's Web' (v. 221),

1587: "It seemeth (saith Bias) that nature

[word for word to] and chastice such impudent
babling by byting. And therefore, saith he,
we have two eyes and two eares, that thereby
we may learne to heare and see much more-
then is spoken." Primaudaye does not attri-

bute the well-known metaphor of
"

the-

bulwark of teeth
"
(more commonly

"
pales ">

to Bias, although it may be implied. It is

used earlier in 'Euphues' (145): "Nature
hedged the tongue with two rowes ofr

teeth/ 3 And in Shakespeare ('Richard II.'),

Chapman, Ben Jonson, &c. Very likely the

image is met with earlier in English, but we
see whence Greene derived it.

Primaudaye, chap, xii., p. 132 :

"
Caesar in

a letter which he sent to Rome from the
Persian battaile, wrote but these three words,
Veni, vidi, vici, that is to saie, I came, sawe,
and overcame." Greene,

*

Penelope's Web *

(v. 206) :

" Forward Calamus in thy purpose,

triumph man, and say as Caesar did in his

conquers, veni, vidi, vici." And again, 'The

Spanish Masquerade' (v. 276, 277), 1589 r

"Don Pedro, thinking that no sooner he
woulde have arrived in the English Coast
but he would have written back, as the
Romain Monarch did, Veni, vidi, vici"

Primaudaye's words here are those of

North's 'Plutarch's Lives' ('Julius Caesar'),
and also of Shakespeare's 'Love's Labour's-

Lost,' IV. i. 69.

Primaudaye, chap, xiii., 'Of Friendship
and a Friend,' p. 138 to p. 148 is bodily lifted

into Greene's "Silvestro's discourse of

Friendship," 'Second Part of Tritameron '}

iii. 146-60), 1587. It begins thus in Primau-

daye, p. 138: "First we say with Socrates,
that [twelve lines skipped] Friend-

ship is a communion of a perpetuall will,,

the end whereof is fellowship of life, and ib

is framed by the perfect habit of a long con-
tinued love. Whereby," &c. Silvestro's

discourse begins :

"
Socrates, whom Apollo

himselfe noted for a wise man, said that

Friendship is a communion," &c. From here-

to p. 160, the end of Silvestro's discourse,,
there is scarcely an alteration. But one or
two are worthy of note. I may mention that
in the two texts before me a page ofr

Primaudaye gives Greene about a page and
a quarter. On p. 145 Primaudaye adduces
Jonathan and David amongst

"
the best and

most excellent friendships." Greene omits-

them, and also Achilles and Patroclus, begin-

ning with Pylades and Orestes (p. 157,

Greene). Greene on this page quotes
Primaudaye's "Ephenus and Everitus"

(p. 146) as "Ephemus and Everitius." On>
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p. 147 Primaudaye's "That great Ilomane

Captaine and Consul Titus Flarainius' 5

becomes in Greene, p. 160, "That great
Ilomane Captain and Consull Titus Flavius."

And one or two misprints ("disconfited
"

for "discomfited";
"
hystoriographer

"
for

"
historiographer") appear at the same place.

Primaudaye winds up with "Therefore
Cicero said very well, that no Commonwealth
<;an either with too little, or too late recom-

pence hir native countriman "
(p. 148).

Greene alters this to "Therefore Cicero
said verie well, that friendship is so excellent

a thing, that it far excelleth all other
transitorie contents" (p. 160).

There is one interesting result in this process
of appropriation : Greene's text and glossary
become possessed of many terms to which
he has no claim whatever. He thus leads

to his inevitable detection by the laborious

word hunter. In this block we have the
*'
wry-necks of Alexander the Great and

Alfonsus of Arragon
"

;

"
Parasites and scrap-

gatherers [misprinted in Greene] at free cost

feasts" (p. 155, Greene); and others. This
is a dignified discourse, and well worthy of

Greene's attention. He must be admitted
to be a capital amalgamator.
Primaudaye, chap, xiv., 'Of Reprehension

&nd Admonition,' p. 153: "Therefore Plato
said that he corrected Speusippus by the

example of his life." Greene,
'

Tritarneron
'

(iii. 161) :

" But with Plato to correct his

friend Spensippus [sic] by the example of his

owne yertue." Primaudaye continues with
an episode of Xenocrates and Polemon,
Greene has a different remark of Zenocrates
to Poleman.

Primaudaye, chap, xix.,
' Of Sobrietie and

Frugalitie,' p. 203 : "I suppose the Egyptians
did better, who used in the middle of their

bankets to bring in the Anatomie of a dead
bodie dried, that the horror thereof might
containe them in all modestie." Greene,
* Farewell to Follie

^ (ix. 330): "The Egyp-
tians used in the middest of their banquets
to bring in the anatomic of a dead man,
that horrour of the corps might mitigate
immoderate delights."

Primaudaye, chap, xix., pp. 201-2 :

" To
this effect Timotheus, a Grecian captaine,
having supped with Plato in the Academie
at a sober and simple repast (for the greatest
festival dainties were olives, cheese, apples,
coleworts, bread, & wine), said, that they
which sup with Plato, feele the benefit
thereof the next day, yea a long time after.

For these wise men met together at bankets
void of excesse to prepare and dresse
their minds Such were the feasts of

Pythagoras, Socrates, Xenocrates, and of
other Sages of Grecia the pleasures of

drinking and eating they judged to passe
away as the smell of a perfume." Greene,
4 Farewell to Follie

'

(ix. 229, 230) :

" The old
countie tooke ocasion hereof to speake of

temperaunce in diet, and thus he began. I

remember, Gentlemen, that Timotheus, a
Grecian Captaine, having supped with Plato
in his Academie, at a sober and simple re-

paste, for their festivall fare was Olives,
cheese, apples, colewortes, bread, and wine,
tolde the next day certaine noble men his

companions that they which supped with
Plato digest not his viandes in a long time,
meaning that wise banket void of excesse
to decke the minde such were the feasts

of Socrates, Zenocrates, and other : the

sages which compared the pleasures con-
ceived indelicates, to the savour of perfumes,
which pass awaie like srnoake."

Primaudaye, chap, xix., 203-4 :

" This was
it that caused Alexander the Great to refuse
those Cookes and Paisterers, which Ada,
Queene of Caria, sent unto him, &, to send
her worde backe againe, that he had better
than they were : namely for his dinner,

early rising, and walking a good while before

day : and for his supper, a little dinner.

Notwithstanding in the ende the Persian

delicacies," <fec. Greene,
* Farewell to Follie '

(ix. 330) : "Indeede, sir, quoth Bernardino, I
remember that Alexander, before he fell into
the Persian delicacy, refused those cookes and
pasterers that Ada, queene of Caria, sent
unto him, saying to the messenger, for my
dinner I use early rising, for my supper a
slender dinner, for he did use to eat but once
a day." H. C. HART.

(To be continued.)

MACAULAY'S "NEW ZEALANDER." In The

Academy for 18 November, 1905, there is a

very interesting article, by my friend Mr.
Bertram Dobell, on the sources from which
Macaulay derived his reference to the New
Zealander, whom he describes as surveying
the ruins of London from the broken arches
of Blackfriars Bridge. Mr. Dobell says that
so far no one has traced this idea further
back than 1774, when Horace Walpole made
use of it in a letter to Mason ;

and he pro-
ceeds to show that it is found in a volume
entitled "Poems, by a young Nobleman, of

Distinguished Abilities, lately deceased."

This volume was published in 1780, but the

poem in which the passage that anticipated

Walpole's idea occurs is dated 21 March, 1771,
and is therefore three years precedent to that

writer. Mr. Dobell unhesitatingly ascribes
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the volume to the second Lord Lyttelton,
who died in 1779, at the age of thirty-five.
In justice to

' N. & Q.,' I should like to

point out that the whole question was long
ago threshed out in these columns. One con-
tributor gave a much earlier reference, from
The, London Magazine for July, 1745

;
while

the late MR. EDWARD SOLLY, than whom no
one had a closer acquaintance with eighteenth-
century literature, afterwards quoted from
The Westminster Review of 6 July, 1745. The
first to give a. reference to Mr. Dobell's
volume of 'Poems' was MR. C. A. WARD.
MR. SOLLY pointed out that if Lord Lyttelton
really wrote the poem, which was partly dis-

owned by his executors, he probably bor-
rowed the idea from Louis Sebastien Mercier's
4 L'An Deux Mille Quatre Cent Quarante,'
which was written in 1768, but first pub-
lished at Amsterdam in 1770, and a second
time s.l., but probably at Paris in 1786.
The quotation from the -magazine of 1745

has been twice printed in 'N. & Q.,' and is

well worth perusal. The following refer-
ences will entertain those who are interested
in the subject : 1 st S. ix. 74, 159, 361 ; 2nd S.

iii. 286, 397, 439
;
4th S. ix. 343, 396 ;

xi. 253
;

5th S. v. 45, 214, 338
;

vi. 311, 420, 489
;
6th S.

iii. 208, 331
; 7 th S. iv. 489

;
8th S. vii. 26, 99 ;

and an article in Once a Week for 11 Sept.,
1869, headed '

Literary Similarities.'

W. F. PRIDEATJX.

m

"
REBOUND," VERB. The earliest quotation

given for this word in the 'New English
Dictionary' is from the 'Alliterative Poems
of the Fourteenth Century,' edited by Morris
for the Early English Text Society, where
(p. 49, 11. 421-2) it is said of the Ark that it

Jflote forthe with the flyt of the felle wyndes ;

Wheder-warde so the water wafte, hit rebounde.

It floated forth with the force of the fell winds
;

Whithersoever the water carried it, it rebound.

The word is interpreted as meaning that it

bounded or leaped under the impact of the
waters.

^One feels diffident in dissenting from so

high an authority, but it seems a little

suspicious to find rebound bearing this

meaning at so early a date. The old French
rebundir, from which it came, meant to
resound or to reverberate, e y.,

' Vie de
St. Auban' (ed. Atkinson, 1. 1336).

L'eir fait a sun talent rebundir e suner.

He made the air at his will re-echo and sound.

Rebundir is from a Latin re - bun-dare

(*-bonter), re bombitare, to yield a humming
sound (bombus). 1 venture to think that
rebounde in the passage quoted is a distinct

word, the past tense, as the sense demands,

of re-boun, and is to be analyzed as reboun-d

(rebonned). The old verb to boun, meaning to

go, proceed, or betake oneself, was in

frequent use down to the sixteenth century,
and occurs in this same poem (1. 1398,

p. 77).

Barounes at the side-bordes bonnet ay-where.

Barons went about (=boun-d) everywhere.

See 'N.E.D.,' s v. 'Boun,' quoting
" Pirrus

boivned to Delphos yle
" from Barbour's

'Troy -book,' about 1375.
"
Boun(d) for

home "
is the same word.

The meaning of the passage then would
be merely that the Ark went forward and
went backward as the winds and waters-

carried it. The earliest quotation for

rebound would then be Trevisa, 1398.

A. SMYTHE PALMER.
S. Woodford.

CRESWELL OF ODIHAM, HANTS. Some
Chancery pleadings of 1661 give a very in-

teresting scrap of the pedigree of this family.
The suit is brought by Edward May, of

Odiham, yeoman, and Mary his wife, and
Elizabeth Okely, of St. Andrew, Holborn,

Middlesex, widow. It is about an inn

called "The White Hart" in Katheryn
Street, New Sarum, and recites that the

ladies above named were sisters and coheirs-

of Robert Creswell, of Odiham, gent., de-

ceased, who was brother and heir of John

Creswell, late of the same, gent., deceased,
who was brother and heir of Thomas Cres-

well, late of the same, esquire, deceased, who
was son and heir of Robert Creswell the

elder, late of the same, esquire, deceased, who
was brother and heir of Sir Edward Cres-

well, late of the same, knight, deceased. No
answer is filed therewith, so we do not know
if the pedigree was accepted by the defen-

dants. The full reference to the document
in the Record Office is

"
Chancery Bills and

Answers before 1714, Reynardson, 408/313."
GEORGE F. T. SHERWOOD.

50, Beecroft Road, Brockley, S.E.

BTJRNS'S
' BONNIE LESLEY.' In the revised

and enlarged edition of 'The Golden

Treasury
'

(Macmillan, 1904), the second

stanza of this song is given thus :

To see her is to love her,
And love but her for ever ;

For Nature made her what she is,

And ne'er made sic anither !

The poet transcribed the first version of the

song in a letter to Mrs. Dunlop, written from
Annan Water-foot in August, 1792, and
Currie uses this text in his 'Works of Robert

Burns,' vol. iv. p. 15. His reading of the
fourth line in the stanza just quoted is,
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41 And never made anither," and this is really
what was originally written. 'Bonnie

Lesley
' was one of the first songs contributed

by Burns to George Thomson's '

Select

Collection of Original Scottish Airs,' and it

appears in' that work, vol. i. p. 33. The
publisher, it seems, took it upon him to

alter the line in question, presenting it in the
form adopted in

' The Golden Treasury,' and
thereby considerably offending the author,
as one of his best-qualified editors has

pointed out ('Works of Robert Burns,' iii. 85,
ed. W. S. Douglas). With this information
for one's guidance, there should be no room
for hesitation about the standard reading in

this particular case. It is interesting to
note that Burns had previously used the
form of superlative eulogy which he applies
in his glowing description of Miss Lesley
Baillie. One of his correspondents glorified
in the 'Presentation Stanzas' of 1789 is

either John Kennedy, factor to the Earl of

Dumfries, or John Macmurdo, chamberlain
of the Duke of Queensberry (perhaps the
former for preference), and he is apostrophized
in these energetic terms :

Factor John ! Factor John, whom the L d made
alone,

And ne'er made anither, thy peer,
Thy poor servant, the Bard, in respectful regard,
He presents thee this token sincere,

Factor John ! He presents thee this token sincere.

THOMAS BAYNE.

ROTARY BROMIDE PROCESS. Students who
-wish to procure faithful copies of texts,
written or printed in languages not generally
known, like Arabic, &c., where transcription
is costly, and impossible except by an expert,
while ordinary photographs are too dear,
will be glad to know of this comparatively
cheap process, which produces a single copy,
white on black, made, without a negative,
direct in the camera. If the type or writing
is fairly large and the page small, the size of
the original can be considerably reduced
and cost saved. For facsimile work by the

autotype process, photogravure, &c., the
negative is, of course, still indispensable ;

but if a single copy a student's copy is all

that is required, the process will answer the

purpose. A description of it was given in a
recent number of the Zentralblatt fur
JBibliotheltswesen, and it is now fully installed
at the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, the
Bodleian Library, and the British Museum.
I shall be glad to publish the names and
addresses of photographers who will under-
take the work at the three libraries named,
if our Editor will permit me to do so. The
invention has given a great impetus to the

study of old texts, as the cost of copying is

about one-fifth that of the ordinary process
by means of photographic negatives.

L. L. K.

SIR THOMAS BROWNE'S SKULL. The
following extract from The Tribune of
16 April may be thought worthy of preserva-
tion in

' N. & Q.' :-
" The governors of the Norfolk and Norwich

Hospital resolved at their meeting on Saturday to
restore to the vicar and churchwardens of the
church of S. Peter Mancroft, Nprwich, the skull
of Sir Thomas Browne, the distinguished author
and physician, who resided in that city for forty
years in the seventeenth century. Sir Thomas
Browne was the author of

'

Religio Medici' and
'

Vulgar Errors,' and was buried in the church of
S. Peter Mancroft. While an interment was taking
place in an adjoining vault in the early part of last

century his grave was accidentally broken into, and
the skull (it is alleged) abstracted. After passing
through various hands the skull became the pro-
perty of the hospital governors, who latterly have
preserved it in a handsome reliquary. The tomb
of the famous author is now to be opened in the

presence of representatives of the hospital, who
wish to be satisfied that the remains therein are
without a skull."

The " handsome reliquary
"

was, I under-

stand, the gift of Prof. Osier.

For further information see Appendix II.

(' Note on the Discovery of the Remains of
Sir T. B. in 1840') in Dr. Greenhill's edition
of the *

Religio Medici,' and the appendix
(No. II.) on 'The Measurements of the Skull
of Sir T. B.' by Mr. Charles Williams in Dr.
Greenhill's edition of the '

Hydriotaphia.'
In view of the action of the governors of the
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital it may be
noted that the Master of Pembroke College,
Oxford (Bishop Mitchinson), in preaching a
sermon in St. Peter Mancroft on 19 October
of last year, in connexion with the Sir
Thomas Browne centenary, roundly de-
nounced the citizens of Norwich for per-

mitting the continuance of what he described
as an act of desecration.

EDWARD BENSLY.
11 PONICA "= GARDENER. I do not know if

this slang word has ever been registered in
* N. & Q.' It is commonly used, I am told,
in the trade, and is derived, no doubt, from
the word Japonica, descriptive of so many
of the plants, shrubs, &c., now to be found in

English gardens.
GEORGE F. T. SHERWOOD.

MANX EMPHASIS. This note is suggested
by

**
Rattling good thing" (ante, p. 250), but

it does not quite come under that heading.
Manx people are fond of using strong adjec-
tives, and sometimes strangely. I asked a
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farmer about his new vicar, and the reply
was, "He's a shocking good man." The
verdict on another clergyman (of the

"
goody-

foody"
type) was, ''He's pious pitiful."

hree years ago we had an alarming gale one

night ; in the morning I met the milkman,
from the country. I remarked that it had
been a wild night ;

his only answer was,
" Awful altogether !

" The next man I met
described it in one word "scandalous !"

ERNEST B. SAVAGE, F.S.A.
S. Thomas', Douglas.

SIXTEEN BISHOPS CONSECRATED AT ONE
TIME. The consecration by the Pope on
25 February of sixteen French priests to the

episcopate is an event unparalleled, I believe,
in the history of the Church. I cannot find

that even after the French Revolution so

many were consecrated at one time. It is

interesting to note that, instead of being
carried in to St. Peter's,.as is customary in

great ceremonials, the Pope walked in, wear-

ing the usual white cassock, and without the
tiara. FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

WOOD-PIGEON'S LAMENT. A wood-pigeon's
call is the same everywhere, but the transla-

tions differ considerably. One of them is

somewhat peculiar, hence the heading of this

note. The "coos" are resolved into

What shall I do?
Other birds lay five eggs ;

Poor me only two !

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

CHAPMAN'S 'ALL FOOLS.' In preparing an
edition of Chapman's

* All Fools
' and * The

Gentleman Usher '

for Heath & Co., of

Boston, I have become interested in the

question of the authenticity of the dedi-

cation of the former play to Sir Thomas
Walsingham.
This dedication, a sonnet in the Shake-

spearian form, does not appear in any old

copy that I have been able to see, viz., those
in the Edinburgh University Library,
Advocates' Library, British Museum, Bod-
leian, and Victoria and Albert Museum.
Nor is it found in the Duke of Devonshire's

copy at Chatsworth.
The first reprint of 'All Fools' (Dodsley's

'Old Plays,' 1780) did not contain this dedi-

cation. The second reprint (' Select Collection
of 'Old Plays,' ed. by J. P. Collier, 1825)
contains it, with the following note by the
editor :

" This dedication by Chapman to his patron is

now for the first time inserted, the copies of ' All
Fools' seen and used by Mr. Reed [i.e., the editor
of the 1780 Dodsley] being without it. Whether
it was inserted in a few impressions in 1605 and
afterwards cancelled does not appear, though it

seems probable that it was so, because in the dedi-
cation of his 'Byrons Conspiracy and Tragedy/
1608, to the same distinguished individual, Chap-
man apologizes for previous neglect and seeming
ingratitude to his patron, 'in dispensing with his

right in his other impressions.' It was found in a

copy in the possession of Mr. Rodd, of Great
Newport Street."

This copy seems afterwards to have come
into Collier's own possession, for a MS. note
in Dyce's hand in the copy now in the
Victoria and Albert Museum says :

" The Dedication to Walsingham is found only in
a single copy of this play which belongs to Mr.
Collier. He reprinted twelve copies of that Dedi-
cation, and one of them is inserted here."

Had we no other testimony to the authen-

ticity of the dedication than Collier's state-

ment, we might be inclined to look upon it

as one of the "mystifications" of that in-

genious scholar. And this view is apparently
supported by the inconsistency of Cojlier's
own statements in re the dedication in his

two editions of
' The History of Dramatic

Poetry.' In 1831 he says (iii. 393) Chapman's
dedication of his 'All Fools,' 1605,

>

" seems
to have been cancelled in many copies." In
1879 he speaks of it (iii. 74) as "a sonnet

prefixed to only a few copies"; but later

(iii. 196) he says it "seems to have been
cancelled in all extant copies." This is an

extraordinary remark if he had himself

possessed a 1605 quarto containing an
undoubted copy of the dedication.

It has been suggested to me by Mr. T. J.

Wise that the sonnet may be a genuine
poem by Chapman wrongly bound up in a

copy of 'All Fools,' with which it had no
connexion (there is no mention of the play
by name in the sonnet). This could be
determined, I suppose, by an investigation
of the Collier quarto. Mr. W. C. Hazlitt

informs me that Collier's copy did contain
the dedication, and that it was sold with the

library of Mr. Ouvry at Sotheby's.
In Sotheby's catalogue of the sale of the

library of Frederic Ouvry, 30 March, 1882,
Lot 254 is

"
9. Chapman's Al Fooles, a comedy :

with the Dedicatory Sonnet to Sir T. Wal-

singham, T. Thorpe, quarto. 1605." This copy
was sold for \l. 12s. to

" Robson "initials
not given, or at least not known to me.
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The price seems very low for a, copy of
* All Fooles' containing what is supposed to

be the only original and contemporary ex-

ample of the dedication. And this leads me
to suspect that the dedication here noted

may be nothing more than one of the twelve

reprints which Collier had made.
If it were possible to ascertain the present

-whereabouts of this copy, the Piodd Collier-

Ouvry-Kobson quarto of 'All Fooles,' 1605,
this question and the more important ques-
tion as to the genuineness of the dedication

might be definitely determined. I shall be

very grateful to any reader for information
which may lead to the discovery of this copy,
and shall, of course, make ample acknow-
ledgment of such assistance.

T. M. PARROTT, Professor of English.
Princeton University, U.S.A.

STEWARD OF THE HOUSEHOLD. Was this

post ever held by a lady ? In W. H. Wilkins's
'Mrs. Fitzherbert and George IV.' (1905,
vol. ii. p. 166) it is stated that "George IV.
created for her [i.e., Lady Conyngham] the

post of Lady Steward, which made her the
mistress of his Household. Lord Conyngham
became Lord Chamberlain." Mr. Denison is

said to have "remonstrated with his sister
for accepting the appointment, and [to have]
threatened to alter his will," which looks as
if such appointment had been a real one.

Nevertheless, it seems that Lord Conyngham
was, 11 Dec., 1821, made Lord Steward (not,
as above stated, Lord Chamberlain) of the
Household, and that he apparently held that
office till the King's death, so that his wife
(without any formal appointment) might
possibly have been spoken of as the "

Lady
Steward." G. E. C.

SAINT WITH FIVE STARS. I have seen a
picture representing a saint with five stars
over his head, and embracing a crucifix, with
two cherubs hovering above. In the back-
ground is the scene of his martyrdom from a
bridge with five stars on the water. I should
be glad to know where the original of this

picture is, and who is the painter.
BUMBLE-BEE.

TRAVELLING IN ENGLAND, 1600-1700. I
refer not to those who travelled on their own
horses, but to those who had to obtain horses
to enable them, for the time being, to perform
a journey when necessary.
What was the system in use then 1 Was it

by hiring a Government post, or private
saddle horse for a certain distance, when a
change to another horse took place, so as to

continue the journey ; or by the hire of one
horse for the whole journey, whether of 10 or
100 miles or more ?

What was done with the horse when a river,
such as the Thames, Ouse, Tyne, &c., or an
estuary, &c., such as the Severn or Humber,
or when the Solent had to be crossed ? Were
there regularly established ferries where no
bridges existed ?

What charges were made for the horse?
and did the owner or his man go with the

horse, so as to bring it back to its home 1

Did the traveller take his luggage in saddle-

bags on his horse 1 or did he hire packhorses
for the purpose ]

I ask the same questions in regard to
vehicles and carriage horses, so far as they
are applicable.
Are there any books or MSS. which throw

clear light upon this subject ? If so, which
are they ? Are there any books of routes
and distances, tariffs of charges, &c ,

similar

to those which existed in France (for vehicles

certainly, and perhaps for horses) ?

C. MASON.
29, Emperor's Gate, S.W.

'ST. GEORGE AND THE ROBBERS.' In a
fresco over an arch in the church of St.

Anastasia at Verona is a representation of

this saint with a crowd near him. This is, I

think, generally known as ' The Departure of

St. George,' i e., presumably his departure to

his fight with the dragon. But I have been
shown a copy of the picture with the title

'St. George and the Robbers.' If the latter

title is correct, will some reader kindly refer

me to an account of the incident 1

YGREC.

DELMER. What is the origin of the name
Delmer 1 Is it a surname 1

W. J. WlNTEMBERG.
73, Czar Street, Toronto.

HAWTREY. What is the etymology of the

name Hawtrey 1 Is the initial portion

haiv=d'd\ej And what is the meaning of the

final portion 1 None of the works on sur-

names to which I have access explains its

meaning or derivation.
W. J. WlNTEMBERG.

73, Czar Street, Toronto.

SHARRY FAMILY. Information concerning
this family is desired. At the island of

St. Kitts, in the West Indies, John Earle

Pitcher married Elizabeth, widow of -

Herbert, on 9 April, 1796. She had a daughter
by her first husband, and six sons by her

second, and died at Queen Square, Blooms-

bury, on 14 June, 1836. Her parentage is
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unknown to her descendants, but she is

believed to have been a daughter of William

Sharry, and she had a son named William

Sharry Pitcher. From Oliver's 'History of

Antigua
'

it appears that in the family of

Elizabeth there was a Daniel Sharry, of

St. Kitts, who is mentioned in two deeds.

This Daniel, probably the brother of Eliza-

beth, had a daughter Henrietta Maria Friend

Sharry, who married William Davis, jun., in

1803, and died in 1807, when she was buried
in her father's vault at St. George's, Basse-
terre. He was also probably the father of

William D(aniel) Sharry, who had a daughter
Ann Gateward Lucy Sharry, born in 1811.

Mrs. Herbert's husband had a store, and
after his death she continued the business,
which was carried on later under the name
of Pitcher, Paull, and Burt. At St. James's,

Clerkenwell, Francis Sharee married Martha
Pye, 1 November, 1745

;
and at St. George's

Chapel, Hyde Park Corner, Martha Sharrey,
of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, married John
Downes 22 March, 1754. Michael Sharry, of

Tourin, co. Clare, emigrated to Victoria about
1855, where he has several descendants.

HENRY W. POOR, Col.
121, Hither Green Lane, Lewisham, 8.E.

STATUES IN SOUTHERN RUSSIA. In a notice
of 'Russia: Travels and Studies,' by Annette
M. B. Meakin, The Athenaeum of 30 December,
1905, remarks :

blouse and blue overcoat (the King's baggage
must of necessity have been very limited).

Can any reader of
* N. & Q.' supply the date

of landing, the place where their majesties

stayed the first night on English soil, and
the name of the captain belonging to the

Express, and also tell me if the Express was

especially chartered by the English Govern-
ment? F. P.

GIN DISTILLERY IN BERMONDSEY. I under-

stand that the famous firm of Gordon, gin
distillers in Goswell Road, started in

Bermondsey, during the latter half of the

eighteenth century. Is there any trace of

such a distillery? What is known of the

founders of the distillery 1 I understand

they came from Aberdeenshire.
J. M. BULLOCH.

118, Pall Mall, S.W.

WATCHES AND CLOCKS WITH WORDS INSTEAD
OF FIGURES. I cannot answer the query con-

cerning Hardy and Thomas Soper (ante,

p. 287), bub am greatly interested in the type
of watch described. My wife has a curious

old dressing-table clock, which, instead of

numerals for the hours, has the letters ESTO
PERPETUA. Can any one refer me to other
instances of twelve-letter phrases being used
instead of numbers on the dials of watches
or clocks? JAS. PLATT, Jun.

"The Steppes of Southern "Russia are still dotted
with strange seated stone figures, which have a
large literature of their own. To these she refers
in several passages, and quotes allusions to these
statues in 1253 and, elsewhere, in 1800. Apparently
she [is not] aware of the continued existence
in great numbers of these statues except in the
museums, where she has seen some."

Any information about
earnestly desired.

these statues
FRANCESCA.

[There appear to be two different kinds of these
statues attributed to the Huns, and those described
by Miss Meakin are not similar to the many which
are to be seen north of the Sea of Azof. The latter
have been figured in various illustrated volumes of
travel in the eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-
tury. They are rude, seated figures of life size,

apparently representing women, the most notice-
able part of which is the head-dress seemingly a
small turban. The bad stone and the effects of
weather have deprived them of sculptural interest ;

and it is not easy to be sure about the features.]

Louis PHILIPPE'S LANDING IN ENGLAND.
If I remember rightly, the ex King and
Queen of France landed at Newhaven incog-
nito as Mr. and Mrs. Smith in March, 1848,
from the Express, having been transferred
from a French fishing-boat off the coast of
France. The captain lent the King his green

BURY FAMILY. In the Register of Burials
in Winchester Cathedral is the following

entry : "April 5th, 1787, Mrs. Berry brought
from Bath." Can any of your readers say
who this lady was ? I am inclined to think
that the name should be Bury, and in the
same register it is stated that " Mrs. Florence

Bury was buried Nov. 2nd, 1801
"

; and
"Thomas Bury, Esq., was buried Feb. 27th,
1802."

From letters in my possession I find that a
Mrs. or Miss Bury was residing at No. 7, The
Circus, Bath (previously the residence of Mr.

Pitt), in 1763, and it may possibly have been
this lady who in 1787 was brought from Bath
and interred in Winchester Cathedral. Her
letters are signed

"
P. Bury," and I think she

was a member of the family of Lord Charle-
ville (a title which became extinct in 1875),
but I have hitherto been unable to trace the

relationship. D. K. T.
Bath.

HAYES, CONSUL AT SMYRNA. Can any one

give me information concerning Mr. Hayes,
who was British Consul at Smyrna in De-

cember, 1790. and his decendants ?

F. DE H. L.
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GREEK AND ROMAN TABLETS.
(10

th S. v. 228.)

A CLEAR account of the wax-coated tablets
used by the ancient Greeks and Romans,
with numerous references to classical writers,
as well as to the modern literature of the

subject, is given on pp. 19-26 of (Sir E.
Maunde Thompson's 'Handbook of Greek
and Latin Paleography

'

(Kegan Paul, Trench,
Triibrier & Co., No. Ixxiii. in their "

Inter-
national Scientific Series").
The stilus, the instrument for writing and

erasing, is described at p. 48 of the same
book, while on pp. 208-10 will be found
facsimiles of the writing on such tablets, the
first being from a Pompeian example; the

originals of the other two were found in
Dacia. It is interesting to know that similar

writing materials continued to be employed
for certain purposes in Western Europe
during the Middle Ages, and that "

it is

said that quite recently sales in the fish-

market of Rouen were noted on waxen
tablets

"
(Thompson, p. 23).

Prof. Gardthausen, in his very brief notice
of Wachstafeln (* Griechische Palaeographie,

3

p. 26), refers the reader, for an account of
their use in mediaeval times, to Edelestand
du Meril, 'De 1'Usage non interrompu jusq'a
nos Jours des Tablettes de Cire,' in the
Revue arche'ologique, 1860, pp. 1-16, 91-100.

Specimens of ancient tablets and stili are
to be seen in the British Museum.

EDWARD BENSLY.
University College of Wales, Aberystwyth.

COL. WALKER will find much information
about the writing materials in ordinary use

by the Romans in the 'Manual of Roman
Antiquities,' by Prof. Ramsay, revised and
partly rewritten by Signor Lanciani, 1894.
The Romans for memoranda, and notes

made for temporary purposes, used thin

pieces of wood covered with wax (taluloe
ceratce), on which they wrote with an iron

pencil (stilus), ground to a sharp point at one
end, to form the letters, and flattened at the
other end, to smooth the waxen surface and
obliterate the writing ; hence the phrase" vertere stilum "

(turn round the stilus), i.e.,
make an erasure, used by Cicero.

Plautus, in the *

Bacchides,' Act IV. sc. iv.,
writes "Effer cito stilum, ceram, et tabellas
et linum "

(bring out quickly the stilus, the
wax, the thin boards, and the thread).
Cicero speaks of the

"
stilus exercitatus "

(the practised pen) ; and Juvenal says in
Satire I. 11. 63-4 :

Nonne libet medio ceras implere capaces
Quadrivio.

The common way "of writing wills was on
small waxed tablets ("exiguis tabulis")j
hence the first page was **

prima cera," the
next "secunda cera," and so on. Horace
refers to this in Satire II. v. 52-4 :

Tabulas a te removere memento,
Sic tamen, ut limis rapias, quid prima secundo
Cera velit versu.

Martial, in his epigram, iv. 70, sneeringly
remarks :

Prseter aridam restem
Moriens reliquit ultimis pater ceris.

JAMES WATSON.
Folkestone.

The German author must, I think, have
been in error if he described as

"
spoonlike"

the implement used by the Greeks and
Romans for smoothing over the surface of

the wax in the tabellce so'as to obliterate the

writing. The erasing end of the stilus was

always flat, the only similar implement that

can be described as "spoonlike" being the

auriscalpium. The frequency of such erasures,
and the use to which the flat end was put,
are alluded to by Horace in his Satires

(Lib. I. x. 72) : "Ssepe stilum vertas."

In Rich's * Diet, of Roman and Greek

Antiq.' references to the use of the tabellce

are given in Pliny's
' Hist. Nat./ xxxiv. 19 ;

and Ovid,
* Art. Araat.,' i. 437

;
iii. 469. The

tablets which were used for memoranda were

probably employed also as visiting cards.

Rich describes six varieties of the tabella, but
not one that could be supposed to be in the

nature of a visiting card. He, however,

supplies an illustration from a sepulchral
bas-relief, with the inscription TABELLARIUS

underneath, and shows that this tabellarius

was a letter-carrier, or special messenger, by
whom either the correspondence of a private
individual or the government dispatches
were conveyed.
Although the stilus is constantly found

in the London soil, there is only one example
of the wooden tablet preserved in the City
Museum, and it is doubtful whether this, in

spite of its having been found on the site of

the Royal Exchange, can be proved, any
more conclusively than many of the so-called

Anglo-Roman stili, to date from Roman
times, unless it can be satisfactorily shown
that it actually came from the virgin
"Roman level," the likelihood of which

seems to be precluded by the perishable
nature of the article. Would not the Guild-

hall example, since it is so well preserved, be

rather mediaeval than Roman, like many of

the stili? J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.
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PORTMAN FAMILY (10
th S. v. 48, 150, 17*

198, 217, 272). I agree with MR. RUTTON i

dismissing the "Men of the Gate "
as a moder

invention. In Anglo-Saxon days a pot
signified a market-town, of which the chie
fiscal and magisterial authority was th

port-gerefa, or portreeve, while the portma
was merely an ordinary burgess. Those wh
are interested in the matter may refer t

Mr. J. H. Round's valuable articles on * Port
and Portreeves' in the fifth and sixt

volumes of The Antiquarian Magazine. A
regards the word "Portman," Mr. Rounc
refers to Gomme's 'Index of Municipa
Offices,' p. 66, and he adds in a note :

" I am indebted to my friend, Mr. York Powell
for an interesting reference to a Scandinavian poem
by Olaf's poet, on the sack of Canterbury unde
^Ethelroed ('The Unready'), in which it is boastec
that 'many a sorrow 'befel the proud pcertom
('Corpus Poeticum Boreale,' ii. 126), that is to say
the '

portmen
'

(burgenses). Also, for the fact tha
'portman

'

(Mid. E.) waaadopted into Welsh in the
sense of a merchant, but later sank to the sense o:

a pedlar" (o.c., v. 283, note).

As regards this latter statement, it may be
pointed out that the portreeve, as the chiei
official of a mercantile town, was in close
relations with the trading community.
Stubbs (* Constitutional History,' ed. 1875,
i. 404) shows that the portreeve of Canter-
bury was connected with the "ceapmanne
gild,"^

and that the same was probably the
case in London. (See also ibid

,
i. p. 416,

note.) At Leicester, and probably in other
trading towns, the burgesses had their"
portman mote"; while at Ipswich the

"portmen" survived at least as late as
the time of Henry VIII., when they gave a
lease of the meadow called "Portman"
Medue, otherwise called "Odynholme

"
j and

in 14 James I. we read of a mortgage on
the Portmen's Meadow (Ninth Report Hist.
MSS. Comm., Part I. Appendix, pp. 235b,
256b). Whether the name of this meadow
still survives I cannot say. The name of
Portman is therefore of the same nature as
those of Burgess, Merchant, Marchant, or
Pedler, which are not uncommon at the
present day, and the family seems to have
belonged to the class of minores yentes until
it attained a "county" position through
some fortunate marriages. But the same
remark is equally applicable to the Howards.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

The following derivation of this surname,
from Mark Antony Lower's 'Patronymica
Britannica,' has been sent me by a friend :

" Portman
; A civic officer with duties similar to

those of a modern mayor. The courts of this
functionary were formerly called 'portmanmi-

motes.' Portreeve is synonymous. The family
of this name in Somerset appear to have been
eminent so early as the reign of Edward I."

K. T.

BALLAD BY REGINALD HEBER : W. CRANE
(10

th S. v. 184, 253). I shall be glad if MR.
WALTER CRANE can supplement the infor-

mation given at the latter reference. lam
desirous of tracing the connexions of three

brothers, Thomas, Samuel, and Joseph Crane,
all of Chester. Samuel was a bookseller who,
in 1775, commenced business in Liverpool.
In 1777 he married a Miss Glass. In 1786 he,
in conjunction with his brothers, Thomas
and Joseph, who were grocers and manu-
facturers of stoae and Prussian blue in

Chester, opened a bank in Liverpool. It was
not a success, failing in 1788. The book-

selling business was continued by Samuel
Crane until 1796. Between that date and
1800 no Liverpool directory was issued, and
in the latter year the name of Crane has

disappeared.
From the 'D.N.B.' I find that the father of

the Thomas Crane who was born in 1808 was a
bookseller in Chester. Mr. Walter Crane's
note mentions that his grandfather's name
was also Thomas.
What I wish to learn is : (1) What con-

nexion, if any, there was between the
:rio of brothers and the members of MR.
WALTER CRANE'S family ; (2) if Crane
Street, Chester, is named after any member
of either family. There are no old directories

n the public library at Chester to enable a
searcher to find clues. J. H. K.

COPYING LETTERS (10
th

S. v. 287). Samuel
lartlib was acquainted with the process. In

Evelyn's 'Diary' (27 Nov., 1655) we read:
4 He [Hartlib] told me of an ink that would
;ive a dozen copies, moist sheets of paper
>eing pressed upon it, and remain perfect."

Knowledge of the invention must have
lied out entirely, for at the date of Watt's

mtent, 1780, so far as I am aware, there was
10 suggestion that the process was in use,
r even known. This patent was for the

rocess, not merely for the press.
RHYS JENKINS.

PROVINCIAL BOOKSELLERS (10
th S. v. 141,

83, 242, 297). MR. SOTHERAN is mistaken.
did not leave out his ancestors. I found
o pamphlet bearing their names in the

pllection upon which my list is founded.
*ut I said that copious additions might be
made from the many local bibliographies ;

nd Davies's 'York Press,' 1868, mentions
everal members of the Sotheran family, the
arliest date being 1768. Forty-five years
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ago I was a schoolboy in York, and I can
remember Mr. Sotheran's shop, which had
copies of the

* Guide-Book '

in the window.
W. C. B.

CHERRY RIPE' (10
th S. iv. 469 ;

v. 214,

254, 297). I should feel greatly obliged if

DR. CUMMINGS would kindly supply me with
the authority for his remark that Nell

Gwynne did sing in the play
' All Mistaken '

a song commencing
" My lodging is on the

cold boards," a parody on " My lodging is on
the cold ground.

;; I can find in the diaries of

Pepys and Evelyn no mention of her singing
this parody, or indeed any song.
The history of

" My lodging is on the cold

ground," as far as concerns the music, will be
found in Ohappell's 'Old English Popular
Music.' It was written by Matthew Lock to

words by Sir William Davenant in an
alteration of Fletcher's

* Two Noble Kins-
men' called 'The Rivals' (1664), and it was
so inimitably sung by Moll Davies that she

gained the unenviable approval of Charles II.

See p. 222 of FitzGerald's
'

Stories of Famous
Songs.' JAMES WATSON.

LUTPINOS OF HERTFORD AND WARE (10
th

S.

v. 289). T. F. Luppino, scene-painter, died

ab Hertford, 30 April, 1845, aged ninety-six.
WM. DOUGLAS.

125, Helix Road, Brixton Hill.

ALLAN CUNNINGHAM'S *THE KING OF THE
PEAK' (10

th S. v.^208, 271, 337). That books
of reference err in attributing 'The King of

the Peak '

to Thomas Roscoe as the author
is, I think, made clear by the preface to the
1883 edition (published by Chapman & Hall),
which was written by Mr. William Bennet's
son (now the late) Dr. Bennet, a physician
at Buxton, and coroner for the High Peak
district of Derbyshire, some years after his

father's death. In it he says :

"In August, 1820, my father, the late Mr.
William Bennet took up his residence at

Chapel-en-le-Frith where his ancestors had been
located since the year 1312. In the following year
he published his first historical novel, entitled
'The Cavalier,' the scenes of which are intimately
connected with Peveril Castle in! the same
county. Again, in February, 1822, after a visit to
Haddon he commenced the present work, under
the title of

'

King of the Peak,' and published it

early in the following year. During the latter

years of my father's lifetime I often discussed with
him the desirability of republishing his works,
more especially

' The King of the Peak.' I have,
in revising the work, endeavoured strictly to carry
out the wishes of my father, without, I trust, in

any way marring the author's style."

I may add that, several years before the
edition of 1883, I had been told, by those

personally acquainted with Mr. William

Bennet, that The King of the Peak ' was
his work

;
and that in the catalogue of the

Devonshire Library of local printed books,
&c., in the Derby Free Public Library,

* The
King of the Peak' and 'The Cavalier' are
attributed to

" Lee Gibbons (Chapel-en-le-
Frith)." In the British Museum Catalogue
only the 1883 edition is credited to the name
of Bennet ; and, besides the above, two
other works, 'Malpas, or Le Poursuivant

d'Amour,' 1822, and 'Owain Goch, a Tale of

the Revolution,' 1827, each in three volumes,
are attributed to Lee Gibbons. No mention
of either of these is made by Dr. Bennet
in his preface of 1883, and my only know-
ledge of them is from their occurrence in the

Museum Catalogue. W. B. H.

INSCRIPTION ON TOMB OF CONSTANTINE
THE GREAT (10

th S. iii. 2G8). I have to thank
the Embassy Chaplain at Constantinople
for the following reply to my query con-

cerning the inscription on the tomb of

Constantine :

"Chedomil Mijatovich's 'Constantine, Last

Emperor of the Greeks,' p. 122, says: 'The monk
Gennadius otherwise known by his secular name
of Gregorius Scholarius was at one time a

Senator, and famous for learning and patriotism.
It was he who gave a curious interpretation to an

inscription on the tomb of Constantine the Great,

declaring it to be a prediction of the conquest of

Constantinople by the Turks.' The tomb was
removed to S. Irene many years ago, and at present
seems to have no inscription on it. Possibly there

might be some mention of the inscription in

Gennadios's pamphlet against the union with
Rome.

Kara rrjs 2t/xoi>ia/c?js

CU/)O~COS, ?}'TOl
aTTlOTtaS.

By Georgius Scholarius.

I do not know if it is easy to get a copy of the

above: I believe it is printed in the
' Cursus

Patrologise' of J. P. Migne."

It is not in the B.M. copy.
W. CATTELL, Deputy-Surgeon-General.

14, Herbert Road, Southsea.

BARNES : ORIGIN OF THE NAME (10
th S. v.

308). I am not at all sure that the name of

Berners is connected with Bernieres. At any
rate, there is no reason for connecting
Berners with Barnes. The confusion arose

with the accumulation of rubbish that has

been written about Dame Julians (sic) Barnes

and her book of hunting. Just because

Berners was sometimes written Barnes in

ignorance, the fable arose that this lady

belonged to the Berners family, for which

there is no evidence at all. By consulting

Bardsley's book on English surnames, we
see that Barnes, Berner, and Berners were

once kept wholly apart. Barne also occurs,
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and may mean either
"
bairn, child," or may

refer to a "barn." Barnes is "the son of

Barne," or may refer to a barn or barns.

But Berner or Bernar is a well-known old

word for a man who provided bran or refuse

for dogs, as was explained by me in 3rd S. xi.

191 in 1867 (thirty-nine years ago) ; and the

same explanation may be found in the
' New

English Dictionary.' So also Bardsley has
11 Richard le Berner " from the Placita de

Quo Warranto.
But Berners appears originally as

" de
Berners" (see Bardsley), as if Berners was a

place-name. If this Berners is the same

place as Bernieres, it will, I suppose, be found
that Bernieres is a modernized and inferior

spelling. In any case, let us keep Barnes,
Berner, and Berners entirely apart, as they
were at first. WALTER W. SKEAT.

"THE COAL HOLE" (10
th S. v. 306).

During the constructioa of Terry's Theatre,
in 1887, the "Occidental" Tavern in Savoy
Buildings suddenly collapsed. Under the
name of "The Coal Hole" a name con-
ferred upon it by a club, not of coal-heavers,
but of coal merchants, who frequented the
house at the beginning of the nineteenth

century it then had a separate existence,
but was once part of the old "Fountain"
tavern ('Epicure's Almanack,' 1815). "The
Coal Hole" was one of Edmund Kean's

haunts, probably while he was living in Cecil

Street, close by ;
and it was here that the

Wolves' Club, of which Kean was the leader
or patron, held their meetings, which, how-
ever, became so disorderly and uproarious
that the club became a nuisance even to a
Coal Hole, and it was consequently broken

up ('Tavern Anecdotes,' 1825). It was also

the scene of Nicholson's judge -and - jury
trials ('A Night at Baron Nicholson's,'

Sporting Life, 7 Oct., 1848). The author of
'Tavern Anecdotes', Christopher Brown,
ascribes a different origin to "The Coal-
Hole" when he asserts that it was so called
because it was erected on a spot which was
formerly a coal- wharf and storehouse.

Before the transportation of coal overland

by steam power, sea-borne coal or "sea-
coal" wharves were numerous, not only along
this part of the Strand, but also from Essex
Stairs to Shad well (B. Lambert's 'Hist, and
Survey of London,' 1806, vol. ii. p. 216). The
following advertisement relates to a Strand
coal-wharf of the middle of the eighteenth
century:
"To be dispos'd of, the Carriage of a good-

accustom'd Coal- Wharf and Dock in the Strand,
together with fourteen Horses, and five Carts, with

ihe Harness, and convenient Stable-Room and)

Standing for the Carts ;
also a House to live in

upon the spot. Any Person that is inclin'd to treat

for the same is desir'd to leave a Letter directed to

A. B. at St. Martin's le Grand Coffee-House, near

Newgate-Street, where they may be spoke with.
"
Note, None but Principals will be treated with.

Daily Advertiser, 28 April, 1742.

Probably another relic of the sea-coal

traffic was the sign of "The Ship and

Shovel," which formerly distinguished a

tavern now called "The Craven Arms,"'
No. 3, Craven Court, Craven Street, Strand.

The coal and corn barges formerly moored
at the bottom of the street, and the many
lawyers' quarters at the top, drew from
James Smith, one of the authors of the

'Rejected Addresses,' who lived in Craven

Street, the following humorous reflection :

At the top of my street the attorneys abound,
While down at the bottom the barges are found.

Fly ! Honesty, fly ! to some safer retreat,
For there's craft in the river and craft in the street,

J, HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

IRISH BOG BUTTER (10
th S. v. 308). The

hypothesis that this substance was butter

buried some centuries ago may infuse it

with a tinge of romance ; but one would like

a little evidence anent the habit attributed

to the Irish of burying their butter in bogs
after recording the shape of the lumps, so

that future peat-diggers may decide whether

any deformation results. Apart from the

casual loss of some pats on the way to

market, which is likely in swampy districts,

it seems preferable either to continue to-

class bog-butter with the various other

mineral "resins" of vegetable origin, or to

regard it as related to the adipocere into

which flesh is readily converted when buried

in peat-moss. J- DORMER.

"PLACE" (10
th S. v. 267/316, 333). In case

DR. MURRAY'S attention has not been drawn
to the considerable number of borrowings of

English words in Welsh from the sixteenth

to the eighteenth century, it may perhaps be

interesting to instance the Welsh use of

place in the special senses under discussion.

Before dealing with that word, however, I

would instance coppish=cod piece, tapku
taplash, Carmarthenshire sheiv=s\\ow, else-

where s&ow=show (in both cases the ew and
oio are proper diphthongs, not as

in^the
incomplete English series appearing in Eng-
lish cow, but not in Eng. low and few).
In Hcarne's edition (1744) of Leland's

'Itinerary' (vol. viii.) there occurs :

" The Castle of Lie Careig hathe been so famous

standing upon a hy Rok stepid on every syde, from-

whens the great rise [Rice or Rhys] of Wales-
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deriveth, as from the Princes, his Lyne [and] is

upon the Hill that standithe betwine the 2 Ven-
draiths."

In the margin there is a note :

" Lie Careig
in Lattin Palatinus cragus." As the varia-

tions "Castle," "Castell," "Castele," occur
in this paragraph, it is possible that what
Leland wrote or read was " Castelle of

Careig." The modern name is Castell y
Garreg. Ze=place does not mean palatinus ;

only the W. plds, borrowed from Eng. place
in the special use under discussion, could

yield that sense. The site in question is

about a mile or so to the north-west of the

village of Llandybie. In that village there
is a farm-house, bearing evident traces of

decayed gentility, still called Y Plus or Plds

Llandybie. Tradition says that Oliver Crom-
well lodged there one night before visiting
the neighbouring Golden Grove. Down to
about the middle of last century the com-
monest term for a country mansion was plds,
and that is the word I myself use, but news-

paper and periodical writers employ the (to

me) incongruous term palas almost in variably.
In Lewis's '

Diet.' (1805) the only meaning of

palas is
" a palace or royal house."

J. P. OWEN.
Comeragh Road, Kensington.

There is evidently a subdivision of mean-
ing necessary. Thus in London the earliest

application I can trace is Dukes's Place

(explanation of Ogilby and Morgan's Map
of London, 1677, reprinted 1895; 'The
London Directory,' 1677, reprinted 1878), and
this is in its proper sense of a square or

place d'armes (vide 'Glossographia Angli-
cana Nova,' 1707). By 1783 ('The New
Complete Guide,' 1783) it had been applied
to Savoy Place, St. James's Place, and Park
Place ;

but by 1790 (' The LTniversal British

Directory ') there are twenty examples,
nearly all terraces in the suburbs (Kingsland
Place) or blocks of property built round
culs-de-sac in the City (Ely Place, Frederick's

Place, Old Jewry). This, therefore, indi-

cates that the word had altogether lost its

original significance, and become little more
than an indication of a property uniform
in size and architecture, and having a
single ownership. ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39, Hillmarton Road, N.

In some extracts from The Gentleman's
Magazine (1794) I find references toVauxhall
Place, South Lambeth. It was apparently
a street or terrace of houses.

HAMMOND HALL.

Calendar of State Papers (Domestic),
1547-80, records a good many letters written

from Ely Place, the earliest being dated
8 January, 1548.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

THE BABINGTON CONSPIRACY (10
th S. v.

190). From memory only I venture to iden-

tify 'The House of the Wolf,' by Mr. Stanley
J. Weyman, as the novel dealing with the

Babington conspiracy. It first appeared as

a serial in The Graphic. ALECK ABRAHAMS.
39, Hillmarton Road, N.

HOLBORN (10
th S. ii. 308, 392, 457, 493 ; iii.

56.234; v. 295,338). Stow and Camden and

Anthony Munday lived three hundred years
ago, and are doubtless entitled to the epithet
of

** venerable." But Domesday Book was

compiled more than eight hundred years ago,
and its claim to veneration must therefore

be considered to be far superior to that of

those comparatively modern writers. In

Domesday Hoi born is written "
Holeburne,"

and that spelling will be found in subsequent
legal documents. MR. JAGGARD might con-

sult, for example, the facsimile of the grant
of the manor of "Holburne" in the Trans-
actions of the London and Middlesex Archaeo-

logical Society, i. 124. One would have

thought that this matter was outside the

scope of argument. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

"THE SOPHY" (10
th S. v. 308). I think

your correspondent is in the right. But
there are difficulties as to the explanation of

Sophy. May I refer to the article on 'Sophy'
in my 'Notes on English Etymology,' at

p. 273 ? It is too long to quote.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

MR. THOMPSON OF THE 6TH DRAGOONS
(10

th S. v. 269, 316). I am much obliged to

your correspondents for their kind hints.

Cornet Alfred Thompson was probably the

author of the water-colour sketch I have
seen. I doubt whether James Thomson,
the author of 'The City of Dreadful Night

'

who was born in 1834, and was a poor
man, I believe could have been the Mr.

Thompson who with David Urquhart and

Algernon Massingberd visited Kossuth at

Kutahia in October, 1850. Massingberd and

Thompson had bought some land near

Smyrna, we are told, and were going to

establish a colony there for the benefit of the

Hungarian refugees in Turkey ; but Austria

and Russia got wind of the project, and

protested against it successfully.
In March, 1851,

"
Thompson the English-

man (now under the name of Hamilton)"
again visited the refugees in Kutahia, this

time in company with a Danish prince,
Frederick of Schleswig-Holstein. My source
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does not explain whether Thompson had

changed his name permanently to Hamilton
or whether he only assumed it pro tern, as a

convenience to get over some regulation as

to visiting the Sultan's Hungarian prisoners.
L. L. Iv.

LATIN GENITIVES IN FLOJIICULTURAL
NOMENCLATURE (10

th S. v. 309). The use of a

single or double i in this class of genitives is

optional, or, at all events, a matter of taste.

Such modern surnames have a nominative
-ius hypothetically tacked on in order to

conform with the large number of Roman
clan-names with stems ending in -io. These
clan-names are strictly speaking adjectival,
and hence the genitives in -ii, as in Curtisii ;

but, if they are to be regarded as substantive,
there is classical support also for the
monocular variety, as in Thomsoni.

J. DORMER.

Is it not merely considerations of euphony
which demand the duplication of the i in

such Latin genitives ? Aster Curtisii possesses
a more rounded euphony than Aster Curtisi.

Similarly Anoectochilus Loivii and A. Heriotii
are preferable to A. Lowi (Low's) and A.
Herioti (Heriot's).

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

DICKENS ON THE BIBLE (10
th S. v. 304).

The "paragraph in some of the papers"
appeared first, I think, in TheDaily Chronicle.
It seems as if MR. MACRAE did riot see that

paper day by day, or he would have noticed

that, the day after the paragraph, a correc-
tion appeared of its inaccuracy. The docu-
ment discussed by The Daily Chronicle

reporter was not a "notable and unknown
Dickens letter," but a facsimile of one
of the best -known letters of Dickens,
written on the day before his death to
John M. Makeham. This letter is re-

produced in facsimile in the *

Letters of
Charles Dickens' (Macmillan, 1893), and has
been often referred to elsewhere. MR.
MACRAE speaks of his letter as quoted by
Forster in the

*

Life.' It is referred to in my
edition (Chapman & Hall, 1876) in vol. ii.

&467.
The odd thing is that, had MR.

ACRAE looked a few pages on, he would
also have seen a quotation (on p. 469) from
The Daily Chronicle's "unknown" novelty.
I think it a pity that people cannot make a
little research of such obvious character on
their own behalf; but in the present age of

hurry and superficiality, few lovers of litera-
ture can expect that. NEL MEZZO.

The letter quoted by MR. MACRAE is un-
doubtedly "genuine and independent," but

it is not unknown. It is reproduced in

facsimile in the 'Letters of Charles Dickens'

(Macmillan, 1882). I believe that the original
is either at the British Museum or South

Kensington. HAMMOND HALL.
"
OSCAR WILDE BIBLIOGRAPHY (10

th S. iv.

266 ; v. 12, 133, 176, 238, 313). The statement
at the last reference that Sharp, in his an-

thology, claimed to have printed for the first

time the sonnet on Keats's love letters, is

manifestly due to an oversight. Two of Wilde's

sonnets appear in the collection, the one on
the love letters being numbered cclii., and

immediately following the other. The editor's

note on the subject is quite clear.
" No. cclii.,"

he says, "appears in his 'Poems,' but its

companion is printed here for the first time."

Perhaps some question connected with copy-
right prevented Tepublication in subsequent
editions of

' Sonnets of this Century.'
THOMAS BAYNE.

[U. V. W. writes to the same effect,]

To Midsummer Dreams, being the double
Summer Number of a weekly journal called

Society, for July, 1885, Oscar Wilde contri-

buted a poem entitled 'Rosssand Hue.' This

number is not in the British Museum, and

though I have advertised for many months,
I have not succeeded in procuring a 'copy. I

am particularly anxious to have, at least,

a transcript of this poem, in order that it

may be included in the volume of
' Poems '

which I am editing for Messrs. Methuen's

forthcoming uniform edition of Oscar Wilde's

works. Can any of your readers help me?
This volume will contain all the poems

included in the 1881 edition,
'

Ravenna,'
4 The Sphinx,'

' The Ballad of Reading Gaol/
some sixteen hitherto uncollected poems, four

translations in verse, and at least one unpub-
lished poem of exquisite beauty.

STUART MASON.
c/o Holywell Press, Oxford.

LADY COVENTRY'S MINUET (10
th S. v. 307).

MR. BLEACKLEY asks if a special minuet
was composed in honour of the beautiful Lady
Coventry, and who wrote the music. I find

it difficult to give an exact answer to the

question, but I hope the following informa-

tion may assist him. Mr. Adair FitzGerald,
at p. 115 of

'
Stories of Famous Songs,' writes

that a correspondent in The Illustrated

London Neivs of 16 February, and 1 March,
1856, says :

"In my youth I was accustomed to hear a song,
of which'Kitty Fisher and the famous Countess of

Coventry, who were rival beauties in their respec-
tive lines, were the heroines."

Fisher's Jig, besides being in Walsh's dances
%
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reappears in Thomson & Sons'
'

Twenty-Four
Country Dances,' 1760, and again in 1773.

In Horace Wai pole's letters to Sir Horace
Mann, iii. 65, dated 28 October, 1752, it is

mentioned that "
Lady Coventry excused

herself from the fireworks at Madame Pom-
padour's because it was her dancing master's

hour." At vol. i. p. 170 of 'Selwyn and his

Contemporaries,' her death is said to have
occurred on 1 October, 1760.

JAMES WATSON.
Folkestone.

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS AT LE PORTEL
(10

th S. v. 228). En ce qui concerne le passage
de Sir Joshua Reynolds au Portel, pres de

Boulogne, lors de "
ses voyages dans les

Flandres et en Italie [1]," j'ai consulte ses
*

Literary Works' (ed. 1835, 2 tomes), sans y
trouver aucune allusion a cet endroit. Voici
1'itineraire de ses voyages en 1'annee 1781,

d'apres 1'ouvrage cite : II partit de Londres
le 24 juillet, et passa par Margate, Ostende,
Gand, Bruxelles, Anvers, Dort, La Haye,
Leyde, Amsterdam, Dusseldorf, Aix-la-
Chapelle, Liege, Bruxelles, Ostende, Margate,
Londres, ou il reviut le 16 septembre.
Je ne dis pas que le

"
guide

" en question
ait tort, mais il parait qu'il y aerreur quelque
part. EDWARD LATHAM.

WESTMINSTER CHANGES IN 1905 (10
th S. v.

221, 262). To an old resident the notes by
MR. HARLAND-OXLEY are extremely inter-

esting, and I should like to add a few words
with reference to the little court and cottage
in North Street.

Mr. T. Fairman - Ordish contributed an
article to Cornhill, February, 1904, but he
too gives no information why the little court
has always been known, and is still alluded

to, as Noah's Ark. Old inhabitants of the

neighbourhood will confirm my assertion, and
I have a distinct recollection of Mr. Barnes,
the pantaloon, alluding to his studio by that
name. It is not generally known that he was
a clever photographer. I have some of his

work by me at this moment. And in con
firmation of this, strange to say, after so

many years, his name and profession as photo
grapher may still be made out, in black

paint, on the shabby old wooden facia above
the iron gateway.

It may not be generally known that in

Bentley's Miscellany, vol. vii. p. 457, will be
found an amusing account of a continenta
tour, 'Journal of Old Barnes, the Pantaloon,
in 1830. There is a woodcut portrait in

Within the cottage at the end of the court
will be found, in the second room on the

right of the entrance, a ceiling which will

surprise those visitors who care to obtain
the very civil owner's permission to view it.

It is far finer than the Carey House one.

The medallions, portraits, four classic heads,
and the floral wreaths are in excellent pre-
servation. It has been purchased, and will

no doubt be shortly removed.
John Carter, F.S.A., author, antiquary, and

artist, resided in Wood Street in 1785, and in

Great College Street in 1787, before removing
to Hyde Park Corner. JAS. ARROW.

character "Here I am. !J

he was a charming old
school.

I knew him well

fellow of the ok

CHEMISTS' COLOURED GLASS BOTTLES (10
th S.

v. 168, 231). Many of these containers
^

of

coloured waters were formerly adorned with

planetary symbols. Is it beyond the verge
of likelihood that the sign and the hue had
mutual reference to each other? In old

heraldry the tinctures of royal arms were-

indicated by the names of the planets ;
thus

the vert of the commoner became Venus; his

purpure was Mercury; his gules, Mars; his

azure, Jupiter ;
and so forth. We must

remember that the organs of the body were-

supposed, and are supposed, to be under
direct planetary influence. ST. SWITHIN.

A correspondent informs me that he has-

been told

that the blue and red colours represent venous-

and arterial blood, and that the exhibition of these

colours was to let the public know that the gentle-
man displaying these signs was capable of bleed-

ng, and willing to bleed, people who were so

desirous."

Jeaffreson, in his 'Book about Doctors/

1861, p. 49, says :

"The dispensing chemists and druggists, whose

shops, flashing with blue bottles (last remnant of

empiric charlatanry), brighten our street corners

and scare our horses at night, are the apothecaries
of the last century."

R. J. FYNMORE.
Sandgate.

This custom is, I think, traceable to the

old alchemists, the coloured waters sym-
bolizing the different minerals that they
used in their compounds. Thus yellow would

represent gold ; red, iron ; green, copper ;

blue, tin ; and purple, quicksilver. So far

as I know, white or black bottles are never

seen, although it would be interesting to

hear of any instance of their use, or, indeed,

of the use of any other colours than those

mentioned above. H. T. SMITH.

KEBUS IN CHURCHES (10
th S. v. 188, 250,

297, 317). In Middleham Church, Yorkshire,

formerly collegiate, is the fine slab once
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covering the remains of Robert Thorneton,
twenty-second Abbot of Jervaulx, some three

miles from that town. It has on it a tun
with thorn leaves, and on it is inscribed the

legend :

" Orate pro a'i'a Dompni Roberti

Thorneton, abbat hui' domi Jorevaulis

vices'rni, Se'di."

In Aysgarth (Church, on one of the stalls

brought from Jervaulx Abbey at the time of

the Dissolution in 1536 is a hazel-bush
fructed growing out of a tun, a rebus on the
name of William de Heslington, abbot in

1475. There is also a fine screen brought
from the same abbey, now elaborately

painted in blue, green, and gold, with the

initials A. S., i.e
,
Adam Sedbergh, the last

Abbot of Jervaulx, executed for his partici-

pation in the Pilgrimage of Grace.
On the tower of Bolton Priory, begun

by the last prior, Richard Moone, is this

inscription in capitals, with a half-moon as

rebus: "In the yer of our Lord MVCXX
K ^ begaun this four!dachion, on qwho sowl
God have marce. Amen. ;j

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

I regret that in giving the rebus of Abbot
Darnton, of Fountains Abbey, at p. 297, I

stated that the label was inscribed "tun,
1494": it should be "Dern, 1494."

H. W. D.

CABOT AND MYCHELL (10
th S. v. 306). If

MR. PLOMER can send me particulars of the

seal, if any, affixed to the will of Wm.
Mychell, I may be able to trace him.

GEORGE B. MICHELL.
Radnor Club, Folkestone.

GRAY'S 'ELEGY' IN RUSSIAN (10
th S. v.'306).

In the edition of V. A. Zhukovsky's works
edited by Prof. A. S. Arkhangelsky (St. Peters-

burg, Marks, 1902), I find that the *

Elegy
'

occurs among the poems for 1801. ( note
that the Russian bard wrote his name
Joukoffsky, but the above more nearly repre-
sents the original.) It is not quite correct

to say that he "die* capo alia sua camera
letteraria" with this translation, as his first

poem is an ode in praise of the beneficence

of the Tsar Paul, dated 1797. In 1801-2 the

Viestnik Evropii (Courier of Europe) in

which the 'Elegy' appeared with a dedi-

cation to A. I. Turgeniev was edited by
the historian N. M. Karamzin. In 1839

Zhukovsky made a second translation while
on a visit to Windsor, illustrated with
sketch of the churchyard at Stoke Poges by
his own hand. Zhukovsky is one of the most
prolific Russian poets and translators, his

work including a version of the '

Odyssey,
and renderings of Dryden, Goldsmith

Sou they, and the leading German bards.
le wrote the national hymn,

'

God, save the
Tsar' ('Bozhe, Tsaria khrani'), which is

ung to Lvov's music, and which A. S.

Pushkin imitated.
FRANCIS P. MARCHANT.

Streatham Common.

"THE HAND THAT ROCKS THE CRADLE"
th S. iv. 447; v. 273). I had no intention

of doubting the existence of William Ross
Wallace, but merely fancied that perhaps his
name had been confused with that of William
Stewart Ross, the author of one of the poems
I referred to. I take it that M. C. L. claims
for W. II. Wallace the authorship of a poem
having for its subject or refrain the above-
named phrase a poem which was written
earlier than either of the poems of which I
have given the dates of publication. Good ;

but it is very desirable that the date of

publication of W. R. Wallace's poem (if it

ivas published ;
but of this I myself have no

knowledge) should be furnished. We should
then have documentary evidence, and the

question would be settled beyond any fear of

dispute. EDWARD LATHAM.

"METROPOLITAN TOE" (10
th S. v. 46).

Surely we have here a sarcastic description
of the Canterbury Primacy as if it were a

Papacy the Pope having his toe kissed, and
Laud being another Pope in Milton's idea.

T. NICKLIN.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles.
Edited by Dr. J. A. H. Murray. Matter
Mesnalty. (Vol. VI.) By Henry Bradley,
Hon. M.A. Ph.D. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

AT a late period, or at any rate in the course of

progress, the intention of including in the present
instalment of the 'New English Dictionary' one
section only of vol. vi., that comprising Matter to

Meet, has been abandoned, and a double section,
including Matter to Mesnalty, has been substituted.

Mattock, one of the earliest words in common use,
is of unknown origin, the Welsh matog and Gaelic

madag being from the English. Maud, a grey
striped plaid, is also of obscure origin. A good
history is given of the various uses of the word
maudlin. Maugrabee= &i\ African Moor. Maumet,
maumetrie, are used of image-worship. Maunder
in its various senses repays study, as does maund.
It is not every one who knows the origin of
mausoleum. A better quotation for maw than that
given from the same source is found in

' Paradise
Lost' :

Death
Grinned horrible a ghastly smile, to hear
His famine should be filled, and blessed his maw
Destined to that good hour.

Mawworm, a hypocrite, first occurs in 1850. Mayt
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in all its senses, beginning with a virgin, has a

deeply interesting history. The same may be said

of mead and meadoiv. Meadsiveet is an accepted
form of meadowsweet. Words such as meal, mean,
meat, in their various senses, have all well-told

histories. The different significances of the second,

mean, are specially curious. We should have
been glad of comment on the misuse of by no means
in phrases such as

"
it is by no means sure." This

is a favourite mode of speech of Miss Burney, an
instance from whom is quoted with no hint of dis-

approval. A possible connexion is suggested be-

tween meander in the case of a person, and
maunder. It seems remarkable to meet with no
instance of Mecca, a sacred spot, earlier than 1850.

Under mechanical we note "a crew of patches, rude
mechanicals." Medieval is first heard in 1827. It

was popularized by Ruskin. Medical first occurs

in Sir T. Browne. Medicament is found even a

century earlier, and medicine two centuries earlier

still. The American use, medicine-man, &c., be-

longs to early in the nineteenth century. Medley is

first used in the sense of mvlee. What is said con-

cerning medoc is brief, but excellent ; and meed
and meek repay close attention. Meeting-house, a

place of worship, is now confined to the U.S. Of
melancholy, in a lighter sense, an instance earlier

and happier than is given occurs in Beaumont and
Tletcher :

There's naught in this life, sweet,
Were men but wise to see 't,

But only melancholy.

Menagerie occurs in 1712. The Countess of Bless-

ington in 1837 seems responsible for menu, a bill of

fare.
"
I would adventure for such merchandise,"

* Romeo and Juliet,' provides a special instance of

the last -word. Some hesitation is shown in accept-

ing the popular derivation of Merry Andreiv.

Apollonius of Tyana, and other Essays. By Thomas
Whittaker. (Sonnenschein & Co.)

IN these six essays on speculative philosophy in

relation to the claims of revealed religion Mr.
Whittaker gives evidence of learning and ability.
The first three, bearing on the more concrete and
historical aspects of the subject, are of most
interest. The sketch of that somewhat enigmatical
personage, Apollonius of Tyana, a curious cross

between a clairvoyant charlatan and a Neo-
Pythagorean ascetic, whom Baur made good use of

in his assault on the Gospels, is well done, and
deserves to stand first in the book. It was also

well worth while to make a digest of the rather

long-drawn argument between Origen and Celsus,
which is not always easy to follow. The author, it

should be said, is frankly a sceptic, and does not

disguise the fact that his sympathies are with the

opponent rather than with the defender of

Christianity. He is resolved, with Johnsonian
zeal, that the orthodox dog shall not get the best
of the argument, and in the result, of his analysis
the heretic remains master of the field. He makes,
however, a legitimate use of the fact that we only
have Celsus's views as reported by his adversaries.
The other essays consist for the most part of

highly technical and schematic discussions of
obscure problems in transcendental metaphysics,
where lucidity is much to be desiderated perhaps
it was not possible. The misprint of "would" for
world at the foot of p. 63 makes nonsense of the
passage where it occurs.

The Antiquary. Vol. XLI. (Elliot Stock.)
WE have read this volume with much pleasure. A
few of the articles are shorter than could be wished,
but nearly all indicate knowledge and constructive-
ness, and are thus far in advance of what we
frequently encounter in the columns of the daily
press.

'

Mr. E. C. Vansittart's paper on the reverence
shown in Italy to San Giuseppe is not only instruc-
tive, but very entertaining also. Little honour was
shown with us to St. Joseph in pre-Reformation
days. We do not remember hearing of a single old
church in this country being dedicated to him

; but
in Italy and Spain he ranks in popular regard next
to the Blessed Virgin herself. One of the stories
the writer tells is grotesquely amusing. Though it
is under the ban of the ecclesiastical authorities,
we are told that it is accepted still by the common
people.
There is a highly interesting article by Miss

Jessie M. E. Saxby on ' The Sacred Sites of a Shet-
land Isle.' Unst is the island referred to. It is

about fourteen miles long, and at its widest seven
miles broad. Tradition says that at one time about
twenty kirks existed there

;
but it may be that in

this instance we have a blending of Christian
churches with places of heathen worship. As Miss
Saxby has evidently visited most of the localities
she treats of, the labour expended must have been
severe as well as wearisome. It is clear that the
early missionaries to Unst acted in the spirit of the
instructions given by St. Gregory the Great to
St. Augustine, to christianize the places of the old
worship, not to sweep away the fabrics for which
their simple hearts still retained a warm affection,
and around which, in many cases, their forefathers
were buried. This is demonstrated by the fact
that burnt bones and fragments of early pottery
have been discovered under the foundations of
desecrated Christian churches. Some of these
indications of pre-Christian worship have been
discovered by Miss Saxby herself. It is thus
obvious that heathen rites were once performed
where in later times the Christian sacraments were
celebrated, and the baptized dead were buried
beside their ancestors who had lived ages before
the light of the Gospel shone on the far North.
Mr. C. Lynam's paper on the Lapley font suggests

wide-stretching speculations. The subjects carved
thereon are taken from events recorded in the
Gospels, and by their rudeness, and the highly
conventional way in which they have been treated,
a remote antiquity is suggested ; but an inscription
under the representation of the Nativity, "Het
ajeborteChristi," is engraved in plain Roman capitals
which give the idea of a very modern date. The
vessel, too, is in shape an octagon, and this seems to

point to a time far later than the sculptures.
Mr. Sheppard's 'Roman Remains near Spurn

'

and Mr. Sieveking's paper on old French doors
and door-handles are well worthy of attention.
Both are well illustrated.

The Home Counties Magazine. Edited by W.
Paley Baildon. (Reynell & Son.)

THE most interesting, and in some ways the most
important, paper in the present issue is the story,
by Mr. W. B. Gerish, of the sufferings of a Hert-
fordshire witch, Jane Wenham, who was tried for

sorcery and witchcraft at Hertford in 1712, by Mr.
Justice Powell, who, when the prisoner was found
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guilty by the jury, sought an interview with Queen
Anne, and obtained a pardon for the poor woman,
much to the chagrin of her persecutors. See also

2nd S. iv. 131. Mr. Gerish adds that the belief in

witchcraft still lingers in remote villages in Hert-
fordshire. We wish it was confined to one county.
There are other shires where it not only lingers,
but is still prevalent.
In some notes on 'East Kent Parish History,'

most of which, we believe, are taken from eccle-

siastical visitation books, there occur some entries
about members of the Roper family, memorable
from its connexion with that of Sir Thomas
More. Roper and his wife were recusants who did
not go to church, and abstained from receiving
Communion in accordance with the Anglican rite.

Mr. H J. Daniel gives a continuation of
' Rambles

in the Home Counties.' An incidental remark
therein causes us to renew pur wonder as to

what the ordinary publican thinks is the meaning
of a coat of arms. There is mentioned a public-
house, three miles from Uxbridge, the sign of which
is
" The Gravel-Diggers' Arms

"
: and we know of an

instance, far away from the Southern counties,
where, in a prosperous iron district, a public-
house called "The Furnace Arms" was opened
some years ago.
The editor contributes the first of a series of

papers, which, when complete, will form a valuable
chronology of the scenes in City life connected
with St. Paul's Cross.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. MAY.
MR. THOMAS BAKER has in his Catalogue 493 a

good selection of theological works. These include
*Gallia Christiana,' Paris, 1716-85, 13 vols., folio,

251.; a fine set of Baronius, large paper, 38 vols.,
folio, 28/. ; Daniel's 'Thesaurus Hymnologicus,'
51. 15s. ; 'Salmeronis Commentarii in Evangelicam
Historian!,' 1612, 16^. ; Newman's ' Lives of the
Saints,' in parts as published, 1844, 11. 10-9. Qd. ;

Pinkerton's 'Scottish Saints,' 11. Is.; 'Priest in

Absolution,' privately printed, the two parts com-
plete in original covers, 31-. 15s.: 'Sarum Psalter,'
4to, vellum, 1852, 18s. ; Church Congress Reports,
1861-93, 33 vols., rare. 3J. 10s. ; and Smith and
Ware's '

Dictionary of Christian Biography,' 4 vols.,
4. 4s. Dugdale's

' Monasticon Anglicanum,' 8 vols.,

folio, 1817, is 2il.

Mr. Williain Brown, of Edinburgh, has Ste-

phens's 'Runic Monuments of Scandinavia and
England,' 1866-1901, folio, 51. 15-9.; Palustre's 'La
Renaissance en France,' over 300 plates, 3 vols.,
folio, Paris, 1879-85, 6/. 6*. ; and Butler's 'The
Feminin' Monarchi', or the Histori of Bee's,' 4to,
Oxford, 1634, 3/. 15$. The last volume is a curious
example of early phonetic spelling, besides being
a complete treatise on its subject. Halliwell gives
an account of this singular publication in his index
to the works of Shakespeare. Chaucer, 1687, is

61. 10s. ; and Daniell and Ayton's
'

Voyage round
Great Britain,' 300 coloured plates. 1814-25, 281.

There are a number of items under Darien, dating
from 1695. A copy of the "

Goupil Illustrated

Biographies," 10 vols., is priced 5QL Numerous
works will be found under Ornithology. Scottish
History is an important section, and contains the
publications of the Scottish History Society, 50 vols.,
1887-1905, 32J. Other items in the Catalogue are a
fine original set of Hone's works, 1826-32, 7/.; a first

edition of Swinburne's 'Atalanta,' Moxon, 1865,
6/. 6s.; and Allan Ramsay's 'Poems,' 2 vols. 4ta,
1721-8, 13/. 13s. This copy contains three pages of
the author's MS. of his poem named ' Answer to
Mr. Somerville's Epistle.'

Mr. Richard Cameron, of Edinburgh, has the
choice facsimile of the 1821 edition of Alken r

s

'National Sports' for 50s.; Macdonald's 'Clan
Donald,' with nearly 200 portraits, 21. 10s.; a com-
plete set of Proceedings of the Society of Anti-
quaries of Scotland, 1851-1904, 38 vols., 91. 10s;r
Drummond's 'Ancient Scottish Weapons,' 38s.; a
complete set of

' Fine Art Illustrations to Scott,'
13 vols., folio, 31. 3s.; Mrs. Haywood's

'

Secret His-

tory of the Present Intrigues of the Court of Cara-
mania,' scarce, 1727, 8s. Qd. (the Court is that of

George II. ;
a key to the names is given in Lowndes}:;

Kay's 'Portraits of Edinburgh Characters,' 2 vols.,

4to, first edition, full morocco, 1837, 9. 10s.; Drum-
mond's 'Old Edinburgh Houses,' 1879, 45s.; and
Wilson's 'Memorials of Edinburgh,' 1848, 30*
Under Scott we find first editions of 'The Abbot'
and 'Tales of my Landlord,' and third edition of
'

Waverley.' Under Chartists is Reynolds s Political
Instructor, a complete set, with 25 portraits of

leaders, 1849-50, 9s. Qd. Other items include a large
mezzotint of the landing of George IV. at Leith,
15 August, 1822, 42s.; an oil painting of John Knox's
study, 25s. ; and a model in plaster of Greenshields's

sitting statue of Scott, 21. 15s.

Mr. R. S. Frampton has a list of Second-Hand"
Natural History and Scientific Books at low prices.

Mr. John Jeffery has a music manuscript,
'Syrinx and Pan,' by Mendelssohn's friend
Bartholomew, 178 pp., 21s.

;
also a number of MSS.

on India, and tracts and books relating to the
Quakers, including the life of Joseph Coale, 1706,
10s. Qd. Coale was tendered the oath of allegiance,
and because he refused was sent to Reading Gaol,
where he died after six years' imprisonment. Other
items are ' The London Catalogue of Books,' 1814-46^
5s. ; The Dublin Penny Journal, 1832-6, 30s. ; and u
good many chapbooks.

Mr. Frank Murray, of Derby, has Budge's 'Book
of the Dead,' 1898, 30s. : Osmund Airy's

' Charles II.,.''

45s. :

'

Encyclopaedia Britannica,' The Times lasi*

edition, with revolving bookcase, 131. 10s.; Lingard's*
'History of England,' 10 vols., 21s. ; Gibson's^
'

History of the Monastery at Tynemouth.' Picker-
ing, 1848, 2 vols. 4to, 31. 3s. : Dr. Boyce's 'Cathedral
Music.' 1788, 3 vols. folio, 21. 5s., and Arnold's con.
tinuation, 3 vols., 21. 5s. ; Hooper and Duguid's
'

History of the Stock Exchange,' 21. ;

' Turner in the
National Gallery,' 58 subjects, Cassell. 1904. 30s. ;:

and Watts's 'Hymns and Spiritual Songs.' 1790, 10>C
(the first edition, 1707, brought 140/. in 1902).

Mr. Albert Sutton, of Manchester, has a cata--

logue of Shakespearian and Dramatic Literature.
There are interesting items under Fielding, includ-
ing a first edition of 'Tom Thumb,' 1730. Under-
Old Plays are many collections, one containing 48 in-

7 vols., '1678-1730, priced 18/. 18s. The works on.

Shakespeare comprise the New Shakspere Society's*

publications, 39 parts, 1874-87. 8/. 8s; and a fine-

set of Hanmer's edition, 1770-71, 21. 10s. Under
Spenser Society are 46 vols. of the reprints issued

by the Society, 121. 12s.
; and under Suckling is the-

first edition of
*

Fragmenta Aurea,' 1648.
6/.

6s. A
oopv of Stow's

'

Survey of London,' 1618, is priced
27. 2s.
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Mr. James Thin, of Edinburgh, sends us two
catalogues, one devoted to Botanical Works, in-

cluding a large collection on agriculture. We note

Curtis and Sim's Botanical Magazine, 1787-1835, 15^.
;

and Sanders's great work on orchids, St. Alban's,
1888-94, 18/. Under the Floras of Great Britain,

Europe, Asia, Africa, c., is much of special interest.

Mr. Thin's general list includes the scarce Moxon
edition of Shelley, 1839, 21. 16*'. ; a complete set of

The Ancestor, II. 18*'. ; first edition of Davenant's

Works, 1673, 41. 5s. ; The Portfolio, 18 vols., 12*. 10*. ;

Sybel's 'French Revolution,' 1867, 51. 5s.; Hegel's
Works, 183245, 21. 10$. ;

Grote's '

Greece,' Library
Edition, 51. 15s. (now out of print) ; Nichols's
*
Literary Anecdotes,' 17 vols., 81. ; Hill Burton's

*
Scotland,' 9 vols., 51. 10$. : and John Addington

Symonds's 'Essays,' first edition, 1890, 41. 5s.

Mr. Thomas Thorp's St. Martin's Lane Cata-

logue contains recent purchases from several

libraries. Among these are works on Buckingham-
shire. Under Charles I. is a list of lords, knights,
and others "slain by the rebels," 4to, 1663, 24.$.

Other items are a collection of rare Garlands, 31. 3-$.;

Potts's 'Wonderful Discoverie of Witches in the
Countie of Lancaster,' 1613, 38*.; 'The Kentish
Fable of the Lion and the Foxes,' 1701, 25*.; 'Life
at Westminster,' 1845-7, the complete set of 32

numbers, II. Is.; a collection of twenty-seven scarce

and curious tracts having reference to Oxford,
1642-7, 91. 9-$.; Percy Society, 30 vols., 121. 12.$.; rare

Quaker Tracts collected by J. Pennyman, 1671,

various years, 51. 5s.; Poetical Tracts, 1724-1828,
3Z. 3-$.; 300 old ballads, 1813, &c. f 1L 7s.; song sheets
and ballads, a large collection from the library of

the late W. W. Robinson, 1QL 10$.; Ackermann's
* Westminster Abbey,' large paper, 1812, 51. 5s.

;

Alken's
' John Myttbn,' 1851, 31. 10$. ; and Buck's

* Views of England,' 1723-39, 131. 10-$. There is

much of interest under Cruikshank : interesting
* Cheerful Pastimes,' 1830, 31. 3s. ;

' Robinson
Crusoe,' 31. 7s. 6d. ;

and '

Caricatures,' 21. 5s.

Under Ainsworth are first editions; and under
Defoe is the rare first edition of 'The Farther
Adventures of Robinson Crusoe,' containing a fine

copy of the scarce folding map, 1719, 2,21. IQs.

Lebrun's ' Galerie des Peintres Hollandais,' 1792, is

81. 10$.; Roscoe's "Novelist's Library," 1834, 15/. 15.$.;

and Strutt's
' Manners and Customs,' first edition,

1774, 31. 10s. First editions of Scott include
^Ivanhoe,' 3/. 5-$.;

'

Redgauntlet,' 25.$. ; and
' Kenil-

worth,' 36-$. Thackeray first editions include
4
Esmond,' 51. 15s.

Mr. Thorp's Reading list contains a rare Tenny-
son item, the first collected edition of *

Poems,'
2 vols., in the original boards, Mpxon, 1842, 21/.

Other entries are Britton's 'Architectural Anti-

quities of Great Britain,' 1835, 21. IQs. ; Aretino's
* Les Sonnets Luxurieux, Texte Italien,' very rare,
51. 5-$. ; a collection of twenty-two scarce tracts

relating to Berkshire, 1642-51, 1QL 10*. (the cata-

logue gives a list of contents) ; Ashmole's
' Berk-

shire,' 1719, 1QL 10-$. : Allibone's '

Dictionary,'
31. 15$. ; and Petherick's

'

Catalogue of the York
Gate Library,' 16-$. French books include Littre's

Dictionary, 4 vols, 1875, 31. 3s.;
'

Anthologie Fran-
<?oise,' 4 vols , 1765, 41. 4-$.

; and ' Memoires et
Avantures d'un Hornme de Qualite,' scarce, 20$.

(on one story in vol. vi. Otway founded his play
'The Orphan'). A copy of Hasted's 'County of
Kent' contains the rare map of the Hundred of

Worth, 4 vols., folio, Canterbury, 1778-99, 24^.

Mr. Wilfrid M. Voynich sends Short Catalogue
No. 17. The entry Aldine Presses begins with the

commentary on Aristotle attributed to Ammonius
Hermene, the rare first Aldine edition, Venice,
1503, 51. 5s. Callot's

' Les Miseres de la Guerre,'
Paris, 1695-1700, is 41. 4.$.

; and Spitzel's
*

Templum
Honoris Reseratum,' 50 very fine portraits, 1673,
21. IQs. Under '

Scriptores Astronomic! Veteres ' we
find Firmicus, Manilius, and Aratus, 2 vols., 1503,
16/. 16-$. Until Mr. Voynich's discovery of this

copy of the second volume it was only known that
Mazalis had copied the first part. A suppressed
edition of the Latin Bible, Lyons, 1569, is 11. 10s.

This was not in the Caxton Exhibition. An
extremely rare edition of the Italian Bible, trans-
lated by Mallermi, Venice, 1477, is 8/. 8.$. A fine

edition of an early herbal is 'Ortus Sanitatis,'

Strassburg, 1517, 1SI. 18-$. Under China and Japan
is a fierce satire on the Jesuits, attributed to
Francisco de la Piedas, 1654, 71. 7s. Burnet and
also Lenglet du Fresnoy write of it as being ex-

tremely rare, as it was rigidly suppressed by the
Jesuits. A fine copy of Cicero, Venice, 1583, is

priced 31. 3-$. Under Cervantes is the rare first

English edition of the '

Exemplary Novels,' 1640,
151. 15-$. A hitherto unrecorded work.'Divertisse-
ment donne" asa MajesteBritannique a Kensington :

Le Palais des Plaisirs,' London, 1703, is 51. 5s.
;
and

Ochino's 'Tragcedie or Dialogue of the Unjuste
Usurped Primacie of the Bishop of Rome,' black-

letter, 1549, the very rare first edition, dedicated
to Edward VI., is 151. 15s. The catalogue teems
with interesting items under Liturgies, London,
Mathematics, Turkey, &c.

Mr. George Winter has Green's ' Short History,'
4 vols., 21. 12$. Qd. French memoirs include Barere,
translated by V. Payen-Payne, 4 vols., Nichols,
1896, 11. 7s. 6:1. Under Heraldry is Foster's 'Feudal
Coats of Arms,' 21. 7s. 6d. Other entries comprise
'Rowlandson,'Chatto & Windus, 1880, 11. 15.$.; first

edition of R. L. Stevenson's 'A Child's Garden,'
21. 5s. ; and first edition of Swinburne's

' Poems and
Ballads,' 1866, 11. 5s. Illustrated items include
77 Water-Colour Sketches, 1840, 31. 3s. ; 'Guildhall
Exhibition,' 1892, 11. 12s.

;
Ricketts's

' The Prado,'
21. 2s.; 'Warwickshire,' 32 views, 1829, 11. Is. ;

Whistler's 'Gentle Art of making Enemies,' 31. 7s. 6d.;

and Morris's 'Residences of the Nobility,' 6 vols.,

4to, II. 17s. 6d. There is much of interest under
London, Art, Australia, Autographs, Sec.

Qotitt* to

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

WE cannot undertake to advise correspondents
as to the value of old books and other objects or as
to the means of disposing of them.

F. ROSE-TROUP. "Philip Nycolls" next week.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lisher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES (MAY).

A. RUSSELL SMITH,
24, GREAT WINDMILL STREET, LONDON, W.

(Close to Piccadilly Circus).

OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE,
TOPOGRAPHY, GENEALOGY, TRACTS, PAM-

PHLETS, and OLD BOOKS on many Subjects.

ENGRAVED PORTRAITS AND COUNTY
ENGRAVINGS.

CATALOGUES post free.

BERTRAM DOBELL,
Second-hand Bookseller and Publisher,

5i and 77, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.

CATALOGUES free on application. No. 140. A ROUGH
LIST OF CHEAP BOOKS, comprising Standard Works in
English Literature, offered at reduced prices to effect a
clearance. No. 141, ready shortly, will comorise RKCBNT
PURCHASES fromthe HOLLAND, TRUMAN, ROBINSON,
and other Sales, including Rare and Valuable Items.
Also to be bad on application, a Detailed Prospectus of

Proposals for Publishing by Subscription various hitherto
Unknown and Inedited Works of the Sixteenth and Seven-
teenth Centuries.

NOW READY.

CATALOGUE OF TOPOGRAPHY OF GREAT
BRITAIN AND IRELAND

(2,132 items), comprising County Histories and other Local

Books, Engravings, Water-Colour Drawings, Portraits of

Local Celebrities, &c., including an extensive London
Collection,

POST FREE ON RECEIPI OF TV7O STAMPS OF

JAMES RIMELL & SON,
53, SHAFTBSBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.

W. HEFFER & SONS,
Second-Hand Booksellers, CAMBRIDGE.
The undermentioned CATALOGUE is nearly ready, and

will be sent gratis on application.

REMAINDERS AND BOOKS OFFERED AT
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

Suitable for School Prizes, &c.

100,000 VOLUMES IN STOCK.

1, Petty Cury and 18, Sidney Street, Cambridge

ALBERT BUTTON,
43, Bridge Street, MANCHESTER.

The following Catalogues sent free on application :

AFKICA. I AMERICA.
AUSTRALASIA. I INDIA.
SPORTING BOOKS.
BOOKS of the " SIXTIES."
SHAKESPEARE and the DRAMA.
YORKSHIRE TOPOGRAPHY.
MAGAZINES and PERIODICALS.
MISCELLANEOUS LITERATURE.

Boohs and Libraries Purchased or Valuedfor Probate.
ESTABLISHED 1848.

E. GEORGE & SONS
HAVE ONE OF THE

LARGEST STOCKS
in the United Kingdom of Miscellaneous Books, Magazines
Journals, and Publications of Learned and Scientific
Societies.

CURRENT CATALOGUE
sent post free on application. Lists of Wants attended ti
immediately on receipt. Correspondence invited. All
communications answered.

ESTABLISHED 1820.

151, Whitechapel Road, London, E.

THE GREATEST BOOK BARGAINS
of the day will be found in

H.J.GLAISHER'S NEW CATALOGUE

OF PUBLISHERS' REMAINDERS.
Books in New Condition but at Second-hand

Prices in all Branches of Literature. Post Frf e on request.
Also short Catalogue of French Books.

H. J. GLAISHER,
Remainder and Discount Bookseller,

57, WIGMORE STREET, W.

TO BOOKBUYERS AND LIBRARIANS OF
FREE LIBRARIES.

THE MAY CATALOGUE
OF

Valuable SECOND-HAND WORKS
and NEW REMAINDERS.

Offered at Prices greatly reduced,

IS NOW READY,
And will be sent postfree upon application to

W. H. SMITH & SON,
Library Department, 186, Strand, London, W.C.
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Particulars of

W. H. SMITH & SON'S LIBRARY
And its advantages.

The Library contains over 500,000 Volumes of Works representing all

Classes of General Literature.

Nearly every recognized work published in recent years can be obtained from our Library. The
Student, the Politician, the Professional Man, the Scientist, the Sportsman, the Lover of Fiction, and
General Reader will find an infinite variety of choice. Our Catalogue will prove a reliable guide to all

that is best in General Literature. All books of popular interest are added as published. Subscribers

have the privilege of being transferred to any of our 800 Branches. The books are sent from our Head
Office to the Branches carriage paid, or they can be changed direct from Head Office by Parcel Post or

Rail. Boxes supplied gratis. We issue at frequent periods a prospectus of the newest books in

circulation. A post card will bring it to you on application.

Terms of Subscription.
LONDON.

For Exchanging at a London Terminus and 186, Strand, W.C.

12 Months

110
1 11 6220330
550-

* A deposit of 2s. 6d. on each Volume is required with all Monthly Subscriptions.

SUBURBAN AND COUNTRY.
For Exchanging at any of the Suburban and Country Hepots.

*1 Month 3 Months 6 Months

ONE Vol. ...

TWO Vols. ...

FOUR Vols.

EIGHT Vols.

FIFTEEN Vols.
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FOR

LITERARY MEN, GENERAL READERS, ETC.

When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

f PRICK FOURPENCE.
XTr* 1 9J. r TENTH l 5 A TTTT?Tk AV TVTiV 19 1 QOft J Registered a Newspaper. Entered at
iMO. 1/Odb. SFRIFH OAI UKUAl . IVlAl 1/6. ItfUO. 1 <;, N. T.P.O. as Second-Class Matter.'-1

< Yearly Subscription, Ws.Sd. pott free.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
PHOTOGRAVURE FACSIMILES OF BARE BOOKS printed

in England in the Fifteenth Century.

These reproductions of treasures of the University Library at Cambridge are
executed in photogravure, printed on hand-made paper, and bound in sage-green
paper boards, quarter-vellum, with vellum side-labels. Of each two hundred and
fifty copies are printed (two hundred only for sale) and the plates are then
destroyed.

Five facsimiles are now ready, four of them reproductions of the only copies of
the originals known to exist. Seven others, yet to be issued, will complete the
series. Subscribers to the whole series of twelve obtain a reduction of one-fifth

Volumes of the pubished price, which in no case will exceed 20s net. The remaining copies

ready f ^' * are now reserved for subscribers to the complete series. For the present
copies of Nos. 2, 3, k and 5 can be obtained separately." We can only call the attention of students of typography who are unlikely

prices. ever to have the opportunity of purchasing original Caxtons or Wynkyn de Wordes
to the opportunity afforded them by this magnificent series of reproductions."

Athena-um.

1. The Story of Queen Anelida and the false Arcite, by Geoffrey Chaucer
[10s net] From the unique copy of the edition printed by Caxton at Westminster about

1477. This edition was probably one of the first printed by Caxton in England.

2. Augustini Dacti Scribe super Tulliauis elogancijs et verbis exoticis in sua
15s net facundissima Rethorica incipit perornate libellus

From the unique copy printed at St. Albans, about 1479, by
' The Schoolmaster

Printer.'

3. The temple of glas, by John Lydgate
12s 6d net From the unique copy of the edition printed by Caxton about 1477.

4. A ryght profy table treatyse compendiously drawen out of many and dyvers
wrytynges of holy men, by Thomas Betson

From the edition printed in Caxton's house by Wynkyn de Worde about 1500.

5. The assemble of goddes, by John Lydgate
17s 6d net From the unique copy of the edition printed by Wynkyn de Worde about 1500,

NAPOLEON. Volume IX. of the Cambridge Modern History.
Planned by the late Lord Acton. Edited by A. W. Ward, Litt.D. G. W. Prothero,
Litt.D. and Stanley Leathes, M.A,

Royal 8vo, "All that is best in the scholarship of Europe for the period is put under
, A demand to contribute an army of skilfully marshalled facts of the Napoleonic

era such as probably has never before been gathered in one volume."
Daily Chronicle.

LONDON, FETTER LANE : Cambridge University Press Warehouse : C. F. CLAY, MANAGER
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BOOKSELLERS' PROVIDENT
INSTITUTION.

Founded 1837.

Fatron-HER MAJESTY QUEEN ALEXANDRA.

Invested Capital, 30.0001.

A UNIQUE INVESTMENT
Offered to London Booksellers and their Assistants.

A young man or woman of twenty-five can invest the sum of Twenty
Guineas (or its iquivalent by instalments) and obtain the right to

participate in the following advantages :

FIRST. Freedom from want in time of adversity as long as need

SECOND Permanent Relief in Old Age.
I'M I HI) Medical Advice by Eminent Physicians and Surgeons
FOURTH. A Cottage in the Country (Abbots Langley. Hertfordshire)

foraged Members, with garden produce, coal, and medical attendance
free, in addition to an annuity.
FIFTH. A Furnished House in the same Retreat at Abbots Langley

for the use of Members and their Families for Holidays or during
Convalescence.
SIXTH. A contribution towards Funeral Expenses whern it is needed.
SEVENTH All these are available not for Members only, but also

for thir Wives or Widows and Young Children.
EIGHTH. The payment of the subscriptions confers an absolute

right to these benefits in all oases of need.
For further information apply to the Secretary, Mr. GEORGE

LARNER, 23, Paternoster Row, E.C.

ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

1 THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD'

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during
the week, Announcements of New Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Free Advertisement for

Four Books Wanted weekly.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 8* 6rf. home and 11*. foreign

Subscription.

PK1CE THREE-HALFPENCE WEEKLY.
Office: St. Dunst an's House, Fetter Lane, London.

NOW READY, price 10*. 6<i. net.

THE NINTH SERIES

G
NOTES

BRA L
OF

AND

INDEX
QUERIES.

With Introduction by JOSEPH KNIGHT. F.3.A.

This Index is double the size of previous ones, as it contains, in

addition to the usual Index or Subjects, the Names and Pseudonyms of
"Writers, with a List of their Contributions. The number of constant
Contributors exceeds eleven hundred. The Publisher reserves the
Tight of increasing the price of the Volume at any time. The number
printed is limited, and the type has been distributed.

Free by post, 10. lid.

JOHN C. FRANCIS, Kates and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings. E.C.

ATHENAEUM PRESS. JOHN EDWARD
J\ FRANCIS. Printer of the Athena-urn, Jfote and Queries, Ac., is

prepared to SUBMIT FSTIMATBS for all kinds of BOOK. NEWS,
and PERIODICAL PRINTING. 13, Breams Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.

NOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 10s. 84. for Six Months;

or 20.. 6d. for Twelve Months, including the Volume Index. J.
EDWARD FRANCIS, Kott* and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings,
Chancery Lane, E.C.

IRISH
RECORDS. GENEALOGICAL and other

SBARCHES by QUALIFIED EXPERTS, Dublin. London, &c.
URKER, Box 1109, Athenaeum Press, 15, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.

PEDIGREES
TRACED: Evidences of Descent

from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS: Authentic Information
npon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

HERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat

ment. Book-Plates, Dies. Seals, Signet-Rings, Livery-Buttons, &c.
L. CULLETON, 92, Piccadilly, London, W.

BOOKS. ALL OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS
supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world

over as the most expert Hookfinders extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop, 14-16, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S RONS, PUBLISHERS and
BOOKSELLERS,

Of 27 and 29, West 23rd Street, New York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET.
LONDON, W.C., desire to call the attention of the READING PUBLIC
to the excellent facilities presented by their Branch House in London
for filling, on the most favourable terms, orders for their own
STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, and for all AMERICAN BOOKS.

Catalogues sent on application.

15 Parts, demy 8vo, 37*. 64.

PUBLICATION
8 OF THE ^LFRIC SOCIETY.

Consisting of HOMILIES OF ANGLO-SAXON CHURCH.
SALOMON AND SATURN DIALOGUES
POETRY OF CODEX VERCBLLENSI8.

TAYLOR & FRANCIS, Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, E.C.

TWELFTH EDITION, price Sixpence, cloth.

REMARKABLE COMETS : a Brief Survey of the
JLV most interesting Facts in the History of Cometary Astronomy.
By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.8.

SAMPSON LOW. MAR8TON & CO
, LIMITED,

15A, Paternoster Row, E.C.

SEVENTH EDITION, fcap. 8vo, cloth, price Sixpence.

T>EMARKABLE ECLIPStfS: a Sketch of the
IX most interesting Circumstances connected with the Observation
of Solar and Lunar Eclipses, both in Ancient and Modern Times. By
W. T. LYNN, B A. F.R.A.8.

SAMPSON LOW, MARRTON & CO., LIMITED,
15*. Paternoster Row, E.C.

THIRD EDITION, Revised to 1904, fcap. 8vo, cloth, price Sixpence.

ASTRONOMY for the YOUNG.
\. By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.8.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row.

NOW READY, THIRD EDITION, REVISED and ENLARGED.

T'HE
PENNY CHRONOLOGY: a Series of

Important Dates in the History of the World from the Reign of
David to the Present Time. Third Edition. By W. T. LYNN, B.A.
F.R.A.8.

London :

SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LIMITED, 15, Paternoster Row.

T'HE
AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.

(The LEADENHALL PRESS. Ltd.. Publishers and Printers,
50, Leadenhall Street. London. E.C./

Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect
freedom. Sixpence each. 6s per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Size. 3s. per dozen, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that The Leadenhall Press, Ltd., cannot be

responsible for the loss of MBS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should be retained.

QTICKPHAST PASTE is miles better than Gum
^^ for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers. Ac. Sd., 6<l., and Is. with
otrong, useful Hrush (not a Toy). Send two stamps to cover postage
for a sample Bottle, including Brush. Factory. Suijar I.oaf Court,
Leadenhall .street, E.C. Of all Stationers. Stickphast Paste sticks.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLISHING AND
BOOKSELLING.

(See 10th S. i. 81, 142, 184, 242, 304, 342
;

ii. 11.)

I APPEND a further list of entries upon this

subject, to supplement my list at the last

reference :
m

Anecdotes of Books and Authors. London, Orr &
Smith, 1836. Cr. 8vo.

Ashbee (H. S.), pseud. "Pisanus Fraxi." Index
Librorum. Prohibitorum. 1877. 4to. Privately
printed.
jCenturia Librorum Absconditorum. 1879.

<*,. 4to. Privately printed.
Arber (Edward). List of Publications and An-
, t* nouncements. [Reprints of Early English

works.] Undated. Cr. 8vo.

Bohn (Henry G.). Catalogue of Books. 1841. Very
stout 8vo, 2126 pp. Published at 21*., and
familiarly known as

' Bohn's Guinea Pig.'

Catalogue of Greek and Latin Classics, Com-
mentaries and Translations. 1850. Roy. 8vo.

Carey (Wm.). Stranger's Guide through London.
fUnd. 1808?] 12mo. Pp. 254-311 are devoted
to the state of literature, libraries, bookshops,
journalism, learned societies, c., at the begin-
ning of the nineteenth century.

Collier (J.P.). Shakespeare's Library : a Collection
of the Romances, Novels, Poems, and Histories
used by Shakespeare as the Foundation of his

Dramas. With Introductory Notices. 1843.

2 vols. 8vo.

Shakespeare's Library. Edited and revised

by W. Carew Hazlitt. 1877. 6 vols. Cr. 8vo.

Copinger (W. A.). Incunabula Biblica ; or, the
First Half Century of the Latin Bible : being
a Bibliographical Account of the Various Edi-
tions of the Latin Bible between 1450 and 1500,
with a Chronological List of Editions of the
Sixteenth Century. 1892. Folio. 54 facsimile
plates.
The Bible and its Transmission : an Historical
and Bibliographical View of the Hebrew and
Greek Texts, and of the Greek, Latin, and
other Versions, both Manuscript and Printed,
prior to the Reformation. 1897. Folio. 28 fac-
simile plates. Only 150 copies printed for sale.

Cory (J. P.). Ancient Fragments. 1828. 8vo.
Ancient Fragments. Enlarged Edition
with Critical Notes by E. R. Hodges. 1876.
8vo.

[Cotton Library.] Catalogus Librorum Manuscrip-
torum Bibliothecae Cottonianse cum Vita R.
Cottoni, Historia et Synopsis, &c. Scriptore
T. Smith. Oxon, 1696. Folio. Portrait of
Cotton.

Gushing (Wm.) Initials .and Pseudonyms: a
Dictionary of Literary Disguises. 1886. Roy.
8vo.

Darling (James), Cyclopaedia Bibliographia : a
Library Manual Analytical, Bibliographical,
and Biographical. 1854. 2 vols. Roy. 8vo.

Deby (Julian). Bibliotheca Debyana : being a
Catalogue of Books and Abstracts relating to
Natural Science, with special reference to
Microscopy. 1889. 2 vols. Roy. 8vo. Privately
printed.

Dibdin (T. F.) Bibliomania ; or, Book Madness :

a Bibliographical Romance. 1811. 8vo.
Edwards (Edward). Free Town Libraries

; their
Formation, Management, and History in
Britain, France, Germany, and America, with
Brief Notices of Book Collectors and of the
Respective Places of Deposit of their Surviving
Collections. 1869. 8vo.
Lives of the Founders of the British Museum,
with Notices of its Chief Augmentors and
other Benefactors from 1570 onwards. 1870.

8vp. Frontispiece.
Libraries and Founders of Libraries. 1865.
8vo.
Memoirs of Libraries, of Museums, and of
Archives. 1901. Roy. 8vo. Privately printed
for presentation only.

[Elton Library.] Catalogue of the Library of
Charles Isaac and Mary Elton, 1891. Roy.
8vo. Illustrated. Privately printed.

Fitzgerald (Percy). Book Fancier ; or, Romance
of Book Collecting. 1887. Cr. 8vo. A limited
number of copies struck off on large and
thick paper.

Gomme (G. L.) Bibliography of Folk-lore Publica-
tions in English. Undated. 8vo.

Greswell (E.). View of the Early Parisian Greek
Press, including the Lives of the Stephani,
Notices of other Contemporary Greek Printers
of Paris, and Particulars of the Literary
History of their Times. Oxford, 1833. 2 vols.
8vo.

Greswell (W. Parr). Annals of Parisian Typo-
graphy, containing an Account of the Earliest
Typographical Establishments of Paris, and
Notices and Illustrations of the Most Remark-
able Productions of the Parisian Gothic Press.
1814. 8vo. Illustrated.
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HalliwelKJ. O.). Shakespeariana: A Catalogue of

Early Editions of Shakespeare's Plays and of

the Commentaries. 1841. Svo. In addition to

the foregoing J. O. Halliwell issued a number
of privately printed Shakesperian catalogues,
full particulars of which I hope to include in

my forthcoming
'

Shakesperian Bibliography.'
Hazlitt ( YV. Carew). Manual for the Collector and

Amateur of Old English Plays. 4to.

History of Wonderful Inventions. 1849. Cr. 8vo.

Illustrated. Printing, c., pp. 49-74.

Home (Thomas Hartwell). Reminiscences, Per-
sonal and Bibliographical ; with Notes by his

daughter Sarah Anne Cheyne, and a Short
Introduction by Joseph B. McCaul. 1862. 8vo.

Hutton (L.). Literary Landmarks of Edinburgh.
1891. Cr. 8vo.

Ireland (Alexander). Book-Lover's Enchiridion.
Third Edition, with large Additions. 1883.

8vo.

Jaggard (William). Liverpool Literature : a

Bibliography of Old Deeds, Codices, Rare
Maps, and Printed. Books, including many
Private Pamphlets of an Antiquarian Nature.

Shakespeare Press, 1905. 8vo. Issue restricted

to 250 copies, of which 100 were on Japanese
vellum and 150 on ordinary paper.

Johnson (C. P.). Hints to Collectors of Original
Editions of the Works of W. M. Thackeray.
1885. 8vo. Impression limited to 500 copies
on small and 50 on large paper.

Johnson and Oldys. Catalogus Bibliothecse Har-
Jeianse, in locos communes distributus, cum
indice Auctorum. [Library of the Earl of

Oxford.] 1743-5. 5 vols. 8vo. The first two
volumes were written by William Oldys, the
bookseller, and the remaining three by Dr.
Samuel Johnson, who also contributed the

interesting preface. Thomas Osborne, the

bookseller, gave 13,000/. for the entire collec-

tion, with its wealth of rich red morocco
binding a sum which fell far short of the
amount originally spent on so clothing the
volumes.

Kitton (Fred. G.). John Leech, Artist and
Humourist: a Biographical Sketch [with
Chronological List of his Works]. 1883. 8vo.

Illustrated.

Phiz: a Memoir [of Hablot K.Browne ]

and Notes on his Principal Works. 1882. 8vo.
Illustrated.

[Knowsley Library]. Catalogue of the Library at

Knowsley Hall, Lancashire. 1893. 4 vols.

Imp. 8vo. Privately printed.
Larwood and Hotten. History of Signboards.

1870. Cr. Svo. Illustrated.

Moon, Boys, and Graves. Catalogue of Engravings
by the Most Esteemed Artists after the Finest
Pictures and Drawings of the Schools of

Europe and also of Various Books of Prints.

London, J. Moyes, 1829. 8vo. Published at 4*.

Ouseley (Sir W.). Catalogue of Several Hundred
Manuscript Works in Various Oriental Lan-
guages. 1831. 4to. Frontispiece.

Powell (G. H.). Excursions in Libraria, being
Retrospective Reviews and Bibliograpical
Notes. 1895. Roy. 16mo.

Publisher (The) and Bookseller : a Week's Review
of the Book Trade. [Commenced 1 April,] 1905.
Folio.

Roberts (William). Rare Books and their Prices.
1896. Cr. Svo.

Rowlands (Wm.). Cambrian Bibliography: contain-
ing an Account of the Books printed in the
Welsh Language or relating to Wales from the
Year 1546 to the End of the eighteenth century.
With Biographical Notices. Edited and en-
larged by D. S. Evans. Llanidloes, 1869. Svo.

Shepherd (R. H.). Bibliography of Carlyle. 188L
Cr. Svo.

Bibliography of Dickens. 18SO. Cr. Svo.

Bibliography of Ruskin. 1878. Cr. Svo.
Second Edition, 1881. Cr. Svo.

Bibliography of Swinburne. 1883. Cr. Svo.

Privately printed, and limited to 250 copies.
Slater (J. H.). Book Collecting : a Guide for

Amateurs. 1892. Crown Svo.
- Romance of Book Collecting. 1898. Cr. Svo.
- How to Collect Books. 1905. Cr. Svo.
Illustrated.

Spotford (A. R.). Book for all Readers, designed
as an Aid to the Collection, Preservation, and
Use of Books, and the Formation of Public and
Private Libraries. 1900. Crown Svo.

Thimm (Franz). Shakespeariana from 1564 to 1864,
of England, Germany, France, and other

European Countries. 1872. Svo.
Thomson (J. C.). Bibliography of the Writings of

Charles Dickens. Warwick, 1904. Svo.

Timperley (C. H.). Laconics of the Press: being:

Opinions in Prose selected from the Works of
the Most Eminent Authors and Periodical
Publications. With Notes Biographical and
Literary. Cr. Svo. Projected in 1845.

Songs of the Press, and other Poems relative
to the Art of Printers and Printing, also of

Authors, Books, Booksellers, Bookbinders,
Editors, Critics, Newspapers, &c., Original
and Selected. With Notes Biographical and*

Literary. Liverpool, 1S45. Cr. Svo.

Uzanne (Octave). Book Hunter in Paris : Studies-

among the Book-Stalls and Qaays. 1893. Svo.

Warren, afterwards Lord de Tabley (J. B. L.).

Guide to the Study of Book -Plates. 1900t

Svo.
Wise (Thomas J.). Bibliography of the Writings

in Prose and Verse of John Ruskiu, with an.

Appendix of Illustrations. 1889-93. 19 parts.
4to. Impression limited to 150 sets, privately
printed for subscribers.

Ashley Library : a List of Books printed for

Private Circulation. 1895. Cr. Svo.

Bibliographical List of the Scarcer Works and*

Uncollected Writings of Algernon Charles-

Swinburne. 1897. Foolscap 4to. Illustrated.

Privately printed.
Bibliography of the Writings in Prose and*

Verse of Robert Browning. 1897. 8 parts*

Foolscap 4to. Privately printed.

WM. JAGGARD-.

139, Canning Street, Liverpool.

MAGDALEN COLLEGE SCHOOL AND THE
'D.N.B.'

(See 10th S. iv. 21, 101, 182, 244, 364 ; v. 22, 122, 284. >

THE following notes continue ray bio-

graphical annotations.

Carte, Samuel (1653-1740), antiquary.

Prebendary of Lich field for fifty-eight years ;

father of Thomas C., the historian.
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Cheynell, Francis (1608-65), Puritan. Son
of an Oxford physician.

* D.N.B.' does not

specify which grammar school he attended

there, but Wood (' Athense,' ii. 703) says :

"After he had been educated in grammar learn-

ing, either in the school of that noted Grecian
Edward Sylvester (who taught in All Saints' parish)
or else in the free-school of Magd. Coll., or in both,
he became a member of this University (Mertou
Coll.) in the beginning of 1623."

Chaplain in Parliamentary army ; member of

Westminster Assembly; violent adversary
of Chillingworth ; one of the seven preachers
of 1646, and one of the Parliamentary Visitors

to Oxford University ;
intruded President of

St. John's Coll.
; Lady Margaret Professor of

Divinity ;
called by Mercurius Pragmaticus

"Mr May-pole-Cheynel."
Chibald, James (b. 1612), Royalist divine.

Chorister ; succeeded to rectory of his father

(next).
Chibald, William (15,75-1641), divine and

author. Chorister; rector of St. Nicholas
Cole Abbey, London ; father of last.

Chillingworth, William (1602-44), theo-

logian. Son of a mercer who afterwards
became Mayor of Oxford. * D.N.B.' does not

specify which grammar school he attended
therein, but Wood thinks he may have been
at M.C.S. Laud's godson ; embraced, and
then abjured, Romanism ; the friend of Falk-
land

;
in August, 1643, when with the king

before Gloucester, said to have revived the
mediaeval siege-machine known as

"
the sow,"

akin to the Roman testudo ; taken prisoner
in December by Waller, at surrender of
Arundel Castle, where he had acted as
chief engineer ; obtained leave to retire to

Chichester, where he died. John Aubrey
says: "In his sicknesse he was inhumanly
treated by Dr. Cheynell, who, when he was
to be buryed, threw his booke ('Religion of
Protestants ') into the grave with him, say-
ing,

" Rott with the rotten
;

let the dead
bury the dead "

;
v. S. R. Gardiner's '

History
of the Great Civil War,' i. 285. A draw-
ing of him in Sutherland Collection in
Bodleian.

Claympnd, alias Coward, John (1457 1-

1537), divine and scholar. Eucharistise
Servus ; President of Magdalen ; Master of
St. Cross, Winchester ; first President of

C.C.C., Oxon, at founder's request ; bene-
factor to C.C.C., B N.C , and to Alagdalen, to
which he left money "ad uberiorem refec-
tionom " for the members, from President
down to choristers ; lie also provided four
beds for the poor in the "almshouse "

(vault
under chapel of the ancient Hospital of
St. John, incorporated in Magdalen, and

long since converted into rooms) ; his bras&
in C.C.C. ante-chapel represents him as a.

skeleton enveloped in a shroud.

Clerk, John (d. 1552), R.C. writer.
Chorister in 1508 ; school omitted by
'D.N.B.'; M.A. 1515

; vicar of Sela next
year; Secretary to Thomas, Duke of Nor-
folk ; hanged himself with his girdle when
imprisoned in the Tower.

Clifford, James (1622 -
98), divine and

musician. Son of an Oxford cook
; chorister

1632
; Minor Canon of St. Paul's

; published
' Divine Services and Anthems '; his younger
brother Thomas (b. 1633) also a chorister.

Coles, Elisha (1640 ]
-

80), lexicographer
and stenographer. Chorister 1658

;
second

under- master of Merchant Taylors' School
;,

appointed Master of Galway School by its

founder
; nephew of Calvinist of same names,

the intruded steward of Magdalen Coll. and
manciple of Magdalen Hall.

Colet, John (1467 ?-1519), Dean of St. Paul's,
and founder of St. Paul's School. Went to
Oxford in 1483, when apparently about
sixteen, and is supposed to have been later
a Commoner at Magdalen ; report of Royal
Commissioners for Public Schools Enquiry
Commission of 1866 boldly ascribes him to
M.C.S. ; Dr. Rashdall (' Universities of
Europe in Middle Ages,' ii. pt. ii. 514n.)-

says, "At Magdalen Colet learned the
method which he embodied in his 'eight
parts of speech,' which he dedicated to the
first High Master of his School, the famous
Lily"; lectured on New Testament; friend
of Erasmus

;
his portrait in the College Hall

a copy of an older picture ; his tomb in old
St. Paul's destroyed in Great Fire.

Cooper or Couper, Thomas (1517 ?-94),

Bishop of Winchester. Son of a very poor
tailor in Cat Street, Oxford

; chorister
;:

Fellow
; Master of M.C.S. 1549-68, succeeding

John Slade (a schoolmaster of same names,
afterwards executed at Winchester), and
followed by Nicholas Balguay (Master of the

Temple, &c.), one John Boldern being Master
for part of 1558 and part of 1559

;
issued a

Latin dictionary and other works
; Dean

of Ch. Ch. and Vice - Chancellor ; Dean of"

Gloucester
; Bishop of Lincoln.

Corfe, Joseph (b. 1806), chorister, and
George, chorister (in 1818). Second and
fourth sons of Arthur T. Corfe, organist of
Sarum Cathedral and composer (see 'D.N.B.');:
the former a beneficed clergyman in Exeter ;

the latter resident medical officer atMiddlesex
Hospital. When the choir roof of Merton
Chapel was decorated under the personal
supervision of J. H. Pollen, one of the-

Fellows, in June, 1850,
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<( the cherubs filling the medallion were drawn
from Magdalen choristers: one was my brother

{Lewis S. Tuckwell), now rector of IStandlake ;

another was Charles Corfe, son to the Ch. Ch.

organist [Charles W., younger brother of the

above] ;
the Madonna was his mother, Mrs. Corfe."

Rev. W. Tuckwell's
' Reminiscences of Oxford,'

in Oxford Magazine, 21 June, 1905, p. 412.

Cox, George Valentine (1786-1875), author

of
* Recollections of Oxford,' 1868.

'

D.N.B.,'
while mentioning his education at M.C.S.,
omits to state that he was a chorister 1793-

1802, and Master of New College School

from 1806 for sixty years ;
an esquire bedell

of the University for same length of time :

his younger brothers Henry and Frederick

also choristers ; George, chorister in 1775, a
kinsman ;

and probably Peter also, chorister

in 1698.

Coxe, William (1840-69), scholar. Eldest

son of Henry O. Coxe, Bodley's Librarian

('D.N.B.'); Boden Sanskrit Scholar ;
assistant

in Department of Egyptian and Assyrian
Antiquities at Brit. Mus.

Coxeter, Thomas (1689
- 1747), literary

antiquary. Collected old English plays ;

forged titles of plays ;
edited Massinger.

Crowley, Crole, or Croleus, Robert, (1518 ?-

1588), author, printer, and divine. As he went

up to Oxford about 1534, when sixteen or so,

and became Demy in 1539, he may possibly
have been for a time at M.C.S.; printed three

impressions of the 'Vision of Pierce Plow-
man '

; Prebendary of St. Paul's ; passed his

life in battling for the new doctrines.

Under James Carkesse, ante, p. 285, a line

has dropped out which was present in the

proof. After "
for the signing

"
the last four

lines of the paragraph should read :

u
of

tickets ;
was dismissed from the office for

irregularities, principally through the action

of Pepys, whom he reviles in his verses ;

v. Pepys's
*

Diary,' 1666-7, and 1 st S. ii. 87."

A. R. BAYLEY.
St. Margaret's, Malvern.

(To be continued.)

The Rev. Cadwallader Adams, M.A., who
was vicar of Old Shoreham, Sussex (1878-97),
end who died at Guildford on 17 October, 1899,
was educated at Westminster (1830-31) and
Winchester (1831-5). In 1835 he went up to

Balliol, but next year migrated, as a Demy,
to Magdalen, where he was subsequently a
Fellow. He was Master of M.C.S. for a very
short time just before his return, in 1844, to

Winchester as an assistant tutor (1844-51).
See an obituary notice of him in The Oxford
Magazine (I cannot give its precise date).
As ME. BAYLEY'S list of alumni at M.C.S.

includes Sir Willoughby Aston, the fifth

baronet, and his brother Sir Richard Aston,
the judge, it may perhaps be convenient to
state that Sir Willoughby, who was at the

Wykehamist dinner held in London in 1759,
was a commoner at Winchester from 1728
until he left for Oxford, where he matricu-
lated from Oriel in Jan. 1729/30 ;

and that
Sir Richard became a scholar at Winchester
in September, 1728, and so remained until
the election of 1735 (cf. 9th S. vi. 504). From
what MR. BAYLEY says I infer that these
brothers were at M.C.S. before they went to
Winchester. H. C.

"CYMRU": ITS DERIVATION.
IN a previous paper ('Simferopol,' 9th S.

xii. 181) I suggested that Kimmerioi is

derived from a word, coextensive with the
Celtic area, commonly translated "con-
fluence," but really meaning

"
converging

(water-bearing) glens." I also pointed out
that that word cymmer, with its cognate
aber, expressed an idea not, I believe, simi-

larly embodied in the topographical nomen-
clature of other European nations. In this

article I propose to apply that argument to
a reconsideration of the meaning and deriva-
tion of the Welsh name for Wales (Cymru)
and for Welshmen (Cymry) two forms

really identical in origin as they are in

sound. The London street in which I live

owes its name to the Palliser property in the

Commeragh Mountains, co. Water-ford. The
proper pronunciation of this Irish word is

Cumra, although Dr. Joyce says that the
suffixed guttural is sometimes distinctly
heard. As to the suffix -agh, he says that
its

"
oblique" form -aigh is sounded like the

Eng. final y. Thus Commeraigh would be

pronounced exactly like the Welsh words for

Wales and Welshmen.
The Welsh word corresponding to the

Irish commur, of which Commeragh is a
derivative, is cymmer. The plural cymmerau
is accented, as usual in Welsh, on the penult,
and not, like the Irish word, on the ante-

penult. Cymmerig is the only other tri-

syllabic variation that I can now remember,
although, if I had to translate such a phrase
as "full of confluences" into Welsh, I should
have no hesitation in employing cymmerog.
Topographically, aber is much more fre-

quently used than cymmer. In fact, cymmer
is now so rarely found that every now and
then disputes take place in the press as to

its exact significance as a local name. In a

figurative sense, however, cj/mmer is one of

the commonest words in the Welsh language.
There is a well-known doggerel which says
that
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Taffy was a Welshman,
Taffy was a thief,
Taffy came to my house
And stole a leg of beef.

and goes on to tell how the predominant
partner returns the visit, and hurls at the

Cymro a handy vessel

quam Belus et omnes
A Belo soliti : turn facta silentia tectis.

I have often heard "took" in the fourth line

in place of "stole," and the readiest Welsh
for that would be cymmerodd. If I had to

express in Welsh " Mr. B., you will, of course,
take the chair at the meeting?" "Certainly,"
it would probably assume this form :

" Mr.
B., fe gymrwch y gader wrth gwrs yn y
cyfarfod ?

" "
Cymra, cymra."

One or two typical forms may here be
added :

Eng.
Literary S.W. N.W.
Welsh. dialect. dialect.

cymmeryd cymryd. cymyd to take,

fegymmeraf mi gymra mi gyma I'll take,
fe gymmerais mi gymres mi gymis I took.

The reader will see that the accented middle
syllable of the literary form is absent from
the dialectal ones, which thus go with the
Irish derivatives of commur ; and that the
N,W. dialect also omits the r which persists
in every form of the S.W. word. There is

no need to remind him that Goidelic and
Brythonic tribes contemporaneously in-

habited Wales long after the departure of
the Romans and the introduction of

Christianity into this island. What many,
however, do not know is that one N.W. pro-
nominal form for "they" is nhivythe, that
the corresponding form in the S.W. dialect
is hivynt-hwy, and that this difference has
given rise to the nickname Hivntivsa, term
used throughout North Wales for the men of
the South.
An example of the way in which a topo-

graphical term used independently in more
than one district may suddenly emerge into

prominence under special circumstances is

furnished by Plutarch in his life of Marius.
He tells us that the Ambrones were the first

part of the combined body of invaders to
come to blows with Marius's army, and that
the Ligurians in the latter force were the
first to meet them. The Ligurians heard
the war-cry "Ambrones!" instantly recog-
nized it as a clan-name of their own, and
took it up themselves. The Ambrones were
defeated, and their name at once sank into
its previous obscurity ; but we can easily see
that it might have become a name of dread
had the issue of the struggle been different.

The Ambrones are said to have been a por-

tion or canton of the Celtic Helvetii, and the
name is undoubtedly of the same origin as
the Irish form of aber, which also appears
as the name of a Teutonic folk, the Sicambri

a term that appears in Welsh in Abersein
(cf. Lochaber and Fochabers).

I may add that the Welsh phrase corre-

sponding to "English and Welsh" is Cymry
a Saeson, while that corresponding to "Eng-
land and Wales "

is Cymru a Lloegr. I have
no idea what the word Lloegr really means ;

but one of the most southerly trade-routes
between Italy and the English Channel,
across France, in ancient times, was along
the valley of the Loire, the old name of
which Liger or Ligeris, probably means the
river of the Ligurians.
Now I venture to submit that the word

Cymru is much more likely to have come
into being in a special sense (if a special
sense is insisted on), in a hill country full of

glens, and peopled by tribes hostile to, or

contemptuous of, each other, who used the
same or closely related terms with a con-

spicuous difference of pronunciation, in the

way suggested by Hwntiv, than to have
sprung from Gombrox, whose existence is

purely theoretical.

Prof. Rhys says ('Celtic Britain,' p. 139)
that it was during the effort of the Brython
to expel the Angles from his country
that he
"
began to call himself a Kymro, that is t9 say,

Cym-bro (Combrox), or compatriot, the native of
the country, the rightful owner of the soil, which
he thought it his duty to hold against the Ail-fro
(Allobrox), as he called the invader who came from
another land."

I do not know how much of that is history
and how much ofit is theory, but I know that
it has been taken for history, and that an
eminent Celtic scholar in France (M. Loth)
has gone so far as actually to

" emend " the
Combro?iensis that he found in a Breton
chartulary into Combro^ensis, on the

strength of it.

My own humble opinion is that my
Brythonic ancestor, the "man of Ardudwy""
of the dim times that witnessed the birth
of Cymru, was much more likely to call his

Goidelic neighbours to the south and north
of him Cymry, because they mispronounced
derivatives of their common cymmer^ than
because he looked upon them as his

" com-

patriots."
In the Pembrokeshire dialect Cymry is

sounded Cimry (there is no phonetic impor-
tance to be attached to the final vowel,
which might just as well be i as u or y). The
Cymmeric of Dorsetshire (Carnaric in Domes-
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day) has become Kimmeridge. Thus both
in *' Little England beyond Wales" and in

Dorsetshire the Celtic o (y) has been modified
in the same way, and from the same cause,

namely, English influence.

A similar influence (i.e., Teutonic) will

account for the first i in Cimbri, which I see

no necessity to look on as
"
Indo-European i

"

#,t all, but simply the Celtic o (?/) modified.
Plutarch says that the Germans called

robbers Cimbri, while Festus says that it

was in the Gaulish tongue the term was so

employed. What I have mentioned about
the uses of cymmeryd and cyniryd will, I

hope, satisfactorily explain the discrepancy,
and suggest that poor Taffy was libelled by
the Teuton long before he began to vex the
Welsh Marches.
Before leaving the philological question I

would just add that
" Cumra's "

for Welshmen
is given by Handle Holme (1688 ; see 'N.E.D.'
under 'Cymric

3 for the quotation), and that

"Cymres," accented on the first syllable, is

>.W. dialect for Welshwoman.
In his fifth Rhind Lecture ('The Spread of

Gaelic in Scotland,' Scottish Rev., xvii. 339,

April, 1891) Prof. Rhys points out the import
of the name Strath Earn as evidence of the

gresence
of Ulidian Picts in that district,

ut it was not the business of the learned

professor at the moment to infer the presence
of Goidels there also, otherwise he might
have drawn attention to Comrie, absolutely
identical in sound, and practically so in

spelling, with the name of his native country.
In an interesting little work on the 'Antiqui-
ties of Strathearn,' by John Shearer, jun.
<Crieff, Strathearn Herald office, 1883, third

ed.), I find :

"The Earn, on issuing from the loch, flows

easterly, in a very irregular direction, with many
dinks and windings in its course through Strathearn,
until it reaches the Tay, a few miles below Perth.

The tract of country which this river intersects

comprehends a space of about thirty miles; but
the real length of the stream is much greater, as it

describes innumerable and very beautiful wind-
ings It is increased every mile it advances in its

course by the additions of rivulets and streams, the
chief of which are the waters of Ruchil, Lednock,
Turret, Machney, Ruthven, Dunning, and May
The parish of Comrie consists of the upper part of
the valley of the Earn, and four contiguous glens.
......The parish town of Comrie is pleasantly
situated on the north bank of the Earn, where it is

joined by the Lednock [The name] is derived
from the Gaelic combruidh [?], which signifies the
confluence of the torrents. These are the Earn and
the Ruchil, whose streams join a few yards west-
ward of the church."

Curiously enough, if this little book is to be
trusted, it is not by floods, as one would have
expected from its situation, that Comrie seems

to have been troubled, but by earthquakes.
But further north there was a famous deluge,
the devastations of which have been care-

fully recorded and described by Sir Thomas
Lauder Dick in his 'Account of the Great
Floods of August, 1829, in the Province of

Moray, and adjoining Districts'; and a
fascinating paper on this book and its story
appeared in Blackivood, August, 1830, from
the pen of

^

"
Christopher North "

(Prof.

Wilson). This paper, which I almost know
by heart, will well repay careful perusal.

I have referred to this great deluge in

order that the reader may consider it in
connexion with Strabo's account of the
Cimbri. The reasons which Strabo incredu-

lously repeats (but fortunately does repeat)
for the migrations of the Cimbri and their

appearance in Italy are every one of them
quite credible, if for tidal inundations
we substitute Alpine deluges. A strong
additional argument to prove that the
Cimbri were Alpine Celts would, I think,
be furnished by what Strabo says of the

piteous appeal to Augustus made by the
forlorn refugees in the dreary downs of

Jutland. They must have been aware that

they were beyond the reach of Roman
vengeance or Roman greed in that remote
corner of the " barbarian

"
world ; but they

were longing to return to the smiling valleys
and rushing rivers of their lost Alpine home,
with its ranz des vaches and the "

rain-

drenched graves" of their ancestors. But
such things were beyond Strabo's ken, and
he says only that their prayers were
successful, and their precious caldron

graciously accepted. The "caldron of know-
ledge

"
into which Roman blood had flowed,

and from which misinterpreted signs had
come, had once more played its sinister part,
and deceived its brave and simple votaries.

Did they then turn their eyes to the North
Sea, venture across it, and find a mountain
home once more about Whernside or Peny-
gant, among kindred, but probably hostile

tribes? It is not unlikely.
J. P. OWEN.

'POLICY OF PIN- PRICKS." As this phrase
has been a good deal nibbled at in

* N. & Q.'

(see the numerous references under 'Pro-
verbs and Phrases

'

in the General Index to

the Ninth Series) it may be of interest to give
the (very compressed) form in which the

result of actual research into its history will

appear in the next section of the ' New
English Dictionary' :

" The French figurative use of a phrase analogous
to pin-prick, viz., coup $epingle., 'pin-stroke,' goes
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back some centuries. In Eng.
'

pin-pricks
'

is found
in political use in 1885. On 8 Nov., 1898, the French
journal Le Matin deprecated a 'politique des
niches a 1'Angleterre,' and 'de continuellespiqiires
d'epingle' ; on 16 Nov. The Times, referring to this

article, used the words * a policy of
**

pin-pricks
" '

;

on which Le Temps of 19 Nov. (published, like
other morning papers in Paris, on the preceding
evening) had an article denying on the part of France
the existence of a '

politique de coups d'epingle
'

;

The Times of next morning, 19 Nov., quoted this
as a '

policy of pin-pricks,' which forthwith became
a political phrase."

(Quotations supporting these statements are

given in the article.)
It is thus seen that though Le Matin had

spoken in the same context of "continual

pin-pricks
" and a "

policy of tricks," it was
The Times that first combined these in the

expression a "policy of pin-pricks,
1
' and

then, by a slight
"
terminological inexacti-

tude," "put it into the mouth" of Le Temps
which had merely trid to render the English
phrase of The Times^ by politique de coups
cTJpinyle, policy of pin-strokes or pin- blows.

J. A. H. M.

DR. RICHARD GARNETT. Reference has
been made in these columns to the death of
the late Keeper of the Printed Books at the
British Museum, but I presume he was not
a contributor to

' N. & Q.' His position at
the Museum up to 1899 must, however, have
brought him into contact with many of the
readers of 'N. & Q ,' by whom his genial
urbanity and ready helpfulness will ever bo
remembered. To every lover of literature
and every literary man the death of Dr.
Garnett came as a personal loss.

In 1883 I was bold enough to ask Dr. Gar-
nett for his autograph. He responded at
once with the following little impromptu :

To Mr. J. T. Page, on his requesting my autograph.
No liberty is left to me
To shun thy friendly bribe.

I would not seem a Pharisee,
And so must be a Scribe.

RICUARD GARNETT.
March 15, 1883.

JOHN T. PAGE.

"SAMBO": ITS ETYMOLOGY. The dic-

tionaries are unanimous in deriving this

negro name from the Spanish word zambo,
which properly means bandy. Prof. Skeat,
however, evidently has misgivings, as in his
* Notes on English Etymology,' 1901, he
draws attention to the mention by an
old author, circa 1558, of an African tribe
called Samboses. I venture to point out that
in the Foulah language, spoken in Sene
gambia, samlo means uncle, and is also used,
with a characteristic change in the final

vowel, as a proper name, Samba. TherG

s an interesting note on this name in

Guirardon's 'Manuel Foule,' 1894, p. 140.

He shows that it is very old, as it occurs in

Greek papyri as 2a/x/3as. I see no reason

why our Sambo should not come from this

Samba. Prof. Keane, in his
* Central and

South America,' 1901, ii. 236, suggests another

explanation. According to him, Sambo was
applied to slaves "possibly because they
were shipped at the island of Sambas, on the
oast of Senegambia." It seems to me more
likely that the island was named from the
traffic. In any case it appears that "

Sambo,"
is closely connected with the Senegal tribes.

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

CATS : THEIR PRICE. Thprold Rogers does

not, I think, record the price of cats in the

Plantagenet period. In 1398-9 two were

bought in Scotland at twopence each. As
they were bought for the service of the State,
this was doubtless much higher than the
market price :

' In vncto empto ad vnguendos pullanos, \}d.

In ij. gatis emptis, iiijr/."
'

Ace., &c. Exch. K. K.,'

Bundle 7, No. 20, fo. 7 b.

Q.V.

'HOME, SWEET HOME': ADDITIONAL
VERSES. In the recently published book
'Antoinette Sterling and other Celebrities/
the author, Mr. Sterling MacKinlay, inserts

two verses written by John Howard Payne
for 'Home, Sweet Home,' and states that

they have never before been printed. They
are as follows :

How sweet 'tis to sit 'neath a fond father's smile,
And the cares of a mother to sooth and beguile ;

Let others delight 'mid new pleasures to roam,
But give me, O give me, the pleasures of home.

To thee I '11 return overburdened with care

The heart's dearest solace will smile on me there !

No more from that cottage again will I roam :

Be it ever so humble, there 's no place like home !

P. JENNINGS.

THE "BLACK BULL" IN HOLBORN. There
is an incident in the history of the familiar

sign that is well worth tranferring to these

pages :-

"A Ball Fight in Holborn. Mr. Gardiner, who
has lately rebuilt the Bull Inn, at a very con-

siderable expense, erected the figure of a Bull in

front of his house. The bull alarmed the Com-
missioner of Sewers. Mr. Gardiner had notice to

take his bull down, but he refused to comply with
their mandate. Accordingly, they procured ladders,

&c., &c., and mustered upwards of fifty men, for

the purpose of taking him down. Mr. Gardiner,

being acquainted with their intention, prepared
the means of defeat. The assailants came opposite
Mr. Gardiner's house ;

the moment they began to

make preparations, to the astonishment of every
one present, the bull moved majestically to the top
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of the house. When there, he displayed a flag,

bearing the inscription, 'I don't intrude now,' to

the no small gratification of many who witnessed
the ascent." The Age, 30 July, 1826.

Ultimately it was restored to its position
above the first-floor window over the

archway, and there it remained until

Wednesday, 18 May, 1904.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.
39, Hillmarton Road, N.

FANSHAWE INSCRIPTION. On 4 January a
small monument bearing the following in-

scription was erected in the south-west
corner of St. Mary's Chapel in Ware Parish
Church :

In piam memoriam
Anna3

lohannis Harrison equitis filiee

uxoris autem Ricardi Fanshawe baronetti

Quse vivo marito

gaudiorum serumnarum discriminum
donii et peregre censors

Postea mortui
virtutem resque gestas

et narrando commemoravit
et monumento huic proximo dedicando

nunc ihidem sepulchri quoque consors requiescit
Nata A.D. yiii Kal. Apr. A.S. MDCXXV.

Obiit Kal. Ian. MDCLXXX.
Par nobile coniugum

grato animo recordantes
eiusdem gentis posteri

hoc marmor ponendum curaverunt
A.S. MDCCCCV.

H. P. POLLARD.
" MORAL POCKETHANDKERCHIEFS." (See

9th S. v. 147, 423.) My previous reply on this

subject may be supplemented by the follow-

ing extract from the * London Correspond-
ence '

of The Manchester Guardian of
25 April :

" I have had sent to me a sample of a hand-
kerchief just designed, printed, and published for
the use of the 1st (Herts) Volunteer Battalion of
the Bedfordshire Regiment. It is of great size, and
must contain some five thousand words, printed in

large and very readable type. Its object is to
assist non-commissioned officers in the training of
their men. It is always to be brought on to
parade, and on resigning the non-commissioned
officer must return it with the remainder of his kit.
There is no exercise in the field which is not
touched upon on this extraordinary article of
toilet. Its compilation and design are the work, I
believe, of the very energetic adjutant of the
regiment. The idea is not entirely new. There
was a signaller's handkerchief flag published some
years ago, and later a handkerchief guide to com-
pany training by Captain R. Timperley, 3rd Volun-
teer Battalion Northumberland Fusiliers. Lord
Methuen at an inspection last year was pleased
with the answer of a sergeant on picket, who, when
asked by the General what he did with his time on
picket, said that he read his handkerchief."

ALFRED F. BOBBINS.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

HEIDELBERG MATRICULATIONS. In the
Matriculation Register of Heidelberg Uni-
versity, which is being prepared for publica-
tion, difficulties in the decipherment of

English and American names occur from
time to time. I should be grateful to any
reader who could throw light on the doubtful

points in the following entries. The seven
columns of the register contain respectively
the date of matriculation, student's name,
age, birthplace, father's profession and resi-

dence, religion, subject of study.
1. 1861, May 11

|
William Addison I 29 |

Forbury Maine
|
Land Steward, Preston

Prot.
|
Phil.

2. 1863, May 2
|
Alfred Tribe

|
22

\
London

| Decorator, London Prot.
|
Chem.

3. 1863, May 2
|
Alexander J. Macfarlan,

M.D.
|

25
| Edinburgh I Surgeon now dead.

Scotland
|
Prot.

|
Chem.

4. 1863, Nov. 10
|
Rob. U. Strachan

|
30

|

Edinburgh | 9, Lauder Road, Edinbr.
|
Prot.

|
Jur.
The doubtful points are :

1. The birthplace of William Addison,
which might conceivably be read as Forberry
Maior, the letters between F and -bury being
extremely doubtful.

2. The profession of Alfred Tribe's father.

3. The second initial of Alexander Mac-
farlan, which might equally well be G.
Should the doctor's name be Macfarlane 1

4. The second initial of Robert Strachan,
which might equally well be H.
Replies direct or through these pages will

be thankfully received.
LIONEL R. M. STRACHAN.

Heidelberg, Germany.

PORTICO LIBRARY, MANCHESTER. I shall

be greatly obliged if any of your readers who
have papers, documents, newspaper cuttings,

&c., relating to the early history of the
Portico Library, Manchester, will kindly
communicate with me.

ERNEST MARRIOTT, Librarian.

MAY MORNING AT MAGDALEN: ITS Music.
The choral service on the roof of the tower

of Magdalen College, Oxford, is well known.
Into the changes the character of the service

has undergone it is not my wish to enter,
nor into the reason for its establishment. I

only want to know if the words and music
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are obtainable. I have consulted Wilson's

'Magdalen College,' p. 50; A. a Wood,
*

Colleges and Halls/ p. 350; and Pointer,
* Oxoniensis Acadeinia,' pp. 66, 68.

AYEAHR.

[The Rev. H. R. Bramley, a Fellow of Magdalen,
is quoted at 5th S. xi. 385 as stating that the words
of the hymn were written by Dr. Thomas Smith,
who died in 1710. MR. F. E. SAWYER says at 5th S.

xii. 134 that the hymn is called
'

Hymnus Eucha-
risticus,' and begins, "Te Deum Patrem colimus,
Te laudibus prosequimur." He adds that The
Musical Times of 1 May, 1848, gives the hymn, with
music composed by Dr. Benjamin Rogers (1625-95).]

* HORACE IN LONDON.' These excellent

imitations of the first two books of Horace's
Odes were written by James and Horace
Smith between 1807 and 1810, most of them
dealing with the topics of the day. I shall

be particularly obliged to any reader of

*N. & Q.' who will tell me (1) the name of

the Baronet celebrated in Ode III. Book i.

('The Baronet's Yaoht'), and (2) who
"H. R , Esq.," was, to whom Ode III.

Book ii. ('Philosophic Enjoyment') is dedi-

cated. R. L. MORETON.
Greenford, near Southall, Middlesex.

CHASSEURS BRITANNIQUES. A regiment
called the Chasseurs Britanniques appears in

the Army List of 1804 for the first time.

When, how, and by whom was it raised 1

What was its constitution 1 And when was
it disbanded ? It does not appear in the

Army List after 1814.

J. H. LESLIE, Major.

W. C. T. DOBSON, R.A. Did the late

W. C. T. Dobson, R.A., R.W.S., leave any
children

1

? Can any reader inform me of
their address? S. BIRNBAUM.

14, Brook Street, New Bond Street, W.

SIR WILLIAM GERARD, LORD CHANCELLOR
OF IRELAND. The 4

Diet. Nat. Biog.' says
that he was son of Gilbert Gerard, of Ince,
co. Lancaster, by Eleanor, daughter of
William Davison, Alderman of Chester, and
therefore cousin to the well-known Sir
Gilbert Gerard, Attorney- General and Master
of the Rolls to Queen Elizabeth. I have no
reason for doubting this statement, but so
far as I am aware this is the first time the

parentage of this eminent lawyer has been
definitely specified,

and I should be grateful
to know the authority upon which it is

given. Sir William Gerard's connexion with
the Lancashire family of that name has been
seriously questioned. The Ince line of the
Gerards is very incomplete, but in my notes
of the name I find that William Gerard of

Ince, who flourished temp. Henry VII., had a

numerous family, the three elder sons being
(1) Thomas, his heir ; (2) James of Astley,
father of Sir Gilbert Gerard, M.R.

;
and (3)

Gilbert, of whom I know nothing. Was this

Gilbert the father of the Irish Chancellor ?

W. D. PINK.
Lowton, Newton-le-Willows.

CHURCHWARDENS' ACCOUNTS. I shall be

very glad of any light that can be thrown
upon the meaning, or probable meaning, of

the obscure words or phrases in the following
items, which are selected from the wardens'
accounts of the parish of SS. Anne and
Agnes, Aldersgate, City:

1&38/9. Paied Mr. Cheere for a long Cant to lye on
the Church wall next Mr. Grymmitt's, 10$.

1641/2. Paied for a mattock staile and a shovell
staile and for a new shovell, 2s.

1642/3. Paied for an Abbott of Wark's Land & the
Tenths of Gregorye's Land due to his Ma ti9

,* 17$ 9d.

1643/4. P[ai]d for a warrant from the R[e]corder
and spent in cleeringe the p[ar]ish from abrudis [sic]

child born in this pfarlish, 4-?.

1645/6. Spent on the Salt peter men to leavell the
Alines howse being digged, Is. 4c?.

Paid the Upholster for worke done in the
Church, and for cornacon [sic] taxes, lu 4s. IQd.

1652/3. Paid for Greene say, Buccorum, black-

tacks, yallow nayles, Caddas [sic'], Tos [sic], curled

haire, and covering three pewes and mending of
another in the Church, 6U 10s.

1664/5. Given to a Bustned (?) man, 1*.

1666/7- Given to Widdow Bell, being destitute of
a being [sic], 5s.

1675/6. Given to a Mann ior pace money, 6d.

1676/7. Paid for two Shovells and a helme, 3s. Id.

1696/7. P[ai]d James Smith in Clipt Money,
3U Is. 6d. P[aijd him more 2 Guineys, 2U 4s.

1697/8. Laid out for Smith's Child, Born in this

parish, for y
e King, 2s.

Gave Towards y
e
Buring of Allexander y

e

prefund,f 4s.

1698/9. Piai]d Boddington the King's Tax for two
parish Children, 8s.

1699/1700. Spent upon deliv[e]ring of Ticketts to

pr[e]vent Inmates being Chargeable, Is. Qd.

W. McM.
[1645/6. For saltpetre man see 8th S. v. 228, 353,

476; xii. 388, 472, 518.

1676/7. "Helm" here is probably handle. The
first quotation for this meaning in 'N.E.D.' is 1430,
"Like mattokes wer here wepens wroght, With
long holmes of iren stoute."]

MITCHELL= PELL. Information wanted as

bo the pedigree of Frances Sarah Pell, an
heiress or co heiress, who married Mitchell.

Her book-plate bears : Per chevron gules and
azure (sable ?), a chevron between three swans
argent ; on an escutcheon of pretence, Ermine,
a canton charged with a pelican in her piety.

* William Gregory and John Werk were the chief

parochial benefactors.

t The first, four letters of this word seem clear,
the last three are not so plain.
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Motto, "Moriendo modulor," and described
as of

"
Depford." GEORGE B. MICHELL.

Radnor Club, Folkestone.

PHILIP NYCOLLS AND THE CORNISH RE-
BELLION. In Boase's 'Collectanea Cornu-
biensis' is this entry in column 627 :

"
Nicoll or Nycolls, Philip, of Devon, flourished

1558. Cf. Tanner's 'Bibliotheca Britannise-Hiber-
nica

'

(1748), p. 554.
' Contra Cornubiensium Rebel-

liones,' lib. i. By P. Nycols."

On turning to Tanner we are referred to

Bale, and in the new edition, printed at

Oxford, of Bale's 'Index Britannia? Scrip-
torura,' p. 324, we find :

"Philippus Nicols, vir christiane pius, scripsit,
'Historian) xij. hominum,' &c. 'Aduersus Cornu-
biensium Rebellionem,' li. i.

' Ad Auglie Protec-
torem,' &c."

The history of the "XII. Men" is in Eng-
lish, and two editions are in the British
Museum. It seems probable that the account
of the Cornish rebels is also in English,
because the word "against" is rendered
adversus in one instance, and contra in the
other. Mr. Barwick, of the British Museum,
and Mr. Courtney, Boase's collaborator, are
inclined to think that this book was not
printed, but remained in MS.
Any information likely to aid in tracing

the book would be most acceptable, as almost
all ordinary sources, and some extraordinary
ones, have been searched in vain. A reply
direct would be appreciated.

(Mrs.) F. KOSE-TROUP.
Ottery St. Mary, Devon.

VANDECAR. This name is undoubtedly
Dutch or Flemish. What is its etymology ]

W. T. WlNTEMBERG.
Toronto.

^
EPITAPH AT BOWES, YORKSHIRE. Whilst

visiting the church at Bowes, Yorkshire, on
14 September last, with the Cumberland and
Westmorland Antiquarian Society, I noticed
the following curious epitaph on the west
wall, outside the church. So far as I can
see. it has not hitherto been recorded in
"N.& Q.'

J

:

"Rodger Wrightson Junr
. and Martha Railton

both of
| Bowes, buried in one grave. He died in a

fever and
| Upon tolling his passing bell she cry'd

out My heart is
j
Broke and in a few hours expired

purely thro' love
| March 15, 1714/15." Such is the brief and touching record.

| Con-
tained in the Parish Register of Burials fit has
been handed down

| By unvarying tradition that
the grave |

was at the west end of the Church
|

Directly beneath the bells
|
The sad history of these

true and
|
Faithful lovers forms the subject of

'

Mallet's pathetic Ballad of
| 'Edwin and Emma.' '

Can any Yorkshire contributor say what

if any) connection David Mallet, who was a
^erthshire man, had with this pretty York-
shire borderland 1

Is there any good illustrated account of
/his quaint Yorkshire church and its relics?

I noticed especially the font and its pedi-
ment, which appeared to me to have an
nscription wrong side up ;

but whether this

s a Roman altar used for the purpose I was
unable to decipher. There is another Roman
altar in the church. Perhaps some one can
tell us more of this.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

LISBON PLOT. In September, 1810, a

French-Portuguese plot was discovered at

Lisbon, and several noblemen and merchants
were arrested, amongst them being Gaspar
ia Pessoa, Braamcamp, Don Miguel Saldanha,
Jondessa de S. Miguel, and Conde de Redinha.
Where can details of the persons implicated
and of the plot be found ?

J. H. LESLIE, Major.

DIVES AND LAZARUS. An anonymous
writer states that the parable of Dives and
Lazarus is very old, and that in the original

story Abraham continues as follows :

' But hear what the Lord saith unto thee,
' For-

asmuch as thy heart is turned from evil and hard-

ness, and thou hast thoughts of mercy and com-

passion towards thy brethren, I will also have

mercy on thee; for My compassion is great towards
thee as much greater than thine as the heavens
are greater than the earth. Therefore, behold, I

will quench thy thirst and sustain thee even in the
fires.'"

Can any of your readers kindly say what is

the authority for the above extract ?

E. B.

SURNAMES IN ENGLAND : THEIR NUMBER.
In the Introduction to 'A Dictionary of

the Aneityumese Language,' by the Rev.

John Inglis, 1882, occurs the following :

" Among both Malays and Papuans the natives

have only one name. They often change their

names, but there are no surnames. When I went
to Aneityum the population was 3,500, and there

could not be fewer than 3,000 distinct names. Dr.

Geddie and I wrote down every one of them. The
surnames in England, according to the report of the

Registrar-General, are only about 4,000."

The italics are mine. What do readers of
' N. & Q.' say to this statement ? If the

Registrar
- General is correctly quoted, it

would be very interesting to be referred to

an " exhaustive
"

list of "about 4,000" sur-

names. I would guarantee to add a few
names from my collection of notes on English
surnames, even after the Registrar-General
had done his best. CHAS. A. BERNAU.
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KNIGHTLEY FAMILY.

(10
th S. v. 250, 313.)

IN reply to H. D.'s query I subjoin an
extract from the MS. family history, a copy
of which is at Fawsley :

" Richard Knightley, of Fawsley, Esq., succeeded
to the estate upon the death of his brother, Lucy
Knightley, Esq. He had been for many years
captain lieutenant in the royal regiment of the

Blues, at that time under the command of the Right
Hon. the Earl of Oxford. He was born Feb. 24,

1658, and married to his first wife, June 22, 1680,
Elizabeth (daughter of the Hon. Henry Waldron,
Chief Justice in the Island of Barbadoes, and of

the family of Waldron in the county of Devon, by
his wife Deborah Ayloffe, of the same county), by
whom he had

1. A daughter Elizabeth, who died young.
2. A son, Lucy, born at Islington, June 29, 1684,

who succeeded him in the estate.

3. Elizabeth, born also at'Islington, Jan. 30, 1687.

She married, Jan. 3, 1720 or 1721, Cecil Tufton, Esq.,
son and heir of Charles Tufton, of Twickenham, who
belonged to a younger branch of the Right Hon. the
Earl of Thanet. He died in New North Street,

London, where he had always lived, and was buried
at Hothfield, in Kent. She survived him, and lived

many years (being afterwards a lunatick) under the
care of her sister, Deborah Knightley, in New
North Street, Red Lion Square, where she died,
and was buried near her mother at Islington, in the

year 1749.

6. Jane, 7- John, who both died young.
8. Richard, bom in Hatton Garden, Feb. 9, 1691,

now living [1765] at Newport Pond, near Saffron

Walden, in Essex, where he succeeded to the
Dents' estate of about four hundred pounds per
annum, left him by his uncle, Gyles Dent, Esq.,
brother to his grandmother, Elizabeth Dent. He
was educated at Pembroke Hall in Cambridge,
where he took a degree, being designed for holy
orders and to succeed his cousin Jno. Knightley in

the rectory of Byfield. But having a prospect of
this estate (for it was left first to his uncle Samuel
Dent for his life, and afterward to his father
Richard Knightley for his life or till he came to
the Fawsley estate, to which it was designed never
to be annexed), he declined it, though when he was
about fifty years of age, in hopes of being preferred
to the living of Newport, where he resided (and to
which his ancestors had been benefactors), he took
orders, but was disappointed in his scheme, and
has as yet no preferment. Whom he married and
what issue he had may be seen on the next page.

9. Deborah, who died an infant.

10. Deborah, born 24 June. 1694. She died a single
woman at Charwelton, and was buried at Fawsley,
1764.
Mr. Richard Knightley married to his second

wife Mary, daughter of John Upton, of Lupton, in
the county of Devon, Esq., and Commissioner of
the Customs in London (Car. II.), and relict of John
Sayer, of London, merchant, by whom he had no
children, but enjoyed a good jointure, upon which
he chiefly subsisted after he lost his commission in
the army (1 Geo. I.), being broke (as was suggested)

for disaffection to the Government. He lived to
survive her, but happily a few years after, upon the
death of his uncle, Samuel Dent, he came to the
Essex estate before mentioned, now possessed by
his son, Richard Knightley, which he enjoyed till

he came to Fawsley in the year 1726. He was a
man of a goodly personage, and of a genteel,
generous spirit, so. that it was expected he would
have been a grace to the estate when he came to it ;

but it was too late. He was then sixty-eight years
old. and having gone through some little difficulties

and disappointments in his fortune, which a person
of his generosity of temper could not bear, he
became low and dejected in his spirits, so that
when he came to an affluence, he lived not quite
two years, and enjoyed it not at all, dving July 9,

1728, and was buried in the chancel at Fawsley, at
the east end of which a very handsome monument
was erected for him by his son and successor, Lucy
Knightley, Esq., thus inscribed:

' Near this place
lies interred Richard Knightley, of Fawsley, Esq.,
who married Elizabeth Waldron, daughter of Henry
Waldron, Esq., Judge of the Island of Barbadoes,
by whom he had a numerous issue Lucy Knight-
ley, his eldest son (who is now possessor of Fawsley,-
and at whose charge these monuments were erected),

Richard, Elizabeth, Deborah, are now living. All
the rest died infants. His second wife was Mary
Upton, by whom he had no issue. He departed
this life 9 day of July in the year of our Lord 1728.'

This monument is of beautiful variegated marble,
adorned at the bottom with various ensigns of war.
At the top are the arms of Knightley, empaling,
1, Waldron, viz

, Argent, three bulls' heads, em-
bossed sable, attired or; 2, Upton, Sable, a cross

moline argent."
LOUISA M. KNIGHTLEY.

"PLACE" (10
th S. v. 267, 316, 333,353).

By 1756 London seems to have increased its

number of "Places" to eight. I find in

Maitland's
'

History of London '

of that year
four others named, in addition to those

mentioned by COL. PRIDEAUX. They are :

Bailey's Place, Little Tower Hill
; Deadman's

Place, Southwark ; Savoy Place, in the

Strand ;
and Worcester Place, Thames Street.

Deadman's Place, Southwark is, I find in

Elmes's *

Topographical Dictionary of Lon-

don,' 1831, described as
" the second turning

on the left hand in Park Street, going from
the Borough market."
LORD SHERBORNE will be interested to know

that in the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury there were several
" Places

"
in Kent,

some of them of great antiquity. In Phil-

pot's
k Villare Cantianum,' 1659, I note the

following : Brown's Place ;
Bore Place

;
Crow

Place ; Home's, or Horn, Place ;
Place House ;

Haut's Place; Hextall Place; Hall Place;
Koe's Place

;
and Town Place.

The original name of "Brown's Place,"

Horton Kirby, appears to have been "
Rey-

nolds" ;
but it took its later name from John

Brown, who was Sheriff of Kent in 1567-8.

"Crow Place" was originally known as
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Stockets," but its later name was derived

from the Crows of Norfolk, who from the

reign of Richard II.
"
held it in a continued

Track of Succession
"

until it was sold to
Sir Robert Heath, Lord Chief Justice of the

King's Bench, 1642, who was removed from
that office by a vote of Parliament in 1645.

"Home's Place" was so called after a

family of that name who owned the estate
from 1377 to 1570, the last of the name being
Anne Home, married to Benedict Guldford,
Esq., who fell under the displeasure of Queen
Elizabeth, who, on account of his Popish
opinions, confiscated his estate under a
prsemunire, and granted it to " her faithfull

Servant, George Chowt, Esqre."
"Haut's Place" was possessed by Henry

de Hauts in 1370, and continued for many
generations in the same family.
Maud Hextall,of "Hextall Place," married

Henry Ferrers, who was Sheriff of Kent in
1469.

" Hall Place
" was in the possession of a

family called Athall, the last owner of that
name being Thomas Athall, who in 1367

conveyed the estate to Thomas Shelley, of
Westerham.
"Roe's Place" was named after a family

of that name, one member of which, Sir
William Rowe, was Lord Mayor of London
in 1592.

Thomas At Town erected the seat called by
him "Town Place," apparently about the
middle of the fourteenth century.

WM. NORMAN.

Several examples of the early use of this
word in London, in the sense indicated by
COL. PRIDEAUX, are traceable in the national
records. Northumberland House, or Place,
in St. Martin's-le- Grand, the mediaeval town
mansion of the Percies, is a case in point.
This house was standing as early as 1377,

certainly, though when it was first styled" Place
'

is uncertain. The earliest mention
of it thus that I have been able to discover
occurs in a Court of Augmentations' petition
(Bell. 20, No. 51), temp. Edward VI., in
which it is named as "one greate howse
lyinge withe in Aldrytche gate withe in the
Citye of london, Commenly called Northum-
berlande place," &c. In the records of the
'Decisions of the Commissioners for set-

ling [sic] the City Estates after the Fire of
London 1

(Add. MSS. 5063-5103), it is men-
tioned under the date of 1667 as "a Capitall
Messuage knowne by the name of Northum-
berland House or place

"
; and after this

date it is no more heard of.

"Salisburie Place" (off Fleet Street]) is

twice mentioned in 1578 in the ' Acts of the

Privy Council,' N.S., x. 277 and 282.

I may remark that a chapter of my history
of the united parishes of SS. Anne and
Agnes with S. John Zachary will be devoted
to Northumberland House, which stood in

the former parish, and which had an
extremely interesting career.

WILLIAM McMuRRAY.
As showing the date when ** Place

" became
common in London to denominate a row of

houses, the following extracts from a recent
series of articles, entitled ' Ancient Street-

name Indicators
'

in The Home Counties

Magazine should prove useful : Moore Place,

1784; Clark's Place, 1784; Heath Place,
1791 ; Upper North Place, 1796 ; Norfolk

Place, 1802
;
Jubilee Place, 1809.

To denominate one mansion with outbuild-

ings, &c. :

"Then have ye one great house, called Crosbie

place, because the same was builded by Sir John
Crosbie deceased in the yeere 1475." Stow's
'

Survey,' 1618 edit., p. 331.

I know only one instance in which the
word "Place" occurs without any descrip-
tive name before it to denote a mansion.
The Treffrys' beautiful house at Fowey,
Cornwall, has been known for centuries as
"Place" certainly as early as 1716, when it

is so named in John Treffry's will.

CHAS. A. BERNAU.

Laura Place, at Bath, was built about
1765. This I gather from W. H. Button,
'Burford Papers

'

(1905), p. 201.

L. R. M. S.

COL. PRIDEAUX'S instructive article men-
tions Duke's Place, Aldgate. In the 'Sheffield

Directory,' 1774, there is
' A List of all the

London Merchants, &c.,' which has "Mayers
<fe Jacobs, jewellers, Little Duke's Place,

Aldgate." HENRY JOHN BEARDSHAW.
27, Northumberland Road, Sheffield.

BANKES OF CORFE CASTLE (10
th S. v. 289).

I would refer B. W. to Hutchins's *

History
of Dorset,' third edition, vol. i. pp. 463 and
471, as to the titles of the lord of the manor
of Corfe Castle. The charter of the borough
of Corfe is given in full on p. 474.

E. A. FRY.
124, Chancery Lane.

Cox's ' HISTORY OF WARWICKSHIRE '

(10
th S.

v. 327). The volume referred to by MR.
AVERN PARDOE is part of vol. v. of

"
Magna

Britannia et Hibernia, Antiqua et Nova;
wherein to the topographical account given
by Mr. Carabden and the late editors of his
*

Britannia,' is added a more large history
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Collected by an impartial hand," 6 vols.,

London, 1720-31, 4to. The work was written

by the Rev. Thomas Cox, vicar of Broomfield,
Essex ;

and the introduction, or account of

the ancient state of Britain, was contributed

by Anthony Hall. For further particulars
refer to 6th S. vii. 69, 338.

GEORGE A. STEPHEN.
Bishopsgate Institute, E.G.

The work mentioned is part of 'Magna
Britannia et Hibernia,' and is a revision and

amplification of Camden's 'Britannia.' The
separate counties often occur in old libraries,

generally without title-pages, and cause much
trouble to cataloguers unacquainted with
the parent work. WILLIAM JAGGARD.

139, Canning Street, Liverpool.

This is part of vol. v. of the Rev. Thomas
Cox's 'Magna Britannia et Hibernia.' The
maps of the counties are by Robert Morden,
who began business as a map and globe
maker in London about 1668, and died in

1703. His maps are said not to bear a high
reputation. Lives of both Cox and Morden
will be found in the *

Diet. Nat. Biog.'
BENJ. WALKER.

Gravelly Hill, Erdington.

[Other correspondents thanked for replies.]

THE WATERLOO CAMPAIGN (10
th S. v. 107,

152, 293). In further reply to DR. KRUEGER'S
very interesting query, I may say that Lieut.-
Col. T. A. Cox died at Cawnpore in 1877

(Boase,
' Modern English Biography '). I

should think that " the little book" referred
to at p. 107 was * Waterloo Lectures: a Study
of the Campaign of 1815,' by Lieut.-Col. C. C.

Chesney, R.E., 1868, 8vo. Chesney died 1876
(Boase, 'M.E.B.'). RALPH THOMAS.

The present owner of the letter in question
has unfortunately been struck with a fit of

apoplexy ;
his family have informed me

that he is a little better, and have promised
that they will broach the matter to him as soon
as he has recovered sufficiently. When this has
taken place I will write to MRS. CHRISTIAN
direct. G. KRUEGER.

Berlin.

^AXHOLME PRIORY (10
th S. v. 328). In the

sixth volume of the '

Monasticon '

(1846),
p. 25, is a short and by no means satisfactory
account of the Carthusian "Priory in the
Wood, or house of the Visitation of the
Blessed Virgin near Eppeworth, in the Isle
of Axholm, in Lincolnshire." No charter-
book or register of the records of this house
seems to be known, but the editors give from
Tanner a considerable number of references
to documents relating to this priory, all, or

by far the greater part, of which are, I

believe, now accessible to students. Augus-
tine Webster, the prior, was put to death for

high treason by Henry VIII. The sentence-

was carried out in what seems to have been
a more horrible manner than usual. The-

quartering began before the victim was dead.
See Abbot Gasquet's 'Henry VIII. and the

English Monasteries
'

(1888), i. 223 ; Ric~
Stanton's

*

Menology of England and Wales,'

197; Chauncy, 'Hist, aliquot Martyrum
Anglorum.' EDWARD PEACOCK.

A very interesting account of this priory
may be found in the 'History and Topo-
graphy of the Isle of Axholme,' by the Rev.
W. B. Storehouse, London, 1839, 4to. See-

also
' Notitia Monastic*,

1

by Thomas Tanner,
London, 1744, p. 286, or the edition of 1787.

THOMAS MILLS.

BLACK EWE IN THE ' ILIAD
'

(10
th S. v. 328)..

In 'Iliad,' iii. 103, a male white lamb and a
black female lamb are ordered to be offered

to the sun and the earth respectively. Amei
on the passage explains that the former is for

the male and bright-shining god, the latter

for the goddess whose power comes from the
dark depths. See also La Roche and Faesi
on the same passage.
Mr. J. G. Frazer, in his

' Lectures on King-
ship/ lect. iv. p. 97, says :

" In order to procure rain the Wagogo of German
East Africa sacrifice black fowls, black sheep, and
black cattle at the graves of their ancestors, and
the rain-maker wears black clothes during the rainy
season."

He refers to H. Cole,
' Notes on the Wagogo-

of German East Africa,' Journal of the Anthro-

pological Institute, xxxii. (1902), p. 325, and
adds :

" The religious appeal to the spirits of the dead-

is strengthened by the black colour of the victims-

and of the clothes, which is an imitation of dark
rain-clouds."

R. SPENCE.

Would not modern Greek folk-lore throw

light on the peculiar significance of giving a
black ewe with her lamb? When I was a

child, some forty years ago, although black
wool sold for less than white, old- fashioned

ple used to say it was lucky to have a
lack sheep in every flock.

One ancient dame, when speaking of a
family good - for - nothing, would observe,
" There 's a scabbed sheep in every flock,'

y

but she never used *' black sheep" as a

equivalent for a worthless man. Probably
"scabbed sheep" is the older form of the-

saying. Dr. Murray may be able to enlighten,
us on this point.

peo
blac
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Usually, I think, the sheep and lamb are
connected with good fortune in folk-lore.

What do other correspondents of *N. & Q.'

say ? G. W.

Ulysses and Diomed go out to the Trojan
camp in the night-time. And the black ewe
may be promised by Nestor in honour of the

goddess Night. In the sixth book of the
'^Eneid,' ^Eneas sacrifices to Night and to
her sister a black lamb :

Ipse atri velleris agnam
^Eneas matri Eumenidum magnseque sorori
Ense ferit.

Heyne in a note says that the mother of the
Eumenides is Night. E. YARDLEY.

"GORDON'S FORMULA" (10
th S. v. 238). In

Trautwine's pocket - book .the well - known
column-formula is ascribed to Prof. Lewis
Gordon, of Glasgow. In the British Museum
Catalogue his full name is given as Lewis
Dunbar Brodie Gordon, although on the title-

page of his
*

Lectures '

held before Glasgow
University (1849), his name is plain Lewis
Gordon. L. L. K.

VOWELS ON MONUMENT (10
th S. v. 169).

Wilkins, 'On Real Character,' pt. iii. c. xi.

says :

"These letters are called Vociles, in pronouncing
of which by the instruments of speech, the breath
is freely emitted."

^The breath of life freely emitted and
yielded up at death is prayer. "Prayer is

the Christian's vital breath." AEIOU are
an invocation.
The following citation from Elworthy's4 The Evil Eye,' London, 1895, p. 441, throws

light on the question :

"
It was an ancient belief that each of the vowels

of the alphabet represented the sound uttered in
its revolution by one particular planet ; these all
combined form one eternal harmony to the glory of
the Great Creator of the Universe. This is the
meaning of the lines in Addison's well - known
hymn :

For ever singing as they shine
The hand that made us is divine.

Another interpretation of the seven vowels is that
;they represent the ineffable Name of the Creator,
the mystic Jehovah, the great 1 AM."

T. B. WlLMSHURST.
Tunbridge Wells.

The Latin expansion of the five vowels as
"Austrise est imperare orbi universo" has
been cleverly turned into a German phrase
of the same meaning :

"
Alles Erdreich 1st

Oesterreich Unterthan."
FORREST MORGAN.

Hartford, Conn.

THE GUNNINGS OF CASTLE COOTE (10
th S.

v. 323). I should be glad if any reader could
tell me the relationship, if any, between the
beautiful Miss Gunnings and the two
daughters of Sir Robert Gunning, of Horton,
Northamptonshire, one of whom married Mr.

Stephen Digby, Fanny Barney's "Mr. Fairly,"
and the other Lieut.- General Alexander Ross,
the friend of Marquis Cornwallis.

H. C. F.

R. Y. :

"
IRISH STOCKE "

(10
th S. v. 249, 297).

This "
Company's business in Ireland"

was scarcely a voluntary speculation, they
being "undertakers" in the colonization of

Ulster at the command of King James I.,

the City companies taking Coleraine and
Derry, which was thus renamed London-
derry. The capital was found by subscrip-
tion, and several guilds still hold their

shares, administered by the so called "Irish

Society." Their first official in charge was a
Mr. Beresford, progenitor of, the present
Marquis of Waterford. A. H.

RAMSGATE CHRISTMAS PROCESSION (10
th S.

v.208). This custom is undoubtedly identical

with the universal "mummings" and "guis-
ings

" which survive to this day with all the
old enthusiasm, especially at Lerwick in

Shetland. (See The Shetland Times, 4 Feb-

ruary, 1905, a copy of which was very kindly
sent to me by the Rev. J. W. Willcock, of

St. Ringan's Manse, Lerwick, a reader of
4 N. &Q.')
The Ramsgate Hodening or

"
Champion-

ing" so called because one of the chief

characters, the Dragon, wore a "hoden,"
"
hooden," or wooden head, and because

the principal character was the Champion
St. George is described, in a manner similar

to the account in The European Magazine, in

Brand's 'Antiquities,' ed. Ellis (Bohn, 1853,

vol. i. p. 474, 'Going a-Hodening'). As to

its continuance at the present day, Halli-

well ('Diet, of Archaisms') describes it

as a custom "formerly prevalent in Kent
on Christmas Eve, when a horse's head was
carried in procession. This is now dis-

continued, but the singing of carols at that

season is still called hodening." However,
Mr. H. F. Abell, in a very interesting article

in The Home Counties Magazine for April,

1901, entitled 'Some Surviving Kentish

Beliefs,' says that the Kentish" raaskings
known as hodenings are "almost, if not

quite extinct, but were within living memory
a universal item in the festivities of the

season." One of the chief characters among
the Kentish "Hoodeners" wore a "hooden"
head, "filled with hobnails for teeth, which
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chattered when moved by a string." This
noise corresponds to the snapping of the

jaws of the horse as described in the account
quoted by MR. STONE

; but the circumstance
of the horse's head of St. George often appear-
ing without his antagonist the dragon, is

perhaps owing merely to the horse's skull

having been more easily obtainable than a

stage dragon. The Kentish band of Hoodeners
consisted of St. George, the Dragon, Father
Christmas, the Doctor, the King of Egypt, a
Turkish Knight, and the Giant Turpin. Mr.
Abell leaves it to folk-lorists to decide if the
Kentish Giant Turpin be a descendant of

Typhceus or Typhon, or Turpin the churlish

knight of Spenser's
*

Faery Queen '; but he
was always a prominent member of the

party.

According to The Church Times of 2 Jan.,
1891, the custom of Hodening was not dead
in that year, in at least two Kentish towns
Deal and Walmer. " We were warned," says
the writer,
"of the arrival of this creature by a very loud
clapping noise, and on rushing to the street door
saw a horse's head supported on a pole by a man in
a crawling position, so as to resemble an animal,
and covered in front by a coarse cloth. Nothing
was done or sung by the small crowd around ; and
the clapping caused by the opening and shutting of
the mouth continued till the creature, having been
satisfied with money, was driven away." (Vide
'

E.D.D.').
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

Accounts of the old custom of "Going
a-Hodening" will be found in 'The Kentish
Note-Book' (Kentish

' N. & Q.'), by G. O.
Howell, pp. 19 and 320-1, which also quotes
4
Relics for the Curious/ 1824, and ' Hone's

Every-Day Book,' 1827, as mentioning this
custom. It appears to have been observed at

Ramsgate, Minster, and all the villages of the
Isle of Thanet, as well as at Deal and some
places along the east coast of Kent. The
custom was discontinued about 1840, in con-
sequence of a woman at Broadstairs being so
scared by it that her death resulted. One
writer, referring to the hand-bells that were
used in these grotesque processions, states
that there were still families in Ramsgate who
were clever hand -bell ringers.
Other places had this custom. It existed

in Wales, where it was known as "
Merry

Lwyd
"

(see
'

Curious Welsh Custom,'
1 st S. i. 173, 258, 315), and also in Cheshire
and Oxfordshire. G. H. W.
The querist may possibly be unaware that

the curious custom mentioned by him is (or
more accurately was) very well known in
Wales. ARTHUR MEE.

Cardiff.

THE HARE AND EASTER (10
th S. iv. 306 ;

v. 292). MR. HOLDEN MAoMiCBABL speaks
of the German custom of hiding the Easter

eggs in a sort of nest for the children to
find. But some twelve years ago, when we
hid the eggs on Easter morning in South
Germany (the children being meanwhile
locked up in the schoolroom, so that they
might not watch us), we were told to place
the eggs always in some prickly place in a

patch of nettles, or among thorns or holly
so that the children might run the chance of

being stung or scratched in picking them
out. Later in the day some one suggested
that this might be a relic of the Prometheus
myth the egg, the life-principle, having to
be snatched from a prickly or burning place.
And the same day we chanced to find,

among the children's books, a Japanese fairy

tale, in which was a picture of a hare guard-
ing two eggs : in the background was a

flaming volcano. To us it seemed there

might be some connexion between the three
incidents. I should like to know if we were
correct in supposing that there was, and
to hear what other readers of

' N. & Q.'
have to say. ROWLAND THURNAM.
Blagdon, Somerset.

'

ROPES USED AT EXECUTIONS (10
th S. v. 266,

315). In February, 1886, three men (Rudge,
Martin, and Baker) were hanged at Carlisle

for murder, newspapers stating that u
Berry,

of Bradford, was the executioner, and
Charles Maldon officiated as his assistant."

It soon transpired that "Charles Maldon"
was the sobriquet of a distinguished amateur ;

see paragraph in The Times of 20 February,
1886. I have seen a bracelet composed of a

portion of the hanging rope used on the
above occasion, with gold mount inscribed

to that effect, and indicating the article as a

gift from the individual who "assisted" at

the last penalty of the law. W. B. H.

CHEYNE WALK : CHINA WALK (10
th S. v.

245, 312). The terrace of houses by the
river- side at Chelsea known as Cheyne Walk
was so named, not from the china manu-
factory for which Chelsea was famous, but
after the Lord of the manor of Chelsea,

Charles, Lord Cheyne. The family of the

Cheyneys, or de Casineto, or Quercineto,
signifying the oak, from its abundance near
their ancient residence, says Faulkner, have

long flourished in Bucks, and were supposed
to have originated from the village whence

they assumed their surname. The village
of Cheneys, Chenies, or Islehampstead Chey-
neys, in South Bucks, is owned by the Duke
of Bedford, who has the manor ; but the old
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seat of the Cheyneys was at the adjoining
village of Chesham Bois, on the river Chess.

Cheyne Walk was, however, certainly spoken
of by old Chelsea folk as China Walk, from
the idea that the name was commemorative
of the Chelsea China Works, at the corner
of Justice Walk.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

PROF. SKEAT'S suggested derivation of the
name of Cheyne is of interest, but as a local

place-name it was applied because the manor
was in the possession of the Cheyne family.
From 1657, on its purchase by Charles

Cheyne, until 1712, when it was sold to Sir
Hans Sloane, they owned this site, and
towards the end of that period Cheyne Walk
came into existence.

The substitution of China Walk may have
some significance in connexion with the
famous pottery, but I am rather sceptical.
It was never a sufficiently important resort
or a subject of local pride likely to have
caused a change of place-names.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.
39, Hillmarton Road, N.

" PIGHTLE "
:

" PIKLE "
(10

th S. v. 26, 93,

134, 174, 317). In the Surrey Archaeological
Collections, vol. ix. pp. 23, 119, an undated deed
recording a gift of land in Warlingham by
Odo de Dammartin to Tandridge Priory,
Surrey, has :

" Sine aliquo retinemento in

croftes, in pictlakes, in bascis." The deed
is there stated to be earlier than 1210; a
witness is also said to have been alive in
1198. The benefactor Odo de Dammartin
was alive in 1154, and is again mentioned
as being alive in 1218. The deed is also

printed in *

Monasticon,' vi. 603.

F. GORDON PULFORD.
Warlingham, Surrey.
"
Pightle

"
occurs twice on a map showing" The True Platt and Description of y

e land
belonging to y

e Mannors of Pembrooke,
Bruses, Dawbneyes & Mockings in the
Parishes of Tottenham and Edmonton in the
County of Midd. being parcell of y

e Posses-
sions of the right honorable .Richard Erie of

Dorsett, 1619 (Tho. Clay Desc.)." In the
grounds of the manor of Mockings are two
adjacent fields called severally

" The Nether
Pightle" and '

Upper Pightle," and leased
to one named J. Burrough. These fields lay
along the north bank of the "Garbell Ditch,"
and seem to have been called Nether and
Upper with regard to the flow of the water
of the said ditch, which is now known as the
river Moselle.
Other noteworthy field-names in this map

are Tomacre, Long Dinge, The Great Dinge,

The Slype, Long Slype, The Great Holme,
and The Little Holmes. The last two fields

are depicted as islands in the marshes by the
Lea. In this map the spelling

" Tattenham"
1

of Queen Mary's time is displaced by the
modern form with o. Hornsey, however, is

spelt
**

Harnsey
"

therein. A. ANSCOMBE,
4, Temple Rd., Hornsey, N.

BALL-GAMES PLAYED ON FESTIVALS (10
th S.

iv. 347). On Mardi gras, says Louandre,
writing of the twelfth to the sixteenth

century in his
*
Histoire d'Abbeville

'

(tome i.

p. 269),
" on jouait a la cholle dans le

bois d'Abbeville"; and cholle is thus anno-
tated :

"Ballon de cuir gros comme la tete, rempli de
mousse ou de son, peint azur et seme des armoiries
du roi, de Ponthieu, et de la ville. II etait presente
au maire par le procureur de 1'echevinage. A la

suite de ce jeu, qui durait vingt-quatre heures, il y
avaib un banquet on Ton servait toujours de can-

netiaux (jeunes canards) aux oaufs. En 1497, on en

mangea trente-six douzaines. Lea officiers muuici-

paux et les habitants de Montreuil se livraient au
me"me jeu, le dimanche et le mardi gras, et le jour
de Bouhourdis."

I am sorry I do not know when and with
what intent this last-named festival was
held.
As for the solar significance of ball-games,

I am tempted to think that if the sun had
been square and the earth had stood stock-

still, active players would none the less have
devised the various facile orbs which from
marbles to footballs minister so largely to-

the recreation of humanity.
ST. SWITHIN.

COLLOP MONDAY, &c. (10
th S. v. 247). As

a small boy I was at a preparatory school at

Luton, Beds, called Norton College. The
last Sunday of the term was called Button

Sunday and Cock-hat Sunday, the terms

being used interchangeably. The boys wore
mortar-boards on Sundays, and it was our

custom to tilt them over our eyes on the last

Sunday in the term when walking to morning
service at the local church. We also used to-

unbutton the two bottom buttons of our

waistcoats, and to spit in the pew of the

church where we sat before coming out. The
instructions for Cock-hat Sunday (this term

comes the more familiarly to me) were con-

veyed in the rime :

Unbutton one,
Unbutton two,
Cock-hat Sunday,
Gob in the pew.

I cannot give any reason for the custom,
but I can remember that other small boys of

my acquaintance, who went to other school*
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of that kind, had the same notions about
the last Sunday in the term. This particular
school ceased to exist some years ago, at a
time when these private schools went under

by dozens ; but I should think the tradition

is living elsewhere still.

HAROLD G. DANIELS.
Press Club.

ST. THOMAS AQUINAS : HIS ANCESTRY
(10

th S. v. 269). Descended from an illus-

trious family of Campania, in the kingdom
of Naples, he was son of Landulphe, Comte
d'Aquin, Seigneur de Lorete et de Belcastro,
and grandson of the famous general Thomas
d'Aquin, Comte de Sommade, who com-
manded the army of the Emperor Frederick I.,

and who married the Emperor's sister Fran-

^oise de Soiiabe, daughter of Frederick,
Due de Soiiabe, and Judith of Bavaria.
St. Thomas was great -nephew of the

Emperor Frederick I., nephew of the Emperor
Henry VI., and in the third degree of the

Emperor Frederick II. His mother Theodora,
daughter of the Comte de Theate, of the
house of Caraccioli, descended from the
Norman princes who drove the Saracens and
the Greeks from Italy, and conquered the
two Sicilies, of which they became kings in

the eleventh century.
Malvenda says that the Seigneurs d'Aquin

had the title of Comte from the time of
Charlemange. CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Reading.

Dr. Robert Owen, in his 'Sanctorale
Catholicum' (1880), states that Count Lan-
dulph, the saint's father, sent him, "at the

age of five to Monte Cassino to be nurtured
with other noble youths, as the manner was."

Later, he went to Naples to study under
Master Peter of Ireland. HARRY HEMS.

'REBECCA': A NOVEL (10th S. iii. 128, 176,

293,435; v. 72, 117). There has recently
come into my possession a small 12mo volume,
published at Burton-on-Trent in 1822, entitled
'Realities and Reflections in which Virtue
and Vice are Contrasted,' by Ann Catharine
Holbrook mark the spelling of both
Christian name and surname who is, by
many, considered to be the writer of
4
Rebecca.' Upon the fly-leaf is inscribed
"A scarce volume, by this little - known
Staffordshire authoress." Therein is also

pasted a cutting (apparently from some
book catalogue) quoting another work of
Mrs. Holbrook's called " The Dramatist

;

or, Memoirs of the Stage. With the life of
the authoress, &c. Birmingham, 1809." It
is claimed for 'Realities' that the incidents

depicted are taken from "
real life," and they

form a series of
"
Tales, Moral and Instruc-

tive," addressed to the young.
After careful comparison, I find many

indications that point to Mrs. Holbrook as
the writer of these short stories and of the
novel. The same highly religious tone per-
vades both, with a marked similarity in
several of the characters, and the inflexible
resolve that villainy should be exposed and
punished. Moreover, in the list of sub-
scribers given at the end of the booklet are
residents at Ashby the surnames of
" Rebecca." Does not this fact offer a
valuable clue to identity ? For we know how
often writers of fiction have sought for their
heroes and heroines the names of places
familiar to them.

I may add that search is still being pro-
secuted in likely quarters for the missing
third volume of 'Rebecca,' which it is hoped
may soon be discovered.

CECIL CLARKE.
Junior AthenaBum Club.

LARGE PAPER MARGINS (10
th S. v. 147, 217).

There is no reason why the margins of

large-paper copies should not be equal all

round, the width depending entirely upon
the way in which the pages of type are

placed in the "forme." Just now there is, I

think, a fashion for narrow inner margins,
and the peculiarity in the large-paper edition
of

*

Walpole's Letters
'

referred to by the HON.
R. MARSHAM-TOWNSHEND may be due to this.

The explanation offered by P. N. R. at the
second reference is not satisfactory, as it can
apply only to the case of a book which is

imposed as a folio, that is, in sheets of four

pages ;
and it is hardly conceivable that an

ordinary octavo could have been printed in
this expensive way. lam afraid lam becoming
somewhatobscure to the non- technical reader,
but my meaning will be made clear by open-
ing out a number of

' N. & Q.' before cutting
it, and noticing the arrangement of the

pages. It will easily be seen that the attempt
to produce a "

large-paper copy
"
of

f N. & Q.'

by simply printing it upon a larger sheet of

paper would produce a ludicrous result. I
mention this because I once found that a
librarian of great experience, whose name is

well known to all your readers, was of opinion
that the production of a "

large-paper
"
copy

was simply a matter of using larger paper,
and did not involve the somewhat expensive
process of reimposition. R. B. P.

WIGAN BELL F9UNDRY (10
th S. v. 168, 216,

257). The following is a short list of bells

from the Wigan foundries of Ralph Ashton
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and Luke Ashton : Pennington, R. A., 1719 ;

Urswick, "LukeAshton FecetWigan, 1724";
Claughton, L. A., 1727 ;

Rushen Castle, Isle

of Man, L. A
,
1728 ; Gersingham, L. A., 1740 ;

Woodland, 1744. There are no founder's

initials on the Woodland bell, but the letters,

figures, and heart-shaped stops correspond
exactly with those on the first bell at Urs-
wick. This seems to show that there was
still a foundry at Wigan in 1744, although
Mr. J. P. Earwaker, F.S A., in the Trans-
actions of the Historic Society of Lancashire
and Cheshire, 1892, states that the bells of

Wigan Church were sent to Gloucester in

1732 to be recast by A. Rudhall. Further
information may be found in vol. ii. N.S.
Transactions of the Cumberland and West-
morland Antiquarian and Archaeological
Society, pp. 282-306, and in vol. iii. No. 2 of

the Transactions of the Barrow Naturalists'

Field Club, pp. 100-14.
HARPER GAYTHORPE.

Barrow-in-Furness.

[MR. A. H. ARKLE also refers to Mr. Earwaker's

paper.]

"THE SOPHY" (10
th S. v. 308, 354). Sully

(memoirs) calls the ruler of Persia by this

title, and describes war and negotiations
between the " Grand Turc " and " son ennemy
le Sophy," who had sent "vers le Pape,
1'Empereur, et le Roy d Espagne pour Her
amitie auec eux et les requerir d'assistance."

*'Le grand Seigneur" therefore sent a
counter embassy to Henri IV., held by him
to be "

le plus estime Roy de la Creance de
Jesus." D.

ABBEY OR PRIORY (10
th S. v. 327). My

note seems incomplete. I should like to add
that the street which runs by the Worksop
Priory Church is Prior's Road, and the old

mill near is the Priory Mill. A.t some dis-

tance from the church, in the middle of the

road, is the Prior's Well now covered in

to which in the old days people from near
and far used to resort, and drink the water
for pleasure and health's sake. Yet, with
these old names before them, the church was
"t'owd Abbey Church"; the fine Priory
Gatehouse close by was **

t' owd Abbey
Gateway." The ruins of St. Mary's Chapel,
on the south side of the church, went by the
name of

"
t' owd Abbey ruins." The his-

torians of Worksop John Holland, 1826;
Edwin Eddison, 1854, and Robert White,
1875 and 1905 all write of it as a Priory,
though Eddison often relapses into the error,
very common in his time, of calling it an
"
abbey." THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

The Hixtoni of Japan : together ivith a Description
of the Kingdom of Siam, 1690-92. By Engelbert
Kaempfer, M.D. Translated by J. G. Scheuchzer,
F.R.S. 3 vols. (Glasgow, MacLehose & Sons.)

As an expansion of the great work they are accom-
plishing in their superb reprint of the 'English
Voyages' of Hakluyt (now out of print), the
1

Collection of Voyages
'

of Purchas, and '

Coryat's
Crudities,' Messrs. MacLehose & Sons reissue, for
the first time in a complete form, what is yet
the most important and authoritative early work
upon Japan. The author of this was a German,
and the explorations he made were undertaken
on behalf of the Netherlands Embassy to the
Emperor's Court, which, in a spirit of exemplary
devotion to science, he joined as physician. Our
English share in him is greater than might be
judged from these things. His MS. collections
came into the possession of Sir Hans Sloane, by
whose secretary Scheuchzer they were translated,
and by whose influence they were given to the
world in two volumes folio in 1727, half a century
before the appearance of the first German edition.
The motive of the purchase of the MS. by Sir Hans
Sloane seems to have been found in the merits of
the

' Amoenitates Exoticfe
'

of the same author.

Setting out from Batavia on his voyage to Japan,
Dr. Kaempfer went on board a ship that touched at
Siam. He was thus able to give an animated
account of the revolution in that country, and the
execution of Constantin Faulcon, at that time
Prime Minister. His observations on Japan begin
with geographical descriptions and other matters
derived from Japanese authors. He concludes the
first book with the natural history of the metals,
minerals, plants, trees, animals, birds, insects,
fishes, and shells of Japan, including not a few
which, as he mentions, are mythical. In the fourth
book full particulars are supplied concerning
Nagasaki, the one place open to foreigners that is,
to the Chinese and the Dutch ; while the fifth book
records the observations made in the course of the
two excursions from Nagasaki to the Court of the
Emperor at Jedo which, under some limitations, he
was allowed to make. The last supply sufficiently
animated accounts of incidents of travel, of tea-
houses (herein called tea -booths), of bagnios or
bath-houses, of hotels, and the like. Full comment
is passed upon what, though it is not so called, is

hari-kari ; and it is claimed for Japan that it can
boast, as well as Rome, its Mutii Serevolse and its*

Horatii Coclites. Under the head 'Japan and-

Foreign Trade' it is said, "The country is popu-
lous beyond expression, and one would scarcely
think it possible that, being no greater than it is,

it should nevertheless maintain and support such a
vast number of inhabitants. The highways are an
almost continued row of villages and boroughs. You-
scarce come out of one, but you enter another,
and you may travel many miles', as it were, in one
street." Of Jedo, which is described as

" the

Capital of the whole Empire, and the seat of the
secular Monarch," it is affirmed that "

I may
venture to say, it is the biggest town known."
They were, he says, "one whole day riding a
moderate pace from Sinagawa, where the suburb-

begins, along the chief street, which goes across, a
little irregularly indeed, to the other end of the?
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town/' In the chapter 'Concerning Ambergris' it

is stated that, blended with opium, it constitutes

an aphrodisiac. One is not a little surprised to

find in the concluding chapter a serious defence of

the system by which Japan shunned commerce and

communication with foreign nations.

A deeply interesting feature in an eminently
attractive and valuable reprint consists in the

illustrations. These reproduce the curious maps,
and the designs generally, of the original, and

include the large collection of quaint natural

objects. A portrait of Sir Hans Sloane forms a

frontispiece to the first volume, which supplies also

a reproduction of the emblematical title-page and

one of the printed title-page of the original. A
more interesting and happier reprint is not to be

desired.

Dictionary of Quotation* (German}. By Lilian

Dalbiac. (Swan Sonnenschein & Co.)

IT was originally intended to include in a single

volume of the excellent "Quotations Series" of

Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein quotations from

German and Spanish. In consequence of the

augmenting number of the former, however, the

idea has been abandoned, and a full-sized volume

of close upon five hundred pages Has been devoted

to German quotations alone. German compilations
such as the 'Gefliigelte Worte,' the only short-

coming of which consists in their scant notice of

Leasing and Heine, have been employed ; while the

best existing translations have, so far as is possible,

been called into use, American, as well as English

renderings being requisitioned. In the case of

Heine the translation of Leland is employed ; in

the first part of
'

Faust,' that of Bayard Taylor ;

in the 'Gedichte' of Schiller, that of E. Bulwer

Lytton as a rule, supplemented on emergency by
that of E. A. Bowring. The list of quotations is

large, and the work, which is an excellent product
of scholarship, seems entitled to a prominent place
in the valuable series to which it belongs.

Diaru and Correspondence of John Evelyn, F.R.S.
Edited by Wm. Bray, F.A.S. (Routledge &
Sons.)

IN a goodly volume of close on a thousand pages
we have here a full reprint of Bray's edition of

Evelyn. In appearance the volume is uniform with
the edition of Ranke's 'Reformation in Germany'
and the

'

Political Writings of Bacon.' Subjoined
are the private correspondence between Charles I.

and Sir Edward Nicholas, and that between Hyde,
afterwards Earl of Clarendon, and Sir Richard
Browne. Cheap editions of Evelyn's

'

Diary
'

are

numerous. To the bulk of these the present is

superior in get-up as well as comprehensiveness.
To the man of few books it is a precious gift.

The Rumour Club, Edinburgh : Miscellanea. Part I.

TJIE object of this club is the collection, with a
view to the ultimate editing and printing, of ballads,

lyrics, and other rimed material illustrative of

Scottish dialect, character, manners, and music of

the olden time. Further information is obtainable

from the secretary, Mr. Alan Reid, F.S.A.Scot.,
The Loaning, Merchiston Bank Gardens, Edin-

burgh.

The Scottish Historical Review. April. (Glasgow,
MacLehose & Sons.)

PROF. C. H. FIRTH, whose work on the Great
Civil War period seems never-ending, has contri-

buted an interesting paper on ' The Ballads of the-
Bishops' Wars,' 1638-40. They indicate in a
remarkable manner the popular feelings of the-
time, but poetry, even of the meaner sort, is sadly-
wanting in all of them. The most interesting, and?
the one we regard as being written in the least
unsatisfactory English, is one preserved in the-

manuscript of an unknown author, entitled ' Verses
against the Scots coming into England.' ProL
Firth thinks it once belonged to Archbishop.
Sancroft. It is now, however, among the Tanner
manuscripts in the Bodleian. ]t must have been
composed before the execution of Strafford. As is
not uncommon with ballads themselves of small
importance, we find light thrown on questions
which must have been very far away from the-
minds' of contemporary readers. In the second
verse here the word Protestant is used, not as a
designation of the reformed bodies in general, but
of the members of the Established Church to dis-
tinguish them from Sectaries and Roman Catholics.
This distinction still lingered some forty years-
ago among a few old-fashioned families in York-
shire. The widow of a country doctor once said in-
our hearing,

" We are Protestants, so never go to-

chapel." The lines are worth quoting as indicating:
the current use of the term upwards of 260 years
ago, and correcting mistakes that sometimes even,
now occur :

Let Puritans rise, let Protestants fall,
Let Brownists find favor, and Papists loose all ;

Let them dam all the Pattents that ever were
given,

And make Pymm a Saint, though he never see
heaven.

Mr. Andrew Lang continues his admirable papers
on the portraits and jewels of Mary of Scotland.
The pictures which pass for likenesses of the victim
of Fotheringay are numerous beyond any estimate-
we dare enter upon. Mr. Lang has, however, satis-
fied himself that there are about thirteen which are-"
contemporary and authentic, or at least related

closely to others which did possess these qualities.'*We have not ourselves seen what Mr. Lang names-
the Freshfield portrait; from his description it
must be one of the most interesting of her pictures
that have survived. It was probably painted not
long before the end came. He tells us that "

t he-
face is one of more than mournful beauty, wasted
and tormented, but still fair."
Mr. J. Maitland Anderson contributes an article

on the connexion of James I. of Scotland with the-
University of St. Andrevrs, and Mr. Hiram Bing-
ham, of the University of Harvard, one on the
organization of the Scots Darien Company so far
as England was concerned. Both these will repay
the reader.

The Burlington Magazine.
AMONG the 'Notes on Pictures in the Royal Col-
lections,' Article IX., on 'The Lovers' at Bucking-ham Palace, is noteworthy for critical value. A
reproduction of the painting forms a frontispiece to
the number. To a conception of Giorgione Mr.
Lionel Cust attributes this work, the passionate
sensuousness of which transmutes "that which is

probably little more than an ordinary incident of
lawless amour into a love poem to which Catullus
might have signed his name." Copies new and old
of the same conception are also given.

* The
Romance of a Book,' by Mr. H. Yates Thompson, has
some very fine illustrations from a MS. Josephus.
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The substance of the article was delivered as a
lecture before the Society of Arts. Very romantic,
and no less satisfactory, is the story Mr. Yates
"Thompson relates. Part IV. appears of Sir Richard
R. Holmes's

'

English Miniature Painting,' dealing
with Peter Oliver and John Hoskins.

MRS. HUGH FRASER opens out The Fortnightly
with an interesting paper on the Emperor of Japan.
What is the authority whence the particulars she

supplies are drawn we know not, but what is said
is probable enough. Mr. H. K. Samuel sends some
thoughtful and valuable comments on Heinrich
Heine. Mr. H. B. Irving supplies the first of two
lectures on ' The English Stage in the Eighteenth
Century.' 'Mr. J. M. Barrie's Dramatic and Social
Influence' is contributed by Edith A. Browne.
Mr. Julius M. Price finds in the Paris Ecole des
Beaux-Arts 'The Cradle of Modern British Art.'
As Part J. of 'The Divine and the Human,' by Leo
Tolstoi, describes the execution of the hero, it is

difficult to see what is reserved for the second part.
Before this is characteristically put "No rights
reserved."

' The Negro Problem Stated
'

presents
a hopeless condition of affairs.

IN The Nineteenth Century Mr. Sidney Lee takes
what may be considered sanguine views as to

' The
^Future of Shakespearean Research.' A record of

recent and appetizing discovery is comprised in

this. An interesting sociological subject is dis-

cussed in 'Eugenics and St. Valentine.' The first

word, it may be said, signifies
" the science and art

of being well born." Indirectly connected with
the subject is

' The Physique of Girls,' which is dis-

cussed by Miss K. Bathurst. There is, as Mr.
Norman Pearson shows, a lighter side to Hannah
More. Sir Martin Conway writes on ' The Indi-
vidual versus the Crowd,' and Mr. D. C. Banks on
' The Vocation of the Journalist.'

AN important article in The National consists of
* Some Reflections upon the Far Eastern War,' by
Opt. A. T. Mahan, the famous author of 'The
Influence of Sea Power upon History.' With this

AS a corrective should be read Major F. B. Baden-
Powell's

' The Advent of the Flying-Machine.' Sir
Rowland Blennerhassett has a noticeable paper on
' The Genius of Italian Unity.' Sufficiently terrible
is what is said on ' Russia on the Rubicon's Banks.'

Very striking is Mr. Reginald Lucas's ' The Value
of a Public-School Education.' '

Colloquies in a
Suburban Garden' maintains its interest. Miss
Eveline Godley's

' A Century of Children's Books '

is a piece of sound criticism.

IN The Cornhill
' The Spring Call

'

is a charac-
teristic variant by Mr. Thomas Hardy of the song
of the blackbird. Mr. Walter Frith's

' A Talk with
my Father, ^Statis suse LXXXVIII,' shows the
veteran Royal Academician in a very vivacious
mood. * Prehistoric Man on the Downs '

is the

subject of an erudite contribution by Messrs. Arthur
John and George Hubbard. Mr. Claude E. Benson
writes on ' Venomous Serpents.' The most danger-
ous of these appears to be the African niamba,
which flies at everything and everybody, and will
"even come down from a tree to solicit an inter-
view." Then there is in India the hamadryad, which
has been known to chase for his life a man on horse-
back. Against these it is pleasant to oppose the
one American cobra, the coral snake, which is

"very highly specialized, very beautiful, very
venomous, and very amiable [!], so much so that it

might almost be admitted as a plaything to the
nursery, and is, in fact, often used as such by the
Brazilian girls." 'Chimsera and Phaselia '

is plea-
santly suggestive.

In The Gentleman's appears Part II. of 'The
Pepysian Treasures,' a valuable contribution to be
further continued. ' A Lost Art,' that of memory,
is illustrated from Southey's

4

Doctor.' ' The Voyage
of the Cygnet' is an animated account of buccaneer
proceedings. A valuable paper deals with 'The
Rise and Growth of the Memoir in England.' The
first appearance of this in a rude shape in England
was in the last quarter of the sixteenth century.
The miscellaneous contents are of high interest.

"

IN a new cover The Idler has many a ttractive travel
articles.

* The Land of Good Cooking
'

deals with
Saint Remy, in Provence, an interesting spot sixteen
kilometres from Tarascon. Following this comes
a delightful account of Holland as ' The Land of
Windmills,' many of which picturesque edifices are
reproduced. Mr. Eden Phillpotts's

*

Intervention
'

has its scene in Algiers.

A WORK entitled
' The King's English

'

is about
to be published by the Oxford University Press.
It is said that English writers seldom look into a
grammar or book of composition, so the compilers
have passed by all rules, of whatever absolute im-
portance, that are shown by observation to be
seldom or never broken, and have illustrated by
examples, with the name of a reputable authority
attached to each, all blunders that observation
shows to be common. The book deals with ques-
tions of vocabulary, syntax, "airs and graces,"
punctuation, euphony, quotation, grammar, mean-
ing, ambiguity, and style, and has a full index.

10

We. must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

M.A.OxoN. For "Onwhyn" see 'D.N.B.,' xlii.

We cannot undertake to state the value of books.
"
Respectability" is given in Annandale's '

Imperial*
and the 'Encyclopaedic' dictionaries. The quota-
tions are from Carlyle and The Spectator of 1885.
Information will probably be shortly available in
the'N.KD.'
MEDICULUS. "Toast." See Brewer's 'Phrase

and Fable.'" City of the Violet Crown." See our
own columns, 9th S. xi. 108, 295, 433.

CORRIGENDA. Ante, p. 324, col. 2, 11. 15 and 25
From foot, for "Thompson" read Thomson. L. 24
from foot,

" the late thirties," omit "late."

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries '"Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
isher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not
irint ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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THE ATHENAEUM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHENAEUM contains Articles on

THE PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION. THE HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS OF SCOTLAND.
A CHAPTER IN THE HISTORY OF ANNOTATION, BEING SCHOLIA ARISTOPHANICA, VOL. III.

THE RECORDS OF THE CITY OF NORWICH.
FENWICK'S CAREER. THE ARENA.
BOOKS FOR STUDENTS. EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE. SCHOOL-BOOKS.
GLASGOW MEN AND WOMEN. THINGS INDIAN. SCHOOL AND SPORT. STUDIES IN

ROMAN HISTORY. THE STORY AND SONG OF BLACK RODERICK. MALAY BELIEFS.
SESAME AND LILIES. TWELVE SERMONS.

CONFERENCE OF LIBRARY AND EDUCATIONAL AUTHORITIES AT BIRMINGHAM.
ARTHURIAN NOTES. DUBLIN DEGREES FOR WOMEN.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL NOTES.
THE ROYAL ACADEMY. THE ROKEBY VELAZQUEZ. SALE.
COVENT GARDEN OPERA. '

SHAKSPEARE MEMORIAL PERFORMANCES.

LAST WEEK'S ATHEN-SJUM contains Articles on

MRS MONTAGU, QUEEN OF THE BLUE-STOCKINGS. THE HISTORY OF MODERN LIBERTY.
THE VICTORIA HISTORIES OF LANCASHIRE AND WORCESTERSHIRE.
LEVER'S LIFE IN HIS LETTERS.
NEW NOVELS: Mr. John Strood

;
The Face of Clay; Out of Due Time

; The Sphinx's Lawyer ; The
Light; Rouge ;

The Count at Harvard.

TWO BOOKS ON SPAIN.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : Studies in Socialism ; Paix Japonaise ;

Wordsworth's Guide to the Lakes ;

The Great Forest of Brecknock ; The Story of Cambridge ;
Pocket Tennyson ; New Editions and

Reprints; Whisperings from the Great ;
The Clergy List; The May Bee

;
The Yachting Monthly.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.
NOTES FROM DUBLIN ;

SOME UNPUBLISHED LETTERS OF CHARLES LAMB
; COMMANDER

J. F. HODGBTTS; THE STUDY OF ENGLISH; HUNTING THE "SELADANG"; "THAT
TWO-HANDED ENGINE AT THE DOOR"; A LIFE OF ECLIPSE; SALE.

LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE : The Transition in Agriculture ;

The Dissociation of a Personality ; Exposition de la Soci<Ste*

Frangaise de la Physique ; Societies ; Meetings Next Week ; Gossip.

FINE ARTS : Mediaeval Rhodesia ; Impressions of Japanese Architecture ; The Royal Academy ; The
Rokeby Velazquez ; Sales ; Gossip.

MUSIC: Joachim Concerts; Bach Memorial Concert; Philharmonic Concert; Gossip; Performances
Next Week.

DRAMA: Gossip.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHENffiUM will contain

THE "POPE" OF HOLLAND HOUSE.

DICTIONARY OF GERMAN QUOTATIONS.

The ATHENAEUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS & J. EDWARD FRANCIS, At\enaum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.
And of all Newsagents.
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SELECT LIST OF
BOOKS ON GARDENING

TO BE OBTAINED AT THE

'GARDENERS' CHRONICLE' OFFICE from H. GL COVE, Publisher.

Prices Quoted are in all cases Post Free.

ALPINE FLORA. : for Tourists and
Amateur Botanists. By Dr. JULIUS HOFF-
MAN. Translated by K. S. BARTON (Mrs. A.

GEPP). With 40 Plates, containing 250
Coloured Figures from Water-Colour Sketches

by HERMANN FRIESE. 8vo, 7*. lOd.

ALPINE FLOWEES FOR GAR-
DENS. By W.ROBINSON. Revised Edition.

With Illustrations. 8vo, 10.?. lid.

BAMBOO GARDEN, THE. By
LORD REDESDALE. Illustrated by ALFRED
PARSONS. 8vo, 10s. lOd.

BOTANY, A TEXT - BOOK OF.
By Dr. E. STRASBURGER. Translated by
B.C. PORTER, Ph.D. Revised. Fifth Edition.
686 Illustratiots. 18*. 5d.

BOTANY, A YEAR'S. Adapted to
Home and School Use. By FRANCES A.

KITCHENER. With 195 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 5*. 3d.

BOTANY, THE TREASURY OF.
Edited by J. LINDLEY, M.D. F.R.S., and T.

MOORE, F.L.S. With 20 Steel Plates and
numerous Woodcuts. Two Parts. Fcap. 8vo,
12*. 5d.

CACTUS CULTURE FOR
AMATEURS : being Descriptions of the various

Cactuses grown in this Country. By W.
WATSON, Curator of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Kew. New Edition. Profusely
Illustrated. In cloth gilt, 5*. id.

ENGLISH FLOWER GARDEN,
THE. An Illustrated Dictionary of all the
Plants Used, and Directions for their Culture
and Arrangement. By W. ROBINSON. With
numerous Illustrations. Medium 8vo, 15*. 6d.

Also 2 vols. half-morocco, 24*. Id. ;
1 vol. half-

morocco, 21*. Id.

FLORA, BRITISH, HANDBOOK OF
THE. By GEO. BBNTHAM. Revised by
Sir JOSEPH HOOKER. Seventh Edition.

9*. id.

FLORA, BRITISH, ILLUSTRA-
TIONS OF THE. By W. H. FITCH and
W. G. SMITH. 1,315 Wood Engravings.
Revised and Enlarged. 9s. 3d.

FORCING BOOK, THE, By Prof.
L. H. BAILEY. Globe 8vo, 4*. id.

FORESTRY, A MANUAL OF.
WM. SCBLICH, Ph.D. C.I.E.

Vol. I. THE UTILITY OF FORESTS, AND
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
SYLVICULTURE. Demy 8vo, cloth,
6*. 3d.

II. THE FORMATION AND TENDING
OF WOODS ; or, Practical Sylvi-
culture. Illustrated, 7*. id.

III. FOREST MANAGEMENT. Illustrated,
8*. id.

IV. FOREST PROTECTION. By W. R.

FISHER, B.A. With 259 Illustra-

tions. 9*. id.

V. FOREST UTILIZATION. By W. R.

FISHER, B.A. With 343 Illustra-

tions. 12*. id.

FORESTRY, ENGLISH ESTATE.
By A. C. FORBES. Copiously illustrated.

38 pages. 12*. IQd.

FORESTRY, WEBSTER'S
PRACTICAL. Fourth and Enlarged Edition.

Demy 8vo, illustrated, cloth gilt, 5*. id.

FRUIT GARDEN, THE. By George
BUNYARD and OWEN THOMAS. 8vo,

buckram, 21*. 6d.

FRUIT GROWING, THE
PRINCIPLES OF. By Prof. L. H. BAILEY.
Globe 8vo, 5*. id.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS. By Josh
BRACE, Twenty-two Years Foreman for

Thos. Rivers & Son. Illustrated. Large crown
8vo, post free, 5*. 3d.

Complete 16-page Catalogue sent post free on application to

H. G. COVF, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. BDWAKD FRANCIS. Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane. K C. : and Printed by
i. KUWAKD FRANCIS, Athenaeum Press, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.V.- Saturday, May 12, 1906.
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INSCRIPTIONS AT CAPRI.
THE following inscriptions in the cemetery

founded in 1878 by George Hay ward, of Bury
St Edmunds and New York, for non-Catholic
interments, may perhaps hereafter be of use
to genealogists :

1. Henry^Vreford, for fifty years a resident
at Capri, ob. 26 Mar., 1892, a. 86.

2. Isabella Eleanora Beauclerk, b. 28 Sept.,
d. S Oct., 1881.

3. Ethel Mary, child of Richard Crofts
and Mary Jane Mote, ob. 23 March, 1882, a. 9.

4. Willie, eldest s. of Michael and Ada
Gutteridge, b. 28 Dec., 1873, ob. 11 Oct., 1882.

5. William Wildes, ob. 8 Feb., 1891, a. 65.

6. Laura Esse Farley Paley (nee Farley).
b.20 Oct., 1869, ob. 26 Jan., 1892, the adopted
d. of Raymond and Annie Paley. Also in

memory of Elsie Besley, b. 14 Dec., 1844, ob.

31 Jan., 1892, the devoted friend of the above.
7. Edward Gough, ob. 10 Nov., 1893, a. 56.

8. Constance Elizabeth Gough, ob. 3 Dec.,

1895, a. 73.

9. Robert Swan Stephen, of Douglas, I. of

Man, b. 30 Nov., 1843, ob. 17 Mar., 1903, a. 59.

10 Lieut. - General George Julius Melliss,

Bombay Staff Corps, ob. at Capri, 8 Feb., 1903
a. 74. Erected by his wife and children.

11. Rev.W. L.Lawson,o5.26Jan.,1893 a 68

o

12

'F
A
Q
Sern n Sarfcoris ' of Warsash

> Hants,'

7

13\9o1
'

V^erbilt Allen, b. 2 Aug., 1840
ob. 6 March, 1898.

w?ir
Ma
i
la Shon

,

na^ Ha.Ys< ^ of General
William Hays, of the United States army, andw of William Wordsworth, of Sockbridge,
Westmoreland, and Villa Wordsworth on this
island, b in N. York, 31 May, 1854, d. at
Capri, 7 Mar., 1903.

17. Elizabeth Martha Wildes, ob. 12 Dec.,
1899.

18. Alfred Stanford, ob. 12 July, 1874.
19. Lorenzo Mackens, a. 20, a native of

Leith, Scotland, ob. in Capri, 14 Mar.. 1875
while travelling in search of health'. (In
Italian.)

21. George Hay ward, b. near Bury St. Ed-
munds 26 May, 1810, ob. at Capri, 8 April, 1878

22. Maria, w. of James Cross, vicar of
Sturminster Marshall, Dorset, ob. 13 May,
18/8, a. 27.

23 Maria Sal via, w. of Walter Maclaren,
ob. at Capri 12 Feb., 1882, a. 28. (In Italian >

24. Arabella, youngest d. of the late William
bymons, Esq. , of Hatt, Cornwall, ob. at Capri,

25 Richard H. W. Whitehead Artist of
Washbrook Hollmgwood Oldham Lancashire
ob 2 Mar., 1889, a. 33. (There are no stopsto this inscription, and the word ''Artist" is
so placed that it appears to form part of the
name.)

26. Herbert Shortridge, ob. 18 Mar., 1890
a. 33.

ol'
F a

?^>
James James, ob. 18 April, 1890,

a. 2o. Av.I.i.

28. John Shortridge, b. 4 May, 1887. ob.
15 Sept., 1889,-Norah Shortridge b 4 Feb
1889, o6.27 Dec 1890.-John \Vood Short-
ridge, Barnsley, Yorks, England. (Date un-
fortunately omitted in my notes.)
There are a few interments without in-

scriptions.
The following, both in Italian, are in the

Catholic cemetery :

29 Thomas
BrinsleyNorton,LordGrantley,

24 j
a

uly

L
1877

011
' N V" 1831

'
C? " ^W

30
MariaChiaraElizabettaFederico, widow

ot Lord Grantley, a. 58, ob. 1 Feb., 1892.
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Erected by her children Kiccardo and Car-

lotta. G. S. PARRY, Lieut. -Col.

18, Hyde Gardens, Eastbourne.

MONTAIGNE, WEBSTER, AND MARSTON :

DR. DONNE AND WEBSTER.
(See 10th S. iv. 41, 121, 201, 302 ; v. 301.)

MONTAIGNE says :

To forbid us anything is the ready way to make
us long for it. Book ii. chap. xv. p. 315, col. 1.

[Love is] a pleasure inflamed by difficulty.

Book iii. chap. v. p. 434, col. 1.

The price or honor of the conquest is rated by
the difficultie." Book iii. chap. v. p. 439, col. 1.

It is against the nature of love not to be violent,
and against the condition of violence to be constant.

Book iii. chap. v. p. 451, col. 1.

Thus in Marston :

Philocalia. But, dear madam, your reason of

loving him ?

Dulcimel. Faith, only a woman's reason, because
I was expressly forbidden to Jove him
Phi. But, when you saw no means of manifesting

your affection to him, why did not your hopes
perish ?

Dul. Philocalia ! that difficulty only enflames
me : when the enterprise is easy, the victory is

inglorious
Phi. love, how violent are thy passages !

Dul. Pish, Philocalia ! 'tis against the nature of

love not to be violent.

Phi. And against the condition of violence to be
constant.' The Fawn,' III. i. 242-73.

The source of Gonzago's saying re lies, in

III. i. 420-23, is dealt with at 10th S. iv. 122-3.

As I shall be dealing presently with the

passage in Montaigne that is supposed to

have been copied from Marston by Webster,
I will anticipate matters here by showing
further resemblances between 'The White
Devil

' and the '

Essays.'
Marston may or may not have got a hint

from Montaigne for a saying in the following
speech :

Hercules. Your father, I may boldly say, he's
an ass

To hope that you '11 forbear to swallow
What he cannot chew : &c.

4 The Fawn,' III. i. 512-14.

But there can be no manner of doubt about
the origin of the same or a similar saying in

Webster, who, like Montaigne, uses it in

relation to the question of self-slaughter.

Montaigne notes instances of men who have
attempted, but failed, to kill themselves out-

right, courage having deserted them in their

extremity. The smarting wounds they in-

flicted upon themselves served but to intensify
the anguish of mind they already suffered,
thus adding to their torments. To kill one
self with a sword requires a steady hand
and an unfaltering purpose ; at the moment

of execution there is no time to consult flesh
and blood

;
the mortal instrument

is a meate a man must swallow without chewing,
&c. Book ii. chap. xiii. p. 312, col. 2.

Vit. Cor. To kill one's self is meat that we must
take

Like pills, not chew 't, but quickly swallow it ;

The smart o' the wound, or weakness of the hand,
May else bring treble torments.

4 The White Devil,' 11. 3319-22, p. 47, col. 2.

The previous speech by Vittoria Corombona
elicits a reply from Flamineo which also is a
close imitation of Montaigne :

Vit. Cor. L prithee, yet remember
Millions are now in graves, which at last day
Like mandrakes shall rise shrieking.
Flam. Leave your prating,

For these are but grammatical laments,
Feminine arguments : and they move me,
As some in pulpits move their'auditory,
More with their exclamation than sense
Of reason or sound doctrine.

' The White Devil,' 11. 3306-14, p. 47, col. 2.

Caesars gowne disquieted all Rome, which his
death had not done : the very sound of names,
which jingleth in our eares, as, "Oh, my poore
master"; or "Alas, my deare friend";

4

'0h, my
good father"; or, "Alas, my sweete daughter.'*
When such like repetitions pinch me, and that I
looke more nearely to them, I finde them but gram-
maticall laments, the word and the tune wound me
Even as Preachers exclamations do often move
their auditory more then their reasons, c. Book iii.

chap. iv. p. 425, col. 2.

At 10th S. iv. p. 42, col. 1, and p. 121, col. 2,
I showed that both Webster and Marston
had taken notes from Montaigne, book i.

chap. xl. pp. 117-18. Another case of borrow-
ing from the same interesting chapter occurs
in 'The White Devil,' where Flamineo is

caught in the toils, and about to meet death.
He laughs at the threats of Lodovico, and
follows up this display of merriment in the

presence of death by asking :

Would'st have me die, as I was born, in whining t

Gasparo. Recommend yourself to heaven.
Flam. No, I will carry mine own commendations

thither. Lines 3461-3, p. 49, col. 2.

To another that exhorted him to recommend
himselfe to God, he asked,

" Who is going to him ?"
And the fellow answering,

" Yourselfe shortly :"
"If it be his good pleasure, I would to God it

might be to morrow night," replied he.
" Re-

commend but your selfe to him," said the other,
"and you shall quickly be there." "It is best

then," answered he,
" that my selfe carry mine own

commendations to him." P. 118, col. 1.

Again, Montaigne states that William,
Duke of Guienne,
for penance-sake, wore continually a corselet under
a religious habit. P. 122, col. 2.

In 'The White Devil' "two noblemen of

Hungary," who accompany
"
the Moor," are

said to
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have vowed for ever to wear, next their bare
bodies, those coats of mail they served in.

Hortensio. Hard penance !

Lines 2366-9, p. 35, col. 2.

Webster was surely thinking of Montaigne.

The following verse from the *^Eneid,' v.

1. 6, is quoted by Montaigne in book iii.

chap. v. p. 440, col. 2, and by Marston in

'The Fawn,' III. i. 537:

Notumque, furens quid foamina possit.

We come now to the passage in Marston
that Webster is supposed to have copied. As
I have abundantly proved that both drama-
tists imitated the *

Essays
'

independently of

each other, I will merely deal with the

parallels in the ordinary way.
Wishing and enjoying trouble us both alike. The

rigor of a mistris is yrkesome, but ease and facility
(to say true) much more

; forasmuch as discontent
and vexation proceed of the estimation we have
of the thing desired, which sharpen love and set
it afire. Whereas satiefy begets distaste : it is a

dull, blunt, weary, and drouzy passion. Book ii.

chap. xv. p. 315. col. 2.

In Marston thus :

Herod. Upon four great madonnas have I this
afternoon grafted the forked tree !

Hercules. Is 't possible ?

Herod. Possible ! Fie on this satiety ! 'tis a

dull, blunt, weary, and drowsy passion.
' The

Fawn,' IV. i. 103 8.

Marston's phrase
"
grafted the forked tree

"

is also from Montaigne :

He would hardly have perswaded Calisthenes to
refuse his faire daughter Agarista to Hippoclides,
because he had seen him graft the forked tree in
her upon a table. Book ii. chap. xii. p. 299,
col. 2.

The parallel in Webster comes in with
other matter that was manifestly filched
from Montaigne, but I will not stay to point
out the resemblances

; yet it is interesting to
note that a correction by Dyce accords with
the phrasing in the 'Essays

'

:

FlamitKo. What is 't you doubt? her coyness?
that's but the superficees of lust most women have :

yet why should ladies blush to hear that named
which they do not fear to handle? 0, they are
politic : they knovy our desire is increased by the
difficulty of enjoying ; ivhereas satiety is a blunt,
weary and drowsy passion. 'The White Devil,'
11. 103 9, p. 6, col. 2.

The old quartos make Flamineo say
" where

a satiety is," &c. Dyce altered to
"
whereas,"

the word used by Montaigne.

The last words of Herod's speech are
followed by this question :

Who would b3 a proper fellow to be thus greedily
devoured and swallowed among ladies ? Faith, 'tis

a torment my very rack !

Hercules. Right, Herod, true
; for imagine all a.

man possess'd with a perpetual pleasure, like that
of generation, even in the highest lusciousness, he
straight sinks as unable to bear so continual, so-

pure, so universal a sensuality. LI. 108-16.

Almost literally from Montaigne, as is

much other matter in the same scene :

When I imagine man fraught with all the com-
modities may be wished, let us suppose all his
severall members were for ever possessed with a plea-
sure like unto that of generation, even in the highest
point that may be ; 1 finde him to sinke under the
burden of his ease, and perceive him altogether
unable to beare so pure, so constant, and so uni-
versall a sensuality. Book ii. chap. xx. pp. 344-5.

Verily according to the lawe which nature giveth,
them, it is not tit for them [women] to will and
desire : their part is to beare, to obey, and to
consent. Therefore hath nature bestowed a per-
petuall capacity ;

on us [men] aseldand uncertaine
ability. They have alwayes their houre, that they
may ever be ready to let us enter. Book iii. chap. v..

p. 450, col. 2.

Hercules. O, sir, Nature is a wise workman. She
knows right well that if women should woo us to
the act of love, we should all be utterly shamed..
How often should they take us unprovided, when,
they are always ready !-' The Fawn,' IV. i. 136-40.

CHARLES CRAWFORD.
(To be continued.)

THE PORTMAN FAMILY AT KEW,
SURREY.

IN my reply as to the Portman family
(ante, p. 150) I referred to a current error

regarding its connexion with Kew, in Surrey ;.

and although it was noticed by me when
writing on 'The Royal Residences of Kew'
in last year's volume of The Home Counties-

Magazine, I would ask permission of the
Editor to further the correction in the

widely circulated pages of
'
N". & Q.' As it

concerns London history if we accept
Walford's inclusion of Kew in

' Greater Lon-
don' the favour may appear warranted.
In all the accounts of Kew, beginning with

that of Lysons in * Environs of London '

(1792), the "old palace" now remaining is

said to have been once the property of Sir

Hugh Portman. It is also shown that this

palace occupies the site of a mansion called
the Dairy House, which formerly belonged to
Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, the
favourite of Queen Elizabeth. The Portman
proprietorship at Kew would probably be
unknown but that Lysons had found men-
tion in 'The Sydney Letters

'

(Collins's ed.,
i. 384) of "a rich gentleman," viz., Sir

Hugh Portman, who in December, 1595, was
knighted by Elizabeth when she came to-

Kew to dine with her Lord Keeper, Sir John
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Puckering.* Lyons found also that this Si

Hugh Portman owned " the old house oppo
site to the Palace," the Palace in 1792 being
Kew House. But the author of the 'Envi
rons

' seems to have been unaware of th<

identity of this Sir Hugh, or of his connexion
with the Portmans of Somersetshire ; neither
is he quite right about the house owned by
Sir Hugh, viz., the Dairy House, which in

1595 stood o?i the site of that seen by the
author in 1792. Manning, in his 'History
of Surrey

'

(1804), connects Sir Hugh with
the Dairy House, but does not identify him
and Brayley, in his 'Surrey' (1841), finding
the existing house (on the site of the Dairy
House) called

" the Dutch House," with some
tradition of a Dutch merchant attached to

it, concluded that Sir Hugh Portman was
the Dutch merchant. Later writers ex-

plained that he was only Dutch in the sense
of trading in Dutch merchandise a yet later

development being that he was a sugar
refiner, that being a Dutch business !

While authors thus mixed facts and guesses,
Sir Hugh's identity lay hidden in the Port-
man Inquisitions p.m. at the Public Record
Office. These show clearly that Sir Hugh
Portman, of Orchard-Portman in Somerset,
and his heirs were owners of two messuages
at Kew, one of which was "le Dairie Howse";
and also that he and they held the property
-at Marylebone acquired temp. Henry VIII.

by their ancestor Sir William Portman, Lord
Chief Justice of England. These Portmans
never saw "the Dutch House," i.e., the yet
existing Palace. About a quarter of a cen-

tury after Sir Hugh's death (d. 1604), his heir

sold the Dairy House, &c., to a veritable
Dutchman and merchant of London, Samuel
Fortrey, who pulled down the old mansion,
and in its stead raised the existing handsome
red-brick house. The initials of himself and his

wife Catherine F.S.C., for Fortrey, Samuel
and Catherine appear on the south front
over the entrance door, and also the date 1631,

presumably that of erection. The Fortrey

*
It is not improbable that Portman and Pucker-

ing were connected, and even possible that the

Dairy House at Kew was transferred to {Sir Hugh
Portman from Lord Keeper Puckering. The con-
nexion is not shown in the 1623 'Visitation of

Somerset' (ed. Harl. Soc., xi. 126); but in the
earlier visitations and additions thereto (ed. Rev.
.F. W. Weaver) Sir John Portman, brother of Sir

Hugh, marries the daughter of Lord Keeper Pucker-
ing. In the 1623 Visitation the same Sir John
marries Ann, daughter of Sir Henry Gifford. Of
course, one wife may have succeeded the other;
but, at all events, the fact of Puckering and Port-
man being found together at Kew in Io95, joined to
the mention of an alliance in one pedigree, points
to connexion.

heir sold the property in 1697 (Lysons) to
Sir Richard Levett, Lord Mayor of London in
1700

;
and in the reign of George II. (c. 1730)

the house was acquired as a royal auxiliary to
Richmond Lodge, then the royal residence,
which purpose it also served to Kew House
when the latter became thePalace. George III.

inhabited it before his accession, while his

mother, the Dowager Princess of Wales, re-

tained Kew House
;
and on the demolition of

the latter in 1802 the Dutch House became
the remaining residence of the royal family,
henceforth being known as the Palace. Queen
Charlotte died here in 1818.

W. L. RUTTON.

NORWEGIAN DICTIONARIES. The approach-
ing coronation at Throndhjem will be an event
of importance to many Englishmen. They
will need a good Norwegian dictionary, and
unfortunately it is not possible to recommend
any of those we usually meet. Otto Holtzes',

published in Copenhagen, is common, but is

strictly Danish, and not much to be com-
mended at that. Another professes to be
Norwegian, and is certainly more ambitious.
Its merits are questionable. It is entitled
'*

Gealmuyden : Engelsk-Norsk Ordbog, ved
H. Eitrem," and is published at Christiania.
It may have many good qualities, but if so
does not put its best foot foremost. On p. 1

I read :

'

1. a el s. bogstavens navn A.C. Anno Christi.
A.D A.R.A. Associate of the Royal Academy.
A.R.S.A. Associate of the Royal Scottish Academy.
A.S. Anglo-Saxon. A.A.S. Antiquariorum societaa

ociiis, fellow of the Royal Society of Antiquaries."

This, the first paragraph, is only a specimen
f the whole work. W. J. L.
Savile Club.

WILLIAM SYMONDS'S * PISGAH EVANGELICA.'
In Anth. a Wood's ' Ath. Oxon.' (ed. 1815,

pol. ii. c. 142) the date of the publication of
his work is given as 1605. Excepting the

opy before me, and the one mentioned by
Miss as being in the Bodleian, I have never
een or heard of any other bearing this date,
^he copy in the British Museum, as I gather
rom the Catalogue, is dated 1606 ; and the
me or two copies which I have seen offered

3y booksellers in the course of a number of
Tears (the little quarto is undoubtedly rare)
ill bore the date 1606. Even Symonds's
ontemporary, William Cowper, Bishop of

jJalloway, in his Prologue, so to speak, to
is

'

Commentary on the Revelation of
>t. lohn,' 1623, gives the date of the book as
606. In the circumstances it may not be
tit of place to quote here the publisher's
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imprint on the title-page of the earlie

issue :

"Imprinted at London by Felix Kyngston, fo

Edmund Weauer, and are to be sold at his shop
at the great North -doore of S. Pauls Church
1605."

The work is dedicated to "The^ Right
Honovrable, Sir Robert Bertie, Knight
Lord Willughby, Lord of Willughby, Berke
arid Erisby," and is subscribed by Symonds
from his

"
poore house at Halton-Holgate.''

Then there is an address
* To the Christian

Reader,' from the pen of one " Gabrie

Powel," followed by a * Preface or Introduc-
tion

'

to Richard Vaughan, Bishop of London
in which the author explains and justifies
his method of interpretation. In this edition

of 1605 the first page of the last leaf is taken

up with 'Faults escaped in this Booke '

; but
whether these have been given effect to in

the subsequent issue I cannot say.
Of the con tents of the work itself lam not

in a position to offer an opinion, nor is this

the place to discuss them. But as I have
mentioned the name of Bishop Covvper, I

shall here transcribe what he says about it,

and a curious little bit of contemporary
criticism it is (' Works/ 1623, p. 822) :

" William Symonds, printed at London, in the

yeere 1606, intitulates his Commentary,
'

Pisgah
Euangelica' : hee confesseth himselfe, in his Epistle
Dedicatory, that the matter of his Exposition is

somewhat new, which will bee easily granted of

any that reades it. He protests in like manner,
that he hath fully satisfied himselfe, whereof the
lesse hope remaines that hee shall satisfie others.
One thing I must say, by his leaue, it seemes
strange he hath not been afraid to inuert the order,
not of Chapters onely, but of verses also ; hee hath
iumbled them one through another in most con-
fused manner, and beaten them, as we say, into an
' Hotch-Potch '

: But God is the God of order, and
not of confusion."

As may be imagined, this is a class of
book that does not lend itself to quotation ;

but the reference to Dante in the following
passage is very interesting (p. 245) :

"For hence began that great alteration of

religion, which followed, which many amongst the
Papists did foresee, whereof one Helteuius is

reported to haue assigned the yeere : So did
Dante."

A. S.

INSCRIPTIONS AT SAN SEBASTIAN. (See
10th S. iii. 361, 433.) Quite recently the

following inscription, on a slab similar to
those at the Credit Lyonnais at Bayonne
and San Sebastian, has appeared in roman
capitals on the front of the offices of the

Comptoir National d'Escompte de Paris in
the latter city, where I lately had the plea-
sure of witnessing the magnificent receptions

given to Princess Victoria of Battenberg and
to King Edward VII. on their entrance to

visit the royal family of Spain :

4k Emen trukatzen da erri
|
danetako dirua eta

papera | pagatzeu dira aide guzietako |
letrak eta

chekak
|
ala ere

|
erdaldun-erri aide guzietako |

dirugai guziak |
eta gafierako [sic] dim tratu denak

| bertan, gordetzen dira
j

artarako egifiak [ate] J
dauden kucha-etan

|
nai diran urre

|
zillar eta balio

aundikp |
zer nai gauza |

emen dakite Euzkaraz |

(Bouvais, Paris)."

The translation is :

" Here is changed the money and the paper of all

lands, are paid the letters and cheques of all parts :

so also all bills of all sides of the land of those
who speak no Heuskara, and all drafts over and
above (these). In the same way are guarded in

hutches which stand made for that purpose gold,

silver, and whatever thing(-s) of great value you
please, which are wanted. Here they know Heus-
kara."

If they know Heuskara, they ought to have

put Kuchetan, and to have either omitted
the solitary comma, or punctuated the words

throughout. Bertan may possibly mean
immediately, or in the same place. Moreover,

egifiak should be eginak, and gafierako should
be ganerako. If the engraver had any diffi-

culty in cutting the tilde over the N, the
omission would not be without precedent.
The n in those words, moreover, is single in

some dialects. The n of Castilian was once
nn

t and in Catalan is written ny. On p. 232:

of tk Les Entretiens d'Ariste et d'Eugene.
Nouvelle Edition, ou Les Mots Des Devises
sont expliquez. A Paris, M.D.C.XCI," the word
Seiiom t occurring in some Castilian verses

there quoted, is printed Sefiora ; but the

quotation is not in capital letters, and the./?

was, no doubt, used because the Parisian

printing-house had no n in its fount.
E. S. DODGSON.

" MUZHITEKKA" : A GHOST - WORD. Mr.
Howard Collins's useful compilation

' Author
and Printer,' second edition, 1905, contains
an entry

"
Muzhik^ Russian peasant, not

moujik, mujik ;
fern, muzhitekka." This is a

good example of what is called a ghost- word,
Muzhitekka is quite pretty, but I do not
snow it as Russian. I suspect that it should
lave been printed imizhitchka.

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

TOM THUMB'S FIRST APPEARANCE IN LON-
DON. (See 10th S. iii. 163, 237, 297, 411, 451 ;

v. 37.) In The Antiquary for April Mr. Aleck
Abrahams continues his interesting annals of

he Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly. I notice that
e assigns the advent of Tom Thumb to the
ear 1845, although in the columns of 'N. & Q.'
ie correctly attributed it to the previous
rear. In turning over some old pamphlets
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the other day, I came across one of those
described by the REV. JOHN PICKFORD at the
last reference. The memoir which it contains
does not appear to be "fictitious," but MR.
PICKFORD is correct in stating that the back
cover contains a representation of

"
the Queen

and Prince Albert admiring Tom Thumb," as
well as the Iron Duke, who stands discreetly
in the background. This picture also forms
the frontispiece of the pamphlet, the title of
which runs as follows :

"An Account
]
of

|
the Life, |

Personal Appear-
ance, Character, |

and Manners, |
of

|
Charles S.

>tratton, |
the American Man in Miniature.

|
known

as
|
General Tom Thumb, |

twelve years old,

twenty -five inches high, |
and

| Weighing only
Fifteen Pounds. | With some account of

|
remark-

able dwarfs, giants, and other human
| phenomena,

of ancient and modern times.
| Also, |

General Tom
Thumb's songs. |

London :
1
Printed by T. Brettell,

Rupert Street, Haymarket. 1
1845."

The pamphlet unfortunately does not give
the exact date of Tom Thumb's first appear-
ance at the Egyptian Hall, but it quotes an
extract from an article in The New York Sun
of 19 January, 1844, about the little General:

"Departure of General Tom Thumb. Not less
than ten thousand persons joined in procession
yesterday to escort this wonderful little man on
board the ship Yorkshire, by which splendid packet
he has sailed, in company with his parents and Mr.
Barnum, proprietor of the American Museum, and
a preceptor for the purpose of visiting her Majesty
"Queen Victoria and the Nobility of England. The
procession passed down Fulton Street, preceded
by the city brass band. The General was in an
open barouche, and bowed very gracefull-y to the
thousands of ladies who filled the windows on each
side of the street, and who testified their delight at

seeing him by the waving of thousands of white
handkerchiefs. The shipping adjacent to the York-
shire was black with the multitude gathered to
witness the departure of the smallest man and the
finest ship that the world ever produced. Our
little countryman will astonish the citizens of the
Old World."

The General probably arrived in England
some time in February, 1844. He paid his
first visit to Buckingham Palace, where he
was received by Her Majesty, Prince Albert,
the Duchess of Kent, and the royal house-

.hpld, on Saturday, 23 March. He pleased
his royal hosts so much that a second visit

was paid on Monday, 1 April, and a third on
Friday, 19 April. He received beautiful
souvenirs of these visits from the Queen.
On 26 April, 1844, he was visited at the

Egyptian Hall by the boys of the Duke of
York's School at Chelsea

;
and on 22 June

the boys of the Royal Hospital School at
Greenwich also honoured him with a visit.

His carriage was manufactured by Mr. S.

Beaton, of No. 16, Denmark Street, Soho,
and the harness by Messrs. Fillingham, of

Whitechapel Road. The ponies, which were

only 34 inches in height, were purchased
from the valuable stud of Mr. Batty, of

Astley's Royal Amphitheatre. The total cost

of this equipage exceeded three hundred
guineas. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

MAJOR'S c HISTORIA MAJORIS BRITANNIA.'
In Major's 'History,' published in 1521, we
are told (lib. iv. cap. 15) that Wallace con-

stantly had in his mouth a riming Latin

distich, which as a boy he had been taught
by his preceptor :

Dico tibi verum libertas optima rerum,
Nunquam servili sub nexu vivito, tili.

It would be interesting to learn whether
any earlier source is known of this verse,
which would have been appropriate to

Brutus. Or did Wallace's tutor ( who appears
to have been his uncle) compose it?

Mr. Constable's translation of the
* His-

toria' (which appeared at Edinburgh in

1892) has probably led to a greatly increased

knowledge of it. In speaking of King Arthur
he tells us that the Britons reckoned nine

just men : three heathens Hector, Alex-
ander the Great, and Julius Caesar

;
three

Jews David, Joshua, and Judas Maccabreus;
and three Christians, Arthur, Charlemagne,
and Godfrey of Boulogne. Of these estimates
he contests two, not considering Alexander

just, as through lust of rule he aimed at

getting for himself kingdoms which did not

belong to him
;
nor Julius, because he over-

threw the famous Roman republic to obtain

power for himself. Shakespeare could not
have consulted Major when he wrote 'Mac-

beth,' for the historian represents Duncan
not to have been killed by Macbeth on the

spot, but to have been mortally wounded
and then carried to Elgin, where he died.

The history terminates with the battle of

Bosworth, but the children of Henry VII.
and their marriages are just mentioned at

the end. Major sees no objection to Prince

Henry marrying his brother's widow. It is

strange that he says Richard III. murdered
three, not two, nephews. W. T. LYNN.

SIR S. RoMiLLY.-On 16 Feb., 1867 (3
rd S.

xi. 138), I asked where 1 could see a tract

which Romilly sent anonymously to the
Constitutional Society. Although it was
anonymous, there was not much secret at

the time of publication, for its being known
to be by Romilly procured him the friend-

ship of Lord Lansdowne.
A friend has lately come across this tract

and has drawn my attention to the above

query. It was in the Library of the British
Museum at the time my query appeared.
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The tract, is in Halkett and Laing, vol. ii.

col. 954, under 'Fragment,' and they no
doubt took the title from my query, as they
refer to it.

My object is to identify the tract. I observe
that the author's name is still unknown at
the National Library. There is no cover or
title. The head-title begins as follows :

"At a meeting of the Society for constitutional
information resolved: That 1500 of the two
following tracts, relative to the rights and duties
of juries in trials for libels, be published at the
expense of the society 1. A fragment on the
constitutional power and duty of juries upon trials
for libels."

It is of 16 pages octavo, and begins with
signature B, vol. ii.; signature is on p. 9.

The shelfmark is E. 2147 (6).
I readily admit the difficulty of cataloguing

such a title. As cross-references are now
given in the B M. Catalogue from 'Society'
and 'Constitutional' to 'London,' it is easy
to find the pamphlefc. It might perhaps be
better if the main title came under one of
these words, instead of, as at present, under
'

London, miscellaneous institutions and other
bodies. Society for,' &c. To refer searchers
who want a tract about juries to London
seems to me too scientific. However, I have
already had ray say (9

th S. iii. 102) about
these things, so I will now only observe that
my remarks in

' N. & Q.' (and printed in

pamphlet form in 1899) are backed by an
interesting article on the B.M. Catalogue
in The Edinburgh Review for January.

RALPH THOMAS.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-
formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

GUI ALEXIS LOBINEAU'S 'ARISTOPHANES.'
Early in 1792 Mercier de St. Leger sent
Chardon la Rochette three volumes of MS.
quarto, the Greek text of Aristophanes, with
notes, Latin, French, and Italian. Aqua-
fortis had failed to erase the inscription
on the top of the first page :

" Ex libris
S. Melanii Rhedonensis, Congregationis S.
Mauri "

; the second page had the same, with
"Monasterii" besides. At foot of the last

page were the words :

"Has ego xi. Aristophanis comoedias anno 1695,
mensibus Martio et Aprili, manu propria descripsi,
et notis illustravi, et textum ipsum pluribus in
locis emendavi. Nominis vero mei Anagramma
est Lux Dai va$ nobile et Monogramma [symbol],
Aliud Anagramma gentilitii nominis : Beau lion."

On each of the three volumes is
" Ex libris

S. Melanii Rhedonensis." The work is men-
tioned by Dom Tassin (' Hist. Lit. de la

Congreg. de S. Maure,' p. 489), who objects
to Dom L 's "penchant pour ces sortes

d'etudes, si contraires a 1'esprit de son etat."

Dom L. was born at Rennes in 1666; pro-
fessed, 15 Dee., 1683, at St. Melaine there;
died at the abbey of St. Jacut, near St. Malo,
3 June, 1727, in his seventy-first year. From,
internal evidence in this MS. of which the

Magasin Encyclopedique, de 1'an iii. (1795),

Paris, gives the details Dom L. began this

work when some twenty-eight years old,
whereas his translation was one of his last

efforts, as he mentions "feue madame Dacier"

(ob. 17 Aug., 1720). Locally, at Rennes, which
so well knows the Benedictine's history of

Brittany, nothing is known of this MS.
Can any reader throw light on this ? Says
Erasmus : "Et multi sunt in consortio Sanc-
torum qui non sunt apud nos in catalogo."
In a MS. of Aristophanes, inedited (appa-

rently), and mentioned in vol. i. of the Paris

(1795) Magasin Encydopedique, we find :

"Piovan Arlat, cure" de St. Cresci, pres de
Florence, le Rabelais de son temps, en (des oXia&oi)

repandit un bon nombre a Bruxelles et a Anvers,
dans les differens voyages, qu'il fit en Flandre sur
les galeres de la republique de Florence."

This was written by Dom Gui Alexis Lobi-
neau. H. H. JOHNSON.
Rennes.

ABIGAIL HILL, LADY MASHAM. In the

'Dictionary of National Biography' it is

stated that Lady Masham promised to sib

for Swift, but that no portrait of her can be
traced. We shall be pleased to know if any
portrait has since come to light.

MANZF, JOYANT & Co.

(Successors to Goupil & Co.)
25, Bedford Street, Strand.

COLERIDGE AND NEWMAN ON GIBBON.
I remember seeing somewhere a long time

ago a criticism of Gibbon's style made on
opposite sides by Newman and Coleridge.
Can any one kindly furnish references to

either the Cardinal or the poet-philosopher's
works, as I am engaged on a review of

Gibbon 1

I have just bought the twenty- one volumes
of Coleridge, as printed by Pickering. Can
any one inform me which of Coleridge's

many publications this edition does not
contain ] A. H. T. CLARKE.

SOULETIN "PASTORALES." The subjoined
list was recently sent to me by M. le Pro-
fesseur G. Herelle, the distinguished author
of many admirable books in French, with
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the view of eliciting information to enrich
the second edition of his valuable work on
the Baskish pastorales, of which he has pre-
sented a good many in manuscript to the

Bibliotheque Rationale at Paris. With his

permission, it is placed before the readers of
' N. & Q.' in the hope that they may be able
to throw light on this neglected branch of

popular literature. It is not impossible that
such Pastorales were performed by the Basks
of France during the occupation of their

region by England in the Middle Ages.
Le Grand Alexandre (qui est une histoire de

saints et de martyrs sans aucuu rapport avec
Alexandre le Grand).
Astyage.
La Princesse de Cazmira (ou Cachemire).
Celestine de Savoie.
Sts. Claudicus et Marsiraissa (ou Moustapha).
Kouli-Khan.
Dorimene et le prince Osman.
Elisabeth de Portugal.
St. Jean Caillabit.
St. Julien d'Antioche.
Lea trois Martyrs.
Pancart (ou le Jugenient de Mardi-Gras).
Bacchus (analogue au precedent).

EDWARD S. DODGSON.
1

LEICESTER'S GHOST.' I should be glad of

any information regarding the poem entitled
'Leicester's Ghost,' published in 1641. What
is the purport of it ? and is it still in print
and procurable 1 H. H. S.

[It is a versified legend of
4

Leicester's Common-
wealth,' which treats Leicester as a professional
poisoner and debauchee.]

" SATURDAY "
IN SPANISH. It appears that

the Spanish name for Saturday is Sabado
(Sabbath). This would seem to connect it

with the Jews. I should like to know when,
and under what circumstances, Jewish
influence in Spain was powerful enough to

give such a name to one of the days of the
week. H. W H.

[Jewish influence in Spain was at an early period
very powerful and assertive.]

JOHN CALEY. Can any one help me to
find the birth certificate of the John Caley
who married Elizabeth Bird at St. Stephen's,
Ipswich, 12 Sept., 1797. He was born about
1773, and probably at Ipswich or in the
neighbourhood.

(Rev.) A. G. KEALY, R.N.
H.M.S. Sapphire 2, Portland, Dorset.

"CAST NOT A CLOUT TILL MAY BE OUT."
I have always understood this weather

proverb to be a caution against laying aside
winter wraps until the month of May has
come to its end. An old man, a gardener,
here in Durham, gives a different turn to the

saying. He affirms that after the may has
come into bloom there is never any further

danger of frost, and the saying, according to

him, is really a caution against throwing
aside any extra garment, not until the month
has come to an end, but until the may be out
in blossom. Is the idea an original one ] I

have never heard it before.

JOHNSON BAILY.
The Rectory, Ryton.

" BUTCHER": "HoE." The interesting
notes on the proper pronunciation of the
word " war J)

tempt me to ask how the above
two words should be pronounced. In many
parts of Lancashire " butcher "

is always
spoken with a short u. The first syllable
rimes absolutely with "but."
The late Prof. York Powell always talked

of Plymouth Hoe as "The Who." It would
be interesting to hear what is the correct

way of speaking these words.
PERCY ADDLESHAW.

SCOTTISH NEWSPAPER PRESS. Information
in general is desired regarding the censor-

ship of the press in Scotland during the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and
in particular regarding the statement that
in 1650 newspapers were prohibited publica-
tion until they had been revised by the

Bishop of Edinburgh. The right of grant-

ing permission for the starting of news-

papers, and the censorship of them when
begun, were exercised by the Scottish Privy
Council in the second half of the seventeenth

century. When and how were these duties

conferred on the Privy Council ? On the

abolition of the Scottish Privy Council in

1707 these prerogatives seem to have been
assumed by town councils, as in Edinburgh.
Were the rights ever formally bestowed on
them 1 and, if so, when and by whom ? When
and how did this oversight by town councils

cease? Any other facts throwing light on
the press during the period indicated would
be gratefully received. It would be a boon
if only original authorities were referred to.

Later writers are full of blunders.
CRAGSLEY.

EARTHQUAKES IN FICTION. It might be
worth while finding and noting some stories of

fiction and poems, both English and foreign,

touching and based upon, or dealing with,

memorable earthquakes, like that of SiciJy

in 1693, where above 60,000 people are said

to have perished ;
the Lisbon earthquake of

1 November, 1756, by which, likewise, nearly

60,000 lost their lives ; or the earthquake with

a simultaneous eruption of Mont Pelee which
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happened on 8 May, 1902, and destroyed St.

Pierre, in the Isle of Martinique, with more
than 20,000 inhabitants. Surely the recent

San Francisco earthquake and conflagration
of 18 April will have left no lighter impres-
sion upon the minds of its survivors, and is

likely to be depicted vividly in future works
of fiction and elegies. X.

KEY. SAMUEL MARSDEN, CHAPLAIN OF
N.S.W. Where is a portrait of him to be
found ? I think in some old magazine about

1808-10, when he was visiting England. I

do not refer to the later one of 1833.

T. M. HOCKEN.
Dunedin, N.Z.

KIPLING OBSCURITIES. 1. What is the

meaning of the simile in
*

Mandalay
'

And the dawn comes up like thunder?

2. What are "the Five Free Nations" in

the poem called 'The Young Queen"? One
would be inclined at fiffit sight to say English,
Australians, Canadians, South Africans, and
New Zealanders

;
but I have heard it sug-

ested that the reference is to English, Irish,

cotch, Welsh, and Manx !

3. In the same poem what is the mean-

ing of "the jealous circlet
: '

prest? Why
"jealous"?

4. What is the meaning of the line,

Mother of many princes and child of the child
I bore ?

DUNSINK.

LADIES' HEAD DRESSES IN THE THEATRE.
In Dr. Doran's ' Habits and Men,' p. 115

(1855), occurs the following passage :

"In Paris feathers and head-dress extended so

outrageously, both in a vertical and horizontal

direction, that a row of ladies in the pit stalls, or
in the front row of the boxes, effectually barred the
*

spectacle' from an entire audience in the rear.

The fashion was suppressed by a Swiss, who was
as well known in the Paris theatres as the cele-

brated critical trunk-maker once was in our own
galleries. The Swiss used to attend, armed with
a pair of scissors ; and when he found his view
obstructed by the head-dresses in front, he made a
demonstration of cutting away all the superfluous
portions of the head-dresses which interfered with
his enjoyment."

Who was this "Swiss"? and who was "the
celebrated critical trunk-maker"?

FRANK SCHLOESSER.
15, Grosvenor Road, S. W.

"BROCK": "BADGER." I think the first

of these words for the quadruped in

question is quite obsolete in the south of

England, though there are several place-
names (notably Brockley) taken from the
word. The last book quoted in the 'N.E.D.'

as containing it is Scott's 'Antiquary.' It is

undoubtedly of Celtic origin, meaning grey.
With regard to

"
badger," which has super-

seded it, whereas Prof. Skeat still seems to
think that, like the French blaireau, it is

connected with corn, which ths animal is

thought to hoard, Dr. Murray prefers to

derive it from badge, owing to a white mark
resembling a badge on the creature's fore-

head. Who shall decide when doctors dis-

agree? Historical principles are the only
true sources of etymology ;

and I would ask
whether any further information has turned

up recently to throw light upon this subject.
W. T. LYNN.

CARDINAL WISEMAN'S TOMB. Can any
reader of * N. & Q.' tell me whether this

tomb has ever been engraved ? It was de-

signed by the elder Pugin, and is probably
the finest monument, from an artistic point
of view, in Kensal Green. A temporary
building was erected to protect it from the
weather when it was first placed over the

grave, but it now looks very neglected and
uncared-for. A number of replicas have
been madeof it, as it has been much admired;
but I have been unable to find an engraving
of it amongst the published designs of the
elder Pugin. FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION, 1838. Where
can I find an account of the founding of the"

original Polytechnic? J. M. BULLOCH.
118, Pall Mall, S.W.

'JoHN BULL'S BIBLE.' What is known of

this? It was published at Stamford, by J.

Drakard, about ninety years ago, and written

by "Demodocus Poplicola," being "Memoirs
of the stewardship and stewards of Great
Albion, from the earliest times to the

present." THOS. EATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

KINGS AND QUEENS COMPARED. There is

a familiar saying to the effect that queens
rule more successfully than kings, because
under a queen the men govern, but under
a king the women. St. Simon ascribes this

saying to the Duchess of Burgundy : Rich-
ardson puts it into the mouth of his Lovelace.
Neither of them could have copied from the

other, therefore there must have been some
earlier original. Who was he? QUERIST.

J. F. VIGANI, Professor of Chemistry at

Cambridge University, 1703, married a lady
from Newark. Any particulars relating to

her, together with her maiden name, will be
much valued by H. R.

Cambridge.
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ABBEY OF ST. EVEOULT, PAYS D'OUCHE.
Is there any list extant of the Procurators in

England of this house ? I shall be very glad
of references to any trustworthy modern work
giving particulars of the history of the abbey
and the present state of the buildings.

H. P. POLLAKD.
Bengeo, Hertford.

ROBERT HARLEY, EARL OF OXFORD.

(10
th S.iv. 206, 317.)

I AM much obliged to MR. A. R. BAYLEY
for his reference to

' D N.B ,' xxxvi. 410. It

is a matter of surprise to me that the able
writer of the interesting biography of Abigail,

Lady Masham, should state that "
the actual

relationship between Robert Harley, first

Earl of Oxford, and Abigail Hill has never
been discovered."
Thanks to the kindness of another con-

tributor to
' N. & Q ,' MR. REGINALD STEWART

BODDINGTON, who has sent me the pedigree
of the Stephens family, taken from the
'

Visitation of Gloucestershire. 1682-3,' edited

by T. Fitz-Roy Fenwick and Walter C. Met-
calfe, I am enabled, with the information

already in my hands, to show the relation-

ship which existed between Robert Harley,
Earl of Oxford, Abigail, Lady Masham, and
Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough, thus :

Richard Stephens, of Eastington,=pMargaret, daughter of Edward Saintloe,
co. Gloucester, Esq., died 1599. I of Knighton, Wilts, Esq.

Nathaniel Stephens,^
of Eastington, Esq.,
born 1589, died May,
1660.
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Miss Strickland in her life of Queen Anne
states :

"She [Duchess of Maryborough] wrote to her

[Mrs. Mashani, formerly Abigail Hill] an angry
letter from Woodstock Palace. The superior style
of the answer astonished her, and she became con-
vinced that the serving-maid kinswoman had been

prompted by her other cousin, the statesman
Harley."

The relationship between these historic

personages established by the foregoing
extracts comes, as suggested by MR. RELTON,
through the family of Stephens of East-

ington, Gloucestershire, and is shown in the
chart pedigree which I have drawn up.

If any of your contributors or readers
would answer R. H. E. H.'s first and second

questions, and could state to which branch
of the large family of the Hills William and
his son Francis belonged, many of your
readers, with myself, would no doubt be

obliged-. R. C. BOSTOCK.

[MR. BOSTOCK'S chart pedigree is far too exten-
sive for the pages of 'N. & Q.' ;

we have con-

sequently forwarded it to MR. RELTON.]

DICKENS ON THE BIBLE (10
th S. v. 304, 355).

As I happen to be the custodian, by
heredity, of what has been clearly ascertained
to be the actually last letter of Charles
Dickens, it seems incumbent on me to say
that a partial reply to MR. MACRAE'S note
may be found in a letter of mine, dated
4 April, printed in The Pall Mall Gazette. It

may be added that my late father, the
addressee of this last letter, was living at

Highgate at the date of Dickens's death, and
that many of his books were afterwards dis-

persed. This, to my thinking, sufficiently
accounts for the Upper Holloway fairy tale,
unless, as I have suggested in that letter,
The Daily Neivs and The Daily Chronicle
the journals which, so far as I am aware,
were the first to herald this portentous"

find
" were elaborately hoaxed, on

1-2 April, be it noted. I, as in duty bound,
if only for the protection of collectors, at
once supplied The Daily Neivs with the facts,
within a few hours of the announcement
(which has since made pretty well the round
of the presp, it seems) ;

but the correction
has not, to my surprise, yet seen light in its

columns. It appears to me that, au contraire,
it is the interesting letter to MR. MACRAE
which will be new to most Dickensians; and
it is odd that that gentleman, while hinting
(apparently in error) that his own letter is

referred to in Forster's 'Life/ should have
overlooked the fact that the letter of
5 June, 1870, appears in extenso in that book,

besides being facsimiled in another well-

known volume of Dickens's correspondence.
REED MAKEHAM.

24, Melfort Road, Norbury, S.VV.

MR. MACRAE may like to know that I paid
a visit to Mr. Hartley, the bookseller of

Junction Road, Holloway, to whom the
volume was taken which contained the pre-
sumed original letter of Dickens. On making
inquiries, Mr. Hartley found that the original
letter is at the British Museum. He kindly
showed me this copy, which is for sale.

WILLIAM WALE.
112, South Hill Park, Hampstead, N.W.

The letter referred to by MR. MACRAE was

given in evtenso on pp. 362-3 of John Camden
Hotten's book ' Charles Dickens : the Story
of his Life,' the preface of which is dated
29 June, 1870. Mr. Frank T. Marzials quotes
a paragraph from the same letter on p. 159

of his 'Life of Charles Dickens' ("Great
Writers Series "). JOHN T. PAGE.

Long Itchington. Warwickshire.

WATERLOO VETERAN (10
th S. iv. 347, 391,

493). John Stacey, mentioned at the last

reference, was an old soldier in a double
sense : he was not at Waterloo, nor was he

ninety-six in 1894. His statements have
been several times refuted.

In 1896 he turned up at Nottingham
Workhouse, and the guardians, accepting
his story that he was a Waterloo veteran

and aged ninety-nine, ordered him special

privileges. A neighbouring gentleman sent

a carriage and pair, and had him con-

veyed to one of his almshouses, where he
made every arrangement for the old man's
comfort. Meanwhile the clerk to the

guardians had been in communication with
the War Office, with the result that the
man's impudent imposture was exposed. It

is only necessary to say that he joined the

14th Light Dragoons in 1839, giving his age
as nineteen, which would make 1820 the year
of his birth. This is quite sufficient to

destroy any claim to the title of Waterloo
veteran ;

it is therefore unnecessary to go
through the other points in his story, which
on investigation were found equally without

foundation, E. G. B.

Louis PHILIPPE'S LANDING IN ENGLAND
(10

th S. v. 349). The ex-King's retirement

from Paris was attended by numerous inter-

ruptions and difficulties, and he did not
reach the coast until 2 March, 1848 (the Due
de Nemours reached Folkestone on 27 Feb-

ruary). The Brighton and Continental Steam
Packet Company sent three vessels across
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to different points on the look-out for the

fugitive monarch the Brighton, the Dieppe,
and the Newhaven, but he succeeded in

getting on board, near Treport, the Express,
a packet belonging to the General Steam
Navigation Company, which landed him at

Newhaven early on the morning of 3 March.
The "Bridge" Hotel, where Louis Philippe
put up, still bears a tablet recording the

circumstance. 11. B.

I have always understood that Louis

Philippe fled from France on 28 February,
1848, landed at Newhaven, Sussex, and spent
the night at the chief inn now the "Ship"
Hotel of that town. The fact is, I think,
recorded upon the front of the house named,
or, in some fashion, within. I am confident
as to the date of arrival, for it happens to

have been upon my natal day, and the cir-

cumstance of the notable flight which
occurred thereon has been impressed upon
me from childhood. CECIL CLARKE.

A full account of the King's flight from
France and his landing at Newhaven, his

conversation, costume, &c., is given in
* The

Annual Register, 1848,' 'History,' p. 236. No
doubt The Times of that year gives further

particulars. J. E. L. PICKERING.

Many of the details are supplied in The
Illustrated London Neivs, March, 1848, pp. 166,

176, 179, 206
;

see also 9th S. ix. 129, 195
;

Boase,
* Mod. Eng. Biog.,' iii. 646.

W. C. B.

' CHERRY RIPE' (10
th S. iv. 469; v. 214, 254,

297, 352). 'The Story of Nell Gwyn,' by
Peter Cunningham, edited by H. B. Wheatley,
pp. 68-9, gives an account of Nell's per-
formance in ' All Mistaken.'

WILLIAM H. CUMMINGS.
"

(10
th

S.^
v. 261, 329). I do not

think the pronunciation of pour makes a
derivation from F. purer impossible. Vowels
before r are difficult to discriminate, and do
not always develope as they should. Thus
floor and moor now (I believe) differ, though
in both cases -oor represents A.-S. -or. And
floor and door may be rimed together, though
the A.-S. forms are flor and duru. As to

deriving E. scour from Dan. skure, Jessen

says that Dan. skure is merely borrowed
from Low German

; and Kluge derives
G. scheuern, Du. schuren, and Dan. skure all

from Romanic, just as I propose to do.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

On Sunday evening, 29 April, I heard the

congregation at the parish church here sing
Veale's hymn (No. 302 ' A. & M. 3

),

"
Come, ye

faithful, raise the anthem," in which occurs
the following verse :

There for us and our redemption,
See Him all His life-blood pour !

There He wins our full salvation,
Dies that we may die no more ;

Then arising, lives for ever,

Reigning where He was before.

Every one, of course, pronounced the word
"pour," as riming with "more" and "before."
I take this to be the general rule everywhere
now, whatever it may have been years ago.
Scores of times I have heard ancient dames,
both in Northamptonshire and Warwick-
shire, pronounce the word "pour

" as though
it were spelt "power"; but such methods
are only to be found in the lingo of very old-

fashioned people. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

Rimes which seem unusual, and which are
sometimes ascribed to poetic licence, are

generally to be attributed to the prevailing
pronunciation in the county or neighbour-
hood to which the rimester or poet belonged.
In the Eastern counties

"
hour,"

"
sour,"

"flour,"
"
four,"

"
your," and "pour" are all

similarly pronounced. FRANK PENNY.

Though
"
pour" is pronounced here in the

normal way, yet I have heard people pro-
nounce it

* 4

power." R. B R.

South Shields.

I myself during a long life have never
heard the word pronounced otherwise than
as we pronounce pore. However, Hood may
be added to PROF. SKEAT'S list of those who
have favoured the other pronunciation ;

vide

his line

The King's rain and all the pours that be.

LOBUC.

ESCUTCHEON OF PRETENCE (10
th S. iv. 429,

496). is MR. JAMES WATSON correct in

limiting to sons only as apparently he does

the right of the children of an heiress

(heraldice) to quarter their mother's arms
with their paternal coat? Surely all the

children of the whole blood of a man who
has married an heiress are so entitled. Of

course, if the heiress should have only a

daughter and no son by her husband, and
that husband has a son by another marriage,
the daughter would alone be the heir of her

mother and not of her father, whose arms
would be solely inherited in their full form

by her brother of the half-blood. But such

paternal arms have, nevertheless, been

allowed, by what has been styled by some
heraldic writers

"
marshalling by incorpora-

tion," to be borne by such daughter in a

special manner, i.e., upon a canton upon the
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arms of her mother, the heiress. These arms
thus augmented are transmissible to her
descendants. (See Boutell and Woodward,
passim.)

With reference to the question asked by
G. B. as to when the custom was first

established in England of placing the arms
of an heiress upon an escutcheon (or
inescutcheon) of pretence, MR. WATSON gives
the instance cited by Boutell from the shield
of Richard Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick,
\vho died in 1439. (MR. WATSON does not
state to what edition of BoutelPs *

Heraldry
'

he is referring ;
his references are not con-

formable to the original 1864 edition.)

May I add other instances occuring in the
same century given by Dr. Woodward in his

'Heraldry: British and Foreign' (ed. 1896),
vol. ii. p. 109, namely, Richard, Duke of
York (d. 1460), father of Edward IV., and
Sir John Neville, Lord Montagu (elected
KG. c. 1463)? Dr. Woodward goes on to
say, however, that it was not till about the
beginning of the seventeenth century that
this form of marshalling of an heiress became
a practice ; he cites Guillim as in the first
edition of his 'Display of Heraldry' (1611)
giving his sanction to the practice, and states
that when Sir George Mackenzie's 'Treatise
on Heraldry' appeared in 1680, the usage
was only beginning to be heard of as a
novelty in Scotland. In this the learned
author agrees with Boutell, who at p. 140 of
the 1864 edition of his

*

Heraldry : Historical
and Popular,' says that this practice is of

comparatively recent usage.
It must be remembered, too, that it is not

heraldically proper or correct that the
heiress's arms should be borne by her husband
on a shield of pretence until after her
father's death, and not then if there be issue
of the marriage.
Dr. Woodward mentions the fact that in

continental armory it has long been the
custom for elected sovereigns to place their
hereditary arms in an escutcheon en surtout
above those of their domains.
Instances of this occur in our own royal

arms. Presumably the new royal house of
Norway will furnish another instance ; in
which case the royal house of Denmark will
have supplied two living instances of this,
the present King of Greece being the
other.

G. B. will gather from what I have written
above what my reply to his later questions
namely, at what date it would be correct to
place the arms of an heiress in pretence
upon the shield of her husband, and whether
such arms should descend as a quartering to

all her children or only to her eldest son ant!

heir would be. J. S. UDAL, F.S.A.
Antigua, W.I.

DR. LETSUM OR LETTSOM (10
th S. v. 14 8-,

191, 210). One of his daughters was married
in February, 1804, to John Elliot, of Pimlico-

Lodge, and the Stag Brewery, Pimlico, who-
had been a Fellow of New College, Oxford,
and who, at the time of the marriage, was
colonel of theWestminsterVolunteer Cavalry.
Their son, John Lettsom Elliot, the eldest of
fifteen children, was born on 11 December,
1804, and died in the Albany in his ninety-
fourth year, on 17 September, 1898. He was
for many years the

" Father" of the Athenaeum-

Club, of which he had been a member from
its institution in 1824. The lymph with
which Queen Victoria was vaccinated, when
a child, was taken from the arm of one of his

brothers, as the family was deemed to be
amongst the healthiest that could be found.
See The Times of 20 September, 1898, p. &
Three of the brothers were Capt. George
Elliott, of the 5th Madras Cavalry, who
died at Bellary, Madras, on 20 May, 1842;
Sir Henry Miers Elliot, K.C.B. (see

'

D.N.B./

xyii. 258) ; and William Elliot, of the Madras
Civil Service, who died in St. George's Road,
Belgravia, on 19 March, 1872. H. C.

"I EXPECT TO PASS THROUGH" (10
th S. i.

247, 316, 355, 433). Referring to this phrase,
a correspondent of The Literary World
(15 March, 1905) states that it is "from the
tomb of Edward Courtenay, Earl of Devon."

If, as I imagine, the earl referred to is the
one who, according to the 'D.N.B.,' was
buried at Padua (1556), surely the question
can be settled once for all by some reader of
1 N. & Q.' who has been there, or who is there

now, or who has friends or correspondents
there. I hope the point will be soon cleared

up, so far as the tombstone theory is con-

cerned. It should be a question of fact.

In the event of the tomb statement not

being substantiated, I shall be able to offer a
few remarks interesting to those

* N. & Q/
readers who are desirous, as I am, of tracing
the origin or history of the phrase.

EDWARD LATHAM.

"PLEACHY" (10
th S. v. 327) I have not

heard this word in use in South Northampton-
shire. Miss Baker gives the two quotations
from Clare in her '

Dictionary of North-
amptonshire Words and Phrases,' and asks
if Jamieson's Pleche, to bleach, can have any
connexion with the word. I find in Stern-

berg's
*

Dialect and Folk-lore of Northamp-
tonshire,'

"
Plash, pleach, to trim or lop trees.
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hedges, &c." Is it possible (pace Miss Baker)
that the word "pleachy," as used by Clare,
means trim or neat? I do not see any
difficulty in Clare's reference to a haystack's" brow." This surely means the overhanging
thatch or eaves, e #., eye-broivs.

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

WHITCHURCH, MIDDLESEX (10
th S. v. 249,

336). The derivation of this place-name from
Whitechurch does not seem to me quite
satisfactory, though I have certainly met
with the patronymic

" Whitechurch." In
Murray's

* Handbook' it is referred to as
*' Whitchurch or Little Stanmore, noted for

being the site of the large and costly mansion
of the Duke of Chandos "

(p. 61).
At a short distance is the old parish church

of Great Stanmore, unroofed, and now
abandoned to the owl and the bat. In it is

buried "
the travelled thane Athenian Aber-

deen." A collection of monumental tablets
has been shunted from it into one of the
vestries of the new church. In this village
it was that Dr. Parr started his rival
establishment to Harrow.
The celebrated racehorse Eclipse is buried

in Canons Park, at Little Stanmore, and the

legend runs that he was once nearly seized
as a heriot, but escaped through having had
his legs whitewashed.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

SUPPRESSION OF DUELLING INT ENGLAND
{10

th S. ii. 367, 435; iii. 16, 475; iv. 333;
v. 112) Here are two more books :

The Duello
|
or

| Single Combat
|
From An-

tiquitie deriued into this Kingdome j
of England

with seuerall Kindes
|
and ceremonious formes

there-
|
of from good authority described. London,

Printed by G. E. for T. Helme, &c., 1610.
Antiduello

|
or

|
A Treatise

|
In which is dis-

cussed the lawfulnesse
|
and unlawfulriesse of

single | combats. Together with the forme of
seuerall Duels

| performed in this Kingdome up- |

on sundry occasions. London, Printed by Thomas
Harper for Benjamin Fisher, &c., 1632.

H. A. ST. J. M.

HAIR-POWDERING CLOSETS (10
th

S. iv. 349
417, 453; v. 57, 95, 135, 177). There are
several hair-powdering closets at Lord Mans-
field's house at Kenwood, Highgate, and
these are noticed in an article giving an
account of the mansion which appeared in
the 'Hampstead Annual,' 1905-6. p. 115.

R. B. P.

VAMPHORN (10
th S. v. 110, 154). A notice

of 'The History of East Leake' (Notts), by
Sidney P. Potter, in The Athenaeum of

29 Aug., 1903, made mention of a vamping
trumpet, 7 ft. 9 in. long when extended, with
a mouth (bell ?) 21f in. in diameter, as being
among the notable things of the place :

"This example is locally known as the Shawm.
It was in use until about the middle of the last

century as part of the west gallery orchestra [in
the church], a bass singer vamping the bass through
it The parish plough was also kept in the
church until the fifties of the last century."

ST. SWITHIN.

SPINOLA'S WHALE (10
th S. v. 109, 173).

There is aSpinola mentioned in the following
couplet given by Stow :

Kirkebyes Castell and Fisher's Follie,

Spinola's pleasure and Megses glorie.

In these lines four large houses built in

London in the sixteenth century are, 1

believe, referred to. The probability is that
the same Spinola had also some connexion
with the celebrated whale

;
but I am unable

to throw any further light upon the subject.
JOHN T. PAGE.

Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

CRESSET STONES (10
th S. v. 308). There are

at least three in Cornwall : at Lewannick
Church, at Marhamchurch, and one found at

Launceston, and now in the possession of

Mr. Arthur G. Langdon, whose illustrated

article on these three stones in The Reliquary
for January, 1905, MR. WHITHAM should
consult. The Lewannick stone (22 inches

diameter, with seven hollows, each 4| inches

deep) is figured in Journal of Royal Inst.

of Cormvall, ix. 343. YGREC.

A four-wick cresset stone was found during
the recent excavations conducted by Mr.
Harold Breakspear upon the site of Waverley
Abbey. See The Athenaeum for 21 April,

p. 478. BENJ. WALKER.
Gravelly Hill, Erdington.

GALLIE SURNAME (10
th v. 309). Is not MR.

GALLIE very near the origin of this name
when he suggests that it may be of French
extraction?

" Gallie
"

might well be a

friendly term for a " Frenchman." One
finds in Bosworth's *

Anglo - Saxon Dic-

tionary
'

Galleas, the Gauls, and gallia-rice,

the kingdom of France. James B. Johnston,
in his 'Place-names of Scotland,' explains

Gal(l)atown, Kirkcaldy, interrogatively as

Gaelic gall, a stranger, foreigner, and Galston
in Ayrshire as "stranger's town" (ed. 1892,

p. 116, 117). J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

"THE COAL HOLE'' (10
th S. v. 306, 353).

John Rhodes, proprietor of
" The Coal Hole,"

died 1 August, 1850. This tavern was started

in 1830 or 1831. The name was changed
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to " Herbert " Hotel and Tavern, 1863; this

was altered to "Coal Hole' 3

Tavern, 1868,
which was altered to "Occidental

" Tavern in

1874. This building fell down 1887.

FREDERIC BOASE.
21, Boscobel Road, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

With reference to "The Coal Hole," and
the mock court which used to be held there,

presided over by the famous Chief Baron
Nicholson, the following anecdote may
interest some who, like myself, are old

enough to remember the place and the

persons referred to. I was in the Court of

Exchequer one day at Westminster while a
case was being tried before Lord Chief Baron
Pollock, of dignified and withal humorous
memory, when Baron Nicholson was called

as a witness. Directly the pseudo-Baron
stepped into the box, Pollock half rose from
his seat, and said, with a dignified bow,
"The Court is very glad to welcome you
here, brother Nicholson." imagine the roar

W. E. BROWNING.
of laughter that ensued.

Inner Temple.

BANKES OF CORFE CASTLE (10
th S. v. 289,

372). See 'The Story of Corfe Castle,' by
the Right Hon. George Bankes, M.P. (1853),

p. 310 :

" The Lord of the Manor was Lord-Lieutenant
of the Island of Purbeck, an hereditary office scarce

enjoyed by any private person in the kingdom ; he
was also Admiral of the island, and Governor of
Brownsea Castle. He had power (until the pass-
ing of the Militia Act of 1757) to raise and muster
a militia. Corfe Castle (long a royal Castle)
anciently enjoyed great privileges, and was exempt
from any services in the county."

The Manor of Wimborne Borough is parcel
of Kingston Lacy, and the property of Mr.
Bankes

; see Hutchins, 'Dorset,' iii. 235.

A. R. BAYLEY.

I cannot answer B. W.'s query in any
detail, but it may interest him to know as
I learn from Mrs. Bankes, widow of the late
W. R. Bankes that the Lord High Admiral-
ship of the Isle of Purbeck and Lay Bishopric
of Wimborne are hereditary offices in con-
nexion with the owner of Corfe Castle the
former having many privileges, such as rights
of wreckage along the coast (on property
and some miles out), salutes, and other com-
plimentary things ; the latter in connexion
with tithes, tfcc. The mayoralty of Corfe
Castle lapsed some years ago, the late W. R.
Bankes being the last Mayor. The old silver
mace is at Kingston Lacy, dating from about

The whole history is most interesting, and
Kingston Lacy, the residence of the Bankes

family, unique in its collection of treasures,

books, and pictures. Hie ET UBIQUE.

THE GUNNINGS OF CASTLE COOTE (10
th S.

v. 323, 374). In Castlepollard Church,
parish of Rathgraffe, diocese of Meath, there
is a marble tablet with the following inscrip-
tion :

''Near this Place lies interred Miss Catherine
Gunning eldest daughter |

to Barnaby Gunning of

Hollyvvell in
|
the County of Roscommon Esqre.

and of
|
Mrs. Anne Gunning alias Stauntou |

Good
nature and sweet disposition |

as well as beauty
were the ornaments

|
of her infant years |

These
were soon joyn'd by Judgment and Discretion |

Religion and Patience adorning |
her many virtues

conducted her to | a blissful state of Immortality |

from her afflicted Parents and
|
sorrowful friends

in the nineteenth
| year of her age on the fifteenth

day |
of November 1751.

Here underlies too sad a truth
Discretion innocence and youth
Death veil thy face thy cruel dart
Has virtue pierced thro' beauty's heart."

F. E. R. POLLARD-URQUHART.
Castle Pollard, Westmeath.

THE BABINGTON CONSPIRACY (10
th S. v. 190,

354). There is a slight mistake in MR.
ABRAHAMS'S reply. Mr. Weyman's 'The
House of the Wolf '

first appeared as a serial,

not in The Graphic, but in one of the early
volumes of The English Illustrated Magazine.

G. L. APPERSON.
Wimbledon.

CAPT. WILLIAM WADE (10
th S. v. 327).

An article in a local newspaper was my
authority for stating that Capt. Wade was
on a second occasion a candidate for the
office of M.C. at Bath. B. W. T.

"REBOUND," VERB (10
th S.

y. 345). I do
not see any difficulty in accepting the expla-
nation in the 'N.E.D.' of the meaning and
etymology of this word as it occurs in the
'Alliterative Poems/ B. 422. The meaning
which 'N.E.D.' gives, namely, "to bound or

leap, esp. in return or response to some force

or stimulus," supplies a perfectly satisfactory
sense to the whole line, and is supported by
the other quotations, one of which is from a

poem written quite early in the fifteenth

century. There is no difficulty about the
form rebounde : it is a preterite form of

rebound; compare bilde, pret. of bildan, to

build, and bende, pret. of benden, to bend.
I do not think that any one will be inclined

to give up this very satisfactory, I might
almost say obvious, explanation for that
which is proposed by DR. SMYTHE PALMER.
He suggests that the word rebounde in this

passage is the past tense of a verb *reboun,
a compound of a French re- and an English
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verb loun. But surely in the 'Alliterative
Poems '

the preterite of boun could not be
bounde. We should not expect the syncope
between nasal and dental. However, the
fatal objection to this explanation is that
we have no sure instance of the employment
of the prefix re- with words of Germanic
origin as early as the fourteenth century.
4 KE.D.' says :

" Towards the end of the sixteenth century re-

begins to rank as an ordinary English prefix, chiefly
employed with words of Latin origin, but also freely
prefixed to native verbs, a practice rare before this

period, though Wyclif and Trevisa have renew, sug-
gested by Lat. renovare?-

Shakespeare has recall, but it is interesting
to note that a word so familiar to us as remind
is not found anywhere in Shakespeare nor in

any of the poetical works of Milton.
A. L. MAYHEW.

"DIAMOND STATE" (10
th S. v. 189). This

name is variously supposed to have been

applied to the territory of Delaware on
account of its imagined resemblance on the

map to the shape of a diamond, or from its

extreme smallness, or (Harper's 'Encycl.,'
' U.S. Hist.') because of its comparative
wealth and importance. The appellation
probably dates from about 1835, though even
the librarian of the Historical Society of
Delaware cannot be precise regarding this.

Previously after the Revolutionary War-
Delaware got the cant name of

" Blue Hen
State," from a certain Capt Caldwell, who
raised the 1st Delaware Regiment, whose
sobriquet, again, was "Blue Hen's Chickens"

a body of troops that was as noted for its

fighting qualities as was the commander in

cockpit circles for his valuable strain of blue
game-fowl. K W. HILL.

Philadelphia.

THOMAS BETTESWORTH (10
th S. v. 308).

Probably Thomas Bettesworth, of Win-
chester, and of Chidden, in Hambledon,
Hants, eldest son of Thomas Bettesworth,
of Petersfield, by Elizabeth, daughter of

Henry Lucas, of Suffolk, and afterwards of
Froyle, Hants. In 1644 he was serving in
the Parliamentary army under Col. Richard
Norton. On 18 October, 1645, as Thomas
Bettesworth, jun., he was appointed by the
House of Commons High Sheriff of Hants,
and to command the horse raised in that
county. (See Godwin's *

Civil War in Hamp-
shire,' p. 249; 'Vis. Sussex,' Harl. Soc.,
p. 196; and Berry's

k

Hampshire Pedigrees,'
P 208 ) ALFRED T. EVERITT.

PARTY COLOURS (10
th S. v. 65, 194, 271). I

beg to differ from Messrs. HERBERT SOUTHAM

and J. T. PAGE as to blue being the most
suitable colour for general adoption by the
Conservative and Unionist party. Although
blue sashes were worn by the Royalists
during the Great Rebellion, we cannot forget
the blue and buff of the Whig party a century
ago (which survives to the present in the
cover of The Edinburgh Review), when a blue
coat was the mark of every Whig. Surely,
no Tory could wish to sport a colour adopted
by Charles James Fox to show his sympathy
with the rebellious American colonists (blue
coats and buff waistcoats being the uniforms
of Washington and his troops), and worn,
nearly half a century later, by some Whig
peers. As for the ballad * True Blue,' the
Ettrick Shepherd, Tory and Jacobite as he
was, could not make out which side it was
intended to favour. R, L. MORETON.

Was not local party colour determined

originally by the
"
heraldic colour

"
of the

family of the candidate, or of the leading
family of the party in the neighbourhood
concerned? ROBERT PIERPOINT.

STEWARD or THE HOUSEHOLD (10
th S. v.

348). Robert Huish, in his
* Memoirs of

George IV.,' published in 1831, the year after

the King's death, gives a long account of

Lady Conyngham and her position at the

Court. He makes no mention of any special

posthaving been created for her, but say s, how-

ever, that "even the commonest domestics
in the Castle were constrained to submit to

the control of the Marchioness." Mr. Gre-

ville, in his
* Memoirs '

(quoted by G. E. C. in

his
*

Peerage '), states that
" she comports

herself entirely as Mistress of the House-
hold." It seems probable, therefore, that she

merely took advantage of her husband's

position as Lord Steward, and of her own
influence with George IV., to rule the King's

household, just as she would have done if

the post had been created for her.

H. J. B. CLEMENTS.

BURY FAMILY (10
th S. v. 349). The body

of
" Mrs. Bury was carried away

" from Bath
on 6 (sic) April, 1787 (' Bath Abbey Registers/
Harl. Soc. Publ., 1901, ii. 472). In spite of

the slight discrepancy as regards date,

she was, no doubt, the " Mrs. Berry
" whose

body is stated to have been brought from
Bath for interment in Winchester Cathedral
on 5 April, 1787. Florence Bury, who was
interred in the Cathedral on 2 (sic) Nov.,

1801, was probably sister of Thomas Bury,
who was interred there on 27 Feb., 1802.

For, according to The Gentleman s Magazine,
"Thomas Bury, Esq., of Colleton, Devon,"
died in Grosvenor Place (London) on 25 Feb.,
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1802
;
and his sister Mrs. Florence Bury had

died there on 21 (sic) Nov., 1801 (Ixxi. 1062 ;

Ixxii. 278). Their family name was at one

time spelt either "Bury" or "Berry." See

Westcote's 'View of Devonshire' (edition of

1845), p. 496. H. C.

G. J. HOLYOAKE AS A LECTURER (10
th S. V.

223). Through the courtesy of the editor I

have just received a copy of The South Place

Magazine for May, in which I find my con-

tribution at the above reference is reprinted
on pp. 125-6. With it comes a copy of the

lecture I heard delivered on 28 Feb., 1886, so

that I now know it to have been printed.

Perhaps some of your readers may like to

know that it is entitled 'Hostile and Generous
Toleration (A New Theory of Toleration),'

and is published at twopence by E. W. Allen,

Ave Maria Lane. JOHN T. PAGE.

Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

GOLDSMITH : VARIOUS HEADING IN * THE
TRAVELLER' (10

th S. v. 167, 295). In the

-evolution of 'The Traveller' from 'A Pro-

spect of Society,' the latter being the earliest

form of the poem by Oliver Goldsmith, as

edited by Mr. Bertram Dobell and published

by him (1902), and in a reprint of the first

edition of 'The Traveller' published there-

with, one finds that the quotation inquired
after is the same in each case, viz.:

Whatever fruits in different climes are found,
That proudly rise or humbly court the ground ;

and then follows

Whatever blooms in torrid tracts appear,

which should prove conclusively that are was
in this case the original word, and so favoured
on reflection. JAS. CURTIS, F.S.A.

"NOW THIS IS EVERY COOK'S OPINION"

(10
th S. v. 268). I have heard a somewhat

similar couplet, which I think occurred in
' N. & Q.' some time ago, viz :

Many people have different opinions :

Some like apples, some like inguns (onions).

JAS. CURTIS, F.S.A.

SIR THOMAS BROWNE'S SKULL (10
th S. v. 346).

-I was very pleased to observe, from a
similar paragraph to those quoted from
The Tribune which appeared in the Daily
Mail of the same date, that a movement was
on foot for the return of Sir Thos. Browne's
skull to its original resting-place. It has

always seemed to me that this step should
have been taken long ago by its present
custodians, and I very much hope that a
record of its reinterment will soon appear in

the pages of
' N. & Q.

;

I may mention that several interesting

notes on Sir Thos. Browne's skull appeared
at 8th S. vi. 64, 233, 269, and on his portraits
afc 8th S. viii. 21. At 8th S. viii. 325, it was
recorded that his long-lost coffin-plate had
been found and restored to the church of

St. Peter Mancroft. JOHN T. PAGE.

For "centenary'' please read tercentenary.
EDWARD BENSLY.'

"Two SNEEZING CATS "(10* S.
y. 328).

Larwood and Hotten in their
'

History of

Signboards,' in alluding to the sign in Rouen
of

" The Laughing Dog' (le chienqui rit), say
that it was one of the quaint signs of which
we have examples in this country,
"as the 'Two Sneezing Cats,' which is said to be
somewhere in London; the 'Flying Monkey,'
Lambeth ;

the Monkey Island, at Bray, near
Maidenhead ;

the '

Gaping Goose,' at Leeds, Old-
ham, and in various parts of Yorkshire

; and the
'

Loving Lamb' two in Dudley."

The "Cow and Snuffers" at Llandaff, Gla-

morgan, seems almost incomprehensible,
unless we attribute it to some one in some
way associated with the "snuffers" (perhaps
the inventor), who became the tenant of a
house with the pre-existing sign the <;

(Red ?)

Cow." If I live long enough, I shall hope to

complete my 'Signs of London' in The
Antiquary, by the elucidations of contri-

butors upon the subject.
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

Hazelmere, Tooting Common.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10
th S.

iii. 148, 197, 335; iv. 16, 91). Having suc-

ceeded in tracing the source of the first quo-
tation,

" L'amour est 1'histoire de la vie
des femmes, c'est un episode dans celle des

hommes," I venture to answer my own ques-
tion. The phrase occurs in

' De PInfluence
des Passions sur le Bonheur des Individus
et des Nations,' by Madame de Stae'l (see
vol. iii. p. 135 of 1820 ed. of her works). Its

quotation in The Athenaeum of 10 Sept.,
1904, p. 345, led to my inquiry.
In addition to the reference to Byron's

' Don Juan '

(can. i. st. 194) already men-
tioned, can. iii. st. 3 has :

In her first passion, woman loves her lover :

In all the others all she loves is love.

La Rochefoucauld's maxim (No. 494 in my
edition) is :

" Dans les premieres passions, les femmes aimenfc
1'amant

;
dans les autres, elles aimeut l'amour."

Referring to question No. 7, I have found
a proverb (in Ray's 'Proverbs') which runs
thus :

He loseth his thanks who promiseth and delayeth.
(Gratia ab otficio, quod mora tardat abest.)

EDWARD LATHAM.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

The Cambridge Modern History. Planned by the

late Lord Acton. Edited by A. W. Ward, LittJ).,
G. W. Prothero, Litt.D., and Stanley Leathes,
M.A. Vol. IX. Napoleon. (Cambridge, Univer-

sity Press.)

IN none of the volumes of the series hitherto issued

are the advantages and disadvantages attendant

upon the scheme of 'The Cambridge Modern His-

tory
'
so apparent as in the present. Short as is

the period between the establishment in 1799 of the

Consulate and the death of Napoleon on 5 May,
1821, no other period of modern times is, as is said

in the editorial preface, so completely
" dominated

by a single personalty." Except the Revolutionary
period which immediately preceded it, no epoch
treated in the various volumes was pregnant with
more important influences, or exercised a more far-

reaching effect upon modern history. It is scarcely
conceivable, accordingly, that a single writer, what-
ever his energy and erudition, should be able to

deal with the entire range of subjects herein dis-

cussed. On the point of thoroughness the present
work eclipses all that has been produced on the

subject ;
in that of picturesqueness and of poignant

interest it leaves somewhat to be desired. Repeti-
tion is inevitable, and contradiction to be expected,
when different pens deal with the same epoch ;

and
no legitimate exercise of supervision on the part
of editors who appear to have done their spiriting

gently could avail to banish it. A singularly wide

range of writers is employed in the compilation.
The five years of the Consulate, which constitute

a species of prologue to the swelling theme of the

imperial tragedy, are assigned to Dr. Georges
Pariset, Professor of Modern History in the Univer-

sity of Nancy ; the period passed at St. Helena,
which may be accepted as an epilogue, is entrusted
to Mr. H. A. L. Fisher. Between these opening
and closing portions come twenty-two other chap-
ters, the wrork of some of the best English and
foreign professors. Chaps, xix. and xxi., in some

respects the most important of all, deal with the

Congress of Vienna, and are contributed by the

Master of Peterhouse. Chap. viii. is occupied
with the command of the sea, and includes

the crowning victory of Trafalgar. It is

written by Mr. H. W. Wilson, of Trinity
College, Oxford, who is also responsible for the
second section of chap, ii., which is concerned with
the ' Armed Neutrality,' ending in 1801. The first

section of this is in the hands of Dr. T. A. Walker,
of Peterhouse. To Col. Lloyd are assigned the two
fighting chapters, ix and x., which are occupied
with the Third Coalition. In these is included the

collapse of the Prussian State, the weakness of

which, though it had been for half a century a

military model, had been perceptible to observers
so thoughtful, shrewd, and penetrative as Mirabeau
-and Catherine II. of Russia. At this period, 1806,

patriotism was scarcely conspicuous among the
inhabitants of Berlin, who received Napoleon with
friendliness, if scarcely, as has been said, with
enthusiasm. Dr. J. Holland Rose has an
edifying chapter (xi.) on * The Napoleonic Empire
at its Height, 1807-9,' and a second on ' The Con-
tinental System, 1809-14.' The war of 1809 is

treated by Major-General (retired) August Keim,

of the German army ; while to the Chichele Pro-
fessor of Modern History is assigned the long and
important disquisition on 'The Peninsular War.'
To the same authority is left the account of the
Hundred Days. Among foreign contributors the
lion's share is awarded Prof. Anton Guilland, of
Zurich, though

' Russia under Alexander I. and
the Invasion of 1812' is in the hands of Eugen
Stschepkin, Professor of History at Odessa, and
the 'War of Liberation' in those of Herr Julius
von Pflugk-Harttung, Professor of History in the
University of Basel. One of the most stimulating
portions of a splendid contribution to history is

the last, showing the pose of Napoleon at
St. Helena. This gives De Tocqueville's immortal
epitaph,

" He was as great as a man can be without
virtue." In the present volume the Bibliography
constitutes a specially important and serviceable
feature.

Notre Dame de Paris. By Victor Hugo. Edited
by Leon Delbos, M.A. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

Memoires d* Madame Campan, 1785-1792. Edited
by H. C. Bradby, B.A. (Same publishers.)

THESE two works are representative of a new series

called "The Oxford Higher French Series'," the

publication of which has been begun by the Claren-
don Press. It is rather painful to have to state
that the execution of the scheme is unsatisfactory.
Neither work is, to begin with, complete. An
apology is put in by M. Delbos, but it is inadequate.
When a work such as Hugo's

' Notre Dame de Paris '

is promised, it is unworthy to give it in a shortened
form, with the more lengthy descriptions curtailed,
and details entirely or partly omitted. Technically
the notes are excellent. It is, however, saddening
to find a stern condemnation of Rabelais as one
whose book is always extravagant, often meaning-
less, and seldom witty or amusing. ThatLaBruyere,
though he said of Rabelais,

" Ou il est bon, il va
jusqu'j\ 1'exquis," depreciated the foremost man of
the Renaissance, is true. To find in modern
days such an estimate advanced as significant is

scarcely conceivable. An English note upon la triple
enceinte of Paris is ungrammatical.
The ' Memoires de Madame Campan

'

contains,
"with a few trifling omissions," that part of Madame
Campan's account of the life of Marie-Antoinette
which covers the period from 1785 to 1792. when
the memoirs end.
Each work contains a portrait of the author at the

time when the respective books were written.

A History of Modern Liberty. By James Mac-
kinnon. 2 vols. (Longmans & Co.)

DR. MACKINNON'S qualities are already known to

historical students. He has a lively interest in his

subject ; he has read widely : and he writes with
ease. But he is not a critical scholar, nor does he
ever go very deep, nor are his judgments subtle or
balanced. This book has all the defects and most
of the merits of its predecessors. It is slap-dash
in style, and unoriginal in matter. Much of it is

merely a rechaujfd of what was previously known ;

and the whole is little more than a survey of general
history from a particular standpoint. On the de-

velopment of the ideas of freedom the author of a
book with this title might be expected to have much
to say. Dr. Mackinnon has very little; for the

chapters on political theory are as brief as they
are inadequate. Still, the general reader will find

in this work a good deal of interesting information.
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But Dr. Mackinnon's guidance is by no means
always trustworthy. The bibliographical details

at the end of the chapters are a useful feature.

The Russian Peasantry : their Agrarian Condition,
Social Life, and Religion. By Stepniak. (Rout-

ledge & Sons.)

BY arrangement with Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein
& Co., Messrs. Routledge have issued a cheap and

popular edition of Stepniak's important work. Its

appearance cannot be otherwise than opportune at

a time when all eyes are fixed upon the fortunes of

the great people it depicts. It has been found im-

possible to bring the information quite up to date.

Russian folk-lore has a strongly marked character

of its own, and of this the volume incidentally
treats. A large number of readers will be glad of

the opportunity of studying the chapters on "The
Agrarian Question,'

' The Moujiks and the Russian

Democracy,
5 and * Paternal Government.'

WE have received Wenhaston and Bulcamp,
Suffolk, containing curious parish records, com-

piled by the late Rev. J. B. Clare (Elliot Stock).
It contains several noteworthy facts, but the

arrangement of the materials, cannot be com-
mended, and here and there we come upon mis-

takes. For example, we are told that the De
before the names of some early vicars indi-

cates that they were of noble birth. This is

not necessarily true. In fact, in a large majo-
rity of instances it could be proved not to have
been the case. The De was used very commonly
to signify that the priest's birthplace or home in

boyhood was the village whose name he had
appropriated.
Excommunication died out slowly in the Church

of England. When the last case occurred would
be an interesting subject for inquiry. An account
is given here of one that took place in 1732. There
is also information afforded of the various Acts of

Parliament relating to burial in woollen. One fact

is stated of which we were unaware. As there was
a heavy penalty inflicted on those who did not obey
the law, and the fine went to the informer, the

dying person or his friends sometimes directed one
of the servants to lay the information, thus

"securing the fine as a kind of legacy." Some
notes and extracts relating to the condition of the

poor in former times are worth attention. Several

examples are given of the practice indulged in by
parish authorities of paying men to marry widows
with large families, for the sake of relieving their
own rates. An instance 'occurs as early as 1761,
and there are others of later date. How long this

form of bribery and cheating continued in Suffolk
we do not know, but in many parts of the country
nineteenth-century examples could no doubt be

produced. The custom probably did not entirely
disappear until the passing of the poor-law of
1834. The volume has a glossary of upwards of

fifty pages, containing a few matters worthy of

notice.

REV. H. A. WALKER. On the 8th inst., at the
residence of his brother, Major-General A. L.

Walker, The Chase Cottage, EnfieJd, the death
occurred of the Rev. Henry Aston Walker, vicar
of Chattisham, Ipswich, at the age of seventy-one.
The Church Times of 11 May contained the follow-

ing obituary :

" We have to record the death of an aged priest,
the Rev. H. A. Walker, whose name was better
known amongst Churchmen a quarter of a century
ago than it is to-day. He was one of the colleagues

I of the late Fr. Mackonochie at St. Alban's, Holborn,
and became vicar of St. James's, Hatcham, after
Mr. Tooth's resignation of that living. But it is as-

one of the earliest pioneers of Plainsong in the
services of the Church that he will, perhaps, be-

j

best remembered. His compilation of supplemental
hymns to 'The Hymnal Noted,' and, perhaps, his-

version of 'Missa de Angelis,' are his best-known,
works. R.I.P."
He was of Oriel Coll., Oxon, B.A. 1856, M.A.

1859 ; and became vicar of Chattisham, Ipswich,,
in 1891. Contributions from him, signed H. A. W. v
have appeared from 4th S. vii. to 10th S. iv.

W. C. B.

BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES.

first editions of Browning and Dickens ; Grote's
'

Greece,' 8 vols., 1852, 3J. 3,9. ;

'

Gallery of Portraits,'
C. Knight, 1833-7, 7 vols., 30-9. ;

;

Picturesque Europe/
5 vols. 4to, 21. 12s. 6d. ; Rawlinson's 'Five Great
Monarchies of the Eastern World,' 51. 15-s. 6d. ; Sir
Thomas Browne's '

Works,' 1686, 21. 5s.
; and the-

sixth edition of
*

Religio Medici,' 1669, Is. Qd. The
47 volumes of

' The British Theatre,' 1826, are priced
3/. 15-9. ; and Daniel's '

Works,' Spenser Society,
1885, 3^. 3*.

Messrs. Browne & Browne, of Newcastle-on-Tyne,.
have a fine large-paper set of

' Books about Books,'
6 vols., 11. 10s.; "British Novelists," edited by
Mrs. Barbauld, 50 vols . 1813, Ql. 10.9. ;

* Don Quixote,'
first folio edition in English, 1652, 51. 5s.

; Craw-
hall's 'Collection of Right Merrie Garlands for

North-Country Anglers,' large-paper copy, 4. 10-9. ^
Cox's ' The Gentleman's Recreation,' the rare first

edition, 1674, 61. 6s. ; Cruikshank's ' Life in Paris,'
1822, rare, 121. ; and a complete set of The Satirist,.

very rare, 1808-14, ]Ql. Under Durham is Surtees's-

'County History,' 1816-52, 5 vols. folio, 30Z. Other
items include the third edition of Montaigne, 1632,
91. ; and Milton's

'

Historical Works,' first collected
edition, 1698, 21. 2s. Under Shakespeare are ' The
Shakespeare Gallery,

3

1792, very rare, 21. 10-9. ; and
4 The Blazon of Gentrie,' 1586, not quite perfect, 3k
The Catalogue closes with Bargains for Collectors.

Mr. J. G. Commin, of Exeter, has Defoe's '

A\
Hymn to the Pillory,' the first edition, edges uncut,.
1703, rare, 21. 2s. Defoe describes the pillory as

A hieroglyphic state-machine
Condemned to punish fancy in.

A complete set of The Illustrated London JVews,
1842-1905, is priced 14/. 10-9. Under Lever are first

editions of 'The Martins of Cro' Martin,' 1855-6,
3. Ip9.,

and 'Tony Butler,' ll.lQs. (the first is in the
original parts). There is a unique copy of Harrison
Weir's '

Poetry of Nature,' containing a pen-and-ink
drawing with the inscription

" To Edward Capern,
the sweet songster that sings all the year round,"
21. 109. Interesting items will be found under
Dramas, Plays, Napoleon, &c. There are also sets
of The Antiquary, Cornhill, and Temple Bar.

Messrs. Douglas & Foulis, of Edinburgh, have a
list of books withdrawn from their library, the>
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price of a six-shilling novel being, with few excep
tions, Is. 6d.

Mr. Francis Edwards has a Short List of Modern
Publications. Among them are a number of Court
memoirs and military works. Of the latter he is

S'eparing
a catalogue from his very large stock.

r. Edwards has also an Additional List, of New
Remainders, including Hamilton's '

14th Hussars,
18*. ;

Marks's ' Life of Frederick Walker, A.R.A.,
10-9. 6d. ;

' The Anwar-i-Suhaili,' translated from
the Persian, 11. ;

' Memorials of Lord Selborne,
16s. ; Whittier's *

Works,' 7 vols., 186'. ; and El-

worthy's 'The Evil Eye,' l'2s. Gd.

Messrs. Henry March Gilbert Son, of South-

ampton, have many interesting items under Ame-
rica, India, <fec. Under Costumes is

' Modes et

Costumes Historiques Etrangers,' par Pauquet
Freres, Paris, 1868, 45*. (the 96 plates are hand-

coloured). Dibdin's
'

Bibliomania,
3

1842, is 31. 3s. ;

raik's 'Romance of the Peerage,' 1848, -38*.;
'

George Eliot Portfolio,' 39 Japanese proofs illus-

trating the works of George Eliot, 1887, 45*. ;

' The
Maclise Portrait Gallery, 4to, 1873, 12s. 6d.

; Milton's
4 Poetical Works,' Tonson, 1761, 30s. : New Monthly
Magazine, 91 vols., '31. Is. Qd. ; Rabelais, Bohn's
edition, 12s. Qd. ; Rowlandson,

' Selection from his

Works,' by Joseph Grego, 2 yols. 4to, scarce, 1880,

55s.; and Horsfield's 'Antiquities of Sussex,' 1835,
31. 109. There is a list of beautiful engravings and
etchings.
Mr. Charles King, of Torquay, sends a cata-

logue entitled 'British Topography, Part IV.' In
it we find many interesting pamphlets, tracts,
old county maps, and quaint sermons. Under
London occurs

' London in 1851
'

; Wyld's Map,
1850 ;

Reeves's
'

History,' 1764 ;

' London's Roll of

Fame,' 1884 ;

' The Joyous Neighbourhood of Covent
Garden,' &c.

Mr. H. H. Peach, of Leicester, has some interest-

ing MSS., including the New Testament from the
monastic library at Evesham, 101. 10s. Specimens
of early printing include Cologne, Strassburg,
Venice, and Berthelet's Press. There are some
interesting broadsides, among them being a collec-

tion of 750 Ballads, 1820-60, 11. 10*.
' A Satyr against

Coffee' (1682?) is priced Is. 6d. :

Avoid Satanick Tipple ! hence.
Thou murderer of Farthings, and of Pence.
And Midwife to all false Intelligence, &c.

Tracts include a collection of Prynne's, 1642-7,
1M. 2s. ; Tracts relating to Charles I., 1640-48, 11. 5s. ;

and 'The Two Last Speeches' of the Earl of

Strafford, and other tracts, II. 2s. Qd. There are a

good many early classics. Among modern books
are Swinburne's ' Notes on Poems and Reviews,'
scarce, 10*. 6d. ; and F. G. Stephens's 'Flemish and
French Pictures,' 12s. 6d.

Herr Ludwig Rosenthal, of Munich, publishes
Catalogue No. 106, devoted to Theologie Catholique
(Rosellis Zweissig, et Supplement). Many of the
books are very rare, and are in all languages
except German. The catalogue comprises MSS.,
Incunables, Histoire des Ordres religieux, Las
Scolastiques avec leurs Commentateurs et leurs
Adversaires, Grands Ouvrages de Bibliotheque, &c.
This is the fifth catalogue that Herr Rosenthal has
devoted to this special subject, and the number of
items approaches six thousand five hundred.

Messrs. Henry Sotheran & Co. publish the first

portion of a catalogue of second-hand books in

Philology, the completion to appear next month.
As we are just going to press we defer notice. We
can see at a glance that the items are full of
interest.

Messrs. Henry Young & Sons, of Liverpool, have
an extra- illustrated Davies'8 'Life of Garrick.' 1808
SI. 8s. ; a complete set of The Alpine Journal, very
rare, 34J. ; Payne's 'Arabian Nights,' 167. 16s.

; and
MacGibbon and Ross's 'Architecture of Scotland,'
1QZ. 10s. A choice copy of Campbell's 'Poetical
Works,' with autograph letter, Moxon, 1837, is

priced 6?. 6s. There are many Dickens items:
'

Pickwick,' first edition, containing the two Buss
plates, 51. 15s. 6d. ; also first editions of

'

Nicholas
Nickleby,'

' Bleak House,' and 'Little Dorrit' : but
specially interesting is a fine set, extra-illustrated,
of Forster's 'Life,' and the 'Letters of Dickens,'
edited by his daughter and sister-in-law, 30^. The
six volumes are extended to twelve, and contain two
autograph letters, one addressed " Dear Mr. Overs"
(the working-man author befriended by Dickens),
whose 'Evenings of a Working Man: being the
Occupation of his Scanty Leisure,' was noticed in
The Athenaeum of 3 August, 1844. Under 'An
Unique "Stothard Gallery"

'

is his 'Life' by Mrs.
Bray, the one volume being extended to two folio
volumes with 322 engravings, SQL Among many
special items is the Duke of Buccleuclvs sub-
scription copy of Gould's 'Birds of Great Britain.'
The five large volumes are full bound in blue
morocco by Zaehnsdorf, QQl. There are some fine
genuine original impressions of Hogarth, including
the complete series of 'Marriage a la Mode,' the
six prints framed in old English gold, 251.

to am*$avfotnt*.

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
ind address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
'ication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ng queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to
sut in parentheses, immediately after the exact
leading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "Duplicate."

WE .cannot undertake to advise correspondents
as to the value of old books and other objects or as
to the means of disposing of them.

H. T. SMITH ("Kodak"). The 'N.E.D.' says:
'An arbitrary word invented by Mr. G. Eastman
or trade-mark purposes."

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

,o "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
/isements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
isher" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES (MAY).

No. 219.

CATALOGUE OF ANCIENT
AND MODERN BOOKS,

In all Classes of Literature,

OFFERED AT MODERATE PRICES BY

HENRY MARCH GILBERT & SON,

24, ABOVE BAR, SOUTHAMPTON.

FRANCIS EDWARDS.
83, HIGH STRBBT, MARYLBBONB, LONDON, W.

CATALOGUES NOW READY.
NEW LIST OF REMAINDERS, including Kristeller's

Early Florentine Woodcuts Mitchell's Ancient Sculp-
tureAllen's Chinese Poetry Freeman's English Towns
Houghton's Mercantile Tables Lumholtz s Mexico

Norton's Dante Wordsworth's Works, 12 vols., &c.

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS, MAPS, VIEWS, &c., on
Mexico, Central America, West Indies and Guiana,
80 pages.

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS, &c., ON INDIA, Ceylon, Burma,
Malay Archipelago, Japan, China, Persia, Central Asia,
&c. MARCH, 1906. 100 pp.

THOMAS BAKER,
Bookseller and Publisher

(Late of Soho Square),

72, NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W.
Speciality in Theology, Philosophy, Archaeology, Eccle-

siastical History, and Antiquities, English and Foieign.

Catalogues published Monthly, and sent free upon
application.

LIBRARIESAND SMALLER LOTS OF BOOKS
BOUGHT FOR CASH.

ESTABLISHED 1849.

THOMAS THORP,
Second-Hand Bookseller,

4, BROAD STREET, READING, and

100, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON, W.C.

MONTHLY CATALOGUES
FROM BOTH ADDRESSES.

LIBRARIES PURCHASED.

LEIGHTON'S
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
OF EARLY PRINTED & OTHER INTERESTING

BOOKS, MANUSCRIPTS, AND BINDINGS.
OFFERED FOR SALE BY

J. & J. LEIGHTON,
40, BREWER STREET, GOLDEN SQUARE, W.

Thick 8vo, 1,738 pp., 6,200 items, with upwards of

1,350 Reproductions in Facsimile.

Bound in art cloth, gilt top, 24s. ; half-morocco, gilt top, 30*.

Part X. (Supplement), containing A, with 205 Illustrations.

JUST ISSUED. Price 2*.

BOOK AUCTION RECORDS. The Bookseller's

vade mecum. Vol. II. for the Season 1904-5. contains
15 751 Records of Scarce Books, 4 Plates viz., Puttick &
Simpson's Auction Room; Bodleian library Copy of the
First Folio Shakespeare ; a Sale at Sotheby's ; and the
House of Aldus Manutius at Venice, from a Drawing by
Charles Martin in 1879. Also, 4 Supplements, containing
Reminiscences of Sotheby's during 38 years ; Account of
Ludwig Rosenthal, of Munich ; Account of the Bodleian
Shakespeare ; Revisals of Current Bibliographical Errors ;

Analytical Guides to Booksellers' Catalogues, &c. Price
II. Is. in cloth, and also issued in Quarterly Parts, alpha-
betically arrangedfor instantaneous reference. "The Athenaum
declares it to be "invaluable." The Saturday Review says
it is

" the work of a man who is master of his subject." The
Publishers' Weekly, New York, says

"
it is unrivalled In its

field in England." Vol. II. will be sent post free on inspec-
tion, on application.. KARSLAKE & CO., 35, Pond Street,
Hampstead, London.

RARE AND UNKNOWN BOOKS.

W. M. V O Y N I C H,
63, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE,

PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON, W.

INCUNABULA, WOODCUTS, MEDICINE,
ENGLISH LITERATURE,

SHAKESPEARIAN A, &c,

CATALOGUES FREE.

TO BOOKBUYERS AND LIBRARIANS OF
FREE LIBRARIES.

THE MAY CATALOGUE
OF

Valuable SECOND-HAND WORKS
and NEW REMAINDERS.

Offered at Prices greatly reduced,

IS NOW READY,
And will be sent postfree upon application to

W. H. SMITH & SON,
Library Department, 186, Strand, London, W.C.
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SOME STANDAM^UTHORS' WORKS.
THE "HAWORTH" EDITION OF THE

LIFE AND WORKS OF THE SISTERS BRONTE.
In 7 vols. large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt t< p, 6*. each; or in set cloth binding, gilt lop, 2?. 2s. the Set.

With Portraits and Illustrations, including Views of Places described in the Works, reproduced from Photographs
specially taken for the purpose by Mr. W. R. BLAND, cf Duffleld, Derby, in conjunction with Mr. C. BARROW KEKNE,
of Derbv Medallists of the Royal Photographic Society. Introductions to the Works are supplied by Mrs. HUMPHRY
WARD, and an Introduction and Notes to Mre. Gaskell's 'Life of Charlotte Bronte" by Mr. CLEMENT K. SHORTER,
the eminent Bronte authority.

* * Also the POPULAR EDITION, 7 vols., small post 8vo, limp cloth, or cloth boards, gilt top, 2s. 6d. each. And the

POCKET EDITION, 7 vols., small fcap. 8vo, each with Frontispiece, bound in cloth, with gilt top, Is. td. per volume; or

the Set in gold-lettered cloth case, 12s. 6d.

EGBERT BROWNING'S COMPLETE WORKS. Cheaper Edition. Edited
and Annotated by the Right Hon. AUGUSTINB BIRRELL, K.C. M.P., and FREDERIC G. KENYON.
2 vols large crown 8vo, bound in c'otb, gilt, top, with a Portrait Frontispiece to each Volume, 7s fd. per vol.

* * Also the UNIFORM EDITION of ROBERT BROWNING'S WOPKS, in 17 vols. crown 8vo, bound in sets, 41 5s. ;

or the Volumes bound separately, 5s. each. And the POCKET EDITION, in 8 vols. fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d. each net in limp
cloth or 3s net in leather. Or the 8 vols in a gold-lettered case, 22s. 6rf. net in cloth ; or 28s. Gd. net in leather.

ELizABETH BARRETT BROWNING'S POETICAL WORKS. Cheaper
EDITION. 1 vol. with Portrait and a Facsimile of the MS. of ' A Sonnet from the Portuguese.' Large crown 8vo,

bound in cloth, gilt top, 3s. M.

V* Also the UNIFORM MDITION, in 6 vols. small crown 8vo, 5s. each. And the POCKET EDITION, in 3 vols.

2s 6d*each net in limp cloth, or 3?. neb in leather.

MISS THACKERAY'S WORKS. Uniform Edition. Each Volume illustrated
by a Vignette Title-Page. 10 vols. large crown 8vo. 6s. each.

Content!: Old Kensington The Village on the Cliff Five Old Friends and a Young Prince To Esther, &c. Blue-

beard's Keys, &c. The Story of Elizabeth ; Two Hours ; From an Island Toilers and Spinsters Miss Angel ; Fulham
Lawn Miss Williamson's Divagations Mrs. Dymond.

WORKS BY
THE LATE MATTHEW ARNOLD.

WORKS BY THE LATE
JOHN ADDINGTON SYMONDS.

^B^GION^^^ THE RENAISSANCE IN ITALY. New and
Preface. Crown 8vo, 2s. Gd.

Cheaper Edition, in 7 vols. large crown 8vo.

THE AGE OF THE DESPOTS. With a Portrait. 7s. 6d.
MIXED ESSAYS. Popular Edition. Crown

Contents- Democ-acy Fquality Irish Catholicism and BMtibh

Liberalis.iii-.rom> Hium est XecessarnnnJL Guide to English Litera-

ture Falkland A Frenih Critic on Milton A French Crineon Goethe

George Sand.

THE REVIVAL OF LEARNING. 7s.

THE FINE ARTS. 7*. Gd.

ITALIAN LITERATURE. 2 vols. los.

LITERATURE AND DOGMA: an Essay ! THE CATHOLIC REACTION. 2 vols. with a
towards a Wetter Apprehension of the Bible. Popular Edition, with , Portrait and Index to the 7 vo!s. 15?.
a New Preface. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

GOD AND THE BIBLE: a Sequel to SKETCHES AND STUDIES IN ITALY
Literature and Dogma.' Popular Edition, with a New Preface.

Crown 8vo, 2s. Gd.

ST. PAUL AND PROTESTANTISM. With ThrWoWsc
other Essays. Popular Edition, with a New Preface. Crown 8vo, ! ^Sff^^

AND GREECE. 3 vols. large crown 8vo, 7s. Gd. each.

* In preparing this New Edition of the late Mr J. A. Sjnnnds'prppan
oiumes ofTravel, ' Sketches in Italy an! Greece,' 'Sketches
lies in Ita ?,' and 'Italian Byways," nothing has been charged

ept the order of ;the Essays. For the onvenience of travellers a

ctes-*t. Paul and Protestantism-Puritanism and the Church of
j

'lopographica! arrangement has been adopted.

rn
a

f
d

TT
M
TRE AND ANABC M E<sav on I

SHAKESPEARE'S PREDECESSORS IN
CU

Po?l^oi?^^ ! SS^ffS? DRAMA ' New and Cheaper Edition ' Lar*e

IRISH ESSAYS, and others. Popular
j

Tnls vo;ume 1 uniform with the New Editlon of Symonds
,

Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s Gd. < Travel Sketches,' and
' The Renaissance in Icaly .'

01
iUK
T
B
HP^TJ Y

oSi'n8H|
LJIC LITERA-

j

THE SONNETS OF MICHAEL ANGELO
:A-rT . mTXTn TT/MUTTi-n T,,.,,l,, BUONARROTI. New Edition. Small crown 8vo, 3s. Gd. net.

ON
Edit
TRANSLATING HOMER. Popular

j

_ The Italim Teit is pr
.

>itel on thepag&s opiwsite the Tfa)lslation _

FRIENDSHIP'S GARLAND. Popular Also the following Volumes of previous Editions :

PA^SAGE^FROM'THE PROSE WRITINGS NEW AND OLD : a Volume of Verse. Crown
OF MATTHEW AKNOLD. Crown 8vo. 7s 6d. 8vo, 9*.

Contents :-I. Literature. 2. Politics and Society. 3. Philosophy and .^^^^ TT1 r TT
Religion. MANY MOODS : a Volume of Verse. Crown

MATTHEW ARNOLD'S NOTE-BOOKS. By >,..

^Wao^sm^ a Portrait

^
ANIMI FIGURA. Fcap. 8vo, 5s.

London : SMITH, ELDER & CO. 15, Waterloo Place. S.W.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS. Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane. EC. : and Printed by

J; EDWARD FRANCIS, Athn^um press, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.- Saturday, May 19, 1906.
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FOR

LITERARY MEN, GENERAL READERS, ETC
When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE,

f PRICE FOURPF.NCK.
\Tr\ 19fi ["TENTH ~| SATTTT?TAV MAY 9fi 1 QOfi { iUrf jrw^w. Knitted *,
JMO. 1/4O. SERIES I OAlUrCUAIj 1U.AX ^U. LU\J\J.

} the N. r.P O. a* Second-Class IHatter
I Ttarly Subsc>iption,20f. 64. post free.

OXFORDJJNIVERSITY PRESS.

THE KING^IENGLISH :

The Common Errors into which Writers are liable to Fall, and how such Errors can
be Avoided.

By H. W. F. and F. G. F. Crown 8vo, 5*. net.

Part I. Vocabulary, Syntax, Airs and Graces, Punctuation.

Part II. Euphony, Quotation, &c., Grammar, Meaning, Ambiguity, Style.

PIERCE THE PLOUGHMAN'S CEEDE (about 1394 A.D .).
Transcribed and Edited from MS. Trin. Coll. Cam., B. 315, Collated with MS. Bibl. Beg. 18 B.

xviii., in the British Museum, and with the Old Printed Text of 1553. Edited by the Rev. W. W.
8KBAT, Litt.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2*.

OXFORD HIGHER FRENCH SERIES.
Edited by LEON DELBOS.

Each Volume contains a Portrait of the Author, and an Introduction in the Editor's native language.
FIRST SIX VOLUMES NOW READY.

Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth.

DE STAEL'S L'ALLEMAGNE. Edited by H. W. Eve. 2s. 6d. net.

HUGO'S NOTRE-DAME. Edited by L. Delbos. 3s. 6d. net.

GAUTIER'S TROIS GROTESQUES (Villon, Cyrano de Bergerac, Scarron).
Edited by H. J. CHAYTOB. 2*. net.

FLAUBERT'S SALAMMBO. Edited by E. Lauvriere. 3s. 6d. net.

LAMARTINE'S JOCELYN. Edited by E. Legouis. 3s. net.

DE CAMPAN'S MEMOIRES, 1785-1792. Edited by H. C. Bradby. 2s. 6d. net

SCHEBER'S HISTORY OF GERMAN LITERATURE. Trans-
lated by Mrs. F. C. CONYBEARE. Edited by the Right Hon. F. MAX MULLER. 2 vols demy
8vo, cloth, 15*. net ;

or a Cheaper Edition in 2 crown 8vo vols., 3*. net each.

THE GERMAN CLASSICS. From the Fourth to the Nineteenth
Century. With Biographical Notices, Translations into Modern German, and Notes by the Ritrht
Hon. F. MAX MULLER. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Vol U, Revised bv L
ARMITAGE. 2 vols, 8vo. Vol. I, 8*. 6d. net

; Vol. II, 5*. Qd. net.

London : HENRY FROWDE, Oxford University Press Warehouse, Amen Corner, E.G.
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NBWSVENDORS'
BENEVOLENT and

PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.
Founded 1839.

Funds exceed 25,000!.

Office : Memorial Hall Buildings, 16, Farringdon Street, London, E.G.

Patron :

The Right Hon. the EARL of RO8EBERY, K.G.

President :

The Right Hon. the LORD GLENE8K.
Treasurer :

The LONDON and WESTMINSTER BANK, LIMITED,
217, Strand, W.C.

Trustees (Ex-Offieio Members of Committee) :

CHAKLE8 HENRY WALTER. Esq.
Sir HORACE BROOKS MARSHALL, M.A. J.P. D.L.

ALFRED HENRY HANOB, Esq. (Chairman of Committee).
CHARLES AWDRY, Esq., M.A.

OBJECTS This Institution wag established in 1889 in the City of

London, under the Presidency of the late Alderman Harmer, for

granting Pensions and Temporary Assistance to principals and
assistants engaged as vendors ol newspapers.
A Donation of Ten Guineas constitutes a Vice-President and gives

three votes for life at all elections. Each Donation of Three Guineas

gives a vote at all elections for life. Every Annual Subscriber is

entitled to one vote at all elections in respect of each Five Shillings so

paid.
MEMBERSHIP. Every man and woman throughout the United

Kingdom, whether publisher, wholesaler, retailer, employer, or

employed, is entitled to become a member of this Institution, and
enjoy its benefits upon payment of Five Shillings annually or Three
Guineas for Life, provided that he or she is engaged in the sale of

newspapers.
The principal features of the Rules governing election to all Pensions

are, that e ich candidate shall have been (1) a member of the Institution

for not less than ten years preceding application -. (2> not less than

fifty-five years of age ; (3) engaged in the sale of newspapers for at
least ten years.
RELIEF. Temporary rolief is given in cases of distress, not only

to Members of the Institution, but to newsvendors or their servants
who may be recommended for assistance by members of the Institu-

tion. Inquiry is made in such cases by Visiting Committees, and
relief is awarded in accordance with the merits and requirements of
each case. W. WILKIB JONES, Secretary.

ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD'

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during
the week, Announcements of New Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Free Advertisement for

Four Books Wanted weekly.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 8s. 6rf. home and 11s. foreign

Subscription.

PRICE THREE-HALFPENCE WEEKLY.
Office : St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, London.

ATHENAEUM
PRESS. JOHN EDWARD

FRANCIS. Printer of the Athentrum, Xotes and Queries, Ac., is

prepared to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for all kinds of BOOK. NEWS,
and PERIODICAL PRIN TING. 13, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, B.C.

STICKPHAST
PASTE is miles better than Gum

for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers. Ac. 3<f.. 6.I., and Is. with
strong, useful Brush (not a Tov). Send two (lamps to cover postage
for a sample Bottle, including Brush. Factory, Sugar I oaf Court,

,

Uadeahall Street, B.C. OI all Stationers. Stickphast Paste sticks. i

AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
on

to *0>|
:
E8 AND QUERIES free by post is 10s. Sd. for Six Months;or 20.. 6<f. for Twelve Months, including the Volume Index JEDWAK1) FRANCIS, Kotes and Qnerie, Office, Bream's Buildings;

Chancery Lane, E.G.

A DVERTISER would be obliged for any.n indication where information regarding the WATER POWER
of the UNITED KINGDOM, together with a Complete List of Wate
falls, with Statistics of the same, could be obtained. He would be
prepared to make adequate payment for the information. AddressBox 1117, Athenaeum Press, 13, Bream's Buildings, E.G.

(^.ENEALOGY AND ANTIQUARIANISM.
' Documents Read, Transcribed, Translated, and Arranged.

Pedigrees Investigated and Authenticated. Researches made for
American and Provincial Clients.-WHITEBROOK, 8, New Square,

WANTED, OLD OAK CUPBOARDS, with
perforated doors, known as Livery or Bread-and-Cheese Cup-

boards-, also BACON CUPBOARDS, any condition. Fine Old WELSH
or YORKSHIRE DRESSERS, with original backs, also required
Address giving full particulars, to Box 35. THROWER'S Advertising
Offices, 20, Imperial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E.G.

PEDIGREES TRACED: Evidences of Descent
from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS: Authentic Information
upon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

HERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat-

ment. Book-Plates, Dies, Seals, Signet-Rings, Livery-Buttons, Ac.
L. CULLETON, 92, Piccadilly, London, W.

BOOKS. ALL OUT.OF-PRINT BOOKS
supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world

over as the most expert Bookflnders extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop, 14-ie, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

P. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS and
BOOKSELLERS,

Of 27 and 29, West 23rd Street, New York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET,
LONDON, W.C., desire to call the attention of the READING PUBLIC
to the excellent facilities presented by their Branch House in London
for filling, on the most favourable terms, orders for their own
STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, and for all AMERICAN BOOKS.

Catalogues sent on application.

TENTH EDITION, price Two Shillings.

/CELESTIAL MOTIONS: a Handy Book of
Vy Astronomy. Tenth Editioa. With 3 Plates. By W. T. LYNN,
B.A. F.R.A.S.

" Well known as one of our best introductions to astronomy."
Guardian.

ISAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & co., LIMITED,
ISA, Paternoster Row, B.C.

SECOND EDITION NOW READY, price One Shilling.

BIBLE
CHRONOLOGY. The Principal Events

Recorded in the Holy Scriptures, arranged under their Probable
Respective Dates, with a Description of the Places named, and a
Supplement on English Versions. By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.S.
" This compendious and useful little work." Guardian, Mar. 14, 1906.

London : SAMUEL BAGSTER A SONS, LTD., 15, Paternoster Row.

EIGHTH EDITION, fcap. 8vo, cloth, price Sixpence.

PEMARK\BLE ECLIPSES: a sketch of the
V most interesting Circumstances connected with the Observation

of Solar and Lunar Eclipses, both in Ancient and Modern Times. By
W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.S.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON A CO., LIMITED,
15*., Paternoster Row, E C.

T'HE
AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.

(The LEADENHALL PRESS, Ltd., Publishers and Printers,
50, Leadenhall Street, London, B.C.;

Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect
freedom. Sixpence each. 6s per dozen, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Size, 3s. per dozen, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that The Leadenhall Press, Ltd , cannot be

responsible for the loss of MSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should be retained.
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Obituary : Mr. James Peacock.

Notices to Correspondents.

THE DEATH SONGS OF PYRAMUS AND
THISBE.

(See ante, p. 341.)

SHAKESPEARE has hit off very happily some
of the most ludicrous features of these old-

fashioned tragical comedies, though it must
be admitted that the passages which have
been quoted from Farrant's songs and
Edwards's play are almost beyond the reach
of parody. First of all we may note how
he has burlesqued the persistent habit* of
heroes and heroines (or friends on their

behalf) of bursting into song at the crisis of
their fate; for I take it for granted that
both Pyramus and Thisbe are intended to

sing their death songs. When it is recognized

* I think that Shakespeare has already had a
laugh at this habit when he makes Bottom say
(speaking of the ballad to be called '

Bottom's
Dream'), "I will sing it in the latter end of a play
before the duke: peradventure, to make it the
more gracious, I shall sing it at her death." The
last sentence I should interpret as if it ran,

"
perad-

venture to make her [the heroine's] death the more
gracious, I shall sing it" at that catastrophe.

that this was the practice in the old plays,*
the change of metre in

*

Pyramus and Thisbe'
seems plainly to indicate that these passages
should be sung. Besides Bottom (Pyramus)
is a character "with a song" (Act III. i.),

and attention has already been directed to
the fact that "he is a very paramour for a
sweet voice."

Turning next to details, we must note
how Shakespeare ridiculed the conventional
invocations to Death and the Fates

;
the

reiterated asseverations "I die, I die,'' &c ;

and the stereotyped phrases and words which
recur so often in old plays of this kind as to
become ridiculous such words, for instance,
as *' imbrue"

;
or in particular the word

"dole," which distressed heroes and heroines
much affected, either as a noun or in the

adjective "doleful." And the use of this
word inPyramus's death song is noteworthy,
for it is a word which Shakespeare very
seldom uses seriously in his plays ;t it seems,
indeed, to have had burlesque associations to
his mind, as when it is put into Pistol's

mouth, or used in reference to Autolycus's
ballads. And I venture to suggest that when
Shakespeare makes Bottom explain that u a
lover is more condoling,'

1

he is laughing at
the tragi-comical use of this hackneyed old
word.

There is one point of which I believe no
satisfactory explanation has been offered,
which inclines me to think that Shakespeare
had the chorister actors particularly in his
mind. That is Flute's speech in Act IV. ii. :

"0 sweet Bully Bottom! Thus hath he lost

sixpence a day during his life ; he could not have
'scaped sixpence a day : an the duke had not given
him sixpence a day for playing Pyramus, I'll be
hanged ; he would have deserved it : sixpence a
day in Pyramus or nothing."

Here it is evident that some allusion is

intended which the audience would have
recognized. The usual explanation seems to
be that we must suppose that some actor had
been pensioned for his abilities on the stage;!

*
Examples will readily occur to the mind besides

the two or three mentioned. For instance, in

'Cambyses' the Queen is led out to murder singing
a psalm :

Yet with a joyful heart to God
A psalm 1 mean to sing,

Forgiving all, and the King,
Of each kind of thing. [Sing and exeunt.

t Only twice, if we except a passage in one of
the Gower prologues in ' Pericles

:

: once in
1 K. John,' and once in 'Hamlet.' Did Shake-
speare possibly in these instances inherit the word
from the old plays on which his were founded ?

% The case of Thomas Preston, author of
' Cam-

byses,' which is always quoted in illustration of
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but if so, it would have been neither graceful
nor prudent for other actors to hold the
circumstance up to derision. The point
plainly lies in the constantly repeated

*'
six-

pence a day." Now sixpence a day was the
sum which the Master of the Children of the

Chapel Royal received for each child's board ;

and Hunnis, who succeeded Edwards in that

post in 1566, complained in 1583, in a peti-
tion to the Council, that he was unable to

maintain "an usher, a man-servant, for the

boys, and a woman to keep them clean, on
an income of Gd. a day each for food, and 40.
a year for apparel and all expenses

"
(I quote

from the article
* Hunnis ' in the * Diet. Nat.

Biog.'). Is it far-fetched to suppose that this

is the point of the joke
1

? the suggestion,
that is to say, that Bottom is to take a

choirboy actor's place, and keep it for life.

In Mr. Verity's edition of 'M.N.D.' I find

quoted the following apt passage from Ben
Jonson's 'Masque of Christmas,' performed
before James I. in 1616, where a boy is

supposed to act for the first time before the

Court, and his mother asks the Master of the

Revels,
" How does his Majesty like him, I

pray ? Will he give eightpence a day, think

you ?
"

Possibly wages were higher under
James than under Elizabeth, though I
rather gather that the old woman (Venus)
has named an unusually high sum. Any-
how, this passage shows that Court audiences
then knew enough about acting-boys' salaries

to be ready to appreciate a joke on the

subject.

Excepting the two Farrant songs, I have
met with none in musical collections which
can certainly be said to be extracts from
plays. But there are other songs of the
same period,

"
passions," laments, invocations

to Death, &c., which may very probably have
had a similar origin. The older musical

antiquaries were evidently puzzled by them,
and generally dubbed them * A Complaint of

Queen Anne Boleyn,' who in their opinion
must have spent the last hours of her un-

happy life iii composing swan-songs. Two
of the songs which I have in mind are com-
posed by Robert Johnson, a Scottish priest,
who fled to England before the Reformation
on accusation of heresy, and seems to have
settled at Windsor : it is riot known whether
he had anything to do with the chapel there,
but one would be inclined to guess that he

this point, seems to me to be singularly unfor-
tunate : because Preston was not an actor, but a
Cambridge don ; and the circumstances in which
the Queen gave him a pension of 20. a year (not
sixpence a day), with the title of "her scholar,"
have no bearing upon the matter.

may have been, like Farrant, an arranger of
plays for the children

; but this is mere con-
jecture. One of these songs, "Defiled is my
name," is printed in Hawkins's *

Hist, of
Music '

as a '

Complaint of Anne Boleyn
'

;

but it is much more likely to be a song from
a 'Rape of Lucrece '

or a 'Story of Susanna.'
Another, for treble voice and instruments, is

a setting of the words :

Come, pale-faced Death, and end my weary life :

Past from the soul this body full of grief ;

Strike home, sweet Death, and stop my vital
breath ;

Where Life breeds care, there 's nothing sweet bub
Death.

Then end my days and ease my sad laments :

End wretched Life, and end my discontents.

If we except the phrase "Stop my vital

breath," which illustrates Pythias's lament
for Damon, and suggests to modern readers
a familiar formula of Lord Foppington's,
there is nothing here for any one to smile at.

Another song written for the same com-
bination is in the same MSS. (B.M. Add!.
30480-4), and may also be by Johnson, though
no composer's name is given. It begins :

O death, rock me asleep, bring me to quiet rest,
Let part my wery giltles gost out of my carfull

brest.
Toull on the passing bell,

Ring out the doolefull knell,
Let the sound my death tell,

Death doth drawe neigh ;

Sounde my deth dolefully,
For now I dye.

Another entirely different setting of these
words will be found in Chappell's 'Popular
Music of the Olden Time,' which in yet
another version is printed in Woold ridge's
edition of Chappell's 'Old English Popular
Music.' In the last version it may be noted
that the singer announces the fact "now I

dye" seven times in every verse, and there
are several verses. This song is well known,
Pistol quoting it in '2 Hen. IV.,' II. iv. :

What ! shall we have incision? shall we imbrue?
Then death rock me asleep, abridge my doleful

days !

This fact rather tends to confirm one in

one's belief that the song is from a play, in

spite of the following learned opinions re-

ported by Chappell (first ed., i. 237), who says :

"The words were printed by Sir John Hawkins
in his

'

History of Music,' having been * communi-
cated to him by a very judicious antiquary

'

then
*

lately deceased
'

[I suppose Stafford Smith], whose
opinion was that they were written either by, or
in the person of, Anne Boleyn ; *a conjecture,' he
adds,

' which her unfortunate history renders very
probable.' On this Ritson remarks. 'It is, how-
ever, but a conjecture : any other State prisoner
of that period having an equal claim. George,
Viscount Rochford, brother to the above lady, and
who suffered on her account, "hath the fame,"
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according to Wood,
"
of being the author of several

poems, songs, and sonnets, with other things of the
like nature," and to him he (Ritson) is willing to

refer them.'
"

This needs no comment, except that when
one has just penned a series of conjectures
oneself, it is best not to throw stones at

other antiquaries. G. E. P. A.

P.S. On p. 341, col. 2, 1. 3, omit the commas
before and after

" Ladies."

MAY SONG.

THIS morning (1 May) I had forty, save

one, little Warwickshire lassies singing their

May Song on the grass in front of my house.

They were all dressed prettily and appro-
priately, and two of them carried in front of

the procession the large garland of spring
flowers made according to the specimen
figured and described, as a 'Northampton
May Garland,' in vol. ii. of Hone's * Every-
Day Book.'
As their song differs very considerably from

any which I have seen printed, I ventured
to ask them to repeat it to me after it had
been sung. I took it down in shorthand

It 's always on the first of May
We meet and dress so gaily ;

It's always on the very day
We trim the garlands gaily.

Ladies, gents, now fill the box
Until it does run over ;

For to-day we '11 merry be,
And to-morrow we'll give over.

Hail ! all hail !

The merry mouth of May !

We '11 hasten to the woods away
Among the flowers so sweet and gay.

Away ! away !

The merry month of May !

A rosy ! a rosy !

A very sweet voice.

Parents, labour away.
The sun is up, the morn is bright,
The first of May is our delight.

Shake the box and bells,
And call on every lady ;

Mind and give a good look out,
For we are dressed so gaily.

I give the words exactly as they were
repeated by the little songsters, and to make
assurance doubly sure I had doubtful lines
said over again and again by different
children. The third verse appears to be an
interpolation. I have never heard it sung
before, and can get no information concern-

ing it. Is it used elsewhere?
Some twenty years ago, when on a visit to

the place where I now reside, I copied down
the May Song as rendered, doubtless, by
some of the mothers of the little lassies

whom I heard sing it so prettily to-day.
In comparing the two versions I find the
third verse missing in the older one, and the
second and fourth verses are reversed. The
last lines formerly ran :

For to-night we '11 merry be,
And to-morrow we '11 get sober.

The present version is certainly a change
for the better, and affords an example of the

gradual advance of a more refined taste

among the common people.
I should add that the children and their

friends make their own arrangements for May
Day here, not being controlled or tutored in

any way by outsiders. What they obtain in

donations is spent primarily on a tea which
awaits their return home about 5 o'clock,
the remainder of the money being equally
divided amongst them. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

[We remember singing, circa 1840, a song like the-

opening of the third stanza, the melody to which
we recall.]

FLEETWOOD OF CRAWLEY, CO. SOUTH-
AMPTON.

(See ante, p. 48.)

SIR GERRARD FLEETWOOD, of Woodstock
Park, Kt, and of Crawley, co. Southampton,
Ranger of Woodstock, was the second (sur-

viving
1

?) son of Sir William Fleetwood, of

Ealing, co. Middlesex, Kt, Receiver of the
Court of Wards, by his wife Jane, daughter
of William Clifton, of Brinton, co. Somerset,
and relict of Hugh Coplestone, of Cople-
stone, co. Devon.

Sir Gerrard had four wives :

1. Jane, daughter of William Lambert, of
Maiden Bradley, Wilts. Probably they married
in January, 1598/9, when he was not full

eighteen years old.

Mary (baptized 22 Oct., 1589), daughter
of William Dutton, of Sherborne, co.

Gloucester, by his wife Anne, daughter of

Sir Ambrose Nicholas, Kt., and Alderman of

London, Lord Mayor in 1575. This was a
branch of the family of Dutton of Dutton,
co. Chester.

3. Isabel, daughter of Hercy Nevill, of

Grove, by his wife Bridget, daughter of

Henry Savile, of Lupset. She had had two-

husbands previously, viz., Sir John Harpur,
and Sir Peter Frecheville, of Staveley, co.

Derby, who died 7 April, 1634. Dame Isabel

was buried in Bath Abbey, 24 Nov., 1642.

4. Anne, whose parentage I have been
unable to ascertain

;
she was one of the

executors of her husband's will, and her will

is alluded to further on.

Sir Gerrard was knighted by James I. at
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Sir George Farmer's, 9 July, 1603, according

to Foster's
' Alumni Oxon.' (14 July, according

to MR W. D. PINK), being described as of

-co. Bucks (Metcalfe's 'Book of Knights').

His father was one of the burgesses of the

town of Southampton, enfranchised 8 Jan.,

41 Elizabeth (1599) ; Sir Gerrard and his

elder brother Sir Miles were enfranchised

14 Sept., 5 James I. (1607). See Hist. MSS.

Commission,
' MSS. of the Town of South-

ampton.' He was a party to an indenture of

settlement, dated 2 May, 1642, of the manor
, f Standish, by Sir Ralph Dutton, of Pains-

wick, co. Gloucester, to pay Sir Ralph's debts

and for the benefit of Sir Ralph's (now only)

daughter Elizabeth Button ;
and his name

occurs in the Royalist Composition Papers,

iu addition to the instances cited by MR.

PINK, in connexion with the sequestrated

estate of Sir Ralph Dutton.

He was returned to Parliament for New
Woodstock Borough, 20 April, 1625, and

Woodstock Borough, 14 Jan., 1625 6. He
was at Woodstock with his wife and family

-in October, 1649, when the Parliamentary

Commissioners were disturbed by appari-

tions see
' The Just Devil of Woodstock,'

.printed at the end of Sir Walter Scott's

novel of 'Woodstock.' I have been unable

to ascertain the date of his death
;

but

his will, dated 26 Nov., 1657, was proved
26 Feb., 1657/8, by the executors, his

nephew Sir William Fleetwood (son of Sir

Miles) and Dame Anne, his widow (P.C.C.

Wotton, 663).

By his first wife he may have had female

issue; his third wife, Isabel Nevill, though
thrice married, had no children. By his

second wife, Mary Dutton, he appears to

have had one son, Dutton Fleetwood, who

predeceased him. Dutton matriculated at

Queen's College, Oxford, 11 Oct., 1639, aged

sixteen, and according to Foster's
' Alumni

Oxonienses' was dead in 1657; 1637 is evi-

dently a misprint. He was a colonel in the

Royalist army, his regiment being mentioned

in *

Loyal and Indigent Officers before 1663,'

and Governor of Boston Garrison. He
married Anne, daughter of Sir Henry
Salisbury, of Llewenny, co. Denbigh, Bart.,

by his second wife, Elizabeth, daughter of

John Vaughan, Earl of Carbery. The mar-

riage took place about December, 17 Charles I.

(1641), and only one child was born of it, a

son Gerrard Dutton ;
the widow married

Arthur Stanhope, fourth son of the first Earl

of Chesterfield. Administration was granted
to her son, Sir Gerrard Dutton Fleetwood,
3 May, 1695, her second husband having

, renounced ; she is described as of Mansfield

Woodhouse, co. Nottingham, but in the parish
of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, co. Middlesex

(P.C.C. Irby).
Sir Gerrard Fleetwood's will (dated

26 Nov., 1657; proved 26 Feb., 1657,8, above
mentioned) alludes to his daughters Eliza-

beth Kekewich (whose first husband was

Thomas, son of Sir Francis Dowee, of
,

Somerset) and Gifford, and two grand-
children, Thomas Douse (sic) and Richard
Gifford. These daughters may have been by
his first or second marriage. Sir Gerrard's
widow Anne is described in her will as of

Dray ton, in the parish of Barton Stacey, co.

Southampton ;
will dated 6 Jan., 1690,

proved 4 Aug., 1691 (P.C.C. Vere, 37). She
had a daughter Anne, wife of John Ryves,
of Dray ton, but this daughter is not men-
tioned in Sir Gerrard's will

; she also mentions
her niece Frances Stirridge.

Sir Gerrard Dutton Fleetwood, only child

of Col. Dutton Fleetwood, was one of the
Honourable Band of Gentlemen Pensioners,
and a Gentleman of the Privy Chamber to

Charles II. His first wife was Anne,
daughter of John Pargiter, of St. Martin's-

in-the-Fields, who in his will of 8 Feb
,

proved 24 Feb., 1687 (P.C.C. Exton, 21),
makes bequests to his grandchildren John
and Mary Fleetwood (Waters's

'

Genealogical
Gleanings in England '). His second wife
was Mary (married at St. James's, Duke's

Place, Aldgate, 3 March, 1687/8), daughter
of Holt, of co. Warwick, by whom he
had two sons and a daughter, who all died
in infancy, and were buried with their

parents in Putney Church (M.I. given in

Manning and Bray's 'Surrey,' iii. 293). He
died at his lodgings in Scotland Yard,
30 Sept., 1699, aged fifty-five. Will, dated
11 Aug.. 1699, proved 23 Jan., 1699.1700

(P.C C. Noel 6), describes him as of the parish
of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields. His widow
died 27 Aug., 1720, aged about sixty ;

her
will, undated, was proved 1 Sept., 1720

(P.C.C. Shaller, 194), by Mary Hamlet; she
was residing at the time of her decease in

the parish of St. Margaret, Westminster.

By his first wife, Anne, daughter of John
Pargiter, Sir Gerrard Dutton Fleetwood had,
as already stated, two children, John and
Mary. John became a merchant in Naples
about October, 1708, and was British Consul
in that city. He writes thence on 30 April,
1715, to Lord Townshend to beg his accept-
ance of a cask of Lachrim?e, and if the

vintage had been better, he would have also

sent some of Horace's Falernian (Hist. MSS.
Commission, 'Marquess Townshend MSS.').
He married Anne, widow of Bird, who
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predeceased him at Naples, and administra-
tion of her estate was granted to him on
15 Nov., 1721 (P.C.C. Buckingham). They
had issue :

Mary, born 28 Feb., baptized 14 March, 1704.

John, born 15 April, baptized 2 May, 1706.
Anna Maria, born 18 Aug., baptized 4 Sept.,

1707, married William Bury, of Epsom.
Sarah, born 10 Nov., baptized 18 Nov., 1708.
All the baptisms took place in the Charter-

house Chapel ; and in the same register is

the entry of the burial, on 23 May, 1709,
of Edward Fleetwood, who was possibly an
infant son, but no particulars as to his age
or parentage are given (Harl. Soc., Register
Sec., vol. xviii.).
John Fleetwood returned to this country,

and purchased Tadworth Court, co. Surrey;
he died at the age of fifty-one, on 12 Nov.,
and was buried on 21 Nov., 1725, at Ban-
stead, his son John being then in Naples.
His will, dated 2 Oct., 1724, proved 8 Dec.,
1725, and on 16 May, 1728 (P.C.C. Romney,
250, and Brook), mentions another son,
Gerrard Button, probably born in Naples,
and creates an entail.

The elder son, John, inherited the manor
and mansion of Tadworth Court

; he died at
the age of forty-five, on 22 Feb., and was
buried at Banstead, 27 Feb., 1752, leaving
an only daughter Emilia, who married
Giuseppe Calenda, of Naples.
Gerrard Dutton Fleetwood acquired any

interest they may have had in the Tadworth,
Banstead, and Ewell properties from his
relatives, and sold the estate on 4 July,
1755, to William Mabbott, undertaking to
get a private Act passed to enable him to
effect the sale (29 Geo. II. cap. 30). He was
of the Inner Temple, admitted 1726, called
1731, Master of the Bench 1763, Reader
1770, Treasurer 1771. He became Clerk of
Assize for the Norfolk Circuit, and died
unmarried, 20 Dec., 1795, at the age of eighty-
six. He was buried in Leatherhead Church,
where there is a tablet to his memory. He
purchased Effingham East Court, co. Surrey
in 1793, and in 1784 voted at the election for
Middlesex as a freeholder in Golden Square.
His will, dated 30 March, proved 23 Nov
1795 (P.C.C. Newcastle, 684), mentions his
nephews Bion and Fleetwood Bury.
There are no monuments in the church at

Crawley, and no entries in the registers
relating to the Fleetwood family.'

R. W. B.

FLEETWOOD OF PENWORTHAM, co. LAN-
CASTER. The last direct heir male of this
branch of the Fleetwood family, Edward

Fleetwood of Penwortham, died s./>.
in 1704,.

when, under a deed of settlement, the Pen-
wortham estates passed to his kinsman
Henry Fleetwood, who held them until his

death in 1746.

The deed by virtue of which Henry Fleet-

wood inherited is dated 26 June, 1676, and1

directs that, in default of male issue to-

Edward Fleetwood and Ann his wife, Pen-
wortham should pass in tail male successively,,
first to Arthur Fleetwood, of the city of

Westminster, then to John Fleetwood, clerk,

and then to Robert Fleetwood,
" son of

Henry Fleetwood, of Wathe, co. Bucks,
deceased" (see Hulton's 'History of Pen-

wortham,' Chetham Soc.).

Arthur Fleetwood died some time before

Edward Fleetwood, leaving a son Henry, in

whom the estate became vested in 1704, and

who, by deed 5 and 6 August, 1705, and a

recovery, settled the estates on himself in fee.

The precise family connexion between
Edward Fleetwood of Penwortham and his-

remainder heirs under the deed of 1676 has
so far, I believe, not been ascertained. Recent

research, however, has shown that Arthur
Fleetwood, of Westminster, and John Fleet-

wood, clerk, were brothers, being the first

and second sons respectively of James Fleet-

wood, Bishop of Worcester (died 1683), by
his wife Martha Mercer, of Reading. The
Rev. John Fleetwood, who was M.A. of

King's College, Cambridge, was in 1676

appointed Archdeacon of Worcester.
^

His
elder brother Arthur is described successively
as of Lichfield, co. Stafford, and of the city
of Westminster. He married not later than

1665, his son Henry matriculating at Brase-
nose College, Oxford, in 1683, aged sixteen*

Besides his son Henry, Arthur Fleetwood
lad two daughters : 1, Barbara, wife of

Goring, by whom she left a daughter Barbara,,
married to Walter Chetwynd, of Grendon,
co. Warwick; 2, Honora, wife of Hinton,.
of Atherstone, co. Warwick.
The identity of the third remainder heir

under the settlement, viz., Robert, son of

Henry Fleetwood, of Wathe, co. Bucks, I
"lave not discovered.
The kinship between Edward Fleetwood

of Penwortham and Arthur of Westminster
was not very close. James, Bishop of

Worcester, was seventh son of Sir George-
Fleetwood, of the Vache (d. 1620), whose*
father Thomas Fleetwood was next brother
to John Fleetwood (d. 1590), the original
lessee of Penwortham Priory. The last-

named John settled Penwortham upon his

second son Richard, the great-grandfather of

Edward Fleetwood, who died in 1704, and
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was succeeded by his cousin in the fourth
degree. The nearest male kin to the Pen-
wortham line would seem to have been the
Fleetwood baronets of Staffordshire.
The deed of 1676 was obviously intended

to keep Penwortham in the name and family
of Fleetwood. In spite, however, of the
several remainders, the estates were sold by
Act of Parliament in June, 1749, shortly
after the death of Henry, and thus passed
from the Fleetwoods for ever.

W. D. PINK.
Lowton, Newton-le-Willows.

GRAY'S '

POEMS,' 1768. (See ante, p. 321.)
bince my former paper was printed, I have

been favoured by Mr. Edmund Gosse with
the description of a copy of Gray's

* Poems'
in his possession, which exceeds in curiosity
the Dublin edition of 1768, as it was issued
in the same city twelve years earlier. Mr.
Gosse tells me he has never heard of another
copy. The title-page is as follows :

" Poems
I
by I

Mr. T. Gray. | Containing, |
I. Ode

on the Spring. |
II. Ode on the Death of a

Favourite Cat, | Drowned in a Tub of Gold Fishes.
I III. Ode on the distant Prospect of Eton

|

College. | IV. A Long Story. |
V. Hymn addressed

to Adversity. |
VI. Elegy written in a Country

Church-
| yard. |

Dublin :
| Printed for George and

Alexander Ewing, | at the Angel and Bible in
Dame-street.

| 1756."

It is a pamphlet consisting of two octavo
sheets, with 31 numbered pages and a page
of advertisements, and contained in green
paper wrappers, with no lettering.
The contents are a mere reprint of the

poems in K. Bentley's 'Designs for Six Poems
by Mr. T. Gray,' 1753

; but it affords another
instance of the republication of 'A Long
btory

'

in Gray's lifetime.
Mr. Gosse has also informed me of the

existence of a Cork edition of 1768 with the
following dedication :

"TolMrs. Elizabeth Gra-y> I
As a Chief Promoter

? i -I^is
Edit

.

ion
I

f
I Gray's Poems

| Designed
Jo

exhibit a specimen of
|
The Art of Printing In

i mLfeytS?rk ] I Is with all due respect |
Inscribed

t>y |
I he Editors."

The title says :

D
"This Collection contains all the Author's

poetical Works, Among which are three never
before published in Ireland."

The identification of Mrs. Elizabeth Graywould be interesting. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

The parody on Gray's 'Elegy in a Country
Churchyard 'entitled 'An Evening Contem-
plation in a College

'

may be found in
' The

Uxrord Sausage' (p. 36), n.d. on title-page,but perhaps about 1772. A rude engraving
is prefixed, representing a garret in a college,

a broken chair and bellows lying on the

floor, and a young man habited in the dress
of the time of George II. No name is

appended. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

HALLEY ARMS. Dr. E. Halley's father,
Edmund Halley, sen. (ob. 1684), is said to

have belonged to the Halleys of Derbyshire.
John Aubrey gives his coat armorial :

"
Sable,

a fret and a canton argent
"

(cf. Aubrey's
'Brief Lives,' Clark, vol. i. p. 282, Oxford,
1898). In another work is this heraldic
item : "Sa. fretty and a canton arg. Hales,
Hauley, co. Devon, v. Hawleys" (cf. 'An
Alphabetical Dictionary of Coats of Arms,'
by John W. Papworth, edited by Alfred W.
Morant, London, 1874, vol. ii. p 884). Is

this not more than a coincidence 1 Are the
names Hauley and Hawley derived from

Halley, or vice versa 1 Is Derbyshire or
Devonshire the earlier home of the Halleys ?

Of their supposed connexion with the old

Devonshire family of Pyke something may
be said later, with the Editor's permission.

EUGENE FAIRFIELD McPiKE.
Chicago.

LOMBARD STREET, No. 1. It is worth

placing on record that these premises, occu-

pied since their erection by Messrs. Smith,
Payne & Smiths, were demolished in April.
The history of the firm has already been
dealt with at sufficient length ;

vide
* Hand-

book of Bankers,' p. 153
; Daily Telegraph,

17 June, 1902. There is, however, a slight

adjustment of date to be made. Leigh's
' New Picture of London '

for 1827 gives
their address as No. 1, Lombard Street. This
is three years earlier than the date hitherto

given for their removal thither.

The building, with its stucco front, heavy
cornice, and pilasters, came into existence

1838-40. In 1843 (vide Pictorial Times,
16 Sept.) there was evidently an alteration

of the line of frontage, as, in consideration

of its being set back three feet, permission
was given to close up Dove Court, a passage

leading from George Street that had "
long

been a public nuisance."
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39, Hillmarton Road, N.

INDEXES, CALENDARS, &c. Students of

MSS. and ancient records are often misled

by the loose terminology employed in con-

nexion with the above aids to research. I

would suggest that the word u Index"
should be used only for an index par
excellence, that is, for lists in dictionary
order. The word " Calendar" well describes
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a chronological arrangement ;
arid the word

"
Alphabet" is good for lists of references

arranged under their initial letters, A.B.C.,
<fec. The last is, in this connexion, an old-

fashioned word that should never have been

permitted to fall into disuse. It exactly

conveys to the mind, for example, the nature
of the list of Chancery Proceedings, Series II.,

issued by the Record Office in 1896, erro-

neously, as it seems to me, called an * Index.'

G. F. T. SHERWOOD.

DONCASTER WEATHER-RIME. I have heard
the following weather - rime relating

^

to

Doncaster and its neighbourhood, which

ought to be preserved in
' N. & Q.' if it has

not appeared there before :

There '11 be rain or something waur
When the wild duck swims in the pottery car.

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Kirton-in-Lindsey.

FATHER PAUL SARPI A*TD THE CIRCULATION
OF THE BLOOD. (See 5th S. i. 184

;
10th S. iii.

44, 84, 144, 232.) I hope I may be pardoned
for referring again to one who has already
received so much attention in these columns.
At the first of the above references Sarpi's
anatomical investigations are mentioned,
but the claims put forward on his behalf as

the discoverer of the circulation of the blood
are not fully stated. These claims are well

summarized in an article by Dr. J. C. Hem-
meter in the Johns Hopkins, Hospital Bulletin,
vol. xvi. p. 170, from a book by G. Ceradini
entitled 'LaScoperta della Circplazione del

Sangue : Appunti Storico - Critici
'

(8vo,

Milano, 1876), pp. 92-3, 163-72, 321-3 :

41 To Ceradini is due the credit of having brought
to light a series of important documents which
lead to the conclusion that the first to recognize
the function of the venous valves was the famous
theologian and canonist of the republic of Venice,
Paolo Sarpi, the friend and pupil of Fabricius. It
is

a^fact
that some contemporary authors ascribed

to Sarpi the discovery of the circulation of the
blood. Brother Micanzio, Bartholin, Vesling,
Gassendi, and Walffiaa name him as the discoverer.
Voss (1685) wrote that the discovery made in Italy
by Cesalpinus of the circulation of the blood ' Paulo
Sarpi veneto in primis placuit.' Vesling wrote to
Bartholin that he had seen in the possession of
Brother Micanzio after the death of Sarpi an
autograph of the latter, in which the circulation of
the blood was described. The famous Dutch
physician Walanis wrote in the year 1640: 'Paulus
Servita Venetus valvularum in venis fabricam
observavit accuratius ex valvularum constitu-
tione aliisque experimentis, sanguinis motum
deduxit egregioque scripto asseruit." Unfortu-
nately, however, the manuscripts of Sarpi which
were preserved in the library of the Servitians
at Venice were destroyed, together with a large
portion of the monastery, by a fire in September,
1769, and there was preserved only a passage cited

from a letter, in Griselini's book entitled
' Del

Genio di Fra Paolo Sarpi
'

(Venice, 1783) in which
letter Sarpi makes allusion to that which he ' had
observed and written down concerning the circu-

lation of the blood in the vessels of the animal

body and the structure and function of the venous
valves.'

"

Though not strictly to the present point,
I note that Saint Real in his

'

Conspiration
contre Venise' tells of Sarpi's work for the
Venetian State and of the circumstances
under which the '

History of the Council of

Trent' was published.
W. R. B. PRIDEA ux.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

" PIT
"= COCKPIT. Johnson's

'

Dictionary
has the following quotation :

Make him glad, at least, to quit
His victory, and fly the pit.

1 Hudibras.'

'Hudibras' is rather a wide field, and our

,

scouts have failed* to find this passage
|

Will readers of 'N. & Q.' try to run it down ?

Perhaps some one who knows his 'Hudibras'
can give the reference, which is wanted for

the 4

Dictionary.' J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

"
PIT-COUNTER." This occurs in Howell's

*

Vocabulary
'

of 1659, among a list of games
in chap, xxviii. : *'To play at pit-counter:
Alia fossetta, &c. A la fossetta, &c.

; Al

hoy velo, &c." The other games in the imme-
diate context are out-of-door ones, so that

this was probably the same. Fossetta in

Italian and hoyvelo in Spanish mean a pit or

ditch. Can any one give further information
as to the nature of "pit-counter," or supply
other references to it 1 J. A. H. MURRAY.

" PLANE "= SYCAMORE. A quotation before

me, said to be from "
J. Wilson," but without

date or reference, runs thus :

The Plane's thick head mid burning day suspends
Impenetrable shade ;

bees humming pour
O'er the broad balmy leaves, and suck the flower.

I shall be grateful to any one who can

identify this, and state where it occurs.

J. A. H. MURRAY.

TAROT CARDS. A friend of mine, who is

the fortunate possessor of a remarkable
collection of chessmen and playing cards

a part of which was illustrated in The.

Windsor Magazine for March, 1902 has

asked me to get him a description of an old
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and curious Tarot pack, which he has

recently acquired. In catalogues and other
works on cards I can find mention of only
the usual and well-known Tarot set of

78 cards, viz., four suits of 14 cards each and
22 atouts. My friend's pack consists of

06 cards, viz., four suits of 14
;
35 numbered

extras, including Adam and Eve (in the
costume of the period), the devil, a cripple,
the four Magi, twelve signs of the zodiac, &c.

;

and finally the five planets, unnumbered.
I shall be glad of any information, or
reference to any book describing such a

pack. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

BLACK Box AND THE MAYOR OF BODMIN.
In Boase's 'Bibliotheca Cornubiensis,' on

p. 934, occurs this entry :

; ' Bodmin. A full relation of the contents of the
Black Box, with some other remarkable occurrences

relating to the Cornish rebellion, execution of the

Mayor of Bodmin. 1680, 4to."

I have been unable t3 find any trace of this

book. I thought I had got it in the
' Somers

Tracts '

(vol. viii. p. 187), where is given
" A

Letter to a Person of Honour concerning the
Black Box. 1680." This Black Box proved
to be the one supposed to contain evidence of
the legitimacy of ths Duke of Monmouth.

It seems to me passible that the 'Bodmin
Book,' if I may so style it, may consist of a
tract on the same subject with the " other
remarkable occurrences relating to the
Cornish rebellion

" bound up with it, but
having no connexion therewith. These
"occurrences" may have been taken from
Holinshed. But this is only conjecture. If

any one can give information about the
Bodmin book, it will be most acceptable. A
reply direct would oblige.

(Mrs.) F. ROSE-TROUP.
Ottery St. Mary, Devon.

CHRISTOPHER MARTIN AND THE DEFENCE
OF ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND. In an old
number of Macmillan the writer of an article
on Newfoundland alludes to one Christopher
Martin, a Devonshire sailor from Cockington,
who successfully defended the port of St.
John's against the Dutch in the time of
Charles II., and who "has left an account of
the engagement." Where can I find this
account in what book or pamphlet? Can
any reader furnish date of birth and further
particulars of this hero ? CHARLES KING.

101, Union Street, Torquay.

HERALDIC. On an old dessert service are
the following arms, now almost undecipher-
able. Can any one tell me to what house
they belong ? Gules (possibly or), on a chief

azure three martlets argent. Crest, On a
cap of maintenance, a martlet argent, in its-

beak a sprig of three leaves vert. The arms
bear on an inescutcheon the badge of a.

baronet of Ulster. H. V. JERVIS-READ.
The College, Winchester.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED. I
shall be glad to be referred to the words of
a poem, probably of Jacobite origin, com-
mencing, I think, as follows :

There 's fire on the mountains,
Rin, boys, rin.

JOHN T. PAGE.

Where can I find the poem containing the
following lines ?

Before me lie dark waters,
In broad canals and deep,

Whereon the silver moonbeams
Sleep, restless in their sleep ;

A sort of vulgar Venice
Reminds me where I am ;

Yes, yes, you are in England,
And I 'm at Rotterdam.

They are quoted in E. V. Lucas's *A Wan-
derer in Holland,' but so far I have not been
able to find them in the works of Tom Hood
the elder. EDWARD LATHAM.

[We seem to recall the lines in Hood.]

I will go forth 'mong men, not mailed in scorn,
But in the armour of a pure intent.

Great duties are before me and great songs,
And whether crowned or crownless when 1 fall,

It matters not, so as God's work be done.

D. R.

" GULA AUGUSTI." What is the origin of

this name for the first day of August?
Ainsworth gives it in his list of law terms,
but without explanation. A. T. M.

[The 'N.E.D.' says: "A. [adopted from] OF.
f/we, goule, med. L, gula Augusti. The ulterior

etymology is unknown. The Welsh form is gwyt
Aw& (ywyl, festival, believed to be a. [adopted
from] L. vigilia, Vigil), but as the med. L. and
OF. terms were in continental use, this must be
a mere popular etymology. The conjecture that

gula is a corruption of
' Dies Sancti Petri ad vin-

cula' is very unlikely, nor is it clear how it can be
identified with the Lat. gula,

'

throat.'"].

EARL'S ELDEST SON AND SUPPORTERS. I

shall be glad to learn whether the eldest son

of an earl is entitled to bear the supporters

belonging to his father, when using his arms,
and when engraved on plate, or under any
circumstances. ALFRED BURTON.

' THE BATTERED TAR.' I shall be glad to

know who was the author of "The Battered

Tar
; or, the Waggoner's Companion. A

Poem, with Sonnets, &c. London, J. John-

ston, 98, Cheapside" (and other publishers),
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n.d. It is a parody of Wordsworth's
*

Waggoner,' and is made to resemble the
first edition, 1810, of that poem.

U. V. W.

XAVIER DE MAISTRE'S ALLUSIONS. Ir

Xavier de Maistre's 'Voyage autour de ma
Chambre,' chap, xxxii., occur the words
"

Si dans cette assemblee polie il entrait tout
a coup un ours blanc, un p/tilosophe. un tigre,'

&c. To vvliom do these refer ? i take it tc

be a jeer at the Encyclopaedists, and I fancy
the philosophe to be the Abbe Raynal ;

the
ours blanc, Rousseau

;
and the tigre, Diderot.

This is, however, only guesswork, except
perhaps the second. O. MICHELL.
Streatham.

CAPT. ONLEY, R.N , 1735. I shall be

grateful for information as to the Christian
name and birthplace of the above officer.

A. T. M.

CANBURY HOUSE, MfDDLESEX. Can the
site of this house be identified? It was the
residence in 1067 of Charles Michel 1, after-

wards of Chitterne, Wilts. A. T. M.

WEST'S PICTURE OF THE DEATH or
GENERAL WOLFE. Is there a key-plate to
this picture. If so, can any reader give the
names and regiments of the soldiers whose
portraits are depicted therein 1 H. G. L.

DOVER WINCHESTER ROAD. Some little

time ago Mr. iiilaire Beloc gave a lecture
on 'An Old British Road,' from Dover to
Winchester. Where was this delivered ?

Can a verbatim account of it be read any-
where? T. CANN HUGHES, M.A

,
F.S.A.

Lancaster.

BLANDINA Who was Blandina 1 Was she
a heathen person, mythological or human?
or was she a Catholic saint? There are two
women of that name in the list of saints
in Potthast's *

Bibliotheca Historica Medii
^Evi.' The Blandina whom I am inquiring
after is said, in an unpublished manuscript
now before me, to have been crucified on a
low cross and exposed to dogs. ASTARTE.

" PEARL "
: ITS ETYMON. In " Rervm Me-

morabilivm, &c. : Libri duo, a Gvidone Pan
cirollo: 1C. Clarise...per Henricum Salmuth.
Ambergae, M.D.1C., there is a chapter

* De
Lapidibus Preciosis

'

;
and on p. 71 we find

that oysters were called
" Maris poma," sea-

apples, and pearls
"
margaritas." This favours

the suggestion that "pearl'
1

comes from
Low-Latin?>m^a= pear-let. Seethe'Nouveau
Larousse Illustre.' In Castilian the diminu-
tive perilla means "a small pear, ornament

in the form of a pear
''

;
and de perilla, sig-

nifies "To the purpose, at a proper time.'
7

Are pearls found in the form of a pear? In

Castilian, again, we find
"
Perna, sf. Flat shell

fish
"

;
and "

Pero, A kind of apple." 1 quote
from the Castilian dictionary of Dr. Seoane.

E. S. DODGSON.

'ILIADS OF THE ILIAD/ Nos. 1 to 8, by
G. O. Ogle, appeared in The Spectator some
years ago. Can any reader state the date
of their appearance in that journal?

HOMERIC us.

RALPH, LORD HOPTON. Can some one tell

me if there are in existence any papers or

letters connected with the private life of

Ralph, Lord Hopton, the Royalist general ?

What evidence is there to show that Lord

Hopton was personally in command at the

siege of Taunton from the end of April to

11 May, 1645? GALABANK.

[There is a long life of Hopton by Mr. C. H.
Firth in the 'D,N.B.' The bibliographical note
states that Hopton's narratives of his own
campaigns are among Clarendon's papers in the

Bodleian.]

BARNES PIKLE. At Baling, Middlesex,
there is a short foot-path or passage called

Barnes Pikle, leading from the main road to

Mattock Lane. It comes out into that

thoroughfare just opposite the Manor House
(now the Free Library, in Wai pole Park).
What is the origin of this curious name?

H. W. UNDERDOWN.

WARD FAMILY! In a recently issued

catalogue of old deeds and MSS. for sale

appeared the following : "Ward family.

Pedigree 1 563-1808. Twelve generations, in
clean state, well written." 1 made imme-
diate application for it, but was informed
that it was sold and that the name of the

buyer was unknown.
If any reader of *N. & Q.' is the pur-

chaser, 1 shall feel greatly obliged if he, or

she, will communicate with me, and I will

gladly pay for a copy of the pedigree. As
the purchaser is doubtless engaged on the
same task as myself, it is probable that we
could exchange useful information.

FRANK WARD.
38, Wordsworth Road, Small Heath.

"HEARTS OF OAK." What is the earliest

ise of this expression as especially appro-
3riate to the defenders of this country ? I
ind it in an address spoken at Drury Lane
}y Mrs. Oldfield in an epilogue written by
'The most ingenious N. Bowe, Esq., Poet
Laureat to His Most Sacred Majesty King
George [L]," to Mrs. Centlivre's tragedy 'The
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Cruel Gift,' and given in full in The Weekly
Journal ; or, British Gazetteer for Saturday,
5 Jan., 1717, it being asked,
Where are the rough brave Britons to be found,
With Hearts of Oak, so much of Old renown'd ?

ALFRED F. ROBBINS
[The earliest quotation in the 'N.E.D.' is

"Yonkers that have hearts of oake at fourscore

yeares," from ' Old Meg of Herefordshire,' 1609 :

the next is from Wood, 'Ath. Oxon.,' 1691, ii. 221:
"He was a heart of oke, and a pillar of the
Land." The origin and date of the song

" Hearts
of Oak," are discussed at 7th S. vii. 18, 151, 213.]

JOHN HOOK, OF NORWICH. Can any
reader give me information concerning the
native place or parentage of John Hook,
who was minister of the Norwich Taber-
nacle, 1764-75 ? John Hook was father of
James Hook, a musical composer, and grand-
father of Theodore Hook, the novelist.

A. J. HOOK.
Staplegrove, Taunton.

J. RAMPINI. I have the title of a com-
position, "Les Tourbillons by Signer
Rampini" (1817), which is not in the B.M.
The Library appears to me to be very
deficient in early musical publications.
Rampini is not in Grove's 'Dictionary.' Is

anything known about him ?

RALPH THOMAS.

CHURCHWARDENS' ACCOUNTS.
(10

th S. v. 369.)

Say. There were two distinct fabrics oj

this name. One was a thin sort of silk stuff
used for wearing apparel ; and the other
which is obviously the one mentioned in the
churchwardens' accounts, was a thin woollen
stuff or serge, much used for upholstery. In
an inventory (temp. Henry VIII) of the
effects of Sir John Foskewe, among his hal"

furniture, is mentioned " a hanging of greer
saye bordered with darning." In James I.'i

and Charles l.'s time proclamations were
issued concerning "the true making of al

sorts of vendible cloths, bayes, felts, says
&c. "; and about this time we gather fron
4 The Book of Rates' the value and varietie
of say :

"Sayes, Double sayes, or Flanders serges, th
piece containing 15 yards, 91. Double say or serge
the yard 9*. Mil'd says, the piece 61. Hounsco
(? Houdscot in Flanders) say, the piece, conlainin
24 yards, 61."

Camden ('Britannia,' 1610) says that th<

Netherlanders, who apparently first manu
factured wool'len say, "being weary of th

)uke of Alva's cruelty, repaired to Norwich
n great numbers, and brought there the

naking of saies." Sudbury and Braintree
ecame also famous for this serge.

Buccorum, or buckram, a fabric woven

posely and afterwards gummed, used for

ining and stiffening. In 1529 two yards of

'buckeram to lyne the upper sieves of anight
gowne" cost Is. (see Privy Purse Expenses of

lenry VIII.) . Another fabric bearing the
ame name is described by Strutt as a very
hin cloth, in use for church vestments and
urniture as well as for wearing apparel.
* Buckromes of France ' and " Buckromes of

Grermany" are mentioned in the charter

granted to the City in 1640.

Caddas. " Caddas or cruel ribbons" are
nentioned in a charter of Charles I., 1640, and
' Caddas or cruel sayette

"
in

' Book of Rates,'
1675. A kind of yarn used for embroidery,
t was generally sold by the dozen pieces.
Oan "Tos"be u Doz"?
Pace money, for decorating the Easter eggs,

ailed "Pasche eggs
" and also "Pace eggs."

This ancient custom survives in some places,
and a song is still heard in the North com-

mencing :

Here 's two or three jolly boys all of one mind ;

We have come a pace-egging, and hope you '11 be
kind.

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield Park, Reading.

It is a pity not to consult the 'English
Dialect Dictionary' and the 'New English
Dictionary.' The object of these works is to

give help.
The 'E.D.D.' gives cant, a stick, staff

(perhaps here a support) ;
steal (the same as

staile), a handle; say, a kind of serge; caddas,
a kind of galloon ;' being, a livelihood, or a

lodging (either makes sense) ; pace, Easter.

For buccorum and caddas, see buckram and
caddis in 'N.E.D.'
Tos is probably tass; a variant tosh is given

in 'E.D.D.,' meaning a bunch of ribbon,

cluster of flowers, apparently for decoration.

Gornacon ought to be a form of "corona-

tion."

Perhaps Abbot of Wark is all one title.

A brudis child means a bride's child ;
the

old form brud or burd meant a young woman
who was about to be married, and sometimes
even one who was not, but ought to have
been.
Bustned is busten or bursten, i.e., ruptured,

with a superfluous -ed added.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

A "
long Cant

" seems to have been a length
of timber placed on the church wall or
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churchyard wall for protection. For cant

pieces see Ogilvie's
'

Imp. Diet.'

By an " Abbott <J
of land is not "abate'

meant, i.e., land become vacant through the
death of the owner? " A stranger abateth,
that is, entreth upon a House or Land, void

by the death of him that last possessed it,

before the Heir take his Possession, and so

keepeth him out" ((Jewel's 'Interpreter,'
1701). On the other hand, we find "abbots,"
the governors of abbeys or monasteries,
occurring as u abettes" in Wright's

' Monastic
Letters/ p. 206.

Pace money. Way money, i.e., help for a
traveller in distress? "To Jerusalem take
we the pace" ('Towneley Mysteries,' 1460,
xxviii. 364, quoted in 'H.E.D.,' 'Pace,'ii.4.

Clipt money. The first attempt to prevent
the clipping of hammered money was under
King Henry VII. , who, "to avoid clipping
for the future," coined new groats and two-

pences with outer cirples, and ordered that
"the whole Scripture should be about every
piece of Gold." But this did not effectually
remedy the evil, for counterfeiting as well as

clipping, to both of which frauds the ham-
mered money was liable, were still prevalent
in 1663 j and from 1691 to 1697 there were no
less than eight million four hundred thousand
pounds of this clipped and hammered money
brought to the several mints in London and
the country.

"
It is very much to the honour

of King William III.," says the author of
' Numrai Britannici Historia,'
" that he removed the greatest Abuse in the Money
that was ever known in England, at a Time of the
greatest Danger and Expence, with very little
Grievance to the People, by recoining the Money,
that had been clipp'd to that degree, that a Half
Crown would scarce weigh a Shilling." 1727, p. 137.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.
Cant. The name given to a piece of iron

placed along a wall to prevent cattle jumping
over it. For meaning of word see Skeat's
4
Etymol. Diet.'

Tos
y or toose; see under "tease" for the

connexion between this and the green say
or serge.

Destitute of being, the means of existence.
Pace money. Pass money, or vagrant

allowance.

Payments for children refer to the poll
tax. p. p.

The widow Bell relieved by a gift of 5s.,"
being destitute of a being," was no doubt

homeless. One of the dialect meanings of
this word is that of an abode or lodging. I
would refer your correspondent to the follow-
ing quotation from 'David Copperfield,'
chap, xxxii. :

" '

No, no, Dan'l,' she returned,
* I shan't be that.

Doen't you mind me. I shall have enough to do to

keep a Beein for you' (Mrs. Gummidge meant a
home)

'

again you come back to keep a Beein here
for any that may hap to come back, Dan'l. In the
fine time, I shall set outside the door as I used to
do. If any should come nigh, they shall see the old
widder woman true to 'em a long way off.'"

JOHN T. PAGE.

SAINT WITH FIVE STARS (10
th S. v. 348).

He is St. John Nepomuc, martyred, after

torture, on 16 May, 1383, by being thrown
into the river at Prague by the orders of the

Emperor Wenceslas IV. He was a canon of

Prague Cathedral, and confessor to Wen-
ceslas's wife, the Empress Jane. The em-
peror was a dissolute tyrant, and attempted
to extort from St. John the statements that
the empress, a pious woman, had made in
confession. The confessor refused to betray
his trust, and was martyred. The following
stanza from the office hymn of the First

Vespers of the saint sufficiently explains the
stars :

Undis profundis mergitur,
Mersum sed applaudentibus
Undse salutaut ignibus :

Stellse natant in flumine.

He is represented with his finger on his lips.
Pustet of Ratisbon issues a coloured print

of St. John Nepomuc, but, on consulting a

specimen, I find that no information is given
as to the name of the painter of the original.
Moreover Pustet's print is clearly different in

important details from the picture which
BUMBLE BEE describes. Possibly that picture
may be a copy of the altar-piece of St. John
Nepomuc's altar in the church of St. John
Lateran at Rome. R. JOHNSON WALKER.

St. John Nepomuc, who was thrown from
bhe Karlsbriicke at Prague in 1383 for refusing
to break the seal of confession. His body is

said to have floated for some time in the
Moldau with five stars above his head. Ha
was canonized in 1728. His feast is kept on
16 May. His cult is exceedingly popular in

the Austro Hungarian Empire, and I believe

also in Germany. There is a picture of him
^n the chapel of SS. Simon and Jude in Prague
Cathedral. Perhaps this may be the one of

which BUMBLE-BEE is in search.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

There is a statue to St. John Nepomucene
on the bridge at Bruges between the Belfry
and the Dijver, with five (gilt) stars on a

metal) nimbus. I remember a Catholic
Driest's mortuary card of 1865 with the saint

epresented with a five-starred nimbus, and a

"andscape behind him ; and I may be able to
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get the loan of it for purposes of giving fuller

description. JOHN A. RANDOLPH.

This is unmistakably St. John of Nepomuk
the patron saint of Bohemia. A biograph}
of him appeared in one of the early volumes
of the Transactions of the English Historica 1

Society, from the pen of the late Mr. Wratis
law, I believe, who was a Protestant clergy

j. K.man. L. L.

This is St. John of Nepomuk, who was
thrown into the Moldau, and is representec
with stars (sometimes seven) about his head
in commemoration of seven lights \\hicl
marked the position of his body in the water

ST. SWITHIN.

"PLACE "
(10

th S. v. 267, 316, 333, 353, 371)
No doubt your English correspondents wil

be able to furnish DR. MURRAY with infor
mation about the use of this word in England
Meanwhile, the history of the first

"
Place

'

in Boston, Massachusetts, will perhaps not be
without interest. The first block of brick
buildings to be erected in Boston was designed
by Charles Bulfinch, a noted architect in his

day, was built in 1793-4, and was called the
Tontine Buildings or the Tontine Crescent.
On 31 December, 1793, Bulfinch, Scollay, and
Vaughan stated that "in erecting the centre
building of the Crescent it was our intention
to accommodate the [Massachusetts] Histori-
cal Society with a convenient room "

(1 Pro-
ceedings of the Mass. Hist. Soc., i. 58 note).
In a deed dated 1 May, 1794, is the
following :

"Know all men by these presents, that we,
Charles Vaughan, William Scollay, and Charles
tfulnnch do hereby give, grant, bargain, sell,and convey unto the said Society the upper
apartment or room in the centre building in Frank-
1m Place, in said Boston, called the Crescent."
Ibid., i. 65, note.

Presumably, therefore, the word u
Place

"

arose between December, 1793, and May,
1794, and it can be shown that the term was
used in February, 1794. The following
extract is taken from The Massachusetts
Magazine for February of that year (vi. 67) :

*.

k The annexed Plate exhibits a view of the
buildings now erecting in the centre of this town
on a Tontine principle. One half of these buildings
is nearly completed, and the foundations are laid
lor the remainder, which will be urged on as soon
as^the spring opens." The

_
enti re range wil1 be four hundred and

eighty feet long, and consist of sixteen dwelling
houses, and one ornamental pile in the centre
devoted to public uses

.

" The figure of a crescent has been adopted, as,
independent of the beauty of the curve, it afforded
an opportunity of introducing a green or grass plat
surrounded by trees, which will contribute to the

ornament of the buildings, and be useful in pro-
moting a change and circulation of air" The gentlemen concerned have agreed to dignify
the scene of improvement with the name of Frank-
lin Place, in honour of that great philosopher, a
native of Boston, and one of its greatest boasts."

In * A Topographical and Historical De-
scription of Boston,' written by Thomas
Pemberton in October, 1794, the author
quotes from some unknown source the fol-

lowing :

"The Crescent in Franklin place consists of a
range of sixteen well-built and handsome dwelling
houses, extending four hundred and eighty feet in

length" The open space in front of these buildings is

one hundred feet wide in the centre, and fifty feet
at the ends. A grass plat three hundred feet long
occupies the middle of that space. This is sur-
rounded with trees, and enclosed with posts and
chains, and is supposed to serve the purposes of
health by purifying the air, at the same time that
it adds a natural ornament to artificial beauty.
The opposite side is intended to be built in a
straight line, and in a varied style of building ; and
we may anticipate, that when complete, it will be
a favourite part of the town, and in some degree its

boast." 1 Massachusetts Historical Collections,
iii. 250.

From this evidence it appears that the
word "Place" was applied not to the build-

ings themselves, but to the entire open space.
In 1858 Franklin Place was made part of
Franklin Street. There are now, of course,

many "Places" in Boston, the word being
apparently chiefly applied at present to a
short street. ALBERT MATTHEWS.
Boston, U.S.A.

Another instance of an old Welsh farm-
house may, perhaps, deserve to be recorded.
It is called

" Plas Hen," or " Hen Bias
"
(ob-

serve the euphonic initial mutation of ^) into

&), i.e., old farm-house, and is at Llaneilian,
near Amlwch, at Ynys Mon, or Anglesey. I

question whether plas really belongs to the
number of English words borrowed in Welsh
between the sixteenth and eighteenth cen-
turies. It is, certainly, not borrowed from
the Latin palatium (which, at first, denoted

merely a *

place where cattle feed "), but
akin to it, and, as an indigenous Cymric
word, probably quite as old, if not older in

usage. M. J. Loth, in his vocabulary of

Latin words identified in the Celtic languages
4 Les Mots Latins dans les Langues Brit-

x>niques,
J

1892), did not include it.

H. KREBS.

In the city of Chester there are several
Places." Stanley Place (where the veteran
Recorder and county-court judge, Sir Horatio

loyd, lives at No. 8) ;
Linen Hall Place,

off Watergate Street ; Bold Place, near
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Bold Square ; Bridge Place, close to the

Bridge Gate
;
Hamilton Place, beside the

General Market
;
Oulton Place

;
St. Martin's

Place; Sidney Place, off Brook Street; and
Windsor Place, off Egerton Street.

Your correspondent Mr. G. W. Haswell

recently read a paper before the Chester

Antiquarian Society on Chester street-names,
and he might be able to say when each of

the above is first shown on successive maps
of the city.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

BALLAD BY REGINALD HEBER: W. CRANE
(10

th S. v. 184, 253, 351). In reply to your
correspondent J. H. K. I fear I cannot throw
much light on the connexion between the
brothers Thomas, Samuel, and Joseph Crane,
of Chester, and my ancestors in Chester,

except that I believe they were probably
nearly related.

1. My grandfather Thomas Crane was cer-

tainly a bookseller in Chester, and may have
been the Thomas of the trio above named.

2. It is supposed that Crane Street,

Chester, is named after the family, who in

the eighteenth century certainly had property
in Chester.

It may be of interest to J. H. K. to know
that my great-grandfather was in the Royal
Navy a lieutenant on board the Monarch, of
60 guns and fought against the French fleet,
as recorded in a letter in The Chester Courant
of the period. So I understand from the
letter of an aunt of mine (my father's sister,
now deceased).
She also says that Parson Crane was a

cousin of Thomas Crane (my grandfather), the
bookseller. He had "a collection of coins, and
was a learned man. On his death his house
was given to Thomas Crane" (my grand-
father), "and his collections to Sir John
Gerard" a distant connexion on my grand-
mother's side.

I find that the Bible with the ex-libris

(mentioned ante, p. 253) is dated 1756, arid

really belonged to this old clergyman, who
must have left it to my grandfather. At the
end of the New Testament on a fly-leaf is

neatly inscribed :

Thomas Crane
Apothecary and Secret :

: ary to the General In :

:firmary in Chester
1756.

And under the ex-libris is a quotation from
Erasmus, written in Latin in the same hand.
My grandfather was a captain of the old

volunteers at the time of the invasion scare
in the Napoleonic war, and my aunt recalls

playing with his "cocked hat, sash, and'

sword."

By the way, from the same source I see

that William Crane died in 1843
;
also that

Lady Delamere wrote the little book 'Mr.

Piggy and Miss Crane,' which was illustrated

and lithographed by T. & W. Crane for a
bazaar at Chester, as were also the '

Hunting.
Songs.' WALTER CRANE.

There is a short account of the bank kept
by Thomas, Samuel, and Joseph Crane in

Liverpool in a recent work,
*

Liverpool Banks
and Bankers,' by John Hughes. Mention is-

made of the marriage of Samuel Crane in

1777 to Miss Glass. His brothers were grocers
in Chester. The banking firm went into-

liquidation in 1788, and disappeared by 1800.

R. STEWART-BROWN.
10, Water Street, Liverpool.

WATCHES AND CLOCKS WITH WORDS IN-

STEAD OF FIGURES (10
th S.

y. 349). In 1837 I

saw a watch an old-fashioned Clerkenwell
silver fusee watch, made to order in which
the figures were replaced by the name of

Samuel Haslam.
About the same time, and for several years

after, there was an illuminated dial over a

newspaper office in the Strand, a few doors
west of Drury Court, on which the figures
were replaced by the name of the paper pub-
lished there.

About forty years ago all the most curious*

clocks in London and in some country towns-

were bought up, to the value of 40.000Z., by-
William Snoxell, a revolving-shutter maker,,
and deposited iu his private house in Char-
terhouse Square. He published a descriptive
catalogue of them, a copy of which may be
seen in the Guildhall Library. He died
about thirty years ago, and they were sold

off; but I do not know who bought any of

them. WALTER SCARGILL.

MAY MORNING AT MAGDALEN : ITS Music
(10

th S. v. 36'8). The hymn sung on 1 May
upon the College tower is to be had, words
and music, at any music shop or stationer's

in Oxford, and is published by Alden & Co,
in Cornmarket Street. I forward a spare
copy, which is at your correspondent's ser-

vice. C. S. JERRAM.

[We have forwarded the copy to AYEAHR.]

COLLOP MONDAY, <fec. (10
th S. v. 247, 376).

My son tells me that the last four Sundays
in each term are observed as Cock days at

Heversharn Grammar School, Westmorland
(it is a 1613 foundation). On the first of these-

Sundays, when they walk to church, they
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slightly tilt their mortar-boards to the right
for quarter-cock ; the next Sunday they tilt

them a little further for half-cock
;
the third

-Sunday they are over the right ear for three-

quarter cock ; and the last Sunday of the
term they carry them in their hands. The
origin of the quaint custom I have not yet
discovered ; but at the rear of the school

buildings there still remains an old cockpit,
which is the recognized arena for the settle-

ment of disputes amongst the boys.
ALEX. INGLIS.

iStockton-on-Tees.

I can confirm the schoolboy habit of term-

Ing the last Sunday of the term Cockhat
Sunday. I was at school many years ago
-at Isleworth, and not only did we cock our
hats in going to church, but we further
dubbed the day Drown-the-Choir Sunday,
because on that day (and that day only, I

fear) the rank-and-file of the school in

deafening chorus outsang the choir, and had
things practically their own way. I feel

bound to add that our rector at the time
fully entered into the spirit of the thing, and
always gave us some specially stirring and
easily remembered hymn, such as "Jerusa-
lem the Golden" or "Onward, Christian
soldiers." The effect was stupendous. During
the rest of the term we were vainly exhorted
to "sing^out and join the choir in making
your voices heard." Is Drown-the-Choir
Sunday common elsewhere

1

?

FRANK SCHLOESSER.
15, Grosvenor Road, Westminster.

VOWELS ON MONUMENT (10
th S. v. 169, 374).

Capelli's
*

Dizionario di Abbreviature '

reads "Austria est imperator orbis universi,"
and states that this is the Austrian motto.
The Latinity of this is possibly better than
Mr. Collins's, but does not strike me favour-

ably. In the absence of a definite connexion
of the Petre family with Austria (as to which
I know nothing), I venture to suggest that
an ignorant stone cutter has made the five

English vowels do duty for the Greek dei,
*'
for ever," followed by a and w. Q. V.

"BROWN BESS" AS APPLIED TO A MUSKET
<10th S. v. 21, 91, 154). MR. DALTON'S note,
though full of ingenious conjecture, and
indeed of valuable information as regards
cast-iron ordnance, does nothing to elucidate
the origin of "Brown Bess" as applied to
a musket. He says, "It must, therefore, be
taken for granted that the gunfounders to

Queen Elizabeth and King James cast musket-
barrels as well as large ordnance "

;
but mus-

ket-barrels were never cast in the foundry,

but forged in the smith's shop. The two
barrels mentioned by Viscount Dillon were
obviously wrought, as they are described as

being stamped, one with a crown, and the
other with a device resembling a bird, since
cast iron will not receive the impression of
a stamp, being too hard, so that these barrels
must have been wrought by the smith. To
establish his position, MR. DALTON should

produce satisfactory evidence of the actual
use of

" Brown Bess
"
in the time of Elizabeth

or James I. R. B. P.

TRAVELLING IN ENGLAND, 16001700 (10
th

S. v. 348). For routes and distances see John
Ogilby's

' Britannia
; or, an Illustration of

the Kingdom,' &c., 1675; 'The Traveller's

Guide,' 1699 ; and the more familiar ' Bri-

tannia Depicta.' In this connexion it is

worth noting that at Garraway's, 23 Novem-
ber, 1691, there was a "General Sale of the
remainder of Mr. Ogilby's Books, Maps,
Roads, &c." (London Gazette, No. 2714).
For general information on posts, post-

masters, horses, condition of roads, &c , a

very large number of works could be con-

sulted, amongst others
*

Early Carriages and
Roads.' by Sir Walter Gilbey ; 'Early His-

tory of the Post Office,
3

by J. W. Hyde ; and
' Her Majesty's Mails,' by William Lewins.
I extract the following from some notes by

Sir Henry Ellis :

"The Mercurius Politicus, Number 422, from
June 24 to July 1, 1658, advertises Post Horses for
'

riding travellers at 3cl. per mile between West-
chester, Manchester, and Warrington, without the

charges of a Guide.' 'This undertaking began
the 28 of June, 1658, at all the places above said

'

(the different towns)."
ALECK ABRAHAMS.

39, Hillmarton Road, N.

The Humber was crossed, in ancient times,

by a ferry, the line of which is shown by the

two villages, North Ferriby on the Yorkshire

side, and South Ferriby on the Lincolnshire.

At the required date, 1600-1700, there was
an established ferry from Barton to Hull;
and the "Barton horse- boat" was a familiar

sight to people who are still living. Some
particulars are given in Ball's

'

History of

Barton-on-Humber.
' W. C. B.

" DOG'S NOSE" (10
th S. v. 187, 252). It

would seem that the compound "dog's nose"

varies in the making. Some, I find, have

never known it as a hot drink, but as a drink

called for by persons in a hurry, who would
not have time to wait while it was made hot.

The "conical metal vessel" which H. P. L.

mentions was used in the making of hot, spiced,
and sugared ale when such drinks were asked
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for in public-houses, which hardly ever is the
case nowadays. This vessel was of copper
an ale-warmer, though the common name

for the article was "
the devil." This "devil

"

now only hangs on the walls of inns as a
relic of bygone times, because, I am told, not
only are hot ales less asked for, but landlords
and landladies are averse to the trouble of

making such drinks. THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

Halliwell, in his
'

Dictionary/ defines "dog'i
nose" as a cordial used in low life, composed
of warm porter, moist sugar, gin, and nut-

meg." In all likelihood it is the same as
used to be called in Cheshire "fettle porter,'
which was a favourite beverage drunk in
winter after skating, or in wet weather."
Fettle" is a term used in that county for

preparing or setting in order.
In 'The Old Curiosity Shop,' chap, xviii.,

Dickens describes its preparation at "The
Jolly Sandboys," a comfortable roadside inn,
whose kitchen is graphically drawn :

"Then said Mr. Codlin, 'Fetch me a pint of
warm ale, and don't let anybody bring into the
room even so much as a biscuit till the time arrives.'

Nodding his approval of this decisive and manly
course of procedure, the landlord retired to draw
the beer, and, presently returning with it, applied
himself to warm the same in a small tin vessel
shaped funnel-wise for the convenience of sticking
it far down in the fire, and getting at the bright
places. This was soon done, and he handed it over
to Mr. Codlin with that creamy froth upon the
surface which is one of the happy circumstances
attendant upon mulled malt."

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

PROVINCIAL BOOKSELLERS (10
th S. v. 141,

183, 242, 297, 351).-! should like to make
the following addition to W. C. B.'s valuable
list :

Salisbury. J. Hodson & Co., 1773.
Winchester. J. Wilkes, 1773, 1781.

At Winchester the succession of the book-
sellers and printers to the College during
the last 150 years or thereabouts has been :

1760. T. [probably Thomas] Burdon.
1773-1801. J. [John] Burdon.
1801-24. James Robbing.
1824-44. [James] Robbins & Wheeler. [Mr.Robbins

died on 23 May, 1844, aged 85.1
1845-61. D. Nutt. [Mr. David Nutt, of 270, Strand,

London, took over, as a branch of his business'
that of Robbins & Wheeler ]

1862-6. [David] Nutt & [Joseph] Wells. [Mr. Nutt

1866-90. J." [Joseph] Wells. [He died on 17 July,
1890, aged 68.]

1891 [His sons] ^[Philip]
& G. [George] Wells.

[Mr. G. Wells died on 14 December, 1905.]

H. C.

ARIEL (10
th S. v. 249, 298). I had good

reason for choosing Beelzebub and Vishnu
as examples, though I do not seem to have
made this clear in my answer. The devil

and the deity became actually women, in

substance as well as in form. As an instance
of a deity that changed his shape only, I

may mention Vertumnus. He appeared in

the form of an old woman to Pomona, but
he did not change his sex. E. YARDLEY.

We may, I think, fairly conclude that the

spirit Ariel of 'The Tempest' is of the

masculine type, inasmuch as, like Caliban,
this spirit is an attribute of the masculine
character Prospero, who, in the same column
of the First Folio, addresses Ariel as

" my
diligence," and says of Caliban (

= animal

nature), "This King of darknesse I Acknow-

ledge mine." A. J. WILLIAMS.

In reference to MR. PLATT'S answer about

Ariel, I beg to remind him that Ziska is an
abbreviation of Franziska, a well-known
name amongst German girls.

S. BIRNBAUM,

Shakspere seems to have used Ariel
_

as

equivalent to aerial, "a spirit of the air."

In Hebrew it may equate "leonine"; thus

David had three mighty men of his body-
guard, Benaiah, their captain and commander,
being a good fourth.

Now this Benaiah slew two Ariels of Moab
(2 Sam. xxiii. 20) ;

and it is a wonderful

curiosity of literature to find this exploit

capped by the Moabite Stone, where " Mesha
carried off from Ataroth the Ariel of David,
and disembowelled them before Chemosh."
This parallel seems too exact to be accidental.

A. HALL.

CHEYNE WALK : CHINA WALK (10
th S. v.

245, 312, 375). In giving the etymology of

Cheyne I did not commit myself to any
statement of locality. It is now perfectly
clear that the name is due to Cheneys in

Bucks. This is merely an English plural

form, meaning "oak-groves"; audits singular

represents (as I said) the word which Cot-

grave spells chesnaye. The continental French

spelling is Quesn'oy ;
two such places are

noted in
* The Century Dictionary of Names.'

I demur to the statement that de Casineto,
or de Quercineto, signifies the oak

;
for it

certainly signifies an oak - grove, just as

salictum means a willow-grove, and not a
willow. Further, the forms casineto and

juercineto are wholly different and uncon-
iccted. Casinetum is allied to the Middle
Latin casnus, an oak (Ducange) ;

whereas

*quercimtum is an imaginary form (for which
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I presume that no old authority has ever

been produced), invented by Diez in order to

enable him to evolve the form chenaie by a

violent surgical operation in which few can

now be found to believe. The Latin for
"
oak-grove

"
is quercetum.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

There is a street here close to ray house
called now China Street or China Lane. It

was the coach road to the North, is shown on
ancient maps as " Kelne" Lane, and is, in my
opinion, the site of the old Roman road.

This is confirmed by a paragraph in a paper
by the late Henry Hatcher in the Winchester

Congress volume of the British Archaeological
Association, on ' Roman Roads and Stations

in Hampshire.' The paragraph reads :

" The road to Old Sarum left the west gate of

Winchester, passed over Pit Down by the name of

Killen-Lane, crossed the Canal at Horsebridge,"&c.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A. F.S.A.
Lancaster.

GOETHE : "BELLS, BUGS, AND CHRISTIANITY "

(10
th S. v. 270). Goethe's authorship of the

remark attributed to him by his French
critic seems very improbable. It conflicts,
at all events, with much that is said in the

poet's
*

Autobiography
'

(' Dichtung und
Wahrheit'). The whole trend of Goethe's

religious opinion, as set forth in the 'Auto-

biography,' is far from suggestive of the
statement referred to, and this may be looked

upon as significant. But a few examples
which are particularly pertinent may be
given.

In disproof of the genuineness of the story
about the bust of Jupiter, there may be
mentioned Goethe's amusing account of Prof.
Clodius's hostile criticism of his early enthu-
siasm for classical mythology ('D. u. W.,'
vii.). The subject of Clodius's criticism was
an ode by the young poet in honour of his
uncle's marriage ;

for the personages of this

piece, the author himself says, he had "con-
vened all Olympus." The condemnation by
Clodius of the peculiar artistic means em-
ployed was very effectual. Goethe writes :

*' Yet since his critique, when I took his point o
view, seemed to be perfectly just, and those divini
ties more nearly inspected were in fact only hollow
shadow-forms, I cursed all Olympus, flung the
whole mythic Pantheon away, and from that time
Amor and Luna have been the only divinities which
at all appear in my little poems."
This does not flatly contradict the story o_
the sun- gilded bust, but certainly invalidates
its cogency.
That Goethe's actual religious attitud.

was not such as is described in the sentence
quoted by C. T. J. may be judged from two

passages of the *

Autobiography.' In the

ighth book of this narrative he writes thus :

"I experienced a great influence from an im-

portant work that fell into my hands ;
it was

Arnold's '

History of the Church and of Heretics.'

This man is not merely a reflective historian, but
at the same time pious and feeling. His sentiments
chimed in very well with mine "

Again, he speaks in the twelfth book of his

study of the New Testament, and of the
' love and esteem " with which he carried on
lis inquiries. W. B,

IRISH BOG BUTTER (10
th S. v. 308, 353).

There is no need for any "hypothesis" in

connexion with bog butter. It is not at all

uncommon, nor is it really of any great
interest. It is generally found in kegs or

irkins of ancient manufacture, though in-

some cases it has been found wrapped in a
kind of coarse cloth, which quickly crumbles

away when exposed to the air. Occasion-

ally, as was apparently the case with some
found recently in Kerry, the covering has

entirely disappeared. Specimens of the

butter, in the kegs in which it was found,

may be seen in the National Museum in

Dublin.
The following extract fromDineley's 'Tour

in Ireland' (Journal of the Kilkenny and
South- East of Ireland Archceological Society,

1856-7, p. 186) records the practice of bury-

ing butter in Charles II.'s time :

"Dyet generally of the vulgar Irish are Butter

layd up in wicker basketts, mixed with store of

[blank in original], a sort of garlick, and buried for

some time in a bog, to make a provision of an high
tast for Lent."

Sir William Petty, in his 'Political Anatomy
of Ireland,' also makes mention of "butter
made rancid by keeping in bogs."_
The kegs, however, in which it is generally

found are of a very early date, and it may
be a matter for conjecture whether the

reasons for their burial were the same as in

Dineley's time. We shall, at any rate, be
safe in assuming that it certainly was not
"

lost on the way to market," as is suggested

by MR. DORMER. H. J. B. CLEMENTS.
'Killadoon, Celbridge, co. Kildare.

AXHOLME PRIORY* (10
th S. v. 328, 373).

There was no priory of this name ; but in

the Isle of Axholme were Eppeworth (or

Epworth) and Hyrst Priories, particulars of

which I can supply to MR. MONTFORT.
JOHN A. RANDOLPH.

129, Alexandra Road, Wimbledon.

RAMSGATE CHRISTMAS PROCESSION (10
th S.

v. 208, 374). A custom somewhat akin to

the Ramsgate Hodening is the practice at
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** The Padstow May Songs," which will be
found described by the late Mr. G. C. Boase
on p. 5 of vol. vii. of The Western Antiquary.

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.'
Lancaster.

KIPLING OBSCURITIES (10
th S. v. 389).!.

*Mandalay ':

And the dawn comes up like thunder.

In the tropics the dawn comes up suddenly.
At that instant, Turks greet it with the

bugle-call from which their hours count at
Mocha or Jedda, for example and British
with "

gun-fire," as at Aden. Is the reference
to the heavy and reverberating daylight
shot ? Compare

* Greater Britain ':

The fragrant, dewy grove
We'll wander through, till gun-fire bids us part.

"Gun-fire" is used also for the evening gun,
but in the " serenade "

the reference is to a

meeting of lovers by night. K. O. M.

HOLY BRITONS (10
th S. v. 308). A note of

mine in a paper published in the Journal of

the British Archaeological Association, about

1890, on 'Marriage in Celtic Britain,' may be
of some contributory interest apropos of this

query :

"Britain seems to have become the 'heavenly
Island,' and the Paradise of the Celts, simply
because it was the safest place to guard their

religion, their greatest treasure ; just as in the case
of a siege, valuables would be placed in the remotest

place of safety, or where it would the least occur
to the besiegers to look for them. Hence the Holy
Island appears to have been shifted from one place
to another : first Britain, then Mona, then Ireland,
according to the encroachments of

' the stranger
'

upon their territory. This doubtless accounts for

the preservation in such numbers of the Irish M8S. ;

and would not this also explain the unaccounted-
for circumstance of the Gauls sending their children
to Britain forDruidic education?"

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

SIXTEEN BISHOPS CONSECRATED AT ONE
TIME (10

th S. v. 347). In all other accounts
of the ceremony recorded by MR. HIBGAME
the number of the bishops is given as fourteen.

Perhaps there is a misprint here.

E. S. DODGSON.

SAMUEL WILLIAMS, DRAUGHTSMAN (10th S.

v, 109, 312). This artist, on the authority of

Ottley's 'Dictionary of Recent and Living
Painters,' 1875, was born at Colchester in

1798, died in 1853, and was skilled both in

drawing and engraving on wood. He illus-

trated Howitt's '
Visits to Remarkable

Places,' published originally in 1839, and
The Parterre, a sixpenny monthly magazine,
started in 1836 It was issued by Effingham
Wilson, Royal Exchange, ran for two years,
and contained many interesting narratives

by an author whose pseudonym was Horace
Guilford, as 'Manorial Archives' and
'

Legends of the Wards of London.' The
four volumes were reissued by Thomas
Tegg & Son, Cheapside, in 1840, the title-

pages bearing the words, "Illustrated by
numerous engravings by Mr. S. Williams,
&c." JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

ABBEY OR PRIORY (10
th S. v. 327, 378). The

correspondents who have taken pains to

rectify the status of particular priories

appear to be unaware, not only that the
error is very widespread, if not, indeed,
general, but also that it is not by any means
a merely modern lapse. Strange to say, it

was very common even before the Reforma-
tion. Mr. W. Stevenson, the high authority
on Notts history, in 'Bygone Nottingham-
shire,' 1893, p. 184, truthfully says :

." It is a curious fact that for some hundreds of

years nearly every allusion to the old priory appears
as Lenton Abbey. This was the case all over the
county. Newstead Abbey, Worksop Abbey, and
Blyth Abbey were and are everyday terms, but the
fact remains they were merely priories."

A. STAPLETON.
158, Noel Street, Nottingham.

HAWTREY (10
th S. v. 348). A good account

of this name is given in Lower's ' Patro-

nymica Britannica,' 1860. The family were
in Sussex in Norman times, and their name
was derived from their residence on a high
bank or shore, Norman- French haulte-rivet

and hence the Latinization De Alta Ripa,
modified on the one hand to Dawtrey,
Daughtry, Daltree, Daltry, Daltrey, on the
other hand to Hawtrey and Haultrey.
Compare Leland's 'Itinerary,' edition of

1744, vol. vi. p. 28 : "There be buried also yn
Petworth Chyrch certein of the Dautereis,
whos Names in Latine ba there wryten de
alia ripa." JAS. PLATT, Jun.

In a review of 'The History of the Hawtrey
Family,' by Miss F. M. Hawtrey (1903), The
Ancestor (xii. 99) says :

"
They seem to have brought their name from

'Dauterive' in Switzerland, from Brabant and
from Normandy These are origins enough, and
we cannot wonder that Miss Hawtrey considers a
fourth derivation of the name 'from the river Arun*
a superfluity."

And in The Ancestor (xi. 191) reference is

made to a seventeenth-century pedigree :

"The Genealogie and Pedigree of the auncient
familie of Hawtrey (written in latine de Alltaripa,
and in some Records called Dawtrey) was of noble
estimation in Normandie before the Norman Con-
quest, as appeareth in the History of Normandy
written by Ordericus Vitalis, a Monke of Roan, and
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it is to be noted y
l those of Lincolnshire, written

in their latine deeds de Altaripa, tooke y
e name of

Hawtrey, planting themselves in Buckinghamshire

bv reason of y
c inheritance that came by y match

Wth the daughter and heire of the auntient Familie

s'named Checkers, whose seat so called in y
e
parish

ofEllesborow, &c.

A . R . BAYLEY.

Your Toronto correspondent will find

observations as to the probable derivation of

the name Hawtrey in F. St. J. Thackeray's

Memoir of Dr. Hawtrey
'

(formerly Provost

of Eton). Mr. Thackeray, after saying that

tbe name is "generally regarded as a corrup-

tion of Haute Rive, Latin De Alta Ripa,

and quoting references to Alta Ripa, near

Alencon. from Ordericus Vitalis, states

(pp. 6-iO) tbat from Sir William De Alta

Ripa, of Algarkirk, in South Lincolnshire,

wbo "moved southwards about 1260,' was

descended Hawtrey, the Provost of Eton.
SOPHIA CREEPER.

[The REV. W. D. MACRAY also refers to De Alta

Ripa, and ST. SWITHIN to Lower.]

DOVER PIER (10
th S. iv. 387, 451, 491) In

The East Anglian Daily Times, 12 May, there

is an extract from the Southwold parish

registers, wherein it is said that

"In a Chantry Certificate (1548) the yearly value

is stated to be 6Z. 13s. 4d., which was expended as

" 'To'the mayntenaceof the piers and jeits of ye

same town xiii. iiij., and so remayneth to thuse of

the stipendarie prieste, which is converted to the

maytenance of the towne and paymente of the

**" Md *That yt is to be considered that the seid

towne of Southwolde is a poore towne, where uppon
the sea lyeth, beating dayly, to the greate ruyne

and distruccon of the seid towne, if that the power
and vyolence of the same werr not broken by the

mayntenance of the jetties and peyres thear, and

that the mayntenance of the haven and bridge of

the same towne is lykewyse very chargiable.

Perhaps a search in the town records would

give a much earlier use of the word pier.
R. J. FYNMORE.

ROPES USED AT EXECUTIONS (10
th S. v. 20w,

315, 375). The following is an extract from

the 'Life of William Palmer,' executed at

Stafford for murder in 1856, published by
Ward & Lock, 158, Fleet Street, the same

year, and shows how relics are multiplied :

" The rope with which Palmer was hung was

made by a ropemaker of the name of Coates, who
is also a porter at the Stafford Station. All the

men employed at the station had a hand in making
it and Coates, having an eye to the main chance

made thirty yards, cut the surplus length int<

small pieces of about two or three inches, and
hawked them about Stafford. In one instance

half-a-crown was obtained for about two inches."

P. 113.

An allusion to a gruesome passage in
* Ten

Thousand a Year '

may prove illustrative
an account of a picture at Alibi House, the
eat of Mr. Quirk, the head of the firm of

Quirk, Gammon & Snap. The picture, with
i curtain of black gauze hung before it,

epresents a man suspended from the
gallows. "This is a very beautiful picture,
Mr. Titmouse, isn't it? "said Gammon. In
Vliss Quirk's album is exhibited to the guests
n autograph letter from " Arthur Grizzlegut,

executed for high treason," by which
)seudonym Thistlewood is intended, hanged
n 1820. I have seen small pieces of the
Atlantic Cable treasured in this manner as
relics. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

When I was travelling from Norwich to
London some twenty years ago a man in the
same railway carriage surprised us all very
much by producing about a foot of rope,
which he informed us he had purchased from
he hangman that morning, after an execu-
tion at Norwich. I believe a representation
was made to the Home Office on this occa-

sion, and the practice was stopped. Marwood,
f I remember aright, was the executioner.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

BOOKSELLER'S MOTTO (10
th S. v. 208, 255).

At Little Bradley, Suffolk, the memorial
srass to John Daye, printer, who died 1584,
las two riming stanzas, the first of which

puns on his name. Mr. Farrer, in his 'Suffolk

Brasses,' 1903, refers to Gent. Mag., cii. (1832)

pt. ii. p. 417.

Here lies the Daye that darknes could not blynd
when popish fogges had over cast the sunne
This Daye the cruell night did leave behynd,
to view and shew what bloudi Actes were donne
he set a Fox to wright how Martyrs runne

by death to lyfe : Fox ventur'd paynes and health :

to give them light Daye spent in print his wealth.

Mr. Swinburne's charming sonnet on John
Day the dramatist ('Tristram of Lyonesse,

7

1884, p. 291) etherealizes the same device :

Day was a full-blown flower in heaven

Our mightiest age let fall its gentlest word,
when Song, in semblance of a sweet small bird,

lit fluttering on the light swift hand of Day.

H. K. ST. J. S.

.MACAULAY'S
" NEW ZEALANDER "

(10
th S. v.

344). The foundation -stone of old Black-
friars Bridge was laid in 1760, and no one
could have thought in 1745 of a person sitting
on its broken arches. Macaulay's reference
was to London Bridge, which would also have
been reasonable at the earlier date.

W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.
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Propertius. Translated by J. S. Phillimore, M.A.

(Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

LIKE the scholar whom Moses Primrose, in 'The
Vicar of Wakefield,' encountered in a coffee-house,

Prof. Phillimore has given to the world an edition

of Propertius with notes. This, which appeared as

the Clarendon Press text in 1902, has been followed

by a distinctly more arduous labour in the shape
of a prose translation of the poems, which occupies
an honourable place in "The Oxford Library of

Translations." The volume now issued is intended

to serve two purposes. While it aims at supplying
an insight into the poet to those who have no

Latin, it seeks also to facilitate the study of the

original. In both attempts as much success as was
to be hoped is obtained, and the book, which is

a delight to the general reader, is a possession to

the scholar. How charged with difficulties are the

poems of Propertius is known, and the second book
was pronounced by the younger Scaliger to be

almost unintelligible. A meaning of a sort is given
in the translations, which are often singularly

happy, if occasionally a little quaint. In the second

elegy of the first book, by which in one of his best-

known poems Ben Jonson seems to have been

inspired, Propertius says, very happily, to his

beloved Cynthia, "These are the graces which
shall ever make you the favourite of my life, if you
will only tire of this wretched modishness." This

is, of course, a free rendering of the " Tsedia dum
misene sunt tibi luxurise" of the original.

The preface has much that is ingenious to say on
the task of translating verse into prose.

A View of the English Stage ; or, a Series of

Dramatic Criticisms. By William Hazlitt. Edited

by W. Spencer Jackson. (Bell & Sons.)

FIRST collectively reprinted in 8vo in 1818, Hazlitt's

stage criticisms were reissued in 12m o in 1851.

Since then, though the best things of the kind in

the language, they had slept as a separate issue

until, with some slight modification, they are now
republished as a volume of "Bohn's Standarc

Library." The present is, thanks to its editorial

annotations, the best edition that has yet seen the

light, as it is, owing to the additions to the text,

the first that may be regarded as complete. The
criticisms it reproduces first appeared in The

Morning Chronicle, The Champion, The Examiner
and The Times. Their chief value is found in th<

comments upon the early performances of Edmund
Kean, which are inimitable. Their appearance in

their present shape affords an admirable oppor
tunityfor studying afresh the criticisms upon the

minor lights of the day. These are not seldon

intemperate, and some of them with difficulty

escape the charge of malignancy. In freshness anc

animation they surpass anything that has been
written since Leigh Hunt.

Longinus on the Sublime. Translated by A.
Prickard. With Introduction, Appendix, an
Index. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

THAT a new translation of Longinus was indis

pensable may not be said. Coming as it does fronr

the pen of so exemplary a scholar as Mr. Prickan
and accompanied as it is by an introduction an

otes which are marked by lucidity and penetrative
nsight, that which is now given us is specially
welcome. It is, indeed, in all respects a model,
ound and judicious in view, and attractive, and
en alluring, in treatment, so that its perusal,

nee begun, is certain to be continued. Mystery
nvelopes almost everything belonging to a man who
ras the greatest intellect of his age, and whose
forks, pregnant as they are, reach us in so frag-
mentary a condition. That the writer is the same
s Cassius Longinus, the minister of Zenobia, is

hown to be open to doubt, and the question is

nsolved whether the work belongs to the first or
he third century of our era. Mommsen, quoted in-

n appendix, calls the dissertation on the sublime-
'one of the finest aesthetic works preserved to us
rom antiquity," and says that it proceeds certainly,
'
if not from a Jew, at any rate from a man who-
evered alike Homer and Moses." Among the-

notable utterances is the praise of the phrase,
" Let

here be light, and there was light." The book is

n the highest sense, masterly.

Homeland Handbooks. Hertford ; Minehead, For-
lock, and Dunster ; Lynton, Lynmouth, and the
Lorna Doone Country ; Horsham and St. Leonard's
Forest ; Oxted, Limpsfield. and Edenbridge ; Rei-

gate and Redhill ; Diinstable ; Woking and Ripley^
(Homeland Association House, Bride Lane.)

WE have received a batch of the Homeland Asso-
ciation Handbooks, issued under the editorship of
Vlr. Prescott Row. With their maps reproduced
3y permission from the Ordnance Survey, their
numerous and well-executed illustrations, and their
accurate and authoritative information, they con-
stitute an ideal series for the intending traveller,
and are well calculated to encourage the exploration
of spots of beauty at home. Special attention is

aaid to buildings of interest or importance ; chap-
:ers are devoted to sports connected with the

neighbourhood and district ; and descriptions are

;iven of pleasant and profitable walks. The series
's becoming extensive, fifty volumes having been
ssued. A complete set would furnish a useful

gazetteer. Each volume contains from twenty to

iifty good illustrations, and they range in price
from sixpence to half-a-crown.

The Vicar of \Vakefield. By Oliver Goldsmith.
With an Introduction by Richard Garnett. (De
La More Press.)

AN exquisite edition of Goldsmith's masterpiece
is added to the charming

"
King's Classics." It

lias a portrait of the author from a drawing in the
British Museum, and a very tasteful and appro-
priate introduction by Dr. Garnett, and is in all

respects ideal.

The Edinburgh jRevietv. April. (Longmans & Co.)
*THE HISTORY OF FURNITURE' is a paper with
which we are in full agreement ; it is well written,,
and the author is not afraid of plainness of speech,
but we think the title was not wisely chosen. That
the style, and indeed the mechanism, of the furni-

ture of the age of Louis XV. casts light on the
morals and manners of the time is certain

; but if

all our records of the time were blotted out, and
the furniture alone remained, would it be possible-
from it alone to construct a picture of the days
when ifc was in use ? Aa we know what that

degraded society was like, we can interpret the
inner meanings of its household stuff, and that, in.
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-its turn, throws a harsh and glaring light on the

selfishness of the men and women who formed what
we call society. The picture given of it is not over-

drawnnay, 'its darkest shadows are kept from

'Criticisms of Life in Ireland' contains ideas

which are worth study, for on a subject so complex
the wise man desires such light as he can get from

every quarter ;
but there is much that is fantastic,

and in some cases derived from untrustworthy

'Venetian Diplomacy and the Sublime Porte

during the Sixteenth Century' will repay study by
any one who desires to know what were the

dangers of travel in the East in former times. The
writer gives, in a translated form, a long and

'harrowing account of a journey to Constantinople,

performed by Vicenzo Gradenigo, who was dis-

patched on a diplomatic mission to the Sultan in

1599. He went by way of Lepanto and Salonica.

The sufferings endured by himself and his followers

must have been exceptionally severe. Many of

those who accompanied him died on the way, and

Gradenigo himself died soon after he reached

'Constantinople.
' The Jardin des Plantes before and during the

Revolution' is excellent. Science has progressed
so rapidly during the last three or four generations
that we are apt to overlook the many and great
services which Buffon rendered. His writings are

now in a great measure superseded, but the im-

portant work he did for science ought not on that

account to be forgotten.
It would not be fair to say that the paper on

Tre-Raphaelitism is depreciatory, but it does not

do full justice to a movement which had great
influence, not only on what is popularly called art,

'but also on many lines of thought only remotely
connected with each other.

To "The New Universal Library" of Messrs.

Routledge, the cheapest and most attractive collec-

tion in its class, have been made some notable addi-

tions. First among these we are disposed to rank

'The Bible in Spain and The Romany Rye of Borrow,

two of the most readable and precious volumes of

the collection, the re-reading of which in this cheap
and convenient form becomes almost an obligation.

The third volume of The Spectator appears, like the

previous volumes, with the serviceable notes of Mr
George A. Aitken. and completes half the edition

Crotchet, Castle, The Misfortunes of Elphin. and

'Oryll Orange constitute the second volume of the

appetizing edition of Peacock's novels. Discourses

on Art, by Sir Joshua Reynolds, contains the

lectures delivered to the students at the Academy.
^Specimen Days in America is the first volume of the

works of Walt Whitman. Alone among the works
The Age of Fable, by Thomas Bulfinch, is new to

us. It is, however, a clever and interesting com
Dilation, and deserves the honourable place assigned
it in the collection. Dreamthorp, a book of essay*

written on the country, is a but half-recogni/ec
work of Alexander Smith, the Glasgow poet
Aristotle's Ethics is a translation of the 'Nicoma
chean Ethics' by D. P. Chase, newly edited by
J. M. Mitchell. 'The Sacred Poets of the NineteentJ

"Century : James Montgomery Anna Lwtitia Warin*

is a delightful selection of hymns and sacre<

poems by Montgomery, Keble, Heber, Bernarc

Barton, Milman, Trench. Newman, and others

-edited by Mr. Alfred H. Miles.

THE first article of importance in Folk-lore is

he President's Address, which is for the most
)art devoted to a comment on the discrepant views
ut forward by theorists to explain the origin of
Australian totemism. Following the address comes
he Celtic section of Mr. Cook's monograph on the
ky-god of Europe ; and in the collectanea there is

n interesting description of various developments
f the string-game known as "cat's-cradle."

UIntermediaire is, as ever, an instructive collec-
ion of archaeological and literary notes. To the
jenealogist it must be of peculiar service, for it is

usually generous in its supply of information con-

erning the old armorial families of France. The
olk-lorist also gleans with advantage from its

arvest. For instance, in Poitou it is said that
>ees love justice to be done. A farmer who has
"bees, and owes to his landlord a share of the honey
and wax, would not run the risk of keeping back
more than his due part, for fear that the insects,

'qui aiment la justice," should disappear. It is

;he custom, also, to put crape on the hives when a
near relation of the tenant, or of his landlord, dies.

Varying forms of this custom are, of course, widely
cnown both in the British Islands and on the
mainland of Europe. Evidently, in the good old

days, an intimate solidarity was held to exist

Between man and the rest of creation. Every one

,hing was part of the great whole, and had to be
created with observances befitting its position in

:he order of the universe.

MR. JAMES PEACOCK. We regret to hear of the
death at Sunderland on the 4th inst., at the age of

seventy-six, of Mr. James Peacock, who contributed
several articles to the Ninth Series. He was a
lever linguist, speaking French, German, and
Dutch fluently, and had a reading acquaintance
with nearly all European languages. He was for

over thirty years Vice-Consul for Portugal.

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to advise correspondents
as to the value of old books and other objects or as

to the means of disposing of them.

W. T. WINTEMBERG (" Was never in Scotland
heard nor seen Sic dancing nor deray "). From
* Christis Kirk of the Grene.' As to the authorship
of this and of 'Peblis to the Play' see 10th S. iv.

368,476.

HELEN. More suitable for a ladies' periodical.

ERRATA. An te, p. 384, col. 2. 1. 24 from foot, for

"A.A.S." read A.S.8. P. 397. col. 1, 1. 11 from

foot, for
"
those," read that.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lisher "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not

print ;
and to this rule we can make no exception.
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THE ATHENAEUM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHEN^UM contains Articles on

A HISTORY OF ENGLISH PROSODY FROM THE TWELFTH CENTURY TO THE PRESENT DAY.
THE CHURCH IN FRANCE. THE COMPLETE CRICKETER.
THE EGYPTIAN HEAVEN AND HELL.
RING IN THE NEW. THE MYSTERY OF A MOTOR-CAR. IN SUBJECTION. TRACKS IN

THE SNOW. BEYOND THE ROCKS. KICHARD BALDOCK. THE MAGIC
ISLAND. CRIMINEL ?

TRAVEL. GUIDES.
SIDELIGHTS ON THE HOME-RULE MOVEMENT. JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN: AN HONEST

BIOGRAPHY. JOTTINGS OF AN OLD SOLICITOR. L'EGLISE CATHOLIQUE, SA CON-
STITUTION, SON ADMINISTRATION. A PROPOS DE LA SEPARATION DBS EGLISES
ET DE L'ETAT. ESSAYS IN THE MAKING. REPRINTS.

HENRY GOUGH. SOME UNPUBLISHED LETTERS OF CHARLES LAMB. BIRTH YEAR OF
HENRY V. 'A HISTORY OF MODERN LIBERTY.'

RESEARCH NOTES.
DRAWINGS AT MESSRS. PATERSON'S GALLERY THE ROYAL ACADEMY. SALES.
BOY O'CARROLL. THE LONELY MILLIONAIRES. OTHELLO. SHORE ACRES. HENRIK IBSEN.

LAST WEEK'S ATHEN^UM contains Articles on

CATALOGUE OF BODLEIAN MSS. THE "POPE" OF HOLLAND HOUSE.
DICTIONARY OF GERMAN QUOTATIONS. EARLY JAPANESE RELIGION.
NEW NOVELS .-The Mayor of Troy ; Lady Baltimore

; Jimmy Quixote ;
The Spanish Dowry ;

Bardelys the Magnificent; Les Particulds.

CLASSICAL BOOKS.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : A Vision of India; Pictures from the Balkans; From a College Window ;

The Principles and Methods of Taxation
;
La Question Congolaise ; Songs by Ben Jonson with

the Earliest Settings ;

' The Meaning of Good';
f The Vicar of Wakefield ';

"
Popular Classics ";" World's Classics."

THE FRENCH ORIGINAL OF WOLFRAM VON ESCHENBACH'S 'PARZIVAL'; UNPUBLISHED
LETTERS OF CHARLES LAMB; WHERE WAS THE ' ORMULUM ' WRITTEN? THE
TRUMAN CRUIKSHANK SALE.

LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE : Bird Life ; Conversazione of the Royal Society ;

Societies
; Meetings Next Week

; Gossip.
FINE ARTS : Munich Exhibition at the Grafcon Gallery; Masterpieces by French Painters of the

Eighteenth Century ;
The Royal Academy ; Illuminated Manuscripts in the British Museum

;

Notes from Rome
;
The Grimthorpe and other Sales

; Gossip.
MUSIC: Der Vagabund und die Prinzessin

;
Der Barbier von Bagdad; The Second Ring Cycle;

Rigoletto ; Uossip ;
Performances Next Week.

: Raffles; The Shulamite
; Gossip.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHENJEUM will contain Reviews of

ARTHUR SHEDWELL'S INDUSTRIAL EFFICIENCY.

A. C. BENSON'S WALTER PATER.

The ATHENAEUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, oj

-JOHN C. FRANCIS & J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenceum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lace, E.G.

And of all Newsagents.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

VOLUME I. OF THE

POPULAR EDITION, UNABRIDGED.

THE LIFE OF

WILLIAM EWAET GLADSTONE.
By JOHN MOKLEY, M.P.

In 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I. (1809-1872). With Portrait, 5s. net.

Also ready, Parts I.-VIII., Qd. net each. Case for binding Vol. I., 9d..net.

A HISTORY OF

ENGLISH PROSODY
From the Twelfth Century to the Present Day.

By GEORGE SAINTSBURY. M.A. Hon.LL.D., Professor

of Rhetoric and English Literature in the University of

Edinburgh 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I. FROM THE ORIGINS
TO SPENSER. 10*. net.

A HANDBOOK OF

BRITISH INLAND BIRDS.
By ANTHONY COLLETT. With Coloured and Outline

Plates of Eggs by ERIC PARKER. Crown 8vo, 6*.

GLOBE. 11 One of the most attractive manuals that

could be given to the young observer or collector ; and to

many adults it would prove equally of service."

WITH COLOURED ILLUSTRATIONS.

ELIZABETH AND HER GERMAN
GARDEN.

With Coloured Illustrations by S. HARMON VEDDER.
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A DOWSING-JESSOP FORGERY.
IN the last edition of 'The Journal of

William Dowsing,' by the Rev. C. H. Evelyn
White, (Ipswich, 1885), there appears at p. 11

a document which has often been quoted by
previous writers. It is an account of the

doings of Francis Jessop, one of Dowsing's
deputies, in the church of Gorleston. The
editor introduces it with the following
words :

"The doings of this man at Gorleston surpass
everything of the kind on record, and the account
given here is an example of the thoroughness which,
alas ! characterized so much of the work done by
these sacrilegious invaders of the churches of East
Anglia."

This remark would be quite in place were it

not for the fact that the account itself is an
obvious forgery. It is made up out of phrases
taken from the * Journal

'

of William Dow-
sing. I will demonstrate this by dissecting
the paragraph into its component parts, and
.giving references to the sections of the
4 Journal

' from which each is taken.

Gorleston. In the chancel, as it is called [58,
Capell: The Church (as it is called) : also 61.
Stowmarket]

we took up twenty brazen superstitious inscrip-
tions, ora pro nobis, &c. [p. 15, Sudbury : took
up 30 brazen superstitious inscriptions, ora pro
nobis]

broke twelve apostles carved in wood and cheru-
bims [2, Clare : the 12 apostles were carved in
wood and 20 cherubims]

and a lamb with a cross : and took up four super-
stitious inscriptions in brass in the north
chancel, Jem Jttii dei miserere mei, c. [10,Barham : one a lamb with a cross and took
up 4 superstitious inscriptions of brass, one of
them Je.su Jili dei miserere mei]

broke in pieces the rails [14, Dunstall : broke in
pieces the rails]

and broke down twenty-two popish pictures of
angels and saints [24, Wickham : broke down
15 popish pictures of angels and s ts

].
We did deface the font and a cross on the font:

and took up a brass inscription there with
Cujus animae propitic.tnr dens [32, Copdock :

did deface a cross on the font took up a,
brass inscription with Cujus animae propi-
tietur deus]

and Pray for y
e
soul, &c., in English [40, Ipswich,

Mary's at the Tower : cujas animae, c., and
pray for the soul in English].

We took up thirteen superstitious brasses [no exact
equivalent : see later]

ordered Moses with his rod and Aaron with his
mitre to be taken down [78. Otley : Moses
with a rod and Aaron with his mitre taken
down.]

ordered eighteen angels off the roof and cherubims
to be taken down and nineteen pictures in the
windows. The organ I brake [92, Stradbrook :

8 angels off the roof and cherubims in wood to
be taken down : and 17 pictures in the
upper window and organs which I brake]

and we brake seven popish pictures in the chancel
window, one of Christ, another of St. Andrew,
another of St. James, &c. [95, Chediston : 7
popish pictures, one of Christ, and another of
St. George].

We ordered the steps to be levelled by the parson
of the town [96, Halesworth : and the steps
to be levelled by the Parson of the townl

and brake the popish inscription, My flesh is meat
indeed, and my blood is drink

'

indeed [99.
Beccles : by the altar. My meat is flesh indeed
[sic] and my blood is drink indeed].

I gave orders to break in pieces the carved work,
which I have seen done [101, Sotterley: I
gave order to break in pieces the rails,
which I have seen done].

There were six superstitious pictures, one crucifix,
and the Virgin Mary* with the infant Jesus hi
her arms, arid Christ lying in a manger, and the
three kings coming to Christ with* presents,*
and three bishops with their mitres* and crosier
staffs, and eighteen Jesuses written in capital
letters,* which we give orders to do out [102,
Benacre: identical, but words have been
omitted at the places marked with asterisks ;

and the phrase "and crosier staffs" seems to
come from. No. 126, Nettlestead]

a picture of St. George [95, Chediston]
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and many others which I remember not, with

divers pictures in the windows which we could

not reach, neither could they help us to raise

ladders; so we left a warrant with the con-

stable to do it in fourteen days [taken with

omission from 103, Cochie= Covehithe].

We brake down a pot of [sic] holy water [104,

Rushmere: We brake down a pot for holy

water]
St Andrew with his cross and St. Catherine with

her wheel [106, Frostenden : identical]

and we took down the cover of the font [109, South-

wold : and to take down, &c.]

and the four evangelists and a triangle for the

Trinity [111, Blyford : and the 4 evangelists

and a triangle in the porch for the Trinity]

a superstitious picture of St. Peter and his keys

[117, Polstead : forty-five superstitious pictures:

one of Peter with his keys]

an eagle and a lion with wings [120, Laxfield :

identical].
In Bacon's isle [147, Dennington : identical]

was a friar with a shaven crown, praying to God in

these words, Miserere, mei deus, which we brake

down [121, Frimley : identical].

We brake a holy water font in the chancel [128,

Floughton : identical, minus " we brake "].

We rent to pieces a hood and surplices [129. Elm-

sett : we rent apieces there the hood and sur-

plice].

In the chancel was Peter pictured on the windows
with his heels upwards and John Baptist and

twenty more superstitious pictures, which we
brake [137. Allington : In the chancel was Peter

pictured and crucified with his heels upward :

and there was John Baptist: and 10 more

superstitious pictures in the church]

and IHS, the Jesuit's badge, in the chancel window

[139, Holton : identical].

In Bacon's isle [147, Dennington]
twelve superstitious pictures of angels and crosses

and a holy water font [147, Dennington : in

Bacon's isle, 9 pictures of angels and crosses and
a holy water font]

and brasses with superstitious inscriptions.

And in the cr*?s alley we took up brazen figures

and inscriptions, orapro nobis,

We brake down a cross on the steeple, and three

stone crosses in the chancel, and a stone cross

in the porch. [Vide passim: e.g., 11, 12, 108.]

I do not think much doubt can be felt by
any one with regard to the character of this

document. Its origin must be fairly recent.

Not much can be argued from the style, but

I notice that in two of the few clauses for

which no exact equivalent is found in Dow-
sing's

' Journal ' the expression
"
brasses "

is

used. This Dowsing never employs, so far

as I see. His phrase is "brass inscription"
or "inscription in (or of) brass."

My object in setting out this forgery as I

have done is first to call attention to its

character, and next to ask whether any of

your readers can help me to trace it to its

source. M. R. JAMES.
The Lodge, King's College, Cambridge.

"BUNG" AND "TUN."
IN a reply on the ' " Hamberbonne "

of
Wheat '(ante, p. 270) I ventured to assume
the past existence of a stage in the develop-
ment of the present senses of the word
"
bung," and to suggest that it originally

meant a barrel, the present senses (1, as a
bunghole ; 2, as a bunghole-stopper) being
transfers from the original sense. The earlier
forms, "boung," "bongue," come from the
French bunyne, which I find in Godefroy's
dictionary of old French, with a quotation
which requires some study to get its exact
meaning, yet which shows that the word
related to a barrel, and certainly meant
neither bunghole nor bunghole-stopper. It
is given as a terme de tonnelier, a term in the
cooper's trade, a very vague explanation.
The quotations, from the 'Ordonnances de
la Ville de Reims,' probably of the fourteenth

century, contain words on which Godefroy
throws but little light, and I therefore
transcribe the passages in the hope that
readers of 'N. & Q.' acquainted with the

making of casks in the wine-districts of
France may help to elucidate the subject.
"Se aucuns achate escharssons au port ou a la

riviere, il convenra qu'il les compte la journ^e ou le

lendemain qu'il les avera achate, bungne a bungne ;

et avera li premiers achateres le premier cent, et
comptera ades."
"
Qui achetera cerciaulx pour revendre, il con-

vient qu'il face ploier la bungne chascun par lui,
sens merler d'autres cerciaulx, sens oster nux des
cerciaulx."

What are escharssons ? Godefroy makes th&
word a synonym of eschallassons = echalas,
the laths used to support vines. But while
vine-laths have nothing to do with barrel-

making, the broad laths from which barrel-

staves are shaped might be so called. The
root of the word is ais, a plank (often pro-
nounced am). In Italian this is asse, of
which the diminutive is assicella, shingle ;

in

Provencal escalas is a lath, escanela to splifc

into laths. JSchantillon^ whence our " scant-

ling," is split wood
; amongst other kinds,

that used for bakers' tallies. Echandole is

shingle. Escharssons'^ a word of this group,
probably meaning the broad pieces of wood
collectively called merrain, intended to be

shaped into staves, and obtained by splitting
a log of oak radially from the centre. These,
when fashioned by the cooper's adze, doloire-

(L. dolabra), became douelles or douves, staves.

These staves were sold by the hundred.
" Chacun cent de douelles de bois appelle merain,

servant a faire poincons et fusts neufs. 1577."-
Littre.

Next, what is bungne ? It can only be a*
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barrel, a set of escharssons or douves, which, in

the second sentence, is to be bent for testing
the gauge of the hoops.
So the Reims regulations may be thus

rendered :

" He who buys rough staves at the quay or river-

side shall count them, on that day or the next, bung
by bung [i.e., by the set which will make a barrel] :

and the first buyer shall have the first hundred

[sets?] and shall settle accounts at once."
*' He who buys barrel-hoops to sell again must

himself bend [make up] the barrel, without mixing
the hoops [of one set with those of other sets], and
without cutting anything off them."

These regulations for the trade in staves

and hoops were apparently to ensure : 1,

that the sets of staves should be duly
counted, barrel by barrel, and paid for with-

out delay ; 2, that the hoops should be

gauged into sets on a pattern barrel, without

any "faking" of hoops found to be larger
than the gauge. I may mention that coopers
bend the barrel (ploier la bunyne) by the heat

of a fire lighted within tire set of staves.

That bom, the Dutch equivalent of buncjne
and bonne, meant a barrel is confirmed by
the word bomgelt (Godefroy), a tax on each

barrel of beer sold in Flanders.

That bonne (rather French than Dutch)
was a barrel, and not a bunghole or its

stopper, may be inferred from bonissier, a

cellarer, the equivalent of our Bung for a

cooper or a beerseller ;
also from bonasse

a vat, sufficiently large for eels to be kept
alive in it (1340), and from vthe modern Pro
vencal bounie, a small cask.

1 "think I am justified in saying that bom
bonne, bung, were Dutch, French, and Englisl
for a barrel. They are now fossil words in

their original meanings, living only in thei

derivatives, unless they survive in some
country places. I hope that any instances o

their survival will be brought to notice.

While writing on these onomatopoeic group
of words I would point out that just a
bombus gives rise, not only to the "

bung
group, original and transfers, but also to th
" bound "-" bounce "

group so to?iare, t

thunder, gives rise, not only to the "tun
group, original and transfers ("ton,"

"
tunnel,

&c.), but also to the French tomber and t

our "tumble," and probably to the Nort
Country

"
toom," from the sound of an empt

tun. The transfer-meanings of "bom" anc
" tun

" have developed on parallel lines, thus

Bondir, to resound,
"

les Escots commen
cerent a bondir leurs cornets

"
(Froissart

" Sur tuz les altres bundist li olifant

('Chanson de Roland.' 3119), to bound, t

bounce
; bondissement, the sound of a trumpe

Tombir, tomber, to resound, "la terre e

ombist," to bound, to tumble, to throw

own, to fall down ; tombissement, the sound
: a bombard (Froissart).

The views which I put forward in my reply
lluded to above have incurred PROF. SKEAT'S
bsolute condemnation. I am asked for

vidence that" bung," "boung," and "bongue""
meant **

cask," and to what language they'

)elong. It seems scarcel}
7 necessary to say

bat they are all English forms of the same
word, and I made it, I think, very clear that,

while hypothetical in the original sense of

cask," that sense would soon be forthcoming,
'he second of them is given in the 4 Oxford

English Dictionary,' and the third is to be
een in Wingate's

4

Arithmetick,' 1670. The
,erm has also the forms "bum " and " bun."

With the first I have already dealt
;
I will

only add that its diminutive " bumkin "
is

used by Dampier for a wooden vessel to

carry water. But the form "
bum^evidently

a cask, acquired a derivative meaning in the

vulgar tongue, starting a fresh group of

words, amongst which was "
bungy." I am

accused of manipulating the sense of this

word, and of inserting "round and shaped
ike a cask " out of my own head

;
the in-

criminated sense was taken, not out of my
lead, but rather from the opposite end of the

bungy old fuller like, all ass an' pocket," of

the 'E.'D.D.' quotation.
The equivocal senses of the vulgar form of

"bung" are shown in the above-mentioned
word "bumkin": 1, a small cask; 2, a bur-

lesque word for the posteriors, 'O.E.D.';,

3, a bungy -built man, "a humorous ap-

pellation for a Dutchman, a short stumpy
fellow," 'E.D.D.'

;
4. a clownish man. There-

is also the nautical term, probably mean-

ing a little tree or boom, in Dutch boompje-

(pronounced bdmpyer), but perhaps brought
to the familiar form of "bumpkin

"
through

its stumpy appearance. The French form
of "bung" should not be strange to PROF.

SKEAT, since, in his dictionary, he accepts
the derivation of

u bun" from bnr/ne, "a,

name given at Lyons to a kind of fritter,"

but fails to perceive that this is a transfer-

meaning from bunf/ne, a cask. The Lyonnese
bayne was probably so called from its being
blown out by the art of thefriturier, like the

pommes de terre soufflees of the Paris restau-

rantthe word being akin to boumb, a swell-

ing ; boumbo, a bungy woman ; boumbouno, a

carboy; bounie y
a bumkin or small cask;

bowjneto, a sausage, so large as to be like a
small cask. PROF. SKEAT is apparently not
familiar with the lencjo d'O, or there would
have been no need of his going as far as Ice-

land for the source of the Lyonnese bugne.
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Indeed, there is no need to seek the source

of
" bun " out of England. Extend the doublet

group of words into the triplet group "bung,"
"bum "

"bun," and we have it. The article
*
Bun,' both in the ' O.E.D.' and the 'E.D.D.,'

<nves full support to the view that the round,

puffy cake acquired its name through its

peculiar appearance and consistence. Thus,

in the 'E.D.D.,' we have the word in the

senses of a large water-cask, of a bunghole

cork, of the
"
seat," of a rabbit's tail, as well

as in that of the baker's ware. Here we have

all the senses of the triple word under one

of its forms,
u bun

"= " bonne" of the ham-

tierbonne.

After this explanation I need scarcely deal

with PROF. SKEAT'S further condemnation of

my views on " tun" and "
fother"; they will

probably survive it, and it has induced me to

complete the sketch of one of these interest-

in " onomatopoeic groups.
EDWARD NICHOLSON.

Liverpool.

ROBERT GREENE'S PROSE WORKS.

.(See 10th S. iv. 1, 81, 162, 224, 483 ;
v. 84, 202, 343.)

GREENE'S indebtedness to Primaudaye is

^still my subject.

Primaudaye, chap. xix.,pp. 204-5: "Cyrus,
Monarche of the Persians, from his child -

hoode gave great testimonie, that he would

one daye become a very sober man. For being

demaunded by Astyages his grandfather

why he would drinke no wine, he answered,

for feare lest they give me poison. For

(quoth he) I noted yesterday, when you
celebrated the daye of your nativitie, that

it could not be but that some bodie had

mingled poison amongst all that wine which

ye then dranke : because in the winding up
of the table, not one of all those present at

the feast was in his right minde." Greene,
' Farewell to Follie,' (ix., 330-1): "Cyrus,
monarch of the Persians [very trifling

alterations] mixture of the wine with

some inchanted potion sith at the ende of

the feast there was not one departed in

his right minde." Astyages becomes

Jrimaudaye, chap, xix., p. 206 :

"
Epami-

nondas, the greatest captaine and philosopher

of his time, lived so thriftily and temperately,

that being invited by a friend of his to

-supper, and seeing great superfluitie and

sumptuousnes, he returned very angry, say-

ing that he thought he had been requested to

sacrifice, and to live honestly together, and

not to receive injurie and reproch by being
entertained like a glutton. Caius Fabritus,

.a notable Remain" captaine, was found by the

Samnite embassadors that came unto him
eating of reddish rosted in the ashes, which
was all the dishes he had to his supper, and
that in a very poore house." Greene,

'

Fare-
well to Follie' (ix. 331): "So did (quoth
Peratio) Epaminondas, the greatest captaine
and philosopher of his time, for being
invited by a friend of his to supper, the
tables overcharged with superfluitie and
sumptuousnesse of fare, he told his host in

great choller that he thought he had been
requested as a friend to dine competently,
not to suffer injury by being intertained
like a glutton. Caius Fabritius," &c., word
for word with the omission of the half line
" which was to his supper.'' Greenegoes
on after "poore house" : "and by the waie,
to induce a strange miracle that Sainct
Jerome reporteth of one Paule, an hermit,
who lived from sixteene to sixtie of Dates
onely, and from sixtie to sixe score and (at
what time he died) he was fed by a little

bread brought to him by a crowe." This is

word for word (save for about four words) in

Primaudaye, p. 207. The part omitted here
includes several Biblical examples again, as
Daniel and St. John Baptist.

Primaudaye, chap, xx.,
* Of Superfluitie,

Sumptuousnes, Gluttonie, and wallowing in

delights,' p. 211: "This headspring from
whence diseases and evill dispositions of the
bodie proceed. We are sicke (saith Plutarch)
of those things wherewith we live. [Two
lines quite different occur here.] Homer,
going about to prove that the gods die not,
grounded his argument upon this, bicause

they eate not : as if he would teach us that

drinking and eating do not only maintaine
life, but are also the cause of death." Greene,
'Farewell to Follie

'

(ix. 333-4), reads :

" The
source from whence [verbatim] doflow,
for say th Plutarch we are sicke of, &c. Homer,
going about to prove the immortalitie of the

goddes, and that they dye not, grounded,
&c., the efficient causes of death."

Primaudaye, chap, xx., p. 211 : "Physitions
(saith Seneca) cry out that life is short and
art long : and complaint is made of nature,
bicause. she hath graunted to beasts to live

five or six ages, and appointed so short a
time of life for men." Greene (p. 334) alters

to "limit mans dayes but the length of a
spanne." Otherwise identical.

Primaudaye, chap, xx., p. 215: "Phil-
oxenus the Poet wished that he had a necke
like a Crane, to the end he might enjoy
greater pleasure in swalowing downe wine
and meat : Saying, that then he should

longer feele the taste thereof." Greene,
'Perymedes' (vii. 14): "Every man seekes
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with Philoxenus to have his necke as long as
a Crane that he may with more pleasure
swill in the sweete tast of their superfluous
deinties." On the same page in Primaudaye,
"We read of the emperor Vitellius Spinter

at one supper seven thousand flying
foules

"
is copied exactly into Greene's 'Fare-

well to Follie,' ix. 336. He alters the version
of Vespasian's being chosen emperor, and
resumes with Priraaudaye (p. 215) : "In our
time Muleasen, king of Thunes [whose name
becomes Mulcasser] was so drownd in

pleasure"; and the description of a hundred-
crown dinner off a peacock, "as Paulus
lovius rehearseth," is faithfully transcribed
in Greene on p. 337, from the following page
in Primaudaye.
Primaudaye, chap. xx., p. 214 : "Alexander

being overtaken with wine, he slew
Ciitus, one of the valientest captains he had,
to whom he was beholding for his own life.

Afterward, when he was come to himself, he
would oftentimes have murdered himself,
and wept three days together." Greene
(ix. 337-8): "Alexander at another
dronken feast he slew his faithful friende
Ciitus, a worthie captaine and a counsellor,
to whome hee had so many times beene
beholding for his life, but afterward when he
came to him selfe he sought to shorten
his dayes with his owne sword, and spent
many dayes in continuall teares."

Primaudaye, chap. xx. pp. 217-19 :

" This
is that which Heraclitus meant to teach his

countreymen, when, after a sedition appeared
and quieted, being asked what waie were
best to be taken that the like should not fall

out againe : he went up into that place from
whence orations were made to the people,& there in steed of speaking, began to eate
a morsel of browne bread, and to drinke a
glass of water. Which being done he came
downe againe, and spake never a word
If this counsell were ever requisite in a
Monarchic, it is certainly most necessarie at
this present in ours." Greene, 'Farewell to
Follie' (ix. 338): "This meant Heraclitus to
teache his countrie men, when after a muti-
nous sedition was appeased, and the commons
demanded of him, what antydote cleere
water : thus setting downe a golden precept
by silence if this counsell of Heraclitus
were requisite in a monarchie, what neede
have we of such." And on p. 219 in Primau-
daye,

"
Excesse of apparell (saith Erasmus)

rather whetteth the eies of the beholders
thereof to wicked desires than to any honest
opinion and conceite," appears exactly in

Greene, p. 339 (ut supra), of
"
trimming and

decking out of the bodie," from Erasmus.

Primaudaye (p. 219) continues: "Decke not
thy house (saith Epictetus) with tables and
pictures, but paint it with temperance. For
the one is to feede the eies vainely, but the-

other is an eternall ornament [four line*

omitted]. That great Monarke Augustus-
Caesar wore no other garments than such as
his vvife and daughters made, and those very
modest. Agesilaus, King of Lacedemonia,
never had but one kind of garment for
winter and summer. Epaminondas, generall
captaine of the Thebans, was contented with
one onely gowne al the yeere long. Further, if

we lookeunto their simplicitie and modestie
in their traine it was woorthie of rever-

ence." Greene reads (p. 339): "Epictetus-
gave this onely precept unto his countrie at

hij^leath : Friendes (quoth he) decke not

your bodies with curious superfluitie of ap-
parell, but paint them with temperaunce, for

the one is but a shadowe that bleareth the-

eyes, the other an ornament that inricheth
the minde Augustus never wore other gar-
ments [as above] those verie moderate.

Agesilaus [as above, reading "coat" for
"
garment "]. Epaminondas [same words]!

yeere long : this simplicitie and moderate
use," &c.

Primaudaye, chap, xxii., "Of Voluptuos-
nes and Lecherie,' p. 235: "Many have-

placed their soveraigne good in pleasure and
in the enjoyment of those things which most
of all tickle the senses. Aristippus and alt

the Cyrinaiks, Epicurus, Metrodorus, Chry-
sippus, and many others laboured to-

prove it." Greene,
* Farewell to Follie : the

Second Discourse of Folly
'

(ix. 289) :

" The
Cyrinaike Philosophers, as Aristippus, Metro-

dorus, and Epicurus, who sounded [? founded]
their Summum bonum in pleasure, &c."

Immediately following in Greene is the alle-

gory of Hercules meeting Vice and Vertue

(Primaudaye, p. 237), but
alterec^

into the
rankest nonsense (p. 290) by Greene. On
p. 283 in the same tract Greene adduces
" Marcus Curcius that had thrice bene dic-

tator and triumphed
" from Primaudaye,.

chap, xxxiii. p. 335, altering "Curius" in-

correctly. H. C. HART.
(To be continued.)

"ROAN": ITS ETYMOLOGY. The history
of this word has never been satisfactorily

explained in any etymological work written
in English. Prof. Skeat connects the word*
with Span, rodado, "a horse of dapple-grey
colour," but fails to give a satisfactory
account of the suffix -an. See ' Notes on
English Etymology,' Philological Society,
1905. An interesting account of the word is
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given by a Spanish scholar, Seilor Ramon
Menendez Pidal, in some notes on Spanish
etymologies printed in Romania (1900),

pp. 334-79. In his article on roano he says
that it is an adjective applied to a horse of a
mixed colour of white, grey, and bay. In
old documents the word appears as rodano
(ann. 1055) and raudano (ann. 979). There
occur in Old Portuguese the forms raudao,
raudam, roudane. What is the etymology of

O. Span, raudano? Prof. Pidal suggests
the following sequence : Romanic ravdanus
(ravidanus), formed with suffix -anus from
Lat. ravidus, greyish, dark -

coloured, a
derivative otravus ("ravi coloris appellantur
qui sunt inter flavos et csesios"). O. Span.
roano is the source of F. roitan, which is

found in the ' Grand Testament of Villon

(see HatzfeldV French
_
Dictionary,' s.v.). The

suffix -an shows that it is a Southern word.
The. It. roano is borrowed from French or

Spanish, the It. form rovano being simply
due to the intercalation of v to avoid the
hiatus. Our word roan is probably borrowed
from Spanish. The O. Span, form raudano
proves conclusively that the word roan
cannot be connected with Lat. rota, nor
consequently with Fr. roue, dappled, as is

suggested by Prof. Skeat. A. L. MAYHEW.

"DuMA." It may be worth while noting
that the Russian name "

Duma," applied to
the new Parliament or National Council of

Russia, is identical in origin with our word
doom as well as with Old Norse domr, a
court of judgment, sentence. X.

" SWERVE." 'The Century Dictionary'
gives no meaning which exactly covers the
sense in which the word "swerve" has been
used in cricket for the last two seasons, as

applied to the bowling of B. J. T. Bosanquet,
of the Middlesex Cricket Club. The
peculiarity of his bowling is that he inten-

tionally imparts a direction to the ball in its

flight through the air before it touches
ground which takes it from the direct line,

although intended to reach a definite point
in a right line from the bowler to the wicket.
In the Daily Mail of 16 April is an illus-

tration of a figure delivering the ball in the
game of baseball, showing three different
lines the ball is made to take, or, to quote
from the description, "how the pitcher
makes the ball swerve in the air. By giving
it a spin with the fingers, the ball is made to
rise or fall after travelling in a straight line
for twenty-five feet." RALPH THOMAS.

EDWARD IV. IN THE NATIONAL PORTRAIT
GALLERY. LEO C., in calling attention (ante,

p. 227) to a misleading statement in the

pedigree of the Royal Family in Burke's
*

Peerage.' reminds me that some years ago
I noticed that the inscription on the plate
affixed to the portrait of Edward IV. in the
National Portrait Gallery (Room II.) con-
tains an inaccuracy. This king is there
described as great-grandson of Edward III.,
whereas he was great-grandson of Edmond,
Duke of York, fifth son of Edward III. On
bringing this error to the notice of the

Gallery authorities in 1897 I received a reply
saying that it would be rectified. This has
not yet been done. It is, no doubt, a small
matter

;
but in a National Gallery it is not

too much to expect that our kings shall be
correctly described in every particular.

Edward III., m. Philippa of Hainault.

Edmond, Duke of York, m. Isabel, dau. of

Peter, King of Castile and Leon.

Richard, Earl of Cambridge, m. Anne, dau. of

Roger Mortimer, Earl of March.

Richard, Duke of York. m. Cicely, dau. of

Ralph Nevill, Earl of Westmorland.

Edward IV.

CHARLES HERBERT THOMPSON.

KIPLING'S 'Wmi SCINDIA TO DELHI.'
There is a singular and unexpected blunder
in the opening verse of this poem :

The wreath of banquet overnight lay withered on
the neck,

Our hands and scarves were saffron-dyed for signal
of despair,

When we went forth to Paniput to battle with the
Mlech,

p]re we came back from Paniput and left a kingdom
there.

Of course Mlech should be pronounced
with the soft sound of ch, as in

tl

church,"
and is no rime to "neck." The poet's error
is similar to one often made in pronouncing
the name Bechuanaland, where the ch should
be soft, but is too frequently sounded as if

it had something to do with Adolf Beck.
JAS. PLATT, Jun.

"PANNIER MARKET." There has lately
been much agitation in my old town of

Launceston concerning the hours of what is

called there the "
pannier market," as dis-

tinct from the cattle market
; and, as I am

told that the former term is not to be found
even in the greatest English dictionary, I

may, perhaps, be allowed to explain what it

means. I remember it well for the last

seventy-five years as the Saturday market to

which the regrators used to come from

Plymouth and Exeter and other of the

larger towns, and buy up in the morning
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the butter, eggs, and poultry which had been
brought into town by the farmers and their
wives. This produce was packed in panniers

or pdnyers, as the word was pronounced in

my young days these being large square
withy (or willow) baskets, which were slung
across a horse's back for carrying away.
This gave rise to a once familiar saying at

Launceston,
" He 's as unmannerly as a horse

with a pair of pangers," for the breadth of
the panniers, one on each side of the animal,
was such that passers-by in a narrow road
were apt to be knocked aside into the hedge
as the horse swung along ;

and I have often
heard one regrator say to another as they
passed in the street, "I'm going up to

panger." K. BOBBINS.

" REVENUE "
: ITS PRONUNCIATION. The

tendency to throw the accent on English
words as far back as possible has gradually
established the practise of pronouncing
"revenue" with the stress on the first

syllable. Till quite recently, however, it

was not uncommon to hear the earlier

"revenue," and it would be interesting to
have late instances of its literary recognition.
It must have been used in the House of
Commons in the last generation, and it is

not yet many years since I heard it from a
Scottish representative when addressing his
constituents. The practice of the eighteenth
century is thus illustrated by Young in his
4 Love of Fame,' i. 21 :

When men grow great from their revenue spent,And fly from bailiffs into parliament.

In the following stanza of his
* Ocean : an

Ode,' the poet gives a further instance of the
same thing, besides furnishing one of his
numerous examples of the old value assigned
to the diphthong ea :

My hours my own !

My faults unknown !

My chief revenue in content !

Then, leave one beam
Of honest fame !

And scorn the labour'd monument !

THOMAS BAYNE.

SHAKESPEARE ; A REMARKABLE FOLIO. In
a glazed case on the landing of the first

story, just outside the Jones Bequest rooms,
at the Victoria and Albert Museum, South
Kensington, is a folio copy of "Shakespear.
Third Impression. 1664." It has an eagle
and serpents on the title-page. The copy
has the following autographs on the first

pages, viz., Leigh Hunt, March 13, 1842
;

Joseph Fearn, 1842
;
F. G. Tomlins ; J. West-

land Marston, Novr
18th, 1843

; Robert
Montgomery ; R. H. Home, 1842; Le Schmitz,

1842
;
John A. Heraud ; Wm Wordsworth ;

Robert Browning, 1842, Aug. 15 ; Chas

Knight ; G. H. Lewes
;
T. G. Lough ; Charles

Dickens
;
Wm Sherman.

If this copy really belonged to Browning,
Dickens, Knight, Montgomery, Wordsworth,
et alii, it is certainly one of the most interest-

ing and valuable in existence. D. J.

FUNERAL GARLANDS. The following

passage occurs in The Tablet of 21 April
(p. 611). It ought to be transferred to the

pages of 'N. & Q.' The custom was once

common, but has now become almost for-

gotten or disregarded :

" The very ancient custom of carrying the

Virgin's crown, or funeral garland, was observed
at a funeral at the parish church at Abbott's Ann,
near Andover. The crown, from which fine paper
gloves were hanging, was made of thin wood,
covered with paper and decorated with black and
white rosettes, and was carried from the house to

the church before the coffin by two young girls.

The girls, who wore white dresses, with white
shawls and white hoods, between them bore a
white wand from which the crown depended.
During the service, the crown was placed on the
coffin by one of the girls, and at the close it waa
again suspended from the wand and borne to the

grave. The crown was afterwards hung on a thin

iron rod branching from a small shield placed high
up on the wall of the nave of the church, where
there were already some 40 crowns suspended.
Although there are other churches where these

curious crowns are hanging, it is probable that
Abbott's Ann is the only parish church in England
where the custom is still observed."

An account of these Abbott's Ann garlands
is given in Mr. C. G. Harper's

' The Exeter

Road,
1

p. 153. ASTARTE.

PEAT. (See 9th S. iii., iv.) I do not know
whether a passage from Archbishop Grey's
'Register' (Surtees Soc., 1872, p. 236) has

been considered by those who have dealt

with this word. In a lease of the mine of

Hexham, dated 30 May, 1230, it is stated

that the lessees :

"juramento prrestito, nobis promiserunt quod in

qualibet estate, ad cibaria sua per totum annum
decoquenda, et ignem proprium, sibi et ministris

suis de peatis sibi providebunt. Et si peatas,

aliquo casu contingente, sufficients per annum sibi

perquirere noil possunt, concessimus eisdem quod
rationabiliter et moderate de bosco nostro defectum
sine vasto suppleatur."

Q. V.

PARISH CONSTABLES. (See 10th S. ii. 247,

335, 371, 431; iii. 37.) Those interested in

this subject may be glad to know that a
valuable contribution to the literature

thereon appeared as a leader in The

Northampton Daily Reporter of 9 April.
JOHN T. PAGE.
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WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

SNAKES IN SOUTH AFRICA. In a review of

The Cornhill, ante, p. 380, mention is made
of an article by Mr. Claude E. Benson on
* Venomous Serpents,' and it is said :

"The most dangerous of these appears to be the
African mamba, which flies at everything and
everybody, and will

' even come down from a tree

to solicit an interview.'
"

This statement is so different from my
experience of the mamba that I venture to

ask if any of your very numerous corre-

spondents can corroborate it. I can speak with
some little knowledge of the South African

snakes, for I was one of the early settlers of

Natal, was nine years there, and never
missed an opportunity of killing a snake.

Many mambas I put an end to. The mamba,
or black snake, is a most deadly beast, it is

true. I saw a Zulu who had been bitten in

the heel, and who died in little more than
an hour ; and an Englishman living near

me, to whom the same mischance occurred,
died the next day. I once heard of one who
flew at a traveller on horseback, but it was
believed that the snake would never attack

any one unless he got between the female
and her nest. In the cases named above the
victims had accidentally trodden on them.
I never saw or heard of a mamba in a tree.
I was struck by one myself in the thumb,
but he was only a little one, and good doses
of aloe juice and milk cured me. Had he
been full grown, nothing could have saved
me. It does not follow that Mr. Benson is in
error because my experience does not tally
with his statement

; but, as I said, I should
be glad to know if it can be corroborated.

F. CLAYTON.
Morden.

NAPOLEON AND THE GRAND DUCHESS
CATHERINE OF RUSSIA. I have recently
seen in MS. what purports to be an English
version of a letter addressed by the Grand
Duchess Catherine of Russia (daughter
of Paul I.) to her brother Alexander L,
protesting against the proposed marriage
between Napoleon and herself, and specially
mentioning the murder of Palde (sic). This
may be an error of transcription for Palm,
the unfortunate Niirnberg bookseller, shot
in 1806. The letter is dated 25 Jan., 1809.
I cannot find any reference to it in any of
the works I have consulted, and should like

to know something about the original. I

may mention that I have referred to Vandal's
'

Napoleon et Alexander I.' (1891).
WM. H. PEET.

GRAY'S ' ELEGY '

: ITS TRANSLATIONS. Was
there published an edition of Gray's

'

Elegy
'

"exhibiting all the known translations,

arranged in double columns," as suggested by
J. F. M. at 1 st S. i. 101, in the first quarter
year of * N. & Q.' ? And may I repeat his

incidental query 1

"In a biographical notice of Dr. Sparke, it is

stated that he was among the thirteen candidates
when the competition took place [o. 1794] for the
best translation of Gray's 'Elegy' into Greek.

Query, What was this competition, and were any of

the other versions published ?
"

SENGA.

[Many renderings of the 'Elegy' into Greek,
Latin, and Italian are noted at 5th S. iv. 255; 10th

S. i. 58, 487 ; ii. 93, 175.]

DEFOE ON THE VICAR OF BADDOW. What
is the story of the vicar of Baddow, alluded

to in Defoe's 'History of the Devil,' Part II.

chap. iv. ?

The vigilant scout plants his agents about,
And has something to dp with us all, sir.

In some he has part, and in some he 's the whole,
And of some (like the vicar of Baddow)

It can neither be said they have body or soul,
But only are devils in shadow.

There is a Great Baddow two miles south-

east, and a Little Baddow four miles north-

east, from Chelmsford. The incumbent of

Great Baddow is a vicar, and of Little

Baddow a rector. There is no other Baddow
in 'The Clergy List.' HOLKOYD CHAPLIN.

[A similar question was asked at 6th S. iv. 512;
and at p. 159 of the next volume EDWARD SOLLY,
whose death deprived 'N. & Q.' of a most valuable

contributor, offered a solution of the allusion.]

G. ROSSETTI'S 'TRE RAGIONAMENTI.' I

have recently purchased a brochure of 102

pages, printed in London in 1842, the title of

which is "La Beatrice di Dante. Ragio-
namenti Critici di Gabriele Rossetti." The
author states in the preface, addressing the

reader, that

"ove tu faccia un amichevole accoglienza al Ragio-
namento Primo, gli altri due si affretteranno con

maggiore alacrita a venirti incontro."

Was the author encouraged to issue "the
other two"? If so, will some reader tell

me the date of publication and if it is

possible to obtain them 1 To judge from the

first number, each one is complete in itself,

though, if "the other two" appeared, the

possession of No. 1 is only a one- third,

and hence incomplete, purchase. Perhaps
Rossetti's project, like O'Conriell's 'Memoir
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on Ireland,' ended ingloriously with the first

volume. J. B. McGovERN.
St. Stephen's Rectory, C.-on-M., Manchester.

"A THIMBLEFUL OF SENSE IS WORTH A
POUND OF NONSENSE." Could you enlighten
ine as to the origin of this proverb, or the
author of if? I am not quite sure about the
second portion, and I am unable to find it in
the ordinary dictionaries of proverbs.

W. A. CARTER.

TUILERIES GARDEN IN 1796. The following
paragraph occurs in The Hull Advertiser,
26 March, 1796. Are we to accept it as a
true statement ? We have not met with the
fact if fact it be recorded elsewhere.
"The garden of the Thulleries at Paris, once

planted with potatoes, when the wants of the
people required the sacrifice, offers now a beautiful
and correct map of France. It comprises Jemappe,
Savoy, and the other departments which have been
conquered and united to the Republic. This idea,
which is most artfully conceived to flatter the
vanity of the Parisians, is as beautifully executed.
Each path marks the boundary of a department;
every mountain is represented 'by a hillock ; every
forest by a thicket

; and every river has its corre-
sponding streamlet. Thus every Parisian in his
morning walk can now review the whole of the
Republic and of her conquests."

N. M. & A.
* ARYAN SUN-MYTHS.' I have tried for

some time to get a copy of 'Aryan Sun-
Myths,' published by Kegan Paul, Trench &
Co., -but out of print for several years
author's name not mentioned. The book
was written by a Bostonian, so perhaps

Lincolnshire, as printed by Nichols in 'Illus-

trations of the Manners and Expenses of

Ancient Times in England,' the following
entries are given, with mention of other

lights :

[1505.] Itm. recevyd of y
e may lygthe of Est-

thorppe, 01. 3$. '3d.

[1532.] Itm. of M. Wyllm lyncolne, for kyr
chowsse [church-house] may lyght, QL 13-s. 4o?.

[1535.] Itm. of Esthorpe lyght, 01. 13*. 4rf.

Itm. kyrchowse niaylyght, (M. 13s. 4d.

[1500.] Imprymys, It. recevyd off y
e yomen leyght,

01. fa. Sd.

[1500.] It. for y
e yomen leyght, Is. 3d.

[1535 ] Itm. of the yongmenis lyght, 01. 10-9. Od.

The young men's light was not the plough-
men's light, for the plough-light is also

mentioned. LINCOLN GREEN.

OLVARIUS'S HISTORY. In Douglas's 'Peer-

age of Scotland,' vol. i. p. 754, it is stated

that

"John Carmichael of Howgate had a 8on who
went abroad into the Russian service, where, by
his gallant behaviour, he was advanced to the rank
of colonel, by John Basiliowitz, the then Czar, and

distinguished himself at the siege of Plescow, where
he commanded 5.000 men, and afterwards was
made governor of that place."

The authority for this statement is
"
Olvarius's History."
I have searched, with the help of the

officials, the British Museum Library, and
am quite unable to get any clue to the

identity of Olvarius or his work. Perhaps
some reader of

' N. & Q.' can help me.
E. G. M. C.

some American reader of
' N. & Q.' can help [Olearius, Adam, otherwise Oelschlaeger, wrote a

me. E. MUNRO.
'

description of a journey in Muscovy and ^Persia,

Hillcrest, Westward Ho, N. Devon.

ITALIAN SONGS. Is there published any
good anthology of Italian songs translated
into English, without music?

S. J. A. F.

JAPANESE AND CHINESE LYRICS. Are
there any anthologies published of these in

English? S. J. A. F.

SIR WILLIAM NOYE'S WIFE. Can any
correspondent of

' N. & Q.' tell me the name
of the wife of Sir William Noye, of Carnan-
ton, Cornwall, Attorney-General to King
Charles I. ? WM. JACKSON PIGOTT.
Manor House, Dundrum, co. Down.
[Sara, daughter of Humphrey Yorke, of Phi Hack,

near Redruth, Cornwall. {See life in
xli. 253-5.]

MAY LIGHT AND YOUNG MEN'S LIGHT IN

journey 10 ___..
published in Schleswig in 1647, folio. An English
translation by John Davies was published in 1666.

The work was frequently reprinted, and translated

into French, Dutch, &c. See under 'Olearius'

Brunei's 'Manuel du Libraire,' and ' Nouvelle

Biographic Generate,' by Dr. Hoefer.]

CATEATON STREET. This name appears in

The Pickwick Papers,' and is, I believe,

referable to Gresham Street, E.G. Deriva-

tion of Cateaton is desired, and date of

change of name. JAS. CURTIS, F.S.A.

SEVENTEENTH - CENTURY LIBRARIES. (See
10th S. iv. 222, 303.) Have similar lists been

published ? If so, references would be much
appreciated. M. J. D. COCKLE.

' D N B '

I

SHAKESPEARE'S CREATIONS. In the present

day, when Shakespeare is belauded to the

skies, and by too many because others do it,

it is as well that every real admirer of Shake-
IE-KEFORMATION CHURCHES. What special speare should be able to give a reason for

signification had these lights? In the the faith that is in him, and that when
churchwardens accounts of Wigtoft, in

| challenged as to Shakespeare's supremacy on
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any theme, or when it is judged by any fail-

standard, lie should know what he is talking
about. Now I have been asked if I can point
to any creation in Shakespeare of the truly
heroic to any figure rivalling Prometheus,
or the Satan of Milton. Will some one

kindly help me to answer 1 Lucis.

ANNE GLIDDON. I should be very grateful
for any information about this artist, who in

the later thirties was governess to the

family of my great-grandfather, the late

Dr. Ansell, of Bow. A portrait of George
Henry Lewes, drawn by her in 1840. was
presented to the National Portrait Gallery
in 1904. A portrait of Leigh Hunt "

by Mrs.
Gliddon (1841), drawn on wood by Mr. 0.

Gliddon," is mentioned by Mr. R. B. Johnson
('Selected Essays and Poems of Leigh Hunt,'
1891, ii. 268); and the * D.N.B.' (xxxii. 209)
states that Samuel Laurence (the portrait
painter) married ** Anastasia Gliddon, cousin
and adopted sister of Mrs. Thornton Leigh
Hunt." Was Anne Gliddon related to these
ladies ? R. L. MORETON.

Gerrard's Cross, Bucks.

NOTTINGHAM PSALTER. In my possession
is a newspaper cutting of 1902 (about July, I

think) announcing the dispatch to the United
States of

"a valuable collection intended to exemplify the
origin and development of the early illustrated
book, starting from the illuminated manuscript,
through the block-books, and onwards to the
finished typographical specimen."
The illuminated manuscripts are stated to
have included

"the Nottingham Psalter, dating from about 1220,
with fine illuminations in the calendar, and initials

throughout."

Can any one kindly supply further details
of this manuscript and its present location ?

In particular, I am anxious to learn on what
evidence it is associated with Nottingham,
to the ecclesiastical history of which I have
devoted considerable attention.

A. STAPLETON.
158, Noel Street, Nottingham.

SPAIN AND ENGLAND. Can any one say to
what period in the history of the two
countries is to be referred the old saying,
"Con todo el murido guerra, y paz con
Inglaterra"? It may be an outcome of the
Peninsular War of 1809-13.

PHILIP NORTH.
TWYFORD ABBEY, I shall be glad if any

of your readers can inform me where I car
find any books referring to Twyford Abbey.From searches I have made I find that no

religious body inhabited this house ; con-

sequently little information is given by
Dugdale or Lysons. J. L. JAMES.

"ROSE OF JERICHO."

(10
th S. v. 229, 272.)

REFERENCE may perhaps opportunely be
made to the search for the flower at the

place of its origin lately narrated by the
[talian lady Matilde Serao, in the very in-

teresting account of her travels entitled
l ln

the Country of Jesus,' as translated by Mr.
Richard Davey, 1905.

Jericho, now represented by Rihah, a
scanty and miserable group of houses or
huts, was reached by the lady (who on this

occasion rode in a palanquin or litter borne

by two mules) in six hours from Jerusalem,
the distance being fifteen miles, the de-
clivitous road winding through "arid yellow-
hills" and "rugged mountain sides." The
situation of the village, said to be 700 feet

lower than the level of the Mediterranean,
and thus about 3,200 feet below the plateau
of Jerusalem, causes its atmosphere to be

peculiarly heavy and oppressive :

" The air

one breathes is like molten lead," writes

the traveller. This condition, added to the
extreme poverty of the place, rendered a

night's lodging in a wretched kind of inn,

kept by two silent old Russian women, ex-

tremely uncomfortable and depressing ; yet
endurance was necessary, for next day search
had to made for the famed rose, and the

journey extended to the Jordan and Dead
Sea. In the morning, on inquiry as to roses

of Jericho, it was replied that certainly there

were roses, and to prove the fact
" a lovely

rose" was brought, which the old hostess

declared to be the real rose of Jericho,

adding that no other was known to her after

living twenty-eight years at the place.
The traveller, thus highly delighted with

her "
lovely, fresh, bright - coloured rose,

much like, though smaller than, those of her

own country," found it unnecessary to make
the toilsome exploration of the neighbouring
Quarantania Mountains (the wilderness of

the Temptation), where the traditionary rose

is said to be met with. On her return to

Jerusalem, asked as to the result of her

search, she triumphantly produced her trea-

sure. But then came the disillusion : it was

not, said the courteous and learned doctor
of the Consulate, the rose of Scripture ;

he
had several specimens, and would give one
to the signora. It proved to be
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*'a tiny, dry, horn-shaped flower, about the size of

a. finger-nail ;
it has small, withered branches,

which spread out the moment the stem is placed
in water, but no colour returns."

De Saulcy has been quoted at 1 st S. xi. 449.

He says his discovery was named Saulcya
hierichuntica, and that the flower had the

appearance of a dried Eastern daisy. A
later description of the plant is given in the
*

Treasury of Botany,' by Lindley and Moore

(1874). Its recognized name is now Anastatica

hierochuntina (sic) ;
it is a small annual,

with short stem, from which extend oblong

leaves, the flowers small and white. When
in flower the branches spread rigidly, but
when the seed ripens the leaves wither and

drop, the whole plant becomes dry, and each

branch curls inwards, forming a ball as if of

wickerwork.'3*'

Thus described, it is simply impossible to

apply to the lowly though curious plant the

stately language of Jesus, the son of Sirach,
who in his exaltation of Wisdom wrote

(Ecclesiasticus xxiv. 14) :

I was exalted like a cedar in Libanus, f

And as a cypress tree upon the mountains of

Hermon.
I was exalted like a palm tree in Engaddi,
And as a rose plant in Jericho.

As a fair olive in a pleasant field,

And grew up as a plane tree by the water.

Here the rose plant of Jericho is grouped
with the cedar, the cypress, the palm, the

olive, and the plane strange and unequal
companionship for a plant said to be but six

inches high. With MR. C. S. WARD, we
would know the authority for the identifi-

cation. Dean Stanley, not troubled with
the botanical definition, thought that the

oleander, with its beautiful rosy blossoms,
and flourishing on the well-watered plain of

Jericho, might represent the poetic rose

C Sinai and Palestine,' 1866, p. 146). And,
as we learn from the lady traveller, the real

rose, as we know it, yet grows in the oasis

where is the modern wretched village.
A willing tribute of appreciation will be

given to the most interesting account of the
sacred country afforded by the indefatigable,
highly intelligent, though perhaps somewhat
credulous pilgrim whose work has been

quoted. W. L. RUTTON.

EPITAPH AT BOWES, YORKSHIRE (10
th S. v.

370). Bowes is out of the beaten track of
travellers between Scotland and England,
but when he was acting as tutor to the sons

* At Kew are seen several specimens. The
<lried-up balls vary in size, the largest being about
four inches in diameter.

of the Duke of Montrose, and conducting
them, as Dr. Johnson puts it,

" round the
common circle of modish travels," Mallet

may possibly have been there or thereabouts.

Murray's 'Yorkshire Handbook' (third ed.,

p. 344) says that Dr. Dinsdale, author of the
* Teesdale Glossary,' in his edition of Mallet's

'Ballads and Songs' (1857), has inserted all

the information he could collect relating to

the subject of the poem, and that he erected
a monument to the memory of the lovers, on
which is an extract from the register. The
late W. Hylton Longstaffe tells us, in his
'

Richmondshire,' that Dr. Dinsdale has quite
exhausted the subject, and adds that in the

church register an interlineation has been
made in a different hand. The word "sup-
posed

" has been inserted as a substitute for

the word "purely," making the clause

"purely thro' love" read "supposed thro1

love."
Anderson's 'British Poets

'

(vol. ix. p. 717)
has an extract from a letter, written, in

answer to the inquiries of a Mr. Copper-
thwaite, by the curate of Bowes, confirmatory
of the main facts of the story as told by the

poet.
Mallet's second wife, Lucy Elstob, belonged

to an old North of England family, of which
the best-known members were her cousins,
William and Elizabeth Elstob, the Anglo-
Saxon scholars. Her father was land
steward to the Earl of Carlisle, and it

is not a far-fetched theory to surmise
that it was through this connexion that

the poet obtained particulars of the tragic
end of Edwin and Emma. Mrs. Mallet

was a woman of considerable talent, and,
if not herself a literary woman, mixed in

the society of literary men, and, as readers

of Bos well's 'Johnson' will remember, once
much offended David Hume by her pertness
in introducing herself to him with the

remark, "We Deists should know each
other." JOHN OXBERRY.
Gateshead.

This epitaph is said, on the authority of

Grainge's
'
Castles and Abbeys of York-

shire,' p. 382, to have been copied from the

parish register, and inscribed on the stone
at the west end of Bowes Church at the

expense of F. T. Dinsdale, Esq. In the same
work will be found much interesting in-

formation concerning Bowes and the curious

inscription mentioned.
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

The reason why the epitaph at Bowes has

not appeared in
4 N. & Q.' may probably be
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found in the fact that Mallet's pathetic
ballad of

* Edwin and Emma ' has made it so

well known in English literature. Epitaphs
in *N. & Q.' are usually out-of-the-way in-

scriptions that are not found printed else-

where. Full details of the poet's career,
with pedigrees of his second wife, Lucy
Elstob, and also of Wrightson and Railton,
the unfortunate lovers, and an account of
Bowes castle and church, &c., are given in

E. Dinsdale's edition of
'

Ballads and Songs
by David Mallet,' 1857 (xii-328 pp. 8vo). This
book is highly praised in 2nd S. iii. 259.

RICHARD WELFORD.
Gosforth, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Johnson, in his 'Life' of Mallet, does not
allude to any acquaintance which the
" atheist

"
poet may have had with the

village of Bowes, and his account seems to
be the only authentic one. Johnson says :

"Of David Mallet, having no written

memorial, I am able to give no other account
than such as is supplied by the unauthorized
loquacity of common fame, and a very slight
personal knowledge." There is also an in-

teresting account of Mallet in
4

Biographia
Dramatica,' by David Erskine Baker, 1782,
seventeen years only after Mallet's death in

1765, but again there is no allusion to any
connexion with Bowes.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

"BROCK": "BADGER" (10
th S. v. 389).

The etymology of places like Brockley is ex-

tremely slippery ; for in some cases Brock-
really goes back to the A.-S. broc, a brook.

Certainly brock is Celtic, and means "gray."
Broxbourne means "Brock's bourne,"

where Brock (A.-S. Brocc
y JBroc) was a man's

name ; just as some men have the surname
Badger at this day.

I am afraid that some of the etymologies
which I first gave in 1880 ought to be
consigned to oblivion. I have tried to with-
draw them to some extent by the publication
of my *

Concise Etymological Dictionary
'

in
1901 an edition in which many things were
bettered. I there say of badger that it is"
spelt bageard in Sir T. More.' Dr. Murray

shows that badger means the animal with
the badge or stripe." The chief difficulty is

to trace the word badge itself.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

The gradual disappearance of this animal
from its favourite haunts is lessening the
necessity for reference to its character and
habits. Even its name is rarely heard except
among naturalists, who, of course, speak of it

as the badger. In certain rural parts of

Scotland, however, it is not altogether

extinct, and allusions to the "brock" in such

regions may even now occasionally be heard.
Scotsmen who respect their traditions still

understand without the aid of a glossary the
reference in Burns's 'Twa Dogs' to the

supercilious airs of " our gentry
"

:

They gang as saucy by poor folk
As 1 wad by a stinkin' brock.

THOMAS BAYNE.

MR. LYNN observes that brock "is un-

doubtedly of Celtic origin," which I do nob

dispute ;
but when he adds "

meaning grey,"
I think he misses the significance of a

descriptive name. The Gaelic terms for

"grey" are riabhach (reeagh) and odhar

(ower) ;
whereas breac, Welsh brechj means

striped or brindled, which exactly fits the

badger's countenance. The same adjective
gave the Gaelic breacan, tartan, and probably
survives in our "breeches," which are no-

longer striped and chequered as that garment
was when the Roman conquerors adopted
the braccce or trews from their Gaulish and
British subjects. HERBERT MAXWELL.

HENRY ANGELO (10
th S. v. 287). I have

seen the monumental inscription of Henry
Angelo, not in "a little village near Bath,"
but in the graveyard of Trinity Church,
Gray's Inn Road. This church, though
situated in St. Pancras, was, I was told,

erected as a chapel of ease to St. Andrew's,

Hplborn. As several writers have made
mistakes regarding the date of death and the

place of burial of Henry Angelo, it would be
well that a copy of the inscription should be
entered in

' N. & Q.' It runs thus :

"In memory of Mary, wife of Henry Angelo, of

Bolton Row, Mayfair, who died 14th January, 1827,

aged 68.
" Also Elizabeth and Mary, daughters of the-

above, who died in their infancy.
" Also of HENRY ANGELO, husband of the above,,

who died 19th December, 1835, aged 80 years."

CHARLES SWYNNERTON.

MR. THOMPSON OF THE GTH DRAGOONS (10
th

S. v. 269, 316, 354). Frederick Thompson, of

the family of Thompson of Kirby Hall, York,
was a captain in the Enniskillen Dragoons
(Burke's

' Landed Gentry,' fourth ed .).

R. J. FYNMORE.

AMERICANS IN ENGLISH RECORDS (10
th S. v.

163). The reference under Winch should be

"daughter of John Custis." Evelyn of Long
Ditton, Parke, Custis, and Washington all

intermarried. This same error is made in

Burke
;

vide Ellenborough. It should be
Law^Custis. When did Custis settle in

Ireland? A. C. H.
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DELMER (10
th S. v. 348). If this is merely

a variant on Delrnar, which I suspect, it cer-

tainly is used as a proper name. A friend of

mine who bears it tells me it is derived from
a Prussian baron of that name. I see three

Delmars in the 4 London Court Directory.'

Bardsley, in his
*
Diet. Eng. and Welsh

Surnames,' 1901, which does not seem suffi-

ciently made use of by your correspondents,

gives :

"Delamare, Delamere, Delmar. Local, *de la

mere,' at the lake, from residence beside a lake ;

M.E. mere, a pool. John de la Mere, co. Oxf.,

1273 (Hundred Rolls). Henricus del Mere, 1379

(Poll Tax), W. Riding, Yorks, p. 210. 1675,

married, John Delemare and Susanna Reffrey,
St. Jas. Clerkenwell."

H. W. DICKINSON.

Lower interpreted the surname Delmar by
de la mer. This, if used as a baptismal name,

may have been taken from the surname, or

have been bestowed on a child for some
marine reason. When once given, it would
have a good chance of being repeated in the

next and succeeding generations.
ST. SWITHIN.

"
Delmar, an abbreviation of De la Mare."

Further :

"
De-la-Mare, from La Mare, near Pont-Audemer,

a castle built on piles in a lake. Norman de la

Mara lived c. 1030. Hugo de la Mare (1070) occurs
in a Breton Charter (Morice,

'

Hist. Bret. Preuves,'
i. 434) .For De la Mere, see De la Mare."

The above quotations are from ' The Norman
People

'

(author's name not given), published
by. H. S. King & Co., 1874, and dedicated
*' to the memory of Percy, Viscount Strang-
ford.'

5 HARRY HEMS.

Robert Ferguson, in his 'Teutonic Name-
system,

1

1864, says there is a stem dal, tal,

which Forstemann, in his
' Altdeutsohes

Namenbuch,' refers to the Anglo-Saxon deal,

illustrious, distinguished, eminent
; and he

places it with other names compounded
of Dal, Del, or Thai, and Mar, famous, like
Dallimore, Dellamore, Delmar

; Modern
German Thalmeier, Thalhammer (?) ; French
Delamarre, Delemer, Delimier. Del mer.

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

LADIES' HEAD-DRESSES IN THE THEATRE
(10

th S. v. 389). MR. SCHLOESSER will find a

delightful account of the
"
celebrated critica

trunk-maker "
in the 235th number of The

Spectator, dated Thursday, 29 November
1711. He is introduced by Addisou as
follows :

"It is observed that of late years there has been
a certain Person in the upper Gallery of the Play
house, who when he is pleased with any thing tha
is acted upon the Stage, Expresses his Approbation

_y a loud knock upon the Benches or the Wainscot,,
which may be heard over the whole Theatre. This*

:*erson is commonly known by the Name of the-

Trunk-maker in the upper Gallery''
1

S. BUTTERWORTH.

For the "critical trunk-maker" see The

Spectator, No. 385, by Addison.
CHARLES MASEFIELD.

"CAST NOT A CLOUT TILL MAY BE OUT"'

V
10th S. v. 388). The Scottish interpretation
of this proverb assumes that it is the month,,
and the whole month, that is in question.
Unless with the aid of superior culture, we
do not think of hawthorn blossom as "may,'

r

but simply call it
" flourish." In his

'

Popular
.Rhymes of Scotland' Robert Chambers
writes thus of the month and its fickle cha-

racter :

'There is another ungracious rhyme about the-

Favourite month of the poets :

Till May be out,

Change na a clout.

That is, thin not your winter clothing till the end
of May a good maxim, if we are to put faith in-

the great father of modern medicine, Boerhaave,
who, on being consulted as to the proper time for

putting off flannel, is said to have answered,
'

On.

Midsummer night, and put it on again next

morning.'
?3

THOMAS BAYNE.

Thirty years ago in West Yorkshire we
had three of these "May" couplets, which
were often associated. Amongst my own
companions there was an idea (with what
basis I know not) that the first was modern,
but that the second and third were very old.

At any rate, their association shows that the

reference in the second was to May the

month, and riot
"
may

" the hawthorn bloom,
which seldom appears in the West Riding
before quite the end of May or early June.

The couplets were :

Never change a thing
Till May comes in.

Never cast a clout
Till May goes out.

Those who bade* in May
Will soon be laid in clay.

The idea was that at the beginning of May
one might change some garment (overcoat or

under-shirt in the case' of men) for a lighter

one, but that none must be quite abandoned
before the first day of June.

H. SNOWDEN WARD.

TRAVELLING IN ENGLAND, 1600-1700 (10
th S.

v. 348, 414). From a 'History of the Post

Office,' by Herbert Joyce, to which I would

refer your correspondent for particulars, I

gather that travellers in the seventeenth

* Bade is
" bathe."
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-century took advantage of the posting-house
system, which had originally been organized
for the convenience of the king's messengers,
and especially for those carrying letters or
briefs. These houses at first only on the
main roads between large towns, but later
on branch routes also were granted the
monopoly of supplying relays of horses for
the king's service, and for the carriage of
letters for the public, and finally for the use
of general travellers. The "postmasters"
received fixed wages from Government, and
to supplement these were allowed to charge
2jc?. a mile for one horse or 5d. a mile for
two horses, with a mounted attendant, who
was always to accompany the party when as
many as two horses were hired.
In Charles I.'s time, Thos. Withering

endeavoured to render the postal system self-

supporting by imposing a fixed charge for

private letters of 2d for a single or 5d. for a
double one for a distance not exceeding
80 miles, 2d or 4d. for 140 miles, and so on,
this scale being a modification of that already
obtaining in certain local post -

services,
notably in Devonshire, where several towns
(e.g., Barnstaple) kept horses at the expense
of .the corporation, and undertook to convey
private letters at regular times to meet the
king's post on its way to London. That the
same arrangement held good for travellers is
not explicitly stated, but may perhaps be
inferred.

In the South Tawton churchwardens'
accounts I find the entry, in 1557, "Pl for
the shoying of the horse "for the Poste, xij

d
."

[ should have thought that, as the old"
Posting Road

"
from Exeter to Oakhampton

ran through this parish, its people would
have caught the post on the wing, and not
have needed to keep post-horses of their
own. Was there, perhaps, not any Govern-
ment post-house at Oakhampton so early?
If a royal post-horse cast a shoe in any place
it passed through, did the cost of reshoeing
fall on that parish or on the king ?

At Leicester, says Joyce, in 9 Eliz., the
members of the corporation bound them-
selves under penalty to keep four post-horses
in constant readiness for their sovereign's use

;but this "can hardly have been a common
practice." Where horses were not provided
voluntarily, the magistrates and constables
had orders to seize them wherever they could
be found. But did they pay for them'?

Wright's (Fothergill's) 'History of Oke-
hampton, Devon,' among extracts from Rat-
tenbury's 'Journal,' has the following:
"1644 This year the town was pub to great

costs for free quarter post-horses, and convoys of

letters by Parliamentary soldiers and others such
like, as by Mr. Hearne's account may appear."

I should be glad of further illustrations of
the subject. ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

Regulations for posting were made in the

reign of Elizabeth by Thomas Randolph,
Master of the Posts. In 1603 it was ordered

by the Privy Council that in all places where
posts are laid for the packet (that is, for

conveying letters on the king's business)
"
they also, as persons most fit, shall have the

benefit and pre-eminence of letting, furnishing, and
appointing of horses to all riding post, that is to

say, with horn and guide, by commission or
otherwise."

The postmasters were required to keep
sufficient post-horses with the necessary
furniture. Persons riding with commission
and certain officials going to or from the
Court were to pay 2ic. a mile for each horse,
and a groat to the guide for each stage. No
horse was to be ridden beyond the stage for

which it was hired, except with the owner's

consent, was not to carry more than 30 Ib.

weight besides the rider, nor to travel more
than seven miles an hour in summer and five

in winter. Persons riding in post on their

own private business were to arrange the

prices with the postmasters. This proclama-
tion was signed by the king, and counter-

signed by Sir John Stanhope, Master of the
Posts.

The first Act of Parliament for the regula
tion of the Post Office, 12 Ch. II. c. 35, pro-
vided (s. 2) that the Postmaster-General and
his deputies, and no other person or persons
whatsoever, shall prepare and provide horses
and furniture to let to hire unto all through
posts and persons riding in post by com-
mission or without, from all and every the

parts and places of England, Scotland, and
Ireland where any post- roads are or shall be
established. (A list of the English post-
roads and stages will be found in 9th S. i. 121.)

The charge for each horse was fixed at 3d. a

mile, and the guide was to have 4c. for each

stage. This Act remained in force until the

end of the seventeenth century and later.

It was repealed by the Post Office Act,
9 Anne, c. 11

;
but section 2 of the original

Act was re-enacted.
There is a good deal of information about

travelling in England in the third chapter of

Macaulay's 'History.' Macaulay appeared
to suppose that a part of the revenue of the

Post Office was derived from the letting of

post-horses on hire ; but this is incorrect, as

the profit derived from letting post-horses
belonged to the postmasters who owned them.

J. A. J. HOUSDEN.
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" SATURDAY "
IN SPANISH (10

th S. v. 388).
The use of the term Sabado for Saturday by
the Spanish Christians does not connect
them with the Jews any more than a similar
use does any other Christians. Sabbath is

the ordinary liturgical term for the day
before the Lord's day in the Roman and
Greek Churches, and always has been. Like
our Amens and our Alleluias, it may serve
to remind us of "the rock whence we are

hewn, the hole of the pit whence we are

digged," as Burgon remarks in his 'Letters
from Rome. 3

It may be found throughout
in any Roman Missal or Breviary, or in the
Greek service-books, ey., 'Office for the
Lord's Day,' translation published by Hayes
in 1880. Unfortunately it was not retained
in our Prayer-Book, hence the Protestant

misapplication of the term to the Lord's

day. J. T. F.

Would it not be more* correct to look upon
the Spanish use of tialado for Saturday as

early Christian rather than as Jewish 1 In
most European languages some form of
** Sabbath "

is used for Saturday. The
Germans have Samsia</, the French Samedi,
the Catalans Dissapte. In Italian it is

Sabbato, and in Roumanian Simbdta. The
Slavonic forms are still more interesting, as
the stress in some of them is upon the first,
and in others upon the second syllable. Thus
the Bulgarians say Sdbota. and 'the Servians
^Sdbota ; on the other hand, the Russians say
Subbota, and the Slovenians Sobota, while the
Lithuanians say Subatd. All these words
mean Saturday, and not Sunday.

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

Surely the mere fact that the Spanish for
Saturday is Sabado proves nothing as to a
special influence of the Jews in Spain. For
the Italian for Saturday is Sabbato; the
Portuguese is Sabbado ; the French is Samedi
(sambati dies} ; the German is Samstag,
O.H.G. Sambats-tac ; the Old Provencal is

Dissapte (dies sabbati) ; the Roumansch is

JSonda; and the Wallachian is Srunbiitu. We
have to deal with the more general question
as to the transition from the Jewish Sabbath
to the Christian Lord's day, which it is

extremely difficult to date exactly.
WALTER W. SKEAT.

I do not think Sabado in Spanish can have
much to do with the Jews in Spain, any
more than Sabbato, the Italian word for
Saturday, is to be connected with the Jews
in Italy. Both are derived from the Latin
Sabbatum, which comes through the Greek
<ra@pa.Tos from a Hebrew word meaning rest.
Dies Sabbati is the ecclesiastical term for

Saturday (see the Roman Breviary). The
Order Paper and Journals of the House of
Lords still describe Saturday as Dies Sabbati;
and formerly this practice obtained in the
Order Paper and Journals of the House of
Commons. J. A. J. HOUSDEN.

The use of the term Sabbath for Saturday
is not, as H. W B seems to think, peculiar
to Spanish, but was the universal practice of

the early Church, Latin, Greek, and Eastern,
and survives in the majority of languages at
the present day. The identification of the
Sabbath with Sunday is, 1 believe, peculiar
to the English-speaking peoples.

[MR. J. B. WATXEWRIGHT is thanked for a reply.]

"PLACE" (10
th S. v. 267, 316, 333, 353, 371,

412). It may interest DR. MURRAY to hear
that the word " Place "

is in common use at

Stonyhurst to designate distinct divisions of

the house. Thus we find "Study-Place,"
"Shoe-Place," "Washing-Place," "Strangers'
Place

"
(or guest-rooms),

"
Tailors' Place," &c.

(even, and this is to be whispered, the

lavatory is called the "Common Place").
The origin of the phrase is found in the

records of Stonyhurst's life across the seas,

at St. Omer,
"
in which district we are told

that the word is still used in the same

promiscuous way
"

(cf.
*

Stonyhurst College,

Centenarary Record, 1904,' by Gerard,

chap. ii. p. 29). B.

"POUR" (10
th S. x. 261, 329, 392). lam

surprised to find that PROF. SKEAT still

thinks that it is possible to derive the verb

pour from F. purer, L. purare. He does not
seem to see that such a derivation is impos-
sible because it contravenes the laws of

Anglo-French pronunciation. Can he pro-
duce a single instance of an English word

ending in -our and riming with hour which
can be equated with a French word ending
in -urer, from a L. -urdre, and directly
derived therefrom ? I am sure he cannot.

The verb scour is not to the point, as that
word comes to us through a Scandinavian
channel.
We shall before long see what Dr. Murray

makes of the word "pour" in 'N.E.D.' I

shall be very much surprised if that careful

lexicographer should equate pour with
F. purer. I think PROF. SKEAT and I should
be willing to abide by Dr. Murray's deci-

sion. I appeal unto Caesar.

A. L. MAYHEW.

COLERIDGE AND NEWMAN ON GIBBON
(10

th S. v. 387). Perhaps the allusion to

Gibbon, in J. H. Newman's 'Lectures and
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Essays on University Subjects/ published in
1859, is the "criticism" about which MR.
A. H. T. CLARKE inquires. Speaking of

style, and citing several instances, from the
classics and ^from English writers, of the
habit of revision and recomposition, Newman
states that the historian Gibbon is a case in

point :

" You must not suppose I an) going to recommend
his style for imitation, any more than his in-

fidelity ; but I refer to him as the example of a
writer feeling the task which lay before him, feeling
that he had to bring out into words for the com-
prehension of his readers a great and complicated
scene, and wishing that those words should be
adequate to his undertaking. I think he wrote the
first chapter of his History three times over ; it

was not that he corrected or improved the first

copy: but he put his first essay, and then his
second, aside he recast his matter, till he had hit
the precise exhibition of it which he thought de-
manded by his subject."

The foregoing occurs in 'Literature: a Lec-
ture read in the School of Philosophy and
Letters, November, 1858.' J. GRIGOR.

EARTHQUAKES IN FICTION (10
th S. v. 388).

Yoltaire in 'Candide' treats of the Lisbon
earthquake in several chapters.
Cowper in 'The Task' refers to earth-

quakes in Jamaica and Sicily :

Fires from beneath and meteors from above,
Portentous, unexampled, unexplained,
Have kindled beacons in the skies ; and th' old
And crazy Earth has had her shaking fits
More frequent, and foregone her usual rest.

Alas for Sicily ! rude fragments now
Lie scattered, where the shapely column stood.

Cowper's description of an earthquake
may be compared with that by Shak-
speare :

Oft the teeming earth
Is with a kind of colick pinched and vexed
By the imprisoning of unruly wind
Within her womb

; which, for enlargement
striving,

Shakes the old beldame earth, and topples down
Steeples and moss-grown towers.

Perhaps Cowper had in mind another
passage in Shakspeare :

Some say, the earth
Was feverous and did shake.

E. YARDLEY.

ESCUTCHEON OF PRETENCE (10
th S. iv. 429,

496
;
v. 392). In reply to MR. UDAL'S com-

munication, I would say that the edition of
Boutell's 'Heraldry' on which I relied is the
second, published by Cassell, Petter & Galpin,
in 1871. I may draw his attention especially

JAMES WATSON.
*

LEICESTER'S GHOST' (10
th S. v. 388). Our

Editor's note to this query is almost all that

can be said. Nothing is known of the author.
It has been wrongly attributed to the Jesuit

Parsons, and to John Leycester, a poetaster of
the time. The ' Commonwealth '

is probably
contemporary with the Earl of Leicester, and
remained in MS. till 1641.

EDWARD SMITH.

THE GUNNINGS OF CASTLE COOTE (10th S.

v.323, 374, 395). The beautiful Miss Gunnings-
were cousins in two different ways to the
baronets of that name. The father of the
first baronet was their father's first cousin,
and married Catharine Edwards, who was
his niece.

John Gunning=p
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AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10
th S.

v. 408). The lines beginning
" Before me lie

dark waters" really occur in Hood.
'

They
form the second stanza of a poem entitled

^'To . Composed at Rotterdam." See
'Poems by Thomas Hood,' seventh edition,

Moxon, 1854, p. 201. The poem begins :

1 gaze upon a city.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

The lines quoted are by Thomas Hood the

elder, and are to be met with in 'Up the

Rhine,' published in 1839. The stanzas in

question must not be confused with 'Up
the Rhine,' one of the short 'Comic Poems'

published in 1868. I doubt if the edition of

Hood's Works, 7 vols., represents a complete
collection. ROBERT WALTERS.

[MR. R. J. FYXMORE, ST. SWITHIN, and MRS. B.

SMITH are also thanked for replies.]

" PIT "-COCKPIT (10
th S. v. 407). The lines

inquired after by DR. MURRAY,
And make him glad (at least) to quit
His victory, and fly the pit,

occur in 'Hudibras,' Part II. Canto iii. 11.

1111-12. CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

[Two other replies have been forwarded to DR.
MURRAY.]

DR. RICHARD GARNETT (10
th S. v. 367).

The following cutting from Light of 12 May
is, I think, worthy of being reproduced in

'N. &Q.':
Dr. Richard Garnett and Astrology.

SIR, The facts mentioned in Light last week,
which were not generally known, prove, without
doubt, that the late Dr. Richard Garnett was a
believer in astrology. Those who feel any desire
to become acquainted with his reasons cannot do
better than read his article

' The Soul and the
Stars,' published under the name of

' A. G. Trent,'
in The University Magazine for March, 1880, and
reprinted in Wilde's 'Natal Astrology.

3 Mean-
while, it may interest students to note that the

very date of his death is a proof of the principles of
the science. The terminus vital was reached on
Good Friday, April 13th, and the ephemeris will
show that at that time Saturn was transiting the

place of the moon in 'A. G. Trent's' horoscope (as
given in 'Natal Astrology,' p. 183), and the sun was
exactly in opposition to Saturn's place in the
horoscope. The former coincidence only happens
once in thirty years, the latter once in a year. The
simultaneous affliction of sun and moon is perfectly
significant of the event, and I have found that
some such testimonies commonly occur at death.
Yours, &c., GEORUE FRANCIS GREEN.

62, Auckland Road, Upper Norwood.

JULIAN E. O. W. PEACOCK.
348, Moss Lane East, Manchester.

LORD CAMELFORD'S DUEL (10
th S. v. 162,

218). In ' The Field of Honor/ by Major
Ben C. Truman, New York, 1884, is an account

of the duel and the cause thereof, which
differs from that given in The Times and in
the *

Dictionary of National Biography.'
Although Major Truman does not give his

authority, the story of the cause is possibly
worth reproducing (p. 186) :

"Camelford and Best had always been close
friends Early in the month above named [March,
1804] they had spent a few hours one evening at
Hammond s, a noted gaming-place, when Camelford
retired and left his companion at play with one
Symons, who had already commenced to fleece Best
through the medium of marked cards. The Captain
[i.e., Best] shortly afterward caught the sharper just
as he was about to introduce some extra cards from
within the sleeve of his coat ; and, jumping up,
seized Symons by the throat, and hurled him
violently to the floor, and then kicked his face into
a jelly, and otherwise so bruised the cheat that his
wife hardly recognized him when they met. Mrs.
Symons promised her husband that he should be
avenged She wrote to Camelford as follows:
4
1 beg you to be strictly on your guard in your

future dealings and associations with Captain Best,
who speaks of your lordship in disrespectful and
disdainful terms, especially when he is beside him-
self with wine.' 'There,' she murmured, 'is

your death warrant, my noble Captain.'"

Then came the quarrel, Camelford de-

clining to give up the name of his informant.
COL. PRIDEAUX (ante, p. 162) says that

Camelford fired first. The book from which
I am quoting says :

"
They took their positions at fifteen paces ; and

at the drop of a white hankerchief and the
words ' One two three fire !

'

both gentlemen
discharged their weapons simultaneously."

Major Truman says (p. 480) that Best
"never recovered from the shock he felt at

seeing his antagonist fall mortally wounded."
'' No moment of my life has been entirely a
happy one," he once said,

"
since I killed

that man. I often see poor Camelford stand-

ing up before me." It is added that he died
of delirium trernens at the age of forty-eight.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

BURY FAMILY (10
th S. v. 349, 396).

** Thomas Bury, of Colleton, county Devon,
7*

was returned to the House of Commons at
the general election of May, 1741, for New-
port (Cornwall), a pocket borough of Sir
William Morice, of Werrington, who had
married, as his second wife, Anne Bury, of

Berry Narbor. Presumably, this was the
Thomas Bury referred to in a petition pre-
sented to Parliament very early in the same
century regarding the estate of Humphry
Bury, of Collaton, deceased, father of
Thomas, then (March, 1701/2) aged ten, and
given in the * Commons' Journals,' vol. xiii.

780. Thomas Bury was re-elected for

ewport after the dissolution of July, 1747
but Sir William Morice died in 1750, and
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the Werrington estate and influence having
passed to his cousin Humphry Morice (for
whom see 'D.N.B.,' vol. xxxix. pp. 44-6, and
* N. & Q.,' 2nd IS. ix. 486 ;,

3rd S. i. 422
;
9th S.

iii. 241), Bury did not offer himself at the

general election of April, 1754. He can

scarcely have been the Thomas Bury who
died in 1802, as noted ante, p. 396, but was
most probably his father. DUNHEVED.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &c.

History of the Land* and their Owners in Galloway.
By P. H. M'Kerlie, F. S.A.Scot. 2 vols. (Paisley,
Gardner.)

Ix presence of these two handsome, well-illus-

trated, and painfully erudite volumes, with their
twelve hundred compact pages, it is easy to accept
the statement contained in the preface to the first

j

volume that, considering the labour involved in
|

compilation and the private expenditure incurred '

in excess of the sum realized, "such histories can
\

only be written by those whose time is not money." j

From the appearance of the first volume in 1870 i

until death interrupted the labours of the author,
j

the work had been gratuitously accomplished by Mr.
M'Kerlie, who had declined to have anything to do
with the publishing or to receive any share from

|

the sale of the work. Six years have elapsed since
j

the death of the writer, by whose daughter the
whole is now given to the public. The most im-
portant and valuable portion of the work is genea-
logical, which fact, to those acquainted with the
difficulties of Scottish pedigrees and the niceties of
Scottish heraldry, will tell how thankless as well
as arduous a task has been accomplished.

It is, of course, superfluous to say that Galloway,
though not civilly recognized as a division of Scot-
land, comprises the modern Wigtownshire and
Kirkcudbrightshire, and at one time included por-
tions of Ayrshire and Dunfermline. Its history
in Roman times is that of the south of Scotland,
and the opening pages relate to the various occu-
pants of the district from the Goidels, the Cymri
(sometimes called the Brythons), the Picts, and
others; and it is not until p. 265 that, with an
account of the parish of Kirkmaiden, the history of
the lands and their owners begins. Till the tenth
century Galloway formed a portion of the Strath-
clyde kingdom. It then came under Norse rule,
and it was not until the twelfth century that it
became a portion of the kingdom of Scotland.
Fergus, the first Earl of Galloway under David L,
married Elizabeth, illegitimate daughter of Henry I.,

King of England. Alan, the last of the Lords of
Galloway of the finst line of rulers so styled, and
Constable of Scotland, died in 1234.

" The present
Earls of Galloway obtained the lands of Garlies
about the beginning of the fifteenth century." With
the lordship of Galloway they are said to have had
no connexion.

Kirkmaiden, the parish first named, is, as the
southernmost point of Scotland, mentioned by
Burns under the name Maidenkirk :

Hear, Land o' Cakes and brither Scots.
Frae Maidenkirk to Johnny Groats.

With the account of the McDowalls or McDoualls r

reputed owners of Kirkmaiden from the earliest
time, begins the controversial matter which con-
stitutes the most valuable portion of the book.
Under Agnew, Dalrymple, and other names of the.

class, information of the most interesting and not
seldom the most disputatious kind is conveyed.
It is impossible, in anything short of a quarterly
review, to do justice to contents so varied and so
numerous as are herein given, or to afford an idea
of the task that has been discharged in the com-
pilation.
A change of creed is announced on the part of the

lady by whom the finishing touches have been
supplied. Since the points at issue have nothing
to do with theology, this is a matter practically
of no importance.

The Assemble of Goddes. By John Lydgate.
Printed at Westminster by Wynkyn de Worde
about the Year 1500. (Cambridge, University
Press.)

THE work here reprinted in facsimile by M.
Dujardin is one of the most interesting and the
rarest in the University Library. It formed a
portion of the famous volume of black-letter tracts
given, with the rest of the library of John Moore,
Bishop of Ely, by King George I. in 1715. So far
as records extend, it is unique. The types employed"
are Caxton's type 3 for the title, and Wynkyn de
Worde's type 3, with final m and n, &c., from type 1,
in the rest of the book. On the title-page, and again
below the colophon, is given a rough woodcut
illustration, taken, says Mr. Sayle, from Caxton's
second edition of 'The Canterbury Tales,' and-

showing Jupiter presiding over a crowded and
uncomfortable banquet of the deities. On the
recto of the last page is Caxton's printer's mark.
In a dream the poet is taken by Morpheus to the
assembly of the gods, where he sees, next to Dyana"

in a mantell fyne,"

the god Jupyter in his demenynge.
Full sad and wyse he seined sykefly.A crowne of tynne stood on his hede.

Neither for its poetry nor for its display of classic
lore is the 'Assembly' of great importance, and
the chief interest of the book is bibliographical.
Two hundred and fifty copies have, it is certified,
been printed, the impressions of the plates
have been rubbed off, and the negatives destroyed.
These facsimile reprints constitute a delightful
experiment of the University Press, and are worthy
of hearty approval and encouragement.

The Magazine of Fine Arts. (Newnes.)
THE latest number of this brilliantly executed
periodical has an article bv Mr. Percy Bate on
'The Chalk Drawings of William Str'ang,' with
thirteen illustrations, of which one is a beautiful

lithograph. Among those of whom portraits are

supplied are Dr. Story (Principal of Glasgow
University), M. Alphonse Legros, and Dr. Furnivall.
The other contents comprise an essay by Sir James
Linton on the sketches of John Constable, with
eight plates, including one reproduced in colour ;

some curious Japanese masks; and 'The Portraits
of Nattier,' with eleven plates, of which one is

exquisitely reproduced in tints. The execution of
the whole is marvellous.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. JUNE.

MR. THOMAS BAKER'S Catalogue 494 is largely
devoted to theological books. Among these we
find a unique copy of the great London Polyglott,
edidit Brianus Waltonus, 6 vpls., folio, with

portrait, 1657, with Castelli's Lexicon, 2 vols., folio,

1669, in the original calf, 181. 18*. There is also an

original MS. English translation of the Sarum
Breviary, 950 large folio pages, 6/. 15*. Other items

include the works of St. Bernard, Paris, 1690,

4 vols., II. 10*.; and Faber's *

Hymns,' the real first

edition, 1850, 10*. (' The Dictionary of Hymnology
'

gives the date of the first edition as 1854, but is

evidently wrong). Under Keble is the facsimile of

the MS. of 'The Christian Year,' suppressed
immediately upon its publication, rare, 21. 2*.

Many items occur under Jesuits and Pamphlets :

XVII. Century. Colenso's
' Pentateuch and Book

of Joshua Critically Examined' reminds us of the

storm raised when the first portion appeared, the

full published price being then cheerfully paid for

it now the 6 vols. can be had for 4*. (published
at 2/. 15*.).

Mr. B. H. Blackwell, of Oxford, has a catalogue

(No. CIX) of Oriental books. Under Hebrew are

many Bibles, including "Biolia Sacra Polyglotta,
edid'ib Brianus Waltonus," 8 vols., folio, 1657-69,

121. 12*. There are a large number of items under
Commentaries, Lexicons, Grammars, Miscellaneous,
Hebraica, Syriac, Coptic, Assyrian, &c.

Mr. James Irvine, of Fulham, opens his list with
a number of interesting works on botany. He has

still a few copies left of the remainder of Trimen
and Dyer's 'Flora of Middlesex,' 1869, 3*. Qd.

Books on the Fine Arts comprise the ' Landseer

Gallery,' II. 8*. Qd. ; Gallery of
' Old Masters.'

11. 8-s. Qd. ;

' British Sculpture,' the same price ;

and ' The Water-Colours of Turner,' text by Cook,
11. 7s. 6d. The miscellaneous books include The
Ancestor, 1902-5, '21. 2s.: and Bonn's extra volumes,
*
Rabelais,' 14*. Qd., and Count Hamilton's 'Fairy

Tales,' 10*. Gd. Under Military Books we find

Richards's 'Her Majesty's Army,' 3 vols., 4to, 45

coloured plates, 18*. Qd. Tissot's
' Life of Christ

'
is

71. 7*. Books on London include
' The Microcosm

of London,' illustrated in colours by Pugin and
Rowlandson, 3 vols., II. 15*. Qd.; Welch's 'Modern
History of the City of London,' 12*. Qd.

;
and

Treloar's 'Ludgate Hill' (out of print), 4s.

Mr. Frederick R. Jones, of Thames Ditton, has a

set of Jane Austen's novels, 15 vols., 1813-18, 4. 4*. ;

first edition of Blackmore's 'Cradock Nowell,' 1866,

2.s. Qd. ; first edition of Browning's 'Ring and the

Book,' 1869, 24*. Qd. ; Payne Collier's
' Rarest Books

in the English Language,' 1865. 2 vols., 27*. Qd.
;

Mrs. Inchbald's
'

Theatre,' 1802-11, 42 vols., 3/. 15*. ;

Musee Napoleon, Paris. 1804, 51. 17*. Qd. ; B.

Disraeli's 'Voyage of Capt. Popanilla,' first edition,

1828, 10*. Qd. ; Wright's 'County of Essex,' 1836,

21. 18*. Qd. ; and Bradford's '

Country Character,
and Costume in Portugal and Spain,' 52 coloured

plates, 1810, 21. 2s.

Messrs. J. & J. Leighton send us Part X. of their

valuable Catalogue of Early Printed Books, Manu-
scripts, kc. The illustrations, 205 in number,
greatly add to its interest. The entries run from
6210 to 6476. We note a few. The dedication

copy to King James I. of
" the Muses welcome to

the High and Mighty Prince James At his

Majesties happie returne to his olde arid natiue

kingdome of Scotland, after 14 yeeres absence, in
anno 1617. Digested according to the order of his

Majesties Progresse by I. A. [John Adamson],
Edinburgh, 1618." is 35/. A long account of the-
book is given in Dalzel's '

History of the University
of Edinburgh.' Among items under ^Esop is the
extremely rare edition printed by Johannes de-
Amorbach about 1490 at Basle, 120/. There are
some curious almanacs. One published by Francis
Adams, 1594, contains 72 woodcuts of the coinage
of the period in Europe. The chronology com-
prises many quaint accounts of plagues and a Frost
Fair on the Thames, ending with the execution of
Mary, Queen of Scots, in 1587. The price is 71. 7s.
Under Arithmetic is Calandro's Arithmetica, 1491,
price 4$. This is the first edition of the earliest
book on arithmetic, and the only edition printed in
the fifteenth century, the second edition not
appearing until 1518. De Morgan places it first
on his chronological list. An extremely rare item,
is described under Arnold (Richard), London
Chronicle, the first edition, attributed to the press
of Jan van Doesborgh, Antwerp, 1503, 40/. The
copy is perfect with some very slight exceptions.
The ballad of 'The Nut-Brown Maid' was printed
in this volume for the first time. It is very seldom
found in copies, being presumably cut out by
collectors of English poetry as the first English
ballad ever printed. It was modernized by Prior
as

'

Henry and Emma.' Under Astronomy is

Angelus's
'

Astrolabium,' 1488, 18L 18*. The work
is remarkable for its wealth of illustrations, ex-
hibiting the propensities of men and women accord-
ing to their natal star. Under Augustinus is a
very rare copy of 'La Cite de Dieu,' Paris, 1530-1.
211. The illustrations include splendid specimens
of French workmanship. One of these represents
the '

Assembly of Saints,' and is the same as that
used in Julian Notary's edition of

' The Golden,
Legend' of 1503. The Catalogue also contains some-
choice volumes issued by Ackermann : 'Select
Views of London,' with 76 beautiful aquatints in
colours, 1816, 24/. ; 'The Microcosm of London/
1808, 271. (including the very rare series of 48.

engravings of ' The Cries of London '); and ' Loval
Volunteers,' 1799, 35.

Mr. Alexander W. Macphail, of Edinburgh, has
Graham's 'Carved Stones of Islay,' 30*. (out of
print) ; Slezer's

' Theatrum Scotiee,' II. 15-s.
; com-

plete set of The Scottish Geographical Magazine,.
4/. 17*. Qd. : also of the Society of Antiquaries of
Scotland, 81. 17*. Qd. ; complete works of Hobbes of
Malmesbury, 1839-45, 27*. Qd. ; Drummond's 'Ancient
Scottish Weapons,' 42*.

;
and a collection of early

school-books, 8s. Qd. Under Fife is much of
interest, including one of the earliest published
accounts of golfing in St. Andrews. Under Scott
are first editions :

' Fortunes of Nigel,' 42*. ;

'

Quen-
tin Durward,' 27*. 6(2. ; and '

Woodstock,' 27*. Qd^
There are autographs of William Morris (a MS.
poem, 'The Pilgrims of Hope,' 5^.5*.); Scott (a
letter from Edinburgh, 1828, 65*.) ; Mary Howitt,
Isaac D'lsraeli, and others.

Messrs. William Smith & Son, of Reading, have

bably all published (one number wanting), 51. 5.s.

The editor and proprietor was sentenced to eighteen
months' imprisonment for an article on flogging in
the navy. There are two sketch-plans of the battle
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-of Waterloo by an officer. Under Art we find

Audsley's 'Practical Decorator,' complete in the
15 parts, folio, 30*. ;

Furni val's
' Leadless Decorative

Tiles,' 38*. 6d. ; and Dawe's 'Life of Morland,' 1807,

.38-. Under Biography are many items of interest,

also under Genealogical, History, and Illustrated

Books. Under Topographical are a large number of

entries, and under Voyages and Travels are many
interesting books, including Hawkes's account of

Commodore Perry's expedition to the China Seas
.and Japan in 1852-4. Washington, 1856, 42$.

;
and

Pinkerton's
'

Collection of Voyages,' 17 vols., 4to,

1808-14, 31. 13*. 6d.

Messrs. Henry Sotheran & Co.'s list of books on

Philology and Egyptology, to which we made
reference on 19 May, contains 770 items, and of

these no fewer than 135 are devoted to the philo-

logical publications of that indefatigable worker
Prince Louis Lucien Bonaparte. We well remem-
ber him when he was collecting materials for these,
-and with what earnestness and quiet enthusiasm
he laboured. Messrs. Sotheran truly state that
these publications are " the fruit of the whole
devotion of a fortune and a life to the cause of

science." The general entries include Bell's
' Visible Speech,' 4to, 1867, Is. (the author was the

iather of Alex. Graham Bell, inventor of the

telephone) ; a large-paper copy of the publications
of the Oriental Translation Fund, 22 vols. 4to and
.32 vols. 8vo, very scarce, 1832-46, Ul. 14*.

;

Layamon's
*

Brut,' 3 vols., Soc. Antiq., 1847,
\l. 11*. 6d. ;

Bosworth's '

Anglo-Saxon Dictionary,'

1838, II. Is. ; Bunsen's '

Egypt's Place in Universal

History,' translated by Cottrell and Birch, 1848-67,
41. 10*.; a subscriber's set to 1903 of the Egypt
Exploration Fund's Publications, 221. 10*. :

'

English
Dialect Dictionary,' complete to Part 20, 81. 8s. ;

English Dialect Society's Publications, 1873-96,
III. 11*. ; Soeiete des Anciens Textes Francais,
24 vols. and 28 parts, 1875-92, 9. 9*.; Cleasby's
4

Icelandic-English Dictionary,' completed by Vig-
iusson, 1874, II. 18*. 6d. (the only Icelandic-English
dictionary in existence) ;

and Littre"'s
'
Diction-

naire,' 1874-81, 31. 10*.

Mr. Albert Sutton, of Manchester, includes in

liis Catalogue 141 'The Antiquarian Repertory,'
1807-9, 3. 3*. Under America is Morgan and

O'Callaghan's
' Documentary History of the State

of New York,' Albany, 1849-50, 3 vols., II. 16*.

Among Reports and Society Publications are

British Association, 1831 - 98, 10Z. ; Cavendish,
1848-71, 51. ; Chetham, 1840-1904, 168 vols., 24. ;

Naval Architects, 1860-1900, 44 vols., 281. ; a fine

:set of the Powys-Land Club, 1868-98, 181. 10*.
;
and

Cumberland and Westmorland, 1877 - 1900, 2W.
Under Dickens are

' Bleak House,' first edition, in

parts, 1852-3, II. Is.; and 'Edwin Drood,' original

parts, 6*. Fraser's Magazine, complete, 1830-82,
half-calf, 106 vols., is 241.; Historical Manuscripts
Commission, 72 vols., 121.; a set of Hood's 'Comic
Annual,' 1830-39, 10 vols., 4J. 4*. ; Illustrated

London News, 1842-99, 116 vols., 10?.; Punch,
1841-1904, 221. ;

Farmer and Henley's 'Slang Dic-

tionary,' 7 vols., 11. Is. ; Ormerod's
'

Cheshire,' 1882,

6J. 6*. ;
and '

Bibliographica,' 3 vols., 1895-97, 31.

Mr. Thomas Thorp, of Reading, has Burton's
* Arabian Nights,' original issue, 151. ; Coleridge's
*
Poems,' second edition, 1797, 21. 2.*.; Doran's

1813, 31. 15*. : Home's '

Orion,' fine copy, 21*. (it
will be remembered that Home published this at
one farthing, to show his contempt of a public who
would not buy poetry) ; a copy of Laud's Prayer
Book, first issue, Robert Young, Edinburgh, 1636,
9/. 9*. ; London's Magazine of Natural History,
1829-36, 30*.; Marmontel's '(Euvres completes,'
Paris, 1818, 18 vols., 31. 10*. ; Monstrelet's
'Chronicles,' 5 vols. 4to, 4/. 10*.;

'

Musgrave's
Obituary prior to 1800,' Harleian Society. 1899,
4:1. 4*. ; Stephens's 'Old Northern Runic Monu-
ments,' 4 vols., 61. 6*.; Whitaker's 'Ducatus
Leodiensis,' rare, 1816, 4. 4*. : Richards's '

History
of Lynn,' 2 vols., royal 8vo, 1812, 26*. ; Vanity Fair,
vols. i. to x., 1868-74, 21. 10*. : and Rowlandsou's
'

Military Adventures of Johnny Newcombe,'
original boards, uncut, 1816, 35*., and ' The
Pleasures of Life,' 1807, 30*. Among interesting
Napoleon items is Fournier's 'DictionnairePortatif
de Bibliographic,' Paris, 1805, 61. 6s. This was
Napoleon's own copy, and has his monogram
surmounted with crown and laurel leaf repeated
five times on the book, while gold centres on the
side contain the eagle, crown, cross of the Legion of

Honour, &c. It is bound in fine old French
mottled calf.

Mr. James Tregaskis has a catalogue of original
drawings and studies by artists of the English
School. We note a few out of the five hundred
items : Burne-Jones,

'

King Arthur's Armour,'
16gs. ; Birket Foster,

* The Deserted Village,'
25gs. ; Gainsborough,

' A Woodland Scene,' lOgs. ;

Goodall, a quarter - length portrait of Queen
Victoria, drawn at Windsor Castle on her late

Majesty's eightieth birthday, 15gs. ; Hogarth's
'Harlot's Progress,' <fec., twelve pieces, lOgs. ;

Landseer,
' A Dead Woodcock,' 5gs. ; MacWhirter,

'In the Rhone Valley,' 14gs. ; Millais, 'A Boy
Sleeping,' 6gs. ; Orchardson,

' Her Mother's Voice,'

9gs. : Rossetti,
'

Girl tying up Miseltoe, 24gs. ;

Clarkson Stanfield, 'A Windmill, 12gs. ;
and

Tenniel, Punch cartoon on the death of the Duke
of Clarence, lOgs.

Mr. W. Ridler's Catalogue 408 contains Burton's
' Arabian Nights,' Kamashastra Edition, 12 vols. ;

some interesting classical books ; and some
of Buck's large views, including five of London.
But the main feature is the collection of Bacon's
works, including the first complete edition
in Latin (Frankfort, 1665) and the first in

English (4 vols., 1730) ; Spedding's masterly
edition of 1861, 7 vols. ; a large copy of the 'Essays,'
1632; and first editions of the 'Advancement of

Learning,' a fine copy, 1605 :

' Historie of Henry
the Seventh,' 1622 ;

'

H'istoria Vit^e et Mortis,' 1623;
and '

Sylva Sylvarum,' 1627. Bacon's Latin works
are not now commonly met with, even in modern
editions, and this collection is of great interest.

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

P. JENNINGS ("Party Names"). For Conserva-
tive see 8th S. vi. 61, 181 ; vii. 356 ;

xi. 494 : 9th 8. iv.

333 ;
viii. 489 ;

ix. 478 ;
xi. 307 ; for Liberal, 8th S. v.

168, 272, 490 : for Radical, 7th S. v. 228, 296 ;
vi. 137,

275, 415 ;
vii. 32, 218.

D. M., Philadelphia. Anticipated ante, p. 316.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES (JUNE).

A. RUSSELL SMITH,
24, GREAT WINDMILL STREET, LONDON, W.

(Close to Piccadilly Circus).

OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE,
TOPOGRAPHY, GENEALOGY, TRACTS, PAM-

PHLETS, and OLD BOOKS on many Subjects.

ENGBAVED POBTHAITS AND COUNTY
ENGBAVINGS.

CATALOGUES post free.

BERTRAM DOBELL,
Second-hand Bookseller and Publisher,

54 and 77, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.

CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION.

No. 141 contains RARE BOOKS from the LIBRARIES
of the late EDWIN TRUMAN, W. W. ROBINSON, S. G.

HOLLAND, J. H. SLATER, and other COLLECTIONS.

No. H2, READY SHORTLY, will contain BOOKS from

the LIBRARY of the late Rev. W. E. BEQLEY and other

sources.

JUST PUBLISHED.

1. CATALOGUE OF COUNTY AND LOCAL
HISTORIES, &c., Engravings, Water-Colour Drawings,
Portraits of Local Celebrities, relating to GREAT
BRITAIN and IRELAND, (2.132 items), including a

large collection of London Topography.

2. CATALOGUE OF ENGRAVED POR-
TRAITS OP THE ROYAL FAMILIES, Theatrical,
Legal, Scientific, Learned and other Celebrities, many
fine and rare Plates, Part III. (1,202 items).

POST FREE FOR TWO STAMPS OF

JAMES RIMELL & SON,
53, SHAFTESBUEY AVENUE, LONDON, W.

NEW CATALOGUES.
(No. 308), CATALOGUE OF BOOKS, chiefly of the

Eighteenth Century, many in Contemporary Bindings ;

First Editions of Works by Bacon, Churchill, Defoe, Gold-

smith, Johnson, Suckling, Waller; Periodicals; Children's

Books from 1758, &c.

(No. 309). CATALOGUE OF SECOND-HAND BOOKS,
Archaeology , Architecture, Bibliography, Cambridge, Classics,

Economics, History, Law, Science ; the Library of a Hebrew
Scholar.

MACMILLAN & BOWES.
CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND.

ALBERT SUTTON,
43, Bridge Street, MANCHESTER.

7he following Catalogues sent free on application :

MAGAZINES and PEKIODICALS.
SPORTING BOOKS.
.SHAKESPEARE and the DRAMA.
MISCELLANEOUS LITERATURE.

BOOKS AND LIBRARIES PURCHASED.
Established 1848.

E. GEORGE & SONS
HAVE ONE OF THE

LARGEST STOCKS
in the United Kingdom of Miscellaneous Books, Magazines,
Journals, and Publications of Learned and Scientific
Societies.

CURRENT CATALOGUE
sent post free on application. Lists of Wants attended to
immediately on receipt. Correspondence invited. All
communications answered.

ESTABLISHED 1820.

151, Whitechapel Road, London, E.

THE GREATEST BOOK BARGAINS
of the day will be found in

H.J.GLAISHER'S NEW CATALOGUE

OF PUBLISHERS' REMAINDERS.
Books in New Condition but at Second-hand

Prices in all Branches of Literature. Post Free on request.
Also short Catalogue of French Books.

H. J. GLAISHER,
Remainder and Discount Bookseller,

57, WIGMORB STREET, W.

OLD AND RARE BOOKS.

WM. RIDLER,
53, High Street, Bloomsbury, London, W.C.

SECOND-HAND BOOKS

IN ALL DEPARTMENTS OF LITERATURE.

CATALOGUES FREE.
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Particulars of

W. H. SMITH & SON'S LIBRARY
And its advantages.

The Library contains over 500,000 Volumes of Works representing all

Classes of General Literature.

Nearly every recognized work published in recent years can be obtained from our Library. The
Student, the Politician, the Professional Man, the Scientist, the Sportsman, the Lover of Fiction, and
General Reader will find an infinite variety of choice. Our Catalogue will prove a reliable guide to all

that is best in General Literature. All books of popular interest are added as published. Subscribers
have the privilege of being transferred to any of our 800 Branches. The books are sent from our Head
Office to the Branches carriage paid, or they can be changed direct from Head Office by Parcel Post or
Rail. Boxes supplied gratis. We issue at frequent periods a prospectus of the newest books in
circulation. A post card will bring it to you on application.

Terms of Subscription.
LONDON.

For Exchanging at a London Terminus and 186, Strand, W.C.

*1 Month 3 Months 6 Months 12 Months
ONE Vol. 026 070 0120 110
TWO Vols 046 ... 10 6

FOUR Vols. ... 7 ... 14

EIGHT Vols. 10 110
17 6 ... 1 11 &130 .., 220

1 15 ... 330300 ... 550FIFTEEN Vols. ... 15 ... 1 15
* A deposit of 2s. 6d. on each Volume is required with all Monthly Subscriptions.

SUBURBAN AND COUNTRY.
For Exchanging at any of the Suburban and Country Depots.

*1 Month 3 Months 6 Months 12 Months
ONE Vdl 026 ... 076
TWO Vols 046 ... 12 6

THREE Vols. ... o 6 o ... o 17 o
FOUR Vols. ... 070 ... 100
SIX Vols 10 ... 130
TWELVE Vols. ... 15 ... 1 15

* A deposit of 2s. 6d. on each Volume is required wit

CLASS B.-The Older Books. 3 Months

ONE Vol 040
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LITERARY MEN, GENERAL READERS, ETC.

" When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE,

( PRICK FOURPKHCE.
XT/\ 1 9& [~ TENTH "1 Q A T<TT1?Tl A V TTTXTTT Q 1 QOft J Registered as a Newtpaper. Entered aiiNO. 1/4O. I SKRIKS I

OATUKDAY. J UN hi t/ li7UO ^ the N.T. P.O. a* Second-Clags Matter
I F<ar(y Suftteriptton, 20. 6d. po( /ree.

JUST PUBLISHED.

No. 663, for JUNE, of

SOTHERAN'S PRICE CURRENT OF LITERATURE
(MONTHLY CATALOGUE OF FRESH PURCHASES IN SECOND-HAND BOOKS).

COMPLETING A COLLECTION OF BOOKS ON

PHILOLOGY:
AND INCLUDING COLLECTIONS OF WORKS ON CHESS AND ENTOMOLOGY.

POST FREE ON APPLICATION TO

HENRY SOTHERAN & CO.,
Booksellers, Publishers, and Bookbinders

TO HIS MAJESTY THE KING;

and General Agents for Bookbuyers at Home and Abroad.

LIBRARIES AND BOOKS BOUGHT,
VALUED FOR PROBATE, OR ARRANGED AND CATALOGUED

;

ALSO ENGRAVINGS, MANUSCRIPTS, AND AUTOGRAPH LETTERS.
MESSRS. BOTHERAN are at all times prepared to INSPECT, VALUE, and PURCHASE LIBBABIES or

smaller Collections of Books, Engravings, and Autographs, either in Town or Country, for their full

Cash value, and to remove them without trouble or expense.

140, STRAND, W.C. (near Waterloo Bridge) ;

37, PICCADILLY, W. (opposite St. James's Church).

Telegraphic Address : BOOKMEN, LONDON. Codes : UNICODE and ABC. Telephone : CENTRAL 1515,
Founded in Tower Street, City, 1816.
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NEWSVENDORS'
BENEVOLENT and

PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.
Founded 1839.

Funds exceed 25.0001.

Office : Memorial Hall Building, 16, Farringdon Street, London, B.C.

Patron :

The Right Hon. the EARL of RO8EBERY, E.G.

President :

The Right Hon. the LORD GLBNBSK.
Treasurer :

The LONDON and WESTMINSTER BANK, LIMITED,
217, Strand, W.C.

Trustees (Ex-Ofticio Members of Committee) :

CHARLES HENRY WALTER, Esq.

Sir HORACE BROOKS MARSHALL, M.A. J.P. D.L.

ALFRED HENRY HANCB, Esq. (Chairman of Committee).
CHARLES A.WDRY, Esq., M.A.

OBJECTS This Institution was established in 1839 in the City of

London, under the Presidency of the late Alderman Marnier, for

granting Pensions and Temporary Assistance to principals and
assistants engaged as vendors of newspapers.
A Donation of Ten Guineas constitutes a Vice-President and gives

three yotes for life at all elections. Kach Donation of Three Guineas
gives a vote at all elections for life. Every Annual Subscriber is

entitled to one vote at all elections in respect of each Five Shillings so

paid.
MEMBERSHIP. Every man and woman throughout the United

Kingdom, whether publisher, wholesaler, retailer, employer, or

employed, is entitled to become a member of this Institution, and

enjoy its benefits upon payment of Five Shillings annually or Three
Guineas for Life, provided that be or she is engaged in the sale of

newspapers.
The principal features of the Rules governing election to all Pensions

are, that etch candidate shall have been (1) a member of the Institution

for not less than ten years preceding application ; (2) not less than

fifty-five years of age ; (3) engaged in the sale of newspapers for at

least ten years.
RELIEF. Temporary relief is given in cases of distress, not only

to Members of the Institution, but to newsvendors or their servants

who may be recommended for assistance by members of the Institu-

tion. Inquiry is made in such cases by Visiting Committees, and
relief is awarded in accordance with the merits and requirements of

ach case. W. WILKIE JONES, Secretary.

Typewriter Users know that a

new Remington model means
a new standard of Typewriter

work.

The New Model

Remington
Supplies the present demand for

SWIFTER, EASIER and

BETTER TYPEWRITING
than any writing machine has

ever done before.

As a result of this demand the

Remington Factory the greatest

Typewriter plant in the world-
is now breaking all production
records.

Send jor Booklet, gratis.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER COMPANY,
100, Gracechurch Street, E.G.

322, Kegent Street, W.

N'OTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
Ll to NOTES AND QUERIES free by post is 10s. 9d. tor Six
Months ; or 20s. 6d. for Twelve Months, including the Volume Index.
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Notes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings,
Chancery Lane, B.C.

PEDIGREES
TRACED: Evidences of Descent

from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS: Authentic Information
upon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

HERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat-

ment. Book-Plates, Dies. Seals, Signet-Rings, Livery-Huttons, Ac.
L. CULLETON, 92, Piccadilly, London, W.

OOKS. ALL OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS
^ supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world

over as the most expert Hooktinders extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Great Hookshop, 14-16, John Kright Street, Birmingham.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

^ P. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS and
JT BOOKSELLERS,

Of 27 and 29, West 23rd Street, New York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET.
LONDON, W.C., desire to call the attention of the READING PUBLIC
to the excellent facilities presented by their Branch House in London
for filling, on the most favourable terms, orders for their own
STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, and for all AMERICAN BOOKS.

Catalogues sent on application.

H^HE AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
JL (The LBADENHALL PRESS, Ltd., Publishers and Printers.

50, Leadenhall Street, London, B.C.;
Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect

freedom. Sixpence each, fix per do/.en, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Size, Sit. per do/en, ruled or plain.

Authors should note that The Leadenhall Press, Ltd., cannot be
responsible for the loss of MSS. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should be retained.

STICKPHAST
PASTE is miles better than Gum

for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers, Ac. 3d., 6,1., and is. with
strong, ueful Brush (not a Toy). Send two stamps to cover postage
for a sample Kottle, including Krush. Factory, Sugar I.oaf Conn,
Leadenhall Street, B.C. Of all Stationers. Stick phast Paste sticks.

ATHENAEUM PRESS. JOHN EDWARD
Jt\ FRANCIS. Printer of the Athenttum, Kote* and Qneriet, Ac., is

prepared to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for all kinds of BOOK, NEWS,
and PERIODICAL PRINTING. 13, Breams Buildings, Chancery
Lane, B.C.

ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

' THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD'

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during
the week, Announcements of New Books, &c.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Free Advertisement for

Four Books Wanted weekly.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 8s. Qd. home and lls. foreign

Subscription.

PitICE THREE-HALt-PENCE WEEKLY.
Office: St. Dunstau's House, Fetter Lane, London
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Notices to Correspondents.

HOLYOAKE BIBLIOGRAPHY.

MANY years ago, in more energetic days, I

"began a bibliography of G. J. Holyoake's
separate publications ;

but it had to be
abandoned with various similar projects. I

shall never do the bibliography now, and
therefore write to say that I will lend what
I have done and all the works I have to any
sympathetic, responsible person who will

compile such a catalogue (and pay for its

being printed ?).

There are about 113 entries under Holy-
oake's name in the British Museum Cata-

logue. One of the first things to be done
would be to rearrange the whole of these

titles, in order to disentangle them from the
confusion they are now in, caused by the
titles being placed in what is supposed to be

alphabetical order. They would be of greater
use if, instead of being alphabetical, they
had been in historical or biographical order
of date. The alphabetical is almost useless,
rand fortunately has not been adopted by

the Bodleian, the Guildhall, and other
libraries.

I have only about sixty pamphlets ; among
them is a heartfelt tribute by Holyoake to

his first wife, Eleanor Williams Holyoake
(1819-84).
He wrote on all kinds of subjects : a child's

book, biographies, &c. ;
and two English

grammars, an art in which, like William

Cobbett, he was somewhat behind in early
life I mean more so than most of us.

There are several "anonyma" (8
th S. ix.

342), as "The Purple lecture used by the
Manchester Unity of the Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, 1846"; and another on
The India and China Teamart,' Glasgow

(185-1). The 'Life of the Celebrated Lord
Brougham' is pseudonymous. I happened
to dip into this. Holyoake says :

"The English nation has just lost the greatest
nobleman it possessed Lord Brougham pub-
lished an edition of

'

Paley's Natural Theology
'

more ambitious than successful and left Paley
rather less interesting than he was before."

"Brougham," he says, "wrote three
volumes of Political Philosophy, by which
no politicians were ever made philosophic."
A little further on, talking of Brougham's
"capacity to see, when commencing a

sentence, what the end of it should be,
!>

Holyoake says :

"Most speakers have some difficulty in beginning
a sentence, and have no idea whatever what the
termination will be, and not infrequently in their
hands a sentence never attains to a termination
at all."

Holyoake had a great capacity for looking
at most things statements or matters in

a different light from others.

His name first appears in 'Men of the
Time' in 1872. Mr. Washington Moon left

him out of the thirteenth edition, which he
edited in 1891. Mr. V. G. Plarr did not
reinstate him in the next edition, 1895.

Whether these editors thought he must be
dead or 'did not know him is doubtful.

Holyoake reappeared, however, in ' Who 's

Who' in 1897, and continued to the last

edition.

About 1875 he was, says a paper of that

date,
" in broken health, and a fund is

sought to be raised on his behalf." This was
subscribed to by persons of all shades of

religious and political opinions, and I believe
that a small annuity was bought for him.

If I had the call, 1 should like to name
Mr. W. E. A. Axon as the person to under-
take such a bibliography ;

and with his

unlimited capacity for work it would be
little trouble to him, I imagine.

B.ALPH THOMAS.
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ANGLO-SAXON NAMES AS SURNAMES.
MANY have pointed, with some pride, to

the forms of their surnames as proving or

suggesting that their families came over with
the Conqueror. Surely it is even more in-

teresting to observe that, in other instances,
surnames are still in use that were already
used as names before the Conqueror came to

England at all.

I notice that, in Bardsley's 'Dictionary of

Surnames,' many names are said to be of

English origin, and yet the true Anglo-
Saxon forms from which they have descended
are but obscurely suggested. It is possible
to be more exact.

By way of example, take the A.-S. name
^Ethelwine, formerly very common. In later

A.-S. or in Norman, it becams yEgelwine
(regularly), with the g sounded as y ; and
this is the obvious origin of the modern sur-

name Aylwin, with its variants Aylen, Aylin,
and Ayling.
In exactly the same way the A.-S. ^Ethel-

mser became ^Egelmser, and finally Aylmer ;

and ^Ethelweard became ^Egelweard, and

finally Ay 1 ward. It is rather sad to find

that Miss Yonge, in her 4

History of Christian

Names,' connects these forms beginning with

Ayl- with the Norse Egils. It must suffice

to say that her book goes back to the year
1884, when the notion of deriving words
in accordance with historical forms and

phonetic laws, especially in the case of

names, was insufficiently regarded. None
of her results can now be accepted without

verification, though of course a large number
are quite correct.

The A.-S. forms ^E the!wine and ^Elfwine,
both common, could either of them have
resulted in Alwyne or Elwin or Elvin ; but
it is better to prefer ^Elfwine, as it pre-
cludes the form Ayl- above. Here I think
Miss Yonge made a wise choice. Similarly
A.-S. vElfmser became Elmer ; and the A.-S.

./Elfweard became Allard and Ellard. This
is much better than deriving them from

^Ethelweard, of which the regular repre-
sentative (as above) is Aylward, and another

representative was Adelard, which is the
modern Adlard. But it should be understood
that there is often some slight doubt as to

the precise origin ;
for example, the fairly

common A.-S. Ealhheard might also result

in Allard (but hardly in Ellard).

Similarly, the A.-S. ^Elfgod gave us Algood
and Elgood ;

and vElfgar gave us Algar and
Elgar. The representation of the A.-S. JE
by both A and E is worthy of notice.

The A.-S. ^Ethelwulf became, regularly,

Ailof and Ailuf in early times ; but probably
Bardsley is wrong in regarding these as
resulting in the modern Ayliffe. The change
from u or o to a modern form i can hardly be
admitted. Miss Yonge is also mistaken
in deriving Ayliffe from ^Elfgifu. It is easy
to see that Bardsley is right as to the prefix,
and Miss Yonge is right as to the suffix.
As a fact, the form ^Ethelgifu also appears
as ^Eileva, and could only result in the form
Ayliffe. WALTER W. SKEAT.

ROBERT GREENE'S PROSE WORKS.
(See 10th S. iv. 1, 81, 162, 224, 483; v. 84, 202, 345

424.)

.GREENE'S indebtedness to Primaudaye is
still my theme.

Primaudaye, chap, xxvi.,
* Of Feare,

Cowardlines, and of Rashnesse,' p. 287 ;

"Isadas the Lacedemonian, seeing Epami-
nondas with the Thebane army at hand
against the Spartanes, readie to force and
take their Citie, unclothed hirnselfe starke
naked and taking a Partisane in one
hand and a sworde in the other, he went and

where he shewed great prowesse and
valure. For which behaviour, although he
had a crowne given him yet he was fined,
because he hazarded his life so rashly."
Greene,

'

Euphues, his Censure to Philautus
'

(vi. 240-41), 1587: "For I remember that
Isadas, a worthy Lacedemonian [here he-
varies his copy] the battaile ended, the
Senators gave him a Crowne of Laurell for
the Victory ; but fined him in a some of
money for his rashnesse." In the same piece,
at p. 243, Greene gives us the example of
Sergius, who fought so well with one hand,
altered from Primaudaye, chap, xxv., p. 271.

Primaudaye, chap, xxxv., Of Idlenes,
Sloth, and Gaming,' p. 370 :

"
Amongst the

obscure precepts which Pythagoras gave to-

his Disciples, this was one : Take heede that
thou sit not upon a bushell : meaning that
Idlenes and Sloth were especially to be
eschewed." Greene, 'The Royall Exchange"
(viii. 239), 1590: "Pythagoras among his

^Enigmaes, hath thys : Take heed, &c
especially to be eschewed." Word for word
in omitted passage.

Primaudaye, chap, xxxv., p. 374 :

"
Chilon

being sent from Lacedemonia to Corinth, to
intreate of a league between those two
peoples, & finding the rulers playing at dice,
returned back again and would not speake-
of his commission, saying that he would not
staine the glory of the spartanes with so>

great an ignominie as to joine them in

society with dice-plaiers." Greene, 'Pery-
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medes '

(vii. 43) 1589 :

" Chilon the Lace-
demonian, being sent in Ambassage to

Corinth," &c. Greene alters here "
peoples

"

to "cities," "staine" to "eclipse," and
"
ignominy

"
to

"
ignomy." He copies this

whole passage again into
' The Hoyall Ex-

change' (vii. 23), with one or two other
altered words, adhering to "eclipse" and
"
ignomy." Greene's other illustration of

Chilon (iii. 157) has already been dealt

with from Primaudaye on 'Friendship'
(chap. xiii.).

Primaudaye, chap, xxjcviii., 'Of Injustice
and of Severitie,' p. 408 :

*

Phillip the first,

king of Macedonia, was slaine by Pausanias,
a meane Gentle-man, bicause he would not
let him have justice against Antipater, who
had offered him wrong." Greene, 'Farewell
to Follie' (ix. 342) :

"
Philip, King of Mace-

donia," &c., the rest identical. At the same
reference the succeeding passage in both is

of "Demetrius the besieger,
5; who threw his

subjects' supplications over a bridge into a

river, and thereby lost his kingdom. Greene
alters a little. In this case Primaudaye
repeats himself, and gives these two anec-

dotes together in chap. Ix.,
' Of the Office

and Dutie of a Prince.'

Primaudaye, chap, xxxviii., p. 409 :

" Fer-

dinando the fourth of that name putting two
knights to death more through anger than

justly, one of them cried aloud in this sort :

O unjust king, we cite thee to appeere
within thirtie daies before the tribunall

seate of Jesus Christ to receive judgement
for thy Injustice Upon the last of which
daies he died likewise." Greene (ix. 343) :

*' Ferdinando the fourth putting to death a

knight more for anger than anie just cause,
the Gentleman at the sentence cried out :

Injurious Emperor, I cite thee to appear
before the tribunall seate of God to answere
this wrong within thirtie daies : on the last

of which expired therein the Emperor
died."

Primaudaye, chap, xxxviii., p. 411 :

"Alexander Severus handled after another
fashion a servant of his who used like

a horse-leech to fulfil their request for a

good reward caused him to be tied to a

post and choked with smoke, making this

proclamation by sound of trumpet, That

they which sell smoke, should so perish with
smoke." Greene (ibid., p. 343) : "Alexander
Severus handled his Secretary, who being a

caterpillar of the court and selling the verie

favourable lookes of his maister in re-

quitall was tied to a post and choked
with smoke," &c. (as above).
We corne now to an important chapter in

Primaudaye, chap. xliv. (pp. 467-78). At
any rate, Greene thought it important, for
the whole of

'

Peratio his discourse upon
Fortune,' in

' The Second Part of Tritameron r

(iii. 128-39), is annexed from the translation
of the French writer. When a property is

annexed on any considerable scale the new
owner generally discovers many desirable
nooks and corners he was hardly aware of ^
and when I first read this part of Greene it

was with great interest indeed, I thought it

some of his best prose. Still, I felt uneasy
about it. It did not somehow ring true.
Like a sheep, stolen and skilfully skinned
and shorn, or a captured ship relieved of its-

superfluous cargo and flying the pirates' flag,
so this learned and well-laboured discourse
is Robert Greene's by no manner of right,
and must be restored to its lawful owner,.
Peter de la Primaudaye. The method of

quotation is here impossible, the extracts

being so considerable. But I will endeavour
to place Greene's alterations alongside of
the original text as lucidly as possible, so-

that any one in possession of either text can
see for himself the nature of the transaction
the artful Greene indulged in. Poor Greene I

his
" New books from the Maker, New Books

from the Maker," were compelled to gallop,
apace at all costs. In Dekker's ' Lanthorne
and Candlelight,' chap, v.,

* How to catch*
Birdes by the Booke,' professes to expose"
strange villanies

"
of this description, but it

lacks interest and convincingness.

Primaudaye (p. 470), after a page upon his-

topic, says :

** Aristotle saith, that Fortune
is a casuall & accidentall cause in things,
which, being purposely done for some cer-
taine end, have no apparant cause of their

falling out otherwise," tfec. He has in the
preceding paragraph, given us :

*

Plato-

saith, that Fortune is an accidentall cause
& a consequence in those things which
proceed from the counsell of man." From
the close of Aristotle's opinions, being three
more lines, Primaudaye goes on with
"Epicurus said that Fortune was such a
cause as agreed neither to persons, times, or
manners." Then, immediately, we have
Theophrastus, Juvenall, Pindarus, Sylla
(Greene inserts that the speaker remembers
this from Livy's Decades), Mithridates and
Sylla, Julius Ciesar ("Csesar and his For-
tune"), and Augustus his successor. This
brings us to the foot of p. 471 in Primaudaye,,
and of p. 131 in Greene, who inserts here a
line and a half not in his exemplar. Greene's
discourse commences (p. 128)

"
Aristotle, who

by the sharpenes of lies reason pearced, &c.

[two lines of his own], made this answere :.
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That it is a casuall and accidental 1 cause,
3

foc. Greene has no change here, excepting
that he transposes the position of Plato's

opinion, placing it after Aristotle's. The

changes are so slight as to be scarcely worth

mentioning. Where Primaudaye reads

"cleane contrary" (p. 470), Greene has

contra. We then have Augustus Csesar

and Anthonie (always vanquished at plays
and pastimes), Paulus ^Eniglius that great

captain, Demetrius's description of a painting
of Fortune (Greene's Lady Panthia remem-
bers that she saw it in the Duke of Florence's

chamber), and here in Greene a sonnet is

inserted as being under the picture. He
apologizes for the digression (p. 134), and
resumes his Primaudaye (p. 472, foot) with

Fortune compared to a glass ("brickie" is

-Greene's, not Primaudaye's). Hannibal "
re-

nowed captain," Titus Flaminius, Hannibal
and Titus, and Pyrrhus all Primaudaye,
and identical to p. 473 (Greene, p. 136).

Two or three passages occur in the above

summary that may be given fully, as they
are of much interest. I am not concerned
with the ultimate authorities of Primau-

daye's classical extracts and researches, but

obviously he has made free use of Plutarch's
*
Lives.' The following reference is of in-

terest in connexion with *
1 Henry VI.,'

I. ii. 138-9 :

" that proud insulting ship
Which Csesar and his fortune bare at once."

Some authorities believe Greene had a hand
in 'Henry VI.' The passage Greene has

(from Primaudaye) is: "entering upon the
sea in a little Fregate and the Pilote

making some doubt of waighing up the

Anchor, he sayde thus unto him : Be not

afrayde, my friende, for thou cariest Caesar
and his Fortune." And another passage
from Plutarch twice referred to by Shake-

speare ('Macbeth,' III. i. 56;
*

Antony and
Cleopatra,' II. iii. 19) occurs here :

'"Augustus and Antonius his companion in

the Empire passed away the time
with sundrie sports and pastimes wherein
Antonie alwayes went away vanquished.
Whereupon one well seene in the arte of

Divination [said unto him] Separate
your selfe farre from him Your fame is

greater than his You are better exercised
You have greater experience, but your

familiar spirite feareth his."

Let us finish the discourse of Fortune. At
p. 136 Greene transposes Pertinax and
Eurnenes (Primaudaye, pp. 473-4); then he
changes Aurelianus to Aurelius, Justinus
to Justinius, and Maximianus to Maximinus
(Greene, p. 137). Here Greene omits alto-

gether "Gregory the 7 and Henry the 4,

Emperor," as well as Primaudaye's interest-

ing account of John of Leyden, the "sillie
botcher of Holland." But Greene's most
important omission is p. 475 of Primaudaye,
being a valuable account of Tamburlaine and
Bajazet valuable in connexion with Mar-
lowe's play to which I will again refer.

Primaudaye resumes :

" But what neede we
drawe out this discourse?" copied into
Greene, p. 137, which brings us to "all
fortune's goods without knowledge how to
use them "

(Priraaudaye, p. 477 ; Greene,
p. 139), the interverting page or two being
identical. Peratio has ended his discourse,
and so has Primaudaye. Greene has then five
or six pages of trifling, and resumes Priraau-

daye with the discourse of Friendship
already dealt with.

We come next in Primaudaye (chap, xlv.,

&478)
to a very researchful one 'Of

arriage.' Almost immediately following
Silvestro's discourse upon friendship, Greene
has a dissertation (iii. 164-6) upon marriage,
for which he is indebted to Primaudaye.
The latter begins (p. 481) his references with

"Pythagoras being requested to be at
the marriage of a friend of his, he excused
himselfe, saying : that he was never desirous
to go to such a feast or be at such a funerall ;

judging that it was all one for a man to
marrie a wife and to wed a coffin." After
half a page, he gives us the views of Metellus
when asked by Marius why he would not
marry his daughter, to which end Marius
gives sound reasons. Metellus "replied,
That he knew all this to be true, yet (quoth
he) I had rather be mine own than hirs."

Greene, having transferred Pythagoras, is

rather ingenious : his speaker here is a
woman (Lacsena), so he transfers the situa-

tion to Martia, the daughter of Metellus,
who is recommended a "

yoong gentleman
"

by her father finishing: "I know, quoth
Martia, al this, yet I had rather be mine
owne, than his" (Greene, iii. p. 165). Greene
has a passage then of " The wise Hypsicratea
in her widowhood," which I have not identi-

fied. He next refers to "
Macrina, the wife of

Torquatus," for a very different opinion (no
doubt his own invention) from that which
Primaudaye (see end of chap, xlviii.) attributes
to her. After skipping p. 482, and several
Biblical examples, Greene comes to Primau-
daye's (p. 483)

'*

saying of Hipponactus, That of
one marriage only two good days are to be
hoped for, namely, the marriage day and the

day of death "
(Greene, p. 165). Greene

calls this libeller Hysponactes. Primaudaye
continues with " Alexandreides' speech, that
the wedding day is the beginning of many
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evils," &c.
; and what "

Polyhistor saith :

because there is not one to be found, wherein
there is not some deceit," &c., followed

exactly by Greene, p. 165. Primaudaye then

quotes,
"
Diphilus sayd, nothing is hardlier

found in all the world than a good wife.

Whereunto that old proverbe agreeth, that
a good wife (husband, Greene), a good mule,
and a good goate are three naughtie beasts."
Greene attributes the proverb to Diphilus,
which may be correct. Primaudaye gives
us next the retort of a noble Roman whose
friend said "he had great cause to hold
himself happie he had a wife that was
faire, rich, and come of noble parentage ; he
shewed them his foote, saying : My friends,

you see that my shoe is very new, faire, and
well made, but none of you can tell where-
about it pincheth me (p. 484). Greene
attributes this (pp. 165, 166) in the same
words to

"
Salonina, the wife of Cethegus."

Priraaudaye's next example is from Hesiod :

" He that trusteth to a woman (said Hesiod)
is as safe as he that hangeth by the leaves of
a tree in the ende of Autumne when the
leaves begin to fall. I remember yet three

things which I have heard uttered in con-

tempt of marriage when a yong man is

to be married, he must be arested. For
truly I think we should flie up to heaven, if

this arrest kept us not backe." Greene's
'Tritameron' has been up to this loyal to
the fair sex, and he has had occasion several
times to transpose the sexes, since Primau-
daye is quoting depreciatory philosophy
upon women. This last passage was too
much to alter, so he transfers it (" Hesiodus
affirms") to his

* Farewell to Follie' (ix.

327-8), where he is upon the other lay.
One notable passage has been skipped, on

p. 481 in Primaudaye, at the beginning of
this chapter on marriage:

" Thaies, one of the
sages of Grecia, minding to shew that it was
not good for a man to marry, when one
asked him why he married not, being in the
flower of his age, said it was not yet time.
Afterward being growen to further age and
demanded the same question, answered, that
the time was past." Greene attributes this,
in different words, to Diogenes, in 4Never too
Late '

(viii. 202). One other passage Greene
misquotes of Augustus Csesar (Primaudaye,
p. 486), who made a law,

"
being come to the

empire," against those that did not marry or
had no children after twenty-five years of
age. Greene (iii. 166) says "when he was
Censor," copying from four lines higher.

H. C. HART.
(To be continued.)

SANATORIUM AT MIDHUEST. Relative to-

the new * 4 Ed ward VII. 's Sanatorium" at

Midhurst, in Sussex, which His Majesty is-

expected to inaugurate this month, the sub-

joined note may not be out of place. As a
most healthy spot Midhurst has long been
known ; but few localities can present a.

better record than that attributed to this

little Sussex township by The Dublin Chro-
nicle of 1788. The village had then, in all,,

only some 140 cottages or houses. Of the

inhabitants, 78 were over 70 ; no fewer than
32 were 80 and upwards ; whilst 5 had
passed their four-score years and ten, and
were nearing the ripe age of 100. It is re-

corded further that of the 78 septuagenarians-
only 4 were unable to take part in some
kind of business or occupation. May all the
readers of

' N. & Q.' live to an equally active
and green old age ! Though the record is

one which dates back a hundred years and
more, it may help, nevertheless, to cheer
those who are destined to do battle against
the dread disease of consumption under the
shadow of the ancient home of the Montagues
at Cowdray Park. B. W.
Fort Augustus.

MICHELL FAMILY. At 8th S. ix. 37 H. S. K.
inquired as to the parentage of Henry
Michel. If the latter were a descendant of the
" ancient family

" whose representative Mary
Catherine married, in 1752, Sir Bysshe
Shelley, the name should be spelt Michell,

according to various legal documents and
letters in my possession. I am sorry that I
cannot answer H. S. K.'s query, but I can
tell him that the head of the family, seated
at Stammerham in the parish of Horsham,
was in the year 1647 Edward Michell, who-
was probably son to the Edward Michell who
erected a memorial tablet in Horsham
Church to his "cousin" John Michell, of

Stammerham, who had died 26 Nov., 1610,
and was son of Avery and Mary Michell.

The Edward Michell of 1647 married Mary,,
daughter of F. Middleton, by whom he
had eight children : Katherine, Mary,
Edward, John, Robert, Theobald, Walsing-
ham, and Jane. Of these, Edward and John
left no descendants, to my knowledge, and
Robert was owner of Stammerham in the
last quarter of the seventeenth century and the
first quarter of the eighteenth. He died
1 Aug., and was buried 10 Aug., 1729, at

Horsham, and was succeeded at Stammerham
by Edward, the only surviving child of his

first marriage with Mary, daughter of
Thomas White. Edward Michell, however,
outlived his father only a few months, dying
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unmarried 17 Dec., 1729, when a dispute
arose as to the possession of Starninerham
and other property between Catherine,
daughter of .Robert Michell by his third wife,
Theodosia Montagu, and her cousin, the
Rev. Theobald Michell, son of Walsingham
(claiming as heir-at-law) the latter remain-

ing eventually in possession by an amicable

arrangement. The Rev. T. Michell had a

younger brother John Michell, who appears
to have been a ne'er-do-weel

;
and "Admiral

Onslow "
in 1 797 married a Miss Michell, of

the same family.
If the Henry Michel of H. S. K.'s query

was indeed descended from the Michells of

Stammerham, his ancestor must have
branched off before 1647, as I think that the

foregoing statement will show that any
possible male descendants after that date are
accounted for. H.

POEM BY FIELDING In a small volume
entitled 'Poems on Various Occasions,' by
the Rev. Samuel Rogers, A.M., "Rector of
Husband's Bosworth & of Brampton in

Northamptonshire, and Chaplain to the
Right Hon ble John, Earl Spencer," printed
and published at Bath in 1782, is the short

poem which I transcribe in full below.
Whether it is genuine other readers of
<N. & Q.' will be better qualified than I am
to judge ; but it is not ungraceful, or un-
worthy of the novelist, so I venture to intro-
duce it to public notice, if it is as yet
unprinted.

An Extempore
in the Pump-Room, at Bath,

by the late Henry Fielding, Esq.
To Miss H-land.

Communicated by a Friend.

"Soon shall these bounteous springs thy wish bestow ;

Soon in each feature sprightly health shall glow ;

Thy eyes their fire regain ; thy limbs their grace ;And roses join the lilies in thy face.
But say, sweet maid, what waters can remove
The pangs of cold despair in hopeless love ?

The deadly star that lights th' autumnal skies,
Shines not so bright, so fatal as thy eyes ;

The pains, which from their influence we endure,
Not Brewster,* glory of his art, can cure.

*
Brewster, M.D., translator of Persius.

N.B. The above piece is not printed in any
edition of Fielding's Works. [Note by Rogers.]

H. K. ST. J. S.

CHEPSTOW CASTLE AND SIR NICHOLAS
KEMEYS. The following account of the death
of the Governor of the Castle, Sir Nicholas
Kemeys, Bt., when captured by the Par-
liamentarians in 1648, appeared in the
columns of a Monmouthshire newspaper (to
the best of my memory) some fourteen or
fifteen years ago. I took a cutting at the

time, but subsequently lost it ;
I had, how-

ever, the good fortune to light upon another
a few days ago in the possession of a relative,
and shall be obliged if you will kindly re-

print it, and so preserve it to future history.
I shall also be glad if any of your readers
can give me information as to the Mr. W. H.
Greene and Mrs. Bromedge mentioned :

" How Sir Nicholas Kemeys was Killed. Some
most interesting particulars of the death of Sir
Nicholas Kemeys. of Cefn Mably, the gallant

Royalist who lost his life when Chepstow Castle
was captured by Cromwell's troops on the 25th May,
1648, have just come to light, and are now here

published for the first time. Sir Nicholas was a
man of grand physical proportions, and of extra-

ordinary strength. On one occasion a noted
Cornish wrestler went to Cefn Mably, and begged
the knight to join in a wrestling bout. Sir
Nicholas consented, and in a moment throwing
his antagonist on his back asked if he was satisfied.

'Not unless you will fling me over your park wall.'

said the man. No sooner said than done. ' Now I
should like to see if you can throw my donkey
after me,' said the Cornishman. 'Very well,'" re-

plied Sir Nicholas ; and in a trice he threw the
animal over the wall to its owner. The Cornish-
man then went his way discomfited, but rejoicing
that he had had a tussle with the famous knight.
"Chepstow Castle was captured by the Par-

liamentarians in October, 1645. Some time after a
gentleman named Emanuel being in the castle, one
night obtained possession of the keys, and, while
the Roundhead garrison were sleeping let in Sir
Nicholas Kemeys and a party of Royalists, who
made prisoners of all in the place. Sir Nicholas
held it till May, 1648, when, with only some eight
score men, he gallantly withstood a siege by five

regiments of Parliamentarians. A great breach
was at last made in the walls on the side next to
the town. When called on to surrender. Sir
Nicholas demanded leave to march out with
military honours. This was refused by Col. Ewer,
who said the knight must beg for his life and no
more. That was declined. Ewer promised that

quarter should be given ; and as the handful of

Royalists left, the Parliamentarians rushed in

through the breach, and Sir Nicholas was slain.

How this happened has been related to Mr. VV. H.
Greene by Mrs. Bromedge, an elderly lady now
residing at Bournemouth, a descendant of the
ancient and illustrious family of Pritchard of

Llanover.
" ' When I was a little girl,' says the lady,

* the
custodian of Chepstow Castle was Mrs. Margaret
Williams, a venerable lady of exceedingly stately
manners; and I spent much of my time with her.

Whenever the Duke of Beaufort, the present
Duke's grandfather, visited this fortress, she used
to receive him with great ceremony. The great
gates were flung wide open, that his Grace might
enter in state. Dressed in heavy black silk, with a

flowing train, she used to stand on a particular
spot in the First Court of the Castle, and receive
the Duke with a graceful reverence, to which his

Grace replied by bowing almost to the ground.
The position she chose was, she used^to tell, the
identical spot on which Sir Nicholas Kemeys was
murdered. He stood fronting the breach, nearly
opposite what is now known as Martin's Tower,
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with his back towards the wall of the present
inhabited part of the Castle. There he was
slashed and hacked in a dreadful manner. He
received a terrible wound across the lower part of

the chest, and was drenched with blood. Laying
his left arm across his gaping wound, he stood his

ground, striking out manfully with his sword in

his right hand, till in a very short time he fell

dead beneath the blows of the Parliamentary
soldiers.

' ' Mrs. Williams used to regard this spot with the
utmost reverence.' So, no doubt, will many of the

present generation, now that the exact site is

identified ; and a small monument there would be

appropriate."
ST. DAVID M. KEMEYS-TYNTE.

10, Royal Crescent, Bath.

VERIFY YOUR REFERENCES. In The Fort-

nightly Revieiu for April there is an article

by Mr. Henry Norman, M.P., entitled
' The

Public, the Motorist, and the Royal Com-
mission,' in which, on p. 685, the following

paragraph occurs :

"For some time the public will suffer greatly
from dust raised by motors. This is inevitable,
and must be borne. The works of novelists con-

temporary with the advent of the galloping stage-
coach contain passages denouncing the dust raised

by this in terms identical with those levelled

against motorists to-day."

As I wished to learn the authority upon
which this emphatic statement was based, I

wrote to Mr. Norman, asking him to name
the novels containing the passages to which
he had referred ; but, to my great surprise,
he informed me that he "had cut the quota-
tion from a newspaper," and had since mis-

laid it ! Even in these slap-dash days there

are few journalists of experience who would
base an important proposition upon un-

supported evidence found in a newspaper.
The incidents narrated by Mr. Norman may
be right or wrong, but I think some solid

evidence should be produced, and is generally
expected, for such a statement in a leading
review. HORACE BLEACKLEY.

THIERS AND THE DOSNE FAMILY. The
following note from L*Eclair of 7 May is, I

think, interesting not only in connexion with
the family into which Thiers married, but
also as an example of the frivolous reasons
which sometimes induce people to change
their names :

"En 1816, une ordonnance royale porta le nombre
des agents de change de cinquante a soixante. Les
dix places nouvelles etaient fort convoitees : 1'une
d'elles fut donnee, par la protection de la duchesse
d'Angouleme, ;\ un employe de banque, M. Dosne,
qui fit rapidement fortune.
"Peu apres sa nomination, M. Dosne epousa la

fille d'un honorable commergant de Paris, Mile.

Eurydice Matheron, dout il cut deux filles, Mme.
Thiers et Mile. Dosne.

"
Mile. Eurydice Matheron avaitune soeur qui fub

demandee en mariage par un banquier du nom de

Lognon.
"Mou Dieu, lui dit Mile. Matheron, vous me

plaisez certainement, mais je ne pourrai jamais
consentir a m'appeler Mme. Lognon.

"
Qu'a cela ne tienne, repondit le banquier ; si

vous n'aimez pas Lognon, vous aimeriez mieux im

grand nom, par exemple.., Charlemagne?
"Comment cela?
" Je ferai changer mon appellation.
" Voila qui me convient. Et je consens a epouser

harlemagne.
"Le mariage eut lieu et de cette union sont nes

deux tils, dont 1'un, devenu capitaine de vaisseau,

a peri avec son navire dans un naufrage. L'autre

a ete le general Charlemagne."
W. EGBERTS.

ALFONSO AND VICTORIA. The following

verses in Baskish have been composed by me
in honour of the wedding of the King of

Spain. I give also the literal meaning of

my rimes, which are founded on the happy
fact that the initials A and V make Ave =
hail!

A. V.

Hispaniako Erregey.

Ave erregeak,
Bihotzez garaituak !

Hispaniatar egifia,

Bizi bedi erregiiia !

Agur erregeak.
Madrilen ezkonduak !

Britaiizale egona,
Bedi bizi erregea !

Bien izen biak,

Aye-bateratuak ;

Bi-batassun osua

Bego luzez garailea 1

To A(LFONSO) V(ICTOKIA),

The Kings (old EnglishKing and Queen} of Spain.

Ave, O King and Queen,
Overcome by (your) heart !

Become a Spaniard,
Let the Queen live !

Hail, King and Queen,
Married in Madrid !

Steadfast las a lover of Britain,

May the King live !

The two names of the two,
Blended into one Ave ;

May the complete union of the two
Remain a long while victorious !

EDWARD S. DODGSON.
" PALE ALE " AS A NICKNAME FOR ENGLISH-

MEN. PROF. SKEAT writes, ante, p. 312:

"Pale is French, and ale is Saxon ;
but only

pale ale is truly English." A young English
friend many years ago before the entente

cordiale whilst walking arm-in-arm with

another Englishman in Paris, heard a French
workman exclaim, "There go two Pal-als /"

HENRY TAYLOR.
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WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest

to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

JEAN NICOT. I hope to learn through
*N. & Q.

1

the whereabouts in England of

the portrait of Jean Nicot by Henri Goltz

{Miilebrecht, 1558 ; Harlem, 1616), engraved
in 1822 (in

'

Physiognomical Portraits
'

1)

by Charles Pye, a pupil of James Heath,
and the elder brother of John Pye, the
celebrated landscape painter of Birmingham.
Jean Nicot (1530-1604), a councillor, diplo-
matist, lexicographer, and parson of Brie-

Comte-Robert was the importer of tobacco.

JACQUES SAINTIX.
Paris.

COL. HUGH FORBES. Can any one give
information about the parentage or previous
career of Col. Hugh Forbes 1 He commanded
a regiment in the service of the Roman
Republic in 1849, and in that capacity accom-

panied Garibaldi's famous retreat from Rome
(after the siege), joining the Garibaldians at

Terni, and marching thence to Cesenatico.
He put to sea with Garibaldi and the last

200, but was captured by the Austrians and
imprisoned at Pola. He wore a white top
hat in the field, and was known as the
"eccentric Englishman." He was a good
soldier, and was passionately devoted to the
Italian cause, at a time when it was not yet
fashionable in England. His son, a boy of

twenty, acted as his aide-de-camp. He was
aged forty. This is all the Italian autho-
rities tell us. I want to find his connexions
and history in England. Neither he nor his
son is identical with the Sir Charles Forbes
who wrote the book about Garibaldi's Sicilian

expedition. GAMMA.
" IN A HUFF." The rector of Little Chart,

Ashford, Kent, tells me that he has recently
heard this phrase used in a sense hitherto
unknown to him. The rector, visiting the
husband of a poor woman who had just died
somewhat suddenly, was told that "she
went off in a huff" This must be a very
rare use of the expression, as no instance is

given in
* E.D.D. 5

of the phrase in this sense
in any part of England or of the mainland
of Scotland. The only authority supplied in
the dictionary is The Shetland Neivs (16 Oct.,
1897). I should be glad to hear of instances
of this use in any English dialect.

A. L. MAYHEW.
Oxford.

CORN-RENT. Can you inform me what a
corn-rent is

1

? It almost sounds like another
term for tithe, when we remember that

before the Commutation Act the parson took

every tenth sheaf of corn, and stowed it

away in a large barn until lie chose to thrash

his collection. But it might be a small pay-
ment to the feudal lord, the result of an

arrangement in lieu of a certain toll ren-

dered long ago. Such a corn-rent is still

demanded at Cumnor, Bucks, on land pur-
chased from the Earl of Abingdon.

W. W. GLENNY.
Barking, Essex.

[The definition in the 'N.E.D.'is: "A rent for

agricultural land paid in corn, or one the amount
of which is determined each year according to the

price of corn." See the illustrative quotations
appended.]

EDOUARD PINGRET. I have an oil painting
of an officer of the Royal Welsh Fusiliers ;

the picture is signed Edouard Pingret, and
dated 1818. Can any reader give me infor-

mation about the artist ? I believe he was a

Canadian painter of note.

(Major) OSBORNE GLYNN.
Abbotsfield, Wrexham, N. Wales.

[A painter of this name contributed four portraits
in 1819 to the Royal Academy. This appears to be

his sole appearance as an exhibitor.]

MOUNTAIN FAMILY. In response to a

query inserted in the Pennsylvania Magazine
of History and Biography for April

(xxx. 251), some documents on this family
in Bucks County, Pennsylvania, have been

supplied by Mr. O. D. Wilkinson. From
them a quotation follows :

44 John Dellamano made his will and deceased in

ye year 1672 (which will 'tis supposed is at Win-

chester, where it was proved) ;
he left only a

daughter, who was first wife to Richard

Mountain [of Andover, Hampshire], who made his

will ye 5th day of January, 1701, by which will he

gave a messuage, ten'm't, lands and premises lying

in Andover (which he saith he purchased of Amy
Walters, widow) unto his wife Ann (being his

second wife by report)
"

It appears that this Richard Mountain
had by his first marriage a son Richard

Mountain, brewer, of Andover, later of

Bucks County, Pennsylvania, who married

and had a son Joseph Mountain, cooper, or

the latter place.
Can any reader supply particulars of the

Mountains in Andover.
EUGENE FAIRFIELD McPiKE.

1, Park Row, Chicago, U.S.

" DEPLOYMENT." Can any reader inform

me who invented the manoeuvre so called,

which means the "unfolding" of columns
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into line (to the front), as distinguished from
the

" wheel " of columns into line (to a Hank)?
I know that it came into use during the wars
of Napoleon, but I want to trace its

inventor and the date when it was first

practised. G. W. REDWAY, Major.
90a, Gloucester Road. S.W.

[The earliest quotation for deploy \n the 'N.E.D.'
is 1786, and for deployment, 1796.]

"NUTS IN MAY." Has this children's
Volkslied been discussed in

' N. &, Q.' ? I have
an etymological guess anent the word "

nuts,"
which I will not particularize till I get
further evidence. T. WILSON.

[See 7th S. ix. 168, 257, 415 ; 8th S. v. 426 ; vi. 58.
vii. 231.]

ORDER OF THE ROYAL OAK. Can any one
tell me where I can find a list of the names
of those persons chosen by King Charles II.

to form the Order of the Royal Oak, which
he intended to institute 1 DULCE.

[Lists are printed at vol. i. p. 688 of Burke's
History of the Commoners,' ed. 1836, and in Noble's

'History of the House of Cromwell.']

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED:
The mills of God grind slowly, but they grind

exceeding small ;

So soft and slow the great wheels go, they hardly
move at all,

But the souls of men fall into them and are

powdered into dust,
And in the dust grow sweet white flowers Love

Hope Trust.

H. T. P.

The lines seem to be an expansion of Long-
ow's translation from Von Logau. Consult 8th S.

x. 468 : xi. 358 ; also Bartlett's ' Familiar Quota-
tions.']

Friends, when you see I'm like to die

Carry me where the sea is roaring ;

There on my last bed let me lie

And list to the long waves homeward pouring,
Beating, beating, and ever repeating

The cry it cried when it first was hurled,
With a myriad shocks, on the barrier rocks,

On the very birthday of the world.

HERBERT BURY.
Attain the unattainable,
And step by step to gain that mighty stair
Whose landing-place is wrapt about
With clouds of glory of heaven.

AoiDH.

In * The Wit's Interpreter,' second edition,
1662, is a poem entitled * On a Lady Sing-
ing.' The first verse is as follows :

Come, with our voices let us war,
And challenge all the sphears,

Till each of us be made a star
And all the world turn ears.

There are five more verses. Who is the
author? R. H.

ST. ANDREW'S, ANTWERP. There is a hand-
some monument in this church erected by
Mary, Queen of Scots, to the memory of two
of her ladies-in-waiting, or it may be to two
of her governesses. I should be very grateful
to any reader of *N. <fe Q.' who would give
me a translation of the long inscription ib

bears, or who would inform me where I could

get it. F. K. H.
Bath.

BURNEY'S THEATRICAL PORTRAITS. Can
you tell me if there is a printed catalogue of

"Burney's Collection of Theatrical Portraits,"
and if so, the name of the publisher and the

price? JOHN CHADWICK.
6, Stanley Grove, Sale, near Manchester.

SIR WILLIAM GORDON, BANKER. Sir

William Gordon, first Baronet of Inver-

gordon, who died at Chelsea in June, 1742,
is described as having been a rich banker in

London. Where did he conduct his business ?

and with whom was he associated ?

J. M. BULLOCH.
118, Pall Mall.

SHAKESPEARE FOR FOREIGNERS. Which
would be the best annotated edition of

Shakespeare for use by a foreigner who is

well up in modern English, but who knows
little or nothing of Elizabethan literature?

F. W.

BALASORE. What is the meaning of this ?

Anderton Clarke, in his
* New Lancashire

Gazetteer,' 1830, speaks of a Balasore hand-
kerchief. M.A. OXON.

[Probably so named from being originally made
in the town or district of the name in Bengal.]

ST. GENIUS. This patron saint of players
was an actor who was ordered to be cruci-

fied or put to death by Diocletian because
of his being suddenly converted to the

teachings of Christ, A.D. 285. Where can I
find details ? S. J. A. F.

DIRECTION POST v. SIGNPOST. These
words appear to be variously used ; but

surely "direction post" as applied to cross-

roads is alone correct. Punch, I submit,
used the word wrongly in a cartoon a few
months ago. Information is desired.

JAS. CURTIS, F.S.A.

"MINININ," A SHELL. By the above name
the people of Stonehaven, Kincardineshire,
call a small shell. JVassa incrassata, dwarf
variety. The word does not occur in any
dictionary that I have been able to consult,
nor have I seen it written. Is it merely a
form of Minikin ? or is it perhaps connected
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with the Icelandic Minni, a month, influenced

by Minni, lesser, while the termination

might then be a form of the suffixed article ?

I cannot find Anglo-Saxon roots to suit, and
Norse influence is strong on the east coast.

Nassa incrassata is given in a list of Ice-

landic shells by A. C. Johansen, Copenhagen,
1901 ;

but I can find no Icelandic name for

it. Will PROF SKEAT or some other throw
light on this seemingly new word ?

G. W. MURRAY.
1, Castlebar Road, Baling.

Miss METEYARD. According to the
'D.N.B.' this lady died on 4 April, 1879, at

Stanley Terrace, Fentiman Road, South
Lambeth. Could not the London County
Council see their way to put one of their
tablets on the particular house? Where
was she buried ? Can any one send a copy
of the inscription on her tombstone? Mr.
.Roach Smith says in his 'Retrospections'
that none of her friends or admirers were
notified of the funeral. Is any portrait of her
known other than the Fontana medallion ?

T. CANN HUGHES, M.A., F.S.A.
Lancaster.

BANNER OR FLAG. Can any of your
readers say if there is a proper name for
the banner often seen on gala days hanging
by a cord from a cross pole? The lower
portion of it is triangular in shape. I am
unable to find anything about it in the books
I have. C. H. ORFEUR.

MARY MUNDAY AT MULLION COVE. Some
years ago (fifty ?) at Mullion Cove, Cornwall,
the once-famed Mary Munday kept an inn,
visited by Prof. Blackie and other literary
lights. Can your readers say what became
of her, and if the visitors' books of the inn are
still in existence ? F. W. A.

GILD CHURCHES Can any readers supplya list of churches (not chapels or chantries)
built and maintained by gilds in mediaeval
times? j. B. MORRIS.

87, Holyhead Road, Coventry.

RUSKIN AND TAORMINA. It is stated in
*

Sunny Sicily,' by Mrs. Alec Tweedie, that
''when Ruskin was an old man, not long before he
died, he told a relative of his, who chanced to be at
Taormina when we were there, that the one spoton earth he would like to revisit before death
claimed him for its own was Taormina."

Are there any references to Taormina in
Kuskin's works or letters ?

W. A. HENDERSON.
Dublin.

BLANDINA.
(10

th S. v. 409.)

I HEARD of Blandina at Lyons, and, when
visiting the ancient church of St. Martin
d'Ainay, saw the little crypt in which, during
the persecution under Marcus Aurelius, she
and Bishop Pothinus, a nonagenarian, were
imprisoned before their martyrdom was com-
plete. I copy the following passage from
the

*

Epistle of the Churches of Vienne and
Lyon to the Brethren in Asia and Phrygia,'
which I find quoted in Hare's 'South-Eastern
France '

(P- 124) :

"
Blandina, bound to a stake, also was exposed to

the wild beasts. She was bound in the form of a
cross, and employed in ardent prayer. None of the
beasts at that time touched her, so she was taken
down from the stake and thrown again into prison
to be reserved for a future contest On the last

day of the show she was brought in again with
Ponticus, a boy of fifteen, who had daily been
brought with her to behold the sufferings of the
rest. They were commanded to swear by the idols,
and when the mob saw that they remained firm,
and despised their threats, their fury was so excited
that no mercy was shown either to the sex of the

one, or the youth of the other. Their sufferings
were increased by every imaginable torture, the
whole chapter of agony was exhausted, but all was
powerless to move them. Ponticus, encouraged by
his sister to the end, at length gave up his spirit.
"Then the blessed Blandina, the last of all,

having like a mother exhorted her children, and
sent them before her victorious into the presence of

the King, having watched over all their sufferings,

prepared for the pains of death herself, rejoicing as
one going to a marriage feast, not as one to be
devoured by wild beasts. Having endured scourging,
the tearing of beasts, and the iron chair, she was
enclosed in a net and thrown to a bull, when,
having been long tossed by the animal, raised

beyond pain through the power of hope and realiza-

tion of her fellowship with Christ, she at last

expired."
ST. SWITHIN.

The following particulars about Blandina,
the "martyr slave" of Ireland, appeared in

The Churchman $ Shilling Magazine, xxi. (1 877),

p. 411. She was carried from Ireland by the

Romans, and bought by a Christian matron
in Lyons, who converted her. In 177 A.D.

there was a fierce persecution of the Chris-

tians. Blandina was tortured by the

scourge, and laid upon a red-hot gridiron,
followed by barbarities

"
too revolting to

be recorded." Amongst other fearful cruel-

ties, lighted torches were held to her sides,

and a lion was let loose upon her, but it is

said it refused to harm her. She was then

exposed to the fury of a wild bull, but the
animal failed to kill her, and she finished her
course of sufferings, which is said to have
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lasted twelve or fourteen days, by being
drowned in the Rhone.

There is a detailed life of this maiden in a
work published (before 1877) under the

auspices of Mgr. Affre, Archbishop of Paris.

Eusebius, in his 'Ecclesiastical History,'
Book V. chap, i., writes :

** Even the Gentiles
confessed that no woman among them had
ever endured sufferings so many and great
as these." See also Foxe's

' Book of Martyrs.'
F. A. EDWARDS.

The only well-known Blandina is that
native of Lyons commemorated by the
Bollandists under 2 June

;
but she may not

be the one referred to by ASTARTE, as her

martyrdom is differently described. There
is nothing about crucifixion.

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

St. Blandina was one of the martyrs of

Lyons towards the close of the second cen-

tury. She was tied to post in the amphi-
theatre, her arms being extended in the
form of a cross

;
then hungry wild beasts

were let loose upon her. They rushed into
the arena with a roar, and, it is said, going
straight to the victim, stopped short, bowed
their heads, wagged their tails, and seemed
more like lambs than wild beasts. Blandina
was taken back to prison, and reserved for
other combats. See *

St. Pothin et ses Com-
pagnons,

J

by S. Andre Gouillond.
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

Blandina was a slave who was put to death
as a Christian in the outbreak at Smyrna in
the middle of the second century. A state-

ment of her suffering is given in Cardinal
Newman's eloquent reply to Gibbon, in his
* Grammar of Assent,' chap. x. 2, p. 474.

WlCKSIDGE.

Blandina is the wife of Sir Turpin in * The
Faery Queene,' Book VI. cantos iii., vi., vii.

W. T.

Forty years ago I knew at Bude, in the
north of Cornwall, the daughter of a coast-

guard who bore Blandina for her Christian
name the only instance of its use I have
met. DUNHEVED.
[MR. ANDREW OLIVER also thanked for reply.]

DOVER-WINCHESTER ROAD (10
th S. v. 409).

I have given my lecture upon the old track-

way from Winchester to Canterbury several

times, but I am not aware of any complete
report of the lecture existing. It is. of course,
based upon a monograph which I wrote in
the year 1904, after having made a rather

thorough exploration of the road in the days
-coinciding with the date of the first pilgrim-

age, that is, the third week in December"
This monograph was published by Messrs*
Constable in 1904, under the title 'The Old
Road.' HILAIRE BELLOC.

DECUYPER'S * COLLEGE ALPHABET '

(10
th S.

v. 268). This is the Belgian students' song,
and runs as follows :

.4, a, , valete studia !

Studia relinquimus,
patriam repetimus.

A , a, a, &c.

E, e, e, ite miserise !

Instant nobis ferise,

tempus est Isetitite.

E, e, e, &c.

/, i, i, vivant philosophi !

Studiosi parvuli,
etiam sunt bibuli.

/, i, i, &c.

O, o, o, nil est in poculo :

repleatur denuo !

Nummi aunt in sacculo.

0, o, o, &c.

C7, , w, ingente spiritu
Celebramus epulas !

Cras habemus ferias.

U, u, w, &c.

1", ?/, y, kom schenk en drink met my,
want wy zyn hier niet gekomen
om te slapen of te droomen.

F, y, y, &c.

MR. ANDERSON will find the music and
further details in Fl. van Duyse,

' Het oude
Nederlandsche Lied,' Deel I. bl. 894 ('a Gra-

venhage, M. Nijhoff, 1903).
A. E. H. SWAEN.

Groningen.

WEST'S PICTURE OF THE DEATH OF GENERAL
WOLFE (10

th S. v. 409). In The Army and

Navy Gazette of 20 January, 1893, the names
of those shown in West's picture of the death
of Wolfe are recorded from a key in the
Ottawa Gallery.
The wounded officer on the right of Wolfe

is Major-General Monckton, second in com-

mand, who was shot through the lungs, but
recovered. The General is supported by Mr.

Adair, the surgeon, on his left, and on his

right by his aide-de-camp Capt. Hervey
Smith. Immediately above the General is

Col. Barre,and close to the officer holding the
colours is Col. Williamson. Capt. Dabbieg is

introduced behind General Monckton ;
and

the officer in the uniform of a native regi-
ment calling the attention of the General to

French colours is Sir William Howe, The
right of the picture exhibits a Grenadier of

the General's (Wolfe's) own regiment, and
his servant lamenting his fate.

It is believed that Col. Williamson was the
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commander of the Royal Artillery, and sub-

sequently Lieut.-General. George William-

son, who was father of Lieut. - General Sir
Adam Williamson, K.C.B., Colonel 72nd
Highlanders, of Avebury House, Wilts.
The officers of the 2nd Battalion 15th Foot

possess a key to the picture.
G. H. JOHNSTON, Lieut.-Col.

I copy the following from some family
papers. I cannot vouch for the accuracy of
the statements :

'* John Gawler was in business in Quebec when
he married E. Buckley, the intimate friend of Mrs.
Chapone. He was present (probably as a volunteer)
at Wolfe's attack, and on his return to England
furnished Benjamin West with some of the details
for his famous picture of the death of Wolfe. By
way of acknowledgment of the service thus rendered
the artist put him into the picture. He is shown
on the right of the officer who bears the colours."

H. H.
" PLANE "= SYCAMORE (10

th S. v. 407). The
quotation is from *

Clyde : a Poem,' canto i.

1. 565. The author was John Wilson (1720-89),
who was born at Lanark, and, after having
been for a time parish schoolmaster of

Lesmahagow in his native country, con-
ducted Greenock Grammar School from 1767
till within two years of his death. The
latter appointment was given him on the

understanding that he was to avoid " the
profane and unprofitable art of poem-
making," a thing, writes Scott in 1803, "now
as unlikely to happen in Greenock as in
London "

(* Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border,
1

ii. 176, note). Wilson's 'Clyde
'

appeared in

1764, and Leyden, editing from an enlarged
and imperfectly amended copy, included it

in his
|
Scottish Descriptive Poems,' 1803.

The editor justifiably considers Wilson's
work "the first Scottish loco-descriptive
poem of any merit." THOMAS BAYNE.

TAEOT CARDS (10
th S. v. 407). The cards

referred to by MR. PLATT are 96 of the 97
cards of a pack for the game of minchiate
of Florence. Such packs are Nps. I. 256 and
257 of the collection in the British Museum
(Willshire, Supplement, pp. 3-6), and
Nos. 44-63 of Lady Charlotte Schreiber's
collection.

An account of the game of minchiate by
Kobert Smith is to be found in Archoeologia,
vol.

xy. p. 140. Shorter notices of the game
are given in the works on playing-cards by
Singer, Merlin, and D'Allemagne. The
principal Italian treatises on the game are
*

Regole generali del nobilissimo gioco delli

Minchiate,' Roma, 1728 (by Luigi Bernardi) ;*

Regole generali del giuoco delle Minchiate,'

Firenze, 1781, &c. ;

*

II giuoco delle Minchiate
capitolo,' Livorno, 1752 ; and * Giuochi delle

Minchiate, Ombre, &c.,' Roma, 1747 (by
Brunetti). The last work is the one most
frequently quoted by modern writers, but as
it is the only one of the four that I possess,
I cannot saj

r
if it is the best. F. JESSEL.

The pack a minchiate or germimi pack is

incomplete. It should contain 97 cards :

four suits of 14, the matto, 35 numbered
atouts, and 5 unnumbered Stella, luna, sole,

il mondo, and fama volans. A full list is to
found in Archceologia (1900), Ivii. 185

; a
description in Journal of the Society of Arts-,

vol. xlix. (1901), p. 317 ; illustrations in

Merlin,
*

Origine des Cartes' (1869), plates
13-19. ROBERT LEWIS STEELE.

This pack is apparently an incomplete set

of that described by Papus (* The Tarot of

the Bohemians,' trans. Morton, 1892) as the
minchiate of Florence, which consists of the
56 cards of the four suits and of 40 major
arcana, besides the "fool," which is

numbered 0, making 97 in all. Mantegna's
pack mentioned in the same book had 50
"

clefs," as Eliphaz Levi called them. MR.
PLATT may consult the works of the latter,
either in the original or in Waite's 'Mysteries
of Magic' (Redway, 1886). I would refer

him also to Westcott's '

Magical Ritual of
the Sanctum Regnum' (Redway, 1896) and
Mathers's 'The Tarot' (Redway, 1888).

E. E. STREET.

[MB. J. S. McTEAB also thanked for reply.]

MR. BRADLEY'S 'HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS
IN SOUTH WALES' (10

th S. v. 143, 209). I

shall say no more to disturb Mr. Bradley's
confidence in the superiority of his knowledge
of Welsh to Miss Braddon's, beyond con-

fronting that lady's "Lochwithian " with his

own " Glencothi." But when he accuses me
of being wrong about the Welsh name for the

Bridge of the Blessed Ford, he is not playing
the game, for I said nothing about the ending
-aid, which does not appear in his book, but
criticized -aiad, which does. I have said that

these mistakes can be easily corrected in a
second edition, for more often than not they
vary the meaning of the words rather than
make nonsense of them. Mr. Bradley's
**

Pontrhydfen-digaiad
"

is capable of bearing
the meaning "Bridge of Unenclosed Ben's
Ford."
Mr. Bradley's readers should be cautioned

that their guide's statement,
4 'In the Welsh-

speaking districts, whether north or south,
if you have once mastered the alphabet arid

a few leading rules of accent, you can scarcely

go far wrong in a place-name" (p. 79), is not
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warranted by his own practice. Thus, what
he intends to be Welsh for

"
stinking well

"

(ffynon ddrewllyd), is good Welsh for
"
Lloyd's

town well." His civrw-dda is not only wrong
in gender, but implies a calumny on the

Principality as well, for the popular English
sentiment "

It is a shame to rob a poor man
of his beer" would fall quite flat on the ears
of a Welsh audience. When telling at con-
siderable length the story of Twm Shon
Catti, he invariably calls the scene of his
hero's most famous exploit Ystryd ffyn (" the
Street of Staves")* in defiance of the well-
known old jingle :

In Ystrad ffin this year
There 's loud alarm and fear,
The stoutest heart like melting lead
For dread that Twm is near.

The following sentence (p. 32) exposes Mr.
Bradley's weakness on another and a more
important side: "Whenfirst I knew the
place, the burly figure of a celebrated pulpit
orator of the Methodist persuasion was a
familiar one *

Kilsby
'

Jones." After that,
one is not surprised to find the Welsh Dis-
sentersthe three sects absolutely ignored.
At Llangeitho, the Mecca of Methodism, the
tourist is independent of vernacular guides,
and he cannot go far wrong in his facts. At
Lampeter St. David's College is alive and
flourishing, and he who runs may read its

story and its lesson
;
but from Lampeter to

Llandyssul is a country over which the Church
has no hold, and where Methodism is quite a
secondary phase of religious life. But here
is found the most unflinching antagonism to
the Church, and the entire district is known
as the " Black Spot." Can Mr. Bradley,
perchance, have heard that term and mis-
understood it ? At any rate, it is the very
district where he misspells the Welsh for

"corpse- candle," talks of "sin eaters" and their
"ghoulish" feasts, combines his information
about the cyhyraeth (heard, but not seen) and
Y Wrach (oftener seen than heard), and creates
therefrom the weird monstrosity Cyoewraeth.
In my copy of J. Downes's * Mountain Deca-
meron '

(i. p. 207) there is a MS. note on this
word which may not be inappropriate here :

"Quasi ab Austr. abor. 4
coee

' + Angl.-Scot.
' wraith

'

; ?;. A.L. opp. passim. T. L. R's
ghost." As a matter of fact, the district is
not behind, but in advance of, the rest
of Wales in mental culture and enlighten-
ment. Out of a score of well-known names
that I could readily supply, I need only
mention Silvan Evans, Prof. Rhys, and Mr.
Gwenogfryn Evans as typical products of
this

" Black Spot." The name, I may explain,
has been bestowed upon the district by the

"
orthodox," because it is the heart of the

smallest, but most "advanced" of the Three

Sects, namely, the Unitarians, whose excel-

lent monthly organ Yr Ymofynydd (The

Inquirer) is actually published at Llandyssul.
But I must hurry on. The tale of Dafydd

[Meirig] of Bettws Bledrws, which Mr.

Bradley has dumped down at Llandybie, has-

nothing whatever to do with that locality.

The folk-lore of Llandybie is curiously free

from the greed-for-hidden-treasure motif*

and there is no trace of such a thing ia

the real Owen Lawgoch legend of that

parish.
I now come to Mr. Bradley's indebtedness

to John Davies. He has the names of the

following living persons in his book : Dr.

Henry Owen, Miss Braddon, Marie Corelli,

and Hall Caine. No one would complain
that he does not give the names of the

"
fair

mail-cart driver" of the Vale of Aeron, of

the cockney whom he met in Pembrokeshire,
or the acquaintance of George Borrow whom
he met at Llandpvery. The case of John
Davies stands by itself. Half a dozen of the

most interesting items in the book are

given on his authority ;
and from high

above Lampeter to far below Llandyssul
the references to a "local chronicler," a

"local antiquary," &c., can be easily pieced

together by the careful reader who knows
the ground (and John Davies). There is

more than mere "tactless" curiosity in-

volved in this matter. When Mr. Bradley
relates the romantic tale of the vanished

mansion of Maesyfelin (' Millfield "), one
would like to know whether he got the

very clumsy version of the "Vicar's Curse"
from John Davies or from some printed
book. In the original the curse is given
in the well-known "Vicar's Metre," as

follows :

The curse of God on Millfield fall,

On tree and twig, on stone and wall :

Headlong it hurled Llandovery's pride
To meet his death in Towy's tide.

The fact that the curse is in that metre i

not improbably the very reason why the tale

has been connected with the vicar's son a
fact obscured in Mr. Bradley's version. Else-

where Mr. Bradley introduces into Vicar
Prichard :

s meagre biography the old
"
goat

>r

story quite a modern "fake" in that con-

nexion, for it used to be told of a Sir Philip,
a pre-Reformation priest of Aberystruth, in

Monmouthshire. J. P. OWEN.

PRISONER SUCKLED BY HIS DAUGHTER
(10

th S. iv. 307, 353, 432; v. 31, 132).

Although not a reply to the specific question,
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it may be interesting to mention that Byron
<(*Childe Harold's Pilgrimage/ canto iv.

st. cxlviii.-cli.) refers to the story. A foot-

note in my edition says :

" This and the three next stanzas allude to the
story of the Roman daughter, which is recalled to
the traveller by the site, or pretended site, of that
adventure, now shown at the church of St. Nicholas
in Carcere [Rome]."

EDWARD LATHAM.

PIDGIN OK PIGEON ENGLISH (10
th S. v. 46,

90, 116, 174). 'The ''FanHwae" at Canton
before Treaty Days, 1825-1844,' by an Old
Resident (query, Dr. Hunter ?), has several

paragraphs on this subject. At p. 60 of the
1882 edition (Kegan Paul, Trench & Co.)
occurs :

"Pigeon English is the well-known name given
to that unique language through the medium of
which business was transacted and all intercourse
exclusively carried on between the * Western
Ocean '

foreigners and Canton Chinese."

A little later it is referred to as "
Devils'

Talk." The date is indefinite, but the
epithet

"
well known" carries force. "Fan

Hwae" of course equals Foreign Devil.
An Englishman whose memory of Hong-

kong goes back to 1857 tells me that the
term was certainly current there then.

DUH AH Coo.
Hongkew.

FEMALE VIOLINISTS (10
th S. v. 229, 256).

Ann Ford (1737-1824) married in 1762, as his
third wife, Governor Philip Thicknesse :

"The town frequented her Sunday concerts,
where Dr. Arne, Tenducci, and other professors
were heard, besides all the fashionable amateurs,
the hostess playing the viol da gamba, and singing
to the guitar."

The viol da gamba was of exquisite work-
manship, supposed to have been made in

1612, and was her favourite instrument.
R, J. FYNMORE.

Sandgate.

TOM THUMB'S FIRST APPEARANCE IN
LONDON (10

th S. v. 385). I certainly saw,
when a boy, Tom Thumb exhibited at the
Adelaide Gallery in the Strand in June or
July, 1844, and remember the pink-covered
pamphlets which were sold by him, and for
which he gave

"
to ladies only

" a kiss, called

metaphorically "a stamped receipt." Barnura
was acting as his tutor, and carried on
conversations with his pupil, and coached
him up. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION, 1838 (10
th S. v.

389). The Polytechnic Institution, Regent
Street, built on premises formerly belonging

to Lord Bentinck, was opened to the public
on 6 August, 1838. An engraving of the front
of the building and a column or two of

descriptive letterpress appeared in The
Mirror of 1 September, 1838. The diving-
bell, which formed such an interesting feature
of the institution, was the subject of an
illustrated sketch in The Literary World of

11 May, 1839. In July, 1885, I saw this old

friend of my boyhood's days standing dis-

carded and forlorn in the grounds of the
Albert Palace, Battersea Park. 1 presume it

has long since been sent to limbo.
JOHN T. PAGE.

Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

GALLIE SURNAME (10
th S. v. 309, 394).

A respectable family named Galley was
resident at Easington and South wick, in this

county, about a century ago.
"
1787,

July 10, Ann, wife of James Galley, South-

wick, Gentleman," buried (Monkwearmouth
Registers). The author of 'The Norman
People/ states that Galley is simply the

Norman-French pronunciation of Galet, an

opinion evidently shared by Canon Barber

(see his
* British Family Names,' where he

mentions that it occurs as a Huguenot name
in London, 1687). H. R. LEIGHTON.
East Boldon R.S.O., Durham.

"ANON" (10
th S. i. 246, 337; v. 274). Is

not MR. BAYNE a little hard on Thackeray
over his elastic use of the word "anon" 1

!

The novelist might surely have claimed
Milton as using the word with the signifi-

cance of at other times. In the first book of
* Paradise Regained

' we find

Full forty days He passed whether on hill

Sometimes, anon in shady vale, each night
Under the covert of some ancient oak
Or cedar, to defend Him from the dew,
Or harboured in one cave, is not revealed.

WALTER JERROLD.
Hampton-on-Thames.

CHICHELE'S KIN (10
th S. v. 286). MR. F.

HITCHIN-KEMP'S note on this subject made
me apprehensive that my family might have
been claiming kinship and privileges to which
we were not entitled. But in my manuscript
pedigree of the Chichele family, which is a

very full one, I find that the Tyldens of

Milstead, and their no doubt numerous
descendants, are the only persons affected.

^

Philippa, daughter and heiress of Sir

Robert Chichele, knight and Lord Mayor
of London, the archbishop's eldest brother,
married Valentine Chichele, and it was their

daughter Emeleyn Chichele who married Sir

Thomas Kempe, Kt., said (it now appears
erroneously) to have been of Rosteage, Kent.
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They had an only daughter, Cecilia Kempe,
who married John Toke, Esq., whose daughter
married a Tylden of Milstead.
But it is from William Chichele, the arch-

bishop's second brother, that most of the

kinship is derived. In this line Sir John
Chichele, Kt., of Wimpole, Cambs., married,
about 1600, a daughter of Sir Thomas Kempe,
of Rosteage, Kent, and their descendants
carried on the family until it became extinct
in the male line at the death in 1738, without

issue, of Richard Chichele, D.C.L., Master
of the Faculties and secretary to the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury. His sister and heiress

married James Plowden, of Ewhurst, so that
the Chichele-Plowdens, of whom the genial
London magistrate is perhaps the best known,
are now the direct representatives of this

ancient familj
7

. It may not be without in-

terest to mention that two members of the
Chichele-Plowden family* who were in the
H.E.i.C.'s service, are buried in Capetown.
My own descent is from Elizabeth, daughter

of Thomas Chichele, of Wimpole, Esq., High
Sheriff of Cambridgeshire temp. Elizabeth
and James I. fdied 1616), through the Woods
of Fulbourne, Cambs., and others. My great-
grandfather, who was of Christ Church,
Oxford, claimed and " had his claim
allowed '' a Fellowship at All Souls, as
founder's kin. J. A. HEWITT, Canon.
Cradock, S.A.

HERALDIC (10
th S. v. 408). MR. H. V.

JERVIS-READ will probably find the arms on
the porcelain to be those of Sir Charles
Frederick, Bt., viz. : Or, on a chief azure
three doves argent : Crest, on a chapeau
azure, turned up ermine, a dove, as in the
arms, in the beak an olive-branch proper.

S. D. CLIPPINGDALE.

COLERIDGE AND NEWMAN ON GIBBON (10
th

S. v. 387, 435). For Coleridge's opinion of
Gibbon's style as '*

detestable," see his
* Table

Talk,' under date of 15 August, 1833.

R. E. FRANCILLON.

[MR. R. A. POTTS, H.K. ST. J.S., and MR.L.R.M.
STRACHAN also give the reference to Coleridge.]

CANBURY HOUSE, MIDDLESEX (10
th S. v-

409). The Canbury House concerning which

S)ur
correspondent inquires is Canonbury

ouse or Canonbury Tower, Islington, ren-
dered famous as being at one time the resi-

dence of Goldsmith. I think it is Lysons
who reproduces an advertisement, dated
11 April, 1780, in which it is described as"
Canbury [sic] Mansion House, near Isling-

ton." I will gladly supply A. T. M. with a
copy of a paper I have published on Canon-

bury Tower if he will favour me with his

address. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

This is simply an abbreviation of Canon-
bury House. See Timbs's and Loftie's works.

S. D. C.

REV. SAMUEL MARSDEN, CHAPLAIN OF
N.S.W. (10

th
S._

v. 389). There are two
engraved portraits of this gentleman men-
tioned in Evans's *

Catalogue of Portraits/
Nos. 6921 and 6922 : the former is an octavo,

engraved by Terry, and the latter a quarto,
engraved by Fittler. One or both would
almost certainly be found in the Print-Room,
British Museum ; or MR. HOCKEN might
address a request to Mr. W. V. Darnell,
Great Mortimer Street, W. W. ROBERTS.

47, Lansdowne Gardens, Clapham, S.W.

J. RAMPINI (10
th S. v. 410). Giacomo

(Jacques) Rarnpini, author of several operas
and composer of church music, was born at

Padua about 1680, and was leader of the

cathedral orchestra there. For further par-
ticulars cf . F. J. Fetis's

A

Biographie Univer-
selle des Musiciens ' and Rob. Eitner's
*

Quellen-Lexikon der Musiker '

(vol. viii.) ;

both of them works of reference which will

often help where Grove's 'Dictionary of

Music' fails. L. L. K.

VANDECAR (10
th S. v. 370). From the

Venedi, Veneti, Winidse, or Wends, says
Robert Ferguson, may be derived names

which, according to Grimm (* Gesch. d.

Deutsch. Spr.'), may be referred also to the

Vandals, both u Wend " and "Vandal "
being

traceable to the German wenden, the English
wend, wander, &c. Some of the instances

given come very near not only the name of

Vandecar, but also those of Wintem(berg),

Vent, Vandeleur, <fcc. ('The Teutonic Name
System,' 1864, pp. 315-17).

J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

THE BABINGTON CONSPIRACY (10
th S. v. 190,

354, 395). Surely there is some mistake
here. My recollection of

* The House of the

Wolf '

is that it is a romance by Mr. Stanley

Weyman, the subject being the adventures
of certain young noblemen of France during
the time of the massacre of St. Bartholomew.
The scene is laid partly in an old town in

the South of France, but chiefly in Paris.

If I mistake not, it was one of the author's

earliest efforts in that direction, and by no
means the least successful. T. F. D.

TRAVELLING IN ENGLAND, 1600-1700 (10
th S.

v. 348, 414, 433). See a manuscript in the

Lansdovvue collection in the British Museum
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(No. 213, pp. 317-48), entitled
" A Relation of

a Short Survey of Twenty-Six Counties,
briefly describing the Cities arid their Scytua-
tions, and the Corporate Townes and Castles
therein : observ'd in a Seven Weekes'
Journey, begun at the City of Norwich, and
from thence into the North, on Monday,
August llth, 1634, and ending at the same
place. By a Captaine, a Lieutenant, and an
Ancient, all three of the Military Company
in Norwich." This interesting document
commences thus :

*' Three Southerns Commanders, in their Places,
and of themselves and their Passes a Captaine,

a^Lieutennt, and an Ancient [i.e., an ensign], all

Voluntary members of the noble Military Com-
pany in "Norwich agreed at an opportune and
vacant leysure, to take a view of the Cities, Castles
and chiefe Scytuations," &c.

A reproduction of the diary in question
will be found in Brayley's 'Graphic and
Historical Illustrator,' published (1834) by
J. Chidley, 151, Goswell Street, London.

HARRY HEMS.
Exeter.

I should like to add to my reply at the
last reference that in the account books of
the Colyton "Chamber of Feoffees"* a
sort of parochial corporation who bought
part of the manor from Henry VIIL, and
had a "

Bayly
"

of their own there is this
item :

"
1591, To Stephen Burd for a post

horse and his stabell, ijs."

ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

EARL'S ELDEST SON AND SUPPORTERS
(10

th S. v. 408). I fancy that an earl's eldest
son is not entitled to use separately or
display on his own account the supporters
of his father's arms, any more than his
father's coronet. B. M.

* CENTURY OF PERSIAN GHAZELS,' 1851

(10
th S. v. 108). The author, or rather

editor, of this book appears to have been
Nathaniel Bland. It is not mentioned by
Mr. Beveridge in the 'D.N.B.,' but it is

attributed to Bland by the British Museum
Catalogue, and by Ethe in the article
'

Neupersische Litteratur,' in the
* Grundriss

der Iranischen Philologie,' Bd. ii. pp. 284,
297, 301, 302, 304, 310, 314. It contains,
according to Ethe, ten ghazels by each of the
following nine poets San ai, Katibi, Qasim-
i-Anvar, Ahli, ShirazI, Amir Hasan Sanjarl
of Delhi, Salman, Savajl, Kama! Khujandl,
FighanI, and Hatif ; but Ethe does not
appear to mention the author of the ten

* See '

West-Country Stories and Sketches.' byW. H. Hamilton Rogers, p. 69.

ghazels on pp. 30-33. Would MR. PLATT
mind saying ? F. E. NUTTALL.
Manchester.

DONCASTER WEATHER-RIME (10
th S. v. 407).

Is not MR. PEACOCK mistaken in writing
"car" for "carr"? See the 'E.D.D.,' s.v.

It is over thirty years since I left Doncaster,
but I remember "The Carr,"

" Carr House,"
"Carr Lane" all south of the Town Moor.
A wild duck can swirn in a swampy meadow,
which the "Carr" is, but not in a "

car."

H. P. L.

DOGS AT CONSTANTINOPLE (10
th S. v. 170).

Since my query was inserted I have
found a reference to the dogs in a letter by
Henry Maundrell to Mr. Osborn, Fellow of
Exeter College, under date 10 March,
1698 :

"I have seen them [the Turks], in an affected

charity, give money to birdcatchers (who make a
trade of it) to restore the poor captives to their
natural liberty, and at the same time hold their
own slaves in the heaviest bondage ; and at other
times they will buy flesh to relieve indigent dogs
and cats, and yet curse you with famine and
pestilence."

I am seeking similar references to the

dogs in mediaeval literature.

W. A. HENDERSON.
Dublin.

DUKE OF GUELDERLAND: DUKE OF LOR-
RAINE (10

th S. v. 249, 313). The fullest

account of the house of Lorraine, and of

Charles Leopold V., Duke of Lorraine and
Barr, is to be found in the now out-of-date,
but still most interesting work Bohun's
* Historical Dictionary,' as continued and

enlarged by the Rev. J. Barrow, and pub-
lished at London in folio, 1694. It devotes
six double columns to the career of Duke
Charles V., who had then lately died.

Deprived of his inheritance by the King of

France in 1674, Charles achieved great dis-

tinction as generalissimo of the Imperial
army. He was the son of Duke Francis,
brother to Duke Charles IV., and married
Eleanora Maria, sister of the Emperor and
widow of Michael, King of Poland, by whom
he left four children, Leopold the eldest,

succeeding him in his title. He died near

Vienna, 18 April, 1690.

J. A. HEWITT, Canon.
Cradock, S.A.

RALPH, LORD HOPTON (10
th S. v. 409).

Since Prof. C. H. Firth wrote his account of

the above in 'D.N.B.' (vol. xxvii. p. 347),
Mr. C. E. H. Chadwyck Healey, K.C., F.S.A.,
has edited for the Somerset Record Society

(vol. xviii.) 'Bellum Civile.' This volume
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includes Hopton's own narrative of his cam-

paign in the West (1642-4), and other papers
relating to the same from the Clarendon and
Tanner MSS. The account begins with the
outbreak of the war in Somerset, 1 August,
1642, and ends with the Royalist defeat at

Alresford of 29 March, 1644. On 11 May,
1645, when Taunton was relieved the first

time by Col. Welden, the Royalist com-
mander was the notorious Lord Goring.
Lords Hopton, Wentworth, and Capel were
the Royalist commanders on 16 February,
1646, when Fairfax stormed Torringtou.
Again on 14 March, 1646, Lords Hopton and
Wentworth represented the defeated side at
the Treaty of Truro (see Joshua Sprigge's
Anglia Redivisa,' 1854, pp. 197, 229,^0.)

A
fine portrait of Hopton in his peer's robes
is reproduced in Godwin's *

Civil War in

Hampshire.' A. R. BAYLEY.

GALABANK, I think, will fee interested in a
note of mine on Ralph, Lord Hopton, as
"A Frequently 'Killed' Royalist General,"
inj

th S. xi. 46. ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

ROPES USED AT EXECUTIONS (10
th S. v. 266,

315, 375, 418). On 23 May the Daily Mail
reported a sale of

"
torture and punishment

implements" as having taken place at
Messrs. Stevens's Rooms in Covent Garden
the day before. The account contained the

following sentence :

"There was bub little competition for a rope
that had been used by Berry, the public execu-

tioner, and eventually it was knocked down
for Is."

JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

When Mr. Calcraft retired from his office

of executioner he said that relics of ropes
were not to be relied on, because the same
rope was used until worn out. The skeleton
of William Corder, in West Suffolk Hospital
at Bury St. Edmunds, is hung up in a wall-

case with an old rope reported to be that
with which he was executed. This is quite
.possible, as it was a very old rope, and he

may have been the last person executed with
it.

*

Corder was hanged in 1828 at Bury
St. Edmunds ; and I saw the skeleton in

1840. WALTER SCARGILL.
Colchester.

ABBEY OR PRIORY (10
th S. v. 327, 378, 417).

I am quite aware that the custom of mis-

naming abbeys and priories sometimes both
titles being used indiscriminately in one
-account of a monastic establishment was
general ;

but that is no reason why such
mistakes should be perpetuated, and it is well

that the correct state of things should be
made clear once for all.

With regard to Mr. W. Stevenson's remarks,
quoted ante, p. 417, even he is wrong in

stating that Newstead was a priory. The
Notts Abbeys were Newstead, Stafford, and
Welbeck. Lenton, however, is correctly
called a priory, among which class it be-

longed to the " Greater
"
category (200. net

or over at the Dissolution), Blythe and
Wallingwells and a few others belonging to
the "

Lesser
"
category (under 200. net at

the Dissolution).
I have, with a considerable amount of

pains, prepared a classified list of the Abbeys
and of the Greater and Lesser Priories of
Great Britain, and, of course, the Isles of

Wight, Man, and Scilly, and the Channel
Islands, and am, therefore, in a position to

speak authoritatively on the matter. I have
also a list of the Scotch and Welsh Abbeys.*

JOHN A. RANDOLPH.
128, Alexandra Road, Wimbledon, S.W.

HAFIZ, PERSIAN POET (10
th S. v. 68, 115).

According to Ethe (* Grundr. der Iran. Phil./
ii. 304) the edition by Brpckhaus is "eine
der meisterhaftesten Editionen persischer
Texte." Ethe's bibliographical notes will no
doubt be of service to MR. PLATT. They
were written in 1896, but I have seen a con-
siderable number of booksellers' catalogues
lately, and none of them mentions any com-
plete edition of Hafiz published since then.

F. E. NUTTALL.
Manchester.

THE GUNNINGS OF CASTLE COOTE (10
th S.

v. 323, 374, 395, 436). An elegy was written
on the death of Catherine Gunning, the

daughter of Barnaby and Anne Gunning, of

Holy well, co. Roscommon. It will be found
in the Brit. Mus. Cat., 1414 e. 4. 2, and the

title-page runs as follows :

"A
|
Poem

|
On the Late

|
Miss Catharine

Gunning, |
In the Small Pox, |

At Carlinstown in
the

| County of Westmeath, |
the seat of her Uncle

|

James Nugent, ;Esq
re

; |
Inscribed to

|
Miss

Hannah Nugent. | 13y a Young Gentleman.
|
Ab

miseram Eurydicen ! Virg. |
Dublin :

j Printed by
S. Powell, |

in Crane Lane.
| 1752."

The interesting communication of COL.
POLLARD-URQUHART, ante, p. 395, shows that
Barnaby Gunning resided at Holy well in
1751. According to Burke, he had another
daughter Anne, who married Charles
Blakeney, of Holy well.

HORACE BLEACKLEY.
*
County Abbeys, 224

; Scotch Abbeys, 37 ; Welsh
Abbeys, 17; "Greater" Priories, not including
those in immediate vicinity of London, 58 1

"Lesser" Priories, about 500.
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NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Halcluytus Posthumus ; or, Purchas hi<* Pilgrimes.

By Samuel Purchas. Vols. XI. and XII. (Glas-

gow, MacLehose & Sons.)

As frontispiece to vol. xi. of Messrs. MacLehose's

noble reprint of
* Purchas his Pilgrims

'

appears a

facsimile of the title-page to the third part of the

original work. The instalment here supplied com-

prises matter of exceptional interest. A large

portion of the eleventh volume consists of a trans-

lation of the travels of Marco Polo, apparently
the work of Purchas himself. In an address to the

reader, p. 306, he complains that " the translation

which I had of Master Hakluyt's from the cor-

rupted Latine, being less than nothing (nimirum
damno auctus fui), did me no steed, but losse.

whiles I would compare it with the Latine, and

thought to amend it bv the Italian ; and was forced

at last to reject both Latine and English, and after

much vexation to present thee this, as it is, out of

Ramusio." Ramusio or Rannusio was the Italian

translator of Marco Polo and other travellers. A
word-for-word translation was not attempted in

English of what is called
" the worthiest Voyage

that perhaps any one man hath written," but " the

sense in all things substantial!, with longer Re-

lations than I have admitted in others." Among
other noteworthy contents the first place in order

belongs to Friar William of Rubruck [Ruysbroek],
a thirteenth-century explorer of Tartary. Roger
Bacon is given in Latin, as is Sir John Mandeville.

Al Hucen's Life of Timour brings in, of course, the

life and adventures of Bajazet.
Vol. xii. is occupied with China, of which a

very interesting account is extracted from the

Jesuit missionaries. It is curious, however, to find

the Chinese credited with mercy in the infliction

of the death penalty. Among the illustrations

are maps of Tartary by Hondius and of China by
Hondius and Purchas.

The King's English. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

THE authors of this manual have availed themselves

of a close familiarity with the ' New English Dic-

tionary,' so far as that priceless work has expended,
to deal with common errors in writing English

prose. With that end in view, they illustrate from

respectable authorities, literary and journalistic.

the errors in style and expression which are of

most frequent occurrence. A task of the kind is

interminable. While admitting, then, the justice
of most of the complaints that are made, we feel

that the task is inadequately discharged, and that

though certain offences are severely castigated
others no less common and flagrant escape al

censure. Such was, indeed, bound to be the case

in what is, after all, an initial and a tentative

effort. An arraignment of the work likely to be
more generally heard is that it errs in the direction

of pedantry, and that a close observance of the

rules it imposes would have a tendency to repress

individuality and to cramp style. In the case o

writers such as Carlyle, Emerson, and George
Meredith the use of neologisms is to be expected
Such are of frequent occurrence, and we dare noi

censure their employment.
Let us indicate some of the faults of omission o

hich we complain. When reference is made (p. 5

the use in The Times of the phrase
" These

manoeuvres are by no means new, and their recru-
descence is hardly calculated to influence the develop-
nent of events" it is the latter portion of a
hrase vile as a whole that is gibbeted by being
mnted in italics, while the first half, which
s meaningless, is passed over without hostile
comment. Why not write "These manoeuvres are
not new"? and why substitute "by no means,"
.vhich conveys in a passive sentence an uncalled-for
dea of action? "Can I accomplish a thing?"

"
By

no means. " Here the use of the phrase is intelligible
md justifiable. As used by The Times, and by
nany another periodical, it is wrong. Misquota-
tions are, of course, to be avoided. These are not
always to be escaped. Many instances of error are
advanced, and innumerable others arrest attention.

Recently we noticed a slip on the part of a ripe*
scholar, who, quoting, as he supposed, from *II

Penseroso,' said :

His daughter she in Saturn's time [reign]
Such mixture was not held a crime [stain].

Malapropisms are numerous. In some professional
evidence in a noted murder case it was said that
the body lay prone on the bad: " She writes com-
prehensively enough

"
is used by Charlotte Bronte

For comprehensibly. Perspicuity is commonly used
for perspicacity ; reverend is not seldom employed
when reverent is intended. It is more remarkable
to find in reputable journalism mistakes in number
between substantive and verb. Such common errors
as the ordinary use of Cui bono ? are illustrated ; the
phrase is said to be a notorious trap for journalists.
The "spirit of the staircase," employed by Mr.
Morley, is almost as bad as "to the foot of the
letter." "Between you and I," though ordinarily
a conversational error, is sometimes written. Re-
liable is condemned, but it is held to have estab-
lished itself. Those who respect the language will
not allow it to pass without protest.

* k Those sort"
is a colloquialism, the use of which is illustrated from
Trollope as well as Corelli. Some curious instances
of tautology are cited. "From whence" is not
included among them. Apart from the value (often

great) of its suggestions, the book constitutes

diverting and edifying reading.

The Fool of Quality. By Henry Brooke. Gulliver's

Travel^, and other Works by Jonathan. Swift*
(Routledge Sons.)

THESE works are the latest additions to "The
Library of Early Novelists." edited for Messrs. Rout-
ledge by Mr. E. A. Baker, M. A. Wholly unlike the-

previous works of the same series is the pious and
edifying book first mentioned, which is later in date
than most, though not than all, of its predecessors
in the list. With it, is printed the biographical
preface by Charles Kingslev, which did so much to

popularize the work in Christian circles. From
family sources, which had previously been tapped
with no very remunerative result, Mr. Baker has
drawn a life of the author more comprehensive and
trustworthy than is elsewhere obtainable. During
the lifetime of the author ' The Fool of Quality

' was
republished bv John Wesley (with excisions) as
' The Life of Henry, Earl of Moreland,' by which
name it was best known to us in our boyish days.
Not the least part of its charm consists in its

mystical piety, derived from Jacob Boehme, which-

Wesley banished. Among those whom this fine

book appears to have impressed is Thackeray,
whose 'Newcomes' seems to owe something to its*

inspiration. Its perusal is warmly to be commended
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Concerning 'Gulliver's Travels,' which, though
it resembles the novels in appearance, is published
under separate supervision, nothing is to be said,

except that it is exactly reprinted from the first

edition, and contains, among other additions, Henry
Morley's account of Cyrano de Bergerac and his

voyages to the sun and the moon, and a note on the

name Gulliver, together with half a dozen other

writings of Swift, including his reflections on the

death of Mrs. Johnson (Stella). The very capable
introduction is, like the concluding essay on Cyrano
de Bergerac, signed H. M., which suggests that

Henry Morley is responsible for both. Text and

introductory matter are alike satisfactory, and the

edition is exemplary in all respects.

The English Historical Review. April. (Longmans.)
THE Rev. Dykes Shaw, D.D., contributes a paper
of great value on ' The Fall of the Visigothic Power
in Spain.' Early Spanish history is in many of its

phases so saturated with legend, and, as we hold,
on occasion with absolute falsehood, that it is

nearly impossible to winnow the good corn from
the noxious seed which accompanies it. Dr. Shaw
is assuredly not too sceptical, but he wisely rejects

very much that some people have hitherto been

content to accept as verifiable history.
Prof. Abbott continues his study of the Long

Parliament of Charles II. (the longest of all English
Parliaments). He has followed the only true

method of historical investigation. We cannot
find the least trace of party feeling in his pages,
though the facts given demonstrate a painful state

of affairs.

Mr. C. H. Firth draws attention to the fact that

there is preserved at Paris, in the Archives du
Ministers des Affaires Etrangeres, a long series of

debates in the British Parliaments of the eighteenth
century. They are, we are informed, specially
valuable documents for our own political history,
for the reports which appeared in our own maga-
zines, and wers afterwards reprinted in

' The
Parliamentary History,' are well known to be in

many cases very untrustworthy. The writer sug-

gests that a Parliamentary grant should be made
for their transcription, and the copy deposited in

the Record Office. He furthermore expresses a

hope, with which we ardently sympathize, that,
some day or other, a new edition of

' The Parlia-

mentary History,' with necessary additions and
corrections, may be produced.
Mr. William Hunt reviews the last two volumes

of Mrs. Paget Toynbee's 'Letters of Horace Wai-
pole.' He labours under the impression that no
such work was called for at the present time. The
chief reason for this opinion seems to be that certain

letters, probably of an important nature, are at

present withheld by their owners. This is much
to be deplored ; but we cannot see any reason on
that account for depriving the present generation
of a relatively complete edition, because at some
indefinite future period access may be gained to

the secluded documents. Had Carlyle reasoned
after this fashion, we should still be waiting, it

may be, for 'The Letters and Speeches of Oliver
Cromwell.'

The Quarterly Review. April. (Murray.)
*SOME LETTER-\VRITERS, ANCIENT AND MODERN,'
is a paper dealing with the correspondence of

Cicero and Pliny, and then, at a bound, passing to

the men and women of the eighteenth century.

Cicero was an artistic and entertaining letter-
writer, though only a second-rate philosopher. Hisweak character constantly appears in his corre-
spondence, and we cannot admit that the disturbed
time in which his lot was cast makes more than a
very slight excuse for his want of moral firmness
Hardly any correspondence during the Middle
Ages is important when regarded as literature.The letters of St. Bernard and St. Thomas of Can
terbury are mines of information, but cannot be
classed with those which in themselves furnish
entertainment. The correspondence of the Pastonand Plumpton families, though valuable to the
historian, is mostly on matters of business and the
domestic utilities. When we come to the seven-
teenth century it is much the same ; the letters of
Oliver Cromwell, and, in a less degree, of LadyBnlhana Harley, are political documents for the
most part, not letters of friendship or gossip It is
not until we arrive at the time of the Georges that
correspondence became once more a fine art-an
art which has, we are sorry to know, decayed with,
the introduction of penny postage.
Mr. P. F. Willert contributes a paper on * The-

Literature of the French Renaissance,' which will
repay perusal. It may not be true, though we
think it is, that France gained and lost more bv
the new birth of learning than any other country -

but it is certain that the surface effects were far
greater there than in Germany, Spain, or even inthe land of its birth. The writer takes a dis-
passionate view of Rabelais, though there are cer
tain passages which might awaken controversy'

w u
r Cambri(

?
ge

'

is worthy of attention
especially by those who still labour under the
delusion that the University, as distinct from the
colleges, is a rich body. So far is this from beingthe case, that it may be described as being verv
short of funds. We hope this paper will be widelyread by those who can help forward the good workwhich Cambridge is accomplishing in so mauv
directions. *

Among other articles of interest we may notice-one of importance on Pascal, by the Rev. M. KaufT
mann, and An Indian Renaissance,' by Mr T
Monson, which brings before us the revival nf
culture among our Moslem fellow-subjects in India'

The Burlington Magazine.
THE frontispiece to an admirable number of The
Burlington reproduces, from a drawing by Gentile
Bellini, a 'Turkish Prince,' now in the possession
of Mr. F. R. Martin in Constantinople. 'The Place
of William Blake in English Art,' by Mr. RobertRoss is illustrated by six full-page plates, consi/t-
ing of 'Adam naming the Beasts,' 'Pity.' 'Queen,
Katharine's Vision' 'A River 'of Life,'

^
'The

Sacrifice of Jephthah's Daughter,' and 'The Com
passion of Pharaoh's Daughter.' The Blinding of
Samson,' by Rembrandt 'from the Frankfort Gal-
lery, and three plates of Netherlandish art in the-
Guildhall, are conspicuous among the contents.
THE period of fatigue which has followed that ofstorm and stress in politics has rendered our maeazinesmuch more interesting, and after one utteranceon the education question and two on the conditionof things in Russia, The Fortnightly Review devotes

itself to literature and kindred subjects. Writing
upon Richard Burton, Ouida utters sentiment!with which we are in accord, and narrates actiontaken by herself which we ourselves also took Tn
depicting 'The Rum of Middlesex,' Mr J B Firth
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deplores that ravage of tfie country which we

also have to bewail. Mr. E. H R.J atham deals

with 'The Library of Petrarch.' Twenty-five of

Petrarch's MSS. are in Paris ;
one each in Venice,

Milan, Padua, Florence, and Troyes; and six in

Rome at the Vatican. What has become of the

rest is a problem to which no answer is at present

forthcoming. Part II. appears of Mr. H. B. Irving's

'English Stage in the Eighteenth Century.' A very

bright account of
' The Fellah's Yoke Mate' is

supplied by Sir Walter Mieville. M. Jules Claretie

<has an important paper on 'The ComSdie Francaise
'

the director of which he is.
' Words Words, Words !

is a characteristic essay by that brilliant scholar

Prof Tyrrell. Mrs. John Lane writes on 'The

Minor Crimes'; and the second part 18 given of

"Tolstoy's
* The Divine and the Human.

A DEEPLY interesting article in The Nineteenth

'Century is that of Ameer Ali, C.I.E., on 'Spain

under the Saracens.' Another essay on things

Spanish is a rhapsody by Mr. Austin Harrison

entitled 'The Joys of Spain.' 'Mr. Gladstone's

Library at St. Deiniol's, Hawarden, is by his

daughter Mrs. Drew. Miss Isabel Clarke writes

on 'Some Women Poets of the Present Reign.'

"Mr H Heathcote Statham discusses 'The Salons

and the Royal Academy.' Mr. Norman Bentwich
:in his 'Euripides in London' attributes justly to

the merits as a poet and a translator of Mr. Gilbert

Murray the success that has attended the classic

performances at the Court Theatre. Sir John

"Macdonell sends a contribution on 'The Law-

Making Mania.'

AN interesting article by Prof. Sonnenschein on

'Latin as an Intellectual Force' arrests attention

in The National. It throws some curious light

upon the probable indebtedness of Shakespeare to

.Seneca in the famous "mercy" speech of 'The

Merchant of Venice.' The Hon. Charles Lister

Jhas an eloquent rejoinder to the attack on Eton by
Mr Reginald Lucas which appeared in the May
number. Prof. John Milne, F.R.S., writes autho-

ritatively on 'Earthquakes.' Mr. Holt Schooling

describes
' Our Position in Colonial Markets' ; and

M Emile Vanderveld, the leader of the Social

Democratic party in the Belgian Parliament, has

some deeply interesting speculations concerning
4 The Future of Belgium.'

To The Cornhill Sir Arthur Conan Doyle sends,

under the title 'An Incursion into Diplomacy, an

account of his publication of the British case in the

Boer War and the support he received in bringing

it before the continental public. Mr. Frederick

Boyle, the well-known traveller, has a very inter-

esting study of 'Ancient Gardening.' 'The Birds

of London, Past and Present,' is illustrated. It is

rather saddening to read of the havoc wrought by
the demon cat, who is responsible for many dis-

appearances. 'Lady Hamilton and Horatia,' by
E. S. P. Haynes, has some historical value in

.addition to its interest.

AN instructive paper in The Gentleman's deals,

under the title of
' The Father of Arabic History,'

with the 'History 'of Tabary, a complete edition

of which has been recently issued from the Leyden
press. An English translation of this is demanded.

'Twenty Years' Captivity in Ceylon' is concerned

with the 'Historical Relation of the Island of

Ceylon
'

of Capt. Robert Knox, the first account

of 'Ceylon in our language.
' Leather Drinking

Vessels' is a valuable antiquarian contribution.

'Correspondence' has also a pleasant literary
flavour ; and

'

Obituary
'

is a feature of augmenting
importance.
Ix The Idler some views of Rouen from pencil

drawings by the late L. J. Wood, R.I., are con-
spicuous in a bright number.

MR. A. R. WALLER writes from the University
Press, Cambridge :

" The Syndics of the Cambridge
University Press have in preparation an edition of
the works of Giles and Phineas Fletcher as part of
their 'Cambridge English Classics.' They would
like to have included therein the version of the
Lamentations of Jeremiah from the MS. formerly
in the library of King's College, Cambridge, men-
tioned in the '

Dictionary of National Biography
'

under the title of 'zEgidii Fletcheri versio Poetica
Lamentationum Jeremise. Presented to the College
2 Feb., 1654/5, by S(amuel) Th(oms), Soc., and
entered in one of the oldest catalogues at King's as
' Lamentationes Jeremiae per Metaphrasin. Au-
thore yEgidio Fletcher.' Unfortunately, the MS.
cannot be found in the library, and it probably
disappeared a long time ago, as it is not mentioned
in a catalogue made some fifty or sixty years since,
nor in one made about twenty-five years ago, nor
in the one made by the present Provost* If any of
the readers of

' N. & Q.' can throw any light upon
the matter, or oft'er any hint that might lead to the
MS. being traced to its present home, the Syndics
will be grateful. Communications may be addressed
to F. S. Boas, Esq., Cranford, Bickley, Kent, the
editor of the new edition referred to above, or
to me.

$toikt8 10 0m*#0tt&jWt*

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to advise correspondents
as to the value of old books and other objects or as
to the means of disposing of them.

S. MYER (" Life's work well done").-At 9th S. iv.

167 F. J. P. stated that the lines were written by
his brother, the late Dr. E. H. Parker, of Pough-
keepsie, New York. At 9th S. vii. 406 a letter was
printed from Mrs. John Mills, of Hale, Cheshire,
in which she said :

" The lines inquired about were
written January. 1878, to the memory of a brother
who died in 1877. by Mr. John Mills, banker, of
Manchester After the death of Mr. Mills the
lines were published in a selection of poems entitled
'Vox Humana': and in 'The Life of John Mills,
published two years ago, is some account of their

origin."

ERRATUM. Ante, p. 438, col. 1, 1. 24 from foot,
for

" Dunfermline" read Dumfriesshire.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to "The Editor of 'Notes and Queries '"Adver-
tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub*
lisher

" at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not
print ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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THE ATHENAEUM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHEKS1UM contains Articles on
THE CAMBRIDGE MODERN HISTORY. Vol. IX. NAPOLEON.
THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MORAL IDEAS. CONSTANTINOPLE.
JULIE DE LESPINASSK.
THE FLOWEK OF FRANCE. WHAT BECAME OF PAM. AMELIA AND THE DOCTOR.

THE AVENGERS. A DOUBLE MARRIAGE. THE TOWER. THE GREY DOMINO.
IGDRASIL. LOVE WITH VARIATIONS. A SPANISH WEB.

THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.
INDIA UNDER ROYAL EYES. HERESIES OF SEA POWER. THE STATESMAN'S YEAR-BOOK.

FIRE AND SWORD IN THE CAUCASUS. THE NAVAL POCKET-BOOK. CANADA;
THE NEW NATION. A DEATHLESS STORY. A BOOK OF MEMORY. EARLY LIVES
OF CHARLEMAGNE.

GILES FLETCHER'S VERSION OF JEREMIAH. ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 'THE
OPEN ROAD.' "AMERICAN ADVERTISING." 'THE HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS
OF SCOTLAND.'

MEDICAL BOOKS.
CONTEMPORARY GERMAN ARTISTS AT KNIGHTSBRIDGE. JACOB JORDAENS AT THE

MARLBOROUGH GALLERY. STUDIES BY GAINSBOROUGH AT COLNAGHl'S.

LAST WEEK'S ATHENJEUM contains Articles on

A LIFE OF WALTER PATER. INDUSTRIAL EFFICIENCY. MARY OF MODENA.
NEW NOVELS : The Ferry of Fate

;
The Black Cuirassier

;
Cecilia's Lovers; A Young Man from the

Country ;
The Wood End ; Henry Northcote ; By Wit of Woman ; Lady Marion and the Pluto-

crat ; Murray of the Scots Greys ; Joujou conjugal.
VERSES AND TRANSLATIONS. BIBLIOGRAPHY.
HEBREW SCHOLARSHIP. SHORT STORIES.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : Fenwick's Career; The King's English; The Naval Annual; Gaelic

Names of Beasts, Ac. ; Jungle Trails and Jungle People ;
Trial of Madeleine Smith

; Camden
on Surrey and Sussex

;
Renan's Life of Christ; "Punch Library of Humour."

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.
<THE OPEN ROAD'; BRET HARTE AND SAN FRANCISCO ;

'THE HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS
OF SCOTLAND'

;
THE ASLOAN MS. ; TWO NATIONAL TRUSTS ; SALE.

LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE : The Royal Observatory, Greenwich ; Societies

; Meetings Next Week ; Gossip.
FINE ARTS: Flemish Pictures at the Guildhall; Archaeological Notes; The T. H. Woods and other

Sales
; Gossip.

MUSIC : Schumann Festival at Bonn
; Gossip ; Performances Next Week.

DRAMA : Colonel Newcome ; The Lion and the Mouse; The Whirlwind; Hazlitt's 'View of the
English Stage' ; Gossip.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHENJEUM will contain Reviews of

DR. J. HOLLAND ROSE'S THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE EUROPEAN NATIONS.
BUCK WHALEY'S MEMOIRS, EDITED BY SIR EDWARD SULLIVAN.

The ATHENAEUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C. FRANCIS & J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Atlienaium Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, ELC.

And of all Newsagents.
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SELECT LIST OF
BOOKS ON GARDENING

TO BE OBTAINED AT THE

'GARDENERS' CHRONICLE 7 OFFICE from H. G. COVE, Publisher.

Prices Quoted are in all cases Post Free.

ALPINE FLORA : for Tourists and
Amateur Botanists. By Dr. JULIUS HOFF-
MAN. Translated by E. 8. BARTON (Mrs. A.

GEPP). With 40 Plates, containing 250

Coloured Figures from Water-Colour Sketches

by HERMANN FRIESE. 8vo, Is. Wd.

ALPINE FLOWEKS FOE GAR-
DENS. By W.ROBINSON. Revised Edition.

With Illustrations. 8vo, 10s. lid.

BAMBOO GAEDEN, THE. By
LORD REDESDALE. Illustrated by ALFRED
PARSONS. 8vo, 10. lOd.

BOTANY, A TEXT - BOOK OF.
By Dr. B. STRASBURGER. Translated by
B.C. PORTER, Pn.D. Revised. Fifth Edition.

686 Illustrations. 18*. 5d.

BOTANY, A YEAE'S. Adapted to

Home and School Use. By FRANCES A.

KITCHENER. With 105 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 5*. 3d.

BOTANY, THE TEEASUEY OF.
Edited by J. L1NDLEY, M.D. F.B.S., and T.

MOOKE, F.L.S. With 20 Steel Plates and
numerous Woodcuts. Two Parts. Fcap. 8vo,

12*. 5d.

CACTUS CULTUEE FOE
AMATKUK8: being Descriptions of the various

Cactuses grown in this Country. By W.
WATSON, Curator of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Kew. New Edition. Profusely
Illustrated. In cloth gilt, 5*. 4d.

ENGLISH FLOWEE GAEDEN,
THE. An Illustrated Dictionary of all the

.Plants Used, and Directions for their Culture

and Arrangement. By W. ROBIN80N. With
numerous Illustrations. Medium 8vo, 15s. 6d.

Also 2 vols. half-morocco, 24s. Id.
;

1 vol. half.

morocco, 2ls.7d.

FLOEA, BEITISH, HANDBOOK OF
THE. By GEO. BKNTHAM. Revised by
Sir JOSEPH HOOKER. Seventh Edition.

9*. 4d.

FLOEA, BEITISH, ILLUSTEA-
TIONS OF THE. By W. H. FITCH and
W. G. SMITH. 1,315 Wood Engravings.
Revised and Enlarged. 9s. 3d.
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DANIEL TUVILL OR TUTEVIL.
JOHN SPENCER in his 'Things New and

Old,' 1658, is the only one, so far as I have
been able to discover, who makes any men-
tion whatever of Daniel Tuvill, and even he
is not always consistent in the spelling of the

name, referring to it as "Tutevil," "Tute-
vile," and "Tuvill." Two facts, however,
are to be gathered from Spencer : the one
that Tuvill was alive in 1631

; the other that
in that year he preached a sermon at
" Suttons Hospital!,' afterwards known as
"The Charter House" (see Wheatley's
* London Past and Present,' vol. i. p. 362).
In 1609 Tuvill published the first edition
of the 'Vade Mecum,' under the title of

*Essayes Morall and Theologicall,' dedi-

cating the little book to James Montague,
at that time Bishop of Bath and Wells, and
afterwards Bishop of Winchester. Montague
died in 1618. This first edition is not acces-
sible to me ;

but perhaps I am not far wrong
in saying that Tuvill had at that time either
entered into holy orders or was about to do
so, and the dedication was intended as a
tribute of respect to his present or pro-
spective diocesan. That dedication is not

repeated in the edition of 1638. Hazlitt, in
his 'Handbook,' 1867, has registered four

productions from the pen of Daniel Tuvill :

two of them I intend dealing with in this

note. The first is :

" Essaies Politicke, and Morall. By D. T. Gent.
Printed by H. L. for Mathew Lownes, dwelling in
Paules Churchyard. 1608."

This book is entered in the 'Stationers'

Registers
'

as follows (ed. Arber, vol. iii.

p. 375) :

"19Aprilis[1608]." Matheue Lownes. Entred for his Copie vnder
the handes of Master Powell and the wardens
'Essayes politique and Morall' To the right
honorable the Lady Anne Harrington, vj

d."

As indicated in this entry, the volume is

dedicated "To the Right Honorable, and
vertuous Ladie, the Ladie Anne Harington."
This lady was the daughter and heiress of
one Robert Kelway, Surveyor of the Court
of Wards and Liveries, and was married to

Sir John Harington about 1590. The latter

was raised to the peerage as Lord Haringtou
in July, 1603. Of this marriage there were
several children, one of them being Lucy,
in after years famous as the Countess of

Bedford, and the friend of Donne, Ben
Jonson, Chapman, Drayton, and Daniel. In

passing let me say that Mr. Gosse, in his

admirable and exhaustive '

Life of John
Donne,' has many most interesting refer-

ences to this Countess of Bedford and the

relationship in which she stood to the illus-

trious men I have named. Lord Harington
died at Worms, in Germany, on 13 August,
1613, and his remains were interred atExton,
in Rutlandshire. His widow died in June,
1620, at St. Botolph's, Bishopsgate, and she
too was buried at Exton beside her husband.
In 1603 Princess Elizabeth, James l.'s un-
fortunate daughter, was placed under the
care of the Haringtons, who were resident
at that time at Combe Abbey, Warwickshire,
the property as it would appear, of Lady
Harington. This lady was "distinguished
by her gentleness and refinement," says Miss

Bradley in the 'D.N.B.'; "she lived in

great poverty after her husband's and son's

deaths [the latter died at Kew on 27 Feb-

ruary, 1614], and went back for a time as

lady-in-waiting to Princess Elizabeth."

To this gracious lady, then, did " D. T.

Gent." dedicate his volume of
*

Essaies
'

in

1608. He opens his dedication with these
words :

"The desire I had to manifest my seruiceable
affection towards your Honour in outwarde Com-
plement, hath on such idle houres, as remained
free to mee from your imployments, begot this

young and tender Infant
"

;
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and then he goes on to say, evidently alluding
to her relationship to the Princess Eliza-

beth,
" whose bosome the hand of heauen hath so richlie

furnisht with all exemplary vertues, that from
amongst so many, Wisdome selected you, to be the

Gouernesse, from whom the Princely issue of a

royall bed might receiue instruction."

At the end of this dedication he subscribes

himself,
"
Madam, your Honors most affec-

tionate seruant, D. T."

Let it not be forgotten that on the title-

page the author is designated "Gent.," the
abbreviated form of "Gentleman"; and as

he tells us he was in the service of Lady
Harington, we should like to know the exact
nature of his employment. If

*' D. T. Gent."
and Daniel Tuvill, who in after years preached
at Sutton's Hospital, were one and the same
person, the natural inference, I think, would
be that he occupied the position of tutor in

the Harington family. Looking, however,
at all the circumstances, I am strongly of

opinion that " D. T. Gent." was quite a
different person from Daniel Tuvill. I am
confirmed in this opinion by the fact that
all the extracts reproduced by John Spencer
excepting, of course, the one from the

sermon at Sutton's Hospital are taken from
Tuvill's

*

Essayes,' first published in 1609. I

have taken the trouble to verify all these
extracts Spencer, except naming the book,
has no references to page or subject of essay

in the edition of 1638. I am also inclined
to think that Spencer was personally
acquainted with Tuvill, as he was with many
notable men of his time, including Fuller,
the Church historian ; and that the quotation
from the Sutton Hospital sermon was fur-

nished by Tuvill himself. If this supposition
be correct, it follows that Spencer would
most likely be familiar with all that Tuvill
had written and published. It is strange,
then, that he did not lay the 'Essaies' of

1608 under contribution for the purposes of

his excellent miscellany, if for nothing else

than in compliment to the author.
In my copy of the 'Essaies/ 1608, there are

a number of notes in a handwriting contem-
poraneous with the date of the book

;
but

they are not of any consequence. I may
remark, however, that this volume of 1608 is

a very much scarcer book than Tuvill's
'Vade Mecum.' The former was confined to
one edition, while the latter went through
no fewer than four editions. As to the

literary value of these two little books, they
are both in their way excellent ; but I
should say the 'Essaies' of 1608 are much
superior to those in the 'Vade Mecum.' I

take the writer of the former to have been
both a scholar and a man of the world, and
his opportunities for observing character
and he shows conspicuously his aptitude in
this direction much greater than could
have fallen to the lot of the author of the
' Vade Mecum.'
In regard to the 'Vade Mecum,' I have

access only to the edition of 1638, which is

before me. It contains two title-pages, one
engraved and the other in ordinary type.
The former reads :

"Vade Mecum or Essayes Morall, Theologicall.
A new Edition wth some Additions. I. 8. Inuent.
London Printed for I. S. and are to be sold by
Bernard Langford at the signe of the blue Bible at

Holbourne-bridge. 1638."

The second title-page reads :

"Vade Mecum. A Manuall of Essayes, Morall,
Theologicall. Inter-woven with Moderne Obser-
vations, Historicall, Politicall. By D. T. Deus
nobis hsec otia fecit. The third Edition. London :

Printed by E. P. for I. S. and are to be sold by
Bernard Langford, at the signe of the Blew Bible,
at Holbourne-Bridge. 1638."

The book was originally entered in the
4

Stationers' Registers
'

as follows (ed. Arber,
vol. iii. p. 392) :

"
17 Octobris [1608]." Eleazar Edgar Walter Burre. Entred for their

copie vnderth[e hjandes of master Richard Etkins
and Th[e] wardens A Booke called

* Essaies Morall
and Theologicall,' vj

d
."

This edition of 1638 is stated to be the
" Third." It ought, I think, to be called the
11 Fourth "

; for I have a note of editions

bearing the dates of 1609, 1629, 1631, and
1638. A. S,

P.S. Since writing the foregoing, I have

unexpectedly discovered a clue to the author-

ship of the *

Essaies,' 1608, above referred to.

While consulting Henry Kent Causton's
edition of Walton's 'Life of John Donne,
D.D.' (one of the scarcest of modern books :

see Mr. Gosse's
*

Life of Dr. Donne,' vol. i.

Pref. p. ix) in connexion with quite another

matter, I was struck with the following

passage in a foot-note to p. 66. I think,

everything considered, that there can be
little doubt that "Master Tovey,'' and not
Daniel Tuvill, was the author of the *

Essaies,
1

1608. The author of that work, as we have

already seen, was in the service of Lady
Harington, to whom he dedicates the volume,
and it is presumably the same person who
accompanied her son to the continent of

Europe.
' ; Master Tovey

"
predeceased his

pupil, the young Lord Harington, who died

in 1614. The following particulars are given
on the authority of 'Nugse Antiquse' (ed.

1804, vol. ii. p. 308):
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"Being well grounded in religion and learning at

home, his noble father [Lord Harington] sent
him to travel abroad in France and Italy, attended
by his tutor

' Master Tovey, a grave and learned

religious man, formerly head master of the free

school, at Coventry.' But 'how dangerous a thing
it is for religious gentlemen to travel into these

popish countries, may appear by the example of
this nobleman and his tutor, whose sound religion
and heavenly zeal for the truth being taken notice
of by the Jesuits, they took an opportunity to
administer a slow-working poison to them, that,

seeing they had no hopes of corrupting their minds,
they might destroy their bodies, and bring them to
their graves.' Or this poison, Mr. Tovey, being
aged, and so less able to encounter with the

strength of it, died presently after his return into

England ; but the lord Harrington, being of strong
and able body, and in the prime of his age, bore it

better and conflicted with it longer ; yet the
violence of it appeared in his face presently after
his return, and not long after, hastened his death,
at the age of twenty-two."

ROBERT GREENE'S PROSE WORKS.
(See 10th S. iv. 1, 81, 162, 224, 483

;
v. 84, 202, 343,

424, 442.)

I NOW conclude my notes on Greene's in-

debtedness to Primaudaye.
In chap. xlvi. Primaudaye continues " Of

a house and familie, and of the kinds of

marriage : of certaine ancient customes ob-
served in marriage

" a brief but interesting
discourse. There is a curious passage about
Queen Elizabeth's wooers in it. Greene
picks a few plums out of this chapter, and
places them in a storehouse, 'The Royal
Exchange,' which is admirably suitable for
the purpose. We find here where he got his
Martia as an authority upon marriage
(p. 494), but she furnished Greene with a
name only. On p. 494 we have :

" This caused
a yoong man to go to Pittacus, one of the

sages of Grecia, and to aske his counsel!
Marke (said this wise man) when children
are readie to play at fence ; go to them, and
they will counsel! thee When they saw
this yoong man coming, who exceeded them
in bigness, they said aloud, let every
one go to his match. Whereby he learned
what he was to do." Greene has this, in

slightly different words (iii. 270), and in his

differing he has produced silliness: "Going
to a play that they had, which was, euerie
man choose his peere." On p. 497 (same
chapter) we find, speaking of second mar-
riages : "Valeria of Rome may serve for a
notable example to women, who said, that
hir husband died for others, but lived to hir
for ever." Greene quotes these words of
"the Romane Lady Valeria" exactly, in
'

Penelope's Web' (v. 161). Near the be-

ginning of chap. xlvi. (pp. 492-4)? Primaudaye

has a discourse upon the four kinds of mar-

riage, "namely, the marriage of honour,
the marriage of love, the marriage of labour,
and the marriage of grief." He divides
the first into three sorts, all

"
supernatural,

and appointed of God, in an unspeakable
manner." He then deals with the other three.

Greene, in 'Penelope's Web' (v. 159-60),
omits the first sort entirely, and says at
random :

"
Therefore Pittachus, one of the

seaven sages, settest downe three kinds of

marriages. The first of love, the second of

labour, the third of griefe. As touching the

first, Themistocles tearmes it a charitable

conjunction, unitie, and societie of them that
are good." These latter are Primaudaye's
words, but he does not attribute them to

Themistocles, whose name appears, indeed,
on that page (493), but in a wholly different

connexion. Primaudaye then quotes the
comic poet Plautus " that in marriage a man
must take his wife by the ears, and not by
the fingers." Greene makes another jumble,
quoting this correctly from Primaudaye in

words, but not in application. And then he
borrows "Olimpias, the mother of Alexander,"
and makes her say other than she did.

Greene's medley is very quaint.

Primaudaye (chap, xlvii. p. 510) gives us
the headings of the tale of Ninus and Semi-

ramis, the wife of Menon. Greene developes
this in good story-telling form in ' The Tale
of Cosimo' in his 'Farewell to Follie'

(ix. 298). Immediately after the passage
about Menon, who is quoted as an example
" Of the particular dutie of a Husband
towards his Wife," Primaudaye gives the
cases of Marcus Lepidus, who, "being driven
into banishment, heard that his wife was
married to another, whereupon he died for

sorrow"; and "Sylanus [Sylaus in Greene],
a Romane, [who] slue himself after his wife,
whom he singularly loved, was taken from
him and given to Nero the Emperor "(pp. 510,

511). Greene puts these two examples
into Menon's mouth (p. 313), showing where
he drew his story from. There is a good deal
in common between this tale of Cosimo's and
'

Penelope's Second Tale
'

in '

Penelope's
Web '

(v. 203). Greene's finish to his tale of

Semiramis and Ninus has no counterpart in

their known history, I believe. At any rate,
he draws it from Primaudaye ; it is the story,
somewhat altered, of Gamma and Synorix
(pp. 521, 522), in chap, xlviii., 'Of the Dutie
of a Wife towards her Husband.' The word-

ing is identical, as well as the situation, in

several places. Other examples in this tale

of Greene's are Panthea, the wife of Abra-
datus ; Portia

?
the wife of $rutus ; and
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Aria, the wife of Cecinna (ix. 316). These
also come direct and word for word (almost
or exactly) from chap, xlviii. pp. 519, 520.

But Greene makes a wicked jumble of two
tales on p. 317. Primaudaye (p. 521) tells us
of Pisca, whose husband was dying of an
incurable illness, whereupon "they imbraced
each other, and cast themselves headlong
into the sea from the top of a rock." The
other is of the wife of Pandoerus

; having
slain her husband, the King of Persia wanted
to marry her, but she slew herself, saying,
"The gods forbid that to be a queene I

should ever wed him that hath beene the
murderer of my dear husband." Greene
takes this latter tale (verbatim), giving this

wife the name of Pisca ! There are several
other examples in this chapter which find
their place here and there in Greene's pieces.
Such are Queen Hipsicrates; Hipparchia
and Crates ; Macrina, the wife of Torquatus ;

and Paulina, the wife of Seneca. There is

in this chapter (pp. 516- 17) an excellent

example of Greene's reckless malquotation
that I had nearly overlooked. Primaudaye
says :

"That is an ornament (said the Philosopher
Crates) that adorneth [he is speaking of modesty],
& that thing adorneth a woman which roaketh hir
more honourable : and this is not done by jewels
of gold, emeralds, precious stones, or purple
garments, but by everything that causeth hir to
be accounted honest, wise, humble, & chaste
But a discovered dug, a naked brest, frisled locks,
paintings, perfumes, & especially a rolling eie, & a
lascivious & unchast look, are the fore-runners of

adultery Socrates used to counsell those young
men that behelde them-selves in looking-glasses,
if they were harde favoured to correct their
deformitie with vertue and if they were faire,
not to blot their beautie with vice. In like nianer
it were very good, that when the maried wife
holdeth hir looking glasse in hir hand, she would
speake thus to hir selfe if she be foule : what then
shall become of me if I were also wicked? And if

she be faire, how shall this be accounted of, if I
continue honest and wise? For if a hard-favoured
woman be loved for hir good behaviour and honest
conditions it is greater honour unto hir than if it
were for beautie."

Let us see how Greene assimilates these
excellent passages. He does it in

'

Penelope's
Web' (v. 200, 201). He found a reference to

"Queene Hipsicrates" on p. 518, who bore
such love to her husband, so he takes the
name to conjure with :

"
Hipsicratea, being demaunded what was her

richest Jewel, answered chastitie, alluding to the
opinion of Crates the Philosopher, who was wont
to say: that is an ornament [as above to "humble
and chast, reading "sumptuous attyre" for
"purple garments."] The Emperour Aurelius
made certaine lawes to inhibit superfluitie of
attyre, affirming that such that curiously paint

out themselves with frysled locks, sweet perfumes
make men most dissolute and subject to folly:

especially if ayded with a rowling eye and unchaste
looke Socrates was wont to say that when a
maried wife [as above to] hard-favoured woman
that is renoumed for her chastitie, is more honour-
able then she which is famous for her beautie."

This is old excellent. We understand a fury
in the words, but not the words. I have
very little more to bring forward from
Primaudaye, or rather to restore to Primau-
daye from Greene. And my readers will

rejoice with me. The elder writer becomes
weightier, less mundane, and unsuitable for

prose romances in his later chapters, but
none the less good reading.
In chap, liv., 'Of the Soveraigne Magis-

trate, and of his Authoritie and Office,'

p. 590: "We will then briefly comprehend
the dutie of the Magistrate in these three

things, in ruling, in teaching, and in judging
his people." Greene, at the close of his

'Farewell to Follie' (ix. 345), makes an ap-
proach to an acknowledgment: "The dutie
of a magistrate, as I have heard a certaine

Philosopher should set downe, consisteth in
three especiall pointes, in ruling, teaching,
and judging."

I have now to say a few words upon the

play
* The Tragical Reign of Selimus, some-

time Emperor of the Turks' (1594), which
Grosart has, I think correctly, attributed to

Robert Greene, and printed amongst his

collected works, and also, more carefully, in
" The Temple Dramatists." I do not attach

any importance to Grosart's arguments from
textual considerations, for many of them are
valueless all of them, I might say ;

but

they do no harm to his contention. One only
should be excepted and accepted ("arm-
strong "). It has been referred to at the

beginning of this paper. But the reason
'Selimus' calls for mention here is this : the

story appears to be taken from Primau-

daye. This is an argument in favour of

Greene's authorship. I have no early

enough Turkish history to refer to for com-

parison, but the account I am about to

?uote
is perhaps the source of the play,

t is in chap, lix.,
' Of the Education of a

Prince in Good Manners and Condicions'

(p. 642). It is a brief account, but matterful
;

and it is followed exactly, in every detail, in

the play:

"In Turkie, Selim the first of that name, beyng
the third and youngest sonne of Baiazet the Second,
usurped the Empire by the aide of the lanitzaries

upon his father, whome he caused to be poisoned,
and slew Achmat and Corcuth, his two elder

brothers, with all his nephewes, and others of

Qitoinau's race-, saying that nothing was plea,s,annter
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than to rule when all feare of kindred was taken
away."

This would serve for an argument to

prefix to the play. It is worth noting
that Greene's name Acomat (Achinat)
conveniently altered for metric purposes
would easily arise out of Primaudaye's
Achmat, by a slight abrasion in the limb ol

the old '*

h,'
1

whose base is nearly closed
And no doubt Greene's copy was a well

thumbed one. I have not studied this play
for the purpose of the present essay, since

prose is its object. Probably Primaudaye
will be found in it. I just note one passage,
that of the tyrant Dionysius, Damocles, and
the sword suspended

"
onely by one haire of

a horse taile
"

over his head (Primaudaye,
chap. Iviii. p. 638), which occurs in ' Selimus
(11. 779-83), where the last line is

" Fastened
up onely by a horse's haire." The relation

by Primaudaye may have ^uggested the plot
to Greene.

f

I have now finished my review of the rela-

tionships between these two writers. I find
one mention of T. B.'s

* French Academy
'

in Nicholas Storojenko's
*

Investigation
'

of
Greene's prose, in vol. i. (p. 154), prefixed to
Grosart's edition. But it is so very mis-

leading as to be erroneous, and speaks of the
work as of date 1596, without any mention
of its being a translation, or even of De la

Primaudaye's name. It is to the effect that
there is a reference in the preface of that
edition (which I have not seen) to Greene's

'Repentance.' H. C. HART.
(To be continued.)

SHAKESPEARIANA.

AND ADONIS '

:

"
Lo,'VENUS AND ADONIS': "L,o, HERE THE

GENTLE LARK." What is the meaning here of
the word "gentle"? It can hardly be used
in our common sense of the term

; for is not
the lark one of the most pugnacious birds ?

Is it used in the stricter sense of the term ?

Compare
"
Gentles, perhaps you wonder at

this show" ('Midsummer Night's Dream'),
and "He's gentle, and not fearful" 'Tem-
pest,' I. ii.). But if so used, why?

Lucis.
1

HAMLET,' V. ii. 120 :

** AND YET BUT YAW
NEITHER." Mr. John Phin, of New York, in
his new Shakespeare Monthly (16, St. Thomas
Street, New York), makes an ingenious
attempt to solve this obscure passage by the
simple expedient of giving the word "but"
its old meaning of "without," and retaining
the word "yaw" as a term of seamanship.
The en tire passage would then read, "Though,

would dizzy the arithmetic of memory, yet
your definement is correct

;
and without any

deviation [yaw] from strict accuracy or verity
of diction as regards his high qualities and
intellectual activity." JOHN HEBB.

' MERCHANT OF VENICE/ II. ii. 80. Launce-
lot Gobbo says, "It is a wise father that
knows his own child." This seems to be a
reversal of the old saw,

"
It is a wise child

that knows his own father." Can any one
give the origin of the latter saying ?

ISAAC HULL PLATT.
Wallingford, Pa.

1 TWELFTH NIGHT,' II. iv. 116:
" GREEN AND

YELLOW MELANCHOLY." Many fanciful and
unconvincing notes have been written upon
these words. One reflection stands in the

way of acceptation of most of them*, in so
far as they explain the colours, that green
was the accepted hue of hope and rejoicing.
There is a passage in ' The Historic of
Promos and Cassandra '

(1578), Part II.

Act IV. sc. ii., that gives us a much more
realistic conception. When a "quean," or
other unfortunate, received her punishment
of the cart, she was placed sitting there,
attired in green and yellow. It is not a

pleasing image in such a beautiful connexion,
3ut I think we cannot ignore it. The
passage is as follows :

But see, their cost bestowde of fyne Lamia,
To save hir feet from harde stones and cold waye,
[nto a Carte they dyd the queane convaye,
Apparelled in colours verie gaye,
Both Hoode and Gowne of 'greene and yellowe

saye ;

lir garde weare Tipstaves all in blewe arraye,
before hir a noyse of Basons dyd playe,"

this triumphe she ryd well nye a day.

Shakespeare has many echoes from this old

lay, as I have shown in my edition of
Measure for Measure.' But the fact

appears to be historical
tself.

and speaks for
H. C. HART.

" HIS GLASSY ESSENCE,"
* MEASURE FOR

MEASURE,' II. ii. 120 (10
th S. v. 264). I hope

Tou can find space, in answer to the query of

ucis, for the following, which recently
ppeared in The New York Times. :

It has been suggested that "glassy essence" in
' Measure for Measure '

is a corruption of the text
and "grassy" and "ghostly" have been conjec-
tured. But will not the two following passages
make it clear without change? %*' For now we see through a glass, darkly ; but
then face to face." 1 Corinthians xiii. 12.

"The reflection also from glasses, so usually
resembled to the imagery of the mind, every man
knoweth to receive error and variety both in color,] ] i rr i ii

' ^nuvvcin tu i twelve enui turn variety DOdn in coior,
to divide him

[
Laertes

J
in veil tonally I magnitude, and shape, according to the quality of
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the glass." Bacon's 'Interpretation of Nature':
Boston edition of Spedding's Bacon, vol. vi.

page 61.

The meaning then is that man is most assured
of what he is really most ignorant, namely, his own
essence which he can only see in a glass darkly.
The expression is somewhat elliptical, but ellipsis
is not unusual with Shakespeare.
Shakespeare continually uses the word "glass"

in the sense of a mirror. He uses the adjective
"
glassy

"
in only three other places, in each case

meaning
"
like a mirror.

"
They are as follows :

As plays the sun upon the glassy streams.
'

I. Henry VI.', V. Hi. 62.

That shows his hoar leaves in the glassy stream.

'Hamlet,' IV. vii. 168.

Secrecies writ in the glassy margents of such books.
'

Lucrece,' line 102.

ISAAC HULL PLATT.
Wallingford, Penn., March 2, 1906.

Let me add that in the Revised Version the

passage quoted from Corinthians is rendered,
" For now we see in a mirror, darkly ; but
then face to face." This seems to bring the
mirror a little more "

face to face."

I. H. P.

Clarke's explanation is, I believe, gene-
rally accepted as plausible :

"That essential nature of man which is like

glass from its faculty to reflect the image of others
in its own, and from its fragility, its liability to

injury or destruction."

Schlegel and Tieck translate the phrase
"sprod" wie Clas" brittle as glass which
indicates the German acceptation. Indi-

vidually, I cannot help thinking it an
instance of anacoluthia on the part of the
dramatist of which there are others spora-
dically occurring in his works especially
when taken along with the immediate
context, Shakespeare having perhaps in
mind James i. 23,

"
like unto a man behold-

ing his natural face in a glass." So in
*

Hamlet,' IV. vii., the Queen, when de-

scribing Ophelia's death, says :

There is a willow grows aslant a brook,
That shows his hoar leaves in the glassy stream ;

and in 'Lear,' II. ii., the epithet "glass-
gazing

"
is among a score of others applied

by Kent to Oswald. This would favour the

following rendering of the passage :

Man, proud man,
Drest in a little brief authority,
Most ignorant of what he's most assur'd,
His glassy essence [i.e., his image seen in a glass,

or viewing his image in a glass], like an angry
ape,

Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven
As make the angels weep
The sentence in question, which is clearly

elliptical, thus becomes intelligible to the

average playgoer, an entity on whose behalf,

and for whose edification, Shakespeare was
in general an habitual caterer.

N. W. HILL.
Philadelphia.

It is queried, "What does this mean?"
The reply is taken from an essay in the
Annals of Psychical Science for December,
1905, p. 355, entitled

' The Scientific Appre-
hension of the Superphysical World '

:

peatedly as a sea of glass, like unto crystal, clear

transparent glass. Shakespeare's unerring judg-
ment tells, in a wonderfully perspicuous passage,
of the contemplation, by superphysical beings, of

not man's material body, but his glassy essence."

T. B. WlLMSHURST.
Tunbridge Wells.

41
ONEYERS,"

'
1 HENRY IV.,' II. i. (10

th S.

iv. 443
;

v. 265). In support of the interpre-
tation

" bankers
"
for this designation, there

may be compared
' The Tempest,' III. iii. 48-9 :

Each putter-out of five for one will bring us
Good warrant of.

Here the allusion is to the recipient of bank
money, but the expression can be readily
associated with the "oneyer" of 'Henry IV. 3

W. B.

Here "Gad," conscious of his association

with Sir John, the Prince, and others, says
that "I am joined with ......nobility and tran-

quillity, burgomasters and great oneyers/'&c.,
all eulogistic, so honourable, not dishonour-
able. As to

**

moneyers," Halliwell calls it

Norman French as coiners, so degrading, not
honorific. A. HALL.

INSCRIPTIONS AT LUCERNE. COL. PARRY,
in his note 'Inscriptions at Capri,' ante,

p. 381, has set a good example, and one

which, for the sake of genealogists, it is to

be hoped will be widely followed. As my
small contribution I append two inscriptions,
in German, noted in May as being in the
arcade surrounding the Hofkirche (Roman
Catholic) at Lucerne :

1. Sarah Agnes Arnold, b. in Lancaster,
29 Aug., 1818 ;

d. at Lucerne, 3 March, 1884.

2. Gustav Arnold, of Altdorf and Lucerne,
d. 28 Sept., 1900 ; Sarah Agnes, nee Walmsley,
d. 3 March, 1884. CHAS. A. BERNAU.

" ESHIN'
"

:

" BELTIN' "= CANING. So far

as I remember, none, upwards of fifty years

ago, talked of "caning" as punishment for

an offence in or out of school. Good
"
eshin's

" and good
"
bel tin's

" were the

terms used for muscular punishments, the g
being dropped. Men used to go and cut a
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good ash-plant= sapling, with which to give
t% a good eshinV Others gave their sons and
apprentices "a good beltin'," and this was
done with the buckle-end of the waistbelt
which most men then wore. As a lad, I do
not remember hearing the word "caning"
used. At my first school, where punish
ments were ready and rough, the master's
method was to throw a stout short ruler at
the offender and order the lad to bring it to

him, when he would proceed to admonish by
rapping on the skull or knuckles, often on
both a method which some lads resented
to the extent of coming to blows with the
master. THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

BURIAL IN WOOLLEN. (See ante, p. 399.)

Perhaps I may be allowed to refer your
reviewer to 9th S. x. 159, where he will find
an illustration somewhat akin to the custom
which he records. JOHN T. PAGE.
Long Itchington, Warwickshire.

" JOUR DE BOUHOURDIS." (See ante, p. 376.)-
Roquefort's

'

Glossaire de la Langue
Romane' gives the following explanation :

" Bouhordeis : course de lance, jodte, tournoi,
combat simule ; en has. lab. bohordicum. Le jour
du bouhordis=le premier dimanche de careme."

L. L. K.

MASHAM FAMILY. (See 10th S. iv. 206, 317 ;

v. 390.) Some twenty years ago I saw
the tombs of the Mashams in the churchyard
of High Laver, near Chipping Ongar. The
slabs, raised on brickwork, bore inscriptions,
but these were quite obliterated, or filled with
lichen. One tomb was pointed out beneath
which Abigail Hill, Lady Masham was buried.

Otes, the ancient seat of the Mashams, is

within sight of the churchyard. The monu-
ment of John Locke, who died at Otes in

1704, is on the south wall of the church, and
bears a long Latin inscription and the arms
of his family, three hawks with padlocks
in their beaks. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

STEAM COMMUNICATION WITH AMERICA.
In the Sixth Report of the Proceedings of
the British Association meeting held at
Bristol in 1836 it is stated briefly that
"Dr. Lardner explained his views of the most
advantageous modes of forming a steam communi-
cation with the East Indies and North America"

;

and the reader is referred in a foot-note to
The Edinburgh JZeview, 1837, on this subject.
The article in vol. Ixv. of this review, how-
ever, appears to be merely a comment on
the views expressed by Dr. Lardner at the
meeting on the question of "the practica-

bility of a steam voyage across the Atlantic."
The writer joins issue with the doctor, as, in

his opinion, even if a steamer could be built
that would carry sufficient coal to last out
the voyage across the Atlantic, the feat
could not be accomplished in one trip,
because the flues would get so choked with

soot, &c., and the inside of the boiler so
much coated with incrustration of salt, that
it would be found necessary to put out the
fires in mid-ocean and allow the boiler to

cool, so as to enable men to enter the flues to
clean them.
The name of the sage who wrote this is not

disclosed; but even while the learned gentle-
men were discussing the various points
involved in the problem, a company of
merchants were building, at Bristol, a
steamer of 1,200 tons burden to navigate
directly between that port and New York.
This was the S.S. Great Western, which
sailed on 8 April, 1838, and made her first

passage across the Atlantic in 13j days. A
few hours before her another steamer, the

Sirius, had arrived there from the Cove of
Cork (now Queenstqwn).
The successful trips of the Savannah in

1819 and of the Royal William in 1833 were
evidently forgotten or ignored. With
reference to these cf.

* The Atlantic
Ferry,'

by Arthur J. Maginnis (London, 1892), who
does not mention the learned discussion at
the British Association meeting.

L. L. K.

[Many references to early steam navigation are

supplied, in the General Index to the Ninth Series.]

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

'ormation on family matters of only private interest
io affix their names and addresses to their queries,
'n order that answers may be sent to them direct.

* THE DEAN OF BADAJOZ/ I shall be glad
f any of your correspondents can tell me
where I may find some information about
this story. I have a copy in the hand-
writing of my mother, who gave it to me
some seventy, or, it may be, more years ago ;

but where she got it I have never been able
to discover. I have some vague impression
of having seen the story mentioned fifty or
more years ago in print, but have long since
lost all trace of it. Is there not some men-
tion of it in one of Bishop Thirl wall's letters ?

FRED. NORGATB.

JOHN COOK, THE REGICIDE. Can any
reader give me particulars of the date of

birth, parentage, and career at the bar of
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John Cook or Coke, who was prosecuting
counssl at the trial of Charles 1. 1 He was
hange^, drawn, and quartered (together with

Hugh Peters) at Charing Cross, 16 Oct., 1660,
his wife being present. Who was she? He
left one daughter, who married John Gun-
thorpe, of Antigua.

H. ATHILL CRUTTWELL.
[Some references to Cook's legal career will be

found in Mr. Firth's notice of him in the '

D.N.B.']

BUTLER OF TODERSTAFF. In Urswick
parish church is a brass, probably taken
from the floor of the chancel :

" Here lyeth the Body of Dorothy daughter of
Alexander and Dorothy Butler of Toderstaff, who
died at Bardsea Hall in the sixth yeare of her age.

September 26th, 1687."

Is anything known of the Butlers or of

Toderstaff? Bardsea Hall was then in the

possession of the female De Bardesey line.

Nicholas Bardesey died in 1586. He left his

body to be "
buryed in my parishe churche

of Urswicke nighe to the place where the

bodye of Anne Bardesey my wief was laid."

The Hall came to his daughter Dorothy, wife
of James Anderton, of Clayton-le-Woods.
About 1720 Mary Anderton sold the Bardsea
estate. Is it likely that little Dorothy
Butler was a granddaughter or great-
granddaughter of Dorothy Anderton, nde

Bardesey? T. N". POSTLETHWAITE.
Urswick Vicarage, near Ulverston.

COL. A. R. DUNN. I am anxious to dis-

cover the family crest and coat of arms of
Col. A. R. Dunn. He served in the
llth Hussars and 32nd Regiment, was
awarded the Victoria Cross in the Crimea,
and died during the Abyssinian campaign,
25 January, 1868. His father was J. H.
Dunn, Esq., who in 1848 was residing at
22, Hertford Street, May fair. If any of your
readers can give me this information, or
refer me to living members of his family, I
shall be very grateful.

M. G. DAUGLISH, Barrister-at-Law.
3, New Square, Lincoln's Inn.

ROBIN HOOD IN FRENCH. Quite recently
I purchased a brochure entitled 'These
de Litterature sur les Vicissitudes et les
Transformations du Cycle populaire de Robin
Hood,' published by the Academie de Paris
in 1832. The author of the thesis is a certain
Constant ^Itienne Alfred Edward Barry,
"]5leve de 1'^cole Norrnale, licencie-es-
lettres, aspirant au grade de docteur," from
which I gather that he chose his subject as a
thesis for his doctorate. But in his pre-
fatory note he mentions inter alia a "

recueil

Frangais celui de M. Loeve-Veimars,
3 '

which
has supplied him with information. Who
is this M. Loeve-Veimars ? and what has he
written on Robin Hood ? With Dumas's
'Prince des Vpleurs

'

I am well acquainted,
but of M. Loeve-Veimars I am absolutely
ignorant ;

and as I am anxious to learn all

all that can be learnt from continental

sources, I apply to
' N. & Q.' for information.

I may add that the brochure is valuable,

though its author owns that the "
recueil de

Ritson (Ritson's
' Robin Hood '), 1'ouvrage le

plus complet sur la matiere, est devenu si

are, qu'apres de longues recherches,a Londres

et a Bdimbourg, nous avons du renoncer a
nous le procurer." This was a disadvantage.

J. B. McGovERN.
St. Stephen's Rectory. C.-on-M., Manchester.

'PERCY FOLIO' IN "THE KING'S LIBRARY."
Is "The King's Library" edition of the

'

Percy Folio
' a facsimile of any of the

original editions ? and if so, of which ?

In vol. ii. of this edition there is a song
called 'I Live where I Love.' Who wrote it?

When and where did the author live ?

Should not "love" in 1. 6 of verse 1 be
live ?

What do 11. 1 and 2 of verse 3 mean ?

What does "nere the nere" mean in

verse 4 ?

Does "delven" in 1. 830 of 'Merline' in

vol. ii. mean buried alive ?

Where can I get a list of the authors of

these works ? E. V. ANSON WILLETT.
68, Lauderdale Gardens, Hyndland, Glasgow.

'EMBLEMES D'ALCIAT.' I have a small

book with this title, containing over two
hundred illustrations, published "A Paris,
1574." Will any reader kindly give infor-

mation as to whether the book is of any
value ? It is in excellent condition.

WILLIAM DAVIES.

[Numerous editions of the
' Emblems' of Alciatus

were published in Latin and French during the

sixteenth century. Some of the early editions are

valuable. Much depends on condition, binding, &c.]

BLUNDEN FAMILY. I shall be glad if some
one can tell me if any relationship existed

between Sir John Blunden, Bt, of Castle

Blunden, co. Kilkenny, and John Blunden of

Kilrnacoliver, in the same county. Both

gentlemen lived at the close of the eighteenth

century; the latter'swill was proved in 1811.

(Major) OSBORNE GLYNN.
Abbotsfield, Wrexham, N. Wales.

SANTORIN AND ST. IRENE. It is stated in

some guide-book that the name Santorin,
the ancient Thera, the most southern of the
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Cyclades, comes from St. Irene, who was
martyred here. Further information about
this St Irene is desired.

W. A. HENDERSON.
Dublin.

KING JOHN'S BAGGAGE LOST CROSSING THE
WASH. A writer in The Globe of 25 April
says that the person in whose custody the

baggage was at the time of the loss was a

knight of the name of Mildemay. Can this

statement be verified] Nothing like it can
be found in any of the histories of King
John that have been examined.

H. A. ST. J. M.

PERCIVAL GUNSTON, OF THORPE ON-TEES.
I have seen it stated that in 14 Elizabeth

(1571) a Percival Gunston (or Gunson) had a

grant made him from the Crown of the free

chapel at Thorpe-on-Tees. called St. Tilde's

Chapel, with a garden and two rods of land.
Can any one give me the authority for the
statement? H. D. PRITCHETT.

8, West Terrace, Darlington.

CATHERINE : KATHARINE : KATHERINE.
With reference to Catherine Maria Fan-
shawe's epistle (in verse) to Earl Harcourt,
on his wishing her to spell the name of Cathe-
rine with a K (1801), I should be glad of a
full list of the famous and notorious Cathe-
rines and Katharines in history or fiction.

I have noticed that almost invariably Cathe-
rine is called Catherm, and Katharine, Katha-
rine. The K seems to give the word a
44
haughty" or harsh and determined sig-

nification. Please reply direct.

JAS. CURTIS, F.S.A.
Glenburn, Worcester Road, Sutton.

SOCIETY LADIES. Would any of your
readers kindly tell me the name of a paper
which was published between twelve and
fifteen years ago and had short articles on
various ladies in society amongst others,
the Dowager Lady Stanley of Alderley,
Mrs. Vyner, and myself ? I think the paper
only lasted one season.

I should like to get copies of those three

numbers, if any one has them and would
sell them to me.

(Hon. Mrs.) GERALDINE F. HALFORD.
50, Prince's Gate, S.W.

KEENE OR KYME FAMILY. Is anything
known of the Keene or Kyme family of

Wellhall, in Eltham, Kent? William Keene
was second husband to Agnes Chichele,
grand-niece of Archbishop Chichele

; their
son was Sir George Keene, alias Kyme,
whose daughter Edith married Jenkin
Mansel, of Oxwich, in Glamorganshire. The

Brigstocke family are supposed to be of

founder's kin (see ante, p. 286), and thereby
entitled to a preference for Fellowships at
All Souls College, through the marriage of

Mary Mansel, great-great-granddaughter of

Jenkin and Edith Mansel, with David Lloyd,
Esq., of Glyn, in Carmarthenshire, whose
descendant in the fifth degree, Mary Lloyd,
married in 1739 William Brigstocke, Esq.,
J.P., of Blaenpant, in Cardiganshire, and
High Sheriff in 1735. G. R. B.

' ' RIME" v.
" RHYME." May I ask the

authority for the new spelling of this word
in 4 N. & Q.'? I see in the erudite dic-

tionaries of the present age that rime is

nearer the O. Eng. and the A.-S. But if our
current English is to be thus judged, con-

demned, and executed, we shall have lost our

mother-tongue, and may pass sadly to the
shades. SENEX.

[The spelling rime is not new, but old. Prof-

Skeat points out in his 'Dictionary' (1888) that
"it is, I believe, utterly impossible to find an
instance of the spelling rhyme before A.D. 1550;

perhaps not so soon." The First Folio of Shake-

speare has the spelling rime in several places, and
this form is also used by Coleridge in

' The Rime
of the Ancient Mariner.']

THOMAS PHELPES, 1679. Is anything
known regarding the ancestry of a Thomas
Phelpes, of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, Middle-

sex, whose will is dated 30 June, 1655, and

proved 1679 ? He had issue Thomas, William,

John, Robert, Ellen, and Elizabeth, and
mentions his brother-in-law Thomas Turner.

WM. JACKSON PIGOTT.
Manor House, Dundrum, co. Down.

FLAGS. I shall be glad of references to any
authoritative information on flags and their

use, particularly with respect to Irish and
Scotch flags. Although Irish and Scotch

flags (so called) are continually in use, I am
told they do not (legally) exist. Are any
official orders in existence to regulate the

use of flags? H. T. C.

[The shield of Ireland is the harp on the light-

blue ground, and this is often flown as a flag. But
the Scottish flag, unlike the Irish, has official

recognition, and may be noticed on the top of the

Scotch Office on any public holiday.]

GORDON : THE NAME IN RUSSIA. The use

of the name Gordon by Jews in Russia has

been the subject of much discussion. It is

said to have been so used for a hundred

years. On 7 March, 1796, a private Act of

Parliament (36 Geo. III. No. 69) was passed
:

or naturalizing "Maria Gordan, otherwise

Allan, spinster, born at Petersburgh in

Russia." The Act is to be found in MS only
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in the House of Lords' Library. Who was
the lady ? J. M. BULLOCH.

118, Pall Mall, S.W.

"WYKEHAMIST" FIRST USED. Mr. Kirby,
in his 'Annals of Winchester College,' p. 241,

says of Archdeacon John Philpot, who
suffered death at the stake in Smithfield on
18 Dec., 1555 (not 1557, as Mr. Kirby
states) :

" He was the first Wykehamist, that is to say,
the first man styled so in the records of the

College, and that in a way which shows that the
term was a familiar one in his day."

The entry in question runs :

"Sol. pro copia processus Joh. Phylpot, olim

Wykehamiste alumni nunc Archidiaconi Wynton.
adv. Coll. in curia de arcubus, vj.s. viijoL"

Earlier uses of the term Wykehamist
would be interesting.

JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.

SEDDON FAMILY. Perhaps some one skilled

in genealogy can answer the following. The
late Premier of New Zealand was the son
of Thomas Seddon and Jane Lindsay. He
was born at Eccleston, Lanes, in 1845. Had
Thomas Seddon any brothers 1 If so, what
were their names ? E. H. L. F.

COL. BY, R.E. Has his life been pub-
lished ? He is mentioned in Wm. Kings-
ford's

* Canadian Canals
'

(Toronto, 1865) as
the engineer in charge of the works of the
Rideau Canal, which was begun in 1826. He
was back in London in March, 1834.

L. L. K.

IRUN, SPAIN. In an old edition of the

Ingoldsby Legends,' a couple of lines in
'

Patty Morgan's Story
'

read thus :

And I 've seen, that is read of,
Good running in Spain.

A foot-note thereto states that the town of
Irun takes its name from something of that
sort.

Can this possibly be correct, as the Spanish
words for the phrase "I run " must be some-
thing widely different from the English 1

M. N.

PROVERB AGAINST GLUTTONY. In the
1

Vita, Passio et Miracula S. Thomse Cantua-
riensis Archiepiscopi,' written by William
the Monk of Canterbury, we read of a certain
Lincolnshire man called Gaufrid of Bin-

brooke, who in consequence of eating noxious
fish, and washing it down with new beer, was
made very ill

'* non memoriter tenens quod
vulgodicitur 'non quidquid sapit ori salubre
est ventri

' ''

('Materials for Hist, of Thomas
Becket,' Rolls Series, vol. i, p. 351).

Can the proverb be traced further back

than the time of this writer 1 If so, when is

it known first to occur 1

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Kirton-in-Lindsey.

"PIGHTLE": "PIKLE."

(10
th S. v. 26, 93, 134, 174, 317, 376 )

THERE is a piece of land in the town of

Beccles, on the Waveney, in Suffolk, which

is known as the "Suckling Pightle," and
as such it figures in the fine parchment
deeds relating to it, which range from 1742

down to recent times. On two of these deeds

is the signature of Horatio, Baron Nelson of

the Nile. The land was the property of his

grandmother, Anne, daughter of Sir Charles

Turner, Bt., and widow of the Rev. Maurice

Suckling, D.D., who died rector of the

adjoining parish of Barsham in September,
1730. Southey's life of Nelson tells us that

on the death of Dr. Suckling his widow
removed into Beccles with her three small

children Catherine, Maurice, and William

Suckling. There is no mention of this land

in Dr. Suckling's will, and it is surmised

that his widow purchased her home in

Beccles, and there resided until after the

marriage of Catherine, her only daughter,
with the Rev. Edmund Nelson, which was

solemnized in Beccles Church on 11 May,
1749.

Before extracts are given from these

interesting deeds it should be said that Sir

Charles Turner, by his first wife Mary
Walpole, had, besides two daughters (Anne,
Mrs. Suckling, and Elizabeth, Mrs. Fowle), a

son John, who died in his father's lifetime,

and was buried at Warham, Norfolk,

1 March, 1724, leaving, by Anne, daughter
of William Emerton (died 1730), three

daughters, coheiresses Dorothy Walpole
Turner, who married her first cousin, the

Rev. Horace Hamond ;
Anne Caroline

Turner (born 1719), who married John,

only son of Sir John Playters, Bt., of

Sotterley ;
and Mary, unmarried.

The first deed is a mortgage on the Suck-

ling "Pightle," dated 1741, and is signed
Anne Suckling, Josiah Playters, and Dorothy

Walpole Turner.
The next, dated 5 Dec., 1742, is a lease of

the Pightle, signed William Lemon, Anne

Suckling, and James Smith. Anne, Mrs.

Suckling, was niece of Horatio, Lord Walpole,
and in the family history compiled by the

Rev. Edmund Nelson is the following :
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"In November, 1755, I was 'preferred to the
rectory of Burnham Thorpe, on the presentation o
the Hon. Horace Walpole, after Lord Walpole o

Walterton, and the rectory of Burnham St. Alber
with the medieties of Ulph and St. Margaret

5

!

alias Norton. Maurice Suckling, D.D., died ,

and Anne his widow at Burnham Thorpe, 5 Janu
ary, 1768, aged seventy-seven, buried at Barsham
beside her husband. Catherine Nelson, their

daughter, died 26 Dec., 1767, aged forty-two, buriec
in the chancel of Burnham Thorpe."
This burial is in Mr. Nelson's own writing

in the registers for 30 December. Mrs
Suckling died in the house leased to her in
Burnham village by the Walpoles, and there
dated her will in November, 1767, leaving the
land in Beccles to her son William Suckling.
The deed dated 5 August, 1768, drawn

between the executors of Samuel Alexander
Willes and Mr. F. Isac [sic] and Mr. Blowers,
trustees for William Suckling, is signed by
Amos Alexander.
In 1801 the Pightle was let for one year,

and that deed is witnessed by the Right Hon.
Horatio Nelson, Baron of the Nile, executor
to his uncle William Suckling, who died in

December, 1798. It is signed by James
Hume, Jeremiah Smith, and Mary Suckling
(relict of William).
The next, also witnessed by Nelson, is

Signed by Mary Suckling ; James Hume, of
the Customs ; Horace Suckling, clerk, of

Holy Trinity College, Cambs; the Rev.
Benj. Suckling, of the same college: and
Elizabeth Wigley.
There is also a power of attorney signed

by Horatio Nelson, to be used if necessary
during his absence at sea.

In Sir Harris Nicolas's 'Nelson Dis-

patches
'

there are some letters quoted
relative to Nelson's trust under his uncle's

will, but there is no actual mention therein
of the Suckling Pightle.

FLORENCE HORATIA SUCKLING.
Highwood, Romsey.

In Drake's ' Hundred of Blackheath,
p. 153, art.

* Woolwich Dockyard,' is the
following :

"9 July, 1518, the King purchased also a
small parcel called the Pyttil, probably to enlarge
the site of the infant dockyard."

On p. 154 is this foot-note :

"'Mr. Doctor Gilborne challengeth a smale
piece of ground, part of the pightle without the

1, to be his land
'

(Add. 9294, f. 699, Sta. Pa.
cclxxix. Chas. I. No. 22)."

R. J, FYNMORE.

ROBERT HARLEY, EARL OF OXFORD (10
th S.

iv. 206, 317 ; v. 390). I beg to thank MR.
R, C. BOSTOCK for the interesting chart

pedigree which he has compiled, and which

you kindly forwarded to me.
I notice that MR. BOSTOCK gives the name

of the sister of Richard Jennings who married
Francis Hill as Mary.

I am aware that the writer of the article

in the 'D.N.B.,' xxxvi. 410, on Abigail, Lady
Masham, states that her mother's name was

Mary.
A. B. R. at 2nd S. viii. 57 (not Hi. 57, as

given in MR. BOSTOCK'S communication), and
R. H. E. H. at 8th S. iii. 328, also speak of her
as Mary Jennings ; but I cannot trace any
authority for the statement, nor can I even
find that Sir John Jenyns had a daughter of

that name.
Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough, in

'Account of the Conduct,' &c., 1742, p. 177,

says that "Mrs. Masham was the daughter
of one Hill, a merchant in the City, by a
sister of my Father "

;
and in a letter to

Bishop Burnet, given in the
k Private Corre-

spondence of the Duchess of Marlborough,'
1838, ii. 112, Sarah wrote :

" This woman [Abigail] was a daughter of my
Father's sister. My Father had in all two-ana-

twenty brothers and sisters one of them
married this Mr. Hill, who had some business in
the City, rather as a merchant or proprietor, and
was some way related to Mr. Harley, and by pro-
fession an Anabaptist."

Mrs. Colville, who had access to the

Marlborough papers, merely records in her
' Duchess Sarah,' p. 360, that a daughter of

Sir John Jenyns married a Hill.

It would therefore seem as if neither Sarah
nor her descendant Mrs. Colville knew the
name of Richard Jennings's sister who
married Francis Hill.

On the other hand, the late Mr. G. Stein-
man Steinman, in his 'Althorp Memoirs,'
1869-80, which, if I recollect rightly I have
not the volume before me at the moment
were compiled from material supplied by
Lord Spencer, states at p. 58 that it was
Elizabeth Jennings who became Mrs. Hill.

At 10th S. ii. 373 I pointed to the difference
of opinion existing in regard to the correct
name of Abigail Hill's mother as an instance
of how even the best authorities sometimes
differ.

In view of the above discrepancy it would
nterest me extremely to learn MR. BOSTOCK'S

authority for entering the name as Mary in
"n his chart pedigree.
The pedigree by A. B. R. at 2nd S. viii. 57,

dthough stated by its author to have " been
nvestigated with some care," is not to be
elied on. In it the mother of Francis

>r, as he is (wrongly) called, Edward Hill
s described as having been Abigail Harley,
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sister to Robert or, as A. B. R., also incor-

rectly, names him, Edward created Earl of

Oxford ;
whereas the said Abigail, who was

born in 1664, died unmarried, 4 October,
1726 ;

vide Collins's
'

Peerage/ 1741, iii.

MR. H. D'AvENEY at 2nd S. viii. 9 falls into

the error of calling the mother of Abigail
Hill a grand-daughter of Sir John Jenyns,
instead of a daughter.
MR. BOSTOCK is quite correct in stating

that Sir Edward Harley was baptized at

Wigmore, 21 Oct., 1624
;
but the statement

given in the pedigree I compiled, that he
was M.P. for co. Hereford in 1640, although,
in view of MR. BOSTOCK'S statement,

apparently incredible, is also accurate.

Collins, 1741, iii, records that Sir Edward
Harley was baptized in 1624, was knight of

the shire for Hereford in the last Parliament
of Charles I., was wounded in battle, 1642,
and bore a musket ball 58 years. In 1644 he
was made Governor of Mon mouth.

"The last Parliament of Charles I." evi-

dently refers to the Long Parliament, which
assembled in 1640 and was dissolved in

1660, Charles having been executed 30 Jan.,
1649

;
and in Sharpe's

*

Peerage,' ii., it is

stated that "Sir Edward Harley, born 1624,
was M.P. co. Hereford, 1640." Apparently in

those days a man could be elected to a seat

in Parliament before attaining the age of

twenty-one.
I am unable to answer R. H. E. H.'s first

and second questions, referred to in MR.
BOSTOCK'S concluding paragraph, although
I hope to see them replied to by some other
contributor to

* N. & Q.' ;
but as regards

the branch of the Hill family to which
William and Francis Hill belonged, they
traced their descent, according to the pedi-

gree given by MR. H. D'AvENEY at 2nd S. viii.

10 (in which, however, Francis's father is

called Thomas, instead of William), to Sir

Robert Hill, of the family of De la Hill of

Kilminton, Devon, Judge of the Common
Pleas under Henry IV., &c., and High
Sheriff for Devon 1427. Unfortunately, the

authority for this pedigree is not given.
FRANCIS H. RELTON.

"DUMA" (10
th S. v. 426). This word is one

of those interesting culture- terms which
Russia has borrowed from her Scandinavian
neighbours. Vigfusson tells us in his dic-

tionary that domr was an important term in
Icelandic law, meaning a court of judgment,
the body of judges, the court of law. It was
in this sense that the word was introduced,
with other Swedish words, into Russia, anc
hence the present political meaning of the

Russian " Duma," namely, an assembly of

councillors, met to pronounce their doom or

udgment a far finer term than our word
1

Parliament,'
1

a talking-shop. The form of

/he word is according to analogy. The
Teutonic sound 6 or uo, being unknown in

Slavonic, was rendered in Russian by u,

exactly in the same manner as Old Swedish
'dths in roths rnenn,

"
rowers, seafarers," has

Decome Rus, one of the forms of the native
name of Russia; compare the Greek^form
'with the original long o), namely, ot Poos.

See Thomson's 'Ancient Russia
'

(1877), p. 96.

Another instance of this vowel- change may
be seen in Old Russian luda, "a cloak," with
which we may compare Icelandic fo'(5,"lanugo,"
and O.E. lofta, "a cloak." For words of Scan-
dinavian origin in Russian dialects see Grot's

Philological Investigations
'

(St. Petersburg,
1873), pp. 430-42. A. L. MAYHEW.

BARNES : ORIGIN OF THE NAME (10
th S. v.

308, 352). There is no doubt that the name
of Berners has been modernized into Barnes,

Ithough it does not follow that every Barnes
is descended from a Berners. The old manor
of Bernersbury, in Islington, which belonged
to the Berners family from the time of

William the Conqueror to that of Henry VII.,
has long been known as Barnsbury. Hugh
de Berneres, according to the Middlesex

Domesday, held lands in Stepney under the

Bishop of London. He figures as Hugue de
Berniere in the list of Companions of the

Conqueror which was "drawn up, after con-

sultation of every available authority, by
M. E. de Magny, and prefixed to his

' Nobi-
liaire de Normandie,' 1862. The name still

exists among the seigneurial families of

Lisieux, Caen, and Falaise, near which place
the village of Bernieres is situated. In
4 Liber A. sive Pilosus,' which is preserved
among the archives of St. Paul's, Ralph, a

son of Hugh, is entered as "Radulphus de
Bernariis." This indicates the Latin name
of the property possessed by the family in

Normandy (see Tomlins's
'

Yseldon,' pp. 97,

sgq.). This territorial name is of course quite
distinct from Berner or Bernar, which is

derived from an employment.
W. F. PRIDEAUX.

That Bernes, Barnes, Baernes, Berners,
Barners, are the same family name is quite

plain. This was not my query. I wanted
the derivation of Bernieres in Normandy,
evidently the place name of Hugh de Berners,
who brought the name to England. PROF.

SKEAT in 1867 calls Juliana Berners a bright
ornament of the name, but in 1906 says the
fable has no evidence at all.
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Why was the old letter e pronounced as

an a ? For instance, Derby, Darby ;
Herts

Harts
; Clerk, Clark, &c. I think it still exists

in the north of England. Was it Norraar
French 1

? W. BARNES HELMEROW.
[The question asked has been frequently dib

cussed in our pages.]

SNAKES IN SOUTH AFRICA (10
th S. v. 428),

If MR. F. CLAYTON turns to p. 345, vol. ii

of 'The Last Journals of D. Livingstone,
Murray, 1874, he will find ample illustrations
of statements concerning the nature of the
terrible snakes which infest South Africa

Livingstone's faithful native attendants were
carrying his corpse to the coast in order to

send it to England :

"As they wended their way through a rocky

Elace,
a little girl in their train, named Losi, met

er death in a shocking way. It appears that the

poor child was carrying , water-jar on her head
in a file of people, when an enormous snake dashed
across the path, deliberately struck her in the
thigh, and made for a hole in the jungle close at
hand. This work of a moment was sufficient, for
the poor girl fell mortally wounded. She was
carried forward, and all means at hand were
applied, but in less than ten minutes the last

symptom (foaming at the mouth) set in and she
ceased to breathe. Here is a well-authenticated
instance which goes far to prove the truth of an
assertion made to travellers in many parts of
Africa. The natives protest that one species of
snake will deliberately chase and overtake his
victim with lightning speed, and so dangerous is

it, both from the activity of its poison and its
vicious propensities, that it is perilous to approach
its quarters. Most singular to relate, an Arab
came to some of the men [bearers of Livingstone's
remains] after their arrival at Zanzibar, and told
them that he had just come by the Unyanyemb6
road, and that while passing the identical spot
where this disaster occurred, one of the men was
attacked by the same snake, with precisely the
same results

; in fact, when looking lor a place in
which to bury him they saw the grave of Losi, and
the two lie side by side."

Further details of the above nature follow
this, with special reference to the mamba,
that is, the reptile named by MR. CLAYTON,
which the text I have quoted refers to thus :

"Susi, to whom this snake is known in the
Shupanga tongue as '

Bubu,' describes it as about
twelve feet long, dark in colour, of a dirty blue
under the belly, with red markings like the wattles
of a cock on the head. The Arabs go so far as to
say that it is known to oppose the passage of a
caravan at times. Twisting its tail round a branch,
it will strike one man after another in the head
with fatal certainty."

Surely I have read something like this in
the narratives of other travellers. Was it in
'The Arabian Nights,' or in the text of
Humboldt concerning his exploration of
South America, and that of Stephens as re-

gards Central America? I have a lively

recollection of an engraving illustrating a

work of this nature which shows how a

stupendous python, holding its tail round a

branch of a tree, launched itself downwards,
and thus lifted bodily a horseman out of his

saddle. Vol. i. p. 260 of the above-quoted
' Last Journals' states that in the neighbour-
hood of the Lofubu river, 27 December, 1872,

"1 killed a naia hadje snake seven feet long
here

;
he reared up before me and turned to

fight." O.

JOHN HOOK, OF NORWICH (10
th S. v. 410).

Dr. A. H. Mann, King's College, Cambridge,
would certainly be the best person to apply
to for information. J. S. S.

GREEK AND ROMAN TABLETS (10
th S. v.

228, 350). Two of the Latin quotations in

the second communication at the latter

reference require some correction.

The words from Juvenal (I. 63, 64) should

be followed by a note of interrogation.
Martial's

"
sneering remark

"
(IV. Ixx. 1, 2)

is no intelligible sentence as it stands, the

verb reliquit being without object or recipient.
The meaning appears when the first line is

quoted in full :

Nihil ammiano preeter aridam restem Moriens, &c.

EDWARD BENSLY.
University College, Aberystwyth.

'JOHN BULL'S BIBLE' (10
th S. v. 389).-!

have not seen a copy of this book, but con-

jecture that it may be practically identical

with " The Chronicle of the Kings of Eng-
land by Nathan Ben Saddi, a priest of

the Jews," published in its original form in

1740-41, and often attributed to Robert

Dodsley, the publisher, though also ascribed

to Lord Chesterfield ('D.N.B.,' vol. xv. 171).

[t was again published in 1821, with a con-

tinuation to the accession of George IV. At
6th S. i. 126, allusion is made to an edition

Drinted at Preston in 1809 ;
and it may also

lave been reprinted at Stamford or else-

where. William Hone, the publisher, quoted
Torn the 'Chronicle' amongst other paro-
diesat his three trials in December, 1817.

W. B. H.

Louis PHILIPPE'S LANDING IN ENGLAND
,10

th S. v. 349, 391). From the details fur-

nished by correspondents, I am conscious of

a couple of slips in my reply upon this

nteresting subject. Confidence, it appears,
hould have been expressed in the date of

he ex-King's departure from France, namely,
>n 28 February, 1848, not of its being also the

lay of his arrival in this country. I believe

848 to have been a leap year. If so, his

ourney to these shores must certainly have
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been a prolonged one. He slept, of course,
at the "

Bridge
"
Hotel, not the "

Ship." The
East Sussex News states that the royal
fugitive was amused to find that the land-

lady was called Smith, a name he had
himself temporarily adopted.

CECIL CLARKE.
Junior Athenseum Club.

"CAST NOT A CLOUT TILL MAY BE OUT"
(10

th S. v. 388, 433). The complete form of
the proverb is

Button to chin
Till May be in ;

Cast not a clout
Till May be out,

thus evidently meaning the month, and not
the blossom, of May. R. E. FRANCILLON.

MAY SONG (10
th S. v. 403). Is not your

esteemed contributor MR. J. T. PAGE misled
in his emendation of the second stanza of the

song quoted, which has nothing to do with
drinking? To which song]should be accorded
the priority it is not for* me to say ; but as
to the "sobriety," the reference is to the
chorus of the well-known song 'Three Jolly
Postboys,' of which the chorus ran :

Landlord, fill the flowing bowl
Until it doth run over ;

For to-night we '11 merry be (ter),
To-morrow we '11 be sober.

H. P. L.

The second verse seems a free adaptation
of the chorus of * Three Jolly Postboys

'

:

Landlord, fill the flowing bowl until it doth run
over (twice) ;

For to-night we '11 merry be (thrice),
To-morrow we '11 be sober.

What is the date of the ' Three Jolly Post-
boys '? JOHN B. WAINEWRIGHT.
[MR. WILLIAM CHAPPELL said at 4th S. vi. 104

that the tune and the varied traditional versions
of the words are derived through a duet of the
eighteenth century, entitled 'The Jolly Fellow,
for two voices.' See other communications at
4th 3.v. 475,543; v. 33.]

MACAULAY'S "NEW ZEALANDER" (10
th S.

y. 344, 418).-MR. W. T. LYNN is quite right
in saying that

Macaulay's reference was to
London Bridge, although it is obvious that
if a traveller from New Zealand wished to
sketch the ruins of St. Paul's, he would
obtain a much better view from Blackfriars
Bridge. The point is not, however, relevant
to the issue. In the magazine article of
1745 the "Briton of the future" did not
take his stand on the broken arch of any
bridge, but was described as walking along
the banks of the Thames with his son, to
whom he points out the spots on which

St. Paul's, the Mansion House, and "
other

places of the first distinction" formerly
stood. To the annotator of the* Essays 'a
fact of greater interest is that, sixteen years

previously to the date of his review of

Ranke's *

History of the Popes,' Macaulay
anticipated the famous New Zealander

passage in a notice of Mitford's
*

History of

Greece' which was contributed by him to

Knight's Quarterly Magazine, No. 6, Novem-
ber, 1824. See 5th

'

S. v. 214, 338.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

CAPT. ONLEY, R.N., 1735 (10
th S. v. 409).

Charnock, in his
*

Biographia Navalis,'
vol. iv., mentions a Capt. John Onley, who
was appointed captain of the Lively frigate,
18 Jan., 1728. He was dismissed from the

command of this ship, and declared inca-

pable of holding any subsequent commission
in the navy, by a court-martial held at

Portsmouth, 3 Dec., 1728. A private MS.
memorandum says 1738, but this must be a

slip for 1728. His offence appears to have
been not cruising according to his instruc-

tions. Dates of birth and death not known.

(Rev.) A. G. KEALY, R.N.
H.M.S. Sapphire 2, Portland.

DANTE'S SONNET TO GUIDO CAVALCANTI
(10

th S. iv. 207, 277). As regards the reading
Lagia in 1. 9 of this sonnet in place of Bice,
Dr. Paget Toynbee has been so good as to

inform me as follows :

" The change was made because a careful colla-

tion of the best MSS. proves beyond a doubt that

the correct reading is Lagia, not Bice (see M. Barbi
in Bullettino delta Societd Dantesca Italiana, Nuova
Serie, vi. 206; and also Giornale Dantesco, yii. 113,
n. 2). Prof. Michele Barbi, who is editing the
Canzoniere for the Italian Dante Society, and is

probably the greatest authority on the subject, has
no hesitation in reading Lagia in this passage."

He adds in a P.S. :

"You will find a similar alteration in Son. xliv.

3, 12 ('Oxford Dante,' p. 175), where Lisetta is

substituted for 'una donna' and 'quella.' On this

emendation see a note of mine [Dr. Paget Toyn-
bee's] in Athenceum for Oct. 29, 1898."

With reference to what MR. JOHN HEBB
says of the improbability that Dante should
make use of such a familiar address as Bice

in addressing Beatrice, he would seem to have
overlooked '"MonnaBice" in the fourteenth

sonnet of the ' Vita Nuova.' See also
1

Parad.,' vii. 14. J. F. R.

JAPANESE AND CHINESE LYRICS (10
th S. v.

429). B. H. Chamberlain's '

Classical Poetry
of the Japanese,' 1880, is a good anthology,
with renderings into English verse of many
ballads, love songs, elegies, and short stanzas.

For Chinese there are two recent works,
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which I know only from catalogues :

' Pekin
ese Rhymes,' collected and translated bj
Baron G. Vitale, Peking, 1896, and 'Can
tonese Love Songs,' edited and translatec

by C. Clementi, and published by th

Clarendon Press. A Chinese diplomat, wh
was a great connoisseur, gave me as a

wedding present a poem emblazoned upon
a pair of scrolls, which the querist, if he
cares to see them, will find photographed in

G. R. Sims's 'Living London,' vol. i. p. 81

The Chinese text reads :

Hwa wai tsin tsai lien li shu,
King chung shwang chao pi kien jin.

The meaning is "Nigh to the flower-beds
are other plants around them whose roots
are intertwined ; the mirror ever reflects

two images which stand shoulder to shoulder.''

JAS. PLATT, Jun.

"PLACE" (10
th S. v. 267, 316, 333, 353, 371

412, 435). In 'The Antiquary's Portfolio,' by
J. S. Forsyth (London, 1825), vol. i. p. 191
is a

"list of Jews supposed to preserve the names o
the first settlers here of that nation. It was founc

among the MSS. of Mendes Da Costa, and marked
by him as received from Dr. Chauncey. The ortho-

graphy shows it to have been made by some person
of that persuasion, who had attained but a slight
knowledge of the English language ; and the hand
writing is certainly ofabout the middle of the seven
teenth century."

In this list are the following :

Sinor Antony Rodregus Robles, Ducks plate.
Sinor Josep / Deohnezous \ n , , ,

Sinor Mihelll brothers [Duck plate.

Sin. Manuel de Costa Berto. Ducks plate.
Sin. Docter Boyno, Phision to the Jewes, Ducks

plate.
Sin. Aron Gabey, Ducks plate.
Sin. Domingoes Deserga, Ducks plate.

I suppose that " Ducks plate
" and " Duck

plate" mean Duke's Placs, Aldgate, which
has been mentioned several times in the

replies. (See Peter Cunningham's 'Hand-
book of London,' s.v. Ducksfoot Lane, "pro-
perly Duke's-Foot-lane." Perhaps "Plate"
was simply platea abbreviated (see ante,

p. 333).

In Mason and Payne's reprint of the map
called 'A Survey of London, made in the
Year 1745,' is "Broad Pla" in the angle
formed by Shoemaker Row and Henage (*.,
Heneage) Lane Shoemaker Row being now
apparently Bevis Marks and Duke Street.
If we assume that "Pla" means "Place,"
Broad Place and Duke's Place were close

together, or perhaps identical.
" Dukes Place " and " Dukes place court ''

appear in sect. i. ('Streets, Squares, Lanes,
Markets, Courts, Alleys, Pvows, Pvents, Yards,

and Inns ') p. 26, of
'A New View of London,'

1708. ROBERT PIERPOINT.

"Places" are to be met with in most of
the older cities of the U.S.A., but nowhere
else to the same extent as in New York,
where the title is applied both to a terrace
of fine houses, such as Astor or University
Place, and a short street, such as Washington,
Clinton, or Waverley Place. All of these
date from the end of the eighteenth century,
or the first quarter of the nineteenth. I have
always understood that the name was im-

ported into America from France, as the
influence of French architecture is very
marked in many of the houses erected in
New York during that period. Previous to
the war of 1812 many American cities, in-

cluding New York, Philadelphia, Boston, &c.,
were said to have been influenced a great
deal by the stately buildings at that time in
course of erection at Bath, Clifton, Chelten-
ham, &c. Consequently, some of the "

Places
"

in the former cities may owe their existence
to those which were so fashionable in Eng-
land. Rodney Place and Savile Place, Clifton,
are said to have their counterparts in New
York

; but already the erections of that era
are fast giving way to the enormous "

sky-
scrapers

"
of our own day.

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

A few miles from Hastings, and not far
from Ashburnham Place (already mentioned),
areBrede Place and Ore Place, whose present
mansions are described in local histories and
guide-books as being on the site of manor
houses dating from the fourteenth century.
The name "Place" abounds in Sussex
Fairlight Place, Firle Place, Isfield Place,
Catsfield Place, Friston Place, Laughton
Place, Glynde Place, Hurstmonceux Place,

. W. S.

At Salisbury each "place" or tenement
area paid a fixed sum to the bishop.

"
Place "

there seems equivalent to "haga" at Wal-
lingford. Here in Devon the lord's house on
a manor is in several instances known as
"Place-barton"; for instance, at Honiton
and Otterton. I mention these uses of the
term, seeing that an ounce of fact is worth
a ton of theory. OSWALD J. REICHEL.
A la Ronde, Lympstone, Devon.

CATEATON STREET (10
th S. v. 429). It was

;he eastern end of the tortuous thoroughfare
now known as Gresham Street which bore
his name. Its boundaries are defined by
Stow thus :

14 Now for the north wing of Cheap Ward have ye
Jatte Street, corruptly called Catteten Street, which
)eginneth at the north$A of Ironmonger Jjane, a.n,<j
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runneth to the west end of St. Lawrence Church, as

is afore showed."

The derivation of Cateaton is apparently
unknown, and the various topographical
writers seem to have refrained from guessing
at it. The street, in conjunction with Lad
Lane and Maiden Lane, its western continua-

tions, was denominated Gresham Street in

1845,
" to suit the convenience of the postal

authorities." WILLIAM McMuRRAY.

Besides Stow, see Wheatley and Cunning-
ham,

' London Past and Present,' vol. i. p. 339,
where it is also mentioned " that a street of a
similar name is at Manchester." Perhaps
some Manchester reader can give the origin
of the name there. ANDREW OLIVER.

Perhaps it is in the Creed Collection of

Tavern Signs (Brit. Mus. Lib.) that I have
seen the statement that the "Gresham,"
No. 58, Gresham Street, was formerly known
as the " Cat." Is it not probable, therefore,
if this be the case, that the sign gave its

name to the street 1

J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

AMERICANS IN ENGLISH RECORDS (10
th S. v.

163, 432). Burke's 'Peerage' has the name
Custis correctly in the later editions. A
family of this name was in Dublin in 1731,

carrying on the business of shoemakers, and
later trading as saddlers. In a list of twelve
Custis marriage licences in Dublin the wife's

name also was Custis in four instances.

LEO C.

CHEYNE WALK : CHINA WALK (10
th S. v.

245, 312, 375, 415). I thought MR. HOLDEN
MACMICHAEL and MR. ALECK ABRAHAMS had
made it sufficiently clear that this name is

due not to a village in Buckinghamshire, but
to the family who held the manor of Chelsea
from 1657 until 1712. I am glad to have the

authority of PROF. SKEAT for the etymology
of the name, but I am confident that the
name of the village is also due to the same
family having settled there in earlier times
The manor of Cheneys or Iselhampstead
Cheneys, as it is properly called passed from
the Cheynes as far back as 1494, in accord
ance with the will of Agnes, Lady Cheyne
the heir taking the manor of Cogenho
Northants, in exchange. I fancy, but am
not sure, that there was another family
whose name was connected with Iselhamp
stead before the Cheynes came. MR. MAC
MICHAEL is mistaken if he supposes tha
Chesham Bois was an older seat of the
Cheynes than Iselhampstead. This mano
came to them through the marriage of th

r of tlie husband of the Agnes, Lad}

Cheyne, mentioned above with the heiress of

he Cheshams, and his descendants would
lave succeeded to Cheneys but for the family
ompact which gave him Cogenho in ex-

hange. The Buckinghamshire squire who
)ought the manor of Chelsea in 1657, and
ies buried in old Chelsea Church, was his

direct descendant. R. CHEYNE.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLISHING AND BOOK-
IELLING (10

th S. v. 361). MR. JAGGARD gives
wo of Ashbee's volumes only : there was a

Irird,
* Catena Librorum Tacendorum,' pub-

ished in 1885 under the same pseudonym
and on the same subject as his two other

olumes. RALPH THOMAS.

WATCHES AND CLOCKS WITH WORDS INSTEAD
OF FIGURES (10

th S. v. 349, 413). I am in my
ifty-sixth year, and up to 1877, when I left

Bedford, I believe the dial of the clock of

St. Cuthbert's Church was of stone ;
and as

Cuthbert" has one letter too much, the

dial had "Saint Cudbert" instead of figures.

But alas ! alas ! the old face has disappeared,
and an entirely modern one has replaced it.

The original inscription was there between
1852 and 1868, when the Rev. C. Trollope
was rector. Some old Bedford boy can per-

haps tell me when the present common dial

was placed in the tower. M A.

TWYFORD ABBEY (10
th S. v. 430). I think

that this place was so named because, when
the manor of Twyford was purchased in 1806

by Mr. Willan, the coach proprietor, he

erected "Twyford Abbey," in the Gothic

style, on the site of the ancient manor

house; but the only claim it can have to

the title of "Abbey" is apparently in its

pseudo-ecclesiastical architecture. There is

an account of "Twyford Abbey" in J.

Norris Brewer's
' London and Middlesex,'

1816, pp. 352-4, with an engraving of the

mansion. See also J. A. Sharp's
*

Gazetteer,'

1852, and J. Dugdale's
* British Traveller,'

vol. iii p. 555. J. HOLDEN MACMICHAEL.

Consult the references given in 'Abbeys
around London,' and various Middlesex his-

tories at the British Museum. The house

referred to in 'Abbeys around London' is

now owned by the Alexian brothers as a

convalescent home, the title "Abbey
"
having

come down first to the manor, and thence, on

its demolition, to the present house.

JOHN A. RANDOLPH.

1

HOME, SWEET HOME': ADDITIONAL VERSES

(10
th S. v. 367). MR. P. JENNINGS calls atten-

tion to the fact that Mr. Sterling Mackinlay
inserts in his book '

Antoinette Sterling a.nc|
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other Celebrities
' two stanzas (not verses) of

John Howard Payne's famous song which
"have never before been printed." The two
stanzas are reprinted in

* N. & Q.' If MR.
JENNINGS will turn to 'Stories of Famous
Songs,' by S. J. Adair Fitz-Gerald, which was
published in London in 1898 by John C.

Nimmo, he will find there, at p. 10, the two
stanzas which Mr. Mackinlay states "have
never before been printed." Fitz-Gerald's
book gives a different rendering of the first

line of the two stanzas. He prints the line

thus :

How sweet, too, to sit 'neath a fond father's smile.

Fitz-Gerald's punctuation and that in
C N. &Q.

are different in nearly every line of the two
stanzas under discussion.

FEEDERIC ROWLAND MARVIN.
537, Western Avenue, Albany, N.Y.

G. ROSSETTI'S *TRE RAGIONAMENTI
'

(10
th S.

v. 428). In the catalogue of the Dante
Library of Cornell University (vol. ii. p. 408)
the brochure 'La Beatrice di Dante' is

entered as having pp. viii + 100, and having
the following title :

* La Beatrice della Vita

Nuqva e una figura allegorica, per confessione
e dimostrazione di Dante medesimo.' No
later publications by Rossetti are entered.

J. F. R.

MR. McGovERN inquires concerning the
'Tre Ragionamenti' of G. Rossetti (my
father). The answer to the inquiry is as
follows. The second Ragionamento, and
the third, have not yet been printed. Two
or three years ago a gentleman well known
in Italian literary circles Prof. Ciampoli,
the Director of the Victor Emanuel Library
in Rome formed a project of publishing
in Italy a complete edition of my father's

compositions in verse, to be followed,
perhaps, by a similar edition of his com-

positions in prose. The two Ragiona-
menti in question have been placed at the

disposal of Prof. Ciampoli, with a view to
this contingency of publication.

W. M. ROSSETTI.

LADIES' HEADDRESSES IN THE THEATRE
(10

th S. v. 389. 433). My reference should
have been to No. 235 of The Spectator, as

given by MAJOR BUTTERWORTH.
CHARLES MASEFIELD.

GRAY'S 'ELEGY : ITS TRANSLATIONS (10
th S.

v. 428). In the opening lines of the Third

Dialogue, published in 1796, of 'The Pur-
suits of Literature,' the author tilts in good-
humoured fashion at the "cobweb labours"
of those scholars who had become tainted

\YJth wh$t lie terms "the rage for trans-

lating Gray's 'Elegy into Greek verse,"
and who took part in the competition re-

ferred to by your correspondent. In one of

the frank and copious notes Mathias supplies

particulars of the scenery and decorations

adopted to give an air of realism to the pro-

ceedings at the competition, which was held
in " the celebrated Music Room, in Hanover
Square." He has other allusions in other

notes, and quotes from a " review of these

famous translations
" which appeared in The

British Critic for March, 1795, p. 245. He
mentions only a few of the competitors, and
Dr. Sparke's name is not among them.

JOHN OXBERRY.
Gateshead.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Pastoral Poetry and Pastoral Drama. By Walter
W. Greg, M.A. (Bullen.)

To Mr. Greg we are indebted for a work of remark-
able erudition and singular charm. To the con-

ditions attendant upon its production, including
the manner in which what was originally a small
sketch developed into a solid and substantive book,
claiming to rank as an authoritative pronounce-
ment, is attributable a sense of want of systematic
arrangement of which we have to complain. Some
ten years ago Mr. Greg's conclusions concerning the

pastoral drama in Elizabethan literature formed
the subject of a magazine article. In the com-

position of this the author became impressed with
the fact that the due execution of his self-imposed
task involved a knowledge of European pastoralism
in general, and learned at the same time that a

work from\ which such knowledge was to be
obtained did not exist. This deficiency he now
attempts to remedy by prefixing to a revision of

his first essay an account of pastoral literature gene-

rally. So thoroughly has this task been executed
that the prefatory matter seems disproportionately
large, an impression of lop-sidedness being con-

veyed. After an account of the pastoral poetry of

Theocritus, Bion, and Mpschus, the eclogues of

Virgil, and those of mediaeval times, the opening
chapter deals at some length with Italian pastoral
poetry and pastoral romance. A second chapter
takes us to England, and carries us from Spenser's
'Shepherd's Calender' to Milton's '

Lycidas
' and

Browne's ' Britannia's Pastoral.' We then in

chap. iii. return to Italy, to the ' Aminta '

of Tasso
and the

' Pastor Fido '

of Guarini, and are then
in the remaining chapters brought back to Eng-
land and the consideration, in the final chapter
(vii.), of Milton's masques 'Arcades' and 'Comus.'
Excellent is the matter all through, and the book,
which may be studied with advantage and read
with delight, occupies a high position in modern
literary accomplishment. It has none the less a

fragmentary appearance, and should, in its author's
interest reluctant as we are to counsel such a
course be recast and rewritten before going into

a second edition.

As regards the pastoral in classic times, among
the humanists in Italy, Spain, and England, the
work is exemplary in" fulness. In France 'Lea
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Foresteries' of Vauquelin de la Fresnaye deserve

mention, but the idyls of Gessner and other Germans
are outside the scheme of the book. What is said

about the English drama, and notably about

Randolph, is excellent. We read with some regret
the limitations upon the praise of

' The Faithful

Shepherdess
' and the repetition of the heresy that

the verse of
' Comus '

reveals " technical imma-
turity." On these and other points, did time

permit, we might join issue. Having but little

space, however, we prefer devoting it to the eulogy
to which the work is entitled.

The Bible in Spain. By George Borrow. The
Poetical Works of Chaucer, from the Text of
Professor Skeat. Vol. III. Walden

; or, Life in

the Woods. By Henry David Thoreau. (Oxford,
University Press.)

IN the series acquired from Mr. Grant Richards
entitled "The World's Classics" Mr. Frowde
enters into the competition for the supply, at a
nominal price, of works of acknowledged excel-

lence. As is but natural in the case of a publisher
of so much resourcefulness and enterprise, he takes
at once a foremost place, if he does not distance
rivals. Thoroughly representative of a fine series

are the works now before us. Sorrow's * Bible in

Spain,' the characteristic work by which the repu-
tation of a great writer was established, is revived,
sixty-four years after its first appearance, to con-
stitute vol. 75 of the series, and the third
volume of the works of its author, concerning
whom it comprises an important bibliographical
note. Vol. III. of the Chaucer supplies, in Prof.
Skeat's authoritative text, the whole of 'The
Canterbury Tales.' 'Walden,' meanwhile, one of

the finest works of that great nature-worshipper
Thoreau, forms the first volume of his works. It
is ushered in by a critical, and in the main appre
ciative, introduction by Mr. Theodore Watts
Dunton.

The Works of Ralph Waldo Emerson. Edited by
George Sampson. 5 vols. (Bell & Sons.)

IN place of the three-volume set of Emerson whicl:
has long been a conspicuous feature in

" Bohn's
Standard Library

"
is now issued an edition in fiv

volumes, with a revised, rearranged, and enlarged
text, and in the handsome brown cloth covers
which are assigned recent publications of the
series. Vol. i. contains the '

Essays
' and ' Re

presentative Men,' and has a portrait of Emerson
taken in 1857; vol. ii., 'English Traits,' 'The
Conduct of Life,' and '

Nature,' which dates from
1836 ; vol. iii.,

'

Society and Solitude,'
' Letters and

Social Aims,' and 'Addresses'; vol. iv., 'Essays
and Lectures,' a few of which (such as the ' Senses
and the Soul,' the editorial preface to The Dial
and the 'Essay on "Saadi"') are now firs

reprinted. In this edition, for the first time, th<

original text is strictly followed, and so much new
matter is included as compelled the publication o
a fifth volume, containing the poems. The work
of this edifying and instructive writer take now ;

final and authoritative shape.

On the Spanish Main. By John Masefielc
(Methuen & Co.)

IF there is anything in a title, that selected by Mr
Masefield should be of happiest augury. The mer
mention of the Spanish Main carries with i

deeds of reckless valour antf historj

enown ; of Drake putting forth to singe the King
F Spain's beard ; of manifold adventure, the
ecords of which are enshrined in the pages of

[akluy t and of Purchas ; and of bravery hardly leas

verpowering on the part of the buccaneers whose
ruelty and heroism are chronicled by Esqueme-
ng. On these and kindred authorities Mr. Mase-
eld has drawn, and his fascinating pages have for
leir principal subject the exploits of Drake and
tie adventures of Morgan. These are illustrated

y portraits of Capt. William Dampier and Sir

lenry Morgan ; views of scenes of interest, such as
Nombre de Dios and Cartagena, and of battles ;

nd representations of an Elizabethan warship,
A Buccaneer's Slave with his Master's Gun,' &c.,
tie whole constituting a work that may be read
ith interest and studied with advantage.

transformation ; or, the Romance of Monte Beni.

By Nathaniel Hawthorne. (Bell & Sons.)
HAWTHORNE'S 'Transformation,' or, to give it the
ame under which it appeared in America, his

Marble Faun,' has a grace and distinction such as

ew American works (including its author's more
>opular novels 'The Scarlet Letter' and 'The
louse of the Seven Gables ') possess. Its inclusion

n "The York Library" is accordingly judicious,
nd does something to strengthen the claims of one
i the most attractive and handy of series, to which
t forms a noteworthy addition.

History of the Liberty of Peterborough and the

Jurisdiction of the Justices of Gaol Delivery for
the Hundred of Nassaburgh. By Louis B. Gaches.

(Peterborough, G. C. Caster.)

THIS is a useful book, though on several subjects
urther details would have been of service. A
/erritorial franchise which has come down from
the days of the Saxon Abbots is assuredly worthy
of careful study. Peterborough is the last of these

lurisdictions which remain, though there were
several others in existence in comparatively recent

times. The magistrates of this one liberty still

retain the power of nominating from their own
number persons to

" deliver the gaol
"

; but by an

enabling Act passed upwards of eighty years ago,

they can hand over any one charged with a capital
crime to be dealt with by the judges of assize. This

was a great advantage for many reasons among
others, if the chairman of the liberty were in holy

orders, it would be impossible for him to preside on

any trial where the life of the prisoner was in

question, by reason of the Canon Law rule, still

held to be in force, that
" Ecclesia non novit san-

guinem." Mr. Gaches quotes some interesting

facts as to the wretched condition of the Liberty

prison about a hundred years ago. The most pessi-

mistic'of his readers must admit that the condition

of our gaols, though not all that can be wished, has

improved in the interval.

The International Directory of Booksellers. Edited

by James Clegg. (Rochdale, Clegg.)

THE seventh issue of Mr. Clegg's useful compilation
is more comprehensive, and consequently more

useful, than previous numbers. The additions

almost double the dimensions of the work.

A FOURTH and enlarged edition of M. De V
Payen-Payne's French Idioms and Proverbs has

been issued by Mr. David Nutt. It is equally
Useful and entertaining,
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES. JUNE.

MESSRS. DEIOHTON & BELL, of Cambridge, have
a set of The Ancestor, 21. ;

* Modern Artists,' edited

by F. G. Dumas, imperial folio, '31. 3s. ; Batty's
*

Copper Coinage of Great Britain,' 21. 2s.
;

first
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Coleridge and Prothero, 13 vols., 4to, 131. 13*. (one
of the 250 copies of the edition de luxe). A com-

plete set of Arthur Cayley's collected mathematical

papers, edited by Prof. Forsyth, 14 vols., 4to, Cam-
bridge, 1889-98, is priced 10?. 10*.; a set of The
Cornhill to March, 1882, 21 5s. ; the second edition

of Froude's
* Nemesis of Faith,' 9*. 6d. ;

' The Jewish

Encyclopedia,' 12 vols., 91. ; Lodge's 'Portraits,'

12 vols., 1835, 61. 15s. ; Luther's '

Werke,' complete
edition, Weimar, 1883-1902, 2 vols., roy. 8vo. , 12?. 12*. ;

* The Works of William Morris,' 8 vols., large 4to,

16?. 16-5. (one of the 300 copies printed for sale) ;
and

Shakespeare's 'Works,' edited by I. Gollancz,
12 vols., III. Us. The catalogue contains a long
list of Early English Text Society's publications.

Mr. Francis Edwards has* a complete set of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, 151 vols., 70?.; Barrett's
'

Lepidoptera of the British Isles,' 10 vols., 261.

and Binns's
' First Century of English Porcelain,

II. 15-s. The books on birds are very valuable,

among these being Dresser and Sharpe's
' Birds of

Europe,' 50?., and Gould's 'Birds of Great Britain,'

70?. Other items are Britton's 'Cathedral Anti-

quities,' 25?. ; Cruikshank's Magazine, edited by
Frank Smedley, 2 parts (all published), very rare

31. 7. 6d. ;
Du Sommerard's ' Les Arts du Moyen

Age, avec Album,' 510 beautiful plates, 45?. (from
the library of Sir Henry Irving, with his book-

plate); first edition of
'

Festus,' II. 10*. ; complete
set of the Harleian Society, 50?. ;

' The Complete
Works of Rembrandt,' 38?. (this magnificent issue

was subscribed at 50?.); Spenser Society's Publica-

tions, 36 vols., 9?.; Dallaway's 'Sussex,' 151. ;

Hutchins's 'Dorsetshire,' 10?. 10*. ; Havell's 'Views
of the Thames,' 13 large coloured engravings, 23?. ;

BoydelFs
' River Thames,' 2 vols., 1794, a fine tal

copy, 14?. ; and Williamson's '
Oriental Fielc

Sports,' 31?. 10s. There is a choice list under
Dickens, including first editions of the Christmas

books, 5 vols., 14?.; and 'Great Expectations,'
3 vols., uncut, 12?. 10*. Under Gardens will be
found Edwards's ' Botanical Register,' 33 vols., 60?.

and Loddiges's 'Botanical Cabinet,' 36^. Under
Scott are many first editions ; and there are in

teresting collections of playbills.

Mr. H. J. Gadney, of Oxford, has a large-paper
copy of Neale and Le Keux's 'Collegiate anc
Parochial Churches,' 1824, 2?. 2*.;

'

Romney Me
moirs,' 1830, 36*. ;

' Turner's Water-Colour Draw
ings,' text by T. A. Cook, 27*. 6d. ; Petit's 'Church
Architecture,' 21*.

;
Balzac's 'The Chouans,' 1890

37s. 6cl. ;
Elzevir New Testament, 1633, 2?. 10*.

Godwin's
' Lives of the Necromancers,' 1834, 14$.

Fosbroke's 'Antiquities,' 1843, 16*. : Knolles's 'His
torie of the Turkes,' 1638, 15-9. ; 'Lord Leighton's
Drawings,' preface by Cockerell, 30s. ; Pine's
'

Tapestry Hangings of the House of Lords,' 1753
31. 3*. : and North's translation of Plutarch's ' Lives
Cambridge, 1676, 2?. 2*.

MM. A. Geoffrey Freres, of the Rue Blanche
Paris, have a Catalogue d'Estampes et de Livres
There are over two thousand items, well classified

Under Estampes sur Paris we find
* Fete de 1'Anni-

versaire du 14 Juillet, 1801,'
' Review of the British

Troops at Montmartre, 21 Oct., 1815,' and 'Paris
,n 1552.'

' A Selection of Twenty of Girtin's Views
)f Paris

'

is 325 francs. Other headings are Etran-

;ers, Premier Empire, Restauration, Portraits

I'Hommes, de Femmes, Caricatures, &c. a most
nteresting list for reference.

Messrs. W. Heffer & Sons, of Cambridge, send us
two catalogues, Nos. 16 and 17. The first, which
contains 2,722 items, is devoted to Mathematics,
Physics, Astronomy, Meteorology, &c. The list is

divided into groups : Transactions, Journals, and
Scientific Periodicals ;

Books previous to 1800 ; and
Books subsequent to 1800. The second list con-
tains works on Art and Archaeology, Biography,
Folk-lore, General Literature, &c., many of the
Dooks being suitable for prizes.
Mr. George P. Johnston, of Edinburgh, has a

catalogue of books relating to Mary, Queen of

Scots, and of rare editions of the writings of George
Buchanan. There are only 250 items, but they are
all of interest. Wealthy book-collectors are out of

it so far as the first item is concerned, the word
sold

"
being put against it. This is Patrick

Cockburn's 'In Dominican! Orationem Pia Medi-
tatio,' and was priced 140?. It is the first printed
book to mention the name of Mary, Queen of Scots,
and was either the second or third book printed at

St. Andrews, and the twenty-third book printed in

Scotland. Only two copies are known : this and
the one in the Advocates' Library. There is a
beautiful copy of Buchanan's ' Ane Detectiovn of

the duinges of Marie Quene of Scottes, touchand
the murder of hir husband, and her conspiracie,
adulterie, and pretensed mariage with the Erie

Bothwell,' 1571,32?. Maurice Kyffin's 'A Defence
of the Honorable Sentence and Execution of the

Queene of Scots,' one of the rarest books relating
to Mary, small 4to, 1587, is 154. Another extremely
rare book is

' De lezabelis Anglse Parricido Varii
Generis Poemata Latina et Gallica,' 1587 (?). The
poems refer chiefly to the execution of Mary, and
contain severe strictures on Elizabeth's action.

Messrs. Macmillan & Bowes, of Cambridge, have
Baker's 'Chronicle,' 1660, 4?. 4*. ; and Chalmers's
'Biographical Dictionary,' 32 vols., 21s. Many
interesting books and pamphlets occur under
Birmingham ; also under Children's Books, 1758 to

1866, published mostly by Baldwin, Cradock & Joy
and Harvey & Darton. Under Classics is Anacreon,
1742, 3s. 6d. This was edited by Joseph Trapp, the
first Professor of Poetry at Oxford. Under Drama
are Collections of Plays, 1744-71 ; and under Eton
is The Microcosm, Nos. 1-6, Windsor, 1787. George
Canning, J. and R. Smith, and John Hookham
Frere were the chief authors. Other items include
an account of the Handel commemoration in
Westminster Abbey and the Pantheon, May and
June, 1784, 10*. 6d. ; Stow's '

Survey of London,'
folio, calf, 1633, 30*. ; the first edition of Percy's
'Reliques of English Poetry,' 3 vols., 1765, 12s.

(including a few poems not in later editions);
Hayley's

' Life of Romney,' 4to, calf, Chichester,
1809, 4?. 4*.

;
and ' Rump Songs,' 1731, 2?. 2s.

Messrs. Parker & Son, of Oxford, issue two
catalogues : one of 1,600 items devoted to classical
books

;
the other, a general list which includes the

library of the Rev. T. H. Grose. We find among
the items the Edition de luxe of Matthew Arnold's

Works, 15 vols., 8?,
; Gailhabaud's

'

Architecture,'
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4 vols. quarto and 1 vol. folio, Paris, 1858, 51. ; the
Oxford facsimile of the Chaucer first folio, 51. 5s. ;
' The English Dialect Dictionary,' edited by Joseph
Wright, HI. 14s.; Westlake's 'Glass Painting,'
61. 6s. ; Petherick's

'

Catalogue of the York Gate
Library,' 20s. ; and Edward Fitzgerald's 'Literary
Remains,' edition de luxe, 31. 13s. Qd. Many items
of interest occur under Brasses, Coloured Plates,
Costume, &c. Under Oxford, we find Joseph
Foster's 'Alumni Oxonienses,' 4. 4s.; Loggan's
* Oxonia Illustrata,' 1775, 101. ; and Moffat's ' Old
Oxford Plate,' 4Z. 4s.

Messrs. Henry Sotheran & Co. in their Price
Current for 6 June complete their lists of works in

Philology. This is followed by a miscellaneous
portion, which opens with a long run of The Times
from 18 Oct., 1850, to 1853, and complete from
1860 to 1905, making, with 88 vols. of Index,
401 vols., 051. The next item is a set of
' The Annual Register,' 1758-1902, 311. 10s There
is a long list under Alp and Ice Lore, including
Coleman's ' Scenes from the Snow Fields,' 31. 10s. ;

and William Longman's
* Lecture on Switzerland,'

10s. Under America will be found Benjamin
Franklin's Works, 10 vols., royal 8vo, Boston. 1840,
4. 4s.; and Hunter's 'Ottawa Scenery,' 1855, 21. 15s.

Chess occupies an important place in the list, one
entry being Mrs. Baird's 'Seven Hundred Chess
Problems,' II. Is. Under Entomology will be found
a set of the Entomological Society s Transactions.

1836-1905, 50^.; and one of The Entomologist',
1840-1905, 9. 9s. A set of the Hellenic Society,
1880-1905, is priced 28^. 10s.; and of the Historical

Society, 40 vols., 81. Other items include 'The
Huth Library of Elizabethan-Jacobean Unique or

Very Rare Books,' 271. (only 150 sets were privately
printed) ; Kipling's Writings, Edition de luxe,
scarce, IQl. 16s.; Owen Jones's 'Alhambra,' 1842-5,
147. ; Nash's ' Mansions of England,' 1839 - 49,
121. 10s.; John Stuart Mill's Works, library edition,

very scarce, 19 vols., 131. 13s. ; Hoare's '

Wiltshire,'
8 vols., imperial folio, presentation copy, with 291
extra coats of arms emblazoned, 1812-52, 95Z.; and
Picart's

' C6rmonies et Coutumes,' Amsterdam,
1723-36, 10Z.

Messrs. Henry Young & Sons, of Liverpool, have
Gazette Arche'ologique, aussi Revue des Musees
Nationaux, a complete set, 1875 to 1889, 14 vols.,

Paris, 121. 12s. ; the first edition of Shaw's
'

Mediaeval Alphabets,' 10s.; Libri's 'Monuments
inedits, 1'Historie des Arts du Dessin considered
dans leur Application a 1'Ornement des Livres,'
first edition, 1862-4, 121. (from Sir William Eraser's

Library) ;
a collection of prints after Claude le

Lorrain by the celebrated engraver Richard
Earlom, 3 vols., Boydell, 121. 12s.

; Snelling's
'Coinage of England from the Norman Conquest,'
1762-74,37. 10s. ; first editions of Crabbe's '

Borough,'
1810, 31. 15s., and 'Tales in Verse,' 1812, 21s.

(the former contains a long autograph letter) ;

Elizabeth,' 1625, 67. 6s.;
"Tudor Translations," 357.

complete
Bewick's

set of

and others, imperial-paper copies, 1818-20, 157. 15s. ;

'The Works of Horace,' with life by Milraan,
extended to 2 vols. by 104 additional engravings,
Murray, 1849, 87. 8*.; Lever's Complete Works,
library edition, 377. ; Samuel Richardson's Works,
1804-5-11, 127. 12s. ; Piranesi's

'

Rome,' 1756-64, 217.
;

Duruy's
'

Rome,' translated from the French by
Prof. Mahaffy, 87. 8*.

; Madame Sevigue letters,

Paris, 1806, 87. 8s. ; a complete set of R. L. Steven-
son's works, Edinburgh edition, 387. ; and a most
valuable collection of Gillray caricatures, 1257.

Messrs. Young's catalogue contains, as usual, in-

teresting illustrations.

MR. E. BERESFORD CHANCELLOR is engaged in

writing a book on the Squares of London. He will
be very glad of any interesting information with
regard to houses in the various squares. Letters
should be addressed to him c/o Messrs. Kegan Paul
& Co., Dryden House, Gerrard Street, W.

' THE GREEN GATEWAY : a Peep into the Plant
World,' is the title of a new book by Mr. Francis

George Heath the first volume of his "Nature's
Doorstep Series," fully illustrated "studies of

earth, air, and water "
for young people. The

Country Press, Kensington, will be the publishers.

to

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
heading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "

Duplicate."

WE cannot undertake to advise correspondents
as to the value of old books and other objects or as
to the means of disposing of them.

H. K. ST. J. S. ("Kipling's 'Such lands as lie

'twixt Rake and Rye'"). Rake, according to Bar-
tholomew's

' Gazetteer of the British Isles,' is a

village on the border of Hants and Sussex, two
miles south-east of Liss.

F. JARRATT ("Author of Quotation," "Blan-
dina," "Pit"), J. RADCLIFFB ("Heraldic"), and
ST. EWART ("Epitaph at Bowes"). Anticipated
by replies already published.

COL. PRTDEAUX and E. LEGA - WEEKES. For-
warded.

CORRIGENDUM. Ante, p. 244, col. 1, 1. 17, for

"bastou" read baston.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to
" The Editor of

' Notes and Queries
' " Adver-

tisements and Business Letters to "The Pub-
lisher "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not

print ;
and to this rule we can make no exception.
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BOOKSELLERS' CATALOGUES (JUNE).
(Continued from Second Advertisement Page.)

NOW READY.

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS.
Including the Library of the late Rev. T. H. GROSS, and

a number of Recent Purchases, comprising a selection of

Works on the Alps, America, Architecture, Egypt, English
Philology, India, Oxford and Oxfordshire. Painters and
Painting, Philosophy and Logic, Political Economy,
Pottery and Porcelain, &c., and the Writings of Browning,
Ruskin. and Wordsworth, 1,052 Items.

Also CATALOGUE OF CLASSICAL BOOKS, English
and Foreign, 1,652 Items.

Free on application to

PARKER & SON,
27, BROAD STREET, OXFORD.

FRANCIS EDWARDS.
83. HIGH STREET, MARYLEBONE, LONDON, W.

CATALOGUES NOW READY.
CATALOGUE OF MODERN PUBLICATIONS 16 ppMISCELLANEOUS CATALOGUE, No 284 36 ppNEW LIST OF REMAINDERS, including Kristeller's

Early Florentine Woodcuts-Mitchell's Ancient Sculp-tureAllen's Chinese Poetry Freeman's English Towns
Houghton's Mercantile Tables Lumholtz's Mexico-

Norton's Dante Wordsworth's Works. 12 vols &c
CATALOGUE OF BOOKS, MAPS, VIEWS,

'

&c' on
Mexico, Central America, West Indies and Guiana.
80 pages.

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS, &c., ON INDIA, Ceylon, Burma,MalaL^r
Vrelago>

JaPan - China Persia, Central Asia,
&c. MARCH, 1906. 100 pp.

THOMAS BAKER,
Bookseller and Publisher

(Late of Soho Square),

72, NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W,
Speciality in Theology, Philosophy, Archaeology, Eccle-

siastical History, and Antiquities, English and Foreign.

Catalogues published Monthly, and sent free upon
application.

LIBHARIESAND SMALLER LOTS OF BOOKS
BOUGHT FOR CASH.

ESTABLISHED 1849.

THOMAS THORP,
Second-Hand Bookseller,

4, BROAD STREET, READING, and

100, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON, W.C.

MONTHLY CATALOGUES
FROM BOTH ADDRESSES.

LIBRARIES PURCHASED.

AMERICANA
IS THE TITLE OF OUR

LATEST CATALOGUE OF RARE
BOOKS AND PRINTS.

If you are interested in Columbus's Letter, 1494 (25U.),

Verrazzano's World Globe, 1530 (1,5001.). Vespucius' Letter,

1503 (50U/.), Vespucius' Cosmography, 1507 (1501.), and
1,670 other rare items on the U.S , Tobacco, the Philippine
Islands, &c., send a postcard to

LUDWIG ROSENTHAL'S ANTIQUARIAT.
HILDEGARDSTRASSE, 16, MUNICH, BAVARIA.

BOOK AUCTION RECORDS. The Bookseller's
vade mecum. Vol. II. for the Season 1904-5. contains
15,751 Records of Scarce Books, 4 Plates viz., Puttick &
Simpson's Auction Room ; Bodleian Library Copy of the
First Folio Shakespeare ; a Sale at Sotheby's ; and the
House of Aldus Manutius at Venice, from a Drawing bv
Charles Martin in 1879. Also, 4 Supplements, containing
Reminiscences of Sotheby's during 38 years ; Account of
Ludwig Rosenthal, of Munich ; Account of the Bodleian
Shakespeare ; Revisals of Current Bibliographical Errors ;

Analytical Guides to Booksellers' Catalogues, &c. Price
11 Is. in cloth, and also issued in Quarterly Parts, alpha-
betically arranged for instantaneous reference. The Athenceum
declares it to be "invaluable." The Saturday Review says
it is

" the work of a man who is master of his subject
" The

Publishers' Weekly New York, says
"

it is unrivalled in its
field m England." Vol. II. will be sent post free on inspec-
tion, on application. KARSLAKE & CO., 35, Pond Street
Hampstead, London.

RARE AND UNKNOWN BOOKS.

W. M. V O Y N I C H,
68, SHAFTBSBURY AVENUE,

PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON, W.

INCUNABULA, WOODCUTS, MEDICINE,
BINDINGS, ENGLISH LITERATURE,

SHAKESPEARIANA, &c.

CATALOGUES FREE.

CATALOGUE OF
MISCELLANEOUS SECOND

HAND BOOKS.
General and Scientific Literature Many Out-
of-Print and Scarce Books Fecent Books

on Natural History.

OFFERED FOR SALE AT THE ANNEXED
CASH PRICES.

DEIGHTON, BELL & CO.,
CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND.
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Particulars of

W. H. SMITH & SON'S LIBRARY
And its advantages.

The Library contains over 500,000 Volumes of Works representing all

Classes of General Literature.

Nearly every recognized work published in recent years can be obtained from our Library. The
Student, the Politician, the Professional Man, the Scientist, the Sportsman, the Lover of Fiction, and
General Reader will find an infinite variety of choice. Our Catalogue will prove a reliable guide to all

that is best in General Literature. All books of popular interest are added as published. Subscribers

have the privilege of being transferred to any of our 800 Branches. The books are sent from our Head
Office to the Branches carriage paid, or they can be changed direct from Head Office by Parcel Post or

Bail. Boxes supplied gratis. We issue at frequent periods a prospectus of the newest books in

circulation. A post card will bring it to you on application.

Terms of Subscription.
LONDON.

For Exchanging at a London Terminus and 186, Strand, W. C.

6 Months*1 Month 3 Months 12 Months

ONE Vol. ...

TWO Vols. ...

FOUR Vols.

EIGHT Vols.

FIFTEEN Vols.

2

4

7
10
15

07
10

14

11
1 15

12

17
13
1 15
30

1 1

1 11

22
33
55

A deposit of 2s. 6d. on each_Volume is required w th all Monthly Subscriptions.

SUBURBAN AND COUNTRY.
For Exclianging at any of the Suburban and Country Depots.

*1 Month 3 Months 6 Months 12 Months

ONE Vol. ...

TWO Vols. ...

THREE Vols.
FOUR Vols.

SIX Vols. ...

TWELVE Vols.
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LITERARY MEN, GENERAL READERS, ETC.

"When found, make a note of.'
1 CAPTAIN CUTTLE,

No. 130. I SATURDAY, JUNE 23, 1906.
PRICE FOURPENCE.

gitiered as a Newspaper. Entered al
he N.Y.P.O. as Second-Class Matter.
Yearly Subscription, 20. 6ii. post free.

MACMILLAN & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

THE GARTER MISSION TO
JAPAN.

By LORD REDESDALE, G.C.V.O. K.C.B., Author
of

'

Tales of Old Japan.' Extra crown 8vo, 6*.

[Tuesday.

A HISTORY OF

ENGLISH PROSODY,
From the 12th Century to the Present Day
By Prof. GKO. SAINTSBURY, M.A. In 3 vols'

8vo. Vol. I. (From the Origins to Spenser), 10*. net.

ATHENAEUM. " We await the second and
third volumes of this admirable undertaking with

impatience. To stop reading it at the end of the
first volume leaves one in just such a state of sus-

pense as if it had been a novel of adventure, and
not the story of the adventures of prosody."

SIR NORMAN LOCKYER'S NEW WORK.

STONEHENGE AND OTHER
BRITISH STONE MONUMENTS

ASTRONOMICALLY CONSIDERED.
By Sir NORMAN LOCKYE R, K.C.B. F.R. S. Illus-

trated. Medium 8vo, 10*. net.

RELIGION IN THE SCHOOLS.
Addresses on Fundamental Christianity delivered in

8. Margaret's, Westminster, during Lent, 1906.

By Canon H. HENSLEY HENSON, B. D. Hon. D.D.,
Crown 8vo, 2*. Qd. net.

VOL. VII. NOW READY.

THE WRITINGS OF
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN.

Collected and Edited, with a Life and Introduction,

by A. H. SMYTH. In 10 vols. medium 8vo. Vols.

I.-VII. 12*. 6d. net each.

1906 ISSUE, WITH CONSIDERABLE
ALTERATIONSAND ADDITIONS, NOWREADY.

THE STATESMAN'S YEAR
BOOK.

Statistical and Historical Annual of the States of
the World. Edited by J. SCOTT KELTIE, LL.D.
Crown 8vo, 10*. 6d. net.

LIFE & EXPERIENCES OF

SIR HENRY ENFIELD
ROSCOE, D.C.L. LL.D. F.RS.
Written by Himself. With Photogravure Portraits
and other Illustrations, 8vo, 12*. net.

ENGLISH MEN OF LETTERS. New Vol.

WALTER PATER.
By A. C. BENSON. Crown 8vo, 2*. net.

HENRY SIDGWICK. AMemoir.
By A. S. and E. M. S.

12*. 6d. net.

With Portraits, 8vo,

HIGHWAYS 4- BYWAYS SERIES. New Vol.

HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS
IN DORSET.

By Sir FREDERICK TREVES. Illustrated by
JOSEPH PENNELL. Extra cr. 8vo, 6*. [Jims 29.

A HANDBOOK OF

BRITISH INLAND BIRDS.
By ANTHONY COLLET!. With Coloured and
Outline Plates of Eggs by ERIC PARKER. Crown
8vo, 6*.

MORNING POST. "An excellent work for
those who do not want science, but desire salient
information about the birds around them as living
things."

MACMILLAN & CO., LTD., London.
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NBWSVBNDORS'
BENEVOLENT and

PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.
Founded 1839.

Funds exceed 25,000!.

Office : Memorial Hall Buildings, 16, Farringdon Street, London, B.C.

Patron i

The Bight Hon. the EARL of R08BBBRY, E.G.

President :

The Right Hon. the LORD GLENE8K.

Treasurer t

The LONDON and WESTMINSTER BANK, LIMITED,
217, Strand, W.C.

trustees (Ex-Offlcio Members of Committee) :

CHARLES HENRY WALTER, Esq.

Sir HORACE BROOKS MARSHALL, M.A. J.P. D.L.

ALFRED HENRY HANCB, Esq. (Chairman of Committee).

CHARLES AWDRY, Esq., M.A.

OBJECTS This Institution was established in 1839 in the City of

London under the Presidency of the late Alderman Harmer, for

arantine Pensions and Temporary Assistance to principals and

assistants engaged as Tenders of newspapers.

A Donation of Ten Guineas constitutes a Yice-President and gives

three votes for life at all elections. Each Donation of Three Guineas

eives a vote at all elections for life. Every Annual Subscriber is

entitled to one vote at all elections in respect of each Five Shillings so

MEMBERSHIP Every man and woman throughout the United

Kingdom, whether publisher, wholesaler, retailer, employer, or

employed is entitled to become a member of this Institution, and

enjoy its benefits upon payment of Five Shillings annually or Three

Guineas for Life, provided that he or she is engaged in the sale of

B
Theprincipl features of the Rules governing election to all Pensions

are that each candidate shall have been (1) a member of the Institution

for 'not less than ten years preceding application; (2) not less than

fifty-five years of age ; (3) engaged in the sale of newspapers for at

least ten years.
RELIEF. Temporary relief is given in cases of distress, not only

to Members of the Institution, but to newsvendors or their servants

who may be recommended for assistance by members of the Institu-

tion Inquiry is made in such cases by Visiting Committees, and

relief is awarded in accordance with the merits and requirements of

each case W. WILKIE JONES, Secretary.

ABOUT 2,000 BOOKS WANTED
Are advertised for weekly in

1 THE PUBLISHERS' CIRCULAR AND
BOOKSELLERS' RECORD '

(ESTABLISHED 1837),

Which also gives Lists of the New Books published during

the week, Announcements of New Books, &G.

Subscribers have the privilege of a Free Advertisement for

Four Books Wanted weekly.

Sent for 52 weeks, post free, for 8s. 6rf. home and 11s. foreign

Subscription,

PRICK THUEE-HALFPENCE WEEKLY.

Office : Bt. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, London

ATHENJEUM PRESS. JOHN EDWARD
J\- FRANCIS, Printer of the Athentfum, Notes and Queries, &C., is

nretmred to SUBMIT ESTIMATES for all kinds of BOOK, NEWS,
and PERIODICAL PRINTING. 18, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.C.

CTICKPHAST PASTE is miles better than GumO for sticking in Scraps, joining Papers, &c. 3d., 6d., and Is. with

strong, useful Brush (not a Toy). Send two stamps to cover postage
for a sample Bottle, including Brush. Factory, Sugar Loaf Court
Leadenhall Street, E.C. Of all stationers. Btickphast Paste sticks.

VTOTES AND QUERIES. The SUBSCRIPTION
li to NOTES ADD QUERIES free by post is 10s. 3d. for Six
Months i or 20*. 6d. for Twelve Months, including the A'olume Index.
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Notes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings,
Chancery Lane, E.C.

PEDIGREES TRACED: Evidences of Descent
-L from Public Records. Pamphlet post free.

ARMS and CRESTS: Authentic Information
upon all Matters connected with Heraldry.

HERALDIC ENGRAVING and PAINTING,
with special attention to accuracy of detail and artistic treat*

nient. Book-Plates, Dies, Seals, Signet-Rings, Livery-Buttons, Ac.
L. CULLETON, 92, Piccadilly, London, W.

BOOKS. ALL OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS
supplied, no matter on what subject. Acknowledged the world

over as the most expert Bookfinders extant. Please state wants.
BAKER'S Great Bookshop, 14-16, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS and
BOOKSELLERS,

Of 27 and 29, West 23rd Street, New York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET,
LONDON, W.C., desire to call the attention of the READING PUBLIC
to the excellent facilities presented by their Branch House in London
for filling, on the most favourable terms, orders for their own
STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, and for all AMERICAN BOOKS.

Catalogues sent on application.

AUTHOR'S HAIRLESS PAPER-PAD.
(The LEADENHALL PRESS, Ltd., Publishers and Printers,

50, Leadenhali Street, London, E.O.j
Contains hairless paper, over which the pen slips with perfect

freedom. Sixpence each. 6s. per do/.en, ruled or plain. New Pocket
Size, 3s. per dozen, ruled or plain.
Authors should note that The Leadenhali Press, Ltd., cannot be

responsible for the loss of M88. by fire or otherwise. Duplicate copies
should be retained.

NOW READY, price 10. 6<f. net.

THE NINTH SERIES

Q.BNERAL INDE
NOTES AND QUERIES,

With Introduction by JOSEPH KNIGHT, F.8.A.

This Index is double the size of previous ones, as it contains, in
addition to the usual Index ot Subjects, the Names and Pseudonyms of
Writers, with a List of their Contributions. The number of constant
Contributors exceeds eleven hundred. The Publisher reserves the
right of increasing the price of the Volume at any time. The number
printed is limited, and the type has been distributed.

Free by post, 10s. lid.

JOHN C. FRANCIS, Notes and Queries Office, Bream's Buildings, B.C.

SECOND EDITION NOW READY, price One Shilling.

BIBLE
CHRONOLOGY. The Principal Events

Recorded in the Holy Scriptures, arranged under their [Probable
Respective Dates, with a Description of the Places named, and a
Supplement on English Torsions. By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R.A.8.
" This compendious and useful little work." Guardian, Mar. 14, 1906.

London : SAMUEL BAGSTER & SONS, LTD., 15, Paternoster Row.

THIRTEENTH EDITION, price Sixpence, cloth.

T3EMARKABLE COMETS : a Brief Survey of the
XX most interesting Facts in the History of Cometary Astronomy.
By W. T. LYNN, B.A. F.R A.S.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO
, LIMITED,

15A, Paternoster Row, E.C.

EIGHTH EDITION, fcap. 8vo, cloth, price Sixpence.

OEMARKABLE ECLIPSES: a Sketch of the
XX most interesting Circumstances connected with the Observation
of Solar and Lunar Eclipses, both in Ancient and Modern Tittles. By
W. T. LYNN, B.A.F.R.A.8.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO., LIMITED,
ISA, Paternoster Row, B.C.
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HAMPSHIRE BOOKSELLERS AND
PRINTERS.

IN the list of provincial booksellers con-

tributed by W. C. B. ante, pp. 141, 183, 242,

there are 13 in Hampshire and the Isle of

Wight. In making researches some years
ago into the history of journalism and the

press in Hampshire I collected the names of

about 100 booksellers and printers down to

the end of the eighteenth century, and as

this list has not nitherto been printed it

may be useful to put it on record. The
names have been mainly taken from the

title-pages of books, which were often stated

to be "printed for" or "sold by" a number
of booksellers in different towns. Two or
three engaged in associated trades an

engraver, a bookbinder, and a stationer-
have also been included

;
and it is curious to

note how the selling of quack medicines was
frequently associated with the selling of

books. The following list has not, with a
few exceptions, been brought down later than
the year 1800

;
and the earliest and latest

years in which each name has been found
are noted, together with variations in the

spelling of names or the titles of firms, &c.
Two or three names added from W. C. B.'s

list are indicated with his initials.

ALRESFORD.
N. Collington, 1790.

ALTON.
W. Cranston, bookseller, 1740-41.
W. Roe, 1790

Palmer, 1791.
William Pinnock, author of the familiar school-

books, set up as a printer and stationer in High
Street, and printed books in 1810-11. The Rev.
John Vaughan, M.A., in a lecture on 'Some
Local Celebrities of Alton,' read at Alton, 14 Jan.,
1891 (reported in The Hampshire Chronicle,
25 Jan.), says Pinnock was afterwards in business
in Winchester, Newbury, and London. The
'Diet. Nat. Biog.' does not mention Winchester,
but says he removed to Newbury about 1811.

ANDOVKR.
Anthony Uwins, bookseller, 1725-7.
William Maud, 1790.

BASINGSTOKE.
Thomas Peacock, bookseller, haberdasher, milliner,
and hatter, 1783-91.

J. Chambers, 1790-93.
J. Lucas (Basingstoke's first printer), 1804-8.

CHRISTCHURCH.
Ph. Jenkins, 1790.

CoWES (WEST), I.W.
Robert Deacon, 1782-90.

FAREHAM.
Pottle, 1791.

GOSPORT.
James Philpott or Philpot, printer, Middle Street,

1710-36. (Cf. Winchester.)
John Gover, bookseller, 1735.
M. Maberley, 1750.
William Dawkins, printer, Middle Street, 1784.
J. Watts, succeeded Dawkins, 1788 or earlier.

J. Watts, Naval, Military, and Medical Librarv.
1790-1800.

J. Grist, Gosport, and Portsmouth Common, 1788.
(See Portsmouth.)

William Harding, 1790. William Stephen Harding
& James Barton Harding, printers, bankrupt

J. Legg, 1799-1800.
Wm. Johnson, succeeded Watts about 1800.
W. Matthews, Broad Street, 1800.

LYMINGTON.
R. Jones, 1789-90.
J. B. Rutter, printer, 1798-9.

NEWPORT, I.W.
Mr. Keeblewhite, bookseller, 1684-93. John Dun-

ton, a bookseller, printer, and miscellaneous
writer in London, had dealings with Mr. Keble-
white, who, he says,

" has a good trade, con-
sidering the place ; but that is not his whole
dependence; he has been twice Mayor of the
town, and is not only rich, but a grave and
discreet Churchman "

(Timperley,
'

History of
Printing,' 1839, p. 631).

J. Wise, 1768. The Miss Wises, booksellers, 1782.
M. & A. Wise, 1790.

J. Mallett, printer, 1782.
John Sturch, bookseller, 1782-94.
Mr. Adams, 1790.

John Albin, 1795-1804.
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PETERSFIELD.
Thomas Wilmer or Willmer, printer, 1788-90.

J. Wilmer, printer, 1807.

PORTSEA.

The Horseys, printers in Queen Street (1891),

claimed that their business was established in

1740. Joseph Horsey, printer, Queen Street,

1798-1800. S. & S. Horsey, 1826.

J. Williams, printer, c. 1795-8.

W. Woodward, printer, 1797-

John Stead, bookseller, 1797, bankrupt (Gentleman's

Magazine).
Thos. Bevan, bookseller, 1799, bankrupt (id.).

Peter Richardson, bookseller, 1801, bankrupt (id.).

PORTSMOUTH.
Robert Hartford, stationer, 1675. Mr. Hartford,

bookseller, 1684-95. Mrs. Harford, bookseller,

about 17 10.

Luke Cullimore, on the Point, time of Queen Anne.

(W. C. B.)
Eliz. Newton, widow, bookseller, 1708.

Hugh Grove or Groves, bookseller and printer,
1718-35

James Wilkinson, bookseller, 1720. Widow
Wilkinson, bookseller, 1734-5. James Wilkin-

son, 1755.

George Everden, bookseller, at the Bible and

Crown, 1725.

W. Horton, printer, near Point Gate, 1751-5.

R. Carr, corner of the Grand Parade, 1755-75.

R. Carr, printer, at Milton's Head, near the

Grand Magazine, 1777-85.

Mr. Breadhower, 1778-82. Messrs. J. Wilkes (cf.

under Winchester), Breadhower & Peadle,

printers, 1779. J. Breadhower, 1790.

Linden & Son, printers, removed from Southampton
(q.v.) to Portsmouth, 1780-81.

Kent & Mowbray, printers of The Hampshire
Chronicle, 1781. Walter Mowbray, printer of

The Hampshire Chronicle, Barrack Street, 1782-3 ;

Battery Row, Platform, 1787 ; High Street, 1802.

Luke Kent, printer, bankrupt (Gentleman's

Magazine, 1784, May).
Donaldson, printer, 1785-90. William Donaldson,
Portsmouth Gazette Office, High Street, 1793 ;

Grand Parade, 1799.

John Charles Mottley, printer, Grand Parade,
1785-99 ;

commenced The Hampshire Telegraph,
1799.

J. Harding, Portsmouth Common, 1790.

James Grist, printer and bookseller, died March,
1815. (See Gosport.)

RlNGWOOD.
Cranston, 1790.

ROMSEY.
J. Whiting, 1768. (W. C. B.)

J. S. Hollis, printer, 1790-1800.

SOUTHAMPTON.
Mr. Powel, bookseller, 1684-95.

James Linden, bookseller and printer, High Street,

1768 - 78. He commenced The Hampshire
Chronicle, or Southampton, Winchester, and
Portsmouth Mercury, the first newspaper printed
in the county, in August, 1772. (See my Early
Newspaper Press of Hampshire,' Southampton,
1889.) Linden, Wise & Webber, 1775. D. Linden
& Co., printers, 1778-80, then removed to Ports-

mouth (q.v.). Linden & Cunningham, printers,
1784. James Linden the younger, bookseller,

179094.

T. Baker, agent for quack medicines, 1770. Thomas
Baker, bookseller and printer, 1774-1801. T.
Baker's Library, two doors above Butcher Row,
1787-1801. T. Baker & Son, printers, High Street,
1803.

Bro. J. Hodson (Mason), printer, Southampton and
Salisbury, 1777.

Ford's Circulating Library, next the Market House.
1781.

Thomas Skelton, bookseller, opposite the Market-
Place, 1784-1802 ; stamp distributor, 1794.

"
By

appointment of different proprietors, patent and
other medicines are sold by him. Books bound
in elegant and plain bindings ; and all orders in

printing, stationery, or bookselling businesses
will be punctually attended to on reasonable
terms." (Advertisement, 1787.)

Alexander Cunningham, printer, 1787-1800 ; oppo-
site the Market House, High Street, 1790.

T. Macklin, bookseller, 1790.

William Band, engraver, 1790-94.

STOCKBRIDGE.
Attneave, 1791.

WINCHESTER.
William Taylor, near the Chequer Gate, 1663.

William Clark, or Clarke, bookseller, 1681-1710.
Mrs. Clark, bookseller, 1710.

William Colson, bookseller, 1705-41.

James Isaac Philpot gave 21s. to use the trade of

printer and bookseller, 1725. He was a free-

man of the
city,

and had the city money from
the bequest of Sir Thomas White to assist

young tradesmen, a loan without interest, 1732.

Possibly he may have been a son of James Phil-

pot, of Gosport (q.v.). Isaac Philpot, printer,

High Street, 1732. (Probably the same as the

preceding.)
Mr. Prior, 1743-6. (A William Prior was Mayor of

Winchester in 1756.)
David Henry, publisher of The Winchester Journal

(printed by him at Frier Street, Reading), upper
end of the churchyard (doubtless the Square,
near Minster Street, where the Corn Market was
formerly held), 1745.

James Ayres, bookseller and printer, 1758. He
printed

' Sermon on St. Peter's Repentance,'
n.d. (about 1720?).

Elizabeth Harry Crocker,
"
bookbynder," 1758.

T. Burdon, c. 1750-68. His name appears on the
Rev. Thomas Warton's '

Description of the City,

College, and Cathedral of Winchester,' n.d. (the
date of which is given in the k

D.N.B.' as 1750).

John Burdon, bookseller and printer, 1778-1802.

"John Burdon, a very rpspectable bookseller at

Winchester," died in 1802, leaving four sons, one.

of whom, Charles Burdon, was also a bookseller

Charles Burdon died 25 Aug., 1803, aged twenty"
four (Timperley,

;

Hist. of Printing'). Mr. Burdon
is believed to have lived in College Street, being
succeeded by Robbins & Wheeler.

William Greenville orGrenville, bookseller, 1767-75.

J. Meaisey, 1768.

John Wilkes, bookseller and printer, 1772-82. Also
of Ave Maria Lane, London ; proprietor of

'Encyclopaedia Londinensis' (begun 1776). (See

Timperley,
' Hist, of Printing

'

;
also under

Portsmouth.) Was he related to his namesake
and contemporary, the great politician ?

John Sadler, printer and bookseller, High Street,
1783-4.

T. Blagden, printer, 1784-96.

Lockyer Davis, printer to the Royal Society, 1785
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James Robbing, printer, 1788 ;
north side of High

Street, 1802 ; College Street, 1821.

Joseph Bucknell printed The Hampshire Chronicle,
17956.

B. Long purchased The Hampshire Chronicle, 1796.
Jacob & Johnson purchased the copyright of The
Hampshire Chronicle from James Robins, 1814.

Charles Henry Wheeler, eldest brother of the
founder of The Hampshire Independent, was in

partnership with Mr. Robins, and they carried on
an extensive business as printers and booksellers.
Wheeler died 1830. (Timperley, 'Hist, of Printing,'
903.)

For booksellers and printers to Winchester College
see 10th S. v. 415.

Those who desire further information with

regard to the printers in this list may be
referred to two papers which I wrote some
years ago :

* The Early Newspaper Press
of Hampshire,' read before the Hampshire
Literary and Philosophical Society, South-

ampton, 4 March, 1889, and printed in The
Hampshire Independent; and 'Early Hamp-
shire Printers,' in the 'Papers and Proceedings
of the Hampshire Field Club,' 1891. Both
papers were reprinted in pamphlet form.
Gilbert and Godwin's ' Bibliotheca Hanto-

niensis,' 1891, which is marred by some
inexcusable blunders, omits to record the
names of the publishers of the books, and
even, in many cases, the place of publication !

Where the name of the printer or pub-
lisher has somehow slipped in, it is as the
author of the work ! Thus 'The Portsmouth
Guide '

(supposed to have been written by
Luke Taswell) is attributed to R. Carr

;
and

the Rev. T. Warton's Description of
Winchester' to W. Greenville. I contributed
to this work a list of Hampshire newspapers.
The *

Supplementary Hampshire Biblio-

graphy,' by the Rev. Sumner Wilson, in the
4

Papers and Proceedings of the Hampshire
Field Club,' vol. iii., 1898, pp. 306-16, also
omits names of publishers, and in many cases

place of publication.
Any additions to the above list, or cor-

rections, will be welcomed.
FREDK. A. EDWAEDS, F.R.G.S., M.J.I.

39, Agate Road, Hammersmith, W.

HOUSES OF HISTORICAL INTEREST.
AT 10th S. iv. 486 I alluded to some of the

tablets affixed by the London County Council
to houses which have become historical, and
since then several houses have been thus

distinguished, which I now propose to put
on record for future reference.
Some time towards the end of February

a tablet was affixed to the front of No. 110,
Gower Street, where CharlesDarwin lived from
1839 to 1842. Darwin, in the former year, soon
after his, return from the epoch

-

making

voyage of the Beagle, was married to his

cousin Miss Emma Wedgwood, and the newly
married couple made their home at No. 12,

Upper Gower Street, since renumbered 110,
which was described by his son as being "a
small commonplace London house, with a

drawing-room in front, and a small room
behind in which they lived for the sake of

quietness
"

;
and we may certainly say that

this description would apply equally well to

thousands of houses in this city. This son
further states that
"
in later years my father used to laugh over the

surpassing ugliness of the furniture, carpets, &c.,
of the Gower Street house ; the only redeeming
feature was a better garden than most London
houses have, a strip as wide as the house, and
thirty yards long."

Of the work done here Darwin himself

says :

"
During the three years and eight months whilst

we resided in London, I did less scientific work,
though I worked as hard as I possibly could, than
during any other equal length of time in my life."

He alludes to his spells of ill-health as

being the chief cause of this
;
but he did

contrive to give much time to his work on
' Coral Reefs

'

(a work begun before his mar-

riage), the last proof-sheet being corrected

on 6 May, 1842. That year the Darwin house-
hold removed into the country, and on
14 September they were settled at Down,
in Kent, where Darwin remained until his

death.
Stamford Street, Blackfriars Road, is not

one of the thoroughfares on the Surrey side

of the Thames where houses of historical

interest would be looked for. Yet there is

one, and in this house John Rennie spent the

closing years of his life. It is No. 18, and is

a well-built, substantial house, telling of a

period when the houses were let to a better

class than they have been for many years
past. Rennie resided here during the most

important portion of his career, and from
this house were issued many of the important
engineering ventures which brought him
considerable fame. He often spent fifteen

hours a day at his work, and it was while

living here that he designed and super-
intended the construction of both Waterloo
and Southwark Bridges, which must tend to

make this house of much interest to lovers

of London. The formation of the London
and East and West India Docks, and also

the designing and erection of new machinery
for the Royal Mint, were comprised in the
same period, as were many important works
outside London. A tablet has been affixed

by the London County Council, recording

Jennie's connexion with this house. Jt is
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placed by the side of the door, at the sight
level a great improvement, for the majority
of those that have been put up are so high
as to be barely readable.

Upon the house now known as No. 110,
Hallam Street (formerly Charlotte Street),
Portland Place, a tablet has been placed re-

cording that Dante Gabriel Rossetti was
born there, his father being a teacher of

Italian. Young Rossetti was something of

an infant prodigy, for we learn that his first

poem "was written in his own handwriting
towards the age of five," but his brother adds,
" He may have been just six rather than
five but I am not certain." His first picture
was of his rocking-horse; this is said to have
been attempted

" at the age of about four."

Drawing had a rare fascination for him, and
once having started, he never dropped the

notion, his brother stating that he could not
remember a time " when it was not under-
stood in the family that Gabriel meant to

be a painter." Drawings many of them
truly recognized as very childish efforts

appeared in rapid succession . In 1836 the

family removed to No. 50 in the same street,
and after the midsummer holidays young
Dante, then nearing his ninth year, was first

sent to school, his previous education having
been home-given. His career is well known,
and need not be recalled here.

Lovers of the art of John Constable will

be glad to know that the London County
Council has recognized his worth by placing
a tablet upon No. 76, Charlotte Street, Fitz-

roy Square, where the great exponent of

landscape lived and died. He began his
residence there in 1822. and from a letter
dated 31 October in that year we gather
that he had many difficulties in getting the
alterations and repairs satisfactorily carried

out, and he adds :

"
I have got the large painting room into excel-

lent order ; it is light, airy, sweet, and warm. I at
one time despaired of attaining either of those
qualities. I have now two six-footers in hand one
of which I shall send to the Gallery-at 20W."

Five years later he seems to have tired of
his quarters here, and to have longed to

"
see

nature "and to be "out of the way of idle

callers"; and in addition his wife's health
caused him great anxiety, so he moved to a
house at Well Walk, Hampstead, and let off
a portion of the Charlotte Street residence.
In November, 1828, his wife died at Hamp-
stead, and, saddened by the loss,

" he
returned with his children to his house in
Charlotte Street, but retained the one in
Well Walk as an occasional residence." From
^s studio a,t Qharlottp Street he sept many

pictures to the Academy, the most famous
being

*

Salisbury Cathedral,'
* The Corn-Field,'

1

Hampstead Heath,' Waterloo Bridge,
3 'The

Lock,' and ' The Valley Farm.' At Charlotte
Street he died suddenly, 31 March, 1837, from
heart failure.

The work of the London County Council
in marking these houses is much to be com-
mended. W. E. HAKLAND-OXLEY.
Westminster.

[A house in Hampstead Road bears a tablet

notifying that it was the residence of Cruikshank.
It was also that of Clarkson Stanfield.]

ROBERT GREENE'S PROSE WORKS.
(See 10th S. iv. 1, 81, 162, 224, 483; v. 84, 202, 343,

424, 442, 463.)

I HAVE yet one more extract to make from
Primaudaye. It will be in answer to the

query, Has any other contemporary Eng-
lish writer of importance availed himself of
this storehouse of research 1 It appears to
me a reasonable conjecture that Marlowe
drew therefrom his earliest hints for his fine

drama, 'The First Part of Tamburlaine
the Great,' which is believed to have first

appeared in 1587, the year in which Greene
began to find T. B(owes's) translation so
desirable. In dealing with this important
subject I am referring for Marlowe to Ward's
*

English Dramatic Literature,' Dyce's
' Mar

lowe,' and especially toBullen's Introduction
to his edition of the dramatist. Bullen goes
into the question of Marlowe's sources for
his play at some length ;

from the pages of
The Academy (20 Oct., 1883) he quotes from
Messrs. Herford and Wagner, who have
shown that '* Marlowe was indebted to the
lives of Timur by Pedro Mexia and Petrus
Perondinus." Mexia's 'SilvadeVariaLecion'

(1543) was translated into English and known
as Fortescue's 'The Foreste,' which appeared
in 1571 ;

"and there can be little doubt that
the book was an early favourite of Marlowe's,"
says Mr. Bullen. Of course Mexia may
have been the source whence Primaudaye
also drew his sketch, since there was a French
translation. I have not access to 'The
Foreste.' It would be an interesting piece
of research to see if Primaudaye supple-
ments in any respect the account therein

which Marlowe drew from. The article upon
Timour in the 'Encyclopaedia Britannica '

(ninth ed.) gives the date of Perondinus at

1600, a Latin memoir.
The earliest reference to Marlowe's play

by name that has been quoted is from
Greene's 'Perimedes

1

(Gosart, vii. 8), 'Address
to the |ie$der,' where Qreenp shqws |iimse.]f
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to be no friend to the author ;
and in the

following year (1589) a passage by Nashe in

his Epistle prefixed to Greene's
'

Menaphon
'

(Grosart's 'Nashe,' i. xx) was "surely
intended as a counterblast to the Prologue
of

' Taraburlaine
' "

(Bullen). These passages
are quoted by all the authorities, and I refer

to them because there is another in Greene
that does not seem to have been mentioned-
It is in his

*

Menaphon
'

(vi. 84) :

"
Melicertus,

might not a stranger crave your Mistris'

name ?.,....Stand not in doubt, man, for be
she base, I reade that mightieTamberlaine
after his wife Zenocrate (the world's fair eye)

past out of the theater of this mortall life,

he chose stigmaticall trulls to please his

humorous fancie." Let me notice here that

Menaphon is the name of a Persian lord in

Marlowe's play. This is an interesting

passage of Greene's, since it is a direct

quotation from the ' Second Part of Tambur-
laine,' Act I. sc. iii., which begins : "Now,
bright Zenocrate, the world's fair eye,
Whose beams illuminate the lamps of

Heaven." If 'Menaphon' appeared earlier

than 1589 (as many authorities assert), then
so did the second part of Marlowe's play.
But what about the latter statement with

regard to Tamburlaine 1 It is entirely con-

trary to Marlowe's version. Even admitting
that Greene is capable of reproducing what
he reads in a very distorted fashion, this

cannot apply here. Greene had almost

surely seen the play. He was certainly
familiar with it. I apprehend that here,

although quoting Marlowe, he does not refer

to his play as that which he reads (not
"
sees "), but alludes to some authority on

Timour's history, with the express intention
of rejecting Marlowe's conclusion. Who is

that authority 1 Not Primaudaye, certainly.
I suppose it is not Mexia, since we are told

Marlowe follows 'The Foreste' story;
Marlowe's hero's last act is to have "the
hearse of fair Zenocrate" placed by his death-
bed ;

and when the Syrian concubines are

brought to him as prisoners (Part II., IV. iv.),

he distributes them amongst his soldiers,

replying to the remonstrances of Orcanes,
King of Natolia : "Live continent then,

ye slaves, and meet not me With troops of

harlots at your slothful heels "
;
and on the

next page Theridamas calls them "trulls,"

^as Greene does. But I cannot read even a
hint of such a falling-away in Tamburlaine's
career after the death of the divine Zenocrate.
I should mention here that there is no
evidence that 'Tamburlaine' was printed
before 1590 (both parts) ;

which strengthens
the assumption that Greene had been

44
reading

" somewhere else. With regard to

Bajazet's iron cage, a particular discredited

by some modern historians, Gibbon's re-

searches seem to establish its truth.

Primaudaye has two passages concerning
Tamburlaine. His spelling of the name is

that of Marlowe, with the " b "
;
Mexia's is

not. Primaudaye's passages are brief enough
to be quoted, and as the latter is the
more important, I give it first. It is from

chap. xliv.
' Of Fortune '

(p. 475), which, as

I have already noted, is bodily used up by
Greene, the passage I am about to quote
being the one remarkable omision :

" Will you see a most wonderful effect of fortune ?

Look upon the proceedings of that great Tambur-
lane, who, being a pesant's son and keeping cattel,

corrupted 500 sheepheards his companions. These
men, selling their cattel, betook them to armes,
robbed the merchants of that country, and watched
the highways. Which when the King of Persia
understood of, he sent a captaine with a 1,000 horse
to discomfit them. But Tamburlane delt so with

him, that ioining both togither they wrought many
incredible feates of armes. And when civil warre

grew betwixt the king and his brother, Tainburlane
entred into the brother's pay, who obtained the

victory by his means, and thereupon made him
his lieutenant general. [The Persian king is

Mycetes ;
his brother. Cosroe ; the Captain, Theri-

damas.] But he not long after spoiled the new
King, weakened and subdued the whole kingdom
of Persia. And when he saw himselfe captain of

an army of 400,000 horsemen, and 600,000 footmen,
he made warre with Baiazet, emperor of the

Turkes, overcame him in battel, and tqoke him
prisoner. He obtained also a great victorie against
the Souldan of Egypt and the King of Arabia.
This good successe (which is most to be marvelled
at and very rare) accompanied him always untill his

death, in so much that he ended his days amongst
his children, as a peaceable governor of innumer-
able countries. From him descended the great
Sophy who raigneth at this day, and is greatly
feared and redoubted of the Turke. But that
miserable Baiazet, who had conquered before so

many peoples, and subdued innumerable cities, ended
his dayes in an iron cage, wherein being prisoner,
and overcome with griefe to see his wife shamefully
handled, in waiting at Tamburlane's table with hir

gowue cut downe to hir Navell, so that hir secrete

partes were seene, this unfortunate Turke beate
his head so often agaynst the Cage that he ended
his lyfe. But what neede we drawe out this dis-

course further to shewe the strange dealinges and
marvellous chaunges of fortune in the particular
estates and conditions of men ?"

The other passage is from chap, xxiii.,
' Of

Glory, Praise, Honor, and Pride,' p. 253 :

" The Great Tamburlane being puffed up exceed-

ingly, bicause of a Peasant's sonne he attained to

so greate a Monarchy, used farre greater and more
barbarous severitie towards Baiazet, Emperour of

the Turks, whome, after he had overcome him and
made him his prisoner, he caused to be ledde about
with him in a cage wheresoever he went, feeding
him ouely with the crums that fell under his table ;
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and whensoever he tooke horse he used his bodie
for an advauntage."

Primaudaye goes on to say that Valerianus,
the emperor, was similarly handled by
Saphor, King of Persia. And elsewhere

(ch. xliv. p. 474) :

" Valerianus prisoner
in the hands of Sapor, King of the Parthians,
who used the throte of this miserable

emperor whensoever he mounted upon his

horse "
(evidently a Persian triumph).

The above concise account is noteworthy
at once from its variance from modern
historical accounts of Timour, and the exact

agreement of its statements with those

relating to the same passages in his life in

Marlowe's 'First Part.' For it does not
trench at all upon Marlowe's second -play
period, excepting in the anticipation of

Tamburlaine's death. I will briefly draw
attention to these parallels. In the first

place, the dramatist constantly cites his hero
as an extraordinary specimen of Fortune's

power. (References are to Bullen's text.)" A most wonderful effect of fortune."

"Tamburlaine I hold the Fates bound
fast in iron chains, And with my hand
turn Fortune's wheel about" (I. ii. 173-4).
"
Cosroe Tamburlaine the man that

in the forehead of his fortune Bears figures of

renown and miracle
"

(II. i. 2-4).
"
Now,

worthy Tamburlaine, have I reposed In thy
approved fortunes all my hope

"
(II. iii. 1-2).

"
Bajazet Such a star hath influence in

his sword As rules the skies and counter-
mands the gods" (V. ii. 231-2).

" Orcanes.

Schavonians, Almains, Rutters, Muffs, and
Danes, Fear not Orcanes, but great Tambur-
laine ; Nor he, but Fortune that hath made
him great" (Part II., I. i. 59-60). "That
proud Fortune who hath followed long the
martial sword of mighty Tamburlaine, Will
now retain her old inconstancy

"
(III. i.

28-30). "Tamburlaine That treadeth
Fortune underneath his feet

"
(III. iv. 45-52).

It is an essence of Marlowe's Tamburlaine
that he is invincible because he commands
Fortune. It is his boast.

" A peasant's son and keeping cattel."
14 The Scythian shepherd Tamburlaine"
(Dedic.).

** Tamburlaine. I am a lord, for so

my deeds shall prove ; And yet a shepherd
by ray Parentage" (I. ii. 33-4). And con-

tinuously.
*'

Corrupted 500 sheepheards his com-
panions."

" Tamburlaine. A thousand horse-
men ! we five hundred foot ! Are odds too

great for us to stand, against
"

(I. ii. 120-21)
"These men, selling their cattel, betook

them to arms, robbed the merchants of that

country, and. watched, the high ways."

" That Tamburlaine Doth prey upon my
flocks and passengers that sturdy Scy-
bhian thief That robs your merchants of

Persepolis, Trading by land unto the Western
Isles" (Li. 30-38).
"Which when the king of Persia under-

stood of, he sent a captaine with 1,000
horse to discomfit them." "

Mycetes. Then
bear thy charge, valiant Theridamas,
The chiefest captain of Mycetes' host.

Thou shalt be leader of this thousand
horse, Whose foaming gall with rage and
high disdain Have sworn the death of wicked
Tamburlaine and that Tartarian rout"

(I. i. 57-71).
" But Tamburlaine delt so with him, that

joining both togither they wrought many
incredible feates of armes." "Theridamas.
Where is this Scythian Tamburlaine ?

Tamburlaine I see the folly of thy
emperor. Art thou but captaine of a
thousand horse, That Deserv'st to have
the leading of an host ? Forsake thy king
and do but join with me, And we will

triumph over all the world Theridamas.
Not Hermes, prolocutor to the gods, Could
use persuasions more pathetical What
strong enchantments tice my yielding soul

Won with thy words and conquer'd with

thy looks, I yield myself, my men and horse
to thee To be partaker of thy good and ill

"

(I. ii. 151-229)." And when civil warre grew betwixt the

King and his brother."
lf

Ortygius. Magnifi-
cent and mighty Prince Cosroe, We, in the
name of other Persian states And commons of

this mighty monarchy, Present thee with
th' imperial diadem. Ceneus. The warlike
soldiers and the gentlemen Begin in

troops to threaten civil war, And openly
exclaim against their King Cosroe. Well,
since I see the state of Persia droop And
languish in my brother's government, I

willingly receive the imperial crown "

(I. i. 136-58).
"Tamburlane entred into the brother's

pay."" Cosroe. Thus far are we towards

Theridamas, And valiant Tamburlaine
Ceneus. He that with shepherds and a little

spoil Durst Defend his freedom 'gainst a

monarchy, What will he do supported by a

King And stuffed with treasure for his

highest thoughts ! Cosroe. And such shall

wait on worthy Tamburlaine "
(II. i. 1-60).

"Who obtained the victory by his means,
and thereupon [Cosroe] made him [Tambur-
laine] his lieutenant general."

** Cosroe.

Come, Tamburlaine ! now whet thy winged
sword That it may reach the King of

Persia's grown, And, set it safe on my
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victorious head Tamburlaine. Hold thee,

Cosroe; wear two imperial crowns; Think
thee invested now as royally, Even by the

mighty hand of Tamburlaine Cosroe. So
do I, thrice renowmed man-at-arms ;

And
none shall keep the crown but Tamburlaine.
Thee do I make my regent of Persia, And
general- lieutenant of my armies" (II. iii. 51-4,
and II. v. 1-9). H. C. HART.

(To be concluded.)

LAFONTAINE'S MILKMAID. A story popu-
larly current in the present day in Syria is

thus given by Mr. Henry Minor Huxley.
There was a recluse at the house of a rich

man, who every day gave him a little clarified

butter and a little honey. One day the

recluse was sitting on his mat, collecting the

butter and the honey in a jar. He said, "I
shall sell a jar of this butter and honey and

buy a she-lamb, and this she lamb will bear

another, and this one another, until they
multiply. Then I shall sell them and be
rich. I shall marry the daughter of such-

and-such a merchant, and I shall have such
a wedding as there never was before ; and I

shall invite the merchants and the nobles,
and I shall have wedding feasts. And after-

wards I shall have a son ;
and when he grows

up, I shall teach him philosophy and engi-

neering, and if he is disobedient to me I shall

take this stick and beat him with it." He
raised his stick to beat his son with it. The
stick struck the jar of honey and broke it,

and the butter and honey fell on his beard

(Journal of the American Oriental Society,

1902, xxiii. 263).

This, it will be seen, is one more variant
of that much-travelled tale to which Lafon-
taine has given its most famous form in

European literature. Max Miiller took it as

an object lesson for his study of the migration
of fables, as the readers of his

*

Chips from a
German Workshop

'

will well remember.
Some other variants are given in my paper
on * Gil Vicente and Lafontaine' in the
Transactions of the Royal Society of Litera-

ture, Second Series, xxiii. 215.

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

BOOK SIGNATURES. In 4 The Knights of

England,' by Dr. Wm. A. Shaw, just pub-
lished, there is a very curious thing from a

bibliographical point of view. In the first

volume the thirty sheets are numbered in

the modern style, but in the second volume
they are lettered, but not as usual, all the
letters of the alphabet from A to z being
made use of. I have never seen this before

in any book, as the letters J, v, and w are,
for some reason, always omitted.

FREDERIC BOASE.
21, Boscobel Road, St. Leonards-ou-Sea.

EARL OF HUNTINGDON. (See 10th S. iii.

472; iv. 51, 114.) I have just discovered in
the ' New Annual Register

'

for 1790, under
4

Deaths,' the following :

"
April 5. George Hastings, Esq., son of Mr-

Hastings, of Folkestone, the supposed claimant of
the earldom of Huntingdon."

R. J. FYNMORE.

FUNERAL INVITATIONS IN SCOTLAND. The
following seventeenth-century document is

taken from 'Prying among Private Papers,'
by the author of 'A Life of Sir Kenelm
Digby

' :-
'"John sixth Earl of Cassillis to Alexander

sixth Earl of Eglinton : My noble lord, It hath
pleased the Almightie to call my deir bedfellow
from this valley of teares to hir home (as hirselff

in hir last wordis called it) : There remaines now
the last duetie to be done to that pairt of hir left

with ws, quhilk I intend to performe vpoun the

fyft of Januar next. This I intreat may be
hounered with your lordships presence heir at
Cassillis that day, at ten in the morning, and frome
this to our burriall place at Mayboill, quhich
shalbe takin, as a mark of your lordship's affec-

tioun to your lordship's humble servant, Cassillis.

Cassillis the 15 December 1642.' MSS. of the Earl
of Eglinton, 52."

With the above may be compared an invi-

tation, so recently as 1897, to attend the
funeral of a wealthy laird :

" Mrs. Z. requests the favour of your presence at
the Funeral of her Husband, Y. Z. of X. on Friday
First, the 9th July, from this House, to the

Churchyard of W. at Two o'clock afternoon. X.
7th July, 1897. Service will be held in the House
at a quarter before Two o'clock, to which you are
invited."

MISTLETOE.

REYNOLDS'S PORTRAIT OF GIBBON. The

World, in one of its society paragraphs,
mentioned, in connexion with Lord Sheffield's

return to Sheffield Park, that 4< the house
contains the celebrated Reynolds portrait of

Gibbon." I saw this portrait recently at the
Exhibition of Historical Portraits at Oxford.

According to the catalogue, the portrait now
belongs to Lord Rosebery, by whom it was
lent to the exhibition. The accuracy, or

otherwise, of such paragraphs in The World
is not, perhaps, of much consequence ; but
in this instance it gives an opportunity of

recording in ' N. & Q.' the change of owner-

ship of so important a portrait. B. M.
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WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

GEOFFREY DE LUSIGNAN. In Charter Roll 41
Hen. III., M. 13 is inspeximus of the charter

by which "Edward our first-born gave to our
beloved brother and faithful Galfridus de
Leziniaco 160. worth of land in England,
140. in Ireland, and 200. sterling yearly."
In this gift was the manor of Pauntou, now
Great Ponton, near Grantham, and usually
included in that lordship ;

it had been
granted in 1252 to John de Geres, being then
escheat of the land of the Normans, forfeited

by John, son of Luke de Grantmesnil (Charter
Roll 36 Hen. III.). In 1275 Galfridus de
Lesiniaco was holding this manor (Hundred
Rolls, vol. i. p. 392) ;

on 10 Nov., 1295, it was
taken into the king's hands, and remained
escheated 1296 and 1297, because Galfridus
de Lysiniaco was an alien of the French
allegiance (Chancellor's Roll, 29 Ed. I ). In
1305 Geoffrey wished to lease lands in

Norfolk, and the jury reported that, inter

alia, there would remain to him the manor
of Paunton, worth 30. a year (Inquis. a.q.d.
File Ivi.). In 1317-18 it was recorded that
John, Earl Warren, lord of Grantham, had
taken this manor into his hands because
Drogo de Merlon, who had received it by
hereditary descent, after the death of
Galfridus de Leziniaco, was an alien

;
and

that he had unjustly restored it, 1 July,
1315, to the king as part of Grantham town
(Inquis. a.q.d. 11 Ed. II.). Grantham was
given to Adomar de Valence, Earl of Pem-
broke, who died 1324; after his death,
Edmund de Assheby made return of 106s. Sd.
ferm of two parts of the manor of Paunton,
and did not respond for the third part
because Petronilla de Suylli, Countess of

Dreux, was holding it in dower after the
death of Galfridus de Lusiniaco, formerly
lord of that manor, and her husband
(Ministers' Accounts, 913/23, 18-19 Ed. It).
Can any correspondent kindly say whether

these are references to one long-lived Geoffrey,
or to two or more of that name? If the latter'
what were the dates of their deaths ? Also,
what more is known of Petronilla, the widow,
and of Drogo, the heir ?

ALFRED WELBY, Lieut. -Col.
26, Sloane Court, 8.W.

ROBERT WINGFIELD'S DESCENDANTS. Sir
Robert Wingfield (son of Sir Anthony Wing-
field, K.G., of Letheringham, Suffolk) had a

younger son Robert Wingfield, whom Burke,
in his

' Extinct Peerage,' states to have

"d.s.p.m.," so presumably he had female
issue. Can any of your readers supply me
with details of that issue ?

A. C. FOX-DAVIES.
23, Old Buildings, Lincoln's Inn.

ROKEWOOD : STYLE : TOWNSEND. I shall

be obliged to any one acquainted with
Suffolk genealogy who will inform me who
Nicholas Rokewood was and whom he
married. He is mentioned in the deeds

relating to the Rokewood family in Collec-

tanea Top. et Gen vol. ii. pp. 140 -
2, as

executor, with Sir Humphry Style, of

Edmund Kemp, whose daughter Bridgett
was wife of Robert Rokewood, of Stanfield,

Suffolk. I have abstract of the will of

Nicholas Rokewood, of Lincoln's Inn, proved
(P.C.C., Wrastley, 39) on 23 Oct, 1557, in

which he mentions his wife Elizabeth.

According to further information I have,
this Elizabeth Rokewood married Sir Edmund
Style, Kt, but I do not know how, if at all,

he was related to the above-mentioned Sir

Humphry Style, nor when Sir Edmund
died ; but I believe the same Elizabeth
married a third husband, Thomas Townsend,
whose will, I believe, was proved (P.C.C.,

Darcy, 14) on 27 April, 1581, leaving as

executrix his wife Elizabeth.
For any information as to the maiden

name of this thrice - married Elizabeth I

shall be much obliged. E. A. FRY.
124, Chancery Lane, W.C.

"EGOTELES." What are these 1 Or is it a

ghost-word ? I find it quoted from Heywood's
'

Mery Playe betwene the Pardoner and the

Frere/1533, in Fairholt's edition of Hey wood's
1

Dialogue on Wit and Folly,' Percy Soc. ed.,

p. Ixvi :

Thanked be God ! they had no stauys
Nor egoteles, for than it had beene wronge.

There is no such word in the * N.E.D.'
A. SMYTHE PALMER.

South Woodford.

CITY OF LONDON MILITIA, 1716. In

Chamberlayne's
*

Magnse Britannise Notitia
'

of the above date are given the names of the

officers of several regiments of the City of

London Militia. The regiments are dis-

tinguished by colours
"
the First, or Yellow,

Regiment,"
" the Second, or Orange, Regi-

ment," and so on. Are the records of these

corps, or of the Tower Hamlets Militia

(which appears also to have been in existence
at this period), still extant ? If so, where

may they be seen? and do they give any
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genealogical information about the officers

their age, parentage, &c. ?

BERNARD P. SCATTERGOOD.
Moorside, Far Headingley, Leeds.

HOLM AND MASTICK TREES. In the first

recorded instance of witnesses being, so to

speak, "ordered out of court," viz, 'The
History of Susanna/ we find reference to

these trees. I should be glad to learn if

such trees are now known as above or under
other and what names.

JAS. CURTIS, F.S.A.
Glenburn, Worcester Road, Sutton.

[Many quotations for holm, used for the holm-
oak and formerly for the holly, will be found in

the 'N.E.D.' The name mcutic is applied to various

species of trees. The large amount of information
condensed in the article on this word in the
'N.E.D.' will probably supply nearly all you
desire.]

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
My span of life is drawing to a close,
A little farther on the landmark shows
The end of my existence. Thither brought,
1 shall shrink up and wither into nought.

M. N. G.

In what poem do the following lines

appear? They have been attributed to
Wordsworth :

Thee with the welcome snowdrop I compare,
That child of winter prompting thoughts that climb
From desolation toward the genial prime.

W. T. BLEASE.
Pendleton.

This man miracle that thou art tho.u,
With power on thine own self and on the world.

I felt certain this was in Tennyson ; but I
can find no reference in Brightwell's con-
cordance. Lucis.

COMPANIES OF INVALIDS: THEIR RECORDS.
I shall feel obliged if any of your readers will

kindly say where the records of the Companies
of Invalids are kept. I wish to find particulars
of a British officer about whom the only.
definite record I have is his death-certificate,
which describes him as "Major of Invalids,
Berwick-upon-Tweed, died 2 Dec., 1806."

ALAISDER MACLEAN.

MEDICAL CORONER. When was a medical
man first elected to a coronership ? In * The
Ingoldsby Legends

'

the line occurs :

A medical crowner 's a queer sort of thing.

MEDICULUS.

AND MILTON. Some great
writer speaks of "the Satan of Milton as
the sublimest figure, with the exception of
the Prometheus of JEschylus, in all lite-

rature." Who is it] I wish I had noted

the passage at the time : had I done so, I
should not now have to trespass on the kind-
ness of your readers by asking the question ;

and yet the answer, when given in
* N. & Q.,'

will become not only a reply to me, but also
a reference for others. Lucis.

ETON SWISHING A full-page illustration
of Eton customs and scenes was published in
one of the London monthly illustrated maga-
zines in 1899, 1900, or 1901. One of the
medallions surrounding the centre, showed
an Eton swishing, with boy on the whipping-
block. .Can any one help me to find it?

WINCHESTER.

CHRISTINA, QUEEN OF SWEDEN. I should
be glad to have information about the fol-

lowing book :

" The Works of Christina Queen of Sweden con-

taining Maxims and Sentences In Twelve Cen-
turies ; And Reflections on the Life and Actions
of Alexander the Great. Now first translated from
the Original French. To which is prefixed, An
Account of her Life, Character and Writings, by
the Translator. London : Printed for D. Wilson
and T. Durham, at Plato's Head in the Strand,
MDCCLIII."

What was the translator's name 1

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

LAKE OF ST. LAMPIERRE IN CANTON OF
BERNE. (Cf. ante, p 162.) Where is this

lake? and who was this saint?
J. B. WAINEWRIGHT.

MACAULAY ON THE THAMES. Can any one
kindly give the reference (by chapter, not
by page) for the following sentence, which
is quoted as

" from Macaulay's
'

History
' "

?

"That beautiful valley through which the
Thames, not yet defiled by the precincts of a great
capital, nor rising and flowing with the ebb of the
sea, rolls under woods of beech round the gentle
hills of Berkshire."

The 'N.E.D.' gives no instance of "ebb"
meaning "flow," or even "tide" generally.
Perhaps the sentence is not quoted quite
accurately. The tide in the river would
surely

"
rise and flow

"
with the flow of the

sea-tide, not with the ebb.
H. K. ST. J. S.

WALL FAMILY. (See 10th S. ii. 309 ; iii. 232 ;

iv. 8, 14 ) I again refer to the family of

Wall, to ask for the church, and the exact
date in, it is said, 1740, of the marriage of
John Wall, M.D., of Worcester, with
Catharine, youngest daughter of Martin
Sandys, barrister-at law, of Worcester, by
his wife Elizabeth, daughter of John Burton,
of Worcester ;

and for the date of death, and
place of burial, of this Catharine Wall, who
survived her husband. Where, on 8 July,
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1789, did Col. John Wall marry his second

wife, Molly Graves, daughter of the Rev.
- Taylor, D.D., rector of Aston Clinton,

Buckinghamshire, and widow of Gryffydd
Price, of Penllergare, Glamorganshire and
of London? Dr. Taylor married Mary,
daughter of Richard Graves, of Mickleton,
Gloucestershire. Where, and when, not later

than 1775, did Dr. John Wall's youngest
child, Mary (born 23 November, 1750), marry
George Whitmore 1 What are the dates of

their deaths, and where were they buried 1

Also, where and when did their daughter
Mary Han way (Whitmore) marry the Rev.

Joseph Shapland ? He bought Tewkesbury
Lodge (sometimes apparently called Tewkes-
bury Park) of his wife's first cousin, Col.

Robert Martin Popham Wall.
REGINALD STEWART BODDINGTON.

"CERA PANIS." Before the commutation
of tithes, there was a curious payment
made in this parish called

*' Cera Panis. ' It

was a payment of 2<i. per house every three

years. As a matter of fact, the parish, for

ease of collection, was divided into three

parts, one part being called on for payment
every year. Is anything known of the

original meaning of the term or the object
of the levy? T. N. POSTLETHWAITE.
Urswick Vicarage, near Ulverston.

GORDON HOUSE, KENTISH TOWN. The
Scots Magazine records the birth at Gordon
House of a son to the wife of the Rev
Thomas Smith, 23 June, 1819. Where was
Gordon House ? Why was it so named ?

J. M. BULLOCH.
118, Pall Mall, S.W.

JOHN RODES (a son of John Rodes, o

Sturton) married a daughter of Wm. Tigh,
of Cornhill, leaving two sons, Francis anc

Charles, born about 1660, who were on th
coast of Virginia about 1700. Who were
their wives? where did they die? and wha
children did each of them leave in America
Francis is known to have returned to Eng
land and died. F. RODES.

St. Louis, U.S.A.

DEVON PROVINCIALISMS. I am staying fo
a time, as a stranger, in North Devon. I am
told that the natives call a kitchen-range a
bodley ; dust is pillum; and biggish boys in
the Sunday school did not, until it wa
explained to them, understand what wa
meant by the words "

to sow seed "
: they

always speak of tilling seed, and understan
no other phrase in connexion with that verj
common operation. Can any one explain
bodley and pillum 1 T, M. W.

BALLAD BY REGINALD HEBER :

W. CRANE.

(10
th S. v. 184,253,351,413.)

THE following items relating to the Crane
amily of Chester may be of interest to MR.
WALTER CRANE and others.

Foundationers, at King's School.

1. William Crane, born 5 Dec., 1708 ;
son

of Francis Crane, of St. Oswald's parish,
barber ; from 25 March, 1717, to 29 Sept.,
1720.

2. Thomas Crane, born 2 Dec., 1711 ; son
of John Crane, of St. Peter's parish, cord-
wainer

; from 24 June, 1720, to 24 June,
1724.

3. William Crane, born 24 Jan., 1713 ;
son

of John Crane, of St. Oswald's parish,
cordwainer ; from 25 Dec., 1726, to 25 March,
1731.

4. Thomas Crane, born 24 June, 1744
;
son

of Thomas Crane, shoemaker, of St. Oswald's

parish. He became second master in the

school, vicar of Over, and minister of

St. Olave's Church in Chester. (For details

see Cheshire Sheaf^ First Series, vols. ii.

and iii.)

5. John Crane, birth and parentage un-
known from 29 Sept., 1758, to 24 June,
1762.

6. John Crane, born 2 May, 1756 ;
son of

William Crane, of St. John's parish, cord-

wainer, and Sarah ; from 24 June, 1767, to

25 March, 1771.

7. William Francis Crane, born 22 June,

1783; son of John Crane, of St. Oswald's

parish, and Mary ;
from 29 Sept., 1791, to

29 Sept., 1795.

8. John Jackson Crane, born 19 March,
1816

;
son of William Francis Crane, of

St. Martin's parish, shoemaker, and Eliza-

beth, from 12 April, 1824, to 29 March, 1830.

1 remember this man quite well. He died

2 Sept., 1884. Where buried ?

9. William Francis Crane, born 22 March,
1822 ;

son of Wm. Francis and Elizabeth ;

from 22 Aug., 1831, to 4 April, 1836. This

man I also knew ; he died 10 Dec., 1888, and
was buried in Chester Cemetery.

10. William Francis Crane, born 2 July,
1841

;
son of John Jackson Crane, of

St. Martin's parish, painter, and Eliza ;

from 12 June, 1849, to 6 Oct., 1856. I knew
him

;
he was also a painter in Northgate

Street, and I believe died about 1888.

Exact details welcomed.
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Cranes, Freemen of Chester.

Ralph (stringer), 8 Eliz.

Richard (currier), 1646.

William (barber-surgeon), 1672.

Samuel (silk weaver), 1700.

John, 1707.

Thomas (slater), 1720.

Thomas (cordwainer), 1731.

William (cordwainer), 1731.

William (cork cutter), 1747.

John (slater), 1747.

Thomas (grocer), 1770.

Thomas (grocer), 1771.

Samuel (bookseller), 1771.

Thomas (clerk), 1771.

Joseph (grocer), 1771.

John (gentleman), 1781.

William Francis (shoemaker), 1812.

Thomas (bookseller), 1812.

John Jackson (painter), 1839.

William Francis (painter), 1847.

It seems just possible that MR. WALTER
CRANE is himself a freeman by descent; and
even though he may never have taken up his

freedom, it would be a fitting thing for the

city to mark his great services to decorative

art by making him an honorary freeman, as

he has undoubtedly much freeman blood in

him.
I believe I have somewhere a pedigree of

all the Chester Cranes ;
and if I can find

it, I will gladly show it to MR. CRANE.
T. CANN HUGHES, M.A. F.S.A.

Lancaster.

HoLYOAKE BIBLIOGRAPHY (10
th S. v. 441).

Immediately after Mr. George Jacob Holy-
oake's death, his daughter Mrs. Holyoake
Marsh placed the wholeof her father's library
in my charge for disposal. Thanks to her gene-
rosity, the Bishopsgate Institute not only
possesses some of the books Mr. Holyoake
most prized, but the Governors have acquired
perhaps the most complete set of his works
to be found anywhere.
Some five weeks ago I prepared for Mrs.

Marsh, and with a view to early pub-
lication, a bibliography of Mr. Holyoake's
works, comprising 210 different publications ;

or if one were to take into account the
various editions of the works written or
edited by, or in criticism of, Mr. Holyoake,
the items would then number no fewer than

263, being 150 more than are enumerated in

the British Museum Catalogue.
I should be grateful if MR. RALPH THOMAS

would favour me with the loan of his biblio-

graphy for a few days, so as to enable me
to compile as complete a bibliography as

possible. If, before parting witn his> MR.

THOMAS prefers to see my list of 263 items,
I will gladly forward it to him.

I should also be grateful to receive on loan
from any of your numerous and naturally in-

terested readers such bibliographical informa-
tion as they may possess, whether in the
form of newspaper cuttings or magazine
articles, written by, relative to, or in

criticism of George Jacob Holyoake, who
adopted the pseudonyms of Ion, Landor
Praed, and London Zulu.

CHAS. WM. F. Goss.
Bishopsgate Institute, E.G.

May I be allowed to point out to MR.
RALPH THOMAS that the biography of G. J.

Holyoake was reinstated by me in the
fifteenth edition of

* Men and Women of the

Time,' 1899? VICTOR G. PLARR.

WESTMINSTER CHANGES IN 1905 : JOHN
CARTER (10

th S. v. 221, 262, 356). The kindly
observations of MR. JAS. ARROW at the last

reference I much appreciate ;
and with re-

gard to John Carter, F.S.A., whose diligent
labours in the cause of the past resulted in

so much lasting good, I should like to draw
attention to the remarks made to him by
Mr. T. Francis Bumpus in the introductory
sketch to be found in the first series of his

charming work on * The Cathedrals of Eng-
land and Wales.' These remarks are so just
and so much to the point that I feel sure all

who love the old antiquary will be glad to

see them enshrined in the pages of
' N & Q.'

Mr Bumpus says :

"The first effective labourer in the revival of

English architecture was undoubtedly John Carter,
an enthusiastic antiquary of George III.'s reign,
who went about the country sketching, measuring,
and describing every ancient building that he saw.
The Society of Antiquaries, recognizing his delinea-
tive skill and knowledge of architecture, employed
him to etch many of the views of ancient buildings
published under their direction ; whilst his own
effective, though not minutely accurate,drawings and
etchings did much towards educating public taste in

the same direction. But John Carter wielded the pen
with equal facility, for between 1798 and 1817 there

appeared in The Gentleman's Magazine, under the
title

4 Pursuits of Architectural Innovation,' a series

of letters calling the attention of Deans and
Chapters, in a most trenchant fashion, to the de-

graded state into which the noble buildings confided
to their care had been permitted to lapse. Upon
James Wyatt, who at that time was sweeping with
his besom of destruction over Durham, Hereford,
Lichfield, and Salisbury levelling bell towers and
chantries, denuding windows of stained glass,

obliterating roof decorations, and removing altars
from their legitimate positions, the anger of John
Carter fell with especial severity, and there can
be no doubt that many a beautiful fragment of

mediaeval art owes its preservation to the enthu-
siasm and knowledge, far in advance of his age, of

this truly remarkable personage,"
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This may seem extraordinary praise, but is

certainly not a whit more than is deserved
;

for if John Carter had not done what he did,
the work of destruction would have been
much more complete, for though Dean Corn-
wallis of Durham claimed to have saved the

Galilee, Mr. Bumpus says that "it is much
more probable that we owe its preservation
to John Carter's remonstrance." We West-
minster folk have always revered the memory
of John Carter, and it is a pleasing thought
that many of his drawings and much of his

literary work were done while he was a
resident in Wood Street and Great College
Street, both of which have recently been

greatly changed from what they were in his

day. W. E. HARLAND-OXLEY.
Westminster.

PROVINCIAL BOOKSELLERS (10
th S. v. 141,

183, 242, 297, 351, 415). I may add the
name of Samuel Gould, who carried on
business for half a century at Dorchester,
Dorset (1733-83). The following is his

epitaph, written by Dr. Cummings :

Samuel Gould,
Superintendent of the Amusements of Dorchester.

He sold Books.
He scatter'd Jokes and promoted Mirth.

He cemented Friendships.
He hurt no Body.

He wished to do good to All.

He especially studied to befriend the Widow and
the Orphan.

He was the Companion of Men of Learning
and

Was ever receiv'd with Friendship and Cheer-
fulness.

By all persons of Distinction to whom he was
known,

And he was known to Many.
He died the 22nd Feb., 1783, aged 73 years.

In Hutchins's *

History of Dorset,' first

edition, 1774, vol. i. p. 374, is a plate repre
senting a view of Dorchester and the village
of Forthington, engraved at his expense,
and inscribed by him to the author. In
some correspondence between Dr. Cummings
and Richard Gough, chiefly about the pub-
lication of this work, now preserved in the
Bodleian Library, are letters from Samuel
Gould on business matters connected with
this county history, and the first finished

copy was exhibited in his shop.
In the British Museum is a catalogue pi

his books offered for sale in Dorchester it

1780
;
and in The Gentleman's Magazine.

1783, p. 273, there is an obituary notice oi

him.

I think, therefore, he is entitled to be
enrolled among the principal provincia
booksellers A; W. G.

EARTHQUAKES IN FICTION (10
th S. v. 388,

436). Among the poems of W. J. Mickle

1735-88) is one that has a passage of a

dozen lines or so on the great earthquake
of Lisbon. I regret I cannot give more
precise reference ; I have only the extract

:>y me, and if X. would like to see it I

shall be pleased to send him a copy.
H. K. ST. J. S.

1, Glebe Road, Bedford.

GOETHE :

"
BELLS, BUGS, AND CHRIS-

TIANITY" (10
th S. v. 270, 416). As to the

statements of the Abbe Gaume that Goethe
lated **

les cloches, les punaises, et le chris-

tianisme,'' and that he had a bust of Jupiter
n his room, I would refer C. T. J. for the

first to No. 67 of Goethe's
*

Epigramme aus

Venedig':
Wenige sind mir jedoch wie Gift und Schlange

zuwider
;

Viere : Rauch des Tabaks, Wanzen, und Knob-
lauch, und .

The final blank is generally supposed to

stand for "Christ"; so that the Abbe is

right in two of his three assertions, and
omits a fourth.

As to the bust, there is a fine bust of

Goethe as Apollo, by Trippel, which is now
in the Grandducal Library at Weimar. It

was, probably, formerly in Goethe's house,
and may account for the second statement.

FRANK LAWRENCE,
Bedford Park, W.

TRAVELLING IN ENGLAND, 1600-1700 (10
th

S. v. 348, 414, 433, 455). The following is

from 'An Ordinance, touching the Office of

Postage of Letters (inland and foreign),'

1653, by which the Post Office was farmed to

John Manley for 10,000. a year, as repro-
duced in "The Penny Postage Jubilee and
Philatelic History. By Phil

"
(Sampson Low

& Co., 1891) :

"That the said John Manley shall be, and is

hereby obliged to provide Post-horses at every
Stage, for all such persons as shall by especial
Warrant of his Highness, His Council, any of the

Generals at Sea, Commissioners of the Admiralty
and Navy, Secretary of State, General Officer of

the Army, Commanders of any Garrison, or Com-
manders of any Squadron or Ship of the Navy of

the Common-wealth, be authorized to ride Post.

"That for the reasons aforesaid none but the

Post-Masters, deputed and approved of by the said

John Manley, upon the several Roads, shall horse

any person Post ; and that the said Post-Masters

upon the Roads, deputed by the said John Manley,
shall not receive or take, from any person or

persons riding post as aforesaid, above the rate of

threepence a mile for each Post-horse, being the

Rates in such case formerly used and accustomed.
And to the end there may be a constant and
sufficient provision at every Stage for the Horsing
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of such as shall have such Warrant as aforesaid, to

take Post-horses, the said John Manley shall be
and is hereby, obliged to cause every Post-Master

deputed by him, to keep usually and constantly at

every Stage, the number of four good Horses or

Mares at the least for the said Post-service."

Pp. 15, 16.

In ' A New View of London,' 1708, p. 712

8.v. 'Post Office,' is the following :

"None shall carry or employ others to carry
Letters and Packets but the Post-master Genera"
in London, his Deputies or Agents, or their Ser
vants (nor provide Horses for Thorough Posts) and
Persons riding Post in Post Roads.
"Under the Direction of the Post-master Genera

are 182 Country Post-masters in England and Scot

land, who have their Under Post-masters, and each
their Distance assigned in the several Roads, and
Letter-carriers or Foot-posts for By-Roads.
"Also for Ireland 45 Deputy-masters
"Such as ride Post pay for their Horses 3d. per

Mile, and <id. for every Stage Conduct money, and
are to have Horses provided for them in half an
Hour under the Penalty of 51. forfeiture."

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

TUILERIES GARDEN IN 1796 (10
th S. v.

429). Early in the reign of Louis XVI. the
author of a book entitled

* Le Parterre

geographique et historique
'

suggested that
these gardens should be laid out to represent
the provinces of France. On 4 Sept., 1793,
a deputation came to the National Conven-

tion, and the spokesman (Anaxagoras
Chaumette) said that "the eyes of Repub-
licans would rest with more pleasure on that
former domain of the Crown when it pro-
duced objects of prime necessity. Would it

not be better to grow plants which were
needed for the hospitals than to leave there

statues, fleurs-de-lis, box-trees, and other

objects which ministered to the luxury and
pride of kings ?

"

Neither recommendation was ever carried
into effect, so far as I know. N. M. & A.
will find a well-" documented "

history of
the gardens in a lecture delivered by M.
Albert Babeau, printed in vol. xxviii. of
the Transactions of the Societe de 1'Histoire
de Paris. ROBERT B. DOUGLAS.

64, Rue des Martyrs, Paris.

"CAST NOT A CLOUT TILL MAY BE OUT"
(10

th S. v. 388, 433, 474). One or two other
forms of this, as I knew them fifty years ago,
may be given :

Nivver change your clout
Till yor be sure that May be out.

And I have heard the old people add,
" Fer

May howds Juin back offen enow." We were
frequently told not to

" bade i' May," as the

couplet was :

If you bade i' May
You '11 soon lig i' clay.

"Badin"' in the country brooks, "becks, and
sicks " was in the hot months a pleasure not
to be foregone, and the lads and often
lasses made for the brooksides as soon as
out of school, stripped, and went in

"
holus-

bolus," and, after a good splash, ran along
the banks to dry before dressing.
An old woodman I know, wno has spent

more than fifty years amongst the growing
and felling timber, has observed that when
there is winter in spring, and running into

May, the ash and the may begin to come out

together, the ash leaf being the "tenderest"
leaf he knows. The ash leaf is also the first

to fall when autumn frosts begin to
nip.

As regards the old idea that bad luck
follows the bringing of may-blossom into a

house, because the flowers throw out "a
death smell," few take any notice of it

nowadays, and children for the most part
bring in the may with other wild flowers.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

"PEARL": ITS ETYMON (10
th S. v. 409).^

Garcia da Orta, the thirty-fifth of his
*

Coloquios
'

(1563), says :

"
.perla [Span.]

and perola [Port.] are evidently from prefero,

preferes, because it has eminence, and is

preferred to all others of its kind
"

a deriva-
tion that is on a par with most of the

etymons scattered throughout the old Portu-

guese physician's delightful and valuable
work. DONALD FERGUSON.

BANNER OR FLAG (10
th S. v. 450). I am

under the impression that these are called
" Venetian masts." SHERBORNE.

In an illustrated catalogue of flags which I
have before me those shown as triangular
in outline at the bottom when hung sus-

pended are termed bannerettes.
HARRY HEMS.

Fair Park, Exeter.

If the triangle be "voided" i.e., if the
banner be swallow-tailed it is a pendant or

pennant. If it merely end in a point, it is

an innominate device. ST. SWITHIN.

OLVARIUS'S HISTORY (10
th S. v. 429V The

first edition of John Davies of Kiawelly's
translation of Olearius was published in

1662, and on referring to my copy of that
work I find that the mention of Col. Car-
michael is referable to the reign of the Tsar
Alexis Mikhailovitch, and not to that of the

yrant Ivan Vassilievitch, the date ap-
parently being 1649. In this particular,

}herefore, Douglas would appear to be in

error. The passage in question will be found
on p. 115, and is as follows :
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"The Great Duke gave order at the same
time to Juan Nikitouits Gaversky, to assemble the

Nobility of the neighbouring Provinces, and the
foot-Regiments of Colonel Kormicliel and Col.

Hamilton, which made up above 4000 men, and to

besiege the City of Pleskou. The Inhabitants, at

first, pretended to stand out, but their courage and
strength soon fail'd them, so that they were forc'd

to make an accommodation, at the cost of the
Authours of the Sedition, who were put to death,
or sent into Siberia."

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

Adam Olearius or Oelschlaeger was born
in Anhalt about 1600, and died in 1671. He
was secretary of the embassy sent in 1633

by the Due de Hplstein Gotterp to the
Czar and to the King of Persia, a mission
which lasted nearly five years. Besides his
4

Voyages tres curieux et renommes faits en
Moscovie et Tatarie et Perse,

1

he wrote
numerous works. CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Reading.

* CENTURY OF PERSIAN GHAZELS,' 1851 (10
th

S. v. 108, 456). I have to thank MR. NUTTALL
for his answer to my query. The tenth poet
and author of the odes on pp. 30-33 is Ahli

Khorasani, who lived a few years earlier than
his namesake Ahli Shirazi, with whom he is

much confused by biographers. He seems to
have died in 1495. JAS. PLATT, Jun.

SIXTEEN BISHOPS CONSECRATED AT ONE
TIME (10

th S.v. 347, 417). MR. DODGSON is

right in his conjecture that the number of

bishops consecrated by the Pope on 25 Feb-
ruary was fourteen, and not sixteen. I have
five cuttings from various papers, all of them
giving the number as sixteen

; and a corre-

spondent very kindly points out how the
mistake in all probability occurred :

-

'* The date of the Consistory was 21 Feb., that of
the consecration, 25 Feb. Nineteen French arch-
bishops were preconized in the Consistory; but four
of them, being translated from other sees, were
already consecrated. Thus fifteen were left to be
consecrated. Mgr. Dechelette, auxiliary of the
Archbishop of Lyons, was consecrated at Lyons on
25 March, so that fourteen were consecrated by the
Pope for the following Sees: Vannes, Versailles,
Valence, Laval, Rodez, Bayonne, Nevers, Dijon,
Mende, Aire, Agen, Ajaccio, Fre"jus, and St. Jean-
de-Maurienne."

FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

"REVENUE": ITS PRONUNCIATION (10
th S

v. 427). The word "revenue," with the
accent on the second syllable, was probably*

used in the House of Commons in the last
generation

"
: probably it is still so used by

a few. Speakers Peel and Gully used to say
"revenue." I think, though I am not sure,
that Mr. Balfour did the same. Possibly
some other members said

"
revenue." There

was an idea among some members that
" revenue" was the traditional pronunciation
of the Speaker. The general pronunciation
in the House during 1892-1905 was "revenue."

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

In the course of the trial of the Launceston
election petition in that town, before the late
Mr. Justice Mellor, in May, 1874, I heard the
late Mr. Serjeant Parry more than once use
the pronunciation

"
revenue." DUNHEVED.

Shakspeare has " revenue " and "
revenue."

In the first scene of * Midsummer Night's
Dream '

are the lines :

Like to a step-dame, or a dowager,
Long withering out a young man's revenue.

In the same scene Lysander says :

I have a widow aunt, a dowager
Of great revenue, and she hath no child.

E. YARDLEY.

MAY LIGHT AND YOUNG MEN'S LIGHT IN
PRE-REFORMATION CHURCHES (10

th S. v. 429).
The "lights" mentioned in such items

were not necessarily candles or torches,

although lights of some sort appear to have
been used upon most occasions of religious

festival, Christmas being known as the Feast
of Lights. But under "fights" were com-

prehended the Yule log and the May bonfire,
and the "May light" in the accounts in

question was probably the latter. Dr.

Stukeley, in his 'Itinerarium Curiosum,'
1724, p. 29 (quoted in Brand's 'Antiquities,'
Ellis, 1853, vol. i. p. 241, note), says :

"There is a May-pole hill near Horn Castle,
Lincolnshire, where probably stood an Hermes in
Roman times. The boys annually have a bone-
fire, and other merriment, which is really a sacrifice

or religious festival."

With regard to "yongmenis lyght,"it may
be noted that in statute 33 Henry VIII.

cap. 9, "youngmen"= yeomen (see Nath.

Bailey's 'Diet.,' 1740).
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

Having gone through many churchwardens'
accounts lately, I am quite familiar with
these items for "lights." The different lay

guilds of the parish generally contributed to

a "
store

"
in honour of their patron saint,

and a part of the money would be expended
in tapers to burn before the shrine of this

saint or at obsequies, &c. Most parishes had
their guild of "young men," who were

frequently, as at South Tawton, responsible
for the brewing and selling of church ale, of
which they handed over the profits to some
parish "store."
In some parishes there were guilds of

women, and we hear of the "wyffs store"
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and the " maid's store." St. Katherine was
a favourite saint with the latter, and so was
the B. V. Mary. I should think that the
" May light" referred to might mean Mary
light, or perhaps

"
Mayd' light." Your

correspondent might like to compare his

accounts with those of Morebath, which
have been very instructively edited in vol. iv.

of the Somerset Record Society, and printed
in full, with a glossary, as a supplement to

Devon Notes and Queries, 1905-6.

ETHEL LEGA-WEEKES.

MICHELL FAMILY (10
th S. v. 445). As a

descendant of this old Sussex family, I should
like to supplement some of the notes of H.
In the first place, the name was spelt either

with one or with two "
J's." My great- great-

grandmother Hellen Catherine, daughter of

John Michel of Warnham, and granddaughter
of John Michel of Field Place (where Percy
Bysshe Shelley was born) signed her name
4 '

Michel," and in all the papers and notes
as to this family in my possession this

spelling predominates. The Edward who
succeeded his cousin John at Stammerham
in 1610 was, according to a pedigree in my
possession, the same who in 1641 married
the daughter of Richard (not F.) Middleton,
of Horsham, and was the father of Walsing-
ham Michel and of all the others enumerated
by H. He is quite right as to the male line

through Walsingham being extinct, the only
representatives of this elder branch of the

family being the descendants of Sir Bysshe
Shelley, who married the only daughter and
heir of the Rev. Theobald Michel. This
latter had a cousin (I am not sure in what
degree), the John of Warnham mentioned
above, who married Anne Shelley, daughter
of John Shelley of Fen. The cross marriages
of the Shelleys and Michels were so numerous
in successive generations that the exact
amount of Michel or Shelley blood in some
of the children of these marriages was
exceedingly difficult to apportion, and
degrees of cousinship were almost impossible
to state with accuracy. I remember my
great-aunt telling me that her grandmother

the Hellen Catherine supra used to laugh
and say that some Michels by name had
more Shelley blood than some of those that
bore the name, and vice versa. So far as I
can ascertain, this line of Michels i.e., the
descendants of John of Warnham are now
only continued on the distaff side. The
earliest known ancestor of the family is a
John of Stammernam who settled certain
lands in 1462 (see Dallaway and Cartwright's
*

Sussex'). Of the descent from this remote
ancestor to the John of Stammerlmm who

died in 1610, or of the Edward who married

Mary Middleton, I have no certain know-
ledge at present. E. E. STREET.
Chichester.

ST. GENIUS (10
th S. v. 449). A very

interesting account of St. Genes, M., who is

said to have suffered under Diocletian about

303, may be found in the August volume of

Baring-Gould's
* Lives of the Saints

'

(pp.

267-70). This date does not tally with that

given by S. J. A. F., but the circumstances
of the conversion are the same, and in the

February volume (p. 443) the author inclines

to identify the St. Gelasius there treated of,

who was martyred in 297, with St. Genesius
or Genes. It is told of St. Gelasius that he
was suddenly convinced of the truth of

Christianity when parodying its rites upon
the stage. He is said to have been " second
clown of the theatre at Heliopolisin Phoenicia."

ST. SWITHIN.

See Husenbeth's * Emblems of Saints' :

"S. Genesius of Rome. Martyr, 26 August,
A.D. 303. Baptized on the stage: angels by him

(Callpt). Playing a violin on the stage (ib). Player
holding a sword (Ikonographie)."

See also the Rev. S. Baring- Gould's
* Lives of

the Saints' under "St. Genes, August 25,

A.D. 303."

Upon an old fifteenth- century oak stall-

end in the north transept of the picturesquely
situated church of Coombe- in - Teignhead,
near Newton Abbot, in fair Devon, may be
seen a cleverly carved representation of this

saint. He is shown wearing a clown's cap
and bells. HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

Does not the query involve some confusion ?

Genius and the thirty soldiers (3 May) form
a rather legendary story of a famous Christian
teacher (never an actor, so far as appears),
who was a confessor (not a martyr), under
Diocletian, at Lectoure, half-way between
Agen and Auch. Genasius, an actor, was
martyred at Rome, in 285 or a little later.

For both men see references in 'Diet.

Christian Biog.' C. S. WARD.
Wootton St. Lawrence, Basingstoke.

St. Genius is no other than Sanctus
Genesius, actor,

' Acta Sanctorum,' 25 August
(Aug. Vol. V. p. 122). All possible details

with regard to this saint and the whole

history of the legend in all countries of

Europe, Syria, and North Africa are concen-
trated in ' Studien zur Genesius Legende,

3

by Bertha von der Lage (" Wissenschaftliche

Beilagen zum Jahresbericht der Charlotten-
schule zu Berlin, 1898 and 1899"). This

scholarly woman-teacher has written quite
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an exhaustive memoir on Genesius and the

actor-martyrs. Genesius is also the hero of
an opera by the celebrated German musician
Felix von Weingartner, which was given at
the Berlin Hofoper, 1892.

DR. MAX MAAS.
Munich.

DOGS AT CONSTANTINOPLE (10
th S. v. 170,

456). Of. 'The Life and Letters of Busbecq,'
by C. T. Forster and F. H. B. Daniell

(London, 1881), vol. i. p. 225, where the worthy
knight explains why the Turks are so kind
to dogs, although they consider them foul and
unclean animals, and therefore keep them
out of their houses. Aldrovandi's book on

quadrupeds has no doubt some references to

dogs in mediaeval literature. L. L. K.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED (10
th S.

v. 449).
" Attain the unattainable," &c., is

from Tennyson's
*

Timbuctoo,' to be found
in

*

Cambridge Prize Poems,' not, I think,
in his collected works. W. T.

Miss METEYARD (10
th S. v. 450). Her

place of burial is constantly being asked for.
I think it a pity and have thought so for

many years that it is not required by law
to be put in the certificate of death before
being sent to Somerset House. Of course,
an Act of Parliament would be required, and
I doubt if any member can be found to
bother about such a thing it not being
required for fiscal purposes. Such informa-
tion is once again asked for by MR. CANN
HUGHES. In this case, luckily, he will find
the answer in Boase's 'Modern English
Biography.' Miss Meteyard was buried at

Woking Cemetery. RALPH THOMAS.

"ANON" (10
th S. i. 246, 337 ; v. 274, 454).

It is difficult to see what defence of Thacke-
ray's use of "anon" in the sense of
41

formerly
"
can be deduced from Milton's

"on hill sometimes, anon in shady vale."
The passages quoted from the novelist
clearly indicate that at the moment of

speaking or writing he had the past, and
only the past, definitely in his mind. Milton,
on the other hand, employs the particle with
reference to the second of two periods of
time, giving it, therefore, a future signifi-
cance in the alternative phrase which it

regulates. It would be possible to argue
that the poet's "sometimes" is the Eliza-
bethan word that meant "once" or "at an
early stage," and that the " anon "

there-
fore follows in its special sense of "presently";
but this is not necessary. Even if Milton's
"anon" is, tQ be taken, with lexicographers

and annotators, as meaning
" at other times,"

it still has a future bearing in relation to the

preceding times indicated.
THOMAS BAYNE.

IRISH BOG BUTTER (10
th S. v. 308, 353, 416).

The following letter appeared in The Irish
Times on 5 June. It records the latest find

of bog butter, and may be worthy of repro-
duction in 'N. & Q.' :

Find of Butter in a Bog.
SIR, It may interest some of your readers to

know that while a couple of men employed by a
local landowner were cutting turf in a bog in the
vicinity on 30th ult. they came upon a vessel about
eight feet from the surface, and which, on being
opened, was found to contain a large quantity of

butter, about 2cwt. The keg, or tub, which was
unfortunately much injured in its removal, appears
to be hollowed out of a single log of wood about
two feet in height and one foot three inches in

diameter, and still bears the marks of the adze or
other instrument used in its formation. The lid is

also in one piece, grooved in the centre to admit of
a piece of wood being run through from ear to ear,
and appeared air-tight. I send you a sample of
contents. There are no marks which would lead
one to form an opinion as to its age, but it is

generally believed to be more than 100 years under-
ground. The vessel is of oak, and is in a good state
ot preservation. Thanking you in anticipation.
Yours, &c., E. A. BBEEN.
Milltown Pass, Killucan, 1st June, 1906.

W. A. HENDERSON.
Dublin.

DIRECTION POST v. SIGNPOST (10
th S. v. 449).

Ogilvie defines a "finger post" as u a

post with a finger pointing for directing
passengers to the road," and a **

Signpost
"

as "something hung or set near a house or
over a door to give notice of the tenant's

occupation." Barclay says, "Signpost, that

upon which a sign hangs, a displayed board
on the outside of a tradesman's house."
Thus the direction or finger post points out
the road, which the signpost such as the

sign of the "George" or "Crown," &c.

certainly does not.

Punch is not alone in the misuse of the
latter term, for I have observed it, not only
in conversation, but in leading works of

fiction. I hope sincerely that MR. CURTIS'S
note may prove a corrective.

HAROLD MALET, Col.

I should prefer the more usual "
guide-

post." "Direction post" is not, I think, the
current term for such a friend-in-need.

ST. SWITHIN.

Personally I have for many years past
made the distinction between "direction

post" and '

signpost," using the first for

roads, and the second for inns, public-houses,
&g, For the first, however, I have also used
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"
finger post" : one is explained by the othe

in the
' Oxford English Dictionary,' vol. ii

1

p. 391. R. T.

CATEATON STREET (10
th S. v. 429, 475).

This very ancient thoroughfare in the Ci
of London is frequently mentioned durin
the fourteenth century in the 'Calendars o

Husting Wills' under the name of " Catte

strete," the first entry appearing under th

date 1308 (i. 203). Amongst the archives o
St. Paul's Cathedral is a bundle of deeds o
the reigns of Edward I. and Edward II.

relating to tenements in "Cattenelane
(Ninth Report Hist. MSS. Comm., Appendix
p. 25 b). In 1453 the name appears as

"Catton Lane" in the will of John Arnolc

(' Calendar,' ii. 523). This form is also foun
in 1475 and 1482. In ' London Survey 'd,' b

Ogilby and Morgan, 1977, it is called "Cat
Eaton Street," a name which it retained til

1845, when, as mentioned by MR McMuRRAY
the old and historic appellation was changec
into Gresham Street. W. F. PRIDEAUX.

[LEO C. also refers to the Court of Husting Wills.'

J. RAMPINI (10
th S. v. 410, 455). L. L. K.'$

reply refers to another composer, a century
and a half earlier than the one I asked about

RALPH THOMAS.

AMERICANS IN ENGLISH RECORDS (10
th S. v.

163, 432, 476). Thanks are due to A. C. H.
for his correction ; but the record quoted, I

may say, gives the spelling as Curtis no
fewer than five times. In his will, dated
14 Nov., 1749, proved 19 Nov., 1753 (P.C.C.
287 Searle), the Hon. John Custis, of

Williamsburg, Virginia, appoints his son,
Daniel Parke Custis, his executor. The
widow of the last named, Martha, daughter
of John Dand ridge, married 6 Jan., 1759,
George Washington, first President of the
United States of America.

GEORGE F. T. SHERWOOD.
50, Beecroft Road, Brockley, S.E.

Edmund Custis was employed by the Eng-
lish Government at Bruges in 1664, 1 think
('Cal. of State Papers, Dom.'). He published
a tract in 1672 relating to the blowing up of
two wrecks in the Tyne. R. B R.

"!N A HUFF" (10
th S. v. 448). Is it so

certain that it was in a new sense the
expression was employed 1 The only new
sense must have been "

in a puff." Prof. Skeat
in his 'Etymological Dictionary

'

(1884) the
only edition I have at hand says :

"
Huff, to puff, bluster, bully (modern English).

The old sense is to puff, blow hard; hence to

bluster, vapour, An imitative word, li^e puff.

Cf. Lowl. So. hauch, a forcible puff ; heck, to breathe
hard

; German hauchen, to breathe. Note. To
huj?t at draughts, simply means '

to blow'; it was
customary to blow upon the piece removed ;

cf.

Lowl. Sc. blaw, to blow, also to huff at draughts ;

Dan. Ucese en brikke, to huff (lit. blow) a man at

draughts."

The manner of the old lady's transition
must therefore have been either

"
in a puff,"

i.e., she passed away suddenly, as a puff of

wind, or "in a huff," i.e., she had taken

umbrage at something in the moments of

dissolution. It is, of course, very sad to hear
of any one dying in this frame of mind ; but
at the same time it must have been a very
spirited old lady who was capable of it, and
one hopes that the husband had done nothing
to embitter her last moments. " To be huffed

"

or "
to take the huff" certainly means to be

offended, and an instance occurs somewhere
in Charles Reade's works :

"
Suppose he

takes the huff and goes to some other lawyer."
"Huff-cap" is an old cant term for strong
ale, a favourite beverage with the London
'prentice, when it was doubtless so called
from its tendency to make a person quarrel-
some, or "

cock-a-hoop," in a desire to set his

cap in a defiant manner.
J. HOLDEN MACMlCHAEL.

I think the rector of Little Chart has
mistaken "snuff" for "huff." It is a very
common saying in Kent that he, or she,
'' went off in, or like, a snuff," meaning the
snuff of a candle. MAN OF KENT.

"To go off in a huff" means to leave

abruptly, and not in a good temper.
HARRY HEMS.

Fair Park, Exeter.

"In a huff" does not always mean to go
away in a temper after having

" a tiff" with
ome one. "

Huff," as meaning suddenly,
quickly, I knew to be in constant use in

Derbyshire more than fifty years ago j and
she went off in huff" would be the words

used when telling of the death of a woman
nexpectedly in her illness.

"
I must huff it."

=1 must go at once ;
and a person showing

nxiety to end a chance meeting with
nother would be told not to be in

" such a
)ig huff." "She huft it in half a minute'1

hows another use of the word "
huff."

" Shoo
^er hufted in a minnit," and "How wer
uft as sown as ar spoke," well illustrate the
ther meaning of

"
huff."

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

"MiNiNiN," A SHELL (10
th S.

y. 449). This
rord has every appearance of being a Spanish
iminutive meaning "very small." I
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be, however, that it is from a Keltic source
which enlightened both Scotland and Spain
in prehistoric times ; for it does not seem

likely that the western Scots should have
felt obliged to borrow the name of one of

their shells from a language known to them
as Spanish within the last two thousand

years. E. S. DODGSON.

SAMUEL WILLIAMS, DRAUGHTSMAN (10
th S.

v. 109, 312, 417). Redgrave gives 23 Feb.,

1788, as his date of birth, and states that he
died in his sixty-fifth year, differing from
MR. PICKFORD'S extract from Ottley's

'

Dic-

tionary of Recent and Living Painters.'

HAROLD MALET, Col.

"I EXPECT TO PASS THROUGH" (10
th S. i.

247, 316, 355, 433 ; v. 393). A correspondent
of

* N. & Q.' sends me an extract from * Dan-
monii Orientales Illustres : or, the Worthies
of Devon,' by John Prince, London, 1810

(p. 262), from which it would appear that
there is no foundation for the statement
that the phrase quoted is inscribed on the
tomb of Edward Courtenay, Earl of Devon,
at Padua. 1 may now add what particulars
I have gleaned on the subject.
An inquiry in T.P.'s Weekly (15 April,

1904, p. 518) elicited the reply (13 May,
p. 650) that the phrase "is by Carlyle," but
no reference was given. In The Girl's Own
Paper (1 Aug., 1896, p. 704) it is stated that
" the lines quoted by Prof. Henry Drummond
[I do not know where he quotes them, but
I do not think he names his authority if he
does quote them] are from Marcus Aurelius
4
1 shall pass through this world but once.'

'

As regards Marcus Aurelius, I find the same
idea (i.e., that a man lives but once) in

Long's translation (Bell & Sons, 1889), pp. 82
and 180; but this can scarcely be the origin
of the phrase sought for. Possibly it is a

translation, with additions, of part of a line
in Goethe's play of 'Clavigo,' Act I. sc. i

(Leipzig, 1774, p. 8) :

Man lebt nur einraal in der Welt.
I have before me a printed card, one sid<

of which bears the following words :

" Whatsoever He saith unto you, do it."

Resolve. I expect to pass through this world bu
once; any good thing therefore that I can do, o
any kindness that I can show, to a human being
or any word that I can speak for Jesus let me d<
it now. Let me not neglect or defer it ; for 1 shal
not pass this way again.

On the reverse side of the card is printed :

This Resolve was written by a New York lady
much impressed with the thought of the un
certainty of life. Not many days after, she was a
a meeting in Madison Square Gardens, where sh
had distributee! some printed leaflets with tfo

lesolve, when the Hall roof fell in, and she was
ne of those killed by its fall.

Bemrose & Sons, 23, Old Bailey, London ;

and Derby.
Price 3s. per 100 ; 5d. per doz. Post free.

I do not know whether the card in question
s still being published or not, nor have I

ny idea who the lady was, nor when the
ccident occurred. Perhaps some readers of

N. & Q.' may be able to furnish the
nformation. But I am inclined to think
hat the lady, perhaps, did not claim to do

anything more than quote when she wrote.

3ut from whom 1

? The phrase may be buried
omewhere in Carlyle's works for aught I

know. EDWARD LATHAM.

P.S. Since I wrote the above Mr. Ben-
iam has informed me that in Pettigrew's
Chronicles of the Tombs' (1857) there is

'an epitaph frequently quoted
" on the tomb

)f Edward Courtenay, third earl, at Tiver-

;on (d. 1419); but the words bear no
resemblance to the phrase sought for, so I

need not quote them here.

ROPES USED AT EXECUTIONS (10
th S. v. 266,

315, 375, 418, 457). This superstition is

apparently widely believed. The following is

taken from an article, 'Personal Recollections

of James Billington, Hangman
'

(by one who
knew him), which appeared in The Bolton

Evening Neivs, 20 Dec., 1901 :

' A certain woman living in a great Italian city
wrote him a letter. It came through the Home
Office. The letter, rather curious to relate, was
signed with the historic (Christian) name Cleopatra.

The letter went on to say that the writer was
a poor woman and mother of four dear little chil-

dren. To her great grief, her husband was going
blind, and what the family would do when the

bread-winner was deprived of sight she could not

say She had been told by one whose word she

could trust, that if she would obtain a piece of the

rope that had been used in executing a fellow-

creature, and induce her husband to wear it round
his neck, his eyesight would be preserved to him
and all would be well. Would he therefore send
her a piece of rope ?

"

Billington did not send any rope. CLIO.
Bolton.

BARNES PIKLE (10
th S. v. 409). See under

'Pightle,' 'English Dialect Dictionary,' vol. iv.

p. 498 :

" Boxted Vicarage : it is said that the vicarage
house standeth in a small pikle containing about
an acre (Newcourt,

'

Repertorium Eccles.' 1710,

ii. 79)."
ANDREW OLIVER.

OPEN-AIR PULPITS (10
th S. iv. 430 ; v. 55,

96, 154). At the annual pilgrimage in

August to Kiedrich (near Ellville-am-Rhein)
a balcony between the two buttresses pn the
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north side of St. Michael's Chapel, in the

churchyard, is used from which to preach to

the immense number of pilgrims congregated
to do honour to a St. Valentine, known as

the "Boy Martyr." The beautiful church,
with its noble peal of five bells, is dedicated
to him and St. Dionysius.

JOHN A. RANDOLPH.
" GULA AUGUSTI "

(10
th S. v. 408). Under

1 Gule of August,' in Hazlitt's
*

Dictionary of

Faiths and Folk-lore,' is the following quota-
tion, which may interest readers who have
not access to the book :

"
Pettigal derives Gule from the Celtic or British

Wyl or Gwyl, a festival or holiday, and explains
Gule of August to mean the holiday of St. Peter ad
Vincula in August, when the people of England
under popery paid their Peterpence. This is con-
firmed by Blount, who tells us that Lammas day,
called the Gule or Yule of August, may be a

corruption of the British ^word Gwyl Awst, feast

of August. Vallancey says'that Cul or Gul in Irish

implies a complete wheel, a belt, an anniversary.
Spelman observes the word often occurs in ancient

legal parchments for the feast of St. Peter ad
Vincula."

Prof. Rhys in his Hibbert Lectures points
out the great importance once attacned to

Lammas, Gwyl Awst, among the Welsh,
" shown by the fact that the Welsh term in the
modified form of Gula Augusti passed into the

latinity of the chronicles, and even into a statute
of Edward III The echoes of a feast or fair held
on the first of August have not yet died out in

Wales, where one still speaks of Gwyl Awst,"

fairs being still held in some parts at that

date.

The wheel, which Vallancey says is the (or

an) equivalent for the Irish word Cul or Gul
was used in the old Runic Fasti to denote
the festivals of summer and winter solstices,

and rolling the wheel to denote the sun's

beginning to descend from the highest place
in the zodiac.

The legend connecting St. Peter ad Vincula
with the beginning of August is given by
Miss Arnold Forster in

'

Studies in Church
Dedications,' vol. i. p. 54. T. S. M.

J. J. Bond's *

Handy Book for verifying
Dates '

says as follows :

" Gule of August. See Petrus ad Vincula, A.D

439, Aug. 1. Gula Augusti, so called from yula, a
throat, for this reason : One Quirinus, a Tribune
having a daughter that had a disease in her throat

;

went to Sixtus III., the Bishop of Rome, anc
desired of him to see the chains that St. Peter
had been chained with under Nero, which reques
being granted, she, kissing the chains, was curec
of her disease ; whereupon this feast was institutec

in honour of St. Peter, hence its name."

J. SCHOMBEEG.
Oxford.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.

Portraits and Jewels of Mary Stuart. By Andrew
Lang. (Glasgow, MacLehose & Sons.)

' FALSE portraits of Mary, Queen of Scots, are

nfinite," says Horace Walpole; but there are many
genuine, as may be expected of a woman who was
^ueen of France, Dowager of France, and Queen of

Scotland, and, adds Mr. Lang,
" was Queen of

England in the opinion of the great Catholic party
/hat regarded Elizabeth as disqualified by birth and
religion." \\hile doubting the existence of many
enuine portraits that is, portraits painted from

the life Mr. Lang opines that there exist portraits
and miniatures enough to provide a pictorial history
of Mary from 1552, when she was in her tenth year,
to 1584-6, the years before her death. Upon these
much has been written at home and abroad ; among
recent contributors to the literature of the subject
being the late Sir George Scharf, Mr. Lionel Oust,
Mr. J. J. Foster, and Dr. Williamson in his 'History
of Portrait Miniatures.' To the list, which might be
Further enlarged, may be added Mr. Lang himself,
whose present work is a revision and an expansion,
with additional illustrations, of what has previously
seen the light in The Scottish Historical Review.
Among those who can in no sense be regarded as

experts the feeling must prevail that all the
repeated portraits cannot be accurate, and that
of those most probably genuine there are few
which convey an idea of the extreme beauty with
which Mary was blessed or cursed. Regard-
ing as rhapsody or fable the utterance on the
scaffold of Chatelard concerning ''the fairest and
most cruel queen on earth," and Mr. Lang's
opening comparison with Helen of Troy as
described by Marlowe, we accept the historical
certitude that "

Mary was either beautiful or she
bewitched people into thinking her beautiful."
But few of the surviving portraits answer the
expectations generally formed concerning her
graces. It is pleasant to find Mr. Lang, notwith-
standing the doubts of other authorities, voting in
favour of the portrait in the possession of the Earl
of Leven and Melville, which serves as frontispiece
to his volume. Of the many portraits reproduced
in the volume this, both as regards features and
expression, is the most seductive. Apropos of the
wealth of jewels in which the face is environed,
this suggests to Mr. Lang a test for the genuineness
of portraits by the extent to which the jewels
depicted correspond to those known to have been
in the possession of the queen. Among many
portraits reproduced are a bridal medal of Maryand the Dauphin, Mary as Dauphine after a sketch
by Clouet or Jehan de Court ;

a wax medallion from
the Breslau Museum,

' Le Deuil Blanc,' a con-

temporary nude caricature of Mary as a mermaid,
the Sheffield portrait by P. Oudry, and the Morton
portrait. A final and interesting chapter is on the
'False Portraits of Mary.' The book is an im-
portant contribution to our knowledge of a subject
which offers unceasing attraction.

The Pageant of London. By Richard Davey.
Vol. I. B.O. 40 to A.D. 1500. Vol. II. A.D. 1500-
1900. (Methuen & Co.)

' THE PAGEANT OF LONDON '

is a title happily de-

scriptive of a pleasant and popular book, interest-

ing alike from the historical and the topographical
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standpoint. Compiled from the best authorities,
ancient and modern (many of them not universally
accessible, nor, indeed, generally known), and
written with commendable spirit and vivacity, the

letterpress constitutes an animated picture of Lon-
don life, and chronicle of London doings, from
Roman times till to-day, to which further bright-
ness is added by the presence of forty coloured

designs by Mr. John Fulleylove, R.I., the eminent

painter and draughtsman. In a sense the whole

may be regarded as history, the successive chapters
conveying a capital idea of growth and development
of life in the greatest of cities, and being as nappy
in atmosphere as ample in detail. We are, in fact,

astonished at the amount of learning that is brought
to bear. Ordinary sources, from Tacitus downward
to Froissartand Pepys, are laid under contribution;
and of such incidents as the trial and execution of

great offenders the best existing descriptions are

reproduced. In the case, however, of such things
as the rendering penal, in the interests of archery,
of other amusements and pursuits, and like recon-

dite points, knowledge equally exact is displayed.
In every case, indeed, Mr. Davey has gone to the

most trustworthy sources. As an account of life in

mediaeval and Renaissance times we know of no
more instructive or entertaining work, and none,
certainly, the perusal of which is more of a pleasure
and less of a task. The illustrations are unsurpassed
in other productions of the class.

Plutarch's Lives. Translated from the Greek by
Aubrey Stewart, M.A., and George Long, M.A.
4vols. (Bell & Sons.)

LONG as this translation of Plutarch has been before

the public, and many times as it has been reprinted
in a quarter of a century, it has never previously
assumed so attractive a guise as now, when it

appears in "The York Library," whereto it forms
a valuable and fitting addition. It constitutes the

best, most trustworthy, and most readable of the

translations that have been made of the most

popular of classics, and can, as personal experience
enables us to testify, be read with constant plea-
sure. To Cicero and others of the Latins useful

notes are supplied by the translators, and the first

volume contains Long's preface to the lives pub-
lished by him under the title of 'Civil Wars of

Rome.' A full and useful index to the work is

given at the end of the fourth volume. A life of

Plutarch is prefixed. The type of
" The York

Library" is admirably legible, and suited to the
oldest sight.

John Siberch, the First Cambridge Printer, 1521-2 :

Bibliographical Notes, 1886-1905. By Robert
Bowes and G. J. Gray. (Cambridge, Macmillan
& Bowes.)

ALL that is likely to be known of John Siberch,
the first Cambridge printer, is now within reach
of the bibliophile. Coming after the late Henry
Bradshaw, whose bibliography was prefixed to the
facsimile edition of Bullock's 'Oratio' printed in

1886, Mr. Robert Bowes found in the library of

Trinity College, Dublin, a copy of Li nacre's ' Galen
de Temperamentis,' which stood No. 6 among
Siberch's books, differing from other copies that he
had seen ; and his account of it is now reprinted
from the Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian
Society. Other discoveries by Mr. Gray, including
that of a hitherto unknown work printed by
bibereh, are chronicled. Facsimiles of title-pages

and colophons of those books printed by Siberch
which have not previously been reproduced in fac-

simile are given, together with ornamental borders,
woodcuts, and initial letters, the whole supplying
specimens of each of his works, so far as present
knowledge extends. All that has been discovered

concerning Siberch is told in Gray's
' Earlier Cam-

bridge Stationers. From February, 1521, he printed
nine works

;
like other printers, he bound books,

and he claims in his aedication of Baldwin to
Nicholas West, Bishop of Ely, to be the first printer
of Greek in England. He was known to Cambridge
scholars, and is mentioned in letters of Erasmus.
Four of the works for which he is responsible have
been reprinted in facsimile by Messrs. Macmillan
& Bowes, who proposed at one time to issue in a
like form the remainder. For want of adequate
encouragement this scheme was not carried out.
The work now issued in a sense completes the

bibliographical aspect of the plan. All that is

known concerning the title-pages and the designs is

given in the shape of comment, and the whole,
besides being a bibliographical treasure, is an im-

portant contribution to the history of the great
university.

to

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications corre-

spondents must observe the following rules. Let
each note, query, or reply be written on a separate
slip of paper, with the signature of the writer and
such address as he wishes to appear. When answer-
ing queries, or making notes with regard to previous
entries in the paper, contributors are requested to

put in parentheses, immediately after the exact
leading, the series, volume, and page or pages to
which they refer. Correspondents who repeat
queries are requested to head the second com-
munication "Duplicate."

WE cannot undertake to advise correspondents
as to the value of old books and other objects or as
to the means of disposing of them.

J. PICKFORD (" Kotow "). The earliest quotation
in the

' N.E.D.' illustrating this Chinese custom is

From Barrow's 'Travels in China' (1804) ;
the first

quotation for the figurative use is from Fraser's

Magazine in 1834.

J. B. WAINEWRIGHT ("Great Jove has lost his

Ganymede, I know"). This epitaph was printed
at 7 th 8. iii. 426, and discussed at pp. 34, 106, 174,

331, 455 of the next volume."

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to
" The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-

tisements and Business Letters to " The Pub-
lisher

"
at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery

Lane, E.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not

; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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THE ATHENAEUM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHENJEUM contains Articles on
GEORGE DOUGLAS, EIGHTH DUKE OF ARGYLL (1823-1900) : AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND MEMOIRS.
THE PAGEANT OF LONDON.
AUGUSTUS AUSTEN LEIGH, PROVOST OF KING'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE : A RECORD

OF COLLEGE REFORM.
THE PERSONAL NOTE IN MODERN LITERATURE.
THE ADVENTURES OF ALICIA. QUEEN OF THE RUSHES. COUNT BUNKER. PHANTASMA,

IN THE SHADOW. THE BLACK MOTOR-CAR. THE UPHILL ROAD. HASTY FRUIT.
A VENEERED SCAMP. THE NEWELL FORTUNE. THE CUBS. THE MANTLE
OF THE EMPEROR.

HISTORICAL LITERATURE.
'THE TIMES' HISTORY OF THE WAR IN SOUTH AFRICA. THE NEW RUSSIA. THE

BALKAN TRAIL. A MODERN SLAVERY. ROIS SANS COURONNE. HISTORY FOR
READY REFERENCE AND TOPICAL READING. BRITISH CANALS: IS THEIR
RESUSCITATION PRACTICABLE 1 AN ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO SAFFRON WALDEN.
REPRINTS, &c.

MY BLACKBIRD AND I. NOTES FROM DUBLIN. THE PUBLISHERS' INTERNATIONAL
CONGRESS AT MILAN. 'THE OPEN ROAD.' CREIGHTON MEMORIAL.

THE THEORY OF ELECTRONS AND ITS DIFFICULTIES. AMALGAMATION OF THE
MEDICAL SOCIETIES OF LONDON.

DECORATIVE PANELS AT THE ALPINE CLUB. YOUNGER PAINTERS AT THE BAILLIE
GALLERY.

LAST WEEK'S ATHEN-ffiUM contains Articles on
THE MODERN DEVELOPMENT OF EUROPE. THE NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY.
THE MEMOIRS OF A BUCK. A GRAMMAR OF NEW TESTAMENT GREEK
NEW NOVELS : The Prey of the Strongest; The Lost Earl of Elian; The Bar Sinister; Anthony

Britten
;
Mrs. Grundy's Crucifix ; Things that are Caesar's ; Le Sacrifice ; The Undying Past.

ORIENTAL LITERATURE. SHORT STORIES.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE : The Dawn in Russia

;
The Boyhood of a Great King ; Goethe's Iphigeneia

in Tauris ; The Mirror of the Century ; Fisherman's Luck
; Points of View

; Rites of the
Armenian Church ;

The Assemble of Goddes ; The Unity of Will ; Bourget's Works
; Aylwin ;

Plutarch's Lives ;
Crabbe's Poems

;
Pictorial London.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.
NEW LIGHT ON MURAT AND NAPOLEON; 'THE OPEN ROAD'; LOST IRISH MEMOIRS*

STATE-AIDED EMIGRATION; THE LATE W. G. BLACKIE ; THE BIRTH-YEAR OF
HENRY V.

LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE : Ethnology ;

Research Notes; Societies; Meetings Next Week ; Gossip.
FINE ARTS : Colvin on Early Engraving in England ; Etchings by Mr. John at Chelsea ; The

National Gallery ;
Sales

; Gossip.
MUSIC :

' The Peasant Songs of Great Russia '

; Gossip ; Performances Next Week.
DRAMA : Our Library Table (Twelfth Night ;

Othello Unveiled; The Title Mart; The Girl with the
Green Eyes) ;

* Atalanta in Calydon
' at the Scala Theatre

; Gossip.
MISCELLANEA : Date of the Statute of Kilkenny.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHEN^IUM will contain Eeviews of

DR, F. J. BLISS'S THE DEVELOPMENT OF PALESTINE EXPLORATION.
DR. G. D. MACMILLAN'S GEORGE BUCHANAN.

The ATHENAEUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of

JOHN C FRANCIS & J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.
And of all Newsagents.
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SELECT LIST OF
BOOKS ON GARDENING

TO BE OBTAINED AT THE

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE' OFFICE from H. G. COVE, Publisher.

Prices Quoted are in all cases Post Free.

ALPINE FLOEA : for Tourists and
Amateur Botanists. By Dr. JULIUS HOFF-
MAN. Translated by E. S. BARTON (Mrs. A.

GEPP). With 40 Plates, containing 250

Coloured Figures from Water-Colour Sketches

by HERMANN FRIESE. 8vo, 7s. Wd.

ALPINE FLOWEES FOE GAE-
DENS. By W. ROBINSON. Revised Edition.

With Illustrations. 8vo, IQs. lid.

BAMBOO GARDEN, THE. By
LORD REDESDALE. Illustrated by ALFRED
PARSONS. 8vo, 10*. Wd.

BOTANY, A TEXT - BOOK OF.
By Dr. E. STRASBURGER. Translated by
H.C. PORTER, Ph.D. Revised. Fifth Edition.

686 Illustrations. 18*. 5d.

BOTANY, A YEAE'S. Adapted to
Home and School Use. By FRANCES A.

KITCHENER. With 195 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 5*. 3d.

BOTANY, THE TEEASUEY OF.
Edited by J. LINDLEY, M.D. F.R.S., and T.

MOORE, F.L.S. With 20 Steel Plates and
numerous Woodcuts. Two Parts. Fcap. 8vo,
12*. 5d.

CACTUS CULTUEE FOE
AMATEURS : being Descriptions of the various

Cactuses grown in this Country. By W.
WATSON, Curator of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Kew. New Edition. Profusely
Illustrated. In cloth gilt, 5*. id.

ENGLISH FLOWEE GAEDEN,
THE. An Illustrated Dictionary of all the
Plants Used, and Directions for their Culture
and Arrangement. By W. ROBINSON. With
numerous Illustrations. Medium 8vo, 15s. 6d.

Also 2 vols. half-morocco, 24*. 7d.
;

1 vol. half-

morocco, 21*. Id.

FLOEA, BEITISH, HANDBOOK OF
THE. By GEO. BENTHAM. Revised by
Sir JOSEPH HOOKER. Seventh Edition.

9*. id.

FLOEA, BEITISH, ILLUSTEA-
TIONS OF THE. By W. H. FITCH and
W. G. SMITH. 1,315 Wood Engravings.
Revised and Enlarged. 9s. 3d.

FOECING BOOK, THE. By Prof.
L. H. BAILEY. Globe 8vo, 4*. id.

FOEESTEY, A MANUAL OF.
WM. SCHLICH, Ph.D. C.I.E.

Vol. I. THE UTILITY OF FORESTS, AND
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
SYLVICULTURE. Demy 8vo, cloth,
6*. 3d.

II. THE FORMATION AND TENDING
OF WOODS; or, Practical Sylvi-
culture. Illustrated, 7s. id.

III. FOREST MANAGEMENT. Illustrated,
8*. id.

IV. FOREST PROTECTION. By W. R.

FISHER, B.A. With 259 Illustra-

tions. 9*. id.

V. FOREST UTILIZATION. By W. B.

FISHER, B.A. With 343 Illustra-

tions. 12*. id.

FOEESTEY, ENGLISH ESTATE.
By A. C. FORBES. Copiously illustrated.

38 pages. 12*. IQd.

FOEESTEY, WEBSTEE'S
PRACTICAL. Fourth and Enlarged Edition.

Demy 8vo, illustrated, cloth gilt, 5*. id.

FEUIT GAEDEN, THE. By George
BUNYARD and OWEN THOMAS. 8vo,
buckram, 21*. 6d.

FEUIT GEOWING, THE
PRINCIPLES OF. By Prof. L. H. BAILEY.
Globe 8vo, 5*. id.

FEUIT TEEES IN POTS. By Josh
BRACE, Twenty-two Years Foreman for

Thos. Rivers & Son. Illustrated. Large crown
8vo, post free, 5*. 3d.

Complete 16-page Catalogue sent post free on application to

H. G. COVE, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Published "Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS. Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, EC. ; and Printed by
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaeum Press, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G. Saturday, Tune 23, 1906.
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14 The Gardeners' Chronicle has faithfully held to its promises. It is still, to-day, the best gardening

journal, being indispensable equally to the practical gardener and the man of science, because each

finds in it something useful. We wish the journal still further success." Garten Flora, Berlin, Jan. 15.

"The Gardeners 1

Chronicle is the leading horticultural journal of the world, and an historical

publication. It has always excited our respectful admiration. A country is honoured by the possession
of such a publication, and the greatest honour we can aspire to is to furnish our own country with a

journal as admirably conducted." La Semaine Eorticole, Feb. 13, 1897.

" The Gardeners 1

Chronicle is the most important horticultural journal in the world, and the most

generally acknowledged authority." Le Moniteur d'Horticulture, Sept., 1898.

The Oldest Horticultural Newspaper.

THE

GARDENERS'
CHRONICLE.

(The 'Times' of Horticulture.)

FOR SIXTY YEARS THE LEADING JOURNAL.

Its Contributors comprise the most

Experienced British Gardeners,
and many of the most

Eminent Men of Science

at Home and Abroad.

IT HAS AN INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION FOR ITS ILLUSTRATIONS

OF PLANTS.

Specimen Copy post free on application to the Publisher,

H. G. COVE, 41, Wellington Street, Strand, London.

Telegraphic Address-GARDCHRON, LONDON. Telephone No. 1543 GERRARD.

%* May be ordered of all Booksellers and Newsagents, and at the Railway Bookstalls.
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COBDEN'S EARLIEST POLITICAL
WRITING.

MR, WILLIAM CATHRALL, who was joint-
editor with Mr. Archibald Prentice of The
Manchester Times, stated soon after Cobden's
death that the great Free Trader was a
contributor to that newspaper, and wrote
letters about once a fortnight, which were
signed

'* Libra." An examination of the file

in the British Museum has resulted in the

discovery of only one communication under
that pseudonym. This was printed in

The Manchester Times of 27 Sept., 1834, and
is presumably the earliest of Cobden's

political writings; and there is a spice of

piquancy in the fact that it is a tilt at The
Times the journal with which in after life

he was so frequently in conflict. As a
matter of curiosity this article may be worth

reprinting :

THE 'TIMES' AND LORD BROUGHAM.
To the Editors of The Manchester Times.

GENTLEMEN: I am not anxious to be ranked
amongst the unqualified admirers of Lord
Brougham's political conduct. His has been the
fate of almost every other great genius to be

carried occasionally by the force 9f conscious

powers into eccentricities which minds of less

subtlety can, without difficulty, see and avoid.
He is not without advantages, however, even in this

point of view, above the characters of most of the

public men of this country whose talents entitle
them to a comparison with him.
In industry he rivals even Pitt, whilst in his

comprehensive views of the moral influences of our
nature he surpasses that time-serving statesman.
With more than the energy of Burke, he cannot
become by his enemies charged with the apostacy
of that great man. Equal in patriotism to the
liberal and enlightened Fox, he is free from the
laxity in public and private life which, owing to a
too great facility of disposition, characterized
him. Whilst in native and acquired talents the

subject of my remarks perhaps excels all the three
eminent names just quoted, it is doubtful, I think,
whether in the absolute use and command of his

powers he can be regarded as equal to either.

Lord Brougham is the creature of impulse
hence springs his weakness. He is the terror of
his partisans, even in the very act of leading them
to victory. Hence arise also his tergiversations,
often so clumsy, that his obtusest antagonist even
of the tory benches could not equal them. From
this cause too, arises the undignified display which
the Lord Chancellor has made in the House of

Lords, where he has exhibited not merely the want
of personal dignity a quality which we do not
prize even in dull men, and never look for in a
man of genius but a total absence of that tran-

quillity or consistency of mind and purpose which
one would think that the decorous self-respect of

great talents must ever impart to their possessors.
I [am led into these remarks whilst referring to a
series of extraordinary attacks which have lately
been made in the Times London journal upon the
reputation of Lord Brougham. Having been an
attentive reader of that newspaper, 1 call their
attacks extraordinary, because they evince a desti-
tution of even a portion of that energy of mind and
dexterity of tact which have for upwards of twenty
years pre-eminently distinguished the conductors
of that journal.

It is with no malevolent feeling that I call atten-
tion to the errors of your metropolitan namesake.
I believe the country owes much to the Times
London newspaper, but the Public owes to itself

the upholding of the integrity and honour of the

press, which must receive a stigma not easily
effaced should that journal go unchastised for its

unprincipled conduct in the case before me. To
enable your readers to judge clearly of the merits
of this question, I will give them a few extracts
from the Times the same Times be it borne in

mind, and which are to be found within the period
of eight months in its columns :

This misstatement is Persons acquainted
one of the almost daily with the furniture of
instances of the mode in Lord Brougham's mind
which the enemies of the know that it is like the
Lord Chancellor conduct specimens of an up-
their opposition to that holsterer's showroom
eminent man. The base- some piece of every set,
ness of it is its antidote, but nothing in complete-
It not only does not in- ness dfed arrangement
jure the object of the a lumber of fineries, odds
attack, but it recoils and ends at once more
with violence on the and less than ueccessary
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assailant. Times, 13th, to the fitting of any
January, 1834. one mansion of the

We had thought that understanding. Times,
the blaze of truth which August 26, 1834.

we have thrown upon so But so it is that what-

many of the calumnies ever happens to be run-

against the Lord Chan- ning in his head finds

cellor, and by which its way out of his mouth,
we have exposed their He reminds one of a

baseness and blackness, boy in love, taking up
would have overwhelmed one thing when he
the authors of them with wants another, forgetful,
shame and made them abrupt, and incapable of

silent pursuing an idea or ob-

A more indefatigable serving any coherency or

a more painstaking a congruity in speech or

more punctual judge action. Times, Sept. 1,

never presided in any 1834.

Court in any period of Apropos of water, and
our legal annals. His slip-slop, and mud, and

Lordship by his per- all that, how came our

severing attention, his friend of the Chronicle

unremitting assiduity, to declare the impossi-
and his unexampled bility of washing the

regularity, has afforded blackamore white, when
a striking proof that it was on Saturday the
talents of the highest appropriate day for such
order and eloquence of work scrubbing away
matchless power can de- at Lord Brougham's
scend with cheerfulness reputation? Was it a
and ease to the mono- thought of present ex-

tonous duties of the most perience? Did the busi-

laborious and patient ness on hand compel the

(qy. painful ?) drudgery, allusion? Was it an in-

The dullest fag who stance of the subtilty of

ever plodded without a truth,which,like murder,
thought beyond the pale will out ? One would
of the technicalities of have thought that the
his profession never attempt to wash the
worked so hard and so blackamore white would
constantly as the man be the last image that
whom even his enemies the Chronicle would ad-
allow to be endowed mit into its defences of
with the most compre- the Chancellor ; but in

hensive and brilliant its difficult task the
intellect of his age and thought was uppermost,
country. Times, March and so out it came.
18th, 1834. Times, Sept. 2, 1834.

After reading the above extracts, which certainly
make even Cobbett's inconsistencies to blush for

very modesty, it is natural to inquire the cause of
so great a change. The public character of the
Lord Chancellor, to my eye, remains about the same
as ever not better, we fear, nor, Heaven be
praised, much worse.

There must be some private motive, and the
Times of September 6th, alluding to this no doubt,
speaks of its case as similar to that of a loving
husband or friend who had been treated with
infidelity or deception by a treacherous wife or
confidant. The injustice of attempting to sacrifice
the personal fame of such a person as the Chan-
cellor to the personal pique of an individual is

palpable. But the public has far more interest in

preserving the press from corruption than in

upholding the character of Lord Brougham.
I regard the ^nfluence of public opinion, as

exercised through the press, as the distinguishing
feature in modern civilization, and which by its

pureness or degradation must determine the period
of existence of civilization itself. This engine of

good or evil can exist only by the breath of the
public; and I hold it to be one of the gravest
duties of the body politic to award wisely its

suffrages amongst the contending candidates of the
periodical press. Delinquencies like those which
have occasioned these remarks can admit but of
one palliation the haste with which newspapers
are of necessity compiled ; but if, from day to day,
a journal braves the just current of public opinion
with self-evident and deliberate falsehoods, or
affronts its readers by reiterating contradictory
slanders, then the chastisement should be as
infallible as it is simple and severe in the neglect
and contempt of its readers. LIBRA.

It is difficult for a later age to under-
stand either the commanding position which
Brougham once occupied or the swift loss of
his political influence. Whatever the defects
or circumstances which led to the disappoint-
ment of his high hopes, Brougham deserves
the gratitude of the nation for his legal
reforms and his advocacy of education.

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Manchester.

PUNCTUATION IN MSS. AND PRINTED
BOOKS.

(See 10th S. ii. 301, 462 ; iv. 144, 262.)

THE superior figures refer to the illustra-
tions appended to this article.

Pal. Soc., i. pi. 182. Odyssey, dated 1479.

By John Rhosos of Crete, a calligraphist.
All iotas and upsilons are apparently double-
dotted ; whereas a Pausanias by Peter Hyp-
silas of ^Egina, 1497, has no dotted t or v.

Ptolemy, 1518, by Damascenes of Crete, has
both.
H. N. Humphreys,

'

Hist, of the Art of

Printing,' plate 34. A parallel Latin and
Greek Liber Psalmorum, printed in 1481 at

Venice, shows ]
.

Here the Latin has hyphens, dotted i, and
full stops. This gives us also one of the
earliest printed examples of the shapes of

}
= 1 and the ? itself. There is probably not

a comma in the Greek
; and the Latin

interrogation has no hint of a Q. It suggests
rather the dash, or hyphen, or abbreviating-
mark with a dot.

The Middle Temple Library has two
editions of the same work, the * Liber
Abraham Auenezrac de Criticis Diebus'
(bound up with the * Amicus Medicorum '

of
Jo. Ganivetus), one dated 1496, printed in
Latin at Lyons by Jo. Trechsal Alemannus ;

the other, 1550, printed in Latin at Lyons
by Wilm Rouillimi. They exhibit the
varieties of contraction and punctuation
shown in the parallel columns at 2

.

Ex meis libris. 'Stephani Ciceronianum
Lexicon,' printed in Latin and Greek in

1557, at Paris, "ex officina H. Stephani,"
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has modern punctuation, full stops with

succeeding capital, question mark, no quota-
tion mark, and the French form of the figure
5. It has no ecphoneme, even at passages
where my '

Cic. Opera
'

(Parisiis, apud
Lefevre bibliopolam, MDCCCXXIV.) has it

regularly, e.g., 'Tusc.,' ii. 8, "O multa dictu

v.l. to same
foot-note )

passage. Vulg.

Sion, K| 73, 2b .

' Histoires tragiques,'
Bandel. Printed in French at Paris, by Jean
de Bordeaux, 1572, Hist. Ixv. p. 192 :

Que feray ie doc ?

Ah heureuse Cleopatre, de !

Bien fortunee Sophoniste, de !

Which brings ! back to 1572.

'Ciceronis et Demosthenis Sententise'

(Sion, K. 83, 1), also at Paris by Hieronym.
de Mornef, brings ! and ? further back to

1567.

See at end of same volume 'Platonis

KCU Vninatio

"*

CO =

foU'd

e =

hy Colon a*td peri 04

Ho

t

Invariable jrdtr io
f

, hut

tentraction* .

-a

ly period fcll'd ty

Colon

Roman type
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Gemmae/ p. 20,
" Soc. Papse ! 6 Alcibiades

quo pressus es morbo 1
"

Sion College Library.
'

Peregrinationes
in Indiam,' De Bry. Printed in German
type and language at "Franckfurt am Mayn,'
April, 1598. Punctuation : / for comma,
semicolon, and full stop, except at end of

a paragraph or a group of sentences, when
the point on the line is used. The distinc-

tion is hard to see. Perhaps it would be
true to say that the full stop is used, though
not so frequently as now. /

=
; very frequent." Kamen sie ans Eisz Eck / von dannen

fuhren sie den " " .der See Happen /

Insulen / Statten und Volcker /
"

Note also
" Geruffen : Wer da?"

No ! found. " Johann "
so written.

Sipn Library. 'Peregrinationes in Indiam :

India Orientalist De Bry. Printed in Latin
at Frankfort (" Francoforti "), 1607. We
have the two forms of &, viz., & in the
roman. and 3 in the italic. There are three

question marks 4
. The abbreviation markt

are two, e g. t aliisq. ;
in roman, and 5 in italic.

The punctuation has commas and periods
only. The diphthong ce is represented as 6

.

Sion. K\rjnevTos AAe Opera. Printed
in Latin and Greek (parallel) at Paris (Typis
Regiis) in 1641. Has throughout full modern
punctuation in Latin and Greek ; parentheses
also. Italics are used for quotations, no
quotation marks. No exclamation is found.
The Greek is very ligatured.

*'
tuum,

6 Rex. = w ava, so that there is probably
no use of ! in the book.

Sion, from Archbishop Tenison. Bible.
Printed in Latin at Venice in 1650. At
Ps. cxxxix. 17 there is no mark of interro-

gation nor of exclamation ; nor at Ixxxiv.,
last verse (" beat' homo qui sperat in te ").

The punctuation is by colons and periods.
Sion. Bible. Printed in " Romansch "

in
1679. Has a few ecphonemes (!). They, like
the ?, are small in stature, and quite straight
and simple (!). I find them in Ps. Ixxxiv.,
last verse, and Ps. cxxxix. 17 (or the next
verse).
A 1485 Latin Bible has nothing in

Ps. cxxxix.

Sion, K| 71, 4. 'God's Revenge.' Printed

London, 1688. Has ! of this shape, and ! in

italics, both thickened upwards. See p. 137.

Sion, K 87, 0. 'Epithetorum loan. Ravisii

Op. Printed Basle, 1602. "Joan." occurs as
abbreviation in title-page and on page of
index in italic.

Ex meis libris. 'Taciti Opera.' Printed at

Edinburgh ("Typ Acad"), 1805. Has no
ecphoneme that I could find, though it

has " "
quotation marks and the modern

punctuation.
My 'Dionysii De Antiq. Orat.,' printed in

Latin and Greek, at the Clarendon Press,
1781, has the ecphoneme, though rarely. I

certainly saw one.

The Times, 6 November, 1805, has several.
F. W. G. FOAT, D.Lit.

(To be continued.)

The following, from 4 Das Rituale von
St. Florian aus dem zwolften Jahrhundert,'

published at Freiburg by Herder, 1904,
illustrates the remarks of DR. FOAT at
10th S. ii. 301 :

" Als Interpunktionen gebraucht der Schreiber
das Kolon, den Punkt, das Komma und das Frage-
zeichen. Das Kolon, in der mittleren Hohe der
Buchstaben stehend (). dientsowohl als Trennungs-
zeichen ohne Riicksicht auf Satzteile als auch zur
Abtrennung kiirzerer Satzteile. Der Punkt steht
auf der Linie am Fusse der Buchstaben (.) und
bezeichnet das Eude eines Satzes oder auch eine

Abkiirzung, z. B. 7
(Per). Sehr oft wird das

Komma angewendet, ein schrag von rechts nach
links gerichtetes Ausrufungszeichen (/). Endlich
gebraucht der Schreiber das Fragezeichen, ein
Zirkum flex iiber dem Kolon 8."

FRED. G. ACKERLEY.

Is there not an omission in DR. FOAT'S

explanation of the long s (10
th S. ii. 302,

No. 9)? He says: "The tall form is the

parent of our s of ordinary script," &c.
Should not attention be called to the fact
that in MSS. down to a comparatively recent

period, when two s's came together, the first

was written with a long and the second with
a short s? W. S. B. H.

ROBERT GREENE'S PROSE WORKS.
(See 10th S. iv. 1, 81, 162, 224, 483 ; v. 84, 202, 343,

424, 442, 463, 484.)

I CONCLUDE my illustrations of Marlowe's
indebtedness to Primaudaye, and with them
this series of articles on Greene's prose
works.

*' But he not long after spoiled the new
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King, weakened and subdued the whole

Kingdom of Persia."
" Tamburlaine. Why

then, Theridamas, I '11 first assay To get the
Persian Kingdom for myself ; Then thpu for

Parthia
; they for Scythia and Media

[Alarms of battle within. Then enter
Cosroe wounded] Cosroe. Barbarous and

bloody Tamburlaine, Thus to deprive me of

my crown and life ! [Dies. Tamburlaine
takes Cosroe's crown.] Tamburlaine. Who
think you now is King of Persia ? All.

Tamburlaine ! Tamburlaine !

"
(II. v. 81-3 and

II. vii. 1-2, 56-7.)
"And when he saw himselfe Captain of

an army of 400,000 horsemen, and 600,000
footmen."" Soldan of Egypt. Villain, I tell

thee were that Tamburlaine As monstrous
as Gorgon, prince of hell The Soldan would
not start a foot from him. But speak, what
power hath he 1 Messenger. Mighty lord,
Three hundred thousand men in armour clad,

upon their prancing steeds ...... Five hun-
dred thousand footmen threatening shot,

Shaking their swords" (IV. i. 17-25). This
is an odd reduction for Marlowe to make.
In Part II. "six hundred thousand valiant

fighting men" appears in Act III. sc. v. in a
different connexion.

" He made warre with Baiazet, emperor
of the Turkes, overcame him in battel, and
tooke him prisoner."

"
Bajazeth We hear

the Tartars and the eastern thieves Under
the conduct of one Tamburlaine, Presume a

bickering with your emperor Hie then,
my basso, fast to Persia ; Tell him thy lord,
the Turkish emperor Wills and com-
mands," &c. (III. i. 2-27), "Tamburlaine.
Baso, by this thy lord and master knows
I mean to meet him in Bithynia Alas,
poor Turk ! his fortune is too weak
T'encounter with the strength of Tambur-
laine [They sound to the battle within]

[Bajazeth flies and he pursues him.
The battle is short, and they enter ; Bajazeth
is overcome.] Tamburlaine. Now, King of

bassoes, who is conqueror? Bazaj. Thou,
by the fortune of this damned foil Zabina.
Though he be prisoner, he may be ransom'd.
Tamburlaine. Not all the world shall ransom
Bajazeth" (III. Hi. 1-2, 6-7, 188, 212-13,
231-2).
" He obtained also a great victorie against

the Souldan of Egypt and the King of
Arabia."

"
Soldan. Awake, ye men of Mem-

phis ! hear the clang Of Scythian trumpets...
The rogue of Volga holds Zenocrate, The
Soldan's daughter" (IV. i. 1-2, 4-5).

"
[Enter

Soldan of Egypt, King of Arabia, Capolin,
and Soldiers with streaming colours.] Soldan.
,,,To ta.me the pride of this presumptuous

beast, Join your Arabians with the Soldan'

power Now, Tamburlaine, the mighty
Soldan comes, And leads with him the great
Arabian King" (IV. iii. 15-16, 63-4).
"Techelles. The Soldan and the Arabian
King together March on us." [They
sound to the battle within

;
and Tambur-

laine enjoys the victory : after which the

King of Arabia enters wounded Dies
Re-enter Tamburlaine, leading the Soldan.]
(V. i. 199-200, 406, 435.)*
"This good successe accompanied him

always he ended his days amongst his

children, as a peaceable governor of innu-
merable contries." This brings us to the
close of the Second Part, where Tambur-
laine's last speech begins :

"
Farewell, my

boys ! my dearest friend, farewell." But he
was hardly to be called a peaceable governor,
since he was advancing to the conquest of
India. None of the materials of the Second
Part are in Primaudaye.
"But that miserable Baiazet, who had

conquered before so many peoples, and
subdued innumerable cities."

"
Bajazeth

the Turkish emperor, Dread lord of Afric,

Europe, and Asia, Great king and conqueror
of Grsecia" (III. i. 21-3). "Bajazeth. Now
shalt thou feel the force of Turkish arms,
Which lately made all Europe quake for

fear" (III. iii. 133-4). "Ended his dayes in
an iron cage, wherein being prisoner, and
overcome with grief to see his wife shame-
fully handled, in waiting at Tamburlaine's
table with hir gowne cut," &c. "Tamburlaine.
Come bind them both and one lead in the
Turk : The Turkess let my love's maid lead

away" (III. iii. 266-7) "[Enter Tarabur-
laine two Moors drawing Bajazeth in a

cage, and Zabina following him]
"
(IV. ii. 1)" Zabina. Unworthy king that never

saw an emperor Before thou met my husband
in the field, Being thy captive, thus abuse
his state, Keeping his kingly body in a cage.

Tamburlaine. Zenocrate, look better to

your slave. Zenocrate. She is my hand
maid's slave Chide her, Anippe. Anippe
Let these be warnings Or else I swear to
have you whipt stark nak'd (IV. ii. 56-74)
Tamburlaine How now, Zenocrate! doth
not the Turk and his wife make a goodly
show at a banquet 1

"
(IV. iv. 59-60.)

"This unfortunate Turke beate his head
so often agaynst the cage, that he ended his

lyfe." "[Attendants bring in Bajazeth in

* In both Dyce's and Bullen's Marlowe the head-
lines of Act V. intimate that it is divided into two
scenes. But it is not in the text, and Bullen's

line-numbers, which I am using, run throughout,
e sqene badly needs divisiop,
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his cage, followed by Zabina Exeunt all

except Bajazeth and Zabina] Bajazeth.
O dreary engines of my loathed sight,

Why feed ye still on day's accursed beams ?

You see my wife, my queen and emperess
Now thrown to rooms of black abjection,

Smeared with blots and basest drudgery,
And villainess to shame O poor Zabina !

my queen, my queen ! Fetch me some
water for my burning brain [Exit Zabina]
Bajazeth. Now, Bajazeth, abridge thy baneful

days, And beat the brains out of thy con-

quer'd head, Since other means are all

forbidden me [He brains himself against
his cage.]" (V. i. 200, 213, 259-76, 285-7,
304.)

From Primaudaye, chap, xxiii. p. 253 :

"The Great Tamburlaine used farre

greater and more barbarous severitie towards
Baiazet, Emperour of the Turks, whome,
after he had overcome him and made him
his prisoner, he caused to be ledde about
with him in a cage wheresoever he went,
feeding him onely with the crums that fell

under his table." "[They put him into the

cage.] Bajazeth. Is this a place for mighty
Bajazeth? Confusion light on him that

helps thee thus ! Tamburlaine. There, whiles
he lives, shall Bajazeth be kept ;

And where
1 go be thus in triumph drawn; And thou
his wife shalt feed him with the scraps My
servitors shall bring thee from my board "

(IV. ii. 82-8). "Tamburlaine Feed, you
slave ; thou mayst think thyself happy to
be fed from my trencher. Bajazeth
Unless I eat, I die. Zabina. Eat, Bajazeth ;

let us live in spite of them Tamburlaine.
Here, Turk, wilt thou have a clean trencher 1

Baj. Ay, tyrant, and more meat" (IV. iv.

94-105)." And whensoever he tooke horse he used
his bodie for an advauntage." "Tambur-
laine But, villain, thou that wishest this
to me, Fall prostrate on the low disdainful
earth, And be the footstool of great Tambur-
laine, That I may rise into my royal throne

stoop, villain, stoop [Tamburlaine
gets upon him into his chair]" (IV. ii.

12-15, 22, 29). "Tamburlaine. Bring out
my footstool. [They take Bajazeth out of
the cage]" (IV. ii. 1). "Tamburlaine
And now, my footstool, if I lose the field,
You hope of liberty Pray for us, Bajazeth:
we are going. [Exeunt all except Bajazeth
and Zabina.] Bajazeth. Go, never to return
with victory Sharp forked arrows light
upon thy horse Or roaring cannons sever
all thy joints, Making thee mount as high as
eagles soar "

(V. i. 209-24). The force of these
lines is lost without the knowledge that

Tamburlaine mounts his horse from off his

footstool, or advantage, Bajazeth.
It seems probable that Marlowe was

attracted by Primaudaye's summary, and
that he bore it in mind and made exact and
legitimate use of it when turning to fuller

sources of information. There are a few of
the translator's expressions word for word
in the drama. But it is quite certain that
Greene helped himself plenis manibus, in a
most ignoble fashion, from this little-known
author.

I find, from the essay in The Academy*
previously referred to, that two principal
points in Marlowe's treatment of his subject
are not to be found in Mexia :

"Perondinus alone speaks of Bajazet's wife as
caused not only, as Chalcocondylos says, to serve
the wine to the conqueror, but to do so with the
additional ignominy devised by the Tacitean
Tiberius ;

this is Marlowe's version also."

Academy, 20 Oct., 1883.

It is also Primaudaye's version. And the
other point :

" His death, too, is finally brought about in

Perondinus, not as Cambinus, and most of the
Italians say, after a long course of perambulation
in the cage, still less, as Cuspinian reports, after
release from it, but by dashing himself against the
iron bars in indignation at his treatment. This
dramatic version is Marlowe's also." Academy.
And it is Primaudaye's exactly. So that

Marlowe gleaned much, perhaps, before he

began to ransack for Latin authorities. We
may also attach considerable weight to the

apposite date at which T. Bowes's transla-

tion appeared the year or thereabouts

preceding that of ' Tamburlaine.'
What was the accepted view of Timour's

career, in England, at the date of T. Bowes's
translation of Primaudaye, who appears to

have first called him Tamburlaine? At that

very date (1586) Puttenham was writing
'The Arte of English Poesie,' which was

printed in 1589. On p. 119 of Arber's reprint
he says :

"Yet is it no more allowable then it were to
beare the device of Tamerlan, an Emperour in

Tartary, who gave the lightning of heaven,
with a posie in that language these worde,
Ira Dei, which also appeared well to answer
his fortune. For from a sturdie shepeheard he
became a most mighty Emperour, and with his

innumerable great armies desolated so many
countreyes and people, as he might justly be called

[the wrath of God]. It appeared also by his strange
ende : for in the midst of his greatnesse and

prosperitie he died sodainly and left no child or

kinred for a successour to so large an Empire, nor

any memory after him more then of his great

puissance and crueltie."

This view emphasizes to the full the agree-
ment of Marlowe with Primaudaye.
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" CHART." Chart is well known as a Ken
and Surrey place-name, as in the case o

Brasted Chart. The '

English Dialect Die

tionary
'

explains it as meaning a rough
common, overrun with gorse, broom, anc
bracken

;
and tells us that in the Vale o

Honiesdale a wood is frequently termed a
chart or chart-land.

The corresponding Anglo-Saxon word i

ceart, ccert, or cert, not given in the die

tionaries.

In a Kentish charter dated 799, printed in

Birch, 'Cart. Saxon.,' i. 411, there is a

reference to certain lands near Charing
among which is "Selebertes ceart." There
is still a Little Chart near Charing railway
station.

In the same volume, p. 480, we have a
reference to

'* silua quse dicitur ccert" And
again, at p. 509, a piece of land is described
near Kemsing, in Kent? "ab aquilone
Scorham, silba similiter qui dicitur cert ab
occidente in oriente Cymesinges cert,'

&c.
; i.e., "on the north is Shoreham, like-

wise a wood which is called chart on the
west in the east is Kemsing's chart."

Here we are told, twice over, that a wood
was called ccert or cert, at any rate in Kent.
We may therefore add to our A.-S. dictionaries

the forms ceart, ccert, cert, as being old
Kentish terms for a chart or a wood.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

ST. MICHAEL'S CHURCH, BURLEIGH STREET.
(See ante, p. 181.) The fabric and site of the
above church were sold by auction at the

Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, by Messrs. Deben-
ham, Tewson & Co., on Tuesday, 27 March,
for 20,500. The sale was made without
reserve, the Ecclesiastical Commissioners
having given the auctioneers a free hand.
I was in the building a few days before
the sale, and found the interior entirely
gutted, the pewing having been removed,
with the fittings, pulpit, chancel rails,

altar, reading desk, lectern, and organ,
and stored away for use in the new church
which is to be erected at Sutton Court,
Chiswick. The east window is also designed
for the new structure. The Raimondi tablet
has been taken to St. Paul's Church, Covent
Garden, and placed on the staircase in the
vestibule at the west end. The tablet to the

memory of Queen Victoria will be placed in
the new church, as also will the one relating
to the oaken chancel screen presented by
Mrs. Parrish. The Daily Telegraph of 8 June
stated that " workmen have now commenced
the demolition of St. Michael's Church, Bur-

leigh Street, Strand."

With reference to the dedication of the
new church, which is to be the same as that
of the old, to St. Michael, might it not be
desirable to perpetuate the locality of the
old church by dedicating the new one
to St. Michael Burleigh 1 It will be re-

membered that this practice was freely
followed in times of old in the City of

London where the names of benefactors and
other matters of local interest were used,
and are still maintained as part of the title.

In this case something of the kind is surely
needed, as the church at Bedford Park, only
a short distance away, is dedicated to the same
saint. St. Michael Burleigh, Sutton Court,
would thus save some confusion, and in no
way be out of order.

W. E. HARLAND OXLEY.
Westminster.

"RAG," "RAGGING": "
BRIMER,"

" BRI-
MADE." La Tunisie Franraise, 2,9 Avril,
contained the following :

11 L'affaire des brimades. Londres. On se rap-
pelle le cas de brimades qui s'etait produit il y a

quelques temps au camp d'Aldershot, ou un officier

avait etc" soumis a de graves vexations de la

part de plusieurs camarades L'officier brime
quittera defiaitivement 1'armee."

Littre (1876) had :

" JBrimade. Argot des e"coles militaires. Action
de brimer."
" Brimer. Dans 1'argot des ecoles militaires, se

dit des anciens qui soumettent les nouveaux venus
a toutes sortes d'epreuves plus ou moins
penibles."

In Alfred Delvau's * Dictionnaire de la

Langue Verte,' nouvelle edition (not dated :

I bought a new copy in Paris in 1895),

appears :

"
Brimade, mauvaise plaisanterie, dans 1'argot

des troupiers qui se plaisent k jouer des tours aux
consents."

"Brimer, faire subir a un consent des epreuves
desagr^ables qu'il pent toujours s'epargner en

n'epargnant pas le vin a ses camaradea."

Barrere in 'Argot and Slang,' 1887,

;ives :

" Brimade (military), euphemism for bullying;
ractical and often cruel jokes perpetrated at the

military school of Saint-Cyr at the expense of the

~ewly joined."

He gives an example which occurred at an

English garrison town, but he does not

uggest
"
ragging

"
as the English for

rimade. (He gives
"
Brimer, to indulge in

>rimades."j
In his and Leland's

*

Dictionary of Slang,
argon, and Cant,' 1890, appears :

11 To rag (English provincial), to abuse,
lander. At English Universities to annoy, hustle.
n
or other signification vide Ballyrag, its synonym."
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"Rag" and "ragging" are given in 'The
English Dialect Dictionary,' bub neither
there nor in 'Slang, Jargon, and Cant' is

there any mention of military bullying as

specially involved in the words.
I am inclined to think that the words as

now used in military slang are comparatively
new say, ten to fifteen years old.

The only French and English dictionary in

which I have found brimer and brimades

(plural) is that of John Bellows. It gives
"to fag" and "fagging" as the translations

erroneously, I think.

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

RICHARD TOWNSEND'S EPITAPH. In his

will, dated 6 April, 1684, proved at London
11 August following (P.C.C. 108 Hare),
Richard Townsend, of Rowell, co. Gloucester,
left the following directions, which seem to
deserve a place in

' N. & Q.' :

"I desire to be buryed in Uper Gyteing Church-
yard within a Tombe raised about an Ell from the
ground with a Faire Tomb stone and this in-

scriptionHere lyeth the body of Rich : Townsend,
gent, who departed this life the day and yeare
specifyed. I recon I am fifty nine yeares of the
eighth of March One thousand six hundred eighty
three, I would have these words sett upon the
Tombe stone :

Hee liv'd while age agreed to beare him to bis
Grave

In this Sepulcher as his own dying words did crave
In peace then rest his Earthly mortall Dust
Till Trumpett raise the Dead and glory crowne the

Just
His Life our Copy writt his Death Mortality
By life and death amend to live eternally.

GEORGE F. T. SHERWOOD.
50, Beecroft Road, Brockley, S.E.

JOHN, LORD TREVOR. At the entrance of
the library of Trinity College, Cambridge,
is a fine marble bust on which is inscribed
"Lord Trevor," who was presumably educated
at that college. He was the second son of

Thomas, Lord Trevor of Bromham (one of the
twelve peers created by Queen Anne in one
day), was a Welsh judge, and died in 1764.
He married Elizabeth, daughter of Sir
Richard Steele, and had an only daughter,
who was born an idiot. Two of his brothers,
Robert and Richard, are known to have been
educated at Queen's College, Oxford, and
were subsequently Fellows of All Souls
College. JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

BLOOMSBURY'S FAMOUS HOUSES. (See 10th S
ii. 425.)-The Duke of Bedford is doing a
good work on his estate in the neighbour-
hood of Bloomsbury by marking houses of
note with a special tablet. Such tablets
have been recently placed on Nos. 100-102,

Great Russell Street, commemorating Top-
ham Beauclerk and Lady Diana Beauclerk

;

on No. 54, Gower Street, the home of Sir
Samuel Romilly ; on No. 31, Bloomsbury
Square, the residence of Sir Anthony Panizzi,
the well-known Chief Librarian of the British
Museum

;
and on No. 67, Russell Square, where

Lord Loughborough resided. It is stated
that the Duke of Bedford has undertaken
this work, if not at the suggestion of the
London County Council, certainly with its

concurrence, so it is pleasing to record that
these and any future tablets in the Blooms-
bury district will be included in the official

handbook of the Council, entitled 'Indication
of Houses of Historical Interest,' a useful
reference volume.

W. E. HARLAND OXLEY.
Westminster.

WE must request correspondents desiring in-

formation on family matters of only private interest
to affix their names and addresses to their queries,
in order that answers may be sent to them direct.

JOHN DYER, of Bristol, England, b. 1717,
d. 1758 (?), m. Ann Thompson, 1748 ; she was
b. 1722, and d. 1827, aged 105 years. Issue :

John, b. 1750, went to London, prospered in

business, d. unmarried
; Ann, b. 1753, m.

Count Adam Fossey (Fossi), of France, and
lived and died there ; and Sam., b. 8 Oct.,

1756, bound by his mother to a school for

seven years, then bound by her to a

merchant, Breckinridge, with whom he came
to America in 1770. He fought in the Revo-
lutionary War as "Assistant Commissary"
and *

Superintendent of Military Stores
' "

;

m. CeliaBickley, d.of Sir Francis Bickley, Bt,
of Hanover Co., Va., in 1787 ; died at his

house, Plain Dealing, Albemarle Co., Va.,
24 Dec., 1839. Issue: Wm. H., Sam., John,
Ann, Francis B., Eliza, and Robert. Can any
one tell me who the father of John Dyer of

of 1717 was? Please send any reply to

JOHN RANKIN DYER.
Webster Grove, St. Louis Co., Mo., U.S.A.

' SUSSEX DRINKING-SONG.' In Mr. Hilaire

Belloc's 'Sussex Drinking-Song
'

(the best

thing of its kind, I venture to think, since

Bishop Still's in the English language)
occur the following lines :

There is a good brew in Amberley too,
And by the Bridge also.

Where is "the Bridge"? Probably it is

familiar to the South- Saxons, of whom I

have not the honour to be one. Two of the

places celebrated, Hazlemere and Guildford,
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are not in Sussex, but in Surrey. Observ
that my query is of practical, as well a

literary, interest.
To any reader of *N. & Q.' who woul

like to make the acquaintance of this song
shall be pleased to send a copy on receipt (

a postcard. H. K. ST. J. S.

1, Glebe Road, Bedford.

FLORAL EMBLEMS OF COUNTRIES. I shal
be glad if readers of

* N. & Q.' can supply
complete list of the floral emblems considerec
to be appropriated to each country in Europe
adding those also which are appropriated tc

other countries in the world, or indicate
where such information can be found.

F. DE H. L.
" MOTHER OF DEAD DOGS." In Carlyle':

'.Reminiscences,' edited by Froude, thii

phrase occurs thrice, and seems used o:

London. In vol. i. p. 267 Carlyle speaks o 1

DeQuinceyas "launched so into the literary
career of ambition and mother of dead dogs.'
Similarly in vol. ii. p. 54 he says of Jeffrey,"
plunged on the sudden into such a mother

of (gilt) dead dogs." Thirdly, in vol. ii. p. 239
he describes "one Parsons" as "swimming
as for dear life in a mere 'mother of deao
dogs.'

"

Again, in 'Carlyle's Life in London,' by
Froude, vol. i. p. 196, in a letter dated from
Chelsea, Carlyle says of himself: "I take
mostly to the lanes and the fields, such as
they are, 'grieving by the shore of the
mother of dead dogs.'" Here, as in the
third example given above, a quotation
seems indicated.
What does Carlyle mean by this phrase as

applied to the metropolis, if I am right in

supposing that reference? and if a quota-
tion, what is its source 1 C. L. F.

"SUNKEN LAND OF Bus." In the table of
'Doubtful Shoals' given in 'The North
Atlantic Pilot

'

appears that of the
" Sunken

Land of Bus." I am desirous of knowing
the authority for the entry and its meaning,
interest being in the fact that in the neigh-
bourhood a submerged mountain has lately
been discovered by the soundings of a cable

ship. P,

WHEELS INSTEAD OF FEET. In a novel,
the scene of which is laid in America, there
is a character who thinks that man should
have been made with wheel extremities in

place of feet. He makes much fun of this
humorous idea. Can any reader supply the
name of the novel ? It was read many years
ago. Is there one of Fenimore Cooper's
with such a character ? SIGMA.

NORTH SEA BUBBLE. In The Weekly
Journal, or British Gazetteer, for 25 January,
1724, appeared the following :

"Francis Cawood, Projector of the North Sea

Bubble, who some time ago made his Escape, was
retaken last week, aud is now charged in Custody
of the Marshal of the King's Bench, in order to

receive his sentence this Term, upon being con-

victed in Trinity Term, 1721, by acting in Contempt
of a late Act of Parliament, intituled An Act for

better securing certain Powers and Privileges,
&c.

The South Sea Bubble wo all know ;
but

what was the North Sea Bubble 1

POLITICIAN.

" POOR FOLKS' STAIRS." In the fragmen-
tary records of a City parish, prior to the

Great Fire, "are several references to a some-
what mysterious structure known by this

name. Thus the earliest extant parish
account (1566) has the entry :

"It'm, receyved of Rycharde Storye for one

Quarter's rente for the Bell and one other tene-

ment therunto next adioynynge, and one chamber
above the poore ffolke's stayres, xxx 8."

Something of the nature of an alms-

house is doubtless meant, but I have not
encountered the expression elsewhere, and
shall be glad of expert opinion upon it.

The following item occurs in the accounts
for 1647/8 :

"Paid to the Eight Almes folkes of this parrish,
received of Mr. Howell's executor, for arrerages of

'ent of a paire of staires taken out of the Almes-

lowses, 48."

WILLIAM McMuRRAY.
HOLDICH ON CROWLAND ABBEY. I have

a somewhat rare book :

"The History
[

of
|
Crowland Abbey, | digested

rom the
|
Materials collected by Mr. Gough |

and
published in Quarto in 1783 and 1797 :

I including
an abstract of

|
the Observations of Mr. Essex, |

especting the
|
Ancient and Present State of the

^.bbey, |
and the origin and use of

|
The Triangular

bridge. |

' Nihil scriptum miracula causa.' Tac. |

?o which is added, |
An Appendix, | concerning

he rise and progress of the
|
Pointed Architecture,

|
from the Essays collected by Mr. Taylor. |

Stamford :
|
Printed and published by J. Drakard :

1

and sold in London by Baldwin, Cradock, and
oy ; Nichols and Co. :

| Longman, Hurst and Co. ?

herwood and Co. : and Simpkin and Marshall |

816."

^e "Advertisement" is signed by the

uthor, Benjamin Holdich, and was written
r compiled to

" show up
"

the errors of

revious writers. Was there a reply by any
f the writers to whom Holdich refers?

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
Worksop.

ARKLE : NEILSON. On 23 March, 1705,
ohn Arkle married Grissell Neilson at
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Roberton, Lanark. Both parties were then
described as of Roberton, though I have
some reason to think that John Arkle was
afterwards a merchant of Leith.

I should be glad if any of your readers
can give me information respecting the

parentage of either of the above parties.
The Roberton registers begin only in 1690,
and are therefore of no use. Please reply
direct. A. H. ARKLE.
Elmhurst, Oxbon, Birkenhead.

ARISTOPHANES'S 'WASPS
;

' The following
saying : u>s eyw TroAAwv d/cov<ras oiSa Opiuv
TOV ^6</>ov, Erasmus of Rotterdam translates
as

" Thriorum ego strepitum audivi com-

plurium.'' What are the corresponding
proverbs in modern Western tongues ?

L. L. K.

BURNEY FAMILY. I should be very glad
of any information respecting the parentage
of Dr. William Burney, founder of the Royal
Naval and Military Academy, Gosport, born

1762, died February, 1832, author of
* Naval

Heroes 3 and similar works. What relation

(if any) was he to the celebrated Dr. Charles

Burney, author of the 'History of Music'
(1726-1814)? I believe the former had five

sons, the fifth being the Rev. Edward Burney,
head master of the Academy (vide Foster's
'Alumni Oxonienses '), who died August,
1888, and the eldest Capt. James Burney, R.N.,
who died at Teddington, 30 October, 1884,

aged ninety-one. Who were the other three
sons? J. A. N.

AMERICA v. UNITED STATES. I observe
that The Times and The Daily Telegraph speak
of the "United States Ambassador." Can any
reader inform me when the phrase was
substituted for

" American Ambassador"?
There is a tradition that the calling cards of
the late John Hay bore the inscription

"
the

American Ambassador" a phrase for the
use of which he was much criticized. But
the use in this way of the word American
is English in its origin. Dr. Johnson's
pamphlet is entitled ' Taxation no Tyranny :

a Reply to the Address and Resolutions of
the American Congress.' I do not defend
the word, but the history of the growth of
and change in the usage ought to be put on
record. DBWITT MILLER.

Philadelphia.

[The substitution was "the other way." The
envoy of "the United States of America" was
until recently officially called

"
the Minister of the

United States
"

or "the United States Minister.'

Recently the United States took diplomatic action
to substitute the name "America for "United
States of North America." There is strong Canadian

objection to the new term, but it has had official

recognition in this country, and we now can, if we
please, say without impropriety "the American
Ambassador." See also 9th S. x. 110, 266.]

" MINORITY WAITER." What is the mean-

g of this expression in the following

quotation ?

"
I told Thomas that your Honour had already

inlisted five disbanded chairmen, seven minority
waiters, and thirteen billiard-markers." Sheridan,
'

Rivals,' II. i.

Two suggestions have been offered in

'N. & Q.' (6
th S. xi. 56, 391): first, that

"
minority waiters" are waiters out of place,

the expression being derived from the House
of Commons ; and, second, that the term

designates the "
extraordinary tide-waiters,"

who received no salary, but only 3s. a day
when employed. I cannot see that either of

these explanations is probable : on either

supposition the use of the word minority

appears arbitrary. HENRY BRADLEY.
Clarendon Press, Oxford.

SANTORIN AND ST. IRENE.

(10
th S. v. 468.)

SEE Husenbeth's 'Emblems of Saints,'

third edition (1882), edited by Dr. Jessopp :

"St. Irene of Portugal, Virgin Martyr. Her
day is 20 Oct., A D. 653. Represented as stabbed
with a dagger (Castrier).

"
St. Irene, Virgin Martyr. Her day is 5 April,

and she lived in the first century. Represented
with idols at her feet ('Ikonographie'), with a

horse near her ('Attrib. der Heil.'). Holding a

sword (t'6.)."

In Baring-Gould's 'Lives of the Saints

(1873), under * 4 SS. Agape, Chionia, and

Irene, Virgin Martyrs,
3 ' we find that their

united day was 3 April, although Irene had
a special feast day of her own upon 5 April.

This authority gives the date of their exist-

ence as A.D. 290, and devotes three and a half

pages to this trio of sisters, of whom Irene

was "the youngest, fairest, and frailest."

The maidens are said to have lived at

Aquileia during the reign of Diocletian, who
threw them into prison. Its governor, Dul-

cetius, fell in love with all three, and one

night, after a banquet, when drunk, he

visited them, wickedly intent. The girls

could be heard singing psalms, but, it being

very dark, he could not see them. So he

groped about, and, at last, thinking he had

caught one, kissed her(
u
Ollasco3pit amplecti

et sartagines deosculari : in quibus ludifi-

catus diu : donee niger totus et cacabatua
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effeetus "). But, as a matter of fact, he had
only hugged a sooty saucepan. Unconscious
of his begrimed condition, next morning he

solemnly took his seat in the judgment hall,

and was greeted with convulsed laughter by
the Court. The sisters were ultimately tried

by Sisinnius, the result being that the two
elder were burnt to death, whilst Irene was
transfixed by an arrow. HARRY HEMS.
Fair Park, Exeter.

The following is from the English transla-

tion of Tournefort's 'Voyage into the Levant,'
1741, i. 279 :

"
It is no easy Matter to find out when the Isle

of Thera took the Name of Sant-Erini ;
but in all

Likelihood 'tis derived from that of St. Irene, the
Patroness of the Isle, and from Sant-Erini 'tis

become Santorin. This Saint was of Thessalonica,
and suffered Martyrdom on the first of April in 304,
under the ninth Consulate of Diocletian, and the

eighth of Maximinian Hercules; the Latin Church
observes it as a Holiday at Santorin."

I may add that there appears to be some
doubt about the date of this saint. Instead
of 1 April, the Bollandists describe the

martyrdom of Irene under 3 April.
JAS. PLATT, Jun.

Ste. Irene was martyred in the isle of

Thera, one of the Cyclades, in 304. At the
end of the third century the island became
christianized, and then was called Ste. Irene,
which name became corrupted into Santorin.
The name Thera has since been officially

revived. The fete-day of Ste. Irene is 1 April.
There was another Saint of the same name

who was Empress of Constantinople, but she
died a natural death at Lesbos.

Santarern, in Portugal, is also said to take
its name from Ste. Irene.

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield Park, Reading.

In * Words and Places
'

(p. 470) Isaac Taylor
refers the name to the Empress St. Irene.

She was a Hungarian princess who became
the wife of John Comnenus, Emperor of the

East, about the beginning of" the twelfth

century, and who changed her name Pyrisca
into Irene when she became a member of the
Greek Church. She lived and died in the
odour of sanctity, but was not martyred.
Another Irene is answerable for the name

of Santarem, in Portugal, and probably for

that of a place so called in Brazil.

ST. SWITHIN.

Santorin is usually reckoned among the

Sporades, i.e , not one of the circle (Cyclades)
around Delos. There are a good many saints

named Irene, but it is difficult to connect

any of them with Santorin. Perhaps the

explanation is different. In Charles Knight's
'Penny Cyclopaedia' (under Thera) we are

told that "the modern name is Santa Thira,
which is pronounced and usually written

Santorini." C. S. WARD.

GRAY'S 'ELEGY' : ITS TRANSLATIONS (10
th S.

v. 428, 477). The first part of the article on
three Greek versions of Gray's 'Elegy'
appeared in The British Critic for February,
1795 (pp. 132-42), and the second section in

March number (pp.
versions were by Charles Coote, Stephen

234 -
44). These

Weston, and B. E. Sparke. A review of an
earlier translation by John Norbury (1793)
was in the same magazine's first volume
(p. 181) ; and a later rendering, that of

Edward Tew, was criticized in the number
for June, 1795 (pp. 625-35). These articles

are of much interest, and contain references

to other versions, mainly in Italian.

Bowyer Edward Sparke became Bishop of

Chester in 1809, and was translated in 1812

to the rich see of Ely, which he held until

his death in April, 1836. No memoir of him
is given in the 'D.N.B.,' but he is sufficiently
noticed in The Gentleman's Magazine^or 1836,

pt. i. 657-8. At the time of his death his

sons and son-in-law held the chief prefer-
ments in the diocese, which the wits of the

day accounted for by the remark that
**

Sparks fly upwards."
A reference to my '

Register of National

Bibliography
' shows that an article on the

"literary history" of the 'Elegy' is in The

Antiq. Mag. and Bibliog', iv. 231-8, 281-8

(1883). Many other translations are specified
in Prof. Henry Reed's life of Gray, and the

list is copied in Allibpne's
' Diet, of English

Literature.' The subject should be taken in

hand and completed by some enthusiastic

bibliographer. W. P. COURTNEY.

THE. HENRY BROUGHAM, STEAMER (10
th S.

v. 269, 337) The information sent by your
correspondents is interesting. For the
answer to MR. DOUGLAS OWEN'S question I

have looked again at Bosworth's 'Hochelaga
'

:

it does not say where the Henry Brougham
came from, only that on arrival

"
it was

taken possession of by the rebels, and all the

passengers, twenty-one in number, secured."
I assumed she came from London.
As regards MR. OWEN'S difficulty about my

saying that I "never before heard of a ship
so named/' he seems to want a point to my
remark. I am not quite certain there was
one in my mind. If there was a point, it

was this : In 1873 a bibliography I had had
in hand some years was published in Lord
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Brougham's works. But only his own writings
were included that was a small part of

what 1 had collected, which included

pamphlets about him and criticisms, &c.,

from all quarters. For many years I noted

any references to him. As the printing of

the bibliography went on, the publishers
were quite surprised, and even annoyed, to

think they had agreed to print such a long
list, which they regarded as so much dead

weight. All I stipulated for was that it

should be printed according to my ideas, and
that I should have one hundred separate
copies. It was very nicely done, and as a

sample of how a bibliography should be

printed it is, notwithstanding the lapse of

years, only second to my last publication.
The separate copies bore J. Russell Smith's

name. I offered to let him have the whole
MS. ; but he said it would not pay, there
was no sale for Lord Brougham's publica-
tions ; and he added, "I expect the only
literary thing Lord Brougham will be
recollected for in future years will be your
bibliography

"
! I observe that nothing

by his lordship has been reprinted since
1873.

Mr. Hunt in the '

Dictionary of National

Biography
'

says that in consequence of my
list only Brougham's larger and more im-

portant books are enumerated. It is also

mentioned in 'The Victorian Chancellors,'
by J. B. Atlay, 1906, p. 357. I may add that
I have lately destroyed the MS. above
referred to, together with piles of other work
of former years.
While on the subject of Brougham I should

like to add that "
I never before heard" of

an instance of the British Museum cata-

loguers being able to give the full name of

any person of title, but this is so with
II An Essay on Female Education by the
Comtesse [query forename

1

?] de Brunetiere
Tallien, translated by Lord Brougham
[1840?]." Further, though the name of so
celebrated a person as Brougham is on the

title, the exact year of publication is not
known, but is only a surmise.

RALPH THOMAS.

'EMBLEMES D'ALCIAT' (10
th S. v. 468).

The edition of Alciat, Paris, 1574, is of no
interest and very little value. Only editions
of a much earlier date are valuable.

LUDWIG ROSENTHAL.
Hildegardstr, 16, Munich.

MASHAM FAMILY (10
th S. v. 467). Sad to

say, in MR. PICKFORD'S note there is one
word which needs correction for "is," in
the ninth line, read was. Not a vestige of

Otes remains, and only its site can be

traced, the mansion having been pulled
down many years since.

I. CHALKLEY GOULD.

GREEK AND ROMAN TABLETS (10
th S. v.

228, 350, 473). In my communication at

the last reference "ammiano" should be
Ammiano. EDWARD BENSLY.

PORTMANTEAU WORDS AND PHRASES (10
th S.

v. 110, 170, 235). At the last reference

allusion is made to Lewis Carroll's examples
in the Jabberwock lines. It is therefore

worth noting that he has given birth to a

magazine for children bearing the port-
manteaued title of The Jabberwock, and in

this charming periodical in August last the
*

hippopython
" was seen up to antics, in

September the **
ellifrog

"
cut capers, and in

February the "
chimpanzebra

" was por-

trayed. With children it seems instinctive

to double or reiterate consonantal sounds.
Thus my little boy, aged three, calls the local

recreation ground his "Rrec rond." It is

popularly known among the board-school

children merely as the "
reck," with an

absolute ignorance of the original term, and
often with a vague idea of a *' wreck."

FRED. HITCHIN-KEMP.
6, Beechfield Road, Catford, S.E.

A very useful compound much in vogue (in

this district, at any rate) is "freeling
"
(free+

wheeling) ;
and surely every one must have

heard the word **
travelogue" a talk on

travel. I remember that some years ago
an illustrated weekly published some very

amusing pictures of weird hybrid animals,
such as

" lobsterrier
"

(lobster + terrier),

"emule" (emu + mule), "camelephant" (camel
+ elephant), and others, in which the artist

had whimsically drawn supposed combina-
tions of the two animals named.

FREDERICK D. READMAN.
Stockton-on-Tees.

Under the heading 'New Portmanteau
Word '

the Daily Mail of 22 May, quoted the

following sentence from a contribution by
Guy Thorne in the current issue of Frys
Magazine :

" The usual football match (in the

north and in Wales) is regarded by thousands

as a mere alcoholiday." JOHN T. PAGE.

" Ediswan
"
lamps are patented and made

by Edison & Swan. T. B. WILMSHURST.

One of the best of these words, in my
opinion, is one that I often used quite forty

years ago, at Haileybury, in my schoolboy

days. If we wanted to brand any boy as

quite beyond the pale of sanity, we would
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speak of him as a "
luniac," which impliec

that he had in him all the essential defects

of a lunatic and a maniac.
ERNEST B. SAVAGE, F.S.A.

Thackeray, in 'The Paris Sketch-Book,' a
few paragraphs from the beginning, writes :

" You see the steward and his boys issuing from
their den under the paddle-box, with each a heap
of round tin vases, like those which are called, ]

believe, in America expectoratoons, only these are

larger.'
5

In the next paragraph he describes the
steward as the "

expectoratoonifer," and a
few lines later calls the basin an "instru-
mentoon." CHAS. A. BERNATJ.

"Pomato," "plumcot," are words invented

by Luther Burbank, the noted Californian
horticulturist. "Pomato," in name and

nature, is a hybrid of potato and tomato,
"plumcot" of plum, and apricot. If these
fruits prove permanent and popular, no
doubt their names will be adopted and

registered in the dictionaries.

H. C. G. BRANDT.
Clinton, N.Y.

As to "drownded" (where the hyphen, if

used, should follow the second d), an excres
cent final d may be pardoned to the un-

educated, as we write "sound" for soun

(Fr. son, Lat. sonus), "homeward-bound"
fov-boun (Icel. 5mVm), and, not so long ago,
wrote "swound" for sivoon. To "drownd"
is, or was, the regular word among rustics
in the South ;

and to this day the man who
lifts the sluices to flood the water meadows
is called the "drownder."
A portmanteau word has lately received

acceptance
" Bakerloobe" = Baker Street+

Waterloo+ tube. H. P. L.

[The last instance is frequently shortened to
" Bakerloo." We cannot spare further space for
this subject.]

BURY FAMILY (10
th S. v. 349, 396, 437).

Thomas Bury, Esq., of "Colliton," Devon,
married Elizabeth, first dau. of Sir Arthur
Chichester (3rd Bt.) by Elizabeth Drewe, of

Grange, Devon. Their children were : 1,

Anne, who married first Sir Win. Morrice
(3rd Bt.), of Wellington, Devon, and secondly
Rich. Bennet, Esq., of Hexworthy, Cornwall;
2, Thomas, who married "Mary Molineux,
late of Winchester Close, living at Bath,
1772

"
; 3, Anna Maria

; 4, Florence.
These details are from a MS. book of

Founder's Kin pedigrees belonging to Win-
chester College, and were probably entered
in it about 1772 ; but some portions of the
book appear to be of considerably earlier
dates. The above-mentioned Mary (Moli-

neux), wife of Thomas Bury, was probably
the " Mrs. Berry

" who was interred in

Winchester Cathedral in 1787 ;
and it seems

not unlikely that she was related to Francis

Molineux, Esq., who died on 22 Oct., 1733,
and was buried in the Cathedral on 1 Nov.
His widow was buried there on 2 Aug., 1752.

See 'Hampshire Parish Registers' (Philli-
more & Co.), vol. iv., whence other par-
ticulars of the Molineux family may be

gleaned.
The family of Chichester became Founder's

Kin at the College through the marriage of

Sir John Chichester (1st Bt.) with his second

wife, Mary, widow of Warcup, a London
merchant, and dau . of Theodore Colley, LL.D.,
sometime "Registrar of ye Bishop of London."
Her parentage is not given in G. E. C 's
*

Baronetage,' ii. 120 ;
and I am glad to be

able to add this detail, from the College MS.
book, to the account of the Chichester family
printed in G. E. C.'s invaluable work. The
said Theodore Colley (who was buried at

Georgham, Devon, 4 Dec., 1676) is entered in

the book as a son of Sir Anthony Colley, of

Glaiston, Ruts., Kt., by Anne, third dau. of
Sir Wm. Turpin, of Knaptoft, Leic., Kt, and
Elizabeth, sister of Sir Richard Fiennes, first

Lord Saye and Sele under the letters patent
of 1603, who was admitted as a Founder's
Kin scholar of the College in 1569. H. C.

BASKISH INSCRIPTIONS IN NEWFOUNDLAND
(10

th S. v. 328). Some epitaphs in Baskish
can be seen in the old churchyard at Placentia.
I have lost my copy of them ;

but this hint

may help further inquiry. M. N. G.

ORDER OF THE ROYAL OAK (10
th S. v. 449).

Some interesting editorial information was
given in reply to a similar query in 2nd S. i.

455. ALFRED F. ROBBINS.

CATEATON STREET (10
th S. v. 429, 475, 497).

The passage from Stow quoted by MR.
McMuRRAY at p. 475 is not the only reference
to Cateaton Street in Stow's 'Survey.' In
the chapter on Cheap Ward (p. 261, ed. 1603)
Stow twice refers to it as

" Catton streete."

In the Guildhall copy of Aggas's map it is

called
" Ketton street," but the name is not

given in Vertue's copy nor in Faithorne's

map. In Ryther's map, circa 1608, it is spelt" Cateaten streete," and also in Porter's map,
circa 1660. In Leake's map, 1666, it is "Cat
Eaton Street." In Ogilby and Morgan's map,
1677, we find the form ** Catteaton Street,"
and in Morden and Lea's map, 1682, "Cateaton
Street "; and the latter is the form given in

subsequent maps up to and including those
of 1844, after which date, as stated by MR,
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McMrjRRAY, the street was named Gresham
Street.

In the
'

Catalogue of Ancient Deeds in the
Record Office' (vol. iii. A. 4519) the form
" Catte strete " occurs in a release of
11 Henry VI.
A writer at 8th S. vii. 206 suggests that

the old name " Catte strete
"
or

" Cat strete"
is derived from one Sampson le Chat, angli-
cized "The Cat," who possessed property
there in the reign of King John, his principal
house being the corner spot which now faces
the church of St. Lawrence Jewry. But he
gives no authority for these statements.

H. A. HARBEN.

DR. LETSUM OR LETTSOM (10
th S. v. 148,

191, 210, 393). There is a variation in the

spelling of this name and some indication of
its pronunciation in the last stanza of 'A
Journey to Epsom Races

'

(' Poems on
Various Subjects,' by R. K[emmich], of

Camberwell, 1815 :

Next morn, it was enough to vex one,
A bill was brought from Doctor Lettsome ;

The bill was due that very day,
And pa had not enough to pay,
For what was sav'd to pay poor Lettsome
Was spent the day before at Epsom.

It is worth noting that he was living in

Basinghall Street, 1794-7.

ALECK ABRAHAMS.
39, Hillmarton Road, N.

SOCIETY LADIES (10
th S.

y. 469). I seem to
remember the paper to which the HON. MRS.
HALFORD refers, but venture to think it

appeared nearly twenty years ago or there-
abouts. It was called, if I remember rightly,
either The Swallow or The Magpie ; anyhow,
it had the picture of a bird on the cover. It

appeared during only one season, and used
to be on sale at Hyde Park Corner, and at
the old newsman's at the corner of Knights-
bridge (he has now disappeared). I had
copies of the first few numbers, but cannot
now find them. FRANK SCHLOESSER.

15, Grosvenor Road, S.W.

HOLBORN (10
th S. ii. 308, 392, 457, 493; iii.

56, 234
; v. 295, 338, 354). The contention of

PROF. SKEAT and COL. PRIDEAUX does not
require any endorsement on the part of such
as myself. Of course Domesday Book is a
more ancient record than Stow, Camden,
and Munday. It, however, appears to me
that is rather wide of the mark. Their
claim to veneration is not sufficient, for me
at least, to warrant my depending on all

found in any of them. I require to compare
authorities, and other writers, as near as
possible of the same period. All the authori-

ties, although differing on some, are reliable

on many points, but not all. The following,
[ think, should be added to the notes which
lave appeared on the subject. They are

earlier records than the PROFESSOR refers to

n his reply at p. 338, and are evidence of

what I have said with regard to the necessity
of comparing authorities on a given subject,
and other writers, not necessarily on the

actual subject under consideration. In the

bypaths of history, &c., there is often found
information (confirmatory or otherwise) on

many points which is lacking, or unobtain-

able, in any recognized, so-called history.

In the Fine Rolls, 42 Henry III., i.e., 1258,

before the Justices at Westminster, in a

matter between "William le Bacheler and
Isabella his wife " and '* Simeon de Gardio

"

and others, mention is made of tenements
" in the ways of Holeburn and Purtpol, in

the suburb of London."
The * French Chronicle of London '

(edited

by Henry Thomas Riley, M.A., 1863, p. 252),

in July, 1316-7, refers to
" vast damage to

Flete Bridge and to Holborne Bridge."

In " an inquisition taken at Holbourne in

the county of Middlesex" (44 Edward III.,

i.e., 1371) Roger Leget and others say that

Reginald de Grey of Wilton "did not hold

lands," &c., on the day of his death, "in the

county aforesaid," but admit that "a certain

inn in Portepole, near Holbourn," was held

by him u as of fee,
3 '

&c.

In Lambard's ' Chief Places in England,'

&c., written before Camden, mention is

made of Holburn in 1249, and "that Paris

hathe mention that in the king's time

[Henry III.] al the Fryers of that order

[Friar Preachers] within this Realme met
theare."

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS, F.S.A. Scot.

Thornton Heath.

RIME v. RHYME (10
th S. v. 469). Although

I have written so much on this subject, I

hope I may still be allowed to add a

word.
The statement that "if our current English

is to be thus judged, condemned, and

executed, we shall have lost our mother

tongue," is one with which I most deeply

sympathize.
But such "judgment" is not the way of

modern philologists, who merely wish to

correct what has gone wrong. The crime

was really a great one, but it was committed
in the sixteenth century, in the sacred name
of "revival of learning." There were

ignorant pedants in those days, who thought
tit to display their learning by introducing
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Latin spellings into French words, much as

if we were to express the word reason by the

spelling ration !

These mischievous meddlers did a good
deal of harm. They wrote debte instead oj

dette ; they wrote rhyme (why not rhythme*
at once 1) instead of rime ; they wrote
abhominable instead of abominable, owing to

a false etymology which was so absurd that
even the general public refused to swallow
it

;
and so on. Very queer was their notion

that it was "
scientific" to use sc for s in

words like scythe, scite, scituate, scituation,
and scent. Scite and its derivatives happily
died, but the foolish scythe and scent are with
us still. Surely we are right in protesting
against such folly.
The spelling rime or ryme was universal

until the coming of pedantry. It is the

spelling of Chaucer's time, arid occurs in

Palsgrave, Cotgrave
1

, and Shakespeare.
Perhaps it first appears as rime in the
*

Ormulum,' 1. 11,248, written about 1200.

When I am wrong, my chief desire is to
admit it as fully as possible. And I find

that I was quite wrong as to the origin of
this word when I referred it to the A.-S.
rlm t number. I corrected this in 1901, in
the new edition of my

'

Concise Dictionary.'
The word is really of Romance origin, from
the old French rime (cf. Ital., Span., and
Port. rima). And it is now believed that
this O.F. rime was really developed, in the
twelfth century, from the Latin accusative

rhythmum, and is ultimately of Greek origin.
See Hatzfeld, Kluge, and Franck.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

From the tenor of his question SENEX
seems still to have the long since exploded
notion that our spelling shows the history
of our mother-tongue. It does so only to
the most expert experts, and they could do
without it. The ue added to

"
tong

" was a
French scribe's silly addition. Who but an
expert would know the derivation of

"
age

"

(from cetaticum) from the spelling? See
the * Oxford English Dictionary.' How
much prettier "rime" looks than "rhyme" !

R. T.

"Ross OF JERICHO" (10
th S. v. 229, 272,

430). Since I wrote on this subject (ante,
p. 430) my attention has been drawn to the
dried plant sold in London at the modest
price of Is. or even lO^d. as the semper viva

* The " learned " word rhythm (though a doublet
of rime) is of later date, and differently pro-
nounced. It occurs as rithmes near the end of
section 9 of Howell's 'Instructions for Foreign
Travel' (1642).

or rose of Jericho. Finding it not to corre-

spond with the description of the traditional

plant as given by the botanists, I carried the

subject to Kew, in order to obtain unim-

peachable information at the Herbarium,
the fountain of botanical knowledge. That
which I there learnt from the courteous

Professor, and from the books to which he
referred me, may not be superfluously noted
in 'N, & Q.' for the benefit of any reader
whose inquiries may tend in the same
direction.

The plant sold in London is the Selaginella
involvens (i.e t

rolled up), thus defined on
account of there being many species. It

is not the rose of Jericho recognized by
botanists ; is in form totally unlike the

accepted plant, viz., the Anastatica hiero-

chuntina ; is not, like the latter, found in

Syria or Palestine, but lives in China and

Japan, and probably for that reason is more
readily brought to London. The only like-

ness between the plants is that when
perfectly dried both have the marvellous

hygroscopic property, or that of reviving
under the influence of moisture. Their full

scientific descriptions and figures are found
in the * Illustrated Dictionary of Gardening,'
by George Nicholson, Curator of Kew Gar-

dens, 1887. At present, without repeating
technical terms, it may be said that Selaginella
involvens in the dry state has the appearance
of a ball, perhaps four inches in diameter,
formed of dried, rolled-up. mosslike fronds,
and this when laid in water (on a plate)

slowly expands in many toothed or mosslike

fronds, overlying one another, and assuming
a good green colour. Fully expanded, the

plant is nearly circular, in diameter about
ten inches, having some resemblance to a
small ornamental centre

Cl
flower

"
as moulded

by ceiling-plasterers.
On the other hand, the Anastatica hiero-

chuntina (i.e., Resurrection plant of Jericho)
is a little plant growing upright, though not

higher than six inches, putting forth

branch lets with small ovate leaves and a

daisy-like flower, After the plant has
flowered the leaves fall off; the branchlets
become dry, hard, and ligneous, rise up wards,
and bend inwards, forming as it were a cup
or small wicker-like basket four inches in

diameter some much smaller which con-

tains the seed of the plant. This cup
becomes detached, is blown about the desert,
and has been imagined to represent the

'rolling thing before the whirlwind" used
as a simile by Isaiah (xvii. 13). I have not

seen the cup or ball expanded by moisture,
t read that the branchlets unfur}
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allow the escape of the seed, then in a con-

dition to germinate. The figured illustra-

tions in the botanical
'

Dictionary
'

referred

to, or better, perhaps, the dried specimens
preserved at the Herbarium, accord with
the Italian lady's description, "a tiny,

dry, horn - shaped flower, about the size

of a finger-nail," and also with that of De
Saulcy, "a dried Eastern daisy." Smith's
4

Dictionary of the Bible
'

bluntly says :

"The so-called 'Rose of Jericho
'

is no rose

at all
"

!

All this, however, does not bring us nearer
to a reply to the query, or the origin of the
connexion between the "rose plant of

Jericho" and the Anastatica hierochuntina.

Nothing appears to come nearer to it than
the remarks in the Kew Gardens Bulletin for

1897 (p. 210), which refer to herbalists of

the sixteenth century who described and
figured the Anastatica h. as the Rosen von
Hiericho or Rosa hierichuntis ; and evidence
of identity is found in the adoption of the
flower or plant by Crusader-knights as a

charge in their armorial bearings. But it is

a far cry from the time of the son of Siracli

which Wisdom was likened in grace and
dignity. W. L. BUTTON.

What says Sir Thomas Browne in 'Pseudo-
doxia Epidemica, or an Enquiry into Vulgar
Errors'?

But that which passeth under this name, and
by us is commonly called the rose of Jericho, is

properly no rose, but a small thorny shrub or kinde
of heath, bearing little white flowers, farre differ-

ing from the rose, whereof Bellonius, a very in-

quisitive Herbalist, could not finde any in his
travells thorow Jericho."

H. A. ST. J. M.
" DOG'S NOSE" (10

th S. v. 187, 252, 414).

The exact reference to Mr. Stanley Wey-
man's * Starvecrow Farm '

(cited ante, p. 253),
is 1905, chap, xxxiv. p. 319. "Dog's nose"
there is a mixture of ale and hollands.

H. P. L. (ante, p. 253) gives "early purl"
as a synonym for "dog's nose." 4< Purl"
used to mean *'

ale in which wormwood has
been infused, or ale and bitters drunk warm."
See Grose's

'
Classical Dictionary of the

Vulgar Tongue,' 1796 and 1823. See also
' A New Dictionary of Terms, Ancient and
Modern, of the Canting Crew. By B. E.,

to the age of the Crusaders two thousand Gent." (reprint) ; also Bailey's, Johnson's,

years and more
;
and have we any surety, and Dyche's dictionaries. Webster ~ ; " -

or indeed is it claimed, that tradition had similar definition, but says "at
handed down to the knights the identity of boiled beer with gin, sugar, and spices added
the rose-plant extolled as a symbol of the to it." There was also "purl royal," i.e.,

gives a

present

excellence of Wisdom ? Rather may we think
that at Jericho the Christians, having found
the strange reviving plant, had adopted it as
a symbol of the Resurrection ; that the
herbalists of the sixteenth century wrote of
it as the rose of Jericho (Rosa hierichuntis) ;

and that later scientists named it the
Resurrection plant of Jericho (Anastatica
hierochuntina).
Dean Stanley, whom I previously quoted,

is not the only traveller who has thought
that in the beautiful oleander which grows
by the streams throughout Palestine, and
notably in the oasis of Jericho, is probably
seen the "rose-plant" of the son of Sirach," the rose growing by the brook of the field

"

(Ecclesiasticus xxiv. 14 and xxxix. 13). To
the Greeks the oleander was the rhododen-
dron, i.e., rose tree. In growth it varies,

according to locality, from a shrub ranging
from 6 feet to 14 feet high (Nicholson)

"
to

the proportions of a forest tree," under the 1 apparently tally with
shade of which Canon H. B. Tristram had also misquotes

' P; ~ }~
rested and encamped ('Natural History of chapter nor page
the Bible,' 1867, p. 416). This shrub or tree, | sugar and nutmeg.
with its beautiful roseate flowers, set in

glossy dark-green foliage, would not be
unworthy to stand with the stately trees-

canary wine with a dash of wormwood
;
see

the two first dictionaries mentioned above.

Webster quotes Richardson, s.v. 'Purl':

"Probably so named because it purls or

mantles in the glass."

Seeing that one of the meanings of
"
purl

"

is
" a small, narrow edging or lace, set or

made upon the edge of a broad lace" (see

Dyche), is there any connexion between

'purl" (the liquor) and "to lace," i.e., to

add spirits to coffee, &c. 1

Bailey in that part of his dictionary called
" An Orthographical Dictionary

'

(1727) gives
" Biere absynthe

"
(

r

(

" Biere d'absynthe
"
or

" Biere absynthee ") and "
Cervisia absyn-

thiata
"
as the French and Latin equivalents

of
"
purl

"
(the liquor).

As to "dog's nose," Brewer in his 'Dic-

tionary of Phrase and Fable,' third edit.,

says,
' Gin and beer, a mixture as cold as a

nose" (a derivation which does not
the meaning). He

giving neither

He omits the moist
No doubt he refers to

the passage which is given in the ' New
English Dictionary' from 'Pickwick' (the
reference therein should be chap, xxxii.,

Oedar
? cypress, palm, olive, and plane to not xxxiii.) :

"
Cornpounclecl of warm porter
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moist sugar, gin, and nutmeg." Halliwel
in his dictionary may have taken his defini
tion from 'Pickwick,' substituting the won
"
composed

"
for

"
compounded."

In French " nez-de-chien "
is a

"
melange debiere eti d'eau-de-vie, dans 1'argot de

faubouriens. Avoir le nez de chien. Etre gris
parce qu'on ne boit pas impunment ce melange
('Dictionnaire de la Langue Verte,' par Alfre
Delvau, nouvelle edit. ? 1883).

See also Barrere's 'Argot and Slang,' 1887.
The passage from ' The Old Curiosity

Shop' given ante, p. 415, refers apparently t

hot ale, not to dog's nose, unless the name
of the liquor was determined by the shape o
the heater. (See ante, pp. 253, 414.)

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

BREAM'S BUILDINGS (10
th S. v. 66, 133).

Holden's *

Directory,' 1805, has "
White, Wm

Wyatt, writing-stationer, 5, Bream's- build

Chancery-la." H. J. B.

BUTLER OP TODERSTAFF (10
th S. v. 468).

Toderstaff Hall is in Poulton - le - Fylde
(Lancashire) ;

it is now occupied as a farm-
house. In the sixteenth century the widow
of the brother of Cardinal Allen lived there
for a short time. Alexander Butler, ol

Toderstaff Hall, married Dorothy, daughter
of Thomas Singleton (of Staining), who was
buried at Poulton in June, 1687. She had a

daughter Elizabeth, who married Robert
Worswick. Another Alexander Butler,
possibly a son of the above-named Alexander,
lived at Toderstaff Hall

;
he died in 1725,

and letters of administration were taken
out at Richmond. (See

"' Richmond Wills,
Lane, and Chesh. Record Society, vol. xiii.)
The wife of Thomas Singleton was Dorothy,

daughter of James Anderton, of Clayton,
Esq. (See Chetharn Soc., vol. viii. new
series.) HENRY FISHWICK.

Alexander Butler, of Toderstaff Hall, near

Blackpool, Lancashire, was fifth son of

Henry Butler, of Rawcliffe (d. 1667), by his

third marriage with Elizabeth, daughter of
Thomas Grimston, of Grimston Garth, East
Yorkshire, and his wife Dorothy, daughter
of Marmaduke Thwaites, of Smeaton. Alex-
ander Butler married Dorothy, daughter of
Thomas Singleton, of Staining, Lancashire,
and had issue a daughter Elizabeth.

C. E. BUTLER.

CATTERTON SMITH (10
th S. v. 287). It is

more than probable that, as suggested in the
editorial note, V. K. T. is referring to Catter-
son Smith, a well-known portrait painter of
last century. He was born at Skipton in

Craven, Yorkshire, in 1806, and settled in

before the midcjle of the century. He

was elected a member of the Royal Hibernian

Academy of Arts in 1844, and was President

from 1859 to 1864. I have a catalogue of

the Twenty-third Exhibition of the Royal
Hibernian Academy, held in 1849. Catter-

son Smith's name appears in this amongst
the fourteen Academicians. He is described

as " Portrait Painter to His Excellency the

Earl of Clarendon," and his address is given
as 42, Stephen's Green, East. He had four

pictures in this exhibition, i.e., three portraits
and a sketch from nature. The portraits
were of Major-General Birch, R.A., Corry
Connellan, Esq., and u a portrait of the Rev.
Dr. Wall, Vice-Provost of Trinity College,

Dublin, presented to the Rev. Dr. Wall by
his former pupils, and is, at the unanimous

request of the Junior Fellows, to be placed
in the Combination Room of Trinity College."
Smith died in 1872.

CHARLES HERBERT THOMPSON.
133, Harley Street, W.

Bryan's
'

Dictionary of Painters
'

gives a
full account of his life.

There is a portrait by him of Lord Dun-

gannon in the South Kensington Museum,
and five others are in well-known Dublin
collections. S. BIRNBAUM.

14, Brook Street, W.

BLANDINA (10
th S. v. 409, 450). Husenbeth

in 'Emblems of Saints' gives her day as

2 June, 177.

Dr. Owen in his 'Sanctorale Catholicum,'
under the same date, devotes three-quarters
of a page to this saint. HARRY HEMS.

See Arch. JSliana, Third Series, ii. pp. 24,

&c., for one or two instances of the use of

>his female Christian name. R. B R.

DANIEL TUVILL OR TUTEVIL (10
th S. v. 461).

John Owen has an epigram (ed. 1622,
second coll., No. 48), addressed to John

larington, son of Lord Harington, in which
le praises

"
Toueus," who was his

"
cultor,"

and says that Britain has few doctors like

lira.

According to Aubrey, Milton was for a

ime in the tuition of "Dr. Tovell, who
dyed parson of Lutterworth," which Warton

uggests should be "Dr. Tovey, parson of

Cegworth, in Leicestershire"; see 1 st S. iv.

^,41. W. C. B.

'PANCHARIS': 'MINERVA,' 1735 (10
th S. v,

9, 114).' Pancharis
'

is the title of the well-

:nown series of Latin amatory poems (from
fhich Robert Burton, inter alios, has quoted)

y Bonefonius (Jean Bonefons), first pub-
ished at Paris in J5.87. The saine year saw
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the first appearance at Salamanca of
*

Minerva/ the famous work on the Latin

language by the Spanish scholar Francisco
Sanchez (Sanctius). This book was fre-

quently reprinted (there is an Amsterdam
edition in 1733), and seems at least as likely
to be referred to in the private letter of the

query as the High-Dutch grammar suggested
by ME. PLATT. But as no information is

offered as to the tastes or pursuits of the
writer of this letter, or as to the connexion
in which the titles are mentioned, it is not

easy to return a confident answer.
EDWARD BENSLY.

LADY COVENTRY'S MINUET (10
th S. v. 307,

355). I have looked up such magazines as I

possess between the dates of Maria Gun-
ning's marriage (1752), and death (1760), and
have found what may be the piece wanted.
In The Universal Magazine, vol. xiii., Sup-

plement (after December number, 1753),

&,
321, is a dance headed ' The Countess of
oventry's M '

Unfortunately, the leaf
is torn jaggedly, and the remainder of the last

word is illegible, but does not appear to have
made up

" Minuet." From the directions, it

was probably a country dance, and the title

most likely
* The Countess of Coventry's

March.' In a later magazine is a country
dance called

'

General Waldegrave's March. 3

The author of the music is not stated. If

Thicknesse was not a musical or a dancing
man, it is conceivable that the word "minuet"
is an error. On the other hand, there might
be another piece of music with the countess's
name. J. P. HINDS.

Cox's * HISTORY OF WARWICKSHIRE '

(10
th S.

v. 327, 372). It may be added that Cox's
'

Magna Britannia '
is not even now quite

valueless, seeing that it records many
existing landowners and some sepulchral
monuments. EDWARD SMITH.

WEST'S PICTURE OF THE DEATH OF
GENERAL WOLFE (10

th S. v. 409, 451). The
following extract from the registers of
Meole Brace, near Shrewsbury, is of great
interest, as it undoubtedly fixes the per-
sonality of the prominent figure in Grenadier
uniform: "1802, Mar. 11. Joseph Preston
(the Grenr in Wolf's Picture) buried."

HERBERT SOUTHAM.
Shrewsbury.

I have often wondered whether the por-
traits of distinguished men depicted in
historical pictures are real likenesses. We
possess many finely executed engravings ;

for instance, 'Landing of Charles II. at

Dover/
'

Cromwell dissolving the Long

Parliament' (in which Sir Harry Vane is

represented with outstretched hands in

horror),
4 Battle of the Boyne,' 'Death of

Wolfe,' and others
;
but many of them are

spoilt by having their margins clipped or
cut away entirely. JOHN.PICKFORD, M.A,
Newbourne Rectory, Woodoridge.

KIPLING'S *WITH SCINDIA TO DELHI' (10
th S.

v. 426). Is not " Mlech " a contraction of
Moloch or Melech (Hindustani mdlik)1 If

so, it seems no very egregious blunder to

give the ch a hard sound, long usage having
accustomed us to the hard sound of ch in
Moloch and Melech.
Malik = king, lord, is commonly used by

natives of India in addressing Europeans,
and the word must of course have been well
known to Kipling, who, however he might
choose to spell it, is not likely to have been
mistaken as to its pronunciation. F. W.

"EsHiN"': "BELTIN"'= CANING (10
th S. v.

466). In 'The Pedagogue's Lament' a
somewhat similar production to Column's
'Rodiad,' and written about 1835 occurs
the following :

Ah ! those were the times, delightful reflection !

When Rod ruled supreme, all forms of correction,
Birching, flogging, and caning, and every kind
Of suitable torture, &c.

The word "
caning

"
also occurs in a collection

of Westminster School rimes about 1828 or
1830 ;

and a correspondent tells me that he
remembers it being in use at a private school
at Norwich to which he went some sixty
years ago. FREDERICK T. HIBGAME.

MR. RATCLIFFE speaks of the word "
caning

"

not being in use '*
fifty years ago." All I can

say is that I was at two large schools from
1832 to 1840, and I do not remember any
other mode of punishment being in use at
that period. G. C. W.

ALLAN CUNNINGHAM'S 'THE KING OF THE
PEAK' (10

th S. v. 208, 271,337, 352). As it

may not be easy to refer to the letter

addressed to me by my old friend Mr.
William Bennet, solicitor, of Chapel-en-le-
Frith, printed at 4th S. x. 57, let me say
there can be no doubt of his having been
the author of this novel. His son, the late

Dr. Robert Bennet, on my last visit to him
at Buxton, presented me with a copy of
the book. On the title-page is printed :

" The King of the Peak, |
a Romance

| by the
late

|
William Bennet.

| Republished and edited by
his son, I Robert Bennet, M.D. I,"The truth is I
have a plot for you."' Cutter of Coleman Street.'

|

London : Chapman and Hall
| (Limited) 1883. | All

rights reserved,"
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There is a portrait of Mr. Wm. Bennet

prefixed to this edition.

The pseudonym
" Lee Gibbons, Student of

Law," appearing on the title-page of 'The

Cavalier,' was assumed on account of its

having been his mother's maiden name. In

addition to the novels
' The King of the Peak,'

1 The Cavalier,'
*

Malpas,' and ' Owain Goch,'

Mr. W. Bennet also wrote frequently in The

Reliquary. No mention is made either of

his real name or pseudonym in Allibone's

'Dictionary.' JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o,

The History of England from Addingtoris Adminis-
tration to the Close of William IV.'s Reign. By
the Hon. George C. Brodrick, D.C.L. Completed
and revised by J. K. Fotheringham, M.A. (Long-
mans & Co.)

AFTER the first volume of
' The Political History

of England,' which saw the light during the present

year, and dealt with pre-Norman times, a wide

leap is made to vol. xi., covering the period between
1801 and 1837, thus ending at the accession of

Victoria. The task of composition was in this

case entrusted to the late Warden of Merton, by
whom it was in great part accomplished. At the

time of his lamented death in 1903 three chapters
were unwritten, and one, the last, was incomplete.
The whole required also to be recast in order to

meet the plan of the series. In this emergency
recourse was had to Mr. Fotheringham, whose
assistance in the portion dealing with foreign
affairs had from the outset been invited. Under
his charge the necessary alterations and additions

have been reverently and competently made, the

expression of Dr. Brodrick's views, and, where

possible, his words, having been scrupulously
retained.
The early chapters of the work are necessarily a

history of Europe rather than of England. Napoleon,
by his personality no less than by his actions,
dominated the whole period until, if not after, his

confinement at St. Helena. One of the first and
most important actions of the Addingtpn Ministry
(a bequest from that of Pitt) was the dispatch of a

naval expedition to Copenhagen, 12 March, 1801,
and the consequent fighting of the battle of the

Baltic, for the sake of breaking up the Northern
Confederacy, already dissolved, though the fact

was not generally known, by the assassination of

the Tzar Paul, its life and soul. This murder, by
depriving Napoleon of a trusted ally, prepared him
to accept the treaty of Amiens, the rupture of

which was followed on 16 May, 1803, by the an-

nouncement to both Houses of Parliament of a

declaration of war. Ireland was a disturbing
element, and the movement for Catholic emancipa-
tion was passing into new hands, when it was "no
longer led by Catholic lords and bishops, but was a

peasant movement, headed by the unscrupulous
demagogue O'Connell." In the summer of 1803 a
rebellion, instigated by French agents and headed

by Robert Emmet, broke out in Ireland, and after

leading to the brutal murder of the Chief Justice,
Lord Kilwarden, fizzled out in presence of the

opposition of
" a handful of troops." The battle of

Austerlitz was followed by the death of Pitt, and
later in the same year by that of Fox. A long
chapter is devoted to the Peninsular War, from its

origin to the battle of Toulouse, while one less

long depicts
' The Downfall of Napoleon.' Chap. vii.

deals with Vienna and Waterloo, and includes the
surrender of Napoleon and his imprisonment at
St. Helena. A troublous time succeeded, marked
by the Spa Fields Riot, the Manchester Massacres,
the prosecution of William Hone, the death of

George III. and of the Princess Charlotte, the
murder of Kotzebue, the Cato Street Conspiracy,
and the suicide of Castlereagh. Catholic Emanci-
pation and the Reform movement were the great
domestic questions, followed sed longo intervallo by
religious movements and Poor Law reforms. An
important chapter, the penultimate, is occupied
with British India ; and a concluding one to

portions of which it is possible to take exception
with literature and social progress.

It is, of course, difficult to follow our authors
over so wide a field. A good account is given of
the conditions of maritime warfare in the war of
1812 between England and America. Among note-

worthy features in an admirable volume are the
estimates of character. That formed of Castlereagh
is high :

" When he met with his tragical end, the
brutal shouts of exultation raised by a portion of
the crowd at his funeral were the expression of
sheer ignorance, and not of intelligent public
opinion. He was a Tory, in days when most
patriots were Tories, and he was a Tory of the
best type ;

and we of a later generation can see
that few statesmen of George III.'s reign have left
a purer reputation or rendered greater services to
their country." In striking contrast with these
utterances are those against Daniel O'Connell, a
sample of which we have already given. Some-
thing is said in favour of George IV., who, it is

stated, possessed many royal gifts :

" He was a
man of no ordinary ability, with a fine presence,
courtly manners, various accomplishments, and
clear-sighted intelligence on every subject within
the sphere of his duties. But all these kingly quali-
ties were marred by a heartlessness which rendered
him incapable of true love or friendship, and a
duplicity which made it impossible for him to
retain the respect of his ministers."
This is an enlightened and illuminatorv work.

Excellent features in it are maps of Great Britain,
Spain and Portugal, and India. The first shows
the parliamentary representation after the Reform
Bill. Four volumes of the work have now appeared.

The Old Testament in Greek. Part I. Genesis.
Edited by A. E. Brooke, B.D., and N. McLean,
M.A. (Cambridge, University Press.)

THE first instalment of the long-expected edition
of the Septuagint, which was projected at Cam-
bridge nearly a quarter of a century ago, now lies

before us. When we examine it we can understand
why its appearance has been so long delayed. It
consists of the text of Genesis with an extra-

ordinarily copious apparatus of readings, for which
all the extant uncials have been consulted, the
Vatican MS. being taken as a basis. The distinc-
tive feature of the present work is a collation of a
large number of cursive MSS. more than thirty
not hitherto properly utilized, together with read-
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ings suggested by the Armenian and Ethiopia
versions, and those gleaned from the occasional

quotations occurring in Chrysostom and Theodoret.

Special weight is assigned to the old Latin version.

The labour involved in such an undertaking must
have been enormous, and the editors have laid all

scholars under deep obligation by the thoroughness
and accuracy with which they have carried out

what many would consider to be an irksome

task.
Their work modestly aspires only to be regarded

as a trustworthy collection of textual material, and
not a definitive edition ; but it will certainly go a

long way towards supplying that desirable result.

The second part, it is announced, will contain

Exodus and Leviticus ;
and the Octateuch will be

completed in four parts, forming the first volume.

The book is printed in a manner worthy of the

University Press.

Documents illustrating Elizabethan Poetry. Edited

by Laurie Magnus, M.A. (Routledge & Sons.)

To "The English Library "have been added in a

convenient shape Sir Philip Sidney's
'

Apologie
'

and the treatises of George Puttenham and William
Webbe. They are accompanied by valuable intro-

ductions and notes, and supply in a very handy
shape some valuable early criticism until modern
and favoured days all but inaccessible.

The People's Prayers. By E. G. C. F. Atchley.
(Longmans & Co.)

IN this
* Alcuin Club Tract

'

the author traces the

Litany of the Book of Common Prayer, as well as

the mediaeval English Litany, to the responsorial

type of service used in the first centuries of

Christianity, when priest and people answered
each the other in brief orisons. He refers to the

early use of Kyrie Eleison,
"
Lord, have mercy upon

us," as a response, but he does not mention that it

was borrowed from the Pagans.

French Abbreviations, Commercial, financial, and
General. By Edward Latham. (Effingham
Wilson.)

THIS is another useful compilation by Mr. Latham,
whose name in connexion with works of reference

and the materials of which they are composed is

pleasantly conspicuous in our columns. A preface
supplies much curious information not generally

possessed, including the legal aspects of the question,
for such in France have an existence.

Famous Sayings and their Authors. By Edward
Latham. Second Edition. (Sonnenschein&Co.)

IN accordance with the suggestions of critics, a

subject index has been added to the second edition

of this useful and attractive volume of Sonnen-
schein's

" Dictionaries of Quotations." This, which
occupies nearly one hundred pages, forms a very
helpful and valuable feature.

To "The Universal Library" of Messrs. Rout-

ledge & Sons have been made some important
additions. Two of these consist of the Lavengro
and The Zincali of George Borrow, which, with
'The Romany Rye' and 'The Bible in Spain,'
constitute the most readable and fascinating works
of the series. A third is vol. ii. of Landor's

Imaginary Dialogues, and contains the '

Dialogues
of Sovereigns and Statesmen

'

;
a fourth is Walt

Whitman's Democratic Vistas and other papers;

while a fifth is Sir Edward Creasy's The Fifteen
Decisive Battles of the World from Marathon t o
Waterloo, a work in its day of great celebrity, and
still capable of administering much edification and
delight.

Two volumes of Matthew Arnold's poetry are
added to the greatly enlarged

" Muses Library,"
One of these contains the Drama and Prize Poems,
comprising

'

Merope
' and '

Empedocles on Etna.'
The second includes the poems The Forsaken
Merman, The Scholar Gipsy, &c., but not '

Thyrsis,'
which we suppose is still copyright. These are
edited by Mr. Laurie Magnus, who supplies excel-
lent introductions. After perusing afresh 'The
Forsaken Merman ' we cannot agree with the
criticism that Arnold had a river, not a sea mind
"
potamic," not " thalassic."

VERDI'S II Trovatore and JRigoletto, both by
Francis Burgess, constitute Nos. x. and xi. of the
'

Nights at the Opera,' issued from the De La More
Press.

THE forthcoming portion of the 'Oxford Dic-
tionary' is a double section, and takes vol. vii.,
O P, as far as "piper." This section contains
4,716 words and 13,759 illustrative quotations.
Science and philosophy are conspicuous. Dr.
Murray notes that the group of photo-words is

with difficulty compressed into fifteen columns,
and includes no fewer than 240, all except three
being of the nineteenth century, and all except six

consequent upon the introduction of photography
in 1839. Among articles of special interest are
those on picnic, Pilgrim Fathers, pimpernel, and
pin-pricks.

3jto;tija to &om*$0vfotnt**

We must call special attention to the following
notices :

ON all communications must be written the name
and address of the sender, not necessarily for pub-
lication, but as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
WE cannot undertake to advise correspondents

as to the value of old books and other objects or as
to the means of disposing of them.

L. CULLETON, A. GARDINER, and A. L. MAYHEW
(" Pogrom "). Explained ewte.p. 197.

J. COURTENAY (" Courtenays, Earl of Devon").
Short notices of many holders of this title will be
found in Burke's 'Peerage,' s.v. 'Devon.'

A. BIDDELL ("Before me lie dark waters").
Reply anticipated at p. 437.

M. E. POOLE. Replies to
"
Enigma by C. J.Fox "

were printed ante, pp. 32, 97 ; and to " The old
house by the lindens stood "

at p. 295.

D. MURRAY (" Plane"). Anticipated ante, p. 452.

NOTICE.
Editorial communications should be addressed

to
" The Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Adver-

tisements and Business Letters to
" The Pub-

lisher "at the Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery
Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return

communications which, for any reason, we do not
print ; and to this rule we can make no exception.
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THE ATHEN!UM
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

THE FINE ARTS, MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THIS WEEK'S ATHEN^iUM contains Articles on

FIVE FAIR SISTERS: AN ITALIAN EPISODE AT THE COURT OF LOUIS XIV.
GEORGE BUCHANAN : A BIOGRAPHY. NORTHAMPTONSHIRE FAMILIES.
THEDEVELOPMENTOFPALESTINE EXPLORATION. GOLGOTHAAND THE HOLY SEPULCHRE.
THE WAY OF THE GODS. SET IN AUTHORITY. THE SIN OF GEORGE WARRENER.

THE YOUNG O'BRIENS. VANITY SQUARE.
EGYPTOLOGICAL BOOKS.
LIFE IN THE LAW. WESLEY AND HIS CENTURY: A STUDY IN SPIRITUAL FORCES.

THE GOLDEN BOOK: LEGENDS OF SAINTS AND MARTYRS OF THE CHURCH.
THE HEART OF THE COUNTRY. SIXTY YEARS OF JOURNALISM: ANECDOTES AND
REMINISCENCES. JOHN SIBERCH: BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES, 1886-1905. LHASA
AND ITS MYSTERIES. LES PIERRES D'OXFORD. PICTORIAL POST CARDS.

OXFORD NOTES. 'THE HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS OF SCOTLAND.' GEORGE BUCHANAN'S
SCHOOLS. 'THE AGE OF JUSTINIAN AND THEODORA.' MORE ELIANA.

THE THEORY OF ELECTRONS AND ITS DIFFICULTIES.
MANETS FROM THE FAURE COLLECTION AT bULLEY'S GALLERIES. THE NEW ENGLISH

ART CLUB. CAIRO MONUMENTS.

LAST WEEK'S ATHENJEUM contains Articles on

LIFE OF THE LATE DUKE OF ARGYLL. THE PAGEANT OF LONDON.
AUSTEN LEIGH AND KING'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.
PESONALITY IN MODERN LITERATURE.
NEW NOVELS: The Adventures of Alicia; Queen of the Rushes ; Count Bunker; Phantasma ;

In
the Shadow

;
The Black Motor-Car

;
The Uphill Road

; Hasty Fruit
;
A Veneered Scamp ;

The
Newell Fortune

j
The Cubs

;
The Mantle of the Emperor.

HISTORICAL LITERATURE.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE :

' The Times' History of the Boer War
;
The New Russia; The Balkan Trail;

A Modern Slavery ;
Rois sans Couronne

; History for Ready Reference
;
British Canals

; Guide to

Saffron Walden ; Focket Tennyson ; French Abbreviations
;
New Editions.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.
MY BLACKBIRD AND I; NOTES FROM DUBLIN; THE PUBLISHERS' INTERNATIONAL

CONGRESS AT MILAN; 'THE OPEN ROAD' AND 'TRAVELLER'S JOY'; CREIGHTON
MEMORIAL.

LITERARY GOSSIP.
SCIENCE : Prof. Bose on Plant Response ;

The Theory of Electrons and its Difficulties ; Amalgamation
of the Medical Societies of London; Societies ; Meetings Next Week

; Gossip.
FINE ARTS: The Preservation of the Cairo Monuments; Historic Dress; Decorative Panels at the

Alpine Club
; Younger Painters at the Baillie Gallery ; The Agnew and other Sales

; Gossip.
MUSIC : Gossip ;

Performances Next Week.
DRAMA -.The Macleans of Bairness ; The Electra of Euripides in English Verse

; Gossip,
MISCELLANEA :

" Cain" as a Synooym of the Moon.

NEXT WEEK'S ATHEKffiUM will contain Reviews of

G. M. TREVELYAN ON THE POETRY AND PHILOSOPHY OF GEORGE MEREDITH.
KAEMPFER'S HISTORY OF JAPAN, TRANSLATED BY J. G. SCHEUCHZER.

The ATHENAEUM, every SATURDAY, price THREEPENCE, of
JOHN C. FRANCIS & J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaum Office, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, B.C.

And of all Newsagents,
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS.

NEW SECTION OF THE OXFORD DICTIONARY (JULY 1).

PH-PIPER, A Double Section by Dr. Murray. 5s. The next
issue (October 1) will be a portion of N by Mr. CRAIGIE. Already published, A L M Mesnalty,
O, P Piper, Q, and R Reserve.

THE KING'S ENGLISH; the Common Errors into which
Writers are liable to fall, and how such Errors can be avoided. By H. W. F. and F. G. F. Crown
8vo, cloth, 5s. net.

NOTES AND QUERIES." Apart from the value (often great) of its suggestions, the book
constitutes diverting and edifying reading."

PIERCE THE PLOUGHMAN'S GREDE (about 1394 A.D.).
Transcribed and Edited from MS. Trin. Coll. Cam., R. 315, Collated with MS. Bibl. Reg. 18 B.

xviii., in the British Museum, and with the Old Printed Text of 1553. Edited by the Rev. W. W.
SEEAT, Litt.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2*.

OXFORD LIBRARY OF PROSE AND POETRY.
NOW READY, extra fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2. 6d. net

;
also in lambskin, thin boards, gilt extra, 3*. 6d. net.

TRELAWNY'S RECOLLECTIONS OF THE LAST DAYS OF
SHELLEY AND BYRON. With the Original Illustrations. With Introduction by EDWARD
DOWDBSN,

THE OXFORD DEGREE CEREMONY. By J. Wells, Fellow
of Wadham College, Oxford. Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth, illustrated, Is. 6d, net.

OXFORD LIBRARY OF TRANSLATIONS. New Volumes.
Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d. net per volume.

PROPERTIUS. Translated by J. S. PHILLIMORB.
LONGINUS ON THE SUBLIME. Translated by A. 0. PRICKARD.

JOHN BULL IN FRANCE
; or, French as it is Spoken, for use

of English and American Travellers in France. By LEON DELBOS. Second Impression. Fcap
8vo, cloth, 2*.

;
on Oxford India paper, 2s. 6d.

ALSO PUBLISHED BY HENRY FROWDE.

THE WORLD'S CLASSICS.
STANDARD. "

Congratulations to the Oxford Press, and to Mr. Henry Frowde in particular, on
the well-deserved success of the charming little books entitled ' The World's Classics." They are

admirably printed and bound, and, what is more, they are edited with scholarly care. No better change
could be asked for a shilling In these days, when space is a consideration, especially when a man
lives within the narrow precincts of a flat, however well appointed, this dainty and diminutive edition of
the great masterpieces in literature is a veritable boon."

Prices from Is. net
;
in leather, from Is. 6d. net.

73 Volumes have now been published.

Some of the volumes may be had printed on thin paper.

PROSPECTUS ON APPLICATION.

London : HENRY FROWDE, Oxford University Press, Amen Corner, B.C.

Published Weekly by JOHN C. FRANCIS and J. EDWARD FRANCIS. Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane E C. ; and Printed
J. EDWARD FRANCIS, Athenaeum Press, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.G.-Saturday, June 30, 1906.
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A. (D.) on Macaulay on "
Arabella" Sedley, 267

A. (F. W.) on Mary Munday at Mullion Cove, 450
A. (G. E. P.) on Death Songs of Pyramus anl Thisbe,

341, 401

A. (J.) on will-power in historical porl raits, 9

A. (M.) on watches and clocks with words, 476
A. (R. U.) on ropes used at executions, 315
A. (T.) on inventories and stocktaking in antiquity, 168
A.E.I. O.U. on monument, meaning of, 169, 374, 414
A.O.B. on title-page of book, 69, U2
Abbey of St. Evroult, Pays d'Ouche, its hi&tory, 390

Abbeys and priories confused, 327, 378, 417, 457
Abbott's Ann, funeral garlands at, 427
Abbreviations :

"
bbl." for barrel, 27, 74, 112 ;

"diss.,"69, 114
Abelard (Peter), his vision of hell, earliest version, 169
Abrahams (A.) en Adelphi names, 186

Babington Conspiracy, 354
"Black Bull" in Holborn, 367
Bridewell, its history, 29
Candlewick or Candlewright Street, 169

Cheyne Walk : China Walk, 245, 375
" Coal Hole," 306
Fleet Street changes, 227

Hobby Grooms, 127

King : Joachin Cardoza, 213
Lettsom (Dr.), 514
Lombard Street, No. 1, 406

Metropolitan Bailway, 6
Nelson panoramas, 94
Nollekens (J.), his library, 86

Place, 353

Kepartee of Royalty, 1 2

Travelling in England, 1600-1700, 414
"Two Sneezing Cats," S28
Wooden water-pipes in London, 15

Ackerley (F. G.) on Christian of Milntown, 209
Grindleton, 10

Kynan, 169
Mount Murray, Isle of Man, 166
Mozarabic Mass in Spain, 339

Pogrom, 197
Punctuation in MSS. and printed books, 504

Adams (John), his epitaph in Quincy Church, Boston,
245

Adams (W. E.), his pamphlet 'Tyrannicide,' 287

Addleshaw (P.) on butcher: Hoe, 388

Addy (S. O.) on Pightle: Pikle, 93

Twizzle-twigs, 91

Adelphi names, 186, 236

^Eschylus and Milton compared, 489

Affery as a Christian name, 32, 78

Africa, South, snakes in, 428, 473
African bloths, 230, 313

Ainsty, derivation of the place-name, 32

Alciatus, Paris edition, 1574, 468
Aldenham (Loid) on Kynan, 314
Alfonso (King) and Queen Victoria of Spain, their

marriage, 447
All Hallows, Barking, and Archbishop Kempe, 13, 112
All Souls College, Oxford, and Archbishop Cbichele's

descendants, 286, 454
Allen (Ant.), of Bream's Buildings, 1751, 66, 133
Almanacs : 'Poor Robin's,' c. 1744, 12, 155 : of 1544,

127

Alphabet, J. V. Decuyper's 'College,' 268, 451

Ameiica, early steam communication with, 467
Ameiica v. United States, use of the terms, 510
American emigrants, 1740-61, 147
American flag, and Washington's arms, 60
Americans in English records, references to, 163, 432.

476, 497
Anderson (P. J.) on Decuyper's

'

College Alphabet,'
268

Andrews (H. C.) on Aubrey's 'Surrey,' 308
Rebus in churches, 317

Andrews family of Walton-on-Thames, 1675, 259

Angelo (Henry), his burial-place, 287, 432

Anglican miscellany, 1840,
' The Voice of the Church,'

167

Anglo-Saxon names as surnames, 442

Animals, ennobled, 7, 73

Anon, use of the word by Thackeray, 274, 454, 49ft

Anonymous Works :

Aryan Sun-Myths, 429
Battered Tar, The, 408

Century of Persian Ghazels, 108, 456, 494
De Tribus Impostoribus, 240
John Bull and his Wonderful Lamp, 230
John Bull's Bible, 389, 473

King's Seal, 149
Leicester's Ghost, 388, 436
Lustful Fryar, 228
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Anonymous Works :

Minerva, 1735, 69, 517

Pancbaris, 1735, 69, 114, 517

Kebecca, 72, 117, 377

Eing, The, 57

Speculum Episcopi, 288, 337
Anscombe (A.) on Pightle : Pikle, 376

Antequations, use of the word, 24

Antigua, military burial-ground at, 61, 104

Antwerp, monument erected by Mary, Queen of Scots,

in, 449
Aoidh on quotations wanted, 449

Apperson (G. L.) on Babington Conspiracy, 395
London newspapers, 70

Aquinas (St. Thomas), his ancestry, 269, 377
Archdeacons' marks in Bedfordshire church, 209, 314
Archer (L.) on Archer of Umberslade, 148, 312

'

Medley Finale to the Great Exhibition,' 64
Archer (P.) on George Fall, artist, 273
Archer family of Umberslade, Warwick, 148, 195, 232,

312

Ariel, masculine or feminine, 249, 298, 415

Aristophanes : modern reproductions of ' The Wasps,
1

188; A. Lobineau's edition, 387; proverb in
' The

Wasps,' 510
Arkle (A. H.) on Arkle : Nielson, 509

'Flowers of Lodowicke of Granada,' 246

Photography, 91

Place, 333
Arkle (John)=Grissell Neilson, 1705, 509
Armenian language and Lord Byron, 93

Arms, royal, in churches, 188, 230, 294, 336
Arnott (Charles), Westminster scholar, 1745, 149
Arrow (J. )

on Westminster changes in 1905, 356
Arusmont (Frances Wright d'), her biography, 307

'Aryan Sun-Myths,' out of print, 429
Ashmole (Elias), print published 1824, 168
Aesheton (R.) on "Bbl.," 74
Assheton (R. O.) on Toby's dog, 32
Astarte on Blandina, 409

Funeral garlands, 427

Astrology in Italy, 148

Astronomy in fiction, 229, 294
Ataman and Hetman, distinction between the titles,

109, 157
Atkinson (S. B. )

on post-mortem examination, 29

Aubrey's Surrey,' annotated by Peter Le Neve, 308
Auden (G. A.) on Dr. Lettsom, 191

August, "gula Augusti," first day of, 408, 499
Awse (Robert), Westminster scholar, 1725, 149
Axholme Priory, its history, 328, 373, 416
Axon (W. B. A.) on Cobden's earliest political

wiiting, 501

La Fontaine's milkmaid, 487

Ayeahr on AfTery Flintwiuch, 32
Maiden Road, Stratford, E., 326

May morning at Magdalen : its music, 368
Melton cloth: Melton jacket, 36

Ayesha, pronunciation of the name, 26

B
B. on Copperillo, 69

Place, 435
B. (C.) on born with teeth, 115

Holland (Cornelius), M.P., 287
B. (C. W.) on Cherry Ripe,' 254

B. (C. W.) on ghost story in Dickens, 178
Pious founder, 298

B. (D. v.) on " Jan Kees," 111
B. (E.) on Dives and Lazarus, 370
B. (E. C.) on copyright in letters, 128
B. (E. G.) on Waterloo veteran, 391
B. (E. W.) on King's College, Cambridge, 255

"
Saturday

"
in Spanish, 435

B. (G.) on Princess Royal's daughters, 190
B. (G. F. R.) on Charles Arnott, 149

Awse (K,), 149

Bagnall (T.), 288

Barry (T.), 8

Bayntun (W. H.), 269
Colman (Edmund Craven), 269
Dacier (Lewis), 149
Downs (John), 288
Fullerton (John), 309

Guydickens (Melchoir), 155
B. (G. O.) on Lawrence aims, 288
B. (G. R.) on Keene or Kynae family, 469
B. (H. J.) on Bream's Buildings, 517

Sheffield plate, 214

B. (R.) on "James" University, 92
Louis Philippe's landing in England, 391
Perils of literature, 226
"
Rattling good thing," 250

Thermometer scale, 174

Unregistered arms, 311

Up : its barbarous misuse, 245
B. (R. E.) on Garioch, 56
B. (R. W.) on Fleetwood of Crawley, 403

Fleetwood of Madras, 68

Fleetwood pedigree, unknown, 23
B. (W.) on astronomy in fiction, 294

Death- birds in Scotland and Ireland, 111
Goethe :

"
Bells, bugs, and Christianity," 416

Shakespeare and musical glasses, 232
Welsh poem, 75

B. (W. C.) on Bream's Buildings, 66

Browne (Sir T.), his daughter's descendants, 232
Easter bibliography, 281
Easter eggs, 285

English literature, early, 216

Ivy Lane, Strand, 254
Louis Philippe's landing in England, 391

May Day : maypole, 325
Penteus or Punteus, 212
Provincial booksellers, 141, 183, 242, 351
St. Expeditus, 107

Scallions, 54

Selling oneself to the devil, 115
Steemson and Cliffe families : Thome Quay, 217

Travelling in England, 1600-1700, 414

Turvill or Tutevill (D.), 517
B.N.C. wrongly explained in a German dictionary,

46

Babington Conspiracy, 1586, novel on, 190, 354, 395,
455

Bacon (Sir Francis) and Ben Jonson, 31, 133

Bacteria, early notice, 45, 115

Baddow, Defoe on its vicar, 428

Badger, its etymology, 389, 432

Bagnall (Thomas), Westminster scholar, 1753, 288

Bagpipers, Roman, bronze figures discovered, 208, 315

Baily (Johnson) on " Cast not a clout," 388
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Baker (C. T.) on George Baker, Oxford prizeman, 215

Baker (George), Oxford prizeman, d. 1811, his bio-

graphy, 169, 215

Balasore, handkerchief, its name, 449

Balfour (Eight Hon. A. J.), his descent from Robert II.

of Scotland, 201

Ball-games played on festivals, 376
Balliol family, their descendants, 130

Bang (W.) on pip, 156

Bankes family of Corfe Castle, 289, 372, 395

Banner or flag, triangular, its name, 450, 493

Barbian, Spanish slang term, 149

Barker (Robert), priest, 1626, 229, 299

Barnes, origin of the name, 308, 352, 472
Barnes Pikle, origin of the name, 409, 498
Baronet on dignities hereditary created, not made, 186

Barriff (Capt. William), his 'Military Discipline,'

1635, 12

Barry (Thomas), Westminster scholar, 1758, 8

Baskish inscriptions in Newfoundland, 328, 513
Baskish verses on marriage of King and Queenof Spain,

447

Bath, list of Kings of, 28, 75, 132, 215

Bayham. Abbey, its date, 31

Bayswater. derivation of the place-name, 146

Bayley (A.'. R.) on Bankes of Corfe Castle, 395
Brerewood (E.), 337
Cricket : pictures and engravings, 96

Cross-legged knights, 175

Crucifixion, earliest representation, 289
Duke of Guelderland : Duke of Lorraine, 313
Fitz Urse (Reginald), 112

Hawtrey, 417

Hopton (Ralph, Lord), 456

Magdalen College School and '

D.N.B.,' 22, 122,

284, 362
Miserere carvings, 29

Quotations wanted, 248
1

Reliquiae Wottonianae,' 93

Bayley (W.) on "Misicks," 128

Bayne (T.) on anon, 274, 496
Brock : badger, 432
Burns's ' Bonnie Lesley,' 345
" Cast not a clout till May be out," 433
1

Charlie, He 's my Darling,' 45

Dekker's ' Sweet Content,' 106, 217

English spelling : English culture, 232
Falstaff on honour, 176

Hoast, 66
Jonson (Ben), his '

Underwoods,' 25

Misicks, 175
Plane=sycamore, 452
Poem in one sentence, 217

Pour, 329

Pronunciation, doubtful, 233

Revenue, its pronunciation, 427

Splitting fields of ice, 31

War, its old pronunciation, 310
Wilde (Oscar), bibliography, 355

Bayne family, 209

Bayntun (William Henry), Westminster scholar, 1817,
269

Bbl., abbreviation for barrel, 27, 74, 112
JBeardshaw (H. J.) on Place, 316, 371
Beatrice on heraldic, 230
Beaumont (Annabella)= Francis Prior, 1708, 8, 78

Beaumont and Fletcher, folk-lore medicine in, 129.
195

Bedfordshire, archdeacon's marks in church in, 209.
314

Bees, gold, on Napoleon's coronation robe, 9, 76, 115
Beldornie Press, its history, 269
Bell foundry at Wigan, 168, 216, 257, 377
Belloc (Hilaire) on Dover-Winchester road, 451

Bell-ringing,
"
place

" and "
place-making

"
in, 267

Bells, their dimensions, 34, 213
Beltin' : eshin'== caning, 466, 518
Benham (W.) on " Ocean 'mid its uproar wild," 77
Bennet (William), his '

King of the Peak,' 337, 352
Bensly (E.) on Sir Thomas Browne's skull, 346

Burton's '

Anatomy of Melancholy,' 146

'Epicure's Almanack,' 153
Greek and Roman tablets, 350, 473, 512
Jonson (Ben),

'

Underwoods,' 337
'Pancharis' : Minerva,' 1735, 517

Bermondsey, eighteenth-century gin distillery, 349
Bernau (C. A.) on Andrews of Walton-on-Thames, 289

Born with teeth, 78

Guydickens (Melchior), 93

Inscriptions at Lucerne, 466
Latton (John), 216

Place, 371
Portmanteau words and phrases, 23*5, 512
Prior (F.): Annabella Beaumont, 78

Quartering of arms, 275

Quotations wanted, 76
Rebus in churches, 250
Steemson and Cliffe families : Thorne Quay, 169
Surnames in England, their number, 370

Berne, Canton, Lake of St. Lampierre in, 489
Best (Capt.), his duel with Lord Camelford, 162, 218,

437
Betterment as a doctrine in 1(567, 166
Bettesworth (Thomas), J.P., Southampton, 1650, 308,

396
Betts family, 270

Bewley (Sir E. T.) on Gunnings of Castle Coote, 436
Bewray, its use in the Revised Version, 226
Bible : bewray in Revised Version, 226

; Dickens on,
304, 355, 391

Bibliography :

Alciatus, his 'Emblems,' 468, 512
Bariff (Capt. W.), 'Military Discipline,' 12
Bohemian language, 168, 217, 297, 315
Book auctions in England, 43
Book signatures, 487

Booksellers, provincial, 141, 183, 242, 297, 351,
415

Bookselling and publishing, 361, 476
Book- trade terms, 69

Bridewell, 29

Brougham (Lord), 511
Burton (Robert), 146

Catalogues of MSS., 51
Census Report, 1851, 9

Copyright, 128, 176, 217, 314
Dekker (Thomas), 106, 194, 217
Dickens (Charles), 14

Dogs in war, 36, 195

Duelling, 112, 394

Easter, 281
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Bibliography:
'Epicure's Almanack,' 4, 116, 153

Gray (Thomas), 321, 406, 428, 477, 511
Greene (Robert), 84, 202, 343, 424, 442, 463,

484, 504

Hafiz, 68, 115, 457

Holyoake (George Jacob), 441, 491

Lamb (Charles), 11

Libraries, c. Charles I. and II., 429
Locke (John), 65

Lodge (Thomas), 246

Manuscripts, catalogues of. 51 ; punctuation in,

502
March (Ausias), 14
'

Percy Folio
'
in the "

King's Library," 468

Publishing and bookselling, 361, 476
Punctuation in MSS. and printed books, 502
Sheffield plate, 27, 92, 214
Stevenson (R. L.), 107

Travelling in England, 1600-1700, 348, 414, 433,

455, 492
Wilde (Oscar), 12, 133, 176, 238, 313, 355

Birch (Dr.) letter from Walpole, Baron of Wolferton,

1745, 133, 173
Birch (J. B.) on Stubbs: Reynolds, &c., 328
Bircham (S.) on 'A Medley Finale to the Great

Exhibition,' 64
Bird (Elizabeth)=John Caley, 1797, 388
Birds of East Finmaik, their native names, 6

Birnbaum (S.) on Ariel, 415
Dobson (W. C. T.), R.A., 369
Smith (Catterton), 517

Bishops, fourteen consecrated at one time, 347, 417,
494

B.-J. (A. B.) on quotations wanted, 92
Black (W. G.) on sheep in church, 126
Black Bull, sign in Holborn, 367
Blackacre (Widow), her identification, 27
Blackburn representatives in Parliament, 326

Blackguard and the N.E.D.,' 187
Blake (Rev. John), Sterne's letters to, 247
Blake (William), pictures wrongly attributed to, 86 ;

and S. T. Coleridge, 89, 135 ; life, by C, Tatham,
108

Blandford (G. F.) on church spoons, 13

Blandina, martyr-saint, her biography, 409, 450, 517

Blarney Castle, Capt. James JefFereys of, his widow's

heroism, 211

Bleackley (Horace) on Lady Coventry's Minuet, 307

Dally the Tall, 244

Gunnings of Castle Coote, 323, 457

Hair-powdering closets, 177

King of Bath, 28, 75, 132

Muckibus, 187
Tete-tX-Tete Portraits, 54

Verify your references, 447
Wade (Capt. William), 327

Blease (W. T.) on quotations wanted, 489

Blind, French dictionary for the, 247
Blood, Father Paul Sarpi on its circulation, 407
Bloody Thursday, origin of the name, 247
Bloomsbury, famous houses in, 508
Blunden family, 468
Boar's head at Christmas festivities, 35
Boase (F.) on book signatures, 487

"Coal Hole," 394

Boddington (R. S.) on Bream's Buildings, 133

Knightley family, 313
Maitland family, 190
Wall family, 489

Bodmin, its black box and the Mayor, 1680, 408

Bog butter, Irish, 308, 353, 416, 496
Bohemian language, best books in English on, 168,

217, 297, 315
Bohemian Student on Bohemian language, 297
Bolland (W. C.) on guineas, 105
Bolton Priory, its title, 266

Bonaparte (Napoleon), gold bees on his coronation

robe, 9, 76, 115; witness of his funeral, 166
;
and

the Grand Duchess Catherine of Russia, 428
Bonefons (Jean), his 'Pancharis,' 1587, 517
Book auctions in England, earliest, 43

Books recently published:

Anderton's (I. M.) Tuscan Folk-lore and Sketches,
179

Anonymous Plays, ed. by J. S. Farmer, 299

Antiquary, Vol. XLL, 358

Atchley's (E. G. C. F.) The People's Prayers, 520>

Bausteine, ed. by L. Kellner, 240

Begley's (Rev. W.) Bacon's Nova Resuscitatio,
277

Bell's (G. K. A.) Poems of Love, 138

Berks, Bucks, and Oxon Archaeological Journal,
Vol. II., 340

Besant's (Sir W.) Mediaeval London, Vol. L, 33
Bible : Old Testament in Greek, Part I. Genesis,

ed. Brooke and McLean, 519
Biese's (A.) Development of the Feeling for

Nature, 38
Blake's (W.) Lyrical Poems, ed. by J. Sampson,

38

Bombaugh's (C. C.) Facts and Fancies for the-

Curious, 93
Book-Auction Records, ed. by F. Karslake. 139
Sorrow's (G.) Bible in Spain, 478
Bowes (K.) and Gray's (G. J.) John Siberch>

the first Cambridge Printer, 500
Brodrick's (G. C.) History of England, 1801 37,

revised by J. K. Fotheringham, 519
Brooke's (H.) Fool of Quality, 458

Browning's (R.) Pippa Passes, 318
Buckland's (C. E.) Dictionary ofIndian Biography.

59
Burke's Peerage and Baronetage, 17

Burlington Magazine, 119, 379, 459

Cambridge Modern History : Vol. IX., Napoleon,
398

Campan's (Madame) Memoires, 398

Charlemagne, Early Lives of, and the Monk of

St. Gall, ed. by Prof. A. J. Grant, 119
Chaucer's Poetical Works, ed. Skeat, 478

Clergy Directory for 1906, 40
Collins's (J. Churton) Studies in Poetry and

Criticism, 160

Copinger's (W. A.) Suffolk, Vol. V., 59
Crabbe's (G.) Poems, Vol. L, ed. by A. W.
Ward, 98

Crashaw's (R.) Poems, ed. by J. R. Tutin, 160

Crisp's (F. A.) Visitation of England and Walea>
Vol. XII., 178

Crooke's (W.) Things Indian, 299, 325
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Books recently published:
Dalbiac's (L. ) Dictionary of Quotations (German)

379
. Davey's (R.) Pageant of London, 499

Dekker's (T.) Seven Deadly Sinnes of London, 58

Documents illustrating Elizabethan Poetry, ed.

by L. Magnus, 520
Dod's Peerage, Baronetage, and Knightage, 40

;

Parliamentary Companion, 318

Draught from the Blue, trans, by F. W. Bain, 80

Dudden'a (F. H.) Gregory the Great, 159

Early English Dramatists, ed. by J. S. Farmer
79

Edinburgh Review, 240
Emerson's Works, ed. by G. Sampson, 478

English Historical Review, 278, 459

Englishwoman's Year-Book, ed. by E. Janes, 139

Enterlude of Youth, ed. by W. Bang and R. B.

McKerrow, 118

Evelyn's (J.) Diary and Correspondence, ed. by
Bray, 379

Fletcher's (Rev. J. M. J.) Guide to Tideswell, 99

Fry's (H.) Royal Guide to London Charities, 40

Gaches's (L. B.) History of Liberty of Peter-

borough, 478
Gentleman's Magazine, 179
Gide's (A.) Oscar Wilde, a Study, 40

Goldsmith's (0.) Vicar of Wakefield, ed. R.

Garnett, 419

Gregory the Great, by Dudden, 159

Greg's (W. W.) Pastoral Poetry and Pastoral

Drama, 477

Harting's (J. E.) Recreations of a Naturalist, 239
Hawthorne's (N.) Transformation, 478
Hazlitt's (W.) View of the English Stage, ed. by
W. S. Jackson, 419

Heaton's (H. A.) Brooches of many Nations, 119

Heywood's (J.) Dramatic Writings, ed. by J. S.

Farmer, 79
" Hob's" Starlight Stones, 99

Hodgkin's (T.) History of England to the Norman
Conquest, 199

Holmes's (W. G.) Age of Justinian and Theodora,
317

Home Counties Magazine, 358
Homeland Handbooks, 419

Horace, by Tuck well, 139

Hugo's (V.) Notre Dame de Paris, ed. by L.

Delbos, 398

Hyatt's (A. H ) Pocket Richard Jefferies, 260 ;

Pocket George Mac Donald, 300

Ingelend's (T.) Dramatic Writings, ed. by J. S.

Farmer, 299
International Directory of Booksellers, ed. by J.

Clegg, 478
Johnson's (S.) Lives of the English Poets, ed. by

G. B. Hill, 16

Jonson's (B.) Underwoods, 58

Kaempfer's (E.) History of Japan, trans, bv
Scheuchzer, 378

King's English, The, 458

Lang's (A.) Portraits and Jewels of Mary Stuart,
499

Latham's (E.) French Abbreviations Famous
Sayings and their Authors, 520

Leahy's (A. H.) Heroic Romances of Ireland, 277

Books recently published :

Lega-Weekes's (E.) Neighbours of North Wyke,
40

Legg's (J. W.) Ecclesiological Essays, 199

Longinus on the Sublime, trans, by A. 0.

Prickard, 419

Lydgate's (J.) Assemble of Goddes, 438
McKerlie's (P. H. ) History of the Lands and

their Owners in Galloway, 438
Mackinnon's (J.) History of Modern Fiction, 398
MacMichael's (J. H.) Story of Charing Cross, 97
McSpadden's (J. W.) Shakespearian Synopses, 200

Magazine of Fine Arts, 438
Masefield's (J.) On the Spanish Main, 478
Meakin's (B.) Life in Morocco and Glimpses

Beyond, 159

Menpes's (M.), India, Text by F. A. Steel, 38

Montaigne's Essays, trans, by C. Cotton, 58
Monteiro's (M.) As David and the Sibyls Say, 178
Munro's (R.) Archaeology and False Antiquities,
58

Munro-Chadwick's (H.) Studies on Anglo-Saxon
Institutions, 98

Muses' Library, 520
New English Dictionary, 57, 357
Northern Notes and Queries, Part L, ed. by
H. R. Leighton, 318

Ordo Romanus Primus, ed. by E. G. C. Atchlev,
179

Petroni Cena Trimalchionis, ed. by W. D. Lowe,
259

Phillimore's (W. P. W.) Law and Practice of

Change of Name, 99

Phillips's (G. E.) Extinction of the Antient

Hierarchy, 39
Plutarch's Lives, trans, by Stewart and Long, 500
Poems and Extracts chosen by Wordsworth, 38
Poe's (E. A.) Lyrical Poems, 318
Political History of England: Vol. I., 199;
VoL III., 97

Prevost's (E. W.) Dialect of Cumberland, 59
Prior's (M.) Poems on Several Occasions, ed. by

Waller, 98

Propertius, trans, by J. S. Phillimore, 419
Purehas's (S.) Hakluytus Posthurnus, Vols. IX.
and X., 138 ; XI. and XII., 458

Quarterly Review, 260, 459

Raleigh's (W.) English Voyages of the Sixteenth

Century, 138
Reade's (C.) Peg Woffington, ed. R. Garnett, 139
Records of the Committees for Compounding,
Durham and Northumberland, 1643-60, 318

Reich's (E.) The Failure of the "Higher
Criticism

"
of the Bible, 218

Rembrandt : a Memorial, 278

Routledge's New Universal Library, 160, 199,
259, 420, 520

Rowe's (J. B.) Richard Peeke of Tavistock, 218

Rymour Club, Edinburgh, Miscellanea, 379
Scottish Historical Review, 800, 379
Scots Peerage, ed. Sir J. B. Paul, Vol. III., 258

Shakespeare: Shakesperian Synopses, by McSpad-
den, 200 ; Stratford Town Edition, Voli. IV.
and V., 339

Siberch (J.), first Cambridge Printer, by Bowes
and Gray, 500
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Books recently published:

Simpson's (P.) Scenes from Old Playbooks, 138
Smith's (J. T.) A Book for a Eainy Day, ed. by
W. Whitten, 79

Steel's (F. A.) India, 38

Stepniak's Russian Peasantry, 399
Stubbs's (W.) Lectures on Early English History,

ed. A. Hassall, 239

Suffolk, by Copinger, Vol. V., 59
Swift's (J. ) Gulliver's Travels and other Works,

458
Swinburne's Tragedies, Vols. IV. and V., 11.8

Sympson's (E. M.) Lincoln, 277
Thiselton-Dyer's (T. F.) Folk-lore of Women, 118
Thoreau's (H. D.) Walden, 478
Tout's (T. F.) Political History of England,

1216-1377, 97
Tuckwell's (W.) Horace, 139
Trench's (R. C.) Proverbs and their Lessons, ed.

by A. S. Palmer, 60

Upper Norwood Athenaeum, 1905, 119
Vauthier's (C. M.) L'Homme et son Image, 17
Voice of the Mountains, ed. by Baker and Ross,

260
Wever's (R.) Dramatic Writings, ed. by J. S.

Farmer, 299
Whittaker's (T.) Apollonius of Tyana, and other

Essays, 358
Wilde (0.), by Gide, 40

Willing's Press Guide, 1906, 200
Wise's (C.) Northamptonshire Legends put into

Rhyme, 139
Wordsworth's Literary Criticism, ed. by N. C.

Smith, 38
Yorkshire Archaeological Journal, 340

Bookseller's motto, 208, 255, 418

Booksellers, provincial, 141, 183, 242, 297, 351, 415,
492

Booksellers' Catalogues, 19, 60, 99, 139, 179, 219, 279,

319, 359, 399, 439, 479 ; classification in, 85

Bookselling and publishing, bibliography of, 361, 476
Book-trade terms, early, 69

Borrajo (E. M.) on Military Discipline,' 12
Norwich Court Rolls, 13

Bossey family, 89
Bostock (R. C.) on Robert Harley, Earl of Oxford, 390
Bosville family of Yorkshire, 169

Bottles, coloured, in chemists' shop-windows, 168,
231, 356

Bouhourdis : jour de bouhourdis, explained, 467
Boulter (W. C.) on Durham graduates, 47, 167
Bourne (Vincent), his Latin verses to Hobson, the

carrier, 288
Bowen (Thomas), his history of Bridewell, 1783, 29
Bowes, Yorkshire,

' Edwin and Emma '
epitaph at.

370, 431
Bowes Castle, Yorkshire, its custom, 116, 176, 235,

Bowes family of Elford, 12, 57
Bowet, architectural lantern, the term, 126, 214
Box, black, and the Mayor of Bodmin, 1680, 408
B-r (R.) on Americans in English records, 497

Blandina, 517
Newcastle plate, 167
Pour, 392

War, its old pronunciation, 310

Bradbrook (W.) on cricket: pictures and engravings,;

Royal arms in churches, 230

Bradlaugh (Charles), his pseudonym Iconoclast, 191,
212, 274

Bradley (A. G.), his '

Highways and Byways in South
Wales,' 143, 209, 452

Bradley (A. G.) on '

Highways and Byways in South
Wales, '209

Bradley (H.) on "Metropolitan toe," 46

Minority waiter, 510
Bramble (Col. J. R.) on Roman mound, 296

St. Wilgefortis, 205
Brandon (Charles), Duke of Suffolk, his parentage, 9,

74
Brandt (H. C. G.) on portmanteau words and phrases,

Brasses, monumental, in the Meyrick collection, 8

Brayley's
'

Surrey,' description of Staines Bridge in,
52

Brayley and Britton's 'Memoirs of the Tower of

London,' 47, 114
Bream's Buildings, notes on, 66, 183, 517
Brelan, old French card game, 29, 114, 177
Brerewood (Edward), of B.N.C., his portrait, 208,

258, 337
Bridewell, its history, 29

Brigstocke (G. R.) on Sir Thomas Player, 189
Brimer and brimade : rag and ragging, 507
Britons described as a "holy nation," 308, 417
Britton and Brayley's 'Memoirs of the Tower or

London,' 47, 114
*

Brock= badger, use of the word, 389, 432

Brougham (Henry, Lord), steamer called after him,
269, 337, 511 ; Richard Cobden on, 501

Brown Bess, applied to a musket, 21, 91, 154, 414
Brown (G. L.) on Archbishop Kempe, 13
Brown (Thomas), Elizabethan gunfounder, 21, 91,154
Browne (Sir Thomas), his daughter and her de-

scendants, 169, 232
;
his skull, 346, 397

Browne (W. H.) on Kennedy family of Cullean, 128

Browning (Elizabeth Barrett), centenary celebration,,

204, 224, 267 *****

Browning (Robert), astronomy in 'Sordello,' 294

Browning (W. E.) on " The Coal Hole," 394 I

Brownley (Mr. ), journalistic orator, c. 1801, 28
Brushfield (T. N.) on Ivy Lane, Strand, 81
Buchanan (F. C.) on Dekker's 'Sweet Content/ 194

Guineas, 195

Pic-nic, a carriage, 170
Bulloch (J.) on Shakespeare and the musical glas8es>

Bulloch (J. M.) on Beldornie Press, 269
Cromartie (Lord), his issue, 28
Fencible regiment, 230
Gin distillery in Bermondsey, 349
Gordon : name in Russia, 469
Gordon (Sir William), banker, 449
Gordon House, Kentish Town, 490
Gordon letters, 170
Gordon of West Indies, 214
Gordon's formulae, 328

Paper-making inventions, 208

Polytechnic Institution, 1838, 389
Roosevelt (President), his Scots Ancestry, 65-

Bumble bee on saint with five stars, 348
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Bung, etymology of the word, 422
Burial in woollen, 467
Burial of suicides in the open fields, 76, 173

Burial-ground, military, in West Indies, 61, 104
Burke's '

Peerage,' error in Royal pedigree, 227

Burleigh Street, Strand, destruction of St. Michael's

Church, 181, 507

Burney Collection of Theatrical Portraits, 449

Burney family, 269, 510
Burns (Robert) and the song

'

Charlie, He 's my Dar-

ling,' 45 ;
his 'Bonnie Lesley,' 345

Burt (Rev. Rt.) and Mrs. Fitzherbert's marriage, 307
Burton (A) on earl's eldest son and supporters, 408

"From the thick film," 129
Burton (Robert) Shilleto's edition of '

Anatomy of

Melancholy,' 146

Bury (H.) on quotations wanted, 449

Bury family, 349, 396, 437, 513

Butcher, pronunciation of the word, 388
Butler (C. E.) on Butler of Toderstaff, 517

Montfort arms, 294
Butler family of Toderstaff, 466, 517

Butter, Irish bog, 308, 353, 416, 496
Butterworth (Major S.) on Blake and Coleridge, 135

Critical trunk-maker, 433
Lamb (C.) at weddings, 265
Lamb allusion explained, 225
4i Ocean 'mid his uproar wild," 77

Quotations wanted, 248, 295
Stevenson and Scott: "

Hebdomadary," 91
Button or Button-hole Sunday, 247, 376

By (Col.), R.E., c. 1834, his biography, 470

Byron (Lord) and the Armenian Language, 93

C. on Lassalle's "Iron Law," 188
C. (A. R.

) on The Lustful Fryar,' 228
C. (E. G.) on James, Earl of Derwentwater, 208
C. (E. G. M.) on Olvarius's history, 429
C. (F. F.) on Maynards of Curriglas, 185

. (F. H.) on Allan Cunningham's
'

King of the Peak,'
208

Meteyard (E.), 'Love Steps of Dorothy Vernon,'
208

C. (G.) on Janice, 287
C. (G. E.) on Steward of Household, 348
C. (H.) on George Baker, Oxford Prizeman, 169

Barker (R.), 299

Bury Family, 396, 513
Hall (Francis) of Venezuela, 128
Lettsom (Dr.), 393

Magdalen College School and 'D.N.B.,' 362
Mead (Dr. W.), 337
Pounde (Thomas), S.J., 14
Provincial Booksellers, 415

Spence (Joseph), 63

Wriothesley (Thomas), Earl of Southampton, 27
C. <H. M.) on Brelan, 29
C. (B. T.) on flags, 469
C. (L.) on Americans in English records, 476

De Lancey (Sir William H.), 72
Mantegna's house, 74
Prior (Francis) : Annabella Beaumont, 78
Royal pedigree in Burke, 227

. (S. D.) on Canbury House, Middlesex, 455

Heraldic, 34

C. (T. W.) onGrosvenor : De Venoix, 208
C. (W. ) on pious founder, 257
Cabot (Sebastian) and William Mychell, 30G, 357
Caesar (Julius), his assassination, 125
alder (A.) on Balliol, 130

Calendar, strict use of the word, 406

Caley (John )
= Elizabeth Bird, 1797, 388

Calfhill family, 9

Cambridge University, Fellow Commoners of King's

College, 188, 255
)amelford (Lord), tried for killing Lieut. Peterson,
104 ; his duel and burial-place, 162, 218, 437

Campaniles, 80

Campbell (Abbs') and Mrs. Fitzherbert's marriage, 307

Campbell family in the Strand, 51, 94

Cam-wood, origin of the word cam, 286

Canada, College of Arms of, 87 ;
Candlemas Day in,

266
;

last Imperial troops in, 266

Canbury House, Middlesex, its locality, 409, 455
Candlemas Day in Canada, 266
Candlewick or Candlewright Street, its names, 169,

216
Canna: fistula, 288
Cannon Street, origin of the name, 169, 216

Canova (Antonio), in England, 52 ; sculptures in

England by, 89

Caparn family of Newark and Lincoln, 26S

Capri, inscriptions
in cemetry at, 381

Caravanserai, its evolution to public-house. 72

Cardinals, pillar borne before, 7

Cardoza (Joachim), alias Joseph King, his descendants

108, 213

Cards, "trump," at, U8, 239; Tarot pack of, 407,

452

Carey (J. C.), and Sir Walter Scott, 7

Carlaverock, Roll of English translations, 53

Carlyle (T.), the phrase
" mother of dead dogs," 509

Caroline (Queen), her trial, key to portraits, 300

Carriage called apic-nic, 170, 235

Carroll (Lewis) and Charles Nodier, 250

Carson (Dr. William)= Esther Giles, c. 1800, 70

Carter (F.) on Carter pedigrees, 309

Carter (W. A.) on ' A thimbleful of sense," 429

Carter family pedigrees, 309

Cartrie (Count de), his pension from the English

Government, 327

Carvings, miserere, 29

Cash (A. J.) on Shakespeariana, 263

Cassell (John),
' Works of Eminent Masters,' 95

Castle Bytham, Lincolnshire, legend of piper at, 9

Castle Coote and the Gunning family, 323, 374, 395,

436, 457
Cateaton Street, derivation of the name, 429,475,497,

513

Catherine, Katharine, Katherine, spelling variations,

469
Catherine (Grand Duchess) of Russia and Napoleon,

428

Catholic : Roman Catholic, use of the terms, 327

Cats, c. 1398, their price, 367

Cattell (W.) on tomb of Constantine the Great, 352

Caves used by smugglers, 282

Caxton family of Kent, 1472-1553, 142

Cech manuals, 168, 217, 297, 315

Cecil family, its origin, 6, 94

Celtic word denoting various colours, 86, 194
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' Census Report,' 1851, its author, 9

Centenarian voters, 187, 258

Centrifugal or Flying Railway, 13
Cera Panis, meaning of the term, 490
Chadwick (J.) on Burney's Theatrical Portraits, 449
Chaloner in the Blakeway MSS., 35

Chapel Royal, Children of the, c. 1567, 341, 401

Chaplin (H.) on Defoe on vicar of Baddow, 428

Chapman (G.), dedication of his 'All Fools/ 347

Charing and Charing Cross, derivation of the names,
146, 197, 238, 298

Charles I., print of, 168

Chart, place-name, its etymology, 507
Chartists and special constables, 126, 156, 191, 212,

274
Chasseurs Britanniques in Army List of 1804, 369
Chatelain (J. B.), English artist, 1710-44, 35
Chatt (George) his lines on Elsdon village, 45

Chaucer, final e in, 36

Chelsea,
"
famous," derivation of the name, 33, 95,

133, 174 ; King James's College at, 135 ; Celebrities
in Paradise Row, 165, 272 ; Cheyne or China Walk,
245, 312, 375, 415, 476

Chemists' coloured glass bottles, 168, 231, 356

Chepstow Castle and Sir Nicholas Kemeys, 446
"Cheshire Cheese," Wine Office Court, Sterne and
Johnson at, 108

Chettle (H. F.) on royal arms in churches, 294

Cheyne (B.) on Cheyne Walk : China Walk, 476
Cheyne Walk : China Walk, 245, 312, 375, 415, 476
Chichele (Archbishop), his descendants and All Souls'

College, 286, 454
China Walk : Cheyne Walk, 245, 312, 375, 415, 476
Chinese Lyrics, 429, 474
Chodzko on the siege of Kazan, 328
Christian (Mrs.) on Waterloo Campaign, 293
Christian family of Milntown, I.O.M., 209, 334
Christian names : Affery, 32, 78
Chiistie (J.) on Bayne family, 209
Christina, Queen of Sweden, translation of her works,
489

Christmas, boar's head at, 35 ; associated with peacock,
69, 130, 177, 193

Christmas : Mother Christmas, use of the term, 48
Christmas mumming, 109, 155, 195
Christmas procession atRamsgate, 208, 374, 416
Church, oldest Protestant, in the United States, 244
Church spoons, 13, 56, 77
Churches, rebus in, 183, 250, 297, 317, 356

; royal
arms in, 188, 230, 294, 336

; lights in pre-Reforma-
tion, 429, 494

; maintained by gilds, 450
Churchwardens' accounts of SS. Anne and Agnes,

Aldersgate, 369, 410
City of London Militia, 1716, records, 488
City Road Chapel and the Stubbs family, 328
Clapham worthies, 306
Clare (Earl of) and the riots of 1795, 211
Clarke (A. H. T.) on Coleridge and Newman on

Gibbon, 387
Clarke (Cecil) on G. J. Holyoake; G. J. Harney, 126

Louis Philippe's landing in England, 391, 473
Moxhay (Mr.) and Leicester Square, 57
'

Rebecca,' a novel, 117, 377
Sardinian Chapel, Lincoln's Inn Fields, 146
Townley House, Ramsgate, 106
Wilde (Oscar) bibliography, 176

Classic on quotations wanted, 248

Classical literature as an educative force, 189
Classical quotations, 27, 75

Clayton (F.) on royal arms in churches, 230
Snakes in South Africa, 428

Clayton (H. B.) on " There !" 246
Cleaver and Fenton families, 23
Clements (H. J. B.) on Irish bog butter, 41G

Place, 333
Steward of the Household, 390

Clephan (R. C.) on " Brown Bess," 91

Cliffe and Steemson families, 169, 217
Clio on ropes used at executions, 498

Clippingdale (S. D.) on heraldic, 455
Clocks with words instead of figures, 349, 413, 476

Closets, hair- powdering, 57, 95, 135, 177, 394

Cloth, illustration of "walking" or "fulling," 169>

212, 293
Clubs : Dr. Samuel Johnson's Club, 1783, and Literary

Club, 1764, their membership, 190
C n (H.) on "

B.N.C.," 46
Coal Hole in the Strand, its history, 306, 353, 394
Cobden (Richard), his earliest political writing, 501

Cochrane (B. A.) on Melchior Guydickens, 37
Cockle (M. J. D.) on 'Military Discipline,' 12

Seventeenth-century libraries, 429

Coin, Scottish, temp. William III. : Pistole, 307
Cole (Henrietta) on Golden Roof at Innsbruck, 136

Coleridge (S. T.), and William Blake, 89, 135
;
on

Gibbon, 387, 435, 455
Colet (Dean) on peace and war, 28, 57, 95, 153

College of Arms of Canada, 87

Collier (Henry), of Bream's Buildings, 66, 133
Collier (Jeremy) and the storm of 1703, 161

Collingwood (Admiral Lord), his descendants, 49, 175
Collins (F. Howard), ghost-word in 'Author and

Printer,' 385
Collins (F. Howard) on "

Bbl.," 74
"
Diss.," 114

Collins (W.) f
his 'Ode to Evening,' 148, 217

Collop Monday, 247, 376, 413
Colman (Edmund Craven), his biography, 269

Colonies, perils of literature in, 226
Colour transition, 86, 194

Colours, party, variations in, 65, 194, 271, 396
Combe Sydenham, sketches of, 250
Combermere Abbey, its charters, 214

Combine, derivation of the word, 41

Commerce, card game, 40
Comoro Islands, headless dolls in, 307

Company of Invalids, their records, 489

Condado, the, 1652, its locality, 47, 77, 114, 317

Connecticut, Fairfield records and Roger Ludlow, 28$

Conscience, "the bird in the breast," 133, 213

Constable (A.) on Archibald Constable, Scott's pub-
lisher, 324

Constable (Archibald), Scott's publisher, 324
Constable (John), his house in Charlotte Street, 484

Constables, parish, 427
Constables, special, and Chartists, 126, 156, 191, 212r

274
Constantino the Great, inscription on his tomb, 352

Constantinople, dogs at, 170, 456, 496

Conynghara (Lady) and the Court of George IV., 348,.

396
Cook (John), the regicide, his biography, 467
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Cookson (E.) on "In light I will remember," 170

"Pightle": "pikle,"317
Cope (Mrs. H.) on Gainsborough and Pomeranian dog,

288

Cope, ancient Welsh, 265

Copes and cope-chests, mediaeval, 189, 254

Copinger (W. A.) on catalogues of MSS., 51

Quartering of arms, 245

Copperillo, meaning of the word, 69

Copying letters, earliest process, 287, 351

Copying process, rotary bromide, 346

Copyright in letters, 128, 176, 217, 314
Corbett (F. St. J.) on German Emperor and Poets

Laureate, 187
Cordova (R. de) on animals ennobled, 7

Laconic letters, 108
Smith in Latin, 13, 152

Corliss (G. F.) on quotations wanted, 92

Corn-rent, its definition, 448
Cornish speech : dimpsy, teening time, 186

Cornwall, Philip Nycolls and the rebellion in, 370, 408
Cornwallis (Thomas), of Porchesier, 244

Coroner, first medical, 489

Corsica, Nelson relic in, 89, 137
Court Rolls, Norwich Calendar of, 13 ;

of Westhope,
Salop, 269

Courtney (W. P.) on Gray's 'Elegy,' 511
Penhallow (John), 76
Wilde (Oscar), bibliography, 133

Cousins, their marriages, 300

Coventry (Lady), minuet named after, 307, 355, 518
Cox (Major Talbot Ashley), letter to General von

Zastrow, 107, 152, 293, 373
Cox (Rev. Thomas), his '

History of Warwickshire,'
327, 372, 518

Coxe (A. C.), his
'

May Morning at Magdalen College,'
155

Cragsley on Scottish newspaper press, 388
Crane (C. O.) on Frances Wright d'Arusmont, 307
Crane (Walter) on ballad by Heber : W. Crane, 253,

413
Crane family of Chester, 184, 253, 351, 413, 490
Crawford (C.) on Montaigne, Webster, and Marston,

301,382
Creed (J. M.) on Mrs. Fitzherbert and George IV., 227

Creeper (Sophia) on Hawtrey, 417
Cresset stones, 308, 394
Creswell family of Odiham, c. 1661, 345

Cricket, early pictures and engravings, 5i, 96, 177;
Fonnan, Essex cricketer, 228

Criminals, habitual, statistics of, 148, 216

Crisp (D.) on Napoleon's coronation robe, 9

Croal (George) and Sir Walter Scott, 66
Crockford (William), bis biography, 12

Cromartie (Lord), his issue, c. 1746, 28, 70
Cromwell (Major Richard), 1648, his biography, 69,

113, 154
Cromwell (Oliver), his burial-place, 205, 254
Cromwell House, Highgate, its history, 132
Crone (J. S.) on Power's ' Bibliotheca Hibernica,' 170

Tyrone history, 172
Cronert (Dr. W.), his new edition of Passow's Greek-

German Lexicon, 109
Crooke (William), his

'

Things Indian,' 325
Ctosfield (Mrs. C. J.) on Esther Giles : W. Carscn, 70
Cross (W, L.) on Gobesius : Sheeter, 68

Cross-Crosslet on Cecil family, 94

Heraldic, 335

Leighton's
' British Crests,' 308

Cross-legged effigies, 130, 175, 257, 314
Crossle (P.) on Earl of Shipbrook, 308
Crouch (C. H.) on hairlpowdering closets, 57

Whitehead, Paul, 56
Crowland Abbey, Benjamin Holdich on, 509

Crucifixion, earliest representation in art, 248, 289
Cruttwell (H. A.) on John Cook, Regicide, 467
Csombor (Martin) on the Isle of Man, 126
Cuckow (G. J.), his 'Our Native England,' 31, 77,

194
Culross Abbey, effigy of a Stewart of Lome at, 326

Culture, its history, English, 148, 198, 232

Cummings (W. H.) on authors of quotations, 137

'Cherry Ripe,' 297, 392

Cunningham (Allan), his 'King of the Peak,' 208,271,
337, 352, 518

Curry (Capt.), e. 1759, his biography, 208, 271

Curry (J. T.) on " Et tu, Brute !

" 125
German Emperor and Poets Laureate, 237

Kirby (Richard), architect, 295

Pidgin or pigeon English, 90
Smith in Latin, 193
" Was you ?

" and " You was," 32
Curtis (J.) on Cateaton Street, 429

Catherine: Katharine: Katherine, 469

Cross-legged knights, 130
Direction post v. signpost, 449
Goldsmith's '

Traveller,' 397
Holm and mastick trees, 489

_" Now this is every cook's opinion," 397
Rebus in churches, 188

Curtler (W. H. R.) on English exiles in France and

Holland, 148

Curwen (A. F.) on Christian of Milntown, 334

Saxon kings : living descendants, 252

Cymru, its derivation, 364

D
D. on Roman Catholic, 327

"
Sophy," the, 378

D. (B. M.) on George Fall, artist, 230
D. (G.) on dumping, 175
D. (H.) on Knightley family, 250
D. (H. W.) on rebus in churches, 297, 356
D. (T. F.) on Babington Conspiracy, 455

Dog's nose, 252

Pronunciations, doubtful, 233
Rebus in churches, 250
Welsh poem, 14

Dacier (Lewis), Westminster scholar, c. 1730, 149

Dagger money at Newcastle-on-Tyne, 280

Dally the Tall, sobriquet of Mrs. Grace Dalrymple
Elliott, 244

Dalton (C.) on "Brown Bess" applied to a musket, 21

Jeffereys, Capt. James, 211

Dalton-le-Dale, sundial in church at, 271

Daniels (H. G.) on Collop Monday, 376
Rebus in churches, 250, 297

Dante : sonnet to Guido Cavalcanti, 474
Darrell or Dorrell (John), exorcist, c. 1599, 285

Dartford, sundial in church at, 206
Darwin (Charles), his house in Gower Street, 483

Dauglish (M. G.) on Col. A. R. Dunn, 468
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Davies (A. M.) on Pightle : Pikle, 134
Davies (W.) on ' Emblemes d'Alciat,' 468

Davy (A. J.) on death-birds in Scotland and Ireland,
158

Day (John), bookseller, his motto, 208, 255, 418
'Dean of Badajoz,' the story, 467
Death-birds in Scotland and Ireland, 111, 158, 215
Death folk-lore, in Lincolnshire, 112

Decuyper (Jean van), his '

College Alphabet,' 268, 451
Deedes (Cecil) on Gobesius : Sheeter, 115

Sacice Paginae Professor, 231
Defoe on the Vicar of Baddow, 428
Dekker (Thomas), his 'Sweet Content,' 106, 194, 217
De Lancey (Sir William H.), American loyalist, his

biography, 72, 276

Delaware, called Diamond State, 189, 396

Delmer, origin of the surname, 348, 433

Benny
(H. L. L.) on Collingwood's descendants, 175

enton family, 209, 271
De Moro (Duke) on Richard Kirby, 147

Deployment, military manoeuvre, its inventor, 448
Derwentwater (James Earl of), lines on, 208
Deverent family, 270

Devil, selling oneself to the, 29, 78, 115, 157 ; and
the vicar of Baddow, 428

Devon provincialisms, 186, 490

Devonshire, funeral customs in, 48

Dey (E. Morton) on Shakespeariana, 263
Diamond State, name for Delaware, 189, 396
Dickens (Charles) : slips in * Nicholas Nickleby, 14,

71 ; Affery Flintwich in '

Little Dorrit, 32, 78 ;

private theatricals in ' Sketches by Boz,' 72 ; error
in ' Oliver Twist,' 127 ; ghost story in 'Pickwick,'
149, 178 ; Jarndyce v. Jarndyce in ' Bleak House,'
166 ; on the Bible, 304, 355, 321

Dickinson (H. W.) on Delmer, 433

Dictionary : French, for the blind, 247 ; Lithuanian

etymological, 248, 313
; Norwegian, 384

'

Dictionary of National Biography,
1

corrections and
additions, 22, 27, 122, 189, 284, 305, 362

Digamma, the, and Homer, 168, 215, 253, 297
Digby, English officer serving in Austrian army, 250
Dignities, hereditary, created, not made, 186
Dimpsy, dialect word, 186
Direction post i\ signpost, 449, 496
D'Israeli (I.) on the German Emperor and Poets

Laureate, 187
Diss., an abbreviation, 69, 114

Distillery, eighteenth- century, at Bermondsey, 349
Dives and Lazarus, continuation of the parable, 370
Divination by enchanted rings, 195
Dobell (Bertram) on Blake and Coleridge, 89

Holyoake, Chartists, and special constables, 212
Dobson (W. C. T.), R.A., his children, 369
Dodd (L.) on Stevenson and Scott, 44
Dodgson (E. S.) on Alfonso and Victoria, 447

Baskish inscriptions in Newfoundland, 328
Bishops, fourteen consecrated together, 417
Bowet, an architectural lantern, 214
Colour transition, 194

Condado, 77
Kes or kese, to kick, 198
M.A. and M.P. : Parliament, 89
Marmor and the sea in Latin poets, 153
Mininin, a shell, 497
Mozarabic Mass in Spaing 250

Dodgson (E. S.) on pearl, its etymon, 409

Pour, 329
*

Kebecca,' a novel, 72
San Sebastian, inscriptions at, 385

Shakespeariana, 263
Souletin 'Pastorales,' 387

Topinambou, 131

Dog's nose, a cordial, its ingredients, 187, 252, 41V
516

Dogs, in war, 36, 195 ; at Constantinople, 170, 456r
496

Dolls, headless, in the Comoro Islands, 307
Doncaster weather-rime, 407
Donne (Dr,) and Webster, 301, 382
Dormer (J.) on African sloths, 313

Irish bog butter, 353
Latin genitives in floricultural nomenclature, 355

Dorrell or
parrel (John), exorcist, c. 1599, 285

Dosne family and Thiers, 447

Douglas (J. B.) on authors of quotations, 137

Douglas (E. B.) on horse-racing in France, 237
'

Kebecca,' a novel, 117
Tuileries garden in 1796, 493

Douglas (W.) on Luppinos of Hertford and Ware, 352
Dover Pier, its construction, 418
Dover to Winchester road, 409, 451
Downs (John), Westminster scholar, 1753, 288

Dowsing-Jessop forgery, 421
Dramatic Clubs, amateur, 72
Drainer (G.) on " Et tu, Brute !

"
214

Drinkings : drinking time, the terms, 52, 133
Drumnafern on Tyrone history, 89

Dryden (John), his descent, 82, 151; on the Tekelites

87
Dublin Record Office, searcher at, 108

Duciemoor, etymology of the place-name, 52
Duel between Lord Camelford and Capt. Best, 163-

218, 437

Duelling in England, its suppression, 112, 394
Duh Ah Coo on pidgin or pigeon English, 454
Dulce on Order of Royal Oak, 449

Duma, origin of the word, 426, 472

Dumping, use of the word, 127, 175, 232
Dunheved on Blandina, 450

Bury family, 437

"Pretty Maids' Money," 6

Revenue, its pronunciation, 494
Dunn (Col. A. R.), his crest and coat of arms, 46$
Dunsiuk on Kipling obscurities, 389
Dtirer (Albert), his name and place of origin, 25
Durham graduates inquired after, 47, 167
Dutch epiphany custom, 110, 157

Dyer (John), of Bristol, his ancestry, 508

Dyer (John), poet, his biography, 112

Dyer (John R.) on John Dyer, 508

Dyer (William )
= Rebecca Russell,^209

Dyer family, 288

Dyers in Wandsworth, trade dispute, 126-

E
E, final, in Chaucer, 36
E. on Brandon, Duke of Suffolk, 9

' Curse of Seaforth,' 168
E. (J. M.) on quartering of arms, 168
E. (K. P. D.) on prisoner suckled by his daughter, 35

Quotations wanted, 248
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Earthquakes in fiction, 388, 436, 492

Easter, and eggs, 285 ; and the hare, 292, 375
Easter bibliography, 281
Easton (W. M. G.) on Stewart of Lome effigy, 326

Edgar (King) and the peg-cups, 46

Edgcumbe (R.) on Abbs' Campbell and Mrs. Fitz-

herbert, 307
Canada's last Imperial troops, 266
Nelson Trafalgar Memorandum, 244

Edinburgh, Hell-Fire Club, 90
Editor of '

Bibliographical Register
' on novel wanted,

195
Editor of ' Dod's Peerage

' on Princess Royal's
daughters, 236

Editorial:

A poor thing, but mine own, 100
Behold this ruin ! 'tis a skull, 40
Black cat folk-lore, 40

Campaniles, 80
Caroline (Queen), her trial, key to portraits, 300

Chin-a-chin-a-chop-sticks, 120

Christening a ship, 120

Commerce, card game, 40

Dagger money at Newcastle-on-Tyne, 280
Decus et tutamen, 200
* De Tribus Impostoribus,' 240
Get in the shire what one loses in the hundred,

120
Great Jove has lost his Ganymede, I know, 500

Hail, beauteous stranger of the grove, 240
He saw a certain minister, 220
I have fought for queen and faith, 180
I shall pass through this world, 260, 393, 498
Keen= eager, 60

Kodak, inventor of the word, 400

Kotow, its early use, 500
La vie est vaine, 220
Life's work well done, 460
Man in the street, 100, 167

Marriages of cousins, 300
Oh for a blast of that dread horn, 100
Parish constables, 240
Poets that lasting marble seek, 60

Kememberable, 20

Seeds, their germination, 340

Slander, meanest spawn of hell, 260

Sleep the sleep of the just, 20

Spick and span, 160

Split infinitive, 280
Stars and stripes, and Washington's arms, 60

Straight is the line of duty, 160
Such lands as lie 'twixt Rake and Rye, 480
Sun putting out fire, 300
That very law which moulds a tear, 40
The dead but sceptred sovereigns who still rule,

320
Voice an opinion, 260

Edmonds family, 89
Edward iV. in the National Portrait Gallery, 426
Edwards (F. A.) on Blandina, 450

Hampshire booksellers and printers, 481

Effigies, cross-legged, 130, 175, 257, 314

Effigy discovered at Culross Abbey, 326

Egg : Easter-egg customs, 292, 375

Eggs, Easter, as tithe, 285

Egoteles, meaning of the word, 488
Eland on habitual criminals, 148
Election jingle, 67

Elections, party colours at, 65, 194, 271, 396

Elgin marbles, Canova on, 52
Ellacombe (H. N.) on ' Oliver Twist,

'

127
Elliott (Capt. Richard) and the Ponsonby family, 26

Elliott (Mrs. Grace Dalrymple), her sobriquet, 244
Ellis (A. S.) on Cecil family, 94
Elsdon village, lines by George Chatt on, 45
Emeritus on Irish bog butter, 308

Meriah, 190

Vendium, 197

Emigre's, French, English Government fund for, 327

England, first book auctions in, 43
; suppression ot

duelling in, 112, 394
;
number of surnames in, 370

England and Spain, old saying, 430

English, pigeon or pidgin, the appellation, 46, 90, 116,

English (R.) on ' Modern Universal British Traveller/
97

English culture, history of, 148, 198, 232

English Government fund for French e'migre's, 327

English pennies dated 1670-1859, 309

English records, references to Americans in, 163, 432,.

476, 497

English spelling, its history, 148, 198, 232

Englishmen, "pale ale" as nickname for, 447

Engravings wanted, 230

Enigma,
" What though some boast," 32, 97

'

Epicure's Almanack,' 1815, described, 4, 116, 153

Epiphany custom, Dutch, 110, 157

Epitaphiana :

Baskish, at Placentia, 513

Bowes, epitaph at, and Mallet's
' Edwin and

Emma/ 370, 431
From lives thus spent thy earthly duties learn,

245
Gould (Samuel), 492
Great Jove has lost his Ganymede, I know, 500
Here underlies too sad a truth, 395
Hee liv'd while age agreed to beare him, 508

Eshin': beltin'= caning, 466, 518
Eton College arms and Winchester College, 285
Eton swishing, illustration of, 489

Etough (Rev. Henry), letter from Baron Walpole of

Wolferton, 134, 173

Etty (William), R.A., his brothers and their issue,

88, 137
'

European Magazine
' and Joseph Moser, 1808, 117

Evans (H. A.) on Ben Jonson's Works, 7

Everitt (A. T.) on Thomas Bettesworth, 396
Pounde (Thomas), S. J., 96

Ewe, black, in the '

Iliad,' 328, 373

Examinations, post-mortem, earliest instances, 29

Exchequer, Court of, office of Hereditary Usher, 89

Executions, ropes used at, 266, 315, 375, 418, 457r
498

Exhibition, verses on the Great, 64, 113, 239

Exiles, English, in France and Holland, 148

F. (C. L.) on "Mother of dead dogs," 509
F. (E. H. L.) on Seddon family, 470
F. (F. E.) on T. T. Runkel Salingen, 307
F. (H.) on garage, 18&
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F. (H. C.) on Gunnings of Castle Coote, 374

F. (H. T.) on A.O.R., 69

Wigan bell foundry, 257

F. (J. T.) on "Place,"
" Place-making," in bell-

ringing, 267

Saturday in Spanish, 435

Sundial inside a church, 271

Vamphorn, 154

"Walking "cloth, 293

F. (S. J. A.) on Amateur Dramatic Clubs, 72

Italian songs, 429

Japanese and Chinese lyrics, 429

St. Genius, 449

Smith in Latin, 73
Wilde (Oscar) bibliography, 12, 133

Fairfield records, Connecticut, and Roger Ludlow, 288

Fall (George), Yorkshire artist, his biography, 230, 273
Fame represented as Renown, 47, 117
Fanshawe inscription in Ware Church, 368

Farmer (C.) on 'John Bull and his Wonderful Lamp,'
230

Farningham, Kent, seven-sacrament font at, 36
Farrant (Richard), plays by, 1567-80, 341, 401

Farrer (W.) on Wigan bell foundry, 216
Teilden family and Parliamentary representation of

Blackburn, 326
Fencible regiment raised by A. M'Gregor Murray,

230, 337
Fenton and Cleaver families, 23

Ferguson (D.) on etymon of pearl, 493

Fiction, astronomy in, 229, 294 ; earthquakes in, 388,

436, 492

Fielding (Henry), poem by, 446
Finmark, East, native names of birds, 6

Fishwick (Col. H.) on Butler of Toderstaff, 517
Fistula : canna, at the Communion, 288
Fitzherbert (Mrs.), her Christian name, 32

;
and

George IV. 's coronation, 227, 292 ; her marriage
performed by Rev. Robert Burt, 308

Fitzmaurice family, 67
Fitzsimmons (W. J.) on Ivy Lane, Strand, 136
Fitz Urse (Reginald), his biography, 47, 112

Flag or banner, triangular, 450, 493

Flags, their official regulation, 469
Fleet Street, changes in, 227, 295
Fleetwood family of Crawley, co. Southampton, 48, 403
Fleetwood family of Madras, 68
Fleetwood family of Penwortham, co. Lancaster, 405
Fleetwood pedigree, 23
Fletcher and Beaumont, folk medicine in, 129, 195
Fletcher family, 270
Floral emblems of countries, 509
Floriculture : Latin genitives in nomenclature, 309, 355

Flying or Centrifugal Railway, 13
Foat (F. W. G.) on punctuation in MSS. and printed

books, 502

Folk-lore :

Black cat, 40

Death-bird, 111, 112, 158, 215
Hare and Easter, 292

Holly tree, 167
Lincolnshire death, 112

Medicine, 129, 195

Moon, 185, 252

Mulberry and quince, 15

Folk-lore:

New Year, 45, 94

Weather, 407, 456

Fonseca (Christopher de), his 'Devout Contempla-

tions,' 101, 196

Fonts, seven-sacrament, 35

Forbes (Col. Hugh) and Roman Republic, 1849, 448

Forest of Dean, Verderers' Court, 167

Forman, Essex cricketer, o. 1860, 228

Forshaw (C. F.) on born with teeth, 8

Newchapel Church, 29

Fothergill (G.) on American emigrants, 147
Archer of Umberslade, 195, 312

Denton family, 271

Dyers at Wandsworth, 126

Jervis family of Birmingham, 197

Maltby : Mawbey, 8

Fowl-pen, pancakes in the, 229

Fox (C. J.), enigma by, 32, 97
Fox (W. H.) on dog's nose, 252

Fox-Davies (A. C.) on Robert Wingfield's descendants,
488

France, seventeenth-century, English exiles in, 148 ;

horse-racing in, 167, 237, 294

Francesca on statues in Southern Russia, 349

Francillon (R. E.) on "Cast not a clout," 474

Coleridge and Newman on Gibbon, 455

Francis (J. C.) on Elizabeth Barrett Browning
Centenary, 204, 224

Holyoake (G. J.), and Chartists, 191

Merlette (Mile. G. M.), 267

Franking, reminiscence of, 48, 216, 274
French proverbial phrases, 243

Friday, Nippylug, 247
Fronsac (Viscount F. de) on Canadian College of Arms,

87

Fry (E. A.) on Bankes of Corfe Castle, 372
Rokewood : Style : Townsend, 488
Duke of Guelderland : Duke of Lorraine, 313

Fulham Bridge, print of, 35
Fullerton (John), Westminster scholar, 1745, 309

Funeral customs in Devonshire, 48
Funeral garlands at Abbott's Ann, 427
Funeral invitations in Scotland, seventeenth-century,

487
Furnivall (F. J.)on G. J. Holyoake and Chartists, 156

Macbeth,'
<

Tempest,' and storm of 1703, 161

Fynmore (R. J.) on bells, 34
Brerewood (Edward), 258
Calfhill family, 9

Centenarian voters, 187
Chemists' coloured glass bottles, 356

Cross-legged knights, 314
Curse ofSeaforth,' 233
Dover Pier, 418
Fencible Regiment, 337
Flintwinch (Affery), 78

Huntingdon ( Earl of), 487

Ivy Lane, Strand, 175

Jenkyn, Little John, &c., 155
Laconic letters, 171, 197
Oxford University Volunteers, 216
Mead (Dr. William), 337

Pightle: pikle, 470

Rendez-vous, 306

Thompson (Mr.), of 6th Dragoons, 432
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Fynmore (B. J.) on J. M.W. Turner and Sandgatc, 127

Vastern, 198

Violinists, female, 454
Vowels on monuments, 169

Will, shortest, 206

G. (A. W.) on provincial booksellers, 492
G. ( L, P.) on peacock as a Christmas symbol, 69
G. (M. N.) on John Adams's epitaph, 245

Baskish inscriptions in Newfoundland, 513
" Brown Bess

"
applied to a musket, 154

De Lancey (Sir William H.), 72
Laconic letters, 234

Quotations wanted, 489
G. (P.) on Latin genitives in floriculture, 309

Gainsborough (T.) pictures with Pomeranian dog, 288
Galabank on Ralph, Lord Hopton, 409
Gallie (G.) on Gallic surname, 309
Gallic surname, 309, 394, 454

Galpin (A. J.) on headless dolls, 307

Gambo, a Welsh cart, its derivation, 41

Games : brelan, 29, 114, 1?7 ; pit-counter, 407 ;

tarot cards, 407, 452
Gamma on Col. Hugh Forbes, 448

Garage, use and derivation of the word, 188

Garioch, pronunciation of the name, 9, 56

Garlands, funeral, 427
Garnett (Dr. Richard), his death, 319, 367 ;

and

astrology, 437

Gates, closed instances, 249
Gaume (Abbe'), his ' Le Ver Rongeur des Soci6t6s

Modernes,' 270, 416, 492

Gaythorpe (H.) on Wigan bell foundry, 377

George III., his daughters, 37, 192

George IV., his coronation and Mrs. Fitzherbert, 227,
292

Gerard (Sir William), Lord Chancellor of Ireland, his

parentage, 369
Gerish (W. B.) on Luppinos of Hertford and Ware, 289

Mead (Dr. William), 228
JVIonumental brasses in Meyrick collection, 8

German Emperor and Poets Laureate, 187, 237, 315
Gibb (L. M.) on lustre ware, 110

Vamphorn, 110
Gibbon (E.), Newman and Coleridge on, 387, 435,

455 ; portrait by Reynolds, 487
Gilbert family, 148
Gild churches in mediaeval times, 450
Giles (Esther) = Dr. William Carson, c, 1800, 70
Gill (A.) on thermometer scale, 128
Gin distillery in Bermondsey, eighteenth.century, 349
Gironifcre (Paul de la), his

'

Vingt Anne*es aux

Philippines,' 287

Glanville, Earl of Suffolk, Camden on, 213

Glasses, musical, and Shakespeare, 128, 232

Glenny (W. W.) on corn-rent, 448

Drinkings : drinking- time, 52
Gliddon (Anne), artist, c. 1840, her history, 430
Gloucester (Thomas), armiger, of East Herts, c. 1435,

170

Gluttony, proverb against, 470

Glynn (Major O.) on Blunden family, 468

Pingret, ftdouard, 448

Gobesius, in ' Tristram Shandy, his identification, i

115

Goethe on "
Bells, bugs, and Christianity," 270, 41 6r

492
Golden Roof at Innsbruck, its history, 89, 136

Goldsborough family, 148
Goldsmith (Oliver), variant in 'The Traveller,' 167,

295, 397

Goltho, Lincolnshire, and Grantham family, 70, 231,.

276, 338
Goncourt (E. and J. de), English translation of

* Hia
toire de la Socie'tS Fransaise,' 309

Gordon (second Duke of), letters of his wife, 170
Gordon (George), his paper-making invention, 208
Gordon (Patrick), his paper-making invention, 208

Gordon (Sir William), d. 1742, banker, 449
Gordon family of the West Indies, 214
Gordon House, Kentish Town, its identification, 490

Gordon, surname in Russia, 469
Gordon's formulae used by builders, 328, 374

Gorleston, seven-sacrament font at, 36 ;
Francis Jessop

and its church, 421
Goss (C. W. F. ) on Holyoake bibliography, 491

Gotham, the American, nickname for New York, 28$
Gould (I. Chalkley) on Masham family, 512

Prisoner suckled by his daughter, 31
Roman mound, 296

Gout (R.),watchmaker, his patent pedometer, 206, 335
Government fund, English, for French e'migre's, 327
Graham (Col. F. W.) on Millar of Earnock, 148
Grant (D. B.) on municipal sword-bearer, 90
Grantham of Goltho family, 70, 231, 276, 338
Grantham (Sir William) on Grantham of Goltho-

family, 276
Grattan (Henry), his initial frank " H. G.," 274

Gray (Thomas), translations of his '

Elegy,' 306, 357,

428, 477, 511
;
'Poems' published in London and

Glasgow, 1768, 321
;
and in Dublin, 1756, 406

Greek grammar and Byron, 193
Greek tablets for writing, 228, 350, 473, 512
Green (Everard) on ancient Welsh cope, 265

Grantham of Goltho family, 70
Green (C.) on Antonio Canova in England, 52

Greene (Robert), Lodge, and De La Primaudaye, 84,

202, 343, 424, 442, 463, 484, 504
Grendiar on "From the thick film," 172

Grigor (J.) on centenarian voters, 258

Coleridge and Newman on Gibbon, 435

Garioch, its pronunciation, 56

Holyoake (G. J.), his name, 173
Lettsom (Dr.), 191

Pour, 329
Scott (W.), link with, 66

Grindleton, place-name, its derivation, 10, 73
Grissell (Hartwell D.) on boar's head, 35

Grooms, hobby, 1677, their livery, 127
Grosvenor and Venoix, derivation of names, 208
Grover (J. W.), his lecture on ' Old Clapham,' 306
Guelderland (Duke of), c. 1641, his biography, 249,

313, 456
Guiraaraens (A. J. C.) on Prattenton or Prattington

family, 270

Guineas, fifteenth-century English and twelfth-century

French, 105, 195

Gunning (H.), "Fortunate Youth" in his 'Reminis-

cences,' 35

Gunning family and Castle Coote, 323, 374, 395, 436,
457
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Gula August!, 1 August, 408, 499
Gunston (Percival), of Thorpe-on-Tees, 469

Guydickens (Gustavus), 1775, his military career, 93

Guydickens (Melchoir), Envoy Extraordinary to

St. Petersburg, 37, 93, ]55

H. on Michell family, 445
Oil painting, c. 1660, 129

H. (A.) on Archer of Umberslade, 232
Bowes Castle, Yorkshire, 295
Grindleton, 73
Homer and digamma, 163, 253
Y. R: " Irish Stocke," 374

H. (A. C.) on Americans in English records, 432
Elliott : Ponsonby, 1661, 269

H. (A. R.) on church spoons, 77
1 Curse of Seaforth,' 238

H. (E. J.) on Duke of Guelderland : Duke of

Lorraine, 313
H. (F.) on Hereditary Usher of the Court of

Exchequer, 89
H. (F. K.) on St. Andrew's, Antwerp, 449
H. (H.) on enigma by C. J. Fox, 32

West's picture of death of Wolfe, 451
H.

(J.) on London newspapers, 70
H. (L. W.) on Cecil family, 6
H. (R.) on quotations wanted, 449
H.

(W. B.) on Charles I. and Elias Ashmole, 168

Cunningham (Allan), his 'King of the Peak,' 271,
352

'John Bull's Bible,' 473
Laconic letters, 197

Ropes used at executions, 375
H. ( W. R.) on enigma by C. J. Fox, 97

Famous Chelsea, 33

Pightle: pikle, 134
H. (W. S.) on "Come, all you jolly blades," 289
H. (W. S. B.) on punctuation in MSS. and books,

502
Haan (Rev. L. A.), pamphlet on DUrer's patronymic,

25
- Haarlem Courant,' translation of Dutch paper, 309
Hackett (F. W.) on Ned :

" To raise Ned," 8

Hackney, Middlesex, origin of name, 309
iHafiz, Persian poet, authoritative text, 68, 115, 457
Hair-powdering closets, 57, 95, 135, 177, 394
Haley (F. G.) on '

Rebecca,' a novel, 117
Halford (Hon. Mrs. G. F.) on society ladies, 469
Hall (A.) on Ariel, 415

Havel and slaie makers, 256
Holyoake (G. J.) : his name, 126

Shakespeariana, 465

Twizzle-twigs, 194
Hall (Francis), of Venezuela, Winchester scholar, 128
Hall (Hammond) on Dickens on the Bible, 355

Place, 353
Hall (T. W.) on Marriott of Ughill, 128

Twizzle-twigs, 53

Halley family arms, 406

Halley-Pike families, 265
Ham (J. S.) on John Latton, 216
Ham House, Surrey, its closed gates, 249
Hamberbonne, meaning of the word, 190, 270, 315
Hamilton family of Arran, 328

Hampshire booksellers and printers, 481

Hanmer (Dr. Meredith), his 'Epistle Dedicatorie,'

164, 216
Harben (H. A.) on Cateaton Street, 513

Hardy (Sir T. M.), his pedigree in 'Three Dorset

Captains,' 241
;
his watch and Thomas Soper, 287,

349
Hare and Easter, their association, 292, 375

Haridge (E.) on English pennies, 309

Harland-Oxley (W. E.) on Bloomsbury's famous
houses, 508

Clapham worthies, 306
Houses of historical interest, 483

Pound, Rochester Row, 54

Royal arms in churches, 294
St. Michael's Church, Burleigh Street, 181, 507
Westminster changes in 1905, 221, 262, 491

Wigan bell foundry, 168

Harlem, newswriter of old '

Weekly Comedy,' 309

Harley (Robert), Earl of Oxford, and Abigail Hill.

390, 471

Harney (George Julian) and G. J. Holyoake, initial

coincidence, 126
Harris (Mrs. A. ) on Golden Roof at Innsbruck, 89
Harris (E. B.) on first book auctions in England, 43
Harrison (B.) on female violinists, 229
Hart (H. Chichester) on Greene's prose works, 84,

202, 343, 424, 442, 463, 484, 504

Shakespeariana, 465
Haswell (G. W.) on hair-powdering closets, 95

Municipal sword-bearer, 151
Open -air pulpits, 96

Hastings (Miss) on Sterne's letters to John Blake, 247
Havel makers, explanation of name, 209, 256

Hawtrey surname, its etymology, 348, 417

Haydon (B. R.), his references to Canova, 52

Hayes, Consul at Smyrna, 1790, 349

Hayes (J.) on Sir R. Peel's franked letters, 48, 274
Head-dresses of ladies in theatre, 389, 433, 477
Hearne (Thomas), his tomb, 66
" Hearts of oak "

as defenders of the country, earliest

instance, 409
Hebb (J.) on Richard Kirby, architect, 232

Shakespeariana, 465

Vanishing London, 165

Hebdomadary, use of the word, 44, 91

Heber (Bishop Reginald), ballad by, 184, 253

Hecateus, his description of the Britons, 308, 417

Heidelberg matriculation register, 368

Hell, Peter Abelard's vision of, 169
Hell- Fire Club, Edinburgh, 90
Helmer on Bowes Castle, Yorkshire, 295
Helmerow (W. B.) on Barnes: origin of name, 308, 472

Hemming (R.) on George III.'s daughters, 37

"JanKees," 111

Hems (Harry) on banner or flag, 493

Bells, 34

Blandina, 517

Copes and cope-chests, 254
Crucifixion : earliest representation, 289

Delmer, 433
Devon and Cornish speech, 186

Holyoake (G. J.) and Chartists, 156, 274
Huff: in a huff, 497

Municipal sword-bearer, 151

Open-air pulpits, 55, 154
St. Expeditus, 156
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Hem? ( ffarry) on St. Genius, 495
St. Paul's Cathedral foundation stone, 213
St. Thomas Aquinas: his ancestry, 377
Santorin and St. Irene, 510
Siven-sacrament fonts, 35
Sundial inside a church, 206

Travelling: in England, 1600-1700, 455
^Henderson (W. A.) on dogs at Constantinople, 170, 456

Irish bog butter, 496
Ruskin and Taormina, 450
Santorin and St. Irene, 463

Menry Brougham, steaour, o. 1838, 269, 337, 511

Heraldry :

Arg., a lion rampint gules, 207, 294

Arms, their quartering, 168, 215, 275 ; royal, in

churches, 188, 230, 294, 336; unregistered,
228,311

"Bendy of six pieces or, 207, 294
Canadian Cjllege of Arms, 87
Canton azure seme*e of fleurs-de-lis, 229

Crests, British, 308, 436
iE irl's eldest son and supporters, 408, 456
Escutcheon of pretence, 392, 436

Gules, a cross cleche'e or, 190
'Oules (possibly or), on a chief azure, 408, 455
Lion rampant surrounded by seven fleurs-de-lis,

207, 294
Martlets sable, 230, 335

Or, a, saltire between four martlets gu, 230
Per chevron gules and azure (sable I), 369

Qiartering of arms, 168, 215, 275

Koyal arms in churches, 188, 230, 294, 336

?Sable, a fret and a canton argent, 406

Sable, three birds rising or, 288

Supporters, and earl's eldest son, 408, 456

Unregistered arms, 228, 311
Heralds' Visitations, Northamptonshire, 1631, 54
Heron-Allen (E.) on punch, the beverage, 71

Sheffield plate, 92

Violinists, female, 256

(Herpich (C. A.) on Shakespeariana, 263

Hervey (Rsv. Jamas), his correspondence, 249

<Heslop (R. 0.) on crucifixion : earliest representation,
289

Place, 316

Hetman and ataman, distinction between the titles,

109, 157

(Heugher on astronomy in fiction, 229
Hewitt (C. E.) on Caparn family, 268
iHewitt (J. A.) on Chichele's kin, 454

Duke of Gaelderland : Duke of Lorraine, 455

IHibgame (F. T.) on fourteen bishops consecrated

together, 347, 494
* Bleak House' : Jarndyce v. Jarndyce, 166

Church, oldest Protestant in United States, 244
Church spoons, 77
Eshin' : Beltin', 518
Havel and slaie makers, 209, 256
Hoast, 110

Linus, Pope, 129
New Year luck, 94

Place, 475

Ropes used at executions, 418
St. Paul's Cathedral, foundation stone, 163
" Was you \

" and " Tou was," 114

Hibgame (F. T.) on Cardinal Wiseman, his tomb, 389
Hie et Ubique on Bankes of Corfe C-istle, 395
Hill ( Abigail), Lady Mwham, her portrait, 387 ;

and
Robert Harley, Earl of Oxford, 390, 471

Hill (Bansoa Earle) and 'Epicure's Alminajk,' 4,

116, 153
Hill (N. W.) on Diamond State, 396

Shakespeariana, 465

Sjambok : its pronunciation, 92
Hinds (J. P.) on Lady Coventry's Minuet, 518

Hippoclides on Crucifixion: earliest representation.
248

* Historical English Dictionary,' blackguard in, 187

Hitchin-Kemp (F.) oa Chichele's kin, 236
Portmanteau words and phrases, 512

Ronaney portrait, 34

Hoast, use aad meaning of the word, 66, 110

Hobby grooms, 1677, their livery, 127
Hobson, Cambridge carrier, Vincent Bourne on, 23 J

Hocken (T. M.) on Rev. Samuel Marsden, 389

Hodening custom, 208, S74, 416

Hodgkia (J. Eliot) on copying letters, 287
Piece broker, 213

Hodgson (J. C.) on Colliagwooi's descendants, 49
Linda or Lindot, portrait printer, 273
Robertson (IVCrs. Janaes), portrait painter, 394

Hoe, Plymouth, pronunciation of the name, 38 3

Hog, use of the word, 73

Holbora,
" Black Bull

"
in, 367

Holborn, place-name, its etymology, 295, 333, 351,
514 . .

Holdich (Benjamin) on Crowland Abbey, 509
Holland, seventeenth-century English exiles in, 148
Holland (Cornelius), M.P., his biography, 287
Holland (ftev. Richard), c. 1656-1706, parentage and

offspring, 88
Holland (T. J.) on Rev. Richard Holland, 83
Holland (W. R.) on Smith in Latin, 152
Holly, oaths swora on bough of, 167 ; and lightning,

ib+

Holm aad mastiek trees, their modern narass, 489
Holyoake (G. J.), his biography, 80, 126

;
and G. J.

Harney, 126; Chartists aad special constables, 126,
156, 191, 212, 274; as a lecturer, 223, 397;
bibliography, 441, 491

Homer aad the digamna*, 168, 215, 253, 297
Honiericas on Iliads of the Iliad,' 409

Hominy, etymology of the word, 326
Hoinunculus, his 'John Bull and his Wonderfal

Lamp,' 230
Hone (N. J.) on manorial system, 236

Shakkespere: Shakstaff, 89

Honour, Falstaff on, 128, 176
Hook (A. J.) on Joka Hook, of Norwich, 419
Hook (JToha), minister of Norwich Tabernacle, 41ft,

473

Hooker (Sir J, D.) on topinambon, 131
Hooshtah, Westralian importation into English, 6

Hopkins (F. 0.) on Francis Prior: Annabella Beau-
mont, 8

Hopton (Ralph, Lord}, frequently killed Royalist
general, 409, 458

4 Horace in Lon ion, 'by James and Horace Saiith, 369
Hornby family and representation of Blackburn, 32ft

Hornsey, history of the parish, 132

Horse-racing in France, 167, 237, 294
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Horton-Smith (R. H.) on '

Lead, Kindly Light,' 185
Housden (J. A. J.) on copes and cope-chests, 254

Fame, 49

Saturday in Spanish, 435

Travelling in England, 1600-1700, 433

Houses, famous London, 165, 483
Howard (Thomas), of Dublin, c. 1709, his ancestry, 169

Howe(W. D.)on "bbl.,"27
Howell (Mary A.) on <

Medley Finale to the Great

Exhibition,' 64

Huff: in a huff, use of the word, 448, 497

Hughes (T. Cann) on Ballad by Reginald Heber, 184,
490

Brerewood, Edward, 208

Cheyne Walk : China Walk, 416

Copes and cope-chests, 189
Dover to Winchester road, 409

Epitaph at Bowes, 370

Meteyard, Miss, 450
Nelson's patent of peerage, 121

Place, 412

Rarnsgate Christmas procession, 416

Hughes (VV.) on Ivy Lane, Strand, 136
Hulton (S. F.) on James University, 47
Hunter (M.) on Shakespeariana, 263

Huntingdon (Earldom of), death of claimant to, 487

Hussey (A.) on Caxtons of Kent, 142
Hutchinson (T.) on pour, 329

Wordsworth anecdote, 307
Hutton (E.) on astrology in Italy, 148
Hutton

(
VV. H.) on copes and cope-chests, 254

Ice, fields of, their splitting, 31, 77
Iconoclast, pseudonym of Charles Bradlaugh, 191.

212, 274

'Iliad,' black ewe, 328, 373
Index, for lists in dictionary order, 406
Incantation in '

Image in the Sands,' 246
Infinitive, split, 280

Inglis (A.) on Collop Monday, 413

Innsbruck, Golden Roof at : its history, 89, 136

Inquirer on Thomas Perks, 169

Inscriptions : at San Sebastian, 385 ; at Lucerne, 466

Inscriptions, Baskish, in Newfoundland, 328, 513
Invalids, Company of, records, 489
Inventories and stocktaking in antiquity, 1 68

Ireland, Sir Walter Scott in, 7 ; death-birds in, 111,

158, 215
Irish bog butter, 308, 353, 416, 496
"Irish

Stpcke," 1631, 249, 297, 374

Irun, Spain, etymology of place-name, 470
Irvine ( VV.), his '

History of the Irvine Family, 328

Irving ( Washington), his '

Salmagundi,' 288
Irwin (Beatrice fl.) on '

History of the Irvine Family,'
328

Isle of Man, blown about by the winds, 126 ; Mount
Murray, place-name, 166, 299

Italian songs, 429

Italy, astrology in, J 48

Ivorine, writing on, 228

Ivy Lane, Strand, its history, 81, 136, 175, 254

J. (C. T.) on Goethe, 270
J. (D.) on Shakespeare : remarkable folio, 427

Jaggard (W.) on bibliography of publishing, 361
Book-trade terms, 69

Cox's '

History of Warwickshire,' 372
Cricket pictures and engravings, 54
Holborn, 295
Memoires de St. P<Stersbourg, 271

Photography, 37
James I., his College at Chelsea, 135
James (J. L.) on Twyford Abbey, 430
James (M. R.) on a Dowsing-Jessop forgery, 421
James University, its identification, 1652, 47, 92, 135
Janice, old English form of Jane, 287
"Jan Kees" and Yankees, 15, 111
Janssens (H.) and Van Bassen, oil painting by,

c. 1660, 129

Japanese lyrics, 429, 474
Jarratt

( F.) on splitting fields of ice, 77

Jeffereys (Capt. James), his widow's heroism, 211
Jefferson (Elizabeth)= Lieut. John Pigott, 308
Jenkins (K.) on copying letters, 351

Jenkyn, Little John, &c., in Cornish play, 109, 155, 195

Jennings (P.) on ' Home, Sweet Home,' 367

Quotations wanted, 316

Jennings family and Jarndyce v. Jarndyce, 1 66
Jericho. See tioe of Jericho.

Jerram (C. S.) on Fame, 117

May Morning at Magdalen, 413
Jerrold (W.) on anon, 454
Jervis family of Birmingham, 149, 197
Jervis-Read (H. V.) on heraldic, 408

Jervis family of Birmingham, 149
Read family, 248

Jessel (F.) on Crockford's, 12
Tarot cards, 452

Trump as a card term, 239

Jessop-Dowsing forgery, 421
John (King), his baggage lost crossing the Wash, 469
Johnson (H.) on Cromwell House, Highgate, 132
Johnson (H. H.) on Lobineau's '

Aristophanes,' 387
Johnson (Samuel), his 'Vanity of Human Wishes,'

29, 78 ; and Sterne at the " Cheshire Cheese," 108 :

membership of his Club, 1783, 190; his 'Rasselas/
294

Johnston (G. H.) on Dr. Johnson's Club and Literary
Club, 190

West's picture of death of Wolfe, 451
Jonas (A. C.) on Holborn, 514
Jones (A. D.) on bookseller's motto, 255
Jonson (Ben), 1616 folio of his works, 7; 'Under-

woods,' XLL, 25, 337 ;
and Bacon, 31, 133 ;

and

Shakespeare, 125
Juvenile theatre prints, 25

K. (H.) on Bohemian language, 217 j

K. (J.) on Wilton : the name, 225
K. (J. H.) on ballad by Reginald Heber, 351

K. (L. L.) on Aristophanes's
4

Wasps,' 510

By (Col.), R.E., 470
Caravanserai to public-house, 72
Classical quotations, 75
Crucifixion : earliest representation, 289

Digby, 250

Dogs at Constantinople, 496

Dryden on Tekelites, 87
Diirer (A.), origin of his name, 25
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K. (L. L.) on golden roof at Innsbruck, 136

Gordon's formulas, 374

Henry Brougham, steamer, 337
Isle of Man blown about by winds, 126

"Jour de Bouhourdis," 467

Longworth (John Aug.), 190
Lustre ware, 158

Rampini (J.), 455
4

Reliquiae Wottonianae,' 93

Reysraan (Theodor) : Andreas Keller, 315
Roman mound, 245

Rotary bromide process, 346
St. Expeditus, 156
St. Thomas Aquinas, 269
Saint with five stars, 411

Spinola's whale, 109
Staines Bridge, 112
Steam communication with America, 467

Thompson (Mr.) of 6th Dragoons, 354

Walking cloth, 293

Katharine, Katherine, Catherine, spelling variations,
- 469

Kazan, Chodzko on siege of, ;552, 328

Kealy (Rev. A. G.) on John Caley, 388

Onley (Capt.), R.N., 474
Keen eager, 60

Keene or Kyme family, 469
Keller (Andreas), his

' Bericht der Rinder zu Wasel-

heim,' 268, 315

Kerneys (Sir Nicholas), his gallant death, 446

Kemeys-Tynte (St. D. M.) on Chepstow Castle, 446

Kempe (Abp.) and All Hallows, Barking, 13, 112

Kempe family of Kent and Chichele, pedigree, 286
Kendall (W. C.) on Collop Monday, 247

Kennedy family of Cullean, 128
Kent (B.) on portmanteau words, 110
Kes or Kese, to kick, 127, 198

Kew, Surrey, Portman family at, 383
Khonds of Orissa, and the word Meriah, 190, 252

King (C.) on Christopher Martin, 408

King (F.) on Trafalgar, 57

King (Joseph), Joachin Cardoza, volunteer under

Nelson, 108, 213

Kings and Queens compared, 389

Kings, Saxon, living descendants, 189, 252

King's letter-money, 1727, its origin, 198

King's Weighhouse, 1666, and Love Lane, 303

Kipling (Rudyard), his Barrack-Room Ballads,' 307 ;

1

Mandalay,' 389, 417; 'Five Free Nations,' 389,
417 ;

'With Scindia to Delhi,' 426, 518 ; Rake, its

locality, 480

Kirby (Richard), sixteenth-century architect, 147, 232,
295

Kirk (Alexander), Glasgow shipbuilder, c. 1818, 129

Kirton-in-Lindsey, smuggling at, 282

Kleerkooper (M. M.) on Harlem Courant,' 309

Harlem, a newswriter, 309

Knightley (Lady) on Knightley family, 371

Knightley family, 250, 313, 371
Kodak, inventor of the word, 400

Kola-nut, origin of the name, 286
Kom Ombo on Aristophanes's

'

Wasps,' 188
Passow's Greek-Latin lexicon, 109

Kotow, its early use, 500
Krebs (H.) on colour transition, 86

Hetman : Ataman, 157

Krebs (H.) on " Jan Kees," 15

Lithuanian etymologic il dictionary, 313

March (Ausias), 14

Place, 412

Krueger (G.) on dogs in war, 195

English spelling : English culture, 148

Falstaff on honour, 1 28

Rowton (Lord), 149
Portmanteau words, 235
Waterloo campaign, 107, 373

Kyme or Keene family, 469

Kynan, grandfather of Owen Gwynnedd, 169,215,

L. (A. H.) on chemists' coloured bottles, 168

L. (F. de H.) on floral emblems of countries, 509

Hayes, Consul at Smyrna, 349

L. (H.) on Capt. Curry, 1759, 208

L. (H. G.) on West's picture of death of Wolfe, 409

L. (H. P.) on church spoons, 13
"
Diss.," an abbreviation, 69

Dog's nose, 252
Doncaster weather-rime, 456

Hamberbonne, 190
Kes or kese, to kick, 127

May Song, 474

Pightle : pikle, 93
Portmanteau words, 512

L. (M. C.) on " The hand that rocks the cradle,." 273

L. (P.) on London newspapers, 10

L. (R.)on Authors of quotations, 108

L. (R. A. A.) on King's College, Cambridge, 255

Rebus in churches, 250
L. (W. J.) on Norwegian dictionaries, 384

Laconic letters, 108, 153, 171, 197, 234

Ladies in society, articles on, 469, 514

Lafontaine, variant of a fable, 487

Lake of St. Lampierre, Berne, 489

Lamb (Charles), 1717, champion ofchimney-sweepers, 5

Lamb (Charles), his continental tour, 11 ;
and James

White, 153 ; allusion to Norwich weavers, 225 ;
at

weddings, 265
Lane (J.) on English Government fund for French

emigre's, 327
"Two Friends," Princes Street, 90

Lantern, architectural, called
" bowet," 126, 214

La Poype( Gen.), prisoner of war, his biography, 46, 237
Lassalle (F.), his

" iron law," 188

Latham (E.) on French proverbial phrases, 243
" I expect to pass through," 393, 498

Poem in one sentence, 148

Prisoner suckled by bis daughter, 453

Quotations wanted, 108, 397, 408
"
Ragotin, ce matin," 328

Reynolds (Sir Joshua) at Le Portel, 356
" The hand that rocks the cradle," 357
" Travailler pour le roi de Prusse," 206

Latin forms of surnames, 227
Latin genitives in floricultural nomenclature, 309, 355

Latin poets, "marmor " and the sea in, 106, 153

Latin quotations, 88

Latton (John), of Burwood House, Surrey, 149, 216

Laugharne, Carmarthenshire, ancient cope at, 265

Laughton (Prof. J. K.) on Condado, 47, 114, 317

Nelson relic in Corsica, 137

Nelson's signal, 56
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Launceston, "Pretty Maids' Money" at, 6
Pannier Market, 426

Lava, metaphoric use of the word, 325
Lawrence (F.) on Goethe, 492
Lawrence (W. J.) on Peg Woffington, 90
Lawrence family arms, 288

Layton (E. M.) on Johnson's 'Vanity of Human
Wishes,' 78

Lazarus and Dives, continuation of the parable, 370
Leach (Sir William), mentioned by Evelyn, his

descendants, 169

Ledger (W.) on royal arms in churches, 188
Lee (A. Collingwood)on facetious legal judgment, 286

Leeper (A.) on " marmor" and the sea, 106

Lega-Weekes (Ethel) on bowet, architectural lantern,
126

Kirk, Glasgow shipbuilder, 129

May Light and Young Men's Light, 494

Travelling in England, 1600-1700, 433, 455
Leicester (Simon, Earl of), and Peter, Baron Montfort,

their families, 207, 294
Leicester Square, Mr. Moxbay's connexion with, 57
'Leicester's Ghost,' poem published 1641, 388, 436

Leigh (R. A. A.) on 'Modern Universal British

Traveller,' 69

Leighton (H. R.), his book on British crest?, 308, 436

Leighton (H. R.) on Gallic surname, 454

Leighton's
' British Crests,' 436

Leland (C. G.), his 'Pidgin-English Sing-song,' 90
Le Neve (Peter), Aubrey's' Surrey

'

annotated by, 308
Le Portel and Sir Joshua Reynolds, 228, 356

LeprStre (Abbe L.) on Reynolds at Le Portel, 228
Leslie (Major J. H.) on Chasseurs Britanniques, 369

Lisbon plot, 370
Le Treyer (Kobert), d. 1306, his will, 303

Letters, Sir R. Peel's franked and stamped, 48, 216,
274; laconic, 108, 163, 171, 197, 234; copyright
in, 128, 176, 217, 314

;
earliest process of copying,

287, 351
Lettsom (Dr. J. C.), lines on, 148, 191, 210, 393, 514
Lewes Grammar School, its history, 268, 337
Librarian on suicides buried in the open fields, 76

' Voice of the Church,' 167

Libraries, seventeenth-century, 429

Lightning, holly tree as protection from, 167
Lightship at the Nore in 173 J

, 306
Lincoln Green on May Light and Young Men's Light,

429
Lincoln's Inn Fields, Sardinian Chapel, its effacement,

146
Lincolnshire death folk-lore, 112
Lindo (Francis), portrait painter, 189, 273
Lindum Colonia on Grantham of Goltho family, 231,

338
Linus (Pope) in St. Paul's outside the Walls, Rome,

129

Lisbon plot of September, 1810, 370

Literary Club, 1764, its membership, 190
Literature, classical, as educative force, 189
Literature, English, Dr. M. Hanmer on, 164, 216

;
its

treatment by colonial Ministers of Education, 226
Lithuanian Etymological Dictionary, 243, 313
Lloyd (J. H.) on Penn and Mead jury, 1670. 8
Lobineau (Gui Alexis), his 'Aristophanes,' 387
Lobuc on Duke of Gueldrland : Duke of Lorraine, 249

Pour, 392

Locke manuscripts discovered, 65

Lodge (Thomas) and Robert Greene, 202
;
and * The

Flowers of Lodowicke of Granada,' 246
Lomax (R. T.) on Messenger family, 47, 130

Twizzle-twigs, 91

Lombard Street, No. 1, its demolition, 406

London, wooden water-pipes in, 15; date of Lord

Mayor's Day, 30; vanishing, 81, 136, 165, 175,
181, 221, 227, 262, 272, 356, 406, 491

London houses, famous, 165
London improvement, 1850-1906, 1, 43
London Militia, 1716,488
London parochial history, 55, 95, 174, 297
London signs, "Two Sneezing Cats," Houndsditch,

328, 397

Longfellow (H. W.), his 'King Tiisanku,' 244

Lougworth (John Aug.), d. 1875, his journal, 190
Lord Mayor's Day, alteration in its date, 30
Lorraine (Charles, Duke of), c. 1644, 249, 313, 456
Lorton (Elizabeth S ) on Hamilton family, 328
Louis Philippe, his landing in England, 349, 391, 473
Love Lane, near Billingsgate, its interesting associa-

tions, 302

Lovekyn (John), Lord Mayor of London, and

Lane, 302
Lucas (E. V.) on earlier Charles Lamb, 5

Lucas (R.) on ghost story in Dickens, 149

Lucerne, inscriptions at, 466
Lucis on JEschylusand Milton, 489

Quotations wanted, 489

Shakespeare's creations, 429

Shakespeariana, 263, 465
Ludlow (Roger) and Fairfield, architect, 288

Luppinos of Hertford and Ware, 289, 352

Lusignan (Geoffrey de), c. 1275, his history, 488
Lustre ware, its origin, 110, 158, 216

Lynn (Walter), bis steam-engine, 1721, 305

Lynn (W. T.) on bewray, 226
Brock : badger, 389

Macaulay's
' New Zealander,' 418

Major's 'Historia Majoris Britannise,' 386

M. (A. T.) on Canbury House, Middlesex, 409
Gula Augusti, 408

Onley (Capt.), R.N., 409
Seven-sacrament fonts, 35

Superman, 88
M. (B.) on earl's eldest son and supporters, 456

Quartering of arms, 215

Reynolda's portrait of Gibbon, 487
M. (D.) on Mrs. Blackaire, 27

Goncourt's 'Histoire de la Societe Fran<jaise,
r

309
M. (E. S.) on Sir George Yonge, 47
M. (F.) on Ludlow (Roger) and Fairfield records, 28S

' Nicholas Nickleby,' 71

Quotations wanted, 248
M. (H. A. St. J.) on duelling in England, 112, 394

John (King), his baggage lost, 469
Rose of Jericho, 515

M. (J. A. H.) on "
Policy of pin-pricks," 366

M. (K. O.) on Kipling obscurities, 417
M. (N.) & A. on St. Thomia Acquinas, 269

Tuileries Gardens in 1796, 429
M. (P.) on Sir William Leach, 169
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M. (P.) on Sheffield plate, 27
M. (T. S.) on Gula Augusti, 499
M.A. and M.P. preceded by

" a" or "an," 89
M.A.Oxon. on Balasore, 449
Maas (Dr. Max) on St. Genius, 495
Mabbe (James), his translations, 102

Hacaulay (Lord) on
" Arabella

"
Sedley, 267 ; parallels

to his 'New Zealander,' 344, 418, 474; on the

Thames, 489

MacDonough (Felix Bryan), his publications, 165
McGilchrist-Gilchrist (M.) on Campbells in Strand, 51
McGovern (J. B.) on Robin Hood in French, 468

Eossetti (G.), his ' Tre Bagionamenti,' 428
McKerrow (B. B.) on "From pillar to post," 11
Maclean (A.) on Companies of Invalids, 489

Maclean Mary Gavinne, 328
Maclean (Mary Gavinne), c. 1816, her portrait, 328
McM. (W.) on churchwardens' accounts, 369

Eecords wanted, 28
Stow's 'Survey

'

: cheap edition, 304
MacMichael (J. Holden) on bells, 34

Bookseller's motto, 255

Bowes, epitaph at, 431
Bowes Castle, Yorkshirft, 116

Campbells in Strand, 51
Cateaton Street, 475
Chemists' coloured bottles, 231

Cheyne Walk : China Walk, 375
41 Coal Hole," 353
Churchwardens' accounts, 410
Crucifixion : earliest representation, 289

Delmer, 433

Ducimore, 52
Dutch Epiphany custom, 157

Fame, 49
Famous Chelsea, 95, 133
Fulham Bridge, 35
Gallic surname, 394
Greek and Roman tablets, 350
Hare and Easter, 292

Heraldic, 335

Holy Britons, 417
Huff: "In a huff," 497
Laconic letters, 234
Latin genitives in floriculture, 355
Lettsom (Dr.), 210
London newspapers, 10
London parochial history, 55, 297
Lustre ware, 158

Maidlow, 154

May Light and Young Men's Light, 494
Mead (Dr. William), 337
Passive resister, 32
Peacock as a Christmas symbol, 130

Pic-nic, a carriage, 235

Eamsgate Christinas procession, 374
41
Eattling good thing," 335

Bebus in churches, 250

Samplers, 245

Scallions, 54
Sheffield plate, 92
" Two Friends," Princes Street, 153
" Two sneezing cats," 397

Twyford Abbey, 476

Vandecar, 455

Walking cloth, 212

MacMichael (J. H.) on Whitchurch, Middlesex, 336

McMurray (W.) on Cateaton Street, 475
London parochial history, 95

Place, 371
"Poor Folks' Stairs," 509

Macnamara (H. D.) on almanac of 1544, 127

McPike (E. F.) on booksellers' catalogues, 85

Denton family, 209

Halley arms, 406

Halley-Pike families, 265
Mountain family, 448
Tower of London, 47

Macrae (D.) on Dickens on the Bible, 304

Macray (W. D.) on Holyoake and special constables,
191

London parochial history, 174

Speculum Episcopi,
1

337
McTear (J. S.) on brelan, 114

Magdalen College, May morning music at, 368, 413

Magdalen College School and the <

D.N.B.,' 22, 122,

284, 362
Maiden Eoad, Stratford, its name, 328

Maidlow, place-name, its etymology, 154, 196

Maistre (Xavier de), his
'

Voyage autour de ma
Chambre,' 409

Maitland family, 190

Major (John), his
' Historia Majoris Britanniae,' 386

Makeham (B.) on Dickens on the Bible, 891

Malet (Col. Harold) on direction post v. signpost, 496

Laconic letters, 234

Pin-fire, 159
Williams (Samuel), draughtsman, 498

Mallet (David) and Bowes, Yorkshire, 235, 295, 370,
431

Maltby (William and John), their parentage, 8

Mamba, venomous African snake, 428, 473

Man, Isle of, blown about by the winds, 126

Man of Kent on " In a huff," 497

Manchester, Portico Library, its early history, 368

Manning (Eev. Owen), historian of Surrey, his bio-

graphy, 87

Manning (P.) on Owen Manning, 87
Manorial system, survival in Nottinghamshire, 286

Mantegna(Andrew), his house at Mantua, 74, 115, 233

Manuscripts, catalogues of, 51

Manuscripts and printed books, punctuation in, 502

Manx emphasis, 346

Manzi, Joyant & Co. on Lady Masham, 387
March (Ausias), Catalan troubadour, translations

from, 14
Marcham (W. McB. and F.) on Thomas Cornwallis, 244

Marchant (F. P.) on Bohemian language, 217, 315

Election jingle, 67

Gray's
*

Elegy
'

in Bussian, 357
Hetman: Ataman, 109

Margins, large-paper, 147, 217, 377
Marks (A.) on Exchequer tallies, 305

Marmor " and the sea in Latin poets, 106, 153

Marriott (E.) on Portico Library, Manchester, 368

Marriott (J. C.) on Holyoake and special constables,

191

Thompson (Mr), of the 6th Dragoons, 316

Marriott family of Ughill, 128

Marsden (Rev. Samuel), Chaplain of N.S.W., his

portrait, 389, 455

Marsham, seven-sacrament font at, 36
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Marsham-Townshend (R.) on King's College, Cam-
bridge, 188

Large-paper margins, 147
Marston (E.) on Holyoake and special constables, 156
Marston (J.), Montaigne, Webster, and Donne, 301,

382
Marston (R. B.) on General La Poype, 46

"These are the Britons/' 31

Martin (Christopher) and the defence of St. John's,

Newfoundland, 408

Martin (E.) on Ernest Augustus Stephenson, 109
Martin (E. H.) on Dyer family, 288

Dyer (John), poet, 112

Westhope Court Rolls, Salop, 269
Marvin (F. R.) on "

Home, Sweet Home," 476

Napoleon's coronation robe, 115

Mary, Queen of Scots, monument erected in St.

Andrew's, Antwerp, by, 449
Masefield (C.) on ladies' head-dresses in theatre, 433.

477
Masham family, 387, 467, 512
Mason (C.) on Major Richard Cromwell, 1648, 69

Travelling in England, 3600-1700, 348
Mason (S.) on Oscar Wilde bibliography, 238, 313, 355
Mass, Mozarabic, in Spain, 250, 339
Mastick and holm trees, their modern names, 489
Matthews (A.) on Place, 412

Mawbey (William), of Botleys, Surrey, his sons, 8
Maxwell (Sir Herbert) on brock : badger, 432

May Day : two poetical tracts, 155
;

its observance
in old days, 325 ; music at Magdalen College, 368,
413

May light in pre-Reformation churches, 429, 494

May Song in Warwickshire, 403, 474

May weather couplets, 388, 433, 474, 493

Mayhew (A, L.) on Duma, 472
Huff: " In a huff," 448

Pour, 329, 435

Rebound, verb, 395
Roan : its etymology, 425

Maynard family of Curriglas, 185

Maypoles, 325
Mead (Dr. William), of Ware, his longevity, 228,337
Mead and Penn jury, 1673, 8
Medical coroner, first, 489

Medicine, folk-lore in, 129, 195
Mediculus on medical coroner, 489

Selling oneself to the Devil, 29
Valadi (Marquis of), 69

Mee (A. ) on Ramsgate Christmas procession, 374
Meighen (Thomas), his biography, 35
Melton cloth : Melton jacket, their origin, 36
Memoires de St. Petersbourg,' 188, 271

Meriah, word used by Khonds, 190, 252
Merlette (Mile. G. M.), her death, 267
Merrick (W. P.) on French dictionary for the blind, 247
Messenger family of Fountains and Cayton, 47, 130
Meteyard (Eliza), her 'Love Steps of Dorothj

Vernon,' 208
;
her burial-place, 450, 496

Metropolitan Railway, 1864, described, 6

"Metropolitan toe," the term in 1642, 46
Meyrick collection, monumental brasses in, 8
Michell (G. B.) on Cabot and Mychell, 357

Mitchell= Pell, 369
Michell (0.) on Xavier de Maistre's allusions, 409
Michell family, 445, 495

liddleton (" Memory ") and Warren Hastings, 73

Vlidhurst, Sussex, longevity at, 445
tfilitia (City of London), 1716, its records, 488
tfiliais (Sir John E.), quartering of his arms, 275
Vlillar (Alexander), of Karnock, his biography 148
filler (Dewitt) on America v. United States, 510
Mills (T.) on Axholme Priory, 373
-lilton and j^Eschylus compared, 489
tlinchiate cards described, 407, 452

klininin, a Stonehaven shell, 449, 497

Minority waiter," meaning of the term, 510
Minuet named after Lady Coventry, 307, 355, 518
Vliserere carvings, 29

Hisicks, 1691, meaning of the word, 128, 174, 218
distletoe on betterment, 166

Copyright in letters, 314
Funeral invitations in Scotland, 487

Mitchell= Frances Sarah Pell, 369

Monday : Collop Monday, its meaning, 247
Modern Universal British Traveller,' 69, 97

Montaigne, Webster, Marston, and Doune, 301, 382
Montfort (P.) on Axholme Priory, 328

Montfort arms, 207
Sussex inscription, 75

Montfort family and arms, 207, 294

Monument, meaning of five vowels on, 169, 374, 414

Moon folk-lore, 185, 252

Morgan (F.) on Lewis Carroll and Charles Nodier, 250

Pidgin or pigeon English, 174
Portmanteau words and phrases, 235

Rockefeller, 111

Sophy, The, 308
Vowels on monument, 374
War : its old pronunciation, 22 S

Morris (J. B.) on gild churches, 450
Morton (R. L.) on George III.'s daughters, 192

Gliddon (Anne), 430
Hobson's choice, 288
' Horace in London,' 369
Lettsom (Dr.), 191

Party colours, 396
War : its old pronunciation, 310

Moser (Joseph) and 'The European Magazine,' 117
Mother Christmas, use of the term, 48

Motto of bookseller :
" Arise for it is day," 208, 255,

418

Mound, "Roman," on island in the Medway, 245,.

296
Mount (C. B.)on punch, the beverage, 71

Mountain family, 448

Mourning Sunday, its observance, 48

Mowbray (C.) on Tathain's life of Blake, 108

Moxhay (Mr.) and Leicester Square, 57
Mozarabic Mass in Spain, 250, 339

Mozart's Twelfth Mass, composer of English words, It

Muckibus, use of the word, in 1756, 187, 295

Muir (J.) on classical literature as educative force, 189-

Engravings wanted, 230

Mulberry and quince folk-lore, 15

Mullion Cove, Mary Munday at, 450

Mumming, Christmas, 109, 155, 195

Munday (Geraldine H. T.) on Nelson Trafalgar

memorandum, 311

Munday (Mary) at Mullion Cove, 450

Municipal sword-bearer, history of the office, 90, 151
Munro (E.) on '

Aryan Sun-Myths,' 429
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Murch (H. S.) on folk medicine, 129

Murray (G. W.) on mininin, a shell, 449

Murray (J.) on pronunciation of Garioch, 56

Murray (J. A. H.) on cardinals' pillars, 7

Edgar (King) and peg-cups, 46

Pidgin or pigeon English, 46

Pin-fire, 70

Pin-flat, 70
Pious founder, 107

Pip, 107

Pistole, Scottish coin, 307

Pit=cockpit, 407

Pit-counter, 407

Place, 267
Plane sycamore, 407

Pleachy, 327

Murray: Mount Murray, Isle of Man, derivation, 166
299

Musket, called " Brown Bess," 21, 91, 154, 414
" Music tree," meaning of the term, 188

Mychell (William) and Sebastian Cabot, 306, 357

Muzhitekka, ghost-word, 385

N
N. (J. A.) on Burney family, 510
N. (M.) on Irun, Spain, 470

Wigan bell foundry, 257
N. (R. A.) on Hafiz, Persian poet, 115
Nairne (Lady) and the song

"
Charlie, He 's my

Darling," 45

Napoleon. See Bonaparte.
' National Instructor,' weekly publication, 1850, 229
National Portrait Gallery, Edward IV. in, 426
Neilson (Grissell) = John Arkle, 1705, 509
Nel Mezzo on Dickens and the Bible, 355
Nelson (Horatio, Lord), his signal at Trafalgar, 56, 136 ;

register of his marriage, 61, 104
;

his patent of

peerage, 121 ; Trafalgar memorandum, 244, 311
Nelson panoramas at Spring Gardens, 94
Nelson relic in Corsica, 89, 137

Nepomuc (St. John), martyred 1383, 411

Nettlecombe, Somersetshire, seven-sacrament font, 36
Nevill (Ralph) on Sir Thomas Nevill, 2, 237

Punch, the beverage, 37
Nevill (Sir Thomas), 1503-82, his biography, 2, 237
* New English Dictionary .' See Historical English

Dictionary.
Newcastle plate, account of exhibition of, 167

Newchapel Church, Staffordshire, its history, 29

Newell(A.)onhoast, 110

Holyoake and special constables, 191

Newfoundland, Baskish inscriptions in, 328, 513 ;

Martin Christopher and the defence of St. John's, 408

Newhaven, landing of Louis
Philippe at, 349, 391, 473

Newman (Cardinal), parallel with 'Lead, Kindly
Light,' 185

;
on Gibbon, 387, 435, 455

Newry, co. Down, and the Earl of Shipbrook, 308

Newspaper press, Scottish, 1600-1700, censorship of,

388

Newspapers, London: their history, 10, 70
New Year luck customs, 45, 94
New York, origin of its nickname Gotham, 288
Nicholson (E.) on bung and tun, 422

Hamberbonne of wheat, 270
Nicklin (T.) on "

Metropolitan toe," 357
Nicot (Jean), 1530-1604, portrait by Goltz, 448

Nippylug Friday, the name, 247
Noah's Ark, Westminster, place-name, 356
Nodier (Charles) and Lewis Carroll, 250
Nollekens (Joseph), his library, 86, 1531

Nolloth (Sarah)=John Stubbs, 1795, 329

Nore, lightship at, 1731, 306

Norfolk, seven-sacrament fonts in, 35

Norgate (F.) on ' The Dean of Badajoz,' 467
Norman (W.) on Place, 371

Y.R.: " Irish Stocke," 249
Norrw (J. A.) on Burney family, 269
North (P.) on Spain and England, 430
North Midland on Bowes of Elford, 1 2

" Was you ?
" and " You was," 76

North Sea Bubble, c. 1721, its history, 509

Northamptonshire, Heralds' Visitations, 1681, 54

Norwegian dictionaries, 384
Norwich Court Rolls, Calendar of, 13

Norwich trades, peculiar, 209, 256

Nottingham Psalter, c. 1220, illuminated manuscript.-
430

Nottinghamshire, survival of a manorial system in,

286

Novel, title of, wanted, 109, 195

Noye (Sir William) =Sara Yorke, 429
Nuts in May, children's game, 449
Nuttall (F. E.);on 'Century of^Persian Ghazels,' 456-

Hafiz, Persian poet, 457

Nycolls (Philip) and the Cornish rebellion, 370, 40&

O. on snakes in South Africa, 473

Oak, Royal, Order of, 449, 513
Oaths sworn on a bough of holly, 167

Obituaries :

Coleman (Everard Home), 99, 120

Gantillon (Peter John Francis), 240, 319

Garnett (Kichard), 319, 367, 437

Holyoake (George Jacob), 80, 126, 156, 191, 212;.

223, 274, 397, 441, 491

Peacock (James), 420

Sage (Edward John), 219

Walker (Henry Aston), 399

Ogle (G. 0.), his 'Iliads of the Iliad,' 409

Olearius (Adam), his 'History
'

429, 493
Oliver on Goldsmith's 'Traveller,' 167
Oliver (A.) on Barnes Pikle, 498

Cateaton Street, 475
Dutch Epiphany custom, 110

Hell-fire Club, Edinburgh, 90
Seven-sacrament fonts, 35

Dinar Khayyam, a parallel, 147
Omond (T. S.) on Scott and Carey, 7

Onley (Capt.), R.N., his biography, 409, 474

Open-air pulpits, 55, 96, 154, 498

Order of the Royal Oak, 449, 513

)rfeur (C. H.) on banner or flag, 450

Overy on quotations wanted, 48

Owen (D.) on Henry Brougham, steamer, 337

Owen (J. P.) on combine : gambo, 41

Cymru : its derivation, 364
1

Highways and Byways in SouthWales,' 143, 45&

Place, 353
Owen (M. C.) on Rev. William Sewell, 129

Oxberry(J.) on Elsdon, 45
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Oxberry (J.)on epitaph at Bowes, Yorkshire, 431

Gray'*' Elegy, '477
Oxford University : Magdalen College School and the

'D.N.B.', 22, 122, 284, 362 ;
All Souls' College and

Archbishop Chichele's descendants, 286, 454 ;

May morning music at Magdalen College, 368, 413
Oxford University Volunteers, 108, 156, 216
Oxonieneis on Edmund Tillesley, 249

P. on Sunken Land of Bus, 509
P. (F.) on Louis Philippe's landing in England, 349
P. (H. T.) on quotations wanted, 449
P. (I. H.) on Shakespeariana, 465
P. (J. B.) on Lord Cromartie's issue, 70
P. (M.) on African sloths, 230

Peacock as a Christian symbol, 193
P. (B. B.) on bells, 213

"Brown Bess" as applied to musket, 414
Gout (Ralph), watchmaker, 206

Hair-powdering closets, 394

Large-paper margins, 377

Lynn (W.), bis steam-engine, 305

May-day, two poetical tracts, 155
1

Speculum Episcopi,' 288

Wheatstone, 155

Page (J. T.) on astronomy in fiction, 294
Born with teeth, 115
Browne (Sir T.), his skull, 397
Burial in woollen, 467

Canbury House, Middlesex, 455
Churchwardens' accounts, 410
Cromwell's burial-place, 205

Cross-legged knights, 257
Death birds in Scotland and Ireland, 158, 215
Dickens on the Bible, 391

Drinkings : drinking time, 133
Oarnett (Dr. Richard), 367
Holyoake as a lecturer, 223, 397
Jenkyn, Little John, &c., 155

May song, 403

Mulberry and quince, 15
* Nicholas Nickleby,' 14

Open-air pulpits, 55
Parish constables, 427

Party colours, 271

Pickering (Sir Gilbert), of Titchmarsh, 151

Pleachy, 393

Polytechnic Institution, 454
Portmanteau words and phrases, 235, 512
Pour, 392

Quotations wanted, 408

Ropes used at executions, 457
Royal arms in churches, 230
Spinola's whale, 394

Vamphorn, 154

Vanishing London: Paradise Row, Chelsea, 272
Painting, oil, c. 1626, 29 ; c. 1660, 129
Pale Ale, nickname for Englishmen, 447
Palmer (A. Smythe) on doubtful pronunciations, 147

Egoteles, 488

Rebound, verb, 345
Pfclmer (J. Foster) on Major Richard Cromwell, 113

Doubtful pronunciations, 193
Superman, 173

Pancakes in the fowl-pen, 229

Cannier market at Launceston, 426

aper-making inventions, 208
'aradise Row, Chelsea, its interesting associations, 165,
272
'ardoe (Avern) on Cox's '

History of Warwickshire,*
327

Dumping, 232

aris, Tuileries garden in 1796, 429, 493
'arish constables, 240, 427

'arliament, Blackburn representatives in, 326

'arliament, spelling of the word, 89

'arliamentary whips, 16
'arochial history of London, 55, 95, 174, 297

Parrott (T. M.) on Chapman's
' All Fools,' 347

Parry (Col. G. S.) on inscriptions at Capri, 381

Unregistered arms, 228

Arlington (Mrs.), her origin, 120
D
arty colours at elections, 65, 194, 271, 396
ssive resister, literary associations of the phrase,
32,77

Passow's Greek-German Lexicon, new edition, 109
1

Pastorales," Souletin, list of, 387

Etching (J.) on "From the thick film," 172
Patrick on bookseller's motto, 208

Peacock, its associations and symbolism, 69, 130, 177,
193

Peacock (E.) on almanac, c. 1744, 12
Axholme Priory, 373
Birds of East Finmark, 6

Doncaster weather-rime, 407
Proverb against gluttony, 470
Rebus in churches, 317

Ropes used at executions, 266

Royal arms in churches, 336

Smugglers' caves, 282
Peacock (J. E. 0. W.) on Dr. Richard Garnett, 437
Peacock (M. H.) on church spoons, 5G

Pearce (C. J.) on Bohemian language, 168

Pearl, its etymon, 409, 493
Peat at Hexham, 1230, 427

Pedigree difficulties, 87, 155, 186

Pedometers patented by Ralph Gout, 17, 99, 206, 335

Peel (Sir Robert), his franked and stamped letters,

48, 216, 274
Peet (Margaret) on authors of quotations, 11

Peet (W. H.) on London newspapers, 10

Napoleon and Grand Duchess Catherine, 428
Pitts (J.), printer, 13

St. Paul's Cathedral, 272

Peg-cups, King Edgar and, 46
Pell (Frances Sarah) = Mitchell, 369

Pelmet on copyright in letters, 217
Penhallow (John), of Clifford's Inn, 15, 37, 76, 336
Penn and Mead jury, 1670, 8

Pennies, English, 1670-1859, 309

Penny (F.) on pour, 392
Smith in Latin, 152
Suicides buried in open fields, 173
Walker in Latin, 227

Penteus or Punteus (John), famous physician, 212

Pepys (S.), Rigga mentioned by, 9; "betterment" in

his 'Diary,'166

Percy Folio in " The King's Library," queries on, 468
Perks (Thomas) raising a spirit, 169

Perry (B. C.) on "music tree," 188
Peterson (Lieut.), killed by Lord Camelford, 104
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Petherick (E. A.) on born with teeth, 78

Phelpes (Thomas), 1679, his ancestry, 469

Philippines : 'Vingt Anne*esaux Philippines, '1853, 287

Phipps (Col. R.) on General La Poype, 237

Photography, origin of the term, 37, 91

Photo-zincography, its discovery, 37, 91

Pickering (Sir Gilbert), of Titchmarsb, 82, 151

Pickering (J. E. L.) on Louia Philippe's landing in

England, 391
Pickford (J.) on " Bird in the breast," 213

Bowes Castle, Yorkshire, 235
Chaloner : Thomas Meighen : Fortunate Boy, 35
'

Cherry Bipe,' 214
Colet on peace and war, 28

Cunningham (Allan), his '

King of the Peak,'
337, 518

Death-birds in Scotland and Ireland, 158

Dog's nose, 414

Epitaph at Bowes, Yorkshire, 431

Fame, 49

Gray's 'Poems,' 1768, 406

Jenkyn, Little John, &c., 195

King of Bath, 75, 132

King's College, Cambridge, 255

Magdalen College School and '

D.N.B.,' 284
Masham family, 467
Oxford University Volunteers, 156
Peacock as Christmas symbol, 177
Portman family, 198

Punch, the beverage, 37
Rebus in churches, 356

Ropes used at executions, 418
St. Paul's Cathedral, 272
Thumb (Tom), his first appearance in London.

454
Tower of London, 114
Trevor (John), Lord, 508
West's picture of death of Wolfe, 518

Whitchurch, Middlesex, 249, 394
Williams (Samuel), 417

Pic-nic, a kind of carriage, 170, 235

Pidgin or pigeon English, the appellation, 46, 90, 116,
174, 4E4

Piece-broker, use of the word, 213

Pier, earliest use of the word, 418

Pierpoint (R.) on Archer of Umberslade, 195
Bacteria : early notice, 115

Bayham Abbey, 31

Bowes Castle, Yorkshire, 176

Brelan, 177
Camelford (Lord), his duel, 437

Christina, Queen of Sweden, 489
Colet on peace and war, 153
Cricket pictures, 54

Dog's nose, 516
Doubtful pronunciations, 233
French proverbial phrases, 243

Gout (Ralph), watchmaker, 335
Habitual criminals, 216
1

King Nutcracker,' 11

Kirby (Richard), architect, 295

Kynan, 215
Laconic letters, 234
Lettsom (Dr.), 210

Mantegna's house, 115, 233

Moon, new : fortunate or unfortunate, 185

Pierpoint (R.) on Parliamentary whips, 16

Party colours, 396
Peel (Sir R.), his franked letters, 216

Place, 475

Pogrom, 149

Quotations wanted, 212

Rag, ragging : brimer, brimade, 507

Revenue, its pronunciation, 494

Selling oneself to the Devil, 157

Travelling in England, 1600-1700, 492

Vendium, 271

Pig, use of the word, 73

Pigeon or pidgin English, the appellation, 46, 96, 116r

174, 454

Pightle: pikle, the word, 26, 93, 134, 174, 317, 376,
470

Pigott (Lieut. John)= Elizabeth Jefferson, 1760, 308

Pigott (W. J.) on Sir William Noye's wife, 429

Phelpes (Thomas), 469

Pigott= Jefferson, 308

Pikle: pightle, the word, 26, 93, 134, 174, 317, 376,.

470
Pikle, Barnes, origin of the name, 409, 498

Pillars borne before cardinals, 7

Pillory, early instances in England, 145

Pin-fire, applied to cartridge of breech-loader, 70, 114,
159

Pin-flat, a scow carrying a square sail, 70

Pingret (Edouard), painter, c. 1819, 448

Pink (W. D.) OB Brandon, Duke of Suffolk, 74

Fleetwood of Penwortham, 405

Fleetwood, Sir Gerard or Gerrett, 48

Gerard (Sir William), Lord Chancellor of Ireland,.

369
Pious founder, early examples, 107, 257, 298

Pip, seed of fruit, 107, 156

Piper at Castle Bytham, legend, 9

Pistole, Scottish coin, temp. William III., 307

Pit, for cockpit, in Hudibras,' 407, 437

Pit-counter, game, c. 1659, 407

Pitts (J.), printer of Seven Dials, 1 3

Place, in street and house nomenclature, 267, 316, 333r

353, 371, 412, 435, 475

Place-making, in bell- ringing, 267
Planch6 (J. R.), his translation of '

King Nutcracker
11

Plane, for sycamore, 407, 452

Plarr (V. G.) on Holyoake bibliography, 491

Plate, Newcastle, exhibition of, 167

Platt (I. H.) on Shakespeariana, 465

Platt (J.), Jun., on Ariel, 298

Ayesha : its pronunciation, 26

Barbian, Spanish word, 149

Blandina, 450
Bohemian language, 217
Candlewick or Candlewright Street, 216

Century of Persian Ghazels,' 108, 494
Chodzko on the siege of Kazan, 328

Flintwinch (Affery) in 'Little Dorrit,' 78
Garioch : its pronunciation, 9

Hafiz, Persian poet, 68

Hawtrey, 417

Hominy : its etymology, 326

Hooshtah, 6

Incantation :

'

Image in the Sands,' 24

"JanKees," 15
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Tlatt (J.), Jun., on Japanese and Chinese lyrics, 474

Khayyam, Omar, a parallel, 147

'King Tris-anku,' 244

Kipling's
' With Scindia to Delhi,' 426

Kola-nut : cam-wood, 286
Lithuanian etymological dictionary, 248

Meriah, 252
Muzhitekka : ghost-word, 385
4 Pancharis

'

: 'Minerva,' 1735, 114

Pogrom, 197
Portmanteau words and phrases, 170
Punch, the beverage, 71
Roll of Carlaverock, 53
Sambo : its etymology, 367
Santorin and St. Irene, 510

Saturday in Spanish, 435

Selling oneself to the Devil, 78

Sjambok: its pronunciation, 135
Tarot cards, 407

Topinambou, 66

Vendium, 197
Watches with words instead of figures, 349

Player (Sir Thomas), elder and younger, 'D.N.B.'

on, 189

Pleachy, dialect word, it meaning, 327, 393
Pocket-handkerchiefs,

"
moral," 368

Poem in one sentence, 148, 217
' Poems of Early Years,' 110
Poets Laureate and the Emperor of Germany, 187,

237, 315

Pogrom, meaning of the word, 149, 197
Politician on North Sea Bubble, 509
Pollard (H. P.) on Abbey of St. Evroult, 390

Fanshawe inscription, 368

Goldsborough family, 148
Roman bagpipers, 208

Pollard-Urquhart (F. E. R.) on the Gunnings of
Castle Coote, 395

Polynesian Islands, swimming in, 329

Polytechnic Institution, founded 1838, 389, 454
Pomeranian dog in Gainsborough's pictures, 288
Ponica=gardener, slang word, its derivation, 346
Ponsonby family and Capt. Richard Elliott, of

Clonmore, 269
Pook (H. W.) on Sharry family, 348
Poole (M. Ellen) on Knightley family, 313

" These are the Britons," 194" Poor Folks' Stairs," in early parish records, 509
-Pope and the pronunciation of his time, 228, 310
Pope (F. J.) on Hardy pedigree, 241
Portcullis on Mrs. Fitzherbert and George IV., 292
Portico Library, Manchester, its early history, 368
iPortman family, 48, 150, 178, 198, 217, 272, 351, 383
Portmanteau words and phrases, 110, 170, 235, 512
Portraits, historical will-power in, 9
Postlethwaite (T. N.) on Butler of Toderstaff, 468" Cera panis," 490
Post-mortem examinations, earliest instances, 29
Potts (R. A.) on Cunningham's 'King of the Peak,' 271"

Ocean, 'mid its uproar wild," 77
Pound, Rochester Row, pictures of, 54
Pounde (Thomas), S. J., his biography, 14, 96, 172
Pour, pronunciation and etymology, 261, 329, 392, 435
Power (A. D.) on Hardy and Thomas Soper, 287
Power

(J.), materials for his
'

Bibliotheca Hibernica
'

170

Prattington or Prattenton family, 270

Pretty Maids' Money, ceremony at Launceston, 6

Prideaux (Col. W. F.) on Adelphi names, 236
Barnes: origin of name, 472
Camelford (Lord), his duel, 162, 218
Cateaton Street, 497

Charing Cross : Bayswater, 146

Charing and Charing Cross, 197, 298
Cromwell's burial-place, 254

Dog's nose, 252
Famous Chelsea, 33
Fleet Street changes, 295
German Emperor and Poets Laureate, 315

Gray's 'Poems,' 1768, 321, 406

Holborn, 354

Ivy Lane, Strand, 136
"James" University, 135

Kempe (Archbishop), 112
Lamb (Charles) 11

Looping the loop, 13
Love Lane, 302

Macaulay's 'New Zealander,' 344, 474

'Medley Finale to the Great Exhibition,' 113, 239
Olvarius's '

History,' 493
Penhailow (John), 15

Pightle : pikle, 174

Place, 333
1 Poems of Early Years,' 110
Portman family, 351

Pour, 329
" Quam nihil ad genium, Papiniane, tuum !

"
116

St. Wilgefortis, 273
Saxon kings : living descendants, 252
Stevenson's 'New Arabian Nights,' 107
Thumb (Tom), first appearance in London, 385

Trafalgar, 114
Prideaux (W. R. B.) on " Bird in the breast," 133

Napoleon's funeral, 166

Sarpi (Father Paul), 407

Primaudaye (De la) and Robert Greene, literary

parallels, 203, 343, 424, 442, 463, 484, 504
Princes Street, London, 1794, "The Two Friends" in,

90, 153
Princess Royal, title of her daughters, 190, 236

Prints, Juvenile Theatre, 25
Prior ( Francis)= Annabella Beaumont, 8, 78
Priories and abbeys confused, 266, 327, 378, 417, 457
Prisoner suckled by his daughter, 31, 132, 453
Pritchett (H. D.) on Percival Gunston, 469
Pro-Consulo on ' Memories de St. Pe'tersbourg,' 188

Pronunciations, doubtful, 147, 193, 233

Propitious, etymology of the word, 24

Proverbs and Phrases :

Bird in the breast, 133, 213
Cast not a clout till May be out, 388, 433, 474,

493
Con todo el mundo guerra, y paz con Inglaterra,

430
Contentement passe richesse, 243
Et tu, Brute ! 125, 214
Faire patte de velours, 243
Hearts of oak, 409
Hobson's choice, 288
Homme roux et femme barbue, 244
Huff: In a huff, 448, 497
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Proverbs and Phrases :

I expect to pass through, 260, 393, 493
Man in the street, 100, 167

Metropolitan toe, 46, 357

Minority Waiter, 510
Mother of dead dogs, 509
Ned : to raise Ned, 8

Passive resister, 32, 77
Pillar to post, 11
Pious founder, 107, 257

Policy of pin-pricks, 366
Portmanteau words and phrases, 110,170, 235, 512

Rattling good thing, 250, 335
Kien de trop, 243

Selling oneself to the Devil, 29, 78, 115

Sleep the sleep of the just, 20
Souvent femme varie, 244

Spick and span, 160

Standing midway in air, like Trisanku, 244
The hand that rocks the cradle, 273, 357
Thimbleful ofsense is worth a pound ofnonsense, 429
Travailler pour le roi de Prusse, 206

Provincial booksellers, lists of, 141, 183, 242, 297, 351 ,

415, 481, 492

Provincialisms, Devon, 490

Psalter, Nottingham, 1220, illuminated manuscript, 430

Public-house, evolution from caravanserai, 72

Publishing and bookselling, bibliography of, 361, 476
Pulford (F. G.), Pightle : pikle, 376

Pulpits, open-air, 55, 96, 154, 498

Punch, the beverage, its origin, 37, 71
Punteus or Penteus (J.), c. 1649, famous physician, 212
Punctuation in MSS. and printed books, 502

Pyramus and Thisbe, death songs of, 341, 401

Q
Queens and kings compared, 389

Querist on kings and queens compared, 389

Quince and mulberry folk-lore, 15

Quotations :

A poor thing, but mine own, 100

Aliquid sapidum in fungo, 27, 75
And many a smile, 208
And the dawn comes up like thunder, 389, 417
An original something, fair maid, 11

Attain the unattainable, 449, 49G
Because my wine was of too poor a savour, 248, 295
Before me lie dark waters, 408, 437
Behold this ruin ! 'tis a skull, 40
Classical quotations, 88
Come with our voices let us war, 449
Cum vel iniquissimam pacem, 28, 57, 95, 153
Decus et tutamen, 200

r/7rt<rrc teari^oiffa (Heliodorus), 27, 75
Eat bene non potuit dicere, dixit, erit, 27
Et tu, Brute ! 125, 214
Fair Eve knelt close to the guarded gate, 213
For the Radcliffe hath spoken, 208

Friends, when you see I'm like to die, 449
From the thick film, 129, 172
Get in the shire what one loses in the hundred, 120
Hail, beauteous stranger of the grove, 240

Helosethhisthankswhopromisethanddelayeth,397
He saw a certain minister, 220
How the young earl had given, 208

Quotations :

I have fought for queen and faith, 180
I shall pass through this world, 260, 393, 498
I will go forth 'mong men, not mailed in scorn, 40S-

If I it lose, 229, 299
In light I will remember, 170
In men whom men condemn as ill, 248, 316 }

Is there never a chink in the world above, 108^ J

La vie est vaine, 220
L'amour est I'bistoire de la vie des femmes, 397
Latin quotations, 88
Life's work well done, 460
Man in the street, 100, 167
Mother of many princes, 389

My span of life is drawing to a close, 489
Now this is every cook's opinion, 268, 397

Ocean, 'mid his uproar wild, 47, 77
Oh for a blast of that dread horn, 100
Poets that lasting marble seek, 60
Premant torcular qui vendemiarunt, 27

Quam nihilad genium, 27, 116

Kagotin, ce matin, 328

Slander, meanest spawn of hell, 260
Still like the hindmost chariot wheel is cursed, 92

Straight is the line of duty, 160
Tarn otii debet constare ratio quam negotii, 27
That very law which moulds a tear, 40
The dead but sceptred sovereigns who still rule, 320
The hand that rocks the cradle, 273
The mills of God grind slowly, 449
The old house by the lindens, 248, 295
The plane's thick head 'mid burning day, 407
The power and glory of the war, 311
The thunder down the dark ravine, 48
Thee with the welcome snowdrop I compare, 489-
There is so much good in the worst of us, 76
There 's fire on the mountains, 408
These are the Britons, a barbarous race, 31, 77, 194
This main miracle that thou art thou, 489
To see the children sporting on the shore, 248, 295
True as the shell, 248
Ubi rudentes stridunt, 27
Was martial and high, 208
We muse on glories gone, 208
We shall meet, we know not where, 248
When love unites, wide space divides in vain, 48
Where the Radcliffe, alas ! rules no more, 208
Who has a voice like thine, 108
Whosa part in all the pomp that fills, 92
You say I 'm dead, I say you lie, 210
With viewless steps the bearers pass,'a208

R
R. (A. F.) on Hornby and Feilden M.P.s, 32(>

R. (D.) on quotations wanted, 408
R. (H.) on J. F. Vigani, 389
R. (J. F.) on Dante's sonnet to Guido Cavalcanti, 474

Rossetti (G.), his ' Tre Ragionamenti,'B477
R. (P. N.) on large-paper margins, 217

Provincial booksellers, 242
Radcliffe (J.) on Combermere Abbey, 214

Fitzherbert (Mrs.), 32

Glanville, Earl of Suffolk, 213

Heraldic, 335
Heralds' visitations, Northamptonshire, 54
Roll of Carlaverock, 53
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Rag and ragging : brimer and brimade, 507
Bailway, Flying or Centrifugal, 13

Bailway, Metropolitan, in 1864, description, 6

Bampini(J.), 1817,bis musical publication, 410,455, 497

Bamsgate : Townley House, its historical associations,

106; Christmas procession, 208, 374, 416

Randolph (J. A.) on abbey or priory, 457
Axholme priory, 416
Bolton Priory, 266

Open-air pulpits, 498
Saint with five stars, 411

Twizzle-twigs, 194

Twyford Abbey, 476
Ratcliffe (T.) on abbey or priory, 327, 378

" Cast not a clout," 493

Dog's nose, 187, 414

Eshin': beltin', 466

Hoast, 110
Holdich on Crowland Abbey, 509
Huff: "In a huff," 497
'John Bull's Bible,'389
Mother Christmas, 48

Muckibus, 295
New Year luck, 45
Pancakes in the fowl-pen, 229

Party colours, 194

Pip, 156

Twizzle-twigs, 53

Wood-pigeon's lament, 347
Read (F. W.) on Lord Mayor's Day, 30
Bead family, 248
Readman (F. D.) on portmanteauwordsand phrases, 612

Bebound, earliest quotation for verb, 345, 395
Rebus in churches, 188, 250, 297, 317, 356
Becord Office, Dublin, searcher at, 108

Records, their whereabouts wanted, 28

Records, English, references to Americans in, 163,

432, 476, 497
Bedmond (P.) on Dublin records, 108

Redway (Major G. W.) on deployment, 448
Reeves (T.) on title of novel wanted, 195

References, need of verification, 447

Regiment, Fencible, raised by M'Gregor Murray,
1799, 230, 337

Beichel (0. J.) on archdeacons' marks, 314

Place, 475
Reid (W. L.) on Sterne and Johnson, 108
Belton (F. H.) on Bight Hon. A. J. Balfour, 201

Gilbert family, 148

Harley (Robert), Earl of Oxford, 390, 471

Walpole (Horace), his letters, 133

Rememberable, its use, 20

Rendez-vous, earliest quotation for the word, 306
Rennie (John), his house in Stamford Street, 483

Repartee of royalty, 12

Revenue, pronunciation of the word, 427, 494

Reynolds (Sir Joshua) at Le Portel, 228, 356; his

portrait of Gibbon, 487

Reynolds (Millicent)=John Stubbs, 1785, 329
Beynolds (R.) on Thomas Bettesworth, 308

Beysman (Theodor), German ecclesiastic, 268, 315
Bhyl, North Wales, derivation of the name, 190
Rhyme v. rime, 469, 514
Rich (Anthony), artist and antiquary, 15
Bichardson (N. S.) on oil painting, c. 1626, 29

Rigby(Mrs.M.)onBetts: Fletcher: Deverent:Wall, 270
Rise : Robins : Edmonds : Bossey, 89

Biggs mentioned in Pepys's
'

Diary,' 9

Biggs (E. F.) on Biggs, 9

Bime v. rhyme, 469, 514

Rings, enchanted, divination by, 195

Bivington (C. R.) on R.Y. :
" Irish Stocke," 297

R n on vendium, 148

Boan, etymology of the word, 425
Bobbins (A. F .

)
on Mr. Brownley, journalistic orator, 28

"Hearts of oak, "409
Hopton (Ralph, Lord), 456
Lord Mayor's Day, 30
Moral pockethandkerchiefs, 3G8
Order of Royal Oak, 513

Bobbins (A. P.) on passive resister, 32
Bobbins (C.) on lightship on the Nore, 306

Trump as a card term, 148
Bobbins (P.) on Homer and digamma, 215
Bobbins (R.) on " Pannier Market," 426
Roberts (E.) on Rhyl, North Wales, 190
Roberts (Rev. Geo.), his

'

Speculum Episcopi,
'

288, 337
Roberts (W. )

on Cassell's
'Work of Eminent Masters,' 95

Horse-racing in France, 294
Locke manuscripts, 65

Marsden ( Rev. Samuel), 455
Thiers and Dosne family, 447

Robertson (Mrs. James), portrait painter, 304

Robin, of good or evil omen, 215
Robin Hood in French, 468
Robins family, 89
Rochester Row, its Pound, 54
Rockefeller surname, its derivation, 111
Bodes (F.) on John Rodes, 490
Rodes (John), c. 1600, his descendants, 490

Rogers (H.) on dogs in war, 36

Bokewood, Style, and Townsend families, 488
Roman bag-pipers, bronze figures discovered, 208, 315
Roman Catholic, use of the term, 327
Roman mound on island in the Medway, 245, 296
Roman tablets for writing, 228, 350, 473, 512

Rome, Pope Linus in St. Paul's outside the Walls, 129

Romilly (Sir S.), tract by, 386

Romney (Gr.), portrait of Mrs. Dixon, 34

Room (C. T.) on Colet on peace and war, 95

Roosevelt (President), his Scots ancestry, 65

Ropes used at executions, 266, 315, 375, 418, 457, 498

Rose family, 89
Rose of Jericho, literary references, 229, 272,430,515
Rosenthal (L.) on A.O.R., 132

" Diss.
"

: an abbreviation, 114

'Emblemesd'Alciat,'512
Ross (R M.) on novel wanted, 109

Rossetti (Dante G.), his house in Hallam Street, 484

Rossetti (G.), his ' Tre Ragionamenti,' 428, 477

Rossetti (W. M.) on'Rossetti's Tre Ragionamenti,' 47 7

Rotary bromide copying process, 346
Rowton (Lord), pronunciation of his name, 149

Royal arms in churches, 188, 230, 294, 336

Royal family, pedigree in Burke's '

Peerage,' 227

Royalty, repartee of, 12

Rupert-Jones (J. A.) on Sir Gilbert Pickering, 82

Ruskin and T.tormina, 450
Russell (Lady) on Blandina, 450

Camelford (Lord), his duel, 162
Churchwardens' accounts, 410
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Russell (Lady) on Major Richard Cromwell, 154

Jenkyn, Little John, &c., 155
Laconic letters, 153
Olvarius's '

History,' 493

Pit, for cockpit, 437
St. Thomas Aquinas : his ancestry, 377
Santorin and St. Irene, 510
Waterloo campaign, 152

Russell (Rebecca)= William Dyer, 209

Russia, Gordon surname in, 469

Russia, Southern, statues in, 349
Rutt (T.) on Devonshire funeral customs, 48
Rutton (W. L.) on Major Richard Cromwell, 113

Hair-powdering closets, 135
London improvement, 1, 43
Portman family, 150, 178, 272
Portman family at Kew, 383
Rose of Jericho, 430, 515

Ruvigny (Marquis de) on Lord Camelford's duel, 162

Etty, William, 88
Saltonstall of Rogerthorpe, 88

-

S. (A.) on early English literature, 164
Fonseca's Devout Contemplations,' 101, 196

Spinola's whale, 173

Symonds (William),
'

Pisgah Evangelica,' 384
Tuvill or Tutevil (Daniel), 461

S. (E.) on Ariel, 249
S. (E. S. G.), author of 'The King's Seal,' 149
S. (F. H.) on Nelson relic in Corsica, 89
S. (H. H.) on * Leicester's Ghost,' 388
S. (H. K. St. J.) on bookseller's motto, 418

Earthquakes in fiction, 492

Macaulay on the Thames, 489
Poem by Fielding, 445

Pour, 329

Quotations wanted, 295
' Sussex Drinking-Song,' 508

S. (H. T,) on Babington Conspiracy, 190
S. (J. S.) on John Hook, of Norwich, 473
S. (L. P.) on 'Reliquiae Wottonianse,' 27
S (L. R. M.) on Place, 371
S. (M. E.) on Samuel Whitchurcb, poet, 31

S. (P. C.) on party colours, 65
S. (S.) on King: Joachin Cardoza, 108
S. (S. T.) on Oxford University Volunteers, 108
S. (W.) on Capt. Curry, 271

Gray's
'

Elegy
'

in Russian, 306

Guydickens (Melchior), 93

Military discipline, 12

Place, 475

Thompson (Mr.) of the 6th Dragoons, 316
Sacrse Paginse Professor, the title, 231
Sadi on heraldic, 190

Sage (Edward John), his library, 219
SS. Anne and Agnes, churchwardens' accounts, 369, 41 (

St. Blandina, martyr virgin, 409, 450, 517
St. Edith, her identity, 510
St. Evroult, Pays d'Ouche, its abbey, 390
St. Expeditus, his decanonization, 107, 156, 216, 297
St. Genius, actor-martyr, 449, 495
'
St, George,' Cornish Christmas play, 109, 155
St, George and the Robbers,' at Verona, 348

St. Irene, virgin martyr, her biography, 468, 510
St. John Nepomuc, his martyrdom, 348, 411

it. Lampierre, his lake, 489
It. Margaret's, Westminster, royal arms in, 294
t. Michael's, Burleigh Street, its demolition, 181, 507
it. Paul's Cathedral, its foundation stone, 168, 213, 272
It. Paul's outside the Walls, Rome, Pope Linus in, 12fr

"t. Swithin on antequations, 24

Ball-games on festivals, 37G
Banner or flag, 493

Blandina, 450
Candlemas Day in Canada, 266
Chemists' coloured bottles, 356

Cross-legged knights, 314

Delmer, 433
Direction post v. signpost, 496

Etty (William), 137
Fall (George), artist, 273

Fame, 49
Grantham of Goltho family, 338

Hair-powdering closets, 95

Heraldic, 335

Horse-racing in France, 167
Lincolnshire death folk-lore, 112

Open-air pulpits, 55

Pig : swine : hog, 73

Quartering of arms, 275
St. Expeditus, 216
St. Genius, 495
Saint with five stars, 411

Santorin and St. Irene, 510
"These are the Britons," 77

Vamphorn, 394
St. Wilgefortis, cult of, 205, 273
Saint with five stars, 348, 411
Saintix (J.) on Jean Nicot, 448

Salingen (T.T. R ), officer in army of George III., 307
Salisbury (Marquess of), his arms, 228, 311

Salmagundi
' and the American Gotham, 288

Saltonstall ( Samuel) , of Rogerthorpe, his descendants, 88
Sambo, etymology of the word, 367

Samplers, verses on old, 245
San Sebastian, inscriptions at, 385
Sanatorium at Midhurst, Sussex, 445
Sanchez (Francisco), his 'Minerva,' 1733, 518
Sandford (W.) on Wardle, 229

Williams, Samuel, draughtsman, 109

Sandgate, J. M. W. Turner and, 127
Santa Sabina, Rome, earliest representation of CrucU

fixion on, 248, 289
Santorin and St. Irene, 468, 510
Sardinian Chapel, Lincoln's Inn Fields, its effacement.

146

Sarpi (Father Paul) and the circulation of the blood, 407
Saturday in Spanish, 388, 435

Savage (Canon E. B.) on African sloths, 313
Christian of Milntown, 334
Manx emphasis, 346
Mount Murray, Isle of Man, 299
Portmanteau words and phrases, 512

Saville (E.) on Theodor Reysman: Andreas Keller, 268
Sawbridgeworth Church, Herts, monumental brasses in,8
Saxon kings, living descendants of, 189, 252
Sayer (C. L.) on " Man in the street," 167
Scallion, etymology of the word, 54

Scargill (W.) on 'Cherry Ripe,' 214

Ropes used at executions, 457
Watches with words instead of figures, 413
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Scattergood (B. P.) on City of London Militia, 488

Schloesser (F.) on Collop Monday, &c., 413

'Epicure's Almanack,' 116

Ladies' head-dresses in theatre, 389

Society ladies, 514

"Schomberg (J.) on " Gula Augusti," 499

"Pancharis
"

:

"
Minerva," 1735, 69

Scotland, death-birds in, 111, 158, 215; seventeenth-

century funeral invitations in, 487
Scott (Sir Walter) and Carey, 7; in Ireland, ib.,

punch-drinking in 'Redgauntlet,' 37; use of the

word "hebdomadary," 44, 91; and George Croal,

66; on the term Tekelites, 87; and Archibald

Constable, 324
Scottish coin, temp. William III., pistole, 307

Scottish newspaper press, 1600-1 700, censorship of, 388

Sea, "marmor " and the, in Latin poets, 106, 153

Seaforth: 'Curse of Seaforth,' by "Warlock of the

Glen," 168, 233

Seddon family, 470

Seeds, their germination, 340

Semper family, 52, 112

Semur, horse-racing at, 167, 237, 294

Senex on rime v. rhyme, 469

Senga on Gray's Elegy,' 428

Sewell (Rev.William), D.D., on ' The Clouds
'
of Aris-

tophanes, 129

.Shakespeare : and Ben Jonson, 125
;
and the musical

glasses, 128, 232
;
and the storm of 1703, 161 ;

a
remarkable folio, 427 ;

" heroic
"
creations of, 429 ;

best edition for foreigners, 449

Shakespeariana :

As You Like It, Act I. sc. i.,
" Wilt thou lay

hands on me, villain ?
" 264

;
Act II. sc. i.,

" Left and abandon'd of his velvet friend," 264

Hamlet, Act I. sc. iv.,
" Dram of eale," 264 ;

Act V. sc. ii.,
" And yet but yaw neither," 465

1 Henry IV., Act II. sc. i.,
"
Oneyers," 265, 466

;

Act V. sc. i., "A trim reckoning," 128, 176
Julius Caesar, Act III. sc. i.,

" Et tu, Brute !

"
125

Love's Labour 's Lost, Act II. sc. i.,
" Well fitted

in Arts," 264

Macbeth, storm scene in, 161
;
Act I. sc. iii.,

* And when he reades," 263
Measure for Measure, Act II. sc. ii.,

" His glassy
essence," 264, 465

Merchant of Venice, Act II. sc. ii.,
" It is a wise

father that knows his own child," 465
Midsummer Night's Dream, death songs of

Pyramus and Thisbe, 341, 401

Othello, Act III. sc. iv.,
" This argues fruitful-

ness," 264

Tempest, storm scene in, 161
Twelfth Night, Act II. sc. iv., "Green and

yellow melancholy," 465
Venus and Adonis,

"
Lo, here the gentle lark," 465

Winter's Tale, Act V. so. i.,
" Bred his hopes out

of," 264

Shakkespere and Shakstaff in Court of Rolls of War-
wick College, 89

bharry family, 348

Shawm, musical instrument, 394
Shedlock (J. S.) on female violinists, 256

Sheep in church in Westmorland, 126

Sheeter, mentioned in 4 Tristram Shandy,' 68, 115

Sheffield plate, its bibliography, 27, 92, 214

Sherborne(Lord), on A.O.R., 132
Banner or flag, 493
Famous Chelsea, 174
Laconic letters, 171

Place, 333

Pour, 329
Sherwood (G. F. T.) on Americans in English

records, 163, 497
Cresswell of Odiham, Hants, 345
Grantham of Goltho family, 276

Indexes, Calendars, &c., 406

Pedigree difficulties, 155, 186

Ponica, for gardener, 346
Townsend (Richard), his epitaph, 508

Unregistered arms, 311
Winch family, 229

Ship, its christening, 120

Shipbrook (Earl of), of Newry, co. Down, 1783, 308

Shropshire, Westhope Court Rolls, 269

Sigma on hair-powdering closets, 135
Wheels instead of feet, 509

Signalling, military, c. 1601, 93

Signpost v. direction post, 449, 496

Signs, London, 328, 367, 397
Sihtric the Dane, his descent, 169, 215, 314

Sjambok, pronunciation of the word, 35, 92, 135

Skeat (Prof. W. W.) on Anglo-Saxon names as sur-

names, 442

Barnes, origin of name, 352

"Bbl," 112
Brock : Badger, 432

Charing and Charing Cross, 146, 238

Chart, 507

Cheyne Walk : China Walk, 312, 415

Churchwardens' accounts, 410

Dumping, 232

English spelling : English culture, 198

Famous Chelsea, 33

Grindleton, 73
Hamberbonne of wheat, 315

Hoast, 110

Holborn, 338
Homer and digamma, 253, 297

Maidlow, 196

Misicks, 218

Pour, 261, 392

Propitious, 24

Quotations wanted, 437
"
Rattling good thing," 335

Rime v. rhyme, 514

Saturday in Spanish, 435

Sjambok, its pronunciation, 35
"
Sophy, The," 354

"
Walking

"
cloth, 212, 293

War, its old pronunciation, 310

Sladen (S.) on North-West Somerset and Combe

Sydenham, 250
Slaie makers of Norwich, name explained, 209, 256

Sloths, African, 230, 313
Smallwood (S.) on holy Britons, 308
Smith in Latin as modern English name, 13, 73, 152,193
Smith (E.) on Cox's '

History of Warwickshire,' 518
'Leicester's Ghost,' 436

Smith (G. C. Moore), on Latin quotations, 88

Smith (H.T.) on chemists' coloured bottles, 356
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Smith (H. T.) on suicides buried in the open fields, 76

Smith (Hubert) on The King's Seal,' 149

Smith ( J. and H.), their
' Horace in London,' 369

Smith (Stephen Catterton), artist, 287, 517
Smith (Dr. T.), his

'

Hymnus Eucharisticus,' 369, 413

Smugglers' caves, 282

Smyth (E. C.) on Reginald Fitz Urse, 112

g_n (A.) on black ewe in the '

Iliad,' 328

S n (G. A.) on Canova's works in England, 89

Snakes in South Africa, 428, 473
Snuff boxes, leather, 296

Society ladies, magazine articles on, 469, 514

Somerill (T.) on Saxon kings : living descendants, 189

Somerset, North- West, sketches of, 250

ongs and Ballads:

Attend, ye gay dames, to the tale T am telling, 184

Charlie, he's my Darling, 45

Cherry Ripe, 214, 254, 297, 352, 392

Chin-a-chin-a-chop-sticks, 120

Ching-a-ring-a-ching-ching, Feast of Lanterns,

6i, 113, 239

Come, all you jolly blades, 289

Home, Sweet Home, additional verses, 367, 476

May Song, 403, 474

Medley Finale to theGreat Exhibition, 64, 113, 239

My lodging is on the cold ground, 352
Sussex Drinking Song, 508

Soper (Thomas) and Capt. Hardy, 287, 349

Sophy=Shah of Persia, anachronistic use, 308, 354, 378
Sotheran (H. C.) on provincial booksellers, 297

Soubise, black page of Duchess of Queensberry, 73
Souletin "

pastorales," list of, 387
Southam ( Herbert) on Capt. Curry, 271

Mozart, 11

Party colours, 194
West's picture of the death of Wolfe, 518

Spain, Mozarabic Mass in, 250, 339 ; marriage of

King Alphonso and Princess Victoria, 447

Spain and England, old saying, 430

Sparke (A.) on boar's head, 35

Sparth, derivation of the word, 288

Speeches, long, an infliction, 86

Spelling, history of English, 148, 198, 232

.Spence (Joseph), his biography, 1699-1768, 63

Spence (R.) on black ewe in '

Iliad,' 373

Spermologus on Lewes Grammar School, 268

Spinola's whale, mentioned in 1654, 109, 173, 394

Spoons, church, 13, 56, 77

Stacey (John), bogus Waterloo veteran, 391

Btaines Bridge, its dimensions, 52, 112

Stapleton (A.) on abbey or priory, 417
American Gotham, 288

Nottingham Psalter, 430

Pedigree difficulties, 87

:Stapletonor Stoughton (1C.), variation of name, 87, 155
Statues in Southern Russia, 349
Steam communication, early, with America, 467
Steamboats, halfpenny, 82, 136

Steamer: the Henry Brougham, c. 1838, 269, 337,511
Steele (R. L.) on Tarot cards, 452
Steemson and Cliffe families, 169, 217

Steggall (Caroline) on Lewes Grammar School, 337

Stephen (G. A.) on bookseller's motto, 255
Cox's '

History of Warwickshire,' 372

Stephenson (Ernest Augustus), c. 1822, 109

Sterne (C.) and Johnson at " The Cheshire Cheese,"
108 ;

his letters to Rev. John Blake, 247
Stevens (E.) on Darrel or Dorrell'g deed, 285
Stevenson (George J.), his '

City Road Chapel,' 328
Stevenson (R. L.), use of "

hebdomadary," 44, 91;
lines by, 76; first ed. of < New Arabian Nights,' 107

Steward of the Household, 348, 396
Stewart (Alan) on Lord Camelford's duel, 162

Lettsom (Dr.), 191

Stewart of Lome effigy discovered, 326
Stewart- Brown ( R.) on ballad by Heber : W. Crane, 413

Stocktaking and inventories in antiquity, 168
Stone (C. R.) on Reginald Fitz Urse, 47
Stone (J. H.) on Ramsgate Christmas procession, 208
Storm of 1703, 'The Tempest

' and '

Macbeth,' 161

Story (A. T.) on Cheyne Walk: China Walk, 312
Stow's '

Survey,' cheap reissue, 304

Strachan(L. R. M.) on Byron and Greek grammar, 9$

Heidelberg matriculations, 368
Johnson's 'Vanity of Human Wishes,' 29
Laconic letters, 171

Pig : swine : hog, 73

Street (E. E.) on church spoons, 13

Havel and slaie makers, 256
Johnson's 'Vanity of Human Wishes,' 78
Michell family, 495

Moon, new : fortunate or unfortunate, 252
Pour, 329
Tarot cards, 452

Streets, vanished and vanishing, 81, 136, 175, 221

Strong (Prof. H. A) on bacteria : early notice, 45
Stubbs (J.), o. 1785, his marriages and descendants, 329
Student on final e in Chaucer, 36

Style, Townsend, and Rokewood families, 488

Suckling (Florence H.) on Pightle : pikle, 470

Suffolk, Glanville, East of, 213
Suicides buried in the open fields, 76, 173
Sun putting out fire, 300

Sunday, Button, 247, 376 ; Cock Hat, 413
Sundials inside churches, 206, 271

Sunken Land of Bus, a 'Doubtful Shoal,' 509

Superman, use of the term, 88, 1 73
Surnames : Sm ith in Latin. 13, 73, 152, 193

;
Rocke-

feller, 111
; Holyoake, 126, 173 ; Walker, 1H9,

212, 227, 293
; Gallic, 309, 394, 454 ; Delmer, 348,

433; Hawtrey, 348,417; Portman, 351; number
in England, 370 ; Anglo-Saxon, 442

* Sussex Drinking Song,' 508
Sussex inscription, 75
Sutton (C. W.) on ' The National Instructor,' 229

Provincial booksellers, 342
Rebus in churches, 250

Swaen(A. E. H.)on Decuyper's 'College Alphabet,' 451
Swann ( Emma) on seven-sacrament fonts, 35

Sweden (Christina, Queen of), her works, 489
Swerve in cricket, use of the word, 426

Swimming in the Polynesian islands, 329

Swine, singular and plural, 73

Sword-bearer, municipal, history of the office, 90, 151

Swynnerton (C.) on Henry Angelo, 287, 432

Sycamore= plane in quotation, 407, 452

Symonds (William), hi*
'

Pisgah Evangelica,' 1605, 384

T. (A. C.) on Dr. Lettsom, 148
T. (B. W.) on King of Bath, 215
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T, (B. W. ) on Capt. William Wade, 395
T. (D. K.) on Bury family, 349

Holyoake and special constables, 274
Latton (John), 149

T. (G.) on piper at Castle Bytham, 9

T. (J. A.) on Thomas Gloucester, 170
T. (K.) on Portman family, 48, 217, 351
T. (R.) on direction post r. signpost, 496

Rime r. rhyme, 514
T. (V. K.) on Catterton Smith, 287
T. (W.) on Blandina, 450

Holly, oaths, and lightning, 167

King of Bath, 75
"
Quain nihil ad genium, Papiniane, tuum," 27

Quotations wanted, 496

Tablets, Greek and Boman, for wiiting, 228, 350, 473,
512

Tallies, Exchequer, three described, 305

Taormina, Rus-kin and, 450
Tarot pack of playing cards, 407, 452
Tatham (C.), his life of William Blake, 108

Tavern Signs:

Black Bull, Holborn, 367
Coal Hole, Strand, 306, 353, 394
Two Friends, Princes Street, 94

Taylor (H.) on Holyoake and special constables, 126,

212, 274
"Pale Ale," as nieknaire for Englishmen, 447
St. Paul's Cathedral : its foundation stone, 272

Teening time, dialect teim, 186

Teeth, perrons born with, 8, 78, 115

Tekelitep="Whigs, use of the teim by Dryden, 87
Tenison's 'Baconian*,' 31, 133
Tte-a-Tete portraits in Town and Country Maga-

zine,' 54

Tillesley (Edmund), of St. John's College, Oxon., 249

Titles, Jacobite and French Canadian, recognition of, 87

Thackeray (W. M.), his use of "
anon," 274, 454, 496

Thakor (D. K.) on Kipling's
'

Tomlinson,' 307
Thames, the, Lord Macaulay on, 489

Theatre, head-dresses of ladies in, 389, 433, 477
Theatre prints, Juvenile, 25
" There !

"
its use as an ejaculation, 246

Thermometer scales, early examples of, 128, 174
Thickneese (Philip), his New Bath Guide,' 75, 132
Thiers and the Dosne family, 447
Thifibe and Pyramus, their death songs, 341, 401
Thomas (Ralph) on William Blake, 86

Bibliography of publishing and bookselling, 476

Brougham (Henry), steamer, 269, 511
Brown Bess, applied to musket, 91

Copyiight in letters, 176

Holyoake bibliography, 441
Juvenile Theatre, 25
London newspapers, 70

MacDonogh (Felix Bryan), 165

Meteyard (Miss), 496
Nollekens (J.), his library, 153
Penhallow (John), 336

Philippines, 287

Rampini (J.), 410, 497
Rich (Anthony), 15

'Bing, The,' 57

Romilly (Sir S.), 386
Swerve, 426

Thomas (Ralph) on Waterloo campaign, 373
Williams (Samuel), draughtsman, 312
Zouave uniform, 5

Thompson (C. H.) on Edward IV., 426
Fitzmaurice family, 67
Laconic letters, 234
Smith (Catterton), 517

Thompson (Mr.) of the 6th Dragoons, 269, 316, 354,.
432

Thony (Lady Margaret de), r. 12004300, 269
Thome Quay, its locality, 169, 217
Thumb (Tom), his biography, 385, 454
Thurnam (R.) on hare and Easter, 375

Thursday : Bloody Thursday, 247

Toby's dog, fine for preaching on, 32

Topinnmbou, use and derivation of the word, 66, 1 31

Toulouse, supposed facetious legal judgment at, 286
Tower of London, memoirs by Britton and Bravleyv

47, 114
1 Town and Country Magazine,' Tete-a-Tete portrait*

in, 54

Townley House, Ramsgate, its historical associations,.
106

Townsend (Richard), c. 1684, his will and epitaph^
508

Townsend, Rokewood, and Style families, 488

Trafalgar, pronunciation of the name, 57, 114 ; Hardy
pedigree in Three Dorset Captains, 241 ; Kelson's-

"instructions," 244, 311

Trappes-Lomax (R.) on Sparth, 288

Traquair House, Peebles, its closed gates, 249

Travelling in England, 1600-1700, 348, 414, 433, 455^
492

Trevor (John, Lord), d. 1764, his biography, 508

Trisanku, Tndian legend, 244

Trump as a card teim, 148, 239

Trunk-maker,
" celebrated critical," 389, 433, 477

Tuileiies garden in 1796, 429, 493

Tun, its etymology, 422

Tupman (C.) on quotations wanted, 48
Turner (F.) on Staines Bridge, 52
Turner (J. M. W.) and Sandgate, 127
Tuvill or Tutevil (Daniel), c. 1609, 461, 517

Twizzle-twigs, UPC of the word, 53, 91, 194
"Two Friends," Princes Street, London, 1794, it*

history, 90, 153

"Two Sneezing Cats,'
1

Houndsditch sign, 328, 397

Twyford Abbey, literary references to, 430, 476

Tyrone, history of the county, 89, 172

U
Udal (J. S.) on escutcheon of pretence, 392

West Indian military burial-ground, 61, 104

Underdown (H. W. ) on Barnes Pikle, 409

Hackney, Middlesex, 309
London nouses, famous, 165
"
Walking

"
cloth, 293

Uniform of Zouaves in French army, 5

United States, oldest Protestant church in, 244
United States v. America, use of the words, 510

University, "James," 1652, the designation, 47, 92r

135
Unwin (T. Fisher) on dumping, 127

Up, misuse of the word, 245

Usher, Hereditary, of the Court of Exchequer,
abolished, 89
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V. (L.) on writing on ivorine, 228

V. (Q.) on Ainsty, 32
Almanac c. 1744, 155

Blackguard and 'N.E.D.,' 187

Cats : their price, 367
' Census Report, 1851,' 9

Church spoons, 56

Diamond State, 189

Fistula : canna, 288

Jonson (Ben) and Bacon, 31

Peat, 427
Vowels on monuments, 414

V. (Q. W.) on archdeacons' marks, 209

V. ( V. H. I. L. I. C. I.) on pour, 329

V.-W. (H. S.) on Campbells in Strand, 94

Vade-Walpole (H. S.) on "Was you?" and "You
was," 155

Valadi (Marquis of), c. 1790, his religious views, 69

Vamphorn, musical instrument, 110, 154, 394

Van Bassen and H. Janssens, painting by, c. 1660,129
Vandecar, etymology of the name, 379, 455

Vanishing London : Paradise'Row, Chelsea, 165, 272

Varrow, notice of bacteria in ' De Re Rustica," 45

Vastern, place-name, its derivation, 198

Vendium, use and meaning of the word, 148, 197, 271

Venoix, Normandy, and derivation of Grosvenor, 208
Verderers' Court, Forest of Dean, castles in, 167
Vicars (Sir Arthur) on quartering of arms, 215
Victoria (Princess) and King Alphonso, marriage of, 447

Vigani (J. F.), 1703, his marriage, 389

Violinists, female, 229, 256, 454
Voice an opinion, 260
1 Voice of the Church,' Anglican miscellany, 1840, 167
Vollmer (E.) on "Ocean, 'mid his uproar wild," 47

Volunteers, Oxford University, 108, 156, 216

Voters, centenarian, 187, 258

Vowels, Welsh poem containing only, 14, 75 ;
on

monument, 169, 374, 414

W
W. on William Dyer ; Rebecca Russell, 209
W. (B.) on Bankes of Corfe Castle, 289

Sanatorium at Midhurst, 445

Thony (Lady Margaret de), 269
Welds of Willey Park, Salop, 329

W. (F.) on Kipling's
' With Scindia to Delhi,' 518

Shakespeare for foreigners, 449
W. (F. C.) on Abelard's vision of hell, 169

W. (G.) on black ewe in Iliad,' 373
W. (G. C.) on Eshin' : Beltin', 518
W. (G. H.) on Ramsgate Christmas procession, 374
W. (H.) on classical quotations, 27
W. (H. B.) on " These are the Britons," 77
W. (J.) on James Hervey's correspondence, 249
W. (R. M. H.) on Thomas Howard, of Dublin, 169
W. (T.) on Wardle, 299
W. (T. M.) on Devon provincialisms, 490
W. (U. V.) on ' The Battered Tar,' 408

'

Cherry Ripe,' 254
W. (W. R.) on Wakerley, 54
Wade (Capt.), M,C. of Bath Assembly Rooms, 215,

327, 395

Wainewright (J. B.) on classical quotations, 75
Colet on peace and war, 95, 153

Wainewright (J. B.) on Crucifixion : earliest repre-
sentation, 289

Doubtful pronunciations, 233
Ennobled animals, 73

Fame, 49

Forman, Essex cricketer, 228
Golden Roof at Innsbruck, 136
Lake of St. Lampierre, 489

May Song, 474
Passive resister, 77
Peacock as a symbol, 130, 193

Place, 353
Portmanteau words and phrases, 170

Pounde, Thomas, S.J., 172
St. Expeditus, 297
St. Wilgefortis, 273
Saint with five stars, 411

"Wykehamist" first used, 470
Waiter : minority waiter, meaning of the term, 510
Wakerley (Robert), rector of Covingtnn, 54
Wale (W.) on Dickens on the Bible, 391
Walker (B.) on Cox's '

History of Warwickshire,' 372
Cresset stones, 394

Walker (Col. H. J. 0. ) on Greek and Roman tablets,228
Napoleon's coronation robe, 76

Walker (J. W.) on "
walking" cloth, 169

Walker (R. J.) on Robert Barker, 229

Walker, its derivation, 169, 212, 293
;
in Latin, 227

*
Walking" cloth, illustration of, 169. 212, 293

Wall (E.) on Polynesian islands, 329
Wall family, 270, 489
Wallace (William Ross), author of "The hand that

rocks the cradle," 273, 357

Walpole (Horace), his letters, 133, 173

Walsingham (Sir T.), dedication of 'All Fools' to, .317

Walsoken, Norfolk, seven-sacrament font at, 36
Walters (H. B.) on Wigan bell foundry, 257
Walters (R.) on quotations wanted, 437
Wandsworth, dispute of dyers in, 126

War, dogs in, 36, 195

War, its old pronunciation, 228, 310
Ward (Major B. R.) on Sir William H. De Lancey, 72
Ward (C. A.) on Fame, 49

Nelson's signal, 136
Ward (C. S.) on Duke of Guelderland : Duke of

Lorraine, 313
Rose of Jericho, 229
St. Genius, 495
Santorin and St. Irene, 510

Ward (F.) on Ward family, 409
Ward (H. Snowden) on "Cast not a clout," 433

Hoast, 110
Portmanteau words and phrases, 170

Vamphorn, 154

War, its old pronunciation, 310
Ward family, 409
Wardle (George), of Pimlico, 1861, 229, 299

Ware, lustre, its origin, 110, 158, 216
" Warlock of the Glen," his ' Curse ofSeaforth,' 1 68 , 233

Washington's arms and stars and stripes, 60
" Was you ?

" and " You was," use of, 32, 76, 114, 155
Watches with words instead of figures, 349, 413, 476

Water-pipes, wooden, in London, 15
Waterloo campaign, letter referring to, 107, 152,293, 373
Waterloo veterans, 391

Waterlooensis on Sir William H. De Lancey, 276
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Watson (Christopher) on John Penhallow, 37

Semper family, 52, 112

Watson (J.) on Beaumont and Fletcher, 195
'

Cherry Ripe,' 254, 352

Coventry (Lady), Minuet, 355
Crucifixion : earliest representation, 289
Escutcheon of pretence, -48(3

Greek and Roman tablets, 350
Peacock as a Christmas symbol, 130

Quotations wanted, 248
Hose of Jericho, 272

Soubise, black page, 73
Weare (G. E.) on < The Epicure's Almanack,' 4, 153

Weather-rime, Doncaster, 407
Webb (E. A.) on king's money, 198

Webster, Montaigne, Marston, and Donne, 301, 382

Weddings, Charles Lamb at, 265

Weighhouse, King's, 1666, and Love Lane, 303

Welby (Col. A.) on Geoffrey de Lusignan, 488
Weld family of Willey Park, Salop, 329
Welford (R.) on W. E. Adams's '

Tyrannicide,' 287
Bookseller's motto, 255
Bowes of Elford, 57
Doubtful pronunciations, 193

Epitaph at Bowes, Yorkshire, 431
Lindo or Lindot, portrait painter, 189

Wellington (Duke of) and Lady Jersey, 171
Welsh poem containing only vowels, 1 4, 75
West (B.), his picture of death of Wolfe, 409,451, 518
West Indian military burial-ground, 61, 104

Westhope Court Rolls, Salop, 269
Westminster changes in 1905, 221, 262, 356, 491

Westmorland, sheep in church in, 126
Weston (F. H.) on Robert Weston, 9

Weston (Robert) =Jane Howard, his biography, 9

Weyman (Stanley),
' House of the Wolf,' 190, 354,

395, 455
;

' Starvecrow Farm,' 253, 516
W h (H.) on Saturday in Spanish, 388

Whale, Spinola's, mentioned in 1654, 109, 173, 394
Wheat measure, ancient "

hamberbonne," 190, 270, 315
Wheatstone (Charles), musical instrument maker, 155
Wheels instead of feet in American novel, 509

Whips, Parliamentary, 16

Whitchurch, Middlesex, its nomenclature, 249, 336,394
\Vhitchurch (Samuel), poet, his biography, 31

White (H.) on Roman bagpipers, 315
White (S.) on thermometer scale, 174
White (T.) on Goldsmith's '

Traveller,' 295
Whitehead (Paul), d. 1774, his burial-place, 56
Whitham (J. H.) on cresset stones, 308

"Walking "cloth, 293
Whitwell (R. J. ) on Hearne's tomb, 66

Pightle : pikle, 26, 134

Pillory, 145

Wicksidge on Blandina, 450

Wigan bell foundry, 168, 216, 257, 377
Wigtwizzle, place-name, its etymology, 53, 91, 194
Wilde (Oscar), bibliography, 12, 133, 176, 238, 813, 355
Will, shortest recorded, 206

Will-power as recorded in historical portraits, 9
Willett (E. V. A.) on Percy Folio/ 4G8
Williams (A. J.) on Ariel, 415

Jonson (Ben) and Bacon, 133
Williams (C.) on Sir T. Browne's daughter, 169
Williams (Samuel), draughtsman, 109, 312, 417, 498

Willison (David), Edinburgh printer, hisbiography, 324
Wilmshurst (T. B.) on portmanteau words, 512

Shakespeariana, 465
Vowels on monument, 374

Wilson (T.) on "Nuts in May," 449
Wilson (W. E.) on Pightle : pikle, 174

Wilton, etymology of the name, 225
Winch family, 229
Winchester on Eton swishing, 489
Winchester College arms and Eton College, 285
Winchester to Dover road, 409, 451

Wingfield (Robert), his descendants, 488

Wintemberg (W. J.) on Delmer, 348

Hawtrey, 348

Vandecar, 370
Wiseman (Cardinal), engraving of his tomb, 389
W n (G.) on Ham House: closed gates, 249

Woffington (Peg), pamphlet on, 90
Wolfe (Gen.), West's picture of his death, 409, 451, 51*
Wolferstan (B. P.) on "This is every cook's," &c

, 26*

Wolsey (Cardinal), pillars borne before, 7

Wood-pigeon's lament, 347
Wooden water-pipes in London, 15

Woollen, burial in, 467
Wordsworth anecdote, 307

Worksop priory, rightly so called, 327, 378, 417
Wotton (Sir Henry), difficulties in his '

Reliquiae,' 27, 95
Wren (Sir Christopher) and house in Love Lane, 303

Wright (Frances), Mrs. d'Arusmont.her biography, 307

Wriothesley(T.),EarlofSouthampton,and'D.N.B.,'2r
Writing on ivorine, 228

Wykehamist, earliest use of the term, 470

X
X. on Duma, 426

Earthquakes in fiction, 388

Lava, 325
Lustre ware, 216

Y
Y. on Horace Wai pole's letters, 173
Y. (R.):

" Irish Stocke," 249, 297, 374
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Earthquakes in fiction, 436

Ewe, black, in the '

Iliad,' 373
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Johnson's '

Vanity of Human Wishes,' 78

Pidgin or pigeon English, 116

Pour, 329
Revenue : its pronunciation, 494

Yardley (Richard), stationer, 1631, 249, 297, 374
Yeo (W. C.) on pin-fire, 114

Prisoner suckled by his daughter, 132

Ygrec on cresset stones, 394

Jenkyn, Little John, &c., 109, 195
1
St. George and the Robbers,' 348

Yonge (Sir George), Secretary of State, 1788, 47
" You was " and "Was you ?

"
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Young (W.) on long speeches, 86
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Zastrow (General von), letter from Major Cox, 107,
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Zouave uniform, 5
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